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want of
(rjpTiie publication of this number, tor
its date.
piper, was delayed until the Friday after
htVe foretold
^Nothing but a spirit of prophecy could
tho misfortune, and money could not repair it we
were forced to bear it as well as we could, li is
probably the last time that we shall be so circumstanced, li has deranged our affairs not a little.

*r,.

it

g5

per ann.

people rushed to the sea board to meet the invader, and beat and discomfit the best, proved
veterans of the old world, provided with all
t ie needful
requisites for the fight, and led
on by the ablest aud most experienced generals.
The battles on the Niagara frontier,

where the regulars under Brown, Scott,
Gaines and others, earned immortal wreaths

of glory, in contending foot to foot and bayothe proudest period net to
bayonet with the chosen troops of £ug*
The review land and at Orleans, where thv militia under
in the history of the republic.
of glorious warpresents us with a galaxy
high-souled Jackson and his gveateo adju tors,
deeds, terminating in an honorable peace, repulsed, with carnage dreadful to think of,
arms of victory the same valiant foe have convinced all that
happily signed in the very
a period without blot or hlemish, save in the our people do not wish peace because tin y are
ill-timed meeting at Hartford: which, though afraid of war
No no. Nor shall the subit was disreputable to our country, reflected lime actions of Macomb be
and
forgotten
no credit on the enemy. What its iil'erior history delight to tell how that with 3000 men,
object was, we are not assured of though it the half of them militia, hastily collected, he
appears to have been to have made a "sepa- heat the governor general of the British posrate peace"
But the project of the jacobins sessions in North America,- at the head of
was looked into contempt by the people.
15,000 veterans, forming together the best apSuccess has crowned our arms in a wonder- pointed and most powerful army ever collectful manner.
The e»glc-banher, sustained by ed in the new world an army that was to
the hand of Gon. through hosts of heroes tri- have penetrated to Albany to erect the royal
umohantlv waved over Champlain, at Platts- standard and hold up a rallying point for traitors
Whatever may be the share of our disburg, at Baltimore, at Mobile, and New- Or
leans ; and some signal victories were gained grace for the capture of Washington that of
at sea —so that the war was finished in a blaze our late enemy, at Plattsburg, spunges off the
of glory, as though the Great Arbiter of all stain, and leaves other victories, and especialthe magnificent affair at Orleans, as clear
things had decreed that the wisdom and forti- ly
tude of our government, and the desperatelv gain in the account of honor. It is true, that,
treason and traitorous proceedings, we
daring courage, \ Evincible patience and inge- as to
nious qualities of our people, should be tried have had ten thousand times as much as Engin a short contest, to secure future peace and land had to bear against; but our resistance
like
establish our mild and benevolent institutions. of it and them, adds to the general virtue
in the furnace,
What
Hail, holv freedom!
traitors that of gold made pure
defying

The

last six

months

is

—

;

!

—
—

—

—

—

!

—

—

though

within, and barbarians without, assailed thv
banner,
they have retired before the nervous
arm of thy sons, and left thy stars unsullied

—

!

We had shewn

all

corrosion.

Our little navy had advantages that the
army did not possess it had experience ; and,

—

to all the world our love of from the first onset,

was

victorious.

On

the

peaae, and astonished all people with our for- element where it was supposed it would bebearance.
have alike astonished it by a come an easy prey, "the star spangled banner"
Our list of naval worsingle-handed contest wi'h a nation that has floated triumphant.
aspired to govern it, and demonstrated f o man- thies extends just as far as our people had the
kind a capicitv to acquire a skill in arms to
opportunity to distinguish themselves. Hull
conquer "the conquerors of the conquerors of led the way, and Blakeley, by a duplicate of vicall," as Wellington's invindbles were modest- tory, closed the career: but it was the singuly stiled, to olav on our fears.
And that, al- lar good fortune of Perry and Macdonoughto
though in the degrading language of a Mr beat, in desperate fight,*and capture superior
Quincy, formerlv a member of congress, we British fleets Such is the renown of our navy,
could hardly be ''kicked into war," yet, hav that no commander of an American
ship will
ing entered into the strife, materials sprung dare to avoid a contest with any other not greatforth to accomplish deeds that would have ly his
superior the flag is nailed to the mast^
graced the fairest pages of Greek or Roman
Humanity will strike it only to a fearful odds,

We

—

—

Fresh from the
plough, our gallant Let this spirit be cherished by a reasonable jfc.
VOX,. VIII

history.

91

418
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national glory is nation- and luxurious
established
priests of the
Our tars, with venturous hand,! church ! Are we to growl anc grumble at this,
al strength.
h,;ve snatched the trident, and will never yield and hot to esteem the countless blessings we
it to an equal foe
and, with like daring, ouri enjoy not calculating that the cause that
soldiers have demolished the reputation of the] made these slight impositions necessary, reBritish, acquired by a hundred battles, that DEEMEDTHE INDEPENDENCE OF THE UNITED
^nothing could withstand their bayonet."— states? It we tiad not resisted if we had

crease of the navy

,

;

—

—

—

The empty

boast was inurned by

Brown and

longer tamely .cine with the lusts and ambition of England, we should have been the
Scatty s,t Erie and Chippewa.
Nor have our private armed vessels less sus- victim of her despotism, and have become her
tained the honor of their country.
Though slave. Bo much were we enguip'r ed in our
it was so that they who could have done the love of gain, so much were we sold b}" our
most in this species of warfare, thought i< trading men to Britain and her olities that,
more moral and religious to trade with and like the poor bird, beguiled by a serpen!, we
aid and comfort 'he enemy than pur3ue it, yet st ould, though, perhaps, with much flutte ing
the spirit of the navy was so equally infused and flouncing, have entered, of ourseives. the
into the breasts of all our sea-faring men, that deadiy jaws, wide extern, ed to receive the glothey ^bearded" the "lion in his den ;" and now rious prey. But, thanks be to Gd, the charm
hold many of the ports of Great Britain and was broken the basilisk was seen in hisirue
Ireland in actual blockade. They have cap colors, and the almost-captivated republic etured at least two thousand British ships, and scaped, to "bruise' the Serpent's head " This
were just gei ting into the best way of manag- victory this rescue from perdition, was worth
of their seaman- the war, and our heroes did not in va,n.
ing them. By the mastery

—

,

—

—

—

at pursuit; or, like t e
ship, they laughed
They sealed the s af etv of their country by
the AUeganies, pounced on their game. their gloriou- deeds.
•eagle of
W e are free to confess we have been freThe force, puwer and effect of the class of
vessels generally used as privateers began to quently pained by the proceedings of the
be universally acknowledged and the govern- thirteenth congress but as it is now dead, let
ment lately took up a plan (which, I believe, it rest in peace! Its dilly dally proceedings,
I first recommended) for annoying the enemy much love of speaking and timidity of actings
by them. We iiad done enough for glory on should serve as a beacon to future legislathe sea; and it was time to have entered the tures. In the late" proceedings of the bouse of
contest in a way by which we could havecione representatives, on a military peace establishour enemy the most harm, to bring about ment, we see that that body was determined,

—

;

peace, and secure

to the last, to let the,

it.

minority govern,

it has'

But no sooner had we acquired the skill and been the constant policy and unwearied en-

experience necessary to give the war its full
force, than the sword was returned to its scab
bard. It was "not drawn without cause nor
sheathed without honor," and we hail returned peace with unspeakable joy. It best suits
the genius of our people and the spirit of our
government. The former have no fat offices
to fill, nor can the latter have ambition, except to gain the good opinion of those with

whom

they must shortly mix, in common life;
unpens ion eo. except by the purity of their
own hearts. The war has cost us many valua-

ble lives, and much money. The first is beestimation, and irretrievable; but the
second, a matter of no consequence; for we
can pay all our debts in a few years with ease

yond

The revenn accruing for the year ending \st
of March next will probably amount to forty
millions, for the extra duties on foreign goods
will last so long; and it is probable they will

deavor of the opposition, to lessen the giory of
the army; and they would cap the whole by
cutting down the peace establishment so low
as to make an employment in it too contemp-

men that now have
give it to weak and imbec ile
hands. What in the present state of the
world, are we instantly to cast oft' all the benefits acquired at so great an expence of lives*
and treasure:' to trample under foot the experience of men and things obtained at such
immense cost? Nine tenths of our re\erses,
and, perhaps, a third of the whole expenditure of the war, arose from a want of knotcledge of those, or in those, wflose business is
was to conduct or take a part in its concerns.
were ignorant how to manage any of its
various and important branches; anc. with the
best materials to form an army and most
abundant, means to subsist one in the world,
every thing was wretchedly bungled, Pike's
affairs excepted, for he was a soldier. In process of time, we had other soldiers ami the
establishments we now have to provide for the
comfort of the troops and supply them with
tible for the high-souled

command; and

—

—

We

be, with some proper exceptions, generally
continued at least they ought. The resources
and it only
of our country are immense
wanted a bold and steady hand te bring them
The people talk much about the taxes
forth.
the whole levied are not equal to half the all things necessary— to fight our batties, or
amount of the tythes paid by the people of! administer to the relief of the sick and woundEngland to their/ fox-hunting, card -playing ed, and preserve the health of the men t 1 ven-

—

;

—

—
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lure to say would re-transact all that was her gallantry, she will command a little while
clonein the war, with half the cost of life and hence, through her increased population and
of wealth and power,
money, expended. The navy, it seems, is to multiplied resources
be increased this is well; I am sincerely
pleased with the idea. Rut, in point of real
Finances of
York.

—

New-

utility,

what has the navy done compared

Jlrirf distract of the comptroller's report.
The funds of the state are stated at #4,244,638 2ft
•

,

with the army, taking out the lake battles? It
has added to the strength of the nation by the
glory of its deeds— so has the army. Ferry's
victory on Eric, or Macdonough" s on Cham-'
plain, would have availed us little, but for the
after-operations of Harrisonv.nd Ma cvmb; and,
by our army on the Canada frontier, we kept
three times our own force employed, which
otherwise would have been let loose on our
sea-board "to destroy all places assailable:'
And, as to gallant actions those on the Niagara, at Orleans, &c. will bear a comparison
with any at sea; and they were of incalculably
more importance Let honor be given where
honor is due. Without adverting to those of
great names and high renown, let us take our
fellow-townsman, the modest Toivson, as a
case in point. Has he not done things that
"Hull, Jones or Decatur" could do no more
than emulate? His guns were, frequently,
"muzzle to muzzle" with those of the enemy,
and his desperate band grappled with the foe,
and killed them with the rammers of their own
guns! Had a naval officer done this, the world
would have run wild with his praise. I think
there is no one that has more freely contri
buted to extol our naval heroes than myself.
Every incident belonging to their fame, has

During the hist year, the funds have heen augmented by various items to
^33^,167 34
And also suffered a dimunition of
87,722 85"
#246,444 49
Leaving an actual increase of
The annual revenue to he derived from these
funds, the present year*

To which

is

estimated at #317,74:5 82

added estimated receipts
pn account of principal of debts due
is

the state, arrears of interest, of taxes, and of quit-rents,

1 ''

—

125,000

Making the total estimated receipts $4-42J4i
The ordinary expences of the current
year, are estimated at

82

472,905 <£

Leaving a deficit to be provided for of $30,159 90
The receipts at the treasury during the Inst year

amounted

to
§1,336,218 34
Appropriations during the same period, to
1,310,912

U

$25,306 23
due from the sfate, exclusive of unli-.
$1,803,685 00
quidated demands, are stated at
The schzolfimd amounts to
861,457 89
This fund has been augmented during, the year

The

debts

90,380 01
50,987 06

1814,

And diminished

been carefully collected and preserved I have
let
nothing escape a record that might redound to their honor; and would resist, with

Actual augmentation
§39,592 95
The revenue to be derived from this fund the cur-.
rent yew, is estimated at
$57,539 8s'
The fund for the promotion of literature is stated
at
§18,260 81

the force in my power, "the first
dawning
of an attempt" to deteriorate from the
reputa-

Provineial Parliament.

,

—

all

—

tion they have so fairly won;
but I would
also be just to the
gallant spirits of the army,

LT.CTSLATJVB COUNCIL CHAMBER.
Quebec, Saturday, Dec. 21, 1815. This day/ at
who have earned equal laurels, and not suffer one o'clock, Ids excellency the governor in chief
came down in state to the legislative council, and
myself to be played upon by those who hate
being seated on the throne with usual solemnities,
it, because it has beaten the "invincibles"' of
the gentleman usher of the black rod was sent down
and
Wellington,
gloriously maintained the to the
to command the attendance oftli.it
hohor of the United States, in contests where house;assembly,
and the members being come up, the hon.-those persons icishcd defeat and disaster.
speaker of the legislative council signified his excelthat they should return to the usual
I would, therefore,
hope that the peace lency's pleasure
place of their sittings, and choose £ fit person to be
establishment may be sufficiently
to
large
iheir speaker, and present him to his excellency on
preserve the experience derived in the war,
the 24'h, at 1 o'clock.
and that we may not, by a false economy. Tuesday, Dec.
His excellency bring seated fv>
24
Tuesday,
contribute to future waste and
disgrace, ten the throne, and the assembly with Mr. Papinenu,
times more grievous than the
expence of sup their speaker elect, being in attendance, below bar,
porting it. At all' events, let the affairs of the honorable, the speaker of the legislative council,
excellency's allowance of the choicer
Europe be settled before the proposed reduc expressedliis
of the house of assembly and then his, excellency
tion is made to 6,000 men.
was pleased to nel.iyev thd following gracious speech/

—

.

'

—

'

;

However

great the sufferings of the war Genilemfii of the legislative council,
Creriflelhfeli of the house of si<«-nib!y,
countervailing advantages, such
I have availed
myself of an early period after the.
as the
of
acquirement
knowledge, renown in- close of the active operations of the vvar, to summon!,
ternal wealth and
of you to the discharge of your legislative duties. I
strength, and
which we design to take a futuresecurity
meet you in the full assurance that the deliberations
opportunity
to speak—
proud in the belief thai America in the first, session of the present provincial parhament will be distinguished by pjnnciples of patrio*
fwwo stands in the
"""" of nations
'"-* 1 ""'
first rank
> a ticlovaliv, and bv a disposition, to
frrtt- m->*
~„„
Y' I
cordijUiiy- cuajK**
rwk
taat ' g
ra ntcd at
present, by courtesy, to 'dene? and nrnfltel gcoAv

we have great

•

'

i.

'

y

•
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essential to the
have to call your attention o the renejval.oi ttu.se is
public service, and without
formed tor th.j welfare of inepeo'ple and the whicu your exertions, md mv own, alike must nepermanent security of tlie province, widen are '.bout cessarily dimmish in influence anu effect.
to expire
and I indulge a confidant expectation
that In all the measures which shall be adopted by
!

I

-.

stales,

;

you, his rQyal highness the prince regent will receive fresh proors of the high sense you entertain
of the excellent constitution which his majesty has
been graciously pleased to confer upon this countn
His majesty^ subjects have to lament his contirmasce of iu&spositibh, with which 'he king has so
and our afleciaonate attachlong been afflicted
ment to his in -ijesty prompts us at this moment the
more deeply to deplore a fatality which excludes our
venerable monarch from the general exultation of
his subjects, and of his allies.
The re-establishment of ancient thrones in their
just rights, the stioversion of the tyranny which had
oppressed them, -nd the return of tranquility and
order, to a world long disturbed, are suojecls of

Copy of a

letter

;

sincere congratulation, and demand our gratitude
to that Omnipotent Hand which alone could have
wrought the consummation.
Peace, which lias blessed the nations of Europe,
has not yet extended her influence to the councils of

The high pretensions, and implacable
dispositions of die government of the United States
has disappointed the desire of his royal highness the
prince regent, for d\\ honorable termination to a war,
v/imcIi has assumed a particularly Vindictive character.
Individuals have ihus been exposed to horrors
unparalled in the latter history of civilized warfare;
but it is alone tj be attributed to *he repeated outwhich from the magnanimity
rages of the enemy
of his majesty, and the consequent forbearance of
his troops remained long unavenged by an offended
America.

;

f-om commodore Patterson

to

the

secretary of the navy.

.

—The

Sia
honor

to

New-Orleans, 27th January, 181J.

enemy having retreated, as 1 had the
inform you by my letter ot the 20m instant,

have the pleasing duty only left of reporting to
you, that during the late most eventful struggle for
the preservation of this important
portion of the
United States, 1 have received from all the officers
whom 1 have the honor to command, every aid and
support which could possibly be rendered; they
have been exposed to extraordinary hardships, both
by day and night, to all the changes of this unstable
clime, in this inclement season of the year, performing the most arduous duties oh shore, out of the
line of their profession,- independent of their ordinary duties; and all has been borne and executed with
a cheerfulness and alacrity that reflects upon them
the highest credit; and that the unwearied exertions
of the simdl naval force on this station, from the first
appearance of the enemy, has contributed, in a great
1

degree, to his expulsion, is freely acknowledged by
the gallant general commanding the land forces,
and will be, i trust, by all who have witnessed their
endeavors to effect the end, which has so happily
and with so little loss been accomplished. It affords
me great pleasure to have in all cases co-operated
with the army to the entire satisfaction of their

commander.

Captain Henley merits my acknowledgments for
ins unremitted attention to the execution of the
capital at Washington, has however,
as a just retribution, experienced a similar fate to various duties committed to him, particularly the
that inflicted by an American force on the seat of go- superintendance of the erection of two batteries on
C.mada. The
vernment in
contem- the bayou Saint John, and one opposite this city.—
people.

The proud

operations
Upper
plated on the shores of Lke (Jhamplain, were completely frustrated by the'fadure of our naval means
in the very onset of the enterprise.
The reinforcement Thave received from his majesty's government, have enabled me to diminish the
pressure of the war on the inhabitants of the province; but on alt occasions, when I have called for
their services, the alacrity, and zeal, witli which
the) have been rendered, sufficiently testify their

His gallant coaduct on the night of the 23d ultimo,
as already detailed, (the fire from the Carolina proving, as I have since learned, truly destrucive to'

the enemy, and producing disorder una confusion in
their troops, giving to our army a manifest 'dvantag^) and for the able assistance I received fiom.
him when serving at the in trine battery erected by
me on the right bank of the river, where he remained
till the departure or" the
enemy.

To lieutenant Lewis Alexis, Commanding the
and patriotic adherence to his majestv.
naval arsenal at tliis place, I am greatly indebted
Notwithstanding a stale of war, prosperity dwells
for his indefatigable exertions to furnish tht virions
among you. After a long and severe Campaign, the
American army has been compelled to surrender the munitions, &c. which were constantly required for
tti
navy, army and militia, and which were furpartial advantages it had gained in the upper pronished with a promptitude and correctness that revince, and you have been secured from aggression.
flects upon him and those under his immediate comGentlemen of tlie house of a.Jseniuty,1 shall direct to be laid before
you a statement of mand, as named in the accompanying copy of a
the provincial revenue of the crown, and of the ex- letter from him, the greatest credit his servicesand merit entitle him to the notice of the departpenditure during the last year.
The demands of the public service continuing va- ment.
rious and large, 1 Ionic to your liberality for continued
Great credit is also due to lieutenant Charles C.
exertions to meet them (bra renewal of a produc- B. Thompson for his great exertions in fitting Ids
tive revenue bill, not established in the last session, ship for service, with a crew obtained by coercion
afld of such of the provisions of the army bdl act from the streets of the city, composed of all nations,
faithful, loyal

1

—

—

adopt for the (English excepted) two-thirds of whom coula not
speak or understand English, for the spirited fire
I recommend also to
your attention,. the improve- supported by his ship on the 28th ult. and his continued endeavors to annoy the enemy when they
ment of the communications in the province.
*,s it

shall be

deemed expedient

to

future.

Gentlemen «f the
G.

iiih'iiii

To you

u of

legislative council,
t tie house of.
ainjinbly,

the community look lor example, I therefore trust that in all your proceedings, you will
manifest that liberal confidence in his majesty's government, and unanimity among yourselves, "which

approached within the range of his guns, his prompt
execution of my orders, particularly in landing the
guns from his ship, transporting them to my batten, and his attention in supplying (lie battery with
ammunition from his ship, in whose magazine it
was deposited. To the accompanying letter from
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account of
My petty officers, seamen and marines, performed
leave to refer for a detailed
the their duties to mv entire tatisfaction.
merit
whom
of
all
of their
the 'merits ,f his officers,
a
I
beg leave, sir, to solicit confirmation
encomiums assed on them
offictis named herein
present rank for the different
lieutenant
-Crawley,
Lieutenant OthoNorris, acting
and and in the accompanying letters, acting by appointand
Messrs B. Watk.ns and J- Pelott, midshipmen,
sta- ment, as also for acting lieutenants Spedden
were
who
mate,
William Livingston, master's
all as meriting,
s lines, M'Keever, and to recommend them
Jackson
in
cannon
general
tioned at heavy
the notice of the department.
this, in a special manner,
and named in 'the Letter which accompanies the
I have tlv honor <o
be, with great consideration
reflected
upon
conduct,
have, bv their gallant
and respect, your obediem servant
appromerited
and
highest
my
navj great credit,
DANIEL T. PATTERSON.
.
bation.
The hon. secretory of tlie navy,
comS.
Thomas
Cunningham,
Washington City.
Acting lieutenant
at fort Saint
mdmg gun-vessel No. 65, stationed
Lieut. C. C. Ji Thompson to com. Patterson.
ot two
<he
command
obtained
aftd
U. S. ship Louisianna, January I81I1, 181*.
Philip, solicited
in the most exposes
Sin 1 have heretofote hero coo much occupied by
3"> pounders, which are mounted
outside the walls, which the most
to the officers whom
cluti, to
situation at that fort,

Vmi

I bee-

.

m

—

being

pay
urgent
serhe manned with his crew and rendered great
you have done me the- honer to pl^ce under my orthat
during
at
uncommon merit. I
to
their
officer
tribute
due
the
the
to
commanding
vice
post,
ders,
lhe 8Ul
now seizs the first moment whic could be spared
the heavy bombardment by the enemy from
for the
of that delicate duty, to recomto the 17th instant.
and mend toperformance
Mr. Thomas Shields, purser of the station,
your notice and patronage those by whose
marine
the
to
doctor Robert Worrell, attached
ability and constant exertions I hive been enabled,
his services in any way under the most
inauspicious circumstances, to accorps, (who volunteered
witli
me
sent
and who were
by
complish the various services confided to me since
they could bv useful)
ult.
15th
sup- the
a flag of truce to the enemy on the
appearance of the enemy in thiaconntry, I will
their stations, and not
ported with becoming dignity
trspass on your attention by adverting to the
was
which
commanded from the enemy that rr-spect
quality of the ship under my command: but will state
detentheir
as afaci, necessary to be known in order to form a
due to them and their mission, during
what I could a
tion by the enemy, prolonged beyond
just estimate of my officers, that two-thirds of die
a
in
spe- crew were
have possibly expected, and have merited,
pressed, under a law of the state, a few
officers and
those
Of
cial manner, my approbation.
days before the enemy landed. Under these diswhose
gallant
Mr. Richard Dealev, sailing-master,
couraging circumstances, we went in+o action on
conduct during their subsequent successful expe- the 28th ult. and it is to the talents and undeviating
herewill
which
you
attention of acting lieut. Archibald S. Campbell,
dition, (a detailed account of
with receive) reflects upon them the greatest credit, supported by the activity and vigilance of the offithe
of
department cers whom I shall hereafter name, that such a result
and m:nts the particular notice
Doctor Lewis Heerman, hospital surgeon, who, was produced as 1 have already had the honor to comto aid the
services
his
With mv sanction, volunteered
municate.
in the various duties
To. lieut. Campbell, sailing-master Gates, midhospital-surgeon of the army
own
our
of
number
the
devolving upon him, from
shjpman Daily, and acting midshipman Phillebert, I
is
thereby,
sick, and the wounded of the enemy,
cannot express my gratitude for their constant atand from the uniform attention to his professional tention to duty and the cheerfulness with which they
all
as
are
du ies, entitled to tny acknowledgments,
performed the most arduous service both on board
the officers of the medical department. For the par- and on shore, in assisting to construct and serve
to
letter
the
to
refer
I
ticulars of his services,
you
batteries.
My warm thanks are likewise due to Dr.
him, which you will herewith receive.
Marshall, for his diligence and good arrangement.
unrehis
K
Mr. John
Smith, navy-agent, has, by
Mr. John Quinn, voiuntper from the merchant namitted attention to hi.< department, the promptitude vv, snd Mr. Crosby, acting boatswain,.and Mr. Smith,
the
both
for
articles
has
furnished
which
he
with
have performed much service. The
me the funds that acting gunner,
warnavy and army, and procuring
acting midshipmen on board this ship deserve
conand
alarm
of
this
were necessary during
period
Wilson R. Ennis, acting clerk, volunteered
rants.
con
in
on
to
me
entbled
under
my opprations
carry
fusion,
several times to serve in the advance battery,
the enemy, and conMr. Phillebert. I cannot forbear expressing a belief
junction with the army against
tributed to that success with which the arms of the that the conduct of my officers and men, while servUnited States have been crowned and will receive
warmest approbaing under your eye, excited your
tion.
my warmest thanks. His services rendered in c >mp
will oe seen by the enclosed copy of a letter from the
the
assurance of my
Accept, if you please, sir,
Commanding general of the 19th instant.
high respect and regard,
To major Carmick, commanding the marine corps
CHS. C. B. THOMPSON.
on this station, I am indebted, for the promptness
Com. Daniel T. Patterson.
with which my requisitions on him have been comAndreiu Jackson to com. Patterson.
with, and the strong desire he has always mani- Major-General
\

plied
fested to further, as far as was in his power, my
views.
Mr. R. D. Shepherd, who very handsomely volunteered his services to me, and acted as my aid-decamp, rendered me very essential assistance by the
uniform promptitude with which he bore and executed my various orders, merits my warmest acknow-

Headquarters, 7ih military

district, left

10th

Sin

bank of the

riveT,

1815.

—The enemy havingJanuary,
at length been compelled
I feel it a duty to exhigh sense of the meritorious conofficers and seamen stationed on this

to retreat to their shipping,

press to you

my

duct of your
bank of the river.

Lieut. Norris,

who commanded

a twenty-four pounder, and lieut. Crawley, who com.
manded a thirty two pounder, displayed, during the
ledgments.
skill and courage.
Mr. J. B. Nevitt, of Natchez, formerly a lieute- several engagements, the utmost
warmest thanks and have merited
nant in the navy, who left his home and proffered to TheV receive my
me his services, has rendered mo important assis- the gratitride of their country. and William LivAnd J. F Pelott, midshipman,
tance from his practical knowledge, and which I
who served at those ba.Ueingston, masters' mate,
acknowledge with much pleasnre.
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have equally entitled themselves, by their good
they 7 do. 18's, we 12; they 16 do 12k, we 12, 8cc.
being every way our superior, except in gallant
conduct, to my and their country'9 thanks.
hearts.
He also underrates our force 3 guns—but
I must avail myself 0$ this occasion to express my
in his account of naval matters, the knight is toSenseof the obligations you andcapt. Henley have
lerably correct.
laid me under, by the active and important services
you have rendered me since the opening of the cam- Capt. Pring's detail of the affair on the lake is
fVom the
lengthy vuid doleful but like the British despatchpaign. To your well directed exertions
He complains ternes, generally, it is not true.
Other side of the river must be ascribed, in a great
which
How long has
oly of the want of "gun locks."?
degree, that embarrassment of the enemy,
it been since they became so
led to his ignominious flight. It has afforded me
great a desideratum?
I am not informed of the fact, but I rather doubt
the highest satisfaction, commodore, that there
if JMacdonough had
It is certain that the
should have existed, during the whole of this interany.
crews of the British vessels were picked chosen
est jpjj crisis, so perfect a harmony between the land
and naval forces, in which sentiment I am sensible
men, and greatly superior in number to ours, as
were thev also in guns. They had 1050 men, we
you fully participate.
820; they 95 guns, we 86; they 84 killed and 110)
With the highest respect, I am, sir, vour obedient
wounded, we 52 killed and 58 wounded.
JACKSON,
servant,
ries,
'

—

ANDREW

JYIaj. geii, cointtuviding.

Com.

Patterson.

Same

same.
Ik ad-quarters 7th

to the

—

military district,
19th January, 1815.

Commodore Patterson. Sin In my communication
of this day I omitted to mention the satisfaction with
which I have observed the zeal and diligence with
which Mr. J. K. Smith, the navy agent, has performed all the duties of co-operation, that were entrusted to him, and as far as came under my observation,
the ability with which he lias done the duties of his
statioi^.
I am,

very respectfully, yotirmnst obedient servt.

ANDREW
J\faj.

Same

to

JACKSON,

gen. commanding.

Dr. jfeernian.
Ifeatl-quarters. 7th military district.

27th January, 1815.

—

Sir The very able manner in which you superintended the general hospital during the necessary
absence of Dr. Kerr at camp, demands a return of
my acknowledgments and thanks. To have tendered your services at so momentous a crisis, for so
important a duty, is proof of the honorable and patriotic motives which govern you, and these feelings,
exercised as they have been, will enable you to participate with great satisfaction in the general joy at
the happy deliverance of our country from its invaTo every man, whose exertions were employders.
ed in bringing about this glorious event, even mitigating the evils necessarily to be encountered on the
pay to its ^accomplishment, the gratitude of his
country is due. What you have so justly merited

you
I

will certainly receive.

am, most

respectfully, vour ob't. servant,

ANDREW

JACKSON,

JMaj. gen. commanding.

Dr. Heerman.

BATTLES OB PLATTSBURG AXD CnAMTLAIV.
British officials.
well-calculated to

make us laugh.
have pitied the old
if his vanity had not induced him to date his
He nr> more wrote it at "Plattsburg,
letlerfilsely.
$taie of J\"ew York, on the llth September," than 1
did. It was not until 9 o'clock in the night of
that day, that his guns w°re withdrawn, &c. and,
it is Very likely tli.it, while ail was confusion and
retreat, lie sxt himself down to write a despatch

Th" following
Poor
man,

sir

is

George!

— We should

to his gbvernm'entl

Why

this foolish falsehood?

—

John Bull must indeed be a mere "cull" to swal
tow such hash.
According to sir George's account, the British fleet
on Champlain, carried ninety guns J\l<icdonough,
•

Sir George JPrevost's account of his defeat before
Plattsburg.
He therein refers to his returns of the loss sustained by the left division of the army in its advance on

Plattsburg, which does not appear to have been published.

COLONIAL DEPARTMENT,
Downing-street, J\"ev. 29.
dispatch of which the following is a cop} , has
been received from lieutenant general sir George
Prevost,Bart. addressed to earl Rathurst, one of his
majesty's orincipal secretaries of state:
Head quarters, Plattsburg,
State of A'e-v-York, Sept. 11, 1814.
my lord Wpon the arrival of the reinforcements
from the Garonne, I lost no time in assembling three
brigades on the frontier of Lower Canada, extending from the river Richelieu to the St. Lawrence;
and in forming them into a division, under the command of major-general deRottenburg, for the purpose of carrying into effect his royal highness the
prince regent's commands, which had been conveyed
to me by your lordship in your dispatch of the third
of June last. As the troops concentrated and approached the line of separation between this province and the United S ates, the American army
abandoned its entrenched camp on the river Chazy,

A

-

—

r

Champlain, a position I immediately seized, and
occupied in force on the 3d inst. The following day
the whole of the left division advanced to the village
of Chazy, without
meeting the least opposition from
at

the enemy.
On the morningof the llth, our flotilla was seen
over the isthmus which joins Cumberland head with
the mainland steering for Plattsburg bay. 1 immediately ordered that part of the brigade under majorgeneral Robinson, which had been brought forward,
consisting of four light infantry companies, 3d bat-"
talion 27th and 76th regiments, and major general
Powers' brigade, consisting of the 3d, 5th, 1st battallioh 27th and 5Sth regiments to force the ford of
the Saranac, and advance, provided with scaling ladders, to escalade the enemy's works on the heights
this force was placed under the command of maj.
^m. Robinson. The batteries opened the fire the
instant the ships engaged.
It is now, with deep concern, I inform your lordship, that, notwithstanding the intrepid valor with
which captain Downie led his flotilla into action,
my most sanguine hopes of complete success were
not long afterwards blasted, by a combination as it
appeared to us, of unfortunate events, to which na-

—

*
It appears, however, by the libel of the Confthat
ance, published by the marshal of New-York,
who persona'ly inspected all but the gallies, rates
JMacdonough found thirty-seven "trim-locks" on board
ilicm at nimty-five. his own at eighty-six, in the that vessel— so that
only two of her guns panted,

—

—

Vidiole.

N
*0

They had 30 long 24 pounders, we 14 them.
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is peculiarly exposed.
Scarcely had nis
forced a passage across the Saranac,
majesty's troops
the height on which stand the enemy's
and ascend
hear
works, When I had ih extreme mortification td
in con*
(he shout of victory from the enemy's works,
lowered on board
sequence of the Briiisb flag being
the Confiance and Lionel; ujd 10 see our gun-boats

val warfare

ion of the 'or

Is
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commissioners of the admiralty,,

a cop) of a letter from capt.. in Pring, late commander or his majesty's brig Linfcet. It appears to

me,
I have
good reason to believe, tlial captain Dowwas urged, md his ship hurried into action before she was Iri a i\' state to meet tiie enemy.
I am
also of opinion, that there was not the least necessifor our squadron giving l!ieenem\ such decried
v
advantage, by going into their bay to engage thera;
even had they been bUecessful, it would not in the

•••i

and

-

ns'-

u.iio iked-f
seeking their safety in flight. This
event depriving me of the cooperation of lie fleet,
without which the further prosecution of the Fervid wis become impracticable, I did not hestt 'e to leas: have assisted the troops in storming the
whereas, had otn- troops taken their bat-'
arrest the co lfse of the troops ..<iv, iicing to the at- batteries
tack because the most complete success would have teries first, it would have obliged the enemy's squabeen unavailing, and ih:- pusses-don of the enemy's dron lo quit the b.«y, and given ours a fair chance.
I hive the honor, &c.
w>i;s tl' red no advantage to compensate for tlte
.JAMES LUCAS YEO.
(Signed)
>e ihiisi have sustained in acquiring posse si in
16s
Commodore and conttntitider in chief.
of th in.
CAPT. PRINT'S DISPATCH.
O.i ,ie 5th, it halted within ei-,ht miles of this
U. S. ship Saratoga. iPlattsbUrg bay, lake Champlain,
place, having surmounted he difficulties created by
September 12, 1814.
the obstructions in the road, horn tin- telling of trees,
Sir— The painful task of making you aciiuaintcd with the cirAnd tne removal of bridges. The next day, the di- cumstances attending the capture of his ifiatestV's squadron, yesvision move up <u Plattsburg, in two columns, on terday, !>y that of the Americans. iimIit commodore Mucdnnough,
it grieves me to stat-.
-comes my duly to perform, from tin- everhe right column led by major-gene- tu-li
-I nutated
loss oi' that worthy aid gallant officer, captain
parallel roads
ines
four
who
comp
Downie,
ral Power's brigade, supported by
unfortunately fell- arly in the action.
In cons ..({iii-rice of the earn si application of his
excellency sir
of light in Un try, and i demi-bi'igade, under m.-jorPrriVost lor th.
George.
co-op. 'ration of the naval force on tills
the left by major-general B' s lake to attack thai of ihe
gene* .d Robinson
enemy, wlio weiv placed forth' support
banc's brigade. The enemy's mdi'u ., supported by of their works at Plultshurg, which it proposed should' be
stormed by th" troops, ;it tin- same moment the naval achis regulars, attempted to impede die advance of
tion should commence in the bay, every possible exertion wis
t!ie rigtil column, out were driven before it from ull used to accelerat tin armam v,t of the new
ship, that the militatheir positions, end the column entered Plattsbiirg. ry movements might not he postponed at such an advanced season of the year, linger than was absolut-ly necessary. On the
This rapid movement having reversed the strong po- 3d iust. I was
directed to proceed in command of the flotilla of
sition 'aken up by the enemy at Dead creek, it was gUM-tioats to protect the ft dank of our army advancing toward*
Plattshurg; and on th following <lay after taking possesion and
i.o.is
»b
his
and
ndoned
gun
precipitately
by him,
parolirc th- militia of Isl- li Moltc"-. I caused a battery of three
alone left to defend 'he ford, and to prevent our re- j jig eighteen pounder guns to he constructed for the
support of
our position abreast nf Little Chazy, where the supplies for the
de-i
'he
oeen
which
had
Storing
bridges,
imperfectly
were ordered to be lae
strewed, an inconvenience soon surmounted. Here I army
The fleet cinte^ip on lb 8th iust. but for want of stores for
found the enemy in he occupation of an elevated Ilth at daylight, we weighed, and at seven were in full view of the
en- my's liei t, consisting of a ship, brig, schooner, and one sloop,
of
on
the
of
Sar».u.
south
brmch
the
land
<-,
(ridge
moored in line, abreast of th ir emampmeut, with a division of
c~ vned witn three s'rong redoubts and other hV'd five
gu-i boats on each flank; at 40 minutes past seven, after ths
ould hot mov. forward until the
block-houses armed with heavy ordnanc
T/o:'ki, an
etiUiprn'-nt of tiie gu'is,
wi n their flotilla (the S tratoga, 26'guns ; Surprize, orTic>.rs coiiimanding vessels anVi the flotilla had received their
•

I

;

'

:

1>

;

;

•

I.

I

>

i

plan of attack, we mal* sail in order
had determined on laying bis strip
riirectimr lieut. M'Gb- e of the Ciiuli
to support me in tie Linnet, in engaging the brig to the right,
and lieut. Hicks, of the Finch, with the flotilla of £tin boats; to
attack the sehoonu' and sloop on the left of the enemy's line.
At 8 the nemy's gun boats and smaller vessels commenced a
heavy anil galling tire on our line; at 1 minutes after 8, the
Conliance having twls anchors shot away from her larboard bow,
not in the
jsutj the wind bafflincf, was obliged to anchor (though
situation proposed) within two cables length of her adversary; the
Linnet and Chub soon afterwards" took their allotted stations,
something short of that distance, when the crews on both sides
cheered and commenced a spirited and close action; a short time
however, deprived me of the valuable services of lieut. M'Ghee,
who, from having bis cables, howsprit and mais-boohi shot away,
d to surrender.
drifted within the enemy's line, and was o'
From the light airs and smoothness of tL
'Tthe fire on each
side proved very desirutive from the comi,
-ment of the en.
n.
with
the
and
of
that
ttie
it,
of
exception
gage
brigj that of'ths
enemy appeand united against the Confiance. Afii.r two hours
severe conflict with our cnjpnnent, she cut her cables run down,
and took shelter between the ship and schooner, which enabled
us to direct nur lire against tht division of the enemy's gun-boats
and shin, whieh had so lougaunoyitl us during our close engage*
mi- nt with the brig, without any resistance on our pan; at this
time die fire of the em my's ship slackened onsid --rauly, having
several of her guns dismounted, when she cut her cable and wind*
ed her larlxianl broadside to b°ar on the Confiance, who, in vain,
endeavored to effect the same operation; at 3S minutes after 10
I was much distressed to ohsi rve that the Confiance struck her
colors.
The whol" attention of the enemy's force then became
directed towards the Linnet; tin. shattered and disabled state of
the masts, sails, rigging e"d yards, precluded the most distant
hope of being able to eft'-et •• scape by cutting her cable; the
result of doing so, must iu a few minutes have been her drifting
alon^sid the enemy's vess.ls close under our le°; but in the hope
the flotilla of gun-boats, who had abandoned the object assigned
them, would perceive our wants and come to our assistance.
which would afford a reasonable prospect of being towed clear, t
determined to resist the tlen destruetivecaunonadiufi; of the whole
of the enemy's fleet, and at the same lime dispatched lieutenant H,
Drew to ascertain the state of th Confianc-. At f.irty-fiv? minutes
after te.- T wjis appnz-d of the loss she had sustainrd by the
death of hi r brave commander whose v rit it would b> presitmp
.ell as the gnat slaughter which had
tio.i in mt to extol,)
is
taken place qii board; aud observing from the manoeuvres of tUo

final instructions as to the

JgO'guns; Thunderer, logons; Pieble, 7gnns j 1$
J
anchor out of gun-shot from
gun boats, 14 & uhs)
ill
snore, consisting .of i ship, a brig, a schooner,
a sloop, and Id ^.-m-boats. I immediately com mii
nic.e.i the circumstance to captain Downie, a ho
ha
>een recently appointed to command the vessels
on Iik. Cti-mplain, consisting of a ship, a brig, 2
-.<<.

i

o.., and 12 ^un-boats, (the Confiance, 36
g tins
Linn-, 13 gun?, Bok.-, 10 guns; Shannon, 10
12 gin-boa s, 16 guns) md requested his co
guns
operation imrj in the mean time batteries were con
BUructed for the guns brought from the rear.
1 navs ordered die batteries to be
dismantled, the
guns wi hdrawn, and the baggage, with the wounded teen who can be removed, to be sent in the rea

si

;

;

;

,

in order

that the troops

may be

sent to Chftzy to-

morrow, and on the following day to (jhampljita,
where 1 propose to halt unfd I have ascertained th<
use the enemy propose making of the naval ascendancy they have acquired on lake Champlain. I
have tiie honor to transmit herewith returns of the
loss sustained by the left division of the
army in its

advance to Plattsburg, snd in forcing ap.ssage across
the river Saranac. I have the honor to be, &c.
GEORGE PREVOST.
(Signed)
Rigid honorable Earl Balkurst.

C

I'll

fa

n

letter

Admiralty oflfioe, November 26.
from commodore sir J. L. Yeo, com-

and vessels on
Croker, esq. dated on
board his majesty's ship St. Lawrence, at Kington,
24th September, 1814.
Sta-^-1 have the honor to
transmit, for the infor-jiander in chief of his majesties
ships
t/ie

lakes of

Canada

to J. IV.

of

battle.

Capt.

Djvvnie

athwart-haiise of the

enemy's

•

•

••

.
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could enjoy no further expectation* of relief, the
and
gallant comrades who bad so nobly fought,
of his
by my side, demanded the surrender
useless
a
to
prevent
majesty's brig entrusted to my command,
waste of valuable lives, and at tiie request of the surviving officer*
and in ji, I gav the painful order lor the colors to lie struck.
Lieutenant Hicks, of the Fiucli, had the mortification to strike
on a reef of rocks, to the eastward of Crab Island, about the middle ol the engagemet, which prevented bis rendering that assistance to the squadron, that might, from an officer of such ability,
have been expected.
.,,
r
The misfortune which this day betel us by capture, will sir, I
to the suf•rust, apologize lor the lengthy detail which in jtlstioe
firers. 1 hare d~emed necessary to give of the particulars which
led 10 it and When it is taken into consideration that the Contiauce was sixteen days before on the stocks, with an Organized
wew, composed of s vfrsi drafts of men wlw had recently arrived
from di.fer'cnt ships at Quebec, many of whom only joined the

wind which was then blowing. It being now
high water, it became necessary to force her

flotilla that I

situation of

were now

1815.

my

fait falling

ovt-r the bar before the tide
fell; in this we
succeeded by 10 o'clock, when weshapea our
course along the shore of Long Island for 50
At 5
miles, and then steered S. E. by E.
o'clsek, three ships were discovered ahead ;
we immediately hauled up the ship and passed 2 miles tp the northward of them. At
day-light we discovered four ships in chase*
ione on each quarter; and two astern, the leadeither to nig
ship of the enemy, a razee she commensijuidion a few days before, and were totally unknown
the officers or to each other, Willi the want ol gun locks, as well
a lire upon us, but without effect
At
as olh^r necessary appointments not to be procured jn this country, ced
J trust you will teel satisfied of the decided advantage the* a my meridian, the wind became
light andbaffl ng t
in point of force, a
possessed, exclusive of their great superiority
we had increased our distance from tie razee,
comparative statement ["the account of tbt British force has not
been trans mitt 'I] of which I have the honor to annex. It now but the next
ship astern, which was also a
r* comes the most pleasing part of my duty to notice to you the
UeMmined skill and bravery of the ofllcirs and men in this une- large ship, had gained and continued to gain
in
sustained
the
loss
that
to
stat
hut
me
it
contest;
grieves
qual
upon us considerably ; we immediately occumaintaining it has been so great— that of the enemy, I understand,
amounts to something more than the same number.
ail hands to
pied
lighten ship, by starting wathe
conducted
The fine styl-iu which captain Downie
squadron
into action amidst a tremendous fire, without returning a shot, un- ter, cutting away the anchors, throwing overfbr
his
his
to
credit
judg- board
memory,
til s.eured, reflects the greatest
provisions, cables, spare spars, boats,
ment and coolness, as also on lieutenants M Ghee a id Hicks for so
own ac- and every article that could be
strictly attending to his example and instructions; their
got at, keepcounts of the capture of their respective vessels, as well as that of
the s,ails wet from the royals dov\n
At
lieutenant Robertson, who succeeded to the command of the Con- ing
the
fiance, will, I feel assort*), do ample justice to the merits of
the enemy
3, we had the wind quite light
but I
officers and men serving under their immediate command
cannot omit noticing the individual conduct of lieutenants Ho- who had now been joined by a brig, 1 ad a
bertson, Creswick and Hornby, and Mr. Bryden, master for their
breeze and were coming up with us
ex. rtion in endeavoring to bring the Confiance*s stai- strong
.

;

|

—

I

;

;

;

The Endymion (mounting 50 guns,
24 pounders on the main deck) had now
apmy
proached us within gun-shot, and had comtin liivct'ed town's ih> brig opposed tp us, claims my warmest menced a lire with her bow guns, which we
acku jwledi^ni' i.ts, -immure pirticul»rly for preserving the same
returned from our stern. At 5 o'clock, she
go long after the whole strength of the enemy had been directed
against the Linnet alone. My first lieutenant, Mr. Wm.Drew, had obtained a position on our starboard
quarvhost- merits I have before had tiie honor to report to you, behaved
ter, within half point blank shot, on which
on this occasion in the most xeniplary manner.
By the death of Mr. Paul, acting second lieutenant, the service neither our stern nor
quarter guns would bear;
has been deprived of a moit valuable and brave ofric r he fell
early in the action. Great credit is due to Mr. Gilesepursi r, for we were now steering E. by N. the wind N.
oluut iering his services <m deck to Mr. Mitchell, surgeon, for W'.
I remained with her in this position for
the skill he evinced in performing some amputations required at
(he momem, as well as his great attention to the wounded during half an hour, in the
hope that she would close
water
was
of
the
a
which
(not above
the action, at the close
nearly
the lower deck, from the number of shot which struck her between with us on our broadside, in which case I had
wind and water. I have to regret the loss of the boatswain, Mr.
crew to board, but from h is conJackson. who was killed a f-w minutes before the action terminated. prepared my
The assistanc I received, from Mr. Mod le, the gunner, and also- tinuing to yaw his ship to maintain his posifrom Mr. Clark, master's mate, Messrs. Towke and Sinclair, midit became evident that to close was not
shipmen, the latter of whom was wounded in the head, and Mr. tion,
Guy. my clerk, will, I hope, recommend them, as well as the whole his intention.
Every fire now cut some of our
of my gallant little crew to your notice. I have much satisfaction
in iiakingyou acquainted w Hb the humane treatment the wound* sails or rigging To have continued our course,
t*l ha/e received from com -uodor
MDonough they were imme- under these
circumstances, would have been
diately removed to his own hospital on Crab Island, and were furHis generous and polite attention aljiished with every requisite.
placing it in his power to cripple us, without
{tarticular
loard side to bear qi\ the

after

enemy,

most of

dismounted on the other.

their

guns wire rapidly]

admiration of the
It is impossible for me to express to you
officers and Crew s rving under
person <l orders ; their eooln ss
and st adines-, the effect of which was proved by their irr sistible

my

<

;

;

;

ao, to myself, officers

and men,

will ever heat-after be greatefully

being subject to injury himself, and to have
hauled
up more to the northward t© bring our
to
Copy
stern guns to bear, would have exposed us to
the
his raking fire
It was now dusk, when I de11. B. M. ship Eiidymiou, at sea, January 18, 18 5.
Sir Tiie painful duty of detailing to you termined to alter my course south, for the
the particular causes which preceded and led purpose of bringing the enemy abeam, and
to the capture of the late United States' fri- although their 6hips astern were drawing up
gate President by a squadron of his Britannic fast, 1 felt satisfied I should be enabled to
majesty's ships, (as per margin) has devolved throw him out of the combat before they
upon me In my communication of the Hth, could come up, and was not without hopes, if
I made known to you my intention of pro- the night proved dark, (of which there was
ceed ngto sea on that evening. Owing to some every appearance) that I might still be enabled
mistake of the pilots, the ship in going out to effect my escape. Our opponent kept off
grounded on the bar, where she continued >o at the same instant we did. and our fire com6trike heavily for an hour and a half; although menced at the same time
continued enshe had broken several of her rudder braces, gaged steering south with steering sails set
and had received such other material injury two hours and a half, when we completely
as to render her return into port desirable, I succeeded in dismantling her
Previously to
was unable to do so from the Btrong westerly her dropping entirely out of the action, ther§
remembered.

of a

1

have,

i-AC.

DAN. PRING.

from commodore Decatur
secretary of the navy, dated
letter

—

We
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were intervals of m. mites, when the ships was unable to make out a correct return when
were broadside and broadside, in which she I left the President, nor shall I be able to

At this period (half past make it until our arrival in port, we having
tire a gun.
b o'clock) although dark, the other ships of parted company with the squadron yesterday.
the squadron were in sight and almost within The enclosed list, with the exception I fear of
We were of course compelled to its being short of the number, will be found
gun-shot.
abandon her. In resuming our former course correct.
For twenty-four hours after the action it
for the purpose of avoiding the squadron, we
were compelled to present our stern to our was nearly calm, and the squadron were ocantago list but such was his state, though we cupied in repairing the crippled ships. Such
were thus exposed and within range of his of the crew of the President as were not badly
guns for half an hour, that he did not avail wounded, were put on board the different
himself of this favorable opportunity of rak- ships; myself and a part of my crew were put
board this ship. On the 17th we had a gale
ing us. We continued this course until 1 1 on
o'clock, when two fresh -hips of the enemy from the eastward, when this ship lost her
bowsprit, fore and main-masts and mizen top(the Pomona and Tenedos) had come up.
The Pomona had opened her tire on the lar- mast, all of which were badly wounded, and
board bow, within musket shot; the other was in consequence of her disabled condition,
about two cables'' length astern, taking a rak- obliged to throw overboard all her upper
ing position on our quarter and the rest iteck guns; her loss in killed and wounded
(with t.ie exception of the Endymion) within must have been very great. I have not been
Thus situated, with about one fifth able to ascertain the extent. Ten were buried
gun-shot
of ruy crew killer and wounded, my shipcrip- atler 1 came on board, (36 hours after the
pled, and a more than four-fold force opposed action); the badly wounded, such as are oblito ne, without a chance of escape left, 1 deem- ge, lo keep their cots, occupy the starboard
side of the gun deck from the cabin-bulk-head
ed it mv duty to surrender.
It is with emotions of pride I bear testimo- to the main mast From the
crippled state of
ny to t .e gallantry and steadiness of every of- the President's spars, I feel satisfied she could
ficer and man I had the honor to command on not have saved her masts, and I feel serious
this occasion, and I feel satisfied that the fact apprehensions for the safety of our wounded
of their having beaten a force equal to them- left on board.
It is due to
selves, in the presence and almost under the
captain Hope to state, that every
guns of so vastly a superior force, when, too, attention has been paid by him to myself and
it was almost self-evident, that whatever their officers that have been
placed on board his
exertions might be. t%ey must ultimately be ship, that delicacy and humanity could dictate.
I have the honor to be, with much
captured, will be taken as evidence of what
respect,
they would have performed, had the force op- sir, your obedient servant,
STEPHEN DECATUR.
posed to them been in any degree equal.
It is with extreme pain I have to inform The hon. lien. IV CroiL-ninshield,
Secretury of the Navy,
you that lieuts. Babbit, Hamilton and HowBritish squadron referred to in the Utter.—
ell fell in the action.
Majestic, razee; En
They have left no ofti- dymion; Pomona;
Tenedos; Dispatch, (brig.)
List of killed and wounded on board the United States'
cer.s of
frigate
superior merit behind them.
ftr«f/e»,f.-KlLI.En.-I.ii. u tenants F. H- Babbit, A. Hamilton,
If, sir, the issue of this affair had been for- E. E. Howell; Henry Hill. Samuel Gaines, Samuel De
Coster,
Michael
Lamphiere.
Barton, John Weary, John Briggs,
tunate, I should have felt it my duty to have Hy.
«h»s. Conway, Win. Smith 3d, Wm. Keeler, Jas.
Chapman, Geo.
recommended to your attention lieutenants W. Swift, Francis Deo, Edward
Amos
James,
Peasly, Wm. Barrett
Pratt, Thos. Kelley, And.
Win. Moore, Aaron Lynn!
Shubrick and Gallagher. They maintained Chas.
WOUNDED. -Sailing-masterSestrom,
Bogers, Mr. Bobinson, midshipand Br. wst r, master's mate Parker, Jos. Fitch, Jno.
throughout the day the reputation they had men Dale Jas.
Godfrey,
Nickerson, Wm. Nishct, Jno. Butler, Wm. Bogers,
acquired in former actions.
Alexander Gordon, John Linscot, David Jacob, James Hill, John
did not

—

—

;

-

1

John M. Iville, SainJ. Turner, Thos. Gore, D.
of the marines, displayed Began,
Lamphiere,
Ml. Madder, Ralph Ashwood, Thos. Davis, John
Moran, Jus. C.
well supplied and Nicholson, Sand. Davis, Hans. Harvey, Alex. Murray,
Stephen
Wm.
Jas.
Hammond,
Hill, Wm.Edgrli,
Mathews, Stewart Griffin,
their fire
incomparable, so long as the enemy John Keating, John Perry, Jos. Potter, Jno. Peterson, John Haynes,
Nathaniel Dutton, John Meigs, Nath). Bllffins, Wm.
continued within musket range.
Keys. Adam

Lieut.

Twiggs,

great zeal, his

men were

Midshipman Randolph, who had charge
of the forecastle division,

managed

it

to

my

entire satisfaction.

From Mr

Robinson,

who was

serving as a

received essential aid, particularly after I was deprived of the services of the
master, and severe loss 1 had sustained in mv
officers on the quarter-deck.
Of our loss in killed and wounded, I am unable at present to give you a correct statement; the attention of the surgeon being so
entirely occupied with the wounded, that, he
volunteer,

I

Wm.

Hyl.r, Frs. Joseph, Georg-; Coleman, Rhomanty Rhodes,
Smyth, Jacob Darling, Job*. Gore, Jas. Anderson,
Davidson,
Tuck, John Ryan,
Williams, Thos. Coleman.

Jos.

By

Wm.

Wm.

From Montreal and Quebec papers.
we have been

a correspondent at the north

fa-

vored with the "Montreal Herald" of the 4th inst.
containing Quebec dates to the 1st.
Intelligence of the check given to the British army at New-Orlean9, in the action of the 23d of Decomber, and of the capture of the U. S. frigate PreThe editor of
sident, had just reached Montreal.
the Herald, republishes a brief statement of both
.vents, from the New- York and Boston papers; and
on the capture of our frignte, he thus in the fullness
of exultation, tauntingly remarks:
[Com. Jdvt.
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THE PRESIDENT.
"This 74 in disguise, it seems sailed from New
York on the 14th ultimo, as chief of a squadron; the
whole but herself, however, consisted of only heavy
a
corvettes, 3 in number: next day, they fell in with
detachment of his majesty's squadron, one of them
an old razee; the rest three frigates. The Endymion
being the best sailer, after a considerable length of
chase, brought the enemy to action, and after 4 1-2
.hours fighting, crippled and compelled him to surrender, we believe, without any assistance from the
rest of the detachment; the story of the broadsides
from the Pomona, remains to be proved; we will not
give credit to it, until we see cap*. Hope's offici
letter, and we are confident in belief, that the Endymion would have done the business if entirely lefi
to herself. This is strongly corroborated by the ac
counts befo e us, from an American officer belong
i

ing to the President.
The Yankee account is really ludicrous:-^-The President it seems was almost xvater logged by an excess
of crew, -without sea legs. Even JJacatvr himself is
stated to have been in a reeling mood; what mean
subterfuges! If this ship had been long at sea, and
met when her crew had been reduced a little, then
what apologies about honor, bravery, 8cc. But why
prolong remarks? These republicans will never be
satisfied, happen what will. If Decatur had escaped,
he would have affirmed, but from.some untoward
is
circun7star.ee, that the whole of
majesty's squadron, would have been carried right into New York.
Ii

but they were too

1815.

of tumultuous joy to let \ufi&
on the 26th.
The official account of the c pture of the Presu
dent is inserted below. It seems that the Endymion
was completely beaten, though our tars fought under the certainty that they must fill a prey to the
squadron. It will not be "pretended that the Endymion was inferior to the President, and therefore we
claim a second and more glorious victory for Decatur and his crew. He struck his flag to the Pomone
and Tenedos, but delivered his sword to the c plain
of the
.j-'S'ic r-iz<=e, the commander of the sqi-adron,- thus seiiliog, to the satisfaction of the most
fastidious, the wtm/ier of his capture.
In the gale that came on the day after the battle,
the President lost all her masts and the Dndymion
her fore and main masts the former arrived at
Bermuda on the 28th and the former on the 25lh of
be heard.

full

He arrived at New-York

M

—

The people

there expressed great exultaour frigate until they learned the truth of <he matter. It was not known that
the brig Macedonian, which sailed in company with
the President, was captured, as has been stated.
Y. Mercantile Adveiv
understand (says the
tiser) the citizens of New London celebrated the
return of peace, on Wednesday evening, by a brilliant
illumination of the city, and an elegant ball. What
added much to the joyous occasion, commodore Decatur had that day arrived, and we hear attended
the ball.
understand also, that admiral Hotharo,
and most of the officers of the British squadron had
been invited and would attend.

January.

—

tion at tl»e capture of

We

N

We

"Now, about the consequences of this paltry cap
ture (as regards naval gJory there is nothing to
From Bermuda. From tlie Royal Gazette. An apo*
boast) they are probably of great importance. Per- logy. An incorrect statement of the capture of the
haps the President was or^fcrred to India or to the frigate President, having been published in the
Pacific ocean, whither she would have committer! Bermuda Gazette of the 1st inst, the following was
great spoliations on our commerce. In the latter issued in a hand bill the next dav
:

we have no

region

shame be

it

force to oppose a vessel, to our
said, and in the former, wher:* our

is very great, much damage might have,
nevertheless, been done, on account of her superior

strength

equipment, and advantage in sailing; we have no
ship in India which could come near her in chase.
Wut something has been gained of no minor importance in the capture of this sea-monster; and this is
in ascertaining her size, weight of metal and number
of crew. Oar purblind bids of the admiralty knew

nothing of these profound secrets. It will now be
ihe duty of admiral Cochrane to inform them, and
pf captain Hope to see into the aacuracy of the
statement. The Yankees have a lame President on
shore; had a crippled one on the ocean, now lost to
them by the valor of a British frigate; their Constitution is also afloat; if she should be c iptured, what
will become of the Union ! ! Who knows but the

—

President may, before long, sink the Constitution.
The President on shore is laboring hard to accomthe nam^-sak^s will both
plish his views; we hope'
succeed.
beg pardon of the Hartford convention
pien about their naval disgrace; of their political
?
s rod has also convinced
insignificance, Madison

We

them."

ARRIVAL OF COMMODORE DECATUR.
The gallant commodore, with two ar three other
officers, arrived at New London on the 22d ult. in
the Narcissus frigate, from Bermuda. He was received Jwith all the applause due to a conqueror, as,
indeed, he really was. But there was one thing done

by the people that we cannot commend for they
fixed ropes to his carriage and drew it about the
town to his lodgings, amidst the huzzas sf the multitude this is a vulgar English custom, "more ho;

—

nored in the breach than the observance." The
hero, however, was sensibly affected by the enthusiasm of the people, and attempted to address them,

«•

Royal Gazette

"The

office, "Bermuda,

Feb.

2,

1815.

editor of the Royal Gazette having learned
from authority, that the statement published in the
Gazette of yesterday was incorrect, takes the earliest opportunity of thus contradicting the detail
therein given
assuring that to wound the feelings
of a brave enemy, is as far from being the wish of
the officers of the British navy, as it is foreign from
;

his intentions."

&j=We

hive not seen the article alluded

which the above i9 the amende honorable.
From the London Gazette, September

to, for

30.

Colonial department, DowniDg-street, September SO,

Captain Jervois, aid-de-camp to general Drummond, arrived this morning with a dispatch from
Sir G. Prevost, bart. of
tract

which the following

is

an ex-

:

Head

quarters, Montreal,

August

5.

hive the satisfaction of transmitting to youK
lordship, lieutenant-general Drummond's detail of
the distinguished exertions of that division of the
army near the falls of Niagara, on the 25th of last
month, when the skill of his majesty's generals, and
the valor and discipline of his troops were eminently
conspicuous and I beg leave to join the lieutenant
general in humbly soliciting his royal highness the
1

;

prince regent's gracious consideration of the meritorious services of the officers particularized in this
report.

This despatch will be delivered to your lordship
by captain Jervois, aid-de camp to lieutenant-general Druinmond
having shared in the events of the
25th, he can satisfy your lordship's enquiries respecting them and he is well calculated, from his
local knowledge, to give your lordship information
upon the state of the upper province.
;

;

Head

quarters, Upper Canada,
near Niagara Falls, July 27-

Sir— I embarked on board his majesty's schuons?
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24th
giment, the detachment of the royal and king's and
Nctley, at York, on Sunday evening,
the light company of the 41st regiment, with tho
rebelled Niagara at day break the following morning.
that major most perfect steadiness and intrepid gallantry, and
Finding from lieutenant colonel Tucker,
to be moving towards the enemy was constantly repulsed with very heavy
general Riall was Understood
the advance of his loss. Of so determined a manner were these attacks
to
the tails of
inst. fcixl

support

Niagara,

to that place on
the preceding evening, I ordered lieutenant-cwlonel
a detachment
-Morrison, With the 89th regiment and
of the royal and king's, drawn from forts George and
in order
Mississaj;a, to proceed to the same point
divisions,

which he had pushed on

directed against our guns, that our artillerymen
were bayoneted by the enemy in the act of loading,
and the muzzles of the enemy's puns were advanced
within a few yards of ours. The darkness of the

night, during this extraordinary conflict, occasioned
the several uncommon incidents
our troops having for
j
that, with the united force, I mighi act against
his advance a moment been pushed Back, some of our guns reenemy (posted at Street's Creek, with
at Chippewa) on my arrival, if it should he found mained for a few moments in the hands of the eneat
expedient. I ordered lieutenant-colonel Tucker,
the same time, to proceed up tiie right bank of the
the
river with 300 of the 41st, and about 200 of
royal Scotts, and a body of Indian warriors, supof armed seamen,
ported (o~i Hie river) by a party
under captain Dobb>, of the royal navy. The object
of this movement was to disperse or capture a body
of the enemy Which was eucamped at Lewiston.
Some unavoidable delay having occurred in the
march of the troops up the right bank, the enemy
had moved off previous to lieutenant-colonel Tuck
I iiave to express myself satisfied with
er's arrival.
the exertions of that officer.
at Queenston, and
Having refreshed the troops
and Indians,
having brought across the 41st royals
to form the
I sent back the 41st and 100th regiments
and Niagarrisons of the forts George, Mississaga
and moved
gara, under lieutenant-colonel Tucker,
and detachments of the royals and
with the 891
the 41st, in all about
king's and light company of
800 iuen, to join major general Riall's division at the

my ; they were, however, not only quickly recovered, but the two pieces, a six pounder and a five and
a hajf inch howitzer, which the enemy had brought
up, were captured by us, together with the several
tumbrils, and in limbering up our guns at one period,
one of

tiie enemy's 6 pounders was put,
by mistake,
upon a limber of ours, and one of our 6 pounders
limbered on one of his ; by which means the pieces
were exchanged and thus, though we captured two
of his guns, yet, as he obtained one of ours we have
;

gained only one gun.

About nine o'clock (the action having commenced at six) there was a short intermission of
firing,
during which it appears the enemy was employed in
bringing up the whole of his remaining force, and
he shortly afterwards renewed his attack with fresh
troops but was every where repulsed with equal galAbout this period the remainlantry and success.
der of maj.gen. Riall's division which had been ordered to retire on the advance of the enemy, consisting of the 103d regt. under col. Scott; the head
falls^
quarter division of the royal Scots; the head quarter
When arrived within a few miles of that position, division of the 8th or king's fi.mk companies 104th,
that the and some detachments of militia, under lieut. col,,
{ met a report from major general itiall,
enemy was advancing in great force. I immediately Hamilton, inspecting field officer, joined the troops
the head of lieutenant-colonel engaged, and I placed them in a second line, with
pushed on and joined
Morrison's column, just as it reached the road lead- the exception of the royal Scots, and flank companies
the summit of 104th, with which I prolonged my front line on the'
ing towards the Beaver Dam, over
the hill to Lundy's lane instead of the whole of tea- right, where I was apprehensive of the enemy's outwhich I expected to flanking me. The enemy's efforts to cany the hill
jor-g-meral Ryall's division,
have found occupying this position, I found it almost were continued until about midnight, when he had
in the occupation of the enemy, whose columns were suffered so severely from the superior steadiness and
within 600 yards'of the top of the hill, and the sur- discipline of his majesty's troops, that he gave up
The the contest and precipitately retreated to his camp
rounding woods filled with his light troops.
advance of major-general Riall's division, consisting beyond the Chippewa. On the following day he aof 'die Glenga'ry light infantry and incorporated mi bandoned his camp, threw the greater part of his
fort
litia, having commenced their retreat upon
baggage, camp equipage and provisions into the
formed Rapids; and having set fire to Street's mills and desGeorge, I countermanded those corps and
and
the 89 ih regiment and royal Scotts detachments
troyed the bridge at Chippewa, continued his retreat
41st light companies hi the rear of the hill, their in great disorder, towards fort Erie. My light
two
24
left resting on the great road my
pounder troops, cavalry and indians are detached in pursuit,
brass field guns a little advanced in front of the cen- and to harrass his retreat, which I doubt not he will
the Glengary light in- continue until he reaches his own shore.
tre on the summit of the hill
of incorporated
The loss sustained by the enemy in this severe,
fantry on the right, the battalion
militia and the detachment of the king's regiment on action cannot be estimated at less than 1500 men,
the left of the great road, the squadron of the 19th including several hundreds of prisoners left in our
I hands; his two
commanding generals Brown and
light dragoons in the rear of the left on the road.
had scarcely completed this formation when the Scott, are said to be wounded, his whole force,
The
has
never
been rated at less than 5000) havwhole front was warmly and closely engaged.
(which
enemy's principal efforts were directed against our ing been engaged. Enclosed I have the honor to
left and centre.' After repeated attacks, the troops transmit a return of our loss, which has been very
on the left were partially forced back, and the enemy considerable. The number of troops under my comgained a momentary possession of the road. This mand did not for the first three hours exceed 1600
gave him, however, no material advantage, as tiie men; the addition of the troops under col. Scott,
troops which had been forced back formed in tiie did not increase it to more than 2800 of every des
rear of the 89th regiment fronting the road, and se- cription.
A very difficult, but at the same time a most gracuring the flank. It was during this short interval
that major general Riall, having received a severe tifying duty remains, that of endeavoring to do juswound, was intercepted as he was passing to the tice to, the merits of the officers and soldiers by
rear, by a part of the enemy's cavalry, and made whose valor and discipline this important success
I was early in the action, de^
prisoner. In the centre, the repeated and determin- has been obtained.
ed attacks of the enemy were met by the 89th re prived of the services of maj. gen. Riall, who I
re^
i

;

;

;
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of iiis arm
gret to learn has suffered the amputi' ion
in the enemy's possession: his bravery, Zealand activity have always been conspicuous.
the
[Here follow the general's commendations of
Various officers who distinguished themselves in
the battle
This despatch will be delivered to you by captain

bad the most happy effect upon the funds of the
American loan, negociated with the bankers Hope
and Co. They had fallen in three months to 73.
To-day they are up to 88; a point, to which they
have not been for two years.
Madrid, J\"ov. 18. The whole nation is expecting
the most happy result from the new administration.
They speak of total dismission of the privy council
of the king, and particularly of M. Ostolaza, to
whom is attributed all the rigorous measures which
have been taken of late.
Ghent, Dec. 25. The arrival of a Courier from
London, and of one from Mr. Crawford, American
ambassador at Ptris, produced several conferences,
and without doubt contributed to accelerate the
result of peace, which was signed yesterday in the
forenoon. It is easy to perceive the joy and satis-

Jervois, my aid-de-camp, who is fully competent to
give your excellency every further information you

may

require.

have the honor to be, &c.
G. DRUMMON'D, lieut. gen.
(Signed)
Genaral total of killed, -wounded, missing and prisoners.
1 captain, 3 subalterns, I deputy ussit. adjt. gen.
4sergts. 75 rank and file, killed; 1 heut.gen. 1 maj.
general, 1 insp. field officer, I deputy assistant qr.
master general, 2 lieut. cols. 2 majors, 8 capts. 25
subalterns, 31 sergts. 5 drummers, 482 rank and
file wounded; 1 capt. 3 subalterns, 2 qr. masters, 11
1
sergeants, 5 drummers, 171 rank and file missing;
aid de camp, 4 capts. 4 subalterns, 1 quarter master,
4 sergeants, 28 rank and file prisoners, 14 horses killed, 14 horses wounded, 12 horses missing. Total
I

killed

81— total wounded

—

550

faction of the people of this city.
consider the Americans as almost

—
—total missing 193—

total prisoners 42
grand total 878.
[The above partial atfcount, as usual, swells the
number of the Americans, and lessens the number
of the English gen. Diummond says, that our loss

—

amounted

—

vol. VI.

GENERAL ORDER.
Adjutant and inspettor.general'i

j

office, 21st

Feh. 1815.

non-commissioned officer, musician or private
enlisted to serve during the war will be allowed to
leave his regiment, corps or detachment until he
shall be mustered, inspected and paid
Arrangements have been made for paying and honorably discharging all non-commissioned officers,
musicians and privates who enlisted to serve during
the war and have faithfully performed their duty
accordingly.

to

—

MISCELLANEOUS.

No

Accustomed

eraced from the
list of nations, they have seen them at length take
up and sustain the most noble attitude as an independent people, proud of its patriotism, its force
and its ancient glory. No doubt the conditions of
peace will be honorable to both parties. When ratified, it will contribute to add to the common prosperity of Belgium and Holland.
It appears that ever since the 26th Nov. the American commissioners have been persuaded that England would make peace. Embarrassed in her finances, she h»d been compelled to make some great
and mortifying avowals. The lenders or bankers to
whom she had recourse, said "you ask us again for
three millions, but how will you pay us? You have
contracted engagements with all the powers of Europe, which are ruining you; you have upon your
shoulders this war with America, which is draining
to put an
you, and which you notwithstanding refuse
end to." A noble count interrupted them and protested the pacific sentiments of the Court of St.
James. The bankers wanted some more positive
assurances; and on the next day, we learned from
the papers that the negociations for peace were in
a very favorable train. This manoeuvre could not
escape the sagacity of Mr. Gallatin and his col-

—

to 1500; whereas gen. Rrown, in his wellwritten account, states his total loss at onlv 689

See page 433,

1815.

—

All musters for payment of troops whose term
has expired will be made up to the time of inspecleagues.
tion for discharge.

Mr. Todd, one of the secretaries, and son-in-law
musician of Mr. Madison, had invited some gentlemen of his
or private is disabled by reason of wounds or othercountry and some others, to partake with him of a
wise, while in the service, in the discharge of duty, liquor with which the Americans used to treat their
the inspector general, or officer doing that duty, friends on Christmas Day, and wh ich is called eggwill transmit to this office the original certificates
nog. At noon, while they were waiting for the eggwith a copy of the discharge, that his papers may
nog, engaged in pleasant conversation, suddenly the
be filed and preserved to secure his rights in a fu- American beverage made its appearance, and Mr.
ture application for a pension.
Tood, said "It is 12 o'clock; well, gentlemen, r
announce to you that peace has been made and signBy order of the secretary of war.
D. PARKER, Adj. &; Ins. Gen.
ed between America and England.
Very soon
Admiral Coch- Messrs. James Gallatin, Carroll, Hughes, and his
ScRAr-F, from late London papers.
rane had demanded a number of three deckers *br
excellency Mr. Clay, entered and confirmed the
the American station. The English state the loss of news. The writer of this considers it one of the
four of their store ships bound to Canada, two of most
pleasant moments of his life, in having been
them captured by our privateers.
a witness of the burst of joy to which this event
The British excess of expenditures over their gave rise. In a few minutes the exchange of the
appropriations for the ^ar, appears, by the statement whole city were informed of it.
of the marquis of Linsdown, formerly under the
London, Dec. 19. A schism is said to exist in the
name of lord Henry Petty, chancellor of the exche- cabinet as to the American war, and it is reported a
quer, to have been thirty millions of pounds ster- change of ministry, wnl take place.
General Kemp has come home to put ministers in
ling, equal to one hundred and thirty three millions
of dollars and one third; it is presumed for the possession of the actual state of Canadian affairs.
Orders have been sent to our fleet on the American
year 1814.
Brussels, Dec. 28. Letters from Ghent, state, coast to destroy every vessel, that the capturing
that the English legation quits that city next week. commander
may not think worth sending into port.
It is believed that the American ministers will yet
Canadian papers. The Montreal Currant and
remain th^re a fortnight.
Herald of the 2 1st Feb. have been received at PlattsWe earn from Amsterdam, that the expectation burg Remarking on the rumor of peace, the Ileof a peace between the U. States and England, has'-c a'd says, "This war will not be of short duration

Whenever a non-commissioned

officer,

!

—

—

—

—

!

j
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And could one but just suppose the rumored peace
we may pronounce it to be disgraceful
What Britain has yet done is insufficient
to Britain.
to insure an honorablo and lasting- peace, before that
can be effected torrents of blood must yet flow, both
on sea and land.
On the Hartford convention the same paper has

to be correct,

—

the following article "In our preceding columns,
we have given the proceedings of the Hartford convention at full length. To these are added, statements of the finances of the union, in the Boston
Gazette, which we do not think worth room in our
journal, as they are already pretty well known in
Canada, in the abstract at least. The whole form a
melancholy picture, and, demonstrate that war is an
Hucksters
unnatural traffic for the United States.
are always averse to be principals in war b> what
other term can the Americans be designated ? The
American merchants, after the French revolution,
became suttlers to all the armies in Europe the federalists were foremost in supplying the armies of
Massena, Soult and Marmont, while they pronounc;

—

429

St. Simon's,

" As the
only person,

February

13, 1815.

at present, capable of making a just representation of the losses sustained by
the inhabitants of St. Simon's, I beg leave to state
them to you, with a view that it may be presented to
the proper department
.

Major

Butter,

(~

HamptonJ one hundred and

fifty

negroes his dwelling house rifled groceries and
every other article removed to head quarters (Cum;

;

berland.)

James Hamilton will be ruined as to his negro property his store pillaged employed in ginnery the
seed cotton; the whole of his packed cotton removed.
;

;

A. C. Wylly, forty negroes taken, with his cotton.
E. Matthews, twenty-six negroes and six bales of
cotton.
J. H. Giekie, fifteen negroes, several bales

of cot?

ton.

John Couper, the number of negroes unknown.

In truth it is impossible to state
circumstantially
the loss which the unfortunate inhabitants have sustained: Cattle slaughtered in every direction
proed their master, Bonaparte, an usurper and an as- perty of every description held in requisition or destroyed.
My feelings prevent my adding to this
sassin, and Mr. Madison an abettor of that tyrant's
hateful catalogue of woe."
crimes Who will believe this ? But it is a fact, that
Honorable. The legislature of Delaware have
the very party who vilified Napoleon, fed his armies
wherever they could. They are now the men who voted a sword and service of plate to commodore
the convention at Hartford the Hucksters Macdonough; and requested the commodore and
;

!

composed

in chief of the

;

captain Jacob Jones to

United States."

with Great Britain lately ratified, is
merely a treaty of peace. It seems probable that another of commerce and 7iavigation may also be formed.
Peace. It is understood, (says the Democratic
Press of Feb. 23) that in the evening of the day on
which the news of the peace of Ghent was received at
Paris, the theatres were uncommonly full. The audiences partook in our regaining peace with honor,
by land and sea, and the theatres rang with the cry
of "Vivent les Americans." "God save th* 'Americans."
The news of peace does appear to have been well
received at Castine smuggling is done. The British
sloop of war Favorite sailed for England on the 22d
ult. with a ratified
treaty.

—

—

The umpire.

A

—

London paper says "Austria is
confidently stated to be the power to which the decision of any difference in the American
negociation
is to

be referred."

Major-oexeral Carrol, famous in the defence of
Orleans, was born near Pittsburg, Penn. He emi-

sit for their
portraits.

NAVAL.

The treaty

Charleston, Feb 16. The flotilla of gallies and
barges which sailed from this port on Friday evening
last, under commodore Dent, captured at Bull's
Bay,
the schooner Brent, tender to the Severn
(British)
with
two
13
and
men.
The enfrigate,
midshipmen
der was aground, and some part of her crew
escaped
in a small boat.
The two officers, in company with
the commodore, readied town late on
Tuesday
The men arrived yesterday.
night.
Late U. S. brig Argus. The
following appears in
a southern paper. An American official account of
the action between the U. S. brig
Argus, Captain
Allen-, and the Biitish sloop Pelican, has never yet
been published.
have understood, and we believe from a correct source, that the most
importantfacts relative to the capture of the
Argus have never appeared before the public, because the senior
officer of that ves-el remains a
prisoner of war in
England. In the mean time we lay before our readers the following statement, which, we are credibly
informed, is told by an officer of the Argus, now at

We

grated to Tennessee about three \ears since.
(we believe) New-York
Massachusetts.
The following decisions took
After the battle had iaged for some time and when
place in the legislature of Massachusetts, during the it was momently expected, from her shattered siwar.
tuation, that the Pelican would
the.
:

The

senate resolved that a member of that body was not disqualified to hold his seat on account
of his having taken an oath not to bear arms, &c.
against the enemy.
1.

surrender,

tish

frigate

hove

in

sight, close

Bri-

aboard-

soon after, she commenced a heavy fire
upon the Argus, who quitting the Pelican, engaged the frigate ;
but Iter crippled state precluded the
possibility of
2. The house of
representatives resolved that a contending with the least hope of escape— she acreverend member of their body was
disqualified to cordingly surrendered to the frigate , and the surhold his seat therein, because he had been
appoint- viving senior officer went on board of her, and pre*
ed a chaplain in the army of the United States.
sented his sword to the commanding officer, who
Posterity will do justice to these transactions.
said, "how dare you, sir, present your sword to me,
Cockburn. This cowardly vandal has maintained when the Pelican had taken
you ?" The American
his character to the last— see
"negro stealing." I can lieutenant replied that "lie did not expect such
never make peace with this wretch.
treatment from a British officer rather than surrenNegro stealing. After the news of peace had der his sword to an officer of the
Pelican, he would
reached the infamous Cockburn, at Cumberland throw it over board" uiid
accordingly uid so. It was
the
Jslund,
following depredations were commitltd with difficulty that this officer afterwards procured
on St. Simon's,
by the British. The respectable edi- his parole.
tor of the Savannah
A cartel arrived at Norfolk on the 23d ult. from
Republican introduces the
tacts to the public bv
assuring us "that implicit re- Plymouth, (E.ig.) with 300 prisoners, consisting of
ittnee may bs
placed" ou the statement below
tile-surviving officers and crew ci" the U. S b.rir J»;

—

:

"
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1
and part of the detachment of 'he U. States
Outcrbndge Horsey, esquire, is re-elected a senator
who were taken at the battle of Beaver Dam of the United States, for Delaware, for six years
from the 4th of March next.
inJune 1813.
The state of parties in the legislature of JK'e-wThe only army officers who have come home in
the Cartel^ are capt. M'DoweU, of the light artil- York is ascertained by the following vote for the
of the infantry.
members of the council of appointment: for the relery, and capt. M'Kenzie,
We shall now, probably, hare an official account publican candidates, 64, 63, 62 and 62 for the four
of the capture of the Argus; which we have reason federal, 30, 30, 29 and 28.
Mr. Stanford (rep.) was elected on the 7th Feto believe will turn out to have been an affair as
our tars as any that has happened.
bruary, a senator of the United States from Newglorious to
-Thirteen American seamen were released from the York, vice Mr. German (fed.) For Mr. Stanford 88
British squadron oft* New London, sometime sincr, —Mr. Emott 40.
Jaimks J. Wilson, esq (editor of the Trenton True
in consequence of the release of the 6 ptisoners
saved from the British sloop of war Sylph.
American,) is elected a senator to congress by all
James T. Leonard, master and commander,' in the the republican votes in the legislature of New-JerU. S. navy, has been promoted to be a post captain. sey, six ye u's from the 4th of March, in the room
The only news we have of the Constitution frigate of Mr. Lamber*, whose term has expired.
on board a
Is, tnat some short time since she put
Maj. gen. Peter B. Porter, of the New-York milineutral vessel the crew of an English ship that she tia, distinguished for his numerous services on the
had captured and burnt.
Niagara frontier, has been appointed secretary of
Several of our privateers have recently put into state for the state of New^York.
If the papers that have been laid before
the ports of France, where they were well received.
Algiers.
The salute of the Surprize, of Baltimore 3 was re- congress had not been called for in the manner and
turned at Brest.
by the men they were, the following little article
Com. Oiuen lately arrived at Halifax, and proceed- from a late London paper, might have given a very
ed to Canada, to supercede sir James L. Yeo in solemn shock to the feelings ot those who thought,
the command of the lakes. Several large ships ap- or pretended to think, so much about "French influfor the A- ence />»
peared to be about sailing from England
"The Dey of Algiers had declared war against
merican coast as admiral Cochrane ha« requested
some three deckers, probably with a view of making Napoleon, and ordered his cruisers to capture all
vessels sailing under his flag, and, if possible, to seize
a demonstration on New York.
Extract of ti letter from capt. John II. Dent, com- his person."
Price of stocks at London, December 28 Cons,
manding naval officer at Charleston, South Carolina,
to the secretary of the navy, dated February 18th Ace. 68 7 1-3 1 4— Reduced 66 1-2 1-4 1-8 6— Om-

p-ms,

troops
•

—

—

—

1815.

—

have the pleasure to inform you, that my
Gig returned to town last evening, having captured,
after a long chase, the enemy's boat, that left the
Tender after the surrender. They made a harbor
Much credit is
during the gale near Bull's island.
due to midshipman Le Compte, and the six men
exertions and
forming the Gig's crew, for their
a chase and browing so
perseverance during so long

Sir

I

heavy.

CHRONICLE.

nium par 3-4 3 8. dis.
The Havannu papers give notice of the appointment of persons to enforce the orders of the "Holy

—

Scraps, from late English papers. In many parts
of Germany, the robbers are so numerous, that detachments of the military have been sent out to
guard the great roads.
It is said the French government has suspended
the payment of Bonaparte's pension.
The crim. con. esse of the eail of Rosebury, V.
Sir Henry St. John Mildmay, hart, was closed on the
10th of December. The jury found a verdict of

74, at Boston, is ordered to be
destined
immediately equipped for sea—probably
It is said that the expedifor the Mediterranean.
tion for that sea, to settle affairs with Algiers, will
15,000 pounds
consist of 2 74's, 6 frigates, 6 sloops of war, and

The Independence

several small vessels.
At a dinner in honor of Washington's birth day,
at Philadelphia, the following toast was drank—
"Tlie. Hartford convention, the dignified apostles of
the true political faith .'"
Private letters from Ghent mention a report from
St. Petersburg, that anew minister of princely rank,
is about to be sent to this country from Russia.

—

in that island.
"Ho'y/" well may the
vulgar be blasphemers when the great dignitaries of
the church and state thus prostitute a sacred quality
to damnable purposes.

inquisition''

A

sterling.

dreadful civil war prevails in China, with various success. The rebels are numerous and in great
force

.

.

The

order to impress 10,000 seamen for the Bri
was known that peace was signed
with the United S'ates, has given rise to a belief
that a new war in Europe was expected.
The republicans of Massachusetts have nominated
Samuel Dejcter and William Gray as their candidates
understand that Anthony St. John Baker, esq.
for governor and lieutenant governor of that comremain in the United States as charge des aftish navy, after it

We
v.ill

faires of his Britannic majesty.

[jYat. Intel.

National loss.— Robert Fulton died at New-York,
after a short illness, a few days ago. If not the
the greatest mechanics of
greatest, he was among
ihc age and, by his inventions and genius, has added as much to the fame and happiness of his counshall, with pleasure, insert a
try as any other.
the illustrious dead. His debiographical notice of
;

We

monwealth.

It appears to be understood at .Madrid, that the
greater part of Mexico is lost to the "mother counIt is said that the late ministers of Ferdinand,
try."
who have disgraced themselves and the king by a
disregard of the freedom and satiety of the people
of Spain, have been dismissed.

Poland seems the "bone of contention" among
the folks at Vienna. Russia appears to be enforcing
cease is a public calamity.
After a second trial for a member of congress, iter claim to it by marching a large body of troops
from the sixth eastern district of Massachusetts, into the duchy of Il'iirsaw.
The emperor of Austria has bestowed on the
col. Conner, (rep) was elected by a very luuidseme
-prince regent of England and his brother, FredcrTe'"
ranjority.

NJLES'
fiuelph, the
in his
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complimentary

titles

of field marshals

army.

It was reported at Rome that a visit was expected
there from the "august sovereigns" at Vienna— and
about to
it seems tiiat splendid preparations were
be made to receive them.
Loudon, December 1. Within the last three days,
a greai American house h-as purchased upwards of
two millions in the funds;
December 10 Louis XVfll. has stated the debts
incurred by him and other branches of his family,
in foreign countries, at thirty millions of franc- ;
the interests of which he first engages to pay out
of h'is civil list, the principal to be afterwards incorporated in the French funds.
Tne pope is said to have acknowledged the king

of Naples, whose sovereignty is iu.w recognized by
all the powers of the continent except France,
which would of course prefer a Bourbon on the
means of reNeapolitan throne, as ihe most likely
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French liberty of the press. We, the chancellor of
France, having seen article secoHd of the royal ordinance of October 23, 1814, which charges us with
the execution of the law of the 21st of the same
month, in respect to what relates to the publication
of periodical journals and writings, have decreed as
follows :
An. I. No periodical journal or manuscript shall
be published at Paris, reckoning from the 1st November, 1814, and in the departments reckonings
from the 1st December following, unless it has obtained the authority prescribed by Art. 9 of the
aforesaid law.
Art. H. This authority shall be granted and
may
be withdrav/n, viz. For the daily journals at Paris,
the
director
of
the
and for all
by
general
police
other periodical journals and writings which shall
be published in the kingdom, by the director
general
of the book selling trade.
Art. HI. The director-general ot police, and the
director-general of the book-selling trade, shall respectively watch over the journals which they auj

gaining h-r ascendancy in Italy
Tne Diet at Clnistiaha unanimously elected
Charles XII. king of Norway, on the 4th ult. and thorise.

The crown prince
proclaimed him the same day.
was present, and took the oath of fidelity to the new
Count d'Essen was invested with the
sovereign.
dignity of Stadholder of Norway.
Sir 11. W< llesley, our ambassador at Madrid, has
obiained permission to retire from a situation which
recent events have rendered irksome and disagreeable.

Given at Paris, October 29, 1814.
D'AMBAY.
(Signed)
The Spanish king has granted liberty to the merchants of Cadiz to export to the colonies such of the
English cotton goods as had actually been imported'
into that city up to the date of the
receipt of his
order, signed at Madrid, September 18, 1814, but
forbids them to ask for a repetition of the favor.
Portsmouth, Dec. 20. Arrived 2 ships from Rouen, Fi ,asce, with grain bound to London.
Manilla, Feb. 24, 1814— Volcano of Albay (province of Cumarines) the most tremendous
rupture
commenced on the last day of January, and the lava,
&c. continued to issue 10
five
towns
days;
destroyed*
and 1200 people perished.
From the National Intelligencer. The
following
high appointments have been made by the president*,
with the advice ot the senate, viz
James Monroe, (late secretary of war) to be secreV'
tary ot state ot the United States.
John Quincy Adams, to be minister to Great Bri-

—

The prince regent's wife is on a visit to Naples,
and receives great attention from Murat.
Dec. 19. Tne report now is that Bonaparte is to
be removed to the Island of Si. Helena.
A dreadful execution took place at Belgrade on
the 29th and 30th October. Forty-two Servians were
imp iled and exposed to view at the Beigrade-gate.
A few days :it\ev above 100 Servians were seized ami
carried to Bcdgrade, where they expected sentence
of death. The Servians have, in consequence of
these cruelties, risen upon their oppressors, numbers
of whom have been cut off.
The Turks have imp.-ded forty-two Christians in
Servia, and a vast number in prison destined for the tain.
Albert Gallatin, to be minister to
same fate. The grand seignor has seized upon the
France, vice
property (several millions) of Solomon Lipman Be- William Crawford, resigned.
James A. Bayard, to be minister to Russia, vices
gemder, a most benevolent Jew, who fed 8,0.,0 of
his distressed nation in a time of scarcity. Through- John Q. Adams.
out the whole Ottoman empire, the Jews and ChrisJoseph Anderson, (now a senator from Tennessee)
tians forming a very large portion of the population, to be comptroller of the treasury, vice Ezckiel Baare treated with a degree of oppression beyond the con, resigned.
Charles J. Ingersoll,. (now a representative in conconception of those who have not witnessed it.
Mahometan superstition is a cradle for the plague, gress) to be attorney of the United States for the
These are district of Pennsylvania, vice A.J. Dallas, resigned^
as they scruple any act to counteract it.
facts worthy the attention of Christendom, its
Captains JohnRodgei s, Isaac Hutl and David Porter, to constitute a board of commissioners of the
princes and its press.
Manheim, Oct. 22. The prince Gustavus of Swe tuvy, under the act recently passed.
All the above nominations are sard to have been
den, son of king Gustavus Adolphus, continues at
the exception of/
Carisrhtde, where his mother attends to his educa- unanimously confirmed, with
tion.
His august aunt, the empress of Rt.-ssia, inte two, to each of which
there was one i.egirests herself warmly in his fate.
Il is supposed thai tive.
William II. Crawford, of Georgia, (late minister
his situation will come under discussion in the arrangements of Germany he is surrounded by seve- to France) is appointed by the president, with the
consent of the senate, to be secretary oj soar,
ral Swedes, who
display great attachment to him.
vice;
[If the rage for "restoration" maintains its late Jumes Monroe, resigned.
Within a few days past, the following
force, we look for the ejectment of Bemudotte, from
among;:
his "high estate" in Sweden, to which he was raised odter appointments have been made, by the presid&Tfc
by "French influence," and shall not be sorry for it.] of the Unit- d States, \\ ith the consent of the stnate:
Ful-war Skipioith, to be c Usui for the United State*
Rome, October 13. Her majesty, the queen of Eutruria, cominues to receive the visits of the superior at P.-;ris.
/. R. Fen-wick (late a colonel in the
German officers. It has been remarked, that withi:
army) to Ue
these few days the relations of Charles IV. [of Spain] consul at Alicante.
WiUiam Dayton (iate a colonel in the army) to Jie
with the cbttrt of Vienna, have become more freconsul at WOiient,
quent

—

:

—

;
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Resolved, Tint the terms of peace proposed by thft
British government to our commissioners at Ghent,
are ignominious and
and excite our"

Daniel Strobel, of South Carolina, to be cousal at

Nantz.

B. Harney, to be consul at Trieste.
humiliating,
Richard M. Hall, of Pennsylvania, to be consul at highest indignation, and that the war ought to be
Barcelona.
prosecuted with increased energy, until it can be
James Murray (the former consul) consul at Li- terminated by an honorable peace, becoming a highIVilliam

minded nation

verpool.

We

to accept.

have a report from the southward, that the
Resolved, That the barbarous and vindictive
Floridtis have been ceded to Great Britain. It seems modes of warfare, practised
by the enemy, deserve
the execration of all civilized nations, and are
as if it might be true.
only
There are several good reasons to believe that the worthy of the triple alliance of British, indians and
U. S. brig Syren was captured off the Cape of Good blacks,
Resolved, That the brilliant Victories, so splendidHope, by the British, instead of being taken by the
ly achieved by our gallant army and navy, have
Algerines, as was reported.
humbled the pride of the enemy, exalted the character of the nation, and filled the world with admira*
tion of their valor,
of
enterprise and heroism.

Proceedings

Congress.

In our next shall be inserted the usual detail of
proceedings, closing the session.
good deal of

A

business, has been done, adapting the affairs of the
United States to a state of peace, except with Algiers, against which -war is declared in due form

—

Legislature of

resolves of the legislature of Connecticut for
modelling the constitution of the Unite 1 States
according to the notions of those who lately met
in convention at Hartford,
[See Weekly Register,

the documents and papers regarding it shall be inserted.
In the house, a bill was passed to establish
the peace military force at 6,000 men
the senate
amended the bill so as to fix it 15,000—it was final;

ly

compromised

New Jersey.

The

vol. VII, page 313] being laid before the
legislature of JYewJersey,the following
proceedings took
:
place

at 10,000.

House of Assembly, February 10.
to whom was referred tlit- several
Senate of Maryland.
propositions for the amendment of the constitutionof the United States, adopted by the general assemOn motion of Mr. N. Williams, the following preof Connecticut, and at their lequest communicatamble and resolutions were read a first and second bly
ed to his excellency the governor, to be laid before
time, and unanimously assented to.
the legislature of this state for their
approbation
and adoption, beg leave to report, that
By the Senate, Jan. 30, 1815.
they have
been
induced
the
untoward
circumstances
of the
at
by
WHEREAS, this momentous period, when our
and
the
of
our
a
times,
general aspect
political affairs,
powerful and vindictive
country is assailed by
to consider the same, with a view rather to their
geenemy, who has associated to himself as fit allies,
ner d bearing, character and tendency, than to their
savage indians and ferocious blacks; and when' sediseveral
intrinsic
merits.
Under
these
and
traiterous
conventions
tious combinations
are
impivssions
endeavoring to destroy the union, and to bring defeat they are constrained to remark, that the leading
on our arms it becomes all faithful and patriotic purpose, the favorite master principle pervading all
citizens to manifest their devotion to the govern- the propositions in question, is to reduce within a
ment of their choice, and their firm determination narrower sphere the power and influence of the geto support the administration, freely elected to con- neral government, and thereby to weaken its arm,
at a time when, boVe all others, it requires to be
duct their public concerns.
The senate of Maryland, cherishing an ardent at- strengthened. Their obvious tendency also is, to
tachment to the free institutions of the republic; throw amongs' the states of the union the apple of
and feeling an unimpaired confidence in the integrity discord to increase those jealousies and suspicons,
and ability of those, who, in times of extraordinary which have been already too far excited, and to give
new life, activity and nurture to those seeds of disdifficulty, have wisely administered the national afsention and disunion which have been recently sown
fairs, deem the present a proper occasion for declarwith an unsparing hand by insidious combinations and
ing their fidelity and adherence to the union, their
.dl of them
professing to promote the
support of its rights and honor, and their continued associations,

The committee

—

•

—

approbation of

its government.
Therefore resolved, by llie senate of Maryland, That
we entertain an exalted opinion of the virtue and
talents of the president of the United States; and
should his able and zealous measures for the honor
and prosperity of his country be crowned with deserved success, (as we firmly believe) his administration will unfold a triumphant era in the American

general good, but acting

promptly

liy

disgraceful to -abandon.

it

unquali-

order of the committee.

JON A. DAYTON,

Resolved, That we view whh detestation the machinations of disaffected citizens to weaken the
union, distract the public councils, and embarrass
military operations, whereby the enemy is encouraged in his depredations, and the evils of war are protracted.
Resolved, That the war in which our country is
engaged was rendered just and necessary, in defence

of rights essential to freemen, and which

direct opposition to their

fiedly rejected.

history.

Jbc

in

The committee feel themselves impelprofessions.
led, therefore, by the strongest obligations of patriotism and duty, to recommend to the house, that
each and dl of the before men'ioned seven propositions of imendment be most
and

To which

chairman.

report the house of assembly agreed*
and thereupon,
Resolved, by the house of assembly of .Wto-Jersey,
That the before mentioned Seven propositions of
amendment of the constitution of the United State*
be and the s:ime are herebv rejected.
[Ti> the above is prefixed the resolutions as passed
uj Connecticut ; b'n is they are exue'lr the same
would as recommended by the Hartford convention, we think
it

useless to insert

them]
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By the president of the United States of America.
The senate and house of
A
a
representatives of the United States have, by joint
a day may be
resolution, signified their desire, that
recommended, to be observed by the people of the
United States with religious solemnity, as a day of

PROCLAMATION.—

184.

— Vmdtl,

next door to the Merchants' Coffee House, at

Thanksgiving.

si,

$5

per ann.

my arduous and painful employment, to suggest to
your consideration measures for relieving the embarrassments of the trt usury, with a view to ?he
expenditures of a protracted war. And you will
readily believe, that on every account, personal as
well as public, I join you most sincerely, in rejoicjng
at an event, which brings with it ;m immeuiate
alleviation of the pressure upon this department, as

thanks lying and of devout acknowledgments to well as a general assurance of national honor and
Almighty God, for his great goodness, manifested prosperity.
The objects which claimed the attention of the
hi restoring to them the blessing of peace.
No people ought to feel great ••r obligation's to ce- committee^' in my former communications, were,
lebrate the goodness of the Great Disposer of events, 1st, the state of the public credit; 2d, the state of
and of the destinv of nations, than the people of the the circulating medium; and, 3d, the ways and
United States. "His kind Providence originally means to defray the various expences of the goconducted them, to one of the best portions of vernment.
1. Tine public credit was
the dwelling place, allowed for the great family
depressed during the
of the human race. He protected and cherished war owing to several causes, that must now cease
them, under all the difficulties and trials to to wperate. All the circumstances, internal and exwhich they were exposed in their early days. Un- ternal, which were calculated to excite doubt as to
der his fostering care, their habits, their sentiments, the duration, or as to the issue, of the contest, in the
and their pursuits, prepared tnem for a transition in minds of the cautious and timid, have passed away;
due time for a state of independence and of self go- and, in their place, the proofs of confidence bevernment. In the arduous struggle by which ii was gin already to appear, with practical advantage.
attained, they were distinguished by multiplied to- While it was doubtful to what extent the public
kens of his benign interposition. During the inter- exigencies would require the aid of loans, those
val which succeeded, he reared them into the persons vvho retained the means of lending, either
with the resources, feared, or affected to fear, the eventual security of
strength, i.nd endowed them
which, have enabled them to assert their national the government; and even the exemplary display of
in the national resources, which has been m^de
rights, and to enhance their national character,
during"
another arduous conflict, which is now happily ter- the present session of congress, for the benefit of
minated, by a peace and reconciliation with those the public creditors, was curtailed of its natural
who have been our enemies. And to the same Di- effect, in the resuscitation of public credit, by the
vine Author of every good and perfect gift, we are countervailing influence of causes which it is unneindebted for ill those privileges and .<dvaiitages, re- cessary to specify. But when the whole amount of
ligious as well as civil, which are so richly enjoyed the public debt incurred during the war, is fixed
and ascertained; when it is known, that ample proin this favored land.
It is for blessings, such as these, and more espe- vision is made for the punctual payment of the incially for the restoration of the blessings of pe ace, terest, and for the gradual extinguishment of the
that I now recommend that the second Thursday in A- principal of the debt; and whei^ above all, it is
pril next be set apart, as a day on which the people seen, that congress is inflexible in its adherence to
of every religious denomination, may, in their so- the faith and policy of the legislative pledges; the
lemn assemblies, unite their hearts and their Voices, public credit of the United States will stand upon a
in a free-will offering to their Heavenly Benefactor, basis the most durable and the most honorable.
of their homage of thanksgiving, and of their songs
2. The difficulties of the national
circulating medium remain, however, to be encountered, under cirof praise.
at
of
on
Given
the fourth day cumstances which the government cannot control.
the city
Washington
of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand The effects of the peace, will certainly restore a mehundred
and
of
the indepen- tallic medium; but until that result be produced,
ancHlfteen,
eight
the only resource for ail the pecuniary transactions
dence of the United States the thirty-ninth.
JAMES MADISON. of the treasury, as well as of individuals, will be the
issues of treasury notes, and the notes of the state
banks. If, indeed, the state banks were soon to re£>

1

sume

Treasury Report.
Letter

from

the secretary

of the treasury
mittee of ways and meuns.

—

to the

Treasury Department, Feb. 20,

com-

18 IS.

Sih I have the honor to
acknowledge the receipt
of your letter, dated the 15th instant,
which, in consequence of the termination of the war, requests, in
behalf of the committee of
ways and means, "a view
of the probable receipts from
imports and tonnage,
during the year 1815, and any other information
that may enable the committee to decide on the
measures necessary to meet the
unexpected and
fortunate change, which
peace must produce in the
resources of the United States." It has hitherto been

VOL

VIII

their payments in specie; or if they were again
to give credit and circulation to the notes of each
other, throughout the United States; and if they
were, moreover, able and willing to accommodate

the fiscal views of the government, (which I do not
permit myself for a moment to doubt), a total dependence upon those institutions, however impolitic
in the abstract, would be
practically safe and beneficial.
But if, on the other hand, the notes of the
state bank shall continue limited, in circulation and
use, to the city, the town, or the state, in which,
they are issued, it must be obvious, that they cannot answer the purposes of a national medium; and
that the receipt of such notes, in payments for du«

B
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or interna] ihitiesj will convert the or to pass them in payment of taxes and duties, will
uses be sufficient for the purposes contemplated, without
public revenue, which is destined tor general
abroad, as well as at home, into a local fund that {providing other means of payment by regular instalm«y not be wanted where it exists, and cannot bejments, I must submit to the judgment of the comnpplisd where it is wanted. It is, nevertheless, inimittee.
3. The
the power of congress to obviate, in a considerable]
ways and means to defray the various exthe payment] pences of the government, for 181.5, will consist of
degree, this difficulty, by authorising
of a reasonable rate of exchange, upon the transfer the revenue which will be actually received at the
of its revenue, from the places of collection and treasury during that year. It is not intended on the
deposit, to the peaces of demand and employment; one hand, to take into view the balances due upon
and I respectfully recommend the expedient to the the appropriations of preceding years; nor, on the
consideration of the committee of ways and means J other hand, to take into view the revenue which will
The alternative, or concurrent resources of trea- accrue in the present year, but which will not be
stfry notes, for a national circulating medium, ha*, (payable until the year 1816.
The direct amelioration of the resources of the
on other occasions, been considered. The security
Of the government must always, upon every reason- country, in consequence of the peace, applies prinable and candid estimate, he deemed superior to the cipally to the item of the duties on imports and tonwith
security of any private corporation; and so far as n age. The effect, however, must be confined,
or
treasury notes bear an interest and are receivable in immaterial exceptions, for 1815, to two -thirds,
the payment of duties and taxes, Uiey are evidently the eight concluding months, of the year. The West
more valuable than bank notes, which do not possess India trade will produce little, and the European
those characteristics. Hut the machinery of a bank trade nothing, by way of revenue, before the lit ot
the
is calculated to
give an impulse and direction to its May next. Seme outstanding adventures beyond
issues of paper, which cannot be imparted by the cape of Good Hope, will hardly be brought home,
forms of the treasury, or any merely official instiui- 'upon the intelligence of peace, before the present
that a
tion, to the paper of the government. In the opera- 'year has expired.
Considering, therefore,
tions of a bank, too, the facilities of bank credits jcredit of eight, ten, and twelve months, is allowed
supply the place, in a very important degree, of the for the duties on merchandize imported from Euissues of notes; so that a bank loan of thirty mil- rope; and that a credit of three and six months is
lions of dollars, for instance, would, probably, re- allowed for the duties on merchandize impovted
quire no greater issue, than six millions of dollars from the West Indies; it is evident that whatever
On the contrary, the whole amount of may be the amount accruing on merchandize imin notes.
actual
Wrtateyer sum is to.be raised by an issue of treasury ported from Europe for the year 1815, the
notes, must be actually sent, in the form of treasury receipts at the treasury cannot be great; that the
notes, into the market, through the various channels whole of the duties accruing on merchandize imof credit or demand. It is, however, to be admitted, ported from the West Indies before the 1st of July,
that an issue of treasury notes not greatly exceeding, will be actually received at the treasury in the year
duties
in amount, the. demand created for them
by tlie|1815;and that one moiety of the amount of the
duties and taxes, for which they are receivable, Can Ion merchandise imported from the West Indies, behe annually sustained; but if the amount exceeds, tween the 1st of July and the 1st of October, will,
or even equals, the amount of that demand, the re- also, be received at the treasury in the year 181. >.
venue will generally be absorbed by the notes, before
The average of the net revenue of the customs
1807 and
it reaches the treasury; the holder of the
treasury which accrued for the three years, 1806,
notes being thus paid, in preference, and often to 1S0S, was more than 14,000,000 of dollars, for each
the. exclusion of every other public creditor; and year ; and a similar average for the three succeed ing
the other branches of the public service being thus years, 1S09, 1810 and 1811, was about 9,000,000 of
deprived of the contemplated means for their dollars, for each year. But the first period was one
of uncommon commercial prosperity, when the Unisupport.
It is proper here to observe, that the actual issue
the only neutral nation, and cannot
[ted States weca
of treasury notes on this day (including those due be taken as the basis of an estimate for the present
and unpaid, those which arc daily becoming due, time, when the other nations of the world are, rdso,
and those which have been ordered, but are not yet: at peace. The second period was embarrassed by
signed) amounts to the sum of gl8,6.,r,436 80 cents, commercial restrictions; but, probably, the effect
and the amount will be constantly 'augmenting. If, of those embarrassments upon the revenue were
therefore, the revenue for the year 1815, enriched by counterbalanced by the advantages of our neutrality,
that in a
tiie duty on imports, and by the other beneficial It is
thought, therefore, upon the whole,
effects of the peace, should amount to S'20,000,000, state of
general peace, the customs operating upon
it is still evident, that the whole of the revenue the single duties, would not have produced, before
might be expended in the single purpose of pivingjthe American war, more than a sum between nine
But the comthe treasury note debt; leaving every other
dollars annually.
object and ten millions of
of the government to be provided for by loans, or
of foreign
jparatively small qauntity
merchandize,^
by new issues of treasury notes.
present in the American market, would, probably,
Having suggested the" difficulty and the danger, give rise to an extraordinary amount of importations
to the
I cannot presume to dwell upon
any expedient for during the first year of peace, equal :it least
if the fact, that the double
relief, which congress has already refused to adopt; iisupply of two years
but 1 take t!*e liberty, with deference and respect,
are limited in their continuant to a year at[duties
to renew the recommendation of the plan that was ter the termination of the war, did not operate as a
submitted to your consideration, in my letter of the check upon importations, beyond what may be requiThese
17th January last, under a belief, that,
considering 'site for the consumption of "the current year.
the outstanding amount of treasury not<^, any new
'counteracting causes may, therefore, be reasonably
issue should be undc to rest upon a basis, that will
supposed to neutralize the force of each other, and,
of the
enable the government to employ it, bot j as a circuconsequently, to refer and confine any estimate
the
latirtg medium, and as the means of raising money, double duties upon merchandize, imported in
in aid of the revenue.
Hpw Far a power given to year 1815, to the amount of the importations for the
1'nml the treasury notes, upon asi advanced interest, consumption of a
single year.

lie- of impart,
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Undef these views it is estimated, that the produce
of the customs, during the first twelve months of
peace, Will amount, with double duties, to a sum between eighteen and twenty millions of dollars. Of
but
that period ten months occur in the year 1K15
as the importations can only partially commence, for
the spice of two months, and cannot reach their
average extent for three or four months, the fair
proportion of time, td form the ground of an estimate, will be (as already suggested) eight months
of the year 1315. Upon this scale of computation
the product of the customs; which will achate from
the 1st of M'V to the 31st of December, 1815, will,
but there must be
probably, be 13,500,030 dollars

2.

id

Civil, diplomatic, and miscellaneous ejtpences, ni stated in this
general estimates for one thousand eight hundred and fifteen.

The public debt will oil for a su"i of dolls.
I4,723,808,f8, to answer the following claims:
For interest aodjreinjbiirseniunt uf.tlie fund-

Dotis. 1,970,288

60

ed debt created before the waV, (the amount
of principal unredeemed on the -^ 1st of D<hember, ihh, being about 3'),00i.i83 dollars,

;

60 cents.)

dolls.

16

3,452.775

>

For interest of the funded debt
created since the war, (the amountof principal on December Jlsl, 131 1, bring 43,580,812
which little has been
2fi, to
since added,) about
Dolts. 3,000,000 00
Fur the principal and interest
of treasury notes hilling due in
1815, and the 1st of January,

j

1816, including 63 ,000 dollars
of notes issued under th'1 act of

sum, the estimated amount of customs
accruing, independent cf the effects produced by the
peace, from the 1st of January to the 1st of May, to

added

RliPO] T.

to that

February 25th, 1813, falling
due within tliis period,
dut.s.

12

.",271,033
>

14,723,808

wit, 1,500,000 dollars; making the aggregate" of .the
revenue of the customs, accruing in the year 1S15,

(lull's,

Irt.Te S,097

''.

abtmt 15,000,000 of dollars.
be observed, however, that the preceding
estimate does not include a sum of 2,799,200 dollars; being the principal of the treasury notes, whir.;,.
became due in 1314, and remain unpaid; because
the unexecuted authority to raise
money by loan tori
It is to

remains, however, to present an estimate of the
will not only accrue,
but which will be actually received at the treasury,
The extent of the commerce,
in the year 1815.
which is expected to be opened, and the effect of
that year, is sufficient to cover tiia amount', if a loa;<
the credits which are allowed for the payment of
can now be obtained, independent bf the customfor
been
the
have
duties,
already explain- house
year 1815,
debt, (3,000,000 of dollars) which accrued
ed.
The estimate, therefore, assumes the following in
1814, but is payable in 1815, and which in now
form
considered as part of the excess of
$3,97o,909 83j
1. The total revenue of the customs, accruing in tlie
sated in tlie letter of the 17th of January, 181.5j
\:ar 1815, being-, as above stated,
Dolls. 15,000.000
for the purpose of being
It is estimated that of that sum thrre, will become
specifically transferred, in
payable Mid Will actually he received into the treatlie present estimates, from the
ways an i rheans pf
sury, in the year 18 15, in tlie manner exhibited in the
last year to the credit of the
annexed schedule marked A, about
ways' and means tot
3,500,000
2. That on account of custom-house bonds outstanding
the present year.
It

amount of the customs, which

:

,

at the end of the year 18 14, which, in the letter from
this departneut, dated the 17th Of January. 1815,
>v;is reserved to meet the unsatisfied
appropriations
of thai year, there will be received during the year
IS 15, near

the total amount of the actual receipts into
the treasury, from the customs, for the year 1815,

Making

Upon the whole, then, it appears that the reyenba
for the year 1815, will probably amount to 18,200,000
dollars; and that ways and means are now to be devis3 opo.ooo
ed, to provide for the difference between that, sum,,
and the aggregate amount of the demands for the ser6,500,00^ vice of the
year 1815; which will be ascertained
by

adding tlie amount of the estimates for tlie peace
treasury for 1S15, pro" establishment of the war and
navy departments to tlie
vided and payable during the year, may now be pre
amount of the demands for the expences of govern-.
sented in a view essentially different from that which
and
the
public debt, being, as above stated,,
was necessarily taken in the letter from this depart- mint,
the sum of 5516,703,097 97.
ment, dated the 17th of January last, while contemIt only remains to suggest some additional meaplating a continuance of the war.
sures, which appear to be required at this time,
3. The duties on
imports and tonnage will, probably,
for the support of the public credit, and the
produce a sum, inclusive of that receivable for dusupply
ties which accrued
prior to the present year of
of tlie treasury.

The way§

,

about
1 b^ilh-ect

an d means of

tlie

Balls. 6,510,000

tax, instead of a sum of 2,000,000 of
probably give to the treasury, in the
year 1815, in consequence of the facilities of the
peace, a sum of about
?- The internal duties, old and new. and
postage, instead of a sum of 7,n5o,000 dollars, will
probably
give to the treasury, in the year l815j in consequence of the facilities of thep t ace,aSum of'abmit
4. The sales of the public lands
will, probably, produce in the year 1315,
5. The amount of incidental
receipts, from miscellaneous sources, will, probably, Irj about

2-

1. It is

dollars, will

respectfully suggested, that all the hold-

ers of treasury notes, issued or to be issued, underi
the authority of any existing law, should be allowed
to fund them at an interest of seven
per cent; and
that interest be allowed on all
rfotes whicl;

2,500,000

treasury

have not been punctually paid, until the day of funding or of payment.

8,000,000
1,000,000

2. It is respectfully suggested that a new issue of
treasury notes should be authorised upon the pi in00 ciple suggested in the letter from tills department,
d.ated the IT of January, 1815.

2oo,ooo

Dallsi 1S,200,

"While the revenue is thus materially
augmented,
the charges upon the
3. It is respectfully
treasury will fee considerably
suggested that a loan should
reduced. It is not in the power of this
department, be authorised to the amount necessary, upon a view
at the present time tc advert to the estimates of the of all the
estimates, to complete the ways and means"
expences of the peace establishment for the war for the year 1815.
and navy departments, but with the aid of the
4. It is respectfully
pubsuggested, that the e&por'tifc
lic credit, and the
legislative sanction for the mea- tion of specie should be prohibited for a limited n
sures which will be pn«posed, it is believed that the riod.
treasury will be competent, in that respect, to meet
I am,
very respectfully, sir,
the most liberal views of the
Your most obedient servant,
government. Indeof
the
pendent therefore,
estimates of the war and
••
A. J. DAT /MS
navy departments, the charges on the treasury for
J. W. Eppes, f>$q. chairman of the
life ,Tp a p ] p t 5, wifl constat of
flue following items":
conimitiee %'" ways unit faidn
•

j

I

,

'
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-»

either natives

or such as are already naturalized,
to the attainment of that
ITS SENATE.
object, but, also io increase the number of seamen,
naFriday, February 24. A report was received from and consequently to render our commerce and
the secretary of the war department, shewing the vigation independent of the service of forejgnei%
who might be recalled by their governments, under
expenditures on account of the national irmories,
and of the number and kind of arms manufactured circumstances the most inconvenient to the Uin'ed
and repaired at the same in the year lbd4; which States. I recommend the subject therefore to the
was read.
consideration of congress, and,- in deciding-'upqri it,
The bill to lay a duty on gold, silver and plaleu 1 'in persuaded, th it hev will sufficiently estimate
ware, and jewelry and p;iste work, was read a third the policy of manifesting io the world a desire, on
A motion was made by Mr. Fiomentin to all occasions, to cultivate harmony with other natime.
which do
post pore the further consideration of the bill to 'he tions, by any reasonabi- accommodations,
secouJ Menday in March next, which was d'-cid d not impair the enjoyment of any of the essential
as follows
rights of a free and independent people. The exYE * S—Messrs. Fiomentin, Goldsborutigh, Gore, King, Lambert ample on the part of the American government will
Sa.illi Tait, Wells— 8.
NAYS— Messrs.Ai.dtnor., Baruour, Barry, Bibb, Brown, Chace, merit, and may be expected to receive a reciprocal
ConditjGsiUsrd, German, Giles. I.acnek, Morrow, Roberts, Taylor, attention from ail the friendly powers of Europe.
Thompson, Turner, Variiuui, Wbartoa.— 18.
JAMES MADISON.
The bill was then passed.
February 25, 1815.
Tli bills yesterday ordered to a third reading,
The message was read and committed in each
Wifce read a third time and passed,

Proceedings of Congress.

would not only conduce

I

:

A motion was made by Mr. Taylor to postpone to house
Tuesday, February 28.— Mr. Giles, from the comthe 2d Monday in March the bill for laying a direct
the subtax on the district of Columbia which motion was mittee on military affairs; made a report on
ject of the difference of opinion existing between the
decided as follows
executive authority of the United Slates, and the
For the motion
6
authorities of some of the individual states, respect20
Against it
ing the relative powers of the general and state goThe bill was then passed.
vernments over the militia; and the report was read,
Progress was made with several other bills, &.c. and ordered to
be printed.
Satiirday, February 25.
Among other business
[This report, on a highly interesting subject, shall
done to day, was the fnlloMing
The sc mite agreed to the modification reported b\ b.- published hereafter.]
Mr. Bibb, from the committee on foreign relathe committee of conference to the resolution retions, to whom was referred the message of the prespecting general Jackson.
sident of the 25th inst. (see above) made the folThey agreed to Ih joint resolution to request the
lowing report:
to
set
a
president
apart
day of thanksgiving for
Tliat they fully accord in the policy recommended, of avoiding,
peace.
by prudent regulations, the occurrence of circumstances which
disturb a liberal intercourse with foreign nations. Th j are,
to
the
may
amendments
made by the
They agreed
moreover persuaded, that the navigation of American vess Is, exhouse to the bill repealing the act
respecting th*
American
either natives, or such as are al;

:

:

clusively by
ready naturalized,

flotilla force.

seamen,
would not only have the tendency to p

niler

our commerce and navigation independent ol theserviet of 1 .i' ignThey
making fcrther provisions for ers. but that it would
be calculated to remove the pretext uider
completing the public buildings at West Point, &c which the American navigation has. heretofore been iiituin'ut-d.
and the bid to continue in force, for limited tim>
But, while the committee consider the subject of the pi » ;ie.it's
inessag- highly important, they regret that thes.ssioi. of en gl ss
the bill
establishing trading houses with the Indi.->
well as
the
is so near its
that

passed the

bill

.

.

They also passed the bdi from the house to lav
direct tax on the district of Columbia.

•

Mr Bibb, from the com
%T.
foreign relations, who were instructed to
enquire into '.if expediency of nuking provision
law to release all or
any claim.-, of the United Stateto penalties or forfeitures under acts which have
imposed prohibitions or temporary restrictions on
commercial intercourse, and to discontinue prosecutions thereon, Scc.r ported the
following resolution:
'•Unsolved. T(i9tit is inexpedient to make such provision."
The bill to- establish a system of navigation for tiie
the United States, was read a second time.
Monday, February

mittee

of

><.

-

fur.ig.i
close,
questions affecting
the domestic policy of lb- nation cau>.ot now receive th deliberate
and full examination to which they are entitled.
The committee, therefore, submit the following resolution:
Resolved, That the fuvtbei consideration of the message be postponed until the next session of congress.
;

tribes.

T

from

•

following resolutions, re joi'ted bj
naval commit ee, u re read .nil

i'.-'

M

'!

c:

a.t,

to:

Resolved, That the secretary of the navy hi requested to report
to the senate, in the first week of the next session, asysn ., fi r the
gradual and permanent increase of the navy of the Unit' 'i States.
xpaiResolved, That tb< said seer tary report as aforesaid t..
ditur s and contracts which have been made under tin- thir.t section ot the act of the 30th March, 1812.
Resolved, That the secretary of the navy report, is alnresaid,
what :. assures have been taken to carry Wito execution th laws

respecting navy hospitals.
Resolved, That the said secretary report, as aforesaid, a hat
measures have been tak n for the •xecution of the eleventh >ccprovide for ascertaining and surveying tion ul'the act of the 3d ol M-uch, 13 13, entitled, "An act su[ ,)leto the act for increasing the navy.
the boundary lines fixed by tintreaty with' tin mentary
Resolved, That the secretary lay before the senate at the comCreek Indians, and for other purposes; the bill for mencement
of the next session, a corrected register of th navy

The

bill to

exploring the Chesapeake bay and its waters for the and marine corps.
House to
//
purposes therein me itioned, and
ednesday, .March 1. The bill from the
Several other bills of a less important nature were fix the m.iu.ry peace establishment, received its
also passed.
The following iness.ige was received first and second reading, mid was referred to die
fttim the president
military committee.
To the senate and house
Several other bills passed various stages of proof representatives of the United States.
ceeding.
b:!l from
Peace having happily taken place Letween the
Thursday, March 2.— After amending the
United States and Great Britain, it is desirable to the house to fix me military establishment, so as to
guard against accidents, which, durin„ the period > retain fifteen instead ot six thousand men, and
of war in Europe, might tend to
interrupt jt; and amending it in other respects
it is believed, in
That bill was passeu, and the concurrence of the
particular, that, the navigation o'
American vessels exclusively by American seamen, house requested in the amendments.

—

—

1
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HorsF. ov nT.rnF.sENTATiTES.
qu
amendment, as postponed was
The following report, yes- carried in the affirmative, by the following vote:
Friday, February 24,
of
For
the
the
house
th
amendment
t>9
president
by
terday transmittal to
50
ited Slates, w:is rend
Against it
th.
" The
was referred the ipsowhom
state
The
of
to
bill
been
further
secretary
acting
amended, the comhaving
,
™«toe
rose
at
a
late
hour
and
ffi SaSTSB
hour,
reported it to
to he communi- the house,
bens' Mich information at he shall deem uecesiary
United
th
between
And the house adjourned.
cateil. touching the tute of relations existing
I

'

:

:

g S^fe «5S5BSt?^ft

,

•

Barharv Powers, has the honor to stale, that, acTunis and mpoJi,
cording to the latest accounts from Morocco,
Monday, Feb. 27. On motion of Mr. Yancey,
lootour relations with tliose powers remained upon their firmer
committee of claims were
that any change
believe
discharged from the
to
ing.nor inhere any particular reason
ther
consideration of all the subjects which
bus sine tak -it place
o nee „
the
message
the
documents
It will appear by
accompanying
referred to tljem at the present session, vet
,
BIS, that the
e president to congresss on the <7th November,
the
* " "•
the
of Algiers had violently and without just cause, ubhgt d
dey
y ...
in
then
Mr.
citizens
Eppes, from the committee of ways
consul of the United States and all American
States and

tlte

'

the
fur.ve

un-

"•

and

offensive to their
Algiers, to lea\e that place, in a manner highly
means, reported a bill "to place more effectually in
eountrv and injurious to themselves, and in violation of the treaty the
state courts and district courts of the United
then subsisting between the two nations. It appears, moreover,
<>t immediate impriStates the
under
from
consul,
the
that he exacted
pain
jurisdiction in the cases therein mentionbut
smim. i. a large sum of money, to which he bad no claim
ed"
cases

his owji injustice.
Thes. acts of violence and outrage have been followed by the
the seizure of an
o*'. at least, ope Imericao vessel, and by
capture
Ainer can citizen on board a neutral vessel. The unfortunate perthe exception
sons, .".' I captured, are v t held in captivity, with
of two of tlem, who have bee., ransomed. Every effort to ohtam
there is some
lease of the others has proved abortive; and
the
as a means by which
reason to believe that they are held by the .ley
he calculates to extort from the United States a degrading treaty.

What originated in

i

JAMES MONROE.

Department of Hate, February 20.

from the senate were twice
read— Aft, r some time the galleries were cleared,
and the house snt with closed doors until 5 o'clock,

A number

of

bills

— (m

arising under the internal revenue

laws)— which was twice read and committed.
Mi*. Eppes, also from the committee of ways and
means, to whom was referred the bill from the senate to repeal
(in certain events) the discriminating
duties uow imposed on
foreign tonnage, and on goods
wares and merchandize,
imported into the United
States, reported the same without amendment, and
moved that it pass to a third
reading.
The matter was afterwards referred to a committee of the whole.
On mo r :on of Mr. Forsyth, the committee, of foreign relations were discharged from the consideration of sundry papers which had been referred to
them during the present session, which in conse-

it adjourned.
Saturday, February 25 Mr. Eppes, from the committee of ways and means, reported a bill to prohibit the exportation of specie, gold or silver coin
quence of peace, they
which was twice read and committed.
to aet on,
Mr. Eppes, from the s rne committee, reported a
The house resumed
bill to authorise a loan for a sum not exceeding
port of the committee
dollars which was twice read and coming the military peace
mitted.

ferhen

;

;

had thought

it

unnecessary

the consideration of the reof the whole on the bill fixestablishment of the United

States.

Mr. Pleasants, from the naval committee, report0,t the question to concur in
reducing the force to
ed a bill authorizing the purchase of the vessels be
retained from ten to six thousand men, there
captured on lake Champlain which was twice read rose an animated and
deeply interesting debate,
and committed.
which continued to a late hour.
Pleasants, also from the naval committee, to
The speakers to day who favored the reduction to
whom was referred the bill for repealing certain six
thousand, were Messrs. Sheffey, Goldsborough,
acts relative to the flotilla service, reported an
amendment thereto, the object of which was to au- Pickering, Desha, Stockton, Macon, Farrow, Potter,
Jackson of Va. and Eppes; those who
thorize the president io cause to be sold such of the King, Sharp,
opposed it were Messrs. Hopkms of Ky. Forsvth,
gunboats now in service as he shall deem it unne- Fisk of Vt.
Calhoun, Grosvenor, Gholson, Riiea s
cessary to retain. An. I, this amendment bring agreed
M'Kim, Wright, Cuthbert, Stuart and Hanson.
to, the bill was ordered to be read a third time, and
T,ie d bate
S
l
t,,e
ub Ct» b ut
and was accordingly subsequently read a third time,
extendedf over the whole held of? our ?
foreign relapassed, and the concurrence of the senate desired
tions, and embraced a discussion of the terms of
in the amendment.
th
treaty.
On motion of Mr. Newton,
The question on the reduction was at length deOrdered, That the digest of the manufactures of the United
diof
under
the
order
this
house
the
States made in pursuance of
cided >s follows:
rection of the secretary- of the treasury, he distributed among the
YEAS.— Messrs. Alston, Avery, Baylies of Mass. Bigelow, Bowand senate of the United
niemh- rs of the house of
;

M

.

,

.

™ ^VT*?

^

,

representatives

and among the executive authorities of the several states en, Boyd, Bradbury, Brigham, Brown, Burwell, Caperton, Camion,
Champion, Cill- j. Clopton, Coxe, Crouch. Culpep' r, Davenport,
Davis of Pa. Desha. El}', Eppes, Farrow, Findfey, Franklin, Gasresolution for appointing a committee to enton, Geddes, Goldsborough, Hale, Harris, Henderson, Htingerfoid,
quire into the expediency of providing by law for a Hulbert, Jackson o! R. I. Jacl- son of Vi. Johnson of Ky. Kennedy,
was Kent of N. Y. Kent of Md. King of Mass. Law, Lewis, Lovet't,
meeting of the next
(special
States,

and

territories.

A

congress

agreed

session)

to.

Af er some
sent to notice

other business, not necessary at pre

—

The house

resolved itself into a committee of the
whole on the bill fixing the military peace establishment of the United States, Mr. Macon in the chair
After Mr. Troup had explained the views of the
military committee, in regard to this bill, and the
grounds on which they had proposed to fix the force
of the peace establishment at 10,000 men
Mr. Desha moved to amend the bill by striking out
ten an inserting six thousand as the
remaining force.
This motion, as might be expected, gave rise to

—

i

considerable debate.

Lyle, Mai.un. Montgomery, Moseky, Ornisby, Pearson, Pickering,
Piper, Pitkin, Potter, J. Reed, Koane, Ruggles, Schureman, Sharj<,
Sheff.'y, Sherwood Slaymaker, Stantbrd, Stockton, SU'ong, Sturges,
Tagga'rt, Thompson, Vose, Ward of Mass. Wheaton, Whit , Wilcox, Williams, Wilson of Mass.— 75.
Messrs. Alexander, Anderson, Barbour, Bard, Barnett,

NAYS —

Bines, Butler, Calhoun, Comstnck, Condit, Crawford, Creighton,
Cuthbert, Duval, Fisk ef Vt. Fisk of N. Y, Forsy the, Gholson,
Goodwyn, Gonrdin, Griffin, Grosvenor, Hall Hanson, Hasbrouck,
Hawes, Hawkins, Hopkins of Ky. Hubbard, Humphreys, Trwin,
K-rr. Kershaw, Ltfferts, Lowndes. M'Coy, M'Kim, Moore, Nelson,
Newton, Oakly, Parker, Pickens, Pleasants. W. Reed, Rea of Pen,
Rhea of Ten. Rich, Ringgold, Robertson, Sage, Sevier. Seybert,
Smith of N. Y. Smith yf Vir. Stuart, Tannehill, Taylor, Telfair,

Troup, Udree, Wilson of Pa. Winter, Wright, Yaney— 65.

So the force to be retained was reduced from ten
to six thousand.

Mr. Cannon renewed the motion

which he had
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the whole, to
The bill from the senate to continue in force the
|ms.uccessfttllv made in committee of
triKo out so much of the bill as allows aland boun- act lor
establishing trading houses with the indie.;,
ty (tn .addition to ;he advance of pay) to such offi- tribes, was read a third time and
passed,
The
cers ag shall be discharged. The motion was decithe
bill
unl
(Ie«l

engrossed
"regulating
duties of the United States'

as follows:

defining

for the Illinois

judge
Alston, Biyiifs of Mass. Rigelow, Boyd, Bradterritory," was read a third time -uid passed.
bury. ririghain,'Caperton, Cannon, Champion. Cilley, Goxe, Craw"to
bill
fix
the military peace
Farrow.
Geddes,
full. Citlpfper, Ely.
Gaston,
Cjo]dshop>ngh,
engrossed
Hall, li-iiil. rson, Hulhert, Jackson of R. I. Kennedy, Kent, establishment of the United
States," was read a
of N. Y. King; or' M-.iss. Law, L"wi«, Lovett, Macon, Moselv, Oak- third
time and passed; as also was the. bill to vest
It v, Pickering, Pin v, I'itkin, John
Heed, Win. Reed, Rubles,
Schureman, SUertey, Sherwood, Slayuiaker, Stanford, Stockton more effectually in the state courts, and in the disStories, Taggart, Taylor. Thompson, Vose, Ward of Mass, trict courts oTthe United
States, jurisdiction in the
JV'heflion, "\\ liitp, WijeOi', Wilson of Mass.— 54.
cases therein mentioned.
sm-s. Barlimir, Boweti, Batter, Calhoun, Clopton,
Co;. diet, CrrightoP, Cronch, Clithbert, Eppes, F.sk of Vt. Fisk
bill making
of
appropriations for the support
of N. Y. FirtMklin, Gholson, Goodwyn. Guurdin, CJrosvenor. liar: the

YEAS— Messrs.

The

HI,

NAV3— M

The

navy of the United States; and the bill making
Hs, Uas'irouck, Hawkins, HopkinsVif Ky. Kubbard. Humphrey?,
llungi tford, Jackson of Virtr. Johnson-, Kent, of Bid. Kerr, Ker- appropriations for the support of the military estah•haw, Lefterls. Lowndes, M*Coy, Stoore, Nelson. Newton, Orms- ., sbment
the peace establishment bill)
(graduated by
I
Iv. Pleasants Rea o( lVn. Rich, Roane, Robertson, Sage, Sharp, j ,„___ __j_-*L-sj .„ i
«• '-.J HJ^/'
vere ,°' (' e! 'ed to oe engross 2dy^*"."
and read a third time.
',
of va. Troup, pake, wilso,, of Pcnn. Wood, Yancey-so.
Tlie "rst of these bills was sead a third tune,
So the land
was stricken out.
'

bounty
Cannon then moved to strike out the second
which
section,
proposes to make a similar allowance
to staff officers deranged in virtue of the act.
On this motion a warm debate commenced
And the house adjourned, after a sitting of near-

M

Passed, and sent to the senate,

r.

The bill concerning invalid pensioners, (the annual bill on the subject)
passed through a committee
of the whole, and, after
occupying considerable
time of the house on proposed amendments thereto,
was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading.
ly seven hours.
And the house adjourned.
Various bills being read, &c.
Tuesday., Feb. 58.
Thursday, March 2. Mr. Eppes, from the com*
(to be noticed bei w.
Tiie galleries of the house were cleared and its! mitle e of ways smd means, to whom was referred
doors closed, and remained so for more than four 'the enquiry into the expediency of making an appropriation for surveying the Creek lands designated in
hours.
When the doors were again open
The house resumed the consideration of the bill the resolution, reported "that no appropriation ia ne-

—

1

)

jiving the military peace
some time spent thereon,
iV..di ng.

—
establishment — and

after cessary."

Mr. Eppes, from the same committee, laid before
the house a letter addressed to him as chairman of
the committee of
ways and means, by the secretary
Wednesday, March 1. Mr. Macon from the comot the
jmittee on public expenditures, made a report stating
treasury, summitting to their consideration
a
proposition to provide for paying the interest and
their inability to investigate the subject to their
the stock debt which has been
su
atlsfaction, during the present session, the general gradually reducing
created
lias been
ot which
winch has
oeen so urgent,
and rrcomlusiness of
during the last war; which was ordered to
business
urge
be printed. [This
report shall be given hereafter.]
mending the appointment of a committee on the
On motion of Mr. Eppes, the committee of ways
subject, to sit during the recess.
and
means
were
Mr. Gaston submitted for consideration the foldischarged from the consideration
>f the several
subjects referred to them during the
lowing resolution:
not
That
he
to
t.>
and
the
directed
Session,
Ees'blved,
post-master-general
report
yet acted on.
the next confess a plan for establishing, with the co-operation of
On motion of Mr. W. Reed,' toe committee of natue state.?, a national road trom Maine to Georgia, and lrom Mi. ..
,
...
-, „
,.
t
v al
investigation was discharged from the mvestigaledgeviile to New-Orleans, inclusive, passing through the city of|
and they were reWashingtpii, and as faras may be practicable, through theseats of jtion of matters referred to them
os eriimca, or principal towns in the Atlantic
fc
fcrred
t |, e board of navy con
mmissioners.
grates.
Amotion Was made by Mr. H tea ot Ten.
to amend
n„ motion
, *
t
i
e
On
ofc Mr. Jackson
of Yu. the militia com.,
, ,./
c .,
,,
to the
the same by adding
end ,,
the
thereof
following: mittee were
discharged.
'•And from the city of Washington to the respective seats of
The bill making appropriations for the support of
government of the states of Kentucky, Tennessee and Ohio.'"
Tins motion was negatived, and the resolution the military establishment, during the year 1815;
and the bill concerning invalid pensioners, were
agreed to as originally proposed.
The bill from the senate to repe?.l certain acts (read a third time, passed and sent to the senate
Tiie house being in committee of the whole, on the
therein mentioned (prohibitory and non-importation
acts) having o+en reported by 3kfr. Forsyth, of the bill authorizing a loan for the service of 1815 on the
committee of foreign relations, without amendment, question to fill the blank for the amount of the loan,
Mr. Eppes expressed his regret that this bill had
was ordered to a third reading, and was subsebeen delayed to so late a period of the session a desequenrly read a third time and passed.
Mr. Forsyth also made the following report.
liy which had not arisen, however, from any neglect
The committee of foreign relations, to whom was on tiie pact of the committee of ways and means ; but
referred the. message of the president of the United froin the pressure of other business. The loan neStates recommending the passage of a law to exclude jcessary for the present year, was for the purpose of
ign seamen from employment in American ves- redeeming treasury notes, charged on the sinking
sell report, Chat the present session of congress lie- fund.
Of these notes there would fall due, in the
tardy terminating on the third day of March, year 1815, eight millions and upwards, and in the
there is not sufficient time to give this subject the
of March 1815, ten millions of dollars, being
[month
deliberate examination its importance demands.
the whole amount now in circulation, v;z. f8, 452,000
The y (here fore recommend the following resolution; dollars. The loan might be confined to the amount
/,>, ?.'hv>/. Mir,? the fui-thw consideration of the
message qf the of notes payable wi'hin the
present year, but as the
ot i.t the United St itet
respecting the exclusion d(' foreign notes due
in 1815 may return to the treasury as a
u aineii frorfi eitipli n
in Aoiericafl vessels he
pos/pohed until
Mr>t t tinii o| fongresj.
part of the receipts for the present year, being leThe report teas
-\ concurred in.
ceivable in payment of all debts due the United
The amendments 61 :!;- senate to the bill supple- States, if had been
thought belter to authorize the
'
the
act
for
the better organization of th
Me therefore moved to
yti
loitri for the whole amount.
ts ci th? U.
sum >f 18 152 80C dollars.
States* werea-ead and concurred in.'fdl tin blank with tii
it

vas ordered

to a third
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tions of the revenue law, resembling tlie provision
sections were of the bill lately passed' for preventing intercourse
added to tlie bill, one lo authorize the secretary of with the ''nemy.]
Mr. Fish, of It. moved that the bill be read a
the treasury to accept in payment of any loan Mich
and are third time.
treasury notes as have been actually issued
Mr. Stockton moved that the bill be indefinitely
by law chargeable on the sluicing fund the other, to
cnabl (lie secretary of the treasury to cause to be postponed.

And

tlie

motion was agreed

to.

On motion of Mr. Eppes, two new

|

;

This motion gave rise to a warm deb ate, in the
paid interest on treasury notes which have fallen due
an have not been paid for the want of funds, inter- course of which Messrs. Stockton, Wm. Reexl, Grasre/iorand Shefeyi advocated the motion, and Messrs.
est whereon has not of course since accrued.
Tiie bill was reported to the house, and ordered Fish of Vt, /ihea, Wright, Eppes, Alston and Net*to be engrossed Cora third reading ; and was subse- ton opposed it.
At this stage of the debate
quently read a third time, passed and sent to the seOn motion of Mr. Johnson of A//, the bill was ornate.
The bill from the senate further supplementary to dered to lie on the table, with a view to take up the
the act for the settlement of the Yazoo claims, pass- bill fixing the military p>'ace establishment.
The amendments of the senate to the bill from
ed through a committee of the whole, was ordered
to a third reading, and was read a third time and this house fixing the military peace establishment,
were taken up.
passed.
The amendments to the first section of the bill proThe house then sat a short time in conclave, and,
before the doors were opened, removed the injunc- poses to strike out the word "peace" so as to fix tht»
tion of secrecy from their proceedings. [Which re- military establishment instead of "military peace -Tiie' second
lated to a declaration of war against Al%iersi"\
tabtishraent," as the bill now reada.
Tlie order of the day being called for on the bill amendment proposes to strike outs/a- and insert.///-.
from tiie senate to "authorise settlement and pay- teen in lieu thereof, so as to make tiie military estament of certain claims for the services of the mi- blishment /?/>ce;t instead of six thousand men.
The question on the first amendment was decided
litia"—
Mr. Fisk of Vt. moved tc postpone the considera- as follows, by yeas and nays.
For the amendment
tion thereof indefinitely.
39
I

—

i

v

This motion gave rise to a very animated and ra86
Against it
ther acrimonious debate, embracing, beside the real
So the house refused to strike out the word peace:
question, tlie merits of the conduct of the governors as above stated.
of Massachusetts and Connecticut, their doctrines
The question on inserting theffiacn instead of six
as to the militia, and the
general conduct of the in the amount of the military establishment, was
E <stern states opposed to tlie government. The de- decided as follows*,
bale lasted perhaps two hours; and the question on
For the amendment
18
100
indefinite postponement being taken, was decided as
Against it
follows:
So the house refused to agree to this amendment of

YEAS— Messrs.

Alexander. Alston, Anderson, Avery, Bard, BarBines, Bowen, Brown, Calhoun, Cannon, Comstoek, ConCrawford, Creightori, Crouch, Cuthhert, Desha. Duval, fondT
ley, Fisk of S . Y. Forsvthe, Franklin, Gourdin, Griffin, Hull,
Harris, Hasbrouck, Hubbard, Humphreys, Johnson, of Ky. Kent,
it' Md.
Kershaw, King of N. C. L 'forts, Lowndes, Lyle, Macon,
M'Xim. Moore, Ormsby, Porker, Pickins, Piper, Kea of Pen.
Khea of Ten. Rich, Ringgold, Roane, Robertson, Sage, Seybert,
Sharp, Smith of Pen. Smith of Vir. Tamv hill. Tavlor, Telfair,
Troup, Chvf, Williams, Wilson of Pa. Yancey 63.'
NAYS— Messrs. Barbour, Baylies of Mass. Bigelow, Bradbury,
Brigl-aui, Burwell, Caperton, Champion, Cilley, Clopton, Cooper,
Coxa Culpeper, Davenport, Ely, Eppes, Farrow, Gaston, Gholson,
Gti'dsborough, Goodwyn, Grosverioir, Hale, Hanson, Hawes, Hopkiusi.f Ky. Hung-i-ford. Hulbert, Jackson of R.I. Jackson of Ya.
Kennedy, K. rr, King of Mass Law, Lovett, M'Coy, Montgomery,
Mosely, tfelsoa, Newton, Oakley, Pearson, Pickering, Pitkin,
Pleasants, Potter, J. Reed, YV. Reed, Ridgely, Ruggl.-s, Schunt.
rnan, Sevier, Six.Sey, Sherwood, Slaymaker, Stanford, Stockton,
Stuart, Sttirg.-s, Taggart, Thompson, Vose, Ward of Mass. WheaWn, White, Wilcox, Wilson of Mass. Winter, Wright.— 69.

the senate.

iett,

In like manner, they refused to agree to every one
of the senate's amendments; among which was one
to strike out the land donation to disbanded officers'

flict.

The house

and

soldiers.

And

tlie

house adjourned at a

little

before ten

o'clock.

March

The main

question on

tlie bill

for the security of the collection of duties

on im-

Friday,

3.

ports and tonnage, being put in consequence of a
vote of the house for the "previous question" there
being a disposition to argufy it it was passed to a
third reading as follows:
YEAS— Alexander, Alston, Anderson, Avery, Barnett, Bowen,

—

Brown, Burwell, Butler, Calhoun, Clendeniji, Comstoek, Condict,
Crawford, Creighton, Crouch, Cuthbert, Davis of Pen. Desha, Diivail, Eppes, Fisk of Vt. Fisk of N. Y. Gholson, Goodwyn, Gour-

then adjourned to meet at 6 o'clock

Hasbrouck, '.Hawes, Hubbard, Hum.
phreys, Irwin, Johnson ol Ky. Kennedy, Kent of Md. Kerr. Kerdin, Griffin, Hall, Harris,

this evening.

shaw, Lofferts, Lj le, M'Coy, M'Kim, Montgomery, Mouiv, Mmfree, Ormsby, Parker. Pickens, Piper, Pleasants, Rhea of Ten.
Rich, Roane, Robertson, Sage, Sevier, Seybett, Smith, of PenSmith of Vir. Strong, Taunehill, Taylor, Troup, Udree, Wilson
of Penn. *iancry— 67.
NAYS— Messrs. Baylies of Mass. Bigclow, Bradbury, Rrigham,
Caperton, Cilley, Clopton, Coxe, Culpeper, Davenport, Ely, Farrow, Gaston, Geddis, Grosvenor, Htle, Hopkins of Ky. HungerEVKNING SITTING.
Hurlbert, King of Mass. Law, Lovett, Moseley, Nefaon, OakThe bill to authorise a loan for a sum no*- exceed- ford, Pearson,
Pickering, Pitkin, Pott el'. Win. Reed. Ridgely, Rugley,
ing 18,452,800 dollars, was read a third time, pass- g|.-s, Schureinaii, Shelley, Sherwood. Slaymaker, Smith ol N. Y.
Stanford, Stockton, Stuart, Sturges, Taggart, Vose, Ward of Mass.
ed and sent to the senate.
Wheaton, White, Wilcox, Winter— 48.

Tlie house also passed a bill to increase the con pensation of the secretary at arms of the senate, adding thereto an increase of the compensation to the
sergeant at arms, and the door keeper and assistant
door keeper of the house.

The amendment

of

tlie

senate, to the bill to deThe bill was then read a third time.
Mr. Kiiur
compensation of the col
O of Mass. moved to recommit the bill for
lectors of th- direct tax and
internal duties, were amendment.
Negatived.
agreed to, ayes 75. It goes to leave undefined the
The bill was then passed, and returned to the secompensation after the first of January next, fixing nate.
&
it up to that time
only.
The thanks of the house were then voted to the
Tiie bill from the
senate, "further to provide for speaker, to which he made a very neat reply.
tlie collection ol theduties on
The bill to authorize the purchase of the vessels
import and tonnage,"
was read a first and second time.
[This bill con- captured on lake Champlain, passed through a conitains, a number of
provisions, applicable to viola- miUee of the whole, and was ordered to be engrossfine tne duties,

and

fix the

—

!

24,
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States it was on the same bill the debate was ve*
•timed on Friday last.
It was contended on the s;*me hand, da Mr. Eppes,
Mr. Hulbert and o'hers, tha all services rendered.
by the militia in defence of any portion of the union
ought to be compensated, &r. and on the other, by
Mr. Forsyth, Mr. Calhoun, Mr. Sharp and others,
was read a third time, passed by unanimous vote and that to appropriate money to pay the militia so called ou' b. Mas- chusetts, would be <o prostrate at
returned to the senate.
Tlie bill from the senate authorising an appropri- the foot of the stale govt inment, one of the vital soation for completing die public buildings at VV-st vereign powers of the general government without
Point for the military academy, being before a com- which it has in fact no sovereignty or vitality.

ed for a third reading; and was subsequently read a
third time and passed.
The bill from the senate to repe.d the discriminaon condition that
ting' duties on imports and tonnage,
reciprocal measures are adopted by foreign governments, passed through a committee of the whole
without debate, and was reported to the house, nd

:

i

mittee of the the whole.
After some time _he committee rose and reported
the bill, and it finally passed.
Tn- bill lo alter, the time for the next meeting of
congress was indefinitely postponed an extra session, therefore, is not provided for.
The bill to authorise the board of commissioners

—

of the navy to appoint clerks, passed through a committee of the whole, was ordered to be engrossed
for a thira reading, and was accordingly read a third
time ;'nd pissed.
The bill to provide for ascertaining and survejdng
\he boundary lines fix&d by the treaty with the
Creek Indians, and for other purposes; the bill con-

|

The very broad ground opened by this bill, it may
well be conceived, could not be traversed during the
short time allowed by the la'entss of the session r
and the hill was laid ever.
The time was long
each side to lay down its posiinobstinate determination to
whole field will doubtless be fought

enough, howevei,
tions, and
tain them.

for

m

evmce an

The

over at the next session.
The vote in the senate on the compromise by
which ihey were to recede from 15,000 to 10,000

men, was, after its being warmly opposed by Mr.
Fromentin and Mr. Smith, and supported by Mr.
Bibb, Mr King and Mr. Giles, decided as follows
15
For the compromise
8
cerning the naw establishment; the bill for the reAgainst it
lief of Charles Todd; the bill for the relief of the
Of the adjournment, the editors of the National
eastern branch bridge company, passed through com- Intelligencer observe
mittees of the whole, and were severally read a
After 11 o'clock last night, the two houses of conthird time and passed.
gress sep'trated, after h ving within the last ten
Mr. Troup, from the committee of conference, days, but particularly on yesterday, gone through a
ma le a report: whereupon,
great mass of public business. Much harmony has
After much debate, the question was taken on a prevailed during' the latter days of the session, and
compromise fixing the number of men to compose many measures have passed through the prevalence
of a spirit of concession, which would otherwise
the irmy at 10,000, and decided as follows:
YEAS— Messrs. Alexander, Alston, Anderson, Avery, Harriett, have been been rejected. A list of the ads, includ.

—

Bitit-s,

Btiwen, Calhoun, Clendenin, Clopton, Cornstock, Crawford,

Cr- ighton, Culpeper, Cuthbcrt, Duvall, Eppes, Fiudley, FisU, of
Vt.J Fislc of N. Y. Forsyth, Franklin, Gholson, Goodwyn, Gotirdin, Griffin, Grosvenor, Hall, Hawes, Hawkins, Hopkins of Ky.

ing every one, we believe, that has been passed, will
be found in another part of the paper.
'

Hubbard, Humphreys, Jackson of Viig. Johnson of Ky. Kennedy,
K< nt of Md. Kerr, K-rshaw, King of N. C. Lrfferts, Lowndes,
Lylt, M'Coy, Montgomery, Moore, Nelson, N.-wton, Pickens, Piper, Pleasants, Rhea of Tenn. Rich. Rii.gohl, Roane, Robertson,
SKETCH OF SECRET PROCEEDINGS.
Sage, Seybert, Smith of Pen. Smith of Va. Strong, Stuart, Tannehill, Taylor, Telfair, Troup, Wilson of Penn. Winter, Yancey.
"-.
—70.
Thursday, Feb. 23. The following confidential
NAYS— Messrs. Baylies of Mass. Bradbury, Brigham, Borwell,
was received from the president of the
Cap rton. Cannon, Cilley, Coxe, Davenport, Desha, Ely, Farrow, message
On* ton, Geddes, Harris, Himgprfurd, King o!" Mass. Lovett, Ma- United States:
co: , Onmhy, Pearson, Pickering, Pitkin, John Reed Rubles, To ths senate and house
of representatives of the USchureman, Sharp, Shelf, y, Sherwood, Stanford, Stockton, Sturnited States.
fces. Taggart, Vose, Ward, of Mass. White, Wilcox, Wilson of
Mass.— 38.
Congress will have seen, by the communication
The house agreed tint the reduction should take from the consul general of the United States at Alplace on the 1st May instead of 1st April.
giers, laid before them on the 17th November, 1812,
The house also agreed by the following vote, to the hostile proceedings of the Dey against that
strike out the donation of land to disbanded officers functionary.
These have been followed by ac's of

Relations with Algiers.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

—

'

and

more overt and

direct warfare against the* citizens
of the United States trading in the Mediterranean,
some of whom are still detained in captivity, notAgainst it
And the house adjourned to 7 o'clock.
withstanding the attempts which have been made
The evening sitting, (says the National Intelligen- to ransom them, and are treated with the rigor usual
cer) of congress on Friday evening was principally on the coast of Barbary.
The considerations which rendered it unnecessary
occupied in both houses in debate, until the moment
of adjournment. In the house of representatives and unimportant to commence hostile operations on
particularly, one of those topics on which public the part of the United States, being now terminated
sensibility has for two years been greatly excited, by the peace with Great Britain, which opens the
and which, at all times, is of the highest moment to prospect of an active and valuable trade of their
the nation, whose existence almost during war is in- citizens within the range of the Algerine cruizers,
volved in it we mean the question of the relative I recommend to congress the expediency of an act
powers of the general and state governments in re- declaring the existence of a state of war between the
gard to the militia— became the subject of debate. United States and the Dey of Algiers; and of such
Jt had been introduced on the preceding day
by the provisions as may be requisite for a vigorous probill from the senate
providing for the settlement of secution of it to a successful issue.
claims for certain services of militia, which embracJAMES MADISON.
ed the militia employed by the governor of MassaWashington, Feb. 23, 1815.
chusetts on his own authority, after he had refused
The message was read and referred to the comto call them out under the requisition of the United mittee of
foreign relations.
soldiers:

For striking

—

it

out

57
55
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—The was returned from
secre.
Thursday, March
Friday, Feb. 24.— The house being again
FILES'

gessio,.

2.

in

—

the senate,

Mrs Forsyth, from the committee of foreign relations, to wliom was referred the message yesierd .y
resident of the United Stales,
received from the
the commerce
reported a bill for the protection of
and seamen of the United States against the Algerine cruizers; which was twice read.
Mr. Gaston moved to recommit the bill to the
commiJ.ee on foreign relations, with instructions to
enquire into and report in detail 'he facts upon
which the measures contemplated by the bill, is
;

bill

they having passed

it

without amend-

And

ment.

The

injunction of secrecy was removed.
is ihe act as it passed both houses;

The following

and

approved by the president:

an act for thi protection of the commerce of the
United States, against Algerine cruizers.
Whereas, the dey of Algiers, on the coast of Barbary, iias commenced a predatory warfare against
the United Sutes

—

Be

enacted by the senate and house of representatives of the United States of America in
congress asWhereupon,
predicated.
Mr. Hall moved to postpone the bill indefinitely; sembled, That it shall be lawful fully to equip, offiwhic motion was decided in the negative by the cer, man and employ such of the armed vessels of
tiie United States as
may be judged requisite by the
following; vote:
21
For he postponement
president of the United States, for protecting effec108
tually the commerce and seaman thereof on the AtAgainst it
Mr. Hall then moved to strikeout of Mr. Gas- lantic ocean, the Mediterranean and adjoining seas.
Sec. 2. And be it furthe* enacted, That it shall be
ton'- amendment the words "the committee of folawful fot the president of the United States to inreign relations," and insert in lieu thereof the words
struct the commanders of the respective public ves"a swl ct committee." Agreed to.
Mi Hawkins then moved to postpone the further sels aforesaid, to subdue, seize and make prize of all
con-ideration of the subject to Monday next. Ne- vessels, goods and effects of or belonging to the dey
of Algiers, or to his subjects, and to
gativ. d.
bring or send
T ifi question on Mr. Gaston's motion as amended the s .me into port, to be proceeded against and diswas then taken by yeas and nays, which stood as tributed according to law and, also to cause to be
done all such other acts of precaution or
follows:
hostility,
as the state of war will
For the motion
79
justify, and may in his opinion require.
42
it
Against
Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That on the
So the bill was referred to a select committee.
apMessrs Gaston, Forsyth, Ward of Mass. Grosve- plication of the owners of private armed vessels of
the United States, the
and
Newton.
M'Kim
of
the
United States
flor, Seybert,
president
Mr. Gaston, from the select may grant them special commissions in the form
Tuesday, Feb 28
which
he
shall
dedirect
was
whom
.bove
bill
tinder
the
to
the
seal
referred,
of
Committee
the United
and such private armed vessels, when so
livered in a detailed report on the subject, which States
was re (1
commissioned, shall have the like authority for subThe bili having been amended by prefixing a pre- duing, seizing, taking and bringing into port any
amble
Algerine vessel, goods or effects, as the beforemenA motion was made by Mr Goldsborough to tioned public armed vessels may by law have; and
amend the bill in the second section by inserting, shall therein be subject to the instructions which
after the word "aforesaid" in the 4th line, "if the maybe given by the president of the United States
dey of Algiers shall not on demand by an accreditee! for the regulation of their conduct; and their comagent of the United States duly authorised for that missions shall be revocable at his pleasure: ProviThat before any commission shall be
purpose deliver up without delay all American ci ded,
granted as
tizens who may be detained by him as prisoners or aforesaid, the owner or owners of the vessel for
slaves, and return to a state of amity with the United which the same may be requested and the commanStates by a treaty of peace." And the question on der thereof for the time
being, shall give bond to
this motion was decided in the negative
by the the United States, with at least two responsible sureties, not interested in such vessels, in ths
following- vote:
penal
sum of seven thousand dollars, or if such vessel be
For the amendment
47
92
provided with more than one hundred and fifty men,
Against it
Mr. Stanford moved to amend the bill so as to in the penal sum of fourteen thousand
dollars, with
admi of prizes being brougut into ports of the condition for observing the treaties and laws of the
United States, and the instructions which
United SMtes only; which motion was negatived.
may be
The question on ordering the bill to be engrossed, given as aforesaid, and also for
satisfying all damawas decided by the following vote;
ges and injuries which shall be done contrary to the
YEAS—Messrs. Alexander. Anderson, Barbour, Baylies, of Mas. tenor thereof,
by such commissioned vessel, and for
Bines, Bowen, Bradbury, Bin-well. Calhoun. Cannon, Champion,
the delivering up the commission when revoked
Clopton, Condit, Coxe, Creighton, Culpeper, Cuthbert, D. sha,
by
Duval, Eppes, Farrow, Finriley, Fisk.«f Vt. Fisk of N. Y. Forsythe, the president of the United States.
it

.

i

—

—

.

;

—

;

—

1,

Franklin, Gaston, Gholsnn, Goodwin, Gourdin, Grosvrnor, Hale,
Sec. 4.
be it further
enacted, That any AlgeHall, Han-is, Hasbrouck, Hawes,' Hawkins, Hopkins, of lien.
Hu bard, Humphreys, Huugrfbr I, Hulbert, Irwin, Jackson, of Va. rine vessel, goods or effects, which
be so capJohnson, of Ky. Kennedy, Kent, of N. Y. Kent, of Md. Kerr, tured and
brought into port, by any private armed
Kersl iw, Kilboum, King, of N. C. L
Macon, vessel of the
fterts, Lowndes,
United, duly commissioned as aforesaid,
M'C y, Montgomery, Moore, Nelson, N« wton. Oakley Ormsby,
Pickens, Pleasants. Potter, J. Reed, W. Reed, Ri a, ol Pen. Rhea may be adjudged good prize, and
thereupon shall
of T • Rich, Ringgold, Roane, Robertson, Ruggles, Sage,Schure- accrue to
the owners, and officers, and
of the
man, Sevier, Seybert, Sharp, Shefley, Sherwood, Smitli of N. Y.
Smith, oi Va. Stockton, Stuart, Tamiehill, Taylor, Telfair, Troup, capturing vessel, and shall be distributed
according
to the
Udree, Ward, of M.ss. Wilson, of Pen. Winter, Yancey.— 94.
which shall have been made beNAYS— Messrs. Bard, Bigelow, Brigham. Brown, Caperton, tween agreement
them, or, in failure of such agreement, acCilley. Coinstock, Crouch. Davenport, Davis, of Penn. Ely, Goldsto
ihe discretion of the court
borough, Henderson, King, of Mass. Law, Lovett. Pearson, Pick- cording
having cogniering, Piper. Pitkin Slavmaker, Smith, of Pea. Stanford, Strong
zance of the capture.
Sturges, Taggm-t, Thorop on, Vose, Wheaton, White, Wilcox, Wil-

And

may

men

From the National Intelligencer of March 7.
The Algerine war. It is probable that many of
having been engrossed, was read a
thud time, passed, and sent to the senate
by tne our readers may not bear in mind the facts on which
hands of Mr. Gaston and Mr. Forsyth,
the recent declaration of war against
Algiers is
ton, of

Mass.— 3?.
the bill

And

pre-

26
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We

have therefore obtained for their in- is kept in captivity. The government, justly soliciformation the report made en the subject by Mr. tous to relieve these unfortunate captives, caused an
Gaston of the house of representatives, chairman of agent (whose connection with the government was
tlte committee to whom the bill was recommitted in not disclosed) to be sent to Algiers, with the means
secret sitting. The documents accompanying the and with instructions to effect their ransom, if it
too long, and perhaps not proper could be done at a price not exceeding three thoureport, which are
The effort did not sucfor present jmMication, are so conclusive as to leave sand dollars per man.
no doubt on' the mind of any one who hears or reads ceed, because of the dey's avowed policy to inthem, of the impossibility of re-establishing peace crease the number of his American slaves in order
with the dey of Algeirs, unless by coercion, except to be able to compel a renewal of his treaty with
under the most base and humiliating conditions. Our tiie United States on terms suited to his rapacity.
readers may judge of the inveterate hostility of that Capt. Smith, Mr. Pollard, and the master of the
barbarian tyrant towards us, growing merely out of Edwin, are not confined nor kept at hard labor; but
the most sordid cupidity and natural ferocity and the rest of the captives are subjected to the wellcollected known horrors of
cruelty of temper, by two or three facts,
Algerine slavery. The committee
from a momentary glance at the documents accom- have not been apprized of any other specific outrages upon the persons or property of American citipanying the report of the committee.
A person was entrusted, as from the American zens besides those stated; and they apprehend that
merchants in Spain, with the task of endeavoring to the fewness of these is attributable to the want of opprocure the liberation of the eleven or twelve of our portunity and not of inclination in the dey, to prey
citizens captive in Algiers., for whom he was autho- upon sur commerce and to enslave our citizens. The
rized to give a ransom not exceeding 3000 dollars war with Britain has hitherto shut the Mediterraof this kind, the dey nean
against American vessels, which it may be preper man. To every attempt,
dollars -would he sumed will now
shortly venture upon it.
replied "that not for two millions of
The committee are ali of opinion upon the evisell his American slavks !"
In reply to an application, in the most confidential dence which has been laid before them, that the dey
manner, to one of the dey's ministers, to know the of Algiers considers his treaty with the United States
terms which the dey expected to extort from the Uni- as at an end, and is waging war against them. The
ted States (by keeping our citizens slaves) ira the evidence upon which this opinion is founded, and
event of a treaty with them, it appears, that "it was from which are extracted the facts above stated,
with the cley, from which he could accompanies tins report, and with it is respectfully
fx settled point
for the submitted.
by no means swerve, than in the first place,
passing the streights of Gibraltar, two
dicatcd.

privilege of
millions of dol'ars, ivould be required of the American
and that tkex the stipulations of the

A

Acts

list of
government,
late treaty might be renewed (the old tributary treaPassed by the thirteenth co7igress at their third session.
all arrears of tribute," &c. &.c.
ty) after paying up
[Some of the most important of these acts will be speedily
Aat. Int.

an abstract of oth: rs]
Resolutions expressive of the sense of congress of the gallant
has been referred the conduct of captain Thomas Macdo.iough, the otners, seamen,
commit '.ee to
marines and infantry, serving as marinas, on board the United
bill "for the protection of the commerce of the UnitStates" squadron on lak» CItamplain.
ed States against the Algerine cruizers," with inResolution expressive of the sense of congress relative to the
structions t6 enquire and report in detail the facts victory of the Peacock over the Epervier.
Resolution empowerii g the joint library committee of congress
bill is
upon which the measure contemplated by the
to contract for the purchase of Mr. J< ffei -on's lihran
An act further to extend the right of suffrage and to increase the
predicated, report,
That in the month of July, 1812, the dey of Al- number ot the members in the legislative council in the Mississippi
inserted, with

THE REPORT.
whom

The

.

or pretending to take offence.
giers, taking offence,
at the quality and quantity of a shipment of militaUnited States in pursuance of
ry stoics made by the
lite stipulation in the treaty of 1795, and refusing to
receive the stores, extorted from the American con-

territory,

Resolution expressive of the sense of congress relative to the
capture of the British sloop Reindeer by the American sloop

Wasp,

Resolutions expressive of the sense of congress of the gallantry
and good conduct with which the reputation of tile anus of the
United States has been sustained by major-general Brown, major-

threats of personal im- general Scott, major-general Porter, major-general Gsines, majorsul-general at Algiers, by
general Macomb and brigadiers Bipley and Miller,
to slavery all Americans
An act further to extend the time for locating Virginia military
prisonment, and of reducing
arland warrants, and for returning the surveys thereon to the ge»
as
the
claimed
sum
of
in his power, a
money
neral laud ofiiee.
the
and
denied
by
An act to authorise a loan for a sum not exceeding three milrearages of treaty stipulations,
United States to be due and then compelled the lions of dollars.
An
act authorising the president of the United States to cause
AlStates
at
United
of
the
c msul :nd all citizens
;

quit his dominions.
abruptly
giers
5
li further appears to the committee, that

to be built or purchased the vessels therein described.
act to authorise the publication of the laws of the
Slates within the territories of the United Stan's.

io

An

on the

Cambell Smith, and the crew, ten

in

United

An
An

act for the relief of John Chalmers, junior.
act authorising the secretary of the treasury to appoint a
clerk in the office ot the commissioner ol'lhe revenue, with power
to sign licenses.
An act for the relief of John Ci:stillc of the city of New-Orleans.
An net authorising the secretary of stale during the, continuation of the present war, to make an additional allowance to the
back to the United
owners and masters of vessels lor

25th of August following, the American brig Edwin
of Silem, owned by Nathl. Silsbee of that place,
while on a voyage from Malta to Gibraltar, was taken by an Algerine corsair, and carried into Algiers
as prize. The commander of the brig, capt. George

number, have

bringing

Slates destitute and distressed

American seamen.

ever since been detained in captivity, with the exResolution for furnishing the American Antiquarian society
release has been ef- with a copy of the journals of congress and of the documents pubception of two of them, whose
their order.
fected under circumstances not indicating any lished under
An act making further provision for filling the ranks of the
of the dey. It armv of the
United States,
change of hostile temper on the part
An act supplementary to an act laying duties mi notes of
also appears, that a vessel, sailing under a Spanish
and certain companies; on note., hinds, and oblibanks,
bankers
been condemned in Algiers as laying a false
nna
flag has
gations discounted by banks, bankers, and certain companies,
claim to that (Jag, and concealing her true character. on bills of exchange of certain descriptions.
the
of
service
the
An act making additional appropriations for
In this vessel was taken a Mr. Pollard, who claims
year < ae thousand eight hundred and fourteen.
to bean American citirenj and is believed to be of
An act directing the staff officers of (he army to comply with tlte
Norfolk Virginia,' and who as an American citizen renuisiti'jiis of naval and warioe officers, in Certain eases.
!

I
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An act for the relief of Joshua Sands.
;W»ftct to provide additional revenues fov defraying tlie expenAn act to provide additional revenues for defraying the exses of government, and maintaining the public credit, by duties
pellees of government and maintaining the public credit, oy laving
on carnages ami the harness used thttreior.
An act to provide additional revenues far defraying the expen» a duty on gold, silver and plate ware, and jewelry, and paste-work,
res of government, and maintaining: the public credit, by laying manufactured within the United States.
An act to provide additional revenue* for defraying the >:\duties on spirits distilled within tin: United Slates, and territories
to dis- pences of government ami
thereof, ami b\ amending tlie act laying duties on licenses
maintaining the public credit by layin
a direct tax upon thu district of Columbia.
tillers or spirituous liquors.
An act for the rulief of Edward Hallowell.
An act i.) p,i\»t ide additional revenues for defraying tlie ex pence!
An act in addition to the act regulating the post-ofiice estubof government, and maintaining the public credit, by duties on
and on licenses to retail wines, spirituous liquors,
and fan Urn nu rchandize, and for increasing the rates of postage.
An act supplement to the i'cis authorising a loan for the several
sums of twenty-live millions of dollars, and thrjee millions of dollars.
rales ju auction,

lishnieiit.

An not to amend mid extend the provisions of the act of the
l&th April, isii, entitled "An act
confirming certain claims to
laud hi the Illinois
terrritory, and providing for their location.
An act to I'ept al certain
An act giving further time tu locate certain claims to lands,
acts, concerning the flotilla service, and
confirmed by an aca of congress, entitled '-An act confirming ccr- for other purposes.
An act 10 repeal certain acts therein mentioned.
tain claims to lands in the district of Vincennes."
Resolutions expressive of the thanks of
An net for the relief of John C. Hurlbert, of Chatham, in the
congress to major-general
Jackson, and the troops under his command, for their gallantry
He "i Connectieat.
An act to provide additional revenues for deftaj-ingtheexpences and good conduct in the defence of Ne\v-Crleai:s.
a
An
act
to alter and establish certain post-roads.
of government and maintaining the public credit, by laying
An act for (he relief of Solomon Kra'zer, and the representatives
direct tax upon the United States, and 10 provide for assessing
of Charles Seclusion,
and collecting the same.
An act concerning the college of Georgetown in the district of
An act lo provide for leasing certain lands reserved tor the
Columbia,
Unport ol 'schools ill the Mississippi territory*
An act for the relief of tin: heirs of James Hynum,
An act to provide additional revenues for defraying the expences
An act for the relief of William H. Washington,
of government and maintaining the public credit, by laying duties
An act to amend the act entitled "An act to provide additional
on household furniture, and on gold and silver watches.
An act to pruvide additional revi dues for defraying tbe expences revenue's for defraying the expences of government and maintainof L'ou'i-iitiui.i and maintaining the. public credit, try laying duties ing the public Credit, by laying » direct lax upon the United States
on various goods, wares and merchandise, manufactured within and to provide for assessing ami collecting tlie same," and the act
entitled "An act to
the United States,
provide additional revenues for defraying the
An act supplementary to the act, entitled "An act providing expences of government and maintaining the public credit, by
for the indemnification of certain claimants of public lauds in the laying duties on household furniture, and o:i gold and silver
watcnes.
Mississippi territory.
An act for the relief of the Anacosta Bridge
An act to authorise the president of the United States to accept
Company.
All act
the services of the state
volunteers.
supplementary to an act entitled "An act lor the better
troops and of
An act lor die relief of William Hobinson and others.
organization of tlie courts of the United States within the state ot
An act to authorise the purchase of the library of Thomas Jettcr- New-York.
An act for the relief of James Savage and others.
son, late president of the United States.
An act fbr the relief of Thomas Spiigg.
An act far the relief of William Arnold,
An act for the relief of William P. Bemiet,of the state of N. York.
An act Cor the relief of James Brahany.
An act to continue in force for a limited time the aci entitled
An act for the relief of Farrington Bavkelow, administrator of
'An act for the establishing trading houses with thcindian tribes."
Mary Rappjeyea.
An act to repeal certain acts theteiii mentioned.
An act to prohibit intercourse with the enemy and for other
resolution directing she manner of providing station jry and
purposes.
An act, supplementary to the act, entitled "An act to amend tlie procuring the printing tor the senate and house of representatives.
An act making appropriations for the support of the navy of the
act laying duties on licenses to retailers of wines, spirituous liquors
United States for the year one thousand eight bundled and fifteen.
and foreign merchandize, and for other purposes."
An act fur the protection of the commerce of the United States
An act attaching to the Canton district in the state of Ohio, the
tract of land lying between the foot of the rapids of the Miami of against the Algerine cruizars.
An art to fix the compensation and increase the
lake Erie, and the Connecticut western reserve.
responsibility of
to the Collectors of the direct tax and internal
A.11 act
duties, and for oilier
giving further time to the purchasers of public lands,
connected with the collection thereof.
their
purposes,
complete
payments.
his
imfor
An act regulating and defining the duties of the United States'
An act to extend the time of Oliver Evans's patent
judges, for the territory of Illinois.
provement on steam engines.
An act concerning Western Jenkins and others.
Resolution relative to the distribution of the laws of the U. States.
An act authorising the discharge of Edward Martin from imAn act to alter and amend the several acts for establishing a
prisonment.
navy department bv adding thereto a board of commissioners.
An act further supplementary to an act entitled "An act proAn act for the better regulation of the ordnance department.
An act to amend the act laying duties on licenses to retailers of viding for the indemnification of certain claimants of public lands
in the Mississippi territory.
wines, spirituous liquors and foreign merchandise.
An act. increasing the compensation allowed the sergeant at
An act to authorise the purchase of a tract ofland for the use of
amis of the senate and house of representatives and of the doortile United Slatis.
An act making appropriations for repairing or rebuilding the keeper and assistant door-keeper of the senate and house of
representatives.
public buildings within the city of Washington.
An act fur the relief of Benjamin Wells and others.
An act concerning invalid pensioners.
An act for the relief of the Eastern Branch Bridge Company.
An act in addition to the. act to regulate the laying out and
An act to provide for the ascertaining and surveying
of tlie
making a road from Cumberland in the state of Maryland to the
state of Oliio.
boundary lines fixed by the treaty with the Creek Indians and
An set making appropriate . s for the support of government for fjr other purposes.
Aii act authorising the board of naval commissioners to
the year one thousand eight hundred and fifteen,
appoint
clerks.
An act for the relief of Joseph Perkins.
An a^t making additional appropriations for the service of the
An act for the relief of the inhabitants of the late county of
who
suffered
New Madrid, in the Missouri territory,
by earthquakes. year one thousand eight hundred and fifteen.
An act to authorise a loan for a sum not exceeding eighteen
An net fin- the relief of SalMs, Son and company, merchants of
the city of New York.
millions four hundred and fifty-two thousand eight hundred dollars.
An act authorising the purchase of the vessels captured on lake
An act for the relief of Isaac Smith and Bratton Caldwell.
An act giving farther time to complete the surveys and obtain Champlain.
An act making further provisions for completing the public
the patents for lands located under Virginia resolution warrants.
Resolutions expressive of the high sense entertained by congress buildings at West Point, for the accommodation of the military
of the patriotism and good cunduci of the people of Louisiana and academy.
An act concerning the naval establishment.
of New Orhans, during the I it military operations before that cit ,
An act to repeal so much of the several acts imposing duties on
It-solutions expressive of the high sense entertained by congress
of the gallantry and good conduct of commodore I). T, Patterson the tonnage of ships and vessels, and on goods, wares, and iner?
and major D. Carmick, and of the officers, seamen and marines, chaiidize imported into the United States, as imposes a discrimiunder their command, in the deferiee.of New Orleans.
nating duty on tonnage between foreign vessels and vessels of the
An act for the relief of Henry Nunine.
United Sttt'-s, and between goods, imported into the United
An act requiring the secretary of the senate and clerk of the States in foreign vessels, and of the United States.
house of representatives, in the congress of the United States, to
A.i act to vest more effectually in the sta'e courts, and in the
tfive security for the faithful application and disbursement of the district courts of the United Suites the Jurisdiction in the cases
therein mentioned,
contingent funds of the senate and house of representatives.
An act to authorise the issuing of treasury notes tor the service
An act making appropriations for the military establishment for
of tile year one thousand ejght hundred and fifteen.
the year 1815.
An act for the relief of Uriah Coolidge and James Burnhain.
An act fixing' the military peace establishment.
An act for the relief of Daniel Ferine.
An act fbr the relief of sundry persons in the service of the
An act far granting and securing ta Anthony Sbanp the right United Slates, in consequence of the destruction of their tools by
jf the United States to a tract of land in the state of Ohio.
fire at the navv
yard.
An act for the regulation of the courts of justice of liv'iana.
An act further to provide for the collection of duties on imports
An act for tlie relief of Jacob Shir.niekand Sehultz and Vogrlei. and tonnage.
of Christian Chapman, and the legal lenrosenUlives of John
An act to provide a library room and for transporting the library
*
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Adjutant and Inspector General's
24th February, 1815.

General

1815.

MILITARY.
Office,

— By "an

act increasing the pay
of non-commissioned officers, musicians, privates,
ohhf.r.

II,

and others of the army," &c. passed December 12,
1812,it is provided "That from and after the thirtyfirst day of December, eighteen hundred and twelve,
the monthly pay of non-commissioned officers, mu-

—

bombardiers, matrosses,
sappers, miners, artificers, saddlers, farriers and
blacksmiths, who have enlisted or shall hereafter
enlist in the service of the United States, shall, during the continuance of the war between the United
States of America and their territories, and the
united kingdom of Great-Britain and Ireland and the
dependencies thereof, be as follows, to wit: to each
sergeant-major and quarter-master sergeant, twelve
sicians, privates, drivers,

each sergeant and principal musician,
eleven dollars; to each corporal, ten dollars; to each
musician, nine dollars; to each private, driver, bombardier, matross, sapper and miner, eiglt dollars; to
each artificer, saddler, farrier and blacksmith, not
attached to the quarter-master general's and ordnance department, thirteen dollars."
dollars; to

The war no longer continuing to exist, the troops
of the United States will hereafter be paid according
to the following provisions of the act of March 16,
1802, viz:
"To each sergeant-major and quarter-master sergeant, nine dollars; to each sergeant, eight dollars;
to each corporal, seven dollars; to each teacher of
music, eight dollars; to each musician, six dollars;
to each artificer, ten dollars; and to each private five
dollars."
By order of the secretary of war.
D. PARKER, Adj. and Ins. Gen.

Captain Jonathan Kearsley, of the rifle corps, has
been appointed an assistant
adjutant general in the
army of the United States, to rank as such from the
20th August, 1814, on which
day, in a skirmish
near fort Erie, he received a wound which has disabled him from further active service.
By the Buffalo Gazette of the 14th ult. it appears
as if general Drummond had
contemplated an expedition. It was understood that he had
lately thrown
a strong regiment into fort
Niagara.
The militia of New- York state have been complimented in general orders, by the express command
of the president, for the zeal', patriotism, and
persevering firmness they have shown, during the late war.
Several British officers, among them

mpjor-gene-

ral sir

George Murray, with

a

few men, lately ar-

rived at Halifax, to join the armies in Canada.

NAVAL.

Capture of the Syren.

The

following

is

from the

London Observer of November 20.
" The
London Gazette of the 19th, contains an
account of the capture, after a chase of eleven hours,
by H. M. ship Med way, captain Brine, on July 12,
of the United States' brig of war Syren, of 16 guns,
137 men. During the chase the prize threw overboard all the guns, boats, anchors, cables and spars."

The President.

A

late

New-York paper says

— An

officer late of the President frigate,

stated to our
informant, that when he got on board the Endymion,
all the guns on the side with which she
engaged the
President were either dismounted or rendered useless, except two ; and that he saw seventeen bodies
thrown overboard the same evening. He also observed, that the Endymion was so much cut up and
shattered, that she dropped astern of all the other
ships.

We

The Constitution.
have a report, said to
be brought from Bermuda, that this ship has capshould readily
have heard much, especially in tured another British frigate.
Exceixent
the jacobin papers, about the improvidence of go- believe this, if we only knew of her having had a
vernment in failing to supply the Kentuckians who ctunse to do it, for we should now consider it a
went to the rescue of New-Orleans, with arms, &c. matter of course.
on which the Boston Patriot, a day or two before
Shipwreck of the Sulph.—By several gentlemen frem the east*
the news of peace was received there, had the follow- end of Long Island, in the stage, this morning', who reside near
!

We

We

—

the scene of this melancholy event and were on

ttie

spot shortly

ing quizzical advertisement
after, we hav« obtained the following particulars of the uncom"Wanted immediately One thousand Kentuckians, monly distressing nc*urrence:—
The Sylph is a British (ship) sloop of war, rated at 18 guns and
'without flints, arms or ammunition,' to take Castme."
Carrying 1l, and was commanded hy captain Dickens, with a crew
Smuggling. Many articles are libelled in the amounting, with himself and officers, to 117 souls, of whom 111
have perished. On Tuesday morning, the 17th January, at half
Plaitsburg papers, under the laws against smug- past two o'clock, previous to the snow-stnrni, the weather being
thick and night dark, the wind at N. E. standing to the northgling, &c.

—

—

Maj. gen. Brown. This distinguished character,
on his way to the seat of government, was every

close reefed top-sails, she struck on Southampton bar,
Shinecock bay, or Canoe Place, five miles west of the town;
and soon beat over and drove head onwards to within a lew rods

ward under
at

of the shore.

where treated with the respect d ue to his great pnv te
By djy-ltght she was perceived by the inhabitants, and a numHts reputation is ber immtdiately'colleeted and hastened to attempt the relief of the
worth and military qualities.
the height of the surf and violence of the sea, howestablished in the opinion of all men, and he is, per- people. From
ever, as th« storm approached and increased, it was impossible to
haps, the most industrious efficer in the world. Maj. get to the vessel. The crt-w were all safe, sixty of them in the tops
on the rigging, until half past eight o'clock, when the purser
gen. Scott, observed, that Brown "was always for and
parfd with the captain in the mizvn top and came to the windtreading on the: heels or stamping upon the toes of ward gunwale, which was then as high out of watvr as her tops.
the enemy."
Directly after, a tremendous sea capsized the ship and broke her
in

two between the tore and main-masts; the fore part

rolled

over

At Albany, gen. Brown partook of a splendid en- and lies keel upwards, and the after part split lengthwise, went
tertainment given by gentlemen of all parues. Be- to pieces anil drifted to the leeward.
The crew being thus dashed hito the sea, were chiefly dr«wned
ing called on, he gave the following magnanimous
A few were seen on
and
of the wreck
toast

—

immediately.

spars

pieces

and every exertion made by the spectators on the shore to save
The purser, Mr. William B. Parsons, with two of the seaheroes of America.
No equal number them. were
taken off the spars about two o'clock in the afternoon;
ef men ever done so much for any country."* At men,
and three mor» sailors, some time after, saved from the wreck by
JVewYork he was presented with the freedom of the a boat. The next (Wednesday) morning the bodies of the sceondlieutenant and three seaBien were found on shore at Southampton
city in great stile, and dined with the corporation. 'and buried, and sixteen others have drifted up with part of the.
wreck as far west as Babylon, near Fire Island inlet.
The snow came on about noon, and (he storm raged with great
•The following toast was given at Albany after he

"The naval

—

—

—

violence through the day. The inhabitants of the neighborhood,
retired "JYlaj. gen. Brown He planned, he ex
however, in considerable numbers, repaired to the place and made
edited, and he surprised, the heroes of Spain, Por- the greatest efforts to relieve the unhappy sufferers to the ex'reme
risk of the lives of a number of the citizens who distinguished themtugal, and France, at noon-day, on the memorable selves
hy their zeal and intrepidity on the occasion. Their huma18th of September."
by Mr. Parsons
nity and exertions were gratefully

had

acknowledged
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commodore Hotliam, (of the Superb,
and men, for the loss of the squadron of British avjf
purser, in a Idler to
and
New-London) who returned a polite and friendly answer,
boats on I ike Erie, on the 10th of September, 1813,
his power, of a captured vessel and
promised the release, if in
an action with the American flotilla, of
crew belonging to the place, lor which purpose the flap; that curvastly
ried the letter was stilt.
superior force. It appeared, from the public letters
The men saved remain at Southampton prisoners ol war. I lie read to the court, that
captain Barclay's situation
wind and tide set almost directly along the coast, with a strong
undertow off shore, or probably a much greater proportion of the was as singular as his gallantry and good conduct
crew would have survived.
were conspicuous. He was appointed to command
The purser states that captain Dickens is a young gentleman ot the
squadron on lake Erie, immediately on the arrifortune lately married; and mentions that one of the saved seamen
held a little son in his arms until he was chilled to death, when he val of commodore sir James Yeo on lake Ontario. It
incidents.
dropt him overboard, and a number or other affecting
h.ul been offered to and refused by captain Mulcaster
Further.— Our account of the loss of this vessel given on WedMr. William U. on account of the exceedingly bad equipment of the
nesday last, was essentially correct. Yesterday
Parsons, the purser, with the five seamen saved, were brought up vessels. Captain Barclay joined his command with
from Southampton, by lieutenant Jenkins, of the American troops a
lieutenant, a surgeon, and nineteen rejected seastationed at Sag Harbor.
From Mr. Parsons we Irani that the officers who drowned with men of the lake Ontario squadron, in June 1813, and
the Sylph were:— George Dickens, esq. captain; C. D. Brown, first immediately dispatched to sir James Yeo an account
lieutenant; George Burt, second-lieutenant; J. Stitt. surgeon;
.Tames Marshall, of the deplorable state of the vessels, and that
William
oil'

(lie

m

.

\Filliam Mirtlow, master;
Boyd, gunner;
mascarpenter; Andrew M'Gregor, boatswain; Archibald Luudie,
ter's mate; James Service, midshipman; David Kingston, ditto;
W.
,T. O'Halloran, ditto; T. F. Willoughby, supernumerary ditto;
H. Fox, captain's clerk.— The above 14, with 97 seamen and ma-

rines, making 111 drowned.
The Sylph was a ship-sloop, of 390 tons, and 20 guns, (rated 18)
viz. 16 carronades of libs, two long 12 pounders, and two 121b.

they

were then
American

blockaded

in Amherstburg
by the
where general Proctor's army
was stationed. Subsequently, about fifty seamen of
the Dov< t troop ship joined him; but he had not
more than one hundred and fifty British seamen dis-

carronades.

The humanity! and kindness of the citizens of Southampton
account of the
being handsomely acknowledged in the purser's
to
cataatronh e to commodore Hotliam, that officer wrote an answer
Mr. Parsons, from which the following is extracted:
"I beg you will acquaint the inhabitants of Southampton, that
I am sensibly impressed with obligation for, and admiration of,
their generous and humane treatment of you; which shall, at any'
time in my power, meet with the best return I can make them.
The crew of a vessel belonging to Sag Harbor (Southampton)
and taken by a British cruiser iu the sound, have since been
[#• /"• Columbian.
searched for and set at liberty.

all

flotilla,

tributed in his squadron, the 'em. kinder being Canadians and soldiers. The American force was double

amount of his in the number of ships and guns and
there v/tw no covipariton in respect to the
quality of
the seamen.
However, on the 9lh of September he
was compelled to sail from
to endea-

the

Amherstburg,

vor to open a communication with Long Point, for
the purpose of obtaining a supply of provisions and
necessaries, both for his squadron and general Proctor's army; the winter was rapidly
approaching the
Extract of a letter from com. H. G. Campbell, comhad been for some time on short allowance
manding naval officer at Savannah, to the secretary navy
and the supplies by land were by no means equal to
of the nary, dated
the consumption, particularly as there ware fourteen
Savannah, January 29th, 1815,
The enemy have evacuated St. Mary's and with- thousand indians with the army, who could not brook
drawn to Cumberland island, after destroying the any abridgment of their rations or indigencies;
indeed the very inhabitants of the neighboring setfort at Point Petre and blowing up the magazine.
Previous} to their leaving St. Mary's, they primed tlements were feeding from the government stores.
molested
if
Under these pressing exigicencies, with the advice
the houses witli tar, ready to fire them
ot general proctor, captain Barclay sailed; he
in their retreat.
hoped
Scornew
either to pass the American squadron, or so disable
I regret to inform you, that the
barge
hands
with
her
them
as
to
effect
his
equippassage to Long Point. On the
pion has fallen into their
ments, a correct return of which shall be forwarded following morning he fell in with the enemy, and
the
weather
for your information.
having
gage, bore down to commence
the action but, unfortunately the wind veered di"BRITISH OFFICIAL"
have
and
or
it
was
should
The following article
mislaid,
rectly round,
brought our squadron to leeward.
been inserted a long time ago. It caps the climax The commencement, however was propi'ious the
of folly and falsehood. Our frigates, cockboats be- American commodore was obliged to leave his ship,
fore the war, things "with a piece of striped bunt- which soon afterwards surrendered, and hoist his
ing at the mast head" have been metamorphosed flag on board another of his squadron, which had not
while British ships carrying twenty been engaged, and -ii<as making oTWM/-=*when unforinto 74's
tunately, the Queen Charlotte and Detroit, our two
heavy guns, are made out to be "gun boats."
The statement is essentially false in almost every best ships, having had all their officers killed and
Our force was inferior to that of the wounded, fell on board of each other and ivere unable
particular.
enemy, instead of being "vastly superior" we to clear at the same time the greater number of
had only 54 guns, generally short pieces; the Bri- their guns were dismounted, and the Lady Provost
tish had 63, generally long; and Perry stated he had fallen to leeward having lost her rudder.
The
had reason to believe that the enemy's force ex- Amei icans, seeing this situation of our ships, renewceeded his own by nearly "one hundred" and he ed the action with the assistance of his gun-boats,
took as many prisoners as the whole amount of his by which the whole of our squadron was obliged to
surrender. General Proctor, not being able to obtain
own men.
It is a good story of there being "14,000 indians" the supplies, was under the necessity of
making a
with Proctor's army. So great a body never was retrogade movement, a circumstance which strongly
collected in North America, that we have ever evidenced the necessity there was for the attempt,
heard of. Nor is it true that the Niagara was that was made. Commodore sir James Yeo, in his
letter to admiral sir J. B. Warren, relating the event,
"making away."
are sorry that capt. Barclay has made these re states, that in his opinion, captain Barclay was wrong
marks necessary.
are jealous of the glory of to sail from Amherstburg— and it was in conseour country, and cannot pass over an attempt to quence thereof the court-martial took place,
The
place.
obscure the heroism of our people, from a man of court pronounced the following sentence:
"
That the capture of his majesty's late squadron
his standing.
From a London paper. naval court mahtial.
was caused by the very defective means captain
A court-martial was held at Portsmouth, on Friday, Barclay possessed Vo equip them on lake Erie the
on board his majesty's ship Gladiator, for the triul wunt of a sufficient number of able seamen, whom
of captain It. II. Barclay and his remaining officers he had repeatedly and earnestly requested of sir

—
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to be sent to him— the very great stipe- force from which the tremendous armament of on,
stnH enemy was to
experience the most signal overthrow
rionty of the enemy to the British squadron—
the unfortunate early fall of the superior officers," 'the.- world lias ever witnessed.
But Jrckson was
That It appeared that tire greatest their- leader, and though inexpert in scientific warin the action
excrlions had been made by captain Barclay, in fire, they were animated by something more valumore irresistible than all the
equipping and getting into order the vessels under ble than

James Yeo

j

:

:

;

discipline,

command— that

he was fully j notified, under the 'energy which mere machinery can display; they
to were animated
by patriotism; by that holy enthttsiexisting circumstances, in bringing the enemy
aclioh—that the judgment and gallantry of cap- asm which surmounts all difficulties and points the
1 un Barclay in taking the squadron into action, and way to triumph.
Happy if a parrallel to their conduring the contest were highly conspicuous, and duct may be found, it must be looked for in the
entitled him to our highest praise and that ihe jachievments of those who like themselves fought
Whole of the officers and men of his majesty's late for the liberties of their country. History records,
squadron conducted thems<dires in the most gallant to the consolation of freemen, that the Poles, unmanner and did adjudge the said captain Robert armed and ignorant of tactics, beat the veteran
Ileriot Barclay, his surviving officers and men, to be troops of Frederick and Catharine in many pitched
most fully and honorably acquitted: Rear admiral battles, never less than three times their numbers
but their leader was Kosciusko. In the early stages
Foot president."
of the revolution the peasantry of France under
.,^-a^^pa-^^^.
Castine and Dumourier* repulsed from their soil the
i
t& t
i-» ~i
t»
i
I\ObertSOn'S
disciplined thousands of the duke of Brunswick—
T)n the resolutions expressive of the thanks of congress but it was not the Poles, nor the Frenchmen, it was
nf country it was the cause.
to major gensral Jackson, and the troops .under his love
Foiled in their attempt to disseminate distrust
command, fur their gallantry and go*d condv:t in
and treachery, they how
ihe difence of A'eiv- Orleans.
prepared to take by force
Mh. SrEAKtR Representing alone on this floor ari what fraud had failed to secure.
The defence of fort Bowyer, the battle of their
interesting part of our country, saved by heroism
unmatched, from horrors which cannot be described, hundred well maimed barges, with five of our gun
1 shall be excused for expressing mv admiration otj boats, were .1 fore-taste of what they were further
and the tp expect. But flushed with thoughts of the full
general Jackson, his great achievments,
fruition of their hopes,
they pushed forward to seize
splendid battles which we now commemorate.
Permit me too, sir, to avail myself of this occasion the prize just presented to their grap. They passed
to pour forth the gratitude with which I am im- unseen thro' narrow defiles and deep morasses; evaof Louisiana, ded the natural defence of the state, and found thempressed, not only for the protection
but for the opportunity which has been afforded her selves quietly posted on the fertile banks of the
s
citizens of displaying a zeal, a patriotism, and an Mississippi, in full view of the alluring metrepolis
of Louisiana, where they had been promised plunder
Unanimity, which command the applause of an adwithout check and riot without restraint.
miring nation*
Scarce three months are past, since a mighty arAmong the wonderful occurrences of that eventmada, with troops accustomed to victory, tiie welhl ftd period, the simultaneous arrival at the same disfleshed myrmidions of sanguinary European wars, taut point of the brave defenders of their country
with others collected in the VVes-t-India islands, and the daring invader, cannot be considered less
from their description intended to produce terror, miraculous. Confident in ita strength and ccntempled on by chiefs whose fame had filled the universe, tuous of its foe, the veteran army was unprepared
directed its course across the Atlantic with a view for the reception that awaited it— Suddenly and
to desolate a distant portion of our country. They fiercely attacked, panic struck at the unlooked-for
calculated on an easy conquest; never were hopes [blow, they were defeated by half their number of
more confident neverjwere hopes more effectually raw American troops. This was conclusive. Their
blasted.
subsequent conduct exhibited litttle else than a
Pursuing their insidious system, they issued pro tissue of blunders and misfortunes, or of couragedamnations and sent forth emissaries, to corrupt the ous efforts which recoiled with ruin on themselves.
At length the time arrived which was to witness
Unwary, and excite disaffection. They cffeisd to
those who should be weak enough to confide in their; the most extraordinary event recorded in military
annals. On the 8th of January, a day destined to
perfidious promises, protection and liberty under a
British constitution. Insolent thought! To whom form an era in history, this army of invincibles, led on
are those offers addressed? To Americans, who by gallant chiefs, advanced to the charge with firm
themselves, or whose fathers had once before chased step, according to methods most approved— trenchthem from their shores covered with disgrace alidjes hastily thrown up, defended by what they conoverwhelmed with dismay—to whom were they ad-j sidereda mob, a vagabond militia, promised an endressed? To the natives of Louisiana- -to French- terpnze destitute alike of hazard and of honor.
men and their descendants. The English dared to They were met by an incessant and murderous dishis
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spekk to them of peace and fraternity, holding inj charge of musketry and artillery. The whole line
their hand a sword reeking, as it had reeked for was a continued sheet of fire— intrepidity stood
npalled; their general slain; the ditch filled; the field
centuries, vrith the blond of Frenchmen.
Hasty levies of half-armed undisciplined militia {strewed with the dying and the dead; a miserable
from the interior of our vast continent, from the remnant of their thousands' .led buck to their enbanks of the Tennessee, the Cumberland and the trenchinents. The battle closed, a battle whose
Ohio, traversing wide and trackless regions, preci- (character, from the nature of the troops engaged
the scene of conflict, resolute land the disparity of loss, is the most wonderful
pitiite themselves to
to defend their distant brethren from the dangers whose effects are as important as any that was ever
with which they were menaced. There the hardy ifought and now we are invited to the contemplasons of tlie west, with the yeomanry of the adjacent tion of a scene which reflects immortal honor on the
eteiterritory and tlie. invaded state, with a handful of re- inhabitants of New Orleans, and by contrast,
j

;

j

—

1

ul&irs

and a few armed

vessels, constituted

that urdsbapie on the enemy,"
I
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The dead were interred, the agonies of the dying
that property which
assuaged, the wounded relieved;
was to have been given up to plunder was willingly
and the very individuals, the
yielded to their wants,
marked victims of their licentiousness, vied with
each other in extending to them every proof of tenderness and humanity.
It was my intention, Mr. Speaker, to have adverted to the manner in which the English have carried
on the war, pi.rticularly to his views in regard to
New-Orleans, but peace is this moment announced)
to it;
I do not wish to mar the feelings which belong
jf I cannot forget their atrocities, 1 disdain to trireumph over a disgraced awd fallen foe. Whilst
suming my seat I take much satisfaction induing
of the secretajustice to the indefatigable exertions
From the time of his taking charge of
ry of war.
that department, and of being apprised of the danno efforts were
ger which threatened Louisiana,
unattended to which had for
spared, no applications
their object the protection ofthatst.de.
0/1 the resolution expressive of the high sense enter*
conduct
turned by congress 'fthe patriotism and good
of the people of Louisiana and J\'cw Orleans,
Mr. Robertson said, he was prevented from taking
that

SI

In this situation it would be a criminal neglect of
duty, not to use the means in our own power.
I therefore recommend the immediate passage of
a law for detailing and organizing ten thousand men
from the militia of this state, to hold themselves in
readiness to march when requited; and to continue
in service six months after arrival at the place of

rendezvous:—-

That provision be made by law for immediately
procuring camp equipage for the accommodation of
that number of troops; and boats, &c.for their transportation and for furnishing the provision until

—

—

they arrive at head-quarters
That provision be made by law for officering and
who may tender
organizin.;" any corps of volunteers,
their services on this or any other occasion during
the war.
I have a strong reliance on the justice of the gene-

and that every necessary expence
sending any reinforcement to general
Jackson, will be repaid by the United States.

ral

Kentucky Legislature.
GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE.
Cenllemen of the Senate,
And of the house of representatives,
By letters received a few days since from governor Claiborne, I am officially advised that the enemy
have invaded the state of Louisiana, and ar« within
a few miles of New-Orleans.
From the talents of the distinguished officer
who commands in that district, and the gallantry of
his troops, I entertain no fears for the safety of the

;

in

ISAAC SHELBY.

January 2St!i, 1815.
The committee to whom was referred the governor's
message of the 25th inst. reported the following

would

any part in regard to them, by feelings,
be properly appreciated. He would content himself
with expressing the high sense he entertained of the
very complimentary terms in which his constituents
were mentioned. If suspicions had heretofore been
indulged in, derogatory to the honor of Louisiana,
had
they would no longer exist. If cold calculations
been mace of her value and importance in the union,
they would no- more be heard.

government

incurred

bill:

In the house of representatives, Janiiary 26, 1815.
to raise and organize a force for the service
of the United States.
Be it enacted by the genera' assembly of the commonwealth of Kentucky, That the governor of this state
be, and he is hereby empowered and authorised to
organize and detach for immediate service, any number of militia of this state, not exceeding ten thousand, for any term of service not exceeding 6 months,
from tils tine < f service.

A BILL

Sect. 2. Be it further enacted, That the forces to
be raised and organized under the act, shall be disposed of at the discretion of the governor, in the
service of this state, and in the service of the United
States, under the conditions and provisions herein

made.
Sect.

3.

Be it further

enacted,

That the governor,

purpose of carrying into effect all die aforesaid provisions, and for procuring every thing necessary for the proper equipment of said detachment,
and every thing iequisite for their transportation to
any place he may direct, if called into the service. of
place from the forces which are now before it. The the United States, such as boats, camp equipage,
information, however, received from various quar- and articles necessary for transportation by land
ters, renders it highly probable that the enemy will or water: and for provisions and maintenance, is
direct the principal part of his disposable force a- hereby authorized to draw from the treasury of this
gainst that country, and that it will become a prin- state, any sAm of money not exceeding one hundred
and to supply any deficiencies
cipal theatre of war. His object is, no doubt, not thousand dollars
only to occupy it during the war, but if practicable, that may exist of monies in the treasury, not otherwise appropriated, he is authorized to ncgociate a
permanently to hold it.
Should this be the case, it will be in his power loan from the bank of Kentucky, tor any sum not exdollars, on the credit of this state,
entirely to shut up our commerce down the river, ceeding
or to shackle it by restrictions and duties, little short at an interest not exceeding 6 per centum per anofabsolute prohibition: Its effects upon the west- num to be reimbursed to the bank in two equal
em country, are too obvious to need comment.
annual instalments. The sum hereby aap propria ted,
A reliance must be had upon the militia of the shall be expended only in case of the said troops
Western country, to take the place of those now in being called into the service of the United States,
arms, when their term of service expires: and the as hereby directed.
sooner a aufficient force is organized for that or any
Sect. 4. Be it further enacted, That if any numother object that may be found necessary, the better ber of volunteers equal to the detail directed by.
will tiie men be
prepared for it and the less time this act, on any division, brigade, regiment or batbe consumed in their
reaching the place of desti- talion, shall be tendered in lieu of drafts, the governnation.
or shall accept the same from said division, brigade,
We have too deep an interest at stake, to rest regiment or battalion, as their quota and the said
our sole reliance upon the
general government. A division, brigade, regiment or batttalion, shall be
lengthy session of congress is drawing to a close, discharged from the draft And the governor shall
and no adequate provision has been made for raising organize and commission the officers
necessary to
forces for the defence of the
country. Whilst they command said volunteers, if the officers shall not
are disputing about the details of a bill, the time for be
commissioned
Provided, that no corps
already
if volunteers
in number than one full
ictrng may pass away, not again to return,.
styall be less
for the

;

i

—
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day, and the d*v

of the
militia, as organized by the laws
the United States.
r
Sect. 5. Be it further enacted, That the go\ ernor
forthwith, on the passage of this act, shall correspond with the war department and as soon as h
shall receive assurances that the said troops will be
accepted and ordered into the service of the United
States, will be assumed and discharged by the genehe shall thereupon incur all the
tieral government
expences necessary to carry this act into effect, not
exceeding the sums therein limited ; and shall commence the detail hereby directed.

company of

differently anticipated.
is not so
great as
occasions.

Mobile
I

March 4.

;>re

is

CHRONICLE.
squadrons (to

some guns were

men in fort Bowyer, but proextremely scarce there, as well as
the
Our
whole
of
the Mobile country
through
troops in the fort have but about ten days supply.
Some was sent down on Wednesday or Thursday,
but it is" feared it must have fallen into the enemy's
hands. I fear our whole army and our whole population will suffer
The result on the Point
severely.
visions

;

Boston,

following; and

heard this morning.
We have about 400

;

erful

II, 1815.

confess I have

my

I
it

fears,

am

told, the alarm at
has been on many less

though, as

I

never

was

Bowyer, I cannot judge satisfactorily. The
We understand, that two pow- faithful and vigilant collector of Mobile has come
include the whole disposable up with his books and papers, and other public reat fort

cords.

force of the United States) are preparing for the
The first
Mediterranean, against the Algerines.
division, it is reported, will consist of the light vessels purchased at New York by capt. Porter, the
Guerriere and Constellation frigates, &c.
The frigates United States and Macedonian are
The Guerriere, at
fitting for sea at New London.
Philadelphia, and Constellation at Norfolk, are

lam, gentlemen, yours, &c.
P. S.
col. S.

I

enclose a letter received this moment, from
a senator from Ohio.

Smith, formerly

Mobile, February 10, at night, 1-2 past seven'.

—

My dear friend Our little town is in arms, and
1200 militia and indians are under orders to embark with the first fair wind, to assist in the defence of the Point, which is attacked, and has been
for
sea.
ready
invested, with the most tremendous cannonThe following is given, we know not upon what closely
ade for 54 hours. Our ears are stunned with the reas
the
naval
whole
force
of
authority,
Algiers.
of an unceasing fire. The wind is ahead our
500 men port
50 guns
t 1 frigate of

—

force cannot get there in

46 do.
44 do.
38 do.
24 each
22
22 each
20
4

do.
do.
do. new
corvettes
do.

time— the

general says I
must rem dn with him. I did want to go with Blue,
so says passion judgment says v/e are too late.
All
our town is in bustle I write this in haste, and with
the candle in one hand.
Yours, whether in life or death. Adieu,

460
450 each
2
400
1
500
2
230
1
450
2 brigs
1 zeb^ck
200
1 schooner
40
1 row galley
50
6 gun boats, sloop rigged, carrying one 24 pounand one 1 1 inch mortar each.
The heaviest cannon on board the frigates are 18
1

—

—

JOHN SMITH.
REPORTED BATTLE.
Savannah, March 2. We have seen several gentlemen who arrived in town last evening from St.
Mary's, and are informed by them that it w.<s assert^
ed there, that on Thursday last a squadron of British barges from Cumberland, containing about 300
seamen and marines, had gone up the S Mary's river for the purpose of burning Clark's mills that
within a mile of the mills the enemy were met on
the banks of the river by 18 or 20 patriots, and as
many militia from colonel Scott's camp, who engaged the barges, drove them back, and are said to
have killed and wounded upw irds of one hundred of
the enemy. The 'lHhabitants of St. Mary's were
much alarmed, fearing that the British would, in
consequence of their defeat, burn the town. The
commander of the squadron is said to have been
killed on the American side rone killed or wound-

pounders.

.

POSTSCRIPT.
Fnom

the

National Intelligencer of .March 13.
HIGUI.T INTERESTING.

—

—

To the editors. Fort Stoddart, Feb. 11. I have
only a moment to write, and should not write at all,
but that times are become very critical here.
The British seem determined not to leave the
Gulf of Mexico, without doing something. Capt.
Percy, who commanded at the former attack on
Mobile Point, was lately at the pass of Christiana,
ed.
as I am told. He there observed, that they had
[Letters received in this city yesterday fram the
been deceived in their first attack on fort Bowyer,
confirm the above, and add, that captain
but that they had now made such arrangements as southward,
Jackson, of the Lacedemonion is supposed to be
would humble the Americans.
Charleston Guzette.
among the killed.]

—

On Tuesday, 25 vessels anchored off Mobile
Point, at the distance of 5 or 6 miles. Two or
three appeared to be frigates. The greater part
were brigs of war, as was supposed. There were
also some large vessels, supposed to be transports.
In consequence, probably, of the mortifying deOn Wednesday, nine transports were perceived to rangement of business, occasioned by a want of
be landing their troops between the Point and Per- paper, which compelled us to publish the two last
dido. The fleet then amounted to 30. A schooner numbers on an inferior quality, after
waiting, in each
and seven barges entered the bay the former by c 'S , until patience had exhausted itself the followof
between
island
md
Horn,
pass
way
the! ing singular and unfortunate error occurred.
The
D.tuphine
shore west of the bay. Fort Bowyer at the pont,
folios of the last number being the first of the volume,
is on the narrow neck of land which stretches out wert- run on from the last sheet of the seventh voon the east side of the bay, and commands the only lume,
beginning with "417" instead of unit. There
channel for large vessels. Some British troops have is now no remedy but
slightly to er ise the false folios
landed on Daupliine island.
On Thursday a heavy witli a pen, and insert, 2, 3, 4, &c. to 16, in their
nring commenced, it continued a great part of that place.

Extraordinary Error.

—

I

i

—
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The amount redeemed between

Treasury Report
RESPECTING THE SINKING FUND.
Treasury Department, Feb. 24, 1815.
have the honor to submit to the consideration of the committee of ways and means, a propoStn

—

I

paying the interest, and gradureducing the stock debt, which lias been crea-

sition to provide for
ally

ted (hiring the late war.

It

was

my

intention to

have accompanied this communication with tables,
illustrating, in detail, the operation of the sinkingfund, as well as the effect of the present proposition;
hut various causes render the performance of this
task impracticable before the adjournment of congress; and I cannot do better, than to refer to the
report which was

made by

the 1st
of Jan. 1808, and the 31st of Dec.
24,794,816 34
1814, may be estimated at
Tbs establishment of a sinking fund to redeem
the principal of the public debt, was co-eval with
the funding system of 1790; but the payment of the
interest of the debt was not charged upon that fund
The amount of the public debt was inuntil 1802.
creased, during several of the years that intervened
between Jan. 1791, and Jan. 1803; and the sinking
fund was enriched at various periods bv the assignment of additional revenues. The nets of the 8th
of May, 1792, the 3d of March, 1795, the 29th of
April,'l802, and the 10th of Nov. 1803, form, however, the principal basis of the present sinking fund,
providing for the annual payment of the interest, as
well as for the gradual redemption of the debt.
Under ihe authority of these acts of congress, the
ansinking fund amounts to the sum of $8,000,000
nually, which at this time is supplied from the fol-

the treasury department
of April,
1808, exhibiting explanatory statements and notes
of the public debt, its increase or decrease, from the
1st of January, 1791, to the 1st of Jan. 1808.
I
lowing sourcesshall, therefore, confine my views to, 1st, the gene- 1. From the interest on such
parts of
ral state of the public debt before the war; 2d, the
the public debt as huve been reimgeneral state of the public debt contracted since the
bursed, o:- paid off, and which, at
war; and, 3d, the particular provision to be now made
g> 1,969,577 64
present, amounts of the sum of
for the last description of the public debt.
2 From the net proceeds of the sales
1. On the 3» st Dec. 1814, the amount of the
of public lands, (exclusive of lands
public debt, created before the war, may be estimated
sold in the Mississippi territory,
at §39,905,183 66, and it consisted of the
which, as yet, belong to the state
following
of Georgia,) estimated annually at
particulars:
I. Old 6 per ct. stock
the sum of
800,000 00
the nominal amount
3. From the proceeds of duties on im17,250,871 39
ports and tonnage, to make the anbeing
Of which there had
nual sum of 8,000,000 of dollars, esto the house of representatives on the 9th

been reimbursed

5,230,422 3G

timated at about

12,879,283 78

I^avinerdue on the 31st December,
§8,000,000 00
1814
$£4,371,587 61
II. On the 31st of December, 1814, the amount of
six per ct.
2. Deferre
the public debt, created since the war, (independent
stock, the nominal
of temporary loans and issues of treasury notes) mav
amount being
9,358,320 35
Of which there had
be estimated at
$49,780,322 13
been reimbursed
3,971,148 36
And it consisted o r the
i

following particulars
Six per c^nt. stock of 1812, (the
eleven million loan)
7,710,000 00,
Six per cent, stock of 1813, (ihe
sixteen million loan)
18,109,377 5l
Six percent, stock of 1813, (the
seven million five hundred thou:

1.

Leaving due on the 31 December,
1814
3.
4.

5.
6.

5,387,171 99
16,158,177 34

3 per cent stock

Exchanged

2.

six per cent stock un-

3.

der the act of 1812
Six per cent stock of 1796
Louisiana six per cent stock

2,984,746 72
80,000
10,923,500

1.

Estimated amount of the whole of the
public debt, contracted before the
due on the 31st of December,

8,498,583 50

millions)
Six per cent, stock of 1814, (the
loan of six millions, part of the
loan authorized for twenty-five

9,919,47C 25

>

W ir,

1814

sand loan)
Six per cent, stock of 1814, (the
lsan of ten millions, part of the
loan authorized for twenty-five

5.

39,905,183 66

Upon the principles and estimate of the treasury
millions)
report of the 9th of April, 1808, it was computed,
1. That on the 1st of Jan.
1808, the
public debt amounted to
But it is proper to bring'into view
64,700,000
2. If,
therefore, the amount of the pubhere, the additional six per cent,
lic debt,
computed to be due on the
stock, which will be created in con>lst
December, 1814, be deducted,
of contracts
on
sequence

to wit:

VOL

39,905,133 66

the 31st of
I

VIII.

completed

c

depending
December, 1814 to

in

1815, to wit:

be.

4 312,875 00
4-8,530,312 26

.
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The

The committee of defence of
Philadelphia contracted to loan
100,000 dollars, to fortify the island in the river Delaware, called
the Pea-Patch, for 6 per cem\
stock at par, which will be issued
under the act of March, 1812,
100,000
The corporation of Newto
adYork contracted
vance money for fortifications, supplies, he. at
New-York, on the terms
of the six million loan,
and the amount being li-

18, 1815.

general claims for militia services and sup"

plies, arising under the authority of the individual
states, as well as of the United Stales, have been

but neither the principle

partially exhibited;

settlement, nor the
time be stated

amount of the claims, can

of

at this

III. In
suggesting provisions to pay the interest
and gradually to reduce the principal of die public
debt, contracted since 'he declaration of war, the
inconvenience which has been introduced, by making
the payment of the principal and interest of the

treasury noles.'a charge upon the sinking fund, is
greatly to be lamented. The treasury notes were in
their design, and ought to be in their use, a species
of circulating medium: but it is evident that a
sinking fund of 8,000,000 of dollars could never
quidated, six per cent.
supply the means of paying the prior claims, and
stock has been ordered
also, of discharging punctually the whole of die
for
1,100,009 87
of
1,200,009 8/ principal as well as the interest of annual issues
or ten millions
!§49,7S0,322 13 treasury notes, amounting to eight
of dollars. It is indispensable, therefore, to the free
There are, however, other contracts for loans, °and beneficial
operation of the sinking fund, that it
made through the medium of the war department, h'o UTd
hedisengaged s soon as possible, from this
which have been recognized at tne treasury, to be burden. The means of
disengaging it are, 1st, by
have not been
paid in six per cent, stock, but which
the payment of the treasury notes out of the current
so liquidated, as to furnish a ground to estimate
revenue; or, 2d, by funding them upon reasonable
their amount.
which it is proposed to auterms, under the act
The six per cent, stock, which was issued under thorise a loan for the by
service of the year 1815 and
the act of the 24th of March, 1814, amounting to these
means, it is believed, will be effectual.
has not
3,000,000 of dollars, and sent to Europe,
The sinking fund, bein,^ thus emancipated from
been, and probably will not be sold. It is, therefore, the treasury note deb'., would be sufficient in 1815
omitted in the present estimates.
for the interest and reimbursement of the stock
Besides the funded debt, above stated, there have created before the war— for the interest of the stock
been contracted debts to the amount of 19,002,800 created since the
war; and for interest of the loan to
issues
dollars, upon temporary loans, and upon the
rton
be raised for tfae
of treasury notes, consisting of the following parti- by c
by converting the treasury note debt into stock
culars
debt Thus,
1. Temporary loans have been obVols. 8,000,0
1. The sinking fund amounts to
2. Interest and reimbursement of stocks
tained under the act of March,
created before the war, will require a
181 ', (of which the sum of
sum of
3,452,775 46
The interest on the stock created since
.)00,000 dollars became due in
the war (computed on the above sum of
1814, and remains un'

!

—

^^ ^

i

m

.

—

j

:

.

December,
paid and of which 50,000 dol-

49,78, 322

;

lars will be payable
f817) for
2.

in

the year

jSOJQOO 00

Treasury notes had been issued
or ordered on the 20th February,
1815,

Payable on or before
the 1st January, 1815,

[1]

due and unpaid

:

2,799,20Q

[2] Payable since the 1st

January, 1815, due and
620,000'
unpaid
almost daily,
[3] Payable
from the 11th of March,
to and including the
1st of January, 1816
7,227,280
from the 11th
[4] Payable
of January, to and inclu< ung the 1st

March,
7,806,320

1816,

and including

due and unpaid which were obtained
under the authority to borrow, granted
March, .812,
by tbt act of the
amounting for 1815, to the sum of

princi-

pal

13 dollars)

7,968,000 dollars, payable for annuities,
will require a SU'ii of
2,994,787 32
8. The interest on the loan for 1J15 (computed to averagt a half year's interest
on the sum of ll,50O,r,00 dollars being
the estimated amount of the treasury
notes, which may be converted into
stocks) will require a sum of
345,000
4. But then- must be added, the interest
and principal of the temporary loans

And would

—

533,000
7,325,562 7S

674,437 22

leave a surplus of

appears, on this view of the sinking fund (independent of the operation of the past year) that there
will be a surplus of 674,437 22 dollars, to be farther
applied to the reduction of the principal both of the
But this can only be
old and the new public debt.
now done by purchases in the market.
It

I

The proposition to be, at this tin-ie, submitted to
(the consideration of the committee of ways and
18,552,890 00| means, in relation to the stock debt created since
the war, involves the following points
1. That provision be made for the payment or for
the funding of the treasury note debt, so as to re19,002,800 0' lieve the sinking fund from that charge.
2. That the sinking fund be applied in the first
49,786,322 13 (place, to the interest and reimbursement of the old
six per cent, stock according to the existing laws.
3. That the sinking fund be applied, in the second
and interest
place, to the payment of the principal
13 of the temporary loans, obtained under the act of
:

floating public debt, in temporary loans and issues of trea-

Making

sury notes

To which add
funded debt

And the \>
amount

the

amount of the

hole of the ascertained
of debt created durins'
the war, is tli2 £iim of
§68,783,122

March, 1812.
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4. That the sinking fund be applied in the third
place, to the payment of the interest accruing upon
the stock debt created since the war.
5. Th.it the animal surplus of the sinking fund,
after satisfying the above objects, be applied to the
purchase of the stock created since the war, and that

the interest upon the stock annually purchased, be
added, from time to time, to that appropriation tor
the purpose of making new purchases.
After the present year, there is reason to presume
that the public revenue vvdl considerably exceed the
public expenditures, and consequently, that the neAt that period, a
cessity of borrowing will cease.
more satisfactory view may be taken of the subject,
than can be taken while the amount of the public
debt remains, in some measure, unascertained ; the
Operation and product of the new taxes, as well as
of the impost Upon the revival of commerce, are
conjectural, and the legislative intentions) respecting a peace establishment, have not been declared
Since, therefore, the existing sinking fund (being
relieved in the manner before intimated, from the
incumbrance of t lie treasury note debt) is already
charged with the payment of the interest of the

stock created since the war, and will be sufficient
for that purpose, besides paying the interest,

and the

annual reimbursement of the stock created before
the war, 1 respectfully propose, that no further step
be taken during the present session of congress,
than to authorize the subscription of treasury notes

which is now under legislative consideration, and to direct the surplus of the sinking fund
to be applied to purchases of the stock created since
the war, for the emolument of the fund. Hut it will
to the loan

be proper to confine the benefit of subscribing to
the loan to such treasury notes only as have been,
er may be, issued under the acts which render them

Set.

Department of slate, Feb. 28, 1815.
have had the honor to receive your letterV
requesting, on behalf of the committee of foreign
relations, any information Which this department,
relative to the misconduct that has beeri
possesses,
Sin-

—

1

imputed to the American troops in tipper Canada
during the late war, and in reply I have the honor
to state, that the charges appear to be confined to
1st. The alleged
three.
burning of' Yorlcj 2d, li.o
burning of Newark, and 3d, the piirning of the
Indian villages usually called the Moravian towns.
1st. The burning of York, or of
any of its public
edifices or of any of its private houses, tfas never
to
the
view of tiie Arherican governbeen presented
ment by its own officers, as matter of information;
and it never was exhibited by the British govern^
merit; or any of its officers, as matter of complaint}'
until it was asserted in the address of die governor in chief to the provincial parliament ol Canada,
on the 24th of January, 1815, "that, as a just retribution, the proud capiiol at Washington, lias experienced a similar fate to that inflicted bv an Ameri
can force on the seat of government in Upper Canada." This assertion; having led to an
inquiry; 1 am
enabled, from official documents, and general information, to stale the following facts of the case, foi
the information of the committees
The town of York, in Upper C tnadd* was tai
by the American army, under the command of ..cut
ral Dearborn, on the 27'di of
April, 1813, an ii *..e
evacuated on the succeeding 1st of May; although
it was
again visited for a day; by an American
squadron, under the command of commodore (Ih.iitnAt the time of the capcey, on the 4th of August.
ture, the British troops, on their retreat; set fire ttf
their magazine, and great injury Was done
by the
explosion, to property, as well as to persons, within
the range of its effects. At the time of the capture?'
as well as at the time of commodore
Chaitntey's visit,"
the public stores were seized, and the public store-"
houses were destroyed but the destruction of pub*

a charge upon the sinking fund, namely, the acts of
of 25th February,- 1813, anJ
the 30th of June, 1812
of the 4th of March, 1814, and the secretary of the
;
treasury should be authorized to designate the notes
to be received in subscription, from time to time, lie edifices for civil uses, or Of private property/
was not only unauthorised, but positively forbidden/
according to die date of the issues.
1 have the honor to be,
ami, it is undervery respectfully, sir, your by the American commanders
most obedient servant,
A. J. DALLAS.
stood, that no private house was destroyed by the
J. IV. Eppes, Esq. chairmctn
It has
American troops.
recently, however^ apof the committee of ways and means.
peared, that a public building, of little value, called the parliament house (not the government house
in which, it is said, that an American scalp was/
found, as a part of the decoraticn of the speaker's?
In Senate, JMarch 3, 1815.
chair, had been burnt ; whether it was so, and if it
The committee on foreign relations, to -whom was re- was, whether it was an accidental
ot
;

;

"i

Retaliating System, &c.

consequence

the ?nessatfe of the president of the United the confusion,- in which the
explosion of ihe maga£
States on the 26th of September last, respecting the zine involved the town, or the unauthorised ac* as
unauthorised mode of warfare adopted by the enemy, some exasperated individual, has not been ascertain-',
on the plea of retaliation, report
The silence of the military and civil officers of
ed.

ferred

—

Thai, akhough the war has happily terminated,
tliey deem it important to rescue the American government from unworthy imputations, with which
it has been assailed
during its progress. They have,
therefore, endeavored to ascertain, whether the destruction of York, in Upier Canada, and the other
cises assumed by our late
enemy, as authorising a
departure from the settled rule of civilized warfare, were of a character to justify or extenuate
their conduct.
The result of the inquiries of the committee, manifesting to the world, that the plea which has beeu
a Ivanced for the destruction of the American
capital, and the plunder of private property is without
foundation, will be found in the communications of
the secretaries: of the
departments of war ami navy,
and of general Dearborn, commander-pf the American forces
rtiitted

in

the provincial government of Canada, seefins to indicate, that the transaction was not deemed; when it
occurred, a cause, either for retaliation or reproach.;
2d. The burning of Newark, adjacent to 'eft
George,- occurred on the 10th of December, 1l/J3,'
The act was vindicated by the American genera!, as?

necessary to his military operations; but as soon as
the American government heard of it/ instructions/
dated the 6th of January, 1814/ were given by the
department of war, to major-general Wilkinson.,
"to disavow the conductor the officer who committed it, and to transmit to governor Prevost; a copy
of the order, under the Color of which that officer
had acted." This; disavowal was accoulfnglv communicated,' and on the 10th of Febrmfry; -8I", governor Prevost answered, "that it had been witif
great satisfaction he had received the t&stfrSLP.&ef.
the attack on York; herewith' sub- that the perpetration of the burning of the town of
STewark, was both uftaufhariSc'd' finite /
Sftffi
i
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and stores ,t York, in Upper Canada, and which is
to every Amenc.n feeling
wanton and un- all the information in this department on thi subany outrages had ensued, the
iustifiable destruction of Newark, passing the bounds ject.
II
I have the honor to be,
very respectfully, sir,
of just retaliation, they were to be attributed to the
influence of irritated passions, on the part of the obedient servant,
B. W. CROWNINSHIELD.
unfortunate sutfVrers by that event, which, in a state
it had not been
altoge- Hon. Wm. W. Bibb,
of active

vemment, and abhorrent
that

;

I

if

-

warfare,
possible
ther to restrain, and that it was as little congenial
to the disposition of his majesty's government, as it
was to that of the government of the United States,
which had
deliberately to adopt any plan of policy,
for its object the devastation of private property ."
But the dis ivowal of the American government
was not the only expiation of the unauthorized offence committed by its officer; for the British government undertook itself, to redress the wrong. A
few days after the burning of Newark the British
and Indian troops crossed the Niagara for this purpose they surprized and seized fort Niagara the}
burnt the Villages of Lewistown, Manchester, Tusihe
carora, Buffalo, and Black Hock, desolating
whole of the Niagara frontier, and dispersing the
Sir
inhabitants, in the extremity of the winter.

Chairman of a committee of the senate.
letter from commodore Isaac Chauncey

Extract of a
20, 1813.

" The
enemy

set

to

fire

some of

his principal

stores, containing large quantities of naval and military stores, as well as a large ship upon the stocks,

nearly finished."

From

same

same, dated off Niagara, JiugusS
4, 1813.
"In the evening of the 30th ultimo, we weighed
and stood for York, arrived and anchored in that
harbor, at about 3, p. m. on the 31st ran the schooners into the upper harbor, landed the marines and
soldiers, under the command of colonel Sco-t, without opposition
found several hundied barrels of

;

;

to

the secretary of the navy, dated off York, U. C. Jlpril

the

to the

;

;

George Prevost himself, appears to have been satis flour and provisions in the public storehouses, five
and, pieces of cannon, eleven bo»ts, and a quantity of
fied with the vengeance that had been inflicted
in his proclamation of tlie 12th of Jaiu y, 1814, he shot, shells, and other stores
all which was either
;

;

of New
expressly declared, that for the burning
ark, ".he opportunity of punishment had occurred
that a full measure of retaliation had taken place,
and thai it was not his intention to pursue further a
system of warfare, so revolting to his own feelings,
and so little congenial to the British character, unc
less the future measures o the enemy should com-

destroyed or brought away. On the 1st instant, after having received on boa:d all that the vessels
could take, I directed the barracks and the publi?
we. then re-embarked the
storehouses to be burned
men, and proceeded to this place, where I arrived

;

With

:

yesterday."
Letter from general Henry Dearborn to the honorable
Joseph B. Varmim, a member of the senate.

answer to
which has been alreadymajor- general Wilkinson,
noticed, he transmitted a copy of the proclamation,pel

him again

to resort to it."

his

Boston, October

—

17, 1814.

Djt.ah sin
In reply to your letter of the 11th inst.
"as expressive of the determination as to his future I assure
that no
joti, in the most explicit manner,
to
line of conduct," and added, "that he was happy
public or private buildings were burned or destroylearn, that there was no probability, that any mea- ed by the troops under my command, at York, insures, on the part of the American government, Upper Canada, excepting two block houses, and one
Would oblige him to depart from it.''
or two- sheds .belonging to the navy yard. I placed
orders to
3d. The places usually called the Moravian towns a
strong guard in the town with positive
on
were mere collections of Indian huts and cabins,
prevent any plunder or depredation on the inhabithe river Retrench or Thames, not probably worth, tants ; and when leaving the place, a letter was reon the whole, one thousand dollars. The Indians ceived from judge Scott, chief justice of the supewho inhabit them, among whom were some r.otori- L- or cnurt) n w hich he expressed his thanks for the
ously hostile to the United States, had made incur humane treatment the inhabitants had experienced
sions the most cruel into their territory.
When, from our troops, and for my particular attention to the
therefore, the American army, under general Har- safetv of their persons and property. A frigate, on the
of
1813, the stocks, and a
their narison, invaded Canada on the
large stop house, containing
huts and cabins of the hostile Indians were destroy- va t s t ore s, were set on fire by the enemy, subsequent
been
has
But Uiis species of warfare
ed.
invariably t() t )eir (>ffei
f surrendering the troops and public
the
Several of the most valuable public buildr, v
pursued, by every nation engaged in war with
However
it
Indian* of the American continent.
n>..y
s colinec ted with their principal military posihe regretted on the score of humanity, it appears lo tions, were destroyed by the explosion of their mathe
still
means
of
be the necessary
and
greater
averting
which proved so fatal to our troops
and it is believed, gazine, there were
calamities of savage hostilities
strong provocations for burnalthough
been
made
have
the
would
never
the
occurrence
that
of the kind took
ing or destroying the town, nothing
subject of a charge against the American troops, if place, more than I have already mentioned, either
or
mis-undernot
betm
had
t\e fact
misrepresented
by the army or navy. Yoar's, with respectful esteem,
s.eod.
H. DEARBORN.
Many people at home, and most people
that
the
to
Moravibeen
have
led
abroad,
suppose,
Honorable Joseph B. Varmim.
a
relisettlements
of
were
the
towns
an
peaceable
gious sect of Christians, and not the abode of a
States.
1 have the honor to be, £kc.
the
hostile tribe of savages.
;

|

.

|

,

_

i

;

;

JAMES MONROE.

TiieHonorble William W. Bibb,
Chairman of the committee if foreign

relations.

Navy department, Kebroary 18, 1815.
Sni In compliance With the request of the committee of the senate, communicated to me by your
note of the 14th current, I have the honor to transmit to you, herewith, extracts from the letters of
commodore Chauncey to the secretary of the navy,
the subject of destro; ing the public store-houses

—

Navy

of

United

the first wefollowing official letter, being
the pen of the present secreiary of
ll ave seen from

The

the navy, and highly creditable to his judgment and
of ways
abilities, was transmitted to the committee
and means. It is, we think, much to be regretted,
that the lateness of the session prevented one of his
acted on. Why not have adfrom

being
suggestions
mirals as well as generals? The encouragement and
national sengradual increase of the navy is now a
timent.

lJ\'at. Int..
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the secretary of the navy to the
the house oj repre-

ways and means of

isi5.
Navy Department, February Sotn,
with your request, [have the
honor to transmitan estimate of the expences of the
an establishment,
navy, reduced to the demands of
accommodated to all the effects of the peace with
to provide for
jGrtat Britain, but at the same time
the protection of our commerce against the actual
hostilities of the dey of Algiers.
An act that proposes the reduction of an) part of
a
the naval force, is naturally accompanied with
teful recollection of the services which that force

Sir—In compliance

STATES' LOAN.
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The ffi ilia may he discharged, and the gun-boats
(with the exception provided for) and the barges
may be generally laid up or sold, as the president
deem most expedient.
The ships md vessels on the Likes,
stocks for the lake service, may also be

shall

sold, as the president shall direct.

But

or on the
laid up, or

it is

respect-

suggested, that no greater reduction of our
naval establishment ought, at this lime, to be made.
The destinies of the nation appear to be intiand
tnately connected with her maritime power
a.
prosperity; and as the creation of a navy is not
work to be quickly performed, it seems necessan
not only to cherish our existing resources, but to
augment them gradually and steadily.
The purchase of timber, the casting of guns, and
the collection of all the other materials for building
and equipping vessels of war at safe and convenient
places, are objects of the greatest importance; and
the annual construction of at least one seventy-four
fully

gr
has rendered to the nation. In the first movements
of the late war, the achievements of the navy excited
admiration and confidence throughout the United
S laics, shedding a lasting splendor upon the American ins. \ ictory has invariably lieen the result of
our naval combats with an equal force; and even
when the surrender to a superior force has proved
unavoidable-, ,t must be acknowledged by the world,
woo have gained the ship, have not always
tl u
iosi
lie glory of the battle.
gin
brave and patriotic brerating with their
'he army, the officers and crews of the
t
vessels of war have greatly contributed to
A
morable restoration of peace; and whatever
th
be the general policy of reducing ihe naval
liiaj
favorite obestablishment, it must be universally
citizens a partiject t-o secure for those meritorious
which they have conferred
in the

and two frigates

*

recommended upon principles of
as of policy. Sm .Her vessels of
as the occasions occur, but these

is

economy as well
war can be built

require time and care.
Contracts, for a supply of two hundred heavy
cannon, to be delivered at New-York, Boston, or
Portsmouth (which afford at all times an outlet on
the ocean) might be advantageously formed.
To these general views, I beg leave to add, that
an appropriation, for the purchase of the vessels
c iptured by commodore Macdonough on lake Champlain is necessary; and, as the estimated value cannot now be ascertained, the appropriation may be
made for such sum, as shall be settled and agreed
vv tn tne approbation of the president,
(,p 0n>
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, &c.
B. W. CROWNINSHIELD.
(Signed)
Hon. J. W. Eppes, chairman of the committee
of -ways and means, house of representatives.

i

•

cipation
blessings
upon heir country.
Permit me, sir, to take this opportunity of recomre
has rewinch lias
bill vvlncli
atttntion the bdl
mending to your attention
ceived the sanction of the senate, for creating the
rank of admiral in our naval service. The measure
and
is suited to the existing naval establishment,
of
appears to be necessary, not only as the means

i

our squafurnishing commanders of proper rank for
drons, but as the mettis of bestowing professional
distinction and reward upon the distinguished veteStates'
rans of the navy. It has been seen and lamented,
the
that for want of this grade of command,
Treasury Department, March 10, 1815.
gal-j
f powers, which have been
lantry of a subordinate officer could be Rewarded
j n p Ursur, nce
duly
by promotion, while his gallant superior officer must vested in ths secretary of the treasury, under an act
remain stationary.
of the congress of the United States, entitled "an
The protection of commerce against the hostili act to authorise a loan for a sum not exceeding
ties of the dey of Algiers will require that a strong eighteen millions, four hundred and fifty-two thousquadron should be stationed, as soon as practicable, sand, eight hundred dollass," approved by the prein the Mediterranean. The Algerine naval force is sident of the United States on the 3d of March, curbelieved to consist of four frigates, four corvettes, rent, proposals will be received by the secretary of
four sloops of war, and twenty gun-boats; but these the treasury from this time, until the first day of
the amount required should be
vessels will be covered and aided by the powerful
iy next (unless
To previously subscribed) for a loan to the United
batteries which defend the harbor of Algiers.
secure success in our operations, therefore, and to States, of the sum of twelve millions of dollars, or
command the general respect of the Barbary powers, any part thereof, on the following terms, and in the
it is proposed, that the American squadron shall following manner:
consist of two seventy-fours, six frigates, three 1. The proposals must state the amount to be loaned;
the rate at which the stock will be received; the
sloops of war, and six or eight small armedvessels;
instalments in winch the party will make the payand an estimate of the expence of the expedition
ments, not exceeding, for the whole, ninety days
accompanies this communication. If, however, confrom the date of the subscription, and the banks
gress should not contemplate a maritime war against
into which the payments will be made.
Algiers, and should not be disposed to increase the
naval establishment, a 'different course must be pur- 2. The payments will be received cither in money,
sued. The taree seventy-fours (of which two may
or in approved bank notes, or ill treasury notes
be soon completed for sea, at a small additional exactually issued before the 3d of March current,
under the ac*s of congress, passed, lespectivelv,
pence) should be perfected iii their guns and equipthe 30th of June, 1812, the 25th of February,
ments, and laid up in ordinary so as to be ready for
service upon the first emergency.
Four frigates
1813, and the 4th of March, 1814, at their par
should always be manned and ready for sea; and
value, with the interest accrued thereon at the
should be deemed to be in actual service, together
lime of payment. The kind of payment intended
with four sloops of war, four small armed vessels
to be made must be stated in the proposals; and
where the terms of subscription are equal, a pre(to be principally employed as dispatch vessels) and
ference will be given to offers for paying treasury
two gun-boats in each principal port.

United

j
i

j

M

Loan.
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notes, which have become due and remain unpaid, wuli an allowance of the interest upon such
notes, as well since, as before they became due.
8. Qn the failure to pay any instalment at the time
be
stipulated, the next preceding instalment shall
forfeited for the use of the United Slates.
&, Scrip certificates will be issued by the cashiers of
the banks into which the payments shall be made,
to the corporations, or persons, making the payments; the cashiers will, also, endorse the payment of tlie successive instalments; the scrip-

1815.

25th of February last the final question was decided in the senate of Massachusetts, as follows
The committee of the senate to whom were referred the resolves on the subject of the separation
of the district of Maine, and formation of a distinct
:

that it is not expedient
pass said resolves.
Upon the question of acceptance of the said report, the yeas and nays being required by one-fourth
of the senate present, were taken as follows

government therein, reported,
to

'

YEAS — Hon.

:

Israel Thorndike, Lothrop Lewis,
Francis Blake, Silas Dolman, Daniel
Sargent, Tho-

Certificates will be assignable by endorsement and
delivery; and will be funded at the loan oflice of
the state, in which the bank is situated, where

mas Stephens, Joseph Whiton, Sylvester Brownell,

Smuel

Crocker, Jacob Abbot, Wolcott I-Iubbell,
Wendell Davis, Wilkes Wood, Nathaniel Hooper,
Benjamin Adams and Moses Smith, Esqrs.— 17.
NAYS— Hon. John Howe, Mark L. Hill, Walter
Folger, jr. Joseph Bemis, William Moody, John
Holmes, Timothy Fuller, Martin Kinsley," Albion
K. Parris and Daniel Kilham, Esqrs. 10.
So the report of the committee was accepted.
Gen. Jackson. The senate of Massachusetts has
passed a vote of approbation on the conduct of the
"gen. Jackson and his brave companions," for the

the payments have been made.
For the amount loaned, stock will be issued, when
the instalments are completed, bearing interest at
6 per cent, per annum, payable quarter yearly. TIk
whole w ill be reimbursable at the pleasure of the
United States at any time after twelve years from
the last of December next; and the sinking fund is
charged with the punctual payment of the interest, and the reimbursement cf the principal, ac-

p.

18,

—

cording to contract.

defence of Orleans. The resolution states that
the holy men of the east are "impressed with a
deep sense of gratitude to Almighty God, for his
signal interposition in behalf of our country," &c.
It is, however, prefaced
by a preamble about" the injustice of the war, &c. thereby making it out that
God had taken part with the guilty and the like.
In consequence of the preamble, the
"republicans"
of the senate voted against the resolution; and
being
joined by one other person who could not swallow
lowed to any person collecting subscriptions for the the absurdity, the yeas and nays stood 15 and 15
and the preamble and resolve, together, were passpurpose of incorporating them in one proposal to the
amount of 25,000 dollars or upwards provided such ed by the casting vote of the speaker. The minority of the senate have published an elegant address
proposals shall be accepted.
to e;en. Jackson on this
A. J. DALLAS,
subject, setting forth their
reasons for voting against the resolve as connected to
Secretary of the treasury.
It is desirable-, as far as the public interest will
to reduce the amount of the treasuary note

permit,
debt, and, particularly, the portion of it, which is
due and unpaid and, therefore, an early subscription is recommended to the holders of treasury notes.
But, in order to save time and trouble, it may be
proper to observe, that the terms of the proposals
Should bear some relation to the actual fair price of
slock, in the market of Philadelphia or New-York.
A commission of one fourth per cent, will be al;

—

j

'

and complimenting the general, in
terms, on the glory of his defence of Louisiana.
The history of this proceeding is curious,
and shall be preserved with a synopsis of the debate thereon, &.c.
Resolutions complimentary to the general and
his companions in arms, were also introduced into
the general assembly of Rhode Island; and referred
to a committee to report at the next session.
The assurance and vanity of the full-blooded Englishman, have already shewn themselves in regard
to the general, and he is claimed as a quondam subject of the Guelphs, born in the county of Devon, in
England! A printer at New York has been silly
enough to give currency to a ridiculous tale; got up
by some Englishman to "ease down" his counlrvmen with the belief that Englishmen can only be
beaten by Englishmen. The story will be ardently
seized upon in England, and the prostitute press
there will fasten the falsehood on credulous John
Hull, for the double purpose of detracting from the
glory due to 'America, and of consoling himself for
the loss of six thousand men at JVeio Orleans, with
the proud belief that "British valor" only could have
the preamble,

Wax stem >>
•

S>^S

OH, THINGS INCIDENTAL TO THE LATE WAIt.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Separation or maike. The State of Massachusetts is composed of two distinct territories, commonly called "Massachusetts proper" and the "district of Maine."
They are separated from each
other by the state of New,- Hampshire. The former
contains about 40,000 square nules,and 229,000 inha
bitanls the litter, 6.000 square miles, with a population, in 1810, of 472,000 souls.
It has long been a favorite idea with some to erect
the district into a separate state. The general manners, habits and opinions of its population differ
;

more, perhaps, from i|iese of "MtgSacliusetts proper" than those of any of he "New England" states;
and it also appears as if they were naturally divided
from each other, During the fever of rebellion that
Recently raged at Boston, and reduced itself to the
Contempt ii deserved in the famous meeting at Hart1

f>rd,

the citizens of J.laine appeared
prepared for
the worst, and had determined that if ".Massachusetts proper" lifted an arm
against the union, or
took any measures to effect a separation of the states,
that they, also, would come forth, and by a convention establish a provisional government and
support
the union, and bring about a separation from Massachusetts.
to
do
the
latter
They, however, proposed
r

ypeaceubly if they could, violently if they must," and
petitioned the legislature for liberty to form a free
independent .state, according to the provisions
of the constitution of the United States! On the

uuqua

ijied

—

destroyed them!
Poor John is the most accommodating creature in
the world! He believes any thing that it suits the
views of such virtuous men as my lord Castlereagh
to impress upon his mind. In the revolutionary war,

Marquis Cornivallis laid down his arms at
York; it was thought convenient that he should imagine Washington was born in England for, who but
an Englishman should conquer so great a lord as the
A
marquis? arid so John believed right firmly.
<:
stule falsehood" of like nature and tendency, has
after

—

—
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i.
is o>-n est tblished in Boston, "for the
ij
purpose of promoting emigration to the western counThe association is composed of a consideratry."
ble number of persons of all parties, who are determined to establish a colony of their own, in that,
fairest section of our country
We put this down among the "events of theioartf

as
recently been exte lively circulated aiiu bei.eved,

John was wonder struck at our naval victories, and tor his soul could not find out how
the greater
they happened— until he was taught that
were Englishmen,
pari of the crews of our vessels
who fought so desperately because "they Inula halthat is, with a certain beliei
ter refund their neck"
that they would oc hung as traitors, if captured.
This made the whole business very plain to John,and it was no longer a mystery that our ships should
bz tt his!
The late bustle in London about the "miraculous
to our se men.

.

—

being satisfied tint

the

outrageous

proceedings

at Boston, See. gave rise to it, as we have
In the
frequently hinted at.
language of Jonathan

lately

had

livssell, "It is the pestilential atmosphere of British
And may they, in
influence from which they flee."
now their new habitations, find that perfect case, freeconception" of Joanna Soullicoat, a poor wretch,
deceased, of whom we gave some account a little dom, and real independence which was denied
while since, shews the easy credulity of the English them in the places of their nativity.
Ohio. The "true blooded Yankees" of the state
populace; ami, when that ready ..cquiescencc of mind

stimulated by national vanity, you may make
believe an union of church and state is tndisis
pensible to their happiness that old George
wiser than Solomon, or the younger George more
ch isle than Diana—oc any thing else that you please;
the more absurd lie belter, especially if it contributes to their self-pride. This it was what delighted
them with Joanna to have a new Jfessiah born in
England, would, indeed, have been a great tiling!
As to general Jackson, he is a native of North Ca-

of Ohio, with patriotic liberality, ami a due regard
to economy, have sgain assumed the payment of that
state's quota of the direct tax.
The old army To repel a slanderous assertion,
as to the officers of the oWarmy, a writer in the Baltimore Patriot mentions Pike, Scott, Macomb, Gaines
and Miller as having belonged to it. To which lie
might have added many of inferior grades, but

is

them

—

—

—

—

equally distinguished, as opportunities offered such
as Armistead, of fort M'Henry
Laiurence, of Mobile, he.
Curiosity. Among the queer things that occured during the late war, it may be proper
specially
to call up the singular fact
that the governor of
Hhode Island did actually order out and put upon
duty an army of fifteen men, after having duly consulted on the matter with the "council of -war,"
"general Martin and Christopher Fowler, esq."
II. was
not, however, thought (in the language of the governor) that this guard was "capable of resisting ayi
;

rolina.

—

The

volunteers and militia
defence of that city,
were dismissed on the 10th inst. by order of general
Floyd, of which the following is an extract
"In discharging the troops the brigadier general
cannot restrain the expression of his high approbation and admiration, of the orderly behavior and
good conduct of the officers, non-commissioiied officers and men, whom he lias had the honor to command. A patient endurance of the privations incident to the fitld, obedience to orders, and rapid improvement in discipline, are strong evidences of a
manly devotion to the government of their choice,
and the land of their nativity.
"The return of an honorable peace has, however,
arrested that laudable desire to emulate your brethren in arms, in the achievmenl of valorous deeds,
and invites your return to the rural pursuits of domestic life, carrying with you a consciousness of
having done all that your covin try required of you.
That each of you may long continue to enjoy this
inestimable blessing, and that the evening of your
lives may be cherished by the pleasing reflection,
that you have been the zealous and steady supporters
of your country's best interests, is the wish of

From Savannah

collected

Savannah

at

for the

—

—

invading foe of any considerable magnitude.'" See
his message, Vol. IV. page 169.
Effects of peach. An unfortunate man sometime
since overset his sleigh, and died in
consequence of
the bruises he received from a c mnon that he was
carrying to a certain post in ihe north. This was
The Aurora savs
charged to "Madison's -zuar."
"several unfortunate accidents have occurred to the
eastward, in firing salutes for "Madison's peace"
more guns have been fired, and more men wounded,
in Massachusetts, on these occasions, than duriirthe whole of the war.
Brownsville Blues. Among those who devote;!
themselves to their country, the Brownsville Blues

—

—

—

JOHN FLOYD,

JBrigadier gencrcd commanding.
"The Giti: it lord," lord Wellington, said publicly in
Paris ten days before the treaty of peace reached
there, that he expected orders from his government
to proceed to America
and if so he should go. If
;

he had done

would not have been improbable
that the British house of commons, during the present month, might have voted a sum of money to
erect a monument for him in Westminster- Abbey.
Our backwoods-men would have gloried at such a
mark; and his "lordship" would have stood the less
chance of escape, because, by his very name he might
so,

it

—

!

i

|

j

(

j

have expected tofrighten our "rabble" militia of the
west.

They

are a people not easily scared.

Hartford. It is stated that admiral Hot ham ex
pected to visit Hartford, bui was ordered immediate
ly to leave the coast with his squadron. Is Hartford,
because the convention met there, to become the

JLcca of Englishmen

1
-

are entitled to at least as much distinction and r< At the most gloomy period of the war,
gard as any
these mountain boys of Pennsylvania,
nearly all unmarried men, md generally persons of ample fortunes or high expectations, organized themselves into a company, and elected for their captain Valentine
Geisey, esq. after which they uniformed and equipped
themselves at their own expence, and marched for
the sea-board, to defend Baltimore, and the
places
They were met on their route, and lold
adjacent.
they might return, the immediate necessity for thern
having passed over, Sec. But they had prepared
themselves for a "winter campaign," and marched
on and offered their services to the President, ami
were accepted. They remained at Baltimore and
Annapolis until the 28lh ult. when they were honorably discharged. These gentlemen and patriots will
long be gratefully remembered by all who h.d an
opportunity to admire their fine appearance as soldiers and good manners as men.
They were about
100 strong, and a very handsome set of young fe!
full
of
and
life
lows,
spirit, wanting nothing j ]t op-

? If so, let the chair on which
the president sat Oe preserved as a relict to be
portunity to earn the laurel.
"•kissed" by "illustrious"
Hartford Convention. The general a
foreigners.
"H est ward." A "New England Emigration So- of Rhode Island has adjourned without ev ni.-mbly
pass*
l

—
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recommend and the slaughter in detail of a multitude of exhausting- the amendments to the constitution,
ed by the "grand divan," lately convened at Hartford. ed and tired fugitives, must have been the inevita-

The capitol, 8cc. The president of the United
States has appointed J. P. Van Ness, R. B. Lee,
and T. Ringgold, esquires, a board of commissioners
to superintend the rebuilding of the public edifices
in Washdestroyed by the British- Goths last August

ington city.
Desertion. Eight soldiers were shot at NashA
ville, Ten. on the 17th February for desertion.
dreadful example, perhaps, appearing necessary by
repeated offences of the kind, in consequence of the
high bounty recently allowed to recruits.
Appropriate name. Among the appropriate
names that were given to our fast-sailing vessels
during the war, that of "Catch-me-if you-can" is not
the least remarkable- She appears to be a schooner
of the "Baltimore stamp"
The boundary. From the National Intelligencer.
The following is an abstact from a letter, written by
a gentleman residing about eighteen miles from
"Eustport, and dated September 3, 1814.

—

—

—

ble consequence.

That the surrender was justified by existing circumstances, and that the misfortunes of the day is
not to be ascribed to lieut. col. Boerstler, or the detachment under his command. And the court is
unanimous in their expression of this opinion and
foregoing report of facts.
JAS. P. PRESTON,
(Signed)
President of the court of enquiry, and
colonel

22d

infantry.

Attest,

Lewis

B.

Willis, capt. V2th infantry,
unci recorder
of the court.

The opinion of the court having been approved,
honoracolonel Boerstler will
join his regiment, and
bly

resume

his

command.

By order

of the secretary of war,
I).

PARKER,

Adft. and inspector general.
General order All clothing, arms, equipments,,
for
"AJxmt eight years ago, having heard that the ''.imp equipage, &.c. which have been distributed
British claimed Moose Island, I read, with care, tln- the recruiting service, will, as soon as practicable,
"boundaries" in our treaty of '83, which, after de- be collected and transported to the nearest depot as
scribing tiie lines, &c. says, "together with all isl established for the recruiting service, viz.
ands lying within 20 leagues, &c. except such islands
No. 1. Springfield (Massachusetts) for New Hampas now are, or heretofore were, within the limits of
shire, Massachusetts, Rhode-Island and
Nova Scotia." I then procured the charter of Nova
Connecticut.
2. Greenbush, (New-York) for New- York and
Scotia, many years older than our treaty, which
New- Jersey. *
gives, after describing their western the same as our
3. Carlisle (Pennsylvania) for Pennsylvania,
eastern boundary, "all islands lying within six
Maryland and Virginia.
leagues of the main land, before described." Now,
Moose Island lies within five leagues of the main
4. Columbia (South Carolina) for North and
South Carolina and Georgia.
land either of St. Andrews or L'Etang. From that
5. Newport (Kentucky) for Ohio, Kentucky.
time I have been fully convinced, that Moose Island
Indiana and Michigan.
never did belong to the United States, but was an6.
nexed to township, No. 8, by an uninformed AmeWashington (Mississippi territory) for
rican surveyor, who supposed, as many others did,
Tennessee, Illinois and Missouri.
that they were bounded by the ship channel, which
7. New- Orleans for Louisiana.
Office-rs who have been superintending the recruitis not mentioned in the treaty. I have frequently mentioned these facts to my friends at E istport, but we ing for regiments t,"d corps, are accountable for all
always supposed the island would be ceded to the supplies which have been furnished for that service,
United Stales by some future treaty perhaps in ex- and will carry this arrangement into effect.
The commissary-general of purchases and supchange for Grand Manon, which 1 think, by a fair
construction of the treaty, belongs to the United plies will have an agent, or storekeeper, at each of
States, and has been long under the jurisdiction of those plucesj to receipt for, and take charge of the
Nova Scotia, alias New Brunswick."
public property. A duplicate receipt for all articles
Adft. and inspector generaP.s office, so 'delivered at the depot will forthwith be transmit-'"
*ed to the superintendant-general of military supFebruary 27 ih, 1$15.
General order. At 'he request of col. Charles plies, at this place, that the accounts of issues and
G. Boerstler, of th« 14th infantry, an enquiry has expenditures may be correctly settled.
been instituted relative to his command of an expeB\ order,
D. PARKER, Adjt.
dition from fort George in the summer ofl813, and
Insp. Gen.
Ma", gen. Stoving,
Y. Feb. 23.
Williamsville,
particularly of his conduct in the affair called the
"battle of the Be ,ver 1) »ms."
\h" British commander on die Niagara frontier, has
The court of enquiry have reported the following communicated to the commanding officer at Buffalo,
that he had issued an order for the cessation of hosopinion, viz.
That the march of the detachment from for> t.lities, and congratulates him on the event of
George to the Beaver Duns, 23d and 24'h June, peace between the two countries
Letter iiiom paths. Whether the opinion of the
1813, under the command of lieut. col. Boerstler,
was made in an orderly, vigilant and military man- writer of the following article will be proved correct
but they appear to
ner:
by facts developed, is doubtful:
That the personal deportment of lieut. col. Boerst- be so well founded on the character of Great Britain,
ler, in the action which followed, was that of a brave, as exemplified in the acts of her statesmen, as to
zealous and deliberate officer, and the conduct of have excited an almost universal belief of* their acthe regular officers and men under his command, curacy. It may come out, that the weak ministers of
was equally honorable to themselves and to their ungrateful Ferdinand, have made ihe assignment
alluded to; and, if so, that the British would have
country:
That a retreat from the fiel i after the force of the 'icld possession of Louisiana, if they could, will not
enemy had been ascertained, could not be justified bear to be questioned; and we should find hosts of
on any military principle; and if attempted in column, persons in the United States to justify the deed.
must have exposed the men o certain death in then- But the matter of dispute was gloriously settled by
ot
ranks, with very little means of resistance; if by Jack-son before it fairly arose, by an unheard
to subdispersion, the immediate massacre of the wounded, slaughter and defeat of the army sent out

—

'

;

'
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When leisure permits,
ing carried into effect (by means now taken,) which
serve the base purpose.
intend to collect and publish a diplomatic history of re Her ted such credit on the exertions and abilities
the various cessions of Louisiana with remarks, to of the officers then employed on the lakes. Mr.
call up a blush (if such a thing be possible) on the Kemp was not a little angry at frames of vessels
cheek of the British party in the United States, who being put up in this country, which he maintained,
not only chime' with the cabinet of St. James', but could not, without the greatest expence and difficulutter tilings that Castlereagh's modesty revolts at. ty, be carried over land or up the rapids; and
boldly
E, i tract of u letter from Faris of a late date.
asserted, that he could build twenty vessels of the
"1 congratulate you on the happy news uf peace, same description in th*t country for less expence
which you will receive by the schooner Transit; md, than one could be sent from England. As a proof
however desirous all good men are to have the trea- of the means afforded for ship building on the hikes,
he instances the building of the Inflexible,
ty ratified, some of our politicians here connected
b} captain
with England, ex press doubts whether the president Sf-h mk, which was completed from her keel being
will ratify it
and among other reasons advanced, laid to her sails being bent, manned and ready for
they state that the title to Louisiana was not volun- sea, in 28 days; sailed on the 29th, to the astonishment of lord Dorchester, sir Charles Douglas, and
tarily assigned by Spam to the late emperor of
France, and, consequently, he had no just right to thousands of spectators, and in five weeks and three
convey it to the American government. It is whis- days tfierwards was the first vessel to bring the repered among the diplomatists a1 this court, that volutionary fleet to action, one of which the sunk.
Spain has ceded East and West Florida and Loui- As shipwrights are about to proceed again to that
siana to Great Britain, .is a compensation for services place, we hope to witness similar exertions and sucrendered on the peninsula and that the object of cess.
the great armada and expedition under sirK. Tack
Hunting of Washington. In. the Britilh house of
enham, was for a permanent possession of New Or- lords, in the debate on the address in answer to the
leans, and then treat and amuse the United Slates speech, lord Grenville
(the same lord Grenville who
with ulterior negotiations as to the legitimate title
so odious to Americans as one of Mr.
v?.yi formerly
of Louisiana. Our pohti ians here pretend that the Pitt's
cabinet) described the burning of the civil
basis offered by the American commissioners to
buildings at Washington, as an act of barbarous
these of England was conformably to the peace of
warfare, inconsistent with European manners.
1783 and that if each party shall restore to each
From a Ghent paper of Dec. 25. The arrival of a
other the conquests made during the present war,
courier from London, and one from Mr.
it was all that was contemplated, as the United
Crawford,
States had no just title to Louisiana. You may American ambassador at Paris, produced several
and
without
doubt
conferences,
contributed
to accejulge, therefore, that the friends of America are
lerate the result of peace, which was
signed yesterVery anxious to hear of the fate of the gram expedition against New-Orleans.
Should the English day in the afternoon. It is easy to perceive the joy
and satisfaction of the people of this city. Accussucceed, great "apprehensions are entertained that
tomed to consider the Americans as almost erased
their conduct will be so extravagant as to induce
the president not to ratify the treaty; and this opi from the list of nations, they have seen them at
nion is fortified from the expression among the Eng- length take up and sustain the most noble attitude
as an independent people, proud of its
lish here, who say he will not ratify, and on that
patriotism, its
force and its ancient glory.
No doubt the condition
expectation great preparations are making in Engof the peace will be honorable to both
parties.
land, in order to send out ships and reinforcements
When ratified, it will contribute to add to the comfor the American coast."
mon
of
and
Holland.
prosperity
Belgium
New-London, March 3. In no place has peace
New-Orleans. "Your party rises as your, country
made so great a difference as in this, in some. rethe
author
of the " Olive Branch" Tile
sinks,"
says
Our
markets
are much raised by supplying
spects.
the British fleet (openly) to the profit of the butch- election for governor of Massachusetts is about to
take place, and the jacobin editors of Boston are
ers, farmers, &.c. but great injury of the poor, and
our little city is enlivened by the number of officers busily engaged in capturing JsTew Orleans for the
British, in a second attack made on the 24th of
from the ships gallanting and
parties of
;

;

—

;

1

—

forming

pleasure and
borhood.

amusement continually about the neigh-

—

New-York, Feb. 28. The marshal of this district
received an order this morning, to send all the British prisoners in his care to Providence,
(R. I.) where
the cartels Perseverance and Analostan are fitting
with all possible expedition to take them home, and
return with American prisoners.
[E. Post.
Status quo.
Understand, by advices from
the frontiers, that the British are
preparing to deliver up Michilimackinac,
Niagara, and the part of
Massachusetts, near Passamaquoddy, which they
have some time occupied. A discretion is left, in

— We

We have newspapers from Orleans of
February 11 the British had disappeared, and, we
know, they were at Mobile at that time.
(£j*The Boston editors had New Orleans dates
of February 3— but, as the account ofthe
capture
of that city was brought to New London
by a British officer, they charitably supposed the date
(Jan.
24) was an "error of the press"— for they know a
January.'.'

—

British officer cannot
a false report.

Frankfort,

tell

vt

falsehood

.'

!

.'

— or

fKy-J February 27.— We have

retail

seen a

from major general Thomas Shelby, dated on
the 10th at Orleans. He states that on the
day prethe late law fixing the peace establishment, to the vious
general Jackson had received intelligence that
president, which leaves him the opportunity to re- the British had 1 ft Ship Island, and were doubtless
tain any part of the
troops, should any delay lake gone home— [not, home— but to Mobile.'] He further
place on the part of the British to give lip the north- states that his troops are very sickly, these
being
ern posts, as occurred after the
seven hundred on the sick list, one-third
peace ef 1783.
nearly of
his
whole
command.
[Aurora.
They had the measels and
Vessels for the lakes. London, Dec. 3. In our
mumps among them. Great hopes were entertained
last we noticed the death of Mr.
one
of
that
the
would
soon
be
Kemp,
they
discharged.
few shipwrights who volunteered his services in CaMajor Blue lately went on an expedition from
nada, during the last American war, we feel great Mobile against the Creek
indians, and has returned
pleasure in the prospect of those active measures be- with 170
Tallagoosa prisoners.

—

/
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was arrested by the news of peace. Th°se vessels
MILITARY.
from brigadier-general James Win- would have been ready for service on the opening of
the lake.
chester to the secretary of roar, dated
Mobile, 13th February, 1815.
British seamen. This unfortunate class of men
Mobil.
on
fort
8th
instant
the
On
Sm
Bowyer,
are really to be pitied. If we have had sometimes to
the
forces
of
the
was
invested
enemy by- complain of their depredations, we have also found
by
Point,
land and water. The roaring of cannon commenced frequent occasion to extol that off-handed generosity
short in- which
with
and
die
in
continued,
eailv
morning',
distinguishes the sailor; and they are the
firmore worthy of •commendation for this, because they
tervals, day and night, until the 11th, when the
or
was
not
this
until
ceased
heard,
are so cut off from an intercourse with civil society
morning,
ing
owing to a strong N.W. wind. At 9 o'clock this that it is not to be wondered at if they should forget
morning, the weather calm, a tremendous firing of what adorns it. It is however the uniform testimony
artillery was again heard, and continued about one of all who had the misfortune to fall into the hands
hour, then ceased, or could not be heard on account of the British during the late war, that the seamen,
of the wind. I am uninformed as to the strength of compared with the soldiers, especially those who
of the enemy, but it must be considerible. Near, boasted of having belonged to Wellington's army,
or quite, 100 sail of vessels, of all sizes, were lay- conducted themselves like angels; the latter being
ing off Dolphin Island within sight of the fort. On as fiends or brutes; appearing to have received the
this island the enemy has landed a large force, as last finish of wicivilization,
by a series of barbawell as on .Mobile Point. I have thrown a detach- risms in Spain.
ment across the bay in order to effect a diversion of
The British sailor is at all times liable to be imI know' not the result yet, but have sanhis forces.
pressed; and, being so, it is about as ten to one if he
guine expectations 1 shall succeed. The garrison of does not die in "his majesty's service." A seaman's
fort Bowyer is composed of sterling materials, and life, exposed to all the vicissitudes of climate, to
will only be conquered by an overwhelming force.
all sorts of danger, fatigue and disease, besides the
but is chances of battle, cannot be
Major general M'Intosh has not yet arrived,
averaged at more than
expected in a few days so is the enemy, for he can from srven to ten years duration. I think it a fair
the Pass Heron with sm.di vessels and calculation, that a crew kept constantly on shipI am prepared
Eenetrate
oats and leave the fort in his rear.
board, as many have been, will require a number of
for him. The troops I have the honor to command recruits equal to its original force, at least once in
are in fine spirits, and full of military ardor.
seven years. A few wear out twelve or twenty years
I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, and some, perhaps, a little longer. We have heard of
several case>- of impressed Americans being detained
your most obedient,
J. WINCHESTER, Brig. Gen.
twelve or fourteen years, and one, I believe, .s long
Com. E. Sec. 7th Mil. Dis.
as seventeen. Their chance of escape is very small.
The honorable secretary of -mar.
While in their own ports, they are kept on ship-board,
The above is the latest information (says the Na- and guarded like criminals; and, if in foreign countional Intelligencer of Thursday last) we have from tries they are ordered io land, are so guarded by
the Mobile, and was received last Saturday. We the soldiers, that few get off. The doctrine, divide
shall not hear from that quarter again probably for et impera, is no where so scrupulously attended to
The officers
several days. The rumor published yesterday, as as on board a British vessel of war.
extracted from a private letter from Savannah,* there teach the sailors to hate the marines (or soldiers)
is some reason to fear may be true, as the fact of fort and the marines to hate the sailors; contriving many
Bowyer (not, we think. Mobile) being taken, though unmanly things to keep up a constant excitement,
it cannot have been taken, as is statad, by surprize
so that they despise each other most cordially. Here
but, if taken, most likely by storm. The overwhelm- is the balance of power and the poor fellows, sufferat that point
ing naval force of the pseudo enemy
ing their petty passions to govern, become subserwe entertain on the subject. vient to their own degradation and slavery, which is
justifies us in the fears
The news of the peace probably reached Mobile also enforoed by a vigor of discipline that few perBut there will be terrible
about the 1st instant, and not before.
sons have an idea of.

Capu of a

letter

—

—

;

;

NAVAL.

—

—

work some day in the British fleets it is impossible
If
sixty pub- that this state of debasement can last for ever.
of
letters
besides
Bonaparte, for his miscriptions, deserved his fall,
not less than 600 the British
alike merits it for their im-

(^We have yet at sea, between^//!/ and

and private armed vessels,
marque, carrying in the whole
government
is now
pressments; and those dear friends of freedom who
guns, with 6 or 7000 gallant fellows, and it
had
news
of
we
The
since
more than a month
peace.
rejoiced at the one, should also hold themselves
names of most of these vessels, and other particu- prepared to make orations and give feasts in honor
lars respecting them, shall be inserted in our next- of the other. Let them be consistent.
We have been led to these remarks by observing
Before they return, they will add greatly to our
the following cases like which have been frequently
prize list, now more than 1500.
The United States' schooner Transit, with a copy mentioned in this work:
Thirteen seamen deserted from the barges which
of the treaty signed at Ghent, arrived at New-London on the 1st instant, alter a very boisterous and brought the British officers on shore on the '2nd of
tedious passage.
March, at New-London in consequence, the admiral
Six hundred carpenters at Sachet fs Harbor, had had ordered the boats of the squadron should not
made great progress in the budding of a ship to land again; and the elegant packet sloop Cordelia,
carry 98 guns and another for 74, when the work captain Taber, had been chartered to bring the officers on shore when they wished to come and convey
*Savaxxau, March 5. "1 have advice from Ame- them back again.
lia this evening, of Mobile being taken by the BriA letter from Boston dated March 2, says "A
British officers reported at Amelia captain of one of the English transports from Castish by surprize.
the arrival of an English frigate at Cumberland from tine, arrived in town this morning to procure EngAdmiral Cochrane lish sailors to man his vessel, his original crew
Mobile, with the intelligence
was exppcled daily with h'rs fieet and trcops at having deserted since the arrival there, which \vaiS

lic

—

—

—

(
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at the time the troops were landed.
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— Last night, about half past nine

nity of closing. At 6, the brig having displayed
British prisoners, confined here on English colors, we hoisted our Hag, wore lound, and
board of the prison-ship, succeeded in cutting a bole gave her the larboard broadside (being at this time
Salein, S\Tavch 3.

o'clock,

some

through her bows, and eight precipitated through, within grape distance) which was returned, and the
of the guard on deck. Several action commenced within the range of musketry. At
muskets and pistols were discharged at them to no 6 4, captain Allen was wounded, and the enemy shot
effect. They made their way over the ice in North away our main braces, main spring stay, gaff, and
The alarm bell being rung the citizens trysailmast. At 6 8, captain Allen, being much
River.
turned out in pursuit of them, when two of the exhausted by the loss of blood, was taken below. At
number were secured in North Fields, about half a 6 12, lost our spritsailyard and the principal part of
mile from the ship the Others have not been heard the standing rigging on the larboard side of the
of.
This is the third attempt they have made to foremast, At this time I received a wound on the
escape since the news of the peace. .1 number on head from a grape shot, which for a time rendered
board have declared (heir intention never to embark me incapable of attending to duty, and was carried
below. I had, however, the satisfaction of recollectfor England.
on my recovery, that nothing which the most
Providence, (It 1.) March 11. The cartels Per- ing
exertions could effect would be left undone
severance, capt, Dill, and Analostan, capt. Smith, are gallant
lieutenant W. II. Allen, jun. who succeeded to
under sailing orders, and will proceed with all possi- by
ble dispatch to Halifax.
The former will take the the command of the deck. Lieutenant Allen reports,
at 6 14, the enemy being in our weather quarter,
British prisoners at Salem, and the latter those at
off for the purpose of getting under our
this place.
Repeated attempts to escape from the edged but the
stern,
Argus luffed close to with the mainprison ship in our river, have compelled the Marand giving him a raking broadside
shal to procure two of our gun vessels from New- topsail aback,
frustrated his attempt. At 6 18, the enemy shot
porl as guards boats, and no apprehensions need now
away our preventer main braces and maintopsail
be entertained by the inhabitants.
yard; and the Argus having lost the use of her afteris British freedom
such
the
of
Bri[Such
loyalty
sails, fell off before the wind, when the enemy suctish tars
such the felicity of being under the go- ceeded in
passing our stern, and ranged up on the
vernment of the "fast anchored isle !" I am lost in starboard sid^. At 6
25, the wheel ropes and runastonishment at the eulogies on that terrible despotning rigging of every description being shot away,
ism. The very Turks exult at the prospect of "home the
became unmanageable; and the enemy,
and country" the British sailor risks his life to not Argus sustained
any apparent damage, had it
hiving
a
It
to
them
has
return
no
it
an
is
escape
parallel
completely in his power to choose a position, contithat
thus
rends
asunder
all
the
atrocity by itself
nued to play upon our starboard quarter, occasionties of tile heart to nation, kindred and friends ! Venally shifting his situation until 6 30, when I returned
will
for
Gon
is
come,
geance
just.]
to the deck, the enemy
being under our stern, withThe Wast. There is a report in a Bermuda paper in pistol shot, where he continued to rake us until
that the Castilian, of 18 guns, was seen with the 6 38, when we prepared to board, but, in conseWasp "in tow;" having captured her. Though we quence of our shattered condition, were unable to
are without information from this interesting vessel effect it; the enemy then passed our broadside and
for a considerable time, we venture to
took a position on our starboard bow. From this
say, that this
report is not true. The Castilian is only of the same time until 6 47, we were exposed to a cross or raking
force as the Wasp. The lieutenant of the Severn fire, without being able to oppose but little more
frigate (off Charleston) has stated that the Wasp than musketry to the broadside of the enemy, our
was captured; but by a frigate. We fear it may jguns heing much disabled and seldom brought to
be so.
The Argus having now suffered much, in hull
jbear.
The Aitous. At length we have an official ac- jand rigging, as also in killed and wounded, among
the former of whom (exclusive of our
gallant capcount of the capture of the United States' brig Artain) we have to lament the loss of two meritorious
gus. It appears, contrary to what was heretofore
young officers in midshipmen Delphy and Edwards;
stated, that she was captured by one vessel of a and
being exposed to a galling fire, which from the
superior force.
enemy's ability to manage his vessel, we could not
Copy of a letter from lieutenant Watson, 1st of the avoid, I deemed it necessary to surrender, and was
taken possession of by H. B. M. sloop the Pelican, of
late United States'
sloop Argus, to the secretary of,
the navy, dated
twenty- one carriage guns, viz. sixteen 32-pound
carronades, four long 6's, and one 121b. carronade.
Norfolk, March 2d, 1815.
Sm Circumstances during iny residence in Eng- I hope this measure
will meet your approbation, and
land having heretofore prevented my attention to the that the result of this
action, when the superior size
piinful duty which devolved on me by the death of and metal of our opponent, and the fatigue which
my gallant commander, captain William H. Allen, of the crew, 8tc. of the Argus underwent from a very
the late United States' brig Argus. 1 have now the
rapid succession of captures is considered, will not
honor to state for your information,
that, having be thought unworthy of the flag under which we
landed the minister plenipotentiary (Mr. Crawford) serve.
and suite at L'Qrient, we proceeded on the cruise
I have the honor to enclose a list of the killed and
which had been directed by the
department, and wounded, and feel great satisfaction in reporting the
after
capturing twenty vessels (a list of the names general good conduct of the men and officers engagand other particulars of which I have the honor to ed on this occasion, and
particularly the Zealand
enclose), being in hit 52, 15, north, long. 5, 50, west, activity displayed by lieut. Allen, who you will obon the 14th August, 1813, we discovered at 4 serve tor a time commanded on deck.
o'clock, A. M. a large brig of war standing down
I have the honor to
be, sir, with great respect,
under a press of sail upon our, weather
quarter, the your obedient servant,
wind being at south, and the Argus close hauled on
W. H. WATSON,
the starboard tack, we immediately prepared to reLate 1st lieut. U. S. brig Argils.
ceive her; and at 4 30, being unable to
get the wea- Hon. B. W. CiiowNiNsitiLu^
ther gage, we. shortened sail and
Secretary of the Navv,
gave her opportudirectly tuuli'v the fire
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the killed and -wounded on board squadron and gained fast on the chase; about half
the United States brig Argus, William H. Allen, past 2 the squadron was eight or nine miles astern,

Copy of a return of
esq.

when the President commenced

commander.

Killed— Richard Delphy, midshipman; William

guns.

The

firing her stern
President used every exertion to escape,

W. Edwards, do.; Joshua Jones, seamen; William by wetting her sails,- throwing
Gard- spars, provisions, &c. to lighten
Finly, do.; William Knovvlton, do.; George

overboard boats,
her, but the supe-

of the Endymion being evident, and that
she gained rapidly on the President, an action became unavoidable. The President made an attempt
to cross the Endymion's bow, and gave a
raking
broadside; this manoeuvre was defeated by the Enthe
same
modymion putting- up her helm nearly sit
ment, and thereby brought the two ships on a parallel line of
The action then commenced (at
sailing.
half past 5) at about musket shot, and continued
until 8 o'clock, when the President ceased
firing and
shewed a light; she then shot a little ahead; Endymion turned hands up, bent new courses, repaired
other damages, and was soon again in nearly her
former position, when the Pomone and Tenedos
came up and their beats took possession; the whole
of the Endymion's boats having been destroyed.
On boarding the President the loss was found to
be upwards of 100 killed and wounded, of a complement of 525 men; the first, third and fourth lieuts.
rior sailing

ner, do.

DIED OF THETR WOUNDS.

William H. Allen, captain; James White, carpenJoseph Jourdan, boatswain's mate; Francis Eg-

ter:

gart, seamen; Charles Backster, do.

Wousdkb.- William

H. Watson, 1st lieutanant;

Colin McLeod, boatswain; John Sniffer, carpenter's
mate; John Young, quarter master; John Nugent,

seamen; James Hall, do.; Joseph Allen, do; John
Eaddon, do; George Starbuck, do; William Hoventon, do.; John Scott, 1st. do.; John Scott, 2d do.
The Chasseur. By a vessel lately arrived from

West Indies, we have

—

the following article
of five sail of English vessels, and two
Dutch ships, had just arrived at Cape Henry they
were part of a fleet of ten sail under the convoy of
a sloop of war, which was attacked by the privateer
The
brig CHASSEUR, captain Boyle, of Baltimore.
above sloop of war would have been taken by the
Chasseur, had not one of the convoy, a frigate built and six midshipmen were killed, commodore Decamistaken tur and the sailing master wounded, and the ship
ship, engaged the privateer, which being
riddled in her hull, and the masts badly
by the Americans for a frigate, they gave up the con- completely

the

A

fleet

;

test.

wounded.
Endymion's

—

loss was 11 killed and 15 wounded
not an officer of the number. The principal damage
she sustained was in her sails and rigging.
New-York, March 6, 1815.
"In my official letter of the 18th January, I omitThe day after the action, a dreadful gale comted to state, that a considerable number of my kill- menced from the N. E. The squadron separated in
ed and wounded was from the fire of the Pomone, the night, and between 12 and 1 the Endymion's
and that the Endymion had on board, in addition to main and foremast went by the board, in consequence
her own crew, one lieutenant, one master's mate and of the rigging, where it had been knotted giving
50 seamen belonging to the Saturn, and when the way; notwithstanding this disaster, by the exertions
action ceased, was left motionless and unmanageable of her officers and crew, the wreck was soon cleared,
until 'she bent new sails, rove new rigging and fish- and in the course of the day, altho' in a tremendous
ed her spars, nor did she join the squadron until six sea, in the gulf stream, and in a continued gale of
hours after the action, and three hours after the sur- wind, she was completely masted and rigged, and
render of the President. My sword was delivered proceeded for Bermuda. On her voyage she experito captain Hays, of the Majestic, the senior officer of enced a gale more severe than the former one, which
the squadron, on his quarter deck, which he with lasted three days.
I have the
The action was chiefly within pistol shot, and
great politeness immediately returned.
honor to enclose you my parole, by which you will many of the Endym ion's shot went thro' both sides
was of the President; which was not the case in a single
perceive the British admit that the President
captured by the squadron. I should have deemed it instance on board of the Endymion.
cannot conclude without expressing our adunnecessary to have drawn your attention to this document, had not the fact been stated differently by miration of the superior conduct of captain Hope,
the Bermuda Gazette on our arrival there, which his sificers and ship's company, not only during but
statement, however, the editor was compelled to re- subsequent to the action; by their valor they have
tract through the interference of the governor and proved that whenever the enemy may be opposed
some of the British officers of the squadron.
by any of our ships of similar weight of metal, al*•
The great assiduity of Dr. Trevett, and sur- though far inferior in number of guns, the latter
geon's mates Dix and Wickes, to the wounded, me- must be successful; and conyinced the world, that a
The only officer badly British frigate of the same class as the Endymion,
rit the highest approbation.
wounded is midshipmen Richard Dale, who lost a when well manned, is a match for any one deck ship
leg, a circumstance to be particularly regretted, as in the universe; and the extraordinary circumstance
lie is a young man possessed of every quality to make of
turning the hands up to bend sails immediately
a distinguished officer."
after the conclusion of so severe an action, is in itself
The following is, we presume, the article alluded to a higher panegyric on their coolness and discipline
by the gallant commodore in the preceding and than language can express.
for which the amende honorable was made.
(^[The above is full enough of falsehood to rark
as a "British official."}
From the Bermuda Jioval Gazette EStlra.
Further particulars of the capture of the late United
Thursday, January 26.
From a Norwich, Con.
States' frigate President.
have been politely favored with the following
statement, which we hasten to present our readers.
paper.
The first accounts of the capture of the President,
At 7 in the morning of the 15th January, the U.
Suites' frigate President, was discovered nearly were substantially correct. She first saw the British
within gun shot of the Majestic steering to the ships at day light, directly astern of her, and knowc istward under a press of sail.
The squadron, con- ing them of course to be enemies, crowded all sail
but owing to the misfortune which she
sisting of the Majestic, Endymion, Pomone and to escape
Terieaos, gave chase; the Endymion passed the sustained the night before of beating on the bar ofT

Extract of a

letter

to the secretary

from commodore Stephen Decatur

of the navy, dated

—

We

—

—
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—
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laden with water and pro- great expression. Point out to me, if you can, Mr:
visions for a long cruise, and not having her proper Printer, such noble language from any British comtrim, the enemy's leading ship the Endymion suc- mander, during the American war.
This very expression will confound the naval unceeded in getting along side -of her, and brought her
to action about sunset. Both ships were under a derstanding of Great Britain. Indeed— this is abso-

New- York, being deeply

press of sail. The Endymion was disabled and silenced and the President, when she finally struck
to the Pomone and Tenedos, was carrying royal
to effect her escape.
Studding-sails, still endeavoring
Remaining two hours on the bar was the primary
cause of the loss of this noble ship for had she
passed over without difficulty she would have been
ou of sighl of the British ships before day light.
T le President, after her capture, lost all her
masts by the board in a violent gale of wind, and arrivVl at Bermuda, under jury masts on the 28th
January just a fortnight from the dale of her sailing from New-York. The Endymion arrived two
days before, with the- loss of her fore and main masts
f consider tdily above deck by woundsJ and bowsprit.
;

—

and none but an American
lutely a new language
hero could have conceived it.
!

Speaking of a British frigate of equal, if not superior force, he talks— yes, he talks as if it was noAnd what
the wonder ou
thing to beat one

stamps

!

new language, he did
"Throw her out of the combat
the squadron could come up."
this

before the rest of

For what, let me ask, was "the rest of the
squadcoming up r Why to help Aye, to help And
must, then, a British frigate have help to fight an
American one of equal force ?— Europe look to this.
Was ever such an idea elicted by a French, Spanish, or any other naval commander ?
No. Well
then, what will Europe say to this ?
Won't it say
Her officers ungenerously represented that the Pre- America has astounded us. This "throwing out of
sident had been fairly captu ed by the Endymion combat," has really astounded us. There is somealone which caused great exultation and rejoicing thing new in this expression, that raises the
imagiat Bermuda.
This, however, was of short duration. nation and puzzles us almost as much as the act itThe truth, though slow, at length prevailed and it self.
Mr. Editor, I hope some more able writer will
was finally admitted, that although an American friin the mean time I'll bid
gate had struck her colors, it was to the fearful take up the subject
you
odds of Jour to one.
good bye— with once more saying England look about
The killed and mortally wounded on board the thyself.
President was 22, wounded and recovering, about 40.
Reading, Pennsylvania, March 8.
A letter from JVew London to the editor of the
Th- Endymion's loss, according to the report of the
N?w York Columbian, says,— "I saw two American
British officers, was 1 1 killed and 14 wounded.
The urave commodore received a severe contusion seamen, apparently candid and intelligent men, who
on the breast which knocked him down and we were landed on Saturday evening, from the razee, on
understand he has not yet entirely recovered from board of which they had been six weeks prisoners.
They said that upwards of one hundred men were
bhe effects of it.
The lamented lieutenant Babbit, first of the Pre- sent from the Saturn to the Endymion to assist in
He fighting the President, and that when the remains
sident, was from Brookfield, Massachusetts.
was mortally wounded early in the action by a round of them returned, they were received with huzzas
shot in the thigh, which shattered it so dreadfully for taking the frigate, although she was two leagues
that he expired in about an hour.
He was in his distant from the Endymion when she struck yet
2-V'h year, and was
esteemed one of the best the English crews pretended to believe the President
ron

!

!

—

—

—

;

—

—

justly

surrendered to the frigate."

officers in the service.

Recapture. The following appears in a Boston
(4th) served on the gun deck,
and was instantaneously killed towards the close of paper, said to have been received from a Mr. Leeds,
the action, by a 241b shot, which struck him in the lately released from the Saturn razee, off" New-Lonabdomen, and cut him in pieces. He was the son don. The Saturn, on the 26th January, recaptured a
of P.'iil Hamilton, esq. of Sou^h Carolina, late secre- brig, prize to the Lawrence of Baltimore. Th brig,
when captured by the Lawrence, had a
tary of the navy, and was a youth of such gentlemanprize-master,
mate and three Frenchmen
ly deportment and amiable manners, as to win and
(part of the crew of
retain the esteem of all who knew him.
He was a the Lawrence) put on board. Shortly after, the
great favorite in the navy and will be long affecti- Frenchmen, assisted by the former captain, retook
in doing which
they killed the prize-masonately remembered by many, both in and out of the the^brig;
service.
Mr. Hamilton was a midshipman on board ter's mate and one man. After having possession
the United States, when that ship took the Macedo- of her three days, they gave her up again to the
One of them, (a mulatto) however,
nian, and was the officer who had the honor of bear- Americans.
refused to submit and jumped overboard.
ing her colors to the city of Washington.
Every
Lieut. Howell (5th) lost his life by a splinter, effort was made to save h'im, but without effect. The
which struck him on the head and fractured his other two are now on board the Saturn. The brig
skull.
He was from V. ew-Jersey and was, like was afterwads recaptured as before stated.
The British force before J\'ew London, March 4,
Hamilton, a most excellent and exemplary youth.
We understand that in this trying engagement, was one 74, one razee, three frigates, one sloop of
war and three brigs. It was understood that admithe crew of the President behaved most
nobly. The
ral Hotham had received orders to leave
marines in particular, under lieut.
the station
Twiggs, acquitted themselves with the highest honor.
immediately.
Li^ut. Hamilton

—

—

British fiuoate Eniiymiox.

From the Aurora.
the British squadron (among which was the
above vessel) was chasing commodore Decatur, he
Legislature of Connecticut.
says, speaking of the Endymion, which had got An act to secure the
rights of parents, masters and
within gun shot, that
Guardians.
"I fell satisfied that I should be enabled to throw
Be
it
declared and enacted by the governor and
§1.
him out of the combat, before
they (meaning the council and house of representatives in general court
rest of the
squadron) could eome up."
That
the power assumed by
assembled,
congress
Greatness of soul prompted this expression this of
disabilities of minors to make
removing the

When

_

—

legal
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contracts, and investing them with that capacity in.
order to enable them to enlist at pleasure into the
army of the United States and thereby annul the
most important relations in society, is repugnant to
the spirit of the constitution of the United States,
and an unauthorised interference with the laws and

rights of tli is state.
$2. Be iifurthe- enacted, That if any person knowing any one to be a minor, shall persuade him to
depart from this state, with intent to enlist into the
army of the United States without the consent of
lis parent, guardian and master, on conviction there]

of before the supreme court shall be sentenced to
pay to the treasury of this state a fine not exceeding
live hundred dollars or to be imprisoned not exceeding one year.
§3. Beitfurther enacted, That if any person knowing any one to be a minor, shall enlist him of cause
him to be enlisted into the army of the United States
without the consent of his parent, guardian and
master, and such minor shall within one month after
such enlistment be removed out of this state, so
that the remedy by writ of habeas corpus before the
judicial tribunals of this state cannot be had, the
person so enlisting such minor or causing him to be
enlisted, on conviction thereof before the superior
court shall be sentenced to pay to the treasury of
this stnte a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars.
§ 4. Be it further enacted, That if any person
shall publish, issue forth or fix up any written or

printed card, advertisement, notification, or other
instrument, wherein or whereby a minor is specially
invited or encouraged to enlist into the army of the
United States, without the consent of his parent,
guardian or master, or shall knowingly suffer any
such card, advertisement, notification, or other instrument to be fixed up in his or her house, store or
shop, or upon any part thereof,such person on conviction before the county court, tor the county in which
the offence shah be committed, shall be sentenced to
pay a fine not exeedingone hundred dollars, into the
treasury of such county, or to be imprisoned not exceeding three months.
§. 5. Be itfurther enacted, That all breaches of this
act shall be prosecuted and sued for, by information;
and it shall be the duty of the states' attorn ies in
their respective counties, and of all other informing
officers to prosecute to effect all breaches of this act.
General assembly, special session,
Junua.ru 815.

18,

181.1

for such writ is
illegally confined or deprived of h>sr
personal liberty.
§3. Be it further enacted, That
any officer or other
proper person, to whom any writ of habeas corpus,
may be directed to serve and return, shall receive
and make due service of the
same, by putting into
the hands of the
person who has the "custody of the
body of the person directed to be brought up on
said writ, a true and attested
copy of the same, and
make immediate return of said writ with his doings
thereon, on pain of forfeiting to and for the use of
the person so held in
custody, fifty dollars.
§4. Be it further enacted, That if
any person having the custody of the body of the person of any
one directed to be
brought up on a writ of habeas
corpus, duly served, shall fail or neglect to bring up
the body according to the command in the
writ, or
shall refuse to
accept the copy offered in service of
the same, or shall in
any way fraudulently avoid
bringing up the body according to the command in
said writ, or having
brought up the body, shall neglect or refuse to make a'return of the cause of desuch
taining
person, so held in custody, shall be
deemed guilty of a contempt of court, and be punished accordingly ; and also forfeit and
pay to the
person, so held in custody, two hundred dollars.
Be
it
§5.
further enacted, That any court or judge
before whom a writ of habeas
corpus may be returned for trial, shall examine the truth and
sufficiency
of the return, and speedily do, what to law and
justice may appertain in the
premises.
General assembly, special session,
January, 1815.

SYLVAN US BACKUS,

Speaker of the
Bouse of Representatives.

JOHN COTTON SMITH,
Attest,

Governor.

Thomas Dat,

Secretary.
[The legislature of Connecticut before it ended its
a
vote
of approbation on the
special session, passed
proceedings of the Hartford Convention, and, to shew
the love of the people for "steady habits,"
they adopted all the changes of the constitution of the United
States recommended by that most miserable assemblage; which, with its proceedings, is consigned to
the execration of the world.
may be add to the preceding laws, a vote of
the town of Hartford. The people of that

We

peaceable
place passed a law wherein it was enacted that each
and every person (except members of the governors
guards and the militia) carrying a fag or colors,
SYLVANUS BACKUS, Speaker of the drumming or playing onany martial instrument within
House of Representatives. certain limits, which include all the populous parts,
JOHN C. SMITH, Governor. and almost the whole area of the citv, shall forfeit
and pay each the sum of thirty four (hilars for each
Titrt.HAs Day, Secretary.
Attest.
fTj'The legislature of Massachusetts also passed offence; and also prescribing, under severe penalties,
where rendezvous or recruiting offices shall not be
an act somewhat similar to the preceding.
opened.
The United States' officers had determined to
An act to provide for issuing the writ of Habeas
treat this law with the contempt it so
Corpus.
richly deservbut the intervention of peace prevented the con§1. Be it enacted by the governor and council and ed
house of representatives, in general court assembled, summation of the folly of the fools (or something
That any judge of the superior court, or the court worse) who made it.]
of common pleas when in session, or the chief justice thereof, when the said court is not in session,
is hereby authorised to issue the writ of habeas
FROM THE RICHMOXP E>'U,UJKKIl.
corpus, and proceed thereon according to law
Some notice of the life and character of general
and when any trial thereon shall be before a single
judge, the court fee shall be two dollars, and when Jackson will be desirable at this time to the readers
before any court in session, there shall be paid no of your columns The distinguished post heat present occupies, the honorable manner in which he
Court fee.
§2. Be it further enacted, That any court or judge, has brought the Creek war to a termination, the unhaving power to issue a writ of habeas corpus, shall exampled enthusiasm which he has instilled into
do the same upon a proper iffidavil mu '-' "."•' any his army in defence of the nation and the confishall allege that they
lie has
every where obtained, through
persori, in which he or she
ve-|dence which
tlw pcrsoa on whose account they pray this vast country, has excited much curiosity on
>-ily believe

—

—

Major-General Jackson.

;

—

—
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the part of the public, to become more intimately derstood that Russia insists on the restoration of
The writer of the Crisis will] Poland under her exclusive auspices. Prussia fh.es
acquainted with him
us far as in his power this anxiety for infor- not oppose this measure, but insists on the entire
gratify
mation concerning a man whose life will constitute, acquisition of Saxony. Austria and England indiand has constituted already, an important epoch, rectly oppose these views, and act in concert. The
General Andrew movements of the former indicate a determination
in the history of our country.
Jackson was, as I am told, born in North -Caiolina, to retain under her dominion the late kingdom of
where he received a liberal education, and at an ear- Italy, and the provinces lately pertaining to the
He was French empire in that country, and the; Illyria, Dally age commenced the practice of the law.
His speeches at matia, &.c. while the latter is employing all her inestei med eminent in his profession
the bar were always considered nervous and admired fluence in the consolidation of the military strength
for the perspicuity of the style
he was pointed out of North Germany, Holland and Belgium with the
to me, in Knoxviile, as an elegant scholar.
In early same views both these powers seem desirous to cultivate the best understanding with the king of Nalife lie was pour, his industry soon made him rich
generous and brave in his disposition, he was es- ples, whose military establishment is reported to
teemed by all who knew him and his influence soon surpass 80,000 men, and to be on the best footing of
became extensive lie was elected a member of the organization and equipment.
"The unsettled state of public affairs in France ;
Tennessee convention, and had a large share in the
formation of he constitution of that state. On the her deranged finances the general discontent of the
admission of Tennessee into the union as a sister military; and the imbecility of the actual governstate, he was elected to the house of representatives, ment of that country, have prostrated all her influunfrom winch he was subsequently transferred by the ence in the great political concerns of Europe
legislature of Tennessee to the senate of the United der such circumstances, all the talents and intrigue
States.
This last station he occupied until he was of her minister Talleyrand, cannot raise her above
appointed a judge of the supreme court of law and a secondary consideration at Vienna. The illustriequity of Tennessee, which last named office he ous exile of Elba continues to excite the interest
held for several years. On giving up this appoint- and speculation of all Europe.
ment which he filled with honor to himself and ad- "It would be difficult to describe the interest which
vantage to his country he turned his attention to the continent of Europe has taken in the events which
the military art and soon rose to tlie rank of major- have happened in America during the last year.
general of militia In the capacity of an officer at Long accustomed to receive all their impressions of
the head of an army, comment is unnecessary ; he America, and all their accoun<s of the events of the;

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

i

;

:

—

—

—

—

has appeared and yet appears covered with glory
the laurels with which he has decked his country's
standard will bloom for ages. His person remains
to be noticed.
He is tall, thin and spare, but muscular and hardy, with an eye
quick and penetrating
I have
frequently seen gen. Jackson, such was the
his
impression
appearance made in my mind, that I
have said to myself he is a man of iron
Adversity
can make no impression on a bosom braced
by such
decision and firmness as is visible in his face and manners.
Let not the reader conclude from this that he
is
haughty, distant and imperious quite the conIt is true he
trary.
sports not with the feelings of
Others—and no one is permitted to wound his with
but
then
he
is
impunity
gay, communicative and
liberal, and the more you know him, the more
you
admire and indeed love him. To be a
patriot, a soldier and a gentleman, is sufficient to secure the inviolable friendship of this
highly distinguished citizen.
To the poor lie is liberal, to the unfortunate
charitable, to the humblest private he is mild and

—

—

—

;

war, immediately from England— the glorious affair
of Chippewa, of Niagara falls, of fort Erie, of Lake
Champtain, and the retreat of governor Prevost from
the "new line of demarcation," all of which were
correctly reported and understood in Europe, opened their eyes, and the people of the continent were
no less amazed than delighted at the gallantry \nd
skill displayed by American commanders and American soldier's.
The names of our naval and military
heroes are in the mouths of every one. Front regarding us as a people about to be conquered by the
enormous undivided power of Great Britain, the
news from America began to be looked for with anxiety.

"Victories gained by Americans were reviewed as
events of course, and their sympathies and admiration were completely enlisted in our behalf.
The
American name stands high in the estimation of
every country not immediately connected with Great'
Britain, and in

France especially, where, (notwithstanding- her claims of gratitude on that redeemed
tender, to the base and disaffected to his country people, for so long maintaining, and at last restoring
stern and
unbending and yet just. He is now about to them their beloved Louis) to be known as an Amefifty-five, but he has a juvenility of appearance that rican is sufficient to ensure a stranger the courtesy.,
would make him ten years
The
is and even the caresses of
of the

youngar.
general
every part
community.'''
John Ferguson, esq. has been appointed mayor of
married, bat has no children. If in the field and at
the head of armies in battles we
the daunt- the city o*' New York, in place of Dewit Clinton, esq.
less soldier; we love the man who
The mayorship of New York* is, perhaps,
at home, and in removed.
retirement, is hospitable and friendly, and in this the most lucrative office in the Unit-d States.
The
particular the general is pre-eminentl'\ conspicuous. salary of the president is
higher, to be sure, than
AUTHOIt or THE CllISIS.
the perquisites of the
mayoralty has ever amounted
^^^
dZT General Coffee is a native of
to (said to have been as
otto'wciij count?/,
high as #2, ,000 per annum)
Virginia.
but when the difference of the establishments which
must be kept is considered, the latter will certainiv
appear much the most lucrative. In fact, the pies'ident's salary is really too little to
pay the expt-ncts
An intelligent passenger in the
Transit, very po- he must incur from his official
situation, if lie lives
litely furnished the editors of the Mercantile Ad
like a gentleman. It is believed that the four
vertiser with the
presifollowing observations relative to dents we have had, all
plain and very moderate men.
thesituation of the
powers, viz.
taken together, have not
European
supported their household
the congress of Vienna was still in
existence, with the salaries allowed then.
which is not equal
thougl it was believed there was no
in the
le to the amount
harmony
frequently given in England, in sineview.-, o
of the
It is un
grejit powers composing it.
cure Offices^ to purchase a vote in

adWe

i
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The following U. S. vessels are now in port— Independence, 74; Washington, 74; United States, 44;
Guerriere, 44; Java, 44; Macedonian, 38; Congress,
36; Constellation, 36; John Adams, 24; Alert, 20;
18; RatErie, 18; Ontario, 18; Epervier 18;
tlesnake, 14; Borer, Aligator, Nonsuch and Ferret
schooners of 8 guns each; with a large number of
gun boats, &c. To the above may be added, the
light vessels lately purchased by government, for
flying cruizers.

New-York, Feb.

27-

— Com.

—

their independence.

Naples.

They

w

11

rendezvous and

sail

from

are to carry the ransom and tribute

Algiers

!

— Columbian

Boston.

money

to

Macedonian is now warping down the
London, together with the United
prepare for sea. Several officers from the
British squadron, have been on board of them since
the peace. The British squadron are under sailing
The

frigate

river, to
States, to

New

We

hope

it is so.

— A late London pr.per says — "Murat

is re-

cognized king of Naples by all the European powers,
except France and Sicily. The pope has also sanctioned the title. His title is now Joachim I.
king of
^„^ a
„ °" -7.
°°
coronation, called himself

sail, viz.

squadron

1815.

depreciation of 63 per cent, and few or no purchases
made at that—fears are entertained that manv of the
wealthy merchants of that kingdom are about to'
emigrate to the "transatlantic United States of the
Hispano .Americans." cO*We are much at a loss for
certain
intelligence of the present state of the Spanish provinces in America but it seems
agreed in
th:it
Spain
all, or nearly all of them, have effected

Porter's squadron of 5

the Spitfire, Firefly, Flambeau, Spark and
Torek, brigs and large schrs. completely equipped
in the American style, are nearly ready for sea at the
navy-yard, and will probably sail the moment the
limitation by treaty permits them to proceed.
The first squadron. The Constellation is hourly
expected here from Norfolk, and the Guerriere soon
from Philadelphia; and the whole squadron sails
from this port for the Mediterranean. The second

18,

'

!

,

?£";

**%*
tW0 S,cihes

,l
kl "^ ° f lhe

t'

"

Charleston, jMarch 6.— The United States schooner Alligator, sailing master
Ashbridge, arrived here
on Saturday evening, in three
days from Cumberland Island, where she had been with a
despatch
from mnjor-general Pinckney,
announcing to admiral Cockburn the cessation of hostilities.
Admiral Cockburn had received no despatches d'te ct from his government on the
subject of peace,
and intimated that he should retain his position on
Cumberland, until he received official advices of the
''

ratification of the treaty.

By this arrival we have a confirmation of the news
from Savannah, of the British
orders. ib.
having been defeated
in
a predatory expedition up the river St.
"T(ie backwoods" An association has been recently
Mary's.
formed, to ri'.ise §300,000, to build a bridge across They acknowledge a loss of about 90 in killed and
wounded.
One midshipman died of his wounds, and
the Ohio river.
The Supreme Court of the United States adjourn- was buried on Wednesday last on Cumberland. The
of
a
bomb ship, and the captain of the Primed on Saturday last, after having cleared the docket captain
of about sixty cases, some of them of great impor- rose brig, were both badly wounded.

—

—

tance.

The whole number of houses destroyed
cow was 6352— of which 4428 have been

in

Mos

rebuilt,

with modern improvements

The Bible society of St. Petersburg, has printed
within the last two years, 38,700 bibles in seven Ianguages; and the committee 31,500, in four languages
The paper alone cost 90,000 roubles.
The members of the legislature of New York,
have resolved to wear crape 30 days, in testimony
of respect for the memory of Robert Fulton, Esq.
Also, the members of the society "for the promotion
of the useful arts."
Immense bodies of floating
St. Lewis, Jan. 28.
ice have cut off all communication with the east
side of the river.
The weather has been peculiarly cold for the last
week, the mercury in the thermometer fell below
Z'ero, and we have heard of several persons being

Sharp shooting.— Previous to the examination of
of the dead who fell in the affair of the 8th
near New-Orleans, it is said two or three of the rit,10s e

flemen claimed the honor of shooting lieutenant-colonel Rannie, the brave but unfortunate Briton
Mr.
Weathers said "if he is not shot in the left eye, I
shall not claim the merit
if he is, I shall."
On ex;

—

—

amination,

head

was found the ball had perforated the
below the left eye.

it

a little

result of
things at Neware acquainted, we have postponed several articles of interest, relating to transactions
there, to make room for the documents and dispose

OCTAs with the happy

Orleans

all

of a variety of scraps, which appear in the present
The public mind is directed to Mobile,
as the last land operations of the war have happened
It is true, we
there, and the issue is yet unknown.
never will believe what we do not wish, if it be posfrost bitten.
A case of a distressing nature occurred near c imp. sible, consistent with probability, to avoid it, and
The child of Mr. Downs about two years old, stray- we may sometimes have appeared too sanguine in our
ed from home on Friday the 25th inst. and was not hopes of glory for the heroes of the army and navy,
and our countrj —but firmly trust from the little that
found until next morning, frozen and dead.
Albany, March 7, The weather, for several days, has transpired of the state of things at Mobile, that
has been uncommonly mild for the season; the snow there also shall victory crown our arms. To which
has principally disappeared from the neighboring every American will say Amen as a finisher of the
had desired that the effusion of blood might
fields; the ice has broken up in most ot the small war.
streams; and yesterday morning it began to move in have stopped with the defeat at Orleans; hut if the
A small sloop, be- British, like a tall bully attacking a man at his
the Hudson opposite this city.
longing to Mr. John Reckhouse, was literally crush- house-door and being heartily thrashed, shall vent
ed to atoms by the force of the ice pressing her his rage or expect to gain honor by assailing one of
against the docks; two or three others were crushed his children on the retreat, we wish, most sincerely,
or sunk, and several other sloops, and the docks, he may meet a vastly improved second edition of diswere materially injury. The body of a man, who aster and disgrace. And, as to Mobile, we are exfrom his dress appeared to be a dragoon, was driven ceedingly anxious that that place shall not fall into
on shore, apparently drowned some weeks since.
their hands.
It is the most distant of all things
With the great body of ice, several boats, scows from our thoughts that it will; but, l e t our words be
the
and sloops passed
marked if it does, the British <•*'" hold it, as they
city.
The royal pap r currency of Spain is at a t'nte mled to have held Aeiv Orleans, had they got jt.
Spain.

number.

—

—

We

—

—
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Primed and published bv

I!

NiMW.South-s

next door to the

Cj^ W» shall speedily lay before our readers the
most powerful state paper (if it may so he called)
It. is
entitled "An exposition of the
they ever read.
causes and character of the [late] imir ioith Great IU\
tain" and was designed to have be ;n published by
government, as a "full and final appeal to the American people," had he war continued. It is possibly,
the ablest production of its lei. id that the world has
seen, supported by numerous references to indisputable documents indfiets and means should be tak n
(though the war has ceased) to place it in die hands
of ever) man in th United States, to repel the slanders of the enemies of the republic
with authority," and support the high ground obtained by ihe
valor and firmness of our people and government,
in the trying times that have p issed.
It is of great
but, by means of a supplement, we hope to
length
prevent a division of it.
The article from the f imed pen of William Cobbelt,
that appears in the present number, should have a
serious perusal. It shews us, in contrast, a
great
variety of most interesting facts, .and is calculated to
excite the best feelings in the mind of an American.
If the people will rea such expositions, w« nave no
apprehension that they wilt ever be prepared to accept the "monarchy and all" of England, as a member of the senate of Massachusetts an I that, he Was.
We dso give notice, that we design to publish many
of Cobbetth recent essays on American affairs, bv
supplements or some other means.
i
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cm: . hope
discharge the task
your satisfaction, who are so ac urate in all your
and
and
mts
9tatem
who, with all your
calculations,

neighbors; but

•

to

indulgence* in other respects, are not to be satisfied,
unless you find others a9 accurate' as yourself.
Nevertheless, I will do all that I am -able to do in return for the very Viluable information, wheh 1 owe
kin mess, and which serves
solely to your attentive
me as a guide through those numerous errors, with.
regard to your country, in o which I see others ot*

countrymen con minlly falling.
h <j.>py that you have not called upon me for
opinions; that you have not called upon me for con~
elusions, drawn from premises that I am to state;
that yiu confine your requ -st to an account of mere
facts; that you have not wished to expose me to the
1

my

lam

mortification of seeing the effort of my facts destroyed, or perverted, by the superior talents of those,
who m ght, with merciless hands, lay foul of my
feeble attempts at an application of these facts to
the sustaining of any political theory. It is, I
perfectly agree with you, the best and fairest wav, in

such x case, to content myself with bare facts, leaving the reader, whether public or private, to draw
own conclusions; because the points of controversy, if any arise, can be at once decided; and, be1

his

cause that reader, weo is not competent to draw
just conclusions from facts clearly stated, is not;
worth the attention of the writer, and is of little
nore consequence in society than a worm or a fly.
In speaking of the y.xv£isv~b§ of our governm nt,
1 must confine myself to the annual
expences, and.
1

William Cobbett.

the last year's expences: 'halt is to
say,
which ended on the 5di Jan. 1814. As, "in

In this case, 10

the ye

-r

comparative part of my statement, I must speak
o dollars on your side, and of pounds sterling on
LETTER A.
our side, I will, for the sake of easier assimilation,
To a correspondent in America, on th?
expences, the
ike the dollar :\t five shillings, instead of four shiltares, HJc. of Great Urituin, compwed with those of
America.
lings and six pence, which is its real sterling value.
H it the st itie of our paper currency will fully justiRotley, England, November IS, 1R14.
Dun Sin- Your request
woui.i, long ago, have fy this advance; and, indeed it would justify a furbeen attended to, if 1 had had more leisure for ths th :r advance
THis, however, is not material enough.
task. For your valuable
information, relative to your to induce to enter into any labored calculations on
an
agriculture, your flocks,
your manufactures, 1 the subject; especially, as it. is contended here bv
am much obliged to you; and if the two countries a great
majority of the government financiers, that
were at peace, you should receive all the useful in- our
paper has undergone no depreciation at all.
formation which it is in
To begin, Mien, with the expences of our govern,my pow-r to give vou upon
several heads, which
shall not touch upon in a let- nen
in Great Britain only, for the
year ending on
ter pissing
through the press, but which, I nope, the the 5th if J m u y, 1814, the to'al sum expended was
restoration of harmony between our two countriesI
16s.
ir3,96S,61o7.
h){d.
sp eak from documents
m ty in a year or two, at most, make it convenient laid
before th - house of commons, and therefore I
for nie to communicate' to
of
error
of
run
no
risk
or
contradiction.
This was.
you through the or unary ch mnel of the post.
h total sum, exclusive of the expenditure belongX m wish to know what is the amount of
to
into
a
Ireland.
To
as
to
the an- ing
the several
detail,
go
nu.l expences of our
government; whatis theamoan' particulars, would fill five" or six numbers of titty
ot the taxes
paid to the government; what is the R a;: -;tkh; but the great heads of the expendi ure it
amount of our poor rate*,- what is the amount of our
may be worth your viimile to know. These were as
tythes,- and you wish me to shew the
comparison foil >W:
between these and the
of the national debt fW the
expences and taxes in Ame- Charges on account
/.
rica.
.534
year,
You also wish to have mv account of the st ate
41,897,335 17
Civil list,

FROM C0BUKTTS REGISTER, JfoVF.KBEn

jtffe

19.
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ot
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t..e

people

!:-ve; Or,

in

plainer terms, you wish

to know, how we stand as to
mode of living, and as
to crimes arid
with die
punishments,

ot your republic.

compared

To perform this task as it
ought
is, I am afraid,
beyond mv
fcnow

•

peopl

power.

I

do, ihdfee

VOL.

VII*.

-

uons

<ce.

-

-

-

-

Scotland bounties and ni nsions, and militia and
deserters' warrants.

I,

I,

-

234,917 19

7 1-3

7
4

4 1-4
8 1-4

l

113.4

'

{);;>.

OtHi

more about these matters than manv of mv

-

bounties,
Allowance to members of the royal family,
ci-s,

Civil

to be perforate

l,0iS,000

Courts of justice, mint, salaries andadowan-

list r.f

332,412
11, 76
!
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:

Navy,
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391,45"
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3,404,527 11

11

10

3

1315:

each of these persons, one with the other, to receive
£50, or 2U0 dollars a year, here are wages for 70,098
1
men constantly employed in the business of the tax.994,8 '2 14
4 1-2
4,0.0, 49 ;8
es, while, suppose you to pay your tax gatherers at
the same rate, you have only 2,504 persons constant1 8. 72,8 n 15
1 1-3
2 18 3
ly employed in this way.
4,90
Deduct villus For If eland," &c.
The poor-hates form another item of English
L. 113,968,61
!6 10 1and a very imTotal expenditure of CJreat Britain,
taxation, in addition to the above
portant item it is now become. If you do not know
Now, as to the camparison between the expendi- the nature of this tax and of its application, it may
ture of this government and of yours, I must speak be necessary to state, that this is a tax levied upon
of the latest period of which I have any knowledge of all householders and landholders, for (he support
tour expenditures; and though you are in a state of of such persons as are too poor to support themwar and of unprecedented expence, you must bear in selves. Ii is assessed and collected by persons apmind that we are in a state of war also. I find an ac- pointed by the taxed people in each parish, called
count of your expenditure in Mr. Madison's spe'-ch of overseers of the poor but, before tliev can proceed
the 20th of Sept. 1814, which, by the bye, many per- to collect any rate, they must have the approbation of
sons here think will be his last, except that which the a justice of the peace, who is as they all are, apTimes newspaper supposes he will make at his exit pointed by the crown, in the distribution of this
from the world. Mr. Madison speaks thus on the money, the overseers are again liable to the control
"The monies received in- cf the justices of the freace ; for they may, upon the
subject of your finances:
"to the treasury, during the nine months ending the application of any; pauper, order, without ap', eal,
"39th of June last, amounted to 32 millions of dol- the overseers to relieve the said pauper, in any
lars, of winch 11 millions were the proceeds of the manner that they please. This, therefore, is a tax not
the remainder derivedfrom loans. paid into the treasury,, but disposable under the
"public revenue, and
ju"The disbursements for public expenditures during risdiction, and at the discretion of his majesty's
of
millions
and
34
"the same period, exceed
The office of overseer is
dollars,
justices of the peace.
It is a duty or service,"left in the treasury on the 1st of July near five mil- performed without any pay.
which every taxed householder is liable to be comlions of dollars."
without
then
fractions,
Taking your expenditure,
pelled to execute.
:t jrrjwltl be for the last year $47,550,000, while ours
Now, then, as to tlie amount of this tax, which
excluSo
that
our
expenditure,
was •R445,874,443.
you will observe, forms an addition to that of the
and
and
sive of poor rates, tylhes,
corpo- taxes already noticed, it was, in the year 1803, when
county
ration government, is more than nine times as great the report was laid before parliament, ,£5, 348, 205.
For the last year-l have only computation to guide ;
its yours. The population of the two countries, lenvas I shall shew, by and bye, but, that assures me, that the nation paid in pooringout our paupers, is,
near It/ equal, the greater population being, however, rates, last year, 7,896,556/.— or 31,586,224 dollars,
The paupers must be left being more than twice the amount of all the taxes which
1 believe, on your side.
out, as you will perceive, because it is impossible you paid during the last year, if Mr. Madison's statethat they can contribute, in any way whatever, to- ment be correct But '.hat 1 ni ay not expose myself"
to the risk of being charged with a wrong computawards the means of meeting this expenditure.
But expenditure is of little importance when com- tion, I must first state, that no official account of
it is that we touch this
important matter has been laid before parliapared to receipts, or taxes. Here
The means of expending ment since 1803; arid? that, therefore, I am forced
close upon men's pockets.
consists m part of bums. These loans my, or ma\ to resort to computation, the grounds of which En
You may, perimps, pay them will now explicitly state. I have the means of comnot, ever be paid .off".
we may pay them off by some yet un- ing at the ex -ct amount of the poor-rates in Jlishop's
off by lands
known mans. What we have to look at, in the JValtham parish, where my farm lies, for the last
most attentive manner, therefore, is the amount of year. This is a parish subject to no fluctuation of
because this is what the people really pro-perin
it has no manufactories in it;
it has a
the taxes
small country town and a large tract of arable, meapat/.
The amount of our taxes, paid into the treasury, dow, wood and waste land. Therefore, I may very
during the last year, was •=i'7<t,o27,583 17s. 3 3-4d. fairly take the increase of the poor-rates here as a
IVe .uv ver\ nie ctseh the keeping of our accounts. cri'erion of the increase of the poor-rates of the
According to Mr. Madison's statement, in his speech, whole country, especially if we find, from the offithe money paid into your treasury, during the last cial reports, that the poor-rales of this parish had,
year, was gl 4,550,000. In dollar* our tares amount- for nearly thirty years, up to 1S13, kept a very neared to 1296,110,335 which is rather more than t-.i-cn- ly exact pace with the poor rates of the whole nation,
the amount of your year's taxes. But you There were three different periods, at which therety times
must bear in mind that there is a considerable dif port of 1813, took the poor-rates of the whole nafereoc between the amount collected, and the amount tion, and also the poor-rates of Bishop's M'altham
and the statement was as follows, obsei ving,.
our treasury.
parish
paiil into
Among other deductions from litis latter stirn'there however, that, as to poor-rates, we speak of only
was the sum of i'3,5U4,93t! 1 • 5d; deducted frortl lUntrlimd and Walts, Scotland not being under the
the gross receipt, or collection, for the purpose of poor-laws.
Ordnance
Jggmy
Ileniiuancs

-

-

20,4(39.520

other countries, Hanover,
Austria, Prussia, atiJ nine other powers,
Miscellaneous services at home and auruad,
to

!

1,

;

—

—

,•

;

;

;

;

i

Bishop's 11'cltham.
England and Wales.
pa\ ing the "charges of mana^tniat ," that is to say, In
In the year,
ttxryear
for the purpose of paying the persons employed ill
L.5S!
L, lj720,»16
1776,
1776,
679
1784,
the assessing, the supervising, the surveying, the 1784,
2,167,749
1,595
1803,
1803,
5,348,WS
inspecting, the collecting, the" receiving, thetransr
II is quite surprising to observe, bow exact are
niiu ing, esc of money pod into the treasury.
Now,
So that ik4 these proportions ; how regularly this parish kept
£3,504,938 lis. 3d.' is $14,(J19,754.
bare ex, ence of the getting together of our tax.' jp.ice, for twenty seven years, with the whole nationamounts, y,u see, to very nearly as much as the U the increase of its poor-rites. But, in order to
that is to say, if /ave no room for cavil on this head, the subject be*
•whole of your taxes raised upouyou
Tfv M:ud!s Mil's statement be correct. And suppose ling .one of the utmost importance", we will see wha1

,-

I
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proportion this parish, according to its population,
had of /unifiers in 1803, there tic in g no account of
the nation's number of paupers previous to 1803,
and there being no likelihood that we shall ever see
another.
BU/iop s Walthatru
England and Water.
-

Population
Pauper*

-

8,872,080

...

Population

Pauperi

l,25ti,.W7

-

-

1,773

236

exclusive of persons in aluisilOUSI'S.

.

i
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m

1

not mean to speak of them, as some
.'
>st loyal n
do, as being peculiarly odious; or indeed r.s beih'j
odious at all, either in their nature or in the mode
their collection, in which latter I have never' e ne
rienced any thing severe or vexatious; nor do I b ••
f

licve, that, as far as the clergy are the owners of
tythes (for they do not own more than about the bait
of them), their rate, or collection, is often severe, oi
unfair, or even troublesome.
Still, however, the
;

you multiply the patipers by seven in both tythes, which Arthur Young, in 1792, estimated at
you will find that they amount to nearly 5000,000/. in England and Wales, must be looked
the whole of the population^ making- it appear, that upon as so much money raised upon the land; and
would nul be raised, it there were no esih 1803, there were nearly one pauper to every seven certainly
well tablished church, nd state religion. In short the
persons in the parish of Bishop's Waltham, as
as throughout England and Wales. It was said, in tythes, as far as the clergy are the receivers, must
our newspapers; that the emperor of Russia and the be looked upon as so much money received and exking of Prussia expressed their surprise at seeing pended by the government; so much money given by
no roou vkopd: in England. If this was true, it was the government to a description of persons, eminent-

Now,

if

instances,

it.

—

Nevertheless
clear, that their majesties did not look in the HJ§7*< ly calculated to repay it in support.
now come to the result. The poor rates I will not include the tythes -jmong the ta.res of the
nation.
Lord Sheffield, indeed; he who predicted^
Waltham parish, instead of the 1,595/,
in

places.
if)

We

Bishop's
which they amounted

to "2,3551. 18s. 6§d. as

in
I

1803, amounted, last year, in his book, published in 1783, that you woulcl soon
the poor-book, wish to return to your allegiance, which, as he made

know from

now lying before me, and of which sum I, myself,
paid more than 100/. or 400 dollars. If, therefore,
this criterion be a good one, and such, 1 think, it
cannot be denied to be if, in 1803, Bishop's Waif
ham paid 1,595/. while England and Wales paid
;

5,348,205/.

have paid

England and Wales must,

6,89*0,556/. seeing that Bishop's

last year,

Waltham

same

year, 2,355/. throwing aside the
shillings, pence, and farthings.
I return, then, to my former statement, that the
poor fates alone of England and Wales, exclusive of

paid, in the

Scotland, where, however, there is something paid
in support of the poor, amounts to more than double
the sum, which was last year (a year of great expence) paid by the whole o( the population of America into the treasury, in taxes of all sorts, direct and
indirect.

Then comes another

question; namely, what is the
two countries? I have not
the account of your last census at hand. 1 think it
made your total population amount to between seven
arid eight millions.
At tins time 1 cannot suppose
to be less than 8,000,000— Take, then, the
it
5,348 "205/. of poor-rates in 1803, observing that then
there were l,256,35f paupers, and you will find, that
relative population of the

we must have now upwards of 1,800,'. 00 paupers,
provisions being at this time, as cheap, if not cheaper, than they were in 1803.
Deduct, therefore, from
the 8,872,980 (the population of Engl .nd and
Wales) the 1,800,000 patipers, and then there are
the 7,896,556/. of poor-rates, only
left, to pay

—

7,072,980 persons, including women ar.d children.
The paying population, as to poor-rates, is, at any
rate, smaller than the population of your republic;
and the sum paid exceeds, as I have before stated,
t-.i-ice the amount of the -whole
of the taxes of every
sort, which you paid, last year, into the treasury of
the United States, if Mr. Madison's statement be
correct.

Turning towards another view of this interesting
we perceive, that if we exclude the pau-

subject

pers, as

we

rationally must, the poor rates alone
to more than 1 pound sterling-, or four dollars
a head on the whole of the
population of England
and Wales. Our poor rates alone amount to this on
the Whole of our population; while
to Mr.

amount

according
Madison's account, the whole of the taxes of every
sort paid into the
of
the
United
States, do
treasury
not amount to more than 2 dollars ahead on
your
population, even supposing your population to be
no\v little more than
7,000,000.
The tttu"? farm another p.-wt Vf our frxes. I db

out, would be found necessary to your very existence as a people; tha^ same lord Sheffield, in a
speech to a meeting of wool growers, lately reckoned tyihes among the causes of our farmers being
unable to maintain a competition with those of neighboring countries. I do not give so much weight to
tythes but, still it must not be forgotten* and
when a report to the house of commons, made iri
1803, states; the whole rental of the kingdom of
Great Britain at 28 millions, you will perceive, that
if we take the tythes at Mr. Arthur Young's estimate of 1792, the tythes amount to more th..n ct
sixth of the whole rental. Indeed, they must amount
to a great deal more; because the tythe consists of
a tenth of the whole of the produce of a farm)
old,
of course, it is a tenth of the rent, the labor, the
taxes, the capital, the manure, and all other out-goSo that the
ings and of the profits into the bargain.
tythe of the produce cannot, I should suppose, be
less than a fourth of the rental, and of course, that
it

—

—

they amount to about 7,000,000/. in England and
Wale.', at this time; Scotland paying no tythes. }UiU
then, it must be observed, that the chwch does not
receive more than the half of this sum. The rest is'
It is, in fact, private"
the property of lay persons.
property, and is sold, or rented, as other private proUpon the subject of tythes, dierefore, t
perty is.
shall not enter into any comparison between your
country and ours. All the world knows, that you
have no tythes and no Compulsory payments on account ol religion of any description; all the world
knows, that the Episcopalians, the Quakers, the
Catholics, the Presbyterians, the Babtists, the Liitherians, the Calvanists, the Moravians, the Donkard's, the Swenfelders, the Seceders, the UnilarM
ans, and Swedenburgers, and many other description of christians, e.'ich condemning the opinion of
all the others; together with Jews and Deists, who
laugh at the whole of them, have their assemblies'
and that any oile of them, or evert
in your countiy
of Atheists, may become your president, vice president, or a member of the congress, without any
question being asked him with regard to his religion^
while it is equally well known, that no man cm b^'
a magistrate, or fill any office of trust in England,
unless he first give a test of his being a member of
the established church, the head of which church
is the king, who has the absolute appointment of all
the bishops and deans, and of the greater pari of
the beneficed priests. These facts being merely
mentioned, I need add nothing further on the itibj'
.'feet, erjcctpt fTia*, w? >T-j.re many persons ptetlshgll
;

1

:
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on the subject of republishing works
you have no such punishments; and,
we have recently seen a man imprisoned for eighteen
months ,,nd put'in the pillory for republishing a work
tirst published in your counhere,' which had been
Which system is best, and which worst, it is
try.
for

England

ligion, while

not my present object to inquire. My business, upon tin's occasion, is merely to slate facts, which no
one can deny, leaving it to the reader to form opinions and draw conclusions.
We Will now, then, return to the taxes, which
we will take in the aggregate, on both sides of
the Atlantic; and then, taking the population of
each country, we shall see how much we pay per
There must
head, and how much ro// pay per head.
be
little contusion here, in our part of the statement, because we have regular poor-Fates, by law,
in England and Wales, while Scotland has no such
there also for the
law, though there are collections
cannot be acsupport of. the poor. This, however,
1 will, therefore, leave it wholcurately come at.
ly out and iQok upon the poor rates of, England and
Wales as raised upon the whole of Great Britain. 1
wui here leave out the shillings, pence, and farth-x

ings.

GHF.AT BRITAIN".

Amount of

taxes paid into the treasury,
Paid to the tax gatherers for collection or
]!!•

lit.

!..

Amount of poor

taxes,

1.74,027,583

....

Total,

managc3,504,938
7,896,556
-

L.85,429,077

OR
Dfo.341,716,308

of yonr taxes,
taking the aggregate
my including those which
are raised upon the people in the several states, for
the support of die several state governments, which
taxes, of couise, form an addition to the taxes paid
to tiie general government of the United States. My
materials for ascertaining the amount of these state
taxes is not quite so perfect as I could wish. Yet I
have means to do it to the satisfaction of any on<%
whose ooject is that of arriving at truth. In 1805,
Benjamin Davies, of Philadelphia, a man of great
research and of great accuracy, published in his
"New System of Geography," an account 'of the revenues and expences of eight of the states, correct
information from the other states, on this head, not
being apparently at his command, or within his
reach. This, however, is quite sufficient for our
purpose; for no reasonable man will suppose, that
these eight states, and those the principal ones, do
not furnish a fair criterion whereon to found an estimate of the whole. His account stands as follows,
in dollars and cents, or hundredths of a dollar.

But now,

you

in

will see the necessity of

1815.
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amongst your 7,500,000 people, imposes
we
upon each a little less than two dollars; and, it
add the taxes of the state governments and the largetrtbuted

each person in
ly estimated poor taxes, as above,
your republic paid, last year, including every species of tax, the sum of 2 dollars and 50 cents, or i'Js.
6d. of our money
while, as we have just seen,

;

;

there was paid

in

Great Britain, for every

soul,;

in-

cluding soldiers, sailors, paupers, debtors, convicts
and criminals in prison, the sum of 31 dollars and
20 cents or 71. 6s. Od. of our money.
Mr.
Really (for 1 must break out a little here)
dison does appear to have boasted betimes of the/ortitudeat your people of the cheerfulness with which
on
they bear the burdens which the war imposes
th m
of their giving the taxes, direct and indirect,
with promptness and alacrity t Let him, before he
talks in this way, put the people into our state of
trial.
the whole population, man, woLet him
;

M

-

judges, for several years preceding.
Owing to some
cause, with which I am not acquainted, the account
came no lower down than the year 1809 and it exten led no further than
England and Wales, leaving
out Scotland, where, as I am told, there are, in fact,
but very few crimes and
punishments, though the
sheriffs and other officers of
justice, in .that country, are pretty expensive, and are paid out of what
is called the civil list.
The summary of the account, of which I have spoken above, is as fol-

;

;

;

try
conchild
pauper, soldier, sailor, debtor,
vict and criminal prisoner, with 31 dollars and 20
cents each, instead of 2 paltry dollars and a half;
and then, let him talk, if he likes, of their fortitude
and patriotism. Our lords ami gentlemen, in our ho- lows

man and

13

our criminal code, you, who are a lawyer,
know full as much about it as I do, except as far as
relates t» the
]' is mereexperience in cases oHibel.
ly of the number and description Of crimes and punishments that lam now about to speak and, as in
other cases, I shall not deal in
vague surmises or
general observations; but appeal to authentic reports, and build my statements on the unerring
rules of arithmetic.
Sir Samuel Uomilly, who has,
for many years, been laboring to effect a
softening
of our criminal code, caused, in the
year 1811, an
account to be laid before parliament of the crimes
and punishments, as far as they came before die
to

;

:

—

norable houses, talk, indeed, with good grounds, of
our unexampled patience under our burdens. This Committed for trial,
compliment, which parliaments, in former times,

seldom bestowed on our and your forefathers, and
which, to acknowledge the truth, they as seldom
merited, is fully due to us. But, really, Mr. Mudison has begun a little too soon to compliment his

FERSOfTS.

....

Convicted,

2721
157*

Sentenced to suffer death,

373

to be transported,

•101

fellow-citizens on their quality of bearing burdens.
to be impiisioned, whipped, fined, &c. &c.
Their twelve and six penny patience wdl be thought
very little of on this side of the water, where we
Actually put to death,
bear, taking paupers, soldiers and all, eleven limes

as much, without even a whisper, in the way of comThere was, indeed, a few years ago, a man
plaint.
by the name of Carter, in Staffordshire, who published an article, which was understood to contain
a censure on his majesty's commissioners of property tax, in that country ; but he was soon led to feel
sorrow for his conduct ; and, since that, the couii
try has not been disgraced by one single soul, found
to follow the evil example, or to be, in the like
Mr. Madison says, that his fellow
case, offending.
citizens will proudly bear their burdens.
But, can
bear
them so proudly as we have borne, and still
they
ours
?
Has
he
of
heard
the bonfires, the ring
bear,
ing of bells, the roasting of sheep and of oxen, the
the
and
the
feasts,
balls,
singing parties, which took
place, whilst the kings, our friends in the war, were
here last summer ? Has he heard of the joy at the
exhibition in the Green Paik, and that of the sh.m
naval fight on the Sepertine river, which formed so
apt a representation of the lake of Champl.un and
its outlet
Mr. Madison must come hither (and the

800
57

Besides these, you will observe, there are all the
who were tried at the quarter sessions,

m

persons

the several counties
that is to say, the sessions
held by the justices of the peace, four times in every
year, where as many of the justices as choose to
attend form the court, having one of their own body
for chairman.
At these sessions the offences of a
less henious nature are examined into and punished.
But the justices can sentence to imprisonment, whip;

ping, fne, and, I believe, they can transport. This
is the
great court for the trial of persons charged
with thefts of an inferior order ; and, I should suppose, that the number of criminals brought before
these courts, is twice as great as that of the criminals who are reserved for trial before the judges,
who go into some counties but once in the year, and
into none, except Middlesex, more than trdce •
whereas the court of quarter sessions is held every

months.
However, as I cannot speak here
from any authentic document, 1 shall leave this
Times newspaper expects to have him here) before as a thing whereon for you to exercise your judghe can form the most distant idea of the extent and ment.
value of our patience and loyalty. The sum which
As to any comparison, on this point, between our
one good farm pays here, in the various kinds Of
country and yours, I am wholly destitute of any autaxes, would, if attempted to be collected in Ame- thentic document, relative to America,
touching
rica, set a whole township, if not a -whole count)-, crimes and
punishments. I can, however, speak as fir
of your grudging republicans in mutiny and com- as
my own o!>s irvation went. I lived in Philadelphia
pel the magistrate to call out the horse soldiers, if about eight years, with every disposition to End fault
there were any at his command. Let us hear no with
every thing that 1 saw, or heard of, that was
more, therefore, of Mr. Madison's tweive-and- six- amiss. During that time, I never heard of any perLet
us
no
hear
of
more
his
boasts
penny patience.
son, except in one instar.ee, being tried for his or
of the fortitude of his republicans, till their
I never heard of a murder, a
forti her life
highway robtude makes somewhat of a nearer
towards
1 never
approach
bery, or of a house being broken open.
ours.
on
death
heard of an execution of
any person, except
If you will excuse this
into
fh
of
which, (the instance above alluded to)
digression,
ree men, hangyou will confess, 1 was so naturally led, not to say,
on the banks of the Delaware, for
jed,
piracy and
dragged, I will now return to my statement of fad's, murder; these men were foreigners a n<J sue', was
proceeding next to a viesv of the crimes &n& punish- the horror of an execution, evf-n in such a case, that
re,e nts in this
the executioner was obliged to be dis£ui e<i in. such
country.
three

1

i

;

:

;

;

5£
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a way, that it was impossible that any one should .has assured me that almost every article of iron was
recognize either his person or features, being brought stolen from his premises. It is notorious, that in Lonto the spoi, in a carriage, under an escort of con- don, the thieving forms a very considerable part of
But the thing which, better
stables, and taken away, in a similar manner, so as every such calamity.
to make it almost impossible for him to become pub- than any cth&r, bespeaks the nature of our situation,
liclv known.
Philadelphia, at the time I speak of, in this respect, is the exhibition of notices on the
Contained about 70,000 inhabitants.
top of garden walls and of other fences, menacing
It is, as I observed before, impossible to come at those who enter with the danger of death from manany exact statement, on this subject, in the way of traps and spring g-uns. Peter Pinder has immorta
comparison; but a few facts, notorious on the two lized these by introducing them into a poem, where
sides cf the water resjwctively, will serve to aid; lie ludicrously represents the king as intent upon.
ipon
you greatly in forming your opinions as t» this mat- "catching his living subjects by the legs." But he
teri Here we have laws to guard our tiirnip-f elds, must have well known, that, without them, neither
from robbery, and very necessary they are; for with- iking nor subject could possess the produce a garput them, there is no man in anj part of the conn- den. Sometimes the traps themselves are hoisted up
try, who couhl depend on having the use of his crop upon a sort of gibbet, in the day time, in order to
even of that coarse and bulky article. To steal corn inspire greater terror; and, it is' only a few months
out of » j'eiily after it is cut, is punished with jfeoMjago that we had an account of a man being actual by our laws; and if we had fields of Indian corn, aslly killed by a spring gun, in a nocturnal expedition
Besides these we are iny'ou h:*ve, which is a delightful food for several weeks in a garden at Mitcham.
before it is ripe, I cannot form an idea of the means fested by gangs of itinerant thieves, called gypsies.
that would be necessary to preserve it from being The life of these people very much resembles that
Carried away. As to pouitrv, no man in England of the savages, whom I have seen, on the borders of
has the smallest expectation of being able ever to the river St. John, in New-Brunswick; except that
taste what he raises, except he carefully locks it up
latter gain their food by hunting and fishing,
[the
hi the night, and has dogs to guard the approaches! and the former by theft.
The gypsies have no setIn America, at within ten or tied home; no house, or hut, or place of dwelling,
to the hen-roost.
twelve miles of Philadelphia, it is a common prac-jThey have asses, which carry themselves, their chiltice of the farmers to turn the flocks of turkey's into] dren, their kettle, and their means of erecting tents,
itie woods; in the latter end of August, there to re- and which teuts are precisely like those of the North
main uutil towards winter, when they return half fat. American savages. The nights they employ in thievA farmer in England would no more think of doing ing. Sheep, pigs, poultry, corn, roots, fruit; noWhat they steal in
this, than he would think of depositing his purse in thing comes amiss to them.
am of the public foot-piths across his fields. In order one place, they spend in another; and thus they
to preserve the fences, lie farmers sometimes resort proceed all over the country. They commit acts of
to this expedient: they bore holes into the stoutest murder and theft, and arson innumerable. The memof the stakes, which sustain their hedges; put gun bers of this moving community are frequently hangpowder into those holes; then drive in a piece of wood ed, or transported; but still the troops of vagabonds
very tightly upon the powder; so tliat the stolen sxist; and, as far as lam able to judge, are as nuhedge, in place of performing its office of boiling merous as they were when I was a boy. But still
the great evil, in this view of the subject, is the want
the kettle, dashes it and all around it to pieces.
This mode of preserving fences, I first heard of at of honesty in the laboring class, to whatsoever cause
Those writers on rural
Jllresf>rd, a town about twelve miles distance that evil is to be ascribed.
from Botley; and though it certainly Joes appear, at affirs, who have urged the employing of thresfang
first sight, a very cruel one, what is a man to dor
machines for corn, have counted, amongst the greatThe thieves are so expert as to set detection at de-jest of their advantages, that they protected the
Various
fiancer and there is nothing but his fences between farmer against the thefts of the thresher.
him aiid ruin. I have known a man who assured m are the ways, in which corn is stolen by those who
that, by the stealing of his h"dge, in the month of thresh it; but I will content myself with one, the inMat oh, and letting into his wheat laud the flocks formation with regard to which 1 derived from a resfrom the commons, he lost more thai". 300/. in one pectable neighbor. He perceived that his thresher
night and pr.rt of the ensuing day. A tew weeks brought a large wooden bottle with him to work eveago I myself had afire, by which 1 lost a couple of, ry day. Being winter time, he could not conceive
barns and some other buildings. At this fire a mi-' what should make the man so very thirsty. He
rnerous crowd was assembled, many of whom came' watched him. Never saw him drink. At last he
for the purpose of rendering assistance; but one man accosted him in his way home, and, after some alwas delected, while he fire w*> yet raging, stealing tercation, insisted upon examining the bottle, which
Thus was this man
the lead and iron 7co"h of a pump, fulfilling the old. he found to be full of wheat.
saying, that nothing is too hot or too heavy for a (taking away three gallons of wheat every week,
thief; and it required the utmost of my resolution which, at that time, was not worthless than six
and exertion, aid 'd by three sons and a half dozen shillings. It was this, I believe, and this alone,
resolute and faithful servants, io preserve, during! which made my neighbor resolve to use a threshing
Hie n glit and next day (which was Sunday]) the
machine.
im-j
Such is by no means an overcharged view of oar
perishable and portable part of the properly from
being "caried away. I will just add upon this sub-! situation in this respect. Of the causes which have
indeed, I do not know
];ct, as an instance of the baseness of our press, that! led to it 1 shall not speak
the Titnes newspaper published, upon 'his occasion, that I am competent. That it is not owing to a •want
a paragraph, stating, that I had most ungrateful/);' of penal laws is very certain. I am unable to say,
.'riven away "the iuuest rustics," who had
whether your country, at this time, be better or
\

1

\

—

<

—

—

,

j

1

(

;

J

kincUy\

come to my assistance It is very true, that I did!
drive the "honest rustics'' away; but I succeeded in
I
putting a stop to their thefts, which would, verily
o.'it.'e, have been nearly as injurious as the iire.
'gince the fire happened upon my premises, a gentlewho had a similar accident .some few j cars ago,
n,},.tfi,

—

:

j

,

1

...

'

worse situated as to this matter. At any rate, I shall
and as such
enable you to make the comparison
comparisons, if clearly and candidly made, might
be of great, use to the people of both countries, I
think it is hot too much for me to hope, that you,
au
in the
public manner of vvhjch I am giving you
;

'

*

'
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2d. That the thanks of the committee be and
•sample, will communicate the comparison
they
But, 1) you can do it, let us have authentic documents. are hereby presented to Maximilian Godefroy, esq.
It would be perfectly easy to obtain a year's account for his patriotic and Voluntary offer,
gratuitously,
of all t lie commitments, convictions, and sentences to prepare designs for the inspection of "the commitI
in your republic.
should not fear executing such tee, and to superintend the execution of the one of
a task with an expence of 20 dollars; and as the their choice.
10

me.

3. That the three
execution of it would give to the world a piece of
designs presented by Mr. Godethe most interesting and most valuable information, froy are entitled to, and receive the approbation of
in the committee, and the one denominated
means
all
the
1 will not fear, that
have
who
you,
by him
Facial be and is hereby adopted.
your hin Is, will decline to undertake it. If you do
4. That the
funds
undertake it, I know that you will execute it with a
of
the committee
unexpended
strict adherence to truth
and if so executed, it of vigilance and safety, be and the same are hereby
must he productive of gvt.it good. Both countries appropriated to the foregoing object.
5. That in aid of this fund, a
must profit from it, especially if peace should, hapsubscription pap^r
be deposited at the mayor's office on
pily be restored between them.
Monday the 3d
As to the mode of living in this country, compared of April next— that it remain there until the 4th day
of July following, and that no
in
I
the
mode
of
in
/o
person foe allowed to
living
jour republic, cannot,
subscribe more than live dollars.
this letter, enter into the
enquiry, which would take
6ih That the names of
tip more room than I have at present, and also much
subscribers, but not the
more time. It is, however, a most interesting sub- sums subscribed, be published on the Saturday of
b c .us i! speaks, at once, to the great object each week until the subscription be closed.
ject
7th. That the corner stone be laid on the 12di
for which civil society was framed
namely, the
happiness of tin' people. Even now, hovever, 1 cannot September next, that there be then a grand procesrefrain from giving vou a notion of the manner in sion— that the relatives of the deceased be invited
which our laborers live. I am, strange *s if may t« attend, and that a suitable address be delivered
(Ki the occasion.
s°em, enabled to appeal to parliamentary authority
8th. That the
here also. There is now before me * report of a
original subscription paper carefulcommittee of the houseof commons, on the subject ly enveloped for its preservation, be deposited within
the comer stone, and that a
of the corn laws. This committee report the evicopy thereof be filed
dence of certain persons examined by litem and, with the register of the city.
9th.
That Mr. James A. Buchanan, Richard
am igst the rest, of a great landholder, in Wiltshire,
Trisbv,
named Bennett, who, upon being asked how much a Henry Payson, Samuel HoHingsworth and Joseph
laborer and his family ought to have to live tipou, Jameson, be and they are hereby specially
charge*!
answered
"We calculate, that every person, in a with the execution of the foregoing resolutions.
"laborer's family, should have per week, die price
JOHNSON,
" of 1
Chairman of the committee of vigilance and
gallon loaf, and three pence over far feeding
safety
" and
Couiitkst— The duke of
Wellington (says the
clothing, exclusive of house rent, sickness, and
" c isu .1
Democratic
was
the fi-st person in Paris to
PrebsJ
expeiices." This report was ordered, by the
h 'ti- of commons, to be printed, on the 26th of Ju- receive au offieia.1 account, by Estafette, of the sigof
nature
t.
peace betw en the United States and Great
Jy
Now, a "gal/on loaf" weighs, according to law, Britain j upon which, with a promptness and cordiwhich
81ii. 10 »z.
undoubtedly do him honor, his grace sent
avoirdupois weight. This is the allotment ality
for seven days, for one
ve*y complimentary note to Mr. Crawford, anperson but, then, as you
the
v.-ill
event, and expressing his Happiness on
perceive, Mr. Bennett and his neighbors allow nouncing
ti,e occasion.
The next day the duke,
5 pence, or 5 cents a week
more, or suppose a cent
waving all
hed l ° P iy his re s P ects t0 ¥?• Crawper daj- more for feeding and clothing The patticu- ^"""Y-*
:i
"*
e1
wluch
VVas
lars of the
tne
'
commencement of
.
feeding and clothing that can be had for ]*?"?* i,
their official intercouse, which this
three p-nce per week, or thirleeen
Mattering forward
shillings a year,
he
on
of
the
it would
British
ness,
part
perhaps, be difficult to ascertain, without
ambassador, brought
about
some
months
sooner
than
immediate application to Mr. Beunett; and, as th t is
it could have taken
out of my power, I must leave these
place if -hese ministers had coldlv deferred visits
particulars to
till formally apprised
be come at by your
their
by
respective governpowers of divination; adding,
however, that, as far as my observation has reached, ment, of the actual ratification of the treaty of
Ghent.
The
Mr. Bennett's accoun'
overture
was
of
course properly' met
appears to hive been toleraby Mr. Crawford in a corresponding spirit, and tha
bly correct. I am, with sincere esteem,
-

;

;

;

;

:

—

EDWARD

•

•

;

!

w

your friend,

f.

T

dukt of Wellington's

co'bbett.

his hotel.

'"

visit

-

returned the next day at

Fruits of the waii, in Massachusetts
Mairufu*
Among the load acts tWenty-four were for

tares.

—

incorporating woolen, linen or cotton manufacturOil,
ing companies, in Stoughton, Bridgewater
PreMISCELLANEOUS'.
cinct, Stow, Watertown, Manson;
Br THE COMMITTEE OF VIGILANCE AVI) SAFETT.
Roxborough,
Wellfleet EastOn, Stockbridge, Lisbon, Brimfield'
I o the inhabitants
of the city and precincts of lUdli- Westport and Piiiliipson, and companies called P "cke
e re
n ef P eace
having: tei«minated the (ham. Lock Bottom, Lenox Farmers', Village Dean
'~,
active
duties of.-T
the committee of
vigilaace an 1 safe- Farmer's, Union Factory, Duxbury,
e,
S a en0W desil WUS
P reP a,,in g a and Su-attcn and one in Cheshire of Crown
suV' hl^tribute
K
s-utable
ofr respect to the
memory of our
VDemn ,Z„
n
citizens who fell in
Savaxxah, March 9.-On Tuesday last the citide-j
^unatdfello«r
6 memoi able *2lh
of this place gave general Ki.ov,, , dinner
SerSm
,
e accordingly
unanimously which were present the officers of his Britannic ma<
n
jesty's brig of war Manly.
!„]'*'
erected in a place to
Major genital Onuses left Philadelphia for New
r
|
lhe
comm '^, within the Orleans on the 1 1 th of December and arrived at that
y
! n
-t?
•t> ot precincttfof Baltimore.
He was 55 davs qn Sfc
city on the 4th February.
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passage the state of the general's health (observe
the Democratic Pressj would not permit his travel
ling motv
:ipuil
Sackett's Harbor. Extract of a letter from a gen
tie 'tv: tit SackeWs Harbor, to his fr, cud in JJcdtitnore, dated -March 6, 1815.
.

i

.

—

25, 1815.

—

men in congress said it ought to be when
there w^s a hope that 'hereby ive might make a diversion in favor oi Great Britain."
as certain

—

—

Vessels *rre pouring' into our ports
and our cities will soon be full
quarter
of life and activity.
"H iving seen til the newspapers various manifesHartford cohtentioSists. From a Jamaica palat onsof joj on the return oj peace, permit me to per.
Reports have reached us by way of Antigua
star; wh it took place on its being received at S c- from Bermuda, which aver th.it liters had been
received at the latter islands from respectable merIfcetl'
Harbor.
"On Wednesday afternoon, the 1st instant, com- cantile houses in America, which imply corroborate
modore Ciiuiiiicc-v gave an"excellent dinner to the rumours previously in circulation her-", that the state
officers o5 the navy, army, and citizens, on bo n-d oi of Massachusetts) Connecticut, New Hampshire,
Iiis fi
The same evening the Rhode-Island, md Vermont, have absolved all ties
.g ship the Superior.
ward-ro.om officers gave a splendid ba.ll and supper; by which they were bound to the former federal gothe assemblage was numerous, near one hundred vernment, and in a public appeal have declared
ladies, and upwards of two hundi'ed and fifty gen- themselves a free and independent power.
American prisoners. A letter from captain J.
llemen. The dancing w.-s upon the upper deck,
which was covered and completely enclosed by awn- Othorxe, (commander of lie late privateer Frolic,
For of tins port,) dated "Dartmoor prison, Nov. 1, 1814,"
ings, decorated with the h gs of the fleet.
chundliers were substil uted military weapons, which says, "1 still h 've to address you from this accursed
vere very ingeniously place 1; and, whilst they place, wherejfewr thousand seven hundred as fine f'elserved to illuminate the ball, was an ornament, and lows (all Americans to the back bone) as ever lived,
added (in the eyes of 'the martial men) dignity io are immured alive. T-wo thousand one hundred of
tiie scene.
In short, the "tout ensemble" would the above number have been given up from British
have done honor to your city.
men of war! So much for gov. Strong's "Bulwark.**
"I would make a trip to Kingston, but the warm
[Salem /taper.
The cartel schooner Lingan has arrived at S.dem,
weather has raised the ice the same cause lias prevented Sir James and the commander of that place from Halifax, with prisoners, chiefly those who had
been held as hostages.
from paying a visit to our commodore."
A gentleman who lefi iackett's Harbor on the 23 I
An old man, made prisoner of in the Chesapeake,
tie
on board the Lingan the day after she sailed.
xflt. infurm.s, that a flag was to nave been sen] to
Mr. Prince informs, that there were about 1000
Kingston the next day, supposed with the ratification of the treaty, which was believed to be in the prisoners at Halifax, a number of whom were in
The treatment had been very bad, and
possession, of tiie commander, colonel Mitchell. the Hospital.
The lake was frozen across, and six deserters cam< there h -ci been a great number of deaths. The pi inin on the 22d.
Six hundred ship carpenters were cipal surgeon is com -lained Of; and his mate was
employed in building to lake Monster*, to earn 102 generally preferred to him. Two transport brigs,
:md 1 1 J guns; they were planked up. It w .s not one commanded by lieut. Kapp, the other by lieut.
known whether the British were building more Wilkinson, were preparing to sail for ports in the
U. S
with prisoners, and would probably bring
ships.
At the about 500. It was expected they would lea\ z it beBerkshire, a county of Massachusetts
commencement of the war, (says the Albany ArgusJ fore the 19' h inst.
The Florida*. A Charleston paper of the 13th inst.
Berkshire could only furnish, beyond her own conlast fall one says
Tiie British iroops remained upon Cumberland
sumption, 2000 yards woolen c loth
gen b m n alone purchased 30,00Q yards of soldiers' island, and admiral Cockburn was waiting the arcloths, m fyufactured in the county
besides, its ma rival of admiral Cochrane, who was daily expected.
ftufactorios furnished large quantities of finer qua- The Floridas had been actually ceded to Great Brithe governor general of
lity, some of which would vie with the best Euro- tain by Ferdinand VII, but
pean fabrics. Such has been their progress in one Cuba, had refused to deliver them up unless the
branch of manufactures.
The improvements in cortes should also agree to the cession. On admitheir flocks nd herds, and in their agriculture, has ral Cochrsne's arrival it was supposed the British
not been le^s astonishing. The county has probably would determine whether to wait further orders on
more of tiie fine fleeced sheep than the whole oi he stibject of the Floridas, or take forcible posMassachusetts besides, ana the best breeds of cat- session ot them.
tle
From Jamaica papers, brought in by the Chassem
besides woad and madder, essential dyes in our
manufactures, are already successfully cultivated.*
privateer. These papers are filled wiih rumours and
A change effected; A letter from a frn.nd in accounts from JVew Orleans, and with lamentations
Connecticut to the editor of the Weekjlt Register, and paragraphs about the depredations of nur pri"M my persons who counted upon the capture vateers, especially the Chasseur. One of them of
says
of Orleans as certain, and prepared themselves to of January 27, has a sort of detail as to events near
i-xui at tiie difficulties that would accumulate loour A'ew Orleans,
ll contains some ?ie~,v and curious
government by the triumph of the British ami-, tl'.i igs.
have been so astounded by the
The\ say that our flotilla of gun boats consisted
glory of the heroes
who defended it, that they come forward to claim. a of six large schooners, each with four or live guns
ghare of the honor, and are almost ready to lisp out and full of men and that Ihe whole of them
iv
"Sister Louisiana," the late abominable land of pro- Ukcn after a'klesperale fight." Capt. Lockyer was
rid dogs and horned
frogs, meanly purchased, for a severed wounded, and lieut. l'reit, 1st of the Seatrifle instead of
being conquered at the cosi often Hotse, killed, also 2 m dshipmen. They admit 59
thousand lives, and one hundred millions of dollars,"! or Go killed or wounded in this affair.
that on the 21th Dec. the detachment
Theysiij
*The wags of this county met, and "right solemn under general Kean, of 5000 men, was attacked by
lv" proposed a string of- amendments to thffconstitu- gen. Jackson \t\\\fjourteen or Jifieei? thousand men
tjon of Massachusetts, proposing thai the\ should and also by a ship oi 20 guns and a schooner ol 16
velum their own taxes, Sec. for their own purposes
that they fought four hours, and completely rout
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isoneri
ed the Americans, making fmr hundred
They Im'it the loss of several valuable officers. Su
Francis E den died of Ins wounds.
British armj
say, unequivocally, tint the

!

|

They

winch

Ian led consisted of 10,000 bayonets, independent of seamen and marines.
They talk much aboui the sufferings of the troops
by the cold, and report thai many had died, especi-

the blacks.

dllj

"It

whs expected

that

the S:h ot'January, as gen.

of

ti

k:

ig

N

Orleans would

Packenham was

fall

by

confident
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one time by three cruisers
together! They then quote a letter from Martinique
stating that this vessel had entered there to rel ir
some damages, and was permitied'to supply hers If
That tht "captain of In r was
with * new boom.
treated very politely*—on Sunn y be dined w ith Mr.
Du Buc, the French in endnnl •' the island; a fine
companion, truly, for the governor of such a colony
as Martinique."
They also say that she ventured
within gun shot of the forts of .SV. Lucia to cut out
the lord Bldon transport, hd probablj would have
doiv it, but for the Wolverin< sloop of war, which
frequi ntlj "in vain;" at

—

it.

am sorry o say a few deserters have gone over came in sight thai she burnt two sloops m the
— thai she "hoisted the yaukee
€0 the enemy but I m still more concerned to add, face of the island
neither Frenchmen or Spaniards afforded the least stripes over the British ensign," and played many
were astonished at her sailing!
assistance, but on Hie contrary are in conjunction curious pranks. They
"I

with gen. Jackson, fighting under the distinct ban
Q^Tlie. chief thing worthy of note in these acners of their several nations this however, is said counts is as to 'he force of she enemy. K is known
to be by order of J ickson, as -.ifnesse to let it ap- that large bodi s of seamen and marines were landall the inhabi
ed, and the whole force, on shore, could not have
pear that unanimity prevails among
been less than twelve thousand men. Calculating
tants.
•*To display American bravery, the ship directed upon an easy conquest with such a tiemendous
to
contain
force, they appear to have suffered excessively for
her (ire on a house which was ascertained
want of provisions. If ever the truth is told, we venour brave wounded men.
"To my mortification just as every thing was ture to say, it will come out, that by killed and
ready to commence operations, a thick fog prevented wounded, prisoners and deserters, and of those who
the opening of twenty-one guns and thousands of died by exces-tve fatigue or for want of supplies, thai.
rockets. In two hours afterwards the fog dispersed, the attack on J\~eiv Orleans cost the British at least
What destruction
and the enemy w-ese astonished by a tremendous fire, 7000 men, from first to last
which almost completely silenced all their guns. I that Packenham might be a viceroy! But we regret
then departed for this ship, and before 1 reached her it no'. "Beauty and Booty" chills the sensibility
had tie satisfaction to learn that an express had we might have had on such a mournful occasion, and
arrived from the army, saying that the principal we rejoice that the "spoiler is laid low."
MILITARY.
battery had fallen, and that the ship had met the fate
of her departed sister.
surrender of fort bowyer.
"The British are no doubt before tins time, in pos
Copy of a letter from major general Jackson, to the
session of Ne-v- Orleans. They h eve 8,000 regular
secretary of i >ar, dn 'ed
maIndia
the
besides
West
regiments, 2,000
troops
Head-quarters. 7th military district,
New Orleans, 24th Feb. 1815.
rines and sailors, which are full as many as can be
Sir The flag vessel, which I sent to the enemy's
effective.
"The enemy's force are the 7'h and 44th regular fleet, returned a few days ago, bringing a letter of
assurance from admiral Cochrane, that the Ameriregiments, and 10 or 12,000 militia men who are
can prisoners, taken in the gun-boats, and sent to
compelled to serve.
"I; is said a few days before I left the army, that the Hivanna, shall be returned as soon as practicaThe Nymph has been dispatched for them.
general Jtckson sent
message to sir Edward Pack- ble.
Through the same channel, I received the sad
enhain, saying that he felt for the aukward predicament in which the British army had brought them intelligence of the surrenderor" fort Bowyer. I enselves into, and not being desiious to take advantage close you a copy of col. Lawrence's letter, and of he
of it, he would allow sir Edward ten days to re-em- articles of capitulation. In consequence of this unbark his whole force. If this offer was rejected, he fortunate affair, an addition of three hundred and
could not be answerable for the consequence. Sir six'.y six, has been made to the list of American
Edward answered in this laconic style that in ten prisoners. To redeem them and the seamen, I have
in conformity with propositions held out by admiral
days he would give him an answer.
"The generals are sir E. Packenham, Lambert, Cochrane, forwarded to the mouth of the Mississippi
Gibbs and Kean.
upwards of 400 British, prisoners. Others will be
"The British force at present is nearly as follows: sent to complete the exchange, as soon as thev ar14th light dragoons, 250; artillery, engineers, rive from Natchez, o which place 1 had found it exsappers and miners 700; 4'h regiment, 650; 7di, pedient to order them.
I received a letter from general Winchester, dated
1,150; 21st, 700; 40th, 1000; 43d, 1,300; 44 h, 650;
35 ,330; 93d, 650; 95th, 800; blacks, 1000— total on the 16th, stating that maj. Blue, whom he had
ordered to the relief of fort Bowyer, succeeded in
9,180."
As to our privateers, we notice the following The carrying one of the enemy's picquets, consisting of
merchants of St. Vincent's addressed a memorial to 17, but was too late to effect the whole purpose for
admiral Durham stating diat a privateer (the Chas- which In: had been detaxshed the fort having capiseur) had bl u-k ided them for five days, doing much tulated 24 hours before his arrival.
I learn from the bearei of my late dispatches to
damage, and requesting that he would send them at
least " heavy sloop of war," on which the admiral the enemy's fleet, who was detained during the
sent them the Birrosa frig ate.
operations against fort Bowyer, that his loss on that
Here follow many paragraphs about the Chasseur, iccasibn, by the fire from the garrison, was between
whose captain they say is an Irishman [Boyle is a twenty and forty.
true born yinkee]; <nd they charge lum with
I have
the honor to be, with great respect, your
having
capi u ed some negroes that he intended to sell in obedient servant,
JACKSON,
Virginia, as though lie would follow the lead of their
admiral Cockburn! They <ell us of many impudent
Major-general commanding
icats of the Chasseur, and how that she was chased
Hon. James Monroe, sec'y. of war.
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IMS.

the se- swords, and the whole to be embarked in such
brig- gen. Winchester to
ships
as the British naval commander in chief shall
-.car, dated

Cojnj of a letter from
cretary of

ap-

Mobile, 17th Feb. 1813.

Sin— It becomes my duty

to

communicate

to

point.

you

the unpleasant news of the loss of fort Bowyer. It
was closely invested by land, as well as water, on
8th inst. On the 10th and lllb I passed a detachment over the bay with a view to divert the enemy
from his object, but it arrived about 24 hours too
enelate, though time enough to capture one of the
my's barges with 17 seamen, who say the garrison
adcapitulated on the 12th; that the besiegers had
vanced their works on the land side to within certain musket shot of the parapets of the fort; that the

All private property to be respected.
a communication shall be m~de immediately of the same to the commanding officer of the
7th military district of the United States, and
every
3.

4.

That

endeavor made to effect an early exchange of prisoners.
5.

That the garrison of the United States remain

12 o'clock to-morrow, a British
possession of the inner gate at
three o'clock to-day, the body of the guard remainon
the glacis, and that the British
ing
flag be hoisted
I am
loss in killed on either side is inconsiderable.
at the same time
an officer of each service remainin possession of no other account but that which
at
the head-quarters of each commander until
ing
comes from the prisoners. About 30 of the enemy's the fulfilment of these articles.
vessels, besides boat9 and barges, are laying within
II. G. SMITH,
the bar and above Mobile Point, and several ships
Major and military secretary.
of the line on the south and west of -Dauphin island.
Agreed on the part of the roval navy.
The wind is fair, and I expect the honor of seeing
T. H. RK '.REITS,
litem here every night— if I do, I have great confiCaptuin H. M. ship Vengent.
dence my next will be on a pleasanter subject.
R. CHAMRERLA1N,
I have the honor to be, with consideration of great
2d regt
S.
infantry.
respect, your most obedient servant,
J.

to

in

—

Lieut,

ArpnoTED,

general Ja-ckson.

Sin Imperious necessity h*s compelled me to
enter into articles of capitulation with maj. gen. John

col.

2d

infantry, commatiding.

ALEXANDER COCHRANE,

Commander

in chief of his majesty's
shipping.

JOHN LAMBERT,

A

true copy

Extract of a

Fort Bowyer, Feb. 12, 1315.

—

fort until

guard being put

U
Wm LAWRENCE,

The

secretary at ivc\r.
Lt. -col. Lawrence

the

WINCHESTER,

Brig. gen. corn. E. sec. 7th mil. dis.
garrison consisted of about 360 men, in.
eluding officers. Three small schooners in which
the detachment was transported over the bay, were
captured by theenemv's barges after the troops had
J- W.
larded.
r
fhe hon James Monroe,

P. S.

in

— test, Major general commanding.

letter

JOHN REID, aid decamp.
fom maj. gen. Jlndrcw Jackson, to

the secretary of -war, dated head quarters, 7ih military district, J\"ew Orleans, 17 th Feb 1815.

"1 have the honor to enclose you major Overton's

report of the attack of fort Philip, and of the manner
l,am:)ert, commanding his Britannic majesty's forwhich it was defended.
ces in front of fort Bowyer, a copy of which I for- in
The conduct of that officer and those who acted
ward you for the purpose of effecting an immediate
under him, merits, I think, great praise. They nailexchange of prisoners. Nothing but the want of ed their own colors to the standard
and placed those
provisions, and finding myself completely surroundof the enemy. underneath them, determined never to
ed by thousands batteries erected on the sand
mounds which completely commanded the fort and surrender the for. ."
the enemy having advanced, by regular approaches, Copy of a letter from major Overton, commandingfor:
within thirty yards of the ditches, and the utter im£>t. Philip during the late bombardment
of it, to ma-

—

possibility of

—

—

getting any assistance or supplies,

jor genet al Jackson.

Pout St. Pmiip, January 19th, 1815.
adopt this measure,
Sm On the first of the present month I received
reeling confident, and it being the unanimous opinion of the officers, tiiat we could not retain the the information that the enemy intended passing this
post, and that the lives of many valuable officers fort toco-operate with their land forces, in the subfind soldiers would have been uselessly sacrificed, 1 jugation of Louisiana, and the destruction of Ji ewthought it most desirable to adopt this plan. A full Qrleans. To effect this with more facility, thev were
and correct statcaient will be furnished you as ear- first with their heavy bomb-vessels to bombard this
place into compliance. On the grounds of thi9 inly as possible.
Captain Chamberlain, who bears this to E. Living- formation, I turned my attention to the security of
I erected small
ston, esq. will relate to him every particular, which my command.
magazines in different parts of the garrison, that if one blew up I c.mkl
v.ill, I hope, be satisfactory.
resort to another
buil? covers for my men to secure
I am, with respect,, \ our obedient humble serv't.
them from the explosion of the shells, and removed
W. LAWRENCE,
Lt. col. commanding. the combustible matter without the works.
Early
in the day of the 8lh inst. I was advised of their
Jifaif. tren. Jackson.
apARTICLES OF CAPITULATION
proach, and on the 9th at a quarter past 10 A. AL
col. Lawrence and major hove in sight two bomb-vessels, one sloop, one
between
Ueut.
j^grced upon
brig
general Lambert fur the surrender jqf fort Boxvyer, and one schooner they anchored two and one quarter miles below— at half past eleven, and at half
on tht Mobile Point, \lth Feb. 1815.
1. That the fort shall be surrendered to the arms past twelve they advanced two barges, apparent ly
of his Britannic majesty in its existing state as to for the purpose of sounding within one and a half
at this moment I ordered
le works, ordnance-, ammunition, and every species miles of the fort
my waor"
ter battery, under the command of lieutenant Cunmilitary stores.
2. That the garrison shall he considered as pri- ningham, of the navy, to open on them
its well disoners of war, the troop.s marching out with their rected shot caused a precipitate retreat. At half
.-.olois flying and drums beating, and ground their past three o'clock, P. M. the enemy's bomb-vesselc
on tf/e glacis— thte officers retailing their opened their fire from four sea mortars, two c*J
unrips
would have induced me

to

—

;

:

<t.

;

;
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vhirleen inches, two of ten, and to my great mortifi- Mobile bay, and is well constructed for defence
by
cation I found they were without the effective range water, but cannot be defended against a
greatly su
of my shot, as many subsequent experiments proved; perior land force. It is an airy, healthful
situation,
th'y continued their fire with, little intermission well supplied with good water by digging three feet
and
16th
wood
the
is
14th
obtained.
At
15th,
this station, the
lull), 11th, 12th, 13th,
during
easily
and' 17th. I occasionally opened my batteries on troops of the United States have
always enjoyed
them with great vivacity, particularly when they good health.
.

FouTCnAfii.oTTE is a regular built work, situated
change their position. On
the evening our heavy mortar was said to at the. head of Mobile river. It would require four
be in readiness. I ordered that excellent officer cap- hundred artillerists to defend it if it were in
good ortain Wolsionecraft of the artillerists, who previously per.
It was much out of
repair when delivered up
had charge of it, to open a fire, which was done to the U. S. Fort Charlotte is
but i*

shewed

a disposition to

the 17ih

in

commanding,
with great effect, as the enemy from that moment unhealthy; it being surrounded by fresh water marshbecame disordered, and at daylight on the 18th com- es. The water in the town of Mobile is not drank
menced their retreat, after having thrown upwards by those citizens who can afford to send three miles
of a thousan 1 heavy shells, besides small shells from
Howitzers, round shot and grape, which he discharged from boats un ler cover of the night.
Our loss in this affair has been uncommonly small,
owing entirely to the great pains that was taken by
the different officers to keep their men undercover

for

enemy

untouched.

The

that place,

man ding

officers

$fajor general Jackson,
list
of the hilled and wounded during the bombardment on fort St. Philip, commencing on the 9th an.d
ending on the 18th January, 1815.
Captain Wolstoncrafi's artillery wounded 3Captain Murray's artillery— killed 2 wounded 1.
Captain Bronten's infantry-r-woimded 1,
Captain Wade's infantry-r-wounded 2,
Total killed 2 wounded 7,

—

;

—

;

FORT BOWYEBj

&c,
National Intelligencer,
The recent events in that quarter have induced us
to examine into the topography and situation of the
country about the mouth of the Mobile. The following particulars, whilst they shew that no honor has
been lost by the capitulation of fort Bowyer, may
not be unsatisfactory to our readers generally:
foht nowrKU is at the entrance of Mobile bay
opposite Dauphin Island, and distant three miles
from it, receiving its name from the worthy colonel

From

the

lias reached us that an attack was
three waggons returning from fort Mitchell
about six miles beyond fort Lawrence, on the morning of the 3d inst. that one of the waggoners by
the name of Smith, (who it is stated drove out the
travelling forge for gen. M'lntosh's detachment) was
shot through the body anc
expired yesterday morn-

made on

—

after having been
brought to' fort Lawrence.
other two tvaggoners escaped to the fort and
returned and fcn.nd Smith in his
waggon not scalped—seven horses taken other things remaining untouched. Report states that 10 or 12
guns were
fired; that the parly of Indians were
stripped and
painted, hav ng nothing on but flaps and red boots.
"P. S. Since writing the above, captain
Lequeux
states, that he is confident that there were not more
than two Indians, and that they committed this act
in retaliation for
injuries received from the waggoners at fort Mitchell,
having been used roughly with
their waggon whips, from information."
ing,

The

—

Extract of a letter from col. William Scott, to
governor
Early dated Great Satill river, 28 Feb.
"I have the pleasure to inform
a
of
brilliant
you
affair having taken place on the 24th inst. on tlie
river St. Mary's between a part of
my detachment,
20 men, commanded by captain William
Mickler,
aided by about 30 of the Patriots of Florida, under
col Dill, and six of the enemy's barges,
containing
about 250 men, which had attempted to proceed
up
the river to burn Mr. A. Clark's mills. The
enemy
were first attacked by the Patriots from the Florida
shore, near Camp Pinckney, when the barges immediately tacked about to retreat, but our men being in
ambush on this shore gave them a second reception,
and thus the fire was kept up from both shores until
they got into a greater extent of river than our riflemen could reach. The
reports from Amelia say,
that the loss of the enemy was 160 killed and wounded; some say 100->-but this I have been credibly informed, they were so cut up as not to be able to
work their barges with the complement of oars. We
had one man severely wounded through the boclv,
and several received balls through their clothes, but
no further injury. The news of their intentions
reached me too latetojoin the detachment with the
remainder of my troops, which is to be lamented, as
am confident not a barge should have returned to
Cumberland to carry them the news. Whilst writing
this I am informed the enemy are fitting out another
expedition to go up the river St. Mary's arid if they
do, I hope they will pay dearly for their undertak-

Bowyer, then major in the old second, who superintended its erection, The fort is well planned, and the
work well executed. Jt was calculated to accommodate about three hundred men.
In August last, mnjor Lawrence took the command, with a small detachment of the second infanSince his gallant and suctry, and a few artillerists.
cessful defence of that place on the 15th of Sept.
which justly secured him the approbation of his
country, the water battery has been extended. At
the late attack, it was occupied by three companies
of the 2d infantry, and a small detachment of artdlery under the command of m:ijor Lawrence. Fort
yer h;.s the entir? comnaand, of the passage into ing."
1

i

; '

letter from major Philip Cook,
from-,
at fort Bav/kinsJ to gov. Early, lUitcd
"Fort Hawkins, 5tli March, 1 815.

"Information

and soldiers through this whole affair,
although nine days and nights under arms in the
different batteries, the consequent fatigue and loss
of sleep, have manifested the greatest firmness and
the most zealous warmth to be at the enemy. To
distinguish individuals would be a delicate task, as
merit was conspicuous every where. Lieut. Cunningham of the navy who commanded my water
battery, with his brave crew, evinced the most determined bravery and uncommon activity thougbout;
and in fact, sir, the only thing to be regreted is that
the enemy was too timid to give us an opportunity
of destroying him.
I herewith enclose
you a list of the killed and
wounded.
1 am, sir, verv
respectfully,
W. H. OVERTON,
Major 2d R. It. commanding.

A

stream called the
Portage,
and wholesome water c:»n always
The water for the troops is brought from
clear,

Extract of a

scarcely ten fcet of this garrison

left

to an excellent

be had.

;

as the

it

wave good,

'

I
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.which followed the heavy

25, 1815.

firing, to close

near the

CAPTURE OF THE ESSEX.
enemy. He informs me that his officers and crew,
If any thing had been wanting to fix the character of of whose loyalty, zeal and discipline I entertain the
and crew for a des- highest opinion, conducted themselves to his satiscaptain Porter and his officers
Essex frigate, we might find faction.
perate defence of the
I have to lament the death of four of
it in the following statement of captain Hillyar.
my brave
On publishing this letter the editor of the Demo- companions and one of his with real sorrow I add

—

:

that my first lieutenant,
cratic Press observes
Ingram, is among the num"As the whole letter of captain Hillyar has not be- ber. He fell early is a great loss to his majesty's
fore been published, and as what was published service. The manly tears which I observed this mornthe last mournful
at his
from the Jamaica papers as his letter was errone- ing, while

—

ous in man}' particulars, v/e doubt not that the
following will be read with interest. Every thing
which relates to the Essex, her officers and crew,
must interest the American people. It is distinctPorter wished, as is
ly understood that captain
customary on the loss of a vessel of w;:r, to have
court of enquiry organized, and report on his
conduct ; bin the government, feeling with the
convictions of
people, and enjoying their strong
the uistinguished bravery of this excellent and
to
en'erprizing- fficer, did not deem it necessary,
That their confidence was
institute an enquiry.
well placed has not been doubted
yet still we
i'eel gratified in for.ifying that confidence by the
a testimony as decisive
tes= imony of the enemy
and honorable as personal friendship or national

performing

duty

funeral, on shore, more fully evinced the respect and
affection of his afflicted companions than any eulo-

equal to. Our lists of wounded are
is
only one for whom I am imder
The conduct of my officers and crew, withanxiety.
out an individual exception that has come to
my

gium my pen

is

small, and there

knowledge, before, during and after the battle, was
such as became good and loyal subjects, zealous for
the honor of their much loved though distant
king
and country.
The defence of the Essex, taking into consideration
our superiority of force, the very
discouraging circumstance of her having lost her main-top-mas', and
being twice on fire, did honor to her brave defenders,
and most fully evinced the courage of captain Porter
and those under his command Her colors were not
struck until the lo=s in killed and wounded was so

,

;

—

pride could wir.ii"
official account of the capture nf the Essex.

awfully great, her shattered condition so seriously
bad as to render farther resistance unavailing.
I was much hurt at
hearing that her men had been
Valparaiso Bay, March30, lsi-i.
Sir— I have the honor to acquaint you, for the in- encouraged when the result of the action was eviformation of the lords commissioners of the admi dently decided, some to tak^ to their boats, and
many were drowned in the
n the afternoon or others to swim on shore
raltv, that a little past 3 o'clock
sixteen were saved by die exertions of my
the '28th instant, after nearly five months' anxious \*Mem\>i
ore anxious look out, for .people, and others, I believe between thirty and forsearch, and six weeks' still
the Essex and her companion to quit the port ofJ ty, effected their landing ; I informed captain Porter
and that I considered the latter, in point of honor, as
Valparaiso, we saw the former under weigh,
He said the encouragement was givall my prisoners.
immediately, accompanied by the Cherub, made
when the ship was in danger from fire, and I have
sail to close' with her. On rounding me outer point of jen
the biy, and hauling her wind for the purpose of not pressed the point. The Essex Is completely stored
she lost her and provisionedfor at least six months, and although
endeavoring to weather us and escape,
not succeeding in an! much injured in her upper works, masts and rigging,
main-top-mast, and afterwards,
not in such a state as to give the slightest cause of
effort to regain the limits of the port, bore tip and is
anchored so near the shore (a few miles to the lee- alarm, respecting her being able to perform a voywardof it) as to preclude the possibility of passing age to Europe with perfect safety. Our main and
ahead of her without risk to his majesty's ships, mizen masts and main yard are rather seriously
these, with a few shot-holes between
As we drew near, my intention of going close under wounded
her stern was frustrated by the ship breaking off,; wind and water, which we can get at without lightand
a
loss of canvas and cordage, which we
and from the wind blowing extremely fresh. Our ening,
can partly replace from our well-stored prize, are
first fire, commencing a little past four, and contiof
the extent
the injuries his majesty's ship has
nuing about ten minutes, produced no visible effect ; our second, a few random shot only, from sustained,
not
I feel it a pleasant
having increased our distance by wearing, was
duty to recommended to their
the use
apparently more successful, and having lost
lordship's notice my now senior lieutenant, Pearson,
of our main-sail, jib and main stay, appearances and Messrs. Allen, Gardner, Porter and Daw, midwere a little inauspteious. On standing again towards shipmen. I should do very great injustice to Mr.
her, I signified my intention of anchoring, for which George O'Brien, the mate of the Emily, merchantwe were not ready before, with springs, to captain] man, Wlio joined a boat^crewoFmine ini¥he harbor,
Tucker, directing him to keep under weigh, and an d pushed for the ship the moment he saw her like
take a convenient station for annoying our opponent. lv to come to' action, wei'e I to omit recommending
On closing with the Essex, at 35 minutes past 5, the him to their lordships. His conduct, with that of
firing recommenced, and before I gained my intend- Mr. N. Murphy, master of the English brig Good
ed position, her cable was cut, and a serious con- Friends, were such as to entitle them both to my
The guns of his majesty's ship gra- lasting regard, and prove that they were ever ready
flict ensued.
dually becoming more destructive, and her crew, if to hazard their lives in their country's honorable
possible, more animated, which lasted until 20 mi cause.
They came on board when the attempt was
eutes past 6, when it pleased the Almighty Disposer attended widi great risk, and both their boats were
of events to bless the efforts of my gallant compa- swamped: 1 have before informed their lordships
nions and my personal very humble ones, with victory. that Mr. O'Brien was once a lieutenant in his majesfriend, captain Tucker, an officer worthy of ty's service
(may now add that youthful indiscretheir lordships' best attentions, was severely wound- tions appear 10 have given place to great correctness
ed it the commencement of the action, but remain of conuuet) nnd as he has proved bis laudable zeal
fd on deck until it terminated, using every exertion for its honor, I think, if restored, he will be found
against the baffling winds and occasional calms one of its greatest ornaments. I enclose returns
British
Copy of a

letter

from captain Hillyar, of H. M. ship Phoebe to

John Wilson Cyoki

r,

esq. ilated

—

;

I

I

I

I

:

|

Mv

—
—
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of the killed and wounded; and, if conceived to
have trespassed on their lordships' time l>y this very
be kindly ascribed to the
long letter, hope it will
wish that merit may meet
right cause— an earnest
its due reward.
I have the honor to be, &c.

TAMES HILLY AR.
ship's hook or
on hoard
paper of any description (churls excepted)
the Essex, or any document relative to the number
Sorserving in her previous to the action. Captain
ter informs me that he had upwards of two hundred

There has not been found a

P. S.

and sixty victualed. Our prisoners, including forhundred and sixtyty-two wounded, amount to one
one; twenty three were found dead on her decks;
three wounded were taken away by captain Downes,
of the Essex Junior, a few minutes before the colors were struck, and 1 believe twenty or thirty
the remainder were killed or
reached the shore
drowned.
List of killed and wounded in his majesty's ships
undermentioned, in action witli the United States
;

the 28lh March 1814.
frigate Essex, on
Phoebe 4 killed 7 wounded.
Cukrub 1 killed 3 wounded. Total 5 killed

—

—

—

—

—

10 wounded.
From
Chester,

the (Philadelphia) Freeman's Journal.

fPenn.J March 17 th, 1815

— Mr. M'C»r-

the enclosed a
respectfully requested to give
D. PORTER.
place in his paper.
The Essex.— Mr. David P. Adams, formerly chapkle

is

lie Essex, and who proceeded to England in
the Phcebe, has arrived at Norfolk from Falmouth
in the cartel ship San Filipe, and furnishes the following information:
About twenty-five days after the departure of the
Essex Junior from Valparaiso, the Briton, one of the
finest frigates in the British navy, arrived there with
orders from admiral Dixon on ths Brazil station, to
idin the Tagus, and explore the whole Pacific ocean
On the 30lh May, the Phoebe,
"in search of the Essex
the Essex, Tagus, and Briton, weighed and stood
for the island of Juan Fernandez, and on miking it
separated in pairs; the Phoebe and Essex for England, the Briton and Tagus to touch at Lima, aiUl
cruise among the Gallapigos, Washington Groupe,
and Sandwich islands, in searcli of the prizes of the
Essex. On the 27th of July the Phoebe and Ess* x
arnved at Rio de Janeiro, where th? Essex was condemned and purchased by admiral Dixon, in behalf
of his government, at six pounds sterling per ton,
and the surveyors reported that the most of her

lain of

t

provisions "were unfit for the use of his majesty's
BUl j?Cts."
This small valuation, as Mr. Adams observes, but
illy comports with the enormous expences which the
pursuit and capture of the Essex has cost the British fiovernment
which, according to the computation of several old heads in England, must be at
least five millions of pounds sterling.
Soon after the news of the capture of the Essex
had reached Rio, some American merchants of that
place, artfully promulgated a report thai the Phcebe

—

and Essex were captured and destroyed off Cape
Horn, by the Congress. This was so firmly credited
that three or four frigates and sever al sloops of war
were dispatched from Rio, to proceed south to
cruise for her. The Indefatigable, Hotspur and A I
bicore, had returned before the departure of Mi".
Adams. Capt. Phife of the Indefatigable, <>nd c >p
Paitre of the Albicore, repeatedly declared tin;
they certainly would have captured the Essex JuniAdmiral Dixon,
or, had they fallen in with her.
however assured Mf. Adams that the ship should
.
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have been liberated and captain Porter treated with
every attention by him.
On the 14th of September, the Phoebe and Essex,
accompanied by the Nereus, began the voyage from
I{jo to England.
At this time Mr. Sumpter, our
minister, was engaged in remonstrating witli the
court of Brazils, for permitting the condemnation,
sale and refitment of the Essex, in their royal port,
in open defiance of the royj.1 proclamation.
After avoiding cautiously the usual track of vessels (for even our privateers were the cause of much
alarm to this timorous squadron) they reached Plymouth on the loth November, when the poor old
Essex, although she had undergone two expensive

was condemned as unfit for service. She
was therefore sent to Hamuze where she was constantly visited by carpenters and draftsmen, who
were endeavoring to procure her model.*

repairs,

The CirAssEun, captain Boyie.
This famous privateer whose "blockade" of

all

the

"outlets, inlets, bays, rivers," &c. of the "united
kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland," a little

while ago cannot be forgotten, returned to Baltimore on Saturday evening last from a successful
cruise in the West Indies, where she
spread terror, with a full cargo of valuable goods.
Other
particulars than those which follow will be inserted in our prize lists
and we also add, by
way of memorandum, a variety of extracts from
the West India papers to shew the daring of
Boyle and the chagrin of the British! His battle
with the St. Lawrence is an affair honorable to
himself St his country 'he naval renown of which,
indeed, we are happy to add, has been as well supported by our private as our public armed vessels.
The Chasseur brought in 23 prisoners.

—

Capture of

his

Britannic majesty's schooner St.

Law-

James E. Gordon, commander, by the
private armed brig Chasseur, of Baltimore, Thomas
Boyle, Esq commander.
Letter from capt. Boyle, to Mr. George P. Stephenson, one of the owners of the Chasseur, dated
at sea, March 2, 1815.
Dear sir I have the honor to inform you, that on
the 26th Feb. being about six leagues to windward
of H avanna and 2 leagues from the land At 11 a. m.
discovered a schooner, bearing N. E. of us, apparently running before the wind; made every possible sail in chase, the convoy in sight from the mast
head, to leeward, laying too off Havanna; at meridian,
gaining fast on the c/iase, that appeared to be a 'large
long, low pilot built schooner, with yellow sides:
she hauled up more to the northward, and
apparentAt half past mely was endeavoring to escape us.
ridian I fired a gun and hoisted the American
flag,
to ascertain, if possible, the nation which she belongbut
she
shewed
no
ed to;
colors she was carrying
a press of sail, and in a few minutes carried
away
her fore-topmast. She was at this time about three
miles from us they cut away the wreck of the topmast immediately and trimmed her sails sharp by the
wind. At 1 p. m. drawing up with him very fast,
rence, lieut.

—

—

—

—

—

"I do not see any thing so offensive in the two last
paragraphs that they should bu suppressed m a Bal" Hoston
timore newspaper of the
stamf>." But they
were suppressed. Does the editor take the same
liberty with official documents? I know that some of
his brethren do. lean conceive nothing meaner than
An editor may make an
a procedure of this kind.
abstract or an extract as he pleases, or refus° an
article altogether; but to publish it as an entire
whole, when it is not, is a serious offence* ^guinM the
[Ei>. Reg.
majesty of truth.

NILES'
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ants, Mr. Moran, and Mr. Hammond N. Stansbury,
as well as every other officer behaved with a firmness
seldom, if ever, equalled, and, I believe, never suf -

she fired a stern chase gun at us, and hoisted English
three ports in
colors, shewing at the same time only
the side next to us.
Under the impression that she was a running ves-

passed.

Havana and weakly armed and maneffort to close with him as quick
lied, I tried every
Saw very few men on his deck, and
as possible.
hastilv made small preparation for action, though
my officers, myself and men, did not expect any
we were not completely preparPgh'ting, of course
ed for action. At 1 26 we were within pistol shot
of him when lie opened a tier often ports on a side,
his broad side of round, grape and musket
and
sel

bound

1815,

Yours with respect,

to

THOMAS BOYLE.

Mr.

G. P. Stephenson, Baltimore
P. S. On the night of the 26th the maintopmast
of the St. Lawrence went by the board such was
her wretched condition and from motives of humanity and the solicitation of her commander, 1 made a
flag or cartel of her to carry the wounded to the
;

Havanna, for their better comfort and convenience,
from the as I know you would wish that I should mitigate
and endeavored to close the sufferings of the unfortunate wounded. 1 hope
great guns ^nd mu *ketry,
with him for the purpose of boarding; we having you will not be displeased at what I have done
<*uick way at the time, shot ahead of him under there was no other alternative but to make a cartel
his lee, he put his helm up, for the purpose of wear- of her or destroy h=r. I should not willingly, perhaps,
stern and to give us a rakmg fire, have sought a contest with a king's vessel, knowing
ing across our
•which I prevented by timely taking notice of his in- it was notour object but my expectations were at
also.
He shot first a valuable vessel and a valuable cargo also
tention, and putting our helm hard up
within ten yards of him; when I found myself deceived, the honor of the flag
1
quick ahead, and closed
at this time both fires were heavy, severe and de- entrusted to my charge was not to he disgraced by
I sent to the wounded a parcel of shirts, and
I now found his men had been concealed flight.
structivei
under his bulwark, and that I had an heavy enemy to two bales of purser's slops to be distributed amongst
contend with.and at 1 40 gave the order for boarding, them and the other prisoners. A copy of the corwhich my bi\.ve officers and men cheerfully obeyed respondence between the captain of the St. Lawwith unexampled quickness, instantly put the helm rence and myself you have here enclosed as well as
to starboard to lay him onboard, and in the act of my letter to your friends in Havanna.
Mr. W. N. Christie, Return
boarding her, she surrendered.—
of 'ailed and -wounded on board the private
his courage Mid activity got on
armed brig Chasseur, of Baltimore, Thomas Boole,
prizemasler, from
board of her; she proved to be his Britannic maschoonEsq. commander, in her actie?i -with II. B.
schooner St. Lawrence, commanded by lieut.
er St. Lawrence, lieutenant James E. (Jordan, comjesty's
James E. Gordon, formerly the famous privateer
mander, on the 26th February, 1815.
Atlas of Philadelphia, built in the Chesapeake,
KILLED Jacob Burk, carpenter Alexander P.
mounting 15 guns, 14 twelve pound carronades, up- White, carpenter's mate; Hugh Crea, 2d gunner;
on an improved construction, and a long nine; allow- Samuel M'Connel, John Carpenter.
ed a complement of seventy-five men, and had on
Thomas Boyle, commander, slightboard a number of soldiers, marines and some gen- ly; Thomas Davis, seaman, severely; Aquilla Weathe
tleman ot the navy passengers; bound express to
ver, marine, do.; Thos. Lauter, seaman, do.; Yankee
New Orleans; having by the report of Sheppard, boy, do.; Hamilton Holston, ship-steward,
squadron off
and
seventeen
woundher commander, six men killed,
slightly; Alfred Vincent, do.; Peter, (black man_)
15 killed and 23 since
ed; but by various other reports,
dead.
and
several
^
mortally.
wounded, most of them badly,
TOTAL Killed and wounded 13.
in
the
hull,
She was a perfect wreck, cut to pieces
On board the U. S. private armed brig
and scarcely a rope left standing, and, by report of
Chassew, February 27, 1815.
on
but
was
officer
board,
her commander, not an
In event of captain Boyle's becoming a prisoner
the
latter.
either killed or wounded, himself among
of war to any British cruiser, I consider it a tribute
The C's sails and rigging suffered much, and from justly due to his humane ami generous treatment of
to
crew
do
their
brave
her
the zeal and anxiety of
myself, the surviving officers and crew of 11. M.
I had five
late schooner St. Lawrence, to state, that his obligduty, and thereby exposing themselves,
the
men killed and eight wounded, myself amongst
ing attention and watchful solicitude to preserve
ended
the
action
Thus
latter, though very slightly.
our effects and render us comfortable during the
and
about
after
its commencement,
in fifteen minutes
short time we were in his possession, was such as.
close quarters, with a force in every
eight minutes
justly entitles him to the indulgence and respect of
our
own.
respect equal to
every British subject I also certify that his endeaThe Chasseur mounts six 12 pounders, and eight vors to render us comfortable and to secure our
from
taken
one
latter
short 9 pound carronades, (the
property, were carefully seconded by all his officers,
nf her prizes) ten of our twelve pound carronades who did their utmost to that effect.
while
chased
hard
overboard
thrown
having been
J. E. GOllDON, (lieut. and cam. of II. JU.
and she had on board 89
late schr. St. L,amre)ue.J
by the Btrrosa frigate
several
To tli* captain or commanuVr oi" any British
boys.
men, besides
Mho
the
of
war
of
full
of
Chasseur,
ship
number
capture
the
beds,
may
From
hammocks,
or whatever Teasel captain Boyle commands.
clothes, &c. found on board of the Si. Lawrence, it
The Daphne, {a. prize to the Reindeer privateer of
would lead to a belief that many more were killed
than were reported. The St. Lawrence fired double Boston) was 18 weeks out from the cape of Good
the weight of shot that we did; from her twelves, Hope when taken. The captain informed of the capat close quarters, she fired a stand of grape, and ture of the United States' brig Syren, and that her
two bags, containing two hundred and twenty mus- officers and crew were at the cape. She had been
ket balls each when, from the Chasseur's nines, she sold for 10,000 dollars and had sailed for Calcutta,
fired six and four pound round shot, having no other as a merchantman, Goldsbury, commander. When
taken she had a considerable quantity of gold dust
except some few grape. Was I to close this letter
without mentioning the determined bravery of npj and ivory on board, having made several captures on
first lieutenant, Mr. John Dieter, 1 should be acting; the coast of Africa,
gave

balls.

I

then opened the Chasseur's

fire

—

;

—

•

M

—

;

WOUNDED—

—

;

7

—

(

j

very oifjastty tp ray o\yn feelings

;
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Britannic majesty's brig Manly, lieutenant Locke, al of the said provinces, to institute a strict and riof 14 guns, from the squadron offCumberlaiul island. gorous blockade against all ports and places, which
"We understand admiral Cockburn received the olli- are unfortunately, in their possession; I therefore'
cial news of peace from Mi Baker on Wednesday hope your excellency will make the same known to
all his Britannic
last. Tin Maid) has come in for provisions.
majesty's- subjects within your
Ma. Green—On the command, that they nmy stop any direct communiJYevo- London, March 15.
4th instant I came on shore from 11. B. M. ship Sa- cations to ports so occupied, under penalty of sufturn, with apart of the crew of the brig Eagle, late fering condemnation in cases provided.
of Baltimore, E.
I have the honor to remain
your excellency's most
prize to the schooner Lawrence
the 11th Novem- obedient and most humble servant,
Veasy, esq. commander, captured
"JUAN GAYELLO."
ber last, and ordered for the United States. Oh the
Porto- Santos 34 Dec.
yth of December, John Secar, Peter Grundjack
.

1

—

(Frenchman) and Manuel, a negro, leagued with the
former captain of the brig to retake her. John Secar
stabbed the man at the helm, followed him below
and killed John Snow of the state of NewYoik,
and
priz: master, William Curtis, of Marbleheadj
stabbed John Hooper, the subscriber, through the
him on the deck for
hand, and afterwards lashe
three days and three nights without any thing to eat
i

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.

The schooner Vixen

has arrived at Baltimore from
the city on the 6th, She brings noimportant news, further than the general state of
affairs in Europe seems unpropitious to a lastingBut the French press, perhaps, more closepeace.
afly fettered than it was in tiie days of Bonaparte,
fords .us little but indirect surmises and suspicions.
France appears to be laboring for some great event.

Bordeaux

—

left

or drink..
After three days had elapsed the residue of the The people are dissatisfied much uneusitiexs precrew, viz. John Johnson, Redman Robinson, William vailed, but there was no tumult.
Spain is full
and John of confusion the British ambassador had left MaHill, Charles Patterson, Thomas L averick
at VienPrichard a>>t on dtck, and retook the brig after drid. Of the proceedings of the

—

—

wounding the two Frenchmen.

overboard with a cutlass in his
Januarj was captured off New- York by the Saturn
on my getting onshore made a regular complaint to
commodore Shaw, and am satisfied he will use his

—

best exertions to bring the criminals to justice.
HOOl'Elt, prize-master.
London, March 9, 1815.
are informed that commodore Shaw applied

JOHN

AVw

We

to admiral

Hotham

for

Secar and Grandjack; and

the admiral considering them not to be American
citizens declined giving them up;- but assured the
commodore he would- represent the case to the British admiralty.
writing.

The

congress
however, that it
The grasping of Hussia at
1'oland, and Prussia at Saxony is displeasing to theother powers, especially Austria, France and England, and it is stated that considerable coolness existed among them. Castkreagh had returned home,
and it was said his place would be supplied by the
duke of Wellington. It is stated as probable, that
licrnadotle will resign his pretensions to the crown
of Sweden, and probably Murat his claims on J\ aplesm
They talk of changing Bonaparte's place of residence
to Scotland, where he will receive his pension
he
is s*tis|>ected of some intrigues on the continent,
England is not on good terms with Turkey Russia
wants a slice of the provinces of the latter, and is
preparing for war.
A London paper, of January 2, informs us thai
though peace with America had been made, many

The negro jumped na, nothing is known.
hand. On the 27th had reached its crisis.

application and refusal were in

Admiral Hotham's fleet got under way Saturday
forenoon, anil proceeded to sea with a fair wind A
salute was fired from the Superb, which was refort Trumbull.
A transport brig
mains here, with supplies for such British ships

turned from

It is

said,

—

—

ships and 10,000 men were ready to embark for this
country.
It is said to be ascertained that the prince regent
may put
14M.
December
schooner
hired
22.
Barbadoes,
of Portugal will not return to Lisbon. It would be
a
10
has
in
while
in
Elizabeth,
not the least remarkable among the strange things
guns,
upset
squall,
chase of three American vessels, and all on board of the times, if, as "prince of Brazil,'" he should hold
to
have
supposed
perished.
Portvgai as a province ;• and, if he acts wisely, he
January 12. Arrived, American privateer schr. will, if he can and do all that is poss ble to draw
Fox, i prize to the Barbadoes, 16, captain Fleming; of}" its population and wealth to America.
which the Fox mistook for a merchantman, and ran
London, November 18 A sliort, but interesting'
too nigh her to escape if' er discovering, her error. conversation took
place last night in the commons,
on the property tax, on the presentation of a petition
by Mr. Whitbread, from the proprietors of the aucThe U. S. frigates Guerriere and Constellation, tion mart, complaining that, for an income/ 6403 4...
sloop of war Epervier, and brig Enterprise have sail- they had been assessed £962, in place of /.640 6$. or
ed from various places for New York.
/.322 more than they were legally bound to pay.
It
New-Youk. A census has recently been taken in would appear, however, that from the decision of
the state of AV-o York,
commissioners
is
no
the
there
to
the provisions
appeal.
agreeably
of the constitution, for the
The British property tax expires on the 5th of
purpose of apportioning
the senators and representatives in .he state
unless
renewed
by parliament. The British
legis- April,
lature. The gain of
population is entirely in the "re- ministers have refused to say whether they contempublican" counties which will send fourteen mem- plate its continuance.
bers moro'than
It appears, by a remark in parliament, that the
they have at present to the nexi legislature.
British have to maintain 75,000 troops in Belgium.
&ev> blockade. Extract of a letter from the Spanish
Notember 27. The debt of the navy on the 30th
admiral Gavalb, to the British admiral Durham, of September, 1814, was /.7, 193,577 6s. 8^/.
The
estimate of armv services from the 25th December,
commanding in the West Indies.
Sik I have the honor to
excellen- 1814 to June 24, 1815, is /.5,981,65S for 215,63(in

re-

as

here. Several are expected.

—

—

;

—

CHRON1CLE.

—

—

—

—

acquaint your

cy, that I have been appointed commander in chief
of his Catholic ni
ijesty's squadron employed against

men.
London, Jan.

—

10.
The Times, has to day, atinsurgents in the province of Venezuela, and tacked the empejror Alexander in the most violent'
hat I have received cjruVs hvm Hie
governor genet terms* "Occupied with the acquisition of FolancL

trie
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emperor does not find a moment's leisure to cor- lecting all the specie attainable, which has already
a tariff so contrary to the advanced that article 10 percent.
rect his tariff of duties
L?t us consider the The slate
interest of English commerce.
of Spain is ivofu ly depicted in the following
matter of aeti'ng; adopted by Petion, the mulatto,
extract of a letter from an American gentleman at
an I then say on which su.e is there most respect and
Cadiz, dated January 12, 1815.
!"
"An expedition of iboul 10,000 men, to be under
gratitude displayed towards England
The same piper gives a letter from Vienna, con- tr>e command of general Morillo, his been
fitting out
tai it :{ some very curious observations relative to the from this
port for the last three months, going to
ion.
ne. o
South America in order to queil th-r people in that
"France and Austria have both pressed the Eng
quarter Trie government hive embargoed all the
lish ambassador to like steps of a violent nature Spanish vessels to
convey them there, in number
of Russia relative to Poland ; the fif'v four sail. The
ag-.i:isi the plans
affairs in Spain wear a shocking
result was an extreme coldness between Russia ana
ct:
since
the king Ins returned, every thing has
ispi
Engl n i. France Left us alone, opposed to the whole been put a stop to, rt nd iie has completely shut their
northern powers tl eady irritated, and she may per- mouths. All
public papers put a stop to, and new
for her own private orders and decrees
haps, now stipulate with Russia,
arriving every posi from Madrid.
"
s relative to Belgium
vi
in this 'city, there are from
Every night,
The Americans have fortified New-O- ten to fifteen regularly,
Jan. 7persons arrested some for speaking
leans, .nd have placed there a garrison of 501)0 men. too freely when the cortes was in
Spain and others
Tiie expedition intended lo act igainst that city, for
being supposed suspicious characters. Upwards
It Is t xpected they
consists of 8000 English mops.
of forty (some of them very respectable) citizens
will Lrrive in time to cm off' the retreat of general nave been banished for four and five
years to Ceuta.
Jac;cs''.\ from Pensncola, which he can only effect The
Spanish frigate Emeralda, arrived on the 11th
fiorn Vera Cruz and Hivanna, with
through the forests of the Interior.
upwards of
It is
January 9
reported that lord Castlereagh, 3.000,000 of dollars on board, for the
and the
king
the
embarrassment merchants besides a
in order to extricate himself from
large quantity of cochineal.
with
the
of
o. e sioned by his double treaty
king
"You can have no idea of the disgust that both the
Naples against the king of Sicily, and with the king Spaniards and French have at the conduct of the
has
ki
of
h
ie
of S
proposed British in burning
Naples,
ig
Washington. Immediately upon
to cede the Seven Islands to the king of Sicily as an the arrival of Mr. Madison's
message to congress at
those Islbut
claims
Austria
inderh it v for Naples;
in
Madrid, it was instantly translated and
tlie

;

1 1

1

—

—

—

—

''

.

i

published

composing part of her Italian indemnity.
the Madrid Gazette."
in consequence of thedate treaty conThe Spanish government paper was at 68 per
the
latter
can
and
included between Spain
France,
cent, discount.
of
into
the
the
forher
merchandize
troduce
ports
mer, on better terms by 50 per cent than any other
Hayti. A gentleman of respectability of this
due
John Bull tor citv informs
iht
is
Where
nation.
gratitude
us, (says the Baltimore JMechanics' GazetteJ that he received a letter from his
past favors?
corresponfourteen
bank
announced
Gazette
Yester lay's
dent at cape Henry, (Francais) St. Domingo, which
that
raptcies,smong them is Thomas Parker, of Arnecliff,
in the
of an
ands
Ii

as

appears,

—

.

states,

manufacturer
January 14.

ol cotton goods.

—

It is

return here, by the first
to occupy the place of the fivst lord of the
treasury, an 1 chancellor of the exchequer.
Trie glorious peace which we have made with the
United Stales, commences already to display its efis to

that

lie is

expectation

at-

of retreat in case of a reverse of fortune;
that place is fort Ferrier, situated on the
lofty summit of a ridge of mountains, about seven and an half
leagues south of the Cape, the passage to which is

self a place

which we should have expected. Wt copy from
an evening paper the two following facts "A vast
plan is just finished and with great ingenuity, to
encourage emigration from Ireland to the United
It is said, that one of the negociators
States.'*
fects

through the plain du Cap, Petit Ance and Millot.
For half a mile the road from Ferrier is scarcely
passable for horses, and lias been cut through in a

—

(probably Mr. Gallatin)

is

coming

to England.

serpentine form.

M

Its

outer wall

is

six feet thick, en-

and twenty feet high. Its terraces
are well mounted with heavy artillery and its
magazines well stored.
On the west side, from the base
of the walls is a tremendous precipice
nearly perpendicular, from which a rock let fall, could not be
impeded in its progress for more than a mile. In the
fort is a building for malefactors, a house for the
commandant, he. Such is the consideration in which
Christophe holds the security of himself in this
place that he is reported to have designed the destruction of all the cultivated places and towns within his control, and to consider himself safe in his
retreat, with power to annoy, if driven to the last extirely of stone,

The

first of these plans is of great consequence, being
an union, with the object of high treason in view.
Gallatin arshould not be surprized to see
rived to sound the views of Irelan t, and to see what
advantages could be derived from them

We

Christophe,

tempt by the French government to repossess St,
the cape. It is
Domingo, was
week of February, and well known thatstrongly fortifying
Christophe has been preparing him-

reported that lord Castlereagh

.

!

—

January 16. The American privateers which have
caused our commerce to suffer so much, have had
for a long time secret intelligence with two of the
of their prizes
ports on the Irish coast. The number
prove the use they have made of their in format ion,
an 1 accounts for the inefficiency of the measures taken by the admiralty.
tremity. The construction of Ferrier, was commenced in 1809 and has been ever since continued
January 20. Letters from Lisbon, of the 30th of with
unceasing assiduity.
December, announce, that the American privateers
commit great depredations on the coast of that
king lorn; they were uneasy about the fate of one
of our sloops of ivar, which was engaged near cape
(£j~The index for the seventh Vol. accompanies

—

St. Vincent's in a hard fought battle with one of this No.
The extra supp-lewkxt has been delayed
those privateers, carrying 24 guns.
for a want of paper, but will soon be forwarded. A
I
is supposed that Russia is about engaging in
another war with Turkey. Her government is col-! few copies yet remain to be disposed of.
f
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bound
tive number of free persons, including those
to service for a term of years, and excluding Indiana
not taxed, and all other persona."

The

object of this

amendment

is

to

exclude from

conferring the right of reprewithin the Union.
sentation, three-fifths of the slaves
is surround'
It cannot be concealedi that this subject
the

lisl

of inhabitants,

ed by difficulties* and originally presented important
"Exposition."
was our wish and hope that lie whole of this most obstacles to the union. It was contended then, as
of beings,
to
been
it iss<iil asserted, that this unhappy race
presented
interesting paper should have
our readers at once. But oil calculating its conand condition, could not
degraded alike by intellect
fc nts, we
Bn
that, even by the aid of the scr- he considered above the animals which labored by
)'iimi:nt (which accompanies this number,) we their side; that they were not admitted by their
ould n it gel it iii, unless bj a free use of our owners to any share of political power in the states
nine!) answers a good purpose as to where
mall type
they resided; that they could not therefore,
things of record, hut does not do well for articles with propriety, be intruded into any participation of
desired to be fead by all. It is, however, so ar- power, with freemen; that in short they should be
ranged that when the IIf.gistkii is bound, ar. regarded as property, not as persons.
It was then answered., as it may still be argued,,
interruption of the essay will not occur.
The report of lite legislature _of Pennsylvania on the that the states not burdened with this species of inproposed amendments of the constitution by the habitants, the states which had always professed to
Hartford convention, &c. will also claim a serious regard slaves as men whose bondage was oppression,
should not he the first to degrade them to the rank
perusal. It abounds with interesting' facts.
of mere cattle; that the general principle of the con-

It

I

i

—

Senate of Pennsylvania, 18 15

federation was, to apportion representatives among
the states according to inhabitants, that, if the
southern states chose to give their slaves the privi-

to whom were referred two communications from the governors of Connecticut and lege of voting, or placed them on the footing of
Massachusetts, inclosing certain amendments to bound-servants, they would be entitled to representhe constitution of the United States,
tation according to their full numbers; and that the
REPORT':
refusal to their slaves, of that privilege was like the
That they have given to the proposed amendments qualification of property required in some other
the mature consideration to which they are entitled, states, a mere municipal regulation, with which the
no less from their intrinsic importance, than from union had no concern.
the great national crisis in which they were origiThis reasoning satisfied the framers of the const!"'
As the amendments, moreover, tution. They thought wisely, that si ves were to
nally projected.
several
embrace
very essential alterations in the po- be considered partly as property, and partly as perlitical charter of the union, and as the committee sons; and that it would be unjust to condemn their
will he obliged to olfer a reluctant dissent to all owners to taxation on their account, Without some
of them, it will not be superfluous to explain, some- indemnity. They, therefore, compromised the conwhat in detail, the reasons of their decision. In the flicting opinions. They agreed to consider the skves
properity of this course they acquiesce with less re- as men, but as men whose value the loss of freedom,

The committee,

(

the had depreciated; and, mingling the hopes of power
re-examining- the vith the Chances of taxation, they decided, that
foundations of the public liberty, she may at least three-fifths only of these unfortunate beings should
claim the prirHege of giving an impartial opinion on enter into the computation of representatives.
them.
Nearly thirty years have elapsed, since this ar-The amendments, as far as they effect local inter- rangement received the sanction of the statesmen of
ests, relate chiefly to the slave representation; the that day. It is now proposed to change it. The great
creation of new state..; die restraints on commerce;
in
object of inquiry therefore should be, whether,
and the restriction, by geographical boundaries, ef the
progress of time, this compact, which then.
the choice of tli« president.
Pennsylvania h s sea c - seemed Oir and equal, has disappointed the hopes,
ly any slaves; she is at once agricultural as well as or violated the rights, or wounded the interest, of
commercial; her relative importance can be but lit- one of the p ulies.
tle effected by the addition of new states;
Now it does not appear, that either the slaves Of
and, during the whole history of her connection with the the slave representation has increased in a proporunion, content with fulfilling all her duties to it, tion unexpected as oppressive. The black population
she his neither claimed nor courted the elevation of now does not bear a greater proportion to the white,
;.ny of her citizens to the chief magistracy.
She than it did in 1790. On the contrary, the number of
•nay therefore confidently appeal to her history and slaves, and of course the power they confer, is acher situation, to vindicate her from the
In
suspicion of tually decreasing in proportion to the whites.
yielding up her judgment to the influence of in- 1790, the slaves were 697,697, out ot 3,929,326,
terested motives.
In 1810,
of the whole population.
more than a

luctance; since, whatever

conduct of

.

this

state,

in

may be thought of
thus

fifth

The

first amendment is in these words:
a
they were 1,191,365, out of 7,239,903, not quite
tepresentatives and direct taxes shall be appor sixth. And the decrease must soon be greater, as the
tioned among the several
states, which may be in- importation of slaves, which was allowed during
eluded within the Union,
according to their" respeoleiahteen tears of this period, is now prohibited.

VOL.

VIII.

E
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of 1500 gMve to the same
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power, therefore, is in the senate-, and it is there
that the complaining states actually enjoy an ampl
indemnity for all the inequalities in their repiesei

Among the slave-holding states themselves, the|
black and white population has been!
progress of the
census of 1790 gave to the
steady and equal. The
states of Itelaware, Marylsnd, Virginia (including
Kentucky) North-Carolina, South-Carolina, and
out of 1,916,481 inhabiGeorgia," 653 910 slaves,
The census
tants; being 45,000 more than a third.
states

1,

tat ion.

The committee reluctantly advert to a topic of so
much delicacy but, since they have been tempted
;

into the discussion

by the complaints of other states,

and Tennessee (then they cannot disguise

their conviction, that the true

first enumerated separately) 853,881 slaves, out of sufferers in the confederacy, tiiose who alone hav
^,613,057 inhabitants; 41,000 less than a third. The cause to lament t!«e disproportion between their
census of 1810 gave to the same s.ates, including strength and their power, are the large middle states.
The theory of state sovereignty has assigned to
Orleans, 1,138,290, out of 3,595,684; 19,000 more
than a third. It would not seem, ther fore, that the each an equal power in the senate; but, in practical
at
as
the
union
either
slaves have increased,
respects
legislation, the exercise of that power is in the
of the slave-holding highest degree unequal. The state of Connecticut,
large, or the white population
states themselves, with so disproportionate a rapi- of Vermont, or of New-Hampshire, for instance,
ditv as to derange the balance of power established does not possess one-third of the population of New York or Pennsylvania yet they have each a voice in
bv tke constitution,
For
This may be seen, by comparing the relative the senate equal to that of these slates.
strength of the representation caused by the slaves, every inhabitant in Rhode Island, there are more
The 697,697 slaves, ef 1790, furnished according to than ten in Pennsylvania, and more than twelve in
viie ratio of one representative to 33,000 of three- New-York
yet, in all that concerns the commerce.
the agriculture, the whole destinies of New York
Tirihs of them, twelve representative out of one hun
dred and six, the wlrole number of members of con- and Pennsylvania, the 76,000 people of Rhode Islthe 896,849, of 1800, by the same ratio, and have an equal voice with the 959,000 of Newfc-resi-;
furnished sixteen out of oil** hundred and forty-two; York, or the 810,000 of Pennsylvania. New York
and the 1,138,260 (the nurriber ofrepresented states and Pennsylvania contain about 300,000 inhabitants
now) at the rate of 35,000 to a representative, fur- more than all the five states east of the north river ;
nishes nineteen out of one hundred and eighty-two; yet those states have no less than ten voices in the
which proves a gradual decline in the comparative senate; while New York and Pennsylvania have toof slaves.
gether only four.
representation
Tlie slave-holding states have moreover advanced,
Compared with the slave-holding stales this diseven their white population, in a greater rati than parity, though less striking, is* sufficiently obvious.
many of the states of tlve north. During the twenty Virginia has a white population equal to that of Conto 1820, Massachusetts had not necticut, Rhode Island and N. Hampshire; yet her two
years, from 1790
added one-fourth to her population; Rhode-Island, voices in the senate are over powered by six senf.tors
not one -eighth; Connecticut, not one-tenth; whilst, from those states. The five southern slate*, Maryland,
the white population of Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Geordui;ing the sairu: period,
Maryland lias increased as rapidly as that of Massa- gia, contain 132,000 white inhabitants mors thap the
chusetts; the population of Virginia, North-Carolina, five northern states, of Massachusetts, Rhode l:d
and South -Carolina more rapidly; Georgia has nearly and, Connecticut, New Hampshire and Vermont,
trebled her white population; Kentucky has increased besides nearly one million of blcckinhr.bitr.nts
yet
Thiu, if ;he
hrr-'s fivefold} and that of Tennessee has augmented, their power in the senate is the same.
moi-e
than
ilunble.
From 392,000 slaves of Virginia give her six representaeven within ten years, to
these fecl*3 it would appear that the slave represen- tives more than Connecticut, Rhode Island and New
to
tation does not seem likely
grow into dispropor- Hamshire; that is, six voices more out of 182;
tioned magnitude; nor has any influence or power those three states have in the senate four more voices
boen annexed to it, greater titan must have been ori- than an equal white population in Virginia that is,
Where they lose
four more voices out of thirty-six.
ginally contemplated.
In examining, however, the question of the corn- a thirtieth, therefore, in one house, they gain a niiiiH
par *tive influence of the states, it should not be dis- in the more important branch of the legislature.
sembled, that the power communicated by the slave So, too, the five states east of the north river, conrepresentation is in a very great degree counterba- j taining little more than a ffth of the whole inhabiIanced, in favor of the slates to whom the represent tants of the Union, and not a fourth of the white
taiion is most offensive, by other advantages from aj inhabitants, has a power in the Senate actually greaThe efficient power of any state ter than one-fourth.
difTereul source.
The northern states have besides, another counterin the union, does not depend on the number of its
representatives in one branch of congress: It is com- poise for the disproportionate advancement of their
pounded of the number of those representatives, neighbors. The other states are in a very considerand. flie number of its senators; nor can any true es- able degree indebted, for the increase of people, to
timate of the relative importance of the states be the constant emigrations from New England; and,
formed, if this prominent consideration be overlook- in their new stations, die intelligence and activity
ed.
The senate is in fact the principal depository off of these emigrants ensure them a rapid promotion
the nation.! power, An integral branch of the le- to places of power, to which they cannot fail to
of the most ordinary acts of govern- carry a filial attachment and regard for the interests
gislature, noni
ii^rit can be performed without its consent; the high of theif parent state.
Thus, it is understood, that
court of impeachment, it exercises the authority of in the last congress, nine out of seventeen of the
The treaty-making power representatives of New York were natives of Cona true judicial tribunal.
In the present congress, also, nine of the
is there; no officer can be appointed without its con- necticut.
sent; and so far are these privileges from being mere- representatives of New York are natives of Connecwe have seen that body reject the ticut and agre.U number of the members of conly nornin: |, that
nominations of the president, refuse to ratify arti gress, from tlte middle and western states, are emiiles of a foreign treaty, and deny its assent to laws grants from the northern, whose, early associations
jecom mended by the president, and passed by the will give thern a natural and honorable respect lot
th-T branch of the lefcishUufe,
'V\l$ best trst «f the ISM of tbeir nativity.
j
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Prom these considerations, the committee conclude, that it' any change in the fundamental prinhe desirable, it should be a
ciple of kepresentaioh
real
complete one, such a one as would place the
of its white
power of the government on the basis
the number not merely of
population, and render
of senators proportioned to the
representatives hut
free white inhabitants of the union.
Any alteration,

07

suffer their political importance to expand, as their*
territory ripens in population and improvement?

The progress of our history has not taught us U>
apprehend danger from this source. Since the adop*
lion of the constitution, live hew states have bet n
admitted into the Union; one in the Noftb, Vermont;
one in the South, Louisiana; three in the Westj
Kentucky, Oho, and Tennessee. The first has* .since'
less th oi this, would be only partial in its operation, her admission, increased more rapidly than any of
northern states, and is now the third in rank of
the
and would vary the terms of the original compact,
without carrying into full and fair operation the new the live. Kentucky is more populous, in whites,
The committee, there- than any northern state except Massachusetts, or
principle introduced into it.
any southern state except V ii^inin. Tennessee and
fore, dissent from the proposed amendment.
Ohio have, equal population with the greater part of
The next amendment is in these words
the southern and northern states, and will no doubt?
"No new state shall he admitted into the union,
at the next census, exceed nearly all of them.
Louby Congress, in virtue of the power granted by the isiana from its recent
occupation by the United
constitution, without the coucurence of two-thirds
States has a population about equal to Rhode Island
of both houses."
or Delaware; but its progress is much more rapidj
to
been
have
The erection of new states seems
anil we may safely calculate that, in a few
years, its
lathe
of
our
union.
contemplated at every period
population will equal that of the greater part of the
to
to
accede
was
invited
constitution of 1778, Canada
states in the union.
the confederation; and in the existing constitution, of
From this review, it
that no
!

rppears
particular'
country has been a gainer, by the i<dmission of new states, beyond their fair claim* by**
population and that the privilege of forming them
has been accorded indiscriminately to all, in proportion as their powers have been developed. The com-'
mittee, therefore, cannot recommend the adoption at,

1767, it is declared, that "new stales shall be admitted into the union," without any qualification except the previous consent of the parties, where the
new were created within the limits of old states.
Several states of that description have since been
erected; but the principal object, on which the constitution d provision has now to operate, is the vacant territory within the limits of the United States
which by the existing laws are entitled to admission
on certain specified terms. The right as w:ell as the
doubtful.
justice of varying those terms are equally
First, as to the right.
By, the ordinance of 1787
it is conceded to the inhabitants N. W. of the Ohio,
tint not less than three nor more than five states
snail oe erected within their limits; and that, whenever any one of those states had 60,000 free inhabitants, they should be admitted into the union, on the

as the original states. It was moreover
stipulated, that, "as far as it can be consistent with
the general interest of the confederacy, such admission shall be allowed when there may be a less
number of free inhabitants in the state th an 60,000."

section of

;

this

the next *Tnendment, it is proposed, that
Congress shall not have power to lay any embaf«
go on the ships or vessels of the citizens of the United
States in the ports or harbors thereof, far more than
60 days."
The committee can see little in the principle of
this proposal to recommend it
and they foresee ftl
practice very serious inconveniences from it. In most
"

;

same footing

is introduced
by the following emphytic declaration: "It is hereby ordained and dethe
clared, by
authority aforesaid, that the following
articles shall be considered as articles of compact,
between the original states and the people and
states in the said territory, and forever remaia unalWith regard
terable, except by common consent."
to the states thus designated, it is no longer in the

This agreement

power of congress

to prescribe

new terms of admis-

amendment.

By

other nations, an embargo is principally tised as U>
temporary detention, to conceal or to facilitate tho
departure of some expedition but in addition t<»
these causes, our peculiar situation gives to such a
measure a character of defensive war s as well as of
An embargo may here be impos*
offensive hostility.
ed as a preliminary to war, for the purpose of retain*
ing at home resources which might fall into the
hands of adversaries, and of Warning our citizens to
seek shelter from impending hostilities. This country, too, stands in a relation to the world which iv«
other nation occupies. The United States is a great,
granary, from which many other countries are sunTo
plied, and some have been occasionally fed.
withhold, for a time, those necessary supplies from
;

j

a nation committing aggressifcns against us, is *
measure of fair, obvious, and effectual hostility, by
To other parts of the vacant territory of the Which the offending nation may be reclaimed to ;»
United States the same obstacle of binding stipula- just course of conduct.
Such a measure should,
tion anuy not apply; but the general principle of si- therefore, be left, with th: other incidents of war,
lowing to the new stutes a share of power, corres- to the discretion of congress.
But it is obvious, that the efficacy of an embargo
pondent to their growing wealth and population
seems fair and reasonable. New states can be here- may depend on its duration. Approaching hostdision.

1

formed only of American territory and Ameri- ties may not be averted or determined in 60 days,
can population, of land already in our possession
Within 60 days a refusal to furnish -supplies irisy bo
orj
to be hereafter acquired, and of people, emigrants
productive of no inconvenience to an enemy; It \Xfrom other parts of the union. Is it. then wise to be said the embargo
may be renewed, why the neces*
Cluse against those who have retired to the wilder- sity of any limitation of time, since the s .rue
powsr"
and
whose
exertions the cultivation, which can renew a limited, may repeal an unqualifi*
ness,
through
the wealth, and the power of the whole nation is in- ed
embargo, when circumstances require it. But,
c dcuhbly augmented? Is it Wise to deny them, as during the long recess of
congress, it would be imfrom
to
in
a
share
they emerge
poverty
opulence,
practicable to renew an embargo every 60 days. Ti;o
the
of
fruits
it
own
Is
their
more
seems
to be to trust the power"
governing
industry?
judicious plan
an 1 this the more willingly, as our
just to deny to an American citizen his birth right where it now is
of political
the
from
because
he
removes
recent
Will
have
power,
famished the means <rt'
experience
eastern to the western section of the union? Or, is
lascerta.in.iig the nature and! die value of that
itmftatonce a more liberal and judicious policy to'ciesof restriction.
after

;

i

W
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amendment

fourth

war, or the restriction of intercourse with foreign
nations, should depend, not on the w 11 of : m jority
but in tact of a minority. Such an arrangement
wonid leave the whole nation complete!} at the
mercy of a small minority, represe dn^ perhaps the
least populous part of the union.
Suppose, For in-

states, that

have power, without the Conr
currence of two-thirds of both houses, to in erdict
the commercial intercourse between the United
States and any foreign nation, or the dependencies
shall not

"Congress

there

."

The power of regulating

1815.

intercourse with foreign stance, such a measure recommended by the presiso inherent and inseparable an incident of; dent, and passed by two-thirds of the house of rethe sovereignty of the union, that it cannot be taken presentatives. On the floor of the senate, if the
from it without
its most important func- members from II inde-lsland^ Vermont,
nafions,

j

is

impairing
New-Hamp-j
majority of congress have now, and wnuldUhire, Delaware, Georgb, and Louisiana combined,
hav
even after the adoption of the amendment, the] the law would be defeated; 'hat is, the repnsenta4
right of "regulating commerce with foreign nations." tives of a white population of 766,786 souls a popu-1
They have a right, by enormous duties on foreign"! lation less than that of X w York alone, or Pennsyl-',
merchandise, by imposition on foreign shins, by the yania alone, would have the power of controling the J
various devices of commercial legislation, to esta- whole union; the representatives of 910,9o9 souls
blish a virtual interdict between us and foreign na- would govern the fate of 7,259,903; about one-seventh/
tions.
It is not perceived, therefore, that any thing part of th° union would thus be made complete'
would be gained by requiring two thirds to do no- masters of the whole.
In the npxt place, the restrictions proposed could
minally what a majority may do actually; and even
the little thus gained from the sovereignty of thejnpt be made to accord with the general powers en
union would be not only without use, but actually .joyed at present by tiie majority 01* congress The
injurious, by weakening some of the most essential president and the majority in congress are charge<fl
and valuable powers of a well organized government. with the general defenc; they regulate commerceJ
The next proposal is, that
they have the superintendence of foreign sfi'.drsl
"Congress shall not make or declare war.or autho- they have the means of raising funds and armiesa
withacts
of
rise
hostility, against any foreign nation,
they have the power, therefore, of controling all tha
lead
out the concurrence of two-thirds of both houses, ex- preliminary negocia'ions and measures wh:c
cept such acts of hostility be in defence of the terri- to war; yet, before the commencement of hosti! ies,,
torles of the United States when actually invaded." jthey would be obliged to submit to the will oi die
To the adoption of this amendment insuperable] minority. The dis'inction, moreover, suggested by
fn the first place, the amendment, would be wholly fallacious in prad
objections present themselves,
its tendency, like that of the two preceding amend- tice. Offensive hostilities are often the best means ol
men's, is to enfeeble the national government. Now defence; and that surely would be a most impolitij
there is no principle of our political system, which arrangement, which would curb-the spirit and fette
the experience of our own as wel: as of other nations the strength of the nation, which might condemn
has more emphatically recommended than this, that to witness the grossest insults and injuries, whic
the maintenance of the general government, in the would render it the inactive spectator of hostility
full exercise of its constitutional powers, is vita! to against us on the ccean,and the total annihilation
the freedom and the greatness of this nation. The foreign commerce, until the enemy would relieve
federal constitution was established amidst the col- from the thraldom of a^small minority, by an actui
lisions of conflicting sovereignties; its powers were invasion of our soil. The unanimity of a Polish dieM
conceded reluctantly and warily by the jealousy of would be more unreasonable, but it would scarcely
surrounding states, whose prophetic suspicion saw in be less inconvenient.
-V,
of usurpation and tyranny. None of
The danger, against which the amendment pro*
'3
those anticipations have been realized. The um fesses to guard, is that of a small majority involving
gers of public liberty are, it is conceived much the nation in war. Such a conjuncture may possibly
but it is a fair incident to the many advaiitagreater from the states themselves, than from the arise
union; and our whole political course is a standing ges of our form of government ; and the majority
admonition to the American statesman to protect, perqeiyihg its weakness, should proceed with the
at "U times and at all hazards, the national govern- greater Caution. Tn other countries, the single voice
ment from the jealousy of discontented states, and of the sovereign may put to hazard the peace of the
the fatal influence of sectional and local preponder- nation. Our security is, that ho war can be commencA L Mich a season as this, therefore, it seems ed, unless the executive, and a majority both ol the
ant'.
.unwise t; strip the government of the union of its representatives and senators, concur in its propriety.
to
highest prerogatives, to trammel it with restrictions, To require more than that majority, is inevitably
and fet expose it to partial and local influences; for make the will of the greater part of the nation sub2. I is impossible to regard the amendment in
committee canany missive to that of the smaller. The
other light, than as subjecting the majority of the! not recommend the adoption of such a principle.
natidn to the dominion Of a very small minority. The
The sixth amendment is
" That no
basis of our whole government is, that the clear)
person, who shall be hereafter natural*
ascertained voice of the majority must be obeyed; a!ed, shall be eligible as a member of the senate or
perfectly fair and just principle. The only cases in (house of representatives of the United States nor
which the constitution has varied from that princi- capable of holding any civil office under the audiopie are, the requisition of two-thirds of both houses rity of the United States/
to counterbalance the negative of the president,
It is unquestionably true, that the rapid progress
the requisition of two-thirds of the senile to ra- of our native
the introducpopulation has rendered
as
one
branch of the legis- tion of foreigners an object of very secondary contify treaties; where,
lature has ho 1 oice, a greater number of the other cern
we
and that, without arrogance,
may be suf:;hould sanction what is to become a law of the land; fered to think that competent persons can be found
ol
and the requisition of two-thirds of the senators fn
among our native citizens to fill all the offices
impeachments; a provision, like the unanimity of a government. Yet it may be fairly questioned, whet<
on tiie side of mercy.
ther the total exclusion proposed is generous
jury,
Hut it is wholly repugnant to our institutions, that others, or wise to ourselves. The revolutions of
an ordinary act of legislation, like a declaration of Europe may hereafter drive, as they have already
tion
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the many indriven, many an honorable and distinguished exilei'it, wemigb.1 be tempted to overlook
The dis
conveniences which necessarily accompany the prole the shelter of our hospitality.
The instability and vacillation,
posed amendment
which separates him fpom bis native wintry <s som<
that he bus not chosen his new residence or instance, which such frequent changes give to
guarantee,
from any motive of levity, but from deliberate 'he administration ; the denial to the nation of the
when iie has abjured his allegiance to future services of a president* who has proved bimchoice; ar>d
seif eminently qualified for his office, and the deswhen his fortunes and family are fi
that coitnt!'\
s
among us when he has closed ill the avenue to hi truction of one great inducement to good conduct in
return; when a
probation has evinced Ips at- an officer) the hope of being rewarded by future con:

;

i

;

long

our institutions; why should his mind fidence, for past services.
I'll
am tidment is, however, defective in two reexile, and why should the natural
Its chief object is to shield the indepen's.
and honorable ambition for political listiriction, be
his breast ? Why, too, should dence of the president, by preventing future iriextinguished forever in
It should, th'ereior», proscribe
we deprive ourselves of the choice of such a man,
igues for power.
th( ex-president, not merely from the chief magiswho»e European experience maybe useful,
K
The same presidelibei te voice of t e community is in his favor? tracy, but from all other offices.
Other itions do not indulge in so jealous an exclu- dent who would submit to the dominion of others,
['here is scarcely a nation in Europe which to secure a re-election, would be equally subservient
sion,
not habitually employ the talents of strangers, for the vice-presidency; or he might become the
wherever they can be most useful.
partisan of that candidate for the next presidency,
in England, the most fastidious of all the who would secure him a retreat in some. subordinate
Ev
The exclusion from office, to be effectual,
nations of Europe, with regard to strangers, natura- station.
must be general.
]\z. ion is in many respects more easy than in the U
The amendment errs in another respect. One of
i.
Many of the restrictions on aliens may be
at once removed by act of parliament, or by the the great features of the executive should be, permere wish of die crowp; and we can readily call to manency arid stability. It represents the nation, it
our -^collection, even within the present reign, se- is immediately charged with its foreign concerns
ver.ii officers of high rank, both civil and military, it therefore should present, both at home and abroad,
employed in important and confidential stations, by something systematic in its conduct and permanent
v
iment of that country. In the United States, in its character. Frequent changes give it a fatal
moreover, we enjoy a greater security than other cast of irresolution and inconsistency. The short pewith which the choice riod for which the president is chosen exposes the
ins, from the deliberation
of our coiuitr) must be m:;de; the probationary administration to that error; but his re-eligibility
term of r tsidenc and the certainty that no foreign (if his conduct be approved) furnishes tly; means of
er can rise to power, but by the voluntary suffrage Correcting it. If therefore it should be deemed proof the community.
per to deny the right of re-election, the president
Th. number, of foreigners now in office does not should be chosen originally for a longer term since
threaten any. inconvenience; and even that number it would be an injurious anomaly in our system, that
Out of 182 repre- the tenure of the judiciary should be without any
will no loubt rapidly diminish.
:s
sent
congress there are, it is believed, not limitation of time'; that of the senate six yeais,
while the
more than 4 who were born out of the limits of the with an indefinite right of re-election
Unit-, d States, and in the senate not one member. In executive alone, that branch of the government
where
of
the
amendment
one respect, »o, the operation
system, permanency and experience can
would be injurious, by preventing the employment nlone secure a wise administration
that the executive
countries
in
alone
should be condemned to: more frequent
of American
natives
of
the
tnsuls,
whicn they reside; a practice almost universal among changes than any other part of the government.
commercial nations. The natural and prudent 'preWith regard to the second branch of the amendcautions aga ins foreign influence will therefore pro- ment, it is not perceived that any advantage could be
bably oe s tidied, by requiring a long noviciate to gained by circumscribing the public choice within
wean a stranger from fon 'gu modes of thinking, and any geographical boundaries. At the formation of
insure his attachment to our institutions; and after the constitution, when the states were less acquaintthat ordeal is past, leaving him a fair competition ed vvitii each other, and more
jealous, both of the
with native talents for political advancement; a com- general government and of, themselves, than they
petition in which the natural bias in favor of our! now are, it was a natural precaution against the acowh countrymen will ensure them at least an equal; cumulation of power, either in the United States, or
chance oi success. The committee, therefore, re.- any particular state, that the two highest officers of
commeti". a dissent from the proposed amendment. J the government should not be from the same stale.
The seventh amendment is, that
That restriction still exists. But our experience
'The sime person shall not be elected president since has not proved the utility of selecting officers
of the United States a second time nor shall the of any kind, with reference merely to their places of
president be elected from the same state two terms residence; and all those arrangements which indiin succession."
cate that we are citizens of a state, rather than ciThe firsi part of this amendment, the provision tizens of the United Slates, are not now to be enagainst the re-election oi the president, is strongly couraged. It seems wiser to leave the choice of the
recommended by its tendency to insure the more! nation perfectly unrestrained; and to suffer the discomplei independence of that officer. It is supposed cernmeut of the country to select its best citizens,
that, after reaching the highest elevation to which without regarding the section of the union where
his
country could raise him, a president of the Uni- they may happen to reside.
ted States, with nothing to fear from the ambition
The committee, therefore, conclude this examinaof rival politicians, nor to
hope from popular favor tion by submitting, to the consideration of the seno
having
partizans to reward for the past, or to nate, the following resolutions:
gain for th future, would exercise with more freeWhereas the legislatures of Connecticut and Masdom and firmness the functions of his magistracy sachusetts have proposed the following amendments
This high independence of character is so admira- to the constitution of die United States.
-'•; a
1. Representatives and direct taxes shall be
part of a statesman's character, that, tosecurs
apUchtnent

to

still in

continu

I
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'

;

;
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portioned among the several states, which may be
included within this union, according to their respectiye number of free persons, including those
bound to serve for a term of years, and excluding
Jndiar.sjiot taxed and all other persons,
2. Ronew state shall he admitted into the union,
by congress, in virtue of the power granted by the
constitution, without the concurrence of two-thirds
of both houses.
3. Congress shall not have power to lay any embargo on the ships or vessels of the United Slates in
the ports or harbors thereof for more than sixty days.
4- Congress shall not have
power, without the concurrence of two-thirds of both houses, to interdict
the commercial intercourse between Ihe United
States and any foreign nation, or the dependencies

1,

1815,

An amphibian* ajiimil Captain Garland, of tha
British ship Superb, who lately visited New Londoo/
and Hartford, remarked, that be had been onshore

1

i

but fourteen weeks

in

After

the last fifteen years.

New-London, he said that, on wakthought he was overboard,, the bed was sb.

his first night at

ing, lie

large !

Nova Scotia. Sir Jojin Sherbroke on the 4th inst.
issued his proclamation, authorising the importation
from the United States, in British vessels, into the
province, for three month, of staves, heading, boards,'
plank and other lumber, live stock and grain.
Gr..v. Wilkinsox. The trial of this officer is over
;j
but the result is not yet known. He has arrived at'
New-York.

Cajtaha. Governor Prevost has issued a proclamation announcing the restoration of peace with the
Congress shall not make or declare war, or United States, and enjoining its observance and a
rmihorise acts of hostility, against any foreign na- proclamation for a
day of public thanksgiving. He
without
the concurrence of two-thirds of both! informed the
tinn,
legislature of Lower Canada, by messuch
acts
of
he
in
defence
for tne
thanks tor
the
houses, except
and a vote ot
of tlianks
hostility
[sage, of the peace
peace; ana.
of the territories of the Uuited States when actually communication was
passed.
invadedPtATTsBciifi. A gentleman from the frontier inv
6. No person, who shall be hereafter naturalized,
forms, (says a Boston paper) that several British ofw
phaU be eligible as a member of the senate or house ficers had visited and dined with
general Macomb,
of representatives of the United States
at Plattsburg.
At their request, experiments, it is
7. The same person shall not be elected president
were
made from the forts, to ascertain whether]
said,
of the United States a second time; nor shall the if the British had taken
them, they could have an]
president be elected from the same state two terms noyed commodore Macdbnough's fleets and it wa|
Jn succession.
found they could not.
Champlatx. The British had 13 large gun boats
Resolved, by the senate and house if
representatives^
of the commonwealth of Pennsylvania, in general as- on the stocks at Isle Noix, at the end of the war!
nembbj met, that it is inexpedient to concur in the and contracts for building some large vessels, it was
said amendments.
reported, had been made.
Resolved, That the governor be requested to!
New Orlkavs. It is expected the official newi
transmit a copy ot tne
the toregomg
jransmu
ot
Orleans about
foregoing preamble and resocopy^of
reso-Jof peace may have reached JVew Orlean
the]
Hit ion to each of the senators «nd representatives of 6th of March.
The following papers sshew us the
this stare in congress; and to the executive of each
and
on
manner
of
the
re
spirit
commanding g
general
state in the union, with a
request that the same be 'ceiving it from British authority
kid before the legislature thereof.
Head quarters, 7th military ilistvict,
New Orleans, FtUrurry 19, til 5
thereof.
5.

;

;

j

\

j

j

j

1

I

:

It is understood that the
preceding report (which
dors honor to the head and the heart of its
author)
is from the pen of Nicholas Riddle,
esquire, one of
the "federaT* members of the senate of Pennsylvania,
elected from the district of Philadelphia, &c! I wish
the jacobin papers at Roston would
republish it;
but they will not.
The resolutions attached to the report were adopt
ed in both houses, we believe, without a division
This shews the difference between the federalists of
the middle states and the jacobins (usurping the
honored name) in the eastern. The real federalists,
of whom 1 hold myself as one, are the friends oPthe
r.onstitution-the pretended federalists, who have
made a mockery of the nam** of Washington also

Fellow-citizens and soldiers,
The flag vessel which was sent to the enemy's

fleet

has returned and brings with it intelligence en
tracted from a London paper, that on the 24th of
;

December, articles of peace were signed at Ghent,
by the American commissioners, and those of his
Britannic majesty.
must not be thrown into fal«e security by
II is b v holding out
?SS £*' may !? e del,ls,ve
suc '' tliat a11 ar t( l1 a, 1(1 "odious enemy too often
,
\
seeks ic'accomplish what the utmost.exertions of hn
stren
h WlU not enab e ,um t0 cf ct
To place
,
^
y ° U off >' 0,n S Ilard and attrick: >' :m b >' sur P nse » *
the "» t " r * 1 ex P ed ent of one who, having expert
encetl lhe superiority of your arms, stdl hopes tt
would destroy it, or at least so enfeeble it, that, like *ver?ome J -011 h >' stratagem. Though young m the
l A
of war « ll 1S not b >' such ai,tlfices lhat he
a rope of sand, it might tall
pieces of its own
ight fall to p
will deceive us.
weight.
A joint committee of the senate and assembly of Peace, whenever it shall be re-established on fair
the great and glorious state of JVeiv-York has 'also and honorable terms, is an event in which both namade an able report on the same subject which tions ought to rejoice; but whether the articles
which are said to have been signed for its restoration
shall be inserted. It powerfully chastises
ihejacabir.s. will be
approved by those whose province it is to
give to ihem their final confirmation, is yet uncertain.
Until they shall be ratified by the prince regent and the president of the United States, peace,
Git, THl.VUS TJ.-rmEXT.VI. to the late wati,
so much
be still distant.
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W# v M™nt&

though

MISCELLANEOUS.

desired,

When

—

may

thai shall be done, the happy intelligence will
speedily announced. In the mean time, every

Mb. Dale,

son of commodore Dale, a midshipman be
the navy, has died at Bermuda of the wounds he motive that can
operate on men who love their col*
received in tne buttle, of the President frigate with try, and are determined not to lose it, calls upon u*
the Brjtjsh sqliadopn.
fQr increased vigilance and exertion.
Uiutisu (.oss. II seems agreed at Jlermvda that
If peace be near at hand, (he days of our watch*
ist^rOOmen at JCew Qrleiw, on the
ofour toils and privations— will be propor[fulness—
}-:-::•
v
8th
•'•If V. be
y, e
eft-.
at
rat%
|

5n

j

I

•

'.

I'

distant,

shall,

an>
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where prepared for war.
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—

an .\k-;s— A late London piper s»3'6 The
America!: prteonei
if \v:v are far from
orderly and
quiet; they are continually laying plans of escape*
not occupying them
h
r predcc< isors, the
l\- nch, did, in different works and amusements to
•
wite away their time
it lias been found necessary to have an efficient military fore- there.
Btutjrh licences. The follow ing ex Iff act of a letter from London, May be
interesting to many of our
readers "Judgment has been pronounced bv the
lords on American cases, under Mr. Poster's and ad-

and ever)

its

Ot.a

i

.

Whatever be the designs of the enemy, we must
be re idy to meat them. Should lie have the temerity to. assail us again, we will, once more drive him

:

.

:

;

,

his hopes
I
ignorpinipusly from our shore. If he places
of sitccess on stratagem, our watchfulness shall disappoint him; if on an exertion of his strength, we
have proved how successfully that can be resisted.
It is true
fortBowyer has fallen; but it must and
will be speedily regained.
will expel the invader from every spot on our soil; and teach h» n, if he miral Sawyer's licences, whereby it is developed
hopes for conquest, how vain it is to seek it in a what will be the result of other appeals of a like deland of freedom.
AND. JACKSON, pcription. These licences have been adjudged as
Major general commanding. valid for all vessels from the United States to the
peninsula, inasmuch as they were sanctioned by an
Head quartos, 7 tli military district,
order in council but for all other
voyag3s they have
New Orleans, Frh. 21, 18)5.
Sin It is expected that you will give immediate been declared null, and an affirmation of the sentences of the vice admiralty courts on such as have
publicity to the enclosed, by printing it in hand been
condemned, will in course follow."
bills, as you It ive printed that which this is me. at to
Tin: m.i;iioi:s A London paper has the
following
counteract; and, also, by inserting it in your next
extract of a letter from the Chesapeake—'"The blacks
JOHN REED, did de-Camp. who deserted
paper.
to ns from the Americans, have been
Mn. Cottex, editor of the Louisiana Gazette.
drilled at
in
and
,

—

—

We

j

;

—

—

this river,
formed
Tangier Islaad,
into a third battalion of marines, and are about to

Headquarters, 7th military district,
Niw Orleaus', Feb. 21, 181$
Srit
The commanding general having seen a publication which issued from jour press to-day, Stating
that a "fl ig had just arrived from admiral Cochrane

—

be embarked in the Itegtilus
troop-ship, ionssistour
expedition in the Floridas, which is destined to act
against Louisiana. Major Lewis, royal marines, is
to have the command of them, with the
to general Jackson, officially announcing the conclutemporary
rank of lieutenankeolonel, and captain Clements U
Honof peace at Ghent, between the United Stutes
to be the major.
are
a
fine
of
bodv
They
men, ar«
and Great Britain, and virtually requesting a suspenvery tractable, and in ail cases where (hey have been
sionof arms," requires that you will hasten to remove any improper impression which eo wiauthoris- tried, have displayed much bravery."
Nastccxet The number of whale ships (says
ed and incorrect a statement may have made.
a Boston paper) belonging to Nantucket, which halo
No request, either direct or virtual, has been made been
captCtwd during the war, is 23—about half the
to him by the commander of either the land or naval
number owned there.
forces of Great Britain for a suspension of arms.
Cahtel*—-Two cartels have arrived at S dem from
4'
Tiie letter of "Bathurst to the lord mayor, which
Halifax, With 360 released prisoners.
About TOO
furnishes the only nficiul information that Ins been
yet rem lined behind.
tell, indeed, tales of
communicated, will not allow the supposition thaf. borrorof the treatment They
The he!H:.h
they' received.
a suspension of hostilities is meant or expected, unbarbarity of the never-to-be-forgotten Jersey prison
til the treaty signed
by the respective commission- ship,
attaching eternal infamy to the British nam".,
ers shall have received the ratification of the prince
appears to have been repeated at Halifax, as if with
regent and of the president of the United States.
the same murdering views.
shall give place to
A copy of that letter had been some days before, some of
the statements hereafter.
brought by Mr. Livingston from the English fleet,
and published in this city.
Tlie commanding general again calls upon his
Scraps.
fellow citizens and soldiers to recollect that it is
London, Dec. 30. Last week, William Cwl, and
yet uncertain whether the articles which have been
igned at Ghent for "the re-establishment of peace Elizabeth Roberts iiis wife, stood in the pillory, at
wdl be approved by those, whose approbation is ne- the Cross of Glasgow, for wilful perjury. During
Until that appro- the whole of the exposure they were assailed with
cessary to give efficacy to the mbation is given and properly announced, he would be filth and stones.
The man, who seemed at first to
wanting to the important interests which have been treat his punishment as joke, was particularly aimconfided to his protection, if he permitted any relax- ed at, and must have received much hurt. The woman did not wholly escape; she seemed to h;u<ation in the army under his command.
II)W disgraceful, as well as disastrous would it be been wounded on the head. The stones were chiefly.
if by
thrown by lads. When the hour elapsed, the diesurrendering ourselves credulously and weakly
to newspaper publications; often
The mob
proceeding from graceful business did not terminate.
ignorance, but more frequently from dishonest de- thought the sport far too fine to be given up 30 soon.
signs; we permitted an enemy whom we have so The man was, according to their jargon, "put
He was cuffed and kicked, oid
lately and so gloriously beaten, to regain the advan- through the .mill."
knocked down and raised up, at the pleasure of the
tages he has lost, and triumph over us m turn!
The general order issued on tha 19di inst. ex- bye slanders. In the Candleriggs-street, to which
presses the feelings, the views, and the hopes which the mob moved, he was thrown into a cart, whose
the commanding general still entertains.
driver for some time drove him along, humoring the
Henceforward it is expected that no publication amusement; but finding that neither himself nor
of the nature of that herein alluded to and censured, his horse escaped the punishment meant, for theoid
will appear in any paper of this
he loosed his cart and tumbled him out on the
city, unless the edi- man,
tor shall have previously ascertained its correctness street. In the course of the fray he was
repeatedly
and gained permission for its insertion from the
raised shoulder high, and exhibited in his grey hairs,
protorn garments, and swollen features, a most pitiab'e
per source. By command,
JOHN REED, aid de-ramp. spectacle. At length he was rescued bjj.the poJice,
B la. Cottz?, editor of tlt/t Louisiana (Ja ci (e.
*T>^ taken to the office in Albion-street.
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have been accomplished in August 1814, were it not
for the encouragement which the British government
received from three of the Eastern states to perse-:
vere in the war. In these views, the executive had
determined to make a full and final appeal to the American people, and by presenting at one view tp the
country 'he causes and the progress of the war,
shew the necessity of such mighty and "icient preThe board are empowered to appoint their own se- parations for the campaign of this year, as would
cretary, whose compensation is not to exceed two assure its successful and triumphant termination by
thousand dollars per annum. Each member of the the certain expulsion of the enemy from all his posboard is entitled to receive, in compensation for his sessions rn this continent. The measure proposd
services, three thousand five hundred dollars pi-r by the secretary of war for raising 100,000 men, was
annum, in lieu of wages, and other emoluments, as part of this plan of vigorous measures; and a declanaval officers, Sec. and all letters and packets to and ration or exposition was prepared to go <o the pubfrom the said commissioners, which relate to their lic; this able paper was ready for publication, when
the advices of a peace being concluded were receivpffiojal duties, are to be free from postage.
Gbatefbx. Both houses of the Ohio legislature, ed a copy of it has accidentally fallen into our
on Wednesday the 8th Feb. ult. pursuant to a reso- hands, and we think we can do no better service
lution previously adopted, moved in procession to than give it to the public, as the best means of rethe Presbyterian meeting house in Chilicothe, and pelling the ribaldry issued by those whose chagrin
rendered public thanks to Almighty God for grant- is excited to the greatest extravagance by the successful and glorious termination of the war.
ing such brilliant success to our arms at New-Or[. lurorn,
leans, in the recent victories obtained by gen. JackEXPOSITION, &c.
pon and his compatriots,
of
the
Whatever ma'' be the termination
negociaDied, recent!}-, in Pennsylvania, Mr. ComtAn tionsat
Ghent, the dispatches of the American comHawk, aged 79 he tuas the first man xvko drove a
communicated
been
by the
missioners, which have
waggon over the Jllleghajiy mountains, being driver president of the United States to the congress, durjn the expedition under genera! Forbes, which look
will
the
distinctly unfold, to the
present session,
ing
in 1758.
Port Pi
of all nations, the objects and dispositi
impartial
that
from
we
4 to 5000 waggonWhen
recollect
of the parlies to the present war.
loads of goods have been delivered at Pittsburg in one
The United States, relieved by the general pacifithe
we
estimate
that
has
occurred
change
may
year,
cation of the treaty of Paris, from the danger of acsince "the first waggon was driven across the Alletual sufferance, tinder the evils which had compelled
gljanies.'?
them lo resort to arms, have avowed their readiness
Died near Moscow, M. Balesthof, aged 113.— So to resume the relations of peace and amity with
much has been stated of the longevity of persons in Great Britain, upon the simple and single condition
Russia, that many have doubted if their years of of preserving their territory and their sovereignty
reckoning were quite so long as ours. But we h ve entire and unimpaired. Their desire of peace, inseen an official table published in Russia, of the deed, "upon terms of reciprocity, consistent with
deaths of persons belonging to the Greek church, the rights of both parties, as sovereign and indepenin the year of 1813, which gives the following ex- dent nations,"* lias not, at any time, been influenced
traordinary results. Of 971,338 persons who died by the provocations of an unprecedented course of
that year, one was 165 years old, three 135 years, hostilities; bv the incitements of a successful camone 130, fifteen 125, thirty three from 115 to 120,
p iign; or by the agitations which have seemed again
fifty three fr >m 110 to 115, one hundred and twenty to threaten the tranquility of Europe.
seven from 100 to 105, about fourteen hundred from
But the British government, after "a discussion
95 to 100, two thousand eight hundred and forty- with the government of America, for the conciliamiiv.' from 90 to 95, and four thousand four hundred
tory adjustment of the differences subsisting befind fifty one from 85 to 90 years! [lioslon Cehtinel.
the two states, with an earnest desire, on their
J\"uval board— The naval board recentlj constituted are attached to the office of Ihe secretary of the
are to disnavy, and, under his superinteH dance,
charge all the ministerial duties of his office, relative to the procurement of naval stores and materials,
and the construction, armament and employment of
vessels of war, as well as all other matters connected with the naval establishment of the United States.
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jtwet-n
part (as
I

An
Of the canoes and

Exposition

character of the late war ieith Great

w

alleged) to bring them to a favorable
.a perfect reciprocity, not
inconsistent with established maxims of public law,
and with the maritime rights of the British cm-

[issue,

it

is

upon principles of

pirej"+ and after "expressly disclaiming any intention to acquire an increase of territory, "i have pcremptorilv demanded, as the price of peace, concesmission; rs at Ghent, their assertion of a right to insions calculated merely for their own aggrandizeterfere with the territorial dominion established at
ment, and for the humiliation of their adversary. At
»he peace of 1783 their attempt lo assert that the
one time, they proposed, as their sine qua non, a stiIndians residing on our soil were entitled to form alpulation, that the indians, inhabiting the country of
liances, and be treated as a civilized people, under
the United States, within the limits established by
theliws of civil society to which the indian tribes
the. treaty of 1783, should be included as the allies
are strangers the attempt to cut off a section of our
of Great Britain (a party to that treaty) in the proterritory, under the pretext of a road between Canaand that definite boundaries
da and Nova Scotia, for which tbeie would be no jected pacification;
should be settled for the indian territory, upon a ba.
n»ed in peace, and which would afford them an inroad
Upon us during war their occupancy of p irt of Mas*See Mr. Monroe's letter to lord Castlereagh, datsachusetts unmolested by the state authority their
n
n designs on Orleans: all these and other facts ed
Janhary, 1814.
known to the government of the United States, left
fSee lord Casllereagh's, letter to Mr. Monroe, dalittle prospect of
the
in
peace
early part of the pre- ted the 4th of November, 1813.
sent year; it is believed that the government was apdated the I2lh Au
*See the American
Britain.

The extravagant

pretensions of the British com-

—

—

—

—
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which would luve operated to surrender, to » those u iitiments of mutual good will, which naturnumhep of In-.liuiis, not, probably, exceeding a fe-wjaJly belong, to nations connected by the ties of a
th ms.mds, the rights of sovereignty, as w< 1! as of common ancestry, an identity of language, and a
soil, oyer nearly one third of the territorial domini- similarity of manners, be doubted, the proofs will
onto of-the United States, inhabited
by more than be found in that patient forbearance, under the
one hundred thousand of its citizens^* And, more pressure of accumulating wrongs, which marks the
recently (withdrawing, in effect, tli.it proposition) period of almost thirty yearsj that elapsed between
they have offered to treat on the basis of the utipos- the peace of 173.3, and the rupture of 1812.
The United States had just recovered, under the
sideti.v, when, by the operations of the war, they had
pbt niiied the military possession of an important: auspices of their present constitution, from the depart of the state of Massachusetts, which, it was bility which their revolutionary struggle had produ*
known, could never be the subject of a cession, con ced, when the convulsive movements, of France exeistently with tbe honor and faith of the American cited throughout th:^ civilized world the mingled
gove'-nment.f Thus, it is obvious, thai Great Br* sensations of hope and fear of admiration and
The interest which those moyem mts would,
jtain, neither regarding "lite principles of
perfect alarm.
reciprocity," nor the rule of her own practice and in themselves, have excited, was incalculably inprofessions, has indulged pretensions, which could creased, however, as soon as Great Britain became a
only be heard, in order to be rejected. The alterna- party to tin fu*s1 memorable coalition against France,
tive, either vindictively to protract the war, or hono- and assumed the cliaracter of a belligerent power;
rably to end it, has been fairly given to her option; for 'v was obvious, that the distance of the scene
hut she wants the magnanimitj to decide, while would no longer exempt the United States from
her apprehensions are awakened, for the result of the influence, and the evils of" the European conthe congress at Vienna, and hep hopes are flattete <, flict. On the one hand, their government was connected with France, by treaties of alliance and
by th- schemes of conquest in America.
There are periods in the transactions of every commerce,- and the services which that nation
country, as well as in the life of every individuals had rend. -red to the cause of American indepenwlien self-examination becomes a duty of the high- deuce, had made such impressions upon the
pubest moral obligation; when the government of a lie mind, us no virtuous statesman could rigidly
free people, driven from the path of peace, an: bafl- condemn, and tiie most rigorous statesman would
led in every effort to regain it, may resort, for con- have sought in vain to efface.
On the other hand,
solation, to the conscious rectitude of its measures; Great Britain leaving the treaty nf 1783 unexecuted,
and when ail appeal to mankind founded upon truth forcibly retained the American posts upon the north
and justice, cannot fail to engage those »yui' atliies, em frontier; and, slight ing'evary overture to place
by which even nations are led to participate in the the diplomatic and commercial relations of the two
fame and fortunes of each other. The United Sates, countries, upon a fair and friendly foundation,*
under these impressions, are neither ittsensibh te seemed to contemplate the success of the American
sis,

I

j

v

—

.

-

i

1

—

tbe advantages, nor to the duties of their peculiar
situation.
They have but recently, as it were established their independence; and the volume of
their national history lies open, at a glance, to. every
The policy of their government, therefore,
eye.
whatever it has been, in their foreign as well as in
their domestic relations, it is impossible to conceal;
:tnd it must be difficult to mistake.
If the assertion,
that it has been a policy to preserve peace and amity with all the nations of the world, be doubted, the
proofs are at hand. If the assertion, that it has been
a policy to maintain the rights of the United States,
but, at the same time, to respect the rights of every
other nation be doubted, the proofs will be exhibited.
If the assertion, that it Juts been a policy to act impartially towards the belligerent powers of Europe,
be doubted, the proofs will be found on record, even
in the archives of England and of France. And if, in
fine the assertion, that it has been made a policy by all
honorable means, to cultivate with Great Britain,

revolution, in a spirit of unextinguishable animosity.
Her voice had indeed been heard from Quebec and
Montreal, instigating' the savages to war.-}- Her invisible arm was felt, in the defeats of genera} liarmer^ and general St. Glair,§ and even the victory of
£f^ ral Wayne]| was achieved in the presence of a
fort which she had erected, far within the territorial boundaries of the United States, to stimulate and

countenance the barbarities of the indian warrior.?
Yet the American government, neither yielding to popular fee ling, nor acting upon the impulse of national
resentment, hastened to adopt the policy of a strict
and steady neutrality; and solemnly announced that
policy to the citizens at home, .and to the nations
abroad, by the proclamation of the 22d of April,
1793.
Whatever may have been the trials of its

—

pride, and of

its

fortitude;

whatever

may have been

the imputations upon its fidelity and its honor, it
will be demonstrated in the sequel, that the Ameri-

can government, throughout the European contest,
and amidst all the changes of the objects, and the
*See the American dispatches, dated the 12th and
par'ic-s that have been involved in that contest, have
19th of August, 1314; the note of the British cominflexibly adhered to the principles which were thus,
missioners, dated the 19th of August, 1814; the note authoritively established, to regulate the conduct of
of the American commissioners, dated the 21st of the United States.
August, 1814; the note of the British commissioners,
It was reasonable to expect that a proclamation
dated the 4th of Ssptember, 1814; the note of the of
neutrality, issued under the circumstances which
American commissioners of the 9th of Sept. 1814; have been described, would command the conflthe note of the British commissioners, dated the 19th
of Sept. 1814; the note of the American commissi*See Mr. Adams' correspondence.
oners, dated the 26th of Sept. 1814; the note of the
j-See the speeches of lord Dorchester.
British commissioners, dated the 8th of Oct. 1814;
iOn the waters of the Miami of the lake, on the
and the note of the American commissioners, of the 21st Oct. 1790.
18th of October, 1814.
§ At Fort Recovery, on the 4th of November 1791.
fSee the note of the British commissioners, dated
ll'On the Miami of the lakes, in August, 1794.
the 21st of October, 1814; the note of the American
fSee the correspondence between Mr. Randolph,
commissioners, dated the 24th of October, 1814; and tlif American secretary of state, and Mr. Hammond,
the note of the British commissioners dated the 31st the British
olenipoteutiory, dated May and June*
pf October, 1811.
1794.
i
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annihilated
dence and respect of Great Britain however offen- commerce of the United Slates was thus
es- at a blow; the amicable dispositions of the governsive it might prove to France, as contravening,
which she was anxious ment were again disregarded and contemned, the
sentially, the exposition
alliance. sensibility of the nation was excited to a high deto bestow on the treaties of commerce anil
and gree of resentmew, by the apparent treachery of the
Brit experience has shown, that the confidence
are not to be acquired, by British order; and a recourse to reprisals, or to war,
respect of Great Britain
to be unavoidable,
such acts of impartiality and independence. Under for indemnity and redress, seemed
But the love of justice had established the law of
everv administration of the American government,!
of peace taught a lesson of
the experiment has been made, and the experiment neutrality; and the love
The American government, therefore,
for it was not more forbearance.
lias been equally unsuccessful:
in the year 1312, than at rising superior to the provocations and the passion
effectually ascertained
ma- of the day, instituted a special mission, to represent
antecedent periods, that an exemption from the
and the commercial monopoly, of at the court of London, the injuries and the indigmritime usurpation,
rpatic
Great Britain, could only be obtained upon the con- ties which it had suffered; "to vindicate its rights
and with firmness, and to cultivate peace with sinceridition of becoming an associate, in her enmities
was ty.*** The immediate result of this mission, was a
he* wars. While the proclamation of neutrality
an order of treaty of amity, commerce, and navigation, between
still in the view of the British minister,
which was
the 8lh of June, 1793, issued from the cabinet, by the United States and Great Britain,
or in signed by the negotiators on the 19th of November,
virtue of which, "all vessels loaded wholly,
or meal, bound to any port in 1794, and finally ratified, with the consent of the separt, with corn, flour,
the armies of nate, in the year 1795. But both the mission and
or
France,
any port occupied by
be
to
forcibly into its result, serve, also, to display the independence
carried,
were'
France,"
required
were either to be sold there, and the impartiality of the American government,
England; and the cargoes
its duties,
or 'security was to be given, that they should only in asserting its rights and performing
the instruments of
be sold in' the ports of a country, in amity with his equally unawed and unbiassed by
an belligerent power, or persuasion.
Britannic majesty:* The moral character of
avowed design, to inflict famine upon the whole of
On the foundation of this treaty the United State.*,
the French people, was, at that time properly esti- in a pure spirit of good faith and confidence, raised
so
glar- the
mated throughout the civilized world; and
hope and the expectation, that the maritime
sh
as the 1
ing an infraction of neutral rights,
usurpations of Great Biitain would cease to annoy
the
not
escape
lhem that al , doubtful claims of jurisdiction would
order was calculated to produce, did
and remon- lhe sus enci e ^ anci t fc al evcn the exercise of an inseverities of diplomatic animadversion
p
followed
soon
by contesl ;bl e
stance.—But this aggression was
right would be so modified, as to present
of
war
the
1756,
another of a more hostile cast. In
ne tner jnsuit, nor outrage, nor inconvenience, to
Ue
establish
rule,
Great Britain had endeavored to
or to tne r commerce, But tiie hope and
thc
tiiat neutral nations were not entitled to enjoy
the expectation of the United States have been faj

j

j

;

,

.

j

j

;

hj^ ^^

-,

benefits of a trade with the colonies of a belligerent tally disappointed.
Some relaxation in the rigor,
of peace, they were without
power, from which, in the season
any alteration in the principle, of the order
withstands
rule
The
excluded by the parent state.—
in council of the 6th of November, 1793, was introout positive support from any general authority on duced by the subsequent orders of the 8th of Janucontain
treaties
some
that
public law. If it be true,
1794, and the 2?th of January, 1798 but from
exclude ary,
the ratification of the. treaty of 1794, un;il the short
stipulations, bv which the parties expressly
of
their
respective
in 1802, the
r,*h other from the commerce
respite afforded by the treaty of Amiens,
colonies: and if it be true, that the ordinances of & commerce of tlie'United States continued to be the
enexclusive
the
for
often
provide
particular state,
prey of British cruizers and privateers, under the
still Great Brijoymentof its colonial commerce;
adjudicating patronage of the British tribunals.
the
of
rule
the
deduce
to
tain cannot be authorised
Another grievance, however, assumed at this epoch,
treaties
and
such
from
war of 1756, by implication,
a form and magnitude, which cast a shade over the
the
rule
that
not
is
it
while
true,
such ordinances,
soc j aj happiness, as well as the political imiepenthat
it has
nor
of
nations;
law
of
the
forms a part
The merchant vessels of the
j euce Q f the na t; pn
been adapted by any other government; nor "^United States were arrested on the high seas,
even Great Britain herself has uniformly practiced while in the prosecution of distant voyages; consiwas unknown derable numbers of iheir crews were impressed into
upon the rule; since its application
from the war of 1756, until the French war of 1792, the naval service of Great Britain the commercial
of the American war.— adventures of the owners were often, consequently,
including the entire period
Let it be, argumentatively, allowed, however, that defeated; and thc loss of property, the embarrassGreat Britain possessed the right, as well as tI,e nients o( trade and navigation, and the .scene of do
the time. mes ^ c
power, to revive and enforce the rule; yet,
affliction, became intolerable. This grievance
and the manner of exercising the power, would a.j ( w ],; c ;, constitutes an important surviving cause of
ford ample cause for reproach. The citizens of thcj tne American declaration of war) was early, and has
United States had openly engaged in an extensive een incessantly, urged upon the attention of the
irade with the French islands, in the West Indies, jj p ^; s i, government." Even in the year 1792, they
ct
the rule of
and
rr itation that it had excited
Ul \'
t j ie
f
ignorant of the alleged existence of
the| wepe
War of 1756, or unapprised of any intention to callj f { ^ p difficulty of avoiding to make immediate reit into action, when the order of the 6th of Novemin the United States."f They
prisnls on their seamen
her, 1793, was silently circulated among the British were told "that so many instances of the kind had
ves
that they should
cruizers, consigning to legal adjudication, "all
"j happened .that it was quite necessary
suls loaden with goods, the produce of any colony of!
France, or carryine provisions or supplies, for the
.,
»«»•._
"See the pres.den, s message to the senate, of the
use of any such coloi 'v »| A b
great portion of the,
cxas
Mr.
of
.
16th
envoy
Jay
1794,
nominating
;
April,
•
See the order in council of the 8th of June, 1793 , traordinary to his Britannic majesty.
of state?
and the remonstrance of the American government,
i See lhe letter of Mr. Jefferson, secretary
i See thc British orders of '.'ue Clh
November.' to Mr. Pmktiey, minister at London, dated lUh of
:
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uphill themselves on the subject, and l>e led todis- ed; they were dragged on board British ships of
avow and punish such violence, which had never war, with the evidence of citizenship in their ban As,

Anil
been experienced from any other nation."*
they were told of the inconvenience of such conduct,
and of the impossibility of letting it go on, so that
thc British ministry should be made sensible of the
the
necessity of punishing the past, and preventing
future."]— llut after the treaty of amity, commerce,
and navigation, had been ratified, the nature and the
extent of the grievance became stdl more manifest
and it was
and firmly presented to the view

and forced by violence there to serve, until conclusive testimonials of their birth could be obtained
;
that many must perish unrelieved, and all were de-

a
gained considerable time, in lawless and injurious
confinement; that the continuance of the practice
must
inevitably produce discord between two nations which ought to be friends of eacli
other; and
that it was more advisable to desist from, and to take
effectual measures to prevent an
clearly
acknowledged
of the British government, as leading unavoidably to wrong, than by persevering in that wrong, to excite
discord and war between the two nations. They against themselves the well-founded resentments of
were told, "that unless they would come to some America, and force the government into measures,
accommodation which might ensure the American which mav very possibly terminate in an open rup*
seamen against this oppression, measures would be ture."*
Such were the feelings and the sentiments of the
taken to cause the inconvenience to be equally felt
on both Bides."* They were told, "that the impress- American government, under every change of its adment of American citizens, to serve on board of ministration, in relation to the British practice Of
British armed vessels, was not only an injury to the impressment; and such the remonstrances address
unfortunate individuals, but it naturally excited cer ed to the justice of Great Britain, h is obvious,
;

tain emotions in the breasts of the nation to

whom

therefore, that this cause, independent of every
other, has been Uniformly deemed a .fust and certain
cause of war; yet the characteristic
policy of the
United States still prevailed: remonstrances was

and humane of every
they belong, and the just
was indulged that
country; and that an expectation
orders would be given, that the Americans so circumstanced shoul I be immediately liberated, and that
the British officers should, in future, abstain from
similar violences."^ They were told, "that the subthan had been
ject was of much greater importance
a few, and those in
supposed and that, instead of
many instances equivocal cases, the American minister at the court of London had, in nine months (part

only succeeded by negociation

and every assertion
of American rights, was
accompanied with an overture, to secure, in any practicable form, the
rights of
Great Britain.f Time seemed,
however, to render
it more difficult to ascertain and i\\ the
standard of
the British rights,
according to tiie succession of the
British claims. The rigbtof
and
entering
searching an
of the years 179G and 1797) made applications for American merchant ship, for the purpose of impressfor
a
seamen
confined
and
was,
to
the
while,
case
hundred
ment,
of British
of
two
the dischage
seventy-one
who had, in most cases, exhibited such evidence, as deserters and even so late as the month of Februato satisfy him that <hey were real Americans, forced ry, 1800, the minister of his Britannic majesty, then
at Philadelphia, urged the American
into the British service, and persevering, generally,
government "to
take into consideration, as the
in refusing pay and bounty."!: They were told, "that
only means of dn ing
softrce of complaint, and
if the British government had any regard to the up every
irritation, upon
for the na- that head, a proposal which he had made two
years
rights of the United States, any respect
their friendship, it before, in the name of his majesty's government, for
on
value
and
tion,
placed any
would facilitate the means of relieving their oppress the reciprocal restitution of deserters."! But this
ed citizen*.',! They were told, "thaUhe British na- project, of a treaty was then deemed inadmissible,
the president of the United
val officers often impressed Swedes, Danes, and by
Slates, and the chief
other foreigners, from the vessels of the United officers of the executive departments of the governStates
that they might, with as much reason, rob ment, whom he consulted, for the same reason, speAmerican vessel's of the property or merchandise of cifically, which, at a subsequent period, induced the
of the United States, to withhold Ids
Swedes, Dines and Portuguese, as seize and detain president
apfrom the treaty negotiated
in their service, the subjects of those nations found probation
by the Amer
on board of American vessels; and that the presi- can ministers at London, in the year 1806 namely
dent was extremely anxious to have this business of "that it did not sufficiently provide against the imAnd pressment of American seamen ;"§ and "that it is
impressing placed on a reasonable footing."**
of American better to have no article, and to meet the
they were told, "that the impressment,
consequenteamen was an injury of very serious magnitude, ces, than not to enumerate merchant vessels nn the
which deeply affected" the feelings and honor of the high seas, among the things not to be forcibly enhad been asserted to impress tered in search of deserters."!! But the British
that no
nation
;

;

'

|

;

,

1

;

!

;

right
the natives of America

:

;

were ioiprcssyet, that they
*See the letter from Mr. Marshall,
secretary of
the
to
same
the
from
same, daied state, (now chief justice of the United Slates,') to
•See the letter
Mr.
minister
at
of
October
1792.
the 12th
King,
London, dated the 20th of Sepfrom the same to the same, dated tember, 1800.
jSee the letter
1792.
6th
the
November,
|See particularly, Mr. King's propositions to
iSee the letter from Mr. Pinkney, minister at lord Grenville, and lord Uawesbury, of the 13d'
London, to the secretary of stale, dated 13th March, April, 1797, the 5th id" March 1799, the 25lh of
3 793.
February, 1801, and in July, 1803.
to
jSse Mr. Liston's no*:c to Mr. Pickering, the se<jSee the note of Mr. Jay, envoy extraordinary,
lord Grenville, dated the 30th July, 1794.
cretary of stale, dated the 4:h of February, 180\
^See the opinion of Mr. Pickering, secretary of
[[See the letter of Mr. King, minister at London,
to the secretary of state, dated the 13th of April, state, enclosing the plan of a
treaty, dated the 31
of May, 1800, and the
1797.
opinion of Mr. Wolcot:, secreof
of
Mr.
the
from
dated
the
the
letter
tary
14th of April, 1800.
secretary
Pickering,
VSee
treasury,
the
llSee the opinion of Mr. Stoddert,
state, to Mr. King, minister at London, dated
secretary of
the navy, dated the 23d of
10th of September, 1796.
April, 1800, and the" opi**Se; the letter from the same to the? Earn?, dated nions of Mr. Leo, attorney genera), dated the 26ii»
-of February, and the SOtSlof
the?6lhof October, IJT96.
April, IQQQ,
;

1
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claim, expanding with singular elasticity, was soon British subject was bound by a tie of allegiance to
found to include a right to enter American vessels] his sovereign, which no lapse of time, no change of
on the high seas, in order to search for and seize all place, no exigency of life, could
possibly weaken, or
British seamen
it next embraced the case of every dissolve. It was
said, that the British sovereign was
British subject and finally, in its practical enforce- entitled, at all periods, and on all
occasions, to the
ment, it has been extended to every mariner, who services of his subjects. And it was said, that the
could not prove, upon the spot, that he was a citizen British vessels of war
upon the high seas, might lawof the United Slates.
fully and forcibly enter the merchant vessels o? every
While the nature of the British claim was thus other nation (for the theory of these pretensions is
ambiguous and fluctuating, the principle to which not limited to the case of the United States, although
it was referred, for justification and support, ap- that case has
been, almost exclusively, affected by
peared to be, at once, arbitrary and illusory. It was their practical operation) for the purpose of disnot recorded in any positive code of the law of na- covering and
impressing British subjects.* The
tions
it was not
displayed in the elementary works United States presume not to discuss the forms, or
wf the, civilian nor had' it ever been exemplified in the principles, of the
governments established in
the maritime usages of any other country, in any other countries.
Enjoying the right and the blessing
other age. In truth, it was the offspring of the mu- of self-government,
they° leave, implicitly to every
nicipal law of Great Britain alone; equally opera- foreign nation, the choice of its social and political
live in a time of peace, and in a time of war; and, institutions.
whatever
But,
may be the form, cr the
under all circumstances, inflicting a coercive juris- principle, of
government, it is an universal axiom of
diction, upon the commerce and navigation of the public law, among sovereign and independent states,,
world.
that every nation is bound so to use and
enjoy its
For the legitimate rights of the belligerent pow" oxyti right.-;, as not to injure, or destroy, the rights
of any other nation. Say then, that the tie of alle-.
ers, the United States had felt and evinced a sincere
and open respect. Although they had marked a di- giance cannot be severed, or relaxed, as respects the
and the subject; and say, that the soveversity of doctrine among the most celebrated ju- sovereign
at all times, entitled to the services of the
rists, upon many of the litigated points of the law reign is,
of w'ar; 'although they had formerly espoused* with subject; still, there is nothing gained, in support
the example of the most powerful government of 01 the British claim, unless it can, also, be said,
that the British
sovereign has a right to seek and
Europe, the principles of the armed neutrality,
which were established in the year 1780, upon the seize his subject, while actually within the dominion, or under the special protection, of another
basis of the memorable declaration of the. empres
of all the Russhs; and although the principles f sovereign state. This will not, surely, be denominated a
that declaration have been
into all their
P«?cess of the law of nations, for the pur;

;

j

|

;

]

\

!

;

j

;

]

j

1

j

j

j

incorporated
of enforcing the rights of war; and if it shall be
public treaties, except in the instance of the treaty pose
of 1794: yet, the United States, still faithful to the tolerated as a process of the municipal law of Great
for the purpose of
enforcing the right of the
pacific and impartial policy which they professed, Britain,
did not hesitate, even at the commencement of the sovereign to the service of his subjects, <liere is no
French revolutionary war, to accept and allow the principle of discrimination, whicli can prevent its
exposition of the law of nations, as it v/as then main- being employed in peace, or in war, with all the
attendai,t abuses of force and fraud, to
tained by Great Britain; and,
justify tiie
consequently, to admit, se,
4Ure of J*' H->sh subjects for crimes, or for debts;
upon a much contested point, that the property of!
.

!

-

!

it rests with all other
governments to decide, how
far their honor and their interests must be eventuthe course of the search, persons
a tacit acquiescence, in the sucin the military service of the
enemy were discoyeied, ally implicated, by
a belligerent had a right of transhipment and re- cessive usurpations of the British flag. If the right
moval; that a belligerent had a right, in doubtful claimed by Great Britain be, indeed, common to all
cases, to carry American vessels to a convenient governments, the ocean will exhibit, in addition to
its many other
perils, a scene of everlasting strife
station, for farther examination; and that a belligerent had a right to exclude American vessels from and contention: but what other government has
ever
claimed
or
exercised the right? If the right
ports and places, under the blockade of an adequate
shall be exclusively established as a
naval force. These rights the law of nations
trophy of the
might,
naval
of
Great Britain, the ocean, which
superiority
reasonably, be deemed to sanction; norJias a fair
has
been
sometimes
exercise of the powers necessary for the
emphatically denominated,
enjoyment "the
of these rights, been, at any time,
high-way of nations," will be identified, in the
controverted, or
and
with
the dominions of the British
use,
occupancy
opposed, by the American government.
But, it mutt be again remarked, that the claim of crown; and every other nation must enjoy the liberty
of passage, upon the payment of a tribute for the
Great Britain was not to be satisfied,
by the most
ample and explicit recognition of the law of war; indulgence of a licence: but what nation is prepared
for this sacrifice of its honor and its interests? And
for, the iaw of war treats only of the relations of a
after all, the right be now asserted (as
experience
belligerent to his enemy, while the claim of Great if,
Britain embraced, also, the relations between a so- loo plainly indicates) for the purpose of imposing
the
to
United
accommodate
upon
the
British
and
States,
his subjects. It was said, that
vereign
every maritime
policy, a new and odious limitation of the
sovereignty and independence, which were acquired
*See the correspondence of the
year 1792, between
the glorious revolution of 1T7C, it is not for the
Mr. Jefferson, secretary of state, and the ministers by
American government to calculate the duration of a
of Great Britain and France. See also Mr. Jefferson's
ti-r to the American minister at
Paris, of the same
*3ee the British declaration of the 10th of Jauu*
ear, rerruesAing the recall of Mr. Genet.
1813.

of war; that,

if

were found, or

upon a search such goods or articles

if,

in

I

.
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of the active nor to vindicate "the pretensions that acts of natuWar, that shall be waged, in resistance
her project: ralization, and certificates of citizenship, were as
attempts of <'reat BritSin, to accomplish
who Would toler- valid put of thrir own territory, as within it ;""
for, where is the American citizen,
a that the United States have asserted the honor and
ate a day's submission, to the vassalage of such
tirprivilege of their flag, by the force of reason
condition?
But the American government has seen, with some and of arms. But it was to resist a systematic
of Great scheme of maritime aggrandizement, which, preSurprize, the gloss, which the prince regent
to every other nation the limits of a terri.Britain, in his declaration of the lOUi of January, scribing
torial
boundary, claimed for Great Britain the exclu1813, has condescended to bestow Upon the British
sive dominion of the seas; and which, spurning the
claim of a right to impress men, on board of the
settled principles of the law of war, condemned the
merchant vessels of other nations and the retort,
which he has ventured lo make, upon the conduct ships and mariners of the United States, to suffer,
of the United States, relative to the controverted upon the high seas, and virtually within the jurisdiction of their flag, the most rigorous dispensations
doctrines of expatriation. The American governof the British municipal code, inflicted by the coarse
ment, like every other civilised government, avows
and licentious hand of a British press gang.
the principle, and indulges the practice, of naturalizThe injustice of the British claim, and the cruelty
and through the
ing foreigners. Tn Great Britain,
of the British practice, have tested, for a series of
continent of Europe, the laws and regulations upon
the subject, are not materially dissimilar, when years, the pride and the patience of the American
was anxicompared with the laws and regulal ions of the Unit- government: but, still, every experiment
ed States. The effect, however, of such naturali- ously made, to avoid the Lst resort of nations. The
which previously sub- claim of Great Britain, in its theory, was limited {o
in, upon the connexion,
the naturalized person, and the. go- the right of seeking and impressing its own subjects,
sisted, between
on board of the merchant vessels of the United
vernment of the country of his birth, has "been difat different times, and in .dif- States, although in fatal experience, it has been
ferently considered,
extended (as already appears) to the seizure of the
Still, there are many respects, in
ferent places.
which a diversity of opinion does not exist, and can- subjects of every other power, sailing under a vonot arise. It is agreed, on ill hands, that an act of luntary contract with the American merchant; to the
naturalization is not a violation of the law of na- seizure of the naturalized citizens of the United
and that, in particular, it is not in itself an of- States, sailing, also, under voluntary contracts,
tions
fence against the government, whose subject is natu- which every foreigner, independent of any act of naIt is agreed, that an act of naturalization turalization, is at liberty te form in every country;
ralized.
creates, between the parties, the reciprocal obliga- and even to the seizure of the native citizens of* the
It is agreed, that United States, sailing on board the ships of their
tions of allegiance and protection.
while a naturalized citizen continues within the ter- own nation, in the prosecution of a lawful commerce.
The excuse for what has been unfeelingly termed
ritory and jurisdiction of his adoptive government,
he cannot be pursued, or seized, or restrained, by "partial mistakes, and occasional, abuse"! when the
It is agreed, that a natura- right of impressment was practised towards vessels
his former sovereign.
lized citizen, whatever may be thought of the claims of the United Slates, is, in the words of the prince
of the sovereign of his native country, cannot law- regent's declaration, "a similarity of language and
manners." but was it not known, when this excuse
fully be withdrawn from the obligations of his contract of naturalization, by the force or seduction was offered to the world, that the Russian, the
of a third power. And it is agreed, that no sove- Swede, the Dane, and the German; that the Frenchthe Spaniard, and the Portuguese; nay, that
reign can lawfully interfere, to take from the ser- man,
vice, or the employment, of another sovereign, per- tiie African and the Asiatic; between whom and
sons who are not the subjects ot either of the so- the people of Great Britain there exists no similarivereigns engaged in the transaction. Beyond the ty of language, manners or complexion; had been,
jjrinciples ot these accorded propositions, what have equally with the American citizen and the British
the United States done to justify the imputation of subject, the victims of the impress tyranny. + If,
"harboring British seamen and of exercising an as- however, the excuse be sincere, if the real object of
sumed rijjit, to transfer the allegiance of British the impressment be merely to secure to Great Brisubjects?"* The United States have, indeed, in- tain, the naval services of her own subjects, and not
sisted upon the right of navigating the ocean in to man her fleets, in every practicable mode of enpeace and safet' , protecting all that is covered by listment, by right, or by wrong and if a just and getheir flag, as on a place of equal and common juris- nerous government, professing mutual friendship and
diction to all nations
save where the law of war respect, may be presumed to prefer the accomplishinterposes the exceptions of visitation, search and ment even of a legitimate purpose, by means the
but, in doing this, they have done no least afflicting and injurious to others, why have the
capture
wrong. The United States, in perfect consistency, overtures of the United States, offering other means
it is believed, with the
practice of all belligerent as effectual as impressment, for the purpose avownations, not even excepting Great Britain herself, ed, to the consideration and acceptance of Great
have, indeed, announced a determination, since the Britain, been forever eluded or rejected ? It has been
declaration of hostilities, to afford protection, as offered, that the number of men to be protected by
well to the naturalized, as to the native citizen, an American vessel should be limited by her
tonnage;
who, giving the strongest proofs of fidelity, should that British officers should be permitted, in British
be taken in arms by the enemy and the British cabinet well know that this determination could have
*See these passages in the British declaration, of
no influence upon those councils of their sovereign, the 10th of January; 1813.
which preceded and produced the war. It was not,
fSee the British declaration of the 10th of Januathen, to "harbor British seamen," nor to "transfer ry, 1813.
of British subjects;" nor to "cancel
tSee the letter of Mr. Pickering, secretary of
tjie allegiance
tiie
jurisdiction of their legitimate sovereign ," state, to Mr. King, minister at London, of the 2Gth
of October, 17S6 and the letter of Mr. Marshall,
"See the British declaration of the 10th of Janu- secretary of state, to Mr.
King, of the 20th of Sep1813.
*<y,
tember, '1800.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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the vessel in order to ascertain the the American right of lawful commerce. If, too, aft
ports, to enter
and that, in case of an it lias sometimes been insinuated, there would, neadd! nor, to her crew, the British subjects enlisteu vertheless, be room for frauds and evasions, it is
should be liable to impressment.* It was offered in sufficient to observe, that the American government
the solemn form of a law, that the American seamen would always be ready to hear, and to redress, eve-

number of men on board

;

,

should be registered that they should be provided ry just complaint or, if redress were sought ana
with certificates of citizenship^ and that the roll of refused, (a preliminary course, that ought never to
the crew of every vessel should be formally authen- have been omitted, but which Great Britain has neIt was offered, that no refuge or protec- ver pursued) it would still be in the power of the
ticated. *
but, that, on the British government to resort to its own force, by
tion should be given to deserters
It was again acts equivalent to war, for the reparation of its
contrary, they should be surrendered. §
and again offered to concur in a convention, which it wrongs. But Great Britain has, unhappily, per
was thought practicable to be formed, and which iceived in the acceptance of the overtures of the
should settle the question of impressment, in a man- American government, consequences injurious to
ner that would be safe for England, and satisfactory her maritime policy; and, therefore, withholds it
to the United States.fl It was offered that each par- at the expence of her justice. She perceives, perfrom clan haps, a loss of the American nursery for her seaty should prohibit its citizens or subjects
a loss of the service of
destinely concealing or currying away, from the ter-imen, while she is at peace
and a loss of
ritories or colonies »f the other, any seamen belong- American crews, while she is at war
it has many of those
opportunities, which have enabled
ing to the other parly. K And, conclusively,
been offered and declared by law, that "after the her to enrich her navy, by the spoils of the Ameritermination of the present war, it should not be can commerce, without exposing her own commerce
lawful to employ on board of any of the public or to the risk of retaliation or reprisals.
Thus, were the United States, in a season of reprivate vessels of the United States, any persons
except citizens of the United States and that no puted peace, involved in the evils of a state of war
and thus, was the American flag annoyed by a
to become a citizen
foreigner should be admitted
hereafter, who had not for the continued term of nation still professing to cherish the sentiments of
mutual
without
five years, residpd within the United States,
friendship and respect, which had been rethe five years, out of the cently vouched, by the faith of a solemn treaty.
being, at any time, during
But the American government even yet abstained
territories of the United State*."**
It is manifest then that such provision might be from vindicating its rights, and from avenging its
made by law and that such provision has been re- wrongs, by an appeal to arms. It was not an insenas would, in all sibility to those wrongs
nor a dread of British
peatedly and urgently proposed
future times, exclude from the maritime service of power; nor a subserviency to British interests, that
the United States, both in public and in private ves- prevailed, at that period, in the councils of the
claimed United States but, under all trials, the American
sels, every person, who could, possibly, be
by Great Britain, as a native subject, whether he government abstained from the appeal to arms then,
had, or had not, been naturalized, in America.fj- as it has repeatedly since done, in its collisions with
f'nforced by the same sanctions and securities, which France, as well as with Great Britain, from the
are employed to enforce the penal code of Great purest love of peace, while peace could be renderBritain, as vvell as the penal code of the United ed compatible with the honor and independence of
;

;

;

|

j

!

;

;

|

—

;

;

;

;

;

!

States, the provision would afford the strongest evi- the nation.
During the period which has hitherto been more
dence, that ivo British subject could be found in
service on board of an American vessel and, con- particularly contemplated (from the declaration of
of hostilities between Great Britain and France in Ihe
sequently, whatever might be the British right
in the abstract, tliere would remain year 1792, until the short-lived pacification of the
;

impressment,
no justifiable motive, there could hardly be invented treaty of Amiens in 1802) there were not wanting
at the expense of occasions, to test the consistency and the impartiplausible pretext, to exercise it,
of the American government, by a comparison
*|ality
•See the letter of Mr. Jefferson, secretary of of its conduct towards Great Britain, with its conThe manifestation of
state, to Mr. Pinkney, minister at London, dated the *;uct towards other nations.
ilth of June, 1792, and the letter of Mr. Pickering, the extreme jealousy of the French government, and
secretary of state, to Mr. King, minister at London, of the intemperate zeal of its ministers near the
United States, were coeval with the proclamation
dated the 8th of June, 1796.
fSee the act of congress, passed the 28th of May, of neutrality; but after the ratification of the treaty
of London, the scene of violence, spoliation, and con3796.
}See the letter of Mr. Bickering, secretary of tumely, opened by France, upon the United States,
state, to Mr. King, minister at London^dated the became such, as to admit, perhaps, of no parallel,
8lhof June, 1796.
except in the cotemporaneous scenes which were
§See the project of a treaty on the subject, be- exhibited by the injustice of her great competitor.
tween Mr. Pickering, secretary of state, and Mr. The American government acted, in both cases, on
Liston, the British minister at Philadelphia, in the the same pacific policy; in the same spirit of patience
and forbearance; but with the same determination
year 1800.
||See the letter of Mr. King, minister at London, also, to assert the honor anu independence of the
the
of
dated
15th
of
to the -secretary
state,
March, nation. When, therefore, every conciliatory effort
had failed, and when two successive missions of
1792of
Mr.
the
the
letter
to
[See
secretary of peace iiad been contemptuously repulsed, the AmeKing
dated
in
1803.
rican government, in the jear 1798, annulled its
state,
July,
**See the act of congress, passed on the 3d of treaties with France, and waged a maritime War
1813.
March,
against that nation, lor the defence of its citizens
the letter of instructions from Mr. Monroe, and of its commerce, passing on the high seas. But
•j-j-See
secretary of state, to the plenipotentiaries for treat- aa soon as the hope was conceived, of a satisfactory
ing of peace with Great Britain, under the media- change in the dispositions of the French government,
tion of the emperor Alexander, dated tlra l5lh of the American government hastened to send another
mission to France; and a convention, signed in the,
April, 131?.

a

I
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year I81JO, terminated the subsisting differences be- by Spain to France;"* that "in the f.ice of the protestation of the minister of his catholic
tween the two countries.
majesty at
Nor were the United St?*tes able, during the same Washington, the president of the United States ratia
fied
to
avoid
collision
the
of
with
the
and
that
of
"there
period,
was
government
treaty
purchase;"!
Spain, upon any important and critical questions of good reason to believe, that many circumstances atboundary and commerce; of indian warfare and ma- tending the transaction were industriously concealritime spoliation. Preserving, however, their system ed." The American government cannot condescend
Of moderation, in the assertion of their rights, a to retort aspersions SO unjost, in language so opprocourse of amicable discussion and explanation, pro- brious; and peremptorily rejects the pretension of
duced mutual satisfaction; and a treaty of friendship, Great Britain, to interfere in the business of the Unilimits, and navigation was formed in the year 1795, ted States and Spain: but it owes, nevertheless, to
by which the citizens of the United States acquired the claims of truth, a distinct statement of the facts
a right, for the space of three years, to deposit their which have been thus misrepresented. When the
merchandize and effects in the port of New Orleans; special mission was appointed to negociate tiie purwith a promise, either that the enjoyment of that chase of Louisiana from France, in the manner alright should be indefinitely continued, or that ano- ready mentioned, the American minister, at London,
ther part of the banks of the Mississippi should be was instructed to explain the object of the mission;
assigned for nn equivalent establishment. But, when, and having made the explanation, he was assured bv
in the year, 1302, the port of New-Orleans was ab- the British government, "that the communication
ruptly closed against the citizens of the United was received in good part; no doubt Was suggested
States, Without an assignment of any other equiva- of the right of the United Slates to pursue, sepalent place of deposite, the harmony of the two coun- rately and alone, the objects they aimed at; but the
tries wis again most seriously endangered; until ihe British government appeared to be satisfied with the
.^anisli government, yielding to the remonstrances president's views, on this important subject."^
As
of the United States, disavowed thu act of the inten- soon, too, as the treaty of purchase was concluded,
dant of New Orleans, and ordered the right of depo- before hostilities were again actually commenced
site to be reinstated, on the terms of the treaty of between Great Britain and France, and
previously
179 J.
indeed, to the departure of the French ambassador
The effects produced, even by a temporary sus- from London, the American minister openly notified
pension of the right of deposite at New-Orleans, to the British government, that a treaty had been
upon the interests and feelings of the nation, natu- signed, by which the complete sovereignty of tin*
rally suggested to the American government, the town and territory of New Orleans, as well as of all
'expediency of guarding against their recurrence, by Louisiana, as the same was heretofore possessed by
the acquisition of a permanent property in the pro- Spain, had been acquired by the United States- of
vince of Louisiana. The minister of the United America and that in drawing up the treaty, care
States, at .Madrid, w is, accordingly, instructed to had been taken so to frame the same, as not to inapply to the government of Spain upon the subject; fringe any right of Great Britain, in the navigation
In the answer of the
and, on the4tii of May, 1803, he received an answer, of the river Mississippi.'*,)
stating, that '"by the retrocession made to France, British government, it was explicitly declared byof Louisiana, that power regained the province, with lord Hawkesbury, "that lie had received his
majesthe limits it had, saving the rights acquired by other ty's commands to express the pleasure with whfcll
powers; and that the United States could address his majesty had received the intelligence ; and tu
themselves to the French government, to negociate add, that his majesty regarded the care, which had
the acquisition of territories, which might suit their been taken so to frame the treaty as not to
infringe
But before this reference, official in- any right of Great Britain in the navigation of lie
interest."*
formation of the same fact had been received by Mr. Mississippi, as the most satisfactory evidence of a.
l'inkney from the court of Spain, in the month of disposition on the part of the governnteut of the
March preceding; and the American government, United States, correspondent with that which his
having instituted a special mission to negociate the majesty entertained, to promote and improve thai
purchase of Louisiana from France, or from Spain, harmony, which so happily subsisted between thetwu
whichever should be its sovereign, the purchase was, countries, and which was so conducive to their muThe world will judge, whether,
accordingly, accomplished for a valuable considera- tual benefit.""!
tion (that was punctually paid) by the treaty con- under such circumstances, the British
governnjeir
the
on
30lh
at
Paris
cluded
had any cause, on its own account, to arraign the
April, 1803.
The American government has not seen, without conduct of the United States, in making the pursome sensibility, that a transaction, accompanied by chase of Louisiana and, certainly, no greater caus
such circumstances of general publicity, and of scru- will be found for the arraignment, 011 account or
pulous good faith, has been denounced by the prince Spain. The Spanish government was apprized of
regent, in his declaration of the 10th of January, the intention of the United States to negociate for
1813, as a proof of the "ungenerous conduct" of the
•See the note of the British commissioners, dated
United States towards Spain. "7 In amplification of
the royal charge, the British negotiators at Ghent, the4lhof September, 1814.
have presumed to impute "the acquisition of LouifSee the note of the British commisiioners, date*]
siana, by the United States, to a spirit of aggran- the 19th of September, 1814.
iSee the note of the British commissioners, dated
dizement, not necessary to their own security;" and
to maintain "that the purchase was made against the 8th of October, 1314.
the known conditions, on which it had been ceded
§See the letter from the secretary of state, to Mr,
King, the American minister at London, dated tfie
*Sce the letter from don Pedro Cevallos, the mi- C9th of January, 1803; and Mr. King's letter to the
nister of Spiin, to Mr. C. Pinkney, the minister of secretary of state, dated the 28th of April, 1S03.
the United Stales, dated the 4th of May, 1803, from
ilSee the letter from Mr. King, to lord Hawkeswhich the passage cited is literally translated.
bury, dated the 15th of May; 1803.
IjSee the letter of lord Hawkestfcrv, to Mf. £fnV,
fSee the prince regent's declaration of fire lOlh of
dated the ll->':h of mv, WjJ.
Jaauaif; 1813.
f

;

;

'
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the purchase of that province ; its ambassador witnessed the progress of the negotiation at Paris;
and the conclusion of the treaty, on the 30th of
known and understood
18(13, was promptly

1,

1815.

them

to acquiesce in the
temporary continuance cf
under the Spanish authority."* When,
nowever, the adjustment of the boundaries of Louisiana, as well as a reasonable indemnification on
that

April,

territory

Madrid. Yet, the Spanish government interposed -ccount of maritime spoliations, and the suspenno objection, no protestation, against the transaG- sion of the right of deposit? at New-Orleans, seemand it was not until the month of ed to be indefinitely postponed, on the part of
tian, in Europe
the American government Spain, by events which the United States had not
September, 1803, that
at contributed to
heard, with surprize, from the minister of Spain,
produce, and could not control; when
Washington, that his catholic majesty was dissatis- a crisis hid arrived subversive of the order of things
United
to
of
the
Louisiana
cession
under the Spanish. authorities,contr.ivening the news
fied with the
States.
Notwithstanding this diplomatic remon- of both parties, and endangering the tranquility :md
the
strance, however,
Spanish government pro- security of the adjoining territories, by the intrusive
ceeded to deliver the possession of Louisian % to establishment of a government, independent of
the
of
execution
in
France,
treaty of St Ildefonsb
Sp lift, as well as of the United States; and when, at
saw France, by an almost simultaneous act, trans- a lal er periddj there was reason to believe, that Great
fer the" possession to the United States, in execu- Britain hr-rself designed to occupy the Florid" s, (and
tion of the treaty of purchase
and, finally, in- she has, indeed, actually occupied Pensacola, for
structed the marquis de Casa Yrujo, lo present >o hostile purposes,) the American government, withthe American government, the declaration of the out de arting from its respect for the rights of Spain,
the 15ih of May, 1804, acting "by the special order and even consulting the honor of thai state, unequal,
of his sovereign," "that the explanations, which the as she then was, to the task of suppressing the ingovernment of France li3d given to his catholic ma- trusive establishment, was impelled by the parathe United mount
jesty, concerning the sale of Louisiana to
principle of self-preservation, io rescue its
States, and the amicable disposi ions, on the part of own rights from the impending danger. Hence the
the king, his master, towards these states, had de- United States in the year 1810, proceeding step by
termined him to abandon the opposition, which, at step, according to the growing exigencies of the
a nrior period, and with the most substantial mo- time, took possession of the country, in which die
standard of independence had been displayed extives, he had manifested against the transaction."*
But after this amicable and decisive arrangement cepting such places as were held by a Spanish
oTall differences, in relation to the validity of the force. In the year 1811, they authorised their preLouisiana purchase, a question of some embarrass- sident, by lr.w, provisionally to accept of the posment remained, in relation to the boundaries of the session of East Florida from the local authorities,
ceded territory. This question, however, the Ame- or to pre-occupy it against the attempt of a foIn 1813, they obtained
rican government always has been, and always will reign power to seize it.
be, witling to discuss, in the most candid manner, the possession of Mobile, the only place then held
and to settle upon the most liberal basis, with the by a Spanish force in West Florida with a view to
government of Spain. It was not, therefore, a fair their own immediate security, but without varying
io inflame the prince regent's the
topic, with which
questions depending between them and Spain, in
or to embellish the diplomatic notes of relation to that province. And in the year 1814, the
declaration
the British negotiators at Ghent.f The period has American commander, acting under the sanction of
arrived, when Spain, relieved from her European the law of nations, but unauthorized by the orders
labors, may be expected to bestow her attention, of his government, drove from Pensacola the British
more effectually upon the state of her colonies and, troops, who, in violation of the neutral territory of
acting with wisdom, justice and magnanimity, of Spain, (a violation which Spain it is believed must
which she has given frequent examples, she will herself resent, and would have resisted, if the opfind no difficulty, in meeting the recent advance of portunity had occnred,) seized and fortified that
the American government, for an honorable adjust- station, to aid in military operations against the
ment of every point in controversy between the two United States. But all these measures of safety and
countries; without seeking the aid of British medi- necessity were frankly explained, as they occured,
ation, or adopting the animosity of British coun- to the government of Spain, and even to the government of Great Britain, antecedently to 'he declarae'ls.
But still the United States, feeling a constant in- tion of war, with the sincerest assurances, that the
terest in the opinion of enlightened and impartial na- possession of the territory thus acquired, "should
tions, cannot hesitate to embrace the opportunity for not cease to be a subject of fair and friendly negociathe events,
ion and adjustment. "f
representing, in the simplicity of truth,
of a
by which they have been led "to take possession
*See the proclamation of the president of the
part of the Floridas, notwithstanding, the claim of
Spain to the sovereignty of the same territory. In United States, authorising governor Claiborne to
the acceptation and understanding of the United take possession of the territory, dated the 27th of
at

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

the cession of Louisiana, embraced the
country south of the Mississippi territory, and eastward of the river Mississippi, and extending to the
but "their conciliatory views, and
river Perdido
their confidence in the justice of. tlieir cause, and
in the success of a candid discussion and amicable
negoc.a'ion with a just and friendly power, induced

States,

;

October, 1810.
*
See the letter from the secretary of state to governor Claiborne, and the proclamation dated the
27th of October, 1810:
Seethe proceedings of the convention of Florida,
transmitted to the secretary of state, by the governor of the Mississippi territory, in his letter of the
:7th of October, 1810 and the answer of the secretary of state, dated the 15th of November, 1810
See the letter of Mr. Morier, British charge d'
affaires, to tiie secretary of state, dated the 15th of
December, 1810, and the secretary's answer
See the correspondence between Mr. Monroe, and
Mr Foster, the British minister, in the months of
:

*See the letter of the marquis de Casa Yrujo, to
the American secretary of state, dated the 15th of

May,

18j)4.

the prince regent's declaration of the 10th
of January, 1813. See the notes of the British commissioners, dated the 19th of September, 8th OctoJuly, September and November, 181J.
ber, 1814.
-j-See

:

:
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present review of the conduct of the Unit-

that England

wold

81

be content, with the limited

States, towards the belligerent powers of Eu- jurisdiction, or dominion, over the seas adjacent to
as her territories, which is assigned by the law of narope* will be regarded by every candid mind,
i
necessary medium to vindicate their national cha- tions to other states, was disappointed, on receiv-

ed

from the unmerited imputations of the
prince regent's declaration of the luth January,
1U1J, and not as a medium voluntarily assumed,
according' lo the insinuations of that declaration,
for ;he revival of unworthy prejudices, or vindic?
live passions, in reference to transactions that are
The treaty of Amiens, which seemed to
past.
terminate the war in Europe, seemed also to terminate the neutral Bufferings of America but the
racter

;

hope of repose was,

The

transient.

in

both respects, delusive and

hostilities

which were renewed be-

tween G. Britain and France,

in the year 1803,
wi re immediately followed by a renewal of the agthe belligerent powers, upon the comgressions of
merctal rights, and political independence of the
United States. There was scarcely, therefore, an
interval s< parating the aggressions of the first
war, from the aggressions of the second war and
although, in nature, the aggressions continued to
be the same, in extent they became incalculably
more destructive. It will be seen, however, that
the American government, inflexibly maintained
;

and chose
ing lord St. Vincent's communication
rather to abandon the
negotiation, than to acquiesce in the doctrine it proposed to establish. "(
lint it was still some satisfaction to receive a formal declaration from the British government, communicated by its minister at Washington, after the:
recommencement of the war
Europe, which
promised in effect, to reinstate the practice Of naval blockades, upon the principles of the law of
so that no blockade should be consinations
dered as existing, " unless in respect of particular
ports which might he actually invested and, then,
that the vessels bound to such ports should not be
captured, unless they had previously been warned
not to enter them."||
All the precautions of the American government
were, nevertheless, ineffectual, and the assurances;
of the British government were, in no instance,
;

—

m

;

;

The outrage of impressment was again,
indiscriminately perpetrated upon the crew of every American vessel, and on every sea. The enormity of blockades, established by an order in counits neutral and pacific policy, in every extremity cil, without a legitimate object, and maintained bv
of the latter trial, with the same good faith and an order in council, without the application of a,
forbearance, that, in the former trial, had distin- competent force, was, more and more developed.
Antil it was compelled to The rule, denominated "the rule of the war of 1756,'*
guished its conduct
choose, from the alternative of national degrada- was revived in an affected style of moderation, but
And if Great Britain in a spirit of more rigorous execution. § The lives,
tion, or national resistance.
alone then became the object of the American de- the liberty, the fortunes and the happiness of the
clararation of war, it will be seen, that Great citizens of the United States, engaged in the purverified.

—

;

Britain alone, had obstinately closed the door of suits of navigation and commerce, were once more:
subjected to the violence and cupidity of the British
The American minister at London, anticipating cruisers. And, in brief, so grievous, so intolerable,
the rupture between Great Britain and France, had the afflictions of the nation become, that the
had obtained assurances from the British govern- people with one mind, and one voice, called loud"
ment,
that, in the event of war, the instructions ly upon their government, for redress and protecgiven to their naval officers should be drawn up tion ;^[ the congress of the United States, particiwith plainness and precision and, in general, that pating in the feelings and resentments of the time,
the rights of belligerents should be exercised in urged upon the executive magistrate, the necessi-

amicable negotiation.

;

moderation, and with due respect to tliose of neutrals."*
And in relation to the important subject
of impressment, he had actually prepared for sig-nature, with the assent of lord Hawkesburv and
lord St. Vincent, a convention, to continue
during
five years, declaring that " no seaman, nor seafaring person, should, upon the high seas, and without the jurisdiction of either party, be demanded
or taken out of any ship or vessel,
belonging to
the citizens or subjects of one of the parties, by
the public or private armed ships, or men of war,
bel«ng,ng to, or in the service of, the other party
and that strict orders should be given for the due
observance of the engagement. "\ This convention, which explicitly relinquished impressments
from American vessels on the high seas, and to
which the British ministers had, at first,
agreed,
lord St. Vincent was desirous afterwards to modi"
fy,
stating, that on further reflection, he was of
op.nion, that the narrow seas should be expressly
excepted, they having been, as his lordship remarked, immemorially considered to be w.thin the
dominion of Great Britain." The American minister however, "
having supposed, from the tenor of
his conversations with lord St.
Vincent, that the
doctrine of mare clauswn would not be revived
against the United States on this occasion; but
;

•

See the letter of Mr.
King, to the secretary of State, dated the

^oth of May. 1805.

t

.

^

th ''' k ttf1' of JIr
;

ly, 1803.

'

'

K ul ?)

*>

V™
-

of >»
state.iau-,1 Jusecretary
•
-' -~~
.'•

ty of an

immediate demand of reparation from Gi

while the same patriotic spirit, which
had opposed British usurpation in 1793, and encountered French hostility in 1798, was again
Britain-;*

pledged, in every variety of form, to the maintenance of the national honor and independence, during the more arduous trial that arose in 1805.
Amidst these scenes of injustice on the one hand,
and of reclamation on the other, the American go-

vernment preserved

its equanimity and its firmbeheld much in the conduct of France^
and of her all) , Spain, to provoke reprisals. It
beheld more in the conduct of Great Britain, that
led, unavoidably (as had often been avowed) to the
last resort of arms.
It beheld in the
ten.per of
the nation, all that was requisite to justify an immediate selection of Great Britain, as the object
of a declaration of war. And it could not but behold in the policy of France, the strongest motive
to acquire the U. States, as an associate in thecx-

ness.

It

-

t See the letter
ly, 1S03.

of Mr. King

to the secretary

of

state, tinted Ju>

See the letter of Mr. Merry to the seer tin of itate, dated
the 12th of April, 1804, mid the enclosed copy of a letter from
Mr, Nepean, the secretary; of the admiralty, to Mr, Hammond, the.
British limit- r secretary of state foreign affairs, dated Jan. 5, 18C4.
§ Seethe orders ia council of the 24th June, 1803, and the 17t'i
of August, 1805.
% See the memorials of Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Haiti-,
more, Sic, pres ntetl to congr-as in the end ofthe. year 13u5, and
the beginning of th year 1H06.
* See
the reso ul.Mis of the senate of the United States, of thfc
loth and 14th of F< hruary, 1305 and the Te$ylytj.o;i af the Uptfse
of
the
o_f
-

||

;

representative^

t'njjsdjjtates.
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these considerations a.d noi the strictest care should be taken to preserve the
jsting conflict. Yet,
subdue the citizens of the United States from any molestation
then, more than at any former cr.sis,
the Ameri- or injury and that immediate and
fortitude, or mislead the judgment, of
prompt redress
can government but in perfect consistency with should be afforded, upon any representation of inits neutral, as well as its pacific system, it demand- jury sustained by them."*
In asmuch, however, as the treaty contained no
ed atonement, by remonstrances with France and
;

;

Spain

;

and n sought the preservation of peace, by provision against impressment, and it was seen
by the government, when the treaty was under
consideration for ratification, that the pledge contained in the substitute was not complied with, but,,
on the contrary, that the impressments were continued, with undiminished violence, in the American

negociation w;th Great Britain.
It has been shown, that a treaty proposed, emat Phiphatically, by the British minister, resident
" as the means of
drying up every source
ladelphia,
Of complaint and irritation, upon the head of impressment," was "deemed utterly inadmissable,"
by the American government, because it did not sufbeen
ficiently provide for that object.* It has, also,
shown, that another treaty, proposed by the Amecan minister at London, was laid aside, because
the British government, while it was willing to

from Amerirelinquish, expresslv, impressments
can vessels, on the high seas, insisted upon an exception, in reference to the narrow seas, claimed
hs a part of the British dominion and experience
demonstrated, that, although the spoliations committed upon the American commerce, might admit
of reparation, by the payment of a pecuniary equivalent; yet, consulting the honor, and the feelings
of the nation, it was impossible to receive satisfaction for the cruelties of impressment, by any other
means, than by an entire discontinuance of the
the envoys extraordipractice. When, therefore,
nary were appointed in the year 1806, to negociate
with the British government, every'authority was
of conciliation nay, an act
given, for the purposes
of congress, prohibiting the importation of certain articles of British manufacture into the United States, was suspended, in proof of a friendly
" the
supdisposition ;-\ but it was declared, that
definition of
and
the
of
impressment,
pression
"
and
blockades, were absolutely indispensible
" without a
that,
provision against impressments,
no treaty should be concluded." The American
envoys accordingly, took care to communicate to the
British commissioners, the limitations of their powers.
Influenced, at the same time, by a sincere desire to terminate the differences between the two na:

;

tions
knowing the solicitude of their government,
to relieve its seafaring citizens from actual sufferance; listening with confidence, to assurances and
explanations of the British commissioners, in a
;

and judging from
sense favorable to their wishes
a state of information, that gave no immediate
c*aise to doubt the sufficiency of those assurances
and explanations; the envoys, rather than terminate the negociation without any arrangement,
Were willing to rely upon the efficacy of a substitute, for a positive article in the treaty, to be submitted to the consideration of their government,
as this, according to the declaration of the British
commissioners, was the only arrangement, they
were permitted at that time, to propose or to allow. The substitute was presented in the form of
a note from the British commissioners to the Ame" that inrican envoys', and contained a pledge,
structions had been given, and should be repeated
and enforced, for the observance of the greatest
caution m the impressing of British seamen; thai
;

-

seas, so long after the alledged date of the instructions, which were to arrest them ; that the practical inefficacy of the substitute could not be doubt-

ed by the government here, the ratification of the
treaty was necessarily declined and it has since appeared, that after a change in the British ministry
had taken place, it was declared by the secretary for
foreign affairs, that no engagements were entered
into, on the part of his majesty, as connected with
the treaty, except such as appear upon the face of
;

WThe
i

American government, however, with imabating solicitude for peace, urged an immediate
renewal of the negociations on the basis of the
abortive treaty, until this course was peremptorily declared, by the British government, to be
"wholly inadmissible."*
But, independent of the silence of the proposed treaty, upon the great topic of American complaint, and of the view which has been taken of
the projected substitute
the contemporaneous
declaration of the British commissioners, delivered by the command of their sovereign, and
to which the American envoys refused to make
themselves a party, or to give the slightest de;

was regarded by the Americas
ample cause of rejection. In
reference to the French decree, which had been
isssued at Berlin, on the 21st of November, 1806,
it was declared that if France
should carry the
threats of that decree into execution, and, if "neu-

gree of sanction,

government,

as

tral nations, contrary to all expectation, should acquiesce in such usurpations, his majesty might, probably, be compelled, however reluctantly, to retali-

just defence, and to adopt, in regard to the
neutral nations with his enemies, the
same measures, which those nations should have

ate, in his

commerce of

permitted to be enforced, against their commerce
with his subjects:" "that his majesty could not enter into the stipulations of the present treaty, without an explanation from the United States of their
intentions, or a reservation on the part of h;s m»jesty, in the case above mentioned, if it should eve?
occur," and "that without a formal abandonment,
or tacit relinquishment of the unjust pretensions of
France or without such conduct and assurances
upon the part of the U. States, as should give secuto
rity to his majesty, that they would not submit
the French innovations, in the established system of
maritime law, his majesty would not consider himself bound by the present signature of his commissioners, to ratify the treaty, or precluded from adopfor
ting such measures as might seem necessary
counteracting the designs of the enemy ."||
;

*
See the note of the IJntish coinmisioners, daSee Mr. Liston's letter to the secretary of
dated the 4th of February, 18u0 and fhc ted 8th of November, 1806.
of Mr- Pickering, secretary of state, to the
f See Mr. Canning's letter to the American en*
president of the United States, dated the 20th of voys, dated 27th October 1807.
i See the same letter.
February, 1800.
See the note of the British commissioners dated
See the act of congress, passed the 18th of
}/
and the act suspending i*; pa£3Gd the the 31st December 1806. See also the answer gJ
April, 1806
l'Pth of
MeS5«. ^QiyW &n4 Piakjuey to tot. nQtfr
DflfcTO&Sfc

*

9tate,
letter

;

II

;
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But the American government, soothing the exasperated spirit of the people, by a proclamation
which interdicted the entrance of all British armed vessels, into the harbors and waters of the United States,f "hither commenced hostilities against'
Great Britain nor sought a defensive alliance with
nor relaxed in its firm, but conciliatory,
and which it wovdd have been improper for France
play,
For, if a efforts, to enforce the claims of justice, upon the
the American negotiators to anticipate.
commentary were wanting to explain the real design honor of both nations.
The rival ambition of G. Britain and France, now,
of such conduct, it would be found in the fact, that
within eight days from the date of the treaty, and however, approached the consummation, which, inbefore it was possible for the British government volving the destruction of all neutral rights, upon
to have known the cfl" t of the Berlin decree an avowed principle of action, could not fail to
on the American government nay, even before render an actual state of war, comparatively, more
the American government had itself heard of safe, and more prosperous, than the imaginary state
that decree, .the destruction of American commerce of P'"ace, to which neutrals were reduced. The just
was commenced by the order in council of thel and impartial conduct of a neutral nation, ceased
" that to be its
7th of January, 1807, which announced,
»h;eld, and its safeguard, when the conno vessel should be permitted to trade from duct of the belligerent powers towards cadi other
one port to another, both which ports should became the only criterion of the law of war. The
in
possession .of France, wrong committed by one of the belligerent powers
belong to, or be
or should be so far under their con. was thus made the signal for the perpetration of a
or her allies
and if the American
trol, as that British vessels might not trade freely greater Wrong by the other
1 hereat.*"
government complained to both powers, their ari>
During the whole period of this nogociation, s«rer, although it never denied the causes of comwhich did not finally close until the British gov- plaint, invariably retorted an idle and offensive inernment declared, in the month of October, 1807, quiry, into the priority of {heir respective aggresthat negociation was no longer admissible, the sions or each demanded a course of resistance
course pursued by the British squadron, stationed against its antagonist, which was calculated to prosmore immediately on the American coast, was in trate the American right of self-government, and to
the extreme, vexatious, predatory, & hostile. The coerce the United States, against their interest and
territorial jurisdiction of the United States, exten- their policy, into becoming an associate in the war.
ding', upon the principles of the law of nations, at But the American government never did, and neleast a league over the adjacent ocean, was totally ver can, admit, that a belligerent power, "in takdisregarded and contemned. Vessels employed in ing steps to restrain the violence of its enemy, and
the coasting trade, or in the business of the pilot to retort upon therri the evils of their own injusand the fisherman, were objects of incessant vio- tice,',^ is entitled to disturb and to destroy, the
lence their petty cargoes were plundered and rights of a neiltral power, as recognized and estabsome of their scanty crews were often, either im- lished, by the law of nations. It was impossible
pressed, or wounded, or killed, by the force of indeed, that the real features of the miscalled reBritish frigates. British ships of war hovered, in
taliatory system should be long masked from <he
warlike display, upon the coast
blockaded the world when Great Britain, even in her acts of pro-,
ports of the United States, so that no vessel could fessed retaliation, declared, that France was unaenter, or depart, in safety penetrated the bays and ble to execute the hostile denunciations of her derivers, and even anchored in the harbors, of the U- crees
and when Great Britain herself, uitblushwited States, to exercise a jurisdiction of impressingly entered into the same commerce with her
ment^ threatened the towns and villages with con- enemy (through the medium of orgeries, perjuries,
flagration and wantonly discharged musketry, as and licenses) from which she had interdicted unofwell as cannon, upon the inhabitants of an
open and fending neutrals. The pride of naval superiority ^
unprotected country. The neutrality of the Ameri- and the cravings of commercial monopoly; gave,
can territory was violated on every occasion and, after all the
impulse and direction to the councils
at last, the American government was doomed to of the British cabinet; while the vast,
although
.urffer the greatest
indignity which could be offer- visionary, projects of France, furnished occasions
ed to a sovereign and independent nation, in the and
the
for
pretexts,
objects of those
accomplishing
ever memorable attack of a British 50
gun ship, councils.
under the countenance of the British squadron, anThe British minister, resident at Washington in
chored within the waters of the U. States, upon the the
year 1804, having distinctly recognized, in the
frigate Chesapeake, peaceably prosecuting a distant name of his sovereign, the legitimate principles of
voyage. The British government affected, from blockade, the American government received with,
time to time, to disapprove and condemn these some
surprise and solicitude, the successive notifibut the officers who perpetrated them cations of the 9th of
•Utrages
August 1804, the 8th of April.
were generally applauded if tried,
they were ac- 1806 and more particularly, of the 16th of May.
quitted if removed from the American station, it 1806, announcing by the last notification, " a blockwas only to be promoted in another station and if ade of the
coast, rivers and ports from the riveatonement were offered, as in the
flagrant instance
of the frigate
Chesapeake, the atonement was so

The reservation of a power, to invalidate a sofcbmn treaty, at the pleasure of one of the parties j
and the menaces of inflicting punishment upon the
United States, for the offences of another nation,
the scencesof vioproved, in the event, a prelude to
lence, which Great Britain was then about to' dis1

[

j

;

;

l

:

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

11

;

;

;

;

;

;

ungracious in the manner, and so tardy in the reSee, also, the correspondence respecting the frisult, -as to betray the want of that
conciliatory sp'.- gate Chesapeake, with Mr. Canning, at London
^rit which ought to have characterized it
with Mr. Rose, at Washington with Mr. Erskinc 4
f
at Washington and with
•
See the order in council of .Tanuarv
7, 1807.
f See the proclamation of the 2d of July, 1807.
| See the evidence of these facts reported to cont See the orders iu council of the 7th of January,
gress in November 1806.
1807.
See the documents
See the orders in council of the, £th of Januajv
respecting captain Love, of
the Driver
captain Whitby, of the Leander and 1807.^
captain
;

;

;

!|

;

;
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Elbe to the port of Brest, both inclusive." § In none at London, on the 31st of December, 1 806, reserving
of the notified instances of blockade, were the prin to itself the power of annulling the treaty. If France
in 1804-, adopted did not revoke or if the United States, as a neutral
eiples that had been recognized
and pursued, and it will be recollected by all feu power, did not resist, the obnoxious measure. It
the notification has, also, been shown, that before Great Britain
rope, that neither at the time of
of the 16th of. May, 1806 nor at the time of ex- could possibly ascertain the determination- of the
the operation of United States, in relation to the Berlin decree,
cepting the Elbe and Ems, from
1

:

|

;

that notification ;U nor at any time, during the con- the orders in council of the 7th of Januarv, 1807,
tinuance of the French war was there an adequate were issued, professing to be a retaliation against
•
at a time when the fleets of France and
naval force, actually applied by Great Britain, for France,
1 he
purpose of maintaining a blockade, from the her allies were themselves confined within their own
in
It was then,
river Elbe, to the port of Brest.
ports, by the superior valor and discipline of the
a mere paper blockade;" British navy,"-)- but operating, in fact, against the
xhe language of the day
an
United States, as a neutral power, to prohibit their
si manifest infraction of the law of
nations; and
" from a due
net of peculiar injustice to the United States, as trade
port to another, both which
the only neutral power, against which it would ports should belong to, or be in the possession of,
been
France
or
her allies, or should be sO far under their
But whatever may have
practically operate.
the sense of t!ie American government on the oc- controls, as that Bri tish. vessels might not trade freeto
casion and whatever might be the disposition,
ly thereat.?'-}- It remains, however, to.be stated, that
avoid making this the ground of an open rupture .t was not until the 12th of March," 1807, that the
•with Great Britain, the case assumed a character British minister, then residing at Washington, comof the highest interest, when independent of its municated to the American government, in the
own injurious consequences, France in the Berlin name of his sovereign, the rders in council of
decree of the 21st of November, 1806 recited as a January, 1807, with an intimation, that stronger
chief cause for placing the British islands in a state measures would be pursued, unless the United
of blockade, " that Great Britain declares blocka- States should resist the operations of the Berlin
ded, places before which she lias not a single ves- decree. + At the moment, the British goverment
'
that within the period of those
sel of war and even places which her united for- was reminded,
such as en- great events, which continued to agitate Europe, inces would l;e incapable of blockading
an unequalled stances had occurred, in which the commerce of
tire coasts, and a whole empire
abuse of the right of blockade, that had no other neutral nations, more especially of the United States,
ot had experienced the severest distresses from its own
objecc, than to interrupt the communications
different nations and to extend the commerce and orders and measures, manifestly unauthorized by
" that
industry of England, upon the ruin of those na- the law of nations ;" assurances were given,
The American government aims not, and no culpable acquiescence on the part of the United
tions.'**
never has aimed at the justification, either of Great S tates would render them accessary to the proceedBritain, or of France, in their career of crimination, ings of one belligerent nation, through their rights
und recrimination but it is of some importance to of neutrality; against the' commerce of its adversaobserve, that if the blockade of May 1806, was an ry;" and the right of Great Britain to issue such
vnlawful blockade, and if the right of retaliation a- orders, unless as orders of blockade, to be enforcrose with the first unlawful attack, made by a bel- ed according to the law of nations, Was utterly deligerent power upon neutral rights. Great Britain nied.!!
This candid and explicit avowal of the sentiments
has yet to answer to mankind, according to the rule
of her own acknowledgment, for all the calamities of the American goverment, upon an occasion, so
of the retaliatory warfare. France, whether right, novel and important in the history of nations, did
or wrong, made the British system of blockade, the not, however, make its just impression upon the
foundation of the Berlin decree and France had British cabinet for, without assigning any new
an equal right with Great Britain, to demand from provocation on the part of France, and complaining,
the United States, an opposition to every encroach- merely, that neutral powers had not been inducment upon the privileges of the neutral character. ed to interpose, with effect, to obtain a revocation
It is enough, however on the present occasion, for of the Berlin decree, (which, however, Great Brithe American government} to observe, that it pos- tain herself had affirmed to be a decree nominal
sessed no power to prevent the framing of the Ber- and inoperative,) the orders in council of the 11th
" that
lin decree, ai\d to disclaim any approbation of its of November, 1807, were issued, declaring,
for all the ports and places of France and her allies,
principles, or acquiescence in its operations
itmeither belonged to Great Britain, nor to France or of any other country at war with his majesty,
to prescribe to the American government, the time and all other ports or places in Europe, from which
or the mode, or the degree, of resistance, to the although not at war with his majesty, the British
indignities, and the outrages, with which each of flag was excluded, and all ports or places in th e
those nations in its turn, assailed the United colonies belonging to his majesty's enemies, should,
from thenceforth, be subject to the same restricStates.
But it has- been shown, that after the British tions, in point of trade and navigation, as if the
government possessed a knowledge of the existence same were actually blockaded by his majesty's
of the Berlin decree, it authorized the conclusion of naval forces, in the most strict and rigorous manhe treaty with the United States which was signed, ner :" that " all trade in articles which were the
produce or manufacture of the said countries or co§ See Jo'.'d Harrowby's note to Mr. Monroe, da- lonies, should dc deemed and considered to be unted the 9th of August, 1804, and Mr. Fox's notes
to Mr. Monroe, dated respectivelv the 8th of April,
+ See the order in council of the 7th of January,
and 16th of May, 1806.
1807.
% See lord Howick's note to Mr. Monroe dated
f See Mr. Erskine's letter to the secretarv of
the ;5<h Sep*. 1806.
state, dated the 12th of March, 1807.
*
See the secretarv of state's letter to Mr.
See the Berlin decree o? tie 21st November,
1806,
Erskine, dated the 20th of M,arch, 18,07.
v

'•'

;

<

;

-

;

;

;

.-

;

;

-

:

;
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awful:" but that neutral vessels should still be
.fitted to trade with France from certain free
and places of the British
ports, or through ports
dominions. § To accept the lawful enjoyment of a
the grant of a superior; to prosecute a
right, as
lawful commerce, under the tonus of favor and indulgence and to pay a tribute to Great Britain,
for the privilege of a lawful transit on the oocean;
were concessions, which Great Britain was disposed, insidiously, to exact, by an appeal to tile cwpibut which the United Slates
ditj of individuals,
could never yield; consistently with the independence and sovereignty of the nation. The orders
3

;
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the American government strcnously and unceasingly employed every instrument except the instrument of war. It acted precisely towards France,
as it acted towards G. Britain, on similar occasions;
but France remained, for a time, as insensible to
the claims of justice and honor, as Great Britain,
each imitating the other, in extravagance of pretensions, and mobstinancy of purpose.
When the American government received intelligence, that the orders of the 11th of November,
1807, has been under the consideration of the Bri-

and were actually prepared for promulgation, it was anticipated that France, in a zeain council wen-, therefore, altered, in this respect, lous prosecution of the retaliatory warefare, would
but the general interdict soon produce an act of, at least, equal injustice
:it a subsequent period ;%
of neutral commerce, applying, more espicially to and hostility. The crisis existed, therefore, at which
American commerce, was obstinately maintained, the United States were compelled to decide either
of reason, of remonstrance, and to withdraw their seafaring citizens, and their comagainst all the force
ot protestation, employed by the American govern- mercial, wealth from the ocean, or to leave the inment, when the subject was presented to its consi- terests of the mariner and the merchant exposed to
or to engage in open and active;
deration, by the British minister residing- at Wash- certain destruction
assumed as the basis of the orders war, for the protection and defence of those inteington. The tact
The principles and the habits of the Amein council was unequivocally disowned; and it was rests.
demonstrated, that so far from its being true, rican government, were still disposed to neutrality
«'
In weighing the nature and the amount
that the United States had acquiesced in the ille- and peace.
it was not even of the aggressions, which had been
perpetrated,
gal operation of the Berlin decree,
true that at the date of the British orders of the or which were threatened, if there were any prea
oi
to
determine
the
11th of November; 1807,
balance, against one
single application
ponderance
that decree to the commerce of the United States, of the belligerent powers, rather than the other, as
the
to
have
been
known
of
a
declaration
could
the
of
seas,
on the high
war, it was against
object
British government ;" while the British government Great Britain, at least, upon the vital interests of
hail been officially informed by the American mi- impressment; and the obvious superiority of her
" that
nister at London,
explanations, uncontradict- naval means of annoyance. The French decrees'
ed bv any overt act had been given to the American were, indeed as obnoxious in their formation and deminister at Paris, which justified a reliance that sign as the British orders but the government of
the French decree would not be put in force against France claimed and exercised no right of impressment and the maritime spoliations of France were
the United States."*
The British orders of the 11th of November, 1807, comparatively restricted not only by her own weakwere quickly followed by the French decree of Mi- ness on the ocean, but by the constant and perThe
lan, dated the 17th of December, 1807, "which vading vigilance of the fleets of her enemy.
was said to be resorted to, only in just retaliation difficulty of selection the indiscretion of encounof the barbarous system adopted by Englai.d tering, at once, both of the offending powers and,,
and in which the denationaliz.ng tendency of the above all, the hope of an early return of justice,
orders, is made the foundation of a declaration under the dispensations of the ancient public law,
in the decree, "that every ship to whatever nation prevailed in the councils of the American governand it was resolved to attempt the preservait might belong, 1 hat should have submitted to be ment
searched by an English ship, or to a voyage to En- tion of its neutrality and its peace of its citizens,
by a voluntary suspension of
gland, or should have paid any tax whatsoever to and its resources
the English government, was thereby, and for that the commerce and navigation of the United States.
alone, declared to be denationalized, to have forfei- It is true, that for the minor outrages committed,
ted the protection of its sovereign, and to have be- mder the pretext of the rule of war of 1756, the
come English property, subject to capture as good citizens of every denomination had demanded from
and lawful prize that the British Islands were plac- their government, in the year 1805, protection and
redress
it is true, that for the unparalleled enor
ed in a state of blockade, both by sea and land
and every ship, of whatever nation, or whatever the mities of the year 1807, the citizens of everv deno
uatureof itscargo'might be, that sails from the ports mination again demanded from their government
of England, or those of the English colonies, and protection and redress
but it is also, a truth, conof the countries occupied by English troops, and clusively established by every manifestation of the
proceeding to England, or to the English colonies, sense of the American people, as well as of their
or to countries occupied by English troops, should government, that any honourable means of protecbe good and lawful prize but the provisions of the tion and redress, were preferred to the last resort
decree should be abrogated and null, in fact, as soon of arms. The American!' government might honas the English should abide again by the principles orably retire, for a time, from a scene of conflict,
of the'law of nations, which are, also, the principles and collision but it could no longer, with honor,
of justice and honor."f In opposition, however, to permit its flag to be insulted, its citizens to be enthe Milan decree, as well as to the Berlin decree, slaved, and its property to be plundered, on th*
highway of nations.
§ See the orders in council of the 11th of NoUnder these impressions, the restrictive system
1807.
of the United States, was introduced. In Decemvember,
T See Mr. Canning's letter to Mr. Pinkney, 23rd ber, 1807, an embargo was imposed upon all Ame1808.
rican vessels and merchandise :* onprinciples simiFebruary
*
See Mr. Erskine's letter to the secretary of state , lar to those, which originated and regulated the
dated 22d of February. 180; and the answer o
*
the secretary of state, dated the 25th March, 1808.
See the act of congress passed the 22d Def See the Milan decree of the. 17th of Decem- cember. 1807
tish cabinet,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

—

;

:

:

;
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to be laid by the president of the United States, in the year 1794 but
soon afterwards, ia the genuine spirit of the policy,
that prescribed the measure, it was declared by law,
" that in the event of such peace, or suspension of hostilities, between the belligerent powers
of Europe, or such changes in their measures affecas might render that of
ting neutral commerce,
ihe United States safe, in the judgment of the president of the United States, he was authorised to
The
suspend the embargo, in whole or in part."*
so
pressure of the embargo was thought, however,
severe upon every part of the community, that the
American government, notwithstanding tlie neutral
character of the measure, determined upon some

emoargo law, authorised

:

relaxation

;

and, accordingly, the

1,

1815.

measures were violations of public law; and eacfe
pledged itself to retract them* whenever the other
should set the example.* Although the American
government, therefore, persisted in its remonstances
against the original transgressions, without regard
to the question of their
priority, it embraced, with
eagerness, every hope of reconciling the interests
of the rival powers, with a performance of the duty
which they owed to the neutral character of the U.
States and when the British minister, residing at
Washington, in the year 1809 affirmed, in terms
:

and as positive, as language could supply.
that he was authorised to declare, that his
Britannic majesty's orders in council of January
and November, 1807, will have been withdrawn, as
respects the United States, on the 10th June,
1809," the president of the United States hastened,
with approved liberality, to accept the declaration
as conclusive evidence, that the promised fact
would exist, at the stipulated period and, by an
immediate proclamation he announced, " that after
the 10th day of June next, the trade of the. United
States with Great Britain, as suspended by the
non-intercourse law, and by the acts of congress
laying and enforcing an embargo, might be renewed."! 1 ne American government neither asked,
nor received from the British minister, an exemplification of his powers; an inspection of his instructions; nor the solemnity of an order in counbut executed the compact, on the part of the
cil
United States, in all the sincerity of its own intentions
and in all the confidence, which the official
act of the representative of his Britannic, majesty,
was calculated to inspire. The act and the authority for the act, were however, disavowed by Great
Britain and an attempt was made by the successor of Erskine, through the aid of insinuations,
which were indignantly repulsed, to justify the
British rejection of the treaty of 1809, by referring
to the American rejection of the treaty of 1806 ;
forgetful of the essential points of difference, that
the British government, on the former occasion,
had been explicitly apprized by the American neand that the
gotiators of their defect of power
execution of the projected treaty had not, on either

as plain,

embargo being

raised, as to all other nations, a system of non-inter-

'•

course and non-importation was substituted in
March, 1809, as to Great Britain and France, which
prohibited all voyages to the British or French dominions, and all trade in articles of British or French
product or manufacture.* But still adhearing to the
neutral and pacific policy of the government, it was
" that the
declared,
president of the United States
should be authorised in case either France or Great
Britain, should so revoke, or modify, her edicts,
as that they should cease to violate the neutral commerce of the United States, to declare the same by
proclamation after which the trade of the United
States might be renewed with the nation so doing"! These appeals to the justice and the interests of the belligerent powers proving ineffectual
and the necessities of the country increasing,
it was finally resolved by the American government,
to revoke its restricto take the hazards of a war
and to exclude British and French
tive- system
armed vessels from tine harbors and waters of the
United States; but, again, emphatically to announce,
"that in case either Great Britain or France should,
before the 3d of March 1811, so revoke, or modify,
her edicts, as that they should cease to violate the
neutral commerce of the United States and if the
other nation should not within three months thereafter, so fevoke, or modify, her edicts, in like manner," the provisions of the non-intercourse and nonimportation law should, at the expiration of three
months, be revived against the nation refusing, or
neglecting, to revoke or modify its edict.}
In the course, which the American government
had hitherto pursued, relative to the belligerent
orders and decrees, the candid foreigner, as well
as the patriotic Citizen, may perceive an extreme
but in
solicitude, for the preservation of peace
the publicity, and impartiality, of the overture,
that was thus spread before the belligerent powers,
it is impossible, that any indication shoidd be found,
of foreign influence or control. The overture was
urged upon both nations foi acceptance, at the same
time, and in the same manner nor was an intimation withheld, from either of them, that " it
;

;

;

;

;

;

-

:

;

;

;

been commenced.}
After this abortive attempt to obtain a just and
honorable revocation of the British orders in council, the United States were again invited to indulge
the hope of safety and tranquillity, when the minister of France announced to the American minister
at Paris, that in consideration of the act of the 1st
of May 1809, by which the congress of the United
States " engaged to oppose itself to that one of the
belligerent powers, which should refuse to acknowledge the rights of neutrals, he was authorized to
declare, that the decrees of Berlin and Milan were
revoked, and that after the 1st of November, 1810,
they would cease to have effect it being understood, that in consequence of that declaration, the
English should revoke their orders in council, and
renounce the new principles of blockade, which they
had wished to establish; or that the U. S.conformaside,

;

;

;

might

be regarded by the belligerent first accepting it, as
a promise to itself, and a warning- to its enemy.'§
Each of the nations, from the commencement of
the retaliatory system, acknowledged, that its

See the documents laid before congress from
See the act of congress, passed the first day time to time by the president, and printed
*>f March, 1809
f See the correspondence between Mr. Erekine,
| See the 11th section of the last cited act ot the British minister, and the secretary of state, on
the 17th, ISth, and 19th of April, 1809; and the
congress.
i See the act of congress passed the first of May. president's proclamation of the last date.
1810.
between the secret
i See the correspondence
§ See the correspondence between the secretary tary of state, and $fr. Jacksen, the, British minisof state, and the American ministers at London ter.
i

and

Paris.
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had united

to th« act of congress, should cause their rights
This declarato be respected by the English."*

ment of

by the oftic.al organ of the governand in the presence, as it were, 01

the French sovereign, was of the highest authority,
intcruccord.og to all the rules of diplomatic
and certainly, fir surpassed any claim ot
eoui se
credence which was possesseii by the British mithe arrangenister, residing at Washington, when
ment of the year 1809, was accepted and executed
;

ot
by the American government. The president
the United States, therefore, owed to the consistdictates c# a
ency of his own character, and to the
sincere impartiality, u prompt acceptance of the
:

and accordingly, the authorita-

And, amidst all these proofs of ambition and avarice,

tive promise, that the fact should exist at the stias conclusive
pulated period, being again admitted
was issuevidence of its existence, a

demanded that the victims of her usurpations
and her violence, should revere her as the sole defender of the rights and liberties of mankind.
When, therefore, Great Britain, in manifest violation of her solemn promises, refused to follow
the example of France, by the repeal of her orders in
council, the American government was compelled
to contemplate a resort to arms, as the only remaining course to be pursued for its honor, its independence, and its safety. Whatever depended
upon the United States themselves, the United
States had performed for the preservation of peace,
in resistance of the French decrees, as well as of the
British orders.
What had been required from

she

proclamation
ed on the 2d of November, 1810, announcing "that
the edicts of France had been so revoked, as that
»li> \ ceased on the first day of the same month, to
violate the neutral commerce of the United States
and that all the restrictions imposed by the act of
be discontinued,
congress, should then cease and
in relation to France and her dependencies. 'f That
France, from tins epoch, refrained from all aggressions on the high seas, or even in her own ports,
upon the persons and the property of the citizens
of the United States, never was asserted but on
the contrary, her violence and her spoliations have
been unceasing causes of complaint. These subsequent injuries, constituting a part of the existing
reclamations of the United States, were, always,
however, disavowed by the French government
wh.lst the repeal of the Berlin and Milan decrees
has, on every occasion, been affirmed; insomuch
that Great Britain herself was, at last compelled to
yield to the evidence of the fact.
On the expiration of three months from the date
of the president's proclamation, the non-intercourse
and non-importation law was, of course, to be revived against G. Britain, unless, during that period, her
orders in council should be revoked. The subject
was, therefore, most anxiously and most steadily
pressed upon the justice and the magnanimity of
the British government and even when the hope of
success expired, by the lapse of the period prescribed in one act of congress, the United States
opened the door of reconciliation by another act,
which, in the year 1811, again provided, that in
" Great Britain should revoke
case, at any time,
or modify her edicts, as that they shall cease to violate the neutral commerce of the United States
the president of the United States should declare
;

;

;

;

;

the tact by proclamation and that the restrictions
previously imposed, should, from the date of such
proclamation, cease and be discontinued."! But.
unhappily, every appeal to the justice and magnanimity of Great Britain was now, as heretofore,
fruitless and forlorn.
She had at this epoch, impressed from the crews of American merchant vessels, peaceably navigating the high seas, not less
than six thousand mariners, who claimed to be citizens of the United States, and who were denied
all opportunity to
She had
verify their claims.
seized and confiscated the commercial
property of
American citizens, to an incalculable amout. She
;

m

;
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the enormities of France, 10 declare
a great proportion of the terraqueous globe in a
state of blockade
chasing the American merchant
She had contemptflag effectually from the ocean.
uously disregarded the neutrality of the American
territory, and the jurisdiction of the American
laws, within the waters and harbors of the United
States.
She was enjoying the emoluments of a
surreptitious trade, stained with every species of
fraud and corruption, which gave to the belligerent powers, the advantages of peace, while the
neutral powers were involved in the evils of war.
She had, in short, usurped and exercised on the
water, a tyranny similar to that which her j^reat.
antagonist had usurped exercised upon the land.

iily

tion, delivered
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France, in its relation to the neutral character of the
United States, France had performed, by the revotfication of its Berlin and Milan decrees.
But what
depended upon Great Britain, for the purposes of
justice, in the repeal of her orders in council, was
withheld and new evasions were sought, when the
old were exhausted. It was, at one time, alledged, that satisfactory proof was not afforded, that
France had repealed her decrees against the commerce of the United States; as if such proof alone
were Wanting to ensure the performance of the Br!«
tish promise.*
At another time, it was insisted,
that the repeal of the French decrees, in their operation against the United States in order to author
;

demand for the performance of the British
promise, must be total, applying equally to their
internal and tlieir external effects
as if the United States had either the right, or the power, to
impose upon France the law of her domestic institutions. +
And it was, finally, insisted, in a dispatch from lord Castlereagh to the British minister, residing at Washing-ton, in the year 181?.,
which was officially communicated to the American government, "that the decrees of Berlin and
Milan must not be repealed singly and specially,
in relation to the United States; but must benand
pealcd, also, as to all other neutral nations
that in no less extent of a repeal of the French di crees, had the British government e-er pledg- -. it
self to repeal the orders in council ;"+ as if it were
incumbent on the United States, not only to assert her own rights, hut to become the coadjutor
of the British government in a gratuitous assertion
of the rights of all other nations.
The congress of the United States could pause
no longer. Under a deep and afflicting sense of the.
national wrongs, and the national resentments
rise a

;

;

—

*

•

See the duke de Cadore's letter to Mr. ArmSee the correspondence between Mr. Finkney
and the British government.
strong, dated the 5th of August, 1*10.
\ See the president's proclamation of the 2nd of
j See the letters of Mr. lirskine.
November 1810.
t See the correspondence between the secretary
i
^ee the act of dOngresfs. pas&d the i?d of of state and Mr.
Foster? the British rninistcr,;u'i
-

^arcb, 181*

'

,

Jttfe,

J812V

*

•

\

•

—
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while they "postponed definitive measures
that the rerespect to France, in the expectation
sult of unclosed discussions, between the American
minister at Pans, and the French government,
would speedily enable them to decide, with greater advantage, or the course due te the rights, the
interests, and the honor of the country ;"* they
pronounced a deliberate and solemn declaration of
war, between Great Britian and the United States
on the 18th of June, 1812.
But, it is in the face of all the facts, which have
been displayed, in the present narrative,- that the
prince regent, by his declaration of January, 1813,
describes the United States as the aggressor in
the war. If the ,act of declaring war, constitutes,
in all cases, the act of original aggression, the U.
States must submit to the severity of the reproach:
but if the act of declaring war may be more truly
considered, as the result of long suffering, and necessary self defence, the American government will
stand acquitted, in the sight of Heaven, and of the
world. Have the United States, then enslaved the
subjects, confiscated the property, prostrated the
commerce, insulted the Hag, or violated the territorial sovereignty of Great Britain No but, in all
these respects the United States had suffered, for
a long period of years, previously to the declaration of war, the contumely and outrage of the BriIi has been said, too, as an agtish government.
gravation of the imputed aggression, that the U.
States chose a period, for their declaration of war,
when Great Britain was struggling for her own existence, against a power, which threatened to overthrow the independence of all Europe but it might
be more truly said, that the United States, not acting upon choice, but upon compulsion, delayed the
declaration of war, until the persecutions of Great
Britain had rendered further delay destructive and
the commerdisgraceful. G. Britain had converted
cial scenes of American opulence and prosperity,
into scenes of comparative poverty and distress
she had brought the existence of the United States
as an independent nation, into question and, surely, it must have been indifferent to the U. States,
whether they ceased to exist as an independent nation, by her conduct, while she professed friendship, or by her conduct, when she avowed enmity
and revenge. Nor is it true, that the existence of
Great Britain was in danger, at the epoch of the
declaration of war. The American government uniformly entertained an opposite opinion and, at all
times, saw more to apprehend for the U. States,
from her maritime power, than from the territorial power of her enemy. The event has justified the
opinion, and the apprehension. But what the United States asked, as essential to their welfare, and
even as beneficial to the allies of Great Britain, in
the European war, Great Britain, it is manifest,
might have granted, without impairing the resources of her own strength, or the splendor of her
own sovereignty for her orders in council have
been since revoked; not, it is true, as the performance of her promise, to follow, in this respect, the
example of France, since she finally rested the obligation of that promise, upon a repeal of the
French decrees, as to all nations and the repeal
was only as to the United States nor as an act of
national justice towards the U. States; but, simply,
as an act of domestic policy, for the special advantage of her own people.
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;
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*
See the president's message of the 1st June
1812: and the report of the committee of foreign

relations, to

whom

the message was referred.
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The British government has, also, described the
war, as a war o; aggrandizement and conquest, or*
the part of the United States but, where is the
foundation for the charge ? While the American
government employed every means to dissuade the
Indians, even those who lived within the territory,
and were supplied by the bounty of the United
States, from taking any part in the war *the proofs
were irresistable, that the enemy pursued a very
different course ;f and that every precaution would
be necessary, to prevent the effects of an offensive
alliance between the British troops and the savages, throughout the northern frontier of the United
Slates.
The military occupation of Upper Canada
was, therefore deemed indispensibleto the safety of
that frontier, in the earLest movements of the war,
independent of all views of extending the territorial
i

—

boundary of the United, States. But when war was
declared, in resentment ror injuries, which had been
suffered upon the Atlantic, what principle of public
law, what modification of civilized warfare, imposed upon the U. States the duty of abstaining from
the invasion of the Canadas ? It was there alone,
that the United States could place themselves upon
an equal footing of military force with Great Britain
and it was there, that they might reasor.ably
encourage the hope of being able in the proseeu;

tion of a lawful retaliation, " to restrain the violence of the enemy, and to retort upon him, the
evils of his own -injustice."
The proclamations is-

sued by the American commanders, on entering
Upper Canada, have, however, been adduced by
the British negociators at Ghent, as the proofs of
a spirit of ambition and aggrandizement, on the
part of their government. In truth, the proclamations were not only unauthorised and disapproved, but were infractions of the positive instructions, which had been given,, for the conduct
of the war in Canada. When the general, commanding the north western army of the United States,
received, on the 24th of June, 1812, his first authority to commence offensive operations, he was
" he must not consider himself auespecially told,
,

thorised to pledge the government to the inhabitants of Canada, further than assurances of protec"
tion in their persons, property, and rights
And
on the ensuing 1st of August, it was emphatically
"
declared to him,
that it had become necessary,
that he should viot lose sight of the instructions of
the 24th of June, as any pledge beyond that, was
incompatible with the views of the government.''^
Such was the nature of the charge of American ambition and aggrandizement, and such the evidence
to support

it.

The

prince regent has, however, endeavored to
add to those unfounded accusations, a stigma, at
which the pride of the American government revolts.
Listening- to the fabrications of British
emissaries
gathering scandals from the abuses of
a free press; and misled, perhaps, by the asperities of a party spirit, common to all free governments he affects to trace the origin of the war
;

;

to

"a marked

partiality, in palliating

*

and assisting

See the proceedings of the councils, held with
the Indians, during the expedition under brig. gen.
Hull; and the talk delivered by the president of
the United States, to the Six Nations, at Washington, on the 8th April, 1813.
the
f See the documents laid before congress, on
131 h June, 1812.
letter from the secretary of the war
i See the
department, to brig-, gen. Hull, dated the 24th of
June, and the 1st of Aug. 1812.
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and its
is now open to every scrutiny
vindication is inseparable from a knowledge of the
facts.
All the world must be sensible, indeed, that
neither in the general policy of the late ruler ot
France, nor in his particular treatment of the United
.States, could there exist any political, or rational
;

[WHOLK
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the aggressive tyranny of France ;" and "to the
the
prevalence of such councils, as associated
United-States, in policy, with the government of
that nation."*
The conduct of the American go

vemment

AI'lilLS, 1815.

g5 PEA annum.

that could produce that effect; and that the \meriean minister was the more happy to find himself
Authorized by his government to avow this intention
as d 'liferent representations of their views had been
widely circulated, as well in Europe, as in America."*
But, while every act of the American government thus falsifies the charge of a subserviency
to the policy of France, it may be justly remark d,
that of all the governments, maintaining a necessary relation and intercourse with that nation, from
the commencement, to tlie recent termination of
the revolutionary establishments, it has happened
that the government of the United States his ieast
exhibited marks of condescension and concession ta
the successive rulers. It is for Great Britain, mope

foundation, for the sympathies and associations,
overt or clandestine, which have been rudely and
It is equally obvious, that nounfairly suggested.
thing short of the aggressive tyranny, exercised by
Great Britain towards the United States, could h >.ve
counteracted and controlled those tendencies to particularly as an accuser, to examine 'Old explain
peace and amity, which derived their impulse from the consistency of the reproaches, which she has
natural and social causes
combining the affections uttered against the United States, with the course
and interests of the two nations. The American of her own conduct with her repeated negociations*
government, faithful to that principle of public law, during the republican, as well as during die impewhich acknowledges the authority of all govern- rial sway of France with her solicitude to ruaka
ments, established dejbvto,- and conforming its and propose treaties with her interchange of compractice, in this respect, to the example of Europe, mercial benefits, so irreconcile&ble to a state of war ;
has never contested the validity of the govern- with the almost triumphant entry of a French, amnor re- bassador into her capital, amidst the acclamations
ments successively established in France
frained from that intercourse with either of them, of the populace; and with the prosecution, instiwhich the just interests of the United States re- tuted by the orders of the king of Great Britain himto self, in the highest court of criminal
jurisdiction in
quired. But the British cabinet is challenged
produce, from the recesses of its secret, or of its his kingdom, to punish the printer of a gazette,
public archives, a single instance ot unworthy con- for publishing a libel on the conduct and character
Whatever may be tlie
cessions, or of political alliance and combination, of the late ruler of France
throughout the intercourse of the United States, source of these symptoms, however they may indiwith the revolutionary rulers of France. Was it cate a subservient policy, such symptoms have nethe influence of French councils, that induced the ver occurred in the United States, throughout the
American government to resist the pretensions of imperial government of France.
Tlie conduct of the United States, from tlie moFrance, in 1793, and to encounter her hostilities in
1798 ? that led to the ratification of the British treaty ment of declaring the war, will serve, as well as
in 1795
to the British
negociation in 1805, and to their previous conduct, to rescue them from the unthe convention of the British minister in 1809 ? that just reproaches of Great Britain. When war was
dictated the impartial overtures, which were made declared, the orders in council had been
maintained,
to Great Britain, as well as to France,
during the with inexorable hostility, until a thousand Ameriwhole period of the restrictive system ? that produc- can vessels, with their cargoes, had been seized and
ed the determination to avoid making any treaty, confiscated, under their operation the British mieven a treaty of commerce, with France, until the nister at
Washington had, with peculiar solemnioutrage of the Rambouillet decree was repaired r ty, announced that the orders would not be repealtliat sanctioned the
repeated and urgent efforts of ed, but upon conditions, which the American gothe American government, to put an end to the war, vernment had not the right, nor the
power, to fulalmost as soon as it was declared ? or that, finally, fil; and the European war, which had raged, with
prompted the explicit communication, which, in little intei mission for tweitty years, threatened an
pursuance of instructions, was made by the Ameri- indefinite continuance. Under these circumstances*
can minister, at St.
Petersburgh, to the court of a repeal of the orders, and a cessation of the inju-Russia, stating, "that the principal subjects of dis- ries, which they produced, were events beyond all
cussion, which had long been subsisting between rational anticipation.
It appears, however, "that the
the United States and France, remained unsettled
orders, under the influence, of a parliamentary e:rthat there was no immediate
prospect, that there quiry into their effects upon the trade and manufacwould be a satisfactory settlement of them but tures of Great Britain, were provisionally
repealed
that, whatever the event, in that respect, might be, on the 23d of June, 1812, a few days
subsequent to
it was not the intention of the
If this
government of the the American declaration of war.
repeal
United States to enter into any more intimater con- had been made known to the United
States, before
nexions with France that tlie
government of the their resort to arms, the repeal would have arrested
United States did not
and that cause of war being removed, the other
anticipate any event whatever, it
essential cause, the practice of impressment, would
•See the British
of
the
10th
of
Janudeclaration,
have been the subject of renewed negociation, uiv.
ary. 1813.
|See the instructions from the secretary of state
*See Mr. Monroe's letter to Mr. Adams, dated*
to the American minister at
Fan's, dated 'the 39th the 1st of July, 1812; and Mr. Adams' letter fy
Mav, 1813.
'Mr, Monroe, dated the. 11th of December, l§ij>„
;
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der the ajtspicious influence of a partial, yet impor- (so indispensable, a preliminary, without which the
tant act of reconciliation. Hut rlie declaration of citizens of the United States, navigating the high
on an
war, having announced the practice of impress- seas, would not be placed, by the armistice,
adment, as a principal cause, peace could only be the equal footing with the subjects of Gre-*t Britain,
result of an express abandonment of the practice; miral Warren was not authorised to accept and the
Of a suspension of the practice for the purposes of effort at an amicable adjustment, through that chanor of a cessation of actual sufferance, nel, Was necessarily
jietrociation
ily;abortive.
negoci
13ut long before the overture of the British admiinconsequence of a pacification in Europe, which
conral
was made (a few days, indeed, after the declarawould deprive Great Britain of every motive for
tion of
tinuing the practice.
war) the reluctance with which the United
Hence, when early intimations were given, from States had resorted to arms, was manifested by the
Halifax and from Canada, of a disposition, on the steps taken to arrest the progress of hostilities, and
to enter into an armis- to hasten a restoration of peace.
On the 26th of
part of the local authorities
Lontice, the power of those authorities was so doubtful, June, 1812, the American charge d'affaires, at
the objects of the armistice were so limited, and don, was instructed to m<ke the proposal of an arthe immediate advantages of the measure were so mistice to the British government, which might
that the Ameri- lead to an adjustment of all differences, on the sinentirely on the side of the enemy,
can government could not. consistently with its du- gle condition, in the event of the orders in council
But some hope of being repealed, that instructions should be issued,
the propositions.*
ty, embrace
an amicable adjustment was inspired, when a com- suspending the practice of impressment during the
munication was received from admiral Warren, in armistice. This proposal was soon followed by anoSentember, 1812, staling that he was commanded ther, admitting, instead of positive instructions, an
bv his government, to propose, on the one hand informal Understanding between the two govern"that the government of the United States should, ments on the subject.* Both of these proposals were
letters of marque and reprisal unhappily rejected.f
And when a third, which
instantly, recall their
with all orders and seemed to have no plea for hesitation, as it required
against 'British ships, together
instructions for any acts of hostility whatever against no other preliminary, than that the American mithe territories of his majesty, or the persons and nister at London, should find in the British governami to promise, on the ment, a sincere disposition to accommodate the difproperty of his subjects ;"
other hand, if the American government acquiesced ference, relative to impressment, on fair conditions,
that instructions was evaded, it was obvious, that neither a desire of
in the preceding proposition,
should be issued to the British squadrons, to dis- peace, nor a spirit of conciliation, influenced the
continue hostilities against the United States and councils of Great Britain.
Under these circumstarCes the American governThis overture, however, was subtheir citizens;
and
ject to a further qualification, "that should the Ame- ment had no choice, but to invigorate the war
rican government accede to tiie proposal for termi- yet it has never lost sight of the object of all just
The emperor of Russia having
nal im* hostilities, th^ British admiral was authorised wars, a just peace.
to arrange with the American government, as to the offered his mediation to accomplish that object, it
revocation of the laws, which interdict the com- was instantly and cordially accepted by the Amerimerce and ships of war of Great Britain from the can governmentjt bat it was peremptorily rejected
harbots and waters of the United States but that by the British government. The emperor, in Ins
in (i^failt «f such revocation, within the reasonable benevolence, repeated his invitation: the British
period to be agreed upon, the orders in council 'government again rejected it. At last, however,
would be revived."f The American government, Great Britain, sensible of tfie reproach, to which
at one: expressed a disposition to embrace the ge- such conduct would expose her throughout Europe,
neral proposition for a cessation of hostilities, with offered to the American government a direct negoa view to negoci. ition declared that no peace could [ciation for peace, and the offer was promptly emwith perfect confidence, that the British
be durable, unless the essential object of impress- braced
ment was adjusted and offered as the basis of the government would be equally prompt in giving efadjustment, tn prohibit the employment of British fect to its own proposal. But such was not the design
subjects in the naval or commercial service of the or the course of that government. The American
but adhering to its determination envoys were immediately appointed, and arrived at
United States
of obtaining a relief from actual sufferance, the Gottenburgh, the destined scene of negoeiation, on
suspension of the practice of impressment, pending! the 11th of April, 1814, as soon as the season ad
the proposed armistice, was deemed a necessary mitted. The British government, though regulayfy
for "it could not be presumed, while informed, that no time would be lost, on the part
consequence
ttte parties were engaged in a negoeiation to adjust of the United States, suspended the appointment of
amicably this important difference, that the United its envoys, until the actual arrival of the American
Status would admit the right, or acquiesce in the envoys should be formally communicated. This preof the opposite party or that Great Bri- tension, however novel and inauspicious, was not
practice,
tain would be willing to restrain her cruizers from permitted to obstruct the path to peace. The Bria practice, which would have the strongest effect to|tish government next proposed to transfer the negoSo just, so reasonable, ciation from Gottenburgh to Ghent. This change,
defcat the negoeiation."' t
~
also, notwithstanding the necessary delay, was al*See letters from the department of state to Mr. lowed. The American envoys
arriving at Ghent on
9th
ana
of
the
10th
dated
Russell,
August, 1812,
aad Mr. Graham's memorandum of a conversation!
*See the letters from the secretary of state to Mr.
with Mr. Baker, the British secretary of legation,! Russell, dated the 26th of June, and the 27th of July,
enclosed in the last letter. See, also, Mr. Monroe's 1812.
letter to Mr. Russell, dated the 21st of Aug. 1312.
{See 1he correspondence between Mr. Russell and
letter of admiral Warren to the secreta-l lord
{See the
Castlereagh, dated August and September, 181?
i-v of stale, dated at Halifax, the 20th of
September,!— and Mr. Russell's letters to the secretary of state,
;
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1812.
idaUd September, 1812.
, }S-e the letter of Mr. Monroe to admiral
}See the correspondence between Mr.
Warren,
dated the 27th of October, 1312.
Mr. Daschkuu", in March, 1813.
|
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was justified by the American commander, who ordered it, on the ground, that, it became necessary to
the military operations at that place;* while the'
American government) as soon as it heard of
th«j

on the 6thof January, 1814, instructed the general commanding the northern army, "to disavow
the conduct of the officer who committed it, and to
transmit to governor Prevost, a copy of the orders
under color of which that officer had acted." j This
disavowal was accordingly communicated; and oil
the lUth of February, 1814, governor Prevost answered, "that it had been with great satisfaction,!
he had received the assurance, that the perpetration
of the burning of the town of Newark, was both
unauthorised by the American" government, and abhorrent to every American feeling; that if any outrages had ensued the wanton and unjustifiable destruction of Newark, passing the bounds of just retaliation, they were to be attributed to the influence
of irritated passions, on lie part of the unfortunate
sufferers by that event, which, in a state of active*
warfare, it has not been possible altogether to re*'
strain
and that it was as little congenial to the dipposition of his majesty's government, as it was to
that of the government of the United States, deliact,

;

American government, finding

its

maritime citizens

relieved, by the course of events, from actual sufauferance, under the practice of impressment, had
thorised its envoys to wave those stipulations upon

91

the KHh of December) 1813, was long subsequent
to the pillage and consignation committed on the
shores of the Gli sapenke, throughout the summed
of the same year and might Fairly have been
alleged
as a retaliation for those outrages
but, in i'tct, it

Ihe 24th of .Tunc, remained in a mortifying state of
fbrthe arrival of the Bri(suspense and expectation
And from the
lish envoys, until tlie Sth of August.
to the date of the
period of opening the negociations,
last despatch of the 31st of October, it li:is been seert
that the whole of the diplomatic skill of the British
withgovernment, has consisted in consuming time,
out approaching any conclusion. The pacification
of Paris had suddenly and Unexpectedly placed at
the disposal of the British government a great naval
the pride and passions of the
and military force
nation were artfully excited against the United
States; and a war of desperate an I barbarous cha-j
racter was planned, at the very moment that the
]

j

the subject, which might otherwise have been indispensable precautions.
Hitherto the American government has shewn the
its respect for the rights of
justice of its cause;
But
other nations and its inherent love cf peace.
the scenes of war will also exhibit a striking conUnited States
trast, between the conduct of the
;

t

and the conduct of Great Britain. The same insidious policy which taught the prince regent to deGcribe the American government as the aggressor in
the war, has induced the British government (cloud-

;

call the
ing the daylight truth of the transaction) to
fleet and armies, a retaliation upon the example of the American troops in Canada. The United States tender a solemn appeal to
the civilized world against the fabrication of such a
charge; and they vouch, in support of their appeal,
the known moral's, habits and pursuits of their peo-

berately to adopt any policy, which had fin- its obBur. the
ject the devastation of private property."^
disavowal of the American government was not the
only expiation of the offence committed by its officer; for the British government assumed the province of redress in the indulgence of its own venple; the character of their civil and political insti- geance. A few days after the burning of Newark,
and the whole career of their navy and the British and Indian troops crossed the Niagara*'
tutions
their army, as humane as it is brave. Upon what for this purpose
they surprized and seized Fort
t
hey
pretext did the British admiral, on the 18th of Au- Niagara, and put its garrison to the sword
"to destroy burnt the villages of l.-ewistown, Manchester, Tus-i
gust, 1314, announce his determination,
and lay waste such towns and districts upon tiie e*HW«, Buffalo and Black Hock slaughtering and
coast as might be found assailable ?"* It was the abusing the unarmed inhabitants; until, in short,'
pretext of a request from the governor general of the they had laid waste the whole of the Niagara frotiCanadas, for aid to carry into effect measures of re- tier, levelling every house and every hut, and distaliation
while, in fact, ihs barbarous nature of persing, beyond thfi means of shelter, in the extrcthe war had been deliberately settled and prescribed mitvof the winter, the male and the female, the old
by the British cabinet. What could have been the and the young. Sir G*orge Prevost himself appears
foundation of such a request ? The outrages and the to have been sated with the ruin and the havoc which
In his proclamation of the
irregularities, which too often occur during a stute had been thus inflicted.
of national hostilities, in violation of the laws of 12th of January, 1814, he emphatically declare^
civilized warfare, are always to be lamented, disa- that for the burning of Newark, "the opportunit of/
vowed, and repaired by a just and honorable go- punishment had occtired, and a full measure of revernment
but if disavowal be made, and if repa- taliation had taken place;" and "that it was not his
ration be offered, there is no foundation for retalia- intention to
pursue further a system of warfare, soatrocities of the British

;

;

;

;

;

;

"Whatever unauthorised irregularity
of the troops of
the United States, the American government has
been ready, upon principles of sacred and eternal
obligation, to disavow, and as far as it might be
practicable to repair."y In every knwn instance
(and they are few) the offenders have been subjected
to the regular
investigation of a military tribunal
and an officer, commanding a party of stragglers,
who were guilty of unworthy excesses, was immediately dismissed, without the form of a trial, for
not preventing those excesses. The destruction of
the village of Newark,
adjacent to Fort George, on
tory violence.

may have been committed by any

;

and so little congenial
revolting to his own feelings,
to the British character, unless the future measures'
of the enemy should compel him again to resort to
Nav, with his answer to the American gene
it."§

lie transmitted "a copy ot
alretuly mentioned,
that proclamation, as expressive of the dctermina
line of conduct ;" and added,
tion, as to his future
"that he tf»as happy to learn, that there was no pro-

ral,

•General M'Lure's letters to the secretary at war,
dated December 10 and 13, 1813.
the secretary at war to m:*=
fSee the letter from
dated the 2Slh of Januarys
jor-general Wilkinson,
1814.

•See admiral Corhrane's letter to Mr. Monroe,
Wilkinson to sir
$See the letter of major general
dated the 18th of August, 1814; and Mr. Monroe's
the 28th of January, 1814;'
George Prevost, dated
answer of the 6th September, 1814.
,nd the answer of sir George Prevost, on Hie 10th!
jSee the letter from the secretarv ntM-ar to bri- of Februarv, 1814.
gadier general M'Lurc, dated the 4th of October
^Sec sir George Prevost's proclxmatiofy dgifed
)813.
t'814.
Celebes, ths t$h of JaYitftryy
;

'

.
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the part of the Ameribability, that any measures on
can government' would oblige him to depart from
it."*
Where, then, shall we search for the foundation of the call upon the British admiral, to aid the
governor of Canada in measures of retaliation ?
Great Britain forgot the principle of retaliation,
when h«r orders in council were issued against the
unoffending neutral, in resentment of outrages comand surely, she had again
mitted by her enemy
forgotten the same principle, when she threatened
an unceasing violation of the laws of civilized warfare, in retaliation for injuries which never existed,
or which the American government had explicitly
disavowed, or which had been already avenged by
her own arms, in a manner and a degree, cruel and

—

;

unparalleled. The American government, after all,
has not hesitated to declare, that "for the reparation
of injuries, of whatever nature they may be, not sanctioned by the law of nations, which the military or
naval force of either power might have committed
against the other, it -would be always ready to enter
into reciprocal arrangements
presuming that the
British government would neitherexpect nor propose
any which were not reciprocal."!
[i is now, however,
proper to examine the character of the warfare, which Great Britain has waged
against the United States. In Europe, it has already
been marked, with astonishment and indignation, as
a warfare of the tomahawk, the scalping knife and
the torch; as a warfare incompatible with the usages
;

treason, and revolt, against their
instance:

government.

Jos'

No sooner had the American government imposed
the restrictive system upon its citizens, to escape
from the rage and the depredation of the belligerent powers, than the. British government, then professing amity towards the United States, issued an
order, which was, in effect, an invitation to the
American citizens to break the laws of their coun^
try, uwder a public promise of British protection and
patronage, "to all vessels which should engage in an
illicit trade, without
bearing the customary ship's
documents and papers."*
Again: During a period of peace, between the
United States and Great Britain, in the year 1809,
the governor general of the Canadas employed an
agent (who had previously been engaged in a similar service, with the knowledge and approbation of
the British cabinet) "on a secret and confidential
mission," into the United States, declaring, "that
there was no doubt, that his able execution, of such
a mission, would give him a claim, not only on the

—

governor general, but on his majesty's ministers."
The object of the mission, was to ascertain, whether
there existed a disposition in any portion of the citizens, "to bring about a separation of the eastern
states from the general union; and how far, in such
an event, they would look up to England for assistance, or be disposed to enter into a connection with
her." The agent was instructed "to insinuate, that
if any of the citizens should wish to enter into a
communication with the British government,
through the governor general, he was authorised to
receive such communication; and that he would
He
safely transmit it to the governor general."!
was accredited by a formal instrument, under the
seal and signature of the governor general, to be produced, "if he saw good ground for expecting, ihat

of civilized nations: as a warfare, that, disclaiming
all moral influence, inflic'.s an outrage upon social
order, and gives a shock to the elements of humanAil belligerent nations can form alliances with
ity.
the savage, the African, and the blood-hound: but

wlut

181&

civilized nation has selected these auxiliaries,

It does not require the fleets and
armies of Great Britain to lay waste an open couna more confidential comtry; to burn unfortified towns, or unprotected vil- the doing so might lead to
look for;" and
lages; nor to plunder the merchant, the farmer, and munication, than he could otherwise
the planter, of his stores these exploits may easily he was furnished with a cipher, for carrying on the
be achieved by a single cruiser, or a petty privateer; secret correspondence."* The virtue and patriotbut when have such exploits been performed on the ism of the citizens of the United States were supericoasts of tiie continent of Europe, or of the British or to the arts and corruption, employed in this secret
islands, by the naval and military force of any belli- and confidential mission, if it ever was disclosed to
gerent power; or when have they been tolerated by any of them; and the mission itself terminated, as
any honorable government, as the predatory enter- soon as the arrangement with Mr. Erskine was anprise of armsd individuals? -Nor, is the destruction nounced.S- But, in the act of recalling the secret
of the public edifices, which adorn the metropolis of emissary, he was informed, "that the whole of his
be sent home, where
r.
country, and serve to commemorate the taste and letters were transcribing to
science of the age, beyond the sphere of action of they could not fail of doing him great credit, and
tiie vilest incendiary, as well as of the most trium- it was hoped they might eventually contribute to his
To endeavor to realize
phant conqueror. It cannot be forgotten, indeed, permanent advantage,"
that in the course of ten years past, the capitals of that hope, the emissary proceeded to London; all
the principal powers of Europe have been conquered, the circumstances of his mission were made known
and occupied alternately, by the victorious armies of to the British minister; his services were approved
each other;! and yet there has been no instance of a and acknowledged; and he was sent to Canada, for a
conn igration of the palaces, the temples or the halls reward; with a recommendatory letter from lord
of justice* No: such examples have proceeded from Liverpool to sir George Vrevost, "stating his lordGreat Britain alone: a nation so elevated in its pride; ship's opinion of the ability and judgment which
so awful in its power; and so affected in its tender- Mr. Henry had manifested on the occasions menness for th? liberties of mankind!
The charge is se- tioned in his memorial, (his secret and confidential
vere; but let the facts be adduced.
*
See the instructions to the commanders of Bri1. Great Britain has violated the
principles of
of
social law, by insidious attempts, to excite the ci- tish ships of war and privateers, dated the 11th
tizens of the United States into acts of contumacv, April, 1808.
See the letter from Mr. Ryland, the secretary of
j*Sse the letter of sir George Prevost to general the governor general, to Mr. Henry, dated the 26lh
Wilkinson, dated the 10th of February, 1814; and of Jan. 1809.
of sir James Craig, to Mr. Henry,
the British general orders, of the 22d of February,
i See the letter
1814.
dated Feb. 6, 1809.
Mr. Ryland's letter ot
§ See the same letter, and
fSee Mr. Monroe's letter to admiral Cochrane,
da.ted the 6th of Septembr, 1814.
the 26th of January, 1809.
26th of June,
tS.'eMr. Monroe's letter to admiral Cochrane,
liSee Mr. Bvland's letter, dated the
1809.
diled the 6th of Sopt. 1814.

in its hostilities?
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The president of the United States has not hesitated to place before the nation, with
expressions of
a
"the policy of Great Britain
just indignation,
public situation, in which sir George Prevost might
thus
The world will judge
proclaimed to the world introducing into her
thing proper to place him.*
modes of warfare, a system
upon these facts, and the rejection of a parliamenequally distinguished
the
by
deformity of its features, and the depravity
tary call, for the production of the papers relating
of
its
asand
character;
to them, what credit is due to the prince regent's
having for its object, to dissertion, "that Mr. Henry's mission was undertaken, solve the ties of allegiance, and the sentiments of
without the authority or even knowledge of his ma- loyalty, in the adversary nation and to seduce and
The first mission was certain- separate its component parts, the one from the
jesty's government."
other."*
ly known to the British government, at the time it
2. Great Britain has violated the laws of humanioccurred; for, the secretary of the governor general
and honor, by seeking alliances, in the prosecution
expressly states, that the information and political
observations, heretofore received from Mr. Henry, of the war, with savages, pirates, and slaves.
The British agency, in exciting the Indians, at all
were transmitted by his excellency to the secretary
of state, who had expressed his particular approba- times, to commit hostilities upon the frontier of the
tion of them;"f the second mission was approved United States, is too notorious, to admit of a direct
when it was known; and it remains for the British and general denial. It has sometimes, however,
government to explain, upon any established prin- been snid, that such conduct was unauthorized by
the British government
and the prince regent,
ciples of morality and justice, the essential difference between ordering the offensive acts to be done; seizing the single instance of an intimation, alleged
and reaping the fruit of those acts, without either to be given, on the part of Sir James Craig, governor
of the Canadas, that an attack was meditated
expressly, or tacitly, condemning them
by the
Again These hostile attempts upon the peace Indians, has affirmed, that "the charge of exciting
the
Indians to offensive measures
and union of the United States, preceding the deagainst the United
that before the war
claration of war, have been followed by similar ma- States, was void of foundation
a
the
most opposite had been uniformThe governor began, policy
chinations, subsequent to that event.
and that proof of this was tendered by
general of the Canadas has endeavored, occasional- ly pursued
Mr.
Foster
to
the
American government."! But is it
ly, in his proclamations and general orders, to dissuade the militia of the United States, from the not known in Europe, as well as in America, that the
British
Northwest
Company maintain a constant inperformance of the duty which they owed to their
and the efforts, at Quebec and Ha- tercourse of trade and council with the Indians;
injured country
that
their
interests
are often in direct collision with
to
the
kindle
flame of civil war, have been as
lifax,
incessant, as they have been insidious and abortive. the interests of the inhabitants of the United States,
Nay, the governor of the island of Barbadoes, totally and that by means of tiie inimical dispositions, and
forgetful of the boasted article of the British mag- tlie active agencies of the company, (seen, underna charta, in favor of foreign merchants, found with- stood, and tacitly sanctioned by the local authorities
in the British dominions, upon the breaking out of of Canada) all the evils of an Indian war may be
shed upon the United States, without the
hostilities, resolved that every American merchant,
authority
within his jurisdiction at the declaration of war, of a formal order, emanating immediately from the
should, at once, be treated as a prisoner of war; British government? Hence, the- American governbecause every citizen of the United States was en- ment, in answer to the evasive protestations of the
rolled in the militia
because the militia of the British minister, residing at Washington, frankly
United States, were required to serve their country, communicated the evidence of British agency, which
beyond the limits of the state, to which thev particu- had been received at different prriods since the year
and because the militia of "all the 1807 and observed, "that whatever may have been
larly belonged
states, which had acceded to this measure, were, in the disposition of the British government, the conduct of its subordinate agents had tended to excite
the view of sir George Beckwith,
acting as a French
the hostility of the Indian tribes towards the United
conscript ion."?
Again Nor was this course of conduct confined States and that in estimating the comparative evito the colonial authorities.
On the 26th of October, dence on the subject, it wa& impossible not to recol1812, the British governrrent issued an order in lect the communication lately made, respecting the
council, authorizing the governors of the British conduct of Sir James Craig, in another important
West India islands, to grant licenses to American transaction (the employment of Mr. Henry, as an acvessels, for the importation and exportation of cer- credited agent, to alienate and detach the citizens of
tain articles, enumerated in the order
in the a particular section of the union, from their governmissions,) ami of the benefit the public service
might derive from his active employment, in any

;

;

j

\

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

but,

which accompanied the order, it was ment,) which, it appeared, was approved by lord
expressly provided, that "whatever importations Liverpool ."$
were proposed to be made, from the United States of
The proof, however, that the British agents and
America, should be by licenses, confined to the military officers were guilty of the charge thus exhi
ports in the eastern states exclusively, unless there bited, become conclusive, when, subsequent to the
was reason to suppose, that the
communication which was made to the British miobject of the order
would not be fulfilled, if licences we're not
granted, for
*
importations from the other ports of the U. States."*,
See the message from the president to congress,

instructions,

j

*See the letter from lord
Liverpool to sir George
Prevost, dated the 16th of Sept. 1811.
fSee Mr. Ryland's letter of the 26th of Jan. 1809.
See the remarkable state
paper, issued bv governor Beckwith, at
Barbadoes, on the 13th of November, 1812.
§See the proclamation of the
governor of Bermuda, dated the 14th of
January, 1814, and the in•tractions from the British
secretary for foreign affairs, dated November
9, 1812.
^

dated the 24th of February, 1813.
f See the prince regent's declaration of the 10th
of January 1813.
See, also, Mr. Foster's letters to Mr. Monroe, dat*
edthe 28th of December, 1811, and the 7th and 8th
of June, 1812 and Mr. Monroe's answer, dated the
9th of January, 1812, and the 10th of June, 1812;
and the documents which accompanied the corres;

pondence.
i See Mr. Monroe's letter to Mr. Foster, dated the
10th of June, 1812.
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Proctor's J tish government with the Indians, was avowed, upon
luster, the defeat anil flight of general
of
placed in the possession principles, the most novel, producing consequences
jinny, on the
were brought into
of the American commander, the correspondence the most dreadful. The
,

savages

and papers of the British officers. Selected from
the documents which were obtained upon that octo
casion, the contents of a few letters will serve
characterize the whole of the mass. In these letto
ters, written by Mr. M'Kee, the British agent,
colonel England; the commander of the British
and
troops, superscribed, "on his majesty's service,"
dated during the months of July and August, 1794,

the war, upon the
ordinary footing of allies, without
regard to the inhuman character of their warfare;
which neither spares age nor sex and which is more
desperate towards the captive, at the stake, than
towards the combatant in the field. It seemed to
he a stipulation of the compact, between the allies,
that the British might imitate, but should not con'trol the
While the British
ferocity of the savages.
;

;

troops behold, without compunction, the tomahawk
and the scalping knife, brandished against prisoners,
old men and children, and even against pregnant
women, and while thev exultingly accept the bloody
£C alps of the slaughtered Americans,* the Indian
British agents and officers;! that when certain exploits in battle, are recounted and applauded by
tubes of Indians "having completed the bells they the British general orders. Rank and station are
carried « ilh scalps and prisoners, and being without assigned to them, in the military movements of the
and the unhallowed league was ratiprovisions, resolved on going home, it was lamented British army
no security jfied, with appropriate emblems, by intertwining an
that hi
majesty's posts would derive
from the late great influx of Indians into that part American scalp, with the decorations of the mace,
of the country, should they persist in their resolu- which the commander of the northern army of the
lion of returning so soon ;"? that "the British agents Uniied States found in the legislative chamber of
were immediately to hold a council at the Gh.ze, in York, the capital of Upper Canada,
order to try if they could prevail with the Like In] n the single scene, that succeeded the battle of
dians 'o remain; but that without provisions and: Freuchtown, near the river Raisin, where the Ameammunition being sent to thatjdace.it was conoeiv- ricari troops were defeated by the allies, tinder the
ed to be extremely difficult to keep them toge-j command of general Proctor, there will te found
ther ;"§ and that "colonel England was making great! concentrated, upon indisputable proof, an illustraexertions to supply the Indians with provisions.*'! tion of the horrors of the warfare, which Great
ii H 'he language of the correspondence becomes at Britain has pursued, and still pursues, in co-operalength so plain and direct, that it seems impossible tion with the savages of the south, as well as with
«o avoid the conclusion of a governmental agency, on the savages of the north.
The American army cathe part of Great Britain, 'in advising, aiding, and] pUulated on the 22d January, 1813; yet, after the
conducting the Indian war, while she professed faith of the British commander had been pledged,
and while the Briin the terms of the, capitulation
friendship and peace towards the United States.
'•'Scouts are sent, (says Mr. M-Keeto colonel Eng- tish officers and soldiers, silently and exultingly
land) to view the situation of the American army
contemplated the scene, some of the American priAll the soners of war were tomahawked, some were shot
-ioe now nuatev one thousand Italians.
an
Lake Indians, from Sugarta downwards, should not and some were burnt. Many of the unarmed inhaJose one moment in joining their brethren, as every bitants of the Michigan territory were massacred
accession of st"*ng*.h is an addition to their spirits.*?*! their property was plundered, and their houses were
And again "I have been employed several days in destroyed-! The dead bodies of the mangled Ameehdeavoring to fix the Indians, who have been driven jrlcans were exposed, unburied, to be devoured by
from their villages and cornfields, between the fort dogs and swine: "because, as the British officers
and the bay. Swan Creek is gent-rally agreed upohj declared the Indians would not permit the interand will be a very convenient place for the delivery jment ;"§ and some of the Americans, who survived
of provisions, &c."** Whether, under the various the carnage, had been extricated from danger, only
proofs of the British agency, in exciting Indian hos- by being purchased at a price as a part of the booty
tilities against tlie United States, in a time of peace, belonging to the Indians.
But, to complete this
A _
**
. — _ i? *.L _ —.•..-*« a «
n.. nl >.<!.t^
f
It*
•_.
f
—
J]..~....,
4.*
«« s3 human
hiiivinh
and
presented iivthe course of the present narrative, the d read ful view of human depravity,
an
prince regent's declaration, that, "before the war wretchedness, it is only necessary to add, that
began, a policy the most opposite had been uniform- American physician, who was dispatched with a flag
of his wounded
ly pursued," by the British government,!! is to be of truce, to ascertain the situation
ascribed to a want of information, or a want of can- brethren, and two persons, his companions, were indor, the American government is not disposed, more tercepted by the Indians, in their humane mission;
the privilege of the flag was disregarded by the
particularly to investigate.
But, independent of tliese causes ofjust complaint, British officers; the physician, alter being wounded,
arising in a time of peace, it will be found, that and one of his companions, were made prisoners;
when the war was declared, the alliance of the Bri- and the third person of the party was killed.
But the savage, who had never known the re*
Seethe letter from Mr. M'Kee to colonel England, dated the 2d of July, 1794.
*3ee the letter from the American general Harj See the letter from the came to the same, dated rison, to the British general Proctor.
the 5lh of July, 1794.
committee of the house
!See the report of the
See the same letter.
of representatives, on the 51st July, 1812; and the
it.
§ See the same letter.
depositions and documents accompanying
See the same letter.
the agen
§See the official report of Mr. Baker,
J See the letter from Mr. M'Kee to colonel Eng- tor' the prisoners, to brigadier general Winchester,
V.nd, dated the 1.3th of August, 1791.
dated the 26th February, 1813.
»* Stefe
the letter from the same to the
addition to this description of savage warsame, dated
lilii
of
xhe 30th
August, 1794.
farCj U1; j e r British auspices, see the facts contained
;t See the prince i¥geht*s declacaf'rtm of the 10th; m the
correspondence between general Harrison,
*8! 3
ami general Uruminoac|
'i fanttwyj

the period of general Wayne's successful expedition
against the Indians, it appears that the scalps taken
by the Indians were sent to the British establishrneiit at the rapids of the Miami ;* that the hostile
the
operations of the Indians were concerted with
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and the pirate, wlmhad
broken the bonds of society, were alike the objects
of British conciliation and alliance, for the purposes
of an unparalleled warfare. A horde of pirates and
outlaws had formed a confederacy and establishment
on the island of Barrataria, near the mouth of tinWill Europe believe, that the
river Mississippi.
commander of the British forces, addressed the
leader of the confederacy, from the neutral territory
of Pensacola, "culling upon him, with his brave followers, to enter into the service of Great Britain, in
which lie should have the rank of captain; promising that lands should be given to them all, in prostrainjs of civil ized life,

portion to their respective ranks, 04i a peace taking
place; assuring them, that their property should be
guaranteed, and their persons protected; and asking, in return, that they woidd cease all hostilities
against Spain, or the allies of Great Britain, and
place their ships and vessels under the British commanding officer on that station, until the commander
ill chiefs pleasure should be known, with a
guarantee of their fair value at all events."*
There wanted
only 'o exemplify the debasement of such an act, the
occurrence, that the pirate should spurn the proffered alliance ; and, accordingly, Lafitte's answer
was indignantly given, by a delivery of the letter,
containing the British proposition, to the American
governor of Louisiana.
There were other sources, however, of support,

of -some being afterwards transported to the British
West India islands, and there sold into slavery, for
the benefit of the captors", remains without contra*
diction.
So complicated an act of injustice, \\<mhl
demand the reprobation of mankind. And let the
British government, which professes a just abhorrence of the African slave trade; which endeavors
to impose, in that
respect, restraints upon the policy of Fiance, Spain and Portugal
answer, if it
can, the solemn charge against their faith and their
humanity.
3. Great Britain has violated the laws of civilized
;

warfare, by plundering private property; by outraging female honor by burning unprotected citiei
and by laying waste
towns, villages and houses
whole districts of an unresisting country..
The menace and the practice of the British nav: 1,
and military force, "to destroy and lay waste such
towns and districts upon the American (-oust, as
might be found assailable," have been executed upon
the pretext of retaliation, for the wanton destruc;

;

tion committed by the American
army in Upper
Canada ;'** but the fallacy of the pretext has already been exposed. Tt will be recollected, however,
that the act of burning Newark was
instantaneously
disavowed by the American government
that it occurred in December, 1813— and that sir George Prevost himself acknowledged, on the 10th of February, 1814, that the measure of retaliation for all the
whic Great Uri fain was prompted by her vengeance previously imputed misconduct of the American
to employ, in opposition to the plainest dictates of troops, was then full and
Between the
covnplete.f
her own colonial policy.
The events, which have tvionth of February, 1814, when that acknowledge*
or
St.
Iment
was made, and the month of August, 1814,
extirpated
dispersed the white population of
Domingo, are in the recollection of all men. Al when the British admiral's denunciation was issued,
what
British
are
the outrages upon the part of the American
the
though
humanity might not shrink, from
infliction of similar calamities
upon the southern troops in Canada, to justify a call for retaliation ?
states of Vme;-ica, the
danger of that course, either No it was the system, not the incident, of the war
as an incitement to revolt, of the slaves in the Briand intelligence of the system had been received at
tish islands, or as a cause of retaliation, on the
part Washington, from the American agents in Europe,
of the United States, ought to have admonished her with reference to the
operations of admiral Waireu,
against its adoption. Yet, in a formal proclamation upon the shores of the Chesapeake, long before adissued by the commander in chief of his Britannic miral Cochrane had succeeded to the command of
majesty's squadrons, upon the American station, the British fleet on the American station.
the slaves of the American
As an appropriate introduction to the kind of war,
planters were invited to
join the British standard, in a covert phraseology, which Great Britain intended to wage against the
;

:

—

that affordfed but a
slight veil for the real

design.—
Thus, admiral Cochrane, reciting, "that it had been
represented to him, that many persons now resident
in the United States, had
expressed a desire to withdraw therefrom, with a view of
entering into his majesty's service, or of
into some of his

:

inhabitants of the

United States, transactions ocEngland, under the avowed direc.lion of
the government itself, that could not fail to wound
the moral sense of every candid and
generous spectator.
All the officers and mariners of American
merchant ships, who, having lost their vessels in
other places, had gone to
England on the way to
America: or who had been employed in British mershant ships, but were desirous of
returning home;
or who had been detained, in
consequence of the
condemnation of their vessels under the British orcurred

in

being received as free settlers
majesty's colonies," proclaimed,
that "all those who
might be disposed to emigrate
from the United States," would, with their families,
he received on board of his
majesty's ships or vessels of war, or at the
military posts that might be
established upon or near the coast of the United ders in council; or who had arrived in
England,
States, when they would have their choice of either through any of the other casualties of the seafaring
into
his
entermg
majesty's sea or land forces, or of life; were condemned to be treated as prisoners of
being sent as free settlers to the British possessions war; nay, some of them Mere actually impressed, while
jn North
America, or the West Indies, where they soliciting their passports; although not one of their
would meet all due
encouragement."] But even the number had been, in any way, engaged in hostilities
negroes seem, in contempt or disgust, to have re- against Great Britain; and
although the American
s sted the solicitation
no rebellion or massacre en- government had afforded every facility to the deparsued and the allegation, often
ture
of
the
same
class, as well as of every other ct.iss,
repeated, that in relation to those who were
seduced, or forced, from of British subjects, from the United Slates, for a
the service of their
reasonable
instances
have occurred
period after the declaration of war.* But
masters,
;

;

*See the

letter

addressed by

Edward Nichols,

lieut

colonel, commanding his Britannic
majesty's force
in the
Ploridas, to Monsieur

mandant
1814.

at Barrataria,

*See admiral Cochrane's letter to Mr.
Monroe,
dated August 18, 1S14

fSee sir George Prevost's letter to general WilLafitte, or the comkinson, dated the 10th of February, 1814.
dated the 3 1st of August,
°
tSee Mr. Beasley's correspondence with the British

governVent, in October, November and Dec. 181?.
fSee admiral Cochrane's proclamation, dated at
See, also, the act of congress, passed the 6th f
the
2d
of
Bermuda,
April, 1814.
"

July, 1812,

m
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which even the pretext of It will not be asserted, that they were sanctioned hv
not been advanced, was accompanied the usages of modern war; because the sense of all
by another of still greater cruelty and oppression. Europe would revolt at the assertion. It will not
The American seamen, who had been enlisted or be said, that they were the unauthorized excesses
Great Britain, of the British troops; because
impressed, into the naval service of
scarcely an act of
Were long retained, and many of them are yet re- plunder and violence, of cruelty and conflagration,
where
has
of
British
of
been
board
they
on
in
the
immediate prewar,
committed, except
ships
tained,
are compelled to combat against their country and sence, under the positive orders, and with the perand even when the British go- sonal agency, of British officers. It roust not be again
against their friends:
vernment tardily and reluctantly recognized the insinuated, that they were provoked by the American
ex- example; because it has been demonstrated, that all
citizenship of impressed Americans, to a number
ceeding 1000 at a single naval station, and dismissed such insinuations are without color, and without
them f:om its service on the water; it was only to proof. And, after all, the dreadful and disgraceful
immure them as prisoners of war on the shore
,'progressof the British arms, will be traced, as the
These unfortunate persons, who had passed into the) effect of that animosity, arising out of recollections
power of the British government, by a violation of connected with the American revolution, which has
their own rights and inclinations, as well as of the already been noticed; or, as the effect of that jeabe re- lousy s which the commercial enterprise, and native
rights of their country, and who could only
garded as the spoils of unlawful violence, were, resources, of the United States, are calculated to
nevertheless, treated as the fruits of lawful war. excite, in the councils of a nation, aiming at univerSuch was the indemnification, which Great Britain sal dominion upon the ocean.
In the month of
offered for the wrongs, that she had inflicted; and
April, 1813, the inhabitants of
6uch the reward, which she bestowed, for services Poplar island, in the bay of Chesapeake, werepillaged; and the cattle,and other live stock of the farmersibat she had received.*
Nor has the spirit of Eritish warfare been con- beyond what the enemy could remove, were wontoufined to violations of the usages of civilized nations, ly killed."
In the same month of
The system of
in relation to the United States.
April, the wharf, the store,
blockade, by orders in council, has been revived; and and the fishery, at Frenchtown landing were destroyand
the private stores, and store houses, in the
the American coast, from Maine to Louisiana, has ed,
been declared, by the proclamation of a British ad- village of Frenchtown, were burnt.f
the
In
same month of April, the enemy landed remiral, to be in a state of blockade, which every day's
observation proves to be, practically, ineffectual, and peatedly on Sharp's island, and made a general
which, indeed, the whole of the British navy would sweep of the stock, affecting, however, to pay for a
be unable to enforce and maintain.y Neither the or- part of it4
On the 3d of May, 1813, the town of Havre de>
ders in council, acknowledged to be generally unlawful, and declared to be merely retaliatory upon Grace was pillaged and burn', by a force under the
France; nor the Berlin and Milan decrees, which command of admiral Cockburn. The British officers,
placed the British islands in a state of blockade, being admonished, "that with civilized nations at
without the force of a single squadron to maintain war, private property had always been respected,"
it; were, in principle, more injurious to the rights of hastily replied, "that as the Americans wanted war,
neutral commerce, than the existing blockade of the they should now feel its effects; and that the town
Unit-d St ;tes. The revival, therefore, of the system, should be laid in ashes." They broke the windows
without the retaliatory pretext, must demonstrate to of the church; they purloined the houses of the furthe worlJ, a determination on the part of Great Bri- niture; they stripped women and children of their
tain, to acquire a commercial monopoly, by every clothes; and when an unfortunate female complaindemonstration of her naval power. The trade of the ed, that she could not leave her house with her little
United States with Russia, and with other northern children, she was unfeelingly told, "that her house
powers, by whose governments no edicts, violating should be burnt with herself and children in it."||
On the 6th of May, 1813, Fredericktown and
neutral rights, had been issued, was cut off by the
operation of the British orders in council of the year [Georgetown, situated on Sassafras river, in the state
18 )7, as effectually as their trade with France and of Maryland, were pillaged and burnt, and the adjaher allies, although the retaliatory principle was to cent country was laid waste, by a force under the
And the blockade of command of admiral Cockburn; and the officers were
tally inapplicable to the case.
the year 1814, is an attempt to destroy the trade of the most active on the occasion. §
those nations, and indeed, of all the other nations of
On the 22d of June, 1813, the British forces made,
Europe, with the United States; while Great Britain, an attack on Craney Island, with a view to take posherself, with the same policy and ardor, that mark- session of Norfolk, which the commanding officers
ed her illicit trade with France, when France was had promised, in case of success, to give up to the
her enemy, enccfcirages a clandestine traffic between plunder of the troops. *f The British were repulsed;
her subjects and the American citizens, wherever but enraged by defeat and disappointment, their
her possessions come in contact with the territory course was directed to Hampton, which they entered
of the U. States.
*See the deposition of Mm. Sears.
But approaching nearer to the scenes of plunder
arid violence, of cruelty and conflagration, which the
fSce the depositions of Frisby Anderson, and CorBritish warfare exhibits on the coasts of the United delia Pennington,,
HSee Jacob Gibson's deposition.
Stites, it must be again asked, what ads of the Ame|!See the deposition of William T. Kilpatrick,
rican government, of its ships of war, or of its arPii-s, had occurred, or were even alleged, as a pre- James Wood, Rosanna Moore, and II. Mansfield.
t- vtfor the
§See the depositions of John Stayely, William
perpetration of this series of outrages?
Spencer, Joshua Ward, James Scanlan, Richard
*See tha letter from Mr. Beasley, to Mr.
M'Leay Barnabv, F. 15. Chandlear, Jonathan Greenwood,
dated the 13th of March, 1815.
John Allen, T. Robertson, M. N. Cannon, and J. T.
the
successive
blockades announced
|See
by the! Veasev.
British government, and the successive naval com-i
"See get
gen Taylor's letter to the secretary at war,
{junkers oa the American station.
'dated the d of July, 1813.
this act of injustice, for
i-etaliation lias

I

I

!
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of June. The scene, that ensued, exceeds into the open country: rifling and burning the houthe
all power of'description; and a detail of facts would ses and cottages of peaceable and retired families,
he offensive to the feelings of decorum, as well as of pillaging the produce of the planter and the farmer;
town (their tobacco, their grain, and their catth-;) comhumanity. "A defenceless and unresisting
civi-

was given up to indiscriminate pillage; though
lized war tolerates this only, as to fortified places
Individuals,
carried by assault, and after summons.
male and female, were stripped naked; a sick man
was stabbed twice in the hospital; another sick man

mitting violence on the persons of the unprotected
seizing upon slaves, wherever they
could be found, as booty of war; and breaking open
the coffins of the dead, in searcli of plunder, or committing robbery on the altars of a church at Chap?

inhabitants;

was shot in his bed, in the arms of his wife, who was tico, St. Inigoes, and Tappahannock, witli a sacriwounded, long after the retreat of the Ameri- ligioiis race.
But the consummation of British outrage, yet recan troops; and females, the married and the single,
suffered the extremity of personal abuse from the mains tp be stated, from the awful and imperishatroops of the enemy, and from the infatuated ne- ble memorial of the capitol at Washington. It has
also

groes, at their instigation."

The

fact that these at-

were committed, the commander of the
British fleet, admiral Warren, and the commander
of the British troops, sir Sidney Beckwitb, admitted,
without hesitation,-] but they resorted, as on other
occasions, to the unworthy and unavailing pretext
of a justifiable retaliation. It was said, by the Britrpcities

tish general, "that the excesses at Hampton were,
occasioned by an occurrence, at the recent attempt
upon Craney Island, when the British troops in a
barge, sunk by the American guns, clung to the
wreck of the boat; but several Americans waded off'
from the island, fired upon and shot these men."
The truth of the assertion was denied; the act, if it
had b;cn perpetrated by the American troops, was
promptly disavowed by their commander; and a
board of officers appointed to investigate the facts,
after stating the evidence, reported "an unbiassed
opinion, that 'he charge against the American troops
was unsupported; and that the character of the Ame-

rican soldiery for humanity

and magnanimity, had

been already observed,

that the massacre of the

American prisoners, at the river Raisin, occurred in
January, 1813; that throughout the same year, the
desolating warfare of Great Britain, without once
alleging a retaliatory excuse,

made

the shores of the

Chesapeake, and of its tributary rivers, a general
scene of ruin and distress; and that. in the month of
February, 1814, sir George Prevost himself, acknowledged, that the measures of retaliation, for the
unauthorised burning of Newark, in December, 1813,
and for all the excesses which hud been imputed to
the American army, was, at that time, full and comThe United States, indeed, regarding what
plete.

was due
was due

to their own character, rather than what
to the conduct of their enemy, had forborne

to authorise a just retribution; and even disdained
to place the destruction of Newark to
reialiatory
account, for the general pillage and conflagration

which had been previously perpetrated.

It was not
without astonishment, therefore, that after more
than a year of patient suffering, they heard it announced in August, 1814, that th? towns and districts upon their coast, were to be destroyed and
laid waste, in revenge for the unspecified and un-

not been committed, but on the contrary confirmed." £ The result of this enquiry was communicated
to the British general; reparation was demanded; but
it was soon
perceived, that whatever might person- known acts of destruction, which were charged
ally be the liberal dispositions of that officer, no ade- against the American troops in Upper Canada. The
quate reparation could be made, as the conduct of letter of admiral Cochrane was dated on the 1 8th, but;
his troops was directed and sanctioned by his go- it was not received until the 31st of
August, 1814.
In the intermediate time, the enemy debarked a
vernment^
During the period of these transactions, the vil- body of about five or six thousand troops at Benelage of Lewisiown, near the capes of the Delaware, dict, on the Patuxent, and by a sudden and steady
inhabited chiefly by fishermen and pilots, and the march through Bladensburg, approached the city of
village of Stonington, seated upon the shores of Washington. This city lias been selected for the seat
Connecticut, were unsuccessfully bombarded. Arm- of the American government; but the number of its
ed parties, led by officers of rank, landed daily from houses does not exceed nine hundred, spread over
the British squadron, making
predatory incursions an extensive scite; the whole number of its inhabitants does not exceed eight thousand; and the adja•See the letters from general Taylor to admiral cent
country is thinly populated. Although the nedated
the
29th
of
to
sir
Warren,
June, 1813;
general
cessary precautions had been ordered, to assemble
dated
the
of
4th
and
5th
Sidney Beckwith,
July, the militia, for the defence of the city, a variety
1813; to the secretary of war, dated the 2d of July, of causes combined to render the defence unsuccess1813; and to captain Myers, of the last date.
ful; and the enemy took possession of Washington
See, also, the letter from major Crutchfield, to on the evening of the 24th of August, 1814. The
dated
the
of
20th
the
governor Barbour,
commanders of the British force held at that time
June, 1813;
letters from capt. Cooper to lieutenant
governor admiral Cochrane's desolating order, although it was
Mallory, dated in July, 1813; the report of Messrs. then unknown to the government and people of the
Griffin and Lively, to
major Crutchfield, dated the United States; but conscious of the danger of so
4th of July, 1813; and col. Parker's
publication in distant a separation from the British fleet, and desithe
Enquirer.
rous, by every plausible artifice, to deter the citifSee admiral Warren's letter to gen. Taylor, dated zens from flying to arms against the invaders, they
the 29th of June, 1813; sir
Sidney Beckwitfi's let- disavowed all design of injuring private persons and
ter to general Taylor, dated the same day; and the
property, and gave assurances of protection, wherereport of captain Myers to general Taylor, of July ver there was submission. General Ross and admiral
2d, 1813.
Cockburn then proceeded in person to direct and
iSee the report of the
in a
proceedings of the board of superintend the business of conflagration
officers, appointed by the general order, of the 1st
place, which had yielded to their arms, which was
of July, 1813.
unfortified, and by which no hostility was threa§See general Taylor's letter to sir Sidney Beck- tened.
They set fire to the capitol, within whose
dated
the
5th of July, 1811; and the answer of walls were contained the halls of the
with,
congress of th^
the following day.
United States, the hall of their highest tribunal
;

%
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the administration of justice, the archives of the for civil uses, destroyed by the authority of the miand the national library. They set lire litary or naval commander; and the destruction of
legislatore,
to the edifice, which the United States had erected such edifices, by any part of their force, would have
for the residence of their chief magistrate. And they been a direct violation of the positive orders which
set fire to the costly and extensive building, erected they had issued. On both occasions, indeed, the pubfor the accommodation of the principal officers of lic stores of the enemy were authorised to be seized,
the government, in the transaction of the public and his public store-houses to be burnt; but it is
business. These magnificent monuments of the pro- known that private persons, houses, and properly,
which America had borrowed from were left uninjured. If, therefore, sir George Prevost
gress of the arts,
her parent Europe, with all the testimonials of taste' deems such acts inflicted on "the seat of govern
and literature which they contained, were, on the ment in Upper Canada" similar to the acts which
memorable night of the 14th of August, consigned were perpetrated at Washington, he has yet to perto the flames, while British officers of high rank form the task of tracing the features of similarity;
and command, united with their troops in riotous since, at Washington the public edifices which had
carousal, by the light of the burning pile.
(been erected foi civil uses, were alone destroyed,
B it the character of the incendiary had so entirely while the munitions of war, and the foundaries of
superceded the character of the soldier on this un- cannon, remained untouched.
a great portion of the
If, however, it be meant to affirm, that the pub-^
paralleled expedition, that
munitions of war, which had not been consumed, lie edifices, occupied by the legislature, by the chief
when the navy-yard was ordered to be destroyed magistrate, by the courts of justice, and by the ciupon the approach of the British troops, were left vil functionaries of the province of Upper Canada,
untouched; and an extensive foundery of cannon, with the provincial library, were destroyed by the
of Washington, was left uninjured; American force, it is an occurrence which has never
adjoining the city
when, in the night of the 25th of August, the army been before presented to the view of the American
suddenly decamped, and returning, with evident government by its own officers, as a matter of inmarks of precipitation and alarm, to their ships, left formation: nor bv any of the military or civil aulhothe interment of their dead, and the care of their irities of Canada, as matters of complaint; it is an
wounded, to the enemy; whom they had thus injured occurrence which no American commander had in
and insulted, in violation of the laws of civilized war any degree authorised or approved; and it is an ocThe counterpart of the scene exhibited by the currence which the Americon government would
British armv, was next exhibited by the British have censured and repaired with equal promptitude
of general Itoss and liberality.
navy. Soon after the midnight flight
But a tale told thus out of date, for a special purfrom Washington, a squadron of British ships of
war ascended the Potomac, and reached the town of pose, cannot command the confidence of the intelAlexandria on the 27th of August, 1814, The magis- ligent and the candid auditor; for, even if the fact
that the general destruction of the of conflagration be true, suspicion must attend the
{fates, presuming
town was intended, asked on what terms it might cause for so long a concealment, with motives so
be saved. The naval commands declared, "that the strong for an immediate disclosure. When sir George
I

j

,

|

!

were such

as Prevost, in February, 1814, acknowledged, thst the
measure of retaliation was full and complete, for all
the preceding misconduct imputed to the American

only conditions in his power to offer,
not only required a surrender of all naval and ordnance stores, (public and private,) but of all the
all merchandise in tfte city, as well
shipping; and of
as "such as had been removed, since the 19th ofi

troops, was he not apprised of every fact, which had
occurred at York, the capital of Upper Canada, in
August." The conditions, therefore, amounted to] the months of April and August, 1813? Yet, neithe entire plunder of Alexandria, an unfortified and ther then, nor at any antecedent period, nor until
from the 24th January, 1815, was the slightest intimation
unresisting town, in order to save the buildings
destruction. The capitulation was made; and the given of the retaliatory pretext, which is now ofen *mv bore away the fruits of his predatory enter- fered. YVhen the admirals Warren and Cochrane
were employed in pillaging and burning the villages
prise, in triumph.
But even while this narrative is passing from the on the shores of the Chesapeake, were not all the
has been formed, to retaliatory pretexts for the barbarous warfare known
press, a new retaliatory pretext
cover the disgrace of the sceue, which was trans- to those commanders? And yet, "the fate inflicted
acted at Washington. In the address of the governor by an American force on the seat of government in
in chief to the provincial parliament of Canada, on Upper Canada," was sever suggested in justificathe 24th of January, 1815, it is asserted, in ambi- tion, or excuse; and, finally, when the expedient was
the formed, in August, 1814, for the destruction of the
guous language, "that, as a just retribution,
a si- public edifices at Washington, was not the "similar
proud capitol at Washington, has experienced
milar fate to that inflicted liv an American force on fate which had been inflicted by an American force
the seat of government in Upper Canada." The town on the seat of government in Upper Canada," known
of York, in Upper Canada, was taken by the Ame- to admiral Cochrane, as well as to sir George Prerican army under the command of general Dearborn, vost, who called upon the admiral (it is alleged) to
on the 27th of April, 1813;* and it was evacuated on} carry into effect, measures of retaliation, against the
the succeeding 1st of May; although it was again! inhabitants of the United States? And yet, both the
visited for a day, by an American squadron, under call, and the compliance, are founded (not upon the
the command of commodore Chauncey, on the 4th of destruction of the public edifices at Ypi'k, Du(-) upon
of the capture, the enemy on [the wanton destruction committed by the American
August.f At the time
his retreat set fire to his magazine, and the
army in Upper Canada, upon the inhabitants of the

—

j

injury]

and extensive; province, for whom alone reparation was demanded,
produced by the explosion was great
An obscurity, then, dwells upon the fact alleged
but neither then or on the visit of commodore!
erected by sir George PrevOst, which has not been dissipated
Chauncey, was any edifice, which had been
by enquiry. Whether any public edifice was im*See the letters from general Dearborn to the se- properly destroyed at York, or at what period the
of April, 1813. injury was done, if done at all, and
by what hand it
cretary of war, dated the 27th and 28lh
+See the letter from commodore Chauncey to the was inflicted, are points that ought to have been
4th of Aug. 1813.
Istated, when the charge was m^dc; surely it 4)
•secretary of the navy, dated the
i

!
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of the American government to peace is at the choice of Great Britain but if she
pnough.on the part
the fact alleged was never before brought still determine upon war, the United States, reposrepeat, that
or re- ing upon the justness of their cause; upon the pato its knowledge, for investigation j disavowal,
The silence of the military and civil offi. triotism of their citizens upon the distinguished
ligation.
valor of their land and naval forces
and, above all,
cers of the provincial government of Canada, indiof the in- upon the dispensations of a beneficent Providence
cates, too, a sense of shame, or conviction
It is known, that are ready to maintain the contest, for the preservajustice of the present reproach.
tion of tiie national independence, with the same
there could have been no other public edilice for
acuses destroyed in Upper Canada, than the energy and fortitude, which were displayed in
civil
;

;

;

;

it.
liouse of the provincial legislature, a building of so quiring
W&shmgton,
cost and ornament, as hardly to merit conside-

little

ration;

February

10, IS 15.

and certainlv affording neither parallel nor

for the conflagration of the splendid strucapology,
United
tures^ which adorned the metropolis of the

Legislature of

New- York.

Ed-wards' report nn the. amendments of the consti*
Stales.
tution, proposed bit .Massachusetts and Connecticut.
liouse was indeed destroyed,
If, however, that
of
The joint committee of the senate and assembly,
may it not have been an accidental consequence
the confusion, in which the explosion of the maga- to whom was referred the resolutions of the slates of
zine involved the town?
Or, perhaps it was hastily Massachusetts and Connecticut, proposing certain
in the amendments to the constitution of the United States,
perpetrated by some of the enraged troops
moment, of anguish, for the loss of a beloved com- respectfully report
That in the opinion of your committee, in order
mander, and their companions, who had been killed
a defeated correctly to estimate the respect due to the resoby that explosion, kindled as it was by
enemy, for the sanguinary and unavailing purpose: lutions referred to them, it is necessary to recur to
the source from whence
Or, in fine, some suffering individual, remembering
they sprang; and to the time
Your
the slaughter of his brethren at the river Raisin, and and circumstances in which they originated.
sus- committee, therefore,
beg- leave to submit the followexasperated by the spectacle of a human scalp,
pended in the legislative chamber, over the seat of ing statement of facts.
That in the month of October last past, the folthe speaker, may, in the paroxysm of his vengeance,
have applied, unauthorised and unseen, the torch of lowing resolution passed the legislature of the state
of
Massachusetts, viz. "Resolved, That
persons
vengeance and destruction.
.Many other flagrant instances of British violence, be appointed as delegates from this legislature, to
laws
meet
of the
and confer with the delegates from the states
pillage, and conflagration, in defiance
of civilized hostilities, might be added to the cata- of New England, or any of them, upon the subject of
logue, which lias been exhibited the enumeration their public grievances and concerns, and upon the
would be superfluous, and it is time to close so best means of preserving our resources, and of deof fence against the enemy, and to devise and suggest
painful an exposition of the causes and character
the war. The exposition had become necessary to for adoption by those eastern slates such measures as
repel and refute the charges of the prince regent, they may deom expedient; and also to take meawhen, by his declaration ot January, 1813, lie un- sures, if they shall think proper, for procuring a conjustly states the United States to be the aggressors vention of delegates, from all the United States, in
in the war
and insultingly ascribes the conduct of order to revise the constitution thereof, and more
the American government, to the influence of effectually to secure the support and attachment of
Trench councils. It was, ako, necessary to vindi- all the people by placing all upon the basis of fair
cate the course of the United States, in the prose- representation."
That in the moath of December following, a concution of the war ; and to expose to the view of the
V'orld the system of hostilities, which the British vention met at Hartford, in pursuance of that resogovernment lias pursued.
Having accomplished lution, consisting of delegates appointed by the states
these purposes, the American government recurs, of Massachusetts, Klioue Island and Connecticut,
with pleasure, to a contemplation of its early and and also of one person from the state of Vermont,
continued efforts, for the restoration of peace. Not- and two from the state of New-Hampshire. That
withstanding the pressure of the recent wrongs, and they made a report of the result of their conference,
the unfriendly and illiberal disposition, which Great which was approved
by the legislatures of MassaBritain has, at all times, manifested towards them, chusetts and Connecticut. This report, jour comthe United States have never indulged sentiments mittee feel themselves constrained to declare, is
incompatible with the reciprocity of good will, and fraught with charges of the most abusive character,
an intercourse of mutual benefit and advantage.— against the administration of the
general governThey can never repine, at seeing the British nation ment; and breathes throughout a spirit hostile to
great, prosperous, and happy; safe in its maritime the constitution of the United States. It. contains,
rights; and powerful in its means of maintaining among other things, a recommendation to the states
them; but, at the same time, they can never cease to represented in the convention, to adopt such meadesire, that the councils of Great Britain should be sures as might effectually protect their citizens from
guided by justice, and a respect for the equal rights the operation of certain laws, which were then under
of oilier nations. Her maritime power may extend the consideration of
congress; to unite in an earnest
to all the legitimate objects of her
sovereignty, and application to the government of the United States,
her commerce, without endangering the indepen- to make a surrender to them of a
portion of the nadence and peace of every other government. A ba- tional revenue; to
organize the military force of
lance of power, in this respect, is as
necessary on those states, and hold in readiness to act in their
the ocean, as on the land
and the control that it own defence, or that of each other; manifestly for
to
the
nations
of
the world, over the actions the purpose of
gives
resisting the power of the general
of each other, is as salutary in its operation to the
government; and finally, if they should be unsucindividual government, which feels it, as to all the cessful in their
application, and peace should not be
governments, by which, on the just principles of concluded, and their defence neglected, as they almutual support and defence, it may be exercised, leged it had been, to
appoint delegates to another
On f-.nr, and equal, and honorable terms, therefore,
convention, witli such powers and instructions "as"
.!//'.

—

;

;

;
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own language) "a

crisis so

momentous

state of Massachusetts, to revenge whose wrong*
united America stood forth in arms and plunged
herself into a seven years war, that in the year

the opinion of
your committee, to make a peace with the enemy,
and forcibly to separate themselves from the union.
From this convention, emanated the resolutions sub-

might require;" meaning thereby,

1815.

in

eighteen hundred and fourteen, when the storm of
war assailed our coast, and howled upon our western frontier that she would have withheld her

—

of your committee.
who formed the consti- strength, and would have shrunk from the eootest.
How different, under the same circumstances, has
aware that confederated
combina- been the conduct of the good people of this state.
sovereignties are ever prone to factious
tions, wisely inserted a provision, "that no state On them, perhaps, more than on any other state, has
should enter into any agreement or compact with rested the burthen of the war. Our expences have
another state." Yet in utter violation of this most been great, the suffering of our citizens severe but
this their spirits rose with the pressure of the times, and
explicit declaration of the constitution, was
convention called, these delegates appointed, and manifested a fortitude in suffering, and a heroism
their proceedings approved by the states of Massa- iw danger, which must have satisfied the enemy that
their strength was alone sufficient for the protection
chusetts and Connecticut.
At the time this convention was called, the United of their liberties and soil. They did not employ
Slates was engaged in a war with one of the most their time in discouraging enlistments, destroying
formidable nations on earth. Having terminated hos- the national credit, and in stunning the ears of the
tilities with every other nation, she was bending the nation with a clamor for defence, when not a single
whole of her mighty power against our devoted man had been killed in their state Nor did they
country. Flushed with victory, her minions vaunt- surrender, wilhouta struggle, a part of their territhat they would drive our chief magis- tory, for the purpose of enjoying a profitable trade
ing;] v boasted,
trate from his station, and bring America a misera- with the enemy: They did not purchase protection,
ble suppliant at the foot of the British throne. Al- by doing their utmost te paralyse the arm of the nanor was the enemy induced, by
ready had that government demanded, before she tional government
would consent to peace with America, that we should the pusillanimity of their conduct, to make a disin his blockades.
favor
No, the
surrender a large portion of our territory. Upon crimination in their
this great emergency, this honorable legislature was valor of our militia on the Niagara frontier, and at
assembled; not for the purpose of alienating the Plattsburg, had inflicted marks of American ven
to geance upon him which were but little calculated to
good people of this state from their attachment
the constitution of their country not for the pur conciliate his favor.
for
Hut however different may have been the conduct
pose of forming treasonable combinations not
the purpose of inflicting penalties upon those who of some of the Eastern states, your committee cantheir
might recruit men to defend their country, in pur- not but indulge a hope, that there is among
suance *>f the laws of the United States not for citizens a redeeming spirit, which will soon induce
the purpose of pursuing a course of measures which them to withdraw their confidence from men who
would encourage the enemy to persevere in the war have betrayed them into so unpatriotic a course; that
not for the purpose of averting his wrath by aban- those states which in time of pe:.ce gather the richnot hereafter, in time
doning the standard of our country. No, far differ- est fruits from the Union, will
ent were the motives which actuated this honorable of war, refuse to share the burthens of their country,
for the purpose of defending and take advantage of its distresses in order toover-*
legislature. They met
the liberties which were won by the valor of their throw its government.
In the amendments proposed to the constitution,
and of preserving inviolate their native
fathers
soil.
No lust of power, no long and deep rooted your committee can discover nothing inconsistent
attachment to the enemy of their country, could for with the late conduct of the states by whom they
a moment seduce them from their duty. In the are recommended. The effect of them, if adopted
true spirit of the heroes of '76, they unanimously would be to create dissentions among the different
to enfeeble the national goresolved, "that they viewed with mingled emotions members of the union,
of surprise and indignation, the extravagant and vernment, and to tempt all nations to encroach upon
Your committee forbear to enter into a
British commis- our rights.
disgraceful terms proposed by the
and that however ardently they particular examination of the merits of these amendsioners at Ghent
but remark, that if the fifth,
might desire the restoration of peace to their coun- ments, but they cannot
to receive it at the sa- which requires the concurrence of two-thirds of both
try, they could never consent
crifice of national honor and dignity."
They also houses of congress to declare war, were adopted, no
would ever fear our power. Recent experistrongly recommended to the national legislature nation
the adoption of the most vigorous and efficacious ence lias given us but too much reason to apprehend,
of
measures, in the prosecution of the war, as the best that a portion of the people in the eastern section
means of bringing it to an honorable termination, 'the union are lost to a due sense of national honor,
the
out
of
it
and of transmitting, unimpaired, to their posterity. These combined with others, might put
their rights, liberty and independence.
power of government to declare war, even if an inWith a resolution becoming men who have hearts solent foe should plunder our commerce and kidnap
Your committee would further reto feel for the injuries of their countrv, and spirit jour citizens.
present them, they offered to place twelve thou- mark, that although an amendment is proposed, deband of their fellow citizens at the disposal of the priving certain states of a portion of their represenof holding slaves, upon the
general government, and directed the raising of four Itation, in consideration
At this time twentv-five ground that it is unequal in its operation; yet nothing
thousand state troops.
thousand of the militia were in the field. Yet at is suggested in favor of equalizing the represents
such a time, when but one heart should have beaten tion in the senate, in which the states of Connecticut
in the breast of the American people, and every arm and Rhode Island are each equally represented with
should have been nerved in the defence of" their this state, which contains four times as many as the
fourteen times as many as the latter.
country, was this convention called, and their pro- former, and
Upon a considerate view of the whole subject,
ccedings approved by two of our sister states.
of opinion, that as it becomes
far, very far must it have been from the minds of your committee are
he people of this country, in the year '"6, that the this honorable legislature, in the words of the father

mitted

to the consideration

The enlightened

patriots
tution of the United States,

;

:

;

i

1

;

;

;

;

;

—

;
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whole force was disengaged, seemed extraordinary.
in the course of the war, with but i'e.w
exceptions, Victory should have been on the enemy's side
in the actions of vessi Is of the same class, was also
extraordinary; so much so, that he should feel him-

of his country, to "frown indignantly upon the first
dawning of every attempt to alienate any portion of
our country from the rest, or to enfeehle the sacred
ties which now link together the various parts," that
it Would be proper to adopt the following resolution:
Resolved, That the seven several propositions of
amendment to the constitution of the United States,
ifl

101

That

self obliged to call their lordships' attention to the
facts early in the session.
On the whole view of the
the words following, viz, [Mere the resolutions are state of the country, he found no cause for congratulation.
He
did
not
overlook
the success which
and
Lie and the same are

hereby rejected
excellency the governor be requested to
communicate information thereof, to the executive of
the several states of the general government
All winch is respectfully submitted,
By order of the cormnittee,
EDWARDS, Chairman.
:

inserted']
that his

had partially attended our land operations; but it
was a matter of doubt with him, whether those
were not overmatched by the national indignation at
the burning of property [at Washington] not connected with national uses."
In reply to lord
Darnley, lord Melville (the first
lord of the admiralty) made the following most ex-

OGDEN

max |gt*ttt$:

traordinary statement, which every one must know
to be a gross
exaggeration of British captures.
Lord Melville said, "that he presumed it was the
on, THINUS lYCrDKNTAL TO THE LATE WAll.
noble lord's intention to state that the naval adminisMISCELLANEOUS.
KtWM MoniLE Extract of a letter from an officer in tration was deficient in the reputation which had
the Georgia troops, commanded by gen. John J\PIn- hitherto belonged to the sea forces of England. Let
it be
remembered, that where the enemy sent no
iosh, to a gentleman in Savannah, dated,
fleet9 to sea there could be no
great naval victories:
Mobile, 27th Feb. 1815.
her
"We arrived here on the 18th hist, and were mo- but with the numerous seamen of the

—

mently expecting an attack from the enemy, until
the morning of the 22nd; when a flag-boat was sent
from the fleet to get some prisoners exchanged, and
brought a copy of a letter from lord Bathurst to the
lord mayor of London, informing him of a treaty
having been sent from our joint ministers at Ghent
for ratification.
The major charged with the flag
(Todd) brought also a verbal communication to
gen.

Mlntosh from

gen. Lambert,

—

commanding on

this station, saying that all offensive operations on
their part should cease until the pleasure of their

— We

BniTisH

—

We

—

government should be known. Things, therefore,
remain for the present in statu quo, only that our
preparations for their reception have not been relaxed:
are all anxiety to know the result, and,
no doubt a few days will relieve us. The force off
here is stated by a captain of this town, who was a
prisoner and brought up in the flag, to be at least
ten thousand, and he further states, that
they were
manning their barges for an assault on this town
when the news of the treaty reached them."

enemy,
multitude of privateers, her natural means of annoyance to a trade which spread over the world,- the
question of success, or discomfiture, was to be decided by looking at the protection afforded to thaC
trade in the presence of the host of enemies. Something might be guessed of this from the fact, that
between captures at home and our colonies, we had
within a few hundreds of tioenty thousand American
seamen prisoners! This was not like
inactivity.
had also captured from them more than two hundred
ivar
and
armed
!
!
vessels
He would add a
ships of
few little facts of that nature. The list was
thirtyfrom
the
eight ships ofivar
greatest force downwards,
and one hundred and ninety nine armed vessels,
captured abroad, in different parts of the world, he would
not rate the entire number at less than nineteen hundred!"
[Really, to offer comments on this is to insult the
understanding of our readers. The famous Baron
Munchausen is lately deceased, and lord Melville is
emulous of his reputation and character.]

j

—

"Our November file of
Intercepted lettehs. From the Baltimore Fftr
triot
Messrs. Editors, I hand you for publication ex(says the Newport (It. 1.) Mercury
received by the prize Adeona, contains a
lengthy tracts from several letters,* written by British offidebate in the house of lords, on the 14Ui
November, cers on our southern coast, to their friends employon a motion of the marquis of
Buckingham, for the ed in the late expedition
New-Orleans. If
parliament,

London papers,

J

production of the minutes and sentence of the court
martial on captain
Barclay, for the loss of the fleet
on lake Erie. In the course of the
debate, the most
gross mistatements were made by several ''noble
iords," respecting the force of commodore Perry's
squadron which, in fact, was less in number of guns
and men, than the British. The
marquis of Buckiftgham, however, outstriped them all. He stated,

DOUBLE in

"the American fiotilla -was
ber of ships and
gam, and in number
seamen.".'
!

that,

and

—

against

any further testimonials were necessary,

in

addition

which the late war exhibited, of the lust
of plunder which has so
pre-eminently marked the
to those

British officers, these extracts affords them. It is
by no means my intention to condemn the acquisition
by an enemy of such property, as, in the prosecution
of an honorable -.carfare, the
usage of nations assigns
or that he may not receive, in his march to
to him
;

num- great deeds, an impulse from the
sentiment, tltat
quality of these deeds are to be rewarded by the wealth they

acquire ; but I mean to express the strongest indigalso contains an
interesting debate nation against that predatory system, which has been
in the house of
lords, on the 8th of November on pursued by our late enemy, and which inevitablv
the address to the
prince regent. Lord Darnley said, involved a violation of all those feelings
amagnan'i"that when he found Britain
deriving from the bril
enemy will always hold sacred. Impelled by
hant results of the continental war, none of the ad- |mous
which
these
extracts exhibit, we see,
(the principle
vantages of peace, a large army kept up in Flan- in the train of all their invasions,
plunderings, burnders, her afTairs at congress still unsettled, and above
ings, rapes, massacres, ransackings and other equalall her efforts insulted and
repelled on the oilier side Is atrocious enormities, such as have not been pracof the Atlantic, he could not avoid
expressing his tised since the days of Gothic barbarity. Perhaps,
dissatisfaction.
To one part of our policy, the nahe
had the last year adverted.—That while our
val,
•These letters were found on board the St. Lawmilitary reputation was raised to its highest pitch, rence, at the time of her strrreuder. to the Chasseur
.'

"The same

file

our naval should

brave

sunk, and at a time when

its

privateer,.
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may be said, a peace having now occurred between concluded with
we ought to throw a veil over their enormities, think you will

us,

and scduously endeavor to strengthen the bands of
and good
amitv, bv the kindest offices ot" charity
officers were of tiiat
correspondence. If the British
refined and exalted character which disdains to be
behind hand in the race of good deeds, none would
yield more cheerfully to this sentiment than myself;
bur, since the magnanimous examples furnished by
our officers during the late war, have, in no deis due to justice, to
gree, improved their morals, it
to the indignation and contempt of the
hold them

up

from England.

8,

1815,

his country, but of which I should
receive earlier intelligence direct
are in daily expectation of a

We

flag of truce to inform us of Mr. Madison's having
ratified the treaty, on his
doing which, hostilities
will immediately cease.
I confess myself by no'
means sorry for this event. I think w'e have had

quite enough of war for soma years to come, although
should have wished we had made the Yankees more
sensible of our

power and ability to punish them,
should they again provoke Us. As it is, except the
injury done to their trade, we have but little to boast of.

We

A READER.
are all very much grieved to learn the disasters
rear admiral M:dcolm, Gum- in your quarter.
Our loss seems to have been immense and from the reports Ave pick up, one is led
berland Island, 5ik February, 1815.
it is writ- to believe there was not much
"I received your letter of the 5th ult.
prospect of success at
are most parton before your last attack on the place, but I most the commencement of the attack.
world.

From

colonel

Malcolm

to

;

;

We

succeed.
sincerely hope you will ultimately
all accounts New Orleans is very strong— the

From

enemy

ticularly unfortunate in our general officers on all
occasions. I am afraid general Power and the regi-

will have gained a great confidence in themselves ment with him, will not be with you in time to renfrom their success. What a disappointment it will der any service. He was at Bermuda on the 24th ult.
be in England should you fail the chance of failure at which period the Statira had not arrived.

—

has not been calculated on, and from the force emI have no
at first.
ployed, it has been made too sure
new raised
opinion of either the Indians or black
the former in this country carry on a most
corps
furious war murder and desolation mark their track
there is no hope but flying, or resistance to the
this is what every one says of
last moment of life
the Florida Indians of course the inhabitants of all
There is
descriptions would fear to come near you.
a report here that neither the 21st or 44th regiments
behaved well, but as a report 1 treat it. I should be

I came here six weeks
ago, and found St. Mary's
had been taken two days before my arrival, which,
of course, cuts me out of -what has been captured.

Barrie command the party landed old Somerville
was senior officer, the admiral having only arrived
the day before me, in consequence of being blown
oiTthe coast by strong N. W. gales on his way from
the Chesapeake. It was at first supposed, as is usual
on all these occasions, th it a great deal of money
would be made but if they clear thirty thousand
pounds, it will be as much as they will do."
at- From admiral
Cockburn, to captain Evans, dated,
sorry to hear two British regiments slurred in ail
head quarters, Cumberland island, 11th Februar. ,
tack."!
1815.
From colonel M.i'colm to rear admiral JMalcolm, Cum"No general, however, as you now know lias come
berland Island, 11 th February, 1815.
"I hope we may hear from vou in a short time, and here; you have had them all your way, and though
of your success against the placr you are now before I have learnt by a few hasty lines the unfortunate
(New-Orleans)— It -anil repay the troops for all their result of your first endeavors against New Orleans,
trouble and fatigues ! 1 do not expect, either war or yet excepting as far as relates to the poor generals
peace, that we will move from this island this win- and to the gross numbers you lost I know no particuif the war goes on a garrison must be left here lars, not even which of my many friends amongst
ter
in charge of the island."
you are dead or alive, or which have broken bones
From sir Thomas Cochrane, of the Surprize frigate, or whole skins. I trust, however, it will prove that
to captain Pigot, of New- Orleans, dated Cumber- you are amongst the latter, and I hope you w ill when
at leisure favor me with a detailed account of all
land Island, February 12, 1815.
"1 came here just two days too late to share in that has passed in your neighborhood.
have been more fortunate here in our small
the good things going on. Old Somerville was sehave taken St. Mary's a tolerably rich
nior, and ordered the attack on St. Mary's, which way.
The prize-money will be about place, and with little loss have managed to do much
IJarrie executed.
thirty thousand pounds, not more. Hud our force damage to the enemy and we are now in tolerable
been suffictent, the next movemeny would have been security upon a large fertile island in Georgia,
against Savannah, but not mustering above a thou- though an ugly account of peace being signed (t'te
sand bayonets, we were content to keep possession particulars of which I have sent to sir admiral
of this island, which we are placing in state of de- Cochrane) seems to promise a speedy dismissal to
fence. Our operations will, 1 suppose, be shortly us from this coast."
;

,•

—

;

;

j

;

;

We

We

by our friend Jemmy Madison, as peace From Mr. Swainson, to lieut. Douglass, rf II. M.
now depends on him the commissioners at
brig Sophie, off' .Yew- Orleans, 9th Feb. 1815.
"We had some fine fun at St. Mary's; the bombs
Ghent having signed, and the prince regent ratified,
put

a stop to

or war

—

the terms of a peace, and hostilities will cease as were at the town and had plenty of plunder. How
soon as he does the same. We hope, in the mean are you off for tables, and chests of drawers, &c?
time, better luck will attend you at New Orleans From J, Gallon, to J. O' Reily, esq. on board H. S. ship
than has hitherto done, and that you will have time
Tonnant, off S\ew-Orleans, Cumberland island, 9tft
Frb. 1815.
to give general Jackson a trimming."
"We have had fine fun since I saw you", what with
From Sir Thomas Cochrane to Sir Thomas Tronhridge,
have
off J\i'ew Orleans, J\~. End, Cumberland Island, the Rappahannock and various other places, we
contrived to pickup a few trifling things such as maFebruary 12, 1815.
"
hope this will reach head quarters in time for hogany tables, chests of drawers, &c.
the St. Lawrence, who sails immediately for your From John Jltiller to Mr. Thomas Miller, 75 Old Gravel Lane, St. George's, East London.
II. JM. ship
of
the world with the news of peace being
part
Lacedemonian, off land, February V2lh, 1815.
" We have
[j in this letter of the colonel's there was a lamenlately been employed with (he squad-tation expressed that his share of the prize-money, ron under admiral Cockburn, and have taken Cumat St. Man'.-, did not exceed five hundred pounds
berland Island, and the town of St. Mary's from
.']
1
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Mr. p. did
Price, midshipman of the President.
not hesitate to accept the
challenge, and met him
at the time and place appointed; but Mr. W. had
very prudently taken the precaution to have a constable there in time to prevent the effusion of blood.
Both of them were bound to keep the peace. Thus
the affair ended.
The evening after commodore Decatur's official
A poor Yankee, disarmed, begged for account of the capture of the President was publike heroes.
merlished in the Bermuda Gazette with the editors rein bush for
mercy. Blacky replied, "he no come '
marks on it, this same hero, Mr. W. was on the puband immediately shot him dead
Yankees. Our troops and sailors, behaved very well,
on this service
part of the black regiment employed
no idea of
acted with great gallantry. Blacky had
and it was with difficulty the offiqivin" quarters ;
to death.
cers prevented their putting the prisoners
The Yankee riflemen fired at our men in ambush.
of the moment, left the
Blacky, on the impulse
ranks and pursued them into the woods, fighting

!

cy,"

From

J.

11.

Glover

to

!

captain Westful, of the Anacon-

lic

square at

St.

George's exclaiming loudly against.

commodore Decatur, saving he was

1st FebruHead-quarters, Cumberland Island,
ary, 1815.
" We have established our head quarsters here,
after ransacking St. Mary's, from which we brought
of fifty thousand pounds, and
property to the amount
had we" two thousand troops, we might yet collect
« t>ood harvest before peace takes place. My foreme to anticipate either honor
bodings will not allow
or profit to the expedition, of which you form a part,
and I much fear the contrary, yet most fervently do
The
I hope my forebodings may prove groundless.
is as active as ever, and success
admiral

a d
d rascal
Mr. Randolph (midshipman of the Prewho
was
him
at
that
time, asked him
sident)
passing
what he said? He repealed his assertions. Mr. II.
told him he was great scoundrel, and had been proved a coward, and if he were not an invalid he would
chastise him for such impertinent falsehoods.
He
said he was not an invalid, and immediately put himJust at this time, Mr.
self in a menacing posture.
Ward, editor of the Bermuda Royal Gazette and a
justice of the peace, came up, and told Mr. R. not
to strike that gentleman.
Mr. R. asked him who
(Cockburn)
he was? He replied, his name was Ward. The ediin general attends his undertakings."
From captain Napier of the Euryalus frigate, to cap- tor of the Gazette? said Mr. R. Yes, was It he antain Gordon, of the Sea-Horse.
Off Cape Henry, swer. ''You are the man I want to see," said Mr. R.
"and I shall take the liberty to cane you, for those
January 24th, 1815.
" Here' I am in Lynhaven bay, the clippers sailing palpable falsehoods published in your last p-iper;"
fast sailers. and accordingly gave him what he deserved.
He
everyday, and losing them for want of
All our prizes are well disposed of. I have had a then returned home to his lodgings. Mr. W. made
not many thanks as off, and returned soon after with a guard of soldiers
good deal to do with them, and
I have petitioned Mr. R. not being found, he ordered the
guard to
you may suppose from the agents.
the prince regent in behalf of the whole of us, for take to the guard house another midshipman and
a good slice of prize money, and I hope to succeed. two Philadelphia captains who happened to be on
You, I suppose, will not be displeased at it. Excuse the square, and said he was determined to take up
The friends of
this hasty scrawl, I am in a d— d bad humor, having all the Americans he could find,
chase."
those who were committed immediately went to
just returned from an unsuccessful
The iniamocs Cotkbuk.v From the documents their assistance, and gave the required security for
and facts inserted above, it appears that this great their appearance the next morning, when they "were
bandit and his gang of thieves "held out to the end" honorably acquitted by the mayor, Mr. Ward paying
He is a cowardly costs! Mr. Randolph having previously obtained a
in deeds of deepest rascality.
knave never has he exposed himself to danger since pass to come away, embarked on board the \bo the
da.

and a

liar.

.

—

—

the war. Like a great tall bully, the hero a brothel,he
has blustered and swore most lustily, and sometimes
appeared willing to iigiit. Would that.the least of the
great spirits of our navy had come athwart this
Vandal with an equal force
What will high-minded Englishmen,' and the enlightened of all nations, think of the preceding
statements ? lie should be lashed naked through the
!

world with whips of 'scorpions.
Fkom Bermuda. A gentleman recently arrived
from Bermuda states There were about 8U0 prisoners at Bermuda. Commodore Evans had informed lieut. Gallagher, late of the President, that the
officers wotdd be permitted to return home by making a special application but that no cartel with
tile men could be sent till the admiral arrived,
The officers and craws of the Endymion and Pomone were much at variance on the subject of the
capture of the President; those of the former claiming the whole maritof the capture, and the latter
denying it and several disputes among the officers
and quarrels among the men, had taken place ashore.
The same paper contains an address from the
merchants of St. George's to captain Hope, of the
Endymion, on presenting to him a piece of plate a*
a reward for his gallantry in
capturing the Presi-

—

—

—

—

morning

after the affair happened.

NAVAL.

Sal.

Beg.

It is stated that all the seamen belonging to our
naval force on Champlain, a few excepted, are to be
immediately transferal to the Independence, 74.
The British frigate Statira, having under charge
several transports, from Bermuda for the Mississippi,
struck on a shoal off Heneago, and went to pieces.
Her crew v.'ere taken on board the transports dJTd
arrived at Jamaica about the 1st of March.
Late Jamaica papers furnish us with two reports
about the Wasp, sloop of war. One says, that site
was captured by the Myrmidon, of 20 guns, another
by the Castilian of 18 each said to be desperate
battles
Though we do not see any particular restjson to believe either of these reports, we fear that
some accident has befallen that interesting vessel-:
have accounts of her 1o the latter end ot
(TjDecember, when she was at Magadore, Africa.
The Constitution. A prize to the Constitution, a
large ship from Buenos Ayres, has arrived at New
York. She had made but one other capture, a brig
laden with wine, &c. which she burnt. Had heard
of the peace, but a letter from on board of her expies|ses a hope that within the time allowed she might
catch a frigate
i

i

j

|

i

—

1

!

.

We

i

j

j

The President. Prom the JVorfulk Herald of March
dent; with his answer. The address appears to as
cribe the merit of the capture to the Endymion 29.
are informed by a gentleman recently from
alone.
Bermuda, that the frigate President had been, conAbout a month previous to capt. Osgood's sailing demned to the captors, and sold at public auction
from Bermuda, lieut. Wright, of the royal navy, about the first of March. The gross amount of*
first insulted, and then
challenged to fight, Sir. s ales of the ship, together with her equipments, hi;

We
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mament, ammunition and

stores,

was only §64,789 not

50 cents! Divide tliis sum equally among the
crews of the victorious squadron, und each man's
share will be something less than §4 50 and when
the moiety claimed by their government, with the
various incidental expences, are deducted, the sum
per man will dwindle down to about 2 dollars! It
has been the singular hard fortune of John Bull, in all
his victories over Jonathans ships, to gain neither
honor nor profit.
United States brig Syren In looking over our file
of English pipers, we find in the London Courier of
November 21, the British official account of the capture of the United States brig Syren, by his majesarid

—

—

ty's* ship

tus Brine.

Medway, 74 guns, commanded by AugusShe was captured on the 12th of

—

last

July, after a chase of 1 1 hours was commanded by
lieutenant N. J. Nicholson, her captain (Barker)
[JK Y. E. Post.
having died at sea.
Lflfnn\, November 21.
Admiralty Office, November 19.
Copit of a Utter from captain Brine, of his majesty's
to vice admiral Tyler, and
addressed
ship Medway,

transmitted by that

John IVihonCroker, esq.
His majesty's ship Methvav,
at sea, July 12, 1814.

officer to

—

Sin I have the honor to acquaint you, that cruizing in the execution of your orders, I this day fell
in with and captured, after a chase of 11 hours,
nearly on a wind, the United States brig of war
who sucSyren, commanded by N. J. Nicholson,
ceeded to the command by the death of her capThe Syren is pierced for 18
tain (Parker) at sea.
and twelve 24
guns, had 16 mounted, viz. two 42
pound carronades, with two long 9 pounders, and hid
a complement of 137 men; all her guns, boats, anchors, cables and spars were thrown overboard durhad received a most
ing the pursuit. The Syren
complete repair previous to her sailing, and is newI have, &c.
ly coppered.

AUG. BRINE.

Vice-admiral Tyler, commander in chief, &c.

—

—

British tmpudksce Savannah, March 23. The
United States vessel, No. 68, John Hulbert commander, left this port for St. Mary's on the 11th inst.
A gentleman who was on board writes to his friend
in this place from Cumberland, dated March 18,
1815 "On the evening of the 16th we fell in with

—

war Erebus, captain Bartholo-

his majesty's brig of

mew, who ordered

us to send our boat on board, or

he would sink us instantly. We did not comply, and
he accordingly fired into us, which damaged our sails
and rigging severely. Mr. Hulbert immediately returned the fire and then struck his colors. The British commander afterwards made an apology, and
permitted us to proceed. It appears he was yet
smarting under the wounds he received up the St.
Mary's river, in the expedition against Clark's mills.
We had no one hurt on board the gun vessel, but a
musket ball was evidently discharged at Mr. Hulhis breast.
bert, as it passed within a few inches of
Although the captain of the Erebus was politely informed°by us who and what we were, and that we
had despatches for admiral Cockburn— he replied,
that "he did nat care ad— n for that we must either
send our boat on board, or be sunk." But mark the
cowardly Job* Bull when he found that we were
*
of Elba?-" No They
Who
"//is majesty .'"
who say "At* majesty" by way of pre-eminence of
the wretched creature of England, would call NaThey have never acknowledgpoleon any thing else.
ed him. What more could a thorough-bred Englishman do than to call /n's kng, "his majesty ?" Is the
old crazy man also the king of some among us?
;

!

—

.'

1813.

—

—

Efc.

R*e.

to be bullied with impunity, he sent his own:
boat on board, and denied that he had given orders to
fire into us
and even offered, if we thought it would
create a difficulty between the two governments, to
accompany us to admiral Cockburn, in order to make
the necessary explanation.
Mr. Hulbert very indignantly informed captain Bartholomew "that he had
do
with
to
him
or
admiral
Cockburn ; but,
nothing
that he would inform his government about the af;

fair."

We

have conversed with one of the gentlemen

who was authorised by government

to negociate for
the negroes and other property which had been taken by the enemy during their stay on Cumberland.
He informs us that admiral Cockburn would not
give up a single article, except what was taken from
off' Cumberland
island; and that was supposed to
be done through courtesy negroes, &c. that were
taken from the other islands, after the treaty of
peace was ratified, were not even restored. The enemy evacuated Cumberland island on the 15th inst.
and have carried off with them eight hundred negroes, a considerable quantity of cotton, &c. stolen
shall persince their arrival within our waters.
haps in a few days be able to lay before our readers
the whole correspondence, between the commissioners and admiral Cockburn,- and therefore forbear
further remarks; Our informant states that Cockburn contradicted the story of the Floridas having
been ceded to Great Britain that he had received
no intelligence of the kind.
are informed that the conduct of the British
officers to the commissioners was very insulting and
will not describe the scenes that gentlerude.
men have told us they witnessed on board the fleet
while off Cumberland Bar.
Modesty forbids us.

—

We

—

We

We

CHRONICLE.
We

have some shreds of news from Europe ; but
hear nothing whatever of a positive character as to
the settlement of the great affairs of the continent.
Of what has been done in the congress of Vienna we
are uninformed, and the imagination of many is at
work to conceive what that assembly will do. We
of the
gather from what we hear, that the adjustment
claims and preUnsions of the several sovereigns is a
most difficult business France, England and AusPrussia on the
tria, on one side, and Russia and
The minor
other, appear to be opposing parties.
on the constates, have as yet, little or no influence
Russia seems determined to have Poland^
gress.
and Prussia wants Saxony France, undoubtedly,
wants Belgium,- Austria, many possessions in Italy,
and England wants every thing she can get and
thus they juggle with one another and will probaCastlereagh has
bly quarrel before they have done.
returned to England, (as the opposition papers say)
without having accomplished any thing he went for*
except to change the nature of the government of
Hanover, making it a kingly instead of an elective
He is succeeded by lord Wellington.
state.
Messrs. Clay, Bayard and Rnssel, with the secretaries of legation, Messrs. Todd and Milligan, have
been presented to Louis the 18th.

—

,•

:

;

jVeiv- Hampshire election.-— The election in this state

has terminated without any material alteration from
the result of things last year. Governor Gilman is
re-elected.

President and his lady, and also Mr. Monhave left Washington, for Virginia. The gentlemen, indeed, require a little relaxation.
The remains of Louis XVI and his queen have
been taken up at Paris and re-interred in the church
of St. Dennis, with great pomp.
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War with
The war against

Jfeiers

I1Y

II.

MLKS, NO. 29, SOtTII

Algiers.
is

among the most pspu-

one people ever declared against another.
If we may judge the general feeling by what spit is almost universally
ap
pears in t'he newspapers,
it reprehended only in one
proved. We have seen
of
the
Hart*
late
secretary
and that is edited by the;

ford convention, deceased.*
Algiers is a notorious
and, as there are
n<-st of pirates and manstealers
none in the United Stales who grow fat by dealing

—

—

1

her merchandize as we have no Mgerinc merchants settled in her cities, arid controling our monied institutions—dealing out voles at our polls, or
sentiment at our dofFeeeivtng a tone to tlif pVi>lic
h.nises— we see their outrages in the real deformity
that belongs to them, and are we united to punish,
It is for principle sake that we cio
to end them.
this: we s-iv, that an •ftqwtcan cannot be deprived
of his liberty ; but in due process of the law, for
for if w e were to sit down and
c! imes committed
"count of the edit of the war" to make the honor
of the nation, and the safety of our people, things to
he calculated by MbirS and cents (as they were oil

no. 189.
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have permitted so great a degrati lion on the Chrisi
mi//, world! The British nation* mocteatll/ :.cecp'"!ii;
ihe title of being 'lie "buluiurk of r'eligimi and liberty" instead of destroying has countenanced these
in some measure,
really allied
pirates, and seems,
with them
for, though the tflgerines have not alna
the
of
bn
wavs respected
ion's
flags
good terms
wiih Great BrilUiii., because, (as a "noble lord
said of the United States, some years ago) lhe\ may
have "spread too much c?.nv»s ;" yel it has rarely
iiappened that they did not make u common cause
with the "bulwark" in her wars, a part of that
against France excepted wherein the fame and power of JK'apoleon restrained them.
1\ rhap i, it is reserved for the United States; a new
people, yet in 'die "gristle of manhood," to relieve"
Christendom of its shackles, and afford an example
of punishment that shall command the barbarians
It w :s at
to respect the rights of mankind.
Tripoli^
that theatre of gallant deeds and schoolfar glory, that
we. extorted* the* admiration and praise of F.nrop.v,
while we procured the safety we sought. If like
success should attend our increased si length gainst
the more formidable pow er of Algiers if the cannon-law from our Indxpeiuteitbenhq Washington our
Warrior* and Congress, Ewe and Ontario, Sec. names
of renown, shall prevail over the despotism of the.,
dev, what will the princes of the earth think of it ?
Will they not have cause to admire tiie force and
energy of the republic which, on the instant of terminating a contest with the greatest of maritime nations—a nation that had annihilated the navy of all
her other enemies, or hermetically sealed v.p their
could instantly send a jjalluntjftg* across lh«
ports
Atlantic to redeem its citizens from slavery and mat*
its flag respected,? The name of ah Jtinerican is now
and we are greatly misthe proudest in the World
taken if this war with A'giers does not give, it additional influence in ihe councils of Europe, and
tend to a good understanding with all nations, on
What
the broad principle of reciprocal justice.
mortals can do, our seamen will attempt
and, be
the event what it may, we have no apprehension of
:

1

;<

—

—

—

—

;

—

From

C.'.LVEHT-fi

1

another occasion) it is possible; that the '-whole value of the goods passing to and fro, to be jeopardized by the pirates, would not equal one-half its
"millions in depejtck,
expenditure. The word is—
but not a cent po* Tin ltiTTi;" further, at least, than
that degrading stipend which the vile politics of
has given them a sort of a
king-governed Europe
and receive, from sovereign nations.
fight to demand
\Yh:n we look at the long-continued depredations
rtf this people, and consider the naval and military
strength of the neighboring nations, who are their
tributaries, we are lost in astonishment at the mean
of interest that
jealousies and infamous calculations
*

[whole

181.5.

;

—
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the Connecticut Mirror, of March 13.
"Our daring bloody-minded cabinet have ahead}'
made up another war for the benefit of the country,
wiih the dey of Algiers. Our finances are in sucii
flourishing order, our debt so moderate, and all our
affairs in such a thrifty state, that another war will
hardly be noticed. However, our administration
have become such fighters they have grown to be
such heroes, that they are about to keep up the game
ot \\\w as a matter of past time.
They are now going to fight for fun, as our countrymen say. So be it.
A brdiuni war in the Mediterranean, may help forward the next election and that will be worth all
it may cost, either in lives or
money, be it more or
less.
The last election cost US 150 millions of dollars national debt, and 30 or 40,000 human lives
do not believe this will go higher than that.
It has lately been stated in the
papers, that his
grim majesty the dey, was about to make war with
his brother, the emperor of Elba.
hope it is

;

being disgraced.

says, h'e 'heahts tfieii and must have them*
perhaps, has palaces to build or gardens to m ke$
md he appears determined to increase bis laborers
therefor by the seizure of our seamen, until l~e effects
his purpose of exacting a large tribute from ns for
the Jtledilerraneun, all which lie
liberty to pass into
has declared in a state of "Blockade" as to American
is thisdespo.t I'm* to trifle with
What
ships, &c.
to make us
a free, sovereign, independent nation
" ice? t
," afid pay a composition in a
purchase his
direct tribute for the "duties" he might otherwise be

The dey

—

Fie,

—

!

—

r

—

Wa

—

our commodities; passing from
pleased to exact on
r
No says even- high-minded Aineri-

porUtd port

We

— —

ron nr.Fi:>cK, but xdT ojtecent foh
consequence of this renewed danger to our tribute," is toy motto It is a gloriotis sentiment
rid friend and ally, that we are to
engage in this war. worthy of that spirit which declared the indepenWe did h >pe the old treaty betwixt us and Bona- dence
of the United States
Worthy of that renown?
parte was repealed, and the war with Great II ri tain which accompanied the "stars;- ahglad banner,"
would be the last we should ever he
obliged to make over thfe world of water*, and recently struck tenor]
in his account,
into the hearts of manly Englishmen
and/or fas benefit."
worthy of that
For a comment on this, see the yeas and
of well-fonirht battled
nays on the "dorr we ueouired in a series
not

c

ll

jfe-"ji!i7.Lio\-s

in

—

!

—

—

hill

for

navs 32.

declaring war, page
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on the Niagara frontier with the selected veterans flag to all who s ;il under it. Our government is
i 'I'.'.'jp:- worthy of that lofty spirit, patience and willing to meet any proposition that England can
perseverance that rescued Orleans from the "sol- make on reciprocal principles nay, so far does my
diers of Wellington," and punished the invaders of spirit to accommodate this" matter go
that, while I
Let us cherish it, and hand it down
our soil.
own fellow citizens to do as they
as] would leave my
h rich legacy to our children, that they also shall pleased, I would agree to revive against all Englishhe shall not man the old law of sainted Connecticut respecting
say, the person of a freeman is sacred
be molested in his lawful pursuits; an injury done priests;* and not permit them, en tmy account, or in
This
to the le stof the commonwealth strike's at the safe- i any character, to do business amongst us.
of the whole, and must and shall be repressed,
would "secure to his majesty the service, of his legity
*
But, softly What are we about to do ? Let us eon- timate subjects ;" and, if they suffered themselves to
A powerful fieet, consisting oftwo74's, five [be thus treated, the fault would be in themselves.
sider.
o.r six frig t es, and ten or twelve smaller vessels, Our concern is to secure the safety of our peopleand impressments, whether by
sloops of war, bombs and "flyers," is to be sent this must be done
across the A lantic, 3000 miles', to redress a
solitary Algie-s or Eng'and, will be resisted.
wrong srtffered by the dey of Algiers, in the capture
of one of our vessels, and the detention of nine or
'

—

—

|

—

I

—

j

—

j

;

—

ten persons, "claiming to be American citizens .'"
This seems spunky enough. VVhb knows but that
Irs tieyship may have "mistaken" this vessel for a
Kamschatkadale .'* Besides, he has decla e war
against the emperor of Elba, and might he not "susa suspicion" that the said vessel, even
pi ct there might
if an American, was in some way concerned with
him, seeing that we are so notoriously under his "influence?'
Possibly, "his highness" merely wants
afew slaves to execute some particular work and'
it
when
is finished, he will release them ?
1 rethat,

American
coA'Tinum ritoM

\

Prizes.

i-age 293, vol. vit.

[Reported since the first of January

last.]

"The winds and seas are Britain's wide domains,
"And not a saii, but by permission, spreads."
British
"

Rami Register.

"I« '»°wlngtothe/&i*ecrwnfe and demencyof Hie British &£
*
vtrnment, that we arc permitted to have a ship on the ocean.
Governor Gore, to the legislature of Massachusetts*

collect, several' years age, that a certain officer in the

1409. Schooner St. John, laden with coffee, capEast Indies divested an American ship of the whole
tured by the letter of marque Jonquil, of N- w York,
of her officers and crew, the captain excepted, only
and sent into Jaquemei, where she was ransomed.
to fight the Dutch at Samarang,
promising that he
the same, di1410. Schooner
, captured by
would release them as soon as the expedition was
vested and made a cartel of.
To
°e
sure
he
did
not
but
the
ended.f
dey of Al
1411. ISrig Gen. Maitland, from Martinique for
giers may be more just. And, certainly, he has done
laden with rum and sugar, captured by
us no "essent:\U injury" he has captured but one ves- Bermuda,
the Dash, of Portland, divested of part of her carsel— it seems it was all that he could catch ; but who
and ordered into port arrived at Portsmouth.
knows that his great "magnanimity" and respect for go,
1412. Sloop Mary, tor Bermuda, with a variety of
not
induce
him
to
let
her
"religion" rrtay
go? He British goods, captured by the same, divested and
is the "bulwark" of mahometanism in
Africa, and made a cartel of.
and
of
all
the
Alcoran
societies in
president
patron
1413. The Dash has safely reached Portland, laden
JSarbary.i
Possibly, he is engaged in a war for the with 11 o
puncheons, 55 bbls. sugar; 6 trunks cop"liberi ies of the work!" with the Moors of the desert
w
white lead and
—and tiiat, when peace takes place, he will release per, in sheets ; some porter, ine,
dry goods— worth from 40 to $50,000.
his American slaves, to get home as well as
they
1414. Schooner
67 tons, with 140 cases
,
can. Ifthey do not "turn Turk" and
"enter," it can- of
dry goods, 20 bbls. sugar, with some glass and
'

—

—

—

r

~>r

Castine, captured by
and sent into that port.

'iot

Aid'jects, to

all intents

and purposes."

No — no

trading

-with the

enemy,

we are

not without our suspicion.
1415. Schooner Pegs}', with some dry-goods, cap-

in some cases,

the

and, it released tured
fajstm-e^mcorngibleyankeedogsj"
by the Caroline of Baltimore, divested and
on nny terms m\\diave good reason to
praise the made a cartel of.
ot hls h, «;hness ' «*
1416 sloop Eliza, captured by tlte same, and
regenf wid
de of
sunk.
was the reasoning of Jlmericans fur
Such, alas
1417. Schooner Mariner, with dry goods, captured
one thousand vessels captured and ten thousand cithe same, divested and made a cartel of.
tizens impressed into the service of Great Britain— by
1418. I5rig Stephen, 14 guns, 30 men, from St.
11 one
day again be the reasoning: of ma- Thomas
forCurracoa, with a rich cargo of dry goods,
nywho now call out "millions for defence but not aL
captured by the same after a short action divested
cent for tribute" if
England shall again pursue her )f her
cargo, which tilled the Caroline choke full,
old practices; and they will consent to
pay a tribute und riven up to the prisoners.
to let much more degrading and
than
oppressive
nJ-The Caroline has arrived at Wilmington, N. C.
::i
p '"•>'"'
1
Algiers would exact oF us.
hope with hot choice spoils-worth ,*uck money, being
;
that^»
some arrangement wdl be made in
to
valuable
respect
mil as she
hold
:

TlS

.

|

1

—

—

|

.,-

I

•

shall secure the
protection

L

of the

could

of

goods/

1419. Sloop Trinidad, with a cargo of coffee,
hides and logwood, captured by the letter of marque
An American vessel might as
easily be "mistaken"
Lira Kamschatkadale as a
Jonquil, of New York, divested and burnt.
Spaniard, Portu~ticise or
Swede for an Englishman. See Mr.
*
Pickerings letThe old "blue law" of Connecticut is, I believe
tors. 8cc. on impressment.
|

in

^

substance as

follow.-:

—

I'his Pact
literally occure'd many years ago.
No priest shall enter this dominion if he does, he
\s Fredericl.- Gitelph is of the Bible
ties of shall be led out the first time and driven out the sesocieti
Treat Britain. How strange that sue!, a
thing si otild cond— but if caught therein afterwards, be shall he
beat the head of such an instituti on
r

J

I

J

htrrg.
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The Jonqiill has arrived at Beaufort, with a valuable cargo, in 9 days from Port-au-Prin&e.
1420. Brig Equity, from Greenock for Quebec, laden with 141 pagages of dry-goods, 3/ pipes brandy,
20 do. gin, 45 do. wine, 30 boxes glass, 6 hhds loaf
sugar, 2 do. hams, 41 boxes barley, 6 boxes pipes,
captured by the Orlando, of Gloucester, and sent
i ito Boston.
1421. Brig Lord Wellington, from Halifax to Havanna, captured by the letter of marque Diamond,
of Baltimore, (on her voyage from Havanna to New
York, where she bad arrived with 240,000 lbs. cofand 10,000 lbs. pig copper) and supplied wjifi pr(r
and given to up the crew and some Spanish

fee

visions,

passengers.
1422. Brig Margaret from Lisbon for England,
with a full cargo of Lisbon wine, captured off the
British coast, by the Young Wasp, of Philadelphia,
and sent into that port.

Hero, of 610 tons, 14 guns and 27
for Jamaica, laden with fish and
lumber, captured by the Ino, of anl sent into, Bos1423. Ship

men, from Halifax
ton

The Ino had been
Was the

first

The Hero

out only four days, and the above

vessel she

had

seen.

nine years old, a clump, Swedish
built vessel.
She mounts six 9 pound carrortades,
four 12 pound do. two lofg 9 pounders, and two long
(j's.
The Ino has only five guns.
The Hero struck without firing a gun. She has
in a cargo of about 520 casks of shad, mackavel,
is

salmon and herrings 202 do. dry fish 36,000 feet
of lumber; 98,000 staves and some shingles. She
took in some of her cargo at Quebec, which she left
early in November. She carried a cargo to Quebec
in October, from England, invoiced' at 300,000/.
;

;

;

sterling.
1424. BrigColiers, from

With 1500 barrels of

and pork, captured

Cork

for Quebec, 220 tons,
and a great quantity beet
the Amelia of Baltimore, and

flour,

fay

burnt.

1425 Schooner Nancy, from Boole for Newfoundland, 250 tons, with an assorted cargo of bale goods,
provisions, &.c. captured by the same, partially divested of her richest goods and ordered into port.
1426. Brig Harmony, from Alicant for Newfound-

land, 200 tons, with salt and wine, captured by the
same, divested of the latter and given up to the
prisoners.
1427.. Brig Elizabeth, from Cork for Newfoundland, 250 tons, with a cargo of bread and ilour,
government stores, captured by the same and burnt.

1428. Schooner Neptune, 8 guns,

18 men, 450

tons, with a cargo of bale goods, wine, gin, &c. cap.
tured by the same after a little
fighting, divested
of part of her goods, manned and ordered into
port.

1429. Ketch Caroline, under "Danish
colors, from
to Lisbon, overhauled
by the same, and divested of seven packages of
dry goods, as British
property.
1430. Brig Susannah, from St. Andrews for Barbadoes, with lumber, captured by the same and made
a cartel of.
1431. Schooner Mary,
formerly the Climax of
Baltimore, 16 guns, 12 men,
bv the same

London

captured
and sent into Philadelphia.
altera long chase,
1432. Brig Pallas,
formerly the French privateer
Sans Souci, 8 guns, 21 men, with a
cargo offish, captured by the same after an action of 20
minute?, and
sent into
Philadelphia— Ij-The Pallas is of 250
tons— her fish appears to have been returned to the
waters to make room for a
part of the cargoes of the
Harmony, Neptune, Caroline, fee. She is reported
Ml be full of choice
Roods.

PRIZES.

iti*

The. Amelia has arrived at Philadelphia tvyth a
cargo of rich spoils. During the crui&e she put
into L'Orient and was treated with great
hospitality
and touched at St. Bartholomews, for a supply of
water; but the governor would not let her have any
full

—

and ordered her

She had tnly 6 guns and 73

off.

men when she sat out on her cr hize.
The aggregate amount of her captures are— 10 vessels, 2270
She was often chased—
tons, 112 men and 32 guns.
once for 53 hoiirs.

1433. East India ship General Wellesley, 8
guns,
86 men, 500 tons, coppered and found in the best
manner, with a cargo of 18,000 bars of iron, some
dry goods, porter, cheese, &c. outward bound, separated from her convoy, and captured by the Yankee, after a running fight manned and ordered in,
Oj'This valuable ship was unfortunately lost oti
Charleston bar, (being chased by an enemy's vessel)
on the 12th inst. The original crew consisted of 56
Englishmen and 50 Lascars seven of the of former
and all of the latter were retained on board, and all
lost but seven
Two of the prize crew were also
drowned. The Yankee was left in pursuit of a fleet
of twenty sail.
How "impudent."
Loss of the General IVcllcsky. From a Charleston paper of January 16
Several boats went down
to the wreck of the General Wellesley on
Saturdays
She is almost entirely under water, lying on her sidej
of
one
of
and
a
feet
her main
her
cat
heads
tew
only
chains being visible. She is supposed by the pilots"
to have been an old vessel, from the apparent ease
with which her upper works went to pieces, and
from the fragments of knees, &c. which bore evident marks of age. As she was then situated, iheie
was little probability of saving any of her cargo.
Should a heavy blow and high sea cany her entirely
to pieces, the
bouyant part of it might be sayed.
We learn that about fifty-six of her people, chiefly
Lascars or Seapoys, were unfortunately drowned the
the night after she struck; between 30 or 40 of
whom were launched into a watery grave at one
time, by a tremendous sea Carrying away her poop
and quarter deck. The following articles comprised
viz. 17,266 bars of
the General Wellesley's cargo
orter, 17 pipes brandy*
iron, 70 bbls tar, 154 hhds
48 cases pickles and sauces, 107 firkins butter, 10
cases wine, 3 hlids ginsang, 120 ca.-ks bottled ale,
14 jars oil, 60 kegs white paint, 12 kegs black do.
6 bottles oil, 5 cases glass, 34 trunks, bales, boxes,
esses, kegs and baskets merchandize, 2 puncheons
rum, 12 cases cheese, 31 baskets do. 300 hams, 600
2 cases cloths,
keg's herrings, 600 half kitts salmon;
20 firkins dry salmon, together with numerous other
articles put under the denomination of stores.
170 tons, a valuable vessel^
1434. Brig
from Castine for Jamaica, with a cargo of fish and
fcumber, brought into
by the Paul Jones.
1435. Cutter Eliza & Peggy, from Malaga for
London, with fruit, captured by the Lawrence of
Baltimore, divested of part of her cargo, and made

—

—

!

—

—

—

:

i

,

a cartel of.

1436. Brig Good Intent, from Corunna for Newthe same and
port, (Eng.j in ballast, c.ptUied 'by
burnt.
1437. Cutter Dart s with a cargo of wine, raisin's*

&c. from Malaga, captured by the same, divested of

some of her cargo and burnt.

1438. Brig Christian, from Faro for London, with
a full cargo of cork, dog-fish skins, almonds, Sec,
captured bv the same and burnt.
14^9. Schooner AtaUnta, from Halifax for Martin icoj with a cargo of
and burnti

The

I

.fWiatv.

fish,

captured by the same

-awrence arrived at New York on the 25th of
took 13 ppiees^SS
iJuriNg her bftftee she
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were manned, some of* them very valuable, arid are
,«) be
accounted for. She made 106 prisoners,
but brought in only 15. The vessels captured by
She lias
her amounted to mere than 3000 tons
brought in some goods.
1-440. Brig Lord Wellington, laden with fish and

15,

1

hi j.

acknowledgments of the kind treatment of

captain"

Nichols, ot the Harpy, to' his prisoners, deserves
lecord
Captain William Drysd'ale, late of the ship William &. Alfred, captured the- 2d Januarv, 18)5, b\ the
brig Harpy, returns his grateful acknowledgment
lumber, captured by the Expedition of Baltimore to William AYc^ofo,esq»commander of the kSiicl brig,
and all his officers, fur their great civility, induland burnt.
1441. Ketch Expedition, captured by the
gent lenity, and humane usage, While on board,' and
; nl cast away on Cape Cod.
Lading not mentioned. generously delivering \<p all his private property.
1442. Schooner Goldnnder, (formerly belonging And should, at any future time, capiain Nichols,
to New Yoi k) with a cargo of salt, captured by die or any of his officers, come to London, captain D.
Young Wasp of Philadelphia and sent into Eliza- will be happy to see them athis house, No. 12, S:epnev Green, near London. Given under my hand, on
beth Chy, N. C.
1443. A transport, with 250 troops, from Halifax board the Harpv, at sea, this 6th day of January,
WILLIAM DRYSDALE,
for Castine, chased ashore near the latter place by 1815.
Late captain of the ship William
three privateers and lost. The troops, however, got
JVfred.
We, the undersigned, feeling congenial sentiments
safely to land and marched to Castinewith c.'Mi tain DrysdaiejtoWa'rds captain Nichols, lieu144..".. Sloop Governor Ilodgdon, with a few cases
of dry goods and hats, and some cordage, white tenant Place, and the officers on broard the Harpy,
lead, &c. captured by the Dash of Portland, divested and desirous that such humanity and goodness may
be made public, as well in the United States as in the
and given up.
1445. Brig Only Son, from Barbadoes for St. Johns, British nation, declare, that our treatment is worthy
and that all our
with rum, sugar and shrub, captured by ditto and of every praise and encomium
ditto.
private property has been held sacred to us, and a
tender to the British fri- cartel fitted for us as earlv as circumstances would
1446- Schooner
,
CEO. HARBISON,
gate Hebrus, 1 pun, 36 men, captured near Charles- permit.
W. NEWELL,
ton, bj the United States barges, under lieut. KearJ W. HALL,
ney.
laden with provisions for the
M'CAftTHY,
1447. Biig
the army, cap' tired near New Orleans, where she
flute masters of vessels taken by the Harpy J
On board the Harpy, Jan. 6, 1815.
had grounded, and burnt.
1454. Brig Courtney, from London lor Rio Janeiro,
1448. Ship Jane, from Merimachi, laden with
ember, captured by the Harpy of Baltimore and with dry goods, copper, &c. cuptured by the Yankee
of Bristol, divested of her richest articles and manburnt.
1449. Brig William Neilson, of Liverpool from ned for the United States.
1455. Ship St. Andrew, 8 guns, from London for
Quebec, with a number of passengers and a cargo of
lumber captured by the same and made a cartel of. Teneriffe, captured by ditto and ditto.
2456. Brig Speculator, captured by the same, and
1450 Schooner Nine Sisters, from Lisbon for Liverpool, wiili a cargo of fruit, captured by the safnc made a cartel of.
and burnt.
(Xj'The East India ship General Wellesley, also
The pri1451. Brig Louisa, from Gibraltar for Greenock, captured by the Yankee has been noticed.
with a cargo of wine, figs, raisins, &c. captured by vateer has arrived at. Beaufort, N. C. full of rich
the same, divested of part of her goods and manned goods. She has made six prizes in all.
1457. Brig Patriot, from Prince Edward Island,
far the United States.
1452. Ship William k Alfred, from London for with a cargo of timber, sent into Charleston by the
Antigua, with dry-goods and plantation tools, cap- Brutus of Boston.
1458. Brig Dantzic, (cargo not mentioned) sent
lured by the same, divested of her dry goods, and
into an eastern port, by the l'atil Jones.
manned" for the United States.
1459. A tender to the British ship Dauntless, arm3453. Ship Jane, from London for Antigua, with
a cargo of provisions on government account
cap- ed with a 12 pound carronade, some swivels and
tured by the same, and her cargo being thrown into muskets, and with 19 men, commanded In a lieut.
the sea and the vessel otherwise disqualified for tlie in the navy, captured by a small parly of militia,
near St. James' Island, in the Chesapeake bay.
voyage, given up as a cartel.
The Harpy also captured the valuable ship Gar1460. Transport brig Cyrus, with bread, rum and
She has clothing for the British army" at New-Orleans, 4
land, with a full cargo of mm, sugar, &c.
arrived at Salem, as full as she could hold of various guns captured in lake Borgne, by an U. S. launch,
kinds of chosen goods as follows: 118 boxes and commanded by sailing master Johnson, and burnt
trunks* and 1 16 hhds. and Casks of dry goods, jew- in the face of the enemy.
1461. Transport brig
elry, plate, ladies rich dresses, navy trimmings, rich,
captured in the midst
infants clothing, &.c. ; 330 boxes fresh Malaga rai- of the British fleet in lake Borgne by certain U.S.
sins
66 nails fresh Turkey figs 158 pieces British boats under the command of Mr. Shields, purser
Mr. Shields
a quantity in the navy, volunteer, and burnt.
manufactured goods ; 29 bolts canvas
of cordage.
also captured 2 boats, and in this daringly romantic
pipes sherry wine 3 bbls powdtfr
carronades, muskets, pistols, cutlasses, sails, signal expedition among the enemy's fh it, made 78 priwhite and patent sheet soners, brought in, and several others that he could
digs lamp and paint oil
nautical instruments; cut and other glass
not get away. His whole force was only 50 men.
l^ad
medicines and sundry other articles; also upwards See official account, vol. vii.page 406.
1462. Brig Peter, from Messina for Loudon, a
of 100, 0C0 J sterling in British treasury notes and bills
of exchange.
very valuable vessel, and sent into N. C. by the"
She was frequently chased but escaped with ease. Lawrence of Baltimore. She has a full cargo, con)et
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She was at sea 85 days, and cruized off the coast of sisting of 134 tons sulphur, 300 bags sunrc, 36 cases
Ireland, in the British channel, bay of Biscay, &c. claret wine, 4 casks citr.it lime, 5 boxes oranges,
and is a noble vessel of 349 tons, carrying 14 heavy 145 ditto lemons, 6 bales of wool, 1 19 ditto rags, 91
guns and about 190 men. The following honorable barrels ofraisin? 1 jr.r essence cf oranges.
:
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1 479.
for Leghorn, with
Schooner Nauoy, formerly an American ves r
1.463. Brig John, from Liverpool
tin: sel, captured and recaptured 4 times,
captured by
cargo of I;-v goods and hardware, captured by
the same, and burnt.
Perry of Baltimore, diyested of as many pfhermost
1180. Schooner Hazard, from fgulifax, with dry
valuable articles as the Perry would hold, and
goods, &c. captured by the same, divested of lifer
manned and ordered into port
with cargo and burnt.
1 16-t.
Brig N nicy, from .Malaga for London,
1481. Schooner Sea Flower, with a cargo offish,
a small cargo of fruit, captiued by the same and
made a cartel of.
captured by the same, and burnt.
1485. Schooner Lucy Ann, captured by the same
the Delaware about the
0£/* The I'erry arrived in
1st of February, with a full cargo of chosen spoils, and made a cartel of.
1183. Brig Forth, fitom Halifax for PictoB, in
and has made' a capital cruise. She was chased
some eight or ten times by brigs of war, sloops of ballast, captured by the same, and burnt.
1484. East India ship Sta.r, captor"
y the .same,
war, frigates or razee*, but laughed at them all, excent that close on th* coast it so happened that she as per the following extract from Ear logbook;
saw
a sail on oijr
had to receive the fire of a razeeJr—which she did j" Jan. 2$, lat 24, 10, long. 35, 50,
At 11 A. M. got out
an 1 escaped, though much cut in her hull and sails.! lee quarter and gave chase.
the
and
the
toward
reachchase.
At 45 11.
She was so close that the grape from the ship
swept
sweeps
What other than an American would not notes past meridian, being within half gun shot of.
e'dher!
showed
?
which
commenced
the chase,
have (bused his flag, under such circumstances
English colors,
1465. Three masted schooner
,
captured by action with her. At intervals we used sweepis, so
to
side.
The
as
action then continued unInlet
on
New
and
lost
the Warrior, oX New-York,
get along
interrupted on the side of the enemy, and at times
bar, N. C
1466. Ship Wiliiam, captured by the Charles Stew- suspended on ours, until quarter past two, when wte
had gained a position across his stern, and being
lumber.
art, of Boston, and sent into Bath-^-cai-go
by the Harrison, of ready to give him a broadside and board, he struck
1467. Brig
-, captured
his colors.
The prize proved to be the British ship
Baltimore, divested of a quantity of dry goods and
she was from
Star, of 8 12 pounders, and 26 men
ransomed.
under Spanish colors, cap- Batuvia, bound to London, with a cargo of coffee,
1168. Schooner
,
tured by the same, and divested of a quantity of sugar, cinnamon, qamphor, s»gp, nankeens, torto;
goods belonging to certain British merchants in Ja- shell, &<:. The Star had one man killed akd one
wounded, several shot in her hull, and received conwriici, and given up.
Tha captain of the Harrison was killed in a siclerahle damage in her spars, sails and rigging,
The privateer We had several shot tlyough the sails, one in Hi
battle with a British sloop of war.
foremast and one in the foretopmast but no perhas arrived at Wilmington, N. C.with her cargo.
The York, of Baltimore, has arrived at Boston J sonal injury. We put two pri/;e masters and" 18
after a very unsuccessful cruise, having captured men on board, and commenced taking out part of
after re- the cargo and repairing damages
29th, we wers
only one vessel, which was immediately
taken, and suffered exceeding by gales of wind, in this day employed in taking goods out of the Star."
This valuable prize was- parted with' a kttls way
w Inch she lost 4 of her people overboard, with the
off the coast on the 2'ith February, in a snow storm.
cannon, shot, anchors. Pec.
1470. Ship Mary, 246 tons, 6 guns, from New- The Surprize has arrived at New-York, with a a.rgo
found land for Lisbon, laden with 5000 quintals of valued at % 150,000. Dec. 24, she arrived in the
of Boston, and outward harbor of Brest; fired a salute, Which was
•fish, captured by the Little George,
sent into Marblehead. The -Mary is a very fine answered by 11 guns from the French admiral's
Jan. 9th, sailed from Brest
vessel.
ship.
14th, was chased
1471 Schooner Brent, .a tender of the Severn fri- by a ship of war for several hours she fired 100
shot at us, but we escaped in the night.
gate, commanded by a midshipman, with 13 men,
The Star arrived at New-York on the28lh Februcaptured in Baft's bay, (near Charleston) by certain
Her cargo consisted of 1180 bags sugar, 5921
of
the flotilla under commodore Deut.
boats
ary.
laden with rum, wine and dry Bags fcoffee, 45 tubs camphor, 297 bags sago, 224
1472. Brig
goods, sent into Ocracock, by the Kemp of Balti- cwt. Sapan wood, .'2 bales nankees, 83 cases china-
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mon, and 45 cases tortoise shells. The whole Worth
It is said that this vessel
1473. Sloop Enterprise, from Guernsey for Ma- about $300,000.
really
deria, with dry goods and flour, captured by the belonged to a member of a certain "committee «l*
that
the
visited
of
divested
of
and
Baltimore,
former,
grievances"
recently
Whig,
Washington City,
If it be so, she is doubly to be valued.
given up to prisoners.
Two
1486.
one
1474. Brig Brunswick, from Grenock for South
laden
with fish and
vessels,
1485,
America, with a cargo of dry goods., crockery, &c. oil, the other with coal, captured by the Iianger,
and burnt.
ciptured by the same, divested, and burnt.
a collier, captured off .the
1475. Schooner Britannia, with a cargo of fish,
1487- Ship ,
from Newfoundland for Lisbon, captured by the coast of England, by the tlanger, of Boston, and
same, and burnt.
burnt,
1488. Brig Athill, S guns, from the Mediterra1476. Brig Hace Horse, with the same, captured;
with a valuable cargo, captured by the Lawby the same, and burnt.
jnean,
The Whig has arrived at New-York with a full rence of Baltimore, and put into Brest in distress,
cargo of valuable goods, the choicest of the spoils January 6. As the signing of the treaty must have
of the foe. She had an engagement with a British been known there at that time, we calculate this vespacket of 14 guns (the Whig carried but 8) which, sel as being a good prize.
The D.<vid Porter privateer, has arrived at Newhowever, made her escape. She was chased by an
Algenne frigate. The prize goods she has on board York from a cruize of 80 days, off he Western
are estimated at the value of
Islands, coast of Portugal and about the Madeiras
70,000.
1477. Schooner Mary, with a cargo of fish, cap- and Canaries, and along the coasts of Brazil,
Caytured by the Surprise of Baltimore, and burnt.
enne and Surinam, and from there home, through
1478. Schooner Good Intent, with furs, &c. cap- the West Indies, during which she matfe
three
only
ered by the same and destroyed,
divested.
as a cartel.
captures twp manned and one
more.
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ocean seemed deserted by British vessels— she
boarded manv neutrals.
1489. Three masted schooner George, from Rio
Gran If, Africa, to Gotee, with timber, captured by
David Porter of Boston, and made a cartel of.
$,fte
1490. Brig William, from Portaventura for London, with a cargo of wine and barilla, captured by
the Lawrence of' Baltimore, and sent inio North Ca-

1496. Brig Lady Troubridge, 8
guns, 208 tone,
with a cargo of live stock, from the
Cape de Verdfl
for Btrbadoes, captured
the
by
brig Ino, of Boston,

Che

aid burnt. This vessel was
captured and destroyed
within two miles of the Island of Barbadoes, and
within the view of the British vessels of war lying
at Bridgetown.
The lao was lost off Charleston
the particulars are interesting, and are as follows,
extracted from a paper of that citv
Charleaiun. March 7.
The officers of the Ina

—

rolina.

with a cargo of fish and oil,
Brig
gent into Portsmouth by the Charr.plain privateer.
149?. Brig Susanna, "of Liverpool, 200 tons, copcoffee and
ptred, with „ Tail carso of sugar, cotton,
on her voyage from Hafepanish tobacco, captured
vannah for England, by the Sine gnu non privateer,
The S. vyas
of Boston, and sent into Portsmouth.
under Spanish colors, and was called the Antonio
but her true character and name was discovered.
149:5. Brig Plying Fish, 240 tons, coppered, with
a rich cargo, as follows :— 6205!bs indigo; 54 hhds.
double refined sugar; 152 bags, 109 bbls. and 82
1.491.

15, 1815,

,

—

readied town yesterday morning from Boll's and politely furnished the editor of the City Gazette with
the subjoined particulars of the cruise and subsequent destruction of said vessel. The name of the
reef on which the lno struck, is Racoon
Key. Her
crew, 82 in number, arrived here yesterday, having
travelled from the scene of their shipwreck on foot.
The Ino belonged to Boston, and was owned by the
hon. Wm. Gray. It is to be observed that on Friday last, the 3d inst. twelve days had elapsed siRce
the date of the president's proclamation, and thircasks be^t green coffee; lit) bags Sumatra pepper teen since the ratification of the treaty of peace
10 casks anatto
74 bags cocon
1 cask pimento
which, by one of its articles, allows twelve days to
2 casks salarmoniap 9 bags cloves 8 bags cinna- put an end to hostilities on our coast, of which cirmon 2 puncheons 4th proof Jamaica rum 23 casks cumstance the captain of the Severn could not but
55 cases superfine British shirting be informed and yet he drives the Ino on shore, and
painter's colors
cottons
17 bales superfine long cloths 1 cisk and makes prisoners of two of her creiv. This may be
1 cask files
1 case razors, cork screws and needles
peaceable and friendly conduct in the vocabulary of
2 casks of saws 2 bales green serge 2 casks por- John Bull, bnt it is very different in that of Ameriter
180 cwt. 76 lbs red Saunders wood, captured cans. We hope it is the last act of the kind we.
en her voyage from London for Treiste, by the Da- shall hear of.
March 7, A. M. in 10 fathoms water, off Charlesvid Porter, and sent into JVefttbedfprd. Cargo valued
at from 150 to 230,000 dollars. "The Flying Fish is ton, standing in, discovered a large ship at anchor
off the bar; wind light at N. to N. N. E. hauled
a vessel of 110 feet on deck.
1494. Ship Corona,335 tons a new vessel.coppered, close on the wind, starboard stacks aboard. The
8 gun,-, a with threat cargo of coarse clothing, negro ship, which we soon discovered to be a frigate,
and crockery, &c. fi-om London, weighed and stood for us, and by the shifting of the
slops, wine, cheese
for Grenada, captured by the Chasseur of Baltimore, wind hemmed us in between her and the shore ;
after making every exertion with sweeps, &c.to get
and sent into Wilmington, N. C.
The Chasseur deprived the prize of her guns to clear, found that the frigate, by the help of her
had thrown overboard in close boats and breeze which sprung up from the offing,
replace ;ome tint she
chase by the Barossa frigate, on her passage out to came upon us, and that we could not either get into
Charleston, or weather away Cape Komain, were
her cruising ground.
1494. Packet (brig) Lady Mary Pelham, 10 guns, obliged to bear up and endeavor to get into Bull's
and sent into; Bay, in which attempt the Ino unfortunately struck
captured by the Kemp of Baltimore,
Wilmington, N.C. The L. M. P. made battle with upon a reef. On this being perceived, the frigate
the Kemp, but after having one man killed and 8 immediately sent her boats to attack us but by a
wounded, and at the moment that the latter was few well directed rounds rtf grape and canr.ister.they
about to board, submitted. The K. had 1 man kill- were forced to retire. In the night the Ino bilged,
and threatened to go to pieces, we (having lost our
ed arid three wounded.
1495. Brig S.irah, coppered, with a full cargo of boats some days before) proceeded to construct rafts
At 4, A. M. cut
for- Alicant, captured by to transport ourselves on shore.
fish, from Newfoundland
the brig Warrior, of New-York, and sunk.
away our masts ship in a very dangerous situation,
on her. beam ends. At day light discoQ~)=The following extract of a letter from capt. and laying
Champbin, of the "Warrior, giving an account of vered the frigate at anchor, and her boats pulling
for us
his rencontre with a frigate, is amusing
prepared to receive them when within
f'Qn the 15th cf Dec. made the island of Fayal, grape range, hoisted out' dag on a pike staff, and
end was standing in for the harbor, when a frigate gave them a broadside of grape and cannister on
We hen manthat was lying there at anchor, slipped her cables which they precipitately hauled off.
and made sail in chase of us. At 8 P. M. about 3 ned our rafts and set fire to her, at two, P. M. she
miles distant, at which time it was blowing very blew up. While at the most imminent hazard of
fresh and squally, the chase rather gaining on us. lour lives, our rafis torn to pieces by the breakers,
After a chase of about 60 miles he came up within land part of us swimming, they again came in with
from their boats, &n& valiantly took two poor fellows who
grape shot distance, and opened a fire on us
two of his bow guns, About which time we got *vere swimming for their lives, and carried them off.
our atar-H We finally succeeded in getting on a sand pit, from
long lorn to bear on him, and run out all
board guns, which indicated a disposition to fight which unpleasant situation we were relieved by the
(as be thought,) at which she shortened sail to give 'humanity of captain Johh Paixurs, of Charleston,
us battle in due form at which favorable circum- [commanding a small schooner lying in the Bay.
stance, about 2 H. M. 1 reluctantly resorted to the Thepfficers of the lno at present forbear making
only means of escaping from capture, which was by any comments on this extraordinary transaction, but
1 accordingly merely observe that they had, no idea of peace having
freeing the brig of part of her load
Cast ovl'i board eleven of her guns, and escaped from taken place but have ascertained that the captain
the chase he was in sight next morning, but did of the frigate (the s,, "a > had known it for many
fiot fontince the chase
Q)ie iA bis May. qnly l'l us
&»)
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At 2, bore up foe
1497. Sliip Mar}' and Susan, 470 tons, will) an .immediately prepared for action.
immense cargo of dry poods, brandy, pin, Madeira bis weather quarter, and hoisted our colors; the
wine, and plantation utensils, from London for Ja- enemy, at the same time hauling up !i is courses and
At half past 2, commenced theac.
niaica, captured by the Chasseur of Baltimore, and lying by for us.
sent into Savannah. The Mary and Susan is a great ti on within musket shot, observing the enemy to fire
7
vessel.
puns from his broadside, besides swivels, with a
1493. The schooner Arrow, from Catalonia for tremendous shower of rnusquetry, which led us to
with
100
casks
16.50
of
casks
almonds,
London,
suppose heratrc-op ship, in which we were not dehazle nuts, sent into Salem, by the American of that ceived. At half past three, passing close under her
The Arrow vas captured .January 22 and bows to rake her, we discovered her decks full of
port.
the American has previous thereto made several soldiers, who gave us a tremendous fire. At three
valuable prizes.
quarters past three, our braces, bowlines and haul1499. "His majesty's* schooner St. Lawrence, yards being all shot away
our sails literally cut to
lieutenant Gordon, fourteen 121b. carronades, and pieces
figging much damaged and two guns disone long gun, 75 men, besides a number of soldiers mounted 11 men wounded, 7 severelj
7 shot in
and passengers, captured by the Chasseur of Balti- our hull our (ore and main-mast b'auty wounded-*more, captain Boyle, after a very severe action ol our stern boat with two 18 pound shot through her
'he enemy being far superior to us in point of in •fifteen minutes, with a loss of about 40 men killed
and wounded, the Chasseur 5 killed an.i 8 wounded; til, haying 18 nine pounders, and at least 300 soland at the request of the late commander sent into diers besides her crew, thought it prudent to haul
II vim for the relict of the wounded.
off.
Our enemy having suffered, to appearance, bore
1500. Ship Adventure, lor Ilavanna, with a valua- away for Tenerifle, with some of her people slung
ble assorted cargo of dry goods and plantation uten- over the side stopping shot holes.
At 3 A. M<
and tacked ship to tb.2 S. XV. all hands employed repair.
ils, raptured by the Chasseur of Baltimore,

—

—

—

—

—

—
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ordeied for Charleston, but uifortunately recaptured
the port by the Severn frigate.
We call her a
pood prize, because her most valuable effects were
tak >n out by the Chasseur.
(Xj"The Chasseur, "the pride of Baltimore," ar^ Baltimore on Saturday evening last, and
r»ve
saluted fort JWIIenry.
She is, perhaps, the most
beautiful vessel that ever floated on the ocean:
liiose who have not seen our schooners have but
little idea of her appearance.
As you look al

big sails, figging, pun carriages and other damages.
arrived at Sivannah, March 71506. Schooner Ceres, from Newfoundland for
Dublin, cargo 15,000 galls, oil, captured by the Reindeer, of Boston, and destroyed.
1507. Schooner William, of London, from White-

TheM

oft'

]

i

haven for St. Michaels, in ballast, captured by the
same and burnt.
1508. Sloop Unity, from Lisbon for Crookbayen,
with oranges, captured by the same, and made a car-

you may easily figure to yourself the idea that
about to rise out of the water and fly in the
She has carair, sesrning to sit so lightly upon it
terror
and alarm through the \V. Indies, as apried
numerous
extracts
from West India papers
pears by
received by her; an«l was frequently chased by Brivessels
sent
on
tish
out
purpose to catcli her. She
was' once pretty hard run by the Barossa frigate
but some times, out of mere wantonness, affected to
chase enemy's men of war of far superior force! Among the "good j«kes" that appear in these papers,
is
one making out Boyle to be an "Irishman.1 ",
The account of her battle with the St. Law
rence, is inserted in page 61; and is as gallant
an affair as has yet occurred at sea. The CiiaaBear is full of dry poods, &c. She was proceeding to SJew York, when she heard the certainly
of the peace and bore away for the
Chesapeake.

tel of.

her,

15

Brjg Daphne, 2 guns, 200 tons, with a carwine, cloves, skills, &e. for London, captured
same, divested of a quantity of clove';, al*
by
monds, Leopard skins, coffee ahd ostrich feathers,

site is

9.

pro or'

!

the.

and manned and ordered into port.
(£/*The Reindeer also captured a valuable brig
which she manned.
1510. Brig Crown Prince, with acar^o of Merino
wool, sent into Sedgwick by the Portsmouth, of
Portsmouth. The value of this prize is supposed
to be $300,000.
1511. Brig Juno, a transport, captured by the same
divested and made a cartel of.
1512. Brig Ocean, from Marimacbi for Glasgow,
laden with timber, captured by the same and burnt.
1513. Brig Langlon, from Richiebucto, (N. S.) for
Scotland, captured by the same and ransomed.
S:ie
full of costly goods.
1514. Brip Adeona, with 450 bales and packages
1501. Schr. Robert, from Portsmouth,
(Eng.) of broadcloths, linens, muslins, &c. and a great quanfor St. Michaels, captured
by the America of Salem, tity of plantation stores, captured by the America of
and destroyed.
Salem, and sent into that port. This is a great prize.
1502. Sloop Jubilee, from Tenneriffe for
1515. Schooner Sultan, laden with cocoa, capturJersey,
with wine and barilla, captured by the same, divest- ed by the Morpiana, of Xew York, and sent into
ed of a few pipes of her wine and
Wilmington, N. C.
destroyed.
1503. Schooner Mope from London for
1516 Brip Sarah, for Alicant, with a cargo of coclSenegal,!
with a cargo of dry goods,
cordage and sundries, fisn, captured by the Warrior, of N.York, and ourni.
captured by the same, divested of her most valuable
1517- Brig Legal Tender, with a valuable cargo,
articles, and manned For the United States.
Three captured by the David Porter privateer, and re-capor four other valuable
We
prizes made by the America! tured by the Spencer 74 on the 7th March.
are yet to be accounted for.
account her a good prize, for being re-captured on
1504. Ship Emulation, captured bv the
Syren pri- jour coast, she must be restored,
which received a broadside
vateer, and put into Gracioso, Western Isles, \vhere,
1518. Brip
it is said, she was abandoned
from the Prince of Neufchate! privateer, on the 1st
by her prize crew.
1595. Schooner
sunk shortly
,
captured the Macdonough, of August last, in the Irish channel
of It. I. and burnt.
The Greenock paper which mentions the afnfter.
Extract from the log book of the Macdrmmiq-h.
fair gives no other particulars.
January 31, at 12 discovered a large ship under
1519. Ship Antigua, 320 tons, with n vast cargo
our lee making signals, about two
leagues distant, of dry goods and plantation stores, captured of the
two
tier of ports.
At 1, edited down lor Western Island, by the Fox, of Portsmouth, and sent
shewing
bsr, and discovered Iter lower
battery to be false; into that port.
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1520. Ship City of Limerick, with a cargo of dry
goods, crates, &c. very valuable, from London for
Jamaica, captured by the Morgiana of Mew York,
and ordered into port, being divested of her best
goods.
1521. Bi'jg Helen, from ditto for ditto, laden villi

15,

1815.

with hides and tallow, captured by the United,
frigate Constitution, and sent into New-

[don,
Slates

York.

dry goods and iron, captured by the same and ordered into port.
0TJr*We account chose as good prizes, For the Mor
ginia
arriyed with property valued at g230,000,
which she took out of them.
The City of Limerick
*
lias beeii
recaptured, but must b given up.

j

1533. dig I.oicl Nelson, with a cargo offish,
brandy and wine, captured by the same and divested of her moxt valuable articles and burnt.
Tiie Hj'der Ali privateer has been captured in the.
East Indies by the Owen Glendower frigate, with
whom she had a running fight and somewhat darnaged. She had been chased for ti» se days by the Sai
setta fi igate, which she got clear o/, but in so doing
was driven aboard the formed' but the privateer was
not given up until theniusfcetry of the frigate was
;

The

privateer ship Young Wasp has returned to
Philadelphia from a cruise of 170 days— off the coasts firing upon her. She had made nine prizes, manning
of England Spain, &c. about the Western islands
isomc, and divesting others, and had on board a vaoff St. Heiena and the'
cape of Good Hope a round luable cargo at the time she was captured and only
of about 30,000 miles She had three battles the 26 men. All of the former vessels have been re-capiirst with a
sloop of war ^ as was supposed, since tured. The Hyder Ali did not lose a man either by
discovered to have beer, a heavily armed and well sickness or casualty
during her cruise. If one of our
manned merchant ship) the second with a gun brig,[ sloops of war had been in the Indian seas, she would
reason
which by
of light and bafiimg winds she have done the enemy some "essential injury," by decould not bring to close action, and the third with
straying his ships.
the Clarendon, of 24
1534. Ship Arabella, of Calcutta, captured by the
guns (only 14 mounted) andj
nbo.T 50 men, from Batavia for London, laden wit!) letter of
marque Rambler, of Boston, on her paslbs.
some
1,150,000
coffee,
Japan wood, elephants') sage to Canton, and carried into Macao.
teeth, &c, which she took and manned.
In these af1535. Brig Madeira, with wine, captured by the
fairs she had
only one man killed and two wounded, same, divested and given up.
and lost none by sickness. She took
A letter from captain Edes (of the Rambler) dated
eight prizes in
j

—

!

—

j

—

j

—

J

—

the whole two of which have arrived, four are
yet
to be heard of, the rest are accounted for as follows:
1522. Brig Plutm, from London for Tenerifie,
with an assorted cargo, captured by the
Young Wasp
of Philadelphia, in sight of a large fleet, divested of
some of her goods and given up, a fast
sailing frigate having left the fleet to rescue her.
Ia23. Ship Mary-Ann, from the Cape of Good
Hope to Malacca, chiefly in ballast— captured by
ihe same, divested of a i'ew articles, and
permitted
to proceed.
1524. Brig Lord Duncan, from Liverpool for Bermuda, captured by the Morginia of New York and
burnt.
1525. Brig Cossack, 6 guns, from Cork to Jamaica, captured by the same, divested and made a car-

—

"Our prize (the ship Araat Canton, Dec. 6, says
bella arrived at Macao the same day we arrived at
Canton, and was taken possession of by the Portuguese government, and given up to the British commander on this station. 1 have protested against this
proceeding, and hope a proper representation will be

made

to the

Portuguese government,

who

ought,

in

justice, to pay us the amount she was insured for
at Calcutta (60,000 rubles.)
Eighteen days out, I
captured British brig Madeira, took 75 casks of wine

—

and gave her up [arrived at Nova Scotia.] Aug.
24, in the Chinese seas, captured British ship Arabella, Price, of Calcutta, took out five chests of opium, 16 bales Madras goods, and 25 boxes containing medicines, &c."

of the Hyder Ali) informs
Captain Thorndike (late

had recently existed
Schooner Resolution, with sugar, molasses, between the Chinese and English. One dispute a&c. sent into a southern port
by the Kemp of Balti- rose from sir George Staunton, (British agent at Canmore.
ton, and who was in lord Macartney's embassy)
1527. Sloop
captured by the same, in the undertaking to write and send presents to the prime
West Indies, divested and given up,
minister. This gave great offence to the superior
1528. Ship Otway, 3 gun's, from Liverpool for Ja- officers at Canton. Another dispute was occasioned
maica, with a rich cargo of dry goods and sundries, by an application from the British for the- exclusion
captured by the same, divested of as many goods of American privateers, as men of war are not alas the privateer could hold, and manned and order- lowed to ascend the river; but the Chinese answered into port. We account this valuable vessel a
good ed, that if British men of war brought cargoes they
and that American vessels were
prize, as well because the Kemp has arrived at' Bal- might come up
timore with her choice spoils, as because the
The
ship was not' more armed than the British merchantmen.
left by the
Kemp afer the spaci of time allowed by Engl is!) next required prize goods to be interdicted
the treaty in which a recapture
might be made. The —hut the Chinese said they never inquired as to any
Kemp brought jn about 200 packages sf dry -goods, vessel, where she got her cargo, or where she
1800 •stand of arms and a
to fire oh
variety of other articles.
brought it from. The British threatened
1529. Brig
the Bora
18 guns, '42 men, captured
by the place, and the Doris frigate passed
the same, after a smart action of 40
minutes, with Tigris and fired on the American schooner Sphynx
the loss of one killed and two wounded, and manned. In
and proceedconsequence of this dispute, threat
But afterwards abandoned, the
ordered down the
prize crew being ing, the British vessels were, all
and
some articles taken out, on account river, and kepi below nine weeks before there was
withdrawn,
pf the near approach of qoemy vessels of Wai\—- a compromise. A Chinese who had supplied them
There were two killed and eight wounded on board 'with some provisions while below, v.-s thrown into
tel of.

that considerable difficulties

1.526.

,

j

—

,

,

the brig
The British demanded his release hut his
prison.
1530. Brig
such had been the
Alexander, captured by the Leo, of countrymen beheaded him.
[ If
Baltimore; and cast away near TVrrol!
d with the British off' vnr
fate of the many that tfad
1531. Brig Eagle, captured
by the Lawrence of \coast'*]
Baltimore, afteiwards re-captured and wrecked. She,'
1536. Ship Anne, 417 tons,
guns, 25 men,
Vas chiefly laden with dry goods.
with a great cargo of mahoghar.y, logwood and Jus?2. Brig Susannah, frpm Bi
thq
ttos A vrfts for Lou
ric, copoered and in fine order, captured by
;

I

;

—

!

;

.'

:
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is shewn in the extract
sebcc Ultor, of Baltimore, after a slight resistance, t.tj>c
from the Boston Centinel added below. The National
into New York.
for
of
10th
the
instant, has a letter from
Intelligence*
1537. Schooner Perseverance, from Grenada
Baltimore on this subject, and it appears that the?
D,>marara, captured by the same and burnt
statement wj* simply designed to shew the
538. Brig John, froth Martinique for Antigua,!
force
WeaUy engaged in action, at the times stated. The
captured by ditto' and ditto.
on
the
St.
Dublin
for
"The
editors,
letter, say—
editors
publishing
1439. Brig Maria-Annabella, from
tew have published the aboveJetter (only just
Kitts, captured by the same, divested of a
received)
as
an
excuse
for
was
in
this
merely
Her cargo
chiefly proremarking
Irish linens and burnt,
place,
what they should have supposed was
visions.
sufficiently understood
from
the
manner
of
ihe
statement
above
1540, 1 54 1 Sloops Twins, and l'Esperance, capreferred to, that the numbers given
tured by the same, divested and given up.
applied, of
those who were present, in tha front of
1542. Sloop Constitution, from St. Harts for Domi- course, to
the enemy, in the prominent actions, and not to all
nica, captured by the same and burnt.
the citizens, armed and unarmed, at and about New1741. Brig Mohawk, of Jamaica, captured by the
same and ordered into port. We account this ves- Orleans."
"Extract from the return of the adjutant-general at
sel a good prize, being captured without and safe
New -Orleans, shewing the number of troops under
iOithin the terms limited by thr> treaty.
major-general Juchson, and engaged in the defence
1544. A vessel captured by the Avon, of Boston,
of that place.
and ransomed for §3000.
28TH DECEMBER, 1814.
1545. Ship
captured by the letter of marque
Marines
on her passage to Canship Jacob Jones, of Boston,
&c.
,es 154
Artillery, navy and volunteers at batteries
tun, and divested of 860,000 worth of opium,
7th infantry 1546. "His majesty
sloop of war Ctake, rating
44th
do.
20 gins, and carrying 34— viz. 22 thirty-two pound
Major Hind's command carronades on her gun deck— 10 eighteen pound carMajor-general Carroll's division ronades on her quarter deck, and 2 long nine's on
Brigadier-general Coffee'.* brigade
She is a queer "sloop of war," being
tier forecastle.
Captain Smith's light-dragoons
% frigate built vesscl-r-captured by the United States
New York. The
frigate Constitution and sent into
Total,
Constitution at the same time captured the sloop of
1st jan-uart, 1815.
war Levant. See page 1 1 7.
and
volunteers
at
batteries
Artillery, navy
1547. Brig Baltic, captured by the Grand Turk,
Colonel Ross's command
of Salem, recaptured by the British, and since lost.
Carroll's
division
Major-general
She had a cargo of sweet oil.
Brigadier-general Cofi'ee's brigade 1548. Cutter sloop Busy, of Guernsey, from Plyof
Major Hind's command
mouth for St. Michaels., with a cargo
potatoes,
captured by the America of Salem, and burnt.
1549. Schooner Black Jqke, of London, for Terand
cia, with coal, porter, &c. captured by ditto

and smt

.

,

V

ditto.

*

1550. Sloop Euterprize, of Guernsey, with a cargo
of flour, captured by the same and made a cartel of.
1551. Packet ship Elizabeth, in ballast, 8 guns,
SI men, captured by the same, after a short battle,
in which she had 2 killed and 13 wounded, and was
her masts, spars, hull and
literally torn to pieces
sails being penetrated by more than 700 shot, while;
the America received no injury either in men, rigging or hull. The Elizabeth was divested of her

—

armament and given up to her original crew to make
the best of their way.
She was bound from Bio Janeiro to Falmouth.
(Xj-'Besides the foregoing, and two others that

.....
-...

1
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15,

1815,

at New-Or- state, have combined
together to recover back the
pate. The property and other produce
is estimated at several sums assessed upon their estates as their
leans, likely to' fall into our hand.:,
proportions of the direct tax.
more than 14,000,000 of dollars !"
It is
tha* they had nocertain, that the reverend Humphrey Moore
(HjTIie British have though*
and take our property as ol MiHoJtd has sued one of the assessors in Hillsbofhiug to do but to come
of the sailors and many rough county, to recover back seven dollars and eight
they pleased. Nine-tenths
"demonstrate upon c»nis, assessed upon his two farms in Milford, allegof the soldiers who landed to
to ing that be is an ordained minister cf the
gospel there,
Baltimore, were provided with "great, b-g" bags
and that his estate is
a
exempted from taxation. It is
carry off the spoil. This is a fact. What howling
make when they conjectured that he is selected as leader in the van.
will 'these robbers "in the spirit"
When the I! clergymen will preach politics, at the same time
hear the doleful tidings from Orleans
on
the "booty and enjoying all the
privileges of the best government
deaths of the intended plunderers—
earth, ought the taxes to be removed from them and
six thousand !
beauty" men, are "numbered"
Captured sKenoEs.—The Norfolk Ledger gives levied upon the honest laboring farmers? Every hois wait- nest man will
say— nay.
us to understand that the Menelaus frigate
Roads for an answer to certain desFrom tlie Troy Post, April 4.
ing in Hampton
Extracts from general Wilkinson's defence.
from admiral Cochrane repatches she brought
The trial of general Wilkinson has excited so
that slaves taken from
questing information to prove
co- much interest
the United States have been sold in the British
during the winter pasr, that we prethat it is sume it will be
lonies. The National Intelligencer observes,
acceptable to our readers to see a
informed or the part of his defence. It is said the trial will be pubprobable the Ledger is correctly
of the despatches, but intimates that the lished as soon as the sentence of the court is made
!

|

import
in time of
reeujar channel for such communications,
the resident British charge des
peace, is through
or demand, of the adaffairs, and that the request,
mir.', may not be complied with.
TiiANiiSGivixG.-r-Thursday last being recommended by the president of the United Si tes as a iay of
and praise to "Almighty God
general thanksgiving
us to
for Ids great goodness, manifested in restoring
an honorable pence," was so observed, with much
the citizens of Baltimore.
propriety and decorum, by
The stores were generally shut, &c. as on a Sunday.
r
e are curious to hear how it was noticed at Boston,
where the folks pretended to pray so heartily for the
blessed event, before it was granted
Licewcia DKA3I.5B.— The stage frequently leads its
have
ail to honor our naval heroes. But the players
a custom which, though sanctioned by several even's,
d >es not applv to all our battles on the water. Their
universal custom has been to strike the British flagone dash. The noby bringing down all the masts at
lion is well enough.
Several murInrian murdeus axr avarfare.
ders have been recently committed in the Indiana
and Missouri territories. A western papir has the

W

known. The following extracts are made from the
exordium and conclusion of the general's defence.

"Mr.

cessful military expedition
failure produces discontent, discontent murmurs, murmurs recrimation,
and recrimation enquiry. It is presumed there has
been a fault somewhere the public mind becomes
i

;

and the public must be satified, even at the
expence of an hundred thousand dollars, without

restless,

one cent of profit, as in the present case.
" This would be
well, were good to come of it
but as personal controversy seldom mends the heart
or improves the understanding, it never should be
suffered on slight grounds.
:

"

:

;

settlements of Upper St. Charles.
Since the above was in type, we learn, that those

who have been killed and wounded belonging to
captain Callaway's company, and at Boon's Lick,
have large families depending on them for support

!

will

Hampshire

—
—

Patriot'''

upright and able minister would prefer to
on his own reputation,
by the persecution of a
such was
faithful, zealous, but unfortunate general
the conduct of a Chatham, whose example it is impossible an Armstrong could imitate.
" But
my case is perhaps without an example
That of a minister of high standing: and splendid
talents, seducing an officer from an honorable command and the fairest prospects of fame, to put him
on the. execution of an impracticable project, without competent means and because of its failure,
to save himself from public odium, he desceads to
tricks, stratagems and perfidies, to cast the blame
he has incurred from his own shoulders upon those
f the officer he had deceived; and this officer, a
man with whom he had been associated in the most
the
interesting scenes of the revolutionary war;
friend of his juvenile days, to whom he professed to be bound by the sacred ties ot personal confidence and attachment
"Mr. President, I disclaim high colorings in a case
of such gravity, and should disdain to excite the
were
feelings, or warp the judgment of my judges
1
capable the disclosures about to be made will
to creditestify the truth, and determine my title
:

—

"tVtfw.-

An

rest his political standing
sooner than seek to prop it

following article:
From ^Boon's Lick, March 4. Last night an exsettlements of St.
press arrived here from the upper
Charles county, informing that the settlements are
attacked by bodies of indians. On the first of this
month they stole a number of horses and killed a
the sanegro; a number of the inhabitants pursued'
the same time they
vages and retook the horses; at
were attacked by three times their number; they
action
charged without hesitation and after a smart
ofabout fifteen minutes, retreated with the loss of
one m ;m killed. The loss of the indians has been
considerable they were seen bearing oft' their dead.
It is stated that this affair has given vigor to the

Captain Callaway was known to all, and his loss
be regretted by all who estimate worth and sterling
courage.
"Church and state." The following is from the

President,

"And Gentlemen
the covrt,
" The case before of however
afflicting to the
you,
sensibiliiies of a soldier, has become too common
in our own
history, as well as that of other nations.
"The conflicts of ministers and generals appear
to be the
necessary consequences of every unsuc-

|

:

bility.

— which

better belongs to the pulpit declaimers of
the "nation of New-Kngland" than any other class of
'I copy the article as one of the curiosities of the people that I know of, and shall be shewn by and bye,
war, as it appears in the paper, /would have sup- in their works. Their insurrection-sermons shall not
[Ed. Beg.
plied this honorable designation by the fiord jacobin be forgotten.
It is

rumored that the federal* clergymen of

this

'
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ff L'rom the common anxiety we have felt to conclude the procrastinated investigation with as little
have undertaken to perform in
delay as possible,
twelve days, a work requiring a month. It must, not,
this
therefore, be expected that 1 should present
defence in that connected, prepared state with that
and analysis
regularity and complete arrangement,
of the testimony, which it was my desire to submit
to the deliberate understanding of this court, and
I

;

veteran troops of Europe, on the plains of Saratoga,
under a convention countersigned by the hind which
now presents it to the honorable court, with the
prayer , that it may be permitted to accompany the
records of this day, and find a place in the archives
of the war department.
"Mr. President, may the war-worn veteran, with
a ruined constitution, 1 lie fruit s of Hie services of
his whole life, and staggering under the load of ob-

to the sober reflection of
" In
forming a judgment

my

countrymen.
on the whole or any disI
flattentinct part of my conduct,
myself the court
will be determined by circumstances as they appeared at the time by the decisions of he moment and
not by an
the apparent exigencies of the occasion
.after knowledge of facts which could not be known
>

;

;

at the time.

" Before I enter
upon the investigation of the
testimony, I consider it an act of propriety towards
the court briefly to state the course I shall pursue
It will e recollected that a report touching the merits of that part of the campaign of 1815, in which
1 was
concerned, at the call of the house of representatives, was made up by that accuser, and presented
14;
to that honorable body in the session of 1813
and it has been admitted by the court that that re:

1

—

on
port should be taken as "prima facie" evidence
I have availed myself of this permisthis enquiry
sion, to present such parts of that report to the view
of the court as will tend to throw light upon the
enquiry before it, and to explain the principles and
motives of my actions in command, from the first
order received at the dawn of the late war, to the
termination of my command on the northern fron:

115

1

loquy heaped on him by his accuser, be permitted tq
produce a more recent instance of his zeal in the*
public service; to show that if he has not been triumphant; that if lie has been deprived of the op*
portunily to swell his humble fame in torrents of
blood, ids time has not been uselessly employed to
the state
The testimonials of those meritorious, gallant of!

commodore Macdbnough and major general
M'Comb, (See. app. No. 79) seconded by the creden.

ficers,

of a respectable eye witness, a citizen of this
prove beyond doubt, that my agency contributed essentially to our naval triumph on Lake
Champlain, and the preservation of our garrison at
Pittsburgh. From these documents it will appear
that but for my precaution in establishing a battery
at the mouth of Otter Creek, the
enrly movement of
tial

state, will

the

enemy made

against that point

May

in

last

would

have blockaded up our squadron for the season. The
shores of the I. die would have been exposed to his
ravages, and Plattsburgh must have yielded to his
superior force.

Mr. President and gentlemen, whatever may bn
future destiny, a destiny at this moment wrapt

my

in clouds, I shall bear in grateful recollection the
patience with which you have waded through the
Mr. President, open the case with a tedious inquiry. I confide in the justice of your
brief narrative of facts and incidents after which award, because I am satisfied it will be founded in
Whatever it may be, I am prepared to
1 shall proceed to compare and apply the testimony
integrity.
and will conclude with a rapid summary of the meet it with complacency, and were it proper for
me to express a wish on the awful occasion, which
whole."
interests my feelings closer than life itself, 1 should
CONCLUSION.
" The artifices of
my accuser prevailed he de- say If guilty, let my punishment be exemplary
prived me of my sword in the dawn of the cam- If innocent, acquit me with honor. Then I shall
paign threw me out of the path of glory, and the not have lived in vain."

tier last April.
" I shall
then,

—

—

—

;

;

is

injury

NAVAL.

irreparable.

" The
It nppears that a New Providence privateer has
troops formed and disciplined in hardships
and sufferings and perils, under my orders, when gallantty captured the Chasseur's prize, the St. Lawfor
ntteu
action and prepared to meet the enemy, rence, on board of which was only one American,
were destined to gather laurels to decorate the acting as prize master, on the honor of her late combrows of more fortunate men.
mander. She was, however, permitted to enter Ha"But amidst the ills inflicted upon me by this vana as originally designed, where she was taken
the
of
heaven
was
outstretched
in
hand
tyrant,
my charge of by the British men of war lying there no
behalf; and the disgraceful flight of the destroyer doubt to restore her to the prize master. Vessels from
of the capital of this country, placed the office he of!" Jjovisiana were frequently arriving at Havana
had abused in honorable hands, and secured to me with the sick and wounded by the former of which
an impartial tribunal to judge my conduct. A tri- our late enemy appears to have suffered perhaps as
bunal the first in point of rank and experience, one much as by the latter. The destruction has been
only excepted,* which ever assembled in the United dreadful to think of. The cold weather destroyed
States.
But, Mr. President, 1 possess other sources the regiments that had been stationed in the West
of consolation, which no earthly power can take Indies.
from me. I have borne arms and faithfully served
Alarm! They had an alarm in England the latter
my country through three wars! nay, more I have end of January that an American squadron of three
saved her from a civil war How many toilsome days
They feared the loss of
frigates had got to sea!
have I labored for the honor of my country
How the East India fleet they feared a scouring of their
many sleepless nights have I watched over her safe- coasts! It was like a new gun powder plot the
To prevent it,
ty! Thirty-nine years past I marched a company- whole island might be blown up
over the very ground on which I now stand arraignthey immediately despatched a parcel of seventy
ed—then waste, wild and uncultivated now the
fours with a squadron of heavy frigates, to cruise for
scene of industry, of wealth and of talents, the seat the terrible "nov,
descripts."
of
of personal charms, and polishThe furious privateer Prince of Neufchatel, has
sociaj refinement,
ed society. In October next it will be thirty-eight been
and
sent into England.
captured
Several vessels with prisoners, have sailed from
years since I led the captive Burgoyne from his entrenchments to surr nder a n armv of six thousand and arrived at the ports of the United Slates within

—

—

—

!

—

—

!

—

—

!

—

—

;

*

The

court before Wh.'Cli the ccdebrated
major the

Andre was

tried

week

past.

It

appears that the British are
off by force.

most universally shipped

al-
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The British sloop of war, Loup Cervier (formerthat captured the
ly the U. S. sloop of war Wasp
with 300 prisoners
Frolic) has arrived at Newport,
from Bermuda.
greet the return of our counhave not heard that any of them attrymen.
their escape to prevent their being sent

drifting, a sailor belonging to one of the TVs, (and

We

tempted
home! but
During the

—

last week, a parcel of British sailors,
trembling at the prospect of revisiting beloved Eng-

I

and again serving their^rario?** king, contrivtheir escape from Baltimore jail
where
it was necessary to confine them to afford a hope
that their "owners might get them again." It is
really our wish that the British would keep all their
people to themselves to prevent even the semblance
of a pretext for future outrages; but their seamen
are much to be pitied; and, though we would not
land,
to

make

who had been captured in the Guerriere or Java)
vehemently exclaimed, "by G d, if the Constitution
was here, she would sink her in ten minutes."
The Endymion frigate (says the Essex Register)
with the President as her prize, having been partially repaired, the latter manned from and commanded
by 'die first lieutenant of the Endymyon, sailed from
Bermuda on the 8th of March for England, with the
British flag flying over the American on board the
President. The artifice will no doubt have its full
effect in England, and "wise Johnny Bull" believing
the Endymion to have done the business alone, will
no dtiubt be as highly gratified at the sight, as ha
was at the famous representation of the capture of
the Yankee frigates on the "Sepentine River.
The President has been appraised at Bermuda,
and threedourths of the amount adjudged to the
officers and ship's company of the Endymion and
paid them. The shares in the several classes were
1st class, 642/. 8s. 9d.— 2d class. 961. 19s. 3d.— 3d

—

We

ed

1815.

lj,

—

connive at their escape, we cannot feel sorry that
they (as so many men J are relieved from slavery.
The British ship Mars has arrived at New York
from Bermuda, with 400 prisoners being ull that
remained there.
Among those who have lately returned to their
country, we notice with great pleasure the gallant
crew late of the President frigate.
The famous privateer ship America has returned
It is stated that she has cleared for her
to Salem
owners not less than 600,000 dollars since the war.
On this datum, what is the damage she has done
the enemy?
She has not
For her last cruise see prize list.
lost a single man by sickness or otherwise during
her cruise of 134 days.
The privateer Avon, of 14 guns, has been captured
by the British brig Barbadoes, of 17 guns, after a
warm action of an hour and a half, the Btitish brig
Columbia being within three miles, in chase and
coming up. The A. had one killed and 4 wounded;
the B. 1 killed, 3 wounded—-22 of the best men belonging to the former were absent at the time of
the fight in a small sloop, for the purpose of cutting
vessels out from St. Kitts.
The sloop was captured
by the B. the next day.
The United States biigChippeway, lately launchcd at Warren, (It. I.) will mount 14 32lb. carronades,

Hs. 5d.— 4th class, 16/. 13s.
6th class, 51. lis. 3d.
class, 11/. 2s. 7d.
3/. 14s. 2d.— 8th class, 1/. 17-'. Id.
class, 571.

—

Bermuda, March

lid.— 5th

— 7th

2.

class,

On Wednesday evening

last,

Mr. Randolph of the U. S. navy, late of the President frigate, in company with some other officers of
the ship, attacked the editor of the Royal Gazette
in a most violent and unprovoked mann-r, with a
stick, while he was walking unarmed; the timely
arrival of some British officers, prevented his proceeding to further acts of violence a guard shortly
after came up, when the offender had decamped
and the next morning, we understand, he was hoisted
into a boat at the crane, from the market wharf, and
absconded. An honorable way, truly, for an officer
to quit a place, where he had been treated with ci;

,-

vility

and politeness.

From

tli£

J\'etu-York Commercial Advertiser.
New-York. April 3d, IRIS.

—

Having observed m your
an extract from the Bermuda Gazette, containing a false and scandalous account of an affair in which I had an agency, 1 send
you for publication the subjoined statement, which
and two long 18s.
1 declare to be correct.
The M.tjestic, 54, Forth, 33, and Narcissus, 32
As soon as 1 read the scurrilous remarks in the
are stated to have left Bermuda in quest of the Royal Gazette of the 1 5th ult. in relation to the capConstitution,
tureof the late U. S. frigate President, I walked to
'Fie London papers congratulate Mr. Croker, who King's Square, with a determination to chastise the
lias lately returned from Paris, that he made the 'editor.
1 soon
fell in with him, and executed my
whole passage from Calais to Dover, without seeing purpose in the most ample and satisfactory manner,
an American privateer!
There was no American officer in com pan}', exjWacdonoug Us signal. An officer who was in the cept midshipman Emmet. Mr. Ward, the editor,
battle on lake Champlain, informs us, that just as was attended by lieutenant Sanimon, of the royal
the American squadron was entering into action, navy: but by neither of those officers was I interthe gallant commodore displayed this signal: "/«- rupted or assisteil in the operation.
press' d seamen call on even/ man to do his duty/'.,
Having previously obtained my passport, and bewhich (as soon as communicated to the crews of the ing advised tiiat the editor of the Royal Gazette
enthudifferent vessels) excited in every bosom an
was taking measures to employ the civil authority
siastic ardor that would not be defeated.
[CW.
against me, I left the island the next day for the
the
PeAnecdote. [The following anecdote, (says
I am
United Stales.
gentlemen, See. &o.
R B. RANDOLPH,
tersburg Hepublican') w^.; communicated to us by
an acquaintance, who was informed of it by an
of
>he U, S. frigate President.
Mid'n, late
American captain, who was a prisoner at the time
(XjLvcry thing that relates to the reputation of
our gallant seamen, justly affects all the United
in Plymouth.]
"The British ship Captain, formerly admiral Nel- States, for it is dear t© their countrymen. There is
in the enemy to make the
son's f! ig ship, having accidentally taken lire in the
Jan evident disposition
port of Plymouth, (Eng.) and her cable having been world believe that the President was captured by
burnt, she was drifted towards the dock, where it {the Endymion, though that ship was "thbowb out
was appreh ended she would do great damage to the of combat." Captain Hope is mean enough to encoushipping, naval stores, Sic. The ships of war, and rage the idea,' though it was not until three hours
among them three 74's, were ordered to fire into and
'
In the address of the merchants of St. Georget
sink her. After a constant fire of 15 minutes,
without producing any effect, and the fire ship still notifying him of their having voted a piece of plate
.Messrs.

Lewis and Hall,

paper of Saturday

1

|

j

]

J

,'

last,
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Una vessel
!»fier his fight with the President that
struck to the Pomohe, the Tcvedos being close
aboard, Decatur** sword behig delivered to caphe Majestic, razee and at this
tain Hayes, of
time the Endymion was "like a log on the water,"
the President carrying "royal studding-sails" to
make her escape from the squadron : and admiral
Hotham also stated that she was captured by a "deThe pitiful attempt
tachment of his majesty's ships?*
to gain honor at the loss of honesty and in defiance
of truth, cannot be too severely reprehended.
The Ifyder .'Hi privateer has been captured ill the

ed the only remaining boat with papers and piece *
Of blankets, left the wreck.
having proceeded about ten yards she swamped ;
by holding on to the boat they fortunately were
thrown upon the be: ch by the surf:—-at half past 9,
the wind hauled to the smith and blew a
heavy gale,
making a tremendous sea to break Over us every mi1

—

i
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which lime many were washed from the
wreck and drowned. At half past 3, she went to
pieces, leaving nothing but her deck and upper
nute, at

—

ocean by the Owen Glendower, which slue was
driven on boaid of by another frigate, after a chase
of 80 hours'. She made 9 prizes and had gathered
up a very rich cargo from them. The Rambler,
letter of marque from Boston, on her voyage to
Canton, captured two ships she divested on of
them of her most valuable articles, and got the other

worte, and thc.se very much shattered at 4, r.M.
cut the cables, and she drove within 20 yards of the
beach— at 6, r. m, got a line to the shore by bend hi g
it to a plank and throwing it
overboard, by which
means all the survivors escaped.
The subjoined is a list of tiiose who were lost.
Mr, Ackermaii, sail maker; Mr. Cowan, 2d -mate j
Mathew Fang'), quarter-gunner; Thomas Boyton,
Isaac Jeflry, do. John
do.; Peter Daniels, seaman

safe into \focoa.

Jackson, do.; Solomon Jenkins, do.

In lian

—

—

;

;

;

John Johnson,

William Chapman, do. ;
Particulars of the th'piorecJe of the private armed do.; Snnon Simmons, do.
William Thompson, John Frazer, Henry
schooner Sir prize, of Baltimore.
Vanlamp
Nsw Youk, April 3.—At 10, a. m. got under way and William Bobbins— total 15.
From the Trenton Trite American
with a fair Wind, bound to Baltimore, with the folhave the
lowing officers, and passengers, viz. co!. Brook of the pleasure to announce, that of all the persons left on
the wreck of the Surprize but 20 or 30 were lost.
army, lieutenants Skinner, Rousseau, Cannon, Hell
;

— We

These were swept overboard and drowned.
The remainder continued on the wreck until it went
to pieces; When they floated on the deck
part to

and L'ttimer; sailing-master Godfrey acting surgeon Gordon; midshipmen Ray, Bom-man, S tailings,
Wolbert, Stewart, Mosher, Rutter and Sanderson
master's mates King and Jackson
Marshall, gunAckerner Davis, boatswain; Welisj carpenter
man, sail-maker: and one hundred and thirty sea;

,-

within about four rods of the shore, an-1
by the help
of a rope, and the assisstance of the inhabitants,
they
all reached the shore in
safety
among them the
At 11, p.m. the pilot left us outside -Sandy boatswain's wife.
rncn.j
I look
we then squared away. At 4, r. m. the wind
They arrived in this place in waggons, on Saturhauled to the s. k. braced up on the larboard lack, day morning, snd, after refresh ing themselves, proat
ceeded
to Philadelphia,
the rate of five knots.
steering s. by w. \ w. going
undercharge of the sailing
At 7, p.m. struck on the bar, about two or three master, who was the last person who left the wreck.
Dreadful
as
We
immedithis catastrophe is, it is
miles distant from Manasquan beach.
yet far from beately took in all sail, hoisted out the boats, and car- ing as bad as was apprehended.
and
made
exertion
to
ANOTHEIt
NAVAL
ried two anchors astern,
VICTOlir.
ovary
From the New-York Columbian of Monday last.
then commencheave her off', but without effect.
On
overboard
the
arrived
at Sandy Hook, the
ed lightening her, by throwing
Saturday evening
guns,
shot, dry goods, ballast, Stc. and starting the water. (late) British sloop ot war Cyane, lieutenant HoffAt half past 11, all our attempts having proved in- man prizemaster, a prize to the U. S. frigate Constieffectual, it was judged necessary to cut away the tution, captain Stewart. Yesterday she came up and
mjjtits. A half past 12, a.m. by her continued thump- anchored in the North river, saluting Castle Wiling she bilged forward and immediately filled. The liams as she passed. The British sloop of war Levesse» now lying on her beam ends, the wind in- vant was taken at the same lime. The
particulars
creasing, and every prospect of saving her having are as follows
The Cyane, captain Gordon, rated at 20,
vanished, it became necessary to make every exercarrying
tion to save our lives by boats and rafts.
The boats 34 guns, (22 carronades of 321bs. on her gun deck,
were immediately ordered along side.
Colonel 8 do. of 18 on her quarter deck, and 2 do. of 18, and
Brook, captain Barsiow and lady, lieutenant Skin- 2 long nines on her forcastle) with 175 men. And
ner, Rousseau, Cannon, Bell and Lattimer
midship- the Levant, captain the honorable George Douglas,
men Botrman, Mosher and Sanderson, and about 20 rated at 18, carrying 21 guns (18 carronades of 24lbs.
seamen, with one female left the wreck. At half 2 long nines, and a pivot carronade of 12 on her
past 1, commenced burning blue lights and port fires forecastle) with 150 men.
as signals of distress, which were continued
The vessels left Gibraltar the 17th of February,
during
the remainder of the night.
for Madeira and Newfoundland, and fell in with the
The day, which we most anxiously looked for, at Constitution off* Madeira the 20th.
Being some
length broke forth, when we found ourselves within distance apart they stood towards each other and
three cables length of the shore, amidst the breakers. made for the Constitution. At about 8 o'clock in
hoisted our jack as a signal of distress, which the evening
they fell in with her, and the action
was observed by a vessel to windward she bore down commenced, one on her bow and the other, on her
within four miles of us, and then stood off.
At 8, quarter, by clear moon light. In fifty minutes the
a. m. we discovered that the vessel was
going to Cyane struck, much cut up, and acknowledging a
At 9, a.m. midshipman Hay, gunner Mar- loss of about G killed and lo wounded, and the Lepieces.
shall and John Reed, boats wain's-m ate,
having caulk- vant endeavored to escape. The Constitution, after
manning the prize, then pursued the Levant, and r
of
the
of
the
President— half an hour came up with her and she surrendered
they say, speaking
capture
" It has
what
we
never
proved, too,
doubted, that her loss being about the same as that of her consort.
an American frigate, of the
largest class, is no match On board the Constitution were four killed and sefor a British ship like the
ven wounded. The loss of the British is known onEndymioii."
fCrewofthe U.S. sloop of- war Erie, returning
° ly by report, the regular books not being fuund ov.
from lake Ontario.
board the prizes.
;

s

;

—
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The Constitution took her prizes into St. Ysgo,
(one of the Cape de Verd Islands) where she landed
her prisoners, and on the morning of the 8th of
March, discovered three heavy British ships standa signal to cut and stand
in, upon winch she made
out to sea, which was immediately executed, and
the frigatv with her two prizes made all sail and
stood to sea, closely pursued by the British squadron. The Cyane altering her course, was not pursued. Lost sight of the Constitution and Levant in
the afternoon of the 8th, the British squadron in
chase the Constitution and Levant about four miles
to windward of the chase, and leaving the Levant
after the

1815;

the crew.'; of the
squadron, under vour command. The effects are conspicuous in the internal
economy and admirable system of discipline which
you had established, notwithstanding the novel and

among

peculiar nature of the service.

Permit us, sir, in taking farewell, most cordiallv
wish you a prosperous and
speedy voyage; and
the bosom of your relatives, and in the circle of
your friends, we hope and fervently pray, that your
health may be completely re-established: and when
y^our services may again be needed by your countrv,
that every enterprise
ofyour's may be crowned with]
success, and your life long preserved.
Kingston, liih March, 1814.
To the magistrates, minister and principal inhabitants of the town of
Kingston, Upper Canada.
Gentlemen In the address, which this
day, you
have done me the honor of
presenting, you are pleased to express the favorable
opinion you entertain of
my conduct, since the period when I assumed the
command of his majesty's naval forces on the lakes
in Canada.
to
in

—

and the British squadron very fasti
A little before sunset, and shortly

lb,

Cyane

Constitution, a heavy cannonade
was heard in the direction of the hostile ships, from
which circumstance some of the officers of the Cyane are fearful that the Levant was overtaken by the
British squadron, and probably recaptured. Of the
Constitution there was little apprehension, as she
was in good trim, sails as well as ever, and was
lost sight of the

—

tier pursuers very fast and easily.
It must at all times be
grateful to the feelings of
vessels in cb/ise of the Constitution were sup- an officer
resigning the command of a station," and
which
to
the
consisted
be
a
Jaadeira
to
receive
squadron,
from the principal and
posed
leaving
colony,
of tite Leander, Cybele, and Tiger, though one of most respectable inhabitants, such a
strong public
them appeared too small for either of them.
of
their
consideration
and esteem
testimony
respect,
Sin James L Yt:o. The Parthian knight is go- for his character, as is contained in the address now
About 70 or 80 of 'he inhabitants of before me.
in" home.
I assure
Kingston, addressed him as followsyou gentlemen, 1 am truly sensible of
To sir James Lucas Yeo, knight, commodore and your kindness, and good wishes; and sincerely trust
commander in chief of his majesty's ships and and hope, you and your families may long live in tho
vessels on the lakes in Canada, &c. &.c. &.c.
enjoyment of peace and prosperity.
We, the magistrates, minister, and principal inYEO.
habitants of the town of Kingston, understanding
Kingston, 14th March, 1815.
that you are on the eve of your departure to your
CCf Sir James, with several other British officers,
native country, avail ourselves of the occasion, and have arrived at New York, from whence
they will

leaving

The

-

JAMES LUCAS

address you, sir$ with sentiments of respect and depart for England.
gratitude for the eminent services rendered by you
CoPH °f a tetter from Com. Campbell
to the province of Upper Canada, and at the same
of the JVuvy, dated
time, with emotions of regret, in the event of your

to the

Secretary

Savannah, 29th March, 1515.

absence ftom among us.
We, the inhabitants of this portion of the province,
have more particularly, during the arduous contest
that has now ceased, continued to be in the full possession of all the rights and enjoyments which as
men and British subjects we hold dear. Our safety
and the blessings connected with it, Under Divine

SIR— My respects to you of the 18th inst. made
you acquainted with my having despatched a gunvessel to Cumberland, for the purpose of
recovering
from admiral Cockburn the barge and dismantled
gun-vessel trdcen at St. Mary's. I have now the honor
to enclose the report of sailing master John Ilulburd,
whom I sent on this duty which goes to prove n
Providence, we ascribe in a great degree to your in- most
flagrant violation of national rights, and an
defatigable zeal, consummate prudence, and incescommitted on the flag of the United States;
sant exertions, manifested in co-operating with his outrage
I have the honor to be, with
great respect, sir,
majesty's troops, directed by the ivisdom and aniobedient servant,
mated by the bravery of yourself and our gallant your

—

MUCH

G.

CAMPBELL.

president.
The lion. B. W.Crowninshield.
are conscious that your professional reputaV. s. gun-vessel, X. lo \ Camlieriand Souucf,
March IK, 1815.
tion and skill require not from us the language of
SIR
the
adulation for the support of either, but only
Proceeding with the despatch which you did
to
the
honor
of
and
entrust
truth.
Your tried heroism
to my care, I sailed from
candid assertions
jme
decision of character, had excited the notice, and Tybee bar, at 1 P. M. on the 16th inst. wind N. E.
at
of
and
half
commanded the applause
nations, steering south,
past 3 descried a sail in the
princes,
and has secured to you a name that will be enrolled S. E. quarter, which we soon found to be a ship

We

—

I

]

among the distinguished characters of your countrymen. It wera unnecessary for you to visit the
lakes of Canada, and to assume command in order
to establish your fame.
the midst of duties connected with your com[(i
mand, important to the best interests of this coun-

[standing N. N. W. about 40 minutes after she fired
a gun and hoisted her colors, the shot passing over
our fore gaff; our colors were hoisted, continued
our course for a i'ew minutes, then hauled up S.E.
the wind having blown off the land all the preceding
day, it was very smoky near the horizon. Several

Russian and Swedish vessels having passed from
Amelia for Savannah, she was taken for one of that
description, until keeping away S. W. it was discovered that some of her gun deck ports were open.
\t'e then luffed E. S. E. when another gun was fired
constitution impaired in the service of your king.
We cannot pass over the opportunity, which the the shot passed abaft the main rigging over the lee
present occasion affords us, of remarking the good quarter. Heaving his vessel too on the starboard
order and regularity which has invariably existed tack, hailed me by saying, "you damned rascal, i!

and requiring from you unremitted and continued application, it has not been without feelings of
the keenest regret, that wc have witnessed you suffering under an ill slate of health, and possessing a
try;

:
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your boat down and come on board

saying, this

,

is
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his majesty's ship Erebus, Bartholo-

I'll sink you, God mew, commander.
This is my sword,"
immediately, 1*11 lire Into you;
J'
[replied,
"
damn vou." Seeing me in the act of taking in the!' that is the United States gun vessel No. 168, w'Ri< li
"
I surrender as
damn
God
heave
officers
don't
and
crew
arc sail,
to,
your prize, myself,
you
why
as your prisoners."
He said again, " how dare you
vou, I'll sink you; I'll fire a broadside into you."
to
is
a
United
refuse
come
on
I
board
this
his
be
as
could
when
I
soon
orsaid,
heard,
As
majesty's ship
"I know not nor do I acknowledge any
states' vessel, from Savannah, with despatches for dered?"
Admiral Cockburn. In the act of pronouncing the right yon have to order me on board, or to interrupt
I shall, howlast words, a musket was fired at me, the ball pass- me sailing along the American coast.
ed near my shoulders, over the hand of the man at ever, make a fan- representation of tins most Hagrart
the helm, striking the water from twenty to thirty abuse of power on your part to my government.
feet from the vessel.
Putting the helm down, IjHod I the crew that were attached to my vessel but
of the character of the vessel, a few days since, you should not have brought me
again informed him
are on board, without first marking your vessel with a
saying, if you wish for further satisfaction, you "
I
few thirty-two pound shot, and 1 very much
he said,
at* liberty to send your boat on board
regret
n for the despatches nor Admiral tiiat I have not the command of a vessel of 20 guns,
don't care a
n thera and the United which would save the trouble of demanding satisCockburn either; God
Mates too; I'll fire a broadside into you and sink faction at a future day, by taking it on the spot."
down and come He said, "I only wish to warn you off the coast ; will
you, if you don't lower your boat
on hoard, you rascal." Put about and run close you see my orders from the Admiral to warn all
under the ship's lee, saying, "this is the United vessels from the coast i" " As I am governed by the
States gun vessel No, 16j3, with despatches fo>- the orders of my own government, I can have nothing to
admiral off St. .Mary's; if you doubt her being what do with those of admiral Cockburn." He said, I
she appears to be, you can send your boat on board thought you might be from the Cap? of Good Hope.
" You could not
believe any such thing, when you
I shall heave too, as soon as I clear s ifficient to lie
too; which was done on the starboard tack. He see she has no quarter, has not the appearance of
" if
starbeen
too
on
the
at
sea
heave
then bailed, saying,
having
you
any length of time her boats not
board tack I will send my boat on board of you ;" at stowed as if to remain long at sea nor could you
that moment discovered both bis hands up, crying suppose that were 1 from a long cruize I should run
no, no, no, no as if to prevent the firing of the quar- past the port of Savannah, thereby exposing my vesterdeck guns and musketry— most of the men were sel to any British cruiser that might happen to be
" God on the coast. He then
in readiness to fire.
said, upon my honor, I beTurning to n e, says,
d n you, come on board or I'll sink you I'll fire lieve it was an accident, but I am sure the last shot
thunder into you." 1 replied, " if you do, I shall would not have been fired if you had not been trying
At to run away from me. " You could believe no such
return your compliments with lightning."
this time 1 received, if possible, a greater Hood of tiling you saw both jibbs to windward, and the helm
a lee."
He said, upon my honor, I don't know whevulgar abuse than before. I hove about, stood to
windward of him, heaving too on his starboard quar- ther it went off by accident or was fired, no orders
when a iicu- were given to fire. After walking the quarter deck
ter, with the larboard tacks on board
tenant came alongside, ordered me into the boat, for a few minutes, returning, he said, will you see
" if
" As I
you i not go on board, every one of my orders to warn all vessels off the coast.
saying,
you will be "taken out and carried to Charleston." have nothing to do with them I can have no wish to
Go on board and tell your commander that I shall see them." If you think this will cause any dispi.it
not lower my boat, nor shall an officer or man leave between the two governments, said he, I will return
the vessel, but by force, showing him the paper for with you to the admiral and have it settled. I reAdmiral Cockburn. If you don't go on board, you'll plied, "I do not feel myself authorised in my present
be sunk as soon as I go on board I advise you to go situation to receive any satisfaction you may have in
" 1 want no
" I iiave the orders of
advice," said I,
your power to offer for such a wilful insult offered
my government, by which. I am governed tell your to the United States. I was then ordered on board,
commander that such trifling shall not pass with and to proceed with the despatches. When on board
impunity." On the boat leaving us the captain of of the Erebus I saw about twenty negroes, and on
the ship said, won't the d d rascal come? then the gun deck, looking up the hatch, thirteen black
come alongside and let me sink him; I'll fire a broad- women, several of whom I had previously see
side into him. On the boat's reaching the ship's side the neighborhood of St. Mary's. The ship 'mounted
a gun was fi.'ed; the shot paasing to leeward, through 2U thirty-two pound carronades, and 2 long e'.gh'.eens
the main sail, near the mast, cutting away one of on her spar deck had twenty ports
independent of
her bridle ports on the gun deck. As her
the stays, going between the foremast and rigging
ports were
while he gave a full vent to his vulgar abuse, throw- shut, 1 could not ascertain what guns she. had. f
ing down his speaking trumpet. Hitherto every am since informed that she is a rocket Ship she had
order of mine had been obeyed with alacrity. I now all hands at qt .uters, nor were ihey piped down
saw every one of our little crew anxiously waiting until 1 left her. 1 was detained about an hour and
the order to fire into the apparent enemy but I a quarter. My sails being torn or cut, came into
considered that several valuable lives would in all port, it blowing fresh, and the admiral under
way,
probability be lost, and the Hag struck at last. 'delivered the despatch 1o captain Hamilton of th
AVith my reduced crew it was hardly possible to es-| Ceylon
The admiral ordered it sent out as per
cape from a vessel sailing nearly or quite as well signal. I have the honor
Under
us mine.
these considerations, I fired a gun
to remain, sir, yours,
;
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across his hows, as the vessels were lying, sunk the
A lieutenaut
signals, and hauled the colors down.

board, to whom I made a formal surrender]
of the vessel he observed, that he was only a lieu
tenant. " Send an officer on board," I replied, " the

came on

very respectfully,

JOHN HULBURI).

Commodore Hugh

G. Campbell

;

CHRONICLE.

and men are your prisoners." He ordered
ine on board the ship. On my arrival on board the
WcsTK'iur commeuck. On Monday morning pass•hip, I tfas mel by the captain near the main mast, ed the faMs th^ beautiful barge Missouri, burden

officers

—

J
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fatt

about 170 tons, bound for New-Orleans, built and ter of the unfortunate man to death, before his eye c
owned by captain Henry Becktle, of Cincinnati, from He seized an opportunity when the crew were asleep
wMdr place to the falls she came in twenty-two and setting fire to the magazine, blew up the vessel.
hours and twenty-four minutes. She has on board One hundred and sixty men were victims of the bar1600 barrels of Hour, weighing 342,400 pounds, be- barity of the Turk.
Losnox, November 10. It is stated in the mili*
sides sundry other articles, and rows forty-four oars.
She is certainly the finest barge that ever floated on tary circles, and more particularly with those conthe western waters.
[Western Courier. nected with India, that the object of these reinFohkigv. We have a prospect of immediately re- forcements of troops required by the eavl Moira, and
of the efforts now made to despatch all that we can
ceiving an immense stock of foreign goods. Many
rich vessels have already arrived no less than 3 spare for that destination, is to overcome any oppofrom Canton with teas, silks, &c. within the last sition that might be apprehended from the troops in
week, and many with dry goods from Amelia, Hali- tire company's service, to the execution of an intended plan for transferring them to the king's service,
fax and the West-Indies.
Accounts from Home say that the pope has ar- which is, we are told, to be carried into effect with
rested the cjusul-general of king Joachim (Mural) all convenient speed.
The tradesmen's bills of the regal househeld are
as a spy.
A change in the British ministry is spoken of.
expected to be unsually heavy for the last half year,
The Algerines are capturing Dolch vessels. The ending the 10th October, in consequence of a late
visit.
The extraordinary expences, in only one desquadron of frigates that lately sailed from Holland
In a bill of the
to chastise them, was dispersed by a storm in the partment, amount to 39,000 pounds
coachmaker's, for 10,000 pounds, is an item for new
B»y of Biscay.
Death of Farmer's Brother, harness 3,500 pounds.
Buffalo, March 7.
Dkcembkii 27. State of Pari a reported altercation
the Six A'ations of
principal c.h'wf and warrior of
This patriotic and highly distinguished of the duke of Welling ton with marshal Macdonald
Indians.
A gentleman arrived in
chief and warrior of the Six Nations of indians, died mention of ladij Roseberry.
at the Seneca village, near Buffalo, on Thursday, at town yesterday from Paris, which city he left on
the advanced age (as is stated) of 96 years. He re- Friday last. To a friend of ours, who has seen him,
tained his mental and corporal faculties till within he gave the following information, which we submit
a few days of kis death. In a future paper we intend to our readers just as we received it, viz.
The public mind is kept in a state of perpetual
to give the public a biographical sketch of his character. He was interred at Buffalo with the honors alarm, in consequence of midnight assassinations.
No sooner does the day dawn than dead bodies are
of war.
The London papers express great apprehensions found in the street these atlrocities are nightly
that the forces about to be sent from Spain to reduce committed. But what occupies more attention than
the whigs of South America to loyalty and the inqui- any late occurrence is an aff ur in which our ambasand we hope sador was concerned the circumstances are as folsition, will be inadequate to the object
it will prove so.
They say "It is supposed that the low Marshal Macclonald lately gave a grand entertainment at his hotel, for the express purpose of
expedition is directed against Buenos Ayres. The
force of Monte Video is well known to us by expe- having the honor of the duke of Wellington's combut,
rience, since our ineffectual attack made in the river pany. Our ambassador accepted tbe invitation
La Plata. Buenos Ayres has since gained, by the from the multiplicity of business that day on his
fall of Monte Video, 5,700 prisoners, which formed hands, he forgot his engagement until five o'clock
the garrison of that plac#, and who have joined (the dinner) he was then returning from his mornthemselves to the cause of the insurgents; 390 pieces ing's ride; and, in his way home, he called at the
of artillery, 12,909 muskets, 99 vessel of war and marshal's house to leave an apology on account of
merchantmen. Dissensions have ceased among them. his dishabille. Macdonald would admit of no exand confidence is cuse, and added that his dress was not of the smallArtigas has joined his comrades;
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est consequence.
Tl?e party consisted principally
melancholy accident has Of military men, and unfortunately the conversation
turned upon the political state of Europe; when,
lately taken place. The princess of Leon, being
dressed and awaiting her carriage to go and dine from some observations made upon the subject of
with the duke of Orleans, standing too near the lire, our imposing attitude in the Netherlands, high
It
Jier clothes caught, and in a moment the blaze was words arose and the part}' broke up abruptly.
Her cries attracted her was reported that Macdonald sent a challenge the
three feet above her head.
to lord Wellington.
Be this as it may, no
family, but when her husband arrived she was nearly next day
exhausted, and her clothes in ashes. She died the meeting had taken place up to so laie as Friday last.
A
next morning. Her merit and talents are highly
panic had seized our countrymen from the frethey had alspoken of, and she was only twenty-four years of age. quency of the scenes above detailed
most
deserted Paris during the last ten days. Just
Leghorn, December 10. It is said that at one of

re-established."

Paris, January 10.

—A

—

;

the conferences at Vienna, prince Talleyrand assert- at the period of the departure of this gentleman,
ed that it would be correct to maintain the indepen- an English woman of condition was brought into
dence of Saxony. One of the sovereigns appeared to his hotel (the hotel d'Artois) in a drowning state.
"If that is so," Enquiring ,'of an Englishman, he was told it was the
insist on the contrary principle.
observed Talleyrand, "your majesty will lose!" "Lose, countess of Roseberry. Sir !I. Mildmay and that lady
said the monarch," interrupting him; "what will I had been puhliclv seen in Paris for some time past.
The tide of emigration
"You will lose, sire, your title of the Pacilose?"
Jlvburn, A'. V. March 8.
of Kurope."
sets strongly to the west; during the past winter our
ficator
A (ireek, living at Mitylene, having refused to roads have been thronged with families moving
pay the tribute, which the Turkish captain Hamed westerly. It has been remarked by our oldest set
levied in the islands of the Archipelago, was carried tiers, that they never before witnessed so great a
on board the frigate the Camrl and after having re- number of teams passing-, laden with women, chilceived the bastinado, upon a new refusal which he Iren, furniture, &c. to people the fertile l'orests cf
had made the next day, declaring he had no means New- York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio: they are- roostty
to pay, the Turkish captain put the wife and daugh- from the eastern slates

—
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part in the glory of the army or navy, refusing every
Editorial Prospective.
thing in their power that might contribute to the
and
documents
with
crowded
numbers
are
Our
yet
efficiency of either—and it is natural they should
the
to
late
facts
and
and
run fold of Cobbett for the peculiar happiness with
things belonging
papers,
war; hiicI, though we have disposed of a great miss which he has described the battles on Champlain
of such articles in the supplement to the last and a J'/attsburg, and the deeds on the JViagara,
vot.umk, no small quantity remains for future dispo- &c. &c. and, hating the constitution of ihe United
sition.
But we shall hereafter feel freedom to give States, it is proper, also, thtit they should hate him
a greater variety of content and much more imme- for
extolling its provisions, dispensing and si-curinj.7
diate interest to the ReGisteu than has lately been a
portion of happiness to the people of this country
the case
for which our means, in original or selectiinenjo] d, nay, unimagined, by the inhabitants of
ed matter, are abundant.
the old world.
We have also on hand a variety of original statisDiffering essentially from the ordinary ??<?ws-papers
;

of the dav, a dearth of matter to them will operate
to the advantage of this work. Publishing only once
a week, many tilings we inserted for record, appeared
stale and unprofitable to those who did not fully
from the conappreciate our chief design. Relieved
tinual pressure of such articles, we may range freely
amusthrough the various branches of the useful and
seldom be compelled to publish a sheet
i-iir, and
without something to gratify the various taste of
each of our numerous readers. We have hitherto
but little depended on foreign articles to make up
our paper, and trust that, in our domestic manufacnt our
tures, we have a resource which will prev
If we
friends from ever feeling the want of them.
can keep up this hoped-for interest in thje public
mind, the great cheapness of the Registsu, (its contents being compared with that even of our daily
news papers, with its less cost for postage ) will;
J
believe, yet considerably extend its circulation
through the interior of the United States.
With the calm that must necessarily follow the

•

tical tables and geographical essays, or statements
of facts; and solicit an increase of communications
on these subjeets which hereafter will be particu;

attended to.
The "events of the wai" also produced some very
We have carepretty or ingenious pieces of poetry.
fully preserved them, and shall occasionally relieve
our pages with selections from them.
In the next number, we shall commence the publication of a selection of the most interesting laws
passed at the late session of congress and have a
prospect hereafter of inserting them "by authority,"
which shall generally be done in gratuitous supplelarly

;

ments

From these outlines we think our readers may
not be under the least apprehension that we should
want interesting matter for the Register, even
though it were twice as capacious
!

The supplement

(£j*

for vol. vii. price

gl, will

probably be sent out next week. It has been delayed,
a month beyond its time by circumstances that could
will not
discussion
of
Christendom,
be anticipated. A few copies may yet be had.
pacification
political
and
lose
its
Of
fervor.
espepast,
naturally
things
convencially of the spirit lhat got up the Hartford
tion, and permitted the occupancy of a large portion
of the territory of the state of Massachusetts by the
enemy, &c. we have a good deal to say, and many All persons being acquainted with the result of the
documents and extracts to insert. We shall present
attack on New- Orleans, by one of the best appointour readers with a history of the wcobins, and of
ed and most powerful armaments that ever crossed
that "abomination of abominations'' written by themthe Atlantic, we deferred the publication of a vaselves, and make them reppnt they have ^written a
riety of documents, papers and facts belonging to
the things that transpired there, until we might
book," as Job desired that his "enemy" might do.
Tint these matters
be less oppressed by passing events. It was our
being disposed of, we expect to
hive little else to do than to maintain the principles
design to have given the whole of the documents a
but, on collecting them, it
of '.he constitution against the monarchists, allied to
place, in this paper
these jacobins by a common feeling of ambition and
Kas found they would occupy too much room,
lust for domination, against the republic.
and have, therefore, selected from them those of
the most recent date, as well as the most interestAmong the things that will occupy considerable
to insert much matter,
space will be a selection of the writings of William
ing, intending hereafter
illustrative of the character and conduct of men
This man has told
I'obhett, on American affairs.
and things, appertaining to the glorious defence
many wholesome truths to Europe and America. He
of lbs ph.ee.
certainly w«i among the most inveterate enemies ot
a republican, or liberal,
government that 1 ever
head-o.ua
7th military

New-Orleans.

;

iustihct,
jiteu",
yet it is very strange tint men possessing
Adjutant general' s of/ice,
or
should
republican,
New-Orleans, March 4, 1815.
"JVashingttmittm? principles,
Yom will please publish the following section
Sxit,
bnng forward that to lessen the force of his essa)s
extorting the glory of our arms, in Our lato contest of an act of congress, approved on the 10th day of
with his country: But so it is with the United Stat.s'
remark
April, 180'i, with the subjoined
jacobins, that "their party sinks as the country rises"
"Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That in time
and I verily believe, in the literal
meaning of the of war, all persons not citizens of, or owing allegiwords, that if they cannot govern they would run ance to the United States of America, who shall be
the state. Tiny elicited no
spark of patriotism in found lurking as spies, in or about the fortifications
the war ; they turned not on their heel to resist the or
encampments of the armies of the United States
enormous pretensions of the enemy; theytook»o or
to tlla
any of them, shall sntfe* death according

knew and
;

—

:
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nations, by sentence of a general
court martial."
The city of New-Orleans and its environs being
under martial law, and several encampments and
fortifications within its limits, it is deemed necessary
to give publicity to tlte above section for the information of all concerned. Bv command,

law and usage of

1

ROBERT BUTLER,

Adjutant-general.

22, 1815.

general believes to be genuine, the very pleasing
intelligence of peace is placed almost beyond a doubt
You will please, however, in giving it publicity, to
state the despatches referred to, have not, from
some extraordinary occurrence, reached the commanding-general, and consequently leaves us in
doubt whether the state of peace relates to the treaty as negociated at Ghent, or to the ratification by
the President of the United States. With due con-

ANDREW JACKSON,
HEAD-dUARTERS, 7th MILITARY DISTRICT,
sideration,
vS *eiv- (Means, JMarch 5th, 1815.
Major-general commanding.
JMr. Leclere, printer.
After having resisted the open efforts of the eneGeneral Post Office,
my, he must not be permitted to accomplish by art
and intrigue what lie was unable to effect by the exFebruary 14, 1815.
The
Sir—Mr. Charles Bell, the bearer hereof, is chargtion of his military skill and veteran prowess.
commanding general is responsible for the safely of ed with despatches relative to the state of peace
and it shall be protected which has taken place between the United States
this section of the union
manner and Great Britain. I need not mention to you the
against every design of the enemy, in what
soever he may shape his attack, whether it be made importance of forwarding these despatches with the
bv the known and declared foe, or by the pretended greatest expedition possible, and have only to reand deceitful friend.
quest your aid in furnishing or procuring horses, or
Under specious pretexts, attempts have been in case Mr. Bell should be unable to proceed, to
made to diminish our force by withdrawing the employ a new messenger, so often as occasion may
French inhabitants of Louisiana. These men, con- require, to forward these despatches to New-Orany necessary expence which may be incurtrary to the expectation of the enemy, had not only leans
acted with fidelity, but displayed a zeal as honora- red in this respect, shall be duly reimbursed from
R. J. MEIGS,
ble to themselves as it was grateful to the command- this office.
Postmaster-general.
ing general. Yet there are not a few (and their numMr, Bell will rest four hours at night, and travel
ber, it is apprehended, is increasing) who, under
the guise of subjects of the French monarch, allied 80 miles in day-time, and proceed as far as he can
with Great Britain, suffer themselves to be seduced stand it. The rider may take the lower road c'irect
from their duty
thereby realising the hopes, arid to Columbia, so as to pass on the shortest route.
To post-masters, contractors, and others on the rout;:
aiding tl« projects of the enemy.
from Washington city to J\eiv- Orleans
Urged by the necessity of the measure an order
was issued'on the 28lh ultimo, in the following terms,
[The despatch bearer of the above ratified treat}-,
Vie.
by some strange mistake, exchanged his despatches
"All French subjects, having the certificate of the containing the treaty, for a bundle of old desp itches
French consul, countersigned by the order of the he met with at one of the post-offices between Washcommanding general, will repair to the interior, not ington and New Orleans, ordering out three regishort of L'.tton Rouge, until the enemy have left our ments of militia. The mistake was not discovered
waters or the restoration of peace. This measure until the seal was broken by general Jackson at headhas become necessary from the numerous applica- quarters.]
tions of the kin 1 and will be carried into immediate
HEAn-Q.tJARTF.RS, 7tl) MILITARY MSTRTCT,
Notice will be taken of such persons as may
New- Orleans, Hth JMarch 1815.
effect.
The major-general, commanding the district, has
remain after the 3d of next month, and all officers
are ordered to give information of every such per- received the application of all the officers and solson, remaining after that period, as may come with- diers of major Planche's battalion, and of major
in their knowledge."
Lacoste and Dacquin, earnestly praying, that the
For the purpose of alienating many of those general order of the 28th ult. should be suspended,
Frenchmen, who have been distinguished as brave and pledging themselves for the good conduct of
The reasons
soldiers, this order has been basely misrepresented, the persons coming under its purview.
and made to apply to persons for whom it was never for issuing that order were urgent the certificates
Excited
this
cause to more industrious of a foreign agent were made the pretext for a most
by
designed.
opposition, the lu. king traitor is now laboring to feed alarming dereliction of duty and men who, left to
with fresh fuel, a spirit of discontent, disobedience the impulse of their own rectitude, would have foland mutiny, too long secretly fomenting.
lowed the general example of patriotism and honor,
As well, therefore, to restrain the few corrupt that was set by the other inhabitants of the country,
citizens we have among us, as .to guard against the were persuaded to accept all the benefits arising from
dangerous designs of persons not citizens nor owing the heroic conduct of their fellow-citizens, while
allegiance to the United States, all officers and sol- they meanly endeavored to shrink from all the dudiers are strictly ordered and enjoined to enforce the ties imposed on them— to be citizens for privileges,
said recited order, by arresting forthwith all such enjoyments and immunities aliens for all duties, sapersons as are described therein, and to confine them crifices and exposure to danger. This was a state of
the duties of
and make report.
things which the safety of the state,
And all officers and soldiers are strictly enjoined the general, and the honor of his country could not
to give the eailiest intelligence of all mutiny, intend- perniit to exist, and the order was, therefore*
ed mutiny, sedition or excitement of mutiny and se- issued, giving those misguided men time to considition, and to arrest all such persons as they may der whether they would still continue to avail them•ftnd concerned therein, and confine them for trial, selves of this
degrading exemption, at a distance
agreeably to the rules and articles of war, and with- from the camp, or enroll themselves among those
out regard to the rank or standing of such person who defend it. The time having expired for the
strictor persons.
JACKSON,
option given by this order, it would have been
Major general commanding. ly executed, but for the application and guarantee
Nkw-Ohlkans, March 7, 1815.
offered by the gallant officers and sokfp-s abo\c
;

;

;

—

;

—
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duct during the whole campaign, renders it diffi- the president's ratification. The district judge and.
cult for the commanding general to deny any thing' district attorney had both been arrested by a milican be induced to ask. As a proof, therefore, tary guard, and marched off to head quarters, for
they

the high sense the commanding general enter- having issued a writ of habeas corpus to release fro In
who was!
tains of the important services rendered hy the offi- confinement a citizen of New-Orleans,
about to be tried by a military court martial for
c.ers and soldiers of the uniform battalion of Newwritten
which
did
and published a paragraph
Orleans, as well as of the city, he directs that the having
execution of the said order be suspended until his not meet the approbation of the commanding gene'ff

1

Another judge of one of the courts having
so far as ral.
pleasure shall be further signified, except
the same relates to the Chevalier de lousard, who attempted to interfere for the release of his brother
shared a similar fate. The letter writer goes
is not to he permitted to come within the lines of judge,
was fear and dismay. No one
the camp or fortifications, without special permis- on to state that, all
JACKSON, could tell whose turn it would be next to fall under
sion.
the displeasure of those exercising the powers of the

ANpUEW

Jlajor-q-cncral commanding.

nEAD-ClUAIlTKilS, Till

MILITAHY DISTUICT,

Adjviant-generaCa

government.

"The

ojficc,

New-OrleaiU, 8(h March, 1815.

following general orders [alluding to those
New Orleans papers,
which wc were poiitely favored with Lst evening by
a friend, are given as a specimen of the species of
government which prevails. For ourselves, situated
as we are, at such a distance from 1 e scene of ac-.
tion, ;md ignorant, as we necessarily must be, of
those circumstances that are essential to m .ke up a
correct judgment, we do not feel competent to
pronounce upon this affair till further informed. One
thing we know, that the state of society there (.foreigners composing nearly the majority of tlr: peoinserted above] copied from

GK.vv.nAi.-oHDr.ns.— Although" the commimding gethat the state
l>as not received official advice
of war has ceased by the ratification of the treaty of
icace between the United States and Great Britain,
he lias persuasive evidence of the fact, and credits
risk of being misguided by his wishes.
it, at the
Under this impression, his fust act is to release from
actual service the body of militiaof this state, who
field in'obedience to the orders for a
fiave taken the
In discharging them from the noble
levy en masse.
were called to perform, the general ple) is very different from any thing we sec here; and
duty which they
does justice to the alacrity witli which they have in may require
very different methods of govern3
the call— to the enthusiasm which ani- ment.'
general obeved
of
and
the
first
invasion
the
enemy.,
mated them on
[The . lurora intimates that some who came under
the unanimity and patriotism which disappointed his the special notice of general Jackson, were of th :st;
the name of then- who had
insolent hopes! lie thanks them in
engaged the attention of general Wilkinson
common country for the noble defence they have on another remarkable occasion.]
on the
f[f Though the mistake, as to the. despatches, nomade, and he congratulates them in hie own,
consequences it has produced. Louisiana, though ticed above, had happened, it appears that peace
not called upon for any exertion in assuming her in- was regarded as certain, at New Orleans. In con'-,

neral

1

1

-

her courage in its support,
dependence, has shewn by
that she knows how to prize the inestimable blessher sons have not only ensured safety, but have
ing
a greater good— national reputation.
acquired even
Preserve this as the best reward of your exertions,
and hand it down untarnished, together with your
;

sequence, many vessels were preparing to carry off"
the rich products of the south and west, res-cued
from the "booti" notions of the British. Cotton
had advanced to 13 cents, and few were willing to
sell for less than 20—
sugar !g9 tobacco 8 to 10 ;
molasses 25 cents'.
;

Let no designing men induce
FIIOM THE (KF.XTCCEl) LlOlIT-HOITSK.
by exciting jealousies of your best The conduct of colonel Davis, and the Kentucky detackmcnl finder 'tis command, explained, in the batby preaching
friends, or divisions among yourselves
insubordination in war, injustle at Orleans, on the Slii January last.
party spirit in peace,
tice "to your brave companions in arms, blindness to
Mr. Editor You will oblige a friend to your esyour own interests and to the true character of tablishment, as an editor, by giving publicity to the
those enemies of your peace. Guard against these following remark and general order, which, ;is a solevils as you hope to enjoy the blessings you have so dier in tlie army to which they relate, 1 take the liand before you yield to such perfidious berty of communicating.
bravely won
counsels, examine scrupulously whether those from
A report has obtained currency, ar.d is now afloat
whom they proceed, deserve jour confidence, by any in the world, attaching much infamy (and stating
exertion they have made in your defence. A zeal- many circumstances which are false) to the character
ous wish for the prosperity of the interesting coun- of a small detachment of Kentuckians, who were
he has been, by the blessing of unfortunate in the choice of a commander on the metry in whose defence
Heaven, instrumental, has induced the commanding morable Sth of January last. The following opinion
which those of the court of
general to give this admonitory caution,
enquiry, called for the purpose of inwho court popularity, may tell you ii unnecessary. vestigating the. conduct of the officers concerned in
but
that
no
which
values
He, however,
popularity
that affair, will, I hope, be satisfactory evidence of
In perarises from a faithful discharge of duty.
the conduct of lieutenant colonelJ) ivis, of the ljtii
to
has
been
secure
his
object
your hap- regiment, detached Kentucky militia, who comforming it,
he
will
consider
it as one of the
an.l
always
piness
manded the Kentuckians; and cast the censure on
most fortunate incidents in his life, to have contri- the
It is a well-known fact
person who deserves it.
buted by his exertions, to the prosperity of your that not more than 500 stand.of arms was furnished
Country. By command,
the whole Kentockian detachment, unj.il after they
ROBERT BUTLER, Adj. Gen. arrived within the thunder of general Jackson's GanAnd governor Claiborne's
djTYVe give the following article, from a New- non on the 4th January.
letter to governor Shelby, written the day of our
York paper of the 12th instant, without comment
but he
"Letters, of the lClh of March, from New-Orleans, arrival, .slates that arms were vary scarce,
state that martial law still prevailed there, notwith- expected a supply from Pittsburg which supply did:
On ths
battle was fought.
standing the commanding general hail been in pos- [not arrive untd after the
sesion of the news of peace for several days, though '.evening of the 7th of .humify, colonel Slaughter's
Were -Jt&et*
'
.- (Vr.'s not
'regime" an wtkfyv Harrises battalion
atppear that he was oJBeiaJIy informed

example
you

to posterity.

to destroy

it,

—

—

;

;

:

—

;
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ed to march clown from our landing and f rm behind m-jor-g. neral approves the | oceedings of the cour?
of enquiry, which is dissolved.
centre of
general Cn-oll's division to support the
thej
By cotnm n.i,
Works. And the annexed order from Gen Adair will!
P CHOTARD,-4s* Adj. Gen,
shew that ;:11 the arms and ammunition were order
ed to be taken from colonel Davis's command, anil
a
letter
from major generalJackson to the sethe breast- Copp of
given to those who went to reinforce
cretary of -war, dated
work. AnJ I was witness to the deficiency of the]
Kew-Orleai», March IS 1915.
arms provided the troops who fought and defended Head-quarters, 7t!i military district.
Sih
ii iv>- the honor to
c-fcho'w ledge the receipt
the works, when the firing was still very warm After the enemy was repulsed at the works, a number of of your letter of the 16ih ultimo, advising me of he
K' ntuckians, whose guns would not fire, leaped over' ratification of the treaty of peace between Great
the works and picked up the enemy's g'ins, and fired Britain and the limited States.
several rounds. Colonel Davis, after our departure,
In conformity with your directions., I have forwas furnished with all the refuse guns that could be warded io the flic r con
nding hi Brits nnic mamustered, and immediately marched over to reinforce jesty's forces in this quarter information of that
|

—

!

i

Morgan who commanded

general

there.

On

m

the event.

The Tennessee ami Kentucky militia! will be immorning of the 8th, a nearly simultaneous attack,
was made on both sides of 'he river, when the de- mediately marched to their respective states and
to
retachment under general Morgan was forced
discharged, without receiving am pay before hand.

The

appeared to cast the principal Tiie Louisiana and Mississippi militia will be disbarged and receive their payment here. It is hoped
tunate as lo share the defeat. The principal part of the that the necessary funds will be provided for the payWho
of
a
Creoles
and French,
mixture
ment of the former in suitable time.
troops were
or their
So soon is T get lite troops mustered out of service
appear lo have no confidence in themselves
misand
Let
deal
its
commander.
portion,
here, it is my intention to remove my head quarters
justice
fall before its power, and those wiio to Nashville"
at which place I expect to receive the
epresentation
were so willing to exculpate themselves, stand before orders of my government.
Major-general Gaines
the imi- of a generous public, until a full investiga- will be left in the immediate command of this section of the district; and I am happy to commit it
tion of their conduct takes place.
a friend to truth.
to one in whom the government has such high and
Camp uklow New-Orleans,
deserved confidence.
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,
January 7th, 1814.
All the men in colonel Davis's regiment who have
JACKSON,
been furnished with arms and ammunition, will imJ\Taj. gen. commanding.
The
lion. James Monroe, secretary of war.
col.
them
to
of
deliver
Maccoun,
adjutant
mediately
P. S. I enclose you a copy of my general order
Slaughter's regiment major Crenshaw's battalion
A. J.
will deliver the arms and ammunition to major Har- discharging the militia.
Tents will like-'
Head-quarters, 7th milit ary district,
rison, for the use of lr.s battalion.
tire.

general

blame on the few Kentuckians, who were so unfor-

•

j

;

j

•
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-.rise

aljutaut general's office, New-Orleans,

be given up in the same order.

JOHN ADA 111,

ItEAf)

Q.UARTERS,

7tll
.

MILITARY DISTRICT,
Idjutanc g&neraPs
ibth

General orders

General orders.

Adj. Gen.

''Jfice,

1815.

February,
— A New-Oileans,
court of enquin, convened

March

14, 1815. j

The major

general is at length
enabled to perform the pleasing task of restoring to
Tennessee, Kentucky, Louisiana and the territory on
the Mississippi, the brave troops who have acted such-'
a distinguished part in the war which has just te mi.
n ited. In restoring these brave m«*n lo 'he r h
es,
much exertion is expected of, and great \\ ponsibility held on the commanding officers of the <'ifferIt is required of major-generals
-rroll
;nt corps.
and Thomas, and brigadier general Coffee, to m. ich

wilier the con
duct of the Kentucky militia and colonel Dijon
and Cuvaiiier, or the Louisiana militia, in the engagement pf the 8th of" January last, o;i the west
bank of the Mississippi, were investigated. The their commands without unnecessaiy delay -o their
court, after mature deliberation, is of opinion respective states, and have them mustered for paythat the conduct of those gentlemen in the action ment and
discharged. The troops from the Missisaforesaid, and retreat on the 8th January on the sippi territory and state of Louisiana, both roihtw
west bank or" the Mississippi, is not reprehensi- and volunteers, will be immediately nnis!"r d out
die cause of the retreat, the court attributed of service
ble
by major Davis, assistant inspect. g' aeB
to the shameful flight of the command of major A;- ral, paid and
discharged. Every arrangement will
The be made
of war, to ! ve
the
no, sent to oppose the landing of the enemy.
at this place on lhe.9th instant, in

—

i

through

department

retreat of the Kentucky militia, which, considering the
ft 'he
troops of Tennessee and Kentucky paid
Their position, the deficiency of their amis, and soonest
All public u ms,
possible after their return.
other c:.us"s may be excusable, and he panic and accoutrements, camp equipage and military stoies of
confution introduced into every part of the line every description, now in the possession of tie •ifw.ll
thereby occasioning the retreat and confusion of the ferent troops herein directed io be dischart;.
Orleans and Louisiana militia whilst the court find be immediately deposited with the deputy con-mi**
much to applaud in the zeal and gallantry of the s-iry of ordnance and quarter master gi neral, except
officers immediately commanding, they believe that such
camp equipage is is absolutely necesv r\ tor
a further reason of the retreat maybe found in the the troops on their return march, which must be lemanner in which the forces were posted on the line; Livered to some
on their dismissal, ''he
,

;

The command
Desfietr, commanding

which they consider exceptional.
of colonels Dijon, Cavallier,
five

hundred men, supported by three pieces of

ar-

having in front a strong breastwork, occupying only a space of two hundred yards whilst the
tillery,

—

Kentucky militia, composing colonel Davis's command, 170 strong, without artillery, occupied more
than 300 yards, covered by a small ditch only. The

puolic agent
quarler-master-general is hereby ordered to tarnish
diftransportation for all invalids belonging to tit
ferent corps.
Those who cannot be moved wi'hout
imminent danger of their lives, must ho well accommodated and supplied with hespital stores, ana
sufficient number of surgeons retained to attend
hem. The contractor will furnish provisions fof
the troops herein named, on their return march, on
<
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lue requisition of the res])ecavc comm md ing
who, it is expeoted, will use every care and
hat no depredations are committed on
attention
and are held personally responsi
private property
Me to remunerate, agreeably to the regulations ol
the war d apartment, all damages on property injured
of destroyed by their commands.
Ths major general has again the satisfaction of
announcing the approbation of the president of the
d States to the conduct of the troops under
his command, expressed in flattering terms through
lit
honorable the secretary at war.
In puling with those brave men whose destinies
have oeenso long united with his own, ami in whose
labors md glories it is his happiness and his boast to
bay participa -.., the. commanding general can rieit,v..as feelings, nor give utterance 'o
>u p
onus can he bestow
In w,,
them is hs
ight.
in merit so eX raordinarv, so unpasuitable pi
rai! -ted
Le-1 him in one bur it of joy, gratitude and
the saviours of their
ex di ition, xclaim "these

rendered a resort

iflv

ter»

;

|

to

for their suppression, ihe commanding general baa
nol co-founded the innocent with the guilt}
ii<;

—

seduced with the seducers.

;

\<z$

energetic measures necessary

Towards you,

1

fell

>w

the most cheering recollections i
st,
blended, alas! with regret, that disease and v »•
should have ravished from us so many worthy
But ihe memory of the cause in
companions.
soldiers,

:

which they perished, and of the virtues Which animated them while living, must occupy the place
where sorrow won! claim to dwell.
I

Farewell, fellow-soldiers. The expression ofyour
general's thanks is feeble; but the gratitude of a
country of freemen is your's— your's the applause of
an admiring world.

•

ANDREW JACKSON,

Major general commanding.

i

i

!

Copy of a

letter

from com. D.

'/'.

Patterson

to

the se-

cretary of the navy, dated

—

Sew Orleans, o'd 1'ebruary, 1815.
Sin I do myself the honor '.n enclose
you a copV
of
a
letter
addressed to the navy on this station, by
ov
the invincible.? of Wellington, and conquered
Ins
the
did
!"'
V. fth What patience
the conquerors of Europe
excellency
governor of this state.
1 have the honor to
>
with what fortitude dki
-,.ii)-ii
be, &c
pri\
.

country— these

the patrioi soldiers

—

who triumphed

.

i

yo'i

r

'.

—

>

>

you endure fatigue— wh
"Ji

lay of battle

!

it

valor did yen display

You have secured

to

—

DAN'L.T PATTERSON.

in

America

The

a

hon.

If. Croivninshietd,
secretary of the navy,
T>.

.*
glory
Washington.
prou 1 name among tiie nations of the eaatii
Which will never perish.
°f a letter from William C. C. Claiborne, goCopy
adorn
those
which
equally
dispositions,
Possessing
vernor of the state of Louisiana, to commodore JJ.
the citizen and the soldier, the expectations ofyour
T. Patlersan, dated
counii \ will be met in peace as her wishes have been
New-Orleans, January 28th, 181.':.
to
brave
Go
ifiedinwar
tlien, my
companions,
gr.
I have been a witness
those
and
to
those
connexions
>mes
tender
ofyour unwearied exyour
f' 11 of ho- ertions and steady firmness during the. late
blissful scenes which render life so dear
struggle :
nor in l crowned with laurels which will never fade. I am very sensible of the obligations Louisiana is
. iat happiness will you not, when participat- under to you, and to the portion of the United States'
V>"i
the bosoms of your fain. lies the enjoyment of navy which you command, for a most zealous and
ing
effectu d co operation in the defence
of its capital.
peaceful life, look back to the toils jou have borne
to the dangers you h.»ve encountered ? How will all Receive, then, yourself, and be good enough to conto the officers and men under
your orders, my
your past exposures be converted into sources ot in- vey
warmest t lanks.
expressible delight ? Wno, that never experienced
our sufferings, will be able to appreciate your joys?! Tie- misfortune which attended our gun boats on
The man who slumbered ingloriously at home, the lakes, is, on account of the many brave men
who fell on the occasion, cause of sincere regret;
fciring your painful marches, your nights of wateh'
fulness and your days of toil, will envy you the hap but we know that the unequal conflict was for a
of lime, gloriously maintained; nor was the
piness which these recollections will afford still length
more will he envy the gratitude of that country flag of our country struck until our gallant tars
had
added still more lustre to the naval character
which you have so eminently contributed to save.
Continue, fellow soldiers, on your passage to your of America a character which I sincerely hope you.
several destinations, to preserve that subordination, may long live to sustain, and in those conspicuous
that dignified and manly deportment which have so stations which you so well deserve to occupy.
I have the honor to be, &c.
ennobled your character.
WILLIAM C. C. CLAIBORNE,
While the commanding general is thus giving inGovernor of Louisiana.
dulgence to his feeling towards those brave compaDaniel T. Patterson, naval commander
nions who accompanied him
through difficulties and Capt. on the New-Orleans
station.
he
cannot
the
names of Blount and
danger,
permit
Shelby and Holmes, to pass unnoticed. With what Copy of a letter from commodore Patterson, to the sea generous ardor of
patriotism have these distincretary of ihe navy, dated
Nkw Obieatcs, 17th March, 1815.
guished governors contributed all their exertions to
Sin Ir. dosed I have the honor to transmit for your
provide the means of victory! The memory of these
\r-r:ion;, and of the success widi which they were information a copy of a letter from lieutenant Thoattained, will be to them a reward more grateful mas Ap Cateshy Jones, giving a detailed account
than any which lite
pomp of title or the splendor of of the action between the gun vessels under bis
Wealth can bestow.*
command and a flotilla of 'the enemy's launches
What a happiness it is to the
commanding gene and barges, on the 14ih December, 18H, Which,
ral that, while
danger was before us, he whs, on after a most gallant resistance, terminated :t s stated
no occasion,
compelled to use, towards his compa-jin mv letter of the 17th December, in the capture
mons m arms, either
severity or lebuice. If, after of our squadron.
the enemy had
The courage and skill which was displayed in the
retired, improper passions began to
tar the ir empire in a few
unworthy bosoms, and defence of the gan vessels and tender, for sneft a
~
7~
length of time against such an overwhelming fir
force
TJTi
t0
e lsuv '" fl mi9e their
governors as they had to contend with, reflects! additional spl
>lenft , ««t
1°
,
OT*
a epm
them
S
from the battle." But Jackson is a- dor on our naval glory, and w,ll, I trust, diniin
liminish
ar y mn.
i
yAK ttr.c.
lae re
g r2t occasioned by their loss
regret
i

;

Sm—

—

—
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I have the honor to be, with great consideration remained anxiously awaiting an attack from the ad=
and respect, jour obedient servant,
vancing foe, whose force I now clearly distinguished
DANL. 1". PATTERSON. to be composed of forty-two heavy launches and gunHon. 33c»j. W. Cro-wninshield,
barges, with three light gigs, manned with upwards
of one thousand men and officers. About 9 30, the
Secretary of the J&my,
Kvw Orleans, 12ih March, 1315. Alligator (tender) which was to the southward and
Sii!
Having sufficiently recovered my strength,! eastward, and endeavoring to join the division, was
do myself the honor of reporting to you the particu- captured by several of the enemy's barges, when the
lars of the capture of the division of jjnited States' Whole flotilla came too, with their prapples, a little
out of reach of our shot, apparently making arrangernin-boats late under my command.
On the 12th December, 1814, the enemy's fleet off ments for the attack. At 10 39, the enemy weighed,
Ship Eland hud increased to such a force aa to render forming a line abreast in open order, and steering
it no longer safe or prudent for me to continue in direct for our line, which was unfortunately in some
that part of the lakes with the small force which 1 degree broken by the force of the current driving
commanded. I therefore determined to gain a sta- Nos. 156 and 163 about one hundred yards in adAs soon as the enemy came within reac'; of
tion near the Malhereux Islands as soon as possible, vance.
which situation would better enal le me to oppose a our shot, a deliberate fire from our long guns was
further penetration of the enemy up the lakes, and opened upon him, but without much effect,, the obat the same time afford me an opportunity of re- jects being of so small a size. At 10 minutes before 11 the enemy opened a fire from the whole of
treating to the Petite Qoquilles if necessary.
At 1*0, A. M. en the 13th, I discovered a large flo- las line, when the action became general and destucAbout 11 49., the advance boats
tilla of barges had left the fleet, (shaping their tive on both sides.
course towards the Pass Christian) which I supposed of the enemy, three in number, attempted to board
to be a disembarkation of troops intending to land No. 156, but were repulsed with the loss of nearly
About 2, P. M. the enemy's flotilla every officer killed or wounded, and t-iio boats sunk.
at that place.
having gained the Pass Christian, and continuing A second attempt to board was then made by four
their course to the westward, convinced me that an other boats, which shared almost a similar fate. At
attack on the gun-boats was their design. At this this moment I received a severe wound in my left
time the water in the lakes was uncommonly low, shoulder, which compelled me to quit the deck,
owing to the westerly wind which had prevailed for leaving it in charge of Mr. George Parker, master's
a number of days previous, and which still continu- mate, who gallantly defended the vessel until he
ed from the same quarter. Nos. 156, 162, and 163j was severely wounded, when the enemy, by his sualthough in the best channel, were in 12 or 18 inches perior numbers, succeeded in gaining possession of
less water than their draught.
Every eflbrt was the deck,, about 10 minutes past 12. o'clock. The
made to get them afloat by throwing overboard all enemy immediately turned the guns of his prize or*
the articles of weight that could be dispensed with. the other gun-boats, and fired several shot previous
At 3 30, the flood tide had commenced got under. to striking- the American colors. The, action conti
weigh, making the best of my way towards the Pe-jnued with unabating severity until 40 minutes past

—

.

1

;

At 3 45, the enemy dispatched three
boats to cut out the schooner Sea-Horse, .which had
been sent into the bay St. Louis that morning to as
feist in the removal of tiie public stores, which \ had
previously ordered. There finding a removal impracticable, I ordered preparations to be made for

12 o'clock, when it terminated with the surrender
of No. 23, all the other vessels having previously
fallen into the hands of the enemy.
In this unequal contest our loss in killed and
wounded has been trifling, compared to that of the
enemy, which amounts to nearly four hundred.
Enclosed you will receive a list of the killed and
.wounded, and a correct statement of the force which
1 had the honor to command at the commencement
of the action, together with an estimate of the force
I had to contend against, as acknowledged by the
enemy, which will enable you to decide how far the
honor of our country's flag has been supported in

tite Coquille.

their destruction, least they should fall into

the

enemy's hands. A few discharges of grape shot
from thtJ'Sea-IIorse compelled the three boats, which
had attacked her, to retire out of the reach of her
gun, until ihey were joined by four others, when
the attack was recommenced by the seven boats.
Mr. Johnson having chosen an advantageous position
near the two 6 pounders mounted on the bank, main- this conflict.
„, M
tained a sharp action for near 30 minutes, when the
With much respect, I have the honor to be, sir,
enemy hauled ofl", having one boat apparently much your obedient servant,
THOS. AP CATESP.Y JONES,
injured, and with the loss of several men killed and
(Signed)
At 1 30, an explosion at the bay, and
wounded.
Lieut. C'ommd't. XI. S. .Van
soon after a large Are, induced me to believe the Caplnin Daniel T. ratterson, commanding
U. S. naval forces, New-Orleans station.
Sea-Horse was blown up and the public-store house
set on fire, which lias proved to be Ihe fact.
Statement
About 1 A. M. on the 14th,. the wind having enof the effective force of a division of tjit
United Slates' gun-boats under the comma/id of
tirely died away, and our vessels become unmanagelieutenant-cpmv\andinn- Thomas J}p C'atesby Jonfi,
able, came to anchor in the west end of Malhereux
at the commencement of the action, with afoii'la y,
Hand's passage- At daylight next morning, still a
the enemy's flotilla was about nine
English boats, o?i the lith of December, 1815.
perfect calm,
miles from us at anchor, but soon got in motion and
Gun-boat, No. 5, 5 guns, 36 men, sailing- master
towards us. The want of wind, John D. Ferns;
iipicl.ly advanced
gun-boat 23, 5 gims, 39 men, lieute
and the stroeg ebb tide which was setting
through nant Isaac M'Keever; gun-boat, No. 156, 5 guns, 41
the I'ass, left me but one alternative, which was to
men, lieutenant-commandant Thos. A. C.Jones; gunput my vessels in the most advantageous position, to boat 162, 5 guns, 35 men, lieutenant Hubert Spedden;
the
as
warm
a
a--,
give
enemy
reception
possible. gunboat. No. 163, 3 guns, 31 men, sailing master
The commanders were all called on board and made Geo. -Utricle—
Total, 23 guns, 182 mem
with
and
the
N. B. The schooner Sea-Horse had one 6 pounder
.acquainted
my intentions,
position
Viich each vessel was to take, the whole to form a and 14 men,
sailing-master William Johnson, comclose line abreast across the channel, anchored
by the ^mantlet; none killed or wounded
vtem with springs on the cables Sec,. Re. TLwe'
The :!oop Alligator (tender) had one 4-pouuJer
,

!

i

':»,

.
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aad eight men, sailing-master Richard

commander.
(Signed)

S.
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We

introduce the present details by the following
paragraph from the Boston Gazette. It is the severest comment upon them that \vc know how to
offer: premising, that the amount of Mir prisoners held at Halifax but little exceeded, if they
ever amounted to, 1J00 persons at one time

Sheppard,

THOS. AP. CATESBY JONES,
Lieut. ComiVt. U. S. navy.

Thefollowing is a correct statement of the British forces
which were engaged in the capture of the late I United
States' gun-boats, A'os. 23, 156, 5, 162 and 163,
near Mnlhereux islands, lake liorgne, 14th Decem-

;

" More than seven thousand
prisoners, in all, since
the war, and more than four thousand at one time,

ber, 1814.

40 launches and barges, mounting one carronade,
each of 12, 18 and 24 calibre.
1 launch
mounting one long brass 12-pounder,
1 launch mounting one long brass 9 pounder.
3 giggs, wrth small arms only
45
Total number of boats
42
Total number of cannon
The above flotilla was manned with 1200 men, and

have been placed in the various depots in this com'
wealth. Of all the unbounded men, thuee only
have died before they were exchanged
This ren
have
district mars!ial.
!

port

w

from

!

!

life

«"»» saliim

fiafem, March 28.
re- the. BriUsfr transport

A*D

nosTos tapeus.

On Thursday

last arrived

here

who
and Hope, 8 days
captain l.ockyer,
ibng^Unioti
with o60 released prisoners, consistceived three severe wounds in the action. The, from Halifax,
on this ing of officers, soldiers and sailors of the U. S.
enemy, as usual, will not acknowledge his loss
array
occasion in boats or men; but from the nature of the and navy, officers and parts of crews of privateers,
and
and
other
militia.
About
were
700
officers
our
seamen,
action, ana the observations made by
Halifa
""ax. There was no news of any kind at
while prisoners in their fleet, his loss in killed and (left
wounded may be justlv estimated to exceed three Halifax, and no American vessels had been sent in
for along time. Fifteen or twenty failures had taken
hundred, among whom are an unusual proportion
place in consequence of the peace.
of officers,
The following officers have arrived in the above

officers,

commanded by

J

;

•

m

j

I

i

cartels

Of the army—Lieutenants

Treatment of Prisoners.

ry,

:

Ballard, Fontaine, IVrcornets Johnson and Gillis.

—

The return of our people from British prisons have
Of the navy Lieutenants Turner, Storer, Gilliam
and Webb sailing masters Wright and Hall, and 12
filled the newspapers with tales of horror.
below.
or 15 midshipmen and maslers's mates.
expect many like those inserted
•
but of the
Militia Colonel Churchill, majors Stanton and
are at peace with Great Britain
ovuof
terrible
and
depravity
Wilson, of the New-York volunteers, major Gallopast, the deep guilt
as
it
to
us
deserves,
late enemy, it becomes
speak
way, of. Pennsylvania volunteers, and major Enoch
and to record the truth of such matters as belong M. Lowe, of Louisiana captains Hunt, Crouch,
wound
of
the
smart
The
the
war.
to the history of
White, Case, Roberts lieutenants Case, Church,
may, Clark a quarter-master of the Pennsylvania volunmay cease, but its mark will remain.
the Divine principle of forgive- teers, and several other lieutenants and ensigns
possibly, aspire to
lost to common pru- whose names we have not ascertained.
ness, but must, indeed, be
duce if we strive to forget the outrages of EngCaptain Evans, of the General Putnam privateer ;
lishmen.
captain Besom of the Tomahawk, and captain BurnThe real character of the British nation has been ham, of the Guerriere.
in the
The soldiers who have arrived are a part of the
sedulously concealed by a prostitute press
United States from a large portion of our people, 40th regiment taken at Eastport.

We

;

—

We

—

We

;

its aid to extol, almost with
the attributes of DIVINITY, a nation that has
carried destruction and crime into the remotest
at has desolated immense
parts of the earth— tl
the premature
regions of country, "and caused
death of uncounte'd millions of men That allies
itself with negro slaves or savages, Turks or
Christians, and supports, by turns, the religion of
the Son of God, or the worship of Juggernaut, as
subserves its purposes of trade or ambition and,
we are
though peace is made with English men,
as much opposed to and at war with English prinas ever we were. Their baneciples and practices
ful influence must be checked by veritable expositions of their effects on society.
Mighty efforts
will be made to implant and extend a British
of the
feeling, hostile to the safety and happiness
American people, amongst u; against which we
should fortify our minds by a knowledge of truth.
have been led to these remarks, because I have understood that some persons have been greatly offended at the publication of the Vandalisms inbut it is not to propitiate them
serted below
1 never have
that I give a reason for my conduct
and, while heaven blesses
pleased such persons
me with one way of reason, I am very sure that I
never will. They are as my antipodes but to say,
that the truth shall be told ; and if any are off'end£ .1 with, truth, let them be offended:

and the pulpit has lent

f

:

:

X

;

;

;

—

—

We

have conversed with a great number of the
and men who have arrived in the above carThe conduct of the British towards our pri-

officers
tels.

is represented by all as inhuman,
tyrannical
and ungenerous in the extreme. Officers of the army and of the navy, soldiers and seamen, all unite in
uttering the most bitter complaints
Indeed, it will
appear, that the British had determined to destroy
by their cruelty, those high-minded men whom the
chance of war had thrown into their hands, and
whom they could not subdue in battle.
The tyranny and inhumanity of Cushet, the agent
at Halifax, are execrated in the strongest terms. The
inattention to the sick is spoken of with indignation;
and from the first of October to the first of Februnn
one hundred Americans are stated to have died in
the hospital, a great part of them for want of proper
A great variety of facts which prove M»c
attention.
infamous conduct of our late enemy towards their
unfortunate captives, we have from the mouths of
gentlemen and men of honor, officers of the army
and navy, an
thers, whose veracity cannut be called

soners

:

,

in ques'i.-n.

The following account is given as a specimen, and
by no means the most aggravated «ne among those
with which we have been funished, of their conduct
towards our brave countrymen
" .lust at the commencement of
the battle of Chippewa, a party of about an equal number of voluu:

12S
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teers and Indians, say about 150 of each, were de- by water to York, Kingston, Montreal and Quebec.
tached from the American army, to drive back a When arrived at Halifax, 18 or 20 of them were
number of British Indians who had been tiring on inarched through the street under guard to Cushet's
our picket guard. This brought or. that famous bat- office to receive their parole, and thence under
The British Indians retreated abuut half a guard, like a set of felons, to the quay, and embarktle.

mile through a wood, when they were reinforced by ed for Dartmouth, where they remained about three
vxu light companies of British regulars, and some months, and finally arrived at Salem the 23d of
Canadian militia, before which the American party March.
was obliged to retreat. A small party consisting
Major Samuel Galloway and capt. Samuel White
were ooth Pennsylvania d.afled men, and volunonly of seven, viz. lieutenant colonel Bull, major
to cross the lines at the oattle of Chippewa^
Galloway, captain White, and 4 privates, were re- teered
"
were sudThe destitute condition of the prisoners w ho
turning to the American camp, when they
denly surprised by a party of about 25 British In- arrived in the cartels, inadequately provided for by
one of (the British) government (whose duty it was to prodians, who rushed forward and seized every
them, and immediately stripped them of every thing vide them with an "adequate" and comfortable subbut their pantaloons and shirt. These gentlemen sistence, which has been invariably afforded by our
ware in complete uniform, and major G. and cap- government to British, prisoners in our power) extain VV. had each 240 dollars in their pockets. After cited the compassion of a number of gentlemen of
marching about half a mils through this wood to- this town, who on Thursday provided th«m with a
wards the British lines, one of the Indians stepped good dinner at the Essex Coffee House, of which
behind colonel Bull, and without giving him any upwards of 200 partook."
LIEUTENANT CLARK'S STATEMENT.
warning, suddenly lifted up his rifle and shot him
I, Joseph Clark, of Naples, in the county of Ontajust below his shoulder blade, the ball passing
through his body. He fell forward, but tuning on rio, state of New-York, lieutenant of militia, was
his hick, and holding out his hand, exclaimed to ordered by colonel Peter Allen to the Niagara fron" O
help me up !"
jor G. was in the tier for three months, commencing the twenty-ninth
jor G.
act of lifting bun up, when two Indians caught hold day of August, one thousand eight hundred and
of his liaiui, and twitched him across the colonel fourteen. On the twelfth of September, I arrived
many times, in order to make him trample him to at Buffalo, when I found that the company I was atdeath. While major G. was straddling across him, tached to had crossed the river to Fort Erie, to reinanother Indian struck the colonel with a tomahawk force die army under the command of major general
on the head, which split it down as far as the chin, Brown. I immediately crossed the river to join my
and immediately scalped him. They marched a few company. We staid in the fort five days, and on the
.yards further, when the Indians shot two of the pri- moriiing of the 17th, were ordered to prepare for
vate soldiers, and taking the bloody scalp of one, an attack on the enemy's batteries that annoyed us
they rubbed it over the face of another, and in this very much. Accordingly, we sallied from the fort
situation they wsie marched to general Budl's camp. with a force of about three thousand men. The
Captain White's treatment was different. When riflemen commenced the attack, then the regulars,
he came to the bridge, just as the British rear-guard and then the 1st regiment, commanded by colonel
were crossing, on their retreat, the British soldiers M'Burney, to which 1 belonged. We succeeded in
cried out, "what have you got there, a damned Yan- carrying the batteries, with great loss on both sides.
kee." The Indians said yes. "Well then, damn him, But, unfortunately, 1 was made prisoner about four
run him well!" And they rati htm nearly a mile as o'clock, with four privates. We were taken to the
hard as he could go, pushing him all the way. lie enemy's camp before his excellency general Drumpassed through the British camp, where the savages mond, where I expected to receive the treatment
were encouraged in their cruelty by the same lan- that is due a prisoner of war; but I found the geguage. He came to the edge of a wood, and being Ineral a very different character from what I expectThe Indians gathered ed. "Who are you ?" cried he, addressing himself
exhausted, he sat down.
round, and he apprehensive they meant to kill hint, jto me. 1 answered, "sir, I am a lieutenant." "Of
One the line ?" said he. "No, sir, of the militia." "You
said, "you will not/murder me here, 1 hope"
of the Indians lifted up the butt end of his riP.e, and have done
said I.
farming, have you." "Partly,"
brought it down with great violence, but restrained "Then you thought you would come and fight, did
his hand when near his head.
At this moment two your" "Yes, sir," said I. "You are young in the
or three Canadian militia came up and saved his life. service, 1 suppose." <: I have been one campaign
Major Galloway was first brought forward before before," said I. "Well, young man," returned he,
general Ii;ail, and asked the general for his clothes "you shall have your belly-full of it before you go
" What the Indians
only.
get, we cannot obtain," home you shall go to Botany Bay, vtd there remain
baid he, and
wheeling on his foot, sat down near during your natural life, if it is a hundred years.
the door on a bench with his officers. Fie ordered Yuu have no business here. There shall be a distincthe prisoners U'ider guard separately, ana they were tion made between you and the regular officers."
r
kept without clothes or rations fan- four days, and "W eli, sir, I ask no favors except what is due a
slept on tb3 ground without clothes or covering. prisoner of war: and as for your threats, I despise
At about three days after the action, the Americans them, and no gentleman would use such threats."
He then ordered rr.y canteen taken from me, which
attempted to cross at a new bridge they had constructed, in order to attack the enemy, when there was done; and my pockets searched, which was about
was an understanding among the prisoners, that in to be dole, but on the general's going to give some
case 'he Americans should succeed, they were lo orders to the
army, a seargent prevented it, by disbe left at the mercy of the savages, and massacred.
persing the soldiers, and said it was my private proThis they understood from a sergeant.
perly, and as lung as the general was absent it should
JOSEPH CLARK,
During the four days, these gentlemen subsisted not be done.
Lieutenant of Aew-TerA? Volunteers.
entirely on the chaiity of the private soldiers, and
from their generosity they received an old watch
[This is a pretty portrait of general Dntmmond
.coat and a forage cap a piece.
In this naked and but when we recollect that he had the meanness to
hungry condition, they were drove lo Tort George, exchange a dead aid de camp for a living one, who
«t distance of 13 miles, on
foot, and from thence can believe that it is too highly colored !— Ed. Reg.]
I
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the editors of the

[Communicated for the Essex Jiegister.]
Captain Johh I). Nklson, of Philadelphia, (a gen'leni.ni who had been partial to, and had' employed

cle,

favor on.

pen in vindication of the British) being only a
passenger on board a vessel bound from the U. S.
to Havana, which was captured by an English Cruis-t, was brought to Halifax and detained there a
prisoner in Melville about tour months, where he
died from the inhumanity of his treatment. This

his

Yours &c.

W. L.CHURCHII4?,
E.

O.

WILSON,
WILCOX,

lient. col.

major!
qr. master.
cipt.

HENRY CROUCH,

NATH'L. CASE.capl.

was acknowledged by all. He was put in the Black
Hole, when he was unwell, and merely fur willing
a letter for a Mr. Myers, which had 10 pass Cochet's

JAMES CASE, lieut.
JESSEE CHURCH, lieut,
JOSEPH CLARK,
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CASE OF CAPTAIN NELSON.

Boston Patriot, C'entinel, ChroniGazette.
Daily Advertiser, Palladium, and
Gentlemen— By inserting' the enclosed statement
of tacts in your respective pipers, you will confer a

To

EVENTS.

lieut.

office, stating some facts relating to the prison. He
was confined in that loathsome dungeon ten days,
York
and released then only because h? was so unwtll
We the undersigned, officers of the New
become RcqUaint- that he could not endure longer punishment. And
jyiilitia.wishing our countrymen to
ed with the particulars of our treitment while pri then, though a gentleman passenger, was forbid to
soners to the British, certify and say, that we wore lhe amongst the officers, but was compelled torefort Erie on die 17th side in the lower prison. lie made many
applications
captured at the sortie from
Our number, including private^, a- to be admitted into the hospital, but was refused,
September.
After
and
and laughed at by M'Donald, the physician, and
eighty.
mounted to about one hundred
our capture we were marched to fort George, and treated wiih contempt by him, who said "he was ontime
which
And when the priwere three davs on the rovi;— during
ly shamming the old soldier."
our rations were served out raw, and we had no soners were turned out for their health, as was preat fort
arrival
our
them.
even
in
of
snow
the
coldest of the winUpon
means
tended,
storms,
cooking
and men, into a ter, lie was driven out by order of
M'Donald, and
George, we were forced, officers
miserable guard-house, having no hammocks, nor many times when he could not stand alone; and in
with
infested
vermin,
of
was
out
several
times
led
some
of his felfact,
any description,
by
bedding
and where the mud Was over sho'-s. Here we were low prisoners. At one time, he could not go down,
our rations but stood on the
steps, and there, it is well known,
kept four days and nights. Here agVm
were served out raw, and but miserable means of for all knew it, and all felt it, he caught so severe a
from fori cold th.it it ended his life. It was his
request to be
cooking them. We were then marched
were three days buried in the town Cochet said he might, hut -would
George 10 Burlington Heights, md
un the road. During the two first d.ys, no provisi not allow any prisoner to fol ow him there, so he was

JAMES CHAMBERS, ensign.

—

ons whatever ivere served out to our soldiers, although
the waggons containing '.heir rations were at our
to stand
side, and although they were compelled
silent spectators while their guard were feasting
themselves! The officer of this guard, who deserves
to be well remembered, was captain James lior.
had nothing to
During these two days, our troops
subsist upon, ••xcept what the humanity of the pri
vate soldiers of the enemy, occasionally allowed from]
their own rations! Qn the evening of the second day,

I

buried on the hill.
This is another fact of the inhumanity of the British to American prisoners, while theirs have been so
well treated amongst us. This Cochet, you may rely
upon it, is an unprincipled, inhuman, and cool-blooded scoundrel, and there are facts still in the backv
ground, which he and his brother officers must be
^ \^
f} vliat he may be known in his true light.
He
j s no
ordinary man he is not the turnkey of the
prison he is not the common jailor. He is a postca ptain in the service of his Britannic majesty; deC orated with two epauletts, crown and the unchor; a
candidate for, and near being an admiral; transport
agent, and agent for prisoners of war.
I'iie letter from which the following ara extracts,
was written by captain Nelson to Cochet, the day
before he was put in the black hole, and was evidently dictated under the most irritated and indignant
feelings, at the ill treatment he had previously re-

the rations, now become putrid, and exhaling a most
intolerable stench, were served out; put our soldiers,
unable to tat them, instantly threw them away; The
it was imBritish, finding the rations so bid that
the remainder,
possible to use them, threw away
and continued the inarch to Burlington Heights,
wi'hout dealing out anv thing to our troops except
On our arrival at Burlington
rations of dry bread.
who commandHeights, we met with major Smelt,
ed at that post, and who 'treated us with great hu- ceived:
manity and politeness.
I

—

—

—

Mklviile prisox, Dec. 30, 1814;
brave, most noble and
magnanimous captain Cochet,
the officers, should be taken from fort George to
Sin You will perceive by the following that I am
we accordingBurlington Heights in light waggons,
no
So far from adhering to this agree,
fawning, cringing sycophant, and that I again
lyi complied.
ment. ottered too by themselves, we were placed, on write you, not to ask any favors, because I expect
at your hand, but to inform you that you and
foot, in the line of march, in rear of the whole, and none
surrounded bv a strong guard. From Burlington your savage tieatment to a prisoner are too mean to
merit my serious contmpt. You acknowledge by
Heights to Little York, our guard was augmented by:
the addition of a very considerable number of Indi- your conduct that you are no gentleman. 1 am thereOn our march, we were subjected to insult, fore sorry that I descended to address a "brute," a
ans.
what some people would call a "Centaur,"
contumely and threats, and frequently driven over' very ass,
our boots in mud. Thro' excessive fatigue and 'but what J call a sheep in head, and a wolf in heart.
Send me to England, you Caitiff, if you are not too
want of nourishment, many of our soldiers, whose
there is law, there is justice and
sink great a coward
strength was almost entirely exhausted, would
upon the ground. Theu were inhumanly pricked np\ equity:; there are no such lick-spittle puppies as
Uh the bayonet, and compelled to keep pace with the you are. You dare not give me an opportunity of
rest.
To the above particulars, we the undersigned, appealing to the law in Halifax you arc more afraid
of me than you are of the prince regent of a tiger
hereby certify.
I am What
or of any of the brutes cf the forest.
Signed as above

Under the promise that

if

we gave our parole, we,

J\fost

—

;

—

—

—
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you never were, and never will be, a gentleman bred
1
and born you are the son of— God knows who
am a gentleman, whether in the black-hole or upper
are meaner than the
story, and let me tell you, you
meanest of mankind in this filthy hole yea, too

15, ISL5.

to

range at large in the pleasant town of Concord,
and while some of out fat
oierTrymen have journeyea
thence to cheer and amuse them, with their chaise
boxes well lined with
demijohns and dozens of Madeira, our own officers have been suffering every
*
*
*
*
mean to merit their contempt.
privation
languishing for a drop of pure water, and
The press shall groan for many a month with acts gasping for a breath of wholesome air
"Oh theoffence is vanU; it smells to Heaven
of your brutality, and more than hellish deeds of
oppression practised on American prisoners, whether

—

!

;

;

!

!

I

am

in

the States or in England.

I

rope, to tell

now ask you,

me

if you can,
what you would not be guilty of? Whether, when
you cowardly ran away from a French corvette, when
you commanded a frigate, is your only act of humanity, you know best.
Every day I am here will add
a new leaf to your history, which I intend to write,
and dedicate some day to some of your brother officers, unless amends are made for the indignities offered me. How do you intend to answer to your go
vernment for making an individual affront a national
question ? You shall send me to England in your
own defence, where I have a friend that delights to

paltry,

cowardly scape

villainy, even in his own countrymen.
shall conclude by wishing you to live a thousand

expose
I

years, for the slow finger of scorn to point at, and
that my book, the "Scare-Croiv," may perpetuate

your deeds after you are food for the worms. I
amuse myself every time I have an opportunity
of writing, let me be where 1 may. Though my body is confined, my mind .cannot be, while it pleases

shall

the Almighty Disposer of things.
You are despised by all, and particularly by
J.

D.

NELSON.

the undersigned, lately prisoners of war at
Melville Island, testify and say, that the treament
we received, while at that place, was inhuman and
barbarous in the extreme ; and such as would dishonor and disgrace any people having the remotest
claim to the character of a civilized nation.
further state, that the case of captain J. D. Nelson,

Wk,

We

of Philadelphia, was one of particular atrocity, and
which loudly calls for justice. This gentleman being taken very sick, was refused admittance into
the hospital, although lie was so unwell as to faint
whenever he was moved
and in that situation he
was ordered from a close warm roorn in the prison
into the jail-yard, by
Donald, the physician of
the prison, and kept there, in a severe cold day, two
or three hours
after which, finding he was so far
exhausted that his death was certain, he was taken
into tiie hospital, where he shortly after died. Previous to this, Mr. Nelson had always been a warm
advocate for the English. The above particulars we
were eye-witnesses to, having been confined in the
same room with him, and attended him in his sickness.
EBEN'R A. LEWIS,
NATH'L H. LEWIS,
;

M

(

;

HUCHOlUt,
JED'H HUNT, captain N. Y. V.
NATH'L CASE,
Do.
J. J. FONTAINE, lieut. U. S. An.

JOSEPH CLARK, lieut. N.

JOHN

GILL1S, cornet

Y. V.
do.

Captains Hunt and Case, lieutenants Clark and
Fontaine, and cornet Gillis, who certify to the above
statement, were thrown into the prison at Halifax
for i-.vo months, (the putrid stench of which bordered upon suffocation) and subjected to the barbarous
indignities of its savage turnkeys, simply because
they endeavored to effect their escape from the prison-ship; the British acknowledging at the same
time, tltat they would have done the same, had they

!''

From the Boston Patriot, JWarch 25.
Latest fhom Halifax. On Thursday last

—

at Salem,

two

arrived

cartel brigs, six days from Halifax,

bringing about 260 of our countrymen, -mho have been
prisoners at that place.
All the prisoners that we have seen, agree that
their treatment in the Halifax prisons was brutal
and barbarous in the extreme. They speak particularly of captain Nelson, of Philadelphia, who had
formerly been a warm friend of the English. There
can be no doubt but his death was produced, and
intended to be produced, by the malignant savages
who superintended and directed the affairs of the
prison.
This, however, was but one instance among
many others. The British had evidently adopted an
inhuman system, by which to break down the spirits,
the health and the constitutions of our unfortunate
countrymen. A proof of this was the great number
of deaths which took place. From the 1st of January to the 12th of March there were fifty deaths ! A
seaman, who was taken in the Delaware, and who
had been in prison at Halifax for twenty months, informed the editors of the Salem Gazette, that in
that time as many as three hundred prisoners had
died.
While British prisoners have uniformly been
well treated in American prisons, and while on
Christmas and thanksgiving days they have, in many
instances, been feasted with roasted turkies and
other delicacies, the bread given to our brave, but
unfortunate countrymen, was not only frequently
musty, but sometimes contained substances of the
most noxious quality, such as glass, pins, nails, to-

bacco, chips, dirt,

£:c.

A

M'

certain Scotchman, by the name of
Donald,
who acts under the British government as physician
to the American prisoners at Melville Island, deserves to be introduced to the inhabitants of the
United States. He is a person of low stature and

complexion, with a countenance highly indicative of ignorance and dogmatism. He is in manHe is an inveners a clown, and in physic a quack.
terate enemy to all that bear the name of American,
though the lives of our countrymen have been placed
in his care.
Whi{e acting in his official capacity,

florid

he employs himself in dealing out boluses and curses,
The latter,
as may be most agreeable to his humor.
however, have been found to be much the more
harmless of the two for leaden bullets, discharged
from British muskets, were never so fatal as the
poisonous remedies of this contemptible empiric.
Should this picture ever attract the notice of the
wa3 drawn by
original, he may rest assured that it
one who knows him well. A history of his conduct
would be a history of the darkest malevolence,
matured and brought into action by the low cunning
of a Scotchman. It is to be hoped that the case of
the unfortunate Nelson will yet be unfolded to the
The disclosure of some well authenticated
world.
facts would show who were accomplices in the murThis is but one ^mong
der of an American citizen
the numerous instances of villainy.

—

!

The Lstuans on the Missouri river, have lately
the s:»me situation They were not upon pa (committed some horrid murders
but, having lost
role, and therefore it would have been no violation of their allies, they will soon have the full punishment
honor. "'Vhile British officers havg been permitted' of their crimes.
been

in

!

:

-
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Copy of a leterfrom the commissary general of prisoners to commodore Porter.
Office of 'commissary (jciicral ttf prisoners, April 17, 1 :15.
to you,
that it is not

unknown

Sin— Presuming

that the British officers then commanding on our
coast, had denied the right exercised by this government last summer, in declaring you, and (he officers

131

dence respecting that matter with colonel Bxrclnv,
as by the note annexed. Had you been possessed,
sir, of the facts there disclosed, I avti persuaded you
would not have made the objections, stated by you,
to the course taken by this government.
You will
perceive how directly the orders of your admiralty,
furnished by colonel Barclay, bear on this case, artO.
that he himself admits it.
Ifowevcr we may contend against the doctrine
laic} down by that authority, as to releases at sea,
the right of the application of the rule, on terms 6f
reciprocity, will not be denied us; indeed it is in-

and crew of the frigate Essex, discharged from pavited.
role, and that they had gone so far to demand your
The case ofthe
surrender, and to hold out threats of the consequen-

officers

and crew

ces, should you be met again in arms, I have thought Will permit me to remark,
it due to the occasion, and to you, although the cor- from that of the officers and

o'f

the Java,

you

materially different
crew Of the Essex; the
is

on the high seas, brought into
respondence with admiral Cochrane on that subject former were captured
was not determined until after the peace, to put you a neu'.ral port, and by permission, and to a certain
h the possession of the acknowledgment of that degree, at the instance ofthe authority of thecounadmitted the try, delivered to the British consul, and receipt^
officer, that his own government had
for by him.
They were not paroled at sea, and sent
correctness of the course adopted here.
With this view, and to shew the plea on which home in a cartel ship, as youseem to '.suppose, but
the
honor
I
have
released
and
left with the civil authority of C.
to,
the first pretensions were founded,
to send you herewith copies of that correspondence Britain. 1 send you a copy of the receipt of Mr.
the
British consul at St. Salvador, <w
Lindeman,
as per margin.
I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient shew the fact; the latter Were captured in the bay of
J.MASON.
Valparaiso, used in the act. of capture, (however dnservant,
Commodore Pavid' Porter. Washington.
juslifiably) as the high seas, and were released aiJd
Extract of a letter from admiral Sir Alexander Coch- paroled in the same bay, not by any intervention of
rane to the commissary general of prisoners, dated the civil authority of the United States, or underon board his JJritannic Majesty's ship Tohnant, in standing with the authorities of the country, but By
the act of your naval officer captain Hillyar alone,
the Chesapeake, ftli September, 1814.
" I
which to all intents and purposes was the same as
observe, in the American papers, that captain
the acts of other British naval officers referred to by
Tbrter, the officers and crew of the late United
States' frigate Essex, have been declared' absolved the commissioners of your admiralty in the papei'Q
from their parole, and free to serve, in consequence now furnished. As that part ofthe case which reof an order issued by the British government. It is lates to sending home the officers and crew of the
my duty to rejmark that the Circumstances under Essex in a cartel constituted by captain Hillyar, \i
Which captain Porter and his crew have been per- may be readily shewn, that your government, in simittedto return to the United States, differ very milar cases, has released the officers and crew froTn
and given up the ships to the original ownwidely from those under which releases have been parole,
to
and ers."
granted on tile ground of the order alluded
''II. S. majesty''s ship Ti.nnant,
which I believe you are aware was given to prevent
off
Chandelier islands.
llie irregularities that at one period were continually
Sir—I have the honor to acquaint you, in referente
occurring from persons being landed or released at
sea upon parole by those who had no authority for to my letter of the 7th of September last, that the
lords commissioners of the admiralty have been
s doing.
The officers and crew of the Essex were sent pleased to signify to. rue that the American governfrom a foreign port for their own country in a regu- ment had a perfect right to release captain Porter
lar cartel, acknowledged and established as such by and the crew of the late United States' frigate Essex
from their parole, which according to tl»e determicaptain Porter's letter to captain Hillyar, dated the
nation of his majesty's government was altogether
of which I send you a copy.
5th of
'

f

;

>•

.

April,
Tiie officers and

crew of the Java, similarly situ- null and void.
I have the honor to be,
ated, were duly accounted for by my government.
It is therefore incumbent upon me to claim captain humble servant,
Porter, his officers and crew, and to call upon you
to prevent their serving against Great Britain until

sir,

your most obedi ent

ALEXv COCHRANE,

Vice-admiral and commander in chief of
It. B. majesty's ships and vessels on
'regularly exchanged.
JV". American and Jamaica stations
I can assure you, sir, that it will he most painful
of the Gf.x. Marox, agent general for
for me to meet with captain Porter, or any
officers or crew of the Essex serving against Great
prisoners of tvar, &. &c. &C.
Britain, under the idea which I entertain of their
Washington.
Note. This letter Was without date in the orideviation from the vsry solemn parole they had
March lltii.
given, and I cannot admit of their being at liberty ginal; it was post-marked Savannah,
to serve until their obligation is cancelled by the 1815.
DAnnrr.n.—<-A writer in the Montreal Herala
authority of my government, I shall be glad of your
recommends, as a measure of future security against
early communication upon this subject."
Extract of a tetter from the commissary general of invasion, "that along the whole frontier of Lower
the states, there should be a
prisoners to admiral sir Alexander Cochrane, dated Canada, bordering upon
depth of ten miles at least, purchased and laid
Sept- 27, 1814.
the interior side of that range, let
"Preparatory to a reply to that part of your let- waste." "Along
there be a close settlement of discharged soldiers,
ter, (of the 7th Sept.) which regards the discharge
from parole of captain Porter, and the officers and or other persons of approved loyalty. Thus would be.
crew or the United States' late frigate Essex, 1 have formed as it were, a rampart against exterior attack,
*h» honor to VnHoV vott cotffc<! nf^niv c'orresn6n-'and tTgatrison to defend that rampart until assist

—

A

J
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ance could be brought from t greatei distance",
writer declaims against permitting the natives
of the United States to seule in the Canadas
Pea.ce.— The Montreal Heraldof <the IHch ultimo,
in speaking of ihe
(says the PUttsburg ltepublicanj
the United States at th" rerejoicings throughout
turn of peice, observes "What a comr ist is exinoited in this country; you scarcely meet a cheerful
countenance from one end of the prov.nce to the
other, when you speak of peace."
The same paper has the following rem irks about the
"Vermo'itese." The volunteers of Vermont who
so gallantly stepped forward for the relief of

22, 1815.

people on ihe services lie had rendered in America;
and stated that "jive" was among the means adopted
cy "the ever watchful influence of England" to keep
down our manufacturing establishments. It would
ae well for those interested in them to be on their
guard. I look for great destruction among our cotf
ou mills.
Perhaps, we have received accounts of
twenty manufactories destroyed by fire within the
last three weeks.
Gkneual Armstrong pdtvatf.er. The patriotic
citizens of Hudson, N. Y. have presented an elegant
sword, emblematical of the bravery displaved in defence of that vessel, to Mr. Frederick A. Worth, late
Plaltsburg, &c. will regret that their meu in au- first lieut. of the brig; who appears to be a citizen
thority have given rue to such a compliment from of the place. It was accompanied by a handsome
our late enemy:
address, to Which Mr. Worth made an appropriate
"In the midst of th* rejoicings which have taken and modest reply. It is an honorable tribute to
on the return of peace, we Americ ui bravery.
place in the United States
Sin George Pkbvost is about to proceed to T.ngfind die state of Vermont is an exception. The \\rmontese observe asullen silence like the people of! his land, as it is said, "to explain circumstances relacannot give the reason., but it is certain tive to the operations on Lake Champlin, which have
country.
that their behavior towards us was more that of been grossly misrepresented to the people." The
friends than of enemies during the war. There was, parliament of Lower Canada have voted .£5000 to
however, perfect reciprocity of conduct observed purchase him a service of plate. General Drummond is to act as governor general, ad interim.
between the settlers on both sides the line 45°.
General Brock. The parliament of Upper CaQuestion and answer. Those who did all that
to
all
that
their
nada has appropriated <£1000 to erect "a monument
they dared,
disgrace
they could, or
war
into
whaentere
to
commemorate the splendid services of the late
conspiracountry during the
cies in refuse men nud money to the government, at general Jfroch."
all
the
need
who
vindicated
of
its
utmost
the times
EAS-rroriT. It will be recollected th it a part or
barbarisms of the enemy; who extended the hand of the whole of the custom house bonds fell into the
treason and trade to him, and folded him in their [hands of the British, when they captured Eastport;
and they have enforced the payment, but it seems
affections "close as the pillory to a rascal's ear"
who cmbl ;zoncd the disasters and belittled the tri- that among *hose indebted were certain persons of
umphs of their fellow-citizens— who claimed for the the names of Morey, Dana, Wheder, Bartlett, Hayallies of the savages and negroes all that was reli- den and Burt
who, although they took the "outh.
"what hath
of allegiance to his majesty" have absconded and
gious and magnanimous-^-now ask,
GAINED II THE WA.'l ?"
sought to avoid the payment of the debts due their
Jnsrjcr. Presuming that by the "vye" these people ["sovereign lord, George the third," by secreting
me:.n themselves, for as they did not make a common themselves among iheirJforJKtf*" countrymen. In conit is
cause with the
just to sup- sequence, the (British) town major of Eastport, with
ijority in the war
and feelings m a party of 20 or 30 armed men, has been travelling
pose they still have separate interests
the peace, I answer That top hare erected for yoitr- through ihe country in search of them. On being askselves a monument to dishonor that shall outlast the ed, by what authority he did so, t'ja major with all
the emphatic the moderation and
humility that belongs to an Enpyramids of Egypt? though upon thevn,in
language of a French traveller, the word "eternify'" glishman, said, presenting a pistol to the querist's
n you." Among the
breast, "by this authority, d
appears to be inscribed.
United States' creditors. It is stated by a wri- houses visited, was that of a general John Brewer,
ter In the Philadelphia Democratic Press, that three (who, according to the British official accounts of
individuals of foreign birth, in Philadelphia alone, the capture of Castine, S;c surrendered himself and
have loaned the government upwards of four mil- his whole brigade prisoners of war, though not even
lions of dollars, viz.
embodied) and the general complaining of this, was

The
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1,900,000: told by col. Gubbins, who appears to command at
Eastport, that ne would search for and take any Bri2,500,000 tish subjects found cast of C.istine, until that place
800,009 vvas piv^n up by his government, he.
Now, I will cheerfully agree to lose my part of
(SOOjOOO at 6 per cent.)
From the London\\\\& public money that these men may owe, that
Mora.MTL and prophetic.
Morning Chronicle of December 19 England, baffled "the king may have his own again," and carry them,
but we
in her continental policy, oppressed with a debt as was designed, to Halifax as his subjects
vhich equals her revenue, ground down in spirit feel humbled, indeed, with the reflection that such
America
also
as
to
render
with
been
a marauding expedition has
with taxes,
peace
permitted in the
most on any terms popular, even if made by those state of Massachusetts. The English know their
whose mismanasrement has occasioned our misfor- men very well there is no state or district south
tunes in thai hemisphere, and who cannot subscribe loft lie Hudson, in which they would dare to commit
to it without recording British dishonor in more in- such an aggression. The infamy of a tame surrender
dclible characters, by the relinquishment of higher lof its territory, belongs exclusively to the "great
pretensions. England, perhaps, is doomed to date commercial state of Massachusetts," with her
the decline of her naval power and prosperity from boasted "seventy thousand well disciplined militia."
that epoch which she hailed as tiie Kia of her unriStonjm.ton, famous in the "events of the war,"
valled greatness and imperishable supremacy.
at the late election for governor in Connecticut, gave
War in peace. It seems as if we could hardly the "republican candidate" 133 votes, and Mr.
pick up a newspaper withotir. -observing an account Smith, the present governor and "federal candidate,"
of some manufactory destroyed by fire.
We always thought that the people of
Cobbett, on onlv 20.
his return to England; addressed a long letter to the Slonivgiou belonged to the "war party !"

Stephen Girard, from France,
(all held by himself yet)
David Parish, from GermanyJacob Gerard Koch, Holland
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— Yesterday the Ame-

magnificent dinner

to the

Eng-

lish ambassadors, at w hicli the lnteudant and numerous Hanoverian staff officers, were present. Every
thing indicated that a most perfect r< conciliation had

taken place between the two nations.
Lord Gambicr had risen to give "the United State*
of America" as the first toast, but his excelL ncy was

prevented by Mr. Quincy Adams, who gave "His
on which the music
Majesty the King of England"
struck up "God save tie King." Lord Gambier ilien
gave "the United States of North Athenca," and the
music played "Hail Columbia"
Count M. Von Sheinhuyer then gave— "The pacificators of the states may their union contribute to
the happiness of the department which is confided

—

—

my government anil may their excellencies communicate to their governments the lively interest
which those under mc take in their reconciliation."
Mr. Adams then gave— -'his Royal Highness *he
Prince of Orange;" and .Mr. Adams and loin Gam-

to

;

to certify to the
city
begged the Intendant
of Ghent the gratitude ot the Ministers for the at-

bier botli

133

probably considered himself put upon his honor, it
is clear ami candid, and must convince the most
sceptici !, that the ship was not given up till longer
resistance, against fearful ode's, would have been
both rash and useless. I'hila. True Jim.

—

J'is

Majesty's I^igate Pomone,
Bermuda, Jan. 29, 1815*
About an hour before day light of the 15th inst.
t*b strange sail (i ship and brig) were discovered
on our Ite bow, standing to the castwarel under a
press of sail, wind N. \V. by N. Mi-jestic and Endymion in company all sail was made in chase by
the three ^hipj, and it was soon evident we gained
on them. As day dawned, another ship was seen,
hull down, to leewarel, and the commoelore, imagining In r also to be an enemy, detached Pcmonc
in chase
we immediately bore right up before the
wind and in three quarters of an hour, ascertaining
her to be the Tenedos, again haled up to the east,
being by this circumstance thrown seven or eight
miles more astern of the original chase: however,
we soon again began to approach the enemy, us did
also the
Endymion who, from the above event, was
now far ahead of the Pomone. At 1 P. M. passed

—

;

;

;

tention which the inhabitants had shown them.
Next Thursday the Intendant wiil give an enter- the Majestic President and Endymion at 2, occathe wind
tainment in his turn to their excellencies.
sionally exchanging stern and bow guns
General Pack.enh.vm was certainly a brave man. began to fall light, and Pomone was yet too far off

—

;

His watch-word, "booty and beauty," shewed somewhat of a Cocfrfiuru-disposition, but he had courage;
a quality that that Goth never exhibited. The folin a Charleston
palowing anecdote of him is given
per
"Wc learn from a gentleman, u ho conversed with
an officer of the late British expedition against New
Orleans, that in the memorable battle of the 8th of
sent two of his aids,
January, general Packenham
colonel M. of the 44th,
successively, to order the hon.
:

—

render anyassistar.ee; but still coming up. At
5, 30, the President bore up, closing with the Endymion, and fired her starboard broadside, which was
promptly returned by the Endymion's terboard a
running fight then continued for some time, which
gradually slackened, ?nd at half past 8 ceased the
Endymion falling astern Pomone passing her at
half past 9 and at this time she was observed to
fire 2
guns, which the President returned with one.
At 11, being within gun shot of the President, who
was still steering to the eastward under a press of
sad, with royal, top gallant, topmast, and lower

to

;

—

—

;

to bring up his regiment to support the troops who
had gained the right bastion of the American lines.
The colonel was found in the rear of his regiment, studeling sails set; finding how much we outsailed
which was advancing slowly, and made no effort to her, our studding sails were taken in, and immediaccelerate its movement. On tearing this, general ately afterwards we luffed to port, and fired our
of the regiment, starboard broadside. The enemy then also luffed to
P.immediately gallopped to the head

the act of cheering them on, received a mor- port, bringing his larboard broadside to bear^vhich
Afterwards colonel M. having come up, was momentarily expected, as a few minutes' previthe general brandished his sword over his head, and ous to our closing her, she hoisted a light abaft,
exclaimed "you cowardly villain, if live till to-mor- which in night actions constitutes the ensign; our
row, I will have you hanged." He shortly after ex- second broadside was fired, anel the President still
The colonel has disappeared, and has not luffing up as if intent to lay us on board we haled
pired.
close to port, bracing the yards up, and setting the
been heard of since."
[The death of the general, however, was a most mainsail the broadside was again to be fired into
His
character was his bows raking, when she haled down the light,
fortunate event for the British.
not take J\'e-cv Orleans, and we hailed, demanding if she hael surrendered,
irretrievably ruined if lie did
or perish in the attempt. In England they had cal- the reply was in the affirmative, and the firing inculated on the fall of the place as a certainty, and stantly ceased. The Tenedos, who was not more
he was determineel to have it. If he had lived one than three miles off, soon afterwards came up, and
hour longer and could have got his men to follow assisteel the Pomone in securing the prize, and rehim, his whole force woulel probably have been de- moving the prisoners. At three quarters past 12
stroyed or made prisoners. Such is the opinion of the Endymion came up, and the Majestic at 3 in
the British officers taken on the 8th of January.
the morning.
The laii[es of Gharleston are providing a service
The President mounts,
of plate for the
protector of "beautv" and refuser 30 long 24 pounders o*> the main deck.

and
tal

in

wound.

—

;

;

of "booty,"

— General Jackson.
HONOR TO

We

THti BIIAVE.

42 pounelers carronades")
1 long 24 pounder,
Quarter
£1 brass howitzer 24 pounder j

14

deck

have been politely favored by captain Turle'y,
of the brig Aurora, captured on his passage to Ha6
42 pound ourronades
I
Forecast>
vanna and carried into Bermuda, who has just re- 1 long 24 pounder
3
turned thence with the subjoined statement, printed
And swivels in her tops.
at Bermuda in the form of a circular, relative to the
capture of the frigate President. We are assured 53
it was drawn
Of the officers, her 1st, 4th, and 5th iieuts. were
up by officers of the Pomone, in consequence of the mistatements which had been pub- killed by the Endymion's fire, and commodore Decatur received a severe contusion in the breast from
lished, as a tribute of justice to the brave but un
fortunate men whose fame had been aspersed.
spent ball; the sailing master and one midshipman
Though the account is anonymous, yet as the writer wounded- The number of seamen and marines klUud
i
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Ite
and wounded
living of the

not yet ascertained; but from the
two ships (Eudymion and Pomone)

is

Tjust be considerable.

JJowever reluctant the officers of the British
be to
squadron, which captured the President, may
divide the glory, the following advertisement, copied
from the Bermuda Royal Gazette, shows that they
liave no objection to divide the spoil.
Bermuda, March 8, 1815.
Notice is hereby given to the officers and company
of his majesty's ship Majestick, John Hayes, esq.
captain, and Pomone, John Richard Lomley, esq.
captain, who were on board on the 15th Jan. 1815,
at the capture of the United States' frigate President
(taken in company with his majesty's ships Endymion, Tenedosand Despatch) that they will be paid
their respective proportions of the r.ett proceeds
of three fourths of the valuation of the hull, and
certain enumerated stores of the said frigate on Friday next the 10th inst. All shares not then claimed
will be recalled at the compling house of the subscribers every Monday and Friday forthree months,

from the

first

day of payment.

And

further notice is given that the shares in the
several classes are as follows.

Bermuda Currency.
1616

1

22, 1815.
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He had a Bsrbadoes paper (which was lost or mislaid)
action be"containing the Jiritish account of the
tween the frigate Constitution and the sloops of war
also a particular account of the
Cyanr and Levant,
latter.
Mr. ChamberUin states,
re-capture of the
that after the escape of the Cyane, the Constitution
made sigrttfts for the levant to tack and stand into
she immediately did, and reached the
port, which
island of St. Jago, in order to be under the protec-

from -which she was immediately
cut out, without respecting the neutrality of the ftort.
The squadron consisted <<f the Leander, Newcastle
and Phcbe frigates. The last that was heard of them
they were in chase of the Constitution."
An indorsement on a letter received at New- York
from St. Bartholomew's, says— "The Constitution frition of the forts, anil

attacked her
gate has taken two sloops of war; both
the same time; oile of them being wounded went
into Cape de Verds, and a frigate sent in her boats
and cut her out. Th" fort loonhl not protect her.
This is from a Barbadoes paper."
(TJ/*From the preceding- we are not without our
fears that the Constitution may have fallen into the
hands of the enemy. The launder and Newcastle
are capital ships, and either of them of superior
force to our frigate; and, besides, the crew of the
Constitution must be considerably reduced by manwe should be
ning her prizes. Notwithstanding,
to hear that an onportunily was afforded her to
piail
talc- vengeance on the Phoebe, for her exploits at Valparaiso.
Sir James L. Veo and captain Owen, of the British
York for Liverpool.
havy, have sailed from

New

r"
13
ajf

rock, into which they bore a hole from one to two
hundred feet deep. The rock is never perforated
through, the water weeps into the hole at soft and
porous places but no cavities are ever found in it.
The cost of boring is from three to four dollars pen*
foot
and each well produces, on nn average, a sufficient quantity of water to make "00 bushels of salt
per day. The first water that is struck in the auge"
hole is generally fresh, or salt water of an inferior
quality, which is axchided by means of copper or
tin tubes put do"wn into the auger hole, and so secured that none of the water which comes in above the
lower end of the tube can discharge itself into th«
gum, which has a bottom put into it immediately'
upon the rock, and is secured in such a manner that
no water can get into it except that which comes un
the tube from below. The water thus gathered in
the gum will rise about as higa as the surface of the
river at low water mark
and it requires from. TO to
100 gallons of it to make a bushel of salt.
There are now established and in operation here,
fifty-two furnaces (and many arc erecting) containing from 40 to 60 kettles of 36 gallons each all
which make from 2500 to 3000 bushels of salt per
;

,

;

—

day. The quantity
shall justify.

may

be increased as the

demand

Fire wood, in the course of time, must becomS
scarce or difficult to get but stone coal may be used,
instead of it, and of this our stock is inexhausU-

—

ble.

These works are situated six miles above CharlesKanawha Court House C6 miles from the
mouth of the river, [Kanawha,] and 26 below the
town,

;

falls.
The river is navigable, with a gentle
current, at all seasons of the year, for boats drawing
two feet water, and at most seasons for boats of any
size.
Your obedient humble servant,

great

Kenawha Salt-Works.
TO THE ED1TOT! OF THE WEEKLY HEGISTE71.
Sir — By your Useful Register observe that you

l/F.TTEn

DAY1DUUFFNET?

I

are a greut friend and patron of domestic manufactures : and by your diligent attention to this important subject you hate added considerably to the public stock of correct information, and no doubt promoted a laudable emulation to perfect and establish
them. To aid in this good work, and add something
to your collection of facts, I take the liberty to forward you a brief account of 'he discovery, situation
and extent of the Kenawha Salt-Works.
At the first settlement of this place there was a

great Buffalo hick (as it was then called) discovered, where some weak salt-water oozed out of the
bank of the river. After some time, the inhabitants
sunk [hollow] gums into the sand and gravel at that
but it was so
place, into which the water collected
weak, that though sufficient quantities might be collected, not more than three or four bushels of salt
were made in a day. After the property came into
the possession of my brother Joseph Kuflher and myself (by devise) we were desirous to see the effect

Kanawha

Salt-works,

November

£

1815.5

8,

CHRONICLE.

—

Another blockade. Late accounts from West India,
(says the Charleston Courier) state, that the French
admiral lately arrived at Martinique, has notified
the blockade of the French ports of the island cf St,

Domingo.
Four Malays have been executed
piracy.

The British

will suffer

in

Ehgland

for

none to prey upon the

ocean but themselves.

A Philadelphia paper says it is understood that
the dey of Algiers has treated the French consid in
the same indecent manner that he treated ours; and
speaks of the prospect of a war between France an 1
r
Algiers. The stripei and the lillies, combined, ma
Hut is there not reason to
again float in triumph.
suppose there would be "French itfjlvevce" in this.
of sinking large Sycamore gums as low down as we
The Guerriere and Constitution frigates,
Algiers.
could foice them.
found great difficulty in this, the Ontario and Epervier sloops of war, and stverrU
6n account of the water coming in so rapidly. When other'yessels, are collected at New-York to Carry
we got down about eighteen feet below the surface our tribute to Algiers. Decatur has hoisted his
of the river, we discovered that our gums lodged on broad pendant on board the Cuerriere.
a solid, smooth freestone rock and the waler was
The frigates United States and Macedonian have
but little improved as we descended.
then bored proceeded, or are about to proceed to Boston, where;
a hole in the rock, of about 2j inches diameter
the the second heavy squadron will be collected, consistsize that is now generally used for the purpose.
ing of the two 74's, several frigates, Stc. The Con
After we had penetrated the rock eighteen or twenty
gress frigate, which appears to belong to the firs
feet we struck upon a vein of water much suiter
squadron, will first proceed to Holland with on:
than any that had ever been obtained in this
place. minister, and join the fleet in the Mediterranean.
On the collection of war vessels at New-York, a
Ourneighoors followed our example, and generally
succeeded in obtaining good salt water, to the dis- paper of that city observes "The west side of ou
tance of two and an half miles below, and four miles harbor now
presents a respectable, warlike and acabove us, on tha river. Thev all have to sink the tive
appearance there are lying in the nortli river,
gums about eighteen feet, where they com? t8> the besitVs merchantmen, thd Guerriere of 44 (54) gun
;

—

We

—

We

—

1

—

;
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editor of the Register never troubles h\$
of 22, tire
vl_r'l i)
the Constellation of'38 (50), the Ontario
renters with —"~
-"matter; and this is in.
electioneering
r
the
me
squadron
and
ana
of
of,
20
tight
ngny
«»/"«
(34),
34),
prize Cyane
;-•
If not assured that it
Firefly, lorch, serted merely as a cun,
the
schooners
and
Spitfire,
brigs
In the was a serious appeal, we should have thought it the
Flambeau and Spark, and some gun boats.
the stream, and the production ot a wasr.
cast river the Epervier lies in
A large steam boat was about to be launched in
The Cyane, Alert, and
Alert at the navy yard.
war captured from the Eng- England to run as a packet between Dover and CaEpervier are sloops of
are not so fortunate as to lais, and will no doubt do very well; as the one that

=y»^-

lish

who, we believe,

from JYew-York to Jv'ew Haven, through the
Sound, answers every expectation, even steering
well by the compass, in case of fogs, notwithstanding the quantity of iron on board of her.

hulls of our public vessels in anypossess so many
one of their ports."
The JUgerlne fleet is reported to have a Scotchman
for its admiral, of the name of Smith.
Plaster of Paris.— A tew days ago a gentleman
arrived here (says a New-York paper) from NovaScotia with a cargo of plaster, expecting to get
about 18 dollars a ton for it, as it had been sold as
the war. H)\v was he dishigli as 30 or 40 during
to find on our docks the same article,

plies

—

Slave trade. A Spaniard, an Englishman and an
American (named Cooke) have been tried by an
English tribunal, at Sierra Leona, and sentenced to
14 years residence at Botany Bay, having been convicted of beinj; slai'e traders.
[What would they do
with Cockburn

appointed
from tire western
brought down tire north river,
Thus is
district (Onondaga), selling at 12 dollars
one important article of commerce, one link in the
chain of dependence on other nations, almost enthe enterprise of our citizens and
tirely cut oft', by
natural riches of our country.
Rkgisteii hopes, and
[And thus the editor of the
articles of Bribelieves, will it be with hundreds of
tish growth, produce or manufacture. Would it were
so -with all

?~\

There is reason to believe that the patriots of
Florida are again in consider ble force.
From Europe we have some scraps of news by
the Brutus privateer, arrived at Boston; but the
only thing worthy of note is, that the emperor of

!

Russia appears determined to have Poland for his'
share of the spoil, whether the other sovereigns
agree to give it or not. Such is the disinterestedness
of princes
By accounts from the West-Indies we are apprehensive that the tories of Venezuela have completely
subdued the whig?, after rome desperate fighting.
It is stated that in the last four battles no less than
11,000 men were slam, and extermination has followed the steps of the conqueror.
Of Mexico, however, we h.ve some hopes. The
patriots are in great force.
They have recently defeated the royal army in three desperate battles near
Vera Cruz, and it appears probible that that important city was about to fall into their hands.
have accounts from thence as late as January 17!

.']

.Massachusetts election.— Governor Strong will proof from five to
bably be re-elected by a majority
seven thousand votes. He had somewhere between
twelve, and fifteen thousand of a majority last year.
The decree of the whole number of votes is "truly
within the last year the
alarming." We are told that
has been exceedingly great
emigration from the state
—some of the towns losing 30, some 50 and some
Such are among
voters.
perhaps as many as a 100
the effects resulting from the jacobinism of the
The quiet and peaceleading men in Massachusetts.
able citizens are leaving the land of taxation and
turbulence, to enjoy ease and quiet in the western
_

We

—

From Brazil. The British Facket Princess Elizabeth, captured by the America, arrived at Salem,
was, w'hen captured, about 50 days from Rio Janeiro.
Her officers stated that a serious misunderstanding
had taken place between the English minister at the
Brazils and the Portuguese government; that a war
was expected, and that the Packet and other English
vessels were ordered away at ve:y short notice—the Packet left it in so great hurry, that she did not
obiam a sufficient supply of provisions, and she had

woods.
Massachusetts electioneering.— A meeting, chieflyof the "federal" memcomposed, it is to be presumed,
bers of the legislature, held at Boston, on the 16th
Feb. ult. nominated and recommended Caleb Strong
for governor, and William Philips, for lieut. governor of the commonwealth of Massachusetts for the
to the people in
ensuing year, who they recommend
the following strain:
only fifteen pounds of bread for thirty-one men,
"The meeting have confident hopes that the suf- when she was captureH.
will be unanimous in favor
Massachusetts
of
Her mails were thrown overboard when her colors
frages
of these gentlemen, on this occasion.
were struck.
The impartial, liberal And uniform administration of
All the French commissioners whom Louis
Hayti.
The
all the great concerns of the commonwealth:
the 18 h sent to St. Domingo immediately on his reto
has
her
which
magistrate
given
chief
ready support
storation (says the lioston CentinelJ to invite the
the constitution and constitutional laws of the C idled
blacks and men of color of that important island to
Ire
the
same
time
has
at
opposed
patriotically
States,
return to the blessings of slavery, have been apprethe encroachments on them, and magnanimously
hended and their Fate variously reported. In ardefended the right of Massachusetts, as a "free, sotrs that
it apChristophe and Petion,
The
-which resting them,
and
state;"
alacr,tij
independent
vereign
those recently de li; rivals, made common cause.
he has shewn in providing, preparing, and directing
Messrs. Metliana, Danction, Lavaysse and Daverman
measures for the defence of our altars and firesides;
the commit.* o
united with the comfort, health and compensation of composed
Stf-ahy Pi.»sti.va>-ia has appropriated 300,000
the defenders of the soil; and the steadiness with
which he has vindicated the rights of the citizen dollars, as a loan to die United States for the pay of
soldier, against military domination: must be deep- the militia and volunteers of that state, lately in the
ssa- service of the genera] government
of every man in
ly impressed on the hearts
Benefits ok peace From the Jhigiteta Chronicle.—~
chusetts, and must command the suffrage of confidence and affection from every grateful hand.
Upwards of 8, ''00 bales of cotton have been shipped
this Week for Savannah
In all the cares and labors oft he chief magistrate
also, a number of brave
he men, who abandoned th
in the most lowering and threatening moments
city in the hour of danhas found an ardent and inflexible supporter and ger, have departed for the same destination a proscounsellor, in the munificent citizen who is again re- perous voyage anl a pleasant ourney to both, for
'
commended to fill the second chair of government. wc never wish to sec their faces mure.

—

—

;

—
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Great and Important News,
An

express reached Baltimore, yesterday
at 2 o'clock, bringing letters to seveor" the first respectability from

morning
ral

gentlemen

their correspondents in
s' an«-.e as follows:

Jg."

;V !!

'

"

!
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SOOTH CAlVfellT-STHEET, AT $.5 P8H ANN I'M.
deal with foreign countries: for this iva.on I send
a statement of the averaged price of
whfflt and flour,
for differ, nt years of generul
peace, commencing
with 1784j and ending with 1791. From thence a
new period is taken, beginning with the wars of the
French revolution, and ending with the
peace of

A
in sub-

i

erica in

J

81

5.

may he well also to recollect, th-t at the comof the first period, Virginia, that has
The schooner Sine Qua Non arrived at mencement
since exported wheat, corn and flour so
Wedlargely,
on
from
25
in
Rochelle,
Jays
JJew-Vork
w,:s then mostly
engaged in rearing tobacco. Jt is
news that Bo- sdd,
loo, that during the arduous struggle of the
nesday evening last-*-bringing
mrr, had landed at Prejus with ska hun- last twenty years, the agriculture of both Great Bridred men, where he was immediately joined tain and Fiance, has been extended and greatly imthat he proved. What then are we to argue from this state
by Berthicr with 20,000 move; and
6f things? Europe can
generally sir ply herself
entered Paris, March 20, at the head of eighty with
food, and at a lower rate
time ofpe >ce) than
thousand men and immediately resumed the we have paid for the last ten (in
or fifteen years.
But
and
issued
and
addresses
proclamais
there
throne,
no market but that of Europe can take off
functionaries
his
bur
immense surplus. The West Indies, if they
tions,
public
appointing
were
us exclusively, would consume but
a
[some of whom are named in the letters] and sm opened
ill proportion of what we have to
British
If then
spare.
decree
a
property.
sequestering
passed
is
on
the continent, and
preserved
every nation
The minister of war [Soult] was said to be peace
(here husbands its resources, as we
may expect they
Louis and his family had fled to will— it seems to
in the plot.
result, as a natural
been flying that we shall lose the markets for ourconsequence
food almost
England. The tri colored flag had
the
the
or
consent
to sell m
tit RocheHU ten days before
wholly,
sailing of
Europeans cheaper thari
can
supply themselves.
Sine Qua Xon, which was the 31st ot March. they
It

—

But, during a time of general peace, and before the
of this nation, or of
agriculture
England or Fiance
books.*'
Reasoning upon it, we may easily suppose was so extended for a period of
eight years, wheat
of
ambition
that Austria, jealous at the inordinate
did not average one dollar per bushel, and flour
five
Jlttssia and I'm -air., and feeling- herself too weak to dollars
per barrel, or thereabout may we not then
stand against them, has been the main spring to the
similar
expect
prices at this day of peace, as when
measure, which the wretched imbecility of the peace "covered the earth"
thirty years since?
I
Bourbons half-prepared, for execution. Maria Louisa
such
will be the case— iet us not. then
presume
keep
has always and openly manifested her attachment to our
expectations above what will be realized. Ecothe fortunes of Napoleon/ and, no doubt, essentially
nomy ought now to be the order of the day; and the
contributed o the resolves of her father. We recolgrowers of grain will find this to be imperiously relect now to have seen it said in an English paper
quired, if they should live to see wheat at 80 to 100
sustained
was
Some time ago, that Bonaparte
by cents
per bushel, flour at 4$ to 5 dollars per barrel
Austria as a rod over the back of die other combined and corn
30 to 50 ven\sper bushel. And
yet a few'
sovereigns.

The above

is

from the "Merchants'

coffee house

—

months may be sufficient to produce this
immense
ap- Change; immense it will be, and to
many an unexlittle reason to doubt its pected one.
there
seems
Those
who
have bought lands within
pear,
truth; nor is it more wonderful than several the last three or four years farms at 80 to 100 dollars
when
the
per acre,
other events that, have recently happened. If
product ot an acre is reduced to half its customary value— beef and
such be the facts, we shall lose no time in
pork and
that
have
been
so
butter,
unnaturally high priced
laying all the circumstances before our read- must fall with the fall of other
productions. On the
ers. Wc have no question
other hand, a fexv years will lessen our
of its accuracy.]
taxes, it is
hoped.
European manufactures and West'lndia
have
been
productions
reduced in price
already
30 to 100 per cent, and some
articles, tin for

[However strange the preceding may

—

Trade and Commerce,

AS THEY WERE, AND AS THEY WILL EE.
[communicated.]
A new nera having taken place in the European
World (by a general peace,) it is worth while to enquires little into those times of peace that mankind
enjoyed before the late desolatory wars took place.
As it is now more than 20 years since those wars
commenced, and a new generation has grown up and
gone into business, it may be useful to them to
know how the United States then stood, in
regard
to

some of the most important

VOL.

VIII.

articles in

which we

jfrom

instance, 300/>er cent

—nor are they

many people suppose they

will

yet as low as
to, when the

come'

great importations that are expected shall arrive;
and this seems reasonable for if the stock of
those
articles in the United Slates, have been
sufficiently
to
such
an
what
great
produce
effect,
may we not
lock for, when fourfold the
quantity shall be thrown
into the county ?
If peace is preserved in
Europe
and the United States for a period of 10 to 20
years,
that
live
see
it
to
see
as
they
may
great changes as
the last 20 years have produced— the works of
pence"
for the confusions of war.

—
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Averaged prices of wheat and four taken from
books for the following years.

1784

millers

29, 181$.
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—

of fish, lumber and provisions." I am glad they
the middle and southern states
"federalists"
here and there, have began to look seriously at home.
though a tew firebrands scattered
To proceed to our immediate object we have
of the tenacity with which a man
taking advantage
holds t«» his party, still keep up an apparent general frequently said that the commerce of the eastertt
those of the east
which, however, by states was chiefly built upon an intercourse with the
feeling with
and it has been proved, by reference to
the course of events, at home and abroad) will na- southern
And the weight the exports of Boston to foreign ports and places.*
turallv lose its force and fervency
of these states, in the house of representatives of that her merchants derived about three-fifths of
United States, will be greatly lessened after, the next their commodities from the people of the. south.-}in

—

j

;

i

;

.

—

With these,- and by their enterprise anfl industry^
aided by the circumstances under Which Europe was
placed by her desolating wars/ the}' extended their
trade to all parts of the world, gathering its" wealthy
The latter, in great pro
in cash or commodities.
and the. for
portions, came to the southern states
mer, converted into China or East India goods, had

for they are, comparatively, decreasing in
as
population and the decrease will be more rapid
Boon as the fact is ascertained, that their boasted
commerce in a time of peace, will dwindle to insigI'he idle prospect of again having that
active trade they enjoyed while Europe was in arms,
has kept thousands, perhaps tens of thousands, of
persons in Massachusetts that, with clearer views,
would have been engaged in felling the mighty forests of the west and in opening its generous sod to
the rays of the sun. This last fatal effect to the in-

census*

—

—

a like direction, to furnish new supplies for trade,
The little town of Salemi
in continual succession.
for instance, at one time had fifty fan'- ships ancl
vessels employed in a commerce, beyond the Cape or
fluence of the eastern states, and particularly of Good Hope, and of their cargoes, the value of gj
Massachusetts, has been powerfully promoted by the million or a million and a half came, annually, to*
oi
Baltimore, only.
might not a Itam. or a Stfeile^
hostility of her great men to the establishment
domestic manufactories— they seemed to regard them or any neutral European nation as easily have dond
as a sort of war against England / and so sincere. y this ?
Many people sail their ships as cheap, if not!

Why

to peace, on any terms (even much cheaper, than we do.
It makes no difference
those of the British sine qua nonj that they would, to the farmer whether his produce is carried away
real]
in a ship of the. ''nation of J\'ers England," or of the;
-do nothing whatever to promote or secure the
to nation of
Japan; nor dots the lady, while sipping
independence of their country. To this devotion
inher tea, for one moment dwell on the thought,
England they sacrificed their present and future
teres*— an act which few men would hive supposed! whether it came from Cimtm, direct to Baltimore,!
them capable of doing! JMassachusetts ought to I in an Elb&se vesselj or was brought hither, via Salem*
he United States what Yorkshire is to in a schooner with "notions." it is the price afwf
have been to tii
England her dense population and quality of soil quality that regulates a consideration of the mat-*
fit her For this more than any thing else, the business ter.
But the farmers and planters of the middle and
of navigation excepted, which will certainly fail to southern states conceded to the trading people or
the eastern, a regulation as to tonnage tnd duties,,
give food to the people. f
But our object in this number is to say a little that secured to them the advantages thev have beer*
about the "commerce of Boston"'*-that Boston which so little thankful for. As the state of the world

were they devoted

—

—

(from adventitious circumstances heretofore noticed) acquired such a vast ascendancy over all the
money of the United States, and Used it, by every
possible means, to embarrass the general government,
and the people; lending herself to the enemy to
perform a part in that samp system of warfare that

extended commerce will fail, peris, their Sate
haps one half—let our ports be thrown open to all
vessels on the same terms, and Dutch ships might
be found Carrying flour from Baltimore to feed the
people of Boston.

now

|

While

I

state these propositions,- let it not h'i

induced England to counterfeit our continental money thought I would have them realized. By no means*
during the revolution, and more recently the as-ji hope the honest and industrious people of thd
The restoration of peace has eastern sretion of our country may still be protectsignals of France.
Furnished us With some curious items on this sub- et\ but let them not use the advantages that the"
ject. Indeed, the Bostohiatts themselves, it appears,- farming interest bestows upon them,, to make out a»
are becoming sensible that their commerce will
is inimical to commerce!
be| caSft that that interest
immensely reduced by the pacification of Europe, Foreign commerce, as a means of national wealth
and must mainly depend, for what may be left, uponl an d prosperity, will always be cherished by a wise'
the agriculture of the southern states; unless, inbut he will not sacrifice to j'M.he greater
legislator
deed, they make roads, dig canals, &.;. &c. to facili- concern's of agriculture and home manufactures f
tate an intercourse with the interior, and divert some Which latter bear a proportion of as seven* to one t?
part of its current from its great natural emporium, the former. See Weeklj) .Register, vol. vii. p. 273.
Without these, as is observed by a
New-York.
There is so much to be said on this subject, tint
writer in the "Boston I'alladnim"\ (one of the most
we hardly know whereto stop. We must break oh
devoilt papers of the faction) "their commerce will
and come immediately to a few memoranconsist of diminished importation and exportation abruptly,
the character of the trade of
|

:

;

\

I

;

1

Also, perhaps, in the senate, by the erection of at
least one new state, of tii. Indiana or
Mississippi
territory;

currier.':,

ought

to

make

the "restorer of commerce.'"
iThis article is laid ofi'

have room

'

>r

.

'.*

The "Benton Gazette" of March 13, h >d 24 "ship
advertisements," as the printers call them i. e. noot
tices of vessels about to sail for different plices
those, 1 was forljiverpool; i for Holland; 2 for Ne.v
Orleans; 3 for Charleston; 2 for Savannah; 1 fur Alex
andria; I for Fredericksburg; 2 for Norfolk; 5 for
1 for London; 2 for Gu..them esteem h'nn as Baltimore; 2 for New-York;

flf the news just received of the return of JVapoLeon to Prance be true, it Will
materially alter the
prospects of the American merchants as to trade,
and those of the eastern states especially; and, on account of the great demand it will bring their ships
into as

Boston/
dums to exhibit
when > at the reUmi of P e ace Equivocally re
sumed what may be termed its natural order.

I

>n

v"

!:°n

we

1

—

:

1

1

Vol. VII, page 332.
fSee Weekly Register,
'•
\ Ships 45; barques
brigs 5 --in the year •T80.&
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If the economy of the masters of those
daloupe; 1 for Philadelphia; say 5 for foreign, and
eoastirtg
vessels did not restrain them, we might see thou29 for southern domestic ports.
haJ
24
sands of advertisements in our southern newspapers
The "Button Palladium," of March 14,
like the
following, copied from a late "Baltimore Pa"ship advertisements :" viz. for London, Liverpool
Orleans
Charlesfor
New
triot."
3;
and Huvanna one each;
New-York
FreBaltimore
2;
4;
"For sale on board the" &c.
ton 6; Alexandria 2;
100 bushels potatoea,
dericksburg 1; Savinnah 1; Philadelphia",!; Norfolk
and
for
southern
21
domestic
1000
1; say 3 for foreign,
ropes onions,

39 grind stones."
"Port of Charleston, March 21. Arrived, schooner
might thus go through the whole, month of
March, but the above is sufficient. It is probable, Union, Barnstable, 9 days potatoes, onions, codfish,
however, that several of these are duplicates but and glauber salts."
We have also had in Baltimore a great importation
that does not affect the general state of the fact deof masters and mates of vessels their number, at
monstrated.
The clearances, however, afford the best evidence onetime unemployed, was estimated at 150—The
ports.

We

—

;

—

cure of the commerce of this people.
Boston, Feb. 27 to March 4, cleared, 3 vessels
for the West-Indies, and 5 for southern ports of the
United States.
March. 4 to 11, cleared, 3 for the West-Indies, 1
for Surrinam; 2 for England (one in ballast); 13 for
of the

'i

and ports further south.
11 to IS, cleared, 3 for the West-Indies;
2 for Europe; 1 for the Cape de
1 for Surrinam;
Verds, and 28 as aforesaid.
Haiti'more

March

March

18 to 25, cleared, 3 for Europe; 2 for the

and 27 as

1 for Halifax;

West-Indies

And thus it has gone on "even
The following, from a Boston paper
be added
"

:

—

March 25 — Sailed

aforesaid.

until this day."
of the 25thj.may
fleet

of

southern pw
square rigged vessels, principally for
Martin kjue
Ships .Mary Ann
JVexo Orleans
Marmion
I,a ton a
JVeto Orleans

is :

Boston,

.-:

day a

Charleston

Quincey

Min

this

va

Norfolk
Norfolk
Alexandria
City Point

XV tliam
With* Imina
Albert
Georj
'<•

Rotterdam
Surrinam

Brigs rhomas

Mary & Jane

J\'eio

JVev> Orleans

JVew Orleans

Com. Barry

New

Angelina
Aurelia
Caroline

Savannah
Savannah

Orleans

Norfolk
Alexandria

g

—

We

—

—

Orleans

George
Francis
Jane

Strot

merchants, however, appear rather disposed to encourage our own brave spirits, many of them "New
England men" too who carried the "striped bunting" in terror ever the ocean.
Further, we learn that from five to ten commercial houses are about to be established in
Baltimore,
by persons from Boston and its neighborhood
them
with
a
and
greet
hearty welcome,
hope they
may prosper amongst us. Many of our best and
most patriotic citizens are emigrants from JVew
England; and even a very "blue light" loses that factious, grumbling and suspicious spirit that distinguished him at home,f after residing here a little
while; for he finds this "Sodom," this "mob /own*
this "den of devils," as pious people in
charity called
us, to have much less bickerings an<i quarrels than
Boston, with a great deal more harmony among
neighbors, and a general disposition tooblig<; and
he discovers what not a little surprises him, that
our bank directors never enquire whether he is a
"republican" or a "federalist'.''
We cannot resist the question, though it may look
how many merchant^ have
invidious, and demand
left Baltimore' to settle in Boston?
not one.
Ou?
population is increasing with its former rapidity,
and one offence against the majesty of the 1 ws,
dreadful indeed, though signally provokec", and most
pouring down upon us, for a fortnight p st,
partake of the Boston character they are p lfe ly
national unlike the stones of any other place, and
useless for any other human purpose than that to
literally

—

—

which they apply them.
It has been remarked within a few
days, 'hat the
trade in notions which was carried on from Boston

with so much celerity, has fallen away since the
New York
failure of the great notion of <he Hartford convenNantucket
Belvidera
And a large -lumber of schooners and sloops, tion and that this accounts for their lately turning
their attention to large expartations of hard ware.
making in all from 40 to 50 sail.''
jThe following description of the people of NewDuring the month of March there cleared at Bosthem were 39 ships England is extracted from the London edition of
ion, in ill, 144 vessels; among
of the American geography by Jediand 42 brigs only 26 of the whole sailed for foreign 1792> page 143,
As doctor
&c 5 for domestic ports diah Morse, D. D. A. A. S. H. S.
ports, including Halifax,
Morse is himsc if a native of New England and a
east of Boston, and one hundred and thirteen for
of the dominant party in that section ef
southern ports, chiefly in ballast, for cargoes, or with clergyman
the United States, his opportunities must have been
a few "notions," as given below, for example. Some
and we presume th:«t at least he does not
of those which went to foreign ports were without excellent,
so that ballast stones were humorously misrepresent the party, of which he is so worthy and
car 'v>cs
Bern. Press.
of that place, as being distinguished a partizaiT.
•quoted" in one of the pap< rs
'" " ;n
"They are indeed, often jealous to excess, a cirthough the stock
in great demand at S 15
cumstance which is a fruitful source of imaginary
was reported us inexhaustible!*
grievances, and of innumerable suspicions, and unjust
*
m iy be indulged with inserting the follow- complaints against govemmi at. A very considerable
front a late Philadelphia Aurora, part of the people have either too little or too much
ing legitimate puns,
an the trade of Boston, he.
learning to make good subjects. They have enough
The Delaware is covered with a considerable num- however, to make them think they know a great deal
the
east
of
the Hudson when in fact they know but tittle.
Hence originates
ber of coasting vessels from
4-our wharves are covered with the abundant car- that restless, litigious complaining spirit, which
forms a dark shade in the character of New Engwin. -a they have brought—of stones.'
goes
worn Massachusetts which have been land men."
The

H ope

;

—

—

j

1

'-*

I

We

•

i

»
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managed and grossly exaggerated for
the good and
'••ill be
passed over by

p;irty purposed,

A

mill for
cannon
boring
above founcleries.

tin

is

connected wi'h one of

—

l»in;wi:iiii:s
There are three breweries on an exthe virtu »us, in consideration of the order aiid hartheretofore prevailed in our city which tensive scale. They consume about 30,000 buskela
even the approach of six thousand British land of barley, .and manufacture 10,000 barrels of porter,
tn> >ns, with a great number of ships-, seamen and beer and ale, annually, worth about $60,000.
Lead—Two white and one white and red lead fac
marines, could not since disturb.
tory, to which are connected chemical laboratories
WooiEsr. There is a very large woolen
factory
which makes ill kinds of cloth, blankets, vest
Pittsburg,
pat&c.
the
of
terns,
besides*
evet'al
smaller
America,
hosiery,
felting,
Emphatically styled
Birmingham
7s tdeasantly situated at the confluence of the Alle- on s.
Cotton.—There is, besides the one propelled by
ghany nul IVfonongahela rivers, which here form the
majestic Ohio. Pittsburg lies 280 miles distant steam, several smaller cotton factories, which to-

—

moiv that

—

from Philadelphia mid 124 from Erie.
gether make an immense quantity of various kinds
This great manufacturing town contains from eight of goods.
Warehouses. The number of warehouses is very
to ten thousand inhabitants
besides, at all times, a
great influx of strangers, from various parts of the great, no less than 16, the gre:*ter part of thenUnited States.
large buck buildings, on the two rivers, which are

—

;

Among its manufactories are the following —
A steam rolling anil slitting mill, (connected
:

1st,

with which

is

a midline for

always

which is done with great facility) of seventy
horse power, on Evans' plan.
2d, A steam flour mill, of twenty-four horsepower,
on Evans' plan, driving three pair of stones, which
grind about sixty thousand bushels, annually.
3d, A steam paper-mill, of three vats, and twenty horse power, on Evans' plan in which the consumption of rags is about 120,000 pounds, yearly.
4th, A ste im cotton factory, of twenty horse power, on Watl 8c Baton's plan.
5th, A steam woolen factory and fulling mill, of
horse power, on a new plan, by the owner, Mr.
nails,

—

—

and bridle bit manufactory.
wheel iron manufactory.
1 suspender do.
2 umbrella do.
1 stirrup iron
1

Arthur.-'.

A

wire manufactory, propelled by steam.
are three extensive establishments in this place for the making of steam en-

Steam engines — There

gines
1st,

:

—

cordage. At, one of these walks the principal part
of the cordage for commodorePerry's fleet was made.
Two cables weighed about 4,000 pounds each, and
were 4 1-2 inches in diameter.
Buttons. There are three button makers, who
make about 200 gross weekly, being 10,000 gross,
or 120,000 dozens annually,
averaging 75 cents per
gross, making a yearly amount of §7,500.
A Pottkut has been lately established by Trotter
& Co. of Philadelphia, where are made pitchers,
coffee and tea pots, and cups, &c.

•

6th,

full.

Rope walks Three large and extensive rope
cutting and heading walks, which make all kinds of rope, twine and

—

The "Pittsburg Steam Engine Company,

construct them on Evans'

5'

—
plans this establishment

very extensive, embracing a foundery and a smithThe hands employed by this company are about
one hundred, generally. Many of the anchors were

is

erv.

made by

this company for commodore Perry's squadron on lake Erie.
2d, Bolton and Watt's plan, improved, are made,
extensively, by Thomas Copeland.
3d, The "Mississippi Steam-Boat Company," on
Fulton's plan.
Steam-boats In 1810 the building of steam-boats
was commenced bene by Mr. Itosevelt, in conjunction with Messrs Fulton & Livingston, of New-York,
by building the "New-Orleans," of 138 feet keel,
and between 3 or 400 tons burthen after which were
built the "Vesuvius,"
"Enterprise," "Etna," and
"Buffalo"—besides which the
, lately launchand
one
on
the
ed,
stocks, which will be launched
in the ensuing summer.
Glass There are at this place two white and
three green glass-houses. This article of manufacture has become one of the staples of our trade. The
amount of glass manufactured, annually, is valued
at §200,000.
Glass cutting is also connected with
these establishments, and it is done not inferior to
the best cut glass in
Europe.

—

;

—

'

2 brass fbunderies.
Besides which there are

— 8 tanneries;

1

morocco

and coppersmiths; 8 hat t vies; 8
silversmiths and watch "makers; 7 cabinet
makers;
R chair makers; 5 printing offices; 4 book binderies;
2 silver platers; 3 trunk makers; 2 y;\\\\ smiths; 6
naileries; 6 tallow chandleries; 2 brush makers; 6
bakers; 4 plane makers-, 4 tobacconists; 2 carvers
and gilders.
There are 8 places for public worship, viz. 2 for
factory; 7 tinners

Presbyterians;

1 for

for Covenanters;

1

Methodists; and a

Episcopalians;
for

1 for

Seceders; 1

German Lutherans;

1

for

Roman

Catholic chapel, /
Three banking
the bank of Pittsburgh; the Farmers' and Mechanicks' bank of Pittsof
discount and deposit, a branch
burgh; the office
of the Pennsylvania bank.
The Pittsburgh permanent library company has
about 2000 volumes, with an annual fund of about

houses — viz.

$500.

The other public buildings are— z court house,
three market houses, and a jail.
[Compiled for the Weekly Regtsteh.

New -Orleans.
DOCUMENTS

ANT)

TAPEHs CONTTVUFT)

Head quarters, 7tli military (iisuicr,
Adjutant-general's office, New-Orleans, March 13,

181.7.

General orders. The commanding general, with

Ain-rouN-DERiEs—There are in Pittsburgh, three the most lively emotions of joy and of gratitude to
large and extensive air founderies, where are cast all heaven, announces to the troops under
s c immand
kinds of hollow-ware,
castings, cannons, cannon that a treaty of peace between the United States arid
balls, smiths' anvils, sad irons,
was
ratified
and exchanged at Washsteam-engine cast- Great Britain,
!.

sugar boilers,

iron

boilers

ington, on the lfth of February list.
In consequence whereof, he loses not an instant in
revoking and annulling the general order issued oil
—and a small foundery for
casting butt-hinges, buc- the 15th day of December last, proclaiming martial
kles, &c.
law, which is hereby revoked, annulled and coiiater-

ings,

&c.

for

distilleries,

besides one in
Birmingham, (a new town opposite Pittsburg) where all kinds of small. work is done
;

KILES

|4g
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and lie orders all hostilities immediately .risk of their own. You have allowed us the endear*
lo cease against the troops and subjects of the unit- liny title of your brothers in arms it was given to us
this field, strewed then with the bodies of out
(.J kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.
[on
And in order that the general joy attending this enemies and we feel a noble pride in the consciousevent may extend to all manner of persons, the com- ness that allows us to accept it. That fraternity ceynanding general proclaims and orders a pardon tormented in hostile blood shall be the pride of our
all military offences heretofore committed in this 'lives; and in after times will secure to our children
district, and orders that all persons in confinement the respect of posterity.
General, common phrases
cannot express the emotions which agitate us at this
under such charges be immediately discharged.
moment of our separation but we pray heaven to
By order,
BUTLER, Adj. Gen. watch over your safety and we trust to a grateful
7th
district.
Headquarters,
military
country for the honors and advancement which your
Aujuiant-general's oliice, New-Orleans, March 13, 1S1J.
services have merited.
General outers. The commanding general comCamp Jackson, J larch 16.
jnunicatcs with great satisfaction to the troops unJ. B. PLAUCIIE, major
der his command, the following testimonial of the
STE. GEME, captain.
of the United States
'{list sense which the president
M. WHITE, captain.
entertains of their patriotism, valor and good conA. GUIBERT, captain.
lie congratulates them particularly on their
duct,
HUDRY, captain.
being able to receive his applause with a consciousP. ROCHE, captain.
and takes a singular
ness of haying deserved it
ST. JEAN, lieutenant.
to the
citizens of
juanded

—

;

;

j

1

I

—

|

ROBERT

;

JOHN
COEUR DE ROY,
DE ST. HOMES, lieutenant.
M. THOMPSON, lieutenant.
C. FREMONT, lieutenant.
DUHULQUOD, lieutenant.

;

brave
this
pleasure in conveying
^ate, who took i>p arms in its defence, the assurance
that their exertions are appreciated as they deserve
of the United States.
]by the executive

Tiie president requests that you will express to
the troops who have acted under you, the very favorable sentiments which he entertains of their conduct.
The alacrity with which the}' repaired to the standard of their country, exposed in many instances to
the patience with which they
distressing privations
have borne the fatigues of the campaign, and their
bravery in action, have been seen by him with great
*'.

L. PILIE', lieutenant.

BENETAUD,
BERTEL,
TIUET,

lieutenant.
lieutenant.

LE MOUNTER,

;

sur.

major.

THE GENERAL'S ANSWER.
Fellow Soldiers Popular favor has always

—

beer,
To our newly adopted fellow citizens
satisfaction.
with me a secondary object. My first wish, in polipf Louisiana, you will give assurance of his great
tical life, has been to be useful to my country. Yet
sensibility to the decided and honorable proof which
I am not insensible to the good opinion of my fellow
they have given of their attachment and devotion to
I would do much to obtain it
but, I canthe union, and of the manly support of the rights of citizens
own
;

;

conscience,
not, for this purpose, sacrifice my
or what T conceive to be the interests of my country.
These principles have prepared me to receive,

their country.

JAMBS MONROE,

"Signed,

?cretary of State."

with just satisfaction, the address you have presentThe first wish of my heart, the safety our couth
and it affords me the
try, has been accomplished,
ADDRESS
greatest happiness to know that the means taken to
1'i'um the city battalion of uniform companies, to majorsecure this object have met the approbation of those
general Japksen.
who have had the best opportunities of judging of
have delayed until this moment the their
General
propriety, and who, from their various relaexpression of our feelings towards you, lest the ho- tions, might be supposed the most ready to censure
liest emotions of our hearts should be ascribed to a
any which had been improperly resorted to. The
desire of propitiating the favor of our commander. distinction
you draw, gentlemen, between those who
At this moment when neither hope nor fear can be
only declaim about civil rights and those who fight
supposed to have influenced us, we pray you to re- to maintain them, shews how just and practical a
ceive the sincere tribute of our thanks— as soldiers,
knowledge you have of the true principles of liberty
for the confidence you have reposed in us, for the pa- ^-without such
knowledge all theory is useless or
ternal care with which you have watched over our
mischievous.
comforts, and above all, for that justice you have
Whenever the invaluable rights which we enjoy undone to our zeal in assigning us on every occasion a der our own
happy constitution are threatened by
post of danger and of honor as citizens, for the wis- nvasion, privileges the most dear, and which, inoi
dom of the measures you have devised to protect
times, ought to be regarded as the most saour country; fpr the skill and bravery with which dinary
cred, may be required to be infringed for their secuthey were executed and for that indispensible ener- .ritv. At such a crisis, we have only to determine
gy to which we owe our safety. Leaving to others whether we will suspend, for a time, the exercise of
the task of declaiming about privileges and consti- the
latter, that we may secure the permanent enjoypitional rights, we are content in having fought in ment of the former.
Is it wise, in such a moment,
support ol them— we have understanding enough to to sacrifice the spirit of the laws to the letter, and
know when they are wantonly violated and no false
the subby adhering too strictly to the letter, lose
reasoning shalTmake us ungrateful to the man whose stance forever, in order that we may, for an instant,
wisdom and valor has secured them to us and our
the shadow ? It is not to be imagined that
We do not deal in professions, but v/c preserve
posterity!
Tiie expres^pro'vis^ns of any written law"can fully
to be assured, that in the officers
pray you,
embrace emergencies which suppose and occasion
general,
and men of
thjs battalion you have
who have the suspension of all law, but the highest and the
been and are always ready to affront
every danger 'last, that of self preservation. No right is more
under your command
ifelb-^citizenf, grateful for precious to a freeman than that of suffrage, but had
-our services friends, personally attached to
your; jour election taken place on the 8th of January, wfiuW
del.rluises, and r$a«ty to promote ybar
lo. abandon the
happiness at the our declaimers have advised

Bv command,

ROBERT BUTLER, Ad

ed.

Gen.

—We

|

!

—

;

j

j

;

[

;

1

j

you
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fence of your country in order to exercise this mestimable privilege of the polls ? Is it to be supposed
the important trust
thatyoitr general, if he regarded
committed to his charge, would have permitted you
to preserve the constitution by an act which would
have involved constitution, country and honor, in one

1*8

An

honorable peace has dissolved our military
in a ffw days-, I shall quit a
country
endeared to me by the most pleasing recollections
Among the most prominent of these, gentlemen, are
those I shall ever entertain of the distinguished
bravery, the exact discipline, the ardent zenl and the

1

connection; and,

1

The offered
important services of your corps
friendship of each individual composing it, I receive
wiili pleasure and sincerely reciprocate.
1 shall alprivity
subordina- ways pride myself on a fraternity with such men,
lege be made to consist with the order,
such
a cause,
Let the sentinel be created in
tion and discipline of a camp
JACKSON,
removed by subpoena from his post, let writs of haJMaj. gen. com*dg 7 th military dist.
beas corpus carry away the oflicers from the lines,
and the enemy may conquer your country, by only
Head-quarters, adjutant generafs office,
employing lawyers to defend your constitution.
New-Orleans, March 15, 1315.
Private properly is held sacred in all good go- Decision of the court tharliat, in the case of ma
.
vernn ents and particularly in our own, vet, shall the
Villere, March 15, 1315.
fear of invading it prevent a general from marching
After a full examination of all the testimony for
which
his army over a cornfield, or burning a. house
and against the prosecution, the court find the said
protects the enemy ?
major Villere "not guilty" of the charges and specitbe
These and a thousand other inlances might
cifications exhibited against him, and do acquit him
ed to shew that laws must sometimes be silent when of all and every one of them. And the court consithe
with
friend
der it due to the accused, further to declare that
necessity speaks. The only question
of Ins country will be, have these laws been made
"major Villere appears to have performed his duty,
If
?
to be silent wantonly and unnecessarily
necessity from the moment he was left in command under the
was
to
it
dictated the measure, if a resort
important or& en f major-general Villere, with zeal and fideir
lie preservation of those rights which we esteem
llK] j, a t the circumstance of his surprize and
lltJ
so
had
we
so dear, and in defence of which
willing- ca p U ne by the enemy, though much to be r gretted,
tinbeen
have
not
would
m jght have occurred to the most vigilant officer, arid
ly taken up arms, surely it
becoming in the commander in chief to have shrunk mus t -be atttibuted to the loss of 'the whole of his
from the responsibility which it involved. He did i C Q Ue t or advanced guard, and the
extraordinary
p
not shrink from it. In declaring martial law, his ob- ra
p|aity with which the enemy moved from that
the
whole
to
was
embody
ject and his only object,
point."
resources of the country for its defence. That law,
T j ie major-general commanding approved the forewhile it existed, necessarily suspended all rights
g j n g sentence of the general court martial, and orr
and privileges inconsistent with its provisions. It is ^ ere(j
major Villere to 'resume his sword without dematter of surprise, that they who boast themselves
Jy order,
lay.
the champions" ot those rights and privilege?, should
ROBERT BUTLER,
the
in
when
were
first
pro
not,
danger by
put
they
Adjutant -generul.
clamation of martial law, have manifested that lively
Note Major Villere did not introduce any tesso ostenmade
since
have
which
of
sensibility
they
timony in his behalf.
tatious a display.
So far, however, was this from
address delivered to the commander in chief of the
An
not
measure
the
that
then,
this
met,
only
case,
being
7th military district, major general Andrew Jackthe open support of those who when their country
was invaded thought resistance a virtue, and the sison, at the ceremony of solemn thanksgiving, after
his brilliant defence of the city rf New-Orleans, by
lent approbation of all— but even received the partithe reverend ll'i'liam Dtibourg, administrator aposcular recommendation and encouragement of many
undistinguished ruin

Wlut

?

more justly important than personal
this
yet how can the civil enjoyment of

;

is

liber-

1

i

ANDREW

•

j

.

i

I

I

.

.

,

j

j

j

—

who now inveigh the most bitterly against it. It was
not until a victory, secured by that very measure,
had lessened the danger which occasioned a resort
to it, that the present feeling guardians of our ngits
discovered that the commanding general ought to
have suffered his posts to be abandoned through the
interference of a foreign agent his ranks to be thinned by desertion, and his whole army to be broken
while yet a powerful force of
to pieces by mutiny
the
remained on your const and within a few

of the diocese of Louisiana.
Whilst the state of Louisiana, in the
joyful transports of her gratitude, hails you as her
deliverer, and the asserter of her menaced liberties
whilst grateful America, so lately wrapt tip it?
anxious suspence, on the fate of this important city.,
the emporium of the wealth of one half of her territory, and the true bulwark of its independence, is
now re-echoing from shore to shore your splendid
tolic

G-f.neh.al

—

—

;

achievments, and preparing to inscribe your r.auve
on her immortal rolls among those of her Welling-

enemy

hours

of your city.
It was not until
I thought and acted differently.
1 discovered that the civil power stood no longer in
need of the military for its support, that I restored to
it its usual functions
and the restoration was not
sail

;

delayed a

moment

after that period

had arrived.

Under these circumstances, fellow soldiers, your
resolution to let others declaim uiout privileges and
constitutional
will never draw upon you the
rights,

charge of being indifferent to those inestimable
blessings your attachment to them has been proved
by a stronger title that of having nobly fought to
You who have thus supported them
preserve them.
against the open pretensions of a powerful enemy
will never I trust, surrender them to the underhand machinations of men who stand aloof in the
hour of peril, and who, when the danger is gone,
'iaim to be the "defender' of.yvur constUutian'

—

—

—

Whilst history, poetry, and the monumental
arts will vie in consigning to the admiration of the
tons

:

latest posterity, a

triumph, perhaps, unparalleled
records whilst thus raised by universal acclamation to the very pinnacle of fame, amid ascending clouds of incense, how easy it had been hV
you, general, to forget the prime mover of your
wonderful successes, and to assume to yourself a
praise which must eventually return to that exa'Hed
source whence every sort of merit is derived
But,
better acquainted with the nature of true glory, and
justly placing the summit of your ambition in approving yourself the worthy instrument of Heaven's
merciful designs, the first impulse of your religious
heart was to acknowledge the signal interposition of
Providence,- your first step is a solemn display of J bur
[humble sense of his favor".
in their

—

i

j

|

j
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or those re Iagitated at the remembrance
from which we have been so miraculously
rescued, it is our pride also to acknowledge that the
Almighty has truly had the principal hand in our
deliverance, and to follow you, general, in attributing
to Ins infinite goodness the homage of our unfeigned gratitude. Lt the infatuated votary of a blind
chance deride our credulous simplicity let the coldhearted Atheist louk up for the explanation of such
important events to the mere concatenation of huniin causes; to us, the whole universe is loud in
proclaiming a Supreme Ruler, wiio, as he holds the
hearts of men in his hands, holds also the thread of
"Whatever be His inail contingent occurrences.
termediate agents (says an illustrious prelate) still
on the secret orders of his all-ruling Providence,
depend the rise and prosperity, as well as the decline
and downf.-.l of empires. From his lofty throne aiiove,
he moves every scene below, now curbing, now
now infusing his
letting loose the passions of men
own wisdom into the leaders of nations now confounding their boasted prudence, and spreading upon their councils a spirit of intoxication, and thus
executing his uncontrolable judgments on the sons
of men, according to the dictates of his own unerStill

i

ful agonies

;

;

;

ring justice."
To" Him, therefore, our most fervent thanks are
due tor our late unexpected rescue and it is Him
we chiefly intend to praise, when, considering you,
general, as th man of Ins right hand, whom He lias
taken pains to fit out for the important commission
of our defence, we extol that fecundity of genius,
by which, in an instant of the most discouraging
distress, you created unforeseen resources, raised,
as it were, from the ground, hosts of intrepid warriors, and provided every vulnerable point with ample means of defence. To Him we trace tint instinctive superiority of your mind, which at once
;

rallied around you universal confidence, impressed
one irresistable movement to all the jarring elements

machine is composed, aroused
their slumbering spirits, and diffused through every
rank that noble ardor which glowed in your own
bosom. To Him, in fine, we address our acknowledgments for that consummate prudence which
defeated all the combinations of a sagacious enemy,
entangled him in the very snares winch he had spread
before us, and succeeded in affecting his utter destruction, without once exposing the lives of our ci
tizens. Immortal thanks be to hts Supreme
Jesty,
for sending us such an instrument of his bountiful
designs A gift of that value is the best token of
she continuance of his protection the most solid enof which

this political

M

—

!

couragement to us to sue for new favors. The first
which it emboldens us humbly to supplieate, as it is
the nearer to our throbbing hearts, is that you may

29, 1815.

thai

Heaven could confer. That it has been effected
little loss— that so few tears should cloud the
smiles of our
triumph, and not a cypress leaf be
interwoven in the wreath which
ypu present, is e
source of the most
exquisite enjoyment.

with so

I thank
you, reverend sir, most' sincerely, for the
prayers which you offer up for my happiness.
May
those your pa: riot ism dictates for our beloved country be firs4 heard. And may mine for your individual
prosperity, as well as that of the congregations corn*
mitted to your care, be favorably received the
pr >sperity, the wealth, the happini ss of this city
will then be commensurate with the
courage and
oth<
great qualities of its inhabitants.
Letter from general Jackson to the
mayor of J\eru-

—

O

Sir

leans.

7th military district, Jan. 27th, 18!5.

Head-quarters,
— Deeply
impressed since my

arrival with the
unanimity and patriotic ze
displayed by the citizens over whom you so worthily preside, I should
be inexcusable if any other occupation than that of
providing for their defence had prevented my public
acknowledgment of their merits. 1 pray you now,
sir, to communicate to the inhabitants of your respectable city, the exalted sense I entertain of their
patriotism, love of order, and attachment to the
principles of our excellent sonstitution. The courage they have shewn in a period of no common danger, and the fortitude with which the\ have rejected
all the apprehensions which the vicinity of the
em-my was calculated to produo , are not more
lobe admired than their humane attention to our
own sick and wounded as well as to those of that
1

among the prisoners. The liberality
with which their representatives in the city council
provided for the families of those who were in field,
evinced an enlightened humanity and was productive
of the most beneficial cfK cts. Seldom in any community, has so much cause been given for deserved
while the young were in the field and arrestpraise
ed the progress of the foe, the aged watched ov r the
and
maintained its internal pe >ce and even 'he
city
softer sex encouraged their husbands and brothers
to remain at the post of danger and duty.
Not content with exerting tor the noblest purpose
description

;

;

that powerful influence which is tfiv n them by na-.
ture (and which in your countrywomen is rendered
1

irresistable

by accomplishments and beui'y) they
efforts, and

shewed themselves capable of higher

actuated by humanity .nd patriotism they clothed
by their own labor, and protected from the inclemency of the season, the men who had marched from a
distant state to protect them from insult
in the
name of those brave men, 1 beg you, sir, to convey
to them the tribute of our admiral ion and thanks,
assure them tha" the distant wives a d daughters of
those 'whom they have succored will remember them
in their prayers ; and that for myself, no circumstance of this important campaign touches me with
more exquisite pleasure than that I have been able
to lead back to them, with so few exceptions, the
husbands, bio' hers, and other relatives of whom
;

long enjoy, general, the honors of your grateful
Country, of which you will permit us to present you
a pledge in this wreath of laurel, the prise of vie
is a speetory, th symbol of immortality. The next
dy and honorable termination of the bloody contest
No one has- so efficaciin which we are engaged.
women only are worthy.
ously labored as you, genera!, for the acceleration such
I anticipate, sir, with great satisfaction, the periof that blissful period
may we soon reap that
sweetest fruit of your splendid and uninterrupted od when the fin d d.partu e of the enemy will enable
victories
you to resume the ordinary functions of your office,
and restore the citizens to their usu .1 occupations
General Jacksoifs .Ins-ver.
I receive with gratitude and plea- they have merited the blessing of peace by bravely
T. K7F.RF.xn Sir
sun- tha symbolical crown which piety has prepared. facing the dangers of war.
1 should
be ungrateful, or insensible, if I did not
I receive it in the name of the brave men who have
so effectually seconded my exertions for the preser- acknowledge the marks of confidence and affectionvation of their country they well deserve the lau- ate attachment with which I have personally been
honored by your citizens; a confidence that has
rels which their country will bestow.
enabled me with greater success to direct the meaI'or myself, to have been instrumental in the de
liveun.ee of such a country, is the greatest blessing sures for their defence, an attachment which I siu:*

;

—

!

—

—
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and which I shall carry with me
At 'he mere suggestion of the measure, a subscrip.
cerely reciprocate,
ion w.< opened, limited to one dollar each person,
to lis grave.
For yourself, Mr. Mayor, 1 pray you to accept my for the purpose of paying the fine; before three:
thinks for the verj great zeal, integrity and dili- o'clock the whole sum was raised in this small w iv
gence with which you have conducted the arduous but if the limitation to one dollar each had not been
department of the police committed to your care, idopted, it would have been raised in two minutes.
Hit I die promptitude with which every requisition This business was so handsomely managed) that the
for the public service lias been carried into effect.
gener d's check on the bank was not. to be entered up,
Connected with the United States, your cits must but the money was placid to the marshal's credit,
become the greatest emporium of commerce the without the general's knowing any thing of the
world has known. In the hands ot any other power transaction.
To-morrow betakes his parting dinner with us,
it can be
nothing but a wretched colony. May your
citizens always be as sensible of this great truth as and will set out immediately for Tennessee, accommay the) panied with the prayers and benedictions of the
they have shewn themselves at present
always make equal efforts to preserve the important whole population of this country."
connection, and may you, sir, long live to witness
By accounts from Natchez to the 24th ultimo, wc
the prosperity, wealth and happiness that will then are concerned to learn that the troops returning
inevitably characterise the great seaport of the west- from New Orleans to their homes, were very sickly,
i

;

ern world.
1 have the honor to be,
respectfully, your most
obedient servant,

ANDREW

(Signed)

ffliaj.

Nicholas Gikod,

Mayor of

JACKSON,

much mortality prevailed, notwithstanding the
assiduous attention of their fellow-citizens. On the
22d the steam boat Vesuvius arrived at Natchez
with 500 troops on board, five or six dying daily.
and

gen. commanding.

mat M»m*\

Es«i.

the city of New-Orleans.

The. following letter from New Orleans, written by a person rather unfriendly to general
Jackson, and first published in the "Philadelphia

(£ j"

Gazette," is nevertheless highly interesting. Tbe
cause of his being "brought into court," we bea certain person was placed in
lieve, was this
military confinement for an article he had published in one of the newspapers. An application
was made to judge Hall for a habeas corpus; lie
granted it, and was himself imprisoned by general Jackson. The district attorney, Mr. Dick, then
applied to one of the other ju lges for such a writ
in behalf of judge Hall, and he also w s put in
confinement. How far the proceedings, on either
tide, were correct, we do not pretend to determine, but heaven preserve the reputation of that
man who incurs the hatred of the lawyers and

—

printers !

The

general, in his answer to the JVew- Orleans
troops, inserted above, has ably argued the matter.
A'enu Orleans,

"In seme of
measures of

March

31.

last letters, I hinted at several
general Jackson, subsequent »o the

my

evacuation of the enemy, which were considered l»v
many as highly arbitrary, if not tyrannical. Among
these was the arrest and confinement of judge Hall,
of the United States' distict court. A circumstance
has taken place to-day relating to it, which may not
be uninteresting, and will serve to shew in what
estimation the general is still held there.
Some days ago a motion was made before judge
Rail by the United Statejs' attorney, for general
•Jackson to shew cause why a writ of attachment
should not issue against him for a contempt of
court, in not returning a writ of habeas corpus
directed to him, and for the arrest and imprisonment of the judge. The general appeared in court

c:
cn3>
OR, THINGS INCIDENTAL TO THE LATE WAR,

MISCELLANEOUS.

From Canada — It

is stated, on the
authority of
from Buffalo, that the parliament of Upper
Canada has passed a law for the seizure of all American property that has been or may be received into
the province, which is to remain in a stat
of e
is
epiestration until the will of the British c bin
known. And a vessel which carried passehgei
im
Boston to Halifax, to lay claim to a British vessel
\.
re-captured without the time limited b) the tn
was seized; but released after much trouble, on
condition of "bringing up two British officers." The
c ptain was desired to state, on his arrival at Bos.
ton, that an)- American vessel, which should arrive
at Halifax from the United States, would be seized
and condemned."
The pretence is, that there is no treaty of com
merce between the United States and Great Britain
These people ought to reflect, that within three
months, iue may have British property in our parte
to the value of many millions.
Ges. Wilkinson The proceedings of the cour-

letters

\

—

martial in the cas~ of maj. gen. Wilkinson is pub
lisbed.
have not room from the article at present.
He is "released from arrest and his sword is

We

restored," being "honorably acquitted."
Naval court. The following decision and opinion
of the court of enquiry, convened to investigate
the causes of the loss by capture of the late U. S.

Argus, Wm. H Allen, late commander, have
been received and approved by the secretary of the
brig-

navy.

"The court, in pursuance, of the authority by
which they were convened, having carefully examined into the causes of the loss by capture of the
United States' sloop of war Argus, under the con.
mand of the late W. H. Allen, master commandant
in the navy of the United States, and also into the
conduct of the officers and crew of the said sloop of
war before and after her surrender to the enemy's
ship Pelican, and having maturely deliberated upon

with a written defence; but. this Was objected to by
the attorney of the United States. The
judge, after
consideration, confirmed the objections of the district attorney, and refused to hear the defence read.
The rule was made absolute; and the general appeared this morning to receive sentence! which was all the testimoney, they find the following facts:
a fine of one thousand dollars. The populace, who 1st It is proved that in the number of her crew, and
are devoted to Jackson, on his
in the number and calibre of her guns, the Pelican
leaving court, hurried
him into a carriage, and conducted him to both of
was decidedly superior to the Argus.
the coffee-houses, where he
harangued them in an 2ndly. They find that the crew of he Argus was very
able and suitable manner.
much exhausted by the continued and extraorThey then escorted him
to his quarters.
dinary fatigue and exposure to which they had
t

U6
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been subjected for several weeks, and particularly corps for their good conduct while in my neighbor
for twenty four hours immediately preceding- the borhoud.
I am, with esteem,
action.
sir, your obedient servant,
of the
J NO. M-QUEEN.
Sdly. They find that every officer and man
Argus (with the exception of one man, Jacob Al- Captain Butts.
The Merino ram sent to captain Butts' company,
ii :ter, and one boy, Hendeiick,) made use of every
practicable exertion to capture the British sloop I do hereby certify to be of pure Spanish blood, and
of the best flock that ever came to America.
of war Pelican.
JXO. M'QUEEN.
They are therefore of opinion that every officer
and man (with the exception before mentioned) disQatlands, 1st March, 1815.
Anecdote. The American sailor, in every inplayed throughout the engagement, a zeal, activity
and spirit in defence of the vessel and flag commit- stance, has been
conspicuous for coolness and couted to their protection, which entitles them to the
rage in the moment of battle. The following little
undiminished confidence and respect of their go- anecdote shows his true character
vernment and fellow-citizens, and do therefore hoA sailor who was with Macdonough in the engagement with the British fleet on Lake Champlain, andnorably acquit them.
CHAS. G. RIDGELY, Pres't
who had been hard at work from the commencement
Joiix S. Siunxeti, Judge Advocate.
until the conclusion of the fight, seeing the British
on
[This court of enquiry was held at Baltimore
flag lowered, with a smile en his countenance, he
board the U. S. frigate Java, during the last week, addressed a
companion, "Well Jack, this is all the
the members were captains Ridgelu and Spence and
funl have had this war," at the same time very leilieulenaptitarfd J. S. Skinner, esq. judge ad\ ocate.] surely wiping the sweat from his face.
"I am more
„for lhig is the secmd Fra
Our hehois. There is at Washington City a great IuckV) » saiJ the
:

—

'

otherj

Among them U- c *

number

of distinguished characters.
are generals Brown, Scott, Ripley an

j

nave

j,

a( ]."

Macomb,
Great law case
From an Irish paper. The
tnd cols. Jessup and Aspinwall— commodore Rod-| Americans have abandoned the expedient to which
of tne used to resort som?
g-ers, and captains Porter, Hull and Macdonough
y
fifty years ago, of petition
the navy.
U g <qj ie lords of trade and plantations ;" thev made
The atimt. From the National Intelligencer. Ajt'a matter of
litigation in 1775, and it was' before
1

!

-

j

\

board of general

officers is at present engaged, in t ] ie court for U Warc i s f seven vears
their counsel
p
this city, in selecting from those officers now in sertne caU se were one Benjamin Franklin, a printer.
vice such as are to remain in service on the peace (jne Samuel
Adams, o schoolmaster, and one George
establishment.
Washington, a land surveyor and thev had one
do not know even who are the general officers
p ;1 i ne , * reputed staymaker, for a clerk the
to be retained.
The duty of selection, from the 15SUe was tried first at Bunker's Hill, where af'er a
most deserving, is a most difficult one. It is proba- sharp debate, the court adjourned to Saratoga.
and
ble, as so few general and field officers are to be where the
had a more
i

;

m

!

-,

We

Tom

|

;

-

:

question
ample argument,
the crown lawyer, Burgoyne, abandoned his brief
the trial however was continued before the high
court at York Town, when the great crown lawyer
Cornwallis abandoned the cause as desperate. Se-

—

retained, that there will be, in order to retain in service even those who have particularly distinguished
themselves, a reduction in the grade of rank of many; that is to say, some geaerals will be retained as
colonels, colonels as majors, majors as captains, Sec.
Out of upwards of one Jiundrcd majrjrs, there are
but about eight to be retained, and so in proportion!

veral attempts have been made since, particularly
in 1793, to question the title, notwithstanding this

solemn decision, and

a harrassing

system of corrupt-

There have been probably more than this number of ing witnesses and silencing testimony, has been carofficers of that grade so wounded and crippled in the ried on ever since; however, the Americans, who
service, whom it would be the height of injustice, appear to bear more than flesh and blood would
independently of their merits, to drive from their seem to be able to bear, at lengh found some of these
who were tampering ninth evidence, and gave them a
profess on.
Captures made between latitudes 22 and 30 N. blood}' nose or two and at length an appeal was
and west of longitude 26 W. were legal till the 2d once more made to the high court of errors and
in all other parts of the Atlantic ocean, arms
of March
the Americans employed certain solicitors
north of the equator, in the British and Irish chan- of the mme of
Rodgers and Decatur, and Hull, and
nels, Gulph of Mexico ani West Indies, till Marc! J'.iinbri Ige, and Jones, and after a contest, which
26 in the North Sea, Baltic and Mediterranean, till; as cost old
England about forty millions sterling,
March 26; in the Atlantic, south of the equator,] ,t appears that
"lat the Americans have again settled the
in matter so as to
and north of lati
titude 34, 29, south, till April 16
put the question in dispute for ever
;

;

;

;

[,

;

every part of the world, south of the equator,
May 16; and in every other part of the world

till

;

j

s ] e ep.

[The writer of the above had not learnt at the
June 16.
lime, that Lawyer Jackson, even after the verdict
AiTHoriuATErnESE-TT. From the Georgia Journal, was
given, had stated the case with extraordinary
Captain lUitls' company, from Hancock, having been power and effect.]
stationed last winter near the plantation of Mr. John
Pn isomers. Other cartels have arrrived, and there
M'.Queen, below Savannah, that gentleman, as an evi- remained only 200 prisoners at Halifax, who were
dence of his gratitude for their exemplary conduct, about to come home in four or five days after our
and with liberality that docs him much honor, made asL account from that place.
them a valuable present, accompanied by the followg ESj ]> Ir v it is stated that brig. gen. Ripley
tilij

'

I

j

]

.,,i,

.

ing note
Sir As

has received the brevet rank of major general, takit is probable your camp will soon be reng dale from the 2.5th of July last, the same as that
turning home, I wish to present to your company a of gen. Scott and prior to those of generals Gaines
full bred Merino ram, if it can be conveyed to the aUc f JHacomb.
Captaiv deacok asd sir james i- tec— The fol*
upper country for a mutual benefit to them. The
sword is now to give place to the plough, such a pre- lowing article is from the Boston Gazette. If it be
r
tientl hope will be acceptable to all, and afford me
*
i small opportunity of testifying my regard to youV'
Ke was with Jones at the taking of the Frolic.

—

:

\

|

1

—

>

—
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it will be promptly denied, by some of the
Nf.w-Yohk, April 17, 1815.
"Sin I herewith transmit to you the result of
named. We like "the spirit of Our gallant
the
coiirt
of
but
do
not
its
application, being
enquiry, respecting the capture of the
approve
siilor,
one man's killing another in an frigate President, with the opinion of the court.
entirely opposed to
We have been the more minute in our invcsliga"honorably way" as it is called, or duelling. If it be
honorable thus to call a person out, the act that caus- tiou than migtyt at first view have been deemed need it should also bo so. The man that is capable of cessary hut as there has been a diversity of opino pretension to the charactei nions prevailing among the British commanders, cona/ntsi/ig a prisoner, has
of a gentleman and, if the knight abused captain cerned in her capture, it Was desirable in our view,
Beacon, while a prisoner, (then a lieutenant) the hit- to lay before the world, in the most correct manner,
ter ought to have made a cowshin the instrument b\ every circumstance that led to that event, which
has afforded another high proof of American herowhich to have got satisfaction.
"We «re informed, that master commandant Dea- ism, and so highly honorable to her commander, officon, when captured in the Growler, upon hake On- cers and crew, that every American citizi n must
feel a pride in knowing, that our
fl3g has been sa
tario, then a lieutenant in the United Slates navy,

not true

,

—

parties

1

I

;

—

was abusively treated, while a prisoner, by commo- nobly defended."

.lames Yeo. When sir .lames arrived in
lieutenant Gamble of the United States
sir
navy, in behalf of captain Deacon, called upon
lames and demanded satisfaction. Fearing that sir
lames would avail himself of rank, commodore De
catur authorised lieut. Gamble to inform sir James,
hi case the objection of rank should be made, that a

dore

sir

New York,

The minutes of the court having been read and
approved, the court was cleared, and, afier due
deliberation, resolved to express the sentiments and
opinions of the members, on the matters submitted
to

them,

as follows:

—

execution of the orders of the honorable
the secretary of the navy, we have (with the
excep
gentleman of his own rank would meet him. Sir tion of two very young midshipmen) examined every
James denied all knowledge of any such individual officer belonging to the President, within the reach
as captain Deacon—The excuse was disregarded, of the court, who survived the late glorious contest
and the call was peremptory; and commodore Owen between the frigate President and a squadron of his
waited upon the aggravated officer With an apology. Uritannic majesty.
are of opinion, th&t the primary cause of the
This was rejected as insufficient, and sir James
loss of the President, was her
running on the bar as
agreed to submit to such terms as commodore Dec a
tur should approve. The terms were complied with, she was leaving this port. The violence and the continuance of the shocks she received for an hour and
and, of course, were satisfactory."
TnASKsoivrxo. It turns out as we expected. The a half or more, considering that she was laden with
for stores and provisions for a very
long cruize, could
hypocrites who effected to intercede with heaven
recom- not but have injured her greatly, and must hare
peace, neglected to return thanks for it, as
mended by the president. This remark applies to impeded her sailing. Her hogged and twisted apthe people of the eastern states; where a non-observ- pearance after she arrived at Bermuda, must have
ance of president Adams'' recommendation for a been the effects of this unfortunate accident. We
general fast in 1799, was severely punished by the are convinced that it was owing to this that the enesame holy people.
my were able to overtake her.
The striking of the President on the bar, cannot
Last WAV al Victory. From the Aurora. [Commit
The gallant captain Stewart, of the U. S be imputed to the fault of any officer who was atnicated]
to her
on the contrary, we think every posfrigate Constitution, deservedly ranks among the tached
heroes of the ocean, who have largely contributed sible precaution was taken, and the utmost exerto give US an exalted character among the nations of tions were used by her commander and officers, to
the earth. The Cyane, already arrived in the United insure her safe passage over the bar, and to relieve
The accident was occaStates, is actually a 28 gun frigate— and the hevant, her after she had struck.
recaptured by the enemy, is a sloop of war of the sioned by some mistake in placing tire boats, which
heaviest class. It will be an honorable page in the were to serve as beacons to the President, through
naval history of our country, to have recorded the a channel always dangerous for a vessel of her
capture of a frigate and a sloop of war from the draught, but particularly so at such a time as she
enemy by an American frigate, in the space of 50 was obliged to select for passing it, when the land
minutes will capt. Bingham, formerly ot the Little marks could not be distinguished.
From the time that the superiority of the enemy's
Belt, now have the audacity to assert again, in an
official despatch, that such a paltry vessel, silenced force was ascertained, and it became the duty of the
the guns of the President frigate. We know not President to evade it, we are convinced that the
how to believe the statements of British official ac- most proper measures were pursued, and that she
counts of battles on the land or on the water, for all made every possible effort to escape. No means, i'/
that we have seen have been devoid of candor and our opinion, were so likely to be attended with sue*
of truth. The last glorious action of the Constitu-i cess, as those which were adopted by commodore
ion, will render it evident to th e world, that neither Decatur.
Any suggestions that different measures
one nor two of his Uritannic majesty's sloops of war, would have been more proper or more likely to accan capture in battle a Yankee frigate.
This truly complish the object, we think, are without foundafortunate ship has, at all times, gallantly performed tion, and may be the result of ignorance, or the dicher duty, and in England she will be remembered as tates of a culpable ambition, or of envy.
We consider the management of the President,
long as the frigates Guerriere, Java and Cyane, and
the sloop of war Levant, are admitted to have be- from the time the chace commenced till her surrender, as the highest evidence of the experience, skill
longed to her navy.
and resources of her commander, and of the ability
CAPTDI1F. or THF. PHF.STniCXT.
and seamanship of her officers aud crew. We fear
Copy of a letter from commodore Alexander JWurratj, that we cannot express, in a manner that will do
president of a court of enquiry, lately held at JVeto- justice to our feelings, our admiration of the con
York, to investigate the Cannes of the capture of the duct of commodore Decatur, and his officers and
United States' frigate
while engaged with the enemv, threatened
President; to the Secretary crew,
with tt force so superior, possessing advantages,
of the .Xa-ou, dated
In tht:

We

•

—

1
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v/hich

must have appeared

unavailing', otherwise than

to render all opposition
it might affect the honor

of our navv, and the character of uur seamen. They
fought with a spirit, which no prospect of success
could have heightened, and, if victory had met its
common reward, the Endymion's name would wave
been added to our list of naval conquests. In tills
unequal conflict the enemy gained a ship, but the
When the President was obliged
victory was ours.
to leave

the

Endymion

to

avoid the other ships

which were fast coming up, the Endymion was subdued and if her friends had not been at hand to
rescue her, site was so entirely disabled that she soon
must have struck her flag. A proof of this is, that she
;

made no attempt

to pursue the President, or to an-

noy her by a single shot while the President was
within her reach, when, with the hope of escape
from the overwhelming force which was nearly
her, the President presented her stern to
the Endymion's broadside. A further proof that (he
Endymion was conquered is, the shattered condition in which she appeared, while the President in
the contest with her had sustained but little injury
and the fact that the Endymion did not join the
squadron till many hours after the President had
been surrounded by the other four enemy ships, and
bad surrendered to them, is strong corroborative
evidence of the disabled state in which the President
left the Endymion.

upon

;

We

think it due to commodore Decatur and his
heroic officers and crew, lo notice the proposition
he made to board the Endymion, when he found she
was coming up, and the manner in which this proSuch a
position was received by his gallant crew.
design, at such a time, could only be conceived by a
(•••->nl without
fear, and approved with enthusiastic
cheering by men regardless of danger. Had not the
enemy perceived the attempt and availed himself of
the power he had in the early part of the action to
shun tiie approach of the President, the American
ira might now be shining on the Endymion. In the
subsequent part of the engagement, the enemy's
squadron was too near to permit the execution of
this design, and the disabled state of the Endymion
would have frustrated the principal object which
commodore Decatur had in making so bold an attempt, which was to avail himself of the Endymion's
'

29,

18W.

Navt

Sir

1815.

Department, April 20th,
—Tn the course
of official duty,
my highit is

est satisfaction to render
justice to the gallantry and
officers and seamen of
the United States' navy.
In giving an official sanction to the recent

good conduct of the brave

proceedings of t lie court of enquiry, instituted at your request, to investigate the causes of the loss, by capture, of the frigate President, late of the navy of
United States, while under your command and to
enquire into the conduct of the commander, officers
and crew of the said frigate, before and after her
surrender to the enemy it would be equaily unjust
to your merit, as well as to
my sentiments and
feelings, to pass over this investigation with a
formal approbation I have, therefore, sir, to express to you, in the fullest manner, the high sense
of approbation which the president of the United
States and this department entertain for your
professional character as an officer, who in every
instance has added lustre to the stars of the union
and whose brilliant actions have raised the
national honor and fame, even in the moment of
surrendering your ship to an enemy's squadron of
vastly superior force, over whose attack, singly, you
were decidedly triumphant and you will be pleased
to present to each of your
gallant officers and crew,
the thanks of your government, for their brave
defence of the ship, and the flag of the United
;

;

—

;

;

States.

The proceedings and opinion of the court of enquiry of which commodore Alexander Murray is
president, are approved.
I am,
very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,

T>.

W. CROWNINSIIIELD.

Com. Stephen Dkcatur, United

States'

Navy, JY.T.

MILITARY.
British Aceavsr. Halifax, March 29. The AmeHte account of an expedition up St. Mary's river, having exaggerated our loss, &c. we are
happy in giving the following correct statement of
ricans, in a

the affair
" On the 23d of
February, a flotilla, consisting of
seven barges, with seamen and a company of marines, (62) was sent up the river to destroy certain
works this expedition had been, as too frequently
is the case, mentioned, and the Americans were
ap:

—

prised of it some days previous to its departure from
superior sailing to escape with his crew from his Cumberland Island. The flotilla had
proceeded uppursuers.
wards of 100 miles, and within three quarters of 3
conclude by expressing our opinion that com- mile of the spot intended to be attacked, when it
ruodore Decatur, as well during the chase, as thro' was fired upon, from the Florida side, through thick
his contest with the enemy, evinced great judgment woods, by the patriots, and a number of regular
end skill, perfect coolness, the most determined re- troops and riflemen. The Britisli immediately landsolution and heroic courage. That his conduct, and ed, when a sharp skirmish took place, and in less
tiie conduct of his officers and crew, is highly ho- than twenty minutes the enemy was dislodged
a renorable U> them, and to the American navy, and de- treat, however, was deemed necessary, and our little band of heroes had hardly re-embarked and pushverves the warmest gratitude of their country.
"That they did not give up their ship till she was ed from the shore, when they were attacked by the
surrounded and overpowered by a force so superior, enemy from positions covered by woods, and when
that further resistance would have been unjustifia- not fifteen yards off, the river being extremely narin about an hour a fire also was
able and a useless sacrifice of the lives of brave row at that place
men.
Opened upon them by a considerable force from the
attacked upon both
The order of the secretary of the nrtvy requires opposite shore: but though
and in a river but from .30 to 50 yards wide in
«s to express an opinion as to the conduct of the sides,
most parts of it, the flotilla fought its way through.
officers and crew of the President after the capture.
The testimony of all the witnesses concurs in ena- Our loss on the occasion was but twenty-nine in killed and wounded, of the latter eighteen severely.—
bling us to give i' our decided approbation.
received a buckC
iptain Phillott, early in the action,
By the court,
shot above the left knee, and a flesh wound in the
ALEX. MURRAY, President.
five
captain Bartholomew was struck in
right thigh
True copy fr >m the original,
different parts of the body, but, though severely
Advocate.
D.
Cui'Vl'.UHV
COT.DKK, fudge
wounded, continued in the discharge of his dutn
Navy Department, Apvil 20, 181s,
nor would he allow himself to be dressed until everjf
Al'PftOTKD—
•ndividiul wounded was done before him.
B. W. CROWNINSIIIELD.

We

—

—

;

:
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" The boats that suffered most were rear admiral on the honorable captain J. Arbuthnot, of the
Avon,
Cockhurn'a from having the flay painted on hep and his officers and ship's company, for the loss of
bows and it is surprising how any person in capt. that ship, in the action with the Wasp. They were
"
Bartholomew's gig escaped, as she was marked, and fully and honorably acquitted.
action pulling between the two
iil the time of th
hs giving orders, and removing the surgeon
tires
J -aw of the United States.
from one boat to another, where the wounded were
Most of her crew had balls through their hats, AN ACT
provide additional revenues for defraying the exuencei of government, and maintaining tlip public credit, by
the riflemen aiming at their heads.
duties
on -.m'h is goods, warts and merchandise, manulaying
There seldom has happened any exploit in which
factured within the United States.
Be
enacted
by the senate and house of representatives of
d
the person.
exertions of individuals was so impeUnited States -f America m congress assembled, That from an<J
riously called for, as in the present. Seldom an occa- after the expiration of nini ty days subsequent to the passing of
sion where seamen and marines displayed more this act, there shall be paid upon all goods, wares and merchandise,
of the
descriptions, wftjeh shall thereafter be manufaccourage, zeal and ardor for the service, and oore so tured orfollowing
made toe sale within the United States, or the territories
much fatigue with becoming cheerfulness."
thereof, the respective duties following, that is to say:
;

;

—

tii

%

>i

it

NAVAL.

The sailors
moved

at Sackeii's

td the ocean.

Pig iron, per ton, one dollar:

irbor are soon to be reare at present employed

II

They

llvf Cuz.
dismantling the ships of war.
naval force late on lake Ontario, the Jones
and Lady of the lake, only, are to be kepi in comin

Of our

Captain Woolsey commands at Sackett's

mission.

Harbor.

The Uritish sloop of war Erebus has arrived at
Halifax with "sixty two refuge" negroes from the
southern states. The name of ilie vessel is happily
fitted for the black business she has been employed
in.*

Sloop* of war\

The Cyane,

34 heavy pieces of cannon

30

carries

rating
guns,
— and
the Cossack, of the

Now if the Cyane, of thirty four
rate, 32.
guns, had captured one of our sloops of war, we
should have seen an article like this in the British

same

paprrs

—

"His majesty's sloop of war, Cyane, of 20 guns,
has captured the U. S. sloop
oi 22 guns.
We are happy that our gallant tars have hud an opportunity to meet and conquer the Yankees on equal

—

term.-!"

These

we

fore

phose

is

t'ir.

Castings of iron, per ton, one dollar

and

fifty cents:

Bar iron, pi r ton, one dollar:
Rolled or slit iron, per ton, one dollar:
Nails, brads, and sprigs, other than those usually denominated
wrought, per pound, one cent:
Candh » of white wax, or in part of white and other wax, per
f
pound, five ctnts:
Mould candles of tallow, or of wax other than white, or in part
of each, per pound, three cents:
Mais and caps, in w hole 01 in part of leather, wool or fur ; bunnets, in whole or in part of wool or fur, if above two dollars in value,
eight per centum ad valorem:
Hats of chip or wood covered with siih or other
materials, or not
covered, if above two dollars in value, eight per centum ad valorem:
Umbrellas and parasols, if above the value of two dollars,
eight
per centum ad valorem :
Paper, three per centum ad valorem:
Playing and visiting cards, fifty per centum ad valorem :
Saddlt s and bridles, six per centum ad valorem :
Boots and bootees, exceeding five dollars per pair, in
value, five
per centum ad valorem :
Beer, ale. and porter, six p'r centum ad valorem :
manufactured
and
Tobacco,
segars,
snuii; twenty per centum *3
valorem :
Leather, including therein all hides and shins, whether tanned,
tawed, dressed, or otherwise made, on the original manufacture
which said duties shall be
thereof, live per centum ail valorem
paid by the owner or occupier of the buildings or vessels in which,
or of the machines, implements, or utensils wherewith, the said
goods, waits and merchandise shall have been manufactured ov
made, or by the agent or superintendent thereof: the amount:
thereof payable by any one person at any one time, if not exceeding twenty dollars, shall, and if exceeding twenty dollars, may, be
paid in money with a deduction of two per centum, at the time of
:

sloops of -war used to be called frigates be
beat them at such a rate. The metamorrendering the accounts of the articles as chargeable with
very easy, seeing that 20 gun ships on lake quired to be rendered by the second section of this act,

Erie, afier
boats.

out deduction at
Perry's victory, were reduced to gun- such accounts.

duty, reor withthe next subsequent time prescribed for
renderin.r

Sec. 2. And be it farther enacted. That every person who, from
and after the expir.nion of ninety days subsequent to the
passing
of this act, shall be the owner or occupier of any building, or vessel
or machine, implement or utensil, used or intended to be used for
the manufacturing or making of such goods, wares and merchan(not the Phccbe, as stated in our last) after an unsuc- dise, or either of them, or who shall have such building, or vessel,
or machine, implement or utensil under his
cessful chase of the Constitution, who
supetfntendeiice, either
gave them the as agent for the owner or on his own account,
shall before the e\«
slip and was "lost in the fog."
piration of the said ninety days, and every person who, after the

The

Constitution safe]
Ey several arrivals from
Indies we are assured of the return to
Barbadoes of the Leander, Newcastle and Acasta

Hie

West

OC/'It is worthy of remai k and remembrance that
these three very heavy frigates two of them fitted
up tor the express purpose of fighting ours, went in
pursuit of the Constitution in squadron, and never
ventured on a separation
If the great object was
to 'all in with our
frigate, why not separate and steer
different courses ?
If they had done this, their
'•hance would have been three times as
great of meeting old Iran-rides but then the)-, or either of them,
would have stood three chances to one of being beaten "The better part of valor is discretion," and it is
probable there are orders from the British admiralty
that one of their
frigates shall never run the risk of
meeting one of ours, if possible to avoid it.
We. have a report thai the U. S.
sloop of war Peacock was recently
spoken off Bermuda, in company
with the private armed
brig Macedonian. Of the
Wasp or Hornet we have not latterly heard any thing

—

!

—

worthy of notice.

Steel's
tains the

"

A

last,

con-

:

•Erebus, a deity of

— Class.

ness.

November

British navy list of

following paragraph
court martial has been holden at
Plymouth

JJtc.

hell,

son of Chaos and Dark-

expiration of the said ninety days, shall use or intend to use an?
building, or vessel, or machine, implement or utensil, as aforesaid,
either as owner, occupier, agent or otherwise, shall before he shall
begin to use, or cause the same to he used, give bond, withal least
two sureties, to the satisfaction of the collector of internal duties
lor the district in which the same shall be situate, in a sum trot less
than the computed duties for one year, nor less than one hundred
dollars, that he will, before using or causing the same to be used,
make true and exact entry and report in writing t,j the said collector of every such building-, or vessel, machine,
implement or utensil owned, occupied or superintended
by him, with the size thereof,
the names of the owner, occupier, agent and superintendent, the
place whtre situate, and the manner in which, and the lime for
which, not exceeding one year, it is intended to employ the same,
with the denominations and quantities of the articles manufactured or made as aforesaid, which lit may have on hand, with the
value thereof: that he will thereafter before using or causing thu
same to be used, make like entry and report of any otht r building,
or vessel, machine, implement or utensil used or intended to be
used as aforesaid, that he may own, occupy, or have the agencv
or superintendence of, with the size thereof, the names of the
owner, occupier, agent and superintendent, the place where situate,
and the manner in which, and the time for which, not exceeding
one year, it is i"tendeil to employ the same, with information from
time to time of any change in the form, size, agency, ownership,
occupancy or superintendence which all or either of the said buildings or vi s*i is, machines, implements or utensils may undergo:
that he will from day to day, as long as he may use the same, enter
at cause to he entered in a book or books to be
kept by him ftV
that purpose, and which shall he open at all times between tha
rising a> tl the setting of the sun for the inspection of the said collector, who may take any minutes, memorandums or transcripts
thereof, the denominations and quantities of the articles manufactured or Made, and >vill render to the said collector, on tbe&vsld»y
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each year, or within ten
January, April, July, and October, in
days thereafter, a general account in v riting, taken from his boohs,
of the di nominations and quantities of the said articles, with the
months preceding said days, or
argregate value thereof for three
from the date ol said
fur such portion thereof as may have elapsed
that he
shall next ensile
which
cfitrv and report to the said day
said collector the original boou
will 'at the said times, deliver to the
he
said
officer:
that
retained
be
shall
by
book
of entries, which
or cause to be entered, in a
will likewise-, from day to day. enter
shall
and
which
that
him
for
be
purpose,
to
hooks
or
kept
book
by
be open at all times, between the rising and the setting of thesun
who may take any minutes,
for the inspection of the said collector,
memorandums, or transrrips thereof, the denominations and quanarticles
tities of all the herein before enumerated manufactured
the same were sold, specifying in
sold, with the price for which
each salt, the iianie of the person to whom sold, where the amount
and that be will render to
sold shall exceed ten dollars in value
the said collector, at the time of rendering the said general accounts, a statement in writing, taken from said book or books, in
Which there shall be specified the denominations and quantities of
each day, staling distinctly
all such manufactured articles sold on
each sale, with the name of the purchaser, and the denominations
and quantities sold, and price, where the same shall exceed ten doldenominations and quantities, with the
lars, and the aggregate
that he will verify, or cause
aggregate value of all other sales:

|

<jf

|

I

;

:

;

verified, the said entries, reports, books,

to be

gem

ral

accounts,

and statements, on oath or affirmation, to be taken before the
or some officer authorised by law to administer the
where the same is
same, according to the form required by this act,
and that he will pay the said collector the duties
prescribed
so manufactured,
articles
ou
the
be
to
which by this act ought
paid
and in the said account mentioned, il not exceeding twenty dollars,
with
a deduction of
account
an
thereof,
at the time of rendering
two per centum, and if exceeding twenty dollars, either at said
time prenext
at
the
or
a
subsequent
with
like
deduction,
time
scribed for rendering such accounts without deduction; and the
said bond may, from time to time, -at the discretion of the collector.
be renewed or changed in regard to the sureties mid penalties
thereof. And every such person, whether owner, occupier, agent,
collector,

:

of making the
t superintendent as aforesaid, shall, at the time
obtain agreeably thereto a
entry and report first before stated,
one
not
term
a
for
year, such
exceeding
Ticoiise for employing,
or utensils, describbuildings, or vessels, or machines, implements,
are to be applied, the
which
use
to
with
the
they
the
same,
ing
the owner, occupier, agent, or
place where situate, the name of
which it is intended to use the
superintendent, and the term for
same which license the said collector is hereby empowered and
directed to grant. And a like license, for any term not exceeding
on a like report and entry
t\ year, shall be obtained and granted
time thereafter, without requiriinr a new bond, so
made at
,',

:

any

Which licenses
in force.
limg as ihe bond aforesaid shall remain
shall be signed hv the commissioner of the revenue, and counterthe same.
shall
issue
who
the
collector
signed by
'Sec. 3. And be it further enacted. That the entries made in the
books required to be kept by the second section of this act, shall,
and October, or
>.u the said first days of January, April, July,
within ten davs after each of the said days, be verified by the oath
of
the
person or persons
or affirmation, to be taken as aforesaid,
which qualification
by whom such entries shall have been mad.-,
the
entries
end
of
such
collector, or ofby
Shall be certified at the
ficer administering the same, and shall oe in substance as follows:
" I for
entries were
the
that
swear
do
affirm}
foregoing
(or
we)
made by me (or us) on the respective days specified, and that they
and
ot"
best
the
to
knowledge
belief, the
state, according
whole quantities anil denominations, with the value thereof; of
in the
manufactured (or sold, as the case may be) by
the
Sec. -I. And he it furthe" enacted, That the owner, occupier,
the original enagent, or superintendent aforesaid, shall, in case
he made in his books by the second section of this
oath
the
or affirmation
to
hims.
made by
If, subjoin
of the person by whom they were made, the following oath or af"
do solemnly swear (or
firmation, to be taken as aforesaid:
knowledge and belief; the foregoing
affirm) that to the best of
have taken all the means
entries are just and true, and that
tries required to
act shall not be

power to make them so."
Sec. 5. And be it further enacted. That in all cases in whieh the
duties aforesaid shall not be duly paid, the person chargeable there*
with shall pay in addition ten per Centum on the amount thereof :
and in case such duties, with said addition, shall not be paid within
three months from the time the said duties ought to he paid, the
collector for the district shall make a personal demand ot the same
from such person, or by notice in writing, left at his dwelling, if
v ithin the collection district, and if not, at the manufactory owned
or superintended by such person; and in case of refusal OT' neglect
to pay the said duties, with the addition, within ten days after such
demand or notice, the amount thereof shall he receive red Ivy distress
in

I

i

I

I

!

J

.

18r5<-

ment of the duties aforesaid, the goods, chattels, or effects so •hi-'
trained, shall and may be restored to the owner or possessor, if,
prior to the day assigned for the sale thereof, payment or tender

thereof shall be made to the proper officer charged with the collection, of the full amount demanded, together with such fee for
levying, and such sum for the necessary and reasonable expenses for
removing and keeping the goods, chattels, cr effects so distrained,
as may be allowed in like cases by the laws or
practice of the state
or territory wherein the distress shall have been made ; but in case
of non-payment or tender as aforesaid, the said officer shall
proceed
to sell the said goods, chattels or effects at
public auction, and
shall and may retain from the proceeds of such sales the amount
demaudable for the use of the United States, with the necsesary
and reasonable expenses of distress and sale, and a commission of
eight per centum thereon for his own use, rendering the overplus,
it
any there be, to the- persons, .whose goods, chattels, or effects,
shall have been distrained : 1'rovided, That it shall not be lawful
to make distress of beasts of the plough necessary for the cultiva'
tion of improved lands, arms, or household
furniture, or apparel
necessary fin- a family.
Sec. o. And be it further enacted. That all
goods, wares, and
merchandize, which shall be manufactured or made within the
United States or the territories thereof the duties on which shall
not have been duly paid or secured,
according to the true intent,
and meaning of this act. shall, together with the vessel containing
the same, be forfeited, and may be seized as forfeited
by any collector of the internal duties, and held by him until a decision shall be
had thereon according to law. Provided. That said
goods, wans,
and merchandize, shall not be liable to be forfeited in the hands
of a bona fide purchaser, who shall have purchased the same without knowledge of the duties nut being paid or secured to be paid,
and if any person shall conceal or buy any goods, wares, and merchandize, as aforesaid, knowing them to be liable to seizure and
forfeiture under this act, such person shall on conviction thereof,
forfeit and pay a sum double the Value of the
goods so concealed
or purchased.
Sec. 7. And be it further enacted, That the owners,
occifpier, agent, or superintendent, as aforesaid, of or tin- any such building, or
vessel, machine, implement or utensil, used in the manufacture or
making of any of the said goods, wares, and merchandize, who
shall wilfully neglect or refuse to make true and exact
entry 3iid
report of the same, or to do or cause to be done ativ of the things
by this act required to be done as aforesaid, excepting to pav the
duties hereby laid in cases where the bond required
bj tlie second section of this act has been given, shall forfeit for every
such neglect or refusal, nil the goods, wales, and merchandize!
manufactured or made by or for him, with the vessels containing
the same, and the- vessels, machines, implements, or utensils, used
in said manufacture or making, together with the sum of five
hundred dollars, to be recovered with costs of suit; which said
goods wares, and merchandize, with the vessels or machines, implements or utensils, so used may be seized by any collector of the
internal duties, and held by him until a decision sliall be had thereon according to law: Provided, such seizure be made within threfc
months after the cause for the same may hare occurred, and thai;
a prosecution of action thereupon shall have been commenced by
such collector Within sixty days after such seizure.
Sec. R. And be it further enacted, That in case the duties afore
said shall not be paid or recovered agreeably to the
provisions of
this act, or in case any acts shall he done
contrary to, or any acis
omitted that are required to be done by the bond to be given a"-!
aforesaid, or the penalties incurred thereby shall nut he recovered
tlie said bond shall be deemed forfeited, and shall be put in
suitbf
the collector, for the recovery of the amount of the said duties, with
the addition thereon, penalties end costs, or either, as the case may
he; and judgment thereon shall and may be taken at the return
term, on motion to be made in open court, unless sufficie-nt cause
to the contrary be shown to, and allowed by the court:
Provided
That the writ or process in such case sliall have been executed at
least fourteen days before the return day thereof.
Sec. 9. Anil be it fur: het enacted, That the duties imposed by
this act, shall be considered as applying solely to article's maniM
factum! for sale, and shall not he considered a-, including any articles manufactured exclusively for the use of the person manufacturing the same.
Sec. 10. And be itftuth-r enacted. That the dulies laid by this
act, shall be payable on all the goods, wares, and merchandize a«
foresaid, the manufacture or making of which, shall not within
ninety days after the passing thereof; be fully completed, or which
shall not be then in the condition in which
they usually are when
offered for sale.

S.-c. ll. And be it fiirtter enacted, That
any owner, occupier,
agent, or superintendent, as aforesaid, who may have riven '.nod
as required by the second section of this act, who shall, after thirty
days notice given him in writing, by the collector, tail to renew'
or change the same in regard to the sureties and penalties thereof
as is in the same section provided, shall therefore incur the penaland sale- of the goods, chattels, and effects of the delinquent^ and in ties attached to employing the said buildings, or vessels, or inncase of such distress, it shall be tie* duty of the officer charged with chiuis, implements, or utensils, without having a license therefor*
Sec. 12. And be it further enacted, That the tiu-ins of the bond
die collection to make, or cause to be made-, an account of the
as
goods or chattels whieh may be distrained, a copy of which,,signed required to begiven by the second section of this act, as well
with the oWneror the forms of the several oaths, reports, entries, statements, and acb) the officer making such distress, shall be left
this
to
shall
or
her
act
be
rendered..
or
at
his
taken,
and
or
of
such
chattels
counts,
required
by
effects,
kej't,
dwelling,
goods,
possessor
with a note of the sum demanded, and (he time and place of sale; be prescribed hy the treasury department, agreeably to whieh
and the said officer shall forthwith cause a notification to be pub- aforesaid specification of the buildings or vessels in which, or of
residence
of the the machines, implements, or utensils, wherewith, the aforesaid
to
the
thp taverns nearest
licly posted up at two of
and merchandize, shall be manufactured or made, shall
person whose property shall be distrained, or at the court house of goods, wares
than
miles
no- Be rendered by the owner, occupier, agent, or superintendent
which
if
not
more
ten
distant;
the same county,
lice shall specify the articles distrained, and the time ami place thereof.
less than ten
Sec. 13. And be itfurther enacted. That the value ol the manw
proposed for the sale thereof, which time shall not be
and the place proposed for factured or made goods, wares and merchandize, required to be
daj s from L.he date rtf such notification,
than fue miles distant from the plan- of making stated as aforesaid, shall be regulated by the average of the actual^
sale not tin.
"
.• In ani cat
'1
the pa;
ile
the liko roods-, wares, and lajrchw
c-'a dis'
bj the manufacturer,!
1 1 1

<

•_

•

•

:
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bi en
<?'«& daring tlie quarter, where such actual sales may bdve
such value,
made; and wherenosucn actual salea liave been made,
wholesale,
manufacturer
stllin^ exclusively by
so tar as respects a
salesol
shall beiegulated hy the average of the market wholesale
a
the lUce goods, wares, and merchandize, and so far as respects
manufacturer selling by retail, by the market sales by mail in like

manner.

„„

..,

Si c. 14. Andbe itfurther enacted, That if any person shall toreiol)
ul
obstruct or hinder a collector in the execution oi this act, or oi anj
shall foraluly res(lie powers or authorities hereby vested in him, or
or ves«
cue, or cause to be rescued, any goods, wares, or merchandize,
same
sils, machines, implements, or utensils aforesaid, after the
shall have been seized
liim.or shall attempt, or endeavor to to

LATfGDON CHKJCVES,

Speaker ofthe house of repn aeutativM.

JOHN GAILLAK1),

President, pro tempore, of the senate.

by

do, the poison so offending shall) for every such offence, forfeit ami
pav the sum of Bve hundred dollars.
Sec. 15. And be itfarther enacted, I hat a collector shall beau*

and setting of the
thorisedtoenti'i'.atany time between the rising
sun, any building or place where any vessel, machine, implement,
colli
ction
his
within
as
district, for the
ortite-nsil
aforesaid, is kept
purpose of examining, measuring, or describing the same, or ofinfrom
and
ofthe
wares,
merchandize,
accounts
peering the
goods,
time to time manufactured or mud.'- And very owner or occupier
or
or
such
having
|"
utensil,
pf
rspn
building, machine, implement,
theag ncy or superintendence ofthesame, who shall refuse to admit such
or to sutler him to examine, measure or describe
i

January

o,

13

1

5— Approved,

IN
Return of sheep in JVew Jen t/, made in conformity
the laiu passed in the year 1814.

officer,

Merino
575
228
386

and pay the sumoflive hundred dollars.
In Essex
who shall
s v. 16. And be it
further enacted. That any person
be convicted of wilfully taking n false oath or affirmation, in any Hergen
ofthe cases in which an oath or affirmation is required to be taken Morris
in virtue of this act, shall be- liable to the pains and penalties to Middlesex
which pel-sons are liable, for wilful and corrupt perjury, and shall,
Moiimomli
moreover forfeit the sum of Bve hundred dollars.
Sec. 17. And be it further enacted, That no person who shall
Burlington
of
this
the
with
to
provisions
have refused or neglected
comply
Salem
or neglect continues, to
act, shall be entitled, while such refusal
forfeit

a license as aforesaid, or shall be entitled to credit lor any internal duties whatever that may have accrued.
Sec. is. Andbe itjurther enacted, That every collector shall
under this act.
give receipts for all sums by him collected
'.
Sec.
And be it further enacted, That if it shall appear to the
that
satisfaction ofthe collector for the district,
any_ owner, occupier,
as aforesaid, of any buildings, vessels or
at

superintendent

machim t, implements or utensils as aforesaid, who shall have given
bond agreeably to the second section of this act, and shall have
ceased to use the sane for one year, and made oath or affirmation
thereof! to be lodged with said collector, hath acted agreeably to the
conditions of such bond, the collector shall cause such bond to be

JAMES .MADISON.

Manufactories
Sheep and
NEW JE nSEY.

the same, or to inspect said accounts, shall for every such refusal,

red is e

151

equally productive with the duties, so altered, reduced, r
changed.
See, j-i. And in- it further enafted, That so long as the duties
herein imposed on each ofthe foregoing descriptions of ;;...
wares, and merchandize, shall continue to be laid, the duties at pre
of goods, wares, ami mi rchatisent
payable on the like descriptions
dize, imported into the United State., snail not he discontinued or
diminished, and the foith ofthe United States it hereby pledged
for the continuance of the same, until this act shall be repealed.
be

221
247
247
147

Cumberland

13

1436
12 townships in Sussex 38
No returns from three ?
townships estimated at
Returns from 5 do ~)
269
in Somerset
3
No.do. from 2 do. esti

Gloucester

mated

mix't
blood

3786
1101
1.568

2199
1.590

6369
2190
5V7
2562
1860

common

to

total

sheep

number

14076
15661
30357
15633
17643
19239
15509
11153
17807
25528

18437"

16990
22311
18058
19480
26354
17846
11763
21805
37426

9307
1504

12118

13891

7469

at

No

delivered to said owner, occupier, agent or superintendent.
do. from Hunter
Sic. 10. And be it further enacted, That the several provisions
29463
don, estimated at
of "an act making provision for the collection of internal duties,
and for the appointment and compensation of assessors," passed the No. do. from Cape
4553
second of August, one thousand eight hundred and thirteen, shall
and are hereby declared to apply in full forte to the duties laid hy
Total
ami to he collected under this act the same £S if such duties and
3807 25826 204729 285049
this act were recognized therein, which said duties shall be coltlie returns of 1814, it is ascertained that in
lected hy the same collectors, in the same manner, for the. same
Essex county, there were 13 cotton mills, 8 woolen
commissions, and under the same directions as are hereby established in relation to the other internal duties.: and ail the obligations, factories, 5
carding machines, for country busiduties ami penalties thereby imposed upon collectors are hereby
ness, 1 wire factory.
imposed upouth- collectors ofthe duties laid by ibis act.
In Bergen, 1 cotton mill, 14
Sec. 1. Andbe it further euaetcd.'VW.xt it shall be the duty ofthe
carding; machines,
collectors aforesaid, in their respective-districts, and they are hereby for country business.
and
to
this
to
the
duties
collect
act,
pro
authorized,
imposed by
In
3
cotton
6
woolen
Morris,
mill*;,
factories, 14
secute tor the recovery of the same, and for the recovery of any
sum or sums which may he forfeited by virtue of this act; and all carding machines, for country business.
tines, penalties, and forfeitures, which shall be incurred by force oi
In Middlesex, 2 woolen factories, 7 carding ma.this act, shall and may be sued for and recovered in the name of the'
for country bussiness.
tinted States, or of the collector within whose district any such chines,
bill plaint,
In Burlington, 8 woolen factories, 18
fine, penalty, or forfeiture, shall have been incurred, by
carding mi.
U
of
the
uited
the
use
States,
or information, one moiety thereof to
chines, for country business.
and the other moiety to the us. ofthe person who if a collector,
In Salem, 9 woolen
shall first inform, of the cause, matter, or thing, whereby any such
factories, 5 carding machines
and where
Cumberland
3 do.
fine, penalty, or forfeiture, shall have been incurred:
9 do
the cause of action or complaint shall arise or accrue more than
Gloucester
5 do.
16 do
miles distant from the nearest place by law established for the
fifty
and 3 cotton factories.
holding of a district court, within the district in which the same
shall arise or accrue, such suit or recovery may be had before any
Sussex
11
do.
29 do
court of the state, holden within the said district, having jurisdic
Somerset
4 do.
12 d'o
tion in like cases.
Sec. 22. Andbe it further enacted, That the collector shall fura
to
under
nish one copy of this act to each person liable
pay duty
the same, within the collection district, that may apply therefor,
and shall advertise in a newspaper, or post up notices at the court
Valuable Discovery.
It is slated that a
chanhouses therein, of his instruction to furnish the same.
Sec. 23. Andbe Ufurther enacted, That towards establishing an nel has been discovered
overCJi nVleston bar, wblcfa
adequate revenue to provide for the payment of the expences of will conduct

May

By

.

CHRONICLE.

—

new

vessels of twenty four j'eet water.
government; for tlie punctual payment ofthe public debt, priuci
Military Jltademy at West Point. The following,
pal and interest, contracted, and to he contracted, according to tin
terms of the contracts, respectively; and for creating an adequate we learn,
(says a Boston paper) is the organization
sinking fund, gradually to reduce, and eventually to extinguish, of this
highly respectable military school :

—

the public deht, contracted and to be contracted, the rates and duties
and imposed by this act shall continue to be .laid, levied and
Collected, during tlie present war between the Coiled States and
Great Britain, and until the purposes aforesaid shall he- campl
^
accomplished. And for the effectual application of the revenue to
h< raised
by and Trom the said duties to the purposes aforesaid, in
due form of law, the faith of the United States is hereby pledged
JPriMtlcd ahvays, That whenever congress shall deem it expedient i'i alter, reduce or change, the said duties, or eitle r oft hem. it
^hill be lawful
sotodo, upon providing and substituting by law, al
thesame lime, and for the same purpose, other duties, which slfal:

Brigadier-general Joseph <. Su iff, superintendant
Fared Mansfield, esq. professor of natural and
experimental philosophy; David B.
assistant;

laid

t •

;

.

-

!

Andrew
Wright,

Douglas,

Elficott, professor of mathematjeisf;
assistant ; Allen Partridg , professor

neer -i Wm. Evc-lyth, assistant
ClaudiusfB. Thacker, teacher of French language ; Christian E. ZoelPierre Tlvororts, assistant swfcFJler, do, drawing ;
;

'

John
engi-
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master ; reverend Adam Empie, chaplain n professor of ethics ; A. Walsh, surgeon. The number of
cadets is 250.
Connecticut election.— It is stated that considerable
in this state of "steady
changes have been effected
habits ;" and that the "republican gain" in the house
I

of representatives will be at least 20 members.
The house of repreTaxation and representation
sentatives of the state of Delaware consists of 21
members seven from each county. The state taxamounts to % 15,000 of which Kent and Sussex,
Combining and voting together, have levid nine
thousand two hundred and sixty-six dollars, forty- seven
cents on the county of jVew-Castle— being nearly two
The ex
thirds, instead of one third of the whole

—

—

;

!

ti

»
restore" Ui

?

29, ISIS.

negroes of that island to their "legitiIt will be a difficult

mate" owners and sovereigns.
and dreadful task.

The commissioners of the navy of the U. States
have met at Washington
city, and organized their
board, appointing Lyttleton IV Tazewell, esq. secreto
the board, and Messrs. Charles IV. Coldstary
borough ana C. G. lie Witt, clerks.
The Independence 74 is rapidly
preparing for sea
at Boston, and will soon be
ready.
Mexico.—-A vessel recently arrived at Havanna
from Vera Cruz, brought only $500,000 of several
millions expected; the revolutionists had so
complete
possession of the interior, that the convoys could
not travel between Mexico and Vera Cruz.
London January 20. The late nabob of O. de has

the people. It
left in his treasury,
intolerable imposition.
=£17,500,000 sterling. He was
is, certainly, an
But we have a case nearer home more glaring. very desirous that his second son should succeed him
to
the
exclusion
of
with
six
members
the
The city and county of Baltimore,
eldest, and he had opened a
of #*e state negociationto this effect with the East India Com(out of eighty) in the house of delegates
two
These
all
(he
sons
of
are now
revenues
pany.
of Maryland, pays about one-third
disputing for the
of the state, except those derived from dividends on throne, and it is for the purpose of reconciling them
that
earl
Moira
has
left
Calcutta with a numerous
stock, &c!
JVeTvTark Militia.—-The adjutant general's re- suite. The money will, without doubt, be offered
to
the
and
will
for
enable them almost to pa?
1814, (excepting
company
turn of the inspection reports
two brigades of artillery and one of infantry not re- off all their debts."
" Her
of
force
the
14.
state
Vienna, January
highness the arch
turned) makes the whole military
duchess Maria Louisia [the wife of Napoleon Bonaamount to
86,597 infantry
entertains
parte]
company every Wednesday and Sa4,717 artillery
turday at her mansion— the prince of Tallyrand at°
4,462 cavalry
tended her Last p r v.
OC/'We are a great while without news from Eu95,776
In the absence of a direct
28.237
rope.
communication,
Equipped with serviceable muskets
we b ive sever. 1 reports from different parts of the
636
of artillery
do.
Do.
West
that
the
63
at
Vie
na has broken
Indies,
Field pieces
Congress
up abruptly, the "royal carvers" not being able to
3,679
Swords 2699, and pairs of pistols
and agree with each other as to the slices they severally
Cavalry 1 division, artillery 1, and infantry 8,
desired or were willing to give and receive. One of
42 brigades, and about 156 regiments.
[Col.
tiie great causes of the
Port of Cincinnati
uproar is said to hav. been
April 8. Arrived on Wed
a propose! division of
In consequence,
Turkey.
nesday lasl, the barge Fox, captain Palmer, from
New-Orleans, to Messrs Marsh and Palmer car- there is s.ud o be a hot press in E 'gland &c. an. areand coffee.
We look with much
cruiting of the army, &e.
go, sugar cotton
Port of Louisville, Ken. March 30. Passed the anxiety for intelligence from the old world; for
Falls on Friday last, the steam-boat iEtna, burden [though we wish to have as little as possible to do
about 400 tons, bound to New-Orleans, and came to with it, its bustle and concerns must long interest
anchor at Shippingport, where she is now taking in us. See first p'-.ge.
Exckilemt The day after the news of the ratifia cargo. The steam boat Enterprize is advertised
cation of peace wis known on board the British
in the Natchez papers to leave that place for Shipsquadron oil' New London,
man, wlio had been
pingport, the first week in May.
them with provisions, went along(Xj'To Independence. A merchant of Savannah formerly supplying
has recently advertised for sale, ninety five hogsheads side-, one of the ships with a boat load of refresh&.c.
The officer of the deck looking over the
vf sugar, made at Sapelo, Georgia, by 'Thomas Spald ments,
culture of this interesting article of gangway, arid espying his quondam friend, accostbig, esq. The
commerce in Georgia has several times been noticed ed him thtis "ue off you rascal ; we can trad with
The day of experiment is passed hones: men now."
in the Register.
[Columbian.
Socket t's Harbor. From the Democratic Press.—
of Mr. Spalding,
by the perseverance and success
Binns
Mr.
In
arand
valuable
a
a
new
few
owes
state
your paper
and that patriotic
d.ys since you
It is state that two 74's were
ticle of agriculture to his enlightened mind.
budding at Sackett's Harbor
all along the sea-coast when inform itionof the peace reached there.
I am
probable that it may be raised
as well as on the "sea-islands," already famous for however, enabled to state, that the two vessels on
the stocks at that place,. were intended to carry one
their cotton.
Commerce. It is stated that the importation of hundred guns each:— 800 ship carpenters were at
the United States, except in work on them and in 25 days both would have been
provisions, 8tc. from
The materials for their equipment
Hritish vessels, is prohibited after the 16th of this in the water.
month (A.pril) by an order in council, in all the Bri- being on the spot, there is no doubt commodore
Chauncey woul 1 have taken the lake on the opening
tish islands.
The Spanish consul at New- York has given notice of the navigation, with a force which the utmost
that the entry of cotton goods, of the manufacture exertions, of the enemy could not have equalled.
cither of Europe or Jlsia, is prohibited in all parts The two ships remain in the state they were when
of the Spanish dominions. It is probably an over- peace arrived, houses Having, however, been built
but it would seem 'over them to preserve .hirm from die weather. W.
sight in the Spanish ministers,
A late London paper says Let'ers from Lisbon
that their order allowed the entry of American goods.
30th Dec. They are barren of
It is reported that a heavy French fleet, consisting have arrived to th
of 60 armed vessels, besides transports, with 40,000 news and principally HUed with complaints dictated
of St. Domingo, to! I>y the QDmmercial jealousy against the English.
troops, has arrived off the coast
tortion

is

making

a great stir

among
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0C/*We had designed our svri'i.KMKvr this week (<>
dispose of a quantity articles that had toe long waited
but tlie great news from Ewope 1ms
insertion
usurped their place. In the ample details that follow,
the reader will find much to astonish, to amuse and

character of the constitution

itself, and thus eventdestruction, by debilitating the
government, and rendering it incompetent to the
and to substitute in
great objects of its institution
its stead the dismemberment of these United
States
with all the horrible consequences
respectively resulting from its disunion.

ually to produce

—

instruct him.

Report on the

Mr. tides, from the committee on military

its

DOCUMENTS.

Militia.

IN SENATE OF TIIE UN1TKH STATES — JA1*. 28,

ANNUM

Committee Chamber, January T, 1SJ&
SIR—The committee of the senate on military
affairs, having observed that. difference* exist between the authorities of the United S'aes, and of
some of the individual states,
respecting ibe relative command of the officers of the
regular arihj
of
and
the militia, when called to net
together in
certain cases, has.instructed mo to ask for
such information upon that subject, as
may be in po'ss.eesit ;1
of yoic department
and to inquire;
whether, in

1SI5.
affairs,

delivered the following report:
The committee of the senate on military affairs,
understanding that serious differences of opinion
existed between the executive authority of the United States, and the authorities of some of the individual states, respecting the relative powers of the
general and state governments, over the militia,
deemed it an incumbent duty on them to call for information upon that highly interesting subject with
a view of interposing, if found practicable, some
legislative provisions for the mutual accommodation
of such differences. For this purpose^ on the 7th
of January last, in virtue of instructions from the
committee, a letter was addressed to the honorable
secretary for the department of war, a copy of

;

your judgment, some legislative provisions might
not be adopted, which would tend to heal
such differences, to prevent the recurrence cf others from
the same cause, and to facilitiite the
operations of
your department in that respec'' ?
Re pleased, sir, to accept assurances of my
higli
consideration, &c.

;

WM.

which accompanies this report; and in reply thereto, the committee received from him the Jetter and
documents which also accompany this report.
Although the return of peace has, for the present,
r lieved the committee from the necessity of pro-

Tiie honorable

James

R. r.ILES,

Cfiaimdid

Jtfovroe,

Secretary of the

Department of War.
Department of War, Feb. 11, 1815.
SIR— I have had the honor to. receive
your letter
of the 7th ultimo, stating that the military commitviding a legislative remedy for these unfortunate tee of the senate
had observed! hat difficulties had
differences, yet the committee conceive that the
arisen between the authorities of the United
States
points in question are of vital importance to the esand some of the individual states,
senti .1 rights and powers of the
respecting the
government of the relative command of the officers of the
United States, and that the pretensions of the auand ef the militia, when called 1o act regulararmy
and
thorities of the states of Massachusetts,
Connecticut, were desirous of such information on together
and Rhode-Island, set up in opposition
the°subject as
thereto, if this
department might possess, and of its opinion,
now acquiesced in, might be resumed
by the state whether some legislative
provisions might not be
authorities in the event of a future
war, and thus
adopted which would tend to heal such difference*
deprive the government of the United States of some
to prevent the recurrence of the like from
the same
of its most efficient
legitimate means of prosecuting
and to facilitate the operations of the departsuch war with vigor and effect; the committee have causes,
ment in other respects.
'

therefore thought proper to
present the papers concerning this subject to the senate for consideration.
Whilst the committee will refrain from
entering
into arguments to
fortify the grounds taken by the
executive government en this
subject, and explained
the letter of the
secretary for the department of
war, they feel themselves impelled
by a sense of
justice to express a decided approbation of its conduct, in supporting and
the
constitution
preserving
of the United States
against the effects of the pretensions of the state authorities
aforesaid, which,
after full
consideration, the committee believe not
warranted
the
nor
by
constitution,
deducible

m

from
and just
interpretation of its
and
Tne direct and inevitable principles
bjects.
tendencies of
n
Si m l le ° plni0 " of the
committee,
I
deP! 1Ve thG government of the United
St
.f'n
States
of
powers essentially
common defence, one of the necessary to insure the
teat
objects committed
to its
charge
any

fW

wSlK
T
S

-

'

My

late

indisposition will, T trust, explain satisfactorily to the committee, the cause of the delay oV

answer, which 1 have much regretted.
complying with the request' of (he committee,
it
has appeared to me advisable to
communicate*
all the documents in 'his
department relatim* n the
of
its
rbjects
inquiry.
By a detailed view of

my

In

<

tlie

several measures which have been
adopted by the
president since the war, for the defence 'of tlie 'counin
of
the
duties
try,
discharge
imposed on him by
the constitution and laws of the United
States; of

the objections to those measures
by the executives
of some of the states and of tlie

correspondence
department and the military author!.
ties acting under it, with the executives of
such
states, the committee will see the
grounds of the
differences which have attracted
attention, and »e
enabled to judge !,o-a- far
any legislative ituerposii;

between

this

may be useful <»r proper.
The paper A contains a copy of

tion

diclot

th-* letters

of

t'i;>

secretary rf war to the governors of the several
states, detailing their respective
quotas of ;n i!i1
••!'
the acts of congress.
i

•

1

•'

\

!

ii.
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2 copy of a report of the secretary of war to them as may be
employed in the service of the UnU
house of'|ed States,
military committees of the senate and
reserving to' the stales respectively, the
of
the
21st
Dedate
on
of
the dfficersj and the' authority o'.
day
representatives, bearing
appointment
cumber, 13 i 2, conitnur'iicHting a division of die Unit- training the militia according to the discipline preed States into military districts, then contempl-ied scribed' by congress.
The
is likewise made commander in
by the department' of war, with the reasons ibr it;
15 is

file

president
division, with certain modifications, was af- Icoiefof the arniy and itavv oftjie United States, and
Tins report treats on some sub- N,f the militia of the several states, when called imo
tei-wards adopted.
of tiie call the actual service of the United States
not
immediately within the soope
of the committee, yet treating in ali i's parts on the
The power which islhus given to congress, by the
important subject of defence, thereby intimately people of the United- Slates, to provide for calling
the object of-thfecall^l&ave thought forth the militia for the pm poses
cr>nnectal,with
specified in the
that a view of the whole paper, at, this time would constitution is unconditional. li is a
complete power]
't be
in the national
unacceptable.
government, extending to all
(vested
'',
is a copy of the answers of the governors of the
If
it
was
[these purposes.
dependent on the assent
several states, to ths department oi war, on Xhe
the executives of the individual states, it might
if-'jof
quisitujns made for parts of the quotas of miiitiajbe entirely frustrated. The character of the governunder 'die several acts of congress, and of the cor-] merit would undergo an entire and radical change.
{•espendence Which passed between them and the de- [The state executives might deny that the case had
partment.pl' war, and the corsmarfders of the military occurred, which justified the call, and withhold the
districts, acting under it, within which those states militia from the service of the general government.

which
5

!

j

'..

^

!

were.

Tt was obviously the intention of the framers of the
a ropy of a correspondence between the go- constitution, that these powers, vested in the genevernoi? of New -Jersey and the department of warJ ral government, should be independent of the states*
relating to the appointment of the governor of New- authorities, and adequate to'the ends proposed.
York, to the command of the military disU ict No. Terras more comprehensive than those which have
or, a copy of this correspondence is presented, to been used, cannot well be conceived.
Congress shall
communicate to the committee every circumstance have power to provide for calling forth the militia
of
that has o< curved relating to the command
execute the fcaws of the union; what laws? all laws
thejto
militia in the service of the United States.
'which may be constitutionally made. "Whatever
the
that
Tt appear.-; by thate documents,
governors laws are adopted for that purpose within the just

D

.

is

j

J

|

of Massachusetts, Connecticut, and

have objectea

to

tiie

recpiisitions

Rhode Island, scope of that power, which do not violate theremade on their Istraints- provided in favor of the grei.t fundamental

several slates for parts of their respective quotas of. principles of liberty, are constitutional-, and ought
on the following grounds; 1st, That the to be obeyed. They have a right to provide for
president has not power to make a requisition for calling forth the militia to suppress insurrections.
any pprlipn of 'die militia, for either of the purposes; This right is also unqualified. It extends to every*
unless the executive of! case of insurrection against the legitimate authority'
specified by the constitution,
It
the stare on whose militia such call is-tnade admits of the United States.
may be said that the c,othat the case alleged exists, and approves tire call.jvern-ment may abuse its authority, and force the peo2d, That when the militia of a state should be called pie into insurrection, in defence of their rights. I
into the service of the United States, no officer of do not think that this is a probable danger under
the regular army had a right to command them, or oar system; cr that it is tile mode of redress, even
Other person, not an officer of the militia, except the if such abuse should be practised, which a free peoThese ple, jealous of tlreir rights, ought to resort to. The
president of the United States in person.
being the only difficulties which have arisen between right which they have to change then' representathe executive of the United States, and the execu tives, in the legislative and executive branches of
tjves of any of the individual states, relative to the the government, at short intervals, and thereby the
command of the militia, known to this department, whole system of measures, if they should think
are, it is presumed, those respecting which the com- proper, is an ample security against the abuse, and
a remedy for it, if it should ever occur.
mittee has asked information.
Congress
By these documents, it is also shown that certain have also a right to provide for calling forth the miThis right, by fair conportions of the militia were called out by the execu- litia to repel invasions.
lives of these states, and a part of them put into the Istruction, is, in my judgment, an exemplificationservice of the United States. These doctrines were of the power over the militia, to enable the governnevertheless adhered to. I do not go into a detail iment to prosecute the war with effect, and not the
on these points, (teeming it unnecessary, as all the limitations of it, by strict construction, to the spefacls will be found in the documents.
|cialcase of a descent of the enemy, on any partiRespecting, as I do, and always have done, the :cular part of our territory. War exists; the enemy
we nun'
rights of the individual states, and believing thatj is powerful; his preparations are extensive;
She preservation of those rights, in their full extent, expect his attacks in many quarters. Shall we reaccording to a j ist construction of the principles of main inactive spectators of the dangers which surcur constitution, is necessary tothe existence of our iromrd us, without making the arrangements sup*
fore sight, for oin'
union, and of free gi/ ernment, in these states, I take tgested by an ordinary instinctive
a deep interest in every question which involves such defence? A regular arm)' in sufficient extent may
Is
high considerations. I have no hesitation, however, not exist. The militia is the principal resource.
in declaring it as my opinion, that the construction it possible that a free people would thus intention*
had created
given to the constitution, by the executives of those ally trammel a government, which they
to its principles, and of danger- Tor tiie purpose of sustaining them in their just van**
states, is repugnant
*
as a nation*
o.is tendency.
jand in the enjoyment of all their rights,
Hy the constitution, congress has power to provide against the encroachments of other powers, more
for calling forth the militia to execute the laws of especially after they had experienced that relir.noe
ana
the. union, suppress insurrections, and repel inva- 'could not be placed on the states individually,
to provide for organizing, arming, and disci- that without a general gbvernmcnl thus endow
sions
evw
su
;d, and
p lining the tnilitw, and for governing such nan. of their he«t interests would be
militia,

{

j

j

;

j

j

;
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A necessary conseheir independence insecure?
and absolute a restraint, on
pience of so complete
the povvcrof the general government over the miliresort to
tia, would be to force the United States to
A policy
.•.landing armies for all national purposes.
so fraught Willi mischief, an I so absurd, ought not
lobe imputed to a free people in this enlightened
It ought not more especially to be imputed to
age.
good people of these states. Such a construction
of the constitution is, hi my opinion,, repugnant to

MILITIA,

J^g

except the president of the United Stale-,
person has a right to command them.

per,

*u

When the militia are called into the service of
the United States, all state authority over them
erases.
They constitute a part of the national force,
for the time, a.-, essentially as do the troops of die
Like the regular troops, they arc
regular army.
Like tiiem their op< rations are
paid by the nation.
directed by the same government.
The circum.1
the
officers of the militia are appointed
stance, that
and
trained under the authority of the state» intheir highest interests, to the unequivocal intention by,
of its ft'amers, and to the ju.il ar.d obvious import of dividually, (which must, however, lie done accordto
tiie
the instrument itself.
discipline prescribed by congress,) proing
no effect on the great character of our politiThe construction given to the constitution by toe duces
cal institutions, or on tiie character and duties of the
executive, is sanctioned by legislative authority, by
when culled into the service of tiie United
the practice of the government, and by the assent mrliiir.,
States.
an I acquiescence of all the states,, since the adopThat the president, alone has a right to command
tion of the constitution, to the period of the late unthe militia in person, when called into the service
happy differences, respecting which the committee of the United
States, and that no officer of the rehas desired to be informed. By the law of* 1 796, the
can lake the command in his absence, is
for gular army
to
forth
is
call
the
militia,
authorized
president
a construction for which I can see
nothing in the
the purposes mentioned in the roust i'uii ion, by a
constitution to afford the slightest pretext.
Is it
direct application to the militia officers, without any
inferred from the circumstance that he is sp.
c immunicatioq with, or reference to the executives
commander in chief the militia when called
of the individual states, and penalties are prescribed pointed
into the service of the United States'?
TV- same
for carrying the law into effect, should resort to
clause appoints him commander in chief of ihe
them be necessary. It merits attention in regard to
hrul and naval forces of the United Slates.
In
the question under consideration, tli.it the power
construction of the law he is commander in chief
given to the president, to call forth the militia, is not
made dependent by this law, on the i'acl of an inva- though not present. His presence is not contemin either case.
Equally necessary is it in the
sion having actually occurred, but takes effect in plated
one as in tiie other. What has been the practice
case of imminent danger of it. «4ii the year 2795,
under the constitution, commencing with il.e first
tiie president of the United Slates, on the Certificate
and pursuing it under his succesot a judge of the supreme court, that an insurrec- chief magistrate,
to the present time?
Has any president ejrer
tion existed in the western pahs of Pennsylvania, sors,
commanded in person, either the land and naval fnt>
called out the militia of several of the states, incesor the militia? Is it not known that the power
cluding the militia of Pennsylvania, to suppress it,
is vested in him, principally, for the
purpose of
which call was obeyed. In this instance the assent to it
of the governor of Pennsylvania to the existence of giving him control over the military and naval opea
attribute to the executive
an insurrection was not asked.
General Wash- rations, being necessary
bianch of the government? That although he might
ington, who \hen held the office of chief magisof
the
all
forces under it, no pre.
take the command
t. a.e, relied
exclusively on the powers of the general government, for the purpose.
The op.nion sklent has ever done il? That a provision for the acof the same chief magistrate, of the power of the tual command is an object of legislative regulation,
and the selection of the person to whom committed,
general government over the militia, was ajso made
discretion?
known, by another distinguished act of his admihis of executive
Under the commander all the officers of every
tratiou.
I5y a reportof general Knox, the then seof service and corps, regular and militia,
cretary of war, to congres^ this doctrine is main species
tained to tiie utmost extent, and exemplifications of acting together, take rank with common consent,
to an article of war,
it insisted on, which prove, that, from 'the nature of and perfect harmony, according
eiw population, the militia was the force, which, in sanctioned by the constitution. By tins article the
officers of the regular army take rank of those of
his judgment, ought
principally to be relied os, for
the militia of the same grade, without regard to the,
dill national
purposes.
dates of their commissions, and officers of any and
In the instances under consideration,
powers are every grade, of the militia, take rank of all oflicers
granted to congress for the specified purposes in of inferior
grade of the regular army. When these
distinct terms.
A right to carry powers thus granttroops serve together they constitute but one nationed into effect, follows of course. The
government al force. They are governed by the same articles of
to whom they are granted must
judge of the means war. The details for detachment, guard, or any
for
the
lo
the checks other
necessary
purpose, subject
service, are made from them equally.
They
•provided by the system. It adopts a measure auare in truth blended together, as much as the troops
thorised, supervises its execution, and sees the imof the regular army when acting by themselves only.
pediments to it. It has a right to amend the law
The idea advanced by the honorable ju Igea of
to carry the power into effect. It'
doubt
existed
any
Massachusetts, that where the regular troops and

government.
forQe Sj i sa consequence of the construction forwluca
in
my opinion, is the other iifiev contend. It pushes the doctrine of state right*.
of
the
objection,
executives of the states above men- further than I have ever known it to be carried ill
honed, that when the militia of a state are called
any other instance. It is only in tiie case of powers
rrito the service of the
United Stales, no officer of (who are completely independent of each other, and
UK" rejattar
army, or other persom. to a militia c ffi who maintain armies,, and prosecute war. aea'msjt a
|

Equally unfounded,

1-

'
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distinct and in- home; for the executive has no
energy, for objects equally
power, under exIt does
isting laws, to call thrm into the field, without a
dependent, that this doctrine can apply.
not apply to the case i>f one independent power, command of men suited to their rank and even
Who takes into its service the troops of another, for when thus called forth, their term of service must
then the command is always at the disposal of ilie expire with that of the men whom they command.
power making war, and employing such troops, whe Tlysse facts show that nothing was more remote
ther regular or militia. How much less does it ap-l from the intentions of the government, than to dis
where there is regard die just claims of our fellow citizens of the
ply to l"5e case under consideration,
but one power, and one government, and the troops, militia. They show also how difficult it is to prowhether regular or militia, though distinguished by vide by any arrangement which can be adopted, for
shades of character, constitute bat one people, and a general and permanent defence of our principle
cities and seaboard, without
are, in fact countrymen, friends and brethren.
employing officers who
The president is, in himself, nc bond of union in are always in service, in the principal commands at
He holds his station as commander least, for the purpose.
that respect.
It is admitted that
:n chief of the land and naval forces, and of the
by the increased pressure of the
militia, under a constitution which binds u* together war, in consequewce of which much larger bodies
as one people, for that and many other important of militia have been called into service, and with
purposes. His absence would not dissolve the bond. tliem many general officers of experience and merit,
jt would not revive discordant latent claims, or be- these difficulties have proportionately diminished.
Of these officers, several have been already advanced
come a signal for disorganization.
The judicious selection of the chief commander to distinguished commands, with great satisfaction
fjr any expedition or important station, is an object to their fellow citizens and advantage to their counof high interest to the nation. Success often depends try. The committee may be assured that opportuon it. The right to do this appears to me to have
of this kind, regarding the obligation of a just
jnities
been explicitly vested in the president, by the au- responsibility, -.nil be seized by the executive with

common

;

"

thofity given to congress to provide for calling forth
^ne militia, for organizing, arming, disciplining, and
governing them, when employed in the service of
the United States, and by the powers vested in him
as chief executive of the United States. The rights
of that highly respectable and virtuous body of our
fellow citizens, are, 1 am persuaded, completely secured, when the militia officers commanding are
retained in their command, a major general over his
division, a biigadier over his brigade, a colonel over
his regiment, and the inferior officers in their respec
tive stations. These, rights are not injured or affected
by the exercise of the right of the chief magistrate,
a right incident to the executive power, equally ap-

pleasure.

How far these differences may be healed, or the
recurrence cf the like in future be prevented by
legislative provisions, the committee, on a full view
of these documents, and on a due consideration of
the whole subject, will be able to decide. It is proper, however, to remark, that the divisions of the

country into military districts, so far as relate to
that special object, requires no legislative sancThe definition of
tion, if indeed it admits of one.
boundary was intended for the purpose of prescribing a limit to the civil duties, if they may be so called, rather than the military, of the commander of
each district rather to the period preceding an inplicable to every species of force, and of high im- vasion, with a view to the necessary preparatory
portance to the public, to appoint a commander over measures; for repelling it, than after it should take
them, of the regular army, when employed in the place. An invasion by a large force would probably
service of the United States, if he should deem it require the concentration of all our troops, along
expedient. The rights of the militia officers and the sea coast, who might be brought to act in it.
those of the general government are strictly com- In such an event, all limitations of boundary, to the
of
patible with each other. There is no collision be- several commanders would cease. The march
tween them. To displace militia officers, for the the enemy would regulate that of our armies, who
employment of regulars, or to multiply commands would from every quarter be directed against them.
ot a separate character, especially of small bodies,
I have the honor to be, with great respect, your
for that purpose, would be improper.
most obedient and very humble servant,
;

JAMES MONROE.
United States into military disthe
and placing a general of the regular army in
[Here follows the correspondence between
command in each, with such portion of the regular' government of the United States and of several of
force, artillery and infantry, as could be spared from the states, relative to the militia which shall be hereother services, it was the- object of the president to after published.]
In dividing the

tricts,

afford the best protection to every part of the union
that circumstances would admit of, with the least
burthen which might be possible to the people. These
commanders were specially charged with the defence

Irish

Eloquence.

bf their respective districts. U was enjoined on them [To commend the following would be absurd— We
to witch the movements of the enemy, to communimerely invite the Jfmeriitan to read it.]
cate them to tic; government, and to execute its
FROM CAUKICK's MOUSING POST.
orders in summoning to the field, on menace of inDuring the late vacation this distinguished young
vasion, such portions of the quotas of the militia of Irishman,* (Mr. Phillips) received many demonstraeach state, within their respective districts, as hud tions of public gratitude, from communities where
been provided for by act of congress ii>d detailed 'he had been personally unknown. The public dinner given to him in the city of Cork, and the adby this department, as were thought neCessAi y.
Wiien this arrangement was entered into, it will dress of th
ith' flics, of Limerick,
inviting him to
ho. Observed, that there was no mpnace of immediate a similar distinction in thai city, have been already
It was
communicated to the public. At Killarney he was
invasion, and but few militia in the field.
intended as a measure of precaution, to guard against received with acclamations and bonfires and
the
possible, but as was hoped, and presumed, distant unusual but interesting spectacle, of hunting
The executive had then no alternative
dangers.
between that arrangement and any oiher. The miMr. Paiitus, wc understand, is a native of Slig'/
'!"
f rank r-fTbrded not
were at and is but 58 years of age.
litia officers
'

:

I

j
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honor. At a
red deer, was celebrated to do hitri
of Killarney at
dinner given in the neighborhood
which Mr. Phillips and Mr. Payne, the American
was given in combined
actor, were present, a toast
two counreference to the two strangers, and the

which they belonged— Mr. Phillips, after the
was drank, replied to the company in the ibl

tries to

toast

lowing manner:

'

"It is not with the vain hope of returning by words
the kindnesses which have been literally showered
our acquainupon me during the short period of
How
tance, that I now interrupt, for a moment, the
an
Indeed it is not necessar)
of

—

your festivity.
Irishman needs no requital for his hospitality; its
and
generous impulse is the instinct of his nature,
the very consciousness of the act carries its recomthere are sensations
pense along with it. Rut, sir,
excited by an illusion in your toast, under the influence of which silence would be impossible. To be
associated with Mr. Payne, must be to any one who

i

regards private virtues and personal accomplishments, a source of peculiar pride, and that feeling
is not a little enhanced in me by a recollection of the
for his qualifica
country to which we are indebted
tions.
Indeed, the mention of America has never
In
failed to fill me with the most lively emotions.
my earliest infancy— that tender season, when impressions the most permanent and the most powerful
are likely to be excited, the story of her then recent
loved listruggle raised a throb in every heart that
even from disberty, and wrung a reluctant tribute
comfited oppression. I saw her spurning alike the

15?

the countries of Demosthenes and the Spartan, ret
heonidas is trampled by the timid slave, and Athena
insulted by ilie mindless Ottoman!
The days „i
their glory are as if they h:i,l never been, and tinisland, that was then a speck, rude and
neglected in
the barren ocean, now rivals the wealth of their com
the
of
the
f';une
of their phitheir
nrerce,
arms,
glory
losophy, the eloquence of their senate* and the in
Who shall say, then, conspiration of their bards!
templating the past, that I'.ngland, proud and potent as she appears, may not one day be what Athens
is, and the young America yet soar to be what. Athens was?
Happily, when the European column
shall have mouldered, and the night of barbarism
obscured its very ruins, that mighty continent may
emerge from the horizon, to rule for iu time sovereign of the ascendant.
Such, sir, is the natural progress of human operations, and such the unsubstantial mockery of hit
man pride. But 1 should apologise for this digrfession— the tombs are at best a sad, although an instructive subject.
At all events, they are ill united

such an hour as this. I shall endeavor to atone
it, by a theme, which 'umbs cannot inurn, nor
revolutions alter
It is the custom of
your board,
and a noble one it is, to deck the
cup of the gsv
with the garland of the great, and
surely, even in the
eyes of its deity, his grape is not less lovely when
beneath
the foilage of the palm tree and the
glowing
myrtle. Allow me to add one flower to the chaplet,
it
which, though
sprung in America, is no exotic
virtue has planted it, and it is naturalized
every
to

for

:

—

would enervate, and the legions that where.
No matter what may be the birth place of such a
would intimidate— dashing from her lips the poisoned cup of European servitude, and through all the man as Washington. No ciimate can claim, no coun-

luxuries that

try can appropriate him— the boon of Providence" to
the human race his fame is
eternity, and his resi
dencc creation. Though it was the defeat of om
arms, and the disgrace of our policy, I almost bless
of the convulsion in which he had his origin
if the
grave. As a man, then, I venerate the mention
America; but as an Irishman, I concede her claims heavens thundered and the earth rocked, yet, When
on
affection.
Never, oh never, while she has her the storm passed, how pure was the climate that it
vicissitudes of her protracted conflict, displaying a
magnanimity that defied misfortune, and a moderaIt was the first vision
v. on that ornamented victory,
jf my childhood it will descend with me to the

—

1

—

;

my

left her, can Ireland forget the home of her
emigrant, and the asylum of her exile. No matter
whether their sorrows spring from the errors of enthusiasm or the realities of suffering— from fancy or
infliction
from fiction or from fact— that must be
reserved for the scrutiny of those whom the lapse of
ages shall acquit of partiality. It is for the men of
other ages to investigate and record it; but it is for
the men of every age to hail the hospitality that received the shelterless, and love the feeling that befriended the unfortunate. But if America calls on
pur gratitude for the past, how deeply docs she
draw upon our interest for the future. Who can say,
that when, in its follies or its crimes, the old world
shall have interred all the pride of its noyer, and all
the pomp of its civilization, human nature may not
find its destined renovation in the new.
Perhaps,
when the temple and the trophy shall have mouldered into dust when the glories of our name shall he
but the legend of tradition; and the light of our dis

cleared— how bright in the brow of the firmament
was the planet it revealed to us ? In the production
of Washington it does
really appear, as if nature
was endeavoring to improve upon herself, rnd that
all the virtues of the ancient world were but so
many

memory

—

j

studies preparatory to the patriot of the new.
Imdividual instances no doubt were there, splendid

I

exemplifications of some single qualification. Cxsar
was merciful— Scipio was continent— Hannibal was
patient but it was reserved for Washington to
b*end them all in one, and like the lovely 'chief d'
oeuvre of the Grecian artist, to exhibit in one
glow
of associated beauty the pride of
every model, and
the perfection of every master. As a general, he
marshalled the peasant into a veteran, and supplied
by discipline the absence of experience. As a state- man, he enlarged the policy of the cabinet into the
most comprehensive system of general advantage
and such was the wisdom of his views, and the philosophy of Ins councils, that to the soldier and the
acoveries only live in song.
statesman, he almost added the character of the
Philosophy may rise
in
the sky of her Franklin, and glory rekindle sage.
gain
conquerer, he was untainted with the
at the urn of her Washington.
a revolutionist, he was free front
Is this the vision pfi crime of blood
romantic fancy? I appeal to history the monumen-i any stain of treason for aggression commenced the
tal record of national rise and national nun.
Tell contest, and a country called him to tiie command,
me, tliou revered chronicle of the grave, enn the Liberty unsheatheel his sword necessity stained
If lie had paused here, history
.;plendor of achievement, or the solidity of success, victory returned it.
secure to empire the permanence of its possessions: might doubt what station to assign him
whether
Alas, Titer thought so once, yet the land of Priam at the head of her citizens or Iter soldiers her lielives only in song TnEBtes
But the last glorious act
thought so once, yet her roes or her patriots.
hundred gates have crumbled, and her very tombs crowned his career, and banishes hesitation. Who,
sxe but as the dust they were de/tined to commemo- like Washington, after
having freed his country,
rale—so thqinjht Pitnuiu.: where is She? so draught
Feigned her crown, and retired to a cottage, rathe-

—

—

;

j

j

—

A

—
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He

look chiael of one of the first masters of
Europe, in .or
I der
that it may be'everv
way worthy of the object
a classical and dignified commemoration of the bravery, the virtue, and the gratitude of the citizens of
Baltimore.

than reign in a capitol1
Immortal
from the battle its crime, and from the conquest
its chains— he left the victorious the glory of his
self denial, and turned upon the vanquished only
the retribution of his mercy.— Happy America 1 The
!
!

!

)t\ j.

i

—

|

—

the
could' not resist your sage
lightnings of heaven
temptation of earth could not corrupt your soldier!
"I give you, sir, the memory of George Wash-

British Cotton Trade.

ington."

FllOM A BELFAST PAPER OF JANUAIIY Zl.
A numerous meeting of persons interested in the
cotton trade was held at Glasgow on the 26th inst.
To the memory of the, Citizens who fell in defence jofl Tie Lord Provost being called to the chair, the
Baltimore, on the twelfth and thirteenth of Sepmeeting took under consideration the state of tiie
and fourteen.
cotton trade, and the propriety of
te>r>ber, eighteen hundred
petitioning parThe deep interest which must be excited by a mo- liament to take off the tax on cotton wool imported.
which
is so honorable to the Among the resolutions
of
the
were
the following
nument,
design
adopted
and the brave men to
That this manufacture is not only of local, but
feelings which gave it birth,
whom it is to be dedicated, make it desirable that of great national importance employing a very nuthe public should he enabled to form a correct idea merous population.
That this manufacture has attained its present exof the fabric winch the city of Baltimore has so hoof those tent not only uncherislied by bounties, but retarded
norably resolved to erect to the memory
citizens who fell nobly fighting in defence of their by taxation, a policy which nothing but the pressure

Description of the

Monument

:

—

of war, and .the absence of foreign competition could
Mr. Maximilian Qodefroy, informed of the inten- justify.
That during the continuance of hostilities, and
tion of the Committee of Vigilance and Safety, ofthe operation of the system which excluded our
fered three plans for this most laudable purpose
The first wap a simple Obelisk of Verd Antique, manufactures, this branch made rapid progress ou
with bronze
the continent, which will be still farther accelerated
(green antique) marble, ornamented
The second, a Sarcophagus, or rather, a Cenotaph, by the respite froru war, and the return of national
in the antique style, adorned with appropriate bass industry.
That it is not only on the continent of Europe this
the length of each was to faave been 39
reliefs
of American inde- manufacture has arrived to such an extent, but ever,
feet, in allusion to the 39 years
the committee has chosen, in the United States of America, where the raw mapendence That which
terial itself is produced, not less than from four to
is entirely allegorical, and consists of three parts.
1st. A square base of stones, simply rusticated, five hundred thousand spindles, of the most apof
18
It
is
of sepulchral antique form.
composed
proved construction, are at work whereas, in the
allusion to the 18 states. Each year 1793, there were only three thousand; and,
layers of stone, in
the
in
a
with
door,
antique about 1808, twenty thousand; and that it is ascerfront will be decorated
that of the temple of Vesta at Tivoli. tained, from late and authentic sources of informastyle, like
black
with
of
tablets
marble, each tion, that the wages of labor for young people, who
They will be shut
form the principle class employed in cotton factobearing an inscription.
2d. Above the first base will be a second base, ries, re:y little exceed those which are paid in this
of which will be adorned country.
square also, each angle
That under a rivalship already so powerful, and
with a Griffin, the symbol of immortality. By giyof the Griffin the form of an Eagle, it which threatens to supplant the cotton manufactures
ing the head
will have the character of the emblem of the United of this country in foreign markets, it is indispenA circular Fasus, in marble, 18 feet high, sably requisite to remove every political restraint by
States.
will rise from the socle, as a symbol of the Union. which its progress can be impeded.
impet
That the tax at present existing on the importaOn the i/aets of the Fasus will be inscribed the
names of those men whom valur aud gratitude have tion of cotton wool being at the rate of at least 25
country.

—
—

;

—

;

I

!

per cent, on the

thus immortalized.
It is from this principal and characteristic part of
the monument, and from the Latin word Fascia, (in
that the ingenious
plain English, a bundle of rods)
author has elegantly designated this plan under the
title of a Fascial Moxu-WBWT.
The lower part of tha Fasus leaves room for a
small circular bass relief, which will represent the
bombardment of the I'ort and the engagement at

first

cost of the coarser qualities,

when imported in British vessels, and 30 percent.
in American bottoms
has contributed, and will now
more than ever contribute, to establish this disad-

—

vantageous competition, by affording the continental
and American manufacture this high premium to
bring fur\.*ard cotton fabrics similar to those which

have been hitherto supplied by this country.
That of the capital invested in this branch of
North Point.
trade, not less than ten millions have been sunk in
3d. The Fasus will be crowned with a marble the erecting of buildings and machinery, which are
either the United States, or one unconvertible to any other purpose
and which, in
figure, representing
emblematical of the city of Baltimore. The'face tiie event of a failure of the manufacture, must be
will be turned towards the bay. In one hand will irretrievably lost.
be a tique rudder, the symbol of navigation and
That, in the opinion <rf this meeting, any draw
in the other a iaurei crown, the symbol of glory, hack en cotton goods exported, s, in the first place,
Beside her will be the Eagle of the United States,
impracticable in point of operation, and in the next
Ti/e monument will be raised on three steps, in place, would be insufficient in point of influence, tfs
allusion to the duration of the war and at the four! it would not place the manufacture on a fair footing
is to .surround it, will with the rival branches at home,
angles of the pavement which
be placed, instead of posts, four cannons of brass or
That, under all these circumstances, and from a
bronze, from the mouths of which a ball will appear decided conviction of the impolicy and the danger
the
which
The
execution
of
of such a tax, this meeting consider it their imperj?
to be issuing.
statue,
to be,f oi 2 feet high, will be entrusted to the 'ous duty to use '...cry constitutional effort to obtain
;

;

;

j

i

;

\
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the repeal of a measure which, if continued, must parte was not put to death by the allies. Such is the
ultimately, though imperceptibly, subvert this great morality of these talkers of religion.
and beneficial branch y f commerce.
freely confess we arc pleased with the turn of
That a petition to the house of commons, fortius events in France, especially because they put down
purpose, bo prepared and transmitted, in order that the doctrine about the "legitimacy of king:;." T!;2
it be
presented early after the meeting of parlia- emperor will force all the nations of
ope to acment
bnowlege him as such; and that acknowlegment will
infinitely weaken the supposed divine right of
princes! Also, because we believe it is to the advantage of the United States that Fiance should remain
a great and prosperous nation to counterpoise the
have now ample details of the astonishing cof England because, we believe
*
overgrown weight
-ts that
recently happened in France, the heads of [that France will be essentially better off under the
Mine!), only, had reached us when our last p;iper llonajnirtes than the B<mr&ons;
hoping that in adverwent to press. However astonishing- they may apsity her emperor may have leaned to restrain hi,-5
pear, all doubt of their reality must be removed by passions and be content within a reasonable
sphere
the regular statements that follow below.
of influence and action.
are also of opinion that
have seen Napoleon Bonaparte at the head
the
tend
to
solid
and
will
peace
they
happiness of
Of armies,
to
conquering kingdoms ami giving law
Europe. There may be a short war in consequence
empires lie now appears to us in a new character; ,of them, but it is not less probable there would soon
of himself, by his own
personal influence, driving the have been a long and more bloody one among the
Bourbons from the throne of France, though seat
"royal carvers" lately assembled at Vienna
ed there by the power of half a million of armed
Well, indeed, may the account of his return have
men Cossacks, Russians, Prussians, Austrims, En- affected the British like a "thunderbolt." To what
Baglish, Dutch, Germans, Portuguese, Spaniards,
new scenes of privation and distress, taxes and opand all this has been pressioiiy is the
varians, Saxons, 8*c, &c. ike.
eye of an Englishman opened! I hope
of
blood!
accomplished without tiie loss of one drop
their government may follow the wholesome advice
The exile of Elba, the ridicule and laughing stock of Cuobetl, anil let Bonaparte alone if
they do not,
of Englishmen, is emperor of Franc; and hi n g of Italy;
among the wonders of the age we live in, it may be
more firmly seated on his throne, and with greater recorded that the British throne was transferred
power to chastise Iks enemies than ever!
from the Tluifneg to the shores of the Ganges. The
Millions on millions ot times Was it said (and
people are now crying for bread, and it may be semost persons, from the frequent repetition of the
said "there is no
with the

We

<

Km

Foreign News.*

We

—

\

We

We

—

—

—

—

falsehood, believed
the French people

riously
joking
belly." We
was hated by have been astonished that the
people of England

that

Bonaparte
— that they
were grateful
it)

to the hare borne the
sufferings they have without hurling
a king; that they happily their
oppressors from power; but patience itself will
in
the
of
arms
their
"reposed
legitimate sovereign." wear out, and the cord not loosened musfbe broken.
"What is the fact? He .appears the whole coun- But wlien and how no one knoweth.
try rises to support his claims to the throne, and
Finis, March 17". The official declaration which
expel the "usuiper"— the kingling of foreigners.
If ever there was a
the congress, is already in circula"legitimate king, (which I very is to terminate
much doubt) that king is JYapoleon Bonaparte, for tion among tlie diplomatists at Vienna. The followthe people have willed, freely and frankly, that he lowing is the text of that important document
should have the supreme authority.
which is attributed to the celebrated Mr. De Gents,
Our opinion of this extraordinary man is well secretary to the congress.

foreigners

who gave them

—

—

known

to

our readers; and, whatever

we may

DECLARATION.

think

of his acts of
The European powers have
tyranny or projects of ambition, the
fact we often stated now
appears manifest, that, in to consolidate the basis fixed

assembled at Vienna,
by the peace of Paris.
This labor was as complicated as it was difficult.
h was requisite to establish what 25 years of anarchy
had destroyed; to reconstruct the political edifice
from its ruins; to restore fallep states; to circumscribe others witltin just limits; and to dispose of a

general, lie was the benefactor of France. The destruction by his wars was terrible to think of— but
the great holy of the people, at horns, were happy and
content, in peace and plenty, the mean's to acquire
which were astonishingly facilitated by the immense
and magnificent public works that were planned
and executed under his orders, lie did more to assist the
agriculture and manufactures of France,
and promote a home trade, an hundred times more
important than any foreign commerce that France
ever had, in five year.:, though so deeply engaged in
war, than the Bourbons had done in a century and
the people were relieved from the monstrous impositions and horrible
oppressions of th« ancient nobility
and clergy; the terror of a repetition ot which, and
they, indeed, already began to be felt, no doubt contributed to his "restoration!" It is more than proba-

number of countries left vacant by the subversion
of the power by which they had been overthrown.

—

that the lawles mess of the "legitimate
princes" assembled or represented at Vienna, may
have had a full share in bringing about an event they
will deplore in sackcloth and ashes.
They talked
about the ambition of Bonaparte they gaped at
ble,

was

by a wise distribution of force;
the principal states, to prevent the preponderance of any particular power, and thereby ob*viate the return of those dangers which have recently
instructed and astonished the World.
This magnificent object has been accomplished:
great obstacles have been removed, delicate questions decided, and contradictory pretensions reconIt

also requisite,

among

ciled.

If the congress has not equalled every expectation,

and consoled the misfortunes
which have weighed heavily on individuals and nasatisfied the wishes,

also,

[

if indeed, it has not attained to that ideal
perfection which has been so often and so vainly anticipated, it has at least fulfilled the various duties
giidts and swallowed camels; even Alexander, whose devolved upon it. Tn regulating all those interests,
*ceptre extends over a country larger than all Eu- the collision which might again involve Europe in
rope, wanted and would have, "peaceably if he could, new convulsion", it has given satisfaction to aii p-uevident adViolently if he must," a little more territory!
ties, mitigated inevitable sacrifices t>y
It is now
regretted by the "Cossacks* that Bona- v.mtnges. and dertft'o every other voice b»t t!fat af

tions;

!

—

|

I
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suffering and exhausted humanity, sacrificed a Iran- 'tween the islands of Capua and Elba, in sight of the
sient eclat which a conduct less conciliating might cruisers.
The danger appeared imminent. Many seafaring
Have shed on its labors, to the necessity of a perma-i
nent peace.
persons were of opinion tiiat it was absolutely necesThe emperor gave
Tiie sovereigns, in separating, aware that a new sary to return to Porto Ferrajo.
era is about commencing for the world, acknowlegej orders to keep on their course, having, in the last
that their primary duty will be, to maintain that; extremity, the plan of going among the French
peace which was purchased by so many generous; cruisers. The squadron was composed of two fribut we well knew that the attach eftorts and painful sacrifices, by the heroic devotion gates and a brig
of nations, and the glory of soldiers. They feel the ment of their crews to the national glory did not
necessiiy of devoting themselves anew to those salu-l leave a doubt that they would hoist the tri-colored
tarv occupations, from which they had been *o often flag and range themselves on our side. Towards
witnJrawn by the recent convulsions, of reviving the; noon the wind freshened a little. At 4 P. M. we
arts, improving the laws,' and meliorating the happi- descried the mountains of Leghorn.
frigate hove
ness of nations. They are more than ever convinced' in sight five leagues to leeward, another was on the
that tiie security and strength of states can be gua-! coast of Corsica, and at a distance we saw a man of
ranteed only by the wisdom of the government and war. At six o'clock, P. M. the brig on board of
the love of the people; that the most positive con- which was the emperor, saw. a brig which we knew
ventions, the most solemn treaties, and the pro- .to be the Zephyr, captain Andrieux, an officer disfoundest combinations of diplomacy, are but useless tinguished as much by his talents as his patriotism
auxiliaries, if justice and moderation do not preside It was at first suggested to spejdc to the brig and
The emperor,
in the cabinet; and that the best guarantee of the make her hoist the tri-colored flag.
general tranquility, consists in the disposition of; however, gave orders to the soldiers of the guard to
take
off
their
eitcli power to respect the rights of its neighbors, as
caps, and to lay down on deck, prewell as their decision, firmly pronounced, to
ike fering to pass the brig without making ourselves
and
all
common cause against
nations, who, in contemn-! known,
leaving the plan of making her change
her flag only in case we were obliged to do it. The
jng this principle, shall dare to pass the boundaries
two brigs passed close to each other. Lieutenant
assigned to them in the political system.
The sovereigns, in separating/united their past! Taillade of the French marine, was well known to
interests,! captain Andrieux, and when able we hailed her.
misfortunes, and a sense of their
>

!

j

;

;

,

A

i

!

j

1

;

m

|

j

present

hive concluded a simple and sacred alliance, tliat of We asked captain Andrieux whether he had any
exmaking every consideration subordinate to the invio- commands for Genoa; several civilities were
fable maintenance of peace, and to stifle in its birth changed, arid the two brigs going opposite ways,
were soon out of sight, without any suspicion on the
every project tending to destroy it by all the means
which Providence has placed in their hands.
part of the captain of the Zephyr, what this frail
May the nations of Europe repose With confidence vessel contained
In the night of the 27th and 28th, the wind inunder this solemn union: May hope and security
again dawn amidst them accompanied with the creased. At day-break we saw a 74 gun ship, who
labors of peace and the progress of the arts! May appeared to be steering for St. Florence or Sardinia.
frightful alarms no longer call to remembrance those We soon observed that this vessel paid no attention
cruel misfortunes of which the sovereigns are zea- to the brig.
lous to remove for ever the return! May religion,
The 28th, at 7 o'clock in the morning, we descried'
respect for the legitimate authorities, submission [o the coast of Noli, at noon Antibes. At 3 o'clock the
1 he
laws, and abhorrence of everything that may- 1st of March, we entered the Gulph of Juan.
tend to disturb the public order and repose, beThe emperor ordered the captain of the guard
come the new ties of society! May all nations be with 25 men, to land before the rest of the soldiers
united to each other in useful relations, and banish on board the brig, to secure the battery of the coast,
from among them every other jealousy but that of if one was to be found. This captain, of his own.
the virtues! Homage in fine, to this great and eter- accord, conceived the idea of making the battalion*
-nil principle, that the happiness of individuals and which was in Antibes,
change cockades. He threw
nations depends upon the welfare of the whole.
himself imprudently into the place the officer who
From the Paris Monitenr, March 23.
commanded for the king, raised the draw-bridges
The emperor informed that the people in France and shut the gates the garrison flew to arms but
had lost all their rights obtained by twenty-five it respected these old soldiers and their cockade,
years of battles and of victories, and that the army which they venerated. Nevertheless, the operations
was attached to its glory, determined to change this of the captain failed, and his men remained prisonstate of things, to re-establish the IMPERIAL throne ers in Antibes.
At 5 o'clock in the afternoon, the landing in \.\\o
which alone can guarantee the rights of the nation
We encamped on
artd to extinguish this royal throne which the people] Gulph of Juan was completed.
had proscribed as not securing the interests but of the sea shore until the moon rose.
At 11 o'clock at night the emperor put himself at
a small number of individuals
The 26.th February, at 5 o'clock in the evening, he the head of fnis handful of heroes, to whose fate
embarked in a brig of 26 guns with 400 men of his was attached such high destinies.
Proceeding to Cannes, from thence to Grasse, and
guard. Three other vessels were in the harbor, and
(which were seized) received on board 200-men, in- by St. Vallier, he arrived in the evening of the 2nd
fintry, 100 Poland light horse and the battalion of at the village of Ceneron, having travelled the 1st
Hankers, 200 strong'. The wind was southerly and day, 20 leagues. The people of Cannes received'
appeared favorable
Captain Choulard hoped that the emperor witli those sentiments, which were the
before day-break the island of Capua would be first presag-e of the success of the enterprize. The
doubled, and that we should be off the cruising 3d, the emperor slept at Llareme the 4th he dined
ground of the French and English who watched this at Digne. From Castellane to Digr.e, and in all the
Cqasr, This hope was baffled. We had hardly dou- department of the Lower Alps, the peasants, informiled Cipe St. Andrew of the island of Elba, before ed of the route of the emperor, Hocked from all
the wind lulled so that it became calm at day-break piarlers to the road, and manifested their sentimeniWe had only made six leagues, and we werestil! be- with an energy which no longer left any doubt*
j
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emperor, "it is the same \vliich I wore at Auster for their patriotism, which under the same circumlitz."
"This cockade," exclaims another, "I had at stances, have distinguished Tournes, Chalons and
St. Jean de Lone.
At Chalons, which for forty da\ s
Marengo !"
On the 9th the emperor slept at Burgoin. Here resisted the efforts of the enemy and defended the
the crowd and enthusiasm of the people, if possible, passage of the Saone, the emperor employed himself
increased. "We have been a longtime expecting in acknowledging every act of bravery. He was unavou," s:iy these brave people to the emperor "at ble to go ill person to St. Jean de Loue, but he sent
length yon have arrived to deliver France from the the decoration of the legion of honor to the mayor of
insolence of the nobility, from the intolerance of the city, remarking "it was for you brave people that
of I instituted the
superstitious. priests, and from the shameful yoke
legion of honor, and not for the pensioned emissaries of our enemies."
iorei^ners."
From Grenoble to Lyons the emperor's journey
The emperor received at Chalons a deputation
was one continued triumph. He was in his carriage, from the city of Dijon, whose inhabitants had just
which moved at a slow pace, surrounded by a crowd expelled their prefect and their major, whose cohof peasants, singing songs of joy, expressive of the duct during the last campaign had dishonored both
noble sentiments of the brave inhabitants of Blu- Dijon and its people the emperor deposed the
"Ah !" said the emperor, "here again 1 find mayor and appointed another. Upon the route from
piiine
those sentiments which twenty years ago 1 made, \ulun to Avallon the emperor experienced the s«»ie
and salute France by the name of a great nation
affectionate notice as among the mountains of DauYes you are still and will always remain le granite phine. He re-appointed all the authorities who had
nation."
been deposed for their efforts in defending their
Li the mean time the count d'Artois, the duke country against a foreign yoke. The emperor breakand
of
the
at
d'Orleans
marshals had arrived
fasted at Vermanton on the l~th and arrived at Auxmany
Lyons. Goid had been profusely distributed among erre where the prefect, Gamot, had remained faithful
the troops and promises to their officers. They were to his duty. The gallant 14th regiment had trod
about to destroy the bridges of La Guilloliere and under their feet the white cockade. The emperor

—

j
'

—

j

—

—

!

Morand. The emperor ridiculed their preparation, learned also that the 6th regiment of lancers had
had no doubt of the friendly disposition of the mounted the In-colored cocknde and h:-d gone to
people of Lyons, he was assured of the fidelity of Montereau to defend the bridge, which a detachment
the troops.
He, however, gave orders to general of the body-guards had endeavored to destroy. The
Bertrand to construct a bridge of boats at Mirbel, \oung bodyguards unaccustomed to the weapons of
intending to pass over at night and to intercept (on the lancers took to flight and two of them were
the roads to Moulines and Macon) the prince who made prisoners. At Aukerre, major-general Berwished to dispute with him the passage of the Khone trand gave orders that all the boats should be
at 4s o'clock a reconnoitering parly of;the 4th hus- brought up, to embark the army, (now reinforced by
sars arrived at La Guitlotiere, with the cry of "long four divisions) and to carry it that evening to FosThe passage of Mirbel was im- sard, so as to arrive at one the next morning at Fonlive the eiaperor."
mediately countermanded, and the emperor set oil' tainbleau.
at full gallop for Lyons at the head of the very troops
Before he left Aukerre the emperor was joined by
who were to have opposed his entry.
the prince of Moskwa, who had mounted the triThe comte d'Artois had done every thing in his colored cockade. The emperor arrived at Fontainpower to inspire his troops with ardor. He did not bleau the 20th at 4 o'clock, A. M.— At 7, he learned
know that in France, it is impossible for a foreign that the Bourbons had left Paris, and the capital was
agent to succeed if he is opposed to the honor of free. He departed immediately, and entered the
the nation and the people's cause. Passing by the Thuilleries at 8 o'clock, P. M. at a moment when
13th regiment of dragoons he said to a brave fellow, he was least expected,
who bore the scars of many a wound, "allons, camaThus terminates, without one obstacle to oppose"
lie

—

—

I

1

vade, crie done, vivc la roi." "No monsieur," repli- it, without shedding one drop of blood, an enterprise
edthe brave dragoon "no true soldier will contend which has re-established the nation in its rights, in
with his own father. I cannot answer you but in cry- its glory, and which has wiped off the foul stain
ing long live the emperor." The comte d'Artois quit- which had been stamped by treason and the presence
ted Lyons in his carriage, accompanied by a single iof a foreigner. Thus is verified this passage in the
address of the emperor to the troops: "That the
gen d'arme.
At 9 o'clock in the evening, the emperor crossed eagle with the national colors would fly from steep'e.
he was immediately sur- to steeple, even to the turrets of Notre Dame." hi
tin Guillotere almost alone
rounded by an immense number. At 11, the next eighteen days, the brave battalion of the guard has
morning he reviewed the whole division of troops at passed the distance between the gulph of Juan and
Lyons, and the brave general Brayer at their head Paris, a distance which on ordinary occasions would
immediately took up the line of march towards the occupy 45 days to accomplish.
Arrived at the gates of Paris, the emperor was met
capitol.
The emperor was sensibly affected by the many af-i by the whole of the army commanded by the duke
fectionate testimonials which he received from the of Berry officers, soldiers, generals the light in
inhabitants of this great city, during the two days fantry, the infantry of the line, lancers, dragoons,
He could not express his feeling*, but cuirassiers, artillery, all came to present themselves
lie remained.
exclaimed "People of Lyons I love you." On the before their general, whom the choice of the people
13th, at 7 in the evening, he entered Macon, ac- and the vows of the army, had elevated to the imcompanied by the inhabitants of all the neighboring perial throne the tri-colored cockade was token
countries. He expressed to the pegple his astonish- from their
knapsacks and placed in the hat of every
ment at the feeble efforts they had made in the last soldier. They trod in the dust the white cockade,
campaign to resist the enemy and support the honor which for twenty-five years has, been the rail} ing
of their state.
They replied "sire, why do you signal to the enemies of France and her people.
blame us for the crimes of a traitor."
On the 21st, at one o'clock, noon, the emperor
[Alluding
to their mayor.]
reviewed the troops which composed the army of
At Tournes the emperor passed the highest eulo Paris. The whole capital is a witness of the effusions
giumson the inhabitants for their good conduct and 'of enthusiasm and attachment, which burst fram
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these gallant soldiers.
They had
re-conquered
tl'tt-ir country
They had all l)een emancipated from
in
the
national
colors
found
all
had
oj)|jression! They
the remembrance of those generous sentiments
which have all distinguished the French nation.
After the emperor had passed through the ranks,
all

1

.

the troops were formed into hollow-squares by battalions.

1J

enchain our eagles; they who havt!
never dared to encounter the sight of them ? Shall
we suffer them to inherit the fruits of our glorious
achievments 1o engross our honors our Wealth to
calumniate our glory ? If their reign should continue, every thing would be lost, even the remembrance of those immorta' victories. With what fury
do they pervert them
They endeavor to poison
what the world admires; and if there still remain
any defenders of our glory, it is amongst those very enemies whom we have encountered on the field
of battle.
Soldi i:ns
In my ex'oe, I have heard your voice
I have arrived in
spite of every obstacle, and every
danger. Your general, called to the throne by the
Choice of the people, and borne on jour shi< his, is
restored to you. Come and join him. Tear oil' those
colors which the nation has proscribed, and which
during twenty-five years, served as a rallying point
to all the enemies of France.
Assume this threecolored cockade you wore it during our days of

command and

;

;

;

!

"Soldiers, (said the emperor,) with 600 men I have
entered France, because I relied upon the love of my
of
people, and upon the affectionate remembrance
I have not been deceived in my exItty old soldiers
for it.
Let the
pectations—Soldiers! I thank you
of what has been done be ascribed to the peo-

—

1

!

;,'

glory
known
ple and to you— Mine is complete in having
yon and appreciated your merits.
"Soldiers! the throne of the Bourbons was an ille
fogitimate throne inasmuch as it was elevated by
reign influence inasmuch as it had been proscribed
our
by the vow of a whole nation, expressed by all
in short, because it afforded no
national assemblies
to the interests of victory.
security whatever, except indeed,
should forget that we have been the masters
a small number of arrogant men, whose haughty pretensions are directly opposed to our rights. Soldiers! of nations ; but we ought not to suffer any other
of
the
secure
can
alone
nation to intermeddle with our affairs.
the imperial throne
rights
Who shall pretend to be master among us ? Who
the people, and above all our chief interests— our
drive
and
to
about
we
are
Soldiers!
has the power ?
Ile-sssume those eagles, which
march,
glory.
nation
allies
The
those
our
territories
were
from
foreign
yours at Ulm, at Austerliu, at.Ten. i, at r'ylau,
thembut
its
even
with
us
follow
at
at
not
will
vows,
Friedland,
.ludella, at Echmul, at Essling, at
only
selves obey the impulse The French people and Wagram, at Smolensk, at Moscow, at Lutzen, p-t
to Vurken, at ivJOntn irail. Think
you, that this handyour emperor calculate upon you-~ We do not wish
but
of Frenchmen, no\> so arrogant. Would venture
fnterfere with the affairs of foreign nations
woejful
to encounter the sight of them }
Let them return'
to litem that interfere with ours."
,
This speech was received with a general acclama- from whence they came, and there, if they choose-,
the offi- let them
tion.
Shortly after general Cambronne and
reign, as the)' have pretended to reign dur*
cers of the guards of the battalion from the island ing nineteen years.
Your property, your rink, and your glory, the
id' Elba appeared, decorated with the eagle, the an
cient badge of distinction. T iie emperor resumed property, the lvnk, and the glqry of your children,'
have no greater enemies than those princes whom
his address.
"Behold the officers of the battalion who have ac- strangers have imposed upon us. They are the enecompanied me in my misfortunes. They are all my mies of our glory and their condemnation is sealed
friends.
They are very dear to me. Every time I by the recital of so many heroic deeds, which have
jimv them they reminded me of the diflerent regi- immortalized the French people while struggling to
ments of the army; for among these 600 brave fel- throw off their yoke.
The veterans of the armies of the Samhre ana
lows there are men from every regiment. They all
reminded me of those great and glorious days, of Meuse, of the Rhine, of Italj, of Egypt, of the west
which the recollection is so soothing; for all of them and of the grand army, are all humbled the glory
are covered with wounds received in those memora- of their Wounds is tarnished, their victories are
ble battles. In loving them it was you soldiers whom! crimes, these brave men are rebels, if, as the eneI loved!
They have brought back to you these Ea- mies of the people pretend, legitimate sovereigns
gles.
May they always lie the rallying point. In were found in the midst of foreign armies,
presenting them to the guard, I give tlrem to the
They bestow honors, rewards, their- affections, on
(whole army. Treachery and some un t'ortulale.events those who have served against their country and
have sullied their lustre But, thanks to the French against us.
Soliiikks! Rally under the standard of your
people and to you, they shine resplendent with all
-their former glory.
Swear that they shall be found chief. His existence is yours. His rights are ho
wherever the interests of their country demands other than those of the people and vours. His inthem. That traitors and those who invade our land terest, his honor, his glory, are no other than your
shall never lie able to look upon them."
Victory shall
interest, your honor and your glory.
"We swear it" cried they with the greatest en- march with tiie rapidity of an army rushing- to il.c;
thusiasm The troops afterwards marched off to the Icombat. The eagle with the national colors, shall
sound of music which played the popular air of fly from steeple to steeple, until it reaches the tov "tVeliions an S.dut di 1'Empire."
then you may show with pride
ers of Notre Dame
Gulf of Juan, 1st of March, 1815.
then you may boast of your achie-v|your wounds
You will be t lift saviours of your country.
.VMprfeon, by the grace of God and the constitution [ments.
In your old age, surrounded by \ our fellow citizens,
of the state, emperor of the French, &c.
exTO THE ARMY.
they will hear you with respect relating your
Soldiers
to say with
have not been vanquished.
Twojploits. You will have it in your power,
men, deserting our ranks, have betrayed our laurels, pride, "And also, I was one of that Grand Army.
their country, their prince, their benefactor.
which twice entered the walls of Vienna, those of
Those whom we have seeu, during five and twenty Home, of Berlin, of Madrid, of Moscow and whicii
years, traversing all Europe to excite enemies against! rescued Paris from the disgrace which treason and
it."
{is, who have passed their lives in lighting
against the presence of the enemy had enstamped upon
Us in the ranks of
Honor to these brave soldiers, the glory of the
foreign armies while loading with
curses our beautiful Trance shall
Eternal shame to those criminal French'they pretend, to count! v

—

—

—

—

We

—

—

—

.

;

:

!

—

—

—

;

;
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I have traversed the
whatever rank or station they may have been
seas in the midst of dangers
for five and twenty years have fought un- of every kind
I arrived
among you to resume my
der foreign banners to tear the bosom of their conn- nghts, which are your own. Whatever individuals
nave
written
or
done,
try.
said, since the capture of PaNAPOLEON.
ns, I will remain forever
(Signed)
ignorant of. That will
The grand marshal, exercising the functions of major have no influence upon the recollection which I che-

men,

in

horn,

who

general

;

to the

BERTH AND.

Grand Army,

Proclamation of

his

At

rish of the
important services which they have rendered for events of such a
nature, are above human

majesty the emperor of France.
(iuLPii Juan, March 1, 1815.

;

control.

there is no nation, however inconNapoleon, bv the grace of God and the constitution'^
frenchmen!
siderable, which has not had the right, and has not
&c. LJ c.
of the slate, emperor of the French, &c.
To th>: French people—Frenchmen, The defec- ee11 subjected to the dishonor, of obeying a prince
m 0Se by an enem y who is victor ous for a season.
tion of the duke of Castiglione (Augereau) deliver- l P
hen p.
Charles VII. re-entered Paris, and overthrew
ed Lyons, without defence, to our enemies. The y
he ephemeral throne of
to
I
confided
had
of
him, }
Which
Henry VI. he determined to
armv, the command
hold Ms throne by the valor of his brave
a
men,, and
was, by the number of the battalions, the bravery
not by that of the
prince regent of England. It is
find patriotism of the troops which composed it,
thus that to you alone, and to the brave men of the
able to beat the corps of the Austrian army, whicli
was opposed to it, and to fall upon the rear of the army, I give, and will always give, the glory of my
left flank of the enemy's army, which menaced Paris. being indebted for every thing.
(Signed)
NAPOLEON.
The victories of Champ Aubert, of JMontmirail, of
By the emperor,
Chateau Thierry, of Vaucamp, of Mormons, of
The
grand marshal performing the functions of majorterau, of Graone, of Jiheimt, of Arcis-sur-Aube,
general of the grand army,
BERTRAND.
and of St. Dizier, the insurrection of the brave
peasants of Lorraine, of Champagne, of Alsace, of
Lions, March 13th, 1815.
and the posiFranchs Compte, and of Burgundy
Napoleon by the grace of God &c.
We. have
tion whicli I had taken in the rear of the enemy's decreed and do decree as follows:
'

j

.

\

|

|

Mm-

&c—

;

—

armv, by separating it from its magazines, from its
parks of reserve, from its convoys, and from all its
baggage, had placed it in a desperate situation. The
French were never on the point of being more powerful
and the flower of the enemy's army was lost
without resource it had found its grave in those
vast countries, which it had sacked in such an untiie duke of
pitying maimer, when the treason of
Rigusa (Marmont) delivered up the capital, and
disorganized the army. The unexpected conduct of
these two generals, whicli betrayed at once their
country; their prince, and their benefactor, changed

Art. 1. All the generals and officers in the land
and sea service, of whatever
grade, who have been
introduced into our armies since the first of
April,
1814, who were emigrants, or who not being emigrants, quitted the service at the period of the first
cylition, when the country had the greatest need
ot their services, will cease their functions
forthwith,
will lay aside the insignia of their
grade and return
to their places of residence.
2nd. The ministers of war, the
inspectors of reviews, the officers of the treasury and other accounting officers are forbidden to pay those officers

;

-.

The disastrous situation of the
that at the end of the affair, which

the fiteof the war.

enemy was such,

took place before Paris, it was without munitions,
in consequence of its separation from its parks of

I

under any pretext whatsoever, from the time of the
publication of the present decree
3pd. Our grand marshal &c. &c.
&

NAPOLEON.

(Signed)
(Signed)

reserve.

Under these novel and great circumstances, my
heart was rent to pieces, but my soul remained im-

BERTRAND'.

Lyons, March 13, 1815.
Napoleon by the grace of God, &c. &c. We have
only consulted the interests of the coundecreed and do decree as follows:
I exiled myself to a rock in the midst of the
try
Art. 1st. A sequestration shall be put
upon all
seas
my life was and would be still useful to you the
property, whicli forms the revenues flea appana1 would not permit, that the
number
of
citigreat
of
the
ges J
princes of the house of Bourbon, and
z .lis who
to

movable.

—

I

:

:

:

wished
accompany me, partaking of my
should do so; I believed their presence useful
to France, and I only took with me a handful of
brave men, necessary for my guard.
Raised to the throne by your choice, ail that has
b?en done without you, is unlawful. For twenty'
five years past, France iias had new interests, new
institutions, a new glory, which could only be guaranteed by a national government, and by a dynasty
born under those new circumstances. A prince who
will reign over you, who will sit on my throne,,
by
the force of tha same armies which have ravaged our
territory, will seek in vain to support himself by the
he could not assure the
principles of the feudal law
hon >r and he rights bnl of a small umber of individuals, enemies to the peeple, who, twenty five years
ago had condemned them in all their national assemfate,

-,

all they possess
by whatever title.
2nd. All the property of the emigrants which beto
the
longed
legion of honor, to the hospitals to
the communes, to the sinking fund, or m fine, which
formed part of the domain, under whatever denomi-

upon

nation it may be, and whicli may have been bestowed
since the 1st of April, to the detriment of the national

interests,

shall

be forthwith put under

se-

questration.
The prefects and officers of registry will execute
this decree as soon as they are made
acquainted
with it, on the pain of being responsible for the da-

mage which may from such neglect

result to the na-

tion.

r,

3rd.

Our grand marshal, &c.

(Signed)
(Signed)

Sec.

NAPOLEON.

BERTRAND.
Your interior tranquility and your external
reputation would have been lost forever.
Lton-s, 13th March, 1815.
Frenchmen in my exile I have heard your com- Napoleon, by the grace of God, &c. &c. We have
plaints and your wishes
decreed, Lfc.
you call back that government of your own choice which alone is legitimate.
1st. The nobility is abolished, and the laws of the
You blamed my long slumber, you reproached mc constituent assembly shall be put in force.
blies.

1

;

with sacrificing
the count rv.

t-j

my

ease the great interests of

2nd. The feudal titles are suppressed, the Jaws of
our national assemblies shall he put in force.
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and will of he nation, and at tho same time to
attend the coronation of the empress, our dear
letters patent have been verified in the legal mode, and well beloved, and also that of our dearly beloved
son.
will continue to bear them.
4. Our grand marshal, performing the duties of
reserve to ourselves, to give titles to the
4th.
descendants of those men who have given lustre to major general of the grand army, is charged to take
the French name in different ages, whether in the the necessary measures for publishing the present
command of land or sea forces, in the councils of the decree.
NAPOLEON.
sovereign, in the civil or judicial administrations, or
(Signed)
By tlie emperor.
finally in the arts and sciences or commerce, conThe marshal performing the functions of major
formably to the law which will be promulgated on
this subject.
general of the grand army.
BERTRAND.
5th. Our grand marshal, fkc.&c.
(Signed)
Declaration of his majesty the emperor of the French,
NAPOLEON.
(Signed)
to the French, and particularly to tlie Parisians.
BERTRAND.
(Signed)
"After an abdication, the circumstances of which
Lyons, March 13, 1815.
after a treaty, all tlie artii\'apoleon, by the grace of God and (he constitution you are acquainted with
after having seen
cles of which have been violated
of the empire, emperor of the French, &c. &c.
3rd.

The

individuals who have obtained from us
as national recompenses, and whose

ests

1

latioiial titles,

We

;

;

We have

decreed and do decree as follows
my retreat penetrated by numerous assassins, all
after having seen the French
Article 1st. The white cockade, the decoration of sent by the Bourbons
the jfeurs de lys, the orders of St. Louis, of St. Es- ministers intriguing at Vienna, to wrest from me the
prit, and of St. Michael are abolished.
asylum to which 1 was reduced, and to take from
2. The national cockade shall be worn by the sea my wife and son the states which had been guaranand land troops, »nd by the citizens: the tri-color- teed to them from that son, whose birth inspired
ed fl *g shall be hoisted upon the city halls, and upon you with so lively a joy, and who ought to have
tlie belfreys in the: country.
been to all tlie sovereigns a sacred pledge. All these
3. Our grand marshal] performing the functions attempts made in violation of plighted faith, have
of major-general of the grand army is charged with restored me to my throne and my liberty.
" Frenchmen 'soon shall I be in my
I
the publication of this decree.
capital
NAPOLEON.
come surrounded by my brave brethren in arms
(Signed)
after having delivered our provinces of the south,
By the emperor,
The grand marshal, performing the functions of and my good city of Lyons, from the reign of fanatimajor general of the grand armv,
cism, which is that of the Bourbons, fifteen days
BERTRAND. have sufficed me to unite these faithful warriors, the
(Signed)
honor of France and before the 30th of this month,
Lyoxs, 13th March, 1815.
S\\1POLEOJ\,by tlie Grace of God and the constitu- your happy emperor, the sovereign of your choice,
who wish to
tion of the empire, emperor of the French, &c. &c. will
put to" flight those slothful princes,
&c.
render you tributary to foreigners, and the contempt
Considering that tlie house of lords in part com- of Europe. France shall still be the happiest counposed of persons who have borne arms against try in the world. Tlie French shall still be the great
Prance, and who have an interest in the re-establish- nation. Paris shall again become the queen of ciment of feudal rights, in the destruction of equality ties, as well as the seat of sciences and arts.
"In concert with you, 1 will take measures, in oramong tlie different classes, in annulling the sales
of the national property, and finally to rob the peo- der that the state may be governed constitutionally,
ple of the rights acquired by them in twenty five and that a wise liberty may never degenerate into
years cf hard fighting against the enemies of the na- licentiousness.
tional glory:
"I will mitigate to the satisfaction of all, those
Considering that the powers of the deputies to the imposts become odious, which the Bourbons gave
legislative body had expired, and therefore, that their princely word they would abolish, under the
the house of commons has no longer a national char- title of Droits Buenis, and which they have re-estaacter, that a part of this house has rendered itself blished under the title of indirect impositions.
"
unworthy of the confidence of the nation in adhering
Property shall be without distinction respected
to the re-establishment of the feudal
nobility, abo and sacred, as well as individual liberty.
" The
lislied by the constitutions
shall be constantly tha
accepted by the people,
general tranquility
in
making France pay debts contracted in foreign object of my efforts; commerce, our flourishing
countries to form coalitions and pay armies to
which under my
fight manufactures, and agriculture,
against the Freneh people; in giving to the Bourbons reign attained so high a prosperity, shall be relieved
the title of legitimate king, which amounted to de- from the enormous
imposts with which an epheme-.
claring as rebels the French people and the armies, ral government have burthened them.
"
in
and the
proclaiming as the only good Frenchmen tlie emiEvery thing shall be restored to order,
grants who twenty-five years have torn tlie bosom of dissipation of tlie finances of the state to gratify the
their country, and violated all the
rights of the peo- court, shall be immediately repressed.
" No
tlie Bourple in consecrating the principle that the nation was
vengeance, it is far from my heart
made for the throne and not the throne for the na- bons have set a price on my head, and 1 pardon them
:

,

;

;

!

—

;

;

.

tion.

If they fall into

mv power

I

will protect

them

;

1

The house of lords is dissolved.
will deliver them to' their allies if they wish it, or
2. The house of commons is
dissolved; it is or- to that foreign country where their chief lias already
dered that each of the members called and arrived
where he may continue
reigned nineteen years, and
at Paris sine the 7ih of
March last, return home ids glorious reign. To this my vengeance is limited.
Art.

1.

Without delay.

"Be calm, Parisians, and you national guards of
electoral colleges of all the
departments of that noble city— you who have already rendered such
the empire shall meet at Paris in the
course of the great services you who, but for treason, would have
month of May next, in an
for some hours longer,
extraordinary meeting in been enabled to defend it
the Camp de Mai, for the
purpose of correcting and against, those allies who were ready to fly from
modifying our constitutions, agreeably to the inter- France. Continue to protect property and civil li3.

The

—
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have deserved well of your
Pruclamatton — Louis, by the grace of God, king

berty then you will
country and of your emperor.
;

of France ami Navarre,

To pur faithful and loyal peers of France, and the
imperial g encral kea:l-quurlcrs,Bovrgoine,
deputies of the departments.
March\ 1815.
NAPOLEON.
Divine Providence, which recalled us to the throne
(Signed)
Countersigned, "The general of division, Bertrand, of our ancestors, permits to day, that this throne
marshal of tiiepajace, exercising the functions of should be shaken by a part of the armed force who
"From

fhu

'

secretary of state."
the inhabitants of the city of Grenoble to
his majesty the emperor of the i'Ve/ic/t
The inhabitants of Grenoble, proud of posSuit.
Jessing within their walls the triumphcr of Europe,
"the prince to whose name are attached so many glorious recollections, come to lay at the feet of your
majesty the tribute of their respect and of their love.
Allied to your glory and that of the army, they
have mourned with the brave over the fatal events
which have for some time veiled your eagles.
They knew that treason having delivered up our

Address of

—

-country to foreign troops, your majesty, yielding to
this empire of necessity, had preferred a momentatary exile, to the convulsive rendings of a civil war,
•with which we weie threatened.
Great, like Camillus, the dictatorship had not inflated your courage, and exile has not depressed it.
Every thing is changed. The cypress has disar>
peared the laurels have resumed their empire the
French people, beaten down for a few moments, resume all their energy the hero of Europe replaces
them in their rank the gresit nation is immortal.
Sire Command your children are ready to obey.
The path of honor is the only one they will pursue.
Let us renounce the empire of the world, but let
;

;

;

—

us. be

;

!

masters at home.

No more

Sire — Your magnanimous heart will

j

The crisis, in which we find ourselves for the moment, will subside; we have the heart-consoling presentiment, that the soldiers who have been seduced,
whose defection gives up our subjects to so many
dangers, will not be slow in acknowledging their errors, and they shall find, in our indulgence and in
our goodness the recompence of their return.
We will soon come back in the midst of the good

people, to whom we shall restore peace and happiness once more.
From these causes we have declared and do declare, ordained and do ordain, as follows:
Art. 1. In conformity to the 50th article of the

constitutional charter, and of the 4th article of the
2d title of the law of the 14th August, 1814, the sesweaksion of the house of lords and that of the house of
forget

foreign troops

prance.

j

had sworn to defend it; we
might profit by the faithful and immense
majority of the inhabitants of Paris,
to dispute their entrance; but we shudder at the
miseries of all kinds to which a battle within its
walls would expose tha inhabitants.
We will retire with some brave men, whom intrigue and perfidy have not been able to detach from
their duties; and because we cannot defend our
capitol, we will go larther off to rally our forces and
to find out in another
part of the empire, not subjects more loving and faithful than our good Parisians, but Frenchmen more advantageously situated
to declare themselves for the
good cause.

in

it will pardon error; traitors alone will be
ness
banished and the happiness of those who remain
will be their punishment.
Let every thing return to order and obey the voice
of your majesty, that after having provided for our
of foreign enemies,
safety against the enterprises
your majesty may give to the French people protecting and liberal laws, worthy of their love towards
the sovereign whom they cherish.
Such, sire, are the sentiments of your good city
of Grenoble may your majesty deign to accept its
;

for 1814, are declared suspended.
The
peers and the representatives which compose them
shall instantly separate.
2.
convoke a new session of the house of lords,
and the session of 1815 of the house of commons,
The lords and deputies of the departments shall
meet together without delay, at the place which we
shall point out for the provisional session of our

commons

;

We

government.
Every meeting of either house, which shall be held
elsewhere, without our authority, is from this moment declared null and unlawful.
homage.
3. Our chancellor and our ministers, each in what
RENAULDON, mayor.
The soldiers of the 7th regiment of the line to their concerns him, are charged with the execution of the
brethren in arms.
present proclamation, whicli shall be carried to the
Soldiers of all the regiments, hear our voice, it ex- two houses, published and posled up, as well in Paris as in the departments, and sent to all the prepresses love for our country. Resume your eagles
courts and tribunals of the
liasten all of you to join us.
fects, sub-prefects,
The emperor Napoleon marches at our head he kingdom.
Given at Paris the 19th March, of the year of
has restored to us our cockade this sign of liberty
attests that our glory will never be forgotten.
grace, 1 8 1 5, and of our reign, the 20th.
LOUIS.
Comrades, your feats in arms were despised the
(Signed)
The chancellor of France.
monuments which were to teach your glory to future
DAMBRAY.
(Signed)
ages were interrupted Your legion of honor to what
Declaration* sent to II. JR. If. the duke of Angouleme
had it fallen ? the lowest order in the state.
In: the count D'Usmand, ambassador from FranceThe emperor Napoleon could not endure your huat 'J'uriu.
miliation. The second time, in spite of every danThe powers which signed the treaty at Paris,
ger, he crosses the seas,he comes to re-organize our
fair country.
lie comes to restore her glory to her. convened in general congress at Yienna, having been
Comrades, can you have forgotten him ? you, informed of the invasion of Napoleon, and of Ins
whom he has so often led to victory. Hasten every entry, sword in hand into France, owe to their own
one of you. |,et the children come to join their fa- dignity, and to the interest of social order, a solemn
ther.
He knows your wants. He knows how to ap- 'declaration of the sentiments which that event has
caused them to entertain. In thus breaking the conpreciate your services.
Soldiers, with him you will find every tiling. Re*Some have supposed this article to be a forgery
spect, honor, glory; hasten to join your brethren
of
and let tliegre.it family be again united.
got up to excite opposition to the new order
T)ie colonel of the regiment, C. He Liibedayer.
things. If it he true, they will not blame Napoleon
t
v
fbr efnHiitin!> '•'
\\ reaches us via Bordeaux.
.v.. chiefs ofbatfalions, tfroktekt
ftokv'ti, k
;

;

;

;

;

—

!

,

j

—

;

'

i
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vention which established him .it the isl
o Elua,
Bonaparte destroys the only legal title to which his
In re-appearing in France,
existence could lay claim
with projects to disturb and confuse, he lias deprived himself of '.he protection of the laws, and has
manifested in the face of the universe, that there can

in,,,

the house; of n any of his m^i--" ty's

loyal subjects in several parts of the city of

—

West-

minster and county of Middlesex, and especially tn
the evening and during the nights of the said three
days.
We, therefore, t iking the same into consideration, and being more fully determined on our part
to use. all means in our
power to protect the lives
anJ properties of his majesty's loyal subjects, to
preserve the public peace, and to bring to condign
punishment the authors of such violences, have
thought (it, in the name and on the behalf of his
majesty, and by ami with the advice of his majes-

be no safety in having peace with him.
declare in consequence, that

The powers
Bonaparte hat placed

himself out of aU civil and social relations; and that as
the enemy and disturber of the
repose of the -world, he
is
delivered up to the vindictive public. They declare
at the same time, that
firmly resolved to maintain
inviolate the treaty of Paris on the 30th of
May,
the
1914,
dispositions sanctioned by that treaty,
and all those which they have, or
they shall yc-.t
agree upon to complete and consolidate it, they will
all
their
employ
efforts, in order that the general
peace, the object of all the views of Europe, and
constant end of their labors, be not disturbed anew;

and

attacked

1(>7

privy council, to issue this proclamation, and
thereby strictly to exhort, charge and command all
his majesty's loyal subjects to give their assistance
in
discountenancing and suppressing all such criminal acts and proceedings, and to give all information
to the magistrates, by which the disturbers of his
majesty's peace may be brought to punishment
ty's

:

—

order to guarantee it from all attempts which And we do, hereby, enjoin and require all justices
shall threaten to
replunge the people in the disor- of the peace, sheriffs, mayors, bailiffs, constables,
ders and miseries of revolutions; and,
though inti- and all other, his majesty's loving subjects, to be
mately persuaded, that Trance entire, will again aiding and assisting to the utmost of their power,
rally itself round its legitimate sovereign, to render in suppressing such criminal acts and proceedings,
nugatory this last attempt of a criminal and impo- and in detecting, apprehending and bringing to justent delirium ; all the sovereigns of
Europe, ani- tice the persons concerned in the same and for the
mated with the same sentiments, guided by the better detection of any person or persons who were
same principles, declare, that if, contrary to every or
may be concerned in any such criminal acts or
calculation, there should result from this" event any proceedings, we are graciously pleased to promise,
real danger whatever, they will be
ready to give to that if any person shall discover any oilier person or
the king of France, and to the French nation, or to
persons, who, directly or indirectly, was or were,
any of their allies, as soon as the demand shall be or may be, concerned therein, so that the person or
made, the necessary means to re-establish the pub- persons discovered may be prosecuted for the same,
lic
tranquility and to make common cause against such discoverer shall have and receive, as a reward,
all those who shall undertake to disturb it.
upon conviction of such offender or offenders, the
The present declaration, inserted in the protocol sum of one hundred pounds, and also his majesty's
of the congress convened at Vienna, in the session
gracious pardon for the said offence, in case the perof the 13th of March, 1815, shall be made
public. son making such discovery shall himself be liable
Signed at Vienna, on the 13th of March, 1815, by tc be prosecuted for the same.
all the
Given at the court at Carlton-house, this ninth
plenipotentaries who signed the treaty o'f
Tars."
day of March, one thousand eighteen hundred
Austria— METTERNICII.
and fifteen, in the fifty-fifth year of his main

:

I

Spain—LABRADOR.
jesty's reign.
France— T A LLE YR AND.
oonsave the king.
la
Tour du Fin— Count AL1XIS NODarberg,
AILLES.
Lonbon, March 11 The important news brought
Great- Britain— the duke of
WELLINGTON", yesterday from France has struck the public like a

—

All the
OLANCARTY, CATIICART, STEWART.
clap of thunder, no person expected
Portugal— PALMETA, SALUANHA, LOBO.
great concerns of Europe had been arranged at the
Prussia— PRINCE DE UARDENBERG, BARON Congress. There was no probability that the Humes
DE HUMBOLDT.
of war would be re-kindled in any part of Europe.
JRmsia— RAZOMOUSKLSTRAIIESBERG.NES The best understanding reigned among the great
it.

SELRODE.

Sit -jilcn—

powers and in France, the attachment to the person and government of Louis was more and more
confirmed,
;

LO WENKEIJ L M.

[The above document,

it is

said, strengthened tlie
determination of the royalists at
February 20.—-Bonaparte had lately very nearly
Bordeaux, to establishan independent or
provincial government in the ceased to be an object, either of curiosity, anxiety,
south against
'or alarm.
An attempt was made to assassinate him
Bonaparte.]
[On the 7th of March, king Louis issued a
Corsican, on account of some old feud.
by a
j

young

procla-

Bonaparte entered sword in The Corsican had got into his cabinet, and whilehand, tne department of the Yar, and calls
upon the Bonaparte was reading a paper, he aimed at him
authorities, civil and military, to pursue, arrest and with a stiletto, but the"point struck the steel buckle
produce immediately, the person of
Napoleon Bona- of his braces and did not penetrate the flesh. Boparte, that he and his abettors
may be dealt with'naparte instantly seized and disarmed him, and gave
agreeably to the laws
him into the custody of one of his guards, to be de!]
rnation, declaring that

!

1

!

By

his royal
h,ghne*s

the prince

of Wales,

of

livered up to justice.
of the
It is
reported here, that a principal object

muted kingdom of Great Britain andregent
is to lay before
Ireland, mission of the duke of Wellington,
the name and on the
the congress the deplorable situation of the Spaniards
behalf of his majesty,

the
»a

!

Geo
orct.

A PROCLAMATION.

p.

'

n.— Whereas a
great number of

under
dis- a fate

the people
fdnath king, and to obtain for
which their noble resistance to the French

Q\e.',v

oraer^y persons have, during the three last days,
oppression has so well deserved.
assembled themselves
the prince regent held a
together in a riotous
Febriuvry 2$.—Yesterday
an« tumultuous
manner, and have been guilty of ccouncil, and received the addresses of the city of
manv violent and criminal
aets and proceedings, hav- I ondon on the conclusion of peace with America
pu.3l.cly

i
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The mayor had

the honor of kissing his royal highand Sidmouth
hand, after which lordsllariowby
had an audience.
The inquisition in Spain continues with great actheir agents are to be found every where. In
tivity
Barcelona, the inquisitors have a separate box assigned them seeing a young girl, a dancer, the shortness of whose dress in a ballet displeased them, the
was arreted next morning, and conpoor creature
fined in the prison of the holy office.

6,

1816.

treated there with a coolness which renders Ida
situation so insupportable that lie is about returning.

jnow

iiess'

The motive

for this

conduct towards our ambassador

5

the discontent which the court of Brazil manifest
at some articles in the last treatj, and the bad success of its attempts to obtain some change or modiThe part of this treaty which disfication of them.
pleases them the most, is that relative to the slave
The
trade, and the limitation which is put to it.
prince of Brazil has finally signified his determinaa
to
the
comvessel
vessel
T'ue princess regent having demanded
,tion not to return to Europe ; and
reconduct Iter to England, received for answer that manded by captain Beresford, which was so magnot
the
station
to
conduct
her
~oas
one
suitable
his
an
there
royal highness and
nificently decorated to receive
family, is on the point of returning without having
royal highness home.
Same date. On Saturday ministers received dis- on board t/ie illustrious personages.
[Star.
Twenty sail of the line were yesterday ordered to
patches from lord Castlereagb, and we arc sorry to
who
had
the
stated
in
not
confirm
in
the
be
and
officers
do
that
commission,
report
put
many
they
pay,
Courier of that night, that the negociations at the been put upon half pay, have been ordered to repair
understand that one to the admiralty. A press is ordered in the port of
poifgress were concluded.
thing only is settled namely, the proportion of hu- London and in all other ports for the service of the
man beings to be delivered over to each sovereign, fleet.
When the news of the landing of Napoleon heach 1
in foe simple, as his indemnity for the expence of the
revolutionary war, or as his aggrandizement there- |ed Ghent, it excited the greatest enthusiasm in his
by; but it is not yet settled what precise districts favor; and we learn, that the same effect was pro
and countries these unfortunate people, so to be de- duced in all the Low Countries. Our troops will
livered over as cattle, now inhabit in their own risrht, have sufficient employ in preserving tranquility
nor how the distribution is to be made.
shudder there.
at the bare mention of a fact so contrary to all law,
Nothing can equal the agitation at the exchange
human and divine; but such is the mortifying news since the reception of the news from France.
learn that the minister has deferred the notice
from Vienna. The duke of Wellington is arrived,
and tne distributer,, of souls is the great matter left to the exchange of the next loan, on account of the
to tne congress to determine on the departure of unexpected alteration, the present state of trade has
lord Castlereagh, On this point the discussion was produced by lowering our funds.
Earl Gray, last night, in the house of
J\Iai ch 17
as lively as ever for the question is, how this accession of hum
beings is to be made most conducive lords, expressed a confident hope that this counto the relative strength of the parties how the states try would not interfere in the internal affairs of
ghall be rounded: or, lit other words, how they may be France.
March 18. Some facts are clear, from the dehereafter brought into the field against on? another,
with the most murderous effect, in case that the .bates and investigations on the corn bill, that Engpresent lion like partition should be found to be only land does net grow sufficient corn for her own coua breathing time of preparation for future contest. 'sumption, and this notwithstanding all the boasted
And this is the result of all our efforts, pit the cost of advantages of enclosure's; that the supply from the
Continent has been fluctuating, and cannot in either
.£700,000,000 for the deliverance of Europe.
Our readers will probably draw the conclusion respects than war, be relied upon for a fixed and perwhich appears to us manifest, that France and Rus-'manent market; that it might be imported thence
n-i. have an understanding on the divisions that are! cheaper than from
Ireland; but from Ireland it is
to take place.
France insists pn some points on the: had as at a certain market, and the payment of its
left bank qf the Rhine, and Luxembourg is men- price is circulated at home; that the common beneand fit is herein considered rather than foreign agricultioned us one. To this Russia sees no objection
Prussia will also consent, provided Prussia's con- tun that the average of a protecting price is 80s.
that at 80«. the quartern loaf would be 13d
tingent of souls shall be found in Saxony. And thus or 84s.
an opening will be made for France demanding all at the utmost; that this price will operate as a stimuhis to the agriculturalists of both parts of the Unithe left bank of the Rhine.
March 16.—3 per cent, consols 61 5 3 1-4 60 3-4 fed Kingdom; that it would save the laboring poor
1-2 1-4 1 27-8.
distress, and preserve the price at an
Omnium, 7 1-2 8, 7 1-2 dis.
jfrom great
At 1 o'clock the agitation in the city was beyond 'even rate, instead of scarcity at one time and a
sdl description.
P.efbre 10 o'clock the exchange was glut at another; that the increase of population far
ratio of the increase of food, and will
full, and news was expected, as it as was known that exceeded the
of corn; that corn had been hoardexpresses had arrived. Business is in the greatest increase the price
in expectation of this bill, which it had now been
state of activity,
jed
March 17— 3 per cent, consols 59 7-8, 60 1 8, 56 necessary to bring to market, which was the cause
.of the present reduction in price; that the law would
3 8
Omnium <J, 10 dis.
The chancellor of the exchequer has adjqurnerl tend to raise the price, for it could not increase the
until Monday week the examination of the new tax- quantity, tiiat the cultivation of more land would reof capital, and the price must
es, which proves that the loans he has obtained, and q» ire an extension
that this measure would exclude
perhaps the new gtate of things, have determined cover that expense;
him to have recourse to a riew system of finance.':— supplies from foreign markets at cheaper rates than
United Kingdom could supply it;
Consequently, we advise the pttbiic to be prepared 'those at whicli the
for the renewal of the property tax, with ah its in- that it is the interest of France to supply England
with corn, as it is for England to supply France with
quisitorial forms.
Afarch 16.— \ mail arrived yesterday from Rib manufactures; that it is necessary to impose a maxon foreign
.1
meiro, bringing letters and newspapers of the 4th imum to prevent our being dependent
of
Ii is with regret that we learn from them, markets; that grain differs from nil other articles
,1
uiuary.
that our ambassador, lord Strangford, v. ho had been commerce, that a reduction of the price of grain
the price of labor, and hence will foji
formerly so 'agreeable to the court of Braganza, is mustreduse
is

;

;

j
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low a general reduction, and that during a Legislative foreign aid why should \vc draw the sword to give
reduction of 33 years the price of grain rose. These him aid? If* he do stand in need of foreign aid, is
t not clear that the
ts were the results of the able arguments offerpeople of France are against
the house of lords by the earls of Liverpool, him ? If we in the former case interfere, we do it
ed
Grenvillr, and Lauderdale, and must weigli with ev
unnecessarily, if in the latter case, we mwke war to
who desires to ascertain for himself -force upon a foreign nation, a government which
vy feeling mind,
a right judgment on this interesting question: and as it does not like. Therefore, it appears to me, that
is impossible to
it seems clear that the bill will pass both houses of
justify war against Napoleon
jit
parliament, the royal assent, next to be considered upon any ground that at present exists. If we go
will put a final arbitrament to the subject, and if to war with Napoleon, lie has now seen the vast
that should be in favor of the bill, it will be left to importance of American friendship.
America will
the experience of a few years to teach the merit or keep at peace while we suffer her unmolested to
That would
demerit of the law.
carry on her trade all over the world.
There was so strong a press yesterday in the vici- ruin us. But on the other hand, if we attempt to
we shall have to fight her both by land
nity of the city, that every person with the appear- prevent it,
but I am not
ance of a seafaring man, was taken on board a ten and sea. Here is a choice of evils
like sir Francis Burdett's gentleman, who presented
der lying off the tower. ? British liberty!]
Accounts of the 18th ult. from Cadiz, are of the him, as lie most justly complains, with a choice
most gloomy description. They were under great of evils and nothing else for I say that both these
apprehensions of an explosion in that city. Cannon evils may be avoided by our remaining at peace,
had been planted in the great square, the guards and leaving the French, and the Italians, and the
had been doubled, and regiments were encamped Neapolitans, and the Swiss, and the Belgians, and
outside of the town, with orders to be prepared to the Russians, and the Spaniards, and the "Prussians,
and the Austrians, and the Hungarians, and the
act against the people at a moment'** notice.
Extract from Cobbett's Register.
Dutch, and the Hanoverians, to settle their own good
Napolkon's Retuhn "If ever there was news' time and manner. And the Portuguese. I had nearly
and faith, they ought
that struck like a thunderbolt, this was that news. forgotten the Portuguese
not to be forgotten
for they have not been a trifle
Many persons seem to be out of their wits at it
After having seen the deliverance of Europe accom-lin the list of our expenccs, whether of money or of
plished, they really appear to be delivered of their! men. Let us leave the Dutch Presbyterians to supply
senses for my part, lam wholly unable to judge] the Portuguese and Spaniards with wooden gods,
of the probabilities that exist in favor of or against! and virgins and saints. Let us receive the corn of
the enterprise but, after viewing what the people France when we want it, and the wine and oil which
of Italy, Genoa, Switzerland, Spain, and even Prance! we always want; and let her receive our steel, cophave experienced, in consequence of his fall, I cannot per, tin, cloth, and other things. But let who will
say that his restoration would, to me, be matter of|be the ruler, let us have peace with him."
i

.

I

;

;

—

—

;

j

;

—

—

•

surprise, especially when I consider how large apart
of the soldiers and of the people of Prance were, and

always appear to have continued firmly attached to
him. As to -vishes, they avail nothing but we are
now all free to express those which we entertain,
pur country is at peace with the Emperor of Elba
as well as with the king of France. My wishes are,
that the Jesuits, the Dominicans, and the Inquisition may be put down again
I do not care much
by whom. But these "ancient and venerable institutions" as the Cossacks of New England call them, I
wish to see completely destroyed. Louis the desired
has not done what was promised. He has not abolished the heaviest taxes he has not left religion as he
found it; he has not adhered to the code Napoleonhe has not left the press free.
I do not know, that surrounded as he has
been,
that he could have done more than he has done; but,
he has not done all that was expected, and has done
some things which were not expected. It is quite
;

—

—

—

Paris, 25th Jfarch. Tiie British embassy lias
not followed the king; lord Fitzroy Somerset occupies the hotel of prince Borghese, where lord Wellington made his residence.
His majesty king Joseph, brother to the emperor,
arrived this day.
JTarch 11. Gen. Clarke, duke of Feltre, appointed by Louis XY111. minister of war issues general
orders fraught with loyalty to the Bourbons, inveighing against the criminal designs of Napoleon.
The king is addressed by a deputation of the house
of peers.

—

Gen. Maison, who distinguished himself before
Bergen-op-Zoom, was appointed to command a corps
of troops sent against Bonaparte Macdonald com-

—

manded another.
March 14. On the 10th there was a great tumult
at London.
The house of lord Casliereagh was

attacked by the populace, crying bread/ bread '
impossible for me to know, whether or no, Napoleon They were finally dispersed by the military, but
is best calculated to make France
happy; but to not before several houses were greatly damaged,
him who is disposed to make it happy and free, I most among others those of Mr. Quintin Dick, Mr. Fonsincerely wish success. At any rate, with the same sonby and Mr. John Morris, in Baker street. The
earnestness, with the same anxiety, with the same house of a person whom the French paper names
forebodings of evil if my prayer be rejected, which Joseph Bank (supposed sir Joseph Bunks) was also
J felt when I so often besought our government not attacked and in part
gutted. Important papers, it
to embark, and when embarked, not to
persevere is said, were amongst other things, thrown into the
in the war against the
republic of America, I now streets and destroyed.
.March 20. The family of the Bourbons have left
beseech, I implore them, not on any account to draw
the sword, to waste the treasure and pour out the Paris this
We are quite ignorant of the
evening.
blood of our beloved and long suffering
country in route they have taken.
this new quarrel.
all now feel the sorrows of a
Paris to-day presents the aspect of security and
twenty years war, in the taxes and troubles which joy. The ramparts are covered with an immense
have trod upon its heels. If a new war were now to crowd
impatient to see the arrival of the army and
be undertaken, and that too for the sake of the the hero which has reunited them. The small
what
must be our our fate? The ques- number of troops which they had
Bourbons,
hoped to oppose
tion would now be cleared of all the rubbish of to
him, again become national, have rallied to hi?,
If
the
£792.
king of France stand in need uf no eagles, and marched under (lie banners of glorv

We
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At

and the country. The r.MPF.non has traversed two
hundred leagues of country with the rapidity of

Itochelle, March 26, it was said thai the errrpehad already collected 150,000 men. A part of
attached by them appeared to be
lightning', In the midst of a population
marching for Belgium to settle
admiration and respect, full of present gladness at the point of possession with Wellington, who has
the certainty of happiness to come. Here, the land there about 40,000 troops. The French army was to
holders are felicitating themselves on the real guar-j be further increased.
antee secured to them by this miraculous return ;j
Italy is said to be in a state of commotion— Piedthere, the men of every faith are blessing the unex- mont and Genoa were about to declare in favor of
of France.
pected event which irrevocably fixes the liberty
the brave
All France appears
still farther,
every mode of worship
rapturously to have submitted
to the
ansoldiery weeping for joy on again beholding their
sceptre of Napoleon except Bordeaux and
cient genera!, and to be again enrolled in the
Toulouse; the opposition of which was of no conseglori-|
ons phalanxes from which they had been as it were quence they must instantly fall in with the current.
The French have in Brest, 44 sail of the line, 16
the
and
The Plebians, convinced that honor
exiled.
personal virtues have again become the first titles] at Toulon, and 6 at Roch fort; all the French sea<sf nobility, and that henceforward true distinction men, especially those returned from British
prisons,
can be acquired in all stations where service is ren-jare devoted to Napoleon.
its
and
to
the
was
at
dered
Vienna and his lady left Paris
Talleyrand
splendor
country by increasing
Such is the picture which attend this march on the 19th for England, with Madame Moreau and
glory.
or rather this triumphal course in which the empe- lady Wellington.
The empress Maria Louisa, would arrive in Paris
nun finds no other enemies than the miserable libels
which are vainly attempted to be spread on I) is pas- on the 4th of April escorted by the arch-duke
sage, and which form so great a contrast with the Charles at the head of 25,000 men.
sentiments which every where bursts forth on his
Murat, kinrj of Naples, had declared for Napoleon,
These sentiments are justified by the having made n treaty of alliance with him previous
approach.
lassitude of eleven months now vanishing, no less to his departure from Elba.
The army of Murat is 80,000 men, who rose upon
than by the assurances which are given to all the
French by the proclamations of his majesty, which the Austrian guard on the frontiers of Naples, and
becirt to circulate in the capital, and which are readj put every one of them to death.
It is said by letters from
witli extreme avidity. They breathe that moderation)
Paris, that since the
Which this day accompanies force, and which is return of Napoleon he appears moderately disposed;
it
appears that he had made propositions to Austria,
always insepa able from greatness.
H. M. has given the Portfolio of the minister of through the mediation of Maria Louisa, that in case
of the that power would declare in his favor, or would offer
justice to H. S. II. the prince arch chancellor
her mediation and remain
empire.
neuter, peace would soon

ror

j

I

1

|

;

1

:

—

j

1

|

|

|

j

j

H. M.has appointed the duke of Gaeta, minister
of finances; the duke of Bassano, minister secretary
of state; the duke of Decres, minister of the marine
an-1 of the colonies; the duke Otranto, minister of
the imperial treasury; the duke of Kevigo, first inspector general of the gens d'armee; the count de
Bandy, prefect of the department of the Seine.; the
counsellor Real, prefect of police.
By a decree of the 21st March, the emperor appointed khe duke of Vicenza, minister of foreign

be re-established, at least on the continent of
Europe.
Whenever Bonaparte appeared he was received
with shouts of joy the soldiers
crying out vive notrc
general, and joining the people in that of rive I'emperor.' He presented general Bertrand to the people,
and they cried out "Eva the friend of our emperor!"
The emperor's family was already gathering round
him. Joseph Bonaparte arrived at Paris on the 23d
of March, and his mother and sister Eliza had
leached the continent of Italy, and were near Lucca.
There does not appear any disposition in J\"apoleon
affairs.
March 24s It is known that the emperor Alexan- to persecute those who served the Bourbons as yet
der has paid several visits to the empress Maria all his measures seem to be influenced by a very
Louisa, and at each time embraced tenderly the liberal spirit. He has issued a decree for restoring
the freedom of the press..
young king of Rome.
It is said that Murat was
His majesty held yesterday a grand Levee, which
acknowledged king
was attended by the prince arch chancellor, the of Naples by all the powers at Vienna, Fiance exof
the
will
he
a
number
the
officers
of
the
crown,
cepted. [What
fate of Talleyrand?]
principal
For various reasons, Napoleon is considered as
marshals, ministers of state, &c.
His majesty has lost nothing of his extraordinary more powerful than ever. It is said he alrendy has
Since his arrival in Paris he has continued nearly 400,000 bayonets devoted to him. The priactivity.
soners who have returned from Russia, Germany,
\o arrange public affairs generally till midnight,
The Grenadiers and Chasseurs of the guard which England, &c. soldiers and seamen, pant for renaccompamed his majesty to Paris, have all received geance for their sufferings jji those countries, and
are with him as with the soul of one man.
tion of the leg:
the decoration
legion of honor.

—

—

—

The generals I/ulemand (brothers), who were
Masse?ia, commanding at Toulon, immediately
arrested at La I'ere, have been set at liberty, and have raised the tri-colored Hag which soon flew all over
already arrived at Paris, to receive the reward of France, in two or three places excepted,
It does not certainly appear what part .'lua/ria has
their fidelitv.
ITEMS.
(taken in the restoration of Aapoleon,- but if it be
Louis and his family fled from Paris in the night of true as is stated, that the arch-duke Charles was
'.lie 19th of March.
Napoleon has appointed Caniot about to escort his niece to Maris with 25,000 men,
acount of the empire, for the greatness of his soul in we cannot doubt the future policy of the court of
coming forward to serve France when invaded by! Vienna.
insolent foreigners until then Curnot had been of ail
Bonaparte, and the brave men who accompanied
men in France the warmest opponent of the emperor, him from V.lba, made the march from their place of
The news of the departure of Bonaparte from Elba! landing to Paris, about COO miles, in twenty days,
It seems rather to be understood that Napoleon
was known at Vienna previous to the 11th of March,
and made a great t'.U* among the severeijjns and their will insist on having the French empire us he left iW'
which included Holland,
minigtet'^

—

1

MISCELLANEOUS

I

1

—
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j
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The French seamen released from England are
This will give the
said to amount to 50,000 men
French » formidable naval power, and the idea of
Britain's invincibility being done away, may cause
Iier enemies much trouble.
Or> one occasion Bonaparte presented himself to the
soldiers sent out to repulse him, and said, "lie that
was desirous of killing hit emperor might (to SO .'" It
was a regiment that had been with him in Italy
and they all cried out at once, "Long live the empe!

—

ror

There have been many serious

riots in

England

and Ireland on account of the sufferings of the peo-

mad

The late events in France, if the
ple.
of Great Britain continues, will immensely
and oppressions. Wheat

their privations

in

policy

add to
England

was very high.

Numerous petitions were

laid before Parliament,

praying a repeal of the "property tax."
It seems that marshals Mortier and Macdonald
have adhered to the Bourbons— but with their adherence they lost their influence over the soldiers
who, on every occasion, have rallied round their old
Volunteers were formed in some cases to
general.
oppose Napoleon ; but none of the corps had for a
member one who had been a soldier!
The cry of the English populace is "bread!
bread .'" of the French, "long live the emperor .'" One
wants the pleasure of a full belly, the other pants for
;

glory.

By an order

in council the ports

—

of Greenock and

to trade with the East Indies.
The dislike of the French to the English is shewn
numerous insults of individuals at Paris, 8cc.

Glasgow are allowed

The Austrian
the night
lian

in

l?i

Milan, were all cut off m
garrison
a general massacre, similar to the Sici-

Vespers

like their

STATISTICS.

— This

new

in

shews that the

Italians

do

not

masters.

The congress at Vienna has broken up, and it is
believed there are but i'ew, who are content with its
decisions.
It is thought that lord
Castlereagh must have discovered some duplicity, which induced him to advise
his government to make peace with the United
States on any terms hence the
dispatch of the negotiation, and the signature of the prince regent

—

following so close.
The Morning Chronicle states that lord Castlereagh has been confined sick to his house ever since
the arrival in London ofthe late accounts from France
The 40,000,000 raised last year, and spent in favor
of the Bourbon dynasty, proves that by the return of
Bonaparte, his lordship has paid dear tor his whistle.
When the news of Bonaparte's landing first reached Paris he was regarded as a mere vagabond, bent
upon a silly adventure. After reviewing the troop*
at Paris on the 10th, king Louis said to" those about
him, "Bonaparte is doing as a great deal of good,

gentlemen; he makes known public opinion."
A London paper of the 11th of March, mentions
that there had been several riots, and that the house
of Charles Forbes, member of
parliament, had been
attacked— and that many of the most respectable
inhabitants had accepted the appointment of
special
constables, to aid in restoring
der.
Charles IV. of Spain, was at

and preserving

or-

Rome the 7th of
February.
by
There are many British subjects in France. [Will
An officer of Bonaparte's had arrived at Bordeaux
Jhnaparte make prisoners of them, as the British did from Paris, who was immediately arrested and
put
of our people, even tf impressed seamen ?~]
in prison.
All the English were getting
away their
It is said that all British property in France has effects as fast as
possible.
been sequestrated but it does not so appear from
;

any of

tiie

accounts we have seen; yet

it

is

proba-

ble.

The city of Marseilles is said to have offered
2,000,000 francs to the regiment that would take
Napoleon, "dead or alive."
The king, finding he had no part}', left Paris—
his brother the count D'Artois, was taken prisoner;
the emperor had him liberated without seeing him..

AN ABSTRACT

—

On the night of the 7th March many of
members of parliament were assaulted on their

Jllobs.

the

way there, and the houses of lords Ellenborougb,
Darnly and Hardwich, and Messrs. Robinson and
York, attacked. The mob was dispersed by soldiers
to which resort opposition was made
by some of
the members of parliament.

—

Pennsylvania

(£/ For further foreign news,

see

page 174,

Statistics.

of the returns made by the commissioners of the city of Philadelphia and lite severul
counties of the commonwealth of Pennsylvania, in pursuance of a requisition of the committee of
ways
and means of the house of representatives of the said commonwealth, and printed by order of said house.
To this abstract is added, the date at which the several counties were laid out— the number of taxable
inhabitants in each— and the vajue of real property in the said city and counties respectively— adjusted
their opinion, to form a good rule for apportioning among them,
any tax
by the said committee, so as, in
of this state.
that may be assessed upon the real estates of the inhabitants
The 1st and 3d columns show the date of the counties and the number of taxable inhabitants in each,
The 2d, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th and 15th contain the'
for the year 1314.
abstract from the commissioners' returns, and the 16th is the adjusted value, per acre, of land in each
the 17th column contains the amount of the valuation of real property in each count)-, as
county
adjusted by the said committee.
The 12th, 13th and 14th columns are incomplete in consequence of the imperfect returns of the
commissioners.
The commissioners, in their returns designating the quantity of land of first, second, third and fourth
had no reference to lands in their neighboring counties—hence no
rate, in their respective counties,
of what is called first rate in one county with that of the sair.e
judgment can be formed by a comparison
For what is termed first rate in one county, would hardly be fourth rate in another.
rate in another
;

:

And

so of the other rates.

After making the usual allowance for roads and highways, and ample allowance for rivers and rivulets
there will be something more than a million and a half of acres unaccounted for.
N. B.—The commissioners of the counties of Indiana, Jefferson, Potter, Tioga and Schuylkill, having
made no returns, the committer have supplied the defect by an estimate ofthe quantity of lands aieM
J' those coup lief
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continued.
Foreign articles—
JirrAIBS.

of the loss suffered in these operations.

Killed, 586

2,654, oat

London Gazette.

From
Foreign -office, March
(he

a position to be taken in the

|

Return

AMERICAN

1SL

1

6,

ol"

— wounded, 1516 — missing, 562.

Total

12,000, which the expedition consisted

'of.

14, 1815.— The hon. captain
In this sfatement general Gibbs is
arrived at
SJfa&de, of his majesty's ship Favorite,
having since died of* his wounds, and
the Keane as seve
this office at half past nine last night, being
rely wounded,

ofthe ratification, by the president and senate
of the United States of America, of the treaty of
nt Ghent, between his majesty and
peace, concluded
last.
liie said United States on the 24th of December
About the 9th of March arrived at Cadiz, a Bnas
the
lish frigate, after having had an engagement,
oflicers reported, with an American frigate,
This
xvhich they had 109 men killed and wounded.
to be the sloop ol war Pea-:
frigate was suspected
cock.
,
American
London, Feb. 28. It is said that all Sie
were
lately engaged at Ghent,
commissioners, who
l.earer

j

mentioned

as-

major general

g^-In a qlulMt ity of English papers received at
Norfolk by the Roger, privateer, from which some
()f tl)e pre c e
ding articles are taken, there is no menlion ni one American vessel captured and carried
nto England. One of the Norfolk papers (where thd
Uofr ei belongs,) says— "A report from the admirallv
a(j been nla de to the house of commons, in which
£ is sta ted that the British have taken from the
Unite d States during the late war as follows: 42
national vessels (22 under 5 guns); 233 private vesse s f war 1407 merchant vessels of all descriptions,,,
aml made 0(^931 se amen prisoners, including 2,518
-

;

.

mk

.

!

I

.

,

and it is suppos detained when the war look
place.
complete the work
[We should like to see a list of these "national
commerce.
a
of
treaty
of pacification, by forming
vessels." The account is not true, we beli&ve, in any
their passports, and the
They have already received
respect.]
receivhas
at
Brest)
American ship Neptune (now
(jj'The British papers of the latter end of Februato
a
considered
of
cartel,
ed the privilege
being
ry were full of reports that they had taken New
in
over
safety.
Orlea'ns
derived, it would appear, from the shamebring these gentlemen
March 8. The news which the admiralty has re- less paragraphs of certain newspapers printed in
of
result
the
unfortunate
the
expeceived repecting
America. The Courier stopped the press "at four
dition against New-Orleans, was brought by captain o'clock in the afternoon" to announce that a partievents were foreseen by cular account of the
disastrous
These
Percy.
taking of that city h:-d been
those better acquainted with the difficultes which received
our army had naturally to encounter, from the local
the
London
From
Gazette, February 19, 1815.
the time the Americans
Aiimihalty Omen, Feb. 18".
situation, as well as from
had to collect their forces. On the contrary no real Copy of a letter from rear admiral the hon. sir Henfrom the capture of
advantage could be expected
ry Hotham, K. C. B.to John Wilson Croker, esq.
the place, which our ministers surely could never
dated on board his majesty's ship Superb, at anthink of keeping. This city being situated lower
chor before New-London, Jan. 25, 1815.
I have the honor to
than the tides of the Mississippi, and the Americans
•'Sir
request that you will be
the upper part of this immense
being masters of
pleased to lay the enclosed copy of a letter and its
river would at any time have had it in their power enclosures, which I have this day addressed to vice
to inundate the city, like another Walcharen, where admiral sir Alexander Cochrane, the commander in.
our troops only woixld have found their giv.ve. This chief, detailing the capture of the United States'
had no other object than
expedition, consequently
ship President, on the 15th inst. under the circumsimilar stances therein
mentioned, before the lords com
plunder of the merchandize deposited there,
to the expedition against St. Mary's, which latter, Ljissioners of the admiralty, with which in his abtended to weaken our army scncCj 1 h ave directed lieut. Hare, commanding his
by the way, lias only
majesty's schooner Picton, to proceed forthwith to
intended for the main attack. JHarniitg Chronicle.
March 11. General Lambert, on whom the com- |j£ n gla n d for their lordships' information,
j lave lll& nonoi t0 bc , Sec.
mand devolved, after the death of the brave sir EdII. HOTHAM, rear-adm.
ward Packenham, gives the following account of the
(Signed)
circumstances which determined him to desist from
Superb, at anchor before JYeiu- London;
the attack on New-Orleans
January 25, 1815.
" Our bvavc commanding general, who could never
Sir I have the honor to acquaint you with the
the
of
at
post
be prevented from exposing his person
capture of the United States ship President, on the
honor, and sharing in the danger to which the troops 15th inst. by the force described in the margin*,
tiie
were exposed, immediately after having given
which I had collected off the bar of New York, unran at full gallop to the front of der the direction of
captain Hayes. She and the
signal to advance,
his
men
the line, to animate the
presence.
by
Macedonian armed brig, of 420 tons, loaded with
crest
of
the
the
hat
on
his
was seen to wave
glacis,
ro visions,, sailed on the preceding evening, under
to encourage them. He received almost at that mo- tlie commarid f commodore Decatur; but the prcin
and
one
in
the
one
knee,
rnent two wounds—
the| sent season of the year, and the dark nights qf
and he fell into the arms! which he availed himself, have not enabled him to
body: the latter was fatal,
At
aid
this
his
of major M'Dougall,
sight, e (l j e lne vigilance of captain Haves, and the comdecamp.
antl majors general Gibbs and Keane having been manders of his majesty's ships 'under his orders,
wounded and carried away almost at the same time, wno iave we n discharged the important duty I asbesides the preparations for the passage df'the fosse
to them; andl beg leave to offer to you my
[signed
not being in as much forwardness as they ought to congratulations
the American go
the design ot
of me
gogratulations on tiie
have b?en, there was some hesitation in the column, vernment being defeated.
and
lias
which become irreparable in that situation
You will perceive by the reports capt. Hayes
when, with the reserve, I arrived at the distance of delivered to me (copies of which I do myself the
250 paces from the line, I had the mortification to
*
Par
see the whole of it fall back upon me with the great
Majestic, cant. Hayes; Tenedos, capt. Hyde
est confusion
Seeing that it was impossible to ft-'t'ker; Endvnlion.' c:\pt. Hope; Ponvwe, capt. Lvijnfey
j

r.e

preparing to

ed the object of

visit this country,

this visit

is

to

-

;

!

1

—

j

—

;

.

;

'j

—
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with a great quantity of provisihririrtr'td transmit to you herewith) the ardour dis- moveable article,
and the latter by trimming' their ships in every
the intrepidity
played by capt. Hope in the pursuit,
funs,
with which he brought the enemy's ship to close way possible to effect their purpose. As the day
the Endymion
action, anil the undaunted spirit with which the F.n- advanced, the wind declined, giving
in sailing; and capt. Hope's
dymion's inferior force was singly employed, for the an evident advantage
enabled him to get his ship alongside of
pace of two hours and a half, leaving honorable exertions
evidence of judgment in the position she was placed the enemy, and commenced close action at half an
5 o'clock in the evening, which was conin, and of the destructive precision of her tire, in hour past
the sinking state of her antagonist, the heavy loss tinued with great gallantry and spirit on both sides,
sustained by him, and his inability to make further for two hours and a half, when the Endym ton's sails
resistance when the 1'omone arrived up with him; 'being cut from the yards, the enemy got ahead; capt.
while the loss and damage sustained by ihe Endy- Hope taking this opportunity to bend new sails to
mion was comparatively small; and although the dis- enable him to get his ship alongside again, the actill the 1'omone getting up at half pist
tinguished conduct of capt. Hope, his officers and tion ceased,
eleven at night, and firing a few shots, the enemy
ship's company, can derive no additional lustre from
my commendation, I cannot withhold my tribute of hailed to say, she had already surrendered.
The ship on being taken possession of proved to be
that the
applause, nor can I refrain from assuring you
of the President as above stated, commanded by comjudicious conduct of capt. Hayes in the direction
the force entrusted to his orders, and the exertions modore Decatur.
The vessel in company within her was the Macsdo exhibited by him and by captains l'arker, Hope, and
EumW, have justified the confidence I had placed in nian brig,* which made her escape by very superior
their zeal, and have rendered them worthy of your sailing.
And now, sir, a very pleasing part of my duty is
Approbation.
the bearing testimony to the able and masterly manI have the honor to be, ice.
ner in which the Endymion was conducted, and the
H. IIOTIIAM, Rear Adm.
(Signed)
and when the
To the lion. A. Cochrane, K. 13. vice-adm.
gallantry with which she was fought
effect produced by her well directed fire upon the
of the Red, commander in chief, &c
at sen, Jan. 27, 1815, lat. 23 initi. 43 deg, President is witnessed, it cannot be doubted but
Jilajestic,
that captain Hope would have succeeded in either
A'. long 71 mm. 53 (leg. IV.
Srn—I have the honor to acquaint you, that not- capturing or sinking her, had none of the squadron
withstanding my utmost endeavors to keep the squad- been in sight.
For your further information I have the honor to
ron committed to my charge close in with Sandy
Hook, agreeably to your directions, for the purpose enclose captain Hope's letter, with a return of killed
1 have no*:
of preventing die escape of the United States ship' and wounded, on board the Endymion
Pi-esident, and other vessels ready for sea at Statenj yet been able to ascertain the loss of the President,,
island, we were repeatedly blown off by frequent; but I believe it to be much greater than the End)
rmons ; and she had six feet water in the hold when
gales; but the very great attention paid to my orders and instructions by the respective captains, in taken possession of ; both ships were very mucli cut
situations difficult to keep company, prevented se- in masts and rigging, and had the present most se*
commenced twelve hours sooner, the prize
paration; and, whenever the wind' did force us from vere gale
as soon as the weathe coast, I invariably, on the gale moderating, pLc- would undoubtedly have sunk
ed the squadron on that point of bearing from the tlier will permit a communication, 1 shall procure
Hook, I judged it likely, from existing circumstan- further particulars, and then send the Endymion
ces, would be the enemy's track; and it is with great and Pomone, with the prize and prisoners, to Berpleasure I have now to inform you of the success of muda. I have the honor to be, &c.
JOHN HAYES, Captain.
the squadron, in the capture of the United States
ship President, com. Decatur, on Sunday night, af- Rear-admiral the 'ion. Hr Henry Jfotham, &c.
-

;

t

.

j

;

'

;

i

'

—

P. S.
The ships having parted company in the
Friday, the Tenedos joined me, with your or- 'gale, no further particulars have been obtained.
Number of' persons, of all descriptions, on board
der to take captain Parker in that ship, under my
command, we were then in company with the En- the President previous to the action, about four
dymion and Pomone, off the Hook, and in sight of hundred and ninety.
'the enemy's ships; but that night the squadron was!
H, 3 majesty's snn> Exdtmion,
blown off again in a severe snow storm. On Satur-i
Jit sea, January 15, 1815.
day the wind and weather became favorable for the
Sin— I enclose a return of the killed and wounded ^
enemy, and I had no doubt but he would attempt his and I have great pleasure in bearing testimony oV
escape that night; it was impossible, from the di- the very great assistance I received from the senior
rection of the wind, to get in with the Hook, and
lieutenant, Morgan, during the whole day's proceedas before stated, (in preference to
closing the land ings together with the cool and determined bravery
to the southward,) we stood
away to the northward of my officers and ship's company, on this fortunate
and eastward, till the squadron readied the suppos- occasion. Where everv individual has so
conspicu
'
ed track of the enemy, and what is little singular, at
ously L\ 0UE his du ty> it WO ulcl be injustice for me to
the very instant of arriving at that point, an hour
but
1 trust the loss 'and damage susparticularize,
betore day light, Sandy Hook
bearing VV. N. W. fif ta ined by the enemy's frigate, will shew the steady
teen leagues, we were made
happy by the sight of ami vve ll directed fire kept up by his majesty's ship
a ship and brig standing to the southward and eastim Jer my command.
ward, and not more than two miles on the Maj-esAlthough our loss has been severe, 1 am happy to
tic s weather bow; the
night signal for a general sta te, that it is trifling when compared with that of
was made, and promptly obeyed
by all the tue Clie my.
ships.
I have the honor to be, Sec.
In the course of the
day, the ch-ace became exII. HOPE.
(Signed)
the
endeavors of the enemy to To John
tremely interesting by
Hayes, esq. captain of flis majesty's ship J\ia
escape, and the exertivus of the captains to get their
jestic, and senior officer off JWxa-Vork.
respective ships alongside of him, the former by cutting away his anchors and throwing overltf aid 'every
A merchant ship, laden with provisions.

ter an anxious chase of eighteen hours.
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NCMBETl A\ll CALIBHE OF

HF.tt

GUNS.

Main-deck— 30 long twenty-four pounders.

Quarter-deck — 14
1

forty-two pounder earronades,
1 twenty-four pounder

long twenty-four pounder,
howitzer.

Forecastle— 6 forty-two pounder earronades, 1
long twenty-four pounder.
Foretop 2 brass six pounders.
Maintop 2 brass six pounders.
M'ze'.itop— 2 smaller guns Total 59.
(Tj^Soms remarks on th2 preceding tissue of pitiful mis-statements, are excluded for want of room.
Hut the force of the old proverb, that " liars should
have good memories," will be evident to any one
that compares certain parts of what the
Englishmen
say with other parts of their story.

—
—

—

POST-SCRIPT.
3

(Tj Latest from Europe.
Since the arrival of the schooner Sine qua non, at
New-York, which first brought us the astonishing
news from France, three other vessels have reached
the United States from Europe, two from France,
bringing Paris dates of March 27, and one from Lis*
ban, with accounts from that city of April 8, abundantly confirming all the chief things stated before.
Having dealt so liberally in the details we have room
only to notice very briefly the additional intelligence
brought by these Vessels,
The French papers are filled with evidences of the
devotion of the army and the people to jYupoleon
there had been no riots or confusion, the revolution
appeared complete without the loss of one life; all parts
of the empire, the reported opposition at Bordeaux
excepted, having joyously received the news of his
ascension to the throne. Order prevails in a very
remarkable manner; and troops were collecting with
a celerity and force that has no parallel except in the
rapidity and vigor of their general.

6,

1815.

Angereau, pronounced a traitor by Bonaparte, has
been permitted to retire to the
country.
The Prussian general commanding near Namur,
had ordered a fine of 600,000 francs to be levied on
that city because the people shouted, long live J\'aIt will not be collected, we think.
poleor,.'
A courier from the king of Naples (Murat) has
arrived at Paris.
The departure of Bonaparte from Elba was discovered by the British sloop of war appointed to
watch him a short time after he was clear of dan-

—

ger!
ples.

At Leghorn he was supposed bound for NaCampbell, the Scotch colonel, who was ap-

pointed a sort of a keeper of the emperor, afterwards
demanded the surrender of the island to the allies—
but the mayor told him, if he had the means of defending it he would give it up only to the order of

Napoleon!
The Lisbon papers speak of the troops that are
to march against
Napoleon in all, including the reThis is mere supposiserves, about 950,000 men!

—

They also state, that the Spanish soldiers had
refused to obey Ferdinand, unless he would sign the
constitution
that all was tumult at Madrid, and that
the fool-king had fled.
have some further particulars of the riots in
Lendon. Lord Ellenborough's house was among thoss
destroyed by the people calling for "bread?
Immense failures or bankruptcies have taken
place in London and Hamburg. The Jjondon Gazette
has a list of sixty one bankruptcies in one week. The
failures at Hamburg are estimated at from 10 to 12
millions marcs banco.
FURTHER. A vessel has arrived at Boston with
London dates of March 30. Every thing denotes
great preparations for anew war, on a mighty scale.
Wellington appears to be appointed generalissimo of
the troops to act against France— the English and
Prussian forces in Belgium have formed a junction.
Murat was near Rome with a fine army of 95,000
no doubt to operate in favor of Napoleon. AusThe British ambassador had asked for and ob- men;
tria appears to be against him.
tained his passports a war was expected. The emThe papers (as they needs must be, in a time of
peror had allowed the British fourteen days to evacu- such
mighty events) are full of rumours and reports
ate Belgium, and in the mean time his armies were
and suppositions.
en the march for that country, the possession which,
The British funds have rarely been so low as they
from certain paragraphs in the London papers, it
were when the news of the restoration of Bonaparte
seems will be contested. All the Bourbons had fled
reached London, and the ministry appeared quite
the old name of Louis, the count de Lille, had already
bothered
reverted to him. Wellington is to command in the
Ulucher is to command the Prussian troops, who
Low Countries.
are making forced marches to the Rhine. The RusAll the soldiers in France had rapturously prosian army in Poland is ordered into Germany.
claimed their adhesion to Bonaparte, even the houseIt is rumored-that the princes assembled at Vienhold troops of the late king
lie appears firmer
na have resolved, if necessary, to fix their headseated on the throne than ever he was. In a reply to
quarters at Frankfort, to superintend the operations
the council of state, he said
"[ have renounced of
then- armies. They are sending expresses in all
the views of universal
monarchy, of which, ill fifteen directions.
I
have
laid
the
foundation.
Henceforyears,
only
It is said that the allied forces collected in Belward the happiness and consolidation of the French
gium already amounted to 150,000 men. Lord Hill
shall
be
the
of
all
empire
object
my thoughts."
to join them.
The emperor seems to conduct himself with great proceeded
Upwards of 40,000 Englishmen are said to be in
to
all
that
him.
were
to
GaThe
liberality,
opposed
France. 50,000 persons are said to have been conzette of France says "We are assured that the emcerned in the late JJritish mobs.
lias
declared
the
of
to
ministers
the
peror
foreign
are doubtfid of the conduct that the court of
powers at Paris, that he intended faithfully to ob- Vienna will
pursue. Bavaria is to furnish 40,000
serve the treaty of Paris, and hoped
would
they
men against Napoleon.
observe
its
conditions
on
their
and
scrupulously
part,
not intermeddle with the internal affairs of France."
Four waggons with the valuable effects of the
Editorial
crown, have been taken by the French troops the
It is far from our design to
indulge in such volujewels of the crown are said to have been carried off minous details of European events as are inserted in
by Lady Wellington.
the precedingpages but to
abridge would have been
The people of Belgium are extravagantly joyful to have lost the marrow of the
great things related;
at. the assurance of the
that
shall
not
and
such
as all will desire to have a record
Emperor
they
they arc
be given up to IfoUbnd,
tion.

—
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report which T enclose from major-general river, although colonel Thornton, as your lordship
will put your lordship in possession of the will see in his report, which I enclose, ably executed
o^ctireences which took place until the arrival ei in every particular his instructions, and fully justito as- lied the confidence the commander of the forces
mijor-general the honorable sir E. Packenji«am
from that period I send an ex- placed in his abilities. The delay attending lhalcoipS
suine the command
occasioned some on the left bank, and the aj lack did
I.mo:. of a journal of major Forrest, assistant-qu
of joining the not take place until we were discernable from the
ter^yjsler-generai, up to the time
la
enemy's line at more than 200 yards distance, as they
troops (which sailed on the 26th of October
under my eommanclj and which was on the 6th of 1 advanced, a Continued and most galling fire wass
January and from that period, I shall detail, us opened from every part ol their line, and from thee;
w 11 as 1 am able, the subsequent events.
battery on the right hank.
The brave commander of the forces, who never
I found the
army in position in a flat country, With
the Mississippi on its left, and a thick extensive imhis life coyld.refram from being at the post of howood, en its right and orvh in its front, froliv-wbich nor, and sharing the danger to which the troops
were exposed, as soon as from his station he had
the enemy's line was quite distinguishable.
ft seems sir E. P;;ckenham had waited for the ar*, made the signal for the
troops lo advar.ee, galloped
rival of the fiisileerS and 43d regiment, in order to"; on to the front to animate them by his presence, and
and
lie
was
seen
the
mike a general attack tipon
with, his hat off, encouraging them on
enemy's line;
the crest of the glacis
on the 8:h the army was formed for that object.
it was there (almost at the
as
1
a
view
same
clear
as
he
In order to give your lordship
received two wounds, one on his knee,
time)
On
the'
and
of
the
which
was
another,
enemy
can, lshali state the position
instantly fatal, in his. bo1 : ft bank of
the river it was simply a straight line <ly he fell in the arms of major dVl'Dougall, aid-dcof about a front of 1000 yards with a parapet, the; camp.
The effect of this, in the sight of the troops, toright resting on the river, and the left on a wood,
which had been made impracticable for any body of gether with Major-general Gibbs and tn-jor-general
troops to pass. This line was strengthened by flank Keane being borne off wounded at the same time,
works, and had a canal of about four feet deep gent- with many other commanding officers, and further,
width it was the preparations to aid in crossing the ditch not berally, but not altogether of an equal
supposed to narrow towards their left about eight ing so forward as they ought to have been, from, pereavv runs were in a position on this line. The haps, the men being wounded who were carrying?
Mississippi is here about 880 yards across, and they them, caused a wavering in the column, which in =ucii
had on the right bank a heavy battery of 15 guns, a situation became irreparable
and as I advanced
which infdaded the whole front of the position on with the reserve, at about two hundred ana fifty
t ,e left bank.
yards from the line, 1 had the mortification to obPreparations were made on our side by very con- serve the whole falling back upon mc in the greatest
siderable 1 lor to clear out and widen a canal that confusion.
,'j
In this situation, finding that no impression had
with a stream by which the boats
Communicated
had passed \ip to the place of disembarkation, to open been made, and though many men had readied the
it into the Mississippi, by which means troops could ditch, and were either drowned or were obliged to
he got over to the right bank, and the co-operation surrender, and that it was impossible to restore order in the regiments where they were, 1 placed the
of armed boats could lie secured.
a reserve in position, until 1 could obtain such inforThe disposition for the attack was as follows
corps, consisting of the 85th light infantry, 200 mation as to determine me how to act to the best cf
seamen, and 400 marines, the 5th West-India re- my judgment, and whether or not 1 should resume
giment, and four pieces of artillery, under the com- the attack, and if so, 1 felt it could only be done by
mand of colonel Thornton, of the 85th, was to pass the reserve. The confidence ] have in the corps
over during the night, and move along the right composing it would have encouraged me greatly,
bank towards New-Orleans, clearing its front until though not without loss, which might have made
it reached the flanking battery of the enemy on that the
attempt of serious consequence, as 1 know it
was the opinion of the late distinguished commanside, which it had orders to carry.
The assailing of tite enemy's line in front of us, der of the forces that the carrying of the first line
was to be made by the brigade composed of the 4lh, would not be the least arduous service. After mak
21st and 44th regiments, with three companies of ing the best reflection I was capable of, I kept the
the 98th, under major-general Gibbs, and by the 3d ground the troops then held, and went to meet vicebrigade, consisting of the 93d, two companies of admiral sir Alexander Cochrane, and to tell him,,
the fusileers, and 43d, under major-general Keane; that under all the circumstances I did not think it
some black troops were destined to skirmish in the prudent to renew the attack that day. At 10 o'clock
wood on the right; the principal attack was to bell learnt the success of colonel Thornton's corps on
mads by major-general Ciibbs the 1st brigade, con the right bauk. I sent the commanding officer of
the artillery, colonel Dickson, to examine the situasisting of the fusileers and 43d, formed the reserve
the attacking columns were to be provided with fas- tion of the battery and to report if it was tenable;
the whole to be at but informing me that he did not think it could be
cines, scaling ladders and rafts
An advanced batte- held with security by a smaller corps than 2000 men,
their stations fe afore" day-light.
ry in our front of six 18 pounders, was thrown up I consequently ordered lieutenant-colonel Gubbins,
during the Bight, about 800 yards horn the enemy's on whom the command had devolved (col. Thornton
The attack was to be made at the earliest being wounded) to retire.
line.
hour.
Unlocked for difficulties increased by th? falThe army remained in position until night, in orling of the river, occasioned considerable delay in der to gain time to destroy the 1 Sib. battery we had
then
the entrance of the armed boats, and those destin- constructed the preceding night in advance.
i.-d to land eolon 1 Thornton's corps, by which /our
gave orders for the troops resuming the ground they
o. five hours were lost, and it was not until past 5, occupied previous to the attack.
in the morning, that the first division, consisting of
Our loss iias been very severe, but I trust it will
The ensemble of the general not be considered, notwithstanding the failure, that
!,jj i,i ai, were over.
movement was lost, and in a point which was of the this army has suffered the military character to be
I am satisfied, had 1 thought it right to
l.i9t importance to the; attack on the lef>. bank of tiie tarnished.

The

j

ft :ane,

;

;
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j
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;
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;

;
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Coew tne attack, that the troops would have advan- any degiee by the enemy all the sick and wounded
The services of both army ((with the exception of eighty whom was considerrind navy, since their
landing on this coast, have ed dangerous to remove) field artillery, ammunition,'
been arduous beyond any thing I have ever witness- Hospital ami other stores of eveiy description, whirl
ed, and difficulties have been got oier with an assi- hid been l.ui led on a very large scale, were brought
xduity and perseverance beyond all example by all away, and nothing fell into the enemy's hands,
ranks, and the most hearty co-operation has existed ceptingsix iron IK pounders, mounted on sea carbetween the two services.
riages, and two carrouades, which were hi posii iori
It is not necessary tor me to
to
expatiate to you upon on the left bank of the Mississippi
bring them
the loss the army has sustained in
major-general the off at the moment the army wis retiring was imhonorable sir E. I'ackenham, commander in chief of possible, and ;o have done it
previously would have
this force, nor could 1 inadequate terms.
His ser- exposed the whole force td •my lire the enemy misfit
vices and merits are so well known that I ha*e only, have sent down the river.
These batteries were of
in common with the whole army, to express my sin- course destroyed, and the guns rendered
perfectly
cere regret, and which may be supposed at tins mo- unserviceable. Only four men we;x reported absent
to
ment
come peculiarly home to 7ne.
next morning, and these I suppose must have beeri
Major-general Gibba. who died of his wounds the left behind, and have fallen into the hands of the
and
were
following day,
major-general Keane, who
enemy but when it is considered the troops were in
both carried off the field within twenty yards of the perfect ignorance of the movement until a fixed hour
at
the
of
their
bead
glacis,
brigades, sufficiently during tile night, thai .the bjttalibns weve drawn off
speik, at such j» moment, how they were conducting in succession, and that the picquets did not move
themselves, 1 am happy to say major-gen Keane u off till past, three in the .morning, and that the \i hole
had to retire through ine mos* difficult new made
doing well.
Captain Wvlly, of the fusiliers, military secretary road, cut in marshy ground, irriplssablefor a horsey
to the late commander of the forces, will have the and where, in many places] the men could only
gd
honor of delivering to your lordship these despashes. in single files, and that the absence of men might be
Knowing how much he enjoyed his esteem, and wad accounted for in so m. my ways, it would be lather
in his confidence from a Jong experience of his ta- a matter of surprise the number was so !':w.
An exchange of prisoners lias been effected with
ler.tSi I feel I cannot do less than pay this tribute to
what I conceive would be the wishes of his late ge- the enemy upon very fair terms, and their attention*
neral, and to recommend him strongly to your lord- to the brave prisoners} and wounded, that have fallen!
I have, &c.
into their hands, has been kind and humane, I h.ive
ship's protection.
;

;

,

ccd with chaerfklness.

i'.

.

1

.

;

:
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.loriNLAMimnT,

every reason to betieve.

However unsuccessful the termination of the !a'.e
Jlfnjor general commanding.
[Here follows the reports from iim jor-gen. Keane service, the army and navy have been employed up.and colonel Thornton, and the extract from the jour- on, lias turned out, it would be injustice not to poiwt
nal of major Forrest, which detail subordinate cir- Ol(t how much praise is due to 1 heir exertions ; ever
cumstances

]

Chandzkhr's Island, January 23.
maturely deliberating on the situation of this army, after the command had unfortunately devolved upon me, on the 8th instant,
and duly considering what probability now remained cf carrying on with success, on the same plan,
an attack against New-Orleans, it appeared td me
that it ought not to be persisted in.
1
immediately
communicated with vice-admiral sir A. Cochrane,
Tannant,

off'

Mr i.onu — After

that I did not think it would be prudent to make any
further attempt at present, and that 1 recommended
re-embarking the army as soon as possible, with a
view to carry into effect the other objects of the
from the 9th inst.
force employed upon this coast
it was determined that the army should retreat, and
3 have the satisfaction of informing your lordship,
that it was effected on the night of the 18' h inst.
and ground was taken up on the morning of the 19th,
on both sides or the bayou, or creek which the
troops had entered on their disembarkation, 14 miles!
from their position before the enemy's line, covering
New-Orleans, on the left bank of the Mississippi,
and one mile from the entrance into Lac Horgne
the army remained in bivouac until the 27th instant,
when the whole were re-embarked;
In stating the circumstances of this retreat to
;

since the 13th December^ when the army began to*
move from the ships, tlu* fatigue of disembarking
land bringing up artillery and supplies from such a
distance has been incessant
and I must add, 'hat
lowing to the exertions of the navy, the army had
never wanted provisions. The. labors and fatigue of
the seamen and soldiers, were particularly conspicii-'
ous on the night of the 7th instant, wheyfifty boats
were dragged through a canal into he Mississippi;
in which there was only 18 inches of water, and 'i
am confident that vice-admiral sir A. Cochrane, who*
suggested the possibility of this operation, will be
equally ready to admit this, as well as die hearty
co-operation of the troops on all occasions.
From What has come under my own observation
since I joined this army, and from pffichil reports'
that have been made to me, I beg to call your lordship's attention to individuals, who from their sta;

t

tion have rendered themselves peculiarly conspicuous.
M;rjor Forrest, at the head of the qtiaitei'-'

I cannot
say toomucti
Lieutenant Evans and I'oddie; of the same;
have be.-n remarkable for their exertions anil inde :
fatigability ; sir John Tylden, who has acted in the
field as assistant-adjutant-general with me, (Ueuti
col. Slfi'ven having been wounded on the 23d ultimo;
though doing well, not a* yet being permitted to
your lordship, I shall confidently trust that you will take active service) has been very useful on the
See, that good order and discipline ever existed in night of the 7th, previous lb the attack, fear-adnuJ
this army, and that zeal for the service and atten- ral Malcohd reports the greatassi9tan.ee he received
tion was ever conspicuous in officers of all ranks.
from him id forwarding the boats in the Mississippi
Your lordship is already acquainted with the no Ciptain Wood of the 4th regiment, aeptuty-assistsition the army occupied, its advance
post close up ant-adjutant-geneval has fiiled that situation sine; thei
to the enemy's line, and the
greater part of the ar- first disembarkation of the troops with zeal and atmy were exposed to the fire of Ids batteries which tention.
w.u unremitting day and night since the 1st of JaDuring the action of the 8th instant, the command
of the 2d brigade devolved upon lieutena'iit-colo'nei'
nuary, when the position in advance was t:ucen up
ti;e tfetre.U wss enacted without
being harntsscd in Brqbke,- 4ih regiment; that of the 3d upori colore?

maater-generai's department,

of.

;

;

;
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and the re- Vttmes of officers kilted, -mounded and missing in the action of ?,V"
Hamilton, 5th West Indian regiment
St/i
serve upon colonel
<f January.
Blakeney, royal fusiliers, to all
KILLED.— General staff—Major-general sir E. Paekenham
these officers I feel
myself much indebted for their commander of the forces; captain Thomas Wilkinson, 85th, major
services.
Lieutenant-colonel Dickson, royal artille- of brigade.
4th foot— Ensign Wm. Crowe.
ry, has displayed Ills usual abilities and assiduity
7th do.— Major G. King and
captain G. Henry.
lie reports to me his
21st do.— Major I. A. Whitaker.
general satisfaction of all the
captain R. Rennev (lieut. col.)
lieutenant
Donald
Macdonald.
officers under his command,
especially major Mini44th 36.— Lieutenant Rowland Davis, ensign M. M'Losky.
senior
officer
of
the
ro,
royal artillery, previous to
93d do.— Lieut, col. R. Dale.capts. T. Hutehins and A. Muirhead.
his arrival and of the officers
commanding compa;

;

/

WOUNDED.— Gen.

nies.

Gibbs, severely (since dead)

;

major-gene-

ral Keane, severely; capt. H. E. Shaw, 4th foot, B. M. slightly;
Lieutenant-colonel Burgoyne, royal engineers, af- lieutenant D. Evans, 3d dragoons, D. A. Q. M. G. severely.
Jth foot— Lieut, eol. Brooke slightly; major A. D. Mnnce, (lieut.
me
assistance
that
could be expected col.) severely; captains J. Williamson.
every
forded
T. Jones, J. W. Fletcher,
from bis known talents and
R.
service
that
Erskine, severely; captain D. S. Craig, slightly; lieutenants
expedience
lost a very valuable and much esteemed officer in W. H. Brooke, B. Martin, G. Richardson, W. Squire, t. H. FaJ.
Marshall, H. Andrews, severely; lieutenants E. P.Hoplieutenant Wright, who was killed when reconnoiter- rington,
kins, J. Salvin, P. Bonlby, G. H. Hearne, slightly; ensigns Thomas
and Benwell, severely; A. Gerard, .1. Fernandez, E. Newton,
ingon the evening of the Sits ult.
;

!

\

i

slightly; adjutant

W.

Richardson, slightly.

Lieutenant-colonel Mein, of the 43d, and lieuten7th do.— Captain W. E. Pag^, severely; .T. J. Millins, slightly:
ant-colonel Gubbins, 85th regiment, field officers of lieutenant—M. Higgins, severely; C. Luenlz.
2lst do. Lieutenant-colonel \\~. Patterson, (col.) severely, not
the picquets op. the 8th, have
great credit for the dangerously; major A. J. Ross; lieutenant i. Waters, A. Geddes.
manner in which they withdrew the out-posts on the
43d do.—' Lieut. S. Meryoke (left leg amputated); D. R. Camp;
severely.
morning of the 19Lh, under the direction of colonel bell,
H.
lieutenants
4th do.—
i

!

!

Blakeney, royal
I

request

much

in a

fusiliers.

particular

manner

to express

how

this

army is indebted to the attention and diligence of Mr. Itabb, deputy-inspector of hospitals.
He met the embarrassments of crowded hospitals,
and their immediately removed, with such excellent
arrangements, that the wounded were all brought
off with every favorable circumstance,
except such
as would have rendered their removal
dangerous.
Captain sir T. Troubridge, royal navy, who commanded a battalion of seamen, and who was attached to act with the fusiliers, rendered the greatest
service by his exertions in whatever way
they were

—

colonel Dickson, royal artillery, particularly mentions how much he wp.s indebted to him.

required

The conduct of two squadrons of the 14th
under the

command of

Captain
Deboigg. (lieut. col.) slightly;
R. Smith, H. Brush, R. Phel'au, W. Jones, severely; W. Mahleah,
White, B. tlaydon, J. Donaldson.
K/itli do.— Lieut, col. W. Thornton, (col.) severely; lieutenant
R. O. Urquhart, severely, not dangerously.
93d do.— Captains R. Ryan, Boalger, Macpherson, severely;
lieutenants Mac Lean, Sparks. Macpherson, slightly; C. Gordon
and J. Hay. severely; volunteer J. Wilson, slightly.
95th do."— Captains J. Travels, N. Travers. slightly; J. Reynolds
sir J. Hinton. J. Gesner, J. W. Blaekhorse. R. Barker, severely.
Royal marines— Captain G.Elliot, slightly; lieutenants H. Eliot
and C. Morgan, slightly.
1st W"st-India regiment— Captain Isles, severely; lieutenants
M'Doliald and Morgan, severely, and Miller, slightly.
Royal navy— Captain Moncey, severely, H. M. S. Trave; midshipman Wnolcome, H. M. S. Tonnant, severelv.
MISSING.— 4th font— Lieutenant E. Field, severely wounded.
21st do.— Captains James M'Harfo (major) and A. Kidd; lieutenants J. Steward, A. B. Armstrong. J. Brady, wounded; J. Leavosk. do.; R. R. Carr, J. S. S. Foublane, do. and P. Quin.
43d do.— Captain Robert Simpson, severely wounded.
4. th do.— Lieutenant W. Knight.
93d do.— Lieutenant G. Mourn, wounded; J.
Donald, B.

slightly; ensigns J.

M

light Graves, wounded; volunteer B. Johnstone,
lieutenant- Names of officers killed, wounded and missing,

dragoons, lately
colonel Baker, previously of major Hills, Ins been
the admiration of every one, by the cheerfulness
with
whjch they have performed all descriptions of
1
service.
must also mention the exertions of the
royal stall' corps under major Dodd, so reported by
the deputy-quarter-master
general.

:

in the operation:

preceding end*subsequent to the action o£Mhe%th January, 1815.
KILLED- Royal artillery— Lit utenan't A. Ramsay.
Royal engineers— Lieutenant P. Wright.
4th foot— Captain F. Johnson, lieutenant J. Southerlaml.
21st do.
Captain W. Conran.
44th do. Lieutenant J. Blakeney.
B5th do.— Captain C. Gray and captain C. Harris.
1st W. I. regiment— Captain F. Colliugs.
r.D— General stafT-Lieut. col. Stovin, 2Sth foot, A
A.
G. severely, not dangerously, leg amputated; lieutenant Delacy
Permit
to add the obligations I
under to
Evans, Id dragoons, D. A. Q. M. G. severely.
personal stiff, lieutenant the honorable E.Curzon,
Royal artillery— Lieutenant J. Christie," severely; lieutenant
of the royal navy, who was selected as naVal a id -de- B. S. Poymer. slightly.
4th
foot— Lieutenant T. Moody, severely.
camp to the commanding officer of the troops on
21st do.— Lieutenant J. Leavoek, slightly.
their first disembarkation, each of
have ex4 id do.— Lieutenant E. D' A rev, severely, both legs amputated.
85th do.— Captain J. Knox, severely; lieutenants G. Wiltings, do.;
pressed the satisfaction they had in his appointment,
R. Charlton, do.; I. W. Boy--.
J. Maunsett, do.; W. Hickson, do
to which I
own.
confidently add
slightly; ensign sir F. Edeu, severely (since dead); ensign T.
Armsley, slightly.
9th
now
as
Major Smith,
regiment,
acting
military
9'd do.— Lieut. A. Plianp, severely, (since dead.)
secretary, is so well known for zeal and talents, that
9'th do.— ("apt. V/. Ilallen, severely; lieutenant D. Forbes, do.:
I can with
lieut.- 1. G. Bonner, slightly.
truth
that'
I
think
he
say,
great
possesses
MISSING.— 23th foot—L. W. Walker and ensign G. Ashlon.
every qualification to render him hereafter one of the
95th do— Major Samuel Mitchell.

me

,

—

—

WOUND

am

my

whom

;

my

'

brightest ornaments of his profession.
Return of casualties inaction with the enemy near Xciv-Orlcaus on'
the 23;/ and 2-uh December, 1R'4,
T cannot conclude without
expressing how much
Total— 4 captains, 1 lieutenant, 7 sergeants, 1 drummer, 33
indebted the army is to rear-admiral
Malcolm, who rank and tile killed; 1 lieutenant-colonel, 1 major, ? captains, S
had the immediate charge of landing and re -embark- lieutenants. »0 sergeants, 4 drummers. 141 rank and file wounded:
1 major, 1 lieutenant, 1 ensign, 3 serg'-ants, 58 rank and file
ing the troops r he remained on shore to the
-

and by

and activity smoothed
every
hive the honor to be, &c.

his abilities

last,
dif-

missing.

tlie'lSth and 31st December, 1814.
Total— l captain, 1 drummer, 14 rank and file killed; 1 lieutenant, 2 ensigns, 1 sergeant, 3 4 rank and lile wounded; 2 rank and
.JOHN(Signed)
lite missing.
Return of casualties between the 1st arul Sth January, 1R15.
.Major general commandant.
Total— 3 lieutenants, 2 sergeants, 87 rank and fde killed; 4 lieuTo the right Imnoraule carl of Hal hurst.
tenants, 40 rank and tile wounded; 2 rank and (ile missing.
Return of casualties on the ftth January, 1815.
•'• S.
I regret to have to
report, that during the
Total loss— 1 major-general,
lieutenant-colone!, 8 majors, 5
Righl of the 25th, in very bad weather, a boat con- captains, 4 lieutenants, 2 ensigns, 11 sergeants, 1 drummer, 366
taming two officers, viz. lieutenant Brydges and cor- rank and file killed; 2 major-generals, S lieutenant-colonels, 2 majors, 18 captains, 38 lieutenants, 9 ensigns, 1 stall", f I sergeant*.
net
with
of the 14th Tight
dragoons, 9 drummers, 1126 rank and file wounded; 3 captains, 12 lieutemn fortunately fell in the hands of the
off the nants. 13 sergeants, 4 drummers. 452 rank and lile missing.
Return of casualties between the 9th and -26th January, 1815.
(.iiouth of the Regolets : I have not been
able to asTotal— 1 rank and file killed; 1 lieutenant. 1 sergeant. - rank nun

ficulty.

1

Return of the casualties bctmcrn

LAMBERT,

—

l

Hammond,

37

enemy

tvi tain correctly particular circumstances.

file

wounded.
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nun of the ordnance taken from the enemy /nj a dctiir/unatt of the The be»t spirit Seemed to prevail among them, t hey
t/w coma
army mting on the -ight bank of the Mississippi, under
| devoted to the cause of the kint*. and eaeer
Ltoppeape(
mand of colonel Thornton.
.
.
t
c i
meet and repel Ins antagonist. A powerful arlil1315.
of
the
8,
bank
.laimnry
Mississippi,
Bedoubt, right
3
2i
on their
crv strengthened their positions.
l brass 18 inch howitzer, z brass
pounder field pieces,
Relying
312 pounders, 6 9 pounder., l » pounder carronade,
pounder,,
aurnber8j l|ley uu [ eil tile town, the rocks and the
,i,

1

i

i

1

i

[

|

not mounted.
On the howitzer is inscribed, "Taken at the surrender of XOllJ- forest ot" Fontainbleau unguarded, perferring the
town. 1781."
fiat plains of Melun, where the whole ariny
might
J. MITCHELL, capt. R. A.
(Signed)
act at once, against the comparatively small band
The return of the killed and woundi d in the action of the gunof
the
invader.
latter.
boats, gives 17 of the former, and 77 of the

On

the 20th, Bonaparte reached and occupied

in thin place an account of the Fontainbleau without
opposition.—He had at that
Orleans.
British force at
time with him only 15,000 veteran troops, but oilier
The following article, from a Jamaica paper (says divisions were either following him or
advancing
the National Intelligencer) will give the reader a to
support his right and left Hanks on parallel lines
of the late Bri- of 'march.
whose
is
pretty just idea of the magnitude
staled
at 30,000
Ney
corps
tish expedition against New-Orleans, and of the men had
previously communicated to the court a
Jt

may

be

-well to

add

New

high expectations very reasonably entertained declaration signed by the whole army under his
from its operations, which the event has so totally command, both officers and men, "tint
they would
disappointed
not fight for Louis Will, and that they would died
3.
Dec.
de
la
St. Jago
Vega,
all their blood for Napoleon the great."
This declaThe following vessels, with troops, composing the ration, which sufficiently explains the apparent heunder
of
the
coast
America,
expedition destined for
sitation, inactivity or want of skill of Ney, did not
the command of Sir Alexander Cochrane, K. B. and however
extinguish the hopes of the Bourbons. They
on
for
Negril Bay
m.ijor general Keene, proceeded
still relied on the good disposition and numbers of
th« 20th ult.
the troops at Melun, and blinded by the addresses
Couimandrr.w
Cutis.
Ships.
sent up from many garrisons and provinces at the
~i Vice ad. Sir A. Cochrane K. R
SO ^Rear admiral Codrington
i'onnarit
very moment of their defection, still thought that
J Captain Kerr
their cause would be espoused by the nation as lie;Rear admiral Malcolm
1
74
R oval Oak
own. As a measure of precaution bowever, part of
5 Captain Wroot
:

—

i

71

i.

m

KlLES'

9

ihe

13,

1615.

thousands mous result of their deliberations, and to pray ym\
took flight
acclamations rent the sky. to accept the assurance of their devotion, their grahis pwn guard descended the hill— titude, their respect, and their love for your sacred

commanders

in chief

rushed on his passage

At that moment

WEEKLY REGISTER-SATURDAY, MAY
;

;

lhe imperial inarch wr.s played— the eagles were
once more displayed, and those whose deadly weaeach other's liie, embracpons were to have aimed at
ed as brothers and joined in universal ahouts.
In the midst oj tpese greetings did Napoleon pass
and placing
through the whole of the royal army,
himself at it head, pursued his course to Paris. The
of the villages flocked round him; the
population
inhabitants of Paris, informed of his approach came
out to meet him, at the head of twp hundred thousand persons, (to Uje eternal disgrace of Frenchmen
be it said) in the midst of enthusiastic acclamations,
did he re-enter the capital, and seat himself in the
palace of kings.
Such is the account which has been received from
eome, whom Bonaparte's triumph has forced to seek
s

person.

COUNCIL OF STATE.
Extract from

the register of deliberations.
(SITTING CFT1IL 25th MAUC'H, 1815.)
The council of state, on resuming their functions,
deem it necessary to make known the principles
which constitute the rule of their opinions and conduct.
Sovereignty resides in the people, they are the
only legitimate source of power.
In 1789, the nation recovered these rights which
had been so long usurped or despised.
The national assembly abolished feudal monarchy,
established a constitutional monarchy, and a repre-

sentative government.
The resistance of the Bourbons to the wishes of
a shelter in this country. They agree in stating ihat the people brought on their fall and their banishment,
from
the French territory.
the enthusiasm displayed in his favor by the people
Twice have the pe6ple consecrated, by their votes,,
approaches to wildness. They know not how to
the
new form of government established by their
account for the monster's popularity ; but say, that
it surpasses all that was evinced towards him in the representatives.
Not
a
musket
In
the year '8, Bonaparte, already crowned with
midst of ijis most brilliant victories.
is said to have been fired since the period of his victory, was raised to the government bv the national sentiment; a constitution created the consular
landing, and both the military arid the people are

represented to have received him with equal enthu- magistracy.
The Senatus Consul turn of the 16th Thermidor,
siasm in every place through which he passed.
Affirseilles, Jllareh 4.
year 10, named Bonaparte consul for life.
The Senatus Consultum of the 28th Floreal, year
^insivers of the emperor to the different bodies in Paris.
To the 'high court of appeals "In the first ages of '12, conferred upon Napoleon the imperial dignity
&b£ French monarchy, some small warlike nations and made it hereditary in his family.
These three solemn acts were submitted to the ac^
The sovereignty
took possession of the Gauls.
without doubt, was not organized in the interest of ceptance of the people, who sanctioned them by
the Gauls, who were slaves or had no political nearly four millions of votes.
interest of the conquerThus for twenty two, years the BQurbons had ceasc#
a-ights; but it was in the
It
has never been true then to say, to reign in France; they were forgotten by their
ing tribe.
that no period of history, in no nation, not contemporaries, were strangers to our laws, to our
even in the east, that the people should exist for the institutions, our manners, our glory; the present
king; every where it has been consecrated that kings generation knew them only by the recollection of
it dynasty created under the
exist only for the people,
foreign war which they had excited against the
Circumstances which' have created so many interests, country, and by the intestine dissentions which they
having an interest in supporting all rights and pro- had kindled.
In 1814, France was invaded by foreign armies,
perty, can alone be natural and legitimate, and possess confidence and strength, these'two first charac- and it's capitol occupied. Foreigners created a pretended provisional government. They assembled aters of every government."
To ihe court of accounts "What chiefly distin- minority of the senators, and forced them against
guishes the imperial throne, is that Jt was raised by their mission and against their will, to destroy the
the nation, that of course, it is natural and secures existing constitutions, to overturn the imperial
all interests
this is the' true legitimate character
throne, and we recall the family of the Bourbons.
The senate, which had been instituted only to
Tha imperial interest is to consolidate all which exists and which has been made in France in twenty- preserve the constitutions of the empire, itself acfive years of revolution; it comprizes all interests knowledged that it possessed not the power to
and above all the interest of the national glory, change them. It decreed that the project of a conwhich is not the Last of all."
stitution which it had prepared, should be submitted
To the imperial cuirt of Paris— "Every thing Which to the acceptance of the people, and that Lonis Stanisreturned with foreign armies, all of which has been laus Xavier, should be proclaimed king of the French
made without consulting the nation is null. The as soon as lie should have accepted the constitution,
courts of Grenoble and of Lyons , and all the tribu- and sworn to observe it, and cause it to be observed.
The abdication of the emperor Napoleon, was
nals of justice which 1 have met, when the succefs
of events Was still uncertain, have convinced me thai the result only of the unhappy situation to which
these principles are engraven in the heart of every France and the emperor had been reduced, by the
Frenchman-."
events of the war, by treason and by the occupation
The French Marshals. X;-y, Massena, D&voust, of the capitol; the abdication had no other object
and
Mqn- than that of warding off civil war, and the effusion
S'uchet, Souli, Oudinot, A'ictor, Mortier
cey have sided Willi Bonaparte Marmont adhered to of French blood. Not sanctioned by the Will of the
the king, as did also, probably, iMacdonald, Bert bier people, this act could hot destroy the solemn conSaint Cyr.
tract which had been entered into between them and
^ind
Address of the council of state.
the epiperor, and when Napoleon had abdicated the
Siue The members of your council of state, at crown for himself, he could not have saciiliced the
the first moment of their r juv ion, have thought it rights of Ids so. i, called to reign after him.
their duty, solemnly to profess the principles which
Nevertheless a Bourbon was named lieutenantgoverns their opinions and conduct.
general of the kingdom, and took the reins of go-.
They come to o/>r to your rn?iesty tlje man'-
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Louis Stanislaus Xavier arrived in France; he ed the people in their most sacred rights. h ( does
seized upon ihe tin-one, After llic order established but recall to their execution, those decress of the
in ihe ancient feudal monarchy.
representative assemblies, sanctioned in the naiior;
f
fie had not accepted die constitution decreed by lie returns to govern by the only principle
gitithe senate, he had not sworn to observe it ahd to roacy which France has acknowledged for. twenty
cause it to be observed; it had not been submitted (five j'ears, and to which ail die nuthorilfes tvere
to the people) who, subjugated In the presence bound by oaths, from which the wdlof the people
of foreign armies, could not even express, with free* only could have freed Ihetti.
The emperor is called to gUartrntee anew by tou>m oreffect, their wishes.
Under their protection, ("foreign armies,) after jstiUitions, (and he his engaged to do if, it)'<his proto Che nation ami to t! c
army,) all the lihaving expressed his thanks to a foreign prince, for clamations,
betid principle, individual liberty and cqualit\ of
having placed him onthe throne, Louis-Stanislausthe
of
the
liberty
press, and the abolition of
Xavier, dated the lirst act of his authority in the rights,
>

1

i

1

|

!

nineteenth year df his reign, thus, declaring that \cetitoire, freedom of- yorshTp; the vote lor contfibu
those acts, which had emanated from the will of tioi.s and laws by the representatives of the nation,
the people, were only the fruit of a long revolt; he [legally elected, the national property Of ever) origin,
granted voluntarily, and by tlie free exercise of Aw the independence [et I'ihamovibilite,] of thertributhe responsibility of minister?, and all the
royal authority, a constitutional charter, called an orrfli- nals,
nance of reformation,- and the only sanction it had, agents of authority.
The belter to preserve the rights and the obligawas that it was read in presence of a new corps that
he had just created, and a meetingof deputies who tions of the people and the monarch, the nations!
wiiom no institutions will be revived in a grand assembly 01
were not free, who did not accept it, of whom
one had authority to consent to the change, and of representatives, as already announced by the empewhom twtf-fifths had no longer even the character of •or.
Until the meeting of this grand representative asrepresentatives.
All these acts, therefore, Are illegal. Done in the sembly, the emperor will cause to be exercise],
presence of foreign armies, and under foreign do- conformably to the constitutions and existing laws,
minion, they are the work of violence; they arc es- the power which they have delegated to him" which
could not have been taken from him, which he could
sentially null, and done in contempt of the honor,
not abdicate, without the assent of the nation, and
the rights and liberty of the people.
The adhesions given by individuals and function- which it is the wish and general interest of the.
aries Without authority, can neither have annihilated French people that he should resume.
nor sunpiied the consent of the people, expressed by
(Signed by all the council )
j

i

!

COUNT DRFEBMEN*,

and legaliv given.
had even been
obligatory upon those who made them, they ceased
to be so, the moment the government which receiv-

vote-;

solemnly called

for,

Secretary general of the convert nfstai

If these adii-nons, as well as oaths,

ed them, ceased

liAltON
Reply of

to exist.

Princes are the

•.

LOCHRE.

hit majesty.

of the state. Their
these citizens, who under the goauthority is more or less extensive, according to
vernment served the stale, cannot be blamed. They the interest of the nations which
they govern. The
are Worthy of praise, who took no other advantage
sovereignty itself is only hereditary, when ihe inof their situation, than to defend the national inte- terest of the
people require it. I acknowledge no
rests, and oppose the spirit of reaction and counterlegitimacy save upon those principles."
revolution which desolated France.
1 have renounced the idea of that
grand empire,
The Bourbons themselves had constantly violated the basis of which 1 had but
n
just laid during fi!;
their promises ; they countenanced the
pretensions years. In future the happiness and the consul id: «f the loyal nobility they endangered the titles to lion of ihe French
empire, shall be the object of all
the national estates of every origin
they were pre my thoughts.
the
re
establishment
of feudal rights and of
paring
GRENOBLE, M:uc|. P.
2!a Tarcve °f the eventsu flich havKtakenplimeat Grew&iepincc urn
Jythes, (dimes;) they threatened all the new exis:cn-\
ces they declared war against all liberal opinions
All eM lvsB wJl0 passw though ihecity in the night of t!u> M ,„
they attacked all the new institutions which France <tth of March, had drawn and occupied the public atttmi <.. \ connot buu-exeite it
evening of the 4U\
h..d acquired at the price
of
"f*
her
blood,
"-"-'*« b st,ll w&oarrivedjiuli
'
««", preferring
mure strongly and on the next day it was known In evcrv
...
„ /
A
,.
latlier to humiliate the nation, than to unite lor her
that the emperor had landed on 'the 1st of Mardi in u,e
jbody
aceomuaiij .d by
glory; thev despoiled the legion of honor of its eveuhiKinUienrighliorJinodofEreju^.ihatliewas
his faithlul guard; that he first occupied- Grassland that he was
and nolitinl
thpu lavished
I,v;<!ip,1 lis
;,
endowments ana
political i-icrlite
lgllts
tltey
directing his course on the id towards the High Alps. Successive
decorations to disgrace it
tliey look from the army, intelligence removed every doubt that Ids majest) would make
from the brave, their pay, their ranks and their ho- our cil) the place of his lirst stay.
A numerous garrison was collected here. Some person; v.b
nors, to bestow them upon emigrants, upon the expected to find companions in
glory among this "guard, \»tn>
chiefs of the revolt
back Napoleon, hesitated at lirst to consider them ;.=
in short, they
to
brought
sought
goenemies and this first thought of their hearts became the mi< ot'
vern and oppress the
people by emigrants.
their conduct. Some attenVpts at an enterprise to
wliieli, thus.- who
Profoundly affected by her humiliation and her were charged with giving orders, did not perhaps assent but with
misfortunes, France has, with one voice, called for regret, were useless, and did net apprai- to meet with success.
The garrison was augmented; the 7th and lib regiments of tin;
her national government that
dynasty, attached to line arrived on the 7th from e hamberry; the 1th hussars entered
her new interest, her new institutions.
the city a little while after, quitting its garrison at Viennc. The
When the emperor approached the capital, the whole population assembled on the ramparts, and in the public
places, drawn together by their wish's and tin \e hop s.
Bourbons sought in vain, to repair
The emperor was at La Mare in the evening of till nth; on il.e
by sudd.-n laws
and tardy oaths to their constitutional
charter, the 7 tli his advanced posts occupied Vislitleat an tai-ly hour; this as t
village being only three leagues from Grenoble, we did j.ui doubt
outrages committed against the nation and the army. but
that the
would take
of his
first citizens

The conduct of
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entry
majesty
place the same day.
tmie of illusion was
He delayed too long to suit the impatience of his soldiers, and his
passed. Confidence had
been for ever alienated.
arm was raised for soldiers ran out to meet him. At 4 o'clock,?, M. the 7th regiment
their defence ; the nationr and the armv flew to meet left the city, with colonel Henry De La Berduj r at its bead who
hastened to oiler to the emperor his person and his regiment.
their deliverer.
A part of the tli had already joined his majesty on the same
Thus then, in remounting that throne to which day, live leagues from the city; and the rest of the garrison hi Id out
no longer* Night came on, and the result of these events afj>, Hre j
the people had raised
him, tha emperor re-establish- to he postponed until nejft day, \s lieu at half past <.•'•;;!:: aa .a't ante.
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of Eojisli lancers presented its* If at the gateofBonne, which
Was shut, and demanded that it should he. opened. 'the troops
which pctupid the rampart answered by the cries of long tive the
advance guard enter;.; all the citi
emperor.' The gale opens; the
y.eus ruii by the light of flambeau, and almost immediately the
in advance ot his army.
emperor appears, alone, at the head, ana
An immense crowd precimtatethemselves into the passage; all arc
all their
and
ud
cries and feeltb
and
soldiers
citizens,
miiigii u together,
lie presence of the
onfoUudud in the enthusiasm which the
in-srap
to
His
occupy the hotel of
majesty proceeded
inspires.
^lic three dauphins, winch the crowd did nut cease to surround,
ot
their
shouts
with
the
air
resound
the
joy. M. the mayor
loakin"
of tiit city, and many other functionaries presented themselves
At
the
were
same
his
to
time
proclamations
majesty.
immediately
(distributed ami spread through every quarter ot the city.
On the next da) (the Oth) the fenip Tor was engaged in business
the whole morning, and received the municipal body. His majestv
attended a general review, which lasted fru u II o'clock until j,
and received the \isits of the imperial court, of the Council of the
the academe, the
prefecture, the civil and commercial tribunal,
ot!i< r civil and military functionstaff, the officers of his suite and
aries. Many citizens have heard from the mouth of his majesty the
expression of the satisfaction which he deigned to express, and have
received the assurance of his devotetiness to the happiness and

MA'S

1815

IS,

Proclamation of tlie mayor of the city of J.yon,~ t
Inhabitants of the city of Lyons!
Napoleon returns to this city, whose ruins he-effaced '

w )Qse
J

he rebuilt, whose Con.merci

edifices

He finds in it, at every step,
munificence: on the field of battle
liis palace, lie
always watched over your
dearest interests; your manufactures always obtained marks of his generous solicitude.
Inhabitants ot Lyons, you again see in Napoleon,.
the man who, in the year 8, came to snatch oui» fai^
from the horrors of that anarch 'v which was
country
<
'

tn ^

'

ul S

tected.
P'Q"

»<-

monuments of

his

as well as in

i

,

^

.

Uevounng

lier;

Who, always leading our phalanxes to victory,
raised the glory of the French arms and name to
the^
highest elevation;
Who, joining to the tide of a great captain, that
of a legislator, gave to France those benificent and

prosperity of France.
1 he
emperor has in s.une respects, revealed himself, the very tutelary laws, the advantage of which she every day
bottom of a.) ins thoughts in remarking—we ought to forget that-wc appreciates.
htixe been the masters of the nations.—
rights are only those if
Citizens of all classes, in tl.a midst cf the trans*
i/mt intlMdiuih have done,written ur said,
t he
people. Everything
stuce the talcing of Paris, 1 tut forever forget.
ports which animate yon, do not lose sight of the
*
i„ the
of order and tranquility;
the sur'""V™
'* it'is
,
.
._
that he is Well eo:i\iiicen tn:u trie destinies at France;
.*
,.
to understand
ca .mot be accomplished but by the car. s of a liberal government; est means or obtaining a continuance ot that partiiliac Frenchmen wire born to furnish an example of a happy cular kindness to
you, the pledges of which he has.
fiation, by U>e preservation dfpuhlic liberty and the establishment so
Count I)k Fakgcks.
often multiplied.
Of the principles of the equality of rights and duties. His majesty
informed himself 'with a particular solicitude of the state of the
Gap, .March 6.
them
/
to
banish
come
the
recolfrom
forever
Countries, and said,
Napoleon by the grace of God, &.c. &c.
lections of the feudal government, Of servitude ami vf the glebe;
Gclf of JuAJr, 1st of March, 1S15.
I biing to them only benefits.
Kv.-ry where, on the wlide journey, since his departure from the The generals, ufjicers and soldiers of the imperial guard.
has
found
the
and
of
only
emperor
isle
Elba,
submission, respect
to tie generals,
officers and soldiers of the army.
All the departments which he has already passed
devoti'dncss.
Fki.low soliiikus
have preserved for yon
through have run before his eagles; and this second return to the
as
the
which
midst of Frenchmen, unexpected
first,
brought him your emperor, notwithstanding the numerous snares
to them from the sands of Africa; his been for his majasty a new that have been
laid for him,
restore him to you,
occasion of receiving the homage of their admiration and their love.

My

'I

1

I
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Le

— We

we

atier traversing the ocean, where lie was surrounded
by a thousand dangers, we have arrived on the sa-

Address from the ministers of his mnjestij.

cred

of our

country, and bring with us the naSire— Provident? that watches ovtr our destiny, has been pleased
to open again to your majesty; the way to that throne, where the tional cockade and the imperial eaglej trample, then,
tree choice of the people and national gratitude had elevated you, on the white cockade; it is the monument of
your
The com. try rises again majestically; anil greets for the second time,
shame; the badge of the yoke which treason has
as their deliverer, the prince w-ho dethroned anarchy, and whose
timeconsolidate
our
on
liberal institutions.' imposed
existence, alone, can at this
you in vain have we bled if we are to
The moat just of all revolutions, that which was to restore man to receive laws from those we lnye
conquered.
his dignity and all his political rights, precipitated the throne of
the
few months that the Uourbons have
troubles and war, all the
During
the Bourbons; after twenty-five years
efforts of foreign powers have noi been able to rekindle atf'ections governed they have convinced the world that
they
soil

—

^>\.'

extinguished, or totally tihknowi. to the present generation: the
struggle of the interest and prejudices of a small number against
the enlightened age we live in ami the interest of a great nation, has

learijt nothing, and that they have forgotten
nothing. They have been, throughout, swayed by
prejudices equally inimical to our rights, and to
the rights of the people. Those who have borne
arms against their country, and against us are the
heroes of the d:iy—you are the rebels, whose pardon
they extend until such time as they shall have entrenched themselves by corps of emigrants, bv the

bave

at last teruuiiat.d.

The decrees of faff; are fulfilled; what alone is legitimate', the
cause of the people have triumphed; your majesty is restored to
the wishes of the French; you hive again seized the reigns of the
state, in the midst of the benedictions of the people and of the army.
Franco, sire, has for its guarantee in this, its own will and its
dearest interest. It has for its guarantee al>o, a!i that your majesty
lias said in the midst of those crowds of people, wh o pressed to meJt
you on the road.
supplanting
The Bourbons have not learned to forget: fueiraetions and their introduction' bf foreign' guards, and by
conduct give the he to their words. Your majesty Will keep yours, V.nir old officers for new ones.
With them the passyou will remember only ilte serrfees you h'are rendered to the! port to rew*afd is to have borne arms against our
country; you will prove that in yonr eyes and in your heart, whate-|_
.
„ an officer
-.
,i
u- .1
" ib CCOItie
C " .,,.....
U1 U -V_
ver have been the different opinions and exasperation of panics, all
they require a birth
conformable to their own prejudice the soldier is
citizens are equal before you as in the eyes of the law.
Your n.ajesiy will also forget that we have been the masters of
bear
tin-;.always to remain a soldier— the people are to
nations which surrtmnd us; a generous reeling which adds another .,
t
,,
tlie burdens
they to engross the honors.
glory to the many yon have already acquired.
"\ lomenil,
who should himself have reposed on
Already has your majesty traced out to your ministers the path
they are to pursue; already have you made known toihe people by the clcn
clemenev
nf the
foe narrlnn -.ml -imnpxti
c
> °' lne 11VVS I()l P»i«on and amnesti,
yoiw proclamations tl»e maxims by whieh itis yourwMi that your ,
' lrcs to uistill. the
naturaconqueror of Zurich,
.empire should be hereafter governed. No foreign war, unii is to'
j

|

.

-

7
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riwl unjust aggression; no internal commotions; no arbitrary acts;| lizing him.
Frenchmen, a lirul.trt, a Chouan, an'
safetv ol person, andol property, and a tree expression of oniiiiun
-., , c iof Georges commands one ol your legions.
ail the principles that you win held saC red.
^sassin
Our legion of honor they have not yet dared lo
Happy, sire, are those who are called to co-operate in this sublime]
v.rk. burh benefits will obtain lor von/ntposterilj, that is when ,] e
slroV; but tllCV liave debased it, Ly piOStitUtillrf
°
the time of adulation shall have passed awav, the name ol a father of •»
•,
,.
',
.,
0111'
t!v country: they will In- guaranteed to our chikir n hv the augustl ll t0 *ra'l0rsj
political privileges
privileges
ii«
horn
is
to
crown
on
the
hi
your majesty preparing
champ (le ma:.] purchased by OUP blood, they have totally annihilated.
.Signed) Cambaceres, the duke of Gate, theduke.of Bassano.
'i'i,
e, ,,,. i,,,,,,t..„,t ,„ii:, ,.
,.„„.../,•
1
tout 111. il ed UuUlOils „c
of ««;HU»te extraouhthedt.keDee.vs,thedukeofOuanto.M„!lien,t'aulineourt, the duke of Viceiua, Carnot, the marshal naive, on whicu our revenues were founded, the paprince of F.ekmuh!.
trimony of the army, the pledge of its successes,
Stphj of his maksty.—"The sentiments which you express to me] they have transferred to England.
mvcnuue-aUfor thenation aUforFratice,thMiamy motto. I and
Soldiers of the great nation— Soldiers of Napoleon
*
r.vfiuiiilv. whom this great people have raised to the throne of the ,t
J
,
tile STeat
can vou remain dependent on a prince
>iVncb, and whom they have maintained upon ifcin spite of poUij>|
ornevei
^t'fll acknowledge
ft'ho
has
for I went)' years, the
any otiaiti':..""
^IfcinpesCsjBeverdiTi
bce^,
enemy ol'Fi-uice.
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ami who boasts that he owes his throne to the prince magnificent estates of the grand duke of Tuscany
All this has been done without situate in Bohemia, which brings an income of
regent of England.'
our consent, and without the consent of ihe people, 400,000 florins. The grand duke is to have Lucca
of us, we declare to be and I'iombino, by way of indemnity- These conveneither
without consulting
tions appear to be the result of along and animated
illegal.
Souhehs La Generate sounds and we march fly negotiation, in which the emperor of Austria at first
to your arms; rally round our standard; rejoin your supported the pretensions of Maria
Louisa, but the
emperor and his eagles, and if those who are now French ambassador having represented the danger
so arrogant, but who have always fled before us, that might at some future time result from an arshould dare to await our arrival, then Will be the rangement which shoiilil assure
any rank whatever
occasion to shed our blood and again to sing the among sovereigns, to the son of him who had sullied or
shaken all the legitimate i-hronex of Europe, the emhymn of victory.
Soldiers of the 7lh, 8 th, and 19th divisions, gar- peror Francis magnanimously declared that he
risons of Anlibes, Toulon and Marseilles! officers would sacrifice his tender affection for hia
daughter
in retirement, veterans of the army, for
you is re- to the repose of Europe, and that he would abandon
served the honor of forming the example. Come entirely to the other powers the care of
providing
will) us to re-conquer the throne, the palladium of for the arch duchess Maria Louisa, and
fixing her
our rights, and let posterity say, that, at length, condition.
treason allowed strangers to impose a yoke on France,
It is added that the arch duchess and her son will
the brave of the country arose and the enemies of reside alternately at Saltzburg and at one of their
the people and of the army
disappeared before theni. castles in Bohemia.
To t lie inhabitants of the departments of the High and We have been obligingly favored (says the Baltimore American) by a mercantile friend with the
Low Alps, by the Emperor.
following letters, furnished by Mr. John PurviCitizens I have been affected in a lively manner
ance (bearer of despatches for government, from
by the feelings you have shown towards me. Your
our
minister in France) who passed
wishes will be heard. The cause of the nation will
through this
city for Washington.
You have cause to call me your
:.gain triumph !!
an
a
letter
American
I live
f-orn
father.
gentleman, resident
only for the honor ard happiness of Copy of
at Leghorn, to Ids fiend in Paris, dated
France. My return dissipates all your inquietudes
Leghorn, March 3, 1815.
It guarantees the preservation of
property.
EqualiMr dear sin— Presuming the highly important,
ty among all classes, and the rights which you have
which are passing in our quarter, would much
enjoyed for twenty years, for tiie possession of which events,
interest you, I have taken my pen to
drop you a line
your fathers sighed, form now a part of your existand say that Napoleon's sudden departure from the
ence.
an
Island
of
has
caused
universal
Elba,
alarm in this
In whatever circumstances I
may find myself, I
will remember with a
part of the world the consequences of which may
lively interest all that I have
seen when passing
prove incalculable. A Greek vessel, arrived last
through your country.
met his squadron three days since off Monte
Angereau. The emperor has charged Angereau night,
Christe, near Civita Yechia of course their destias a traitor for
delivering up Lyons, and the British
nation was doubtless Naples
there he would find
papers says that he was with the king. The following
an army of 130,000 men ready to second his views,
address, therefore, appears extraordinary
"Soldiers You have heard of it. The cry of your and what he might gather in his progress through the
the north of Italy, would necessarily much increase
brethren in arms has readied even to
you it' has
made our hearts leap with joy. The emperor is in his means and the probability of his again restoraI annex what official details we have
tion to power.
his capital.
" This
of the affair, and supposing you do not undername, so long the pledge of victory, has yet
sufficed to dissipate all his enemies before him. Tor stand Italian, have preferred giving you an English
a momeii' fortune was unfaithful to him seduced translation.
by the most noble illusion (the happiness of the Copy of a letter from colonel Campbell to the governor
of Leghorn.
country) he thought he ought to make to France the
English shop of war Partridge, 28th Feb. 1815, 2 P. M.
sacrifice of his
glory and crown.
General I have the honor to inform you, that
" Led
astray by such magnanimity, we then took
Bonaparte has left the island of Elba, on Sunday
an oath to defend other
rights than his.
with all his troops and gentlemen attached
"His rights are imprescriptible. He reclaims them evening,
io his service.
He has left monsieur Lassi, who was
to-day never were they more sacred to us.
mayor, and one of his chamberlains, as governor,
"Soldiers, during his long absence, you look in with the rank of
general of brigade, at Porto Fervain at your white
flags, for any honor able recollecI asked the same if it was his intention to
tions
cast your eyes upon the emperor on his side rajo.
defend the place against the allied powers his rehis immortal
eagles shine forth with new lustre.
" Let us
ply was, that if he had the means, he would not
rally under their wings— yes, they alone surrender it
except to Napoleon or his order. Some
conduct to honor and to
victory. Let us hold then
Corsicans, and the national guard, have been left
the colors of the nation.
without arms. The mother and sisfer Paulina have
" The
marshal of the empire,
remained at Porto Ferrajo. Bonaparte has taken
"
duke
ANGEREAU,
of
Castiglior.e.
some pieces of cannon, some horses and provision^,
"
Paen, March 22, 1815."
for some days
and ha has with him the armed brigs
Maria Louisa. The following from Prague, un- L'Inconstanti, the Boinard, the Stac and Caroline,
der date of
February 2(5, informs us what the "legiti- four feluccas, upon which he has embarked his
mate princes" had done with the wife of
A'apolean— troops. His flotilla was last night off Porto Ferrajo;
Prague, February 26. The gazette of this city yesterday afternoon to the north of the island of Caannounces tlut the arch duchess Maria Louisa has
prajo, consequently I believe that lie is destined to
solemnly renounced the title of empress and the so- Amies or in its vicinity, upon the coasts of France
vereignly of Karma and Placentia.
Those two or Piedmont.
CAMPBELL.
(Signed)
diichies |will b^ restored to the
[Colonel Campbell was the English resident at.
queen of Etruria,
mianta of Spain. The arch duchess Maria Louisa
Elba, but more often at Florence than at his post
receives in
exchange, for herself and her son, the the departure was timed some hoifl-s following the
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between
a cc unt of
IHst sailing of the Partridge from Elba
Bonaparte having receited reinforce
mem, w ? df
therefore every reason to expect that this «*
which and Leghorn has been her station for two ST, .„"
"
'f.
enterprise would have no other effect than to "confirm the leri
months past.]
ate aml.or.iy
.by releasing Fiance from the eternal enemy of
The mayor, governor general of the Island, to the in- ner repose aljd happiness.
;

J

,

•

habitants

:

—

th

•Jh^.i ?

sovereign, c/Uled byDivine Providence
to his former glory, lias been obliged to leave our
He has trusted to me the command, and to
island.
six bf the most worthy citizens the government, and
to your proved attachment and vulor the defence of
"I
the' [dace, and the maintenance of good order
« depart," he has said, "from the Island of Elba,
« extremely satisfied with the conduct of its inhabi.
" tants. 1 trust to them, the defence of this coun"
which I attach the greatest importance. I
try, to
" ca'nnot
give them a greater proof of this than leav**.
ing to them after the departure of my troops the

"There was no mention of Grenoble
Sl

t

l

.,

V

"

l'°

that

in this letter,

and we

fiat-

but tllis l>"Pe was destroyed
dated the 8th in the evening, which his
morning bv a courier, and which he has
D "-mit n 'e to read, in order that I
might state its
,l bti11
si '-

.

.

",

1

IielJ ,,ut ;

"-.

,

'

m

MGEKTI,

SS

PINNA,
BALBIANNT,

'

f&££*2l}l eS
**.
1:,)0l0f ar,i,!c
,"

{

ARCH-iJISHOP,
AK1GH1,

'y- l la >" before vou the who
of
.*W,U
,.
t^ninilwe you respecting one of our veat.st
11 , ot/:'.'
denote
artillery, a, the same time that it will
prove to you the
defection of a general who has
succeeded in mi"l ading (bur or
ve squadrons of
chassenrt, who have been „blige<l to"
their mminal
enterprise, but who dare not march to Paris'
sacs. gentlemen, is the true
position in which France is •iheed.

,he

TRAUUNTI.
1315.
March

-I

,

LASSI, Mayor.

CHAMBER OF PEERS.

,

JS2*^

give.
Happy EJbuns, if you do not
sdlow yourselves to be contaminated by the pestifeof
the
insinuations
enemies of good order.
lious

the peers

the telegraphic

contents to the chamber.
r ° yal h
on^,',
j^ ntss b t'gins his letter by a recital or his journey,
and
the incred.ble
activity with which, having arrived at Lyons
Without stopping, he had
begun to collect the troons and the
national guards, and to
receive, with their new oath" of fidelity,
"
Ca
q
81
of attachment. The
!"'"'"^
prince direct* d theft
1.
',
thatf
t ,1, I,t and he was
S
to have marched at their head to
t??r.l?
1
succor Grenoble;
hut some hours later he learned that the town had
suriendered almost without resistance, and he was
then soMy
the defence of
occupied
Lyons, for which he was adopting every
suitable measure. It is hut too
probable that these measures were
fruitless, as the despatch of
yesterday announce* so fori, .a!!- t>»departure of the princes, and even of the
who was too
devoted to have absented himself without a prefect,
furmal orderl
Here, gentlemen, our
intelligence from the south concludes, ami
we expect limber accounts
hourly, but it will be difficult for aay'
lu reach us before
night.
"A letter has been
brought to me from the prefect of Laon which
a
w ct °f treachery attempted at La Fere, and haih
.T ? h,m,
?SS a " U com
"'Z~ nt ei,unt Aboviile. <l*

may

Repart madeto

'

m A,0
Zf
majesty only received this

—

1,

when

m

,?1 iT/ r

protection of my mother and sister." Inhabitants!
is a fortunate and most memorable epoch for us.
Oa your conduct alone depends your glory and your
happiness if you wish to obtain one and the other,
continue to obey implicitly the wise dispositions
which the Giunta, the authorities, and public func-

JUurch

,

in the
evening.
Yesterday, the 1 0th, we received the despatch of the
Rth, dated
tne '" U1-1 »'»g. and
ugl>t
containing mere'.v these words
,
princes depart immediately; Bonaparte is'
expected at
eVe " 1I1S; l B° t0
Ctermont."-(It is the prefect who
speaks )

this

llorto Ferrajo,

° Ur a «°:>»''ment

"

-"lYi
the

"

(Signed)

™*l

i

»tli,

—

tionaries,

>

patch of the 8th informed us that he was that
evening expected ;,t
Grenoble and when a second of the same
dav, announced to us
IBM txrtnolde must have surrendered.
"This despatch, delayed
by bad weather, did not reach us till the

Our august

II.

A» the chancellor in virtue of his mnjci-tifs

,

I

T

orders.

.

f

.

:

v. 'Xi"'

n! " d W,tt

1IC ° niCn '
e

* ,,at
.

11;a!;

s

ra P'» d

PWSWH.

u

!

"

e do

»«'t '** defections have inertastd Ids
,
T }°
but...
band, t;
thesed.-(ecUoi.s cannot
..,!,:. v.h
we find GiriiS.
\Ue kinr; antl his majesty lias authorized me to cuin.iniuicat '.j you
a ut,, e second
1
P
city or the kingdom ready to fall, and
ail the intelligence relative to the subwithout
reserve
and
nroo,^
frankly
in the hands of th^
prubhblj
already
I
had
honor
to
which
enemy.
give youtlie information.
yesterday the
,
ject of
elll 'S'Jries fi-om
Bonaparte repair to our regiments,
"On the 5th we received the first information of the ianriinq; ef- some
«,m» Jrf,ir°»
or them are
fected by the enemy. According to reports, on the correctness of misled men w.l already inonr ranks. It. is to be feared that ear.,
t0
th
ir
>leW
p t rfidions insin 1Htlo!jS) „,, j t ,,J
which it is conceived reliance might he placed, ha had only 700 of tearaloneenfeeblea
our means uf defence.
ihe old guard, about 30) Corsicans, and 140 foreigners from the
I he ettr Lt of these bad
dispositions which now alarm us, cannot
island of Eijbaj that is to say altogether 114? men.
be better corrected than
hy aiding that goo.1 and faithful national
••With this handful of troops lie lauded on the 1st at Cannes,
guard, generally composed in a manner \ hid.
places it out of (he
tear Amines. He landed without resistance, because there were reach of
s.ducuon. The king has hastened to
pet in requsitioa
i»rt there sufficient troops to oppose him, thtre being no troops
throughoutall the Iniiguo u
General
who commands it,
which
was
not
menaced.
it
Desolhs,
on a point
Bonaparte,
appears will read to you toe decree which tiehas signed to that edict.
tailed in his attempt on Antibes, and advanced towards Digne
A second ordinance makes permanentking
the councils gen. nil of ilia
where he was ou tie 4th, without having received any reinforce'
departments and the arrondisseuient for regulating that graad
rr.eiits.
°
movement.
"The perfect of the Var despatched couriers to all the neigh,
"Finaily, here follows a decree of the minister at
war, which
baring prefects and particularly to Lyons, to j^ive notice of the calls to their standards all the
military who have served, and assoevents which had occurred. By one of these couriers the prefect ciates to then,
that unanimous
youth which burti to defend theif
of Lyons received an account ofthe landing, which he transmitted
king and the country.
by a telegraphic despatch on tlie 5lh.
•'Such, gentlemen." are the means of defence which the
"A second despatch ofthe siffle day rectified the force reduced to mem
govern*
has deemed
necessary, and by which it hopes to provide for
1000 or liOo men. The number of troops had at first been estima- the
safety ol the state.
ted at 1600.
"It exercises at the same time
the most exact vigilance over uH
"Upon his first intelligence, Jlonch-ur, the king's brother, ue- the traitors who
might attempt to corrupt or seduce our troops.
partcd in the night between Sunday and Monday.
We
shall Watch with
care over the public mind, and
particular
"Couriers despatched in every direction ordering movements of
distribution of
incendiary pamphlets."
troops, for collecting under the command of Monsieur an army
which would on its assembling be 3),0 U wen, and i or 4,000 of
Paius, March 6.— His majesty, [Louis XVIII.] has
whom wen- to be cavalry.
"Orders Were at the same time despatched to the duke of Angou- received authentic
information, ttvkUX'apoleon Bonalcme to proceed from Bard* eux towards Nismes, and there to comluand with marshal the duke of Tarentum, under him, the army parte ha.s escaped from Elba, and has landed in the
of
the
ol Gard;
Var.
principal nucleus of which would be from 3 to i.ooo department
council was immediately
men. but which might be increased to 13,00'J by joining to it the called, and the
following ordinance i:;sued :—
troops dispersed in the 8th and 9th military divisions.
OJiDUTAirCE.
'These dispositions occupied the days of Sunday and Monday,
and a part ofthe nights. We had on the 6th a telegraphic despatch, I.OUI3, by the Grace of
God, King of France and
e MUrniBgfl few new details: but a courier arrived on the night of
Navarre, he. Me.
the 6th, gave further accounts, and brought letters ilirecl from the
To
all
those
who
ofthe
from
which
we
shall
sec these prat/its— health .collected the facts relative to
Var,
prefect
Bonaparte's descent and his march on Digne and Gap.
The 12th article of the constitutional charter
"It was immediately after the arrival of this courier that the
us
especially with making- reputations and
king issued the ordinance relative to the measures of general safety, charges
ordinances necessary for the
and the proclamation calling together the two chambers.
safety of 'the state. It
"The telegraph bulletins succeeded each other slowly; the war would be
essentially compromited if we did not take
continued to distribute couriers
of
"In pursuance of the wish of the chamber of peers,

I repaired to

kA

i

^

.

,

.

,

I

!

I

I

!

.

'

A

minister

relative to the

march

the troops. The service ofthe estalettes was instantly re-established.
~\\V received some on the "th and Sth, which
brought us letters
from the prelects of the Var, and of the Lower Alps, in which
louiieed the best spirit, the firmest determination
very thing aauoi
to resist the enemy, luni contained lis proutV.
good
sitrun oo the barf of the tryopjv
i

:.

|

|

prompt measures io repress the enterprize which
lias just been formed
upon one of the points of our
kingdom, and to prevent the effect of plots and al<
tempts to excite civil war and destroy the toveritr

men:.
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them the supreme power, which the affection
-villi arms in his hands of the Hollanders had previously confided to u::.
fir having appeared
"
It is enjoined to all goDeeply affected with these testimonies, we had,
in th« department of Var.
of the armed force, national however, resolved to defer any change in the existing
rernoMj commandants
the deliberations of
civil authorities, and even simple citizens, relations, to the period, when
guards,
a the congress should be completely terminated, and
to arm against him, to arrest and carry him before
when the indecisions would have been all executed
council of war, which, after" having recognized lira
him the penalties pronounced together. But the unexpected events which have
Identity, shall apply to
taken place in a neighboring state, hnVe induced
bv the law.
us to depart from this determination. They require
enact
"[The other sections of* this ordinance
simi-j
in any] us to answer to the zeal of our subjects, by a similar
lor penalties on ull who shall abet Bonaparte
and not to leave any of 'hem in Uncertainty,
way whatever; ane call on all the officers of the state, ardor,
as to their duties and our intentions.
It is when
&c. to execute it.]
Given at the castle of the Thuillerics, March 6, new difficulties seem to present themselves in the
prospect it is at the moment, when the sad recolleclSl.i, and the 20lh year of our reign.
tion of a foreign domination, springs up again
LOUIS.
among
(Signed)
so many nations; that it becomes us to establish that
DA SHAY.
(Countersigned)
state of affairs, the existence of which, the policy of
Frankfout, Feb. 5. Late king of Sweden. The all Europe has considered as necessary fur the getransmitted
was
which
declaration
is
the
neral tranquility and safety.
following
" Animated
by the ci-devant king of Sweden, now calling himby the suffrage of the most powerful
self duke of Uohtien Eutin, to sir Sidney Smith, to sovereigns, we,
confiding in that noble passion for
be laid before the congress at Vienna.
civil liberty and independence, which his always
"Dkci.ahation. Strong in my rights, as well as characterised the Belgians strengthened still more
alin the sacred duties imposed upon me, I have
by the multiplied proofs of attachment which we
ways been as proud to maintain the first, as scru- have received from every quarter; assume t';is day
Having been the in our hands, a sceptre which will only be exerted
pulous to discharge the second
victim of the revolution of l8l)9, when the Swedish in making our government subservient to the welfare
nation thought it necessary to sacrifice its king to of all those who are subject to it, and in
assuring
its political interests,
my act of abdication was to them the tranquU enjoyment of prosperity, conAs a prisoner, 1 wrote it and cord and
the consequence.
peace.
" And as we wish that even the name of the
the act to be a
new
signed it with my name, declaring
free and voluntary one. Rut, considering the present state should offer a first
pledge of the intimate und
state of things, I regard it is a duty to reiterate that
paternal union which ought to reign among all our
declaration; incapable of prevaricating on my own subjects, we have deemed it proper to declare, as,
been forced to sign an we do declare
rights, I wovdd never have
by these presents, that all the countries
act contrary to my principles and my manner of belonging to it from this time, shall form the
kingdom of the Netherlands, to be thus possessed by us
thinking.
"I also declare that I never abdicated hi the name and our
law
to
the
successors,
legitimate
according
of my son, as has been industriously rumored in of
promogeniture and that we take for ourselves,
could
I
and
hence
I had no right to do so
and for the princes who shall succeed us on this
public.
not have done so without dishonoring myself. But I throne, the royal
dignity and title of king, adding
arrives
at
he
maturity, also to it, than of duke of Luxumburgh, on account
hope my son GustaVus, when
of
will know how to act in a manner worthy
himself, of the
private relations which that province is destinof his father, and of the Swedish nation, which 1ms ed to have with
Germany.
of
"
Sweden.
from
the
throne
excluded him
But, however proper these determinations may
this
of
Novemmonth
and
"Done
signed by me,
appear in respect to the territorial extent of the
ber, in the year of our Lord 1814.
Netherlands, and the civilization of their numerous
"GUSTAVUS
ADOLPHUS,
,
inhabitants, we do not think ourselves less
"Duke of Holste'm Eutin." to take care that the name, which under obliged
all 'the
sove- vicissitudes of fortune, we have always borne with
Leyden, March 19— The proclamation of the
the Netherlands, took place honor and under which our ancestors have rendered
reign' prince as king of
on the 16th, as we have already announced. On so many services to the cause of liberty, should not
that dav, the prince proceeded in great pomp to the be extinguished and disappear.
" For these reasons we will and
direct, that
assembly of the states general. On his arrival his
royal highness was received by a solemn deputation henceforth the presumptive heir of the kingdom
of the states general. Introduced into the hall, the of the Netherlands, take, bear and keep ihe name
prince having seated himself upon the throne prepar- and the title of the prince of Orange, and we by these
ed for him, addressed to the assembly a discourse presents, grant them to our beloved eldest son, with
suitable to the occasion, to which the president a satisfaction as much more lively, as we are convincmade a reply. After this ceremony the prince quit- ed that he will know how to main; u its ancient
ted the hall with the same retinue that had accom- reputation, by the scrupulous performance of his
panied him. The following proclamation was after- duties as our first subject, a$d as the future sovereign
of the new monarchy, and by his courage and the
wards circulated through every part of the city.
"
William, by the grace of God, king of the unbounded devotion which will always actuate him
Netherlands, prince of Orange Nassau, duke of Lux- in watching over the rights of his house and the
&c. &c.
safety of the hospitable und peaceful territory of the
umburgh,
" To all to whom these
presents may come, greet- Netherlands.
" Let
ingevery one of you, fellow citizens, who inhabit
" The unanimous wishes of ihe
powers assembled this territory, open your hearts to hope and confiat the congress of Vienna, for the re-union of all the dence
Devoted to the country, unanimous and
Netherlands under a common authority, were hardly exempt from all spirit of rivalry, you will be strongpronounced, when the inhabitants of the Belgic enough to bid defiance to every danger which ma
provinces emulously testified to us their joy at this menace you. Europe views your re-union with inte•uynortaa.1 measure, an.d their desire tu see us extend rest and jro'jd will.
The fundamental law, ahead
\rt.

•>
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N.ipoireoy B.in'ai-at! rut's declared a traitor to
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of you, will undergo
obligatory upon a great number
which are necessary
very soon, those modifications
to put it in harmony with the interests and wishes of
It is in that you will find a. guarantee for relijail.
all attach so high a value Benefi
gion, to which we
cent institutions will favor, under tiie divine blessing,
the developement of every kind of industry, and
the revival of your arts, formerly so celebrated
;

and if your sentiments and efforts respond to these,
which your king to-day makes to you in the most
solemn and irrevocable manner, the splendor which
awaits you, will be for many ages the inheritance of
a grateful posterity.
" Done at the Hague, the 16 March, 1815.

"

(Signed)

"

a

London paper, large

comment

!

!

13, 18iS.

as life, and without a

word

of

!

A letter from Gibraltar of the Sth inst. says that
20,000 Spanish troops have suddenly made their ap.
pearance in the vicinity of Gibraltar. The garrison
in
consequence is on the alert ; all the cannon are
loaded and the barrier guards doubled. The postoffice packets have been ordered to be
put on the
war establishment.
London paper March 28.
A London paper of March 23, says x\n attempt
was made in the Thuilleries on Thursday night last
to assassinate the
king of France. The assassins
had got into his majesty's bed room, when one of
them was seised with his knife in his hand and was

—

WILLIAM.

instantly shot.

A great number of vessels were

sent from England
&c. to bring off' those who wished to leave
OF
COMMONS.
France
BOUSE
and
BUITISII
they arrived "in shoals."
Men and munitions of war were embarking from
March 20—Lord Castlereagh this day developed
of
for
the
deliberations
the
the
continent
the results of
great congress England
of Vienna and guve a luminous view of the affairs
King Louis was at Ostend on the 28th March,
of Europe. This speech was long and very able. without an instant prospect of leaving it.
He stated,
Twenty-five regiments are expected in England
That the great powers had pledged themselves to from America. They were sent to "put down Madito son," and
they who were not put down in America
put an end to the slave trade that France was
and Spain and Portugal in eight are called to help in putting down N poleon.
abolish it in five
A London paper of February 11, sa\ s— Of the liyears
That the Austrian dominion has been extended to beral opinions entertained by the Romish clergy in
the Po and Tessine on the side oP Italy
Spain, on matters of religion, we may form a toleraThat Genoa had been annexed to the king of Sar- ble judgment from the following fact. Some little
time ago an English gentleman and his
dinia's dominions
lady, who
were well received at the court of Ferdinand, wishThat Prussia had received a part of Saxony:
"
That Poland was to be erected into a separate ed to have their infant son baptised (.<s he was but
in a weak state of
kingdom, and to be governed as Poles
health) and there being no ProtesThat the Netherlands were to be attached to Hol- tant clergyman at Madrid, application was made to
land, and that the Spanish government wished to have him baptized by a priest, but not one of them
cherish a friendly connexion with Great Britain. On would do it the higher powers were applied to,
the subject of France, in her present situation, his when a consultation of bishops were required to sit
lordship said, he would give it as his opinion, that on this important matter. The result was a decided
on the issue of the contest which now agitated her, refusal to baptise the child of heretic parents.
February 24. It is confidently reported that the
depended thecontinuanceof allthe blessings to which
this country could look forward; and that it never princess of Wales has asked for a ship to carry her
oouid be said, if Bonaparte were re established in tiome from Naples to Great Britain, and has been inFrance, England could look forward to tranquility. formed that no vessel could be conveniently spared
"Were that man restored in France, he should he glad at this time from the Mediterranean station to accomto know how the continent of Europe could avoid modate her royal highness. If this be true it is most
being agaiu converted into so many armed nations, strange. We hear one day that several ships are
He paid off and laid up in harbor, and the next that a
as the only security for their independence.
trusted that Providence would conduct this country frigate cannot be spared to accommodate the wii'e<#
the
of
its
difficulties.
the prince regent of England. Surely the Americans
remainder
and Europe through
A great deal had been done to promote the happi- must smile at this that of the immense navy supness of nations, and if Bonaparte was not suffered ported by England, not a ship either can be, or is,
to intercept the prospects which were arising, never permitted to be spared for such service.
We recolcould Europe look forward to brig/iter flays than lect with what facility a certain frigate was ordered
those which it might now anticipate. The noble round the coast to attend the same personage some
months back, and which, we well know, could be
lord sat down amidst loud and repeated cheers.

By

his majestv,

"A.

(Signed)

FALK"

R.
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then

less

conveniently spared.
27Orders, we understand, have been
dispatched to Sir A. Cochrane, and the other naval

have settled down quietly under the usurpation of Sweden.
There have been great riots at Norwich, England.
The Paris papers contain many pieces on historical and religious topics, which have bsen offered to
be printed before, but forbidden by the censui s of the

Norway appears

March

to

commanders on the West India and American

sta-

and to the British military commanders, to
take measures immediately to secure the French colonies for the king, and prevent them from being
tions,

transferred to Napoleon.
The number of the English troops in Belgium is
appointed a commission to examine whether the free masons can be to- evidently exaggerated.
These troops consist of two
lerated in the Austrian provinces of Italy.
battalions of the guards, to which we must add, the
Algiers has declared war against Spain, for a de- 33d and 55th regiments, with some weak second
linquency in paying their subsidy of $§200,000, now battalions, altogether amounting only to six or 7000
m arrears. They had made a descent upon the coast men. We have, in truth, to purchase and to pay for
of Spain, taken some families and made them slaves. the remainder of our contingent, which is in the
The English have evacuated Genoa, and the king whole 70,000 men but the troops which ought to
of Sardinia had taken possession in due form, but compose it are not yet in Belgium.
without one solitary demonstration of joy.
Lord Castlereagh denied Last evening, in rather
.The report of the Hftl'tford convention is given in Ian equivocal manner, that the declaration published

.press.

The emperor of

Austria

lias

j

I

;

!

;

j
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French journals, and by them attributed to paragraph of this kind, although entirely destitute"
[See of foundation, might serve to exasperate them still
Genta, had emanated from the congress.
more against the English who are still among them.
pageli9.j
March 27. The following marshals are known to
Lord dstlereagh has declared in the liouse of
have gone over to Bonaparte Ney, Massena, Dacommons that lie will be ready to produce the stat
ments relative to the congress, culled for by thp mo- voust, Suchet. Of Soult since his resignation, Otr«
tion of .Mr. Wliitbread, after Easter, which will be. dinot, Victor and Moncey, we hear nothing.
Macdonald is said to have brought back his troops to
as soon as they can be printed.
which
he
it
withhad
The king left Paris and Napoleon entered
marched to Melun. Hut the
Pauis,
out a gun being bred since his landing.
Call.
foreign office bulletin says he is with the king. At
Calais they are scaling the guns, and
Prices of slocks, London, March 18.
running them
60 59 12 1-4 60 1-4 60 down 1o the pier heads; at Boulogne they are making
3 per cent. cons.
the same active preparations. Dunkirk is fortifvimr
lOdis.
Omnium
fortifying
•8 60 with great haste.
Gons. for ac.
59 59 3-8 60 5
From the lioston Dai ty Advertiser
French funds, Paris, March 15.
find in one
in.

llie

"»r.

—

—

—

1

.

— We

of our London papers a particular detail of the pro8 1-2 (lis. ceedings of the mobs, which assembled to oppose
Treasury bills
the corn bill.
On the evening of March 6, while
Brink actions
850,965
March 13. Mr. Sylvester arrived yesterday morn- the bill was under discussion in the house of coming at the secretary of state's office, with dispatches mons, which by 10 o'clock amounted to 10,000 perfrom lord Fitzrov Somerset, who is now our minister sons. Many of the members were collared, quesat Paris.
He left that city on Friday morning the tioned what vote they intended to give, and insulted,
10th inst. and consequently brings the latest ac-j as they were proceeding to the house. Mr. Croker
counts received in the French capital of the progress had his carriage door broken open, was seized by
of the invader, and of the state of the kingdom.! the mob, and escaped only from their quarrelling
Mr. Sylvester was the bearer of a letter to the prince [among themselves. Sir R. Heron stated to the
regent from the king of France, written with his house that he was assaulted by the mob, and buffetir.ni hand, in which he assures his
royal highness of led about by them like a shuttlecock between two
At the request of the speaker, two
the universal attachment to his government and per- battledores.
s.»n, evinced by the army and by all the classes of the detachments of horse guards were ordered to the
and
the
mob
was dispersed before 11 o'clock,
Community, on tire daring attempt by Bonaparte to 'spot,
He states without any material injury being done,
disturb the tranquility of the kingdom.
But they immediately after collected to the numthat he has received a dispatch from marshal Massena, the prince of Esling, professing his fidelity, andlberof 7 or 800, in Burlington st. entered the house
that of all the troops under his command; and of Mr. Robinson, the proposer of the corn bill, and
stat ng that he had dispatched general Miolis, with destroyed all his furniture, books and papers, and
an ample force, to give combat to the daring invad- broke all the windows. Thence they proceeded to
er, whom he describes as totally destitute of means the house of lord Darnley in Berkly-square, of Mr.
for the atrocious attack on his majesty's dominions. Yorke in Burton streat, and the lord chancellor in
He assures his majesty, that both at Toulon and Mar- Bedford-street, of which they broke the window
and demolished the doors. They assaulted the
seilles the best spirit of
loyalty prevailed, with the
most forward zeal to be employed in repelling the! liouse of lord Ellenborough; but his lordship pre
invader.
The marshal expresses his most confident, isented himself at the door, addressed them is a
belief that this handful of followers will be speedily few words, when they cheered him and went off.
in his power and
requests to' have his majesty's in Soon after, on the appearance of the guards, thestructions. The king further informs his royal high- mob dispersed.
On the night following, March 7, the mob again
ness, that from every account the desperate man had
rashly tempted his fortune in his expedition without assembled in different parts ot the town and made,
any concert or preparation that could give a serious several attempts on different houses but were prealarm to the country and whatever expectations he vented from doing much injury, by the
military.
might entertain from the correspondence of a few During a renewed attack on Mr. Robinson's house,
discontented partizans, they had been totally disap- a iew shots were fired by the soldiers, and one man.
and one woman were killed.
pointed.
On Wednesday night the outrages of the populace
March2\.
have been not a little astonished
to read
yesterday, in a ministerial Journal, the fol-| were repeated, in different parts of the town. They
assaulted many houses but were generally dispersed
lowing paragraph
"
All the Jewels of the crown of France are are or driven away before any considerable damage was
s*fe
they are actually in London, particularly the done. During these transactions, several corps of
diamond which Napoleon wore in the head of his troops were ordered in from the country. On Thurssword, and which is estimated the finest in Europe. day, there were several disorderly collections of
The duchess ot Wellington brought over these pre- people, but little damage was done, on this or any

Trench funds

69

;

j

j

—

j

—

;

We
.

;

cious articles."
The editor of the paper
not aware that he was

subsequent day.
Vienna, March 13. The Aulic council of war is
question, was surely
publishing against the amia- in continual activity; above forty expresses have
hie duchess in
particular, and against the English! been sent since the day before yesterday, to Italy,
nation in general, a very
dangerous libel. In fact, the] Hungary, Gallicia and Bohemia. Eight battalions
jewels of the crown of France, belong to the French of infantry, 140 squadrons of cavalry, and a numenation, and not to the dynasty which occupies the roua train of artillery, have received orders to
His
Besides, Louis XVIlf has not the right 4 ofj march immediately to the Rhine.
majesty the
bringing them out of the country, and surely no king of Prussia has named prince Blucher to the
English lady would wish herself charged with carry- chief command of all the forces, which are ordered
Under the present state of mind to proceed by forced marches to the Lower Rhine.
ing them away.
among the Frcnoh, a state of mind which makes The Russian army on the Vistula, as well as that of
them attribute to the intrigues and
hostility of Eng- general Benningsen, has received orders to march
glaml, every thing which is unfavorable to them, a to Germany
it will be replaced by the reserve ar-

—

in

—

J
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the banks of the Niemen. The king of
Ba-j
varia has promised to furnish 40,000 men under
John
is to command
duke
arch
Wrede.
The
prince
the Austrian troops in Italy; the troops of the king
J
of Sardinia will be under his command. Tlie duke
will command the allied army, comof

my on

.

turing towns.

15, 18i5.

Dread was very scarce

all

over £n|S

land, particularly among the lower class of people.
It would seem that
propositions had been made to
Bonaparte to give up Elba and retire to Scotland.
If lie had went to ScotUmd
hut he did not.

The illumination ordered in Belgium for the anWellington
posed of English, Hanoverians, Dutch and Belgian nexation of that country to Holland was more like,
troops, destined to operate in the Netherlands; to the celebration of a funeral, than a demonstration of
these forces which are already so respectable, the j°yThe Saxon troops, Opposed to the carvings at Viemperor of Russia has promised to add 40,000 RusLastly, it ha? been enna, were shouting "long live the king."
sians, including 12,000 cavalry.
should
The garrison of Lhan were the only troops that
resolved, (hat if circumstances
require it,
the emperors of Russia and Austria, and the kings remained faithful to the king of France, so far as
to
Frankfort
and
shall
we
have heard.
of Prussia and Bavaria,
repair
P. Francis, a writer in the London Sundav Reremain there together till all is settled
j

.

view, of the 6th of March last, on the subject of the
Paris, March 22.
corn bill, takes occasion to remark, that "it was the
Tt appears that the king did not determine to quit
Paris imtii the last moment, and that, badly informed increasing spirit of liberty, »hat gave the courage
and genius of its inhabitants the impulse to
of the dispositions of the »rmy and people, he had
surpass
in enterprise
every other people to take the lead in
been bueyed tip by hope until the moment of his descience
and
wisdom—
the same .spirit of liberty has
parture, for all his little moveables have been found
On his table Was a |>ort iblio, peopled the United States of America, and elevated
in iiis apartments.
them
in
an
short
infinitely
space of time into a great
coft taming his correspondence with the dutchess ot
and glorious nation."
Angouleme for many years; in his drawers, his corThe
allied
forces
some familiar coragainst France, it is s*dd, will
respondeneC with Louis XV!.
be commanded as follows Bhicber, the
Pmssiansj
respondences with many ladies; son e medals Which Piatoff and
Denningsen, the Russians Schwartzenlie was in the habit of carrying about with him; daily
the
Auitrians
the
other tilings berg,
Wellington,
British, Dutch
reports on current affairs; and many
and Hanoverians Werde, the Bavarians the arch
calculated to compromit many individuals, if the
duke
John
of
the
Austrians
and
Sardinians
as a principle,
Austria,
present government bad not assumed
in Italy.
to be ignorant of every tiling that has been done for
The emperor has already issued a decree for aboten months psst.
The minister Ferrand was quietly in his bed on lishing the slave trade. It is stated that he appears
inclined to peace with all nation?.
the 20th, at 6 o'clock in the mtwfting, when count greatly
A body of 25,000 men had marched from Pa'is
L'lvalette came to wake him, to tell him that he
must depart. He did not know that the king had towards Bordeaux ; another of 50,000 had gone to
the north.
gone.
Embargoes both in England and France were exAt the Thuilleries, when the servants of the empected.
ptror enne to set the hotfse in order, they found
The
to shew his desire to enlighten the minds
many of tue king's servants in bed, ignorant of v. hat of the pope,
people, lias forbidden the circulation of any
had taken place.
What could be the cause of so extraordinary a printed journal without the authority of the curdin<d secretary of state
One would have thought
suppose, that confiding in the
negligence?
i], Al yo lur
'S" deprived of his own liberty, this priest
troops collected at Villejuif, and those assembled at!
wo_l '. »**« permitted its enjoyment to others
Melun, the court believed they had two or three
The peace establishment of Grent Jiritain, W.tJ
days to spare. In fact, the king went on the HHh to
he Champ -de-Mars to see his .Staff, which were to estimated at less than 20 million* nearly one hunhave gone to the camp at Villejuif! but it appears, dred millions of dollars, before the news of the reWiiat will
that on the 19th, in the night, some of the body volution in France had reached London.
the new war establishment cost ?
guards, arriving from SVfonterea.il and Melun, anThe old "legitimate king" of Sweden is enforcnounced that they had been pursued by the troops
of the emperor; and that at the same time being un- ing his claims to the throne. He says his abdication
deceived as to the dispositions of the troops at Vil- Was forced upon him. "Here is more work for ("lie
restorers."
Will the "upstart Bernadott?" be suplejuif, (who spent the night in preparing their tric.olov.red cockades,) fear took possession of the ported by the "deliverers ?"
.The
following is the Lisbon account of the forces
court, and that tiie king precipitately quitted his
that are to act against
Napoleon
apartment, leaving it in the condition in which it
Russia,
50,000 field 30,000 reserve.
then was. His servants, thinking only of their own
80.000
Prussia,
S.'.OOO
interests, and of their own safety, had npt the preSpam,
80,000
80,000
sence of mind to remove from their master's cham80,000
Portugal
80,000
ber those things that might be interesting to him.
Austria,
150,000
100,000
PARIS, March 26th.— This day, (Sunday) 26th March, H. M.the
Low Countries urtd.-r the command of the duke of
emperor, received at the palace of the Thuilteiies, all his ministers
;
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introduced into the cabinet of his majesty.
The prince arch chancellor, in the mime of the ministers, addressed H. M. thus:
Sire—The ministers of your majesty are come to tender you. their
resiv etfnl congratulations.

—

—

Wellington—-120,000 held, including Englishmen,
120,000 reserve.

560,000
490,000
At a time when all hearts desire tn manifest their great admiA French paper of March 26 s..ys The prince of
ration and joy, we have deemed it our duty to express our opinions
and sentiments in the address, 1 have the honor to offer.
without
the
for
definitive decision nf
Orange,
wailing
May your majesty he pleased to accept the homage of your the
congress of Vienna, has taken the title of kin,;
faithful servants, of those servants so cruelly tried, hut now so comof the Low Countries. We have reason to belitVc,
pletely remunerated by your presence, and by all the hopes attached
thereto. (See page 184.)
that this step has not been taken in concert w.th
the allied powers.
A great many of lite manufacturers were doing The resolution iff the consequence of the feudal
nothing ia Birmingham and the other large manufac- principles, 'tfluch they are seeking to re -establish ft

—
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are the property of certain families,
fcurope; fcbe jx*o/>/e
of a right
ined to reign everlastingly, by virtue
The absurdity of these principles
called IHvine.

been demonstrated a thousand times; and in
one argument, that
ii can only l>e supported by
foci
of force, which is the last reason of kings.
Ii is according to this principle that the greatest

max &pm&
0?O
on,

Saxony lias been delivered to Prussia, against
as wishes audits interests, ..ml that the republic of
lus been united to Piedmont, in spite of the
and magisgetic protestations of the people
1

•

On

'

ctt)

4th .March three

th

of

1..

fail-ires too!:

place In the

union, viz. a house in the skin

trade, a

and a distiller. The house of the susug.tr reiiner,
Cor near £200,000'.
gar refiner, failed
From a return to the house of commons, it apto Spain
th it the advances made
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The famous privateer Leo, of Boston, has Lceii
captured by th- British.
The brig Win. & Mary, captain Smith, belonging to
Providence, from Wilmington, beiund to Cadiz, with
a cargo of tobacco, was captured on the 1st of Fell,
off that port, by the British brig Reynard.
Captain
S.had arrived within two wiles tf Cadiz, and having
a pilot on board, was preparing to anchor his vessel,
when the Reynard, which was laying in Cadiz bar,
came out and captured the William cj Mary, and carAt the lime captain S. was
ried her into Gibraltar.
Captured, he was within the jurisdiction of Spain.

by England
pears,
It is suggested, that the Constitution frigate, wit lito
subsequent to the 1st January 1814, amounted
the Wasp, Peacock and Hornet sloops of war, and the
0L,8i)8.754.
Tom Bowling, may all have passed round
U. S.
On the receipt of the news express from France, the brig of Good
Hope, to have a finishing strobe
Cape
Ross.Mr.
that Bonaparte had landed at Frejus,
at the British E?.st India trade.
the
to
stock
out
ihild, the exchange broker, sold
The British line of battle ship Rivoli, has been
amount of £600,000. It is said that Bonaparte took
sent to Tunis to demand an explanation from thedey
hi n to Elba 400,000 gold Napoleons, as a part
for permitting American privateers to dispose of
of the preparation for his present adventure.
The Fiench fleet at Toulon consists of 35 vessels their prizes in that port. In the beginning of Fethere were said to be two or three of our
of the hue and frigates, of which 16 are known to bruary
privateers hi the Mediterranean,
be ne-.i iy ready for sea.
The congress ut Vienna. \Ve have not, from any thing Copy of a Idler from lieut. Ballard to the secretary of'
the navy, dated
we have yet seen, been able realty to determine how
Europe was carved by the great men at Vienna.
Baltimouk, May 2, 1814.
We sh dl probably receive a full account of their proSir I hare the honor to make known to you my
in France do not make arrival at this
the
late
events
if
a part of the officers ana
with
ceedings,
place
Uic to publish them; which is possible crew of the United States frigate Constitution, capthese tured in a
It would appear, however, that
enough.
prize, the Levant, in the harbor of Porto
are among the great cuttings they made-~- P<tfanrfipraya, in the island of St. Jago, by a squadron of
was virtually, and in tact, to pass under the sceptre j his Britannic majesty's ships, consisting of the LeA part of SaXony, valued at 900,000 Under,
sir George' Collier, the Newcastle, lord George
of Russia.
"
to Prussia, and the rest of it
touts, was to be given
Stewart, and the Acasta, Captairi Kerr. For
to remain a sort of a kingdom, under the son of the particulars of my recapture, I beg leave to refer you
himself had refused to sign to the enclosed extract from the
king, because the king
log book of the
the act of partition
Belgium was given to Holland, Levant.
and Tlano' er was to be extended by s-ime valuable adHaving caused the destruction of my own papers
ditions of territory. Austria was to have many son's as well as those of the officers with me, I can only
Sardinia to have Ge.no j, and some other say to you relative to the Constitution, that, after
in Italy.
small districts in addition to her old continental pos- leaving the port of Boston, she severally cruized off
sessions. The southern part of Italy does not appear the islands of Bermuda and Madeira, in the bay of
to have been definitively disposed of. Thus has from Biscay, and for some time in sight of the rock of
12 to 15 millions of people been bartered backwards Lisbon, without having met with but two of the eneand forwards just like so many droves of cattle
my's vessels, one of which was destroyed, the other
for the peace Europe ! It does not appear that this ordered in; and that, on the evening of the 20th
congress had adjourned. Bonaparte has cut out some February, the island of Madeira bearing W. S. W.
,

—

—
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new work
Sicily

for

— On

distant 70 leagues, fell in with, engaged and after a,
the first of February the British go- close action of 40 minutes captured II. B.
majesty's

it:

vernment suddenly and unexpectedly stopped its ships Cyatie, captain Gordon Falcon, and Levant,
subsidy to the Sicilian government. This subsidy hon. captain Douglass.
was upwards of £30,000 per month, and was paid
It would, sir, be deemed presumption in me to
The stop- attempt to give you particular details respecting the.
For the subsistence of the Sicilian troops.
page created great agitation in Sicily and the le- nature of this action. I shall, therefore, only regislative body was called upon to lay new taxes im- mark generally, that every officer, seamen and mamediately. But even with this subsidy, the finances rine on board did their duty. I cannot, however deof the country were always deranged, and they
ny myself the pleasure that this opportunity afford *
could not raise yearly the balance necessary.
me of noticing the brilliant management of captain
Joseph Bonaparte, generally called king, has been Charles Stewart, through whose unerring judgment
as
a
This may be con- every attempt of an ingenious enemy to gain a raklately designated only
prince.
sidered as of some importance as to the ulterior
ing position was frustrated.
views of Napoleon.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, your
The French frigate Lys has captured the vessels obedient servant,
HENKY E. BALLARD.
that brought Bonaparte from Elba to
The Cyane mounted on her main deck twenty-two
Frejus.
Paris, March 25.— His majesty yesterday review- 32 lb. carrcnades on her upper decks, ten IS lb.
ed the divisions of Lefol and
Dufeur, and the grena- carronides, two longO's, and one 12 lb. carronade on
diers and chasseurs of the old
guard. The latter a travelling carriage, with a complement of 175 men.
presented to the emperor the ancient eagres which The Levant mounted ei; ht-?en "7 lb. parrottades, with
they had preserved, and his majesty kissed them.
E>§ men on board.

—
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had 4

killed and 9

wounded.
|

Came

7

17"

Levant

9

17

iron. B.

15,

1615.

passed over or through us and fell into their town"
them passing through the houses compri
sing the residence of the governor.

^several of

W.

Chowi.vship.lt),
Secretary of the navy.

CHRONICLE.

Extract from the log book op the snip Levant.
frarbor of Port Praya, Saturday -March 11, 1815.

I)2spatches have been received from Mr. Crawford
These 24 hours commenced with moderate breezes narrating the changes in France. But it is stated they
and thick hazy weather. All hands employed in re- do not contain any thing immediately important to
on deck, and sails the United States.
fitting ship; the top-gallant yards
h. 25 m. P. M. discovered
unbent to repair. At
Ships are daily arriving from Europe Willi immensfe
three larg ships bearing SYV. by W. distant four or cargoes. It is stated tiiaififty were coming from the
ind NE. signal from Constitution to get 'port of Liverpool alone, with dry goods, hardware,
five miles
under weigh, cut and made sail on a wind on the lar crates, Sec. &c. One ship recently arrived at Boston
are afraid that our
board tack^ crossed top-gallant and main royal yards, brought 1950 packages.
and set the sails. At 1 h. the enemy evidently fall manufactures will receive a shock, but the revenue
of the United States accruing this year will amount
ing astern, and lo leeward of the Constitution, but
gaming fast on the Cyane and Levant; 1 30 the to 30 or 40 millions. There is some comfort in that.
The soldiers at Ilavanna are calling out "live the
Cyane tacked by signal from the Constitution. At 2
At 2 30 the headmost ship, constitution /" A revolution is expected in Cuba.
lost sight of the Cyane.
Chili, it seems, is completely re-revolutioned
the Xew Castle, four points on the lee bow, distant
3 miles; the Acasta 2 poiius on the lee bow, distant! that is, the royalists have totally defeated the re2 1-2 miles, and the Leander on the lee quarter 2 1-2 publicans.
The royalists of Mexico and South America have
miles distant; tacked by signal from the Constitu-i
in adopted a system of extermination, of men, women,
tion, the enemy's squadron immediately tacking
same time and children, of all places where the rebels, as they
chase. At 3 lost sight of the Constitution
made the highland to the S. E, of the harbor. At call them, are suspected to have received any aid or
3 30, finding it impossible to escape by keeping by comfort. The tales of these massacres are horrible.
have many rumors and reports shewing the
the wind, from our very great inferiority of sailing,
the Acasta having gained to windward of our wake unsettled state of Mexico, Carthagemt, &c. In the
and the other ships neared us very much, it was de- former the whigs appear to have the ascendancy in
termined to bear up for the harbor, distant four or the country parts, intercepting the convoys between
five miles on the leebow; the neutrality of which Mexico and Vera Cruz, though accompanied with
we were all under the strongest belief the enemy great bodies of tory troops. It appears probable
3
would not violate.
35, kept :-.way one that many millions of dollars have recently fallen
point, and set the staysails, when the Leander, sir into their hands.
Virginia election. The representation of the state
George Collier, opened his fire, the shot passing
over us, and falling on the neutral shore. At 3 50, of Virginia in the next congress will consist of the
the Newcastle, lord George Stewart, and Acasta, following gentlemen Philip P. Barbour, William
A. Burwell, John Clopton, William M'Coy, Thomas
captain Kerr, opened their fire upon us, cutting
away much of our rigging and upper sails, which Gholson, Peterson Goodwyn, Aylett Hawes, John 6>
circumstance gave. them the advantage of keeping Jackson, James Johnson, Hugh Nelson, Thos. Newoff and luffing too, so as to bring their broadsides to ton, James Pleasants, Wm. II. Itoane,* H. St. Geo.
bear without materially altering their position. At Tucker,* Matthew Clay,* Burwell Bassett,* BalJohn P. Hongerford,
4, anchored in four fathom water within 150 yards of lard Smith,* ( republicans J
the shore, and under a very strong battery. At 4 5, fas ?iearh/ a vo party man as a man can iveti be, J
the Acasta took a position on our quarter, distant Daniel Sheff'ey, John Randolph,* Joseph Lewis, Jas.
half a cable's length, from Which she kept up a con- Breckenridge, Magnus Tate*
('federal, or "opposistant fire from her bow guns. Finding that the ene-| tion.rj
their fire
Iiecapitulation—Jlep\ih\\c&ns, 17— federalists,- 3
my,
regardless of our situation, continued
"
Mr. HimgerfordJ 3. In the
frq">m all their ships, the officers were called together, opposition, (~connting
when it was determined that longer to receive their last congress there were 16 republicans and 7 fedefire without being able to return a single gun was ralists and opposition. Republican clear gain 2.
onlv to expose the lives of men rendered valuable federalists left out are, Messrs. Bayly and Caperton.'
to their country both by their long and faithful ser- Messrs. J. Roane, Smith, Kerr and Eppes, (rep.) of
At 4 15 the co- the last congress are not of the present the two
their recent
vices and
!
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exploits.

were hauled down, notwithstanding which the
Leander and New-Castle both passed near, wore ship
and in wearing wantonly fired their broadside into
us, the Acasta, captain Kerr, still keeping up his
fire from his bow guns until the colors were hoisted
half up and hauled down again as a signal that we
had surrendered. At 4 SO, a boat with an officer
from tlie Acasta came on board and said he was ordered to take charge of the ship in his majesty's
name. On lieut. Ballard remonstrating at their
the reply was that they
firing after he had struck,
had only obeyed the signal of their commodore. Du-

—

—

declined a poll the third was out voted by Mr.
Clay, rep.— and the latter beaten by Mr. Randolph,
opp by a majority of 62 votes.
Those marked with the asterisk were not of the
first

lors

last congress.
JVHe-Forib election,

—

In the city 9 federalists and 2
and
republicans have been elected to the assembly
as the returns now stand, both parties claim a majoThe
to fowr in the lower house.
rity of from two
senate, as usual,

|

—

is decidedly republican.
the Swedish brigCarlsham, (says a New-York
6th
paper) which arrived here on Saturday evening,
instant, from Port-au-Prince, we learn that the Prussian ship Gustaf Adolph, had arrived there with a
French ambassador, appointed by king Louis, who
had been received by the two chiefs Christophe and
Petion—that the empire of Hayti was to be an independent republic avi that Petion was. appointed

By

ring the time of our approach to the harbor, as well
as when getting under way previously from it, we
were fired upon from a battery which the prisoners
whom we had landed in the morning had taken
we understood the
possession of, and from which
alPortuguese made no exertions to dislodge them;
though very many of the shot fired by the squadron Presiden'

;

"
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my

opinion, the extra dollar charged {'or it as any
ever appeared in book form.
Q^fThe subscribers in the city will be waited upon

tiling that

ensuing week with lie supplement.
letters, &c. We announced a lone
time ago, an intent ion to oblige many of our subscribers by inserting Ctbbett's letters and remarks on
American affairs, in the Reoisteti. Sortie of the most
interesting hive been published by us, and it is ex
.p-cted that several others will be made room for as
they are received. But the current of matter that
may be expected from the new situation of the
world, absolutely forbiJs all prospect of yetting in
those on past events.
To meet, however, the wishes of such as we are
always happy to please, the editor has already put
to pres* (that it may be finished in due
time) a suppiemen t to the Qth volume. It will contain, as usual,
twelve sheets, and be printed on the same sized
type
as is commonly
appropriated to the jRegister. The
first ei.^ht or nine
sheets, it is supposed, will get in
all of Cobban's
writings that our readers would generally wish to preserve, and the rest will be made
of
lip
neglected anecdotes, incidents and things relating to the late war. (TjrThe eight or nine sheets
appropriated as above, which will cost the subscriber
75 cents, will hold about the same
quantitv of reading as an ordinary octavo volume (if from 400 to
t |ip.

t

Coiiiii.tt'

—

,

450 pages!
Not more than 1500 copies of this
supplement will
be printed. Those who desire to have
it, will forward the price of it folic dollar with their
J
subscriptions due in September
next; in the first week of
winch it is intended to be
for
ready

delivery.

(fj^The important documents
accompanying the
report of the secretary of war on the
subject of the
commenced in the present will be
completed
the next number.
have printed tllem on small
because, though cverv gentleman would wish to
have them, there are but few that will
find it necesto read the whole of
iliem at once, or imme
sary
I
would
rather
uiately.
gain the room thus acquired
oy a gratuitous supplement; but the
expence is too
great to permit it as often as the toill directs. Next
reek or the week after,
however, a third surmhn ent
:i the
present volume will be published.
militia,

We

Me

Late revolution
Without entering

in

into those

sgrace our jacobin prints,*

we

France.

warm

feelings

frankly declare that,

The

following, f„, m the Boston Daily Advertiser
mst. may shew the
lengths to which the se
aco.Jins proceed
Tiie writer is
in a passion
"The man who can read the quite
proclamation of the
.

'

;

.dli^s

S3

I'

Kit

ANNUM.

without enmity to the Bourbons, we are pleased with
the restoration of Bonaparte. First, and especially,
because his 'eat&bfutiMeiit on the throne Will do more
than any thing else I can think of, to put down the
foul doctrine as to the ."legitimacy of princes"
a doctrine the most hateful of any that has affected
the human race. Secondly, because we believe that
Prance, as a powerful nation, is necessary to preserve
a balance against the overgrown influence of Great

—

trust either his understanding, his sensibilities or his
integrity.

"We ought to thank; Almighty Cion in all our public
and private supplications, that he has been pleased
to grant to tho rulers of the allies so much wisdom,
so much firmness, coupled with so much moderation.
In the critical and unexpected situations in which
they are placed.

"We oifght also to pray to him, that he would be
pleased to prosper their counsels, and to convert the
dreadful error which they committed last
year in
permitting the great scourge of mankind to enjoy
the means »'f attempting again to disturb the
repose
of the world into a blessing,
by confirming the
legitimate authority of France and more
effectually
terminating the dreadful spirit of revolution.
"The language of the allies is dignified though,
indignant, for what can be more extraordinary than
to hear this upstart and usurper,- this wretch, red.
with the blood of so many millions of men, talking of
his rights by free election and the choice of the
people, when lie had freely and voluntarily by formal
compact ceded those rights, and agreed to abandon!
his iniquitous pretensions?"

The fellow who is the author of the above is wriIn his
ting a series of essays in the same strain.
third number he says
if
tliis
the
"Still,
were,
c*se< [*. e. if the people of
France were attached to Bonaparte'] so much the
of
stronger necessity
speedy,, universal resistanee.
If the population of France
sincerely desire the restoration of Bona/parte, it mvst be because France is

—

and security of'other nations. It
must be because sl%e prefers to suffer herself for the
wicked gratification of oppressing and

hostile to the freedom

overturning

other stales.

"There ought not then

among

to be but one .sentiment

all civilized natio?is
y

and that

isj hostility

[The declaration alluded to by tliis hugely religious British parti zan, makes it lawful to murder a'
ma i! Let him go and become, the assassin.']
And so he goes on— I wish that he and all like him!
who want us to interfere in' the quarrels of
Europe,
would carry their madness far enough to
go an.t
'ake a
in them—
also
take
wills
the:.s*
they might
part
not a few chaplains.
following paragraph

—

fool than this, has thi

"Even if this man (Bonaparte) was the favorite or.
the French people, is he, under such
circumstances,'
entitled to sway the
sceptre of Louis?"
WIfat right had Louis to the sceptre?
I tell thee,
reader, there is a rank spirit of monarhy jri the United States which we must weed out
ings that are possible to make da I
sebu ite heable.
^

"
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France'*

Another writer, a bigger
which

so. 194.
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SILKS >0. 29, SOUTH CAI.VEICI -STREET, AT

THE SUPPLEMENT TO VOL. VII has been
forwarded to all out of Baltimore who ordered it
A tew copies yet remain to be disposed of". It is
very extensive and Valuable collection of biography,
Documents, civil arid military, Speeches, Messages,
lie-ports, and Miscellaneous Articles; as well worth,

[whole
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20, 181;

"He came — he saw —he con
— by the holding out of his hands, he converts 100,000 armed men drawn out to fight him into
enthusiastic friends — he shews them the eagles, and
—
they remember the days of their glory he offers

Britain; and that, under the Bourbons, that country
would have been little better than a province of the
other. Third, on the principle, that Bonaparte will
do more for the happiness of the people of France
than could have been expected of Louis. If war follows his ascension of the throne, the fault will rest,
The
as the case may be, on those who provoke it.

their beloved general.

quereu"

them the

tri colored cockade, and the veterans with
transport search their knapsacks to bring forth the
"legitimate princes" have no right to interfere with proscribed but dear emblem of the power and rethe internal affairs of France if they do, they will nown of France! Without bustle or confusion, he
deserve the defeat and disgrace of the old coalitions; steps bloodless on the throne, and sets the business
and all the blood shed in the contest will fairly be of government in motion like a well-organized maattributed to that vile spirit of politics which con- chine receiving the impulse of its main-spring. Louis
siders the people of a country as a sort of cattle, be- had mounted it by the support of half a million of
gotten and reared for the use and benefit of a few \foreigners in arms Bonaparte ascends it with an
families. It is on those principles and others of like undrawn sword!
It would then certainly appear that in the return of
bearing and tendency, that, while we would remain
perfectly neutral (as to action) in this struggle in Kit- JWipoleon the people s<nv a restoration of their freerope, our feelings are enlisted on the side of Fhasce. dam. His presence called up the feelings of the first
In despite of all we have heard through the British revolution, and songs of liberty came again into
prints— in opposition to all the facts stated by the vogue.* The sufferings of France by his ambition or
legitimate-sovereign-folks in America and in scorn wars were forgotten in the glory of his nam?, and the
of the processions, orations, thanksgivings and other solid benefits he had conferred on the empire. Few
things done Aapoleon, "the accused," has been called families, perhaps, had not to lament some dear relato re-ascend, and has re-ascended, the throne of tive sacrificed by his mad schemes A foreign conFrance, with greater power and popularity than ever. quest but none of the great body of the pewple were
If the will of the people is to constitute the lawful- destitute of some enjoyment at home to alleviate the
ness of kings, (and; really, I slrould be glad to hear grifef it occasioned. A little while since, Fiance did
by what other right they govern) that man is the not raise grain enough for her own consumption
Only legal monarch I know of. Without the forma- she now raises at least fifteen months of nil supply
and her manufactories are equally floulity of a vote, he has been, as it were, freely elected per annum,
by the inkote population of France to the station he rishing. Where there is one pauper i:i France, there
holds. The proof of this is to be found in every are five and twenty in England for the same populaincident tiiat occured in his wonderful journey from tion. There are no mobs about the price of bread, or
Juun to 2 iuris, a distance of 600 miles. The peasan- of any thing to eat or drink there is a profusion of
try received him as a "deliverer" wherever he ap- every thing necessary in the humblest cottage. This
peared; and his appeal to the soldiers at Fontuin- immense change of the condition of the people of
late servile
b'.eau, (sec page 181) where his magnanimity and France was effected by the elevation of
co.urage met a glorious reward, is one of the sublim- peasantry into high-spirited freeholders. The extinction of the feudal titles, and the disgorgement of the
est incidents tluit the page of history records.
Ctcsar passed the Rubicon at the head of his legions, property of the church had created, probably, half a
but Bonaparte ejected the Bourbons of himself! He million of little independent/';w/w.'a's; and the man
who lately tilled the soil for an imperious and unpassed from exile to a throne without bloodshed
he put down the reigning dynasty without a solitary feeling lord, now tilled it for himself, and gathered
act even of individual violence he conquers without Into his own granary the vastly increased products
drawing the sword or firing a gun! Only think of it of his own labor. "The palaces of the nobles had disthe king of Fr mce, with 150,000 armed men near appeared, (as observed a friend of the editor, who
his person, and surrounded by hosts of individuals had travelled through France at two different »nd
immediately dependent upon his power for their (distant periods) but the wretched mud built huts of the
own prosperity, extolled for his amiable qualities peasants toere to be seen no more." The t.-xe* levied
and called "the desired," flies like a stricken deer on the people were easily paid, for they wer? equally
before the face of an unarmed man a man that the laid upon all, and did not amount to a tenth of what
vocabulary of the regions beyond the Styx could was paid by Englishmen in like circumstances. The
not furnish epithets hard enough to describe as a people were freed from the monopolies of the far"tyrant."
mers-general, who had ground down the little sub.
Let the "friends of order" who preached up re- stance that a rapacious nobility and priesthood left
hellion against the government of the 'people of the* untoucl,ed !. fbr lhe la " eri llke the former, was no
longer a grievance. Piety prevailed; as, in the estaUnited States say what they will, and jeer as
they blishment of a
perfect liberty of conscience, hypocrisy
may, there is a greatness of soul in the late proceedhad lost its use. There were no tythts— no big-belings of Aapoleon Bonaparte that many will think
must have resulted from a conciousriess of the ser- lied priests entering the farmer's field and selecting
vices he had rendered to France. He enters the coun- for the church, the tenth sheaf, or the tenth bushel
the tenth of all that the farm produced
pigs, chicktry impotent as a child— himself and all the friends
ens a " d egs *' becls ' radishes and P««ley! With the
he had with him
have

—
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been exterminated

might

in

—

I

half an hour by the peasants of a single
*
When the troops filed oil' before him on ih<j ~1-'
department,
with no other weapons than clubs or stones. All the of
March, they marched to the tune of Villous art
world seemed against him he was branded as the
Spins de V Empire. To understand what this means,
"scourge of God," without an acknowledged ally; (says the Democratic Press) we need only quote the
and had neither money to purchase nor
power to burthen of this famous song:
control the mill of the people. He
Liberie! Lilirrte
que tout nimtct te remit' Iiommage,
broadly casts himself on the bosom of France, and tenders his
Tremblsfz, Tyrans, vous nllrz j exirier vos imlaits:
person
Plptot la more que I'esctsvftRe
as a reward to his enemies; for wealth and honors
C'est la devise lies Francois."
*'-e profusely offered for his
ther
apprehension or death.
Liberty! let every mortal do homage to
He fairly puts the question to the people, "vAll you Tremble,
ye tyrants, you are going to expiate your
have Louis or myself to reign over you] n> and tiiev crimes: Rather Iodic than to be slaves is the motto
bail him as a benefactor, while the
soldiery greet of* Frenchmen.

—
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want of these had declined the ministers of Baal-+n [And, in addition to all these fearful tilings, their
<>t' men who
(in all countries Where establish- king had been imposed upon them by foreigners, and
cd religions exist and areas richly supported as they he was so silly as to acknowledge that lie owed his
are lit England and were in FranceJ had only con- throne to the intervefition of strangers,- thus debassulted the filling of their own bellies in lite sacerdo- ing his country and countrymen, as though they
Xo man was in any wise had no right or will in the matter. These things
tal offices they assumed.
molested for his religious opinions; and the road to roused every feeling of private interest and national
preferment and honor was open to every one. The glory in Fi ui'iej and the people, almost unanimouscontumely with which the merchant; the agricultu- ly, and, as it were, spontaneously, cast out the Jiourvast body

or the manufacturer had been treated under the
to the elevation
of the laboring clissses as the companions of princes;
for a just and discriminating policy had dictated to
the emperor the momentous truth that, though his
glory might be in the army, the strength of Ins empire was in the industry of his people; and he as well
cherished those who excelled in the useful arts as
those who excelled in arms. Dreadful, indeed, had
been the military exactions of JVhpolcon, and some
cases of individual violence of singular atrocity hid
marked his career; but the people otherwise, had at

rist

bon

Bourbon dynasty, had given place

From all that 1 have seen and heard there is every
reason to believe that J, was is what is called ag od

home More peace and security, and more happiness,
with a greater abundance of the good things of this
life, than any people in Europe. The midnight robberies and assassinations which especially disgraced
France and yet abound in most monarchies, through
for
tlie pressure of poverty, were no longer heard of
iionest labor was sweetened by the hope of re ward, and
men were won to industry by- patronizing its eil'orls.
After the first effervescence was over, the people

uricl

restored the

man; but

ilonaparte.

weaknesses and mental imbecile
fit him for the cloister than the
no
He,
doubt, wished his people happy;,
but his ideas of their rights and privileges were of
the "old school," and those Who chiefly had his conr
fi.lence, especially the princes of his family and they
of the ol«l nobility that surrounded his throne, b?d
all that disgusting pride and haleur, With a soveties

his bodily

much

better

throne.

reign contempt for the people) that prevailed so einibefore the first revolution. The tyranny of
Bonaparte, admitted to the extent it has been pictur-

jnently

was surrounded by rays of glory in dee is of
war or works of peace in the winning of battles

ed,

—

or digging canals, in capturing cities or encouraging
the useful arts, that greatly relieved its horrors;-

—

while, in the feudality returning with the lioirrbon.t,
France saw ten thousand tyrants
rapacious as
the one they had had, without any accompani&ihent
[to lessen the gloom of the prospect.
AllI th:i
that we know of the proceedings of Bonaparte
He h»3
since his return is great and magnanimdhs.
passed a general anuies'y for all [political] things
done since he left France he has restored freedom
to the press, which the Bourbons, copying his act
of tyranny, had fettered he has abolished the slave

m

j

|

the restoration of the lleurbor.s a prospect
f. t'.v in
of losing all these inestimable blessings the code
Aapolemi which secured them, (and which, be it remembered, the king had promised so religiously to
observe) was giving place to the old rules and regulations, that, a little while ago, rendered them
taves, in the estimation of every "free born English
Tney saw the feudal trade, which they had renewed*-he has dissolved
incm,"j as, indeed, they were.
system also "restored," and began to look for the ithe nobility and suppressed the feudal titles which
He has promised sacredly to
loss of their freeholds— of their farms, improved by they had established.
twenty years toil; and, from waste lands or unpro- respect privite property and personal liber'.; and
fitable puks converted into garden spots, by pro manifested an intention to give up those schemes ojf
Herein, in my opinion, is the key- ambition and conquest that have so long alarmed the
prietarrj labors.
stone of the late revolution; for steps appear certain- powers of Europe. If lie does these things, and I
!y to have been taking, in various ways, to reduce the lliink that he will, 'fie choice nf the people of France
freeholders of France to the state of vassalage that will be replete with happiness to themselves and to
existed before ihe deposition of Louis XVI. Be- all the civilized world; and 1 wish them sigr'af sue:
sides, they looked for a re-establishment of an eccle- cess against all their enemies, so far as they act orf
Ii the declaration said to be
siastical tyranny; a denial of the freedom
signed
of conscience, the defensive.
with a return of all the old taxes and monopolies.?
at Viemidhe true, there will be a naw conspiracy of
as
I
tlie
French
people; and,
kings against
always wish
before the ameliora- the paop c to accomplish their object, may the defeat
jT.iirly or forty years since
tion of the condition of the French people, and be- and
disgrace of princes be the result of their strugfore tile late excessive taxes and
frequent violent gles in every country. They have proclaimed J\'a~
outrages on personal liberty in England English-; poleon an outlaw, arid have sanctioned his murder-**
men were accustomed always to speak of the French one of the Bourbo'n princes (ell into his hand's and
as a nation 6t\i!aves.
We have heard nothing of was dismissed wilhc'ut being seen' bv thiiewitieror.
the kind lately! The fact is worthy of remark!
What would
A hair of hi:; head was not
tUndsr the old government most of the taxes and they have said, who so much extol that declaration,
impositions on tlie people of France were farmed out if Bonaparte had immedi a'ely ordered this J'ourhojt
That is, certain men gave to the king certain sums to be shot? He certainly has as good a right to kill
of money in lieu of the revenue he
might have de- the Bourbons as the Bourbons have to kill him.
rived from any given commodity, winch
they, the Aye, and the time may com?,' if the principles o^
farmers general, as such persons were called, levied that state
paper be persevered in, when he shall
and collected pretty much as they pleased. This have
power to put his too*, upon ihe necks of some
was a state of extortion that i'ew persons have an who authorised it,' arid to
separate their bends from
idea of.
Every article taxed was a perfect monopo- their bodies, and will refuse a retaliation th'at Sn'im«
and they were
!y
very numerous. 1 believe it ex- partial world. would say was just.
tended so far that the manufacturer of an article,
What business hrve these carvers of Ew-npe, a?sayof salt, for instanc?, was compelled to sell till he sembled at Vienna, to meddle with the internal afmade to the farmers general, and then purchase of fairs of France? Will any one of them say they have
them what he wanted for his OWii
family, they regu- a right to regulate the will of the people to imlating die price in both case*. If this is not exactly pose a ntbr upon a free, sovereign and independent
as it was, it s
and amounts to nation,' against i's wishes sriki its interests? Let those'
pretty near!
about the same thing.
.!:• ;:•
'n-ier.d's of hb^rtyj" tlio.se "deiiveiei'S
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of devils was overof detestation strong.
enough to pourtraythe enormity of Bonaparte's interference with the affairs of Spain; and the British,
r
their assistance to that kingdom, have been

The vocabulary

ty

up terms

liberty to

20, 1815.

of being governed by England, and who takes the
put up or put down the native "legitimate
princes" as she pleases. How can the disciples of
those who have done these things have the impudence to talk about the sacred rights of kings, or
Oiled the "shield of afflicted humanity," and the gabble of the independence of nations! There is
like.
Well, has not France also liberty to choose a hardihood of hypocricy in the proceeding that has
her monarch will not they who fight for this liberty no parallel. If any reigning monarch has a sacred
deserve the title of "patriots" and they \\«io support right to the throne, it is Napoleon Bonaparte be
it as
well earn the appellation of "shields of af- was first elected to it by the rotes of the people he
fi icted
humanity" as the British? Where is the dif- was rejected by foreign force, and is restored to the
ference? Joseph Bonaparte was imposed on the Spa- imperial dignity, if uot by new election, at least by
niards by r foreign force; so was Louis on the Trench. the unequivocal will of those he is to govern. I sayJoseph was driven out by^ the people he was appoint- let the people manage these affairs as they please.
ed to govern, and so was Louis. Was it not as "legi- No one has a right to meddle in them. The poputimate" for Napoleon to support Joseph on the throne lation of Trance, (we suppose it will be admitted),
of Spain, as for England to advocate the claims of is as wise and intelligent as that of Russia}. Now,
Louis to that of France? Meet the question fairly. the "magnanimous Alexander" does not appear to
V
1 will agree, and have
always contended, that he be better beloved in Russia than Bonaparte is in
whole business of monarchy is a villain}' but one
France but what an outcry we should have if all
o^
as another villain
the neighboring nations were to make a conspiracy
Villainy, of the same character
has
to
Bonaparte
eject that man from bis throne, and put up some
ny, is equally "legitimate."
been, charged with cutting and carving kingdoms as descendant of the "legitimate" claimants of it that
he pleased have not the illustrious at Vienna in like his grandmother murdered; for she may not have
manner disposed of the people of Europe? The destroyed the whole breed, though she designed it.
of I
provided alright of either so to do consisted, as the right
s:iy what an outcry would this make
and why ways, so far as
all kings consists, in the power to do it
regarded us in the United States, Amight not .Vapoleon. exercise it as well as they? Do lexander was then, and in that case, the ally of Great
not tell me of the legitimacy of the one or the illegi- Britain/ for every thing is virtuous or vicious lithe doctrine of beral or tyrannical patriotic or slavish, just exactiinussy of the other," for it is only
knaves or fools— a doctrine that the establishment of ly as it may be the interest of England to have it so
its
in the estimation of many here.
Bonaparte on the throne of Trance will shake to
A few words to those who said and did sucii
foundation; at which, indeed, I rejoice. I would
the "divine foolish
li ive no
things on the restoration of the Bourbons,
canting priests to tell me about
that weak- and we have done for the
candidly
present.
right of king/*}—] exult at every thing
ens the force of this blasphemy, which lias been tire confess thut we were not pleased with the event; for
cause of so much misery to mankind. Napoleon is our philanthropy did not extend quite so far as to
the chosen ruler of the' people of Trance— let the injure ourselves, or suffer ourselves to be injured,

rope," look lo It.
hauled to get
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We

king and kinghngs, who had such high sympathies grievously injured, that "legitimate princes" might
for Spain, take Lours to Trance— let him be con- rule. We were then at war with Great Britain, and
voyed by all the British fleet to give dignity to his could not see in any advantage she derived over her
entry—let him land at the late loyal city of Bordeaux, enemy, a benefit to the United States; nor did we
not "with 600 but 60,000 Frenchmen, and see if lie believe then that I^ouis was the "desired" of France,
call make such a journey from that place to Par.z seeing that he was imposed on the throne by the
Eet us see if by the presence of half a million of foreign soldiers. In
as Bonaparte did from Juan.
presence of his person or the influence of his army, other respects we were indifferent of the matter, and
lie can remount the throne bloodless, or mount it at even glad that, in the fall of Bonaparte, the ghost of
all.
Unless the people are for him, he has no more "French influence?' would no longer scare the little
he ought to babies and eld woman of our country. Now what
right to it than I have; and if th ;y are,
hive it. Suppose the experiment were made, fo- would these people say the priests, orators, statesif Napo- men and
reign n itiohs standing neuter? Certainly,
people, who offered thanksgivings and
made orations and speeches, processions and
leon, the tyrant, with 600 men, could conquer Trance, praise
Jmiis, the desired may do it with 60,000!
illuminations, if the other side were to do the same
But this procedure would not suit "the fiends oj for the expulsion of this family? What was right
to say what on the one side is
cf
liberty;" for they take it upon themselves
right on the other. But some
Trance has liberty those who were foremost in these nonsensical prothe liberty to be enjoyed shall be.
to have Lotus— but not Napoleon: Spain has HI
ceedings, now recommend to us T fashing ton's advice
to hive Ferdinand and the inquisition, but not Charles as to foreign nations
that is, to keep ourselves out
Swe- of the passions, feelings and contests which may
mi"
Joseph or the free government of the cqrtes:
d;ii has liberty to he governed by the "Trench ser- agitate them.
This is perfectly correct, and so we
the "legiti- ought but how
g-.\iiv' Bernadotte, to the exclusion of
happens it that they did not think
Poland has liberty of that recommendation before? These men have a
mite" Gnsiavus [seep.igelSr]
to
her
to be ruled by Ihmia, instead of according
strange faculty to forget what dees not suit their
ancient consUtU-iuti: Saxony has liberty to come un- purposes. At tire meeting of their clubs called after
ite
tl»2 dominion of. Prussia, but not to have her his name, (and which, to the eastward, have been
own kmtf: Huples, it seems, has liberty to be ruled the sinks of treason and disaffection to the law) they
Frenchman Joachim, but not lo return to her pretend to read bis inestimable valedictory address
l>y the
old monarch Ferdinand: Norway has liberty to be as the rule and guide of their conduct, and forget
such
governed by Sweden, instead of Denmark, to which that part wherein he so pointedly reprehends
But what is
lie people "were so bog attached: a large part of institutions and associations as theirs.
the north of Italy has liberty to have the emperor to be done? are all these tilings— 'prayers, speeches
of Austria for its sovereign: Genoa has the liberty and processions, to go for nothing? Suppose they
to be ruled by the king of /Sardinia, and so we might wcie to advise Bonaparte "to resign," because
not forgetting Great Britain "cannot safely make a peace with
go on fcJsptf'Jgh the chapter of nations,
India who- have, liber. him," ks thevsaid cf' Mr Madism t in the hey-day
sevt#ty nnllhns of souhs in

—

—

—

—

:

i

|
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—
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of their blood for the fall of her great enemy. Suppose they were to threaten him with a "northern confederacy," and get up a new "convention;" who
knows but that it might frighten him from his
course? Let them (oast him back again to Elba! 1
have heard of a person who fills a high olfice in a
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by deatli near Baltimore, boasted of capturing some
hundred pieces at that city, which probably yet lay
as quietly, and in as good order, as before our shore
was polluted by the "buoty and beauty" mvincibles.
Vjsitous Many British officers of distinction
have visited New York, Philadelphia, &c. since the

—

neighboring state, that toasted Mr. Madison there, peace.
who, I believe, I could prove, hud put his hand to a
50 fully convinced were the people of England that
subscription p.;per for George Washington, "dead or New-Orleans was in
possession of the British troops,
If Mr. Moms w.is to pro- that a number of
alive," in the revolution.
letters were written to the officers
nounce his famous oration backwards, lita a Hebrew and others attached to the
army, and directed to them
book, making the beginning at the end, possibly it at
New-Orleans, and received at the post-office in
might make diversion of the "legitimates." 1 should, this city, by the British packet arrived at this
port
however, like best of all that the priests, the Pa- on
Thursday!
[New-York Advocate.
rishes, the Osgoods, &c. should attempt the converThe late waii is acknowledged by every one to
sion of Napoleon to the doctrine of the "divine rig/it have
ended honorably to the United State", except
of Icings," and to shew the "religion and magnaniby the nasty creatures that would "foul their own
his
of
France
mity"
opponents.
presents a glori- nest." It is so especially on all the continent of Euous field for their loyalty, and they can do no good
rope, and is admitted even by the most furious of
here; possibly, they might become martyrs in the those who were
our enemies. The following
cause of monarchy, and with a glorious death seal is from a West lately
India lioi/al gazette, of April 12:
their faith in the religion and love of liberty ofprin"The arrivals since our last, have brought no parC3S
ticular news.
We have received a file of New-York
papers, by which we observe, that a general satisfaction pervades the people of the United States in consequence of peace arising from a proud assumption
of its being an honorable issue to their exertions,
i
as from the enlivening
prospects of the full enjoyment of its benefits."
MISCELLANEOUS.
!

ffiax

—

Mpmt$t

The Independence. — A

late Barbadoes paper says
no hesitation in asserting, that the Nelson, the largest line of battle ship ever built in England, is not an equal match for the Independence,
lately launched in America."
[What!— is "the contemptible republic of America"
to have a ship superior to
any of the "mistress of
the seas?" The Independence, we expect, will
prove
a saucy vessel, and may,
possibly, be a "match" even
for the Nelson, on account of the crew she will
carry,
hut certainly not in size or weight of metal. Does
the Barbadoes editor apprehend that the hero of
England may pay respect to the Independence of the
United States?

—"We have

Biutish oiruDiiNCE. The American vessels in the
harbor of Canton were not only
rigidly blockaded
by the British, but every night they stationed armed boats round them to prevent their escape. Notwithstanding, four of them got clear— three of them
with great cargoes have arrived at Boston, and the
fourth at Baltimore

is

momentarily expected.

—

Jipril 18.
Yesterday
Carroll arrived in Nashville.
was

JYashville,

major-general

He
met a few miles
from the town by the citizens of the town and escorted in a public dinner will be given him and

—

gene-

ral Coffee in a short time.

From

the departure of the Tennessee militia from
this state to their return, we understand
nearly 50U
have been lost, principally by the unwholesomeness
fiioji the LONDON gazette.—
Saturday, March IS.
of the lower country. This estimate includes the
his royal highness the
prince of Wales, regent
of the united kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, commands of generals Carroll and Coffee.
in the name and on the behalf of his
majesty.— Extract of a letter from col. William M'Ree to
A PROCLAMATION.
major general Winfeld Scott, dated New-York, 9th
P.
It.—
Whereas a treaty of peace and
GEORGE,
April, 1815.
between
his
friendship
If an apology could be
51 It
majesty and the United Stales
thought necessary
of America hath been concluded at Ghent, on the for this
letter, you, I have no doubt, will find one
24th day of December last, and the ratifications in the
subject of it.
thereof have been duly
I am anxious to interest
exchanged) in conformity
you in behalf of brevet
thereunto, we have thought fit, in the name and on lieutenant
O'Fling, of the 11th infantry, who wishes
the behalf of his
we
do to procure a cadet's warrant for his brother Edmund
majesty's dominions, and
declare to all his majesty's
loving subjects, our will O'Eling, a lad fourteen years old, and now a private
and pleasure, that the said treaty of peace and friend- of the 23d
regiment.
ship be observed inviolably, as well by sea as land,
Lieutenant O'Fling was wounded by a cannon ball
and in all places whatever;
and
in the battle of the Falls of
strictly charging
Niagara, and joined the
commanding all his majesty's loving subjects to army during the siege of Fort Erie,
immediately on
take notice thereof, and to conform themselves therehis recovery.
unto accordingly.
In the sortie on the 17lh of
September, he soliGiven at the court at Carlton
house, the 17th day cited and obtained the command of the forlorn of the
of March, 1815, in the 55th
of
his
first
under
year
majesty's
*
J
brigade
general Miller; of. twenty-four
reign.
men, of which it consisted, twenty were killed and
New-Oiileans— General Lambert's account of the wounded. After
receiving the enemy's fire and
failure of the
expedition against New-Orleans is a passing the centre of their entrenchments, he addeal
more candid than the British officials we vanced with his little
great
party against a block-house
have been accustomed to see still
there is a good containing thirty-six men of de Watterviile's
regideal ot English in it. He
mentions the capture of ment, and captured it. Nearly at the same time, his
certain cannon,
though in a few hours those pieces brother, ensign T. E. O'Fling, of the 23d infantry,
were re-possessed
by us, and ready to play upon with ensign Branch of the same regiment, stormed
inm
So the Goth who
destroyed the capitol at and carried a large block-house on the right of the

—By

—

:

Washington, and wgloriouslv expiated his barbarism trenches, defended
by sixty men.

Ensign O'Fling

NILES'
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received a wound while standing on the top of the their wounds. The enemv's vessels had 35 killed
and 42 wounded.
building, of which he died the next day.
P. S.(£j-\Ve have received the
That these block-houses were taken at the sortie,
particulars of her
of
lias been publicly made known— but the manner
cruise, which shall appear in our nestthe achievment and by whom does not appear. The
Thus has our CONSTITUTION, political and nathe appointment
val, proudly carried us through the war
youth, Edmund O'Fling, for'whom
though
of cadet is requested, has already proved that he assailed by many conventions of men and ships, reshares with his brothers that gallantness of spirit pelling alike the thunder of British cannon and the
which seems :i family inheritance. On the night ot corruption of British gold. Long Ui& the Constituthe 25th of July he was so fortunate as to rescue,! tion !
without assistance, lieutenant Tappan of the 23d
Puize sales, on board his Britannic majesty's ship
regiment from the hands of a British officer.
Sceptre, as advertised in the Alexandria Gazette,
A plain recital of such conduct conveys the best September 29, 1814.
\_Tiemo. Press.
eulogium (within my- knowledge) of thos^ who perKnives, forks and spoons cows, calves and cats;

—

;

form

Beds, chairs and stools

it.

Extract if a

letter from

to the see'retury

major-general

Win field

Scott,

of war, dated Washington, April

16/ h, 1815.

—

wigs and hats;
Glasses, pitchers, piggins, tongs, tubs and trays ;
Potatoes, turnips, wheat, flour, rye and maize.
Bottles, full and empty, ducks, fowls and dogs
Turkies, geese and pigs negroes, hoes and hogs.
Saddles, bridles, mares, horses, mules and asses;
Sophas, coaches, combs, tables, looking-glasses.
Shifts, shirts and bibs ; clouts, towels, cradles ;
coats,

;

;

have the honor to enclose a letter from colonel M'Ree, of the engineers, on a subject as highly
interesting as any that occured during the late war.
Let we request that you will oblige me by looking
over it at a moment of leisure. Most of the facts nar- Pans, dishes, plates, spits, pots and ladles.
rated by the colonel are known to me personally, and With various such-like things; we've a list complete
If you wish to buy, come on board the fleet.
I could add many others of the same character.
Lieutenant Patrick O'Fling, his three brothers and Sale begins at ten bring cash you need'nt fear ;
I'm chief auctioneer.
father, entered the army on the same day, in 1812, I'll protect you all
COCKBURN.
In 1813, m.ijorgeneral Dearborn
all for five years.
Hiram Tiiateii. This long suffering impressed
recognized in the father (a sentinel before his door)
a soldier who had served under him with credit dur- American seaman, attached at one time to the
where
ing the revolutionary war. About the same time blockading squadron off New-London,
Mrs. O'Fling, a most respectable matron, came to he was recognized by his own father, and for whose
Fort George on a visit to her husband and four sons. release commodore Decatur interested himself^ arPatrick, the son, then about eighteen, was sick in rived at Baltimore a few days ago, in the schooner
the hospital. I prevailed on general Dearborn to Chippewa from Jamaica, after being detained to fight
discharge him from the service, that he might re- the British battles of religion and liberty foikteenturn with his mother. In April, 1814, Patrick, (now years Who shall say that this man has not suffered

Sir

1

;

—

—
—

;

!

O'Fling) raised a company of volunteers, at some "essential injury?"
See Weekly Registeh, Yol. VI. page 67, for the
Buffalo, and requested to be attached to my brigade.
The handsome deportment of the young captain and particulars of Thayer's case.
and soon af- The
his little band, induced me to consent
following is an official document laid before the
ter, I procured him a commission in the 9th regiment
British parliament, shewing the ships which were
belonging to my brigade.
fitted out by the admiralty, for the purpose of
Col. M'Ree has already narrated some of the enmeeting our frigates.
terprizes in which this young hero was engaged— a
Admiralty 0.ff!rc. )tt Teh. 1815.
An
account of any frigates of a large class, or any ships of a class
be
filled with his deeds of chilittle volume might
than frigates, and less tlian line of battle ships, built or fitted
larger
valry, for such they appeared to the whole army, who
out since the i^'th June, >>ii2,(as far as can be produced without
took an active interest in his career.
detriment to the public service) stating the periods at which suck
vessels
were respectively fitted out.
I beg leave to make several little
requests in behalf
When ordered.
j>s Names.
of the survivors of
lieut.

;

this family.
cadet's warrant for Edward O'Fling, mentioned
by colonel M'Ree an honorable discharge for Patrick O'Fling, the father, and a like
for

A

Charles

December, 1812
ditto

—

W.

January, IB 13
ditto
ditto

discharge
House, the half brother, both of the 23d

regiment.
[The C'Flings are from Batavia, N. Y. It is un
necessary to add, that every thing which has been
asked for this family, that has deserved so well of
its country, was promptly
granted by the acting secretary of war.]

July, 1812

January, 1133
February, 1813

March, 1S13
ditto

May, 1313
ditto

in
following extracts of letters have appeared
the Baltimore Federal Gazette, said to be, as is
"live the constitution !"
first resusually stated, "from a gentleman of the
Our glorious ship, the Const itution, has arrived at
we are
pectability"— if the facts given be true,
have ret but ihw particuNew-York, all well,
glad of the first and indifferent as to the other:—
lars of her cruize, but it does not appear she did the
care just as much for the love or hate of NaBritish any damage since her capture of the Cvane
of George
poleon Bonaparte as we do for that
nnd Levant. She landed her prisoners atMaranham
Guelph.
(Brazil) on the 19th of April. On ifie 26th, fell in Extract of a letter dated London, Wth March, to a
With a 74 gun ship, and captain Stewart concluded
friend in this country.
from her manoeuvres that there was peace and off
"The English are inexpressibly mortified at the
Porto Rico lie sent his boat on shore and, first learn- news from
New-Orleans, and the American characed that the treaty had been ratified.
ih tne
ter, I am happy to say, is exalted very much
Constitution
had
The
only three men killed in her eyes of Europe, by the bravery and humanity with
the
frigate Cyane and Levant sloop, and which the navy and army have conducted themfight witli
thirteen wounded— two of the latter since dead of selves
the whole of the war~-Eudeed the niujie

The

We

We

—

duipg
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of an American is highly considered, and all now
agree tint it lias been much undervalued. 1 heard
general liiall say, they were as line a population as
any in the world, and would do more in a lew hours
to strengthen a position than any other set of troops.
Extract from another letter of the same person, of

would not be attended with successBut, (hiding the army ready to Le led on upon the
enterprise, and the almost universal opinion against
his own, he was induced to try the fortune of the
tht expedition

—

event.
carried

March.
two English officers, who
accompanied and lived with Napoleon at Elba, that
lie spoke in the most
disgusting manner of the American president and nation."
Ma^omi' ukktevolknck. The Grand Lodge of Mas"I have been

21 ft
told by

sachusetts, with characteristic benevolence, appropriated 500 dollars to the relief of Masonic brethren, Hritish prisoners of war when at Salem. They
acknowledge reciprocal favors to our brethren among
the enemy, hope for the return of peace, and declare on the true principles of masonry, their support of the constituted authorities of the country,
in all me isures, of peace or war, which they may
direct. With respect to captive brothers among us,
their semiment is: The moment the sword of the
warrior is sheathed, the feelings of the Mason re-
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(J ibis
being wounded, and
he took the command of tho
advance, and soon afterwards was wounded in both
his knees. This unfortunate event, however, did not
induce him to desist from leading on the troops
but
almost immediately afterwards- a bill entered bis
j
he uttered Hk words "Tell general" when
groin
life departed: he fell from his house into the arms
of major Macdougall, and expired. Thus fell, in the
38th year of his age, one of the most experienced,
spirited, and accomplished soldiers in the British
army. His services, as quartet -master general to die

Upon general

oil*

the

field,

;

]

I

—

—

:

army under til' duke of Wellington (his brother-inlaw) were highly appreciated. Saturday afternoon
'his body was brought on shore at Portsmouth from
the Plantagenet (being preserved in rum) and depo1

!

I

I

sited in a leaden coffin and shell, for conveyance to

in a hearse and four.
The body of general
Gibbs has also been sent home. This highly es'.eemturn with redoubled force; and charity, displaying ed officer is likewise a public loss. There came pasher banner of love, conducts the captive Brother. sengers in the Plant..ge:iet, colonel llroke, c/lonel
A London paper of March 27, says that the Endy- Thornton, m..jor and captain Wyvill, and captains
myon frigate and HER prize, the President, arrived Percy, Sullivan and Money, U. N.
at Portsmouth the day before.
March 13. The duke of Montrose spoke, on the
On a motion in parliament to take up the treaty bu- 27th Feb. in lat. 37, 46, long. 9, 33, the Voluntaire
siness with America, it was set aside to make room frigate 38 guns, the commander of which informed.
for another motion, ordering an enquiry into the
the American frigate Constitution had been
[that
losses sustained before Xew Orleans.
cruising off' Lisbon, and had captured a ship and a
London, Feb. 28. On Friday last, about 2 o'clock, brig in consequence of which admiral Fleming h: d
the prince regent held his court at Carlton House.
shifted his flag from the Elizabeth 74, at Lisbon, and
The lord mayor of London, accompanied by the sent her with two frigates in pursuit of the enemy.
A letter from Cuxhaven, received on Saturday,
Sheriffs and other officers of the city, were introduced
into the council chamber, and presented to his royal mentions, that on the 23d ult. an American
brig,
highness the respectful address of the common coun- with a cargo valued at =£30,000, succeeded in ge ting
cil on the subject of the conclusion of peace with up the Elbe, having unfortunately eluded his
majesAmerica. The prince regent received it in the most ty's sloop of war Snap, which was lying off Heligoland.
gracious manner, and made the following reply
[ Do the blockades continue ?~\
" I have much satisfaction in
having brought the Remarks on the British account of the capture yf thd
President frigate, from the Norfolk Ledger.
negotiations with America to a result which offers
the perspective of the prompt restoration of peace
The British official account of the capture of t!i
with that country.
President frigate, is given [m page 174,] which
" Whatever
might have been the calamities oc- we consider as more than uncindid; for if commocasioned by the extensive wars in which we have dore Decatur's account be questioned on the score of
been so long engaged, they can in no wise be imput- partiality, certainly that of the officers of the Poed to Great Britain. It is the conviction that our mone cannot be called in question on lUs same score;
cause was jusf, and that we were compelled to main- those officers, much to their honor, have
given a
tain a contest for every thing that was dear to us as candid statement of the affair, varying in no maa nation, which has produced these extraordinary ef terial circumstance from that of the
gallant Ameriforts, which by the grace of Uivine Providence, have can commodore.
disconcerted
the
the
of
our
was
entirely
enemies,
Captain Hayes, (who by
way
designs
only a specand will be contemplated with admiration and gra- tator of the battle) says "when the effect produced
"
titude by our most remote
fire
well
directed
the
her
President is
upon
by
posterity.
"I shall spare no efforts to cement tho relations of " witnessed, it cannot be doubted, but that
captain
"
between
this
have
in
would
succeeded
and
the
countries
friendship
Hope
kingdom
capturing or des-*
"
with which we have been
of
the
none
been
in
in
and
to
insquadron
war,
troying her.had
engaged
sight."
sure and improve all the
A little before, captain Hayes says, that a close
advantages of the peace/'
March 13. The Plantagenet of 74 guns, captain action commenced at half past 5, and continued for
JL Lloyd, which
brought the dismal news of the two hours, when the Endymion's sails were cut from
disasters of New Orleans to Portsmouth last week. the
at half
yards, and the President got ahead
Left the fleet under sir A.
Cochrane, lying off the p^t 11, (that is, four hours after the battle had
Islands, on the 18th, and the Havanna on ceased) the Pomone, a fresh ship, in no manner infjhandleur
he 28th January, the
troops were all on board the jured, was able to pet up with the President; the
ships of war. It was understood that sir Alexander Endymion was then five miles astern now we should
would leave the Gulph of Mexico in a few
the Endymion, if alone, would
days, to b* glad to know how
Carry into effect the other parts of his instructions liave captured or sunk the President, when the forrelative to the expedition.
It is with much satisfac- mer was so disabled as not to prevent the latter from
tion we hear that our soldiers are
recovering very getting away ? We ask this question merely for the
fast from their buck-shot wounds.
The lamented sake of argument; for if only the two ships had been
Sir Edward
Pakenham, it is stated, immediately af- engaged, the Endymion would never have seen the
ter he took the
command, and had reconnoitered the President's stern, unless it bad been when she was
jnemy's position, expressed a decided opinion, that taken in tow.
*$

London

j

—

I
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comparative loss of parte was approaching — was
Hayes speaks of
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NILEJ5'

llie
Captain
ihe two vessels, as an evidence of tlie superior fire
pf the Eudyinion as an officer, captain Hayes must
surely know, that the loss on the part of the Ame
rican frigate, from the circumstances of the pase,
jnust have been far greater, without ascribing it to
the superior fire of the British frigate. The whole
squadron w is in pursuit pf the President; the Endymion being the fastest sailer, was enabled to take
a position whereby she kept up for a considerable
time, a destructive fire, while the President could
jiot return a gun, and which circumstance obliged

duke of

jleri.

U consisted

commanded by

of two camps

the

— one under

general It ipp, the other under count Mai son. Count
Uelliard was placed at the head of the general (Staff;
count Kutte, of the artillery and general Hoxo of

;

;

jthe engineers.

It

is

known

that the soldiers oi this

turned to Napoleon,
army
French Chamber of I)eputies, March 1G.
This sitting, which will forever leaye an irremova.
ible recollection in the hearts of those who had the
happiness to witness it, attracted a prodigious concourse.
Such persons as were unable to obtain
commodore Decatur to get into cje.se action, by admission, consoled themselves with the anticipation
which means he might have the chance of retaliating of seeing their king, and of cheering him upon his
for the loss he was every moment experiencing, and passage with the warmest devotion.
Above the
possibly of escaping, by putting the Endymion "/Ws-tribunes were the most brilliant assemblages, and
du combat" before her friends'could get up to her [the right and the left of the hall was filled by ladies
of the first distinction.
sssistance.
[and gentlemen
His majesty then spoke as follow
With respect to "six feet water in the hold of the
all

I

j

,

|

President;" it is news, for which
captain Hayes.*

w«

are indebted to

" Gentlemen

the public

— In

;

this

momentuous

enemy has penetrated

crisis,

when

into a part of the

kingdom, and threaten; the liberty of the remainder,
I come in the midst of
you to draw closer those ties
which unite us together, and which constitute the
Extract jrom a declaration made before the Marshal
strength of the state I come, in addressing myself
Prince of Esling, by a person -who followed Bona- to
you, to declare to all France my sentiments and
the
Isle
Elba
as fur as Digiie.
parte from
of
my wishes. I have revisited my country, and recon" The
27th of February Napoleon ordered prepara ciled her to all foreign nations, who will, without
lions for his departure
every body believed that he doubt, maintain, \x\\h the utmost fidelity those
meant to go to Naples.
treaties which have restored to us peace.
I have
" At four o'clock in
the afternoon I received or- labored for the benefit of my people. I have receivders to embark I came off without seeing my fa- ed, and still continue
daily to receive the most
mily. Some days before 1 had told Napoleon that 1 striking proofs cf their love. Can I, then, at 60
never would bear arms against my country.
of
years
age, better terminate my career than by
" The
departure was thus precipitated in conse- dying in their defence; therefore, I fear nothing for
quence of intelligence brought by a colonel, who myself, but I fear for France; he who comes to light
came from the continent I did not see this officer. again
amongst us the torch of civil war, brings with
" On the
27th we saw several ships of war, but him also the scourge of foreign war; he comes to
po one said any tiling to us we went under a press reduce our country under his iron yoke; he comes,
of sail. During the passage Napoleon told me that in short, to
destroy that constitutional charter which
several members of the senate and other
great per- I have given you that charter my brightest title
sonages had excited an insurrection, and formed a in the estimation of posterity that charter which
provisional government, which recalled him to the all Frenchmen cherish, and which I here swear to
throne.
Let it
Let us rally therefore around it
maintain.
" We
landed in the bay of Juan on the 1st of he oiir sacred standard. The descendants of Henn
March, at two in the afternoon. We encamped the fourth will be the first to range themselves under
close to the beach. We marched oft" the
following it they will be followed by all good Frenchmen. In
The preparations made, the measures taken short, gentlemen, let the concurrence of the twe
night.
inspired me with fears, which 1 mentioned to Napo- chambers give to authority all the force that is neleon he assured me there would be no
I cessary, and this war, truly national, will prove byfighting.
again repeated, that I never would fight against my its happy termination, what a great nation, united
country. During those few days, and contrary to, in love to its king and to its laws, can effect."
his usual custqm, Napoleon said to me a number of When the
king ceased to speak, the whole assembly
The noble simplicity
flattering thing* he was to make me intendar.t swore to die for his majesty.
of the king's discourse had penetrated every bosom
general of his army, after it had been organized.
" We
marched rapidly— all the carriages to be with the sincercs.t attachment.
found were hired many precautions' were taken
The Prefect of the Upper Alps has published the
in order to get forward.
A.t last I
began to think following proclamation
" Good inhabitants
we were marching against an enemy, and not
of the Alps.
into)
" From accounts which have reached
the heart of France. That moment
me, Bonamy resolution
was taken. At Digne 1 left Napoleon
a
of soldiers attached
advancing, parte, at the head of handful
and resolved to repair to your
to his fate, landed near Frejus on the 1st inst.
excellency."
Bow ban Parisian army. The army organized for! ,[ Thus, an enemy to your repose, that man who
the defence of Paris, by the Bourbons, when Bona- has cost France, and Europe, so much blood and
tears, after having on his abdication experienced a
."
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that those British officials, like nine false
generosity, comes to try to replace us linderj
out of ten that we have seen since the war,
are.in the the yoke of iron, and to restore to us the bitter,
plain and honest language of truth, a tissue of lies. fruits of his government the conscription and
perj
It is not worth while to
say more about it ;han to re- petual war. When the destinies of Europe are happil
fer our readers to the American and British state
under
to
when
our
taste,
fixed,
country begins
111)
ments of the affair already inserted. If the
of whic
things best of kings, the repose and the happiness
here said were true, what rogues the British
to
wht
an
it was so
adventurer,
judges
long deprived,
at Bermuda must have been to
give to the crew of France has too long sacrificed her generations ui
the Pomone the same share of prize
the
as
that
her
treasures, would, by
frightful calculatic
money
allowed to the crew of the Endymion
are in- of ambition and personaHnterest, try to arm us ag
cUgnant at such degsnferacy and baseness
in his own quarrel.
fact

is,

—

1

!

We

j
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the will of the emperor, that the pas! conToo
it. He knows not by how
many duct of a few individuals at the time the British
perhaps with dividing
to the lawful entered Bordeaux, shall not be brought into
t ies of love and gratitude we are bound
quesso many evils. tion, as hi majesty wishes to bury such acts in persovereign, who lias already repaired
all
what
fect
not
France
with
oblivion.
knows
He
good principles
The regular military force shall arrest any person
is animated, and that the country contains none
who may be found bearing despatches either to or
fin t faithful subjects devoted to Louis h Desire.
" It is to
you, good people of the A Ips, to disabuse from agents who may have been members of the late
him if he be rash enough to appear on your territory. government."
The prelect of Gironde, the baron of the empire
your strong places armed and defended by two brave
the ene- Faurhct, in an address to the inhabitants of Borregiments, would be the rock upon which
mies of your happiness would be wrecked resist deaux, says
"As a minister of peace and reconciliation I was
then with contempt every insidious suggestion
point out to the authorities the men, who, by their arriving in the midst of you with happy tidings,
speeches, would attempt to shake your fidelity; Watch to announce to you that whatever bad passed is forwith care foreigners and dangerous persons; take go* ten: to assure you of individual liberty, and the
up and carry before the magistrates those who would irrevocable maintenance of its rights; to afford you
spread writings and proclamations against the au- the means of emitting your thoughts; and to shield
you from all kinds of intolerance.
thority of the Bourbons.
" Show
I came too on this noble mission, to declare to
yourselves, as you have always been, wise
you
and faithful; justify the honorable reputation you in the name of the emperor, that it is his intention
was
of
the
that
which
have gained for the department
peace
Upper Alp.?. to preserve
shamefully dictaLet us arm to assist (if necessary) with our brave ted to U6, but by ennobling it at the same time, by
the
National
of
the
fortresses
his
moderation
as
as
defence
well
by
imposing attitude
regiments in the
guards and simple citizens, Jet us be rivals in zeal of an army which still retains all its glory and all
and devotedness: 1st the enemy of France find in its strength; in line, not to crossjthe limits of the
us the advanced guards of the monarchy, and the empire except in case of unjust aggression.
Such were the words of peace which 1 was bringfaithful servants of Louis XVIII.
Vive le Itoi Vive les Bourbons
ing to you in exchange for your submission to your
legitimate sovereign, when the repeated shouts of,"
i:
vive r empereur' apprised me that by the example
"Given at Gap, in the hotel of the Prefecture,
set by this great and interesting city, the will of the
March 4, IS 15."
whole department was in unison with that of the
The schooner Manlius arrived at Baltimore on majority of the French."
lie then commends their patriotism, and urges
Saturday last, from Bordeaux, bringing newspapers
of that city to the 6th of April, which declared for them to remain calm, and congratulates them upon
the emperor on the 1st of that month, all the Eng- an end to the "incalculable evils from which the emlish, with the late mayor, Mr. Lynch, making their pire" had been threatened, by the courage of Naescape in all possible haste. On the other side of poleon, and the devotedness of bis troops and people.
The minister of war, Clark, duke of Feltre, made
France, and in sight of Wellington's army, Lille had
done the same; as also appears to have been the case a report to the king, March 13, in which he stated
in every part of the country. It was not yet known that "a conspiracy long plotted, and of which the
that Russia or Prussia were advancing any troops to nest was in the north, preceded the appearance of
\\\e frontiers of France, and was reported that Aus- the enemy of regular government in the French territria would either join Bonaparte or remain neuter. tory.
The traitor Desnouettes, alone, or nearly so,
These papers do not contain any thing important ex- meditated this base revolt, which he wished to rencept to shew the great tranquility of France on the der general in the garrisons of Picardy and Fennew revolution. An embargo was probably liid at ders, but chance, or rather the hand of God, plaBordeaux on the 8th April a vessel under the Bour- ced at L'lle marshal Mortier (duke of Treviso) to
bon colors had been captured off the mouth of the defeat these plots. So in the last moment the garThe rison of Camhray was ignorant of the end to which
river by the British, and the people landed.
schooner Decatur also arrived on Sunday last from Desnouettes \yas conducting them. Till the events
of Fere they suspected no treason. In general the
Nantz left there March 30, and brings no news.
The Moniteur, after recapitulating the different troops of the north have shown a good spirit. In
events which had lately taken place in Franqp, con- general, I say, for it is too much to speak with cercludes thus: Twenty-five days after his landing in tainty of every individual; but, 1 repeat it, -we are
the southern extremity of Fiance, the chief of this sure of the mass. In the south, there was treason at
In
fair empire (and what chief was ever more legiti- Grenoble; impotence of, resistance elsewhere.
mate) recalled, seconded by the wishes, by the con- Lyons want of troops, but not of courage. The
duct of all the citizens, of all the soldiers, perceives princes showed energy. The duke then paid a trinot any trace of opposition throughout the whole bute to marshal M'Donald, and stated that the imextent of the French territory.
unanimous devo- possibility of defending the bridge at Lyons arose
tion, a profound and matured assent manifesting from the want of guns, &.c.
itself in e>ery part.
The celebrated Chaptal is appointed director of
Thus is consummated, with all the rapidity of commerce and manufactures, by Napoleon.
pnthusiasm and all the calm of wisdom, without the
The king of Saxony being un "restored" by the
effusion of a single drop of French blood, without "legitimate princes" at Vienna, waits the consethe least excess or the least disorder, this revolu- quences of the restoration of Bonaparte, before he
is said that
tion, destined to cause the astonishment of Europe, admits the partition of his country.
the admiration of posterity, the happiness of the rather than sign the deed of infamy he will wholl}
present generation, and the peace of France, which abdicate the throne.
&t last reposes itself in its own
It is said that when the emperor landed in France
glory and dignity."
In an "order of the
day," published at Bordeaux, he declared that the congress [at Vienna] was cUsApril 3, by Chausel, commander of the 11th military solved. Meaning no doubt that the measures the\
'*
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would divert them from the idea of parcelling
out the property of others.
The Pays de Vaud and other parts of Switzerland,
favor of Bonaparte. The
appear to have declared in
London editor.-- think this is very strange.
The account of a revolution in Spain is not con-

he will resign and

firmed.

hesitating Cast/ereagh.

It is

selves,

A

18io

understood that the earl of Liverpool, pre-

mier, has voted

in the British
ing on a new war with France,
resources of the country were
tlict ; but it
appears he stood

his place

cabinet against enteron the ground that the
inadequa te to the con-

It is expected
alone.
be supplied by the un-

of the line

Accounts from Vienna say that the mother and
sister of the
have been ordered to the Mediterranean.
emperor of Fiance, have been gallantly
The islands of St. Croix and St. Thomas have been taken prisoners
the Danes.
British fitnds March 29.
Consols were further
given up to
The London papers to shew the high civilisation depressed yesterday 3 per cents which opened at
of their readers, give at full length an account of 58 for the account, left oft' at 56 3 8 12.
The price of the British stocks is a good thera battle between a negro and a white man, telling
who were their "seconds, bottleholders," Sec. and how mometer of the public feeling— the mercury of
which
has not been so low for a
one of them was terribly mauled, being knocked
great while as at
present, though the vahie of money is so greatly lesdown no less than ten times, !kc.
the
took
British
the
sened by
rise in value of needful commodities.
In a discussion which
place in
Tlie corn laiu.
Sir Francis Burden presented a
parliament, March 2, on the state of the bank of
of
the
the
chancellor
exto
petition
parliament against ihe passage of the
England, it was stated by
the
of
corn
bill, signed by 40,373 persons of the city of
gochequer, that the foreign expenditure
vernment, which had occasioned the principal drain Westminster
A
bill
the
has passed the British Parliament for
from
of specie
countrv, was,
,£15,132 000 abolishing the charter of the famous South Sea
Inlhevear 1811,
16,537,000 Company, instituted in tiie reign of Queen Ann. The
1812,
28,938 000 government has purchased its stock, and the nation
1813,
38,284 000 with be allowed a free trade to the countries, the
1814,
The foreign expenditure being greatly diminish- commerce with which has been exclusively enjoyed
ed, he thought that the Bank restrictions might be by the cor.iji tny.
The British lords of the admiralty have published
removed, and the bank obliged to pay in specie, and
on address to the fleet, in which they say, that
redeem the tokens by the 5th of July, 1816.
In the course of the same debate it was stated they intended on the conclusion of peace with Amethat in the year 1811 the bank issues were 24 mil- rica, to have discharged the seamen, and manned
have risen to about 30 the vessels for the peace establishment with volunlions, and the present year
millions. The capital of the bank is 11,5.00,000.— teers but the new turn of events in France compelled them to abandon this intention.
Boston Daily Advertise?!:
In England, Wm. Roberts, late of Fairsley, near
MARSHAL XKY's I'ttOCLAMATIOX. nRJ)E.R OF TnE DAT.
'.Marshal prince of Moskiua to the troops of his go- Leeds, has been convicted under the bankrupt law,
The with not surrendering to the commission issued
.-Tiiment.
Officers, subalterns and soldiers!
cause of the Bourbons is lost for ever! The legitimate against him, and sentenced to death.
Trench nation has adopted, reAmong the details of events in France we see in
dynasty which the
ascends the throne it js to the emperor Napoleon, the London papers many accounts of the whole
our sovereign, that it alone belongs to ride over populace of a district rising up to expel the Bourbon
our fine country! Let the Bourbon nobility choose authorities, and restore those of Napoleon.
Vienna, March 8. They write from Trieste that
to expatriate themselves once more, or let them
consent to live in the midst of us, what matter is Jerome Bonaparte still lives there, not as is supposed
The sacred cause of liberty, and of our in foreign countries of his own free will, but as a
it to us?
independence, shall suffer no more from their baleful state prisoner, not being permitted to go more than
influence. They have wished to debase our military a certain distance from the town.
this glory is the fruit
Latest from England.
are deceived
glory; but they
of labors too noble, for us to be ever able to lose the
By the arrival of a British vessel at Philadelphia
we have London dates of April 5. Their contents
remembrance of it.
The times are gone when people were are of very little importance.
Soldiers!
Consols at London April 5 57 1-4 5-8.
governed by strangling their rights; liberty at
These papers talk in the same stile of conquering
length triumphs, and Napoleon, our august emperor,
Henceforth let this fine France that they lately did of conquering America
will establish it for ever.
and say, that certain of the ministers from the
cause be our's and that of all Frenchmen! Let all
the brave men whom I have the honor to command states represented in the congress at Vienna are tp
meet at Brussels, for adopting measures to support
he penetrated with this grand truth.
I have often led you to victory; now I the declaration of the allied powers.
It is proposed
Soldiers!
wish to lead you to that immortal phalanx which to address a proclamation to the people of France to
the emperor Napoleon conducts to Paris, and which excite them against Bonaparte, and if this will not
.will be there in y few days; and there our hopes ds "the allied armies -will immediately enter France,
and our happiness will be for ever realized. Vive and carry on the ~var with (he utmost energy" That
Marshal of the empire,
is, I suppose, they will attack and destroy "a I placet
i'empereur.
Prince of MOSKWA.
assailable."
(Signed)
The property tax is to be revived in England. A
Lons-lc Sunnier, March 15, 1815.
The London 'IHmes is as full of deposing Napoleon message to parliament from the prince regent was to
as the editor was of putting down Mr. Madison. be delivered on the 6lh April, which it is understood
And he talks it largely. He seems very sorry, very will contain a declaration to abide by the allies in
sorry indeed, that the allies who invaded France, did their proceedings relative to France.
not finish the hopes of the Bonapartes, by cutting
By the bulletin of April 1, it appears that old
the throat, or otherwise murdering, the head of the George passed the preceding month as usual—as
of crazy as ever.
family. And this man speaks of the assassination
'
ViIt hi said that
Neapolitan courier arrived at
d'Englieim

London paper says that twenty
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that lately reached
professing the determina- the two or three other vessels
our ports u.-.der like circumstances, and several arpurl against Bonaparte.
The British papers hold out the idea that there rivals from France, seem about to furnish us with the
ami greatest slock of various goods that ever flowed in-,
are strong parties in France against Napoleon,
he cannot bring into the field to the United States.
say that at present
f£y*Four American vessels escaped from Canton
more than 90,000 effective firelocks. The latter, at
in one night, though closely watched by the British,
least, is not true.
three of them arrived at Boston in, three sucIt is understood that the allies have guaranteed the and
cessive days.
crown of France to the Bourbons.
The United States Loan It is understood that the
A French messenger arived at Dover, April 2.
He was not suffered to proceed to London. The new loan will be taken at 95 dollars for the 100, if
on better terms for the United Slates.
not
nature of his despatches, of course, are not known;
Treasury J\~otcs are now in demand, and will soon,
but the London editors suppose they contain profesevery where, bear a premium nearly equal to the
sions of peace from Napoleon.
eijfta

on

tion of

tlie

14th

March

Muratto take

a

—

—

amount of

interest that

may have accrued cn them,

on account of the uncommon e,'ms speedily to be
paid for duties at our custom-houses. Rich vessels
are constantly arriving in our ports among which
are three from Canton, whose cargoes will add
$"100,000 to the revenue. These vessels made the
ran out and home within about a year past, without
being in the least indebted to the "forbearance" of

POSTSCRIPT.

—

On

the afternoon of the 6th instant, an English
fr mi
ship arrived at Halifax, in a very short passage
Greenock, and il Was said brought dat.-s to the loth
of April, which state lha> Engl ml had declared war
had arr.vod >n
a^.do-t France, and that Louis JfVIJI.

Great Britain, as governor Gore would say.
JVeiu York election.
It now appears that the house
letter, dated College Lane, Gibraltar, of
assembly will consist of (33 republicans and 6.i
.March 28.
federalists!
Srns— The admiral desir:- me to inform you th t
dj*It since seems, however, that Ontario county
Sir
the
near
igius' has returned one
an Algenne squadron is cruizing
republican, which gives two of a
no
th<i
entrance; and that it in, therefore, probable
majo>i y to the republic <ns in the house.
America.
for
from
Cadiz
will
sail
merchant vessels
Spanish fikf.t
Aew York, May 15. We learn
1 am yours, he.
from captain Bourne of the Ida, from Curracoa, that
B. CHLMMO.
a large Spanish force, in all 64 sail, supposed to
contain 9 or 10,000 troops, under convoy of a ?4 and
five frigates, had arrived at Margaretta; where the
The force proceeded theace.
patriots capitulated.
founno
is
to
learn
there
Charleston— We are sorry
to Laguira, where a part of them had arrived.
discovered
new
channel
a
dation in the report of
Shipwreck. The British frigate Statira, the same
HI.
in which the hon. G. H. Rose, crossed the Atlantic
through Charleston bar, mentioned in page
to
the
the
7lh
from
Charleston
There arrived at
which commodore Decatur challenged to
in 1808
26th of April, exclusive of coasters^SO ships, 34 fight the Macedonian, while Hardy blockaded Newnot
the
23
and
schooners
now,
sloops—
London in 1814 which brought out the unfortunate
brigs, 41
fourth of this number of sea vessels arrived at the generals Pakenham and Gibbs from England while
shews
time.
This
same
of
in
the
Boston,
great port
convoying a large number of transports from Berwhere the food for commerce lies.
muda, for the Mississippi, struck on a shoal of St.
Dr. Ramsay—This venerabje and valuable man, Senega, ancl went to pieces
died at Charleston, S. C. on the 8th instant in conLakc Erie overflying. From some unknown
sequence of Ins wounds received from the discbarge
the water in this lake has been rising for
of a pistol by a person named Linen, a man insane. [cause,
During which time, it has risen
The about three years. Dunn
This pistol was charged with three bullets
and according to its natural motion,
•> feet
death of such a man as Ramsay, called by the dis- "***!
Ame will continue to rise during the summer. The Niacriminating John Dickinson, "the Folybius of
gara river, rising in proportion to this increased
rica," is a nation's loss.
of water from the western world, by the
The schooner Eliza, of Baltimore, with a cargo, supply
of its current, is rendered more difficult
has been refused an entry at Nassau, N. P. It seems rapidity
We have not heard the opinion of any gem
to pass.
that American vessels with cargoes, will not be adtleman of science on the subject, qualified to investimitted into any of the British West Indies. This,
the cause, or give any probable conjecture
however, is a municipal regulation that Great Britain gate
as to the source from whence it may spring.
Mayhas an undoubted right to make, and we have also a
it not arise from the improvement of the lands lying
right to reciprocate it. Into some of the islands, how- on the
margin of lake Erie, admitting a more free
ever, American vessels will be permitted to enter by
passage of the water in its tributary streams ?

England.
Extract of a

—

CHRONICLE.
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special proclamation, as heretofore.
To the French West India islands, also, it appears, by a decree of the Bourbons, that our trade
was nearly as completely annihilated as to the Bri
tish
refusing almost all our staple articles except
fish and lumber, and permitting the exportation of
nothing but taffia and molasses, or the manufactures
or products of old France.
British brig has arrived at New-York that sailed

—

A

Buffalo Gazette, .May 2.

—

Kingston, (~ Canada J March 29 On Monday last
the bay of Kingston was entirely free from ice, but
on Tuesday morning it was completely shut up with
new ice, as far up as the Nine Mile Point, a circum
stance not recollected to have occured before, in this
province, by the oldest settlers now resident in King-

ston.

from Cork (a place of rendezvous) in company with
Maytville, April 25— We understand that an exone hundred and fifty vessels, mostly for ports of the pedition is fitting out, under the command of colonel
U. States. Three of our own vessels that have run the Miller, against the hostile Indians in the Indiana
The colonel, with between 3 and 400
gauntlet, since the war, to and from Canton, have territory.
just arrived with valuable cargoes of teas, silks, &c. men, is expected here from Chilicothe, on his way'
and one other is instantly expected which, with to Vincennes.
[Ena --;
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The Militia.
The following documents accompanied the report of
secretary of war to the committee of the senate,

20, 1815

or exposure of which v ill be most likely to attract the views of tin.
enemy, need but he suggested.
A report of the organization of your quota, when completed,
and of its place or places of rendezvous, will be acceptable.
1 hn\ e the honor to be, &e.

the

re

Extract of a letter from John Armstrong, secretary of weir, to
"
the conflicting
shectin*
jurisdiction of the general]
"
Nathaniel Searle,jitn. adjutant-general of militia, state of Rhode
>
,,„^,,
,. //„.„;;,•>;
S»»(U n.»1«
15o.
over
tltemilitia. Seepage
and state
i&n.
dated
'

,

,

,

governments

l.Umd,
July 9,
I hav e the lienor to acknowledge the
receipt of your Utter of the
8th instant, accompanied by sundry documents in relation to the
defence of the Atlantic frontier of the state of Khorie Island.
The slate troops, if considered part of the militia, or as substitutes therefor, will be taken into the service of the United States,
as the quota of Rhode Island, under the requisition of the 4th
instant, and will be designated for the defence of that state.

]'

C upy of a letter from William Eustis

secretary of jaw, to the gover.
dated war department, Aprils, 1812.
I am instructed by the president of the United States to call upon
the executives of the different states, to take effectual measures to
to law, and hold in readiness,
organize, arm and equip, according
their respective proportions oil
lit march at a moment's warning,
one hundred thousand militia, officers included, b) virtue of an
act of congress, passed the loth instant, entitled "an act to authorise a detachment froni the militia of the United Slates."
This, therefore, is to require your excellency to take effectual
of militia of
measures for having
(being her quota)
detached and duly organized in companies, battalions, regiments,
the
siioitest
within
and
periods that eireuindivisions,
tirigades
stances will permit, and as nearly as possible jn (lie following pre
and
viz.
one tvvenci th part
Bf
infantry,
cavalry
artillery,
portions
of artillery, one twentieth purl of cavalry, and the residue iu-

nors of

states,

|

j

j

of a letter from James Monroe, acting secretary of rear, la the
chairman of the military committee, dated department if rear,
December 2!, 18!2.
1 have had the honor to receive your letter of the 21st instant,
requesting such information as this department may possess, reCo/it)

!

specting the defects in the organization of the general staff of the
rmy, and in the laws relating to volunteers ; and requesting also,
,
„„;„;,„, „[• ,i,is department, as to the propriety of augmenting
the present military force, and, in case of augmentation, of what

]

j

iJlltLV.

it ought to consist
of congress having called on flue
for information on the same points, 1 shall have
the honor to make to each committee the same report. The enclosed remarks go to several of the enquiries suggested in your
letti r, and contain the views of the department on the several subss has forced me
jects to which tiny relate. The pressure of bilsint
A copy of them 1 have sent
to give them a shape ratlier informal.
today to the euimuitteepf the house of representatives, and hasten
to forward a like copy to you.

description

There will, however, be no objection, on the part ol the president of the United States, to the admission of a proportion of
one
riflemen, duly organized in distinct curps, and not exceeding
tenth part of the whole quota- of the states respectively. Each
euros should be properly armed and equipped for actual service.
When the detachment and organization shall hale been effected,
the respective corps will be exercised under the officers set over
them, but will not remain embodied, or be considered ae in actual
take
service, until bv subsequent orders tscy shall be directed to
the

ol

troops

The committee of each house

departmeut qf war

field.

EXPLANATORY OBSERVATIONS.
Your excellency will please to direct that correct muster rolls
To make this war effectual, as to its just objects, so much of the
and inspection returns be made of the several corps, and that coof the country must be brought into activity, as will
force
to this department as early as pos- physical
pies thereof be transmitted
be adequate. The force exists in an abundant degree, and it is only
sible.
This force
call
it forth, and make a proper use of it.
to
the
to
necessary
Copy of a letter from William Eustis, esq. secretary oj war,
must be employed alike in defensive and offensive operations. The.
I'uventor oj Massachusetts, dutcd7var dcpurtiiitnt, June i2, 1812.
After
attention.
claim
a
of
our
own
country
primary
to
the
parts
SIR— 1 am directed by
request jour excellency exposed
president
for their defence, all the remaining force may be enito order into the s-rviee of the United States, on tin* requisition o! providing
1 will begin with that part which
of the militia ofj ployed in offensive operations
of the
such
.

quota
part
i*aj«r-gcneral Dearborn,
Massachusetts, detached conformably to the act of loth ol April,
lor the defence of the sea coast
iiS.2, as he may deem necessary

requires protection,

|

III-'.FEXCE OF TUT. COAST.
I am, Jet. tin.
The whole coast from utir northern limits to. St. Mary's should be
Note.— A similar letter was addressed to the governors of Con- divided into military districts.
necticut, Rhode-Island and New-Hampsliire,
Boston, including New-Hampshire and Massachusetts, to constito his ex. tute
one.
Copy of a Inter from n illiam Eustis, secretary of icar,
dated
July 21,
NYw port, including Rhode Island and Connecticut, another.
cetttney Caleb Strong, governor of Massachusetts,
18 12.
New-York, including the state of New-York and Jersey, a third.
SIR— By information received from major-general Dearborn, it
Philadelphia, including Pennsylvania anil Delaware, a fourth.
for
Norfolk, including Maryland and Virginia, a tilth.
appears that the detachment from the militia of Massachusetts,
the defence of the maritime frontier, required by him under the
Charleston, including North and South Carolina, and Georgia, a
of sixth.
authority of the president, by virtue ol the act of the loth
to the several stations assigned
has
not
been
marched
\t Boston, and at each of the other posts, let a company of ar1812,
April,
them
inV-ry, of more than one, according to circumstances, of the regu
Inasmuch as longer delay may be followed with distress to a cer- u arm y, and a small portion of its infantry, be stationed. Let
follow,
vain portion of our fellow-Citizens, aud with injurious consequences ,1,^,,, ue placed under the command of a brigadier, in the ft
to our country, 1 am commanded by the president to inform your ing manner, and let him have attached to biman engineer. This
was
militia
formed
in
of
the
be
this
to
that
a
tittle
of
the
nucleus
preparatory
will
constitute
force
array,
arrangement
excellency,
The ease of invasion, of the militia, volunteers, or such other local
;<> the march of the regular troops to the northern frontier.
orders have accord- fof-e. as
and
the
servioe
have
of
for
the
he
required,
purpose.
may
specially organized
exigencies
This apportionment is intended to give an idea. It would be caringly been given, to major-general Dearborn, to move the regu'

,

'

.

|.

j

\

ing a sufficient number to man the
) uns in the garrisons on the seaboard. The execution of this order
increases, as your excellency cannot fail to observe, the necessity
of hastening the detached militia to their several posts, as assigned
by general Dearborn; in which case they will, of course, be con
side-red in the actual senile and pay of the United States.
The danger ol" invasion, which existed at the time of issuing the
order of the president, increases, mid 1 ai specially directed by
tile president to urge this consideration to your excellency, as requiring lite necessary order to be given for the immediate march
01 the several detachments, specified by general Dearborn, to their
respective posts.
1 have the honor to be, h.e.
L.\.tructof u litter from John Armstrong, secretary of tvar<, to the
governor of Connecticut, dated Augusts, 18t3.
Whenever militia are called out, ihe contractor or his agent,
should be required to supply according to the contract.
Circular letter from Ju/m Armstrong, secretary of. -war, to the gopernors of the respective states, data! July 4, 1814.
SIR The late pacifiation in Europe, oilers en the enemy a large
disposable force, both naval and military, and with it the means of
lar troops to that frontier, lea.

•

—

the
giving
and extent.
to

war

here, a character of

new and increased

activity

ried into detail by the executive.
\t Boston, including a suitable proportion of artillery,

and

6na
eastward.
350
At Newport,
company of artillery,
3,000
At New-York, with a suitable proportion of artillery,
200
At Philadelphia, with a company of artillery,
300
Norfolk, with a cumpanyof artillery at Annapolis,
mo
North Carolina, oiie company of artillery,
300
Charleston, with a company of artillery,
By placing a general officer of the regular army of some exthe
perience, 111 command, at each of these stations, charged with
ai

Eastpoyt and other

ports,

v.ith a

protection of the country to his right and left to a certain extent,
The country will
suitable provision will l>e made for the whole.
have confidence, and by degrees, a system of defence, suited to
be
for
the
whole
coast. This may
any emergency, may
prepared
be done, by the local force, with economy, and what is also of great
importance, without drawing. at any time for greater aid, on the
offensive
regular farce of the nation, which may be employed in
at
operaUuiis elsewhere. There should be some flying artillery

station, reaily mounted, and prepared to move in any direcwhich may be necessary. An engineer will beustful, to plan
and execute any works which ma) appear proper for the defence
of the principal station or any within each military district.

mch
tion

Without knowing with certainty, that such will be its applicaIt may he s:yd thai it is not probable, that the enemy will attion, and still less tiiat any particular point or points will become tempt an invasion of ail] part of the coast described, with a Mtw
objects of attack, the president has deemed it advisable, as a mea- to retain it, and less so tor the purpose of desolation. It is neyeisure of precaution, to strengthen ourselves mi the line of the At- theless possible, and being so, provision ought to be made against
An unprotected coast may invite attacks which would
lantic, and (as tlie principal means of doing this will be tbund in the danger.
militia) to invite the executives of certain stales 10 organize and
hold ill readiness, for immediate service, a corps of iiinetv-tbrte
thousand five hundred men, under the laws of ihe23th Feb.1793,
ami 18th of April, 18U.

not otherwise he thought of. It is believed that the arrangement
proposed w ill be adequate, and that none can be advised, to be so,
which would prove more economical.
Kor Savannah and East Florida, special provision must be mads.
The enslosed detail will show jour excellency, what, under this Whether East Florida is left in possession of Spain, or taken im.
As lar as volunteer mediate possession of by the United Slates, in either case it merequisition, will be the quota of
uniform companies can be found, they will be preferred.
naces the Unifed Stales with danger to their vital interests. While
The expediency of regarding (as well in the designations of the it is held bv Spain, it will be used as a British province, for anmilitia, us ol their places of rendezvous? the points, the importance im\ir:£ us in every mode in which it may be made instrumental
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The ascendancy which

the British government Ins
over the Spanish regency secures tu Gnat Britain that advantage,
find
that
at
lasts.
present, the Creek Indians are
While the war
excited against us, and an asylum afforded to the slaves of ihe
who
tin
re.
seek
To guard the United States
it
states
southern
attMUU the attempts of the British government, in thai vulnerable
in the hands of the Spanish authe
province
remaining
quarter,
I"requisite,
thorities, a force of about .!000 regular troops will
lie taken
it will require no more to bold it, should possession
by
i<j

that end.

;

the United Stairs.

For New-Orleans and Natchitoches, including the Mobile and
A local force
Florida, about 2,500 men will be necessary.
be organized in that quarter in su>! of it, which it is bi lieved
will he adequate to any emergency.
The next object is Detroit and Maiden, including the protection
of the whole of our western frontier. For these, it is believed,
that 2,000 regular troops, with such aids as may be drawn from the
slates of Ki utiieky and Ohio, will be amply sufficient

;

West

may

full.

In rejecting a reliance on the regular
military establishment
alone, lor the force necessary to give effect to the next
campaign,
the alternative is loo obvious to be mistaken
one. The

the regular force requisite for the de-

following, then,
fence of those places
Boston,
Newport. Rhode-Island,
is

.....
-----

occurrences of the present year designate

:

New-York,
Philadelphia,
Norfolk.

-

Savannah nod

-

-

-

-

-

»

F".»st

Florida,
New-Orleans, Mobile, &c.
Detroit, Maiden, &.c.

-

-

-

.

North Carolina,
Charleston,

-

•

-

-

-

•

-

•
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The, experiments heretofore made, even under the additional
encouragement given hy the aits passed the last session ol congress, and the excitement produced by the war, (hough
great;
I0rbid.lt.
Abundant and noble proofs 01 patriotism havebeenexlubited by our citizens in those quarters where die approach and
pressure of ihe enemy have been most felt. Many thousands bav:
rallied to (be standard of it: ir
but il has been to render
Count!*)'
voluntary service, and that for short terms. The increase of the'
regular army has been slow, and the n mount raised, compared
with the number sought, inconsiderable; Additional
encouragement may produce a more important result
but still there is
cause to tear that il will no! be in the degree called for
by die
present emergency, it then there is cause to doubt success, that
doubt is a sufficient motive for ihe kgisluture to acton, and to
111 aid ol the
appeal,
existing resource, to another not likely to

We

The

militia.

600
350
icoo

The

y manner.

it

by any
most

in the

satisfac-

additional force must he raised for a short
term,
under every encouragement to the patriotism Of the
people which]
can be given, consistently wiih the circumstances of ihe counand
without
try,
interfering with enlistments into the old corps.
Ihe volunteer ails of the last session, may be the basis on which
(ins additional force may he raised; but those acts must be radically altered to enable the president to raise the force. Experience
has not been less instructive on this
vtry important point. Altbo'
whfle sections of our country, and among them many of our most
loi

M0
3

100

300
200O
2500
2000

distinguished and estimable Citizens, have risen in arms and volunteered their services, and marched in the ranks, it has not been
done under the volunteer acts. Those acts contemplate a beginning
0,3i0
at
the wrong end, and require too long an engagement to
thousand
This leaves a force nf about twenty-six
regular troops,
produce
the desired effect. They
consisting of infantry, artillery and cavalry, provided the whole
contemplate a movement in uo particuforce contemplated by law is raised and kept in the tield, to be em- lar quarter, and by no particular person ; they require that the
Montreal people shall lake the affair 11 p of their own accord, enrol thempleyed in offensive operations against Niagara, Kingston.
and all the Lower Canada, and likewise against Halifax. This selves into companies, and then recommend their officers to the:
Whole force, however, even if raised, cannot be counted on as ef- president ; and that the president shall not appoint tbe field officers
The difference between the force on the muster rolls, and until a sufficient number of companies are formed to constitute H
fective.
Thus it may happen that companies from different,
the effi ctive force in the field, through a campaign, is generally regiment.
estimated at a deficiency in the latter, of one fourth, with troops states, all strangers to each other, may be thrown into a regiment,
who have already seen service. With young troops it may be and that the officers appointed to command them may be strangers
alike to all the company-officers and men.
They contemplate also,
placed one third.' Take from the nominal force ten thousand,
and it would leave about sixteen thousand for these luitt r purpo- an enrolment for three years, with a service only of one; conditions, which, in themselves, couid not fail to defeat the object, as
ses.
Will this foree be sufficient ? This will depend of course on the they enlist on their side not one motive to action. The patriotic
number of the British force which may be opposed to us. It is Citizen, who really wished to serve bis country, would spurn tbe
believed that the British foree at Niagara, ami its neighborhood; restraint imposed on him, of two years of inactivity out of three,
at Kingston, Montreal, Quebec and Lower Canada, ought to be and enter tbe regular army, where be would find active employestimated at twelve thousand regulars and several thousand mili- ment for the whole term of' his enlistment. And the farmer, the
tia; say in all. sixteen or eighteen thousand, and at Halifax, at merchant, and the artist, willing to make a sacrifice of a certain
three thousand men.
portion of their time to the urgent calls of their country, would
To demolish the British force from Niagara to Quebec, would find a check to that impulse, by rhe obligation they must enter into
require, to make things secure, an efficient regular army of twen- for so long a term : and by allowing no bounty, no pecuniary inty thousand men, with an army of reserve of ten thousand. The ducement, no aid to enable a man to leave home, is offered. It is
commander ought to have power to dispose of them as bethought impossible that any such a project should succeed on an extensive
fit.
The movement against Niagara and Lower Canada, ought scale. Tbe ardent patriotism of a few, in detached circles of our
to be in concert and of course under the control of the same com- country, may surmount these obstacles ; but such examples will be
mander. who, alnne, could be a competent judge of the suitable ran •
To give effect to such a measure the president alone should have
time and manner.
A corps of reserve is indispensable to guard
against casualties, especially with raw troops.
Nothing should be the appointment of all tbe officers under the rank of colonel, and
left at hazard.
The expedition should be of a character to inspire it should be made in tbe following manner : He should first select
a certainty of success, from which the best consequences Would such prominent men as had merited, and acquired, by a virtuous
result. Our troops would be more undaunted, anil those of the conduct, tbe confidence of their fellow Qitizens, and confer 01/
enemy proportionahly more dismayed. In the intrrior, Oil both them, with the advice and consent of the senate, tbe rank of eolosides the effect would be equally salutary 3 with us, it would aid In nl, and then cm: fid.' to them (be selection and recommendation of
These men
filling our ranks with regular troops, and drawing to the Held all their officers, tu he approved by the president.
such others as occasion might require : with the enemy the effei t would go to their homes, look around (be country where they were
would be equally in our favor. It would soon drive from the field known, and where they know every one, select the prominenc
the Canadian militia
and by depressing the spirits of the people, men there, such as enjoyed the esteem and confidence of their fellow citizens, ami recommend iheim, according to tbeir respective
interrupt and lessen the supplies nf the British army.
If the conquest of Canada should prove to be easy, apart of ibis pretensions, as field officers, captains and subalterns under them.
force might be direct! d against Halifax ; but for that purpose, a Thus ihe'sirvice would be truly voluntarily, as every man would
force should be specially provided, to consist of not less than 6000 net under the officers to whose appointment be had essentially
men. Before this time next year, the honor and interest of the contributed. The several corps would consist of neighbors, friends
United States require that the British forces be driven into Que- and brothers example would animate to action ; generous motives
bec ami Halifax, and taken there, if possible. They must, at till would be excited
patriotism aroused ; and the ties of kindred
events, be excluded from every loot of territory beyond the reach would unite with the love o I country and of free government, to
of their cannon. This may be done, if timely and suitable mea- call our young men to the field.
The first object is to complete the regidar establishment to its
surts are adopt d for the purpose, and they be executed with viThe pay of tie soldiers ha»
gor and skill.
legal complement, and tokt-vp ii tin re.
If the government could raise and
keep in the field thirty-five already been raised during the present session of congress ; but this,
thousand regular troops, the legal complement of the present es- it is f. ared, will not alford a sufficient inducement to fill the ranks
tablishment, the deficiency to be supplied, even to authorise an within the requisite time. Let thebouniv he raised to the sumo:
expedition against Halifax, would tie inconsiderable. Ten thou- forty dollars to each recruit, and let the officers receive the sum of
sand men would be amply sufficient; but there is danger of not five dollars per man, for all whom
they may recruit. These addib ing abb- to raise that lone, and
keep it at that standard. The tional encouragements will, it is presumed, secure the desired sucestimate, therefore, of the foree to he raised for the in xt campaign, cess. When idled, how keep the regiments full? The presenceo'
in addition to the legal
complement, should cover any probable all the officers will be necessary, in that state, for their command
deficiency in it as well as the addition which ought to be made toil. none could be spared to recruit. Different expedients hava occurMy idea is, that provision ought to be made for raising tw nty red to supply supernumerary officers tor the recruiting business.
thousa id men, in addition to the present establishment.
How It has, for example, been proposed to add a certain number of re
s'lall these men be raised?
Shall new regiments be added to the giiin nts. from fit'tten to twenty, to the present military establishstanding army, to constitute a part ot'it; the volunteer acts be ment but this would be to n-ly mi that establishment alone, which
relied on; orauy otlu r
This plan i,
as is presumed, it would Ik* highly improper lo do.
expedient adopted ?
The first question to be answered is, can more than the foree farther objectionable, on account of the cxpeitce attending it ; chill
contemplated by the present military establishment I), raised in likewise, as would create delay ill the organization of the corps and
time for the next campaign, and that force be
kepi in the field by appointment of the Officers. The same objections are applicable
urw recruits, to supply losses produced
by the casualties of War? to the addition of a company to each battalion, not to mention
"ill i.ic staie ol oor
population, the character and circumstances others. On much consideration, the following expedient has oc"f ihe
neopk whu winntuc it, justify an. Kane:: on such a resource curred as most eligible : Let one field officer, a major, he added In
atuiie
Ti:is >»i..
.a"-li r giim-iir, .•:.'! a third Ik u tenant to each company.
I
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General Dearborn proposed, that the detached militia should be'
stationed at only a few of the
ports and places on the east ; from the
rest a part of their militia were to be called
away ; this circumstance would increase their danger ; it Would invite the
aggressions
of the
enemy, and diminish their power of resistance.
The whole coast of Cape Cod is exposed as much as any part nf
the state to depredations ;
part of the militia must, according to the.
detailing order, be marched from their homes ; and yet no place in
tlie old
colony of Plymouth, is assigned to be the rendezvous of any

each regiment,
field officer and ten company officers fr;m
be sufficient.
recruiting: service, which would
force proposed for one year, is intended to supestablishment.
ply the probable deficiencies in tin present military
This force being to he raised Cii- a short term, and for a special purfrom
Mat source,
drawn
be
aid
much
may
pose it is presumed, that
and with great despatch, for the purposes or the next campaign.
be done without essential!) interalso, that it
allow a
lor

I'll?

The additional

may
It is probable,
as most of the men who
fering with enlistments into the old corps,
be willing to engage in them.
into
enter
this,
mighthdt
inay
the
disbursements will
annual
It' a lingering war is maintained,
terminabe enormous. Economy requires that it be brought to a
If
a
least
the
strong army is led to the
tion with
possible delay.
the spring, the British power on tins continent must
field, early in
sink before it : and when once broken down it will never rise again.
The reconq -Jest of Canada, will become, in the opinion of all ena chimerical atliglitriieti men, and of the whole British nation,
tempt. It will, therefore, be abandoned ; but if delay takes place,
reinforcements may be expected, and the war be prolonged. It is
to save the public money, and the lives erf our people, and the honor of the nation, that high bouuties and premiums, and the most
rigorous exertions mother respects are advised. The prolongation
o< the war, for u single campaign, would exceed these expenditures
more than ten fold.
Boston, August 6; IS 12.
SIR— I received your letter of the 21st of July, when at North-

of the detached militia.
Every harbor or port within the state has a compact settlement,
and generally, the country around the harbors is populous. The
places contemplated in general Dearborn's specifications, as the
rendezvous of the detached militia, excepting in one or two instances, contain more of the militia than the portion of the detaened militia assigned to them. The militia are well
organized, and
Would undoubtedly prefer to defend their fire sides, in company
with their friends, under their own officers, rather than be marched
to some distant
place, while strangers might be introduced to take
their places at

home.

In Boston the militia is well disciplined, and could be mustered
an hour, upon any signal of an approaching enemv and in six
hours, the neighboring towns would pour in a greater force tliau
any invading enemy will bring against it.
The same remark applies to Salem, Marhlehead and Newbury:
port; place*, whose harbors render an invasion next to impossible.
In all of them, there are, in addition to the common militia, independent corps of infantry and artillery, well disciplined and equip-'
ped, and ready, both in disposition and means, to repair to any
place, where invasion may be threatened, and able to repel it ; except it, should be made by a fleet of heavy ships, against which,
nothing, perhaps, but strong fortifications," garrisoned by regular
troops, would prove any defence, until the enemy should land;
when the entire militia would be prepared to meet them.
Kennebunk is unassailable by any tiling but boats, which tin?
numerous armed population is competent to resist. Portland lias
a militia and independent corps,
sufficiently numerous for its defence and the same is the case with Wiscassct and Castinc.
Against predatory incursions, the militia of each place would be
able to defend their property, and in a very short time they would
he aided, if necessary; by the militia of the surrounding country.
In case of a more serious invasion, whole brigades, or divisions,

in

;

of
ampton, and the next day came to Boston. The people
itate appear to he under no apprehension of an invasion. Several
wan
of
declaration
after
the
soon
apsea-coast
on
the
indeed
towns
for arms and ammunition, similar
plied to the governor and eon cil
to the articles of that kind which had been delivered to them by the
state in the course of the last war, and in some instances they were
supplied accordingly. But they expressed no desire that any part
of th militia should be called out for their defence; and in some
eases we were assured such a measure would be disagreeable to
them.
You obserye in your last letter, that the danger of invasion,
xvhich existed at the time of issuing the orders of the president,
this

;

jncrensi s.
It would

be difficult to infer from this expression that in your
01opinion the danger is now very considerable, as the president's
•ler must have been issued before war was declared, your former
who
tetter being dated the 12th of June, and general Dearborn's,
was then at Boston, on the 22d of that month ; besides it can hardly
he supposed, that if this state had been in great danger of invasion,
the troops would have been calhd from hence to carry on oifeniive operations in a distant province ; however, as it was understood
that the governor of Nova Scotia had, by proclamation, forbid any
incursions or depredations upon our territories, and as an opinion
had no authority to call ihe
{.""Tk rally prevailed, that the governor
militia into actual service, unless one of the exigencies contemplatI
ed by the constitution exists, thought it expedient to call the council together, and having laid before them yon:' letter and those I
had received from general Dearborn, I requested their advice on
the subject of them.
The council advised, "that they are unable, from a view of the
constitution of the United States, and the letti rs aforesaid, to perceive that any exigency exists which can render it advisable to
comply with the said requisition but as upon important questions
of law, and upon solemn occasions, the governor and council have
authority to require the opinion of the justices of the supreme
judicial court, it is advisable to request the opinion of the supreme

20, 1815.

could b u collected, seasonably for defence. Indeed, considering illstate of the militia in this commonwealth, I think there can be mi
doubt, that detaching a part of it, and distributing it into small
portions, will tend to impair the defensive power.
I have thus freely expressed to you my own sentiments, and, so
far as I have heard, they are the sentiments of the best inform- d
men. I
fully disposed to afford all the aid to the unasuresof the
national government, which the constitution requires of me; but
1 presume, it will not be expected or desired, that I should fail in tlie
duty which I owe to the people of litis state, who have confided
their interests to my care.
I am, sir, with respect, your most obedient and humble servant!

am

j

1

]

|

CALEB STONG:

j

I

The hon. W.

Eustis, secretary of war.

To his excellency

the governor, and the honorable the council, nf
the commonwealth of Massachusetts: the undersigned, justices
of the supreme judicial court, have considi red the questions pro-

;

posed by your excellency and honors, for their opinion.
By the constitution of this state, the authority of commanding
the militia of the commonwealth, is vested exclusively in the g»
vernor, who has all the powers incident to the office of command,
ir in chief, and is to exercise then) personally, or by subordinate
officers, under his command, agreeably to the rules and regulations
of the constitution, and the laws of the land.
While the governor of the commonwealth remained in the exercise of these powers, the federal cumiitution was ratified ; by whicfc
was vested in the congress a power to provide for calling forth die
militia to execute the laws of the union, suppress i'.isiirrccliunJ
and repel invasions, and to provide for governing such pint of ilieni
as may be employed in the service of the United States, reserving
tothe states respectively disappointment of the officers.
The federal constitution farther provides, that the president slinK
questions.
Since the council were called, a person deputed by the towns of bc'commaudtr in chief of the army of the United States, and "if
Kastport and Robinston, on our eastern boundary, at Passainaquod- the militia of the several Stales, when called into the actual seri!y. applied to me, representing that they bad no apprehensions of vice of the United States.
On the construction of die federal and state constitutions, must
an invasion by an authorized Biilish fortte ; but that there were
in.my lawless people on the borders from whom they were in dan- depend the answers to the several questions proposed. As die mibe
furof
an.li->
that
incursions
;
of the several states may be employed in the service of tin*
Mitia
predatory
they might
questing
ger
nished with arms arms and ammunition, and that three companies of United States for the three specific purposes of executing die
militia might be called out for their protection. The council advised 'laws of die union, of suppressing insurrections, and of repelling ill"
that they should be supplied with such arms and ammunitions as vasions, the opinion of the judges is requested, wh ilm lii>- col*
were necessary for their present deft nee. which has been ordered. Inlanders in chief of the militia of the several states have a right**
They also advised me to call into (he service of the U. States three determine whether any of the exigencies aforesaid exist, so as tu ncompanies of the detached militia, for the purpose above mentioned. quire them to place the militia, or any part of it. in the service ';'
7 have this day issued an order for calling out three companies of the United States, at the request of the president, to be commands!
the detached militia, to be march. d forthwith to Passamaquoddy, by him, pursuant to acts of congress.
and to he commanded hy a major ; two of t
It is the opinion of the undersigned, that this right is vested IB
companies will be
stationed at Eastport, anil one company at Robinston, until the pre- the commanders in chief of the militia nf the several slatrs.
sident shall otherwise direct.
The federal constitution provides, that v. believer either of (J
I have no intention officially to interfere in the measures of the exigencies exist, the militia may lie i-mployid pursuant to sew*
g iht..1 government, but if the president was fully acquainted with act of congress, in the service of the United States; but no
the situation of this state, I think he would have no wish to call is given either to the president or to congress to determine tl
our militia into service, in the manner proposed by general Dear- either of the said exigencies do in fact exist. A s lii< powi r is '"•
born.
delt gated to the United States by the federal constitution, nor
|jn>"
It is well known that the enemy will iind it difficult to spare bibited by it to the states, it is reserved to the states respective!)
troops sufficient for the defence of their own territory, and predato- and from the nature of the power, il must be exercised by
row
ry iiieois-oiis are not likely to take place in this state, fur at every wiili whom the states have respectively entrusted the cbirl
point, except Passamaquoddy, which can present an object to (hose mnnd of the militia.
It is the duty of these commanders to execute this important
incursions, the people are too numerous to be attacked by •_• ',<
parties' as (ptner-iUy engage in ntpetlitioni of that Mad.
trust; agreeably to the laws of ilfeir se-tral stuKs'respectivOJ
court upon the following questions, viz.
" 1st. Whether th? commanders
in chief of the militia of the several states have a right to determine whether any of the exigencies contemplated by the constitution of the United States exist,
so as to require than to place the militia, or any part of it, in the
service of tile United States, at the ri quest of the president, to be
commanded by him pursuant to acts of congress ?
"2d. Whether, when either of the exigencies exist, authorising
the employing the militia in the service of the United States, the
militia thus employed can be lawfully commanded by any officer
but of the militia, except by the president of the United States?''
I enclose a copy of the answers given by the judges to these
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of the United States, in all
wnUmifirftivHfa to tlw laws or officers
constitution,
cm '9 except those especially provided in the federal
DOM therefore determine when either of the special ease?
execution of this trust, and
the
to
them
relinquish
exist obliging
to render themselves and the militia subject to the command of the
nrtldent. A different construction, giving to congress the right
to il termini when these special eases exist, authorizing them to
of the militia, and taking them from the comcall (urtll the whole
manders in chief of the several states, and subjecting them to the

jutaut general of the

MILITIA.
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previous to Itia issuing die necessary
The t ,r(, ,or| i" n of offieers, non-coitii missioned officers.
orders.
musicians and private*] is in conformity with tlte present regulationj ut' the department of war, from which I am not authorized
to admit of any material deviation.
state,

l

Copy of n

latter from his
excellency Caleb Strong, governor of the!
state of Massachusetts, to general Dearborn, dated Northampton,
July 18,1814.
Silt— This morning I received your letter ef the 8th inst. Ai
you propose to communicate to general 1 -rooks jour views concerning the particular destination of the militia to be called out
(or the defence of the towns on the sencoast of this
state, I have
written him on the subject.
Your suggestion, that the men should he detached, as far asm^y
be, from the vicinity of their respective posts, I think is perfectly
proper, and 1 have no doubt you will be able to make such arrangements with general Brooks as will he satisfactory.

1

command of the president, would place all the militia, in effect, at
the "ill of congress, and produce a military consolidation of the
without tiny constitutional remedy, against (he intentions of
thep ople when ratifying the constitution. Indeed, since passing
the act of congress of February 2<th, 1795, chapter 10.. vesting in
the president the powerof calling forth the militia when thecxigen
cies mentionetl in the constitution shall exist, if ttie president has the
the militia of the
powt rol'd. termining when tliose exigencies exist,
several States is in effect at his command, and subject to his constates,

trol.

No inconveniences can reasonably be presumed to restdt from the Extract of a letter from general Dearborn to the secretary of war,
dated military district h'o. l, head quarters, notion. Se/ii. 5, isi i.
construction which vests iii the commanders in chief of the militia
SIR— Having received such information as is entitled tofntl credit,
theseveral ^nto. the right of determining when the exigencies
United
the enemy, with a formidable naval and land force, has arrived
thai
the
to
the
militia
in
of
them
the
service
exist, obliging
place
States.
Thesi exig-ncies are of such a nature that the existence in Penobscot Bay and taken possession of'Castine; and presuming
of them can be easily ascertained bv, or made known to, the com- his force, after forming a place of arms at Castine, will, with sucii
manders in chief of the militia; and when ascertained, the public reinforcements as he may receive from Halifax, in addition to the
naval force now in Boston Bay, attempt the destruction of the pubinterest will produce prompt obedience to the acts of congress.
Another question propositi to the consideration of the judges, is, lie ships and other public and private property on the s aboard, I,
xvle titer, when either of the exigenei t exist, authorizing the em- have deemed it necessary to request the governors of this state and
ploying of the militia in the service of the United States, the militia New-Hampshire, to order out for the defence of Boston harbor,
thus employed can be lawfully commanded by any officer hut pi Portsmouth, Portland, and that part of the district of Maine bitween Kcuncbeck river and P -nobsc.it, five thousand two hundred
li.
militia, except by tl|e president of the United States ?
1 lie
fed ral Constitution declares, that the president shall be infantry, and live hundred and fifty artillery, for the term of three
comma ndi r in chief of the army of the Unitid States. He may months, unless sooner discharged.
U.
undoubtedly exercise this command by officers of the army nl the
Stales, by hita commissioned according: to law. The president is also E.x-n-nrl of a letter from II. Dearborn, to tlte
secretary of mandated
head quarters, district Ko, l, Boston, October 15, J3I4,
declared to be the commander in chief of the militia of the several
SUt In obedience to the direction in y«ur letter of the ?7th
states, when called into the actual service of the United States.
The officers of the militia are to be appointed by the states, and nit. on the 2d inst. I made a formal requisition on governor Strong
the president may exercise his command of the militia by oliieers for three hundred militia, to guard the prisoners at Pittslicld, and
ofth'e militia duly appo:nt< d; but we know of no constitutional pro- I enclosed to him a copy of your letter, for the purpose of showing"
sidon. authorizing any officer of the army of the U. Stat, s to con,- him the necessity of Ins compliance. Having waited until yesterraand the militia, or authorizing any oHicer of the militia to com- day morning without any answer from bis excellency, 1 directed
man. the army ol the United States. ". lie congress may provide one of my aids to call oil the adjutant general of the state to Bscerlaws for the government of the militia, while in actual service ; tain whether he had received any order lor making out the detachbut to extend this power to the placing them under the command ment for Pittsfield. The answer was, that no direction had been
of an officer, not of the militia, except the president, would reu- received from the governor to make such detachment.
tier nugatory the provision, that the militia are to have officers tipCoofvi of ri le'terfrom his excellency Cnlch Strong, governor- of thepointed by the stat s.
Kate of Massachusetts, to the secretary
The union of the militia in the actual service of the United
of war, tinted Boston
i
September 7, nn.
States, with troops of the United States, so far as to farm one army,
The troops of the United which at ditT rent ppr'o !s we:' station
seems to be a case tiot provided For or contemplated in theconstion the seacoast of this state have been after wrrds ord i\d to
tuiion. It is, therefore, not within our department to determine
join'
on whom the command would devolve, on such an emergency, in the army on the western frontiers, so that very lew have remained
the absence of the president. Whether one officer, either of the in the s-tate.
have, therefore, found it n-cessary, in the course
militia or of the army of the United Strifes, to he settled according of the last and present
year, to call out small bodies of the militia,
to military rank, should command the whole; whether the corps as guards to the towns most exposed. As the
danger has increased,
must be commanded by their respective officers, acting in concert,
he number of detached militia has been augmented, and I have
as allied threes ; or what other expedient should be adopted, are now issued the enclosed general order, for the
protection of Boston,;
and the towns and property in its neighborhood, ar.d shall immequestions to lie answered by others.
The undersigned regret that the distance of the other justices diately issue an order of a similar kind for the
security of the
of the supreme judicial court, renders it impracticable to obtain district of Maine.
their opinions seasonably upon the questions submitted.
A few weeks since, agreeably to the request of general neatPARSOXS.
(Signed)
born, I detached eleven hundred militia, for three months, for the
ALL.
defence of oer sea-coast, and placed them under his
command, as
ISAAC
superintcudant of this military district ; but such objections and inconveniences have arisen from that measure, that it cannot now by
Extract of a Utter from grnefal Dearborn, to the secretary of -car, repeated. The militia called out on this occasion, will be
placed
datedirilitary district iVo. 1, head quarters, Boston, July l-i, in l-l. under the immediate command of a major general of the militia.
SIR— From the exposed and unprotected situation of the militaI will thank you, sir, to consult with th ;
president, and inform
this
in
and
the
seaboard
of
me
this
state
and
whether
the
harbor,
thus
ry posts
generally,
expellees
necessarily incurred for our pro-"
the threats and daily depredations of the enemy, I have concluded tection, will he ultimately reimbursed so this state,
hy the general
it my duty to exercise the
authority vested in me by the president government; and I shall he particularly obliged if yon wiiifavi .•'
of the United States, by requesting the governor to order out a me with an answer as soon a3
may he, as.tlu legislature of the
detachment of the artillery and infantry.
state will meet on the 5th of the next month.
j
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A

copy of

my letter

governor Strong, and of his answer are

to

G!;Ni:n.ir. out) Kits.

enclosed.

Commowtyzttllh nf ^Maasr.ch'ae'tn.
r.
letter from genera! Dearborn to his
eserllcncy Caleb
Strong, governor of the state of Massachusetts, dated military
Ku. 1, head quarters, Boston, July 8, !Si4.
SIR- The existing state of alarm on the seaboard of this commonwealth, arising from the daily depredations committed by the
enemy on our coast, renders it desirable to afford some additional
protection to the citizens generally un the seacoast, and especially
to the principal towns and
villages; anil by virtue of authority
derived iromthe president of the United
States, I deeqi it
duty,
at this time, to request that
your excellency will be pleased to give
the necessary orders for
as early as circumstances
detached,
having
will permit, armed ami
equipped as required by law, one major of
artillery, two captains, eight lieutenants.thirteen sergeants, eleven
corporals, six musicians and two hundred privates; and one Kent,
era. <>: iinantry, two majors, ten
captains, thirty subalterns, one
adjutant, one quarter-master, one paymaster, one
sergeant major,
oni quarter-master
sergeant, tw3 principal musicians, fifty serlitis
i,
corporals, twenty musicians, and nine hundred privates, t r. mam in the service of the
United States for the ten* of
''l«i 'ooncr
discharged by order of the president
'Vr;

Copy of

The war between

Head-quarters, Boston, Spptemlu r S, isi sJ.
the United States and Ore: t Britain,
having'

more destr five, in consequence of violations of
by the forces of the enemy, which continue to nit -,
nnce our cities and villages, the shipping in our bar. ,.;s, and
private property on shore; Ms excellency the commander in chief

district

lately become
our territory,

•

orders the whole of the militia to hold thVmselv. s in readiness to
march at a moment's warning, with arms, ammunition and ac-'
coutrements, as the laws of the Unitul Stat. s. and of this state,
man must, likewise, be provided with a gooU
require.
Every
knapsack and blanket. Captains of companies must realize it to'
be one of their tno^t solemn and in) pi rious dutii s. to see the law re
spieling arms and equipments efficaciously executed but the commander in chief n liis on the Concurring aid of all the general and
Held officers, in encouraging the company officers in the
discharge
of tin ir duty. The major-generals and
commanding officers oi
divisions, Will give the necessary orders for an immediate inspection of their several regiments,
by companies. Eyi rv instaucf-oi
deficiency of arms or equipments should be forthwithsupplii-il by
the delinquent individual, or by the town to which he mav
belong
Umled States. A, it will he
to have the artillery agreeably to the
requiremnits of the militia law.
ami inrasilrj
v at the <!i!f rent necessary
The officers commanding regiments, batialions and companies
posts on the seaboard of this
itate,n wouid m desiraM- that, as fit as practicable, they would of artillery, will
pay special attention, at t'lis interesting moment.
-••
c.i dlroni
bedetacb
Hi mi l.ie
the vicinity
vieof the respective posts. The intended 1 the state oftheir field
pieces, then-carriages n tumbril? and s*
inttibui.on o: the dtachmein- will
be communicated to the zi J-that every rfnttg qtprtunifeg to titeui is hi the jiroit
pa**: m'ii

my
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am! fur action, and particularly tliat suitable horses
attached to
always engaged, and ready at any moment to be
moved to any point required, with
called into
be
now
to
of
AH the companies
artillery
celerity.
immediate service, besides the requisite supplies of fixed and other

.

for marching,

me

.

their pieces, that thev inav be'

[

;

,

brilliant example of Knox and his heroic associates,
in the artillery of the revolution, they will be equally distinguisheJ for their discipline as soldiers, and for their gallantry in the

emulating the

|

field.

Under possible events, the cavalry of the several divisions may
be in requisition. Every motive, therefore, of love of country,
of honor, and sympathy for their fellow citizens who may be sufthe most
fering the perils of war, will prompt them to maintain
when called to the scene
perfect state of preparation, and to move,
of action, with all the rapidity of which cavalry is susceptible
r*-e _ _——..i ../i»
_
-,.j .1.. .'(i^i.i ..At........ ,.r ......
as
The
general officers, and "the field officers of cavalry, as well
the company officers, will direct their attention to the quality of
the horses, and suffer no man to be mounted but upon a horse
sound and tit for actual service. A few bad horses may occasion

,

irretrievable disaster.

was anticipated, soon after the commencement of the

while

.var, Oj.it"

every part of the union, especially the seaboard,
to some degree of
danger, greater or less, aecording to the spirit with which the war might be waged. It was
the duty of the government to make the best
provision against that
it lasted,

would be exposed

an officer of the regular army, of experience and high
rank, in
each district, with the power to call for the
militia, as circumstances might require, was adopted with a view to afford the best
protection to every part, that Circumstances would admit.
It was presumed that the establishment of a small force of
tli&
kind stated, con/tituting the first elements of an
army, in each
district, to he aided by the militia, in case of an emergency, would
In- adequate to its defence.
Such a force of infantry and artillery
might repel small predatory parties, and form a rallying point for
the militia at the more exposed and important
stations, in case of
more formidable invasion. A regular officer of experience, statiovted in the district, acting under the
authority, and pursuing the.
will, of the government, might
digest plans for its defence; select
proper points for works, and superintend the erection of them;
call for supplies of ordnance, for tents and
camp equipage for
small arms and other munitions of war; call for the militia and
dispose of the whole force. These duties, it was believed, couM
not be performed with equal advantage by the officers of the. militia, who, being called into service for short terms, would not have
t in their
power, however well qualified thef might be in other
respects, to digest plans, and preserve that chain of connection
and system in the whole business, which seemed indispensable.
On great consideration this arrangement was deemed the most
eligible that could be adopted, under the authority of tire United
States ; indeed no other oecured that could be placed in competition with it.
In this mnde the national government acts, by its
proper organs, over whom it has control, and for whose engage;

chief having thus called the attention of all
soldiers of the militia to the obs-ivance of their several
eventful
crisis, tiie more effectually to meet impendat
this
duties,
ing danger, orders that all the flank companies, whether of light

The commander in

officers

It

181 5.

and

of the
infantry, grenadiers or riflemen, of the 1st and 2d brigades
1st division ; two companies, viz. the one at Andover, and the
other at Haverhill, of the 2d division ; all the companies of the

four
3d division, excepting the two companies in Cbarl^stown
division
companies of the 4th division ; five companies of the 5th
9th
of
the
of
and
two
the
7th
division
companies
eight companies
division, do immediately march to the town of Boston, unless (ill
the mean time) otherwise directed. Each company will march
to its place of destination by itself, without waiting for any other
;

(

;

;

ments it is responsible.
Th« measures which may be adopted by a state government, for
when assembled, will he arranged into regi- the^ defence of a state, must be considered as its own measures.
These companies,
..^i
.*:
..„*.....»...
««_
A'.. .*..*..
,,.,,1
«ir!»l> »!»,»
ments, or otherwise, as circumstances may dictate and, with the and not those of the United States. The expenses attending ther.i
addition of twelve companies uf artillery, will form the elite, or are chargeable to the state, and not to the United States.
Your excellency will perceive, that a different construction would
advanced corps of the Massachusetts militia. The field officers to
command the regiments, and a general officer to command the lead into the most important, and as is believed, into the most
whole, will hereafter he designated in general orders. The seve- pernicious consequences. If a state could call out the militia, and
ral companies of artillery, to be annexed to the advanced corps, subject the United States to the expence of supporting them, at. its
will be furnished by the following divisions, viz. two companies pleasure, the national authority would cease, as to that important,
from the tst brigade, and one company from the 2d brigade of the object, and the nation be charged with expenses, in the measures
3d division ; four companies from the 4th division one company producing which the national government had no agency, and o\
from the 5th division; and four companies from the 7th divi- which it could have no control. This, however, though a serious
objection to such a construction, is not most weighty. By taking
iion.
Besides the abovementioned companies, t'he commander in chief the defence of the state into his own hands, and out of those of the
orders a detachment of sixteen companies of infantry tube im- general government, a policy is introduced, on the tendency of which
I forbear to comment.
I shall remark, only, that if a close union of
mediately made from the fourth division, properly officered, and
arranged into two regiments, which will inarch to Boston without the states, and a harmonious co-operation between them and the
the least necessary delay. Major-gen, Mattoon is charged with the general government, are at any time necessary for the preservation
of their independence, and of those inestimable liberties which were
arrangement of the regiments.
From the 9th division the commander in chief orders eight com- achieved by the valor and blood of our ancestors, that period may
be considered as having arrived
paniesof infantry to be detached, properly officered, formed into
It follows, from this view of the
a regiment and marched to Boston. Major-generals Mattoon and
subject, that if the force which
has been put into service by your excellency, has been
Wliitoii will assign field officers, for the troops to be detached fiom
required by
and the commander in chief relies on major-general Dearborn, or received by him, and put under his
their respective divisions
their Experience and zeal to carry this order into the most prompt command, that the expences attending it will be defrayed by the
and energetic effect. 4s soon as the troops shall commence theii United States. It follows, likewise, as a necessary consequence,
if this force has been called into
service, by the authority of
march, each major-general will give notice of it to the adjutant-ge- that
the state, independently of major-general Dearborn, and not placed
neral.
under
him, ,-vs commander of the district, that the state of Massaaccoutred
and
and
All the troops will be armed,
proequipped,
vided with ammunition, provisions, knapsacks and blankets, as chusetts is chargeable with the expence, and not the United States.
The men will he supplied with rations when Any claim which (he state may have to reimbursement, must be
tiie law requires.
they arrive at the place of destination, and will receive pay from judged of hereafter, by the competent authority, on a full view of
all the circumstances
It is a question which lies bej
the time of their being embodied.
attending it
The security of the town and harbor of Boston being an object yond the authority of the executive.
Your excellency will perceive, that this government has no other,
of primary' importance, the commander in chief, while he wishes
to direct, the principal energies of the staf to the attainment of alternative than to adhere to a system of defence, which was adoptthis end, is solicitous to render the militia of Boston Itself as effici- ed on great consideration, with the best view to the genc-al wel
ent as possible. With this view he orders the ilifaiitry of the third fare,' or to abandon it, and with it a principle held sacred, thereby
brigade of the 1st divsion, commanded by brigadier-gi n. Welles, shrinking from its duty, at a moment of great peril; weakening
to be called out by regiments, ill rotation, two days successively, the guards deemed necessary for the public safety
and opening
for the purpose of improving their discipline, already respectable, the door to other consequences not less dangerous.
and of enabling them to practise the higher duties of the field.
By these remarks, it is not intended to convey an idea, that a
This order is aoiiimitteil to brigadier general Welles, whose know- militia officer, of superior grade, regularly called into service, shall
not command an officer of the regular
ledge in tatics, and animated zeal in the service of his country,
army of inferior grade, wheu
must ensure to hi* exertions the highest effect. The order will be acting together. No such idea is entertained by the government.
continued in operation until revoked. The flank companies of The militia are relied on essentially for the defence of the country ;
corps.

•

;

;

|

,

d

i

;

.

I

I

|

|

j

!

;

,

i

;

be reserved for other service.
troops called into actual service hy this order, will serve three
after they arrive at their ultimate rendezvous, unless sooner discharged.
By his excellency's command.

in their hands every thing is safe.
It is the object of the government to impose on them no burdens which it may be possible to
;
and to protect them in the
of their duties ; iu the

this brigade will

The

avoid

months

Adjutant- General
Copy of a

letter

lencii Caleb
17. 1814.

from Jamrs Monroe, secretary

of'

year, to

/.'or

r.xrrl-

Strang, governor of Mamiachuselts, tinted September

SIR— 1 have had the honor la receive your excellency's letter
of the 7ih instant.
The attack uf the enemy on Baltimore, and probable eventual
attack on Other places, with the heavy duties incident theret
pressing on this department, have prevented my answering it at an
tarlier day.
it may be satisfactory to your excellency for n.e to explain the
•
views and principles on which this governmi itha .'v.trtl
to 'he defcw
of (
astern frontier.

enjoyment of

The

discharge

all their rights.

various points which are attacked and menaced hy theenemy. especially in this quarter where they are waging, in considerable force, a predatory and desolating warfare, make it difficult to
prn\ iile. immediately, for all the necessary expenditures. Anyaid
which the stale of Massachusetts may afford to the United States,
to ire it those expenditures, will be
cheerfully received, and applied to tin' payment and support of the militia of that.state in the
service of the United States.
It will be
proper that the money thus advanced, should lie deposited ill some hank in Boston, that the disbursement of it may be
made under the authority of the government of the U. States, as in
Credit will be given to the state for such
[.similar cases elsewhere.
advances, and the amount be considered a loan to the U. States.
I have the honor to dp, &c,
r
\ similar !! tt( r was writ ten to ihe "'overnorof Corimyti't-m.".
'
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Extract of h letter from his excellency John Cotton Smithyto these?
cretary of. war, data! New -London, Jane 12, 1813.
On a consultation with commodore Decatur, as proposed in my
month, requesting dial live companies of the militia of this state, last, it was concluded to retain the whole of the militia then awn
detached conformably to the acl of congress of April .0,1812, may bled, until their places could be supplied by two regiments, to bo
two com- drawn from the neighborhood. Orders were issued accordingly.
In- ordered into the service of the United States to wit
Hut on the arrival of the two regiments, information was received
and two companies of infantry, to he placed
panies of artillery,
under the command of the commanding offieer.ot fort Trumbull, that a bomb-ketch bad b eii added to the enemy's squadron, and
New -London, and one company of artillery, to he stationed that preparations were evidently making for an attack. At the
instance ot commodore Decatur, who knows best his own capacity
at the halt ry, at the entrance of the harbor of New Haven*
Impressed with the deep importance of the requisition, and the of meeting the exigency, and on whose opinion, therefore, I must:
serious considerations it involves, his excellency deemed it expedi- greatly rely, the whole force was directed to remain, excepting such
ent to convene' the council, at Hartlbrd, on Monday the 29th uh> individuals as were under a pressing necessity of returning to their
The number of the militia now here, is about fifteen hunmo. He has taken their advice upon ibis interesting subject, and homes.
has formed disown deliberate opinion; hut as lie is under die lie- dred, including officers.
his
of
,il
the
on
a
for
the
state,
recovery
leaving
journey
Extract of a fetter from hit excellency John Cotton Smith to the
health, it beenmes my duly, as lieutenant-governor, to communicate
Secretary if 'far, dated New-London; Jane 16, 1813.
tt> you the result.
Vour favor of the 12th instant is received, and has afforded me
»f
of
The assurance contained in the governor's tetter
the 17th
m
neb pleasure.
lime last, in answer to yours of the 12th ot the same month, was
The details in my letter of the 12th instant, I trust will fully
necessarily riven ju foil confidence that no demand would be made
justify, in the view of the president, the additional force it was:
b] general Dearborn, but in strict conformity to the constitution then
thought necessary to employ. After closing my despatches
•ndlaws of 'the United States. His excellency regrets to perceive on that
day, the hostile fleet got under sail; approached the harthat tin' present requisition is supported by neither.
bor fired several shots at the guards and to all appearance were
The constitution of the United States has ordained, that congress
an attack.
meditating
of
the
for
the
laws
pday "provide
calling forth the militia to execute
Whether the display of so respectable a body of troops, or some
union, to suppress insurrections, and repel invasions." Accordingly other
cause, discouraged them from the attempt, is not known.
the acts of congress of. February, J7H5, and of April, 1312, do proThe enterprize, was for that time, abandoned and eu the llth two
> ide for
calling forth the militia in the exigencies above mentiourd. of their
ships passed eastward out of the sound.
The governor is not informed of any declaration made by the
As soon as information of this diminution of the squadron was
president of the United States, or of notice by him given, that the received, orders wen- issued to disband the two
regiments which
militia are required "to execute the laws of the union, suppress inwere first brought into the field and a farther reduction of the
lurrections, and repel invasions," or that "the United States are in
is this day made, to the number mentioned in
troops
your letter.
imminent danger of invasion." As, therefore, none of the coutinKeneies enumerated in the constitution, and recognized hy the laws, Extract of a tetter from hie. excellency John Cotton Smith to the seare known <o have taken place, his excellency considers that no
cretary of war, dated state of, Connecticut, Sharon, August 1,181*.
Your letter of the 4th of July readied ms- on the 16th of the
portion of the militia of this stale, can, under existing circumstansame month.
ces, be withdrawn from his authority.
Farther, if the eall ha'! been justified by either of the constituAlthough there. appears to be no act of, congress, expressly autional exicencLS already recited, still in the view of his excellency, thorizing a detachment from the militia, for the purpose mentioned
an
yet the repect due to a recommendation
insuperable objection presents itself against placing the men 1111- in your communication
d r the immediate command of an officer or officers of the army of from the president, having for its object tlie defence of the country,
the United States.
induced me, without unnecessary delay, to convene the council of
The appointment of the officers of the militia, is, by the consti- the state, and to submit the proposition to (heir consideration.
tution, expressly r. served "to the states,
That honorable boi having advised the executive to detach the
respectively." In the event
of being called into tin- actual service of the United States, in the number of militia suggested, as the proportion of Connecticut, orcases before specified, the laws of the United States
provide for ders were immediately issued to that effect ; and you Will be speeIbeir being called forth as militia, furnished with
proper officers by dily itiformed, by the proper officer, of their execution.
the state. And, sir, it will not
escape your recollection, that the
a letter from general Cashing to his excellency governor
detachment from the militia of this state, under the actof congress, Copy -of
Smith, dated military district No, 2, head-quarters, Nev> London
the 10th of April last, is
regularly organized into a division,
1, 181-1.
August,
of
consisting
brigadts, regiments,, battalions and companies, and
SIR— t have been notifn-d by the secretary of war, that on the
applied, conformably to law, with all the necessary officers. His
fourth day of July last, a requisition was made on the executive of
excellency conceives, then, that an order to detach a nuinher of
the state of Connecticut for a body of militia, to be organized anil
companies, sufficient for the command of an officer of the United
and I am instructed hy
in readiness for immediate service
States, cannot, with propriety, be executed, unless we were also he!;',
"in ease of actual or menaced invasion of the district undee
him,
prepared to admit, that the privates may be separated from their
my command, to call for a part or the whole of the quo! «-s assigned!
company officers and transferred into the army of the U. States
to the states of Connecticut mid Rhode Island, which shall have
thus leaving the ofrieer«of the militia without
any command, ex- been organized and equipped under the aforesaid requisition." Hut
cept in name, and in effect impairing, if not annihilating the miin the performance of t!iis duty, 1 am charged "to avoid all unnelitia itselt, so
sacredly guaranteed by the constitution of the several
cessary calls; to proportion the calls to the exigency, and to have
StStcs.
inspected, without delay, all corps entering on service, to the end,
Under these impressions, the governor has
thought proper, by that men. who. from any tause, are unfit therefor, be promptly dis»tid wiiii die advice of the council, to
refuse a compliance with the chai
r-'d, and that a due proportion, in all cases, be maintained
requisition of major-general Dearborn.
between officers and prisaies."
>Hi> excellency is
sincerely disposed to comply promptly with all
It is not deemed necessary to call any part of the quota of Conunconstitutional requests of the national executive
a disposition necticut into the service of the
United Slates at this time; but it
S tVrl beeU !,,a "' 'ested
by the government of this state; is desirable that the draft be
'.wii
& ne laments the occasion which thus
made, and the men held in readiness
compels him to yield obe- for immediate. service, whenever circumstances may indicate an
ciiecceto the. paramount
authority of the constitution and laws of intention 011 tlie part of the
enemy to invade any part of tiie stale.
United States. He trusts the
general government will speedily And I
have, therefore, to request .your excellency to inform me;
provide an adequate force for the
security ami protection of the whether the quota of militia required of this state
by the aforesaid
ie»-Coa«t. in the
meantime, hisexcellency has issued the necessary
requisition, has been, or will be, "organized and field in readiness
i'.Jcr.to tlie general otfictrs
commanding the militia in that quar- for immediate service?" whether, on my requisition, the whole orter, to be in readiness lo
repel any invasion which mav be attempted upon taat portion of the
ally part of the said militia will be ordered into the service of the
state, ami lo co-operate with such part
United States, lor the purposes beforementioiied ? whether my renational forces as shall be
for the same purpose.
employed
ot^he
With great respect, I am, Sec.
quisition lor tins purpose must be made to your excellency in the
first instance, or tu such general and field officers as may have been,
JOHN
SMITH,
n>. t.
*
detailed tin- this service I and, generally, that your excellency would
the
non. -IX--IIiluain Eustis, seeretarv of war.
be pleased to favor me with such information and opinions, in relax "' a ''
'" nu
excellency John Cotton Smith to the se- tion to the objects and designs of the enemy, and to the defence of
en tary <,/ war, dated Ken-London Jure
this state as you may think proper to communicate.
7, 1813.
I arrived at this
place on the 5th instant, ami found about six
I have only 10 add, that as commanding officer of this military
e
a '" th
sl
it will be my constant endeavor to preserve the strictest
»»'!""«'
«"
the
district,
two
sides of
,'v .."vhn
F>
'""'^ ,!,e L''^"»'»tances men- harmony and goodwill between f!ie national troops and the militia,
ioned ,,,'mvl
f*Z
tioned
11 my letter from Hintord
of the 2d instant.
and that the rights of the latter, as s; cured by the constitution
1 shad not disoand
any part of the militia until a communicati
and laws of our country, shall be duly respected by every officer
Sharon, Cnnnathut, July

SIR— His
1

ncral

2,

isu.

excellency, governor Oriswold, has received from maa letter under date <>f the 22tl of last

Henry Dearborn

•

:

;

;

;

1

;

;

•

t

'

;

;

;

(

!

W

COTTON

•

'

'

'

.

T£

',

"«

TOW

and

under my command.
,
a letter from John C. Smith tq general Custfirigt dat>:JL
state of Connecticut, Sharon, August 4,1814.
have the pleasure to acknowledge the .receipt of jwr JctvS?

soldier

Extracts
" I

of.

of the 1st instant,
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"

The adjutant-general is directed to send you a transcript ot the
general orders, issued on tlie 2St!i ultimo, for organizing and hi Hlingiii readiness a body of militia, pursuant to a recommendation
from the president of the United States. Tu that document I must
refer you lor answers to most of your enquiries."
'•The militia, whenever their services are required, will expect
to march under orders received from their commander in chief;
and such orders as the exigency demands, you may rest assured,
iifdH be promptly given."

20, 1815.

Extract of a letterfrombrig. gen. T. H. Cushing to the secretary ef
war, d'utcd district No. 2, head quarters, Sew London, August 12,
1S14.— <0 o'clock, P. M.
By the letter of the lull inst. from governor Smith, of which I
encl'osea copy, marked- H, you will see that he has ordered the mi-

|

litia called for on the iOth ; "but for the reasons therein stated, claims
the right of placing a major-general at their head. I shall endeavor to satisfy him that, with the number of men called for, a major
general cannot be received ; but if he should persist, how is the

difficulty to

GKNF.nAi,onnv;iis.
Stnte of Connecticut, Hartford, July 28,1814.
The commands in chief has received a communication troui the
president of the United States, inviting the executives of certain
stat' s to organize aud hold in readiness tor immediate
service, a
corps of ninety-three thousand, five hundred men, "as a measure
oi precaution to
strengthen ourselves on the line of the Atlantic,"
ami assuming as the quota of
three hundred artillery,

Extract

be gotten over?

o/" a letter

from John Cotton Smithto general Cushing, da<°d
August li, 1814, 9 o'clock, A.M.

state of Connecticut, Sharon,

Your communication, by

express,

is this

moment

received.

now on
Major-general Williams is directed to retain the militia,
duty, until they shad be relieved by the force ordered out, conformably to your request, or unless circumstances sbail justify an
earlier dismission.

Connecticut,

and two thousand seven hundred
infantry,
" with a detail of general

It is probable the draft for the new detachment is not completed;
but brigadier general I.usk. detailed under the orders of the 28th
ultimo, is instructed, by the return of the express, to hasten it as
fast as possible, and to march without a moment's delay, with the
first vmiithird regiments, whose places of rendezvous are Hartford
and Norwich. Their numbers will make the complement you require, including artiHery.
As the force requested by you, Will constitute a majority of the
detachment, there is an evident propriety that it should be commanded by the major-general detailed pursuant to the reeonnnendation of the president. He will accordingly be directed to enter
the service, as soon as the necessary arrangements will permit. In
the mean time, brigadier-general Lusk is ordered to report him-

and staff officers,
The commander in

ehit-f having thought proper.
by advice of the
comply with the recommendation, directs thar disposimade
fur
same
the
into
eli'ect.
immediately
carrying
vyceordingly, the number of artillery ami infantry abovemeritioned, including the usual
be
from
Will
detaclied
regimental officers,
ine militia of (he state,
exempting from the drafts such as have,

council, to
tions be

eitber.in persoji or

hy substitute, performed a tour of duty the preseason. Volunteer uniform
Companies will be accepted. The
whole to be formed into four
regiments, and duly officered. Their

unt

places ol rendezvous ns follows, to wit: for the first regiment,
Hartford; for the second, New Haven; fertile third, Norwich;
an for the fourth, Fairfield. One
major general and one briga- self to you, agreeably to your desire.
dier genera] will be
also one deputy
detaited,in the usual manner
quarter-master general ; and instead of an assistant adjutant gene- Extract of a letter from brig. gen. T. H. Cushing to the secretary of
"" L '"'" no sufh offict r in t,ie lu -htia of this 'state) there
'
ivar, dated military district, No. 2, head-quarters, New-London,
£
'J!'
Shall bedetailed one division
inspector.
August 29, 13 «.'
ihe troops thus detached are to be
complete] v armed and equipI deem it proper, at this time, to lay before you a copy of my
ped according to law, and until otherwise directed, will beheld in
correspondence with governor Smith, from the 14th to the 2Sth
readiness to march ar a moment's
warning for the purpose of re- instant, inclusive. Unwilling to relinquish his project for intra-'
pelling invasions of the enemy, under such orders as thev shall reducing a major-general of militia into the service of the United
ceive from the commander in chief.
States, the governor has attempted to prevail on me to accept a
.Notwithstanding this arrangement, it is confidently expected command of six hundred
men, to be posted at New-Haven, under
thai the whole
body of the militia, and every other description of the command of
major-general Taylor, who, it appears, must be
mil tary force, will bear in mind the
on
issued
the
general orders
for.
provided
18th ol April last, aud will stand in
complete readiness for the deI have agreed to accept the men, if properly officered, because,
fence of the state, at tlus unusual period of
difficulty and danger, it will enable me to
discharge an equal number, which must otherliy order,
svise be marched from this neighborhood ; but I have pointedly
EJ3EN. HUNTINGTON, Adj. Gen.
refused to recognize the major general, or to have the men musNorwich, August 11, .1814.
SIR— By desire ofhis excellency governor Smith. I have forward tered and supplied, on any other consideration but that of their
eda copy of th- general order, of '8th of July, for your informa- being subject to my orders.
tion, on some points of enquiry made to him.
Extract of a letter from brigadier-general Cushing to his excellency
I am, Hv.
jEBEN. HUNTINGTON, Ad. Gen.
John Cotton Smith, governor of the state of Connecticut, dated
Bfigadier-gem ral Cushing.
military district, No. 2, head-quarters, New-London, Atigust 14,'
I

;

*

i

Copy of a

1814.

letter from

general dishing to the governor of ConnectiA copy of your excellency's letter to me of the 11th instant, has
No. 2, head-quarters, New-London,
been transmitted to the secretary of war, and I have the honor to;
August
enclose
an extract of a letter from him on the subject of militia
1
SIR—By major-general Williams: communication of this date,
and a copy of the rules referred to in his letter.
jour excellency will be fully informed of the state of things in this drafts,
In acting on the late requisition' of the president, for 3,OOo men,
quarter; and by the enclosed district order, that the militia ordered to be
organized for the service of the United States, I had preout by him at my request, are to form a brigade in the service of
sumed that your excellency would have pursued the course sugthe United
States, under the command of brigadier-general Isham.
Your excellency's communication of the 4th instant, was receiv- gested by that requisition, and formed the state's quota into three
and, under that impression, in my
ed this" morning, since which general Williams has famished me regiments of 1000 men each
letter of the 10th instant, I did not express the number of privates,
with your general order of the 28th of
but I have heard nocut, tinted military district
10, 1814.

I

|

J

I

j

;

.July;
thing from theadiutant-c/eneral on this subject.
It is
my opinion that the safety of this state requires that fifteen

non-commissioned and commissioned officers, required. It now
appears that a different course has been adopted, and the quota
of the state formed into four regiments; but, although, in point
hundred infantry and two companies of artillery, duly officered,
there is considerable difference between the 1,001 men, as
aud to be commanded by a brigadier general of this state's quota form,
organized by your excellency, and the same number, as organized
of ninety-three thousand lire hundred men, required
by the presi- in the army of the United States ; yet as a due proportion between
dent of the United States "to be organized and held in" readiness
officers and privates will be maintained, and no additional expence
for immediate sen-vice," should be
immediately detached from the incurred, I shall consider the spirit and intention of the rule a>
said quota, and ordered to this place, for the
purpose of relieving having been fully complied with, by the organization which your
i!if militia now on
duty here; if circumstances would justify the
baa been pleased to direct.'
measure, or to increase our means of defence, in the event of more excellency
formidable and vigorous operations on the part of the enemy. And
Extract of a letter from his excellency John Cotton Smith, governor
f have the honor to
to
make
and
the
request your excellency
place
of the 'state of Connecticut, to brigadier general Cushing, datedsaid, detachment under my command.
It is desirable that the briHartford, August 25, 1814.
gadier general to be detached on tins service, should be instructed
As you seem, sir, not to have understood, correctly, the views of
m
by yotuf fcelfency
report himself to me, by letter, immediately,
alter he shall have been so detached, to inform me of his route to this government, with respect to the late detachment, it is lit that
tnis place. and the probable time of his arrival; anil to receive and I state them to you distinctly.
The communication from the war department, under date of the
obey any orders he may receive from nie, while ou his inarch.
4th July last, relative to a detachment from the militia, for the
Cvti-i of
adjutant general J'. P. Schuyler'* orders, dated military purpose therein mentioned, did not assume the style of a "requidistrict No. 2, lieud quarters, Nc-.v-London, August 10, 1814."
sition," and for the obvious reason, that there existed no law to
DISTltlOT OUDEHS.
authorise it. The invitation (for such was its purport) was acceptThe militia of this state, ordered into service yesterday, by ma- ed by the executive of this state, from a desire to co-operate in
jor-general Williams, at the request of the commanding general ol what appear* d to the president a proper measure of defence lor
the di-strict, are. to be considered in the service of the United States, the Atlantic coast.
and will form a brigade, under the command of brigadier-general
Ihe terms ol the compliance are contained in the general orders'
Imam, who will furnish a return, by regiments, to the adjutant-ge- issued on the 28th July, a transcript of which you have received.
ral of the district, the soonest possible.
In organizing the regiment, I conform as nearly as possible to the
Until ihe proper returns of general Isham's brigade can lie olv- act of Congress, passed the 8th May, 179?. I am not informed
i

tained, the contractor Will issue provisions on the requisition of that there is now in operation any other act of the national ledemajor GoddarJ, countersigned by the commanding general ; and gislature on that subject. If your instructions from the war
major Will be held responsible for the proper application of all partment materially interferewith the requirements of this act, it
provisions bo received, and which must he covered by regular re- lis indeed a subject of regret, but not of doubt, as to the authoturns, so soon as the str< ugth of the brigade can be ascertained.
rity which ought, in such case, to prevail.
.
i am hajipy, however, to perceive, that
Iiy order of the commanding general,
you do not consider the
1\ V. SCHUYLER,
Adj. gen,
di(5'ai*uec as essentially varying the result.
tin

j
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service, were asked for, and have been received into the service of
the United Siati s. If these roiidiiioiiH do not accord with the "views
of this government," it is not for me to assign the motive which
indued your excellency to make the detachment ; but while r gret that any misunderstanding should exist on this subject) I leel
confident that my communications has,- been [do explicit to leave i
doubt
as to the course authorised and
under
enjoined by the government
Not havinirthe commurucntion from the war department,
when my letter to your excellen- of the United States.
Ie of the 4th July, before me,
term
the
used
1
Extract "J' a letter from his excellency John Cotton Smith to the secy oi the 2«h instant was written, inadvertently
have employed that of invitation j,and
eirinnj of war, 'dated state oftCminecticut, Hartford, September 3',
requisition, when 1 should
it was done Without any
1814.
I bl'jr leave to assure your excellency, that
or
of the president,
In consequence of the exposed and defenceless situation of tin;
intention or desire of giving to the invitation
from town
of New Haven and borough yf Bridgeport, I have thought,
the acceptance of your excellency, a different understanding
proper, by the advice of the council, to order into service 600 m. n
that originally intended.
lor
the
">
these'
H. Cutting
protection of those places.
£ ttract of a letter from brigadier general T.
The general officer of ihe United States, located at New-LonNew
2, head quartan,
crttartj of tear, dated military district, No,
has teen advised of this procedure; and has also been requestdon,
.
'London, September*, 13U.
from gov. Smith, ed to Cause the troops to be duly mustered and supplied.
i have
the honor to encloses copy of a letter
He admits the propriety of the measure, but, as understand, iv,
of this date.
ol the 3-th August, *ilh my reply
and council have He- fuses to comply with the request, and on grounds which, in my
It is now pretty evident that the governor
are whojly inadmissible.
view,
an
officer
commanded
be
shall
not
by
militia
t rmined that their
It is my duty, sir, to inform you of these circumstances, anil to
he made
of the United Slates; and it is possible an attempt may
express the assurance I feel, that you will order the requisite supI am, however, ot opiservice.
uow
in
the
thdraw
brigade
be immediately furnished.
done before the meeting ot the legisla- plies to
nion, that this wilt nut be
Extract of a letter from his excellency John Cotton Smith to the seture.
cretary of war, dated state of Connecticut, Hartford, Scpte nihil'
Ctuh,
Copy of a inter from John Cotton Smith tobrigtttlier general
14, 1K14.'
30 t \tl4.
I am informed the agent of the United Slates, 31 New London,
ing, dated Hartford, August
28th
the
of
letter
SIR— Colonel *Waid has delivered me your
has refused
further subsistence to the militia now on duty, in
l

,

'

I

,

any

instant.
In referring

..

..

ws of this government, respecting the
to criticise your
detachment lately organized, it was mj design not
to the precise condition
laiieuaire, but to point your attention
The right ol command,
upon which that detachment was formed.
The detachment thus
you will perceive, is expressly reserved.
ot the reservation
constituted is accepted; and with a knowledge
a large proportion of the troops tor
just mentioned, you request
enter-

you

to the

vii

Whatever sentiments, therefore, may be
"public service.
of the state, to dueet its
tained as to the right of the executive
the national service,
when
ordinarily employed in
military force,
instance. It, at your
it surely cannot he questioned in the present
ordered to report himwas
Link
desire,
general
brigadier
particular
letter of the 11th inst.
self to you, in the manner suggested in my
be duly ap
I trust it evinces a spirit of accommodation which will
'
predated.

..

,

.

reflection, that you
think, sir, von will be. satisfied, upon
called lor a
should have requested the major general, when yon
if you consider that anomajority of the detachment ; especially
and
hvm
on
;
appeartime
that
at
of
was
duty
militia
ther brigade
ances the services of 'x)th might become necessary, 'I hat a briin the field,
no
with
of
troops
the
gadier general
regular army,
should insist on the command or two entire brigades ot militia,
whose brigadier generals held senior commissions, would have produced a case which neither precedent nor principle could justify)
To avoid so unusual and embarrassing a state of things, it became
my duty to order the major general into service Having been
can atfectliis
properly detailed, no casual diminution of numbers
I

right of

command.

that vicinity, upon the unfounded pretext, that they are withdrawn from service by my authority. Unwilling to hazard the
safety of those posts, and the national property in the river, by.
disbanding the troops, I have directed the commissary general of
the state to provide for them, until the pleasure of the preside!:;;
shall be

known.

Yon will perceive the importance, sir, of apprizing me, without
delay, whether the agent is to be countenanced in the course he
has thought proper to adopt and also, how far 1 am to rely on the
general government for assistance, in the necessary defence of the
;

sate.

[V letter was written to the governor of Connecticut, 'in reply
to these letters to the department of war, to the same effect with
that to the governor of Massachusetts, of September 14, Jt>14.]
Copy of a letter from James Monroe, secretary of ioar, to hit excellency John C. Smith, governor of Connecticut, dated October 17,
1811.

SIR— I have had
nication of
ceived,

.

the honor to receive your excellency's commuin it had been before re-

The letters mentioned

,

The regulations of this department, in conformity to tho laws ot
the United States, having designated commands for different
grades of general officers of the militia— two thousand men for a
brigadier general; and general Cusliing not having called for more
than 2,000 nun, at any time ; and there not being more than that
number of militia in the field, it was thought that the command
of them ought not to he committed to a major general of the mii
litia.

The tendency of such an arrangement would be. to take the
in relation, as well to
No. 2, out
employment of a large force at New Haven force assembled for the defence of the military district
and Bridgeport. Their opinion is in perfect accordance with my of the hands of the officer to whom the president had intrusted
letter to your excellency, ot
own, and therefore will be carried into etfect. The troops destin- it. It was on this principle, that my
ed for these posts will arrive at New-Haven on the Rth, and at the 17th September was addressed, and with intention to explain
of this government were
Bridgeport on the 13th of September next. If no officer of the the principles on which the arrangements
United States appears to muster them, that duty will be performed made lor the defence of every part of the United States; which
that it would be satisfactory, ami
by an officer of the militia, agreeably to tbe late act of congress. If explanation I gave on a belief
to give it, at this very important
supplies are withheld by your order, they will be furnished by the that it was particularly my duty
officers of the state, and charged over to the United
crisis of our affairs.
proper
It is, however, distinctly to be understood, that if the whole quoStates.
It is hoped the services of (he third regiment may be dispensed
ta assigned to Connecticut had been called jnto service, that it
with for the present.
would have been proper to have committed the command to a maFrom the harmony with which tha service was conducted the last jor general of the militia, who in cases where he and a brigadier
of the United States acted together, would
season, under an arrangement not essentially dissimilar, I flatter general of the army
myself that a temper equally conciliatory would distinguish the take the command of him.
1 have the honor to be, &c.
present campaign. Whilst I lament that any difference of opinion
should exist, as to the particular mode of defending our
country,
a letter from T. H. Cutting, brigadier general, to the secreat a moment when its dearest interests are in
jeopardy, I cannot Copy of
district No, 2, head-quarters, New Lonlose sight of the high duties which I am
tary of via", dated military
solemnly bound to disdon, September >2, 1814.
charge.
The enclosed copies marked A, B, C and D, will show the
SIR—
Extract of t/ie proceedings of the governor and council, at a meetsituation in which I am placed, with respect to the militia in the
ing held at Hartford, on the lAtk day of August, A. b, iai-1.
state of Connecticut, and that if will be impossible for me to rep: 1
His excellency, the governor, laid before the council, a correswithin its limits, not directed against the
any attack of the enemy
pondence between him and brigadier general Cusliing, in regard torts in this harbor, or the very small and inconsiderable battery in
to the command of two
regiments of the militia of this state, now the neighborhood of New Havun.
in service, and
revested the advice of the council thereon.
The letter of governor Smith was delivered to me yesterday
The council, on mature deliberation, cannot doubt the right or
morning, by the aid of major-general Taylor. I enquired whether
expediency, under existing circumstances, of having in service, his
service by the government of the
general had been ordered into
from this state, a major-general, authorised to command such
por- United States, and assured him, if this was the ease, I would most,
t ons of the
military force as is, or may be, in service, for its de- cheerfully resign to him, not only the command of the drafted mifence.
of this military district. He replied that general Taylor
litia, but
Extract of a letter from
orders ; but that he had been ordered by governor
general Cuthing toJohnC. Smith, trovemor had 110 such
to
take command of the drafted militia of Connecticut, in
dated
Smith
Connecticut,
militant distrkt.No. 2, head-quarters, Newtlie service of the United States, and would immediately, assume
Lmdon, September i, 1814.
Your excellency's letter of the 30th of
and issue his orders agreeably to the governor's inAugust, was received this the command,
morning by the southern mail.
structions.
Whether 1 have understood "the views of the
that the usual report of the brigade was not furnished
Finding
government (Connecticut) respecting the detachment
brigadier general Lusk, I sent for him to inquire the reason for
lately organized," or not, is, by
in my
of the consequences which
estimation, a qu stion of no importance at this time, since, ibis neglect, and to admonish him
to
referring
my letter of the 10th of August, your excellency would ensue, in the event of his failing to discharge the duties oi?
JJ
J theie fiadtl-e conditions on which
his station, as an officer in the service of the United States, and
1 enclose

you the opinion of the council

this puiiit, as to

the

f

i

die drafted militia,

now in

a\
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ov any of his militia ge50fh, not accountable to governor Smith,
nerals.

to make up his mmd, as to the
brigadier requesteda short time
and 1 heard nothing- more from him uncourse he should pursue
to my note was received,
til two o'clock this day', when his answer
pud the enclosed district order immediately issued.
I understand that general Tayior is making arrangements for the
and in us neighborhood ;
supply of Ltisk'* brigade, at tiiis place,
and it will readily occur to you, that the power to call militia into
the
in
me
vested
president's proclamation, cannot be
service,
by
exercised to any beneficial result, since the moment such militia
shall have assembled, in pursuance ol my requisition, they wlli be
taken from me by state authorities.
'

The

;'

Extract of a

letter

from

2Q, 1816,

William Jones to the secretary of war,

dated Prvoiaetice, August 22, 1812.
have not been aide to obtain an entire return of the men
drafted, as this state's quota of militia, alluded to in my last, until
the 11th instant.
It is now done, and the detachment organized;
as per enclostd roll, and will he held in readiness to act, when, in
I

my opinion, any of the exigencies provided ."ji'by the constitution,
and referred to by the late act ot congress under which they are
detached , exists, agreeably to the opinion and advice of the council of this state, given me on the occasion.
1

Extract of a

letter from his excellency William Jones, governor of.
the state of Rhode-Island, to the president of the United States',
dated Providence, June 20, 181 ..

The views of the general assembly, the council of war, and myUtter from his excellency John Cotton Smith, governor of
the .state of Connecticut, to brigadier-general Cushing, dated Hart- self, will be discovered from the act of tiie assembly, passed at their
late s'ssion, a copy of which Mr. Searle will present to you, with
ford, September 9, 13, 4.
Sir— Conformably to the original arrangement, major-general whom I request' you will make all the necessary arrangements
Taylor now go's to take the command of the militia on duty, at for carrying it into full effect.
He will discuss the subject of his mission fully, and I trust to
2-Jew London and itg vicinity.
He will retain or reduce their present number, according to your satisfaction, so that the state frill, by the assistance of the
a posture of defence, at least against
existing circumstances. Upon this and other subjects, connected United States, be placed in
with the safety of those posts, he is instructed, and will be dis- the predatory incursions of the enemy.
confer with you freely, and to promote, by all means in Extract
letter from Nathaniel Senile, jun. to the president of
a
posed, to
of
lis power, that concert of operation on which the success of the
the United Slates, dated IVoihpigiov City, ..July G. 18 4.
service must essentially depend.
The views of the general assembly, of the council of war, and of
Copy of a letter from brigadier-gcneral.Cushing to brigadier-genera the governor. Will be clearly discovered, in relation to this subject
l.usk, commanding militia, dated Military District, No. 2, Head- from an act of the assembly, passed at their late session, a copy of
which 1 herewith present.
<juar(crs, New- London, September 12, 1814.
I beg' leave, therefore, in behalf of the state by whose autlwrity I
Sir— The usual reports of the brigade of drafted mililia under
not
de
was
United
am
of
the
States,
deputed, to solicit the peculiar attention of the president to her
vour command, in the service
fivered to the adjutant-general of the district yesterday, and report perilous and calamitous situation: to request of him a reimburseof the expenditures already made, and the prompt provision
orders
of
a
went
the
and
are
have
that
received,
says
you
acting under,
of a military force for her protection; or that h- will furnish, heremilitia officer, not in the service of the United States.
with, pecuniary means, by which she can place herself in an attiIt has. tberefore.'bFcome necessary, that you assign a reason, in
writing, for withholding your reports, and contradict or admit the tude of defence.
fact, of your having received, and actually executing, the orders of Extract
of a letter from brigadier-general T. //. Cushing, U
an officer, hot in the service of the United btates.
secretary oftvar, dated Military District, No. i-. flead-.'Hiarttis,
Providence, July 21, 1814.
Copy of a letter from brigadier-general Lush, to brigadier-general
Hit.
Your letter of the 11th instant, with enclosures, reached me gt
Cushing. dated New-London, September 12,
Sir— I have the honor to acknowlegv the receipt of your note of this place, on the evening of the 15th, and on the next morning I
this morning. The following is an extract of the older of his ex- had an interview with governor Jones, who is, at this time, deli1811.
berating with hi> council, as to the mode of selecting the state's
cellency, the captain-general, dated the 2Sth July,
"The troops thus detached, are to be completely armed and quota of 500 men, which 'he assures me shall be raised, either by
will
be
otherwise
enlistment or draft, in a very few daj {
to
until
and,
directed,
law,
equipped according
liel'l in readiness to march at a moment's warning, for the purpose
Extract of a letter from his excellency William Jones, governor of
s/iail
as
the
such
orders
under
invasions
they
enemy,
of
cf repelling
the state of Rhode-Island, to the secretary of mar, dated Provireceive from the commander in chief"
dence, August 15. 1814.
The following is an extract of a Irtter of instruction to mc.
Since the arrangement was entered into with you, relative to
1814.
will
nth
"You
dated
August,
from governor Smith,
Sharon,
a state corps, rendezvous have been opened in different
raising
inform genera! Cushing, by letter, of your state of readiness, and
pare- of the state, officers appointed, and the recruiting service
take his directions as to tiie route and place or places of destinain a manner ant! with a rapidity that promises success.
progresses
tion, and to conform to his instructions, until tin arrival.af'major'SBonid we be disappointed, however, in raising the number
general Taylor, ivho trill tahc,tlf command as soon as his health proposed by enlistment, the militia will be detached to maUe up tiie
and the necessary arrangements will permit.''''
for the defence of the state, according to the invitaIn addition to the above, major-general Taylor issued his orders deficiency,
tion of the president of the United States, of the 4th July List.
to me, 'under date of the Jlth September, 1314, directing me to
discontinue calling at the (Mice of the commanding general of the Ex'ract
of a letter from his excellency William Jones, governor 3C
district for orders, and to obey no orders, excepting such as shall
the state of Rhode-Island, to the secretary of ivar, dated 1 rovilie issued under the authority of this state.
denee, September 8, r',14.
He has also required of me, regularly to make report to him of
Sir— I am reedy, as I have bj letter, ar.d through the adjutant
the forces under my command.
colonel Searle,' repeatedly expressed to your department,
From a perusal of the foregoing extracts, yen will readily infer atojneral,
call out the militia, and particularly the 500 men ordered by the
the opiIj answer to your interrogations which I have the power
president, on the 4th day of July last, as our quota of the f'3,5'0
to make.
men; but we are destitute of almost every necessary for the coinfort and subsistence of those men, and for miking them effectives
Copy of district orders, dated Militqry District, Ko. 2, Head as soldiers.
are without tents, equipage, and provisions, and
Quarters, New-London, September 12, 1814.
have a
inadequate supply of camion, muskets and ammuniThe brigade ot dratted militia from the state of Connecticut, tion. I very
have attempted lo raise a corps of 50 5 men, to be accepted
having been withdrawn from the service of the United States, by as substitutes for our quota of the militia. In this I have not yet
His excellency governor Smith, and brigadier-general Ltisk, the succeeded,
having been able to enlist only about 150 men, notCommanding oriicer of the .jaid brigade, having refused to reeive withstanding a bounty was offered by the stale. 1 have also di
and obey the orders of the brigadier general commanding this tached four
companies of militia for the defence of Newport, who
miliiary district, no fortber supplies, of any description, are to be have been called into actual service, one company at a time, and
•delivered to him, or his brigade, for and oil account of the United who were
agreed to be mustered under tin- authority of the United,
States, without an express written order from the brigadier-general
States, as appears by the letter of general Armstrong, da! •.] July PI
commanding, or from his superior officer, actually in the service 1814'. Five companies of militia were also called out by treneraof the United States.
Stanton of Washington count), to assist in tin defence ot Stoning
By order of the commanding general,
ton. in Connecticut. Jn the actual state of affairs, the militia must
P. P. SCHUYLER, Adjutant genera'..
be drafted or detached to make up the 5
men, and it may very
probably be necessary to call out a much larger force; but you
Copy of a letter from ll'illitim Jones s governor of Rhode Island, to must he perfectly sensible of the inefficiency ot any force, without
the secretary ofnar, dated Prmdae'nce, April 22. 1812.
further supplies of the munitions of war.'
r to receive your letter under date of
Sir— I have had the he
the 15th instant, requiring me to take effectual measures to de- Copy of a letter font his excellency William Pennington, governor
dated Trenton,
tach five hundred of the mililia of Khod<- Island, and that they be
of the state of New-Jersey, to the secretary if tear,
October 29, isi4.
firmed and equipped for actual service', within the shortest period
that circumstances will permit.
Sir— lam informed that governor Tompkins, as governor of the
The general assembly of this state will be in session in a few state of New-York, has taken command of the 3d military district
of
I shall embrace the earliest opportunity to
•lays, when
lay the of the United Slates: this district comprehends the principal part
request before (hem.
New-Jersey, and between iwo and three thousand Jersey militia are
now in actual service in this district, at Sand) Hook, in the state
Copy of a letter from William Jone* to tlw secretary of year, dated of New -Jersey. It might certainly appear, on first view, novel, at
and
Providence, Jttne_ 18, 1811.
least, that a governor of a state, as" such, should have the colon.
Sir— Tour communication of the 12th instant came to hand by of the militia of a neighboring state, within the actual territory ci
last evening's mail, and in reply, permit me to state, that for the that state. I am far from entertaining a disposition, especially in the
»iuota of mililia required by tic act of congress of April 10, 1312, present state of our country, to throw the least obstruction in the
(be general assembly of this state, at their session, in May last, way of the operations of the general government in any nuasure
ordered a return of our militia made on or before the nil of July of defence which it may think proper lo adopt, but 1 conceive It,
next, and that therefrom a draft of the number required will lie my duty to enquire as to the fact, and the view s of the war depart
raade as soon as practicable, and ready for service.
ment on the subject.

Copy of a
''

1

.
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Jame.t Monroe, secretary of war, to his r.r(filler f.o:n
William Pennington, governor of Sne-Jcnei/, thituil

Sovembcr

,\9,

IS Id.

Sirr— I have liad the honor to receive your excellency's letter of
'J
_
20lh ultimo,
Olupthe 2!>tli
requiring information whether governor
kins, ri governor of the state ol* New- York, has been appointed
commander of the 3d military district, comprehending a part of
the state of New-Jersey. Your excellency seems to duulrt whether]
the governor' of one state can have command of the militia of
another state, within the limits of the hitter; and it is to ascertainthe views of the general government on that point, that the inquiry has been made.
The patriotic and national sentiments which you have expressed
on this subject, have afforded much satisfaction to the president,
Who desires that all the information which you have sought, should
he fully communicated.

THINGS INCIDENTAL TO THE LATE WATI.

OP.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Capt. deacon and si it james i.. VEO. From lieut.
Gamlle, to the editors of the A"etv York Courier
Gentlemen
have observed in the New York Courier of the 25th inst. (inserted also in the !46<h
page
of the Register] a communication, taken from
the Boston Gazette of the 20th inst.
touching the
afl'air between capt. Deacon and sir James Lucas Yeo,
Allow me through your paper to disprove the statement made, by publishing all the circumstances
which took place between those gentlemen on that

—

Governor Tompkins lias been appointed commander of the
military district ot the United States, No. 3, by virtue of which his
command extends to that part of the state of Jersey, and to such of
),er militia as hare been called into the service of the United States
within that limit.

:

1

subject.

The

following note of the 10th inst was handed
to sir -lames, shortly after his arrival in this
On the day following, capt. Owen, of the
sufficient to repel it, a large booty ol the militia were called into city.
royto
led
which
their service for the purpose. It was this circumstance
al navy, calied upon me and requested,
that his
the appointment of governor Tompkins to the command of the
sir James, might have a personal
friend,
of
the
No.
he
tn
the
3.
president,!
friendly inmilitary district.
being,
opinion
\ve!l qualified for the trust.
terview with captain Deacon, alleging, that if on
It is a well
ttahlisked principle, that when any portion of the any occasion, his conduct was unpleasant to captain
rnilitia are called into the service of the United Slates, the officers
Deacon, it was not intended to wound his feelings;
commanding it ought to retain their command, and enter with it which I
declined, saying that a written communicainto that service: a colonel with his regiment; a brigadier with his
On
the
same
principle, tion, in answer to that made by me, would be
brigade; a major-general with his division.
prewhen several divisions of the militia of any state are called into the
ferred; this course was acceded to by captain
service of the United States, the governor of the state may be
Owen,
and
on
the next day, the note of the 12th inst. was
authorised to take the command of them, he being the highest
officer oi the militia in the sttue. In such a case the governor of a delivered
tome, which being considered as satisfacstat is vi wed in his military character only.
He b.comes, it is
was accepted. Captain Owen then renuested
true, the military character, by virtue of his office as governor; but tory,
1
of
that
otlver
the
the
sir
inure of that character is lost in
James might have the pleasure of
service
every
seeing
United States- They relate to his civil functions, in which tliestate
and when they met, sir James,
alone is interested- The militia of one stat when calied into the captain Deacon,
honorable
to
service of the United States, may he marched into another state. highly
himself, expressed his entire ap"We have s < n the militia of Pennsylvania ai.il Virginia serving in probation of the conduct of
captain Deacon, and of
Maryland^ and of North Carolina in Virginia, with many other lite course which had been
pursued in the affair.
examples.,!' a like kind. In all these instance, the militia officers

The

city of New- York bring menaced by the enemy with formidable invasion, and the United Stales not having a regular force

by

me

•

]

I

.

Commodore Decatur had nothing to do with this
with their respective corps, and as such, no discrimination can.
to the exclusion of the governor oi a state commanding
affair, nor was lie advised witli on the subject.
The militia of his state. Like other militia officers he may march
1 am,
gentlemen, respectfully, your obedient serwith tin troops of his state into another state, and retain there his
appropriate command, either as commander of the district, or vant,
acting under another governor, to whom the president has already
U. S. .J\*avy.
given the command.
r;o

be made,

THOS. GAMBLE,

Your excellency will find these principles fully illustrated, and
more than fully established by an example which took place soon
after the adoption of the present constitution. In the year 1704,
when president Washington thought it proper, on the certificate or
3 judge, that an insurrection existed in the western part of Petinnyjvania, to order the militia of other states there, to aid the militia of that stat- in
suppressing it, he committed the command of
the whole force to the governor of a neighboring state, who commanded tin- governor of Pennsylvania. The relative rank and
command of the governor employed in the service, Was settled by
the president himself.
In general,

it

was not desirable

to

impose on the governors of

states the
duty of commanding the militia of their respective states,
when called into the service of the United States, where they
supercede the officer of the latter, commanding the military district
in which such state is, because, as governors,
they have other duties
to perform which might interfere, if
they did not conflict with those
incident to such a command.
lor
governor
example, under the
influence of local feeling might think the danger more imminent
than it really was, and c ill into the service of the United States a
greater force than would he necessary. He might even set on foot

A

expeditions, which the general government could not approve. It
would he improper that the charges incident hereto should be defrayed by the United Statts. The constitution contemplates the
exercise of the national authority, in contradistinction to that of
the state, whenever the militia of 'a state are called into the service
of tie United States. The call must be made
by the president, or
hy his authority, to be obligatory on the nation. If made by the
governor o I a state, it is th act of tliestate, obligatory on it only.
These objections, however, to the union of both trusts in the Same
person, did not apply to the employment of the governor of NewYork. All the force necessary for'the defence of that
state, bad
already been called for by order of this government, and put into
the service of the United States, and
the
although
governor is authorised to dismiss a part of the militia, in certain
cases, he is instructed not to call out
any, without a special sanction from this

Copy of a note from captain Deacon,

to sir James
Lucas Yeo,
New York, April 10, 1815.
Sir I avail myself by the
opportunity of your arrival at this place, of asking an explanation "of
your
treatment tome, while your prisoner at
Little-York,
and feel satisfied, after a recurrence to the circumstances, you will do me that justice due from one

—

officer to another.

My

friend, captain

—

Gamble of the navy,

will

hand

you this he lias been made acquainted with all the
circumstances relative to my reception by
you, and
is
fully authorised to receive the explanation required.

have the honor, to be,
D. DEACON,
(Signed)
Master and commander, U. gj.
navy.
Com. sir. James Lucas Yeo.
I

Sir James'

answer

to captain Deacon's note.

New

York, April 12, 1815.
have received your letter,
requesting an exof
treatment
to
planation
my
you at York, after your
capture in the schooner you commanded, which was
in consequence of it
having been reported to me,
that you had fired into my boat after your surrender.
Since my arrival here, the explanation which has
taken place, has convinced me that you are innocent
department.
of the charge, and did not fire 1 am therefore willYour excellency will observe, that the
objection to the command
of the milma of a state
by its governor, when called into the service ing to give credit to your assertion, and to assure
ot the United
does
not
States,
except to cases in which the you the unfavorable impression is removed from
command of the military districtapply
of the United States is superseded.
in every other
and consequently that you acted as became
case, even in those having that effect, under similar my mind,
circumstances with that under
consideration, such active, patriotic an officer and gentleman.
service by persons so
highly intrusted bv their country, will be seen
I am, sir,
your humble servant,
nj the president with great interest aiid satisfaction. Its
example
Could not fail to
JAMES LUCAS YEQ.
produce the happiest effect,
(Signed)
I have the honor to lie. he
Captain Deacon, 77. S. Nax<y.
Sir

—

I

—

'
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The following is the opinion of the court of enquiry
held on board the United States frigate Constellation,
in the harbor of New York, April 20th, 1815, to
the loss of the United States
investigate the causes of
late
sloop of war Frolic, Joseph Bainbridge, esq.
commander.

The court after mature deliberation on the evidence produced before them relative to the loss of
the late United States sloop of war Frolic, Joseph
ol
Bainbridge, esq. commander, by capture, are
opinion that the same was not lost through the fault,
inattention or negligence of captain Bainbridge,
It appears to the court that Captain Bainbridge
and the officers and men of the ship's company did
their utmost to preserve her, and after the loss
thereof behaved themselves agreeably to the discipline of the navy.
It also appears to the court that captain Bainbridge
conducted himself during the chase with perfect
coolness and self possession, and with the courage
becoming an officer and a gentleman.
It has been proved to the court that the enemy
fired a volley of musketry into the Frolic after her
colors were struck.
ALRXR. MURRAY, President.
HExNRY
Judge Advocate.

WHEATON,

20, IBIS.

entitled thereto. Provided
always, That such warrants shall be issued
in the names of the per-

only
sons thus entitled, and be
by them or their representatives applied for within five years after the said
persons shall have become entitled thereto and the
said warrants shall not be
assignable or transferable
;

any manner whatever."
This provision of the act will be rigidly adhered
to, and the most careful scrutiny had in every case
before a warrant will be issued.
in

By order

of the secretary of war,

D. PARKER,
Adjutant and Inspector General.
jfOTEs.
We learn by a very respectable gentleman
recently from the lines, (says the
Boston Patriot J that treasury notes pass at par in
Canada.
A Canadian will give his hundred silver
dollars for a treasury note of that sum.
British prisosers. The Roger privateer of Norfolk, has lately returned to that place, and a few days
afterwards her prize, the packet Windsor Castle,
arrived there. The prisoners were ordered to Crany
Island for safe keeping, until they could be delivered up to the proper authority to be carried home
for so desirous are they of returning to their beloved
country and service, that they are almost universal-

—

Treasury

—

,•

There were twenty-four
ly compelled to it by force.
of them in a schooner going down to the island,
B. W. CROWNINSHIELD.
The following is the opinion of the court of enqui- under the charge of an officer of the privateer and
at jSackett's Harbor, on board the U. S. a guard of eight United States' soldiers. They rose
ry, held
brig Jones, April 4th, 1815, to enquire generally tipon the guard, with the hope of escaping, and two
into the conduct of lieutenant Sidney Smith, and of them were shot dead before they submitted,
to investigate the causes of the loss, by capture, of though every possible method was used to quiet
the United States? vessels Eagle and Growler, on them without proceeding to so dreadful an extremiLake Champlain, on the 3d day of June 1813, and ty, which was not resorted to until it certainly apto give their opinion thereon.
peared that the lives of the guard were in imminent
The court are unanimously of opinion, that the danger from these "infuriated men, seeking through
on blood :»nd slaughter their long lost liberty."
general conduct of lieutenant Sidney Smith/,
The Indians. It appears that the Creeks, as well
Lake Champlain, was correct and meritorious. The
court are farther of opinion, that the sloops Growler as the N. W. Indians, have recently committed seveApproved,

—

and Eagle were lost, in consequence of their being ral murders. A MiHedgeville paper of April 20,
taken too far below the lines in a narrow channel, says "Dr. Bird, of MiHedgeville, has just returned
where there was not room for them to work, and from the Indian nation. He states/that on the night
where they were exposed to musketry from the of the l?th instant a small party of men, who had
shore. The court, however, taking into cons deration encamped between forts Ferry and Lawrence, and
the practicability of a successful attack by the ene- supposed to be of gen. M'Intosh's detachment from
my on the sloops, while lying at anchor at Champian, Mobile, was fired on while asleep by a body of Inand badly manned, the assurances of captain Her- dians. John Mathews, of Lincoln county, was kilrick. that his company would be withdrawn the next led, George Cabinees and David Clarke, of Jones,
satisfied by the testimony, that lieut. shot through the body and thought to be mortally
day, and being
Smith was deceived by his pilot, are of opinion, wounded, and lieutenant Walker and a Mr. Maulthat the sloops Growler and Eagle, when attacked den, of Wilkes, severely wounded. This unprovokby a superior force, were gallantly defended, and ed aggression, on the part of the Creek Indians, will
that they were not surrendered until all further re- doubtless receive from our government what it deDr.
sistance had become vain.
serves a speedy and exemplary chastisement.
MELANCTHON T. WOOLSEY.
Bird left general M'Intosh's army at Alabama Height
President
ten days ago. He supposes they may have reached
SAMUEL LIYERMORE,
fort Decatur by this time.
We learn there is a detachment of four or five
Judge Advocate.
hundred regular troops in the neighborhood of this
Approved,
B.W. CROWNINSH1EI.D.
place (from Savannah) on their way to fort Haw-

—

—

Adjutant and Inspector General's

— Information

office,

2Sth April, 1315.

kins."

The Fisnr.RTES.— It is reported the collector of Hahaving been given
to the war department, that many persons have pur- lifax has expressed his intention of sending vessels
chased from soldiers their claims for bounty lands out to prevent Americans from fishing on the Nova
Boston Palladium.
it is therefore deemed proper to publish, as a gene- Scotia coast.
ral caution, the following extract of the act of conCastine.— "The long agony is over." Castine rethe
gress, entitled "an act for designating, surveying turns to the vidiant arms of governor Strong—
and granting the military bounty land," passed May country east of the Penobscot is restored !— Castins
and
6lh, 1812, by which all sales of military land boun- was evacuated by the British on the 27th April,
ties, before patents from the war department have the American flag hoisted.
been granted, are declared to be null and void, viz.
Lieut. Spedden, of the navy. It is due to the suf"Sec. 2d, The secretary of the department of war, ferings of this gallant officer (who was second in
for the time being, shall, from time to time, issue command in the fight of the gun-boats, near Xcrwarrants for the military land bounties, to persons Orleans, and lost his left arm in the battle, and reGkveual order

3
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—

!
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What a iiustu:!— The following is from a London
Morning Chronicle of February last:
"Most important intelligence! The admiralty sparrows have had two hawks come amongst them.

teived ad>all through his right) to say, that our litmaritime force, so prolific in gentlemen ami heroes,
does not boast a man of a better lieart or more determined courage than lieut. Spedden. It is pleasant to
observe that such as lie have recaived every honor
that their country or its government could bestow.
His right arm remains and will be bared when the
people's good requires it, in their defence.
tle'

The steam boat b'nlton lately proceeded from New
York through the Sound to the Connecticut river, and
up that river as far as Middletown. She had a band of
music on board, which, says the Columbian, was
conscripted by Bonaparte] impressed by admiral Hotham, from whom they deserted at the peace-bull
given at New-London. As the boat passed Petti
pague, ths musicians played the royal airs of God
save the King and Pule Britania, in compliment to
the defenders of that place.
Foot Bowrun has been duly delivered up by the
,
British.

—

—

—

—

Alarming indeed! all is bustle and Confusion a
couple of American frigates in the English channel.
Ship news from Deal The Bombay of 74 guns, has
been ordered by express to join the Centaur of 74
guns, at Portsmouth, to go in pursuit of them.
Ship news from Portsmouth— Dropped down to St.
Helen's, the Centaur of 74 guns, where she will be
joined by several frigates and sloops, and will sail
immediately in pursuit of two American frigates that
have arrived in the channel.
P. S. It is just reported here that
they intend
making an attack on Plymouth, where, it is said, we
have only thirty ships of the line, and ninety
sloops!
of war and frigates. God only knows the result!
Plymouth. Two American frigates have arrived"
in the channel; all is the
greatest bustle there; the
Captain, of 74 guns; with the Phcebe and Hyperiau
frigates, with several sloops, are to sail immediately
in pursuit of them.
So much for our tars being commanded
by lawyers
at the admiralty.

—

,

—

Treasury notfJ. The "jew brokers" of Boston
are prodigiously angry at the secretary of the treasury, because he will not permit them to /w?i« their
treasury notes, (which, by a vile subserviency to the
cause of our late enemy, they had greatly depreciaThank Heaven, we have made peace with these
ted) on such terms as they [the jews] think might
suit their convenience! The modesty of these men is Americans— they are terrible fellows!
Head- Quarters, IF. S. 7th M. 1).
astonishing. However, they need not long be uneasy
about this kind of stock. The duties and taxes payJVc-w- Orleans,
April 7, 1815.
able to the United States will, of themselves, in the
GeneRai orders.— At the request of lieutenantconsume
colonel
William
year,
nearly double the amount of all that
Lawrence, of the 2d regiment Uniare in the hands of the people, if they shall be dis- ted States' infantry, a court of
enquiry was ordered
on
to
the
25th
with
them.
ult.
to
assemble in this city to enquire
posed
part
Gun-boats.—Yesterday (says a New-York paper into the conduct of the lieutenant-colonel,
touching
of May 19,) forty-four gun-boats were sold at the the defence and surrender of fort
Bowyer, and to give
an
for
the
benefit
thereon.
of
The
navy-yard
opinion
government. They were
court, whereof lieutenantknocked offat from 220 to 690 dollars each— that is, colonel Arbuckle is president,
major Peire and capthe lowest sold for 220, and the
tain
Humphrey members, commenced its prosecuhighest for 690
dollars.
tion on the 28th March, last
month, and continued
British opinions.— An old English
gentleman
writing to his friend in the United Spates, says—
"As to Napoleon's return, most of the
well-judging
and capable, believe that it was contrived
by the
great Irish statesman, lord Castlereagh. How he
will manage him or with
him, now, is a question that
will puzzle both my lord and the Irish duke of Wel-

by

adjournment from day

to day, up to the 5th
instant,,
when it delivered the following opinion:
The court of enquiry after mature deliberation, is
of opinion that fort Bowyer was defended in the best
manner that the circumstances of the
siege admitted of. That the conduct of colonel Lawrence on

that occasion was honorable and
becoming a good
them both, and officer— that the fort when it was surrounded was in
importance is gone a situation which rendered a longer defence impracfor ever. Peace— a long peace
and useless, and that no blame
only, in the judgment ticable
ought to
of the wise and
experienced, of the travelled obser- attach either to colonel Lawrence or to the garrison
vers and real patriots of
England, can avert her for having surrendered fort Bowyer at the time they
lington: in fine I fear he will destroy
that if we go to war our national

downfall; but, say the organs of the various classes
mentioned, "shall we see France become the freest
and the happiest kingdom in
Europe?" in plain truth,
the generality of my
countrymen cannot endure the
idea of human comfort
any where but in England. I
am so fully convinced of this, so sorry and so sick of
it,

that

I

am

preparing to cross the Atlantic

in

my old

children and grand children will I
hope
become good citizens, worthy the
blessings of the
free
only
government now upon earth. I shall take
twenty-one in number with me of my own blood.
"I forgot almost to
say any thing about the war
.Hist closed between us.
Its termination was most
fortunate for this
kingdom, but the manner in which
it was conducted
and closed, I confess, most disgraceful. Happily the most avaricious individual
employed, has be-n disappointed. Admiral sir A. C.
age;

my

_

did.

The nnjor-general feels much pleasure in observing that the whole of the testimony in this case, and
particularly that of major Woodruff of the 3d infantry, lieutenant Alexis of the navy, and major Chamberlain and captain Brownlow of the 2d
infantry (the.
two former as to the position and
strength of fort
Bowyer, the two latter as to the approaches of the
enemy and the defence of the fort) fully support the
opinion of the court of enquiry in favor of lieutenant
colonel Lawrence.
The court of enquiry, whereof
lieutenant-colonel
Arbuckle is president, is dissolved.
E.
P. GAINES,
(Signed)
Maj. ?en, Com\E
True copy from the original, filed in this office.
H.

CHOTARD,

Jls.

Adj. Gen.

was confident of being so enriched
by the plunder of
New-Orleans, and so applauded for that plunder,
Foreign Articles.
that his friends had
the
title bu w/uck he
already fixed
By the following, from a Paris paper, of March
was to be called up to the house
lords
-tiAs you may 23, it appears that
of
Napoleon has already commene
depend on. You see 1 am
already candid and just ed hris public works.
c:tizen of the
sreat 8nd s* oi,iou3 «<*
"The minister of the interior has

—

,

539S*S?

particular-

iiii

id to

-

appropriated a
ihe recommertcement efthe'
pub>

216
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works, which had been suspended. On the 24tn
workmen began again on the fountain of the
Elephant, on the scite of the Bastile, and on the
27th on the general depot for wine. Orders are issued to prosecute these works with the greatest acof men are already employed
tivity, and a number
on them. They are putting up the iron railing which
is to divide St. Bernard's quay from that vast estab

Tiie

lie

the

British

1815.

press "at home," and in the United

States, has groaned, most pitifulh groaned, years on
years, for the offerings of the French people by the
Ilovv queer,
conscriptions of the "tyrant "J\'apoleon.
that Al the sympathies of these ptople df all the
5

j

—
—

and others of the "legitimates," were for the,
French, the enemies of royal government and that
they never had even a momentary feeling for 100,000
lishment, composed of five large halls, three of men, so seized and so held, by the British, on board
which are nearly completed. The railing will be their fleets only, a number proportionably greater
360 metres in length. The passage along the inte- than that which Bon-iparte drew from the higher poThere will pulation of his states ? And, besides, that they did
rior of the railing will soon be finished.
be planted on it during the winter, an alley of trees, not, for half an instant, reflect how the armies of
which will form a promenade. Trees will be plant- the "deliverers" were formed. Are the troops of
ed in other places around the buddings. On the Russia, Frussia, Austria, &c. raised only by volun*
28ih, preparations were begun for plastering the new tary enlistments ? Tell us, ye men of sympathy—ye,
imperial gallery of the 7„.ouvre, which leads to the who exclusively have charge of the religion and /i*
RuedeRivoli, from the wicket of the princes court, berties of the world
priests

!

fronting the Rue St Nicaise. The works for continuing that gallery were resumed on the same day.
On the 29th men began to dig for laying a continuation of the foundation for the Church of St. Napoleon, adjoining the Louvre, and forming a prolongation of the new imperial gallery on the northeast.
The works on the hotel of foreign relations have
been continued during the winter within these few

But the most comical thing of the whole

is, that
these "wretched French conscripts," who suffered so
much by Bonaparte, with the soul of one man, hailed him as their "deliverer," their benefactor and father.
This is droll enough very droll, indeed.
Suppose the British impressed seamen, so much "de-

—

—

voted to their king and country," were let loose,
would they thus rally round even the prince regent 5
days 300 men have been employed upon them."
Would they not rather throw his "royal highness"
London, March 27 The following circular from overboard, to clear the deck of useless lumber ? I
the admiralty, dated March 21, has been read to the think they would. "A plague on all their houses !"
crews of his majesty's ships at Portsmouth
A London paper of April 7, says Two American
" Tlie lords commissioners of the admiralty had
74's and two frigates, half manned, are shortly exof peace
hoped, that the ratification of the treaty
pected at Plymouth, to complete their crews from
with the United States of America, would have en- the American prisoners of war at Dartmouth, and
abled them to execute, without any delay, the in- then to sail against the freebooters on the coast of
tention intimated in their lordships' general memoBu-bary.
randum of the 30th April last, of paying off, whenA letter from a merchant in Liverpool, of the 11th
ever that event should take place, the whole fleet,
of April, says, "American stocks are at par, (asking
and re-commissioning and re -manning, by volunteers,
Another letter of the 12th, says, "dollars
ihe ships which should be thought necessary for a price.)"
are five shillings and nine pence." The letter adds,
peace establishment. But the critical state in which "I do not believe we shall have war with
Bonaparte."
ihe affairs of France have been so unexpectedly placThe allies appear to be making great preparations
ed, renders it an indispensable duty, on the British
but no act of war had happened by English acgovernment, not suddenly to disarm and leave the counts as late as
April 12. A large Austrian army
to
this
of
most important interests
country exposed
The left wing of
to be collecting in Italy.
appears
with
great
danger. Their lordships are, therefore,
Wellington's forces, who, it seems, is to command
some
time
for
to
longer,
keep,
reluctance, obliged
in Belgium, is to consist of 50,000 Prussians, SaxIhe fleet in commission and they confidently expect
&c. Some of the household troops of Louis had
ons,
will
and
marines
that the seamen
cheerfully acquimade a stand at Ghent, where it is said their numwhich
their
esce in a delay,
lordships sincerely hope
bers were rapidly increasing. A letter from Vienna
may be short but which, at all events, the safety
that Russia will immediately furnish 180,000
says
Their
demand.
of
the
and honor
country imperiously
and 60,000 horses; and that nearly all the force of
in
thinksatisfaction
feel
great
lordships, however,
Prussia was pushing to or had crossed the Rhine.
the present system of
ing, that they may proceed in
An article from Lyons, dated April 4, says all is
been
in the service
have
who
all
seamen
discharging
but mentions that there had
quiet in that quarter;
have
and
since
of
1st
to
the
1304,
January,
previous
been some petit guerre in the south, excited by the
remained in it, unless any petty officers or seamen
duke d'Angouleme, who was then pursued by geneshould volunteer to continue their services at this
ral Grouchy. It appears that since then the tri-colorthe
critical period of affairs
which, considering
ed flag had been hoisted at Marseilles, which was
great advantages held out to long service, by the orto be the strong hold of the Bourbons in
der in council relative to pensions, their lordships supposed
the south. Our accounts say that the "whole populacsnriot but expect that many will be inclined to do.
tion are devoted to Napoleon."
Whenever the state of affairs permit, their lordships
The comte d'Artois, on his arrival at Lyons, re-^
will take measures for paying off the fleet with as
whose colonel he asked if
little delay as may be practicable, and for discharg- viewed the 13th dragoons,
seamen now serving on his regiment was devoted to the cause of the Bouring every petty officer and
bons ? "Interrogate," said the officer, "every man
board his majesty's ships."
The riots on account of the price of corn' were and each will frankly reply." The comte then adnot confined to London. The military was called dressed one thus
lord."
out to suppress the disorders of the people at GlusQ. "Are you well paid ?"— A. "Yes, my
?"— A. "No, my
Q. "Will you fight for the king
JO70.
"jYo cdnna-i{i!con."—Theve has been one of the lord."
r"— A. "For
hottest presses ever known in the British ports. EveQ. "For whom, then, will you fight
ry man that looked like a sailor was picked up and Napoleon."
The cry of "Vive I'Empereur .'" was then repeated'
carried off, for "Mriiisk liberty"
French conscripts and British impressed seamen.—' from rant to rank, with enthusiastic transport.
;

—

—

:

,

—

;

;

;

:
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TO AGENTS AND FRIENDS.

The

editor respectfully represents, that he will,
during the course of next month, have a particularand will therefore
ly pressing demand for money
accepr, with singular gratitude, any monies, of large
or smaller amounts, that
may be in their hands, or
are due from them, to meet the
emergency.

—

on a great Spring Rain
[Communicated

1814.

]

interesting artitle has been on hand
a long time, but has lost none of its value on that
account."]
THE PUXT EFFOHTS OF 7.IAN.

[The following

1 have been induced to reflect
upon this subject
during the last week, when the blessings of Almighand
preservation were descending upon the
ty power
earth, and to compare the utmost exertions of combined nations, with the silent and almost unnoticed
evidences of the wisdom,
goodness, and power, of
the Supreme
With great exertions, much
being.
noise, oppression arid expence, a nation opens a canal to connect distant
waters, and after many years
of labor, boasts, " 1 have done this
great thing— 1
have united the Mediteranean and Atlantic—I have
brought together the Irish and German oceans."
By making an improper use of the blessings of
Heaven— converting them to injurious
purposes, a
nation, in the course of a century, raises a fleet to
oppress the world of waters, and claims the gift of
Providence to all his creatures as her own
property
—tyrannizes over its own flesh and blood, and preits crimes the
of dreadful retribution.
by
day
pares
But all nations are in "His hand as the
drop of the
bucket, and as the small dust of the balance;" and
we are, sometimes,
disposed to acknowledge the
truth of this
declaration, when tempests deform the
face of nature; or the earth
trembles under our feet
—and Calabria or Venezuela "wdh all their castles
rooted deep, shake to their
lowest seat."
It is however
(blessed be God) but seldom, we see
or feel such
displays of the Divine majesty; but the
mind that is open to such
considerations will never
»anttor a source of admiration or of
gratitude.
n P8 ,
rag ° r awful t«w»«ne« roll,
T«,hn«rf
V
?
dread ve,, gea''<;e shake
\f^n»J\!
\j
my soul,
\\hen earth . m bloom or
plan*, mildly shin*.
u*l rV-'» ,he msJ est v Divine."
!

—

— Vihuil.

niles, no. 29, hocth laj.veut-strki.t, at j§5 feu axmtii.

(Xj'l'lie receipt of Ihe documents belonging to tlie
organization of the military peace establishment ol
the United Siutes, with a list of* the officers retained,
being matters of so great interest to so many persons,
has induced the editor, for the purpose of giving
them entire, as well as to find room for some other
articles claiming a more immediate insertion, to
lay over the remainder of the documents attached
to the report of the secretary of war in respect to the
militia, which-, however, will form a part of a sup
piemen! to be published next week, to be pug d to
PRECEDK thk present sheet, so as to give all Uiose
important papers in uninterrupted succession.
Really distressed for want of room, the editor is
lsatbto promise the insertion of any long article
but it is due to the late officers of the army of the
United Slates and their friends, that their names and
rank, as they stood at the close of the war, should
be preserved in this work and they shall be, by the
publication of a complete army list.

Reflections

i

l

'

These observations are merely preparatory to tt
not on the immense benefit the country
has derived and will enjoy from the effects of the
reflection

—

last week's rain, for this is in the nature of things
incalculable but upon the prodigious quantity of
water that has fallen on the earth far beyond the

—

'.'

v rj'I.

-

—

conception of any mind not disposed td consider the
subject.
It is believed (in
consequence of actual measurement) that the quantity of water that fell last week
in rain, amounted (in this neighborhood) to four
inches of perpendicular height on the whole surface;
let us* in order that we may be able to form an adequate idea of this quantity, reduce it to some known
measure of dimension.
Though the rain appears to have been a general
one, extending over a large tract of country, possibly
covering the United States from tire oc»an to the
mountains, let us confine our calculations to one
hundred miles square, and compare this grand display of Almighty power exhibited in one short
week, to the mightiest efforts of the mightiest mo-

—

—

narchies to the much boasted Egyptian pyramids
the temple of Belus or the artificial lake of the Babylonish kings. By such a calculation we shall find that
one hundred miles square received 92,928,000,0011
cubic feet of water and as a canal of sixty feet wide
and thirty feet deep would contain in each foot of its
length, 1800 cubic feet if the above sum is divided
by 1800 it gives us 51,626,666 feet, which is equivalent to 9,777 and 3 4 miles, a sum more than equal
to the diameter of the globe, and enough to float
all the ships of all the nations of the earth.
How sublime the idea that this gives us of that
power who balances whole rivers over our heads, and*
directs them to fall in dew or rain; agreeably to the
counsels of his own wisdom and who not only balances the world of waters, but the globe itself yea,
all the surrounding systems—-"and each by its nature
is conformable to his will!" Well might the prophet
exclaim: "What is man that thou art mindful of hint}
or the son of man that thou visitest him?

—

—

—

The

—

royal carvers at Vienna.

wish to have published this week the!
speeches of Mr. Whitbread and lord Castlcreugh, in
the British parliament, to afford my readers a tolerable view of the proceedings of the royal carvers at
Vienna, before the recal of Bonaparte to the throne
of France knocked up their "legitimate" schemes.
And I am glad that, he has done it for never was
a worse principle acted upon than that which appears to have guided the congress in parcelling
Europe. Men millions of men, were bartered about
a "handful of millions" given here and a "handful
of millions" taken there, like droves of sheep of
hogs in a public market; and with no more weight
or agency in the matter than what the partHiouers
were pleased to esteem as the value of their number
the foul conspiracy of
of souls. History, indignant at
Russia, Austria and Prussia who divided Poland
to
the congress of Vienna
some years ago, will give
It

was

my

—

—

—

the

same reprehension and infamy.
as I wish "peace and good

Much
men"

—and much as

"

vt'tY

[whoix wo. 195.

27, 181.5.

tions

Q

may

will

among

wish that individuals and naforbear and even suffer before they m*
I

ojg
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sume an "armor and attitude adapted" to secure
their just claim?, almost any thing- is to be esteemed
that has a tendency to break down the idea that all
tha millions of men of the old world, are the property
of some eight or ten families; who, through all sorts
of crimes and usurpations, have got at the head of its
several governments. I am more pleased with the
than the calm of despotempestuous sea of liberty,
tism; and would rather have such things even as the

bitious than he; though, differently situated, her
lust has a different direction.
It is in India that

—

her propensity shews itself in its extent there, by
the self-same means that Bonaparte used to possess
himself of certain parts of Europe, she has acquir-

ed immense

territories with 70,000,000 slaves, and
almost daily adding to her "usurpations." The
empire of Austria, and kingdom of Prussia are
made up of "usurped" countries, to which both of
them are continually manoeuvering to add o'her
states or territories.
These are facts that no person will pretend to deny
How then is Napoleon an
"usurper" and all the rest "legitimate princes?"
What has he done to establish his power that they
have left undone ? Is there any reason why he may

—

is

ItarVford convention in perpetual succession, than
see the people regard the concerns of their country

With the lisllesness of Russians or Turks.
I know very veil that these opinions will subject
jne to a charge of being an enemy "of regular government." I will not leave the matter in 'doubt;
and freely declare, I am the enemy of every government tint does not originate in and derive its authothe people. But this is a thing that the
rity from
should manage for them
people of every country
selves; and I would not interfere in the concerns of
than by an expression of
foreign nations further
for the government of our own.
opinion, as useful
I have read tha speeches above alluded to with
they contain many things
worthv of remark but the following extract from
that of lord Castlereagh, wherein he vindicates the
proceedings of the congress in respect to Saxony,
considerable

27, 1815.

attention;

—

—

not conquer a country as well as either of them ?
I hate all monarchies
and my sole object, in the

—

sometimes make on European affurs, is
to present a faithful view of all, to
disgust rav
countrymen with every thing appertaining to the

remarks

I

giant knavery. And this, I regret to say, appears
necessary, from the partiality of too many people
for the principle of kings
that men are the property of certain families and may be disposed of without their consent i. e. if the families be of certain
breeds; for on this they make the legality or illegaliWonderful infatuation!
ty of their conduct depend!
strange perversion of sober reason and common
sense!
Would that every American might banish
such notions, and feel perfectly neutral except where
the people are en one side and tyrants on the other.

—

—

—

claims present notice.
His lordship says
"On the 1'MNCirr.KOF conquest, at least, nex>er-:uas
dhy thing more justifiable than the annexation of Saxoho t:> Prussia."
"wanted no ghost to tell us" that this War,
of the Constitution.
and is, and ever will be, the principle on which kings
govern; but haitii) expected an avow .d of it from Copy of a letter from Captain Stewart to the Secretory
the man who has declaimed so much against the
of the JS'avy, dated
linked States' frigate Constitution, May — 1S15.
exercise of it by Bonaparte It is, however, the prinSin— On the 20th of February last, the Island
ciple en which every sovereignty in Europe is foundof Madeira bearing about W. S. W. distant 60
ed; and especially diose of Russia, Prussia, Austria
and that of the united kingdoms of Great-Britain leagues, We fell in with his Britannic majesty's two
ships of war, the Cyane and Levant, and brought
and Ireland.
How easy is it for men to "gape at gnats and swal- them to action about 6 o'clock in the evening, both
low camels!" What have wenot heard of the appli- of which, after a spirited engagement of 40 minutes,
cation of this principle of kings by jYupoleou? Did surrendered to the ship under my command.
Considering the advantages, derived by the enemy,
lie not conquer Spain, Portugal, Italy, Holland, all
from a divided and more acth'e force, as also their
Germany, Austria and Prussia and were they not
as much his property as Saxony was that of the superiority in the weight and number of guns, I
allies? Do not let us abuse him and acquit them
let deem the speedy and decisive result of this action
us hold the scales even and weigh the parties by the the strongest assurance which can be given to the
that all under my command did their
If the rule laid down
principle of their conduct.
by government,
lord Castlereagh goes one inch it will go 5000 miles; duty, and gallantly supported the reputation of
for its nature can be bounded only by the power to American seamen.
Enclosed you Will receive the minutes of the action,
extend or enforce it and, by this rule, as ratified
and a list of the killed and wounded on board this
by the "illustrious" congress at Vienna, the emperor)
also enclosed you will receive for your inforof France stands justified for all the changes he made ship
mation a statement of the actual force of the enemy,
ui Europe, by "right of conquest."
Now, reader, do not suffer yourself to be per-' and the number killed and wounded on board their
suaded that for these sayings I am the apologist of! ships as near as could be ascertained.
I have the honor to
remain, very respectfully, sir,
Bonaparte. My object is simply to do that man
naked justice. It is cruel that one person should! your most obedient servant.
CHAS. STEWART.
be abused for doing the very tiling that another is exGood is good, and evil is evil, be it done Hon. B. W. CnowxtN'sniEi.T),
tolled for.
Secretary of the Navy, Washington.
by whom it may. I believe the whole business of moList of killed and wounded on board the United
narchy, in all its principles and operations, is evil, for
Slates' frigate Constitution, of 44 guns,
Take those
ite beginning and end is "usurpation."
( mounting
'thirty-two 24 prs. and twenty 32/is. carronadesj
of the leading powers in the congress for instances
on
the 20th February, 1815, in action with his Brithe sceptre of the magnanimous Alexander extends
tannic majesties ships Cyane and levant.
over four millions of square miles of land, yet like
KILLED
John Fullington, ordinary seanwn; Anthe iudian with his rum," he wants a "little more"
and will have Poland. Nor is Great Britain less am. tonio Farrow, marine; William Ilu-ral, ditto.
David Quill, quartermaster James
'An Indian being told lie might have three wishes— 1st, desired Jackson, seaman,
severely Tobias Fernald, seaman,
rivulets and

—

We

—

Cruise

,

—

—

:

;

'

'

I

1

I

:

—

WOUNDED—

;

;

tlati ail the lakes, rivers, creeks,
spring's Might be rain:
woods might he a deer— he had now all
•;d, that every tree in the
that he thought he wanted, hut being pressed to proceed, he said,
that lit; would have a little rriwc rtim!

3d,

,

(since dead); Benjamin Thomas, ditto, severely;
Benjamin Venderford, do. slightly Vincent Marks,
ditto, severely; John Iiancy, ordinary ditto, (sine;
;

•

nlles'
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Thomas Fessenden, ditto, (since dead)
dead)
jleimmin Norckross, sergeant marines, severely
William Holmes,
Patrick Cain, marine, severely
;

;

;

;

Andrew Chambers,
wounded 12— Total 15.

ditto, severely

—Killed

3,

;

ditto, slightly.

Statement of the actual force of his Britannic majesty's
the honorable George Douglass
Ships Levant, capt.
'commander,- and Cyane, capt. Gordon iudctui commander, ninth the number killed and -woimtied on
hoard each ship, on the 20th February, 1815, as
hear as could be ascertained, while engaged with the

U. S. frigate Constitution.

*

LEVANT.

18 thirty-two poundars, carronades,
1 twelve pounder, ditto,
2 nine pounders, long guns,
21 puns, I5p" officers, seamen and marines.
Prisoners 133 officers, seamen and marines.
Killed 23 wounded 16— total killed and wound;

ed

39.

—

2 twelve pounders, long guns,

seamen and marines.
gtins, 180 officers,
2 brass swivels.
Prisoners 168, officer.?, seamen and marines.
Killed 12; wounded 26 total killed and wound34

1

—

ed 38.
of the action between the United States' frigate Constitution, and his Britannic majesty's ships
Cyane and Levant, on the 2Qt?i February, 1815.
Commences with light breezes from the east,
and cloudy weather At I discovered a sail two
on the larboard bow hauled up and made
points
At 1-4 past one, made the sail to
sail in chase
be a ship at 3 4 past one discovered another sail
ahead made them out at 2, P. M. to be both ships,
standing close hauled, with their starboard tacks on
board at 4, P. M. the weathennost ship made signals, and bore up for her consort, then about ten
we bore up after her, and set
miles to leeward
iHfim'ttes

—

—

2li)

ship, and then braced aback our main and mizcri
topsails, and backed rtr.tern under cover of the smoke,
abreast the sternmost ship, when the action was
continued With spirit and considerable effect, until
35 minutes past 6, when the ennhiy's fire again
slackened, anl wc discovered the headmost bearing
up; filled oUr topsails, shot ahead, and gave her two
stern rakes; we then discovered tjie sternmost ship
wearing also; wore ship immediately after her, and
gave her a stern rake, she luffing too on our starboard
bow, and giving us her larboard broadside; we ranged
up on her larboard quarter, within hail, arid was abotit
to g-ive her our starboard broadside n lieu she struck
her colors, fired a lee gun and yielded. At 50 minutes past 6, took possession of ii B. M. S. Cyan 'J
capt. Cordon Falcon, mounting 34 guns. At 3pm filled away after her consort, which was stilt in sight to
leeward. At half past 8 found her standing towards
us, with her starboard tacks close hauled with topgallant sails set and colors flying. At 50 rn. past 8^
ranged close along side to windward of her, oh opwore imposite tacks, and exchanged broadsides
mediately under her stern and raked her. "'/*''> *
broadside; she then crowded *U sail and endeavored
to escape by running
hauled on board our, tacks;
set spanker, and flying jib in chase.
At half past .'J,'
commenced fiiiiig on her from our starboard boy
chaser; gave her several shot, which cut her Spars
and rigging considerably. AtlOi'. n. finding they
could not escape, fired a gun, struck her colors.'
and yielded. We immediately took possession of
II. IJ. M. S. Levant, hon. capt. tieo.
Douglass, mourning 21 guns, At 1 a m. the damages of our rigging
was repaired, sails shifted, and the ship in fighting

—

CYANE.
22 thirty-two pounders, carronades,
10 eighteen pounders, ditto,

—

cruise.

;

;

;

;

lower, topmast, topgallant, and royal studding asils
at 1-2 past 4 carried away our main royal
in chase
mast took in the sails and got another prepared
at 5, P. M. commenced firing on the chase from
bur two larboard bow guns our shot filling short,
.ceased firing; at 1-2 past 5 finding it impossible to
prevent their junction, cleared ship for action, then
about 4 miles from the two ships ; at 40 minutes
after 5, they passed within hail of each other, and
hauled by the wind on the starboard tack, hauled
up their courses, and prepared to receive us at 45
;

:

;

;

;

minutes past 5, they made all sail close hauled by
the wind, in hopes of getting to windward of us; at 55
minutes past 5, finding themselves disappointed in
their object, and we were closing with them fast,
they shortened sail, and formed on a line of wind,
about half a cable's length from each other. At 6,
P. M. having them under command of our battery,
hoisted our colors, which was answered by both
ships hoisting English ensigns; at 5 minutes past 6
ranged up on the starboard side of the stenimost
ship, about 300 yards distant, and commenced the
action by broadsides, both ships returning our fire
with great spirit for about 15 minutes, then the
fire of the enemy
beginning to slacken, and the great
column of smoke collected under our lee induced
us to cease our fire to ascertain their
positions and
conditions; in about three minutes, the smoke clearing
away, we found ourselves abreast of the headmost
ship, the sternmost ship luffing up for our larboard
quarter; we poured a broadside into the headmost

condition.

.

.

Minutes of the chase of the U. S. frigate Constitutiwl
by an F.uglish squadron of three s/tr>>s, from oni
the harbor if Port Praya, Island of St. JagoCommences with fresh breezes and thick foggy
weather At 5 minutes past 12, discovered a larg-d

—

ship through the fog standing in for Port Praya. At
8 minutes past 12 discovered two other large ships
From
astern of tier, also standing in for the port.
,

their general appearance, supposed them to be onb
of the enemy's sqttadrons, and from the Utile respect
hitherto paid by them to neutral waters, I deemed
The signal was made,
it most prudent to put to sea.
At 12
to the Cyane and Levant to get under Weigh.
after meridian, with our topsails set, we cut our cathe
ble and g.st under weigh, (when
Portuguese
opened a fire on iis from several of their batteries
our
on shore) the prize ships following
motions,'
and stood out of the harbor of Port Prayaj close
under East Point, passing the enemy's sq"£r!rori
about gun shot to windward of them; crossed our
top-gallant yards and set foresail, mainsail, spanker,'
The enemy seeing
flying jib and top gallant sails.
us under weigh, tacked ship and made all sail ill
chase of us. As far as we could judge of their
rates, from the thickness of the weather; supposed
them two ships of the line and one frigate. At half
past meridian cut away the boats towing astern*
At 1 P. M. found our railing
first cutter and gig.
about equal with the ships on our lee quarter, but
the frigate luffing up gaining our wake and rather
dropping astern of us, finding the Cyane dropping
astern and to leeward, and the frigate gaining on
her fast, I found it impossible lb save her if she
continued on the same course, without having the
Constitution brought to action by their, whole force'
the signal at 10 minutes past I P. Sj. to
I made
her to tack ship, which was complied with. This*
manoeuvre, I conceived, would detach one o't the
enemy's ships in pursuit other, while at the. same
she would be kii£m8t t$
tiniej frotA her position,
1
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reach tiio anchorage at Port Praya, before the de
tached ship could come up with her; but if they did
not tack after her, it would afford her an opportunity
to double their rear, and make her escape before
the wind. They all continued in full chase of the
Levant and this ship: the ship on our lee quarter
her shot fallingfiring, by divisions, broadsides,
short of us. At 3 P. M. by our having dropped the
Levant considerably, her situation became (from
the position of the enemy's frigate) similar to the
It became necessary to separate also from
('vane.

This compelled the Levant to put her helm up, and
receive the raking fire of the Constitution; which she
did, and with all possible expedition made sail before the wind, having suffered very severely in her
running rigging. During these occurrences, the
Cyane, upon the Constitution's quarter had endeavored to cross her stern, but fi\;n her disabled
condition she could not effect her purpose.
When the Levant made sail, the enemy's frigate
wore, which brought the Cyane on her starboard
bow, and then ranged alongside of her. The Cyane
the Levant, or risk this ship being brought to action being much disabled, and having fivejffeet water in
at
3
minutes
her hold, was not in a condition to renew the contest,
the
5
I made
to cover her.
past
signal
At 12 and therefore struck her colors and fired a gun to
for her to t.-ck, which was complied with.
minutes past 3 the whole of the enemy's squadron leeward. The Constitution put her 2d lieutenant
tacked in pursuit of the Levant and gave up the (Hoffman) and a prize crew on board, and at half
pursuit of this ship. This sacrifice of the Levant past seven made sail in pursuit of the other sloop of
bL-came necessary for the preservation of the Con- war, who repaired damages, obtained the weather,
stitution.
Sailing m aster Hixon, midshipman Var- guage, and was standing down upon the Constitunum. 1 boatswain's mate and 12 men were absent tion. Arriving within a proper distance, she fired a
on iu y in the 5lh cutter to bring the cartel brig broadside into the Constitution and hauled her wind
for the northward.
The Constitution sailing much
under our stern.
faster than the Levant, overhauled her at 9 o'clock,
IT A>i: A5!U?.VJST BHITISU ACCOUNT.
when all further resistance being useless, she struck
Fretn the Barbadoes Gazette of March 27.
Cafil/ne of Lis majesty's ships Ctaxi:, captain Falcon, her colors, and the Constitution put her 1st. lieut.
and Lk\ ant, lion, captain Doug-las, by the Amcri (Ballard) on board, «s prize master.
(

!

The evening was a fair moonlight. The Constituran frigate OoxstfiTirriow, capt. Stewart.
Constitution left Boston bay on the 17th De- tion had 4 killed and 12 wounded; and the Cyane 4
cember last, on a cruise. On the 20th February, kil. and 13 w. and the Levant 6 kil. and 16 wounded.
The next morning, (Feb. 21) the three ships stood
about 100 miles eastward of Madeira, she fell in
with and captured, after a very warm action, the to the westward, and at daylight on the 23d made
British sloops of war Cyane and Levant, from Gi- Porto S uito, one of the Madeiras, bearing south.
The enemy From this time till the 8th of March, they were unbraltar bound to the Western islands.
was discovered by the largest of our ships, (which der short cruising sail, standing to the southward—
was the Cyane,) al out one o'clock in the afternoon, and on the evening of the 8th, they anchored in the
when s,'\e soon tacked and stood towards her. A- kle of May, one of the cape de Verds. On the 12th,
two o'clock, coifting up within a sufficient distance the Newcastle, Acasta and Leander, which had been
for the purpose, she made signals to the Constitu- in search of the Constitution during tire whole
The Constitution
tion, to ascertain whether she was a friend or a foe, cruise, appeared off the harbor.
but front their not being answered by the enemy, and her prizes immediately weighed anchor, and
she knew her to be an American frigate, and imme- made all sail by the wind, and the three British fridiately bore up and made all sail to the westward, gates tacked and made sail in chace. At one o'clock,
for the purpose of communicating, with her consort the Cyane finding she was unable to keep with the
the Levant; making signals to her at tire same time, other two vessels, tacked to the northward and westand enforcing their observance with guns. The ward, and thereby made her escape, with the intenConstitution made all sail
chase, gaining fast; tion of pursuing her way direct for the United States,
find on arriving within gun-shot, commenced at about having left the three British frigates in pursuit of
three o'clock, afire from her bow chasers. At 45 the Constitution and Levant. At two o'clock, the
minutes past 3, the Constitution's main royal was Isles of May ahead, the Constitution by signal ordercarried away by press of sail, which enabled the ed the Levant to tack, which she obeyed, and the
Cyane to distance her fire. The Levant, then to lee- Bi itish frigates tacked alto, and stood after her; when
ward, having answered signals made by the Cyane, the Acasta and Leander soon opened their ports uphauled her wind and crowded canvas to pass within on her, but she, notwithstanding, succeeded in reInil of her consort; which she accomplished at a gaining the harbor of Porto Pruva ("relying upon
few minutes before six. Our two ships at this time protection from the neutrality of the port J and anchorhad concluded it most advisable to delay the action, ed under the land, under a Portuguese fort of between
The Acasta and Newcastle, afif possible, till the evening, in order to gain the ad- 30 and 40 gnns.
vantage of the enemy in their manoeuvres. At 6, ter firing several broadsides into her, took possesthe Cyane and Levant hauled to on the starboard sion of her and ordered her to Barbadoes, under the
when the command of lieut. Jelicoe; formerly of the Cyane,
tack, mid haufed \\\ their main courses,
Constitution hauled upon the same tack to preserve having acting lieut. Jones <m board belonging to her
the weather-gage, hauled u^y her courses also, and before her capture. The Constitution had put about
hoisted the American union. At ten minutes past 120 of her prisoners ashore at Porto Prava, before
six, the Cyane got upon the Constitution's starboard the British squadron hove in sight.
Mr. Johnson, assistant surgeon, and Mr. Humbow, when the broadsides of all three ships immeofficer of the American frigate Condiately opened, with a tremendous and well direct- phreys, another
ed lire. The action continued in this position near- stitution, arrived here in the Levant on Salurd»)
ly half an hour, when from the loss of her main last, and are on parole.
The Cyane and the Levant were from Gibraltar,
top-g illirnt mast and gad', which had been shot away,
and from other serious damage on her rigging, the bound to Madeira, with supernumeries, rigging, and
other appurtenances, for a British shipbuilding"'
Cyane brok" round off, perfec It unmanageable.
.;
on the Constitu- the Western Islands. Many of the supernumeraries
.li!-,t previous to this, the L>"
in the action.—
tion*)? bow, ranged ahead with the intention of rak- were among the killed and wounded
the
ing tlrj enemy, which the latter frustrated by board- The rigging came into our possession again by
of the Levant.
on
and
her.
lade
her
fore
recapture
thereby
fore-reaching
ing
The

—

m

—

—
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fer various other sonrces of
list, at 20 guns, stale of discipline, and
W3U> carronadc on mbarrassment, or disaster, which existed at the

rated, in Steel's

18 32's, 2 long 9's

1

to account for the.
adiievmenls of the American army, in all their splendor, and for its efficient acquirements in every imwar of
portant branch of the military art, during a
little more than two years continuance; it is necesii
sary to resort to that principle of action, which, in
free country, identifies the citizen with his government; impels each individual to seek the knowlegc
men in action.
the performance of his duty; and
[The above furnishes us with another instance of that is requisite for
It is the renders every soldier, in effect, a combatant in his
the barefaced arrogance of the British.
third or fourth time that they have violated the so- own cause.
The president of the United States anticipated
vereignty of nations, by attacking our vessels in
neutral ports. They have no respect for any thing from tiie career of an army thus constituted, all the
but the law of fore?, and he is a fool that expects glory and the fruits of victory; and it has been his
to see a just war terminated by an honoany thing from Englishmen but what their calcula happiness
tions of interest of ideas of necessity compel a per- rable peace, after such demonstrations of valor,
formance of. The Levant, Gfeneral If-nwtrong, Efc. genius, and enterprize, as secure for the land and
will afford subjects of controversy between the Uni- naval forces of the United States an imperishable
ted States and Portugal, and the latter must bear renown; for the citizens, the best prospect of an
the indignity cast upon her by her "dear allies" as undisturbed enjoyment of their rights; and for the
she can, being too weak to resent it, as she ought.— government, the respect and confidence of the world
To the American army, Which has so nobly conJtse.]
tributed to these results, the president of the United

commencement of hostilities; but

the top gallant forecastle.
The Cyane is rated at 20 guns but the Americans
will sat/ she mounts 34, which are likewise 32's of
much the same description as those of the Levant.
The Constitution which is rated at 44, carries 52
20 of which are 321b. carronades, and the remain.
jug 32 are long 24's. The Constitution had 458

—

—

.

|

I

States presents this public testimonial of approbation and applause, at the moment when many of its
gallant officers and men must, unavoidably, be sepaOrganization of the Jililitary Peace Establishment of rated from the standard of their country- Under ail
the United States.
governments, and especially under all free governDepaiitmknt of Wah, May 17th, 1815.
ments, the restoration of peace has uniformly proof
The act of congress of the 3d
March, 1815, duced a reduction of the military establishment.
of
"That
establishment
the military peace
The United States disbanded in 1800 the troops
declares,
the United States, shall consist of such proportions which had been raised on account of the differences
of artillery, infantry, and riflemen, not exceeding in with France; and the memorable peace of 1783, was
the whole, ten thousand men, as the president of the followed by a discharge of the illustrious army of
United Slates shall judge proper; that the corps of the revolution. The frequency, or the necessity, of
engineers, as at present established, be retained; that the occurrence does not, however, deprive it of its
the president of the United States cause to be ar- interest; and the dispersion of the military family,
ranged the officers, non-commissioned officers, mu- at this juncture, under circumstances peculiarly
sicians and privates, of the several corps of troops in affecting, cannot fail to awaken all the sympathies of
the service of the United States, in such manner as the generous and the just.
to form and complete out of the same, the corps
The difficulty of accomplishing a satisfactory orauthorised by this act; and that he cause the super- ganization of the military peace establishment, has
numerary officers, non-commissioned officers, musi- been anxiously felt. The act of congress contemcians and privates, to be discharged 1rom the ser- plates a small but an effective fore?, and, conse
vice of the United States, from and after the first quentry, the honorable men, whose years, or infirday of May next, or as soon as circumstances may mities, or wounds, render them incapable of further
permit."
service, in active warfare, are necessarily excluded
The president of the United States, having per- from the establishment. The act contemplates 4
formed the duty which the law assigned to him, has reduction of the army from many, to a few-regidirected that the organization of the military peace ments; and consequently, a long list of meritorious
establishment be announced in general orders; and officers must, inevitably, be laid aside. But the atthat the supernumerary officers, non-commissioned tempt has been
assiduously made to collect authenofficers, musicians, and privates, be discharged from tic information from every source, as a foundation
the service of the United States, as soon as the cir- for an impartial judgment on the various claims to
cumstances, which are necessary for the payment attention; and even while a decision is pronounced,
and discharge of the troops, will permit.
the president of the United States desires it may be
But on this important and interesting occasion, distinctly understood, that from the designation of
the president of the United States is aware, that he the officers who are retained in service,
nothing
owes to the feelings of the nation, as well as to his more is to be inferred, than his approbation of the
own feelings, an expression of the high sense enter- designated individuals, withnut derogai ing, in any
tained of the services of th? American
army.— degree, from the fame and worth of those, whose lot
Letving the scenes of private life, the citizens' be- it is to retire.
came the soldiers of the United States; the spirit of
The American army of the war of 1812 has hithera ge mine patriotism
quickly pervaded the military to successfully emulated the patriotism and the valor
establishment; and the events of the war have con- of the army of the war of 1776. The closing seen"; of
spicuously developed the moral, as well as thephy the example remains alone to be performed. Having
sical character of an
army, in which every man established the independenpe of their country, there
seems to have deemed himself the chosen
champion volutionary warriors cheerfully returned to the walks
of his country.
of civil life; many of them became the benefactors and
The pacific policy of the American
government, ornaments of society, in theprosecution ofvarious, art a
the domestic habits of the
people, and a long seques- and professions; and all of tkem, as well as the vetetration from the use of
arms, will justly account for ran tew who survive the lapse of time, have bee the
trait of warlike
preparation, for an imperfect objects of grateful recollection, and constant re>

United States' Army.
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and arranged in such manner as to form and
gard. It is for the American army, now dissolved, to
jlected
pursue the same honorable course, in order to enjoy complete an effective corps. It is, undoubtedly, a
the same inestimable reward. The hope may he re- painful task to make a discrimination, which affects
spectfully indulged, that the beneficence of the le- the interest, and possibly the subsistence of honorgislative authority will beam upon suffering merit; able men, whose misfortune it is, by age, by infiran admiring nation y/ill unite the civic with the mar- mities, or
by wounds, to be disabled from rendering
tial honors, which adorn its heroes; and posterity, in further service to their
country; but the task must be
its theme of gratitude, will
indiscriminately praise performed by those who are charged with the extbe protectors and the founders of American in- ecution of the law;
leaving the relief which may be
dependence.
justly claimed by suffering merit, to the beneficent
Care of the legislative authority.
By order of the president of the United States.
A. J. DALLAS, Acting secretary of rjar.
It is the opinion of the president, therefore, that
in the selection of the officers to be retained upon
Department of War, 8th April, 1815.
the military peace establishment, those only should
The president of the United States has be recommended, in your report, for his approbation,
who are, at this time, competent to engage an enerequested your attendance at "Washington, with a
view to the aid which your experience and infor- my in the field of battle.
The number of field officers now in service, '
mation enable you to afford, in forming the militaamounts to two hundred and sixteen, and the number
ry peace establishment, according to the directions
of the act of congress, passed on the 3d of .March, of regimental officers, now in service, amounts to
Of the former, about
1815. f have the honor, therefore, of calling your two thousand and fifty -five.
attention to this interesting and important business; thirty -nine, and of the latter, about four hundred and
and to request an early report upon the following fifty can be retained in service, according to the provisions of the act of congress for fixing the military
points; premising tj.at your report will be considered as an authentic source of information, to which a peace establishment. In everv grade of appointm
almost eveiy officer has gallantly performed his dujust respect will be paid in all future deliberations
It is obvious, therefore, that with respect to the
ty.
upon the subject.
field officers, and die regimental officers, as well as
1. The
organization of the army.
with respect to the general officers, men of high mi2. The selection of the office: s.
3. The
litary merit must unavoidably be omitted in the
stations.
military
present organization of the army. It has not been,
act of congress declares, that the military and it never can be, under such circumstances, a
mark of disrespect, or a subject of reproach, to
peace establishment of* the United States shall conomit the name of any officer; and the president wishsist of proportions of
artillery, infantry andriflemen,
not exceeding in the whole ten thousand men; and es it may be distinctly understood, that from the se.
lection of officers, nothing more ought to be inferred,
that the
corps of engineers, as at present established,
than his approbation of the selected individuals,
be retained.
I.

The

T/ie organization of the arnrj.

without derogating, in an) degree, from the reputaUpon full consideration of the terms of the act,
and of the military interpretation given to similar tion and worth of others.
It is the president's desire upon this important
terms, on other occasions, the president is of opithat distinguished military mer t and appronion, that the military peace establishment, so far as point,
ved moral character should form the basis of all the
it is
composed of artillery, infantry and riflemen, is
to consist of the number often thousand men, exclu selections which your report shall submit to his
these respects, the claims
sivelv ofofficcrs 'non-commissioned'officers and nm- consideration. Where, in
of officers are equal, length of service, a capacity for
sicians; and you will be pleased to conform,
your
civil pursuits, and the pecuniary situation of the parreport, to that opinion.
The proportions of artillery, infantry and riflemen ties, may justly furnish considerations to settle the
r

i.'i

And where neither direct nor collnterj^
circumstances exist, by which your judgment can
be fixed, you will find a reasonable satisfaction, perhaps, in referring the decision in this case, as is done
in many similar cases, to the chance of a lottery; or
brigades, regiments, battalions and companies. Cut
submit a recommendatory list, leaving the
it is proper to observe, that
special provision is you may
made by buy for the organization of the corps of ar- selection entirely to the executive. Great pains
have been taken to collect and preserve the testimotillery, as prescribed m the act of the 30th March,
with all the other
3S14; for the organization of the regiment of light nials of military merit, and these,
documents of the department, which can assist your
•artillery, as prescribed in the act of the 12th of
will be confidentially placed before you.
April, J808; and tor the organization of the regi- enquiries,
he
ments of infantry and riflemen, as prescribed in the It is not doubted, therefore, that your report will
as advantageous to the government as it willbejusj
act of the 3d of "March, 1815.
The law has, also, specially provided that there to the army. A yesult at once impartial and effecnot only correspond with the president's
shall be four brigade inspectors, four brigade quar- tive, will
ter masters, and such number of hospital surgeons views, but must command the approbation of every
believe 1,
and surgeon's mates, a:; the service may require, not honorable mind; and it is, in particular,
that an appeal may be confidently made, in the perexceeding five surgeons and fifteen mates, with one
But formance of so arduous a duty, to the candor of your
!,f<-\vard, and one ward master to each hospital.
military brethren, whatever may be their personal
4he
are to be taken from the
to compose the military peace establishment of ten
thousand men, are referred to your consideration, and
you will be pleased, in your report, to furnish the
necessary details for forming the establishment Into

question.

—

brigade-inspectors

line,

and the brigade quarter masters, as well as adju- disappointment or regret.
ITT. The military stations.
tants, regimental quarter masters, and pay masters,
are' to betaken from the subalterns of the line.
The general division of the United States, into
15. The selection
a department oftlie North, and a department of the
of the officers.
The reduction of the military establishment to the South, with a subdivision into convenient districts,
number of ten thousand men, sufficiently indicates including in each department a major general, two
the intention of congress to be, that the officers, non- brigadier generals, and a proper proportion of the
roTimissioned officers and privates, should be se- armv, will, probably be attended with practical &a-
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therefore, referred to your con- rnt part of the army are preserved, except so fir as
the act of congress by express provi ion, or necessaThe assignment of a competent garrison to the ry implication, introduces an alteration.
The ordnance department is preserved, ft is a
existing forts and military stations, and an apportionmentof the troops to the districts, according to distinct establishment, with a view to a state of
th/e service which may he
required, Will engage! peace, as "well as a state of war. It is not affected
vantages; and,(it

is,

sideration.

.

I

your particular attention. But it has been suggest
someofthe regiments have obtained a local
character, from the residence of the officers, the enlistment of the men, and the scene of service during
the war. If, therefore, you should deem it practicable and useful, both in the selection of officers,
and in the assignment of stations to the. troops, to
regard that character of locality, you will be pleased

by any express provision in the act of congress^ and
it is an
object of the appropriations made For the military peace establishment.
2. The
purchasing department is preserved for simi-

to lay before you.
Hut the points of this communication being of immediate urgency, 1 shall, at present, close the general views, which I have taken of
them, with an assurance, that you may command al]
the information and assistance, that it is in my power to give.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, gentle-

any other manner, than has been mentioned by the
act of the. 3d of March, 1815.
It is seen, therefore,
that the act of the 16th of March, 1802, fixing die
military peace establishment, constituted the office
of p a master of the army, seven paymasters, and two
assistants; and that the act of the 18th of April 181recognizes the office of paymaster of the army; and
in lieu of a monthly,
compensation, allows t'.ie paymaster an annual salary of two thousand dollars, payable

cJ, that

lar reasons.

3. Thepay department is preserved, with specific
The act of congress expressly promodifications.
vides for the appointment of regimental paymasters.
The office of district paymaster and assistant
to report accordingly.
There arc other important subj eots connected with distrid paymaster is abolished; but the act of the
the execution of the act of congress of the 3d of 18th of April, 1814, which continues in force for one
March, 1815, which I may hereafter have occasion year after the war, is not repealed,nor affected in

men, your most obedient servant,
A.

J.

DALLAS,

Acting secretary oftoar.

The former act is of inScott, Gaines, quarterly at the treasury.
definite continuance; and the latter will continue in
force
the
of
until
17th
February, 1816. Nor does
of war, April IT, 1815.
the act of the 3d of March, 1815, affect the office of

Jackson,
Major generals Brown,
*

Macomb and

Ripley.

Department

proceed to state some additional views
connected with the execution of the act of congress
fixing the military peace establishment.
I.
Corps belonging to the army, Which are not expressly retained by the provisions of the act, are to
be discharged.
I

The corps expressly provided for, are
1. The corps of artillery;
The regiment of light artillery;
3. The corps of engineers;

deputy paymaster general: the act of the 6th of July,
1812, providing that to any army of the United States
other than that in which the paymaster of the army
shall serve, the president may appoint one depu.iy
paymaster general, to be taken from the line of the
army; and each deputy shall have a competent number of assistants.

4. The office ofjudge advocate is preserved.
The
act of the 11th of January, 1812, provides that there
shall be appointed to each division, a judge ad vocal e.
The act of the 3d of March, 1815, neither expressly,
4. Regiments of infantry and riflemen;
nor by necessary implication, repeals that provision.
The corps not provided for, are
5. The chaplains are preserved.
The act of the
1
The regiment of light dragoons;
11th ofJanuary, 1812, provides that there shall be
2. The Canadian volunteers;
appointed to each brigade, one chaplain. The act of
3. The sea fencibles;
the 3d of March, 1815, neither expressly, nor by ne!l. The officers of the
general staff employed in
the command, discipline and duties of the army, cessary implication, repeals that provision.
The hospital department is not preserved. The
6.
who are not expressly retained by the provisions of
act of the 3d of March, 1815, provides for regimental
the act, are to be dischargedsurgeons and surgeon's mates, and for such numberof
The officers provided for, are
and surgeon's mates, as the service
1. Two
major generals, with two aids de camp, hospital surgeons
may require, not exceeding five surg'eons and fifteen
each.
with one steward, and one wardmaster to each
2. Four brigadier-generals, with one aid de camp, mates,
From this specific arrangement, it is nehospital.
each.
cessarily implied, that the physician and surgeon
3. Four brigade inspectors.
general, the assistant apothecaries general, and all
4. Four brigade quarter masters,
the hospital surgeons and surgeons' mates, garrison
The officers not provided for, are
and surgeons' mates, except the above spe1. All the
general officers, except the six above surgeons
cified number, are to be discharged.
The physician
mentioned.
and surgeon general, and the apothecary general,
2- All the officers of the adjutant general's dewere appointed, the better to superintend the hospipartment.
tal and medical establishment of the army of the
3. All the officers of the inspector
general's deUnited States, under the act of the 3d of March,
partment; four brigade inspectors being substituted.
1813; and the act of the 30th of March, 1814, autho4. All the officers of the quarter master's
department four brigade quarter masters being substitu- rised the president to appoint so many assistant apothecaries as the service might, in his judgment, reted.
?.

.

—

—

The occasion for the appointments under
5. All the officers of the
topographical depart- quire.
both acts has ceased; and the act of the third of
ment.
to provide a substitute for the
III. Departments which do not form a constitu- March, 1815, meant
whole department, according to the demands of the
*
Major generals Jackson and Gaines could not at- peace establishment.
tend, in consequence of the distance of their quarters
The act of
7. The military academy is preserved.
from IVaehington, and the urgency of the service re- the 3d of March, 1815, provides that the corps of
qttiredinthetnHitarifdistrictainwItich

tl

command

as

a*;

present established, shall

~-

retain-
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Ry the net of the 16th of March, 1802, ten cadets were assigned to the corps of engineers, By the
the cadets, whether
act of the 23th of
April, 1812,
of artillery cavalry, riflemen or infantry, were limited
to the number of two hundred and fifty, who
might be attached, by the president as students
to the military academy, but the aet of the 3d
<jf Mure!'.,
Ibl5, declares, that the regiment of
shall have the same organization as is
light artillery
prescribed by the act passed the 12th of April, 1808;
and by that act two cadets are to be attached to each

27, 1615,
1

even yet permit the entire reduction contemplate'\
by the act of congress, with regard to the sett' emen
of the numerous accounts depending in the quarter
master, commissary, and pay departments, and the
medical care of the troops at the many military stations to which they must be apportioned.
That having, however, d ligently selected from
every proper source of information, the necessary
materials for deciding upon the various sub; ects involved in the execution of the act of congress; and'

having obtained from the board of general officers
be considered, that convened at Washington, the most valuable assisthere are 250 cadets attached to the military acade- tance, the acting secretary of war respectfully lays
my; under the establishment of the act of the 29 r-h of the result before the president of the Uniicd States,
April, 1812, and of twenty cadets attached to the re- in the form of four general orders to be issued from

company.

It is, therefore,

to

this department:
giiricntof light artillery.
Upon this analysis of the net of congress for fixing No. 1.
general order, announcing the military dithe military peace establishment, the president wishvisions and departments of the United States; the
es to receive any information which yau think will
corps and regiments constituting the military
tend to promote the public service, in reference to
peace establishment; and the distribution and apthe following enquiries:
portionment of the troops.
1 The best
arrangements to adapt to the peace es- No, 2. A general order, announcing the army registablishment the ordnance department the purter for the pence establishment, including the officers provisionally retained in service, until circhasing department the pay department and the
mi it iiy academy.
cumstances shall permit their discharge.
2. The arrangements best adapted to render the No. 3.
general order, directing the .supei-mmerary
medical establishment competent to the garrison, as
utricers, non-commissioned officers^ musicians and
well as to the regimental service.
privates to be paid, and discharging them from
It is obvious, that considerable difficulty will athe service of the United States on the 15th dav
of June next, or as soon thereafter as the payment
rise, if the adjutant general's and the quarter master general's department should be immediately
can be completed; provided, 1st, that such officers
and entirely abolished, and if the garrison surgeons
of every rank, as maybe necessary to supply vashould be immediately discharged. The president
cancies created by resignations on the first orgais desirous to execute the act of
nization of the corps and regiments for the peace
congress, as far as it
is practicable and safe, on the first of May next; but
establishment, shall be deemed to be in service
he is disposed to take the latitude which the act alfir that purpose alone; and, 2d, that paymasters,
lows, in cases that clearlv requires a continuance of
quarter masters, commissaries and other officers,
thcoffices for the necessary public service.
You will
who have been charged with the disbursement of
be pleased, therefore, to state
public money, shall be deemed to be in service for

A

.

—

—
—

—

A

—

the single purpose of rendering their accounts for
"Whether, in your judgment, the continuance of
the office of adj itantland inspector general is necessasettlement, within a reasonable time.
No. 4. A general order, requiring the major generals
ry for the public service?
2. 'Whether, in your
to assume the command of their respective divijudgment the continuance of
sions, and to proceed to form and distribute the
any, and which of the. offices in the quarter master's
department, is necessary for the public service?
corps and regiments for their respective com3. Whether, in your
mands, according to the system announced for the
judgment, the continuance of
any, and which of the offices in ihe medical departmilitary peace establishment.
All which is respectfully submitted.
ment, not expressly provided for by the law, is neA! J! DALLAS,
cessary for the public service?
I have the honor to
be, gentlemen, very respectfulActing secretary of -war.
The president of the United States,
ly, your most obedient servant.
A. .]. pALLAS, Acting
Aiviiuveh, May 15, 1815,
secretary of War.
JAMES MADISON.
Major generals Brown, Jackson, Scott,
1.

Gaines,

Macomb and Ripley.

Adjutant and Inspector GeneraPs

Department of war, X2ihJ\fay, 1815.
The acting secretary of war lias the honor to subpit to the president of the United States, the following report:
That the act of congress, entitled "An act fixing
the military peace establishment of the United
States," passed on the 3 of March, 1515, provided,
that after thecorps constituting the peace establishment was formed and completed, the supernumerary
officers, non-commissioned officers, musicians and
privates, should be discharged from the service of
the United States, from and after the first day of
t

May, ensuing the date of the

act, or as

soon as

cir-

cumstances might permit. But it was soon found
impracticable to obtain from all the military districts
the information which was requisite to do justice to
the army and to the nation, in reducing the military
thousand men,
establishment from a force of
to a force of ten thousand men, so early as the first of
May- And it is obvious, that circumstances do not,

May

17,

Office,

1815.

GENERAL ORDERS.

In pursuance of the act of congress, entitled "An
act fixing the military peace establishment of the
'
United States, approved the 3d of March, 1815, the
of
the
United States has judged proper
president
that the military peace establishment shall consist
5

of the following "proportions of artillery, infantry, and
riflemen; the corps of engineers being retained as at

present established.
1. Of the corps of
artillery, there sh-dl b.c thirtytwo companies, or eight battalions, making
3.20:>men.
2. Of the light artillery, there shall be ten companies, or one regiment, making £60 men.
3. Of the infantry there shall be eighty companies,
or eight regiments, making 5,440 men.
4. Of the riflemen, there shall be ten companies,
or one regiment, making 680 men.
Total,
9,980,
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For forts Johnson and Hampton, North Carolina,
And the president of the United States has further
United States he divided of the corps of artillery, one company.
fudged proper, that the
For Charleston harbor, and its dependencies, of
mi two military divisions; and that caeli military
division be subdivided into military departments, as the corps of artillery, four companies.
For Savannah, of the corps of artillery, one comfollows:
i

The division of the north to comprise live milita- pany.
For Mobile, of the corps of artillery, one
"
departments, to wit:
ry
No.
mont.
No.

New

1.

York, above the highlands, and

Ver-

New Hampshire, Massachusetts, ltluxle
and Connecticut.
No. 3. New York below the highlands, and that
2.

Island,

part ofNew J crseyvhicll furnishes the first division
ofmil.J
No. 4. Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and that
part of New Jersey which furnishes the second di;.

vision of militia.

No. 5. Ohio, and the territories of Michigan and
Indiana.
The division of the south, to comprise four military departments, to wit:
No. 6. Virginia, North Carolina, and the District

company.
For Placquemin, of the corps of
artillery, one
company.
For forts St. Charles, St. John, and Petite
Coquile.
of the corps of artillery, three companies.
For Natchitoches, of the corps of artillery, one
company, <>f riflemen two companies. Total three,
companies.
For St. Louis, and its dependencies, of
infantry
ten companies, of riflemen four companies.
Total
14 companies.
For Ghefuncta, of infantry, ten companies.
For the vicinity of Augusta, Georgia, of infantry,
ten companies.
And the president of the United States has further
judged proper, that the non-commissioned officers,
musicians, and privates, of the several regiments
and corps now in the service of the United States,
whose term of service has not. expired, shall be so
arranged as to form and complete out of the same,
the non-commissioned officers,
musicians, and privates, constituting the military peace establishment,

ofColumbia,
No. 7. South Carolina and Georgia.
No. 8. Louisiana and the Mississippi territory.
No. 9. Tennessee, Kentucky, and die territories
of Missowi and Illinois.
And the president of the United States has further
judged proper, that the general distribution of the in the manner following, viz:
To form the regiment of light artillery, brigadier
regiment and corps constituting the military peace
establishment, shall be made in the following man- general Porter, there shall be mustered lor selection,
the light
ner:
artillery proper, the 15th, 26th, 30th 31st,
To the division of the north:
33d, 34th, and 45th regiments of infantry.
To form the corps of artillery, there shall be musThe second, third, fifth, and sixth regiments of
tered for selection, the corps of artillery
infantry, forming two brigades.
proper, the
Four battalions of the corps of artillery, and the regiment of dragoons, the 41st, 42d, and 43d
regiments
of infantry.
regiment of light artillery.
the
division
To
form
To
of the south:
the regiments of infantry in the division
The first, fourth, seventh and eighth regiments of ofthe north, there shall be mustered;
For
the
2d regiment of infantry, colonel Brady, the
infantry, forming two brigades.
Four battalions of the corps of artillery; and the 6th, 16th, 22d, 23d, and 32d regiments of
infantry.
of
For
riflemen.
the
3d regiment of infantry, colonel John
regiment
And the president of the United States has fur- Miller, the 1st, 17th, 19th, 24th, 28th, and 39th retin- judged it proper, that a part of the several re- giments of infantry.
For the 5th regiment of infantry, brigadier
giments and corps constituting the military peace
geneestablishment, shall be detailed and apportioned for ral Miller, the 4th, 9th, 13th, 21st, 40th, and 46th
the following named stations, and that the rest of the regiments of infantry.
For the 6th regiment of infantry, colonel Atkinregiments and corps shall be disposed of as the major generals commanding divisions may hereafter di- son, the 11th, 25th, 27th, 29th, and 37th regiments
of infantry.

rect.

In the division of the north:
For the posts and fortresses on the coast of

New,

England.

The regiment

of light artillery, ten companies.
four companies.
Total fantry.

Of the corps of artillery,
14.

For the harbor of New York, and its dependencies, of the corps of artillery, four companies.
For fort Mifflin, and its dependencies, of the corps
cf artillery, two companies.
For fort M'Henry, and its dependencies, of the
corps of artillery, two companies.
For Sackett's Harbor, of the corps of
artillery, one
company.
For Plattsburg, of the
corps cf artillery, one company.

For Niagara, of the
corps of

artillery,

one com-

pany.

For

To form the regiments of infantry and riflemen, in
the division ofthe south;
For the first reg mentof infantry, brigadier general Ilissel, the 2d, 3d, 7th, and 44th
regiments of in-

fort

Washington, on the Potomac, of the
corps of artillery, one company.
For Detroit and its
dependencies, of infantry, ten
companies, of riflemen four companies. Total 14.
In the division of the
south:

For Norfolk harbor, and its
dependencies, of the
corps of artillery, three companies

For the fourth regiment of infantry, colonel
King,
the 12th, 14th, and 20th regiments of
"
infantry.
For tjie seventh regiment of infantry, colonel
M'Donald, the 8th, 10th, 36th, and 38th regiments of
infantry,

For the 8th regiment of infantry, colonel Nicholas,
the 5th, 18th, and 35th regiments of infantry.
For the rifle regiment, brigadier general Smith,
the 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th rifle regiments.
And the president of the United States has further judged proper, that in addition to the provision
for a general staff, which is specifically made
By the
act of congress, certain officers shall be retained,
under the special authority given by the act, until
circumstances will permit of their discharge, without material injury to the sendee; and that the following: shall be the efeheral staff':
Two major generals, with two aids de camp, each.
Four brigadier general", with one aid de camp,
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and two adjuadjutant and inspector general,

tant generals, to be provisionally retained.
Four brigade inspectors.

1815,

Two

deputy paymasters general, and two assis^
tant deputy paymasters, to be
provisionally retained
The acts of congress establishing the ordnance de-

One quartermaster general and two deputy quar- partment, the
ter masters general, to be provisionally retained.
Four brig-ade quarter masters.
An apothecary general and two assistant apothecaries, to be provisionally retained.

office of the
commissary general of
purchases, and the military academy, remain in
force, as well as certain acts authorizing the appointment of judges advocates and chaplains to the

army.

The organization and arrangements of the military
peace establishment, thus made by the president of
the United States, are published in general orders
ed.
for the information and government of the
army.
Ten garrison surgeon's mates, to be provisionally
Bv order of the secretary of war.
Five hospital surgeons.

Fifteen hospital surgeon's mates.
Two garrison surgeons, to be provisionally retain-

rctained.

A

D.

pay-master of the

arm v.

ARMY
[Officers retained

PARKER,

Adjutant and inspector general,

REGISTER.

under the act of congress

to reduce the military establishment
of the
United States to 10,000 men.1

GENERAL STAFF.
Hunk.

Names.

Date of appoinments-

Jacob Brown
Major gen.
ditto.
Andrew Jackson
Alexander Macomb Brig, general

Edmund

P- Gaines

Winefield Scott

Eleazer

W.

Ripley

Samuel Brown

1st

ditto

9th March,

do.

11th September 1814.
major gen. brevet.
15th August, 1814.
m»}or gen. brevet.
25th 'July, 1814.
mujor gen. brevet.
5th July, 1814.
major gen. brevet

15th April,

22d November, 1814 Brig, generai
Colonel
5th March,
12th April
21st March,
1st

Remarks.
Division of the north
Division of the south

May.

24th January,
9th March,

Daniel Parker, adj. and insp. gen
Robert Butler, adjutant general
do.
Arthur P. Hayne,
Robert Swartwout, qr. mas. gen
S. Champlain, dep. qr. mas. gen.

commissions.

24th January, 1814.

ditto

ditto

Brevet and former

do.

do.

1813.

March

Brig, general

Major

do.
do.

do.

26th March,

3

brevet.

Division of the south
Division of the north

n>

Division of the south
Division of the north

J
Four brigade inspectors and four
brigade quarter-masters to be

takeu from the

line.

Ordnance department.
Decius Wadsworth, colonel
George Bomford, iieut. colonel
John Morton,
captain
Abraham B. Woolley,
do.
John II. Margart
do.
James Daliby
do.
Thomas L. Campbell
do.
do.
do.
do.
George Talcott, jr.
3. II. Rees,
do.
William Wade, 1st lieutenant
Rufus L. Baker,
do.
do.
William C. Lyman,
do.
George Larned,
do.
Neherniah Baden,
do.
Christopher Kciser,
Thomas L. Hawkins,
do.
do.
James Baker,
J. Livingston
do.
.lames Wilson,
2d lieutenant
Ebenezer M'Donnald,
do.
R.
do.
Pomeroy,
diaries F. Morton,
do.
William F. Btgal,
3d lieutenant
do.
James Simonson,
John Hills,
do.
Simon WilLard,
do.

Edwyn

Tyler,

R. D. Richardson,

C

'ohn Symington,

brevet.
2d July,
5312 Colonel
Lieut, colonel
18th June,
do.
llth September.
do.
Captain

4th December,
J 1st

do.
do.
do.

December,

5th August,
5th August,
5th August,
5th August,
5th August,
16th June,
12 th

March,
12th March,

1813.

do.
do.
do.
do.

1814.
1813. 1st lieutenant brevet
do.

19th April,
do.
do.
19th April,
do.
6th August,
6th August,
do.
6th August,
do.
6th August,
do.
5i h March, 1814.
do.
26th December, 1814 2d lieutenant brevet.
do.
do.
do.

2d March, 1815.
do.
do.
do.
do.

3d lieutenant

do.
do.
do.
brevet.
do.
do.
do.

"J

O
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Remarks

Date of appt\u

Mrdtt at Department.
11th June, 1813
Francis Le Baron, apothecary gen
I2tli Aug. IS 11
Christopher Backus, as. apothecary
do.
ISth Aug.
Wines Ctubush,
hospital surgeon 30th April, 181 a
David C. Kerr,
23th June, 1813
do.
Waterhouse
Benjamin
do.
15th April, 1814
James C. Bronaugh
do.
3uth Jun
Joseph Lovell,
do.
17th May, 1815
Arnold Elzey
Jam. i Stephenson bos. sur. mate. 27tb May, 1812
do.
30th Mar. ibu
J. B. Whiteridge,
2d May
do.
Edward Purchell

Pro. ret'nd
do.
do.

Colonel.
Moses Porter. 12ih March, 1812.
Lieutenant- Colonel.
•'• R.
Fen.wick, 2d December, 1811

Utli

do.
do.
do.
do.

1st
1

do.
do.
do.
do.

3jtli

ith

Gabriel H. Manigault, 1st August, do.
1st October, do.
Francis Stribling, 1st November, do.
John S. Peyton, 15th December, do.
do.
Henry K. Craig, 23d do.
John R. Bell, 19th October, 1814.

Arms. Irvine,

'nig.

Mar 1814
.

ISth April
13th May
2

st

William T. Davidson
Jnnathan S. Cool
Alexander Wokott,
William Turner,
William M. Scott
W> C. Lane,

do.

1

do.

8

do.
do.
do.
do.

5th
29th
8th
15th

ill

th

June,

Feb.
Mar.
Sept.
April
Sept.

G.
1814 Pro. ret'nd
do.
1802 da ft. Mifflin
1807 Natcliitoeli.
1808
Norfolk
1808
It.St'dlert
131i
tort Osage.
New-York
1312
1812
N. London
Detroit
1814

Vincennes
do. retained

do.

Pay Department.
Robert Brent, paymaster of army 1st Julv, 1808 )N. division
3 5 pro. ret'nd
Washington Lee, dep. do. general 3th April, 18
1st Aug. 1814 } S. division
Jonathan Bell, as. dep. do. t^cn.
Ambrose Whitloek, dep p. m. gen. 19 th Mar. 1815 5 pro. ret'nd
as.

do.

dep.

Purchasing Department.
Callendcr Irvine, com. gen. of pur.
as. commissary

8th

N.'

do^

W.

R.

Field,

1

7th do.

P. Drane, 17th

do.

W. Smith, 12th May,
H. F Evans, 2d June,
It.

W.

do.

do.
dq.
do.

Capt.

staff,

1

2th July, »8 1 5

do.
F. Massie, 3 st August, do.
Wells, 10th October, do.
1

Surgeon' s-Mute.

W.

H. Livingston, 26th July, 1314

CORPS OF ARTILLERY
G. E. Mitchell, 3d March, 1813.
do.
James House, 3d
do.
Win. Lindsay, 12lh do.
do.
19th
W'n. Macrea,
April, 1814.

7th Oct. 181

G. Armistead, Stl'March, 181.1.
James B. Many, 5th May, do.

1st Sept. 181

J.

3d

Jan.

1815

missions.
Brig. Gen. 19th February,
ltfi4,

brevet.

31st July, 1312

Majors.
George Bomford, 6th July, 1812.

M Ree,31st July, 1812.
l

Dec. 181 l.bievt
Ord. 18th June, 181?.
Col. lilh Aug. 1814, brevt.
Li. Cpl. 22d

II.

do.

First Lieutenants.

Edward D<- Rnssey, 6th July, 1814
Frederick L.-wis, 2o'th Sept. 1812
James Gadsden, 17th March, 1813
T. W. Maurice, 13th October, do.
Hipolite Dumas, 20th February, 1814
D. B.Douglass, )7th September, do.

Capt. 17 Sept. 18 14, brevt.

Capt. 11 Sept. 1814, brevt.

Second Lieutenants.
do.

Chas. Wollstonecraft, 15th March, 1805
J. B. Walhach, 31st January, 1806
William Wilson, 3d May, 1808.
E. Humphreys, 9th January 1809.
James Reed, 12th March, IS12
J. B. Crane, 6th July,
do.
do.
Roger Jones, 6th do.
J. H. Boyle, 6lh
do.
do.
A. S. Brooks, 6th do.
do.
S. B. Archer, 6th do.
do.
J. B. I'on, 6th
do.
do.
do.
Th.Biddl<-ijr.6thdn.
J. T. B. Romayne, 6th do. do.
Wm.O. Allen, 6th do.
do.
Thomas Murray, 10th February, 1313
do.
Gates, 3d March,
A. C. W. Fanning, 13th March, do.
G.
do.
Richards, 13th
do.
I. Roache.jr. 13th April,
do.
J. F. Heilman, 5th May,
do.
Thomas Beimet, 20th .Tune,
do.
A. W. Oilell, 30th
do.
do.
Robert G. Hite, -6th
do.
do.
S. Churchill, lsth August,
do.
J. D.Howell, 15th do.
do.
B. K. Pierce, 1st October,
do.
John Biddle, 1st
do.
do.
G. P. Peters, 21 st February, 1814.
H.H. Villard, 14th July,
do.
H. J. Blake, 1st September,
do.
Nathaniel N. Hall, SOthdo.
do.
M. P.Lomaz, 17th November,
do.

Lt. col. brevt. IS

Aug. 1314

lstlt.

17 Sept. 1814, brevt.

1st It.

17 Sept. 1814, brevt.

Major brevt. 15 March, 1815
Col. staff, Aug. 6,1813; ma
jor, brevt. Nov. ll,do.
Major, brevt. 13 Nov. 1812
Lt. col. brevt. 17
Sept. 1814
Major, brevt. 5th May, do.
Major, brevt. 1 Sept. do.
Major, brevt. 27 April, 1815
1

Major, brevt. 15 Aug. 1814
staff, nth Feb. 1815

Major

Wm.

Major, brevt. 15 Aug. 131

i

Major, brevt. 25 July, 18'

4

m;

Major staff, 6rh Aug.
Major staff, 29th Aug.du.

Van De Venter, 12th .March, 1812.
L. Tracy, 6th July,
do.
do.
Reed, 6th
Harold Smyth, 6th
do
\Yu>, I, Cowan. 6th do.

C.

29th Aug. do

Major

staff,

Major
Majoa

staft,25th April, 1814
stall;

First Lieutenants.
Milo Mason. 29th February, 1812

do.

Horace C. Story. 11th March, 2814
John Wright, 30th
do.
do.
S. H. Long. 12th December, 1814
Henry Middleton, 2d March, 1815

Lt. col. brevt. 12
Sept. 1814V

Overton, 21st February, 1814

H

Captains.
Charles Gratiot, 23d February, 1S08
Professor military academy
A. Partridge, 2'd July, 1810
Lt. col. 11 Sept. 1814, brevt
J. G. Totten, 31st do. 1812.
Samuel Babeock, 20 th September, 1812
20 Feb. 18 15, brevt.
gylveiter Thayer, 13th October, 1813 Major,
William Cutbush, 17th September, 1811

George Trescott, 16th October, 1813

May, 1314

Captains.

CORPS OF ENGINEERS
Brevets and former coinNAMES AM) KAXK.
Colmicl.
Joseph G. Swift, 31st July, 1812
Lieutenant Colonel.

Hindman. 26th June,

W.

&

Walker K. Armistead,

Col. brevet, 5th

Majors.

do.

mathematics

Adam E.npie, chap. pro. ethics
C. Beraud. teach. French language
C. E. Zoeller, teacher of drawing
Fere Thomas, sword master.

L. Smith, 16th

Major staff, 27th July, I814
Major stalf, I/th July, 1814

Lewis Dunham, 12th December, 1808

do.
J.Wright assistant
Alden Partride,pro.art. engineering 1st Sept. 1813
do.
William Evelytb, assistant
9th Aug. 1313
Samuel Walsh, surgeon.

J.

Col. staff, 18i\i Oct.IS!4

Second Lieutenants.
G. E. Wells, 2d October, 1813.
E. Lyon, 23d do.
do.
S. Washburn, 13th December,
II. Stanton, 7th March, 18.4.

19th July, 1813 S. division
N. division
6th A,ug.

&

William

do.

Lieutenant-Colonels.

as.

Ellicott, prof,

do.

H. Wilkins, 3d December, do.
John Gates, jr. 3d
do.
do.
N. Is. Fret land, 21st February, 1814.
William Lyman, 10th .Tune,
do.
.T. T.
do.
M'Kenney, 31st August,
S. M. Mackay, 10th October,
do.
Frederick Kiuloch, 10th
do.

Pro. ret'nd

Military academy.
Sen. officer of eng. superin. mil. ac.
jf. Mansfield,
exp. phil.
pro. nat.

D.B.Douglass,

do.

Major staff, 9th Sept. ISU

J.

Chaplains.

Andrew

Morris, 23d October,

Aug. isu

Lt. col. Brett. 15
Major brevt. 15

Surgeon.

Aug. 1812

storekeeper.

Judge Advocates.
James T. Dent,
Henry Wheaton.

Lieut, col. 10th September
1813, brevet.

First Lieutenants.
Wra,F. Hobart,5th April, 1813.
George W. Hight, 10th August, do.

May

ITth July
21st July
16th Aug.
Foster Swift
garrison surgeon 18th Feb.
L 7 th
do.
James H. NPCullocl)
July
John F. Heiicman, gar. surg. mate .d Julie,
25
th Mar.
do.
Charles Sloeuin
4th Jan.
do.
Lemuel B. Clark

do.
do.

Russell

March, 1810

Samuel D. Harris, 6th
do.
Arthur W. Thornton, 20th Jan. 1313

May

Mar.

Eusiis, 15th

Captains.
Andrew M'Dowi II, 1st April, 1812
Nathan Towson, oth.lnly, 1H12

<lo.

Donaldson Yates,

Thomas

Abram

2d July
15th July

do.

Brig. gen. 10th September.
18 13, brevet.
Col. stall' and brevet, lftil,
March, 1813.

Miliar 8.

.

William W. Hazard
William .Tones
Joseph Wallace
William Williams
William Stewart
William Marshall
Joseph Baton
Robert Archer
Hugh F. Rose
James Trimble

9%7

REGIMENT OF LIGHT ARTILLERY.

Major

staff,

3d March, do.

26 March,

181.':

J.

Wm. M.
1

Capt. brevt. ll»h Sept .181
Major staff, 17U» Oct. do

4
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John Fontaine, 6th July, 1812
do.
L. Brown, 6th
do.
Luther Scott, 6th
do.
II. R. Ruftin,6th

Captain by brevet, 20th of
February, IS 15.

do.
.T. H. Daring, 6th
J. Erving. jr. 16th August, du.
A. L.
10th February, 1813.

Major

staff,

April, 1811

Sands,

Rich. A. Zantzinger, l3th March, 1813. Capt.brevt. 13th Aug. 1314
do.
do.'Capt. brevt. lstDec" do
13th
T,

W.

Randall,

do.

13th

R.Duncan,

do.

doJCapt. brevt. 11th Sept. do

do.
Chester Root, 13th
do.
J. L. Edwards, 2Sth
Gus. Loomis, 5th May,
do.
13th
P.D. Spencer,
du.
J. Mountfort, 21th
F. Whiting, 20th June,
Edwin Sharp, 26th do.
G. Dearliorn, 1st. October,
do.
Felix Ansart, 1st
Jacob Wariey, 15th December,
S. Spotts, 22d May, 1814.
L. Whiting, 14th June, 1814.
B. B. White, 29th July, do

do.]

do. Capt. staff, !9th April, 18 13
do.'Major staff, 17th Oct. 1814
do. Capt. brevt. 11th Sept. do
do.
1

do
doi

do.
do.

Lewis Morgan, 17th November, do.
do
do
W.H.Nicoll,22d
John RufHn, 6th January, 1815
Second Lieutenants.
J.W.Kincaid,6lhJuly, 1812
do
Robert Goode, 6th do
do
Francis O. Byrd, 6th
J. J. Cromwell, 23d November, do.
.I.W.Lent, jr. 12th March. 1813
Thomas Chrystie, 18th do do
S. Rockwell, 20th March,
do
C. D.Cooper, 16th April,
do
Richard Bache, 17tU do
do
P. I. Nevill. 2oth
do
do
M. S. Massev, 13th May,
do
F. P, Woolsey, 20th do
do
Charles Anthonv, 20th
do

W.

M'Clintock.'20th June, do.

L. H. Osgood, 20th
P. Melendy. 29th

do
do

do
do

E. Kirhy, 31st July,
do
R. M. Kirby, 1st October,
do
H. M. Campbell, 12th do
do
14th
Robr.Beall,
November, do
\V. I. Sever, 3lst December, do
I. G.Bostwick, 13ih February, 1814.
John A. Dix, 8th March,
du
R. Lyman, ilth
do
do

Wm.B. Howell, 17th do

do
James C. Pickett, 19th April,
T.I. Harrison, J'.Uh
do
3. Wiitmaugh, 19th
do
do
c.Newkirk, 19th.
G. W. Gardiner, 1st May,
C. S. Merchant, j st
do
Nathaniel C.Daua, 1st do
do
^ehn Monroe, 1st
Z, L. Gardner, 28th

J. S. Alianson, 1st

De F.nssy,
Thomas Childs,
L. G.

1st
1st

do
do
do
do

Samuel L. Dana, 1st
Jacob Schmueke, 1st do
Thomas V. Earle. 1st do
Charles Mellon, 1st
do
do
George IT. Britt, 1st
James Hall, 1st
do
John S.Pierce,

Alhn Lowd,

1st
1st

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do

So
do
do

do
do
do
do

do
do
do
P. A. Dennis, 20lh
do
J. Ripley, 1st June,
do
John Grayson, 2d do
do
30. Turner, 21st July,
do
Isaac E. Craij;-, 2ist July,
do
*'. M. Thruston, 2]st
do
du
H.W. Fiuluigh, 21st ilo
do
Jacob Davis, 21st
do
do
T.T. Stephenson, 2lst do
do
do
do
E.Humphrey, 2 st
S. Whetmore, 21st
do
do
T. B.Guy, 2:d
do
do
D S. Andrews, 22d do
do
N. G. Wilkinson, 22u do
do
do
Joseph Bueklev, 22d
do
A. C. Fouler, 30th September, do
ilobert Call. 3d November,
do

G. S. Wilkins, 3d
James Sealjan, 19th

1

Third Jueutcnants.
1 7th
March, 1814
Smart, 15tti Julv

It. II.

Lie,

Bum-

1..

W.

L. Rootli, 1st
T. J. Haird, 21st
,1. P.irkhurst, 21st
R. L. Armstrong, 21 st
!

James Radolet,
t;.

W.

<:ist

Gnrdiner. 21st

B.S. A. Lowe,

2. st

28, 18*6.
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Second Lieutenants.
1813
Robinson, 12tli May

N. N*

John Wood.

do

oth Dccmber,

unci Palmer,

.1
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do
do
do
do
do
do

Setll Johnson 20lh August
Joshua Brant, 1st October
.lolin

do

Clitz, 19th

1st lieut.

brvt.Aug.

5, lCl-i

1814

May

1st

Joseph Hopkins, 2d do
K M Harrison 30ili June
Thus Chittenden, loth July

Stedmau Van Wyek,

1

ltli

Feb

John Strother, 20th November, 1813
F L Dade, 31st January
I8I4,
Philip Wager, 17th March, do
J Sliuinmo, 24th
do
do
C Wright, 10th April
do
J P Dietrich, 14th June
do
Patrick O'Fling, 11th February 1815

M
1st lieut

brevt 17 Sept 1814

18 15

James

Lieutenant- Colonel.
Matthew Arbuekle, 9th March 1814
26th June, 1813

Col. staff, 12th April, 1814

Captains
William Taylor, 6th July 1812
William J Adair
jo
Robert Desha,
do
John T Chunn
do

Wni

Whistler, 3ist December
George Stockton, ^Oth Stay, 1813
Thomas I. Butler
do
Hex Bradley, loth April
1814

Lew

do
June
November do
Lieutenants.
Hackley, jr 13th March 1813

Major brevet,
Major brevtt,

Aug
Aug

4,

1814

15,

do

l\

litis

25* 131

Major brevet, July

John Garland, 31st
Rezin H Gist, 30th June
Robert Sturgus,9th March

do
1814

do
do
do

do
do

Wm

Phillips, 20th

1st

James Pratt 30th

1814

do
do
Raimey G Saunders, 1 4th July do
do
do
Cy Saunders,
John Saunders,
do
do
Gab J Floyd, 1st October
do
Charles Cisna, 12th do
do

Sylvester

6th July 1312

John E. Wool

staff",

July

1813

18,

Captains.
staff,

IS 10

Major

TM

1811

November

1? 12

do

do

Thomas

9,

Aug

15,

staff,

Major brvt

March

18, 1813;

May 1, 1814
May 15, do

Major brevet, July 19, 1814
Major brevet, Oct. 31, do

do
Sangster,do
A L Madison,
6th do
do
Bernard Peyton, 16th
April in 13
Reuben Gilder, 26th June do

First Lieutenants.
S Belton, 20th
1313
January
John Beckett, 13th March
tlo

F

Win F Pendleton, 30th
wni Neilsoa, "th June May

Oth

W

Callis,

3

26th do

H

staff,

Oct. 18, 18

H

1813

do

1814

Col staff 25th April

1813

do

Col staff 12th April

1814

Edward White

14th

Sept.

do
do

March

1814

July

Wm Merrick, 30th September

do
do
do
do

l^B Randolph, 31st December
Second Lieutenants.
t,,llen >13thMav
1813
" Lisstnhotr,
*v£?.
1st August
do
Coinegys, jr. September,' do
I

,

First Lieutenants.
Hale 5th August

Win.
Ephraim Shaylor 15th
George M'Chsin 30th Sept.
F. A. Sawyer 12th Dec.
1

J.

P. Livingston 19th

Samuel Tappan 1 4th June
Alphonso Wetmore 9th July
Henry de Witt 25th
'l'homas Stamford 1st
Sep.
Dvlafayette Wilcox 2nd Oct.
Second Lieutenants
Taleott Pachin 4th March

Samuel Holeomb 1st May
Thomas Tupper 2d do
Caleb B. Campbell 2d do
Hazen Bedel I5tb June

do

Andrews 2d July
H. Wehsttr 25th
Benjamin Fitch 25th
Jacob Brown 1st September
Ezra Dean 1st October
P.

IS 14

29th do

Gale,
M Glassell,
12th

Major

do
do

JM'Gavockjr24thdo
James

February
Major

Then. S. Seymour .-5th July
D. Crawford 7th
Sept.
Maj Newman S. Clark 1st Oct.

do

Nelson, 0th July

John A. Burd,

1813 ;
1813

Sept

brevet,
1st

March

1

Col

brevet,

James Dinkin, 6th February

A Cummins,

13th

B. Watson 25th
August
Danl. Ketchtlm >oth

Col brevet, Sept 17, 1314

James Bankhead, 18th June 1 808

Enos Cutler, 3d September

i!o

Wm.

Col

1814

Capt brevet 15th do do
Capt brevet 15th Aug do
Capt brevet 25th Aug do

do

13th April 1813
Captains.
10th September 18n
S. Foster 13th March
1813
J. B. Mordoch 16th
do
April
John Bliss 13th May
do

Lieutenant- Colonel.
Duncan L Clinch, 4th August 1813

Major.
1st May

Capt brevet 25th July do

do
do
do

Th. Stockton

Colonel.

Brook,

Aug da

Colonel.

FOURTH INFANTRY

M

Day

Lieutenant-colonel.
J. Snelling 21st

Richard EHall, 11th March, 1814

George

June

H. Atkinson 15th April

King, 21st February 1814

5 th

SIXTH INFANxry,

Surgeon's Mate.

Win

1

do.
do.
do.
do.

Surgeon's Male.
Elsh L. Allen i:lst
July
J. P. Russell 25th
May 1814

Surgeon.

Hill,

da

Surgeon.

,

Goodlet, 10th February 1812

James B

Major brevet

H. Whiting 20th August 1811
Eliphalet Ripley 30th April 181
I.
do.
Plymton 3ist July
D. Chandler 15th Oct.
do.
J. Cilley 7th March
1814

'

AG

Sept.

Col brevet 25th July

Major brevet 4th Aug do
Major brevet 25th July do

1814

K. Jacobs 1st September
G. W. Jacobs 1st September
Arnold B. Dake 13th
Sept.
P. R. Green 1st October
C. Blake 3lst October

do

John B Clark, 9th April
Edward K Brookes, 'stMay
Robert Davis, 30th June

David Perry

do.
do.
do.

J.

1813

May,
Baylor, 17th August

L. Foster 15th Oct.
Peter Pelham 28th Feb.
J. Fowler, jr. 10th June
E. Childs 20th July

do.
do.
Joseph Gleason 25th July
do.
W.
J.
do.
Holding 31st do.
B. F. Lamed 4th
18I4
August
Second Lieutenants.
Nathan Clark 19th May 1813
Sand. Keeler 3lst Jan.
1814
Samuel Robinson 1st May
do.
J. Craig 2 d June
du.
G. H. Balding 25th July
do

Second Lieutenants.
Asher

July, 181-1

Otis Fisher 20th July

do
do

Daniel Curtis, isth April
Henry Conway*, i9th do
Lawr Talliaferro, 30th June
Yurley F Thomas, do
Collin M'Cloud, 4th August

W.

J. Ingersoli 1st

st

.lames
'l'homas Mountjoy,

B gen brcv25th

First lieutenants,

liissel, 30tli

is

W M'Donald,

Miller, Oth March, 1814

George Bender 13th May
M. Marston 26th June

Major.

K Gardner,

do

Lieutenant colonel.
March, 1813.
Major.
J. M'NealJr. 15th August
do.
Captains*
Josiah ¥1 Vose 6th July 1812
S. Bur/bank 13th March 1813

Miller, 6th July 1812

Charles

im$
1814

Jos. L. Smith, I2th

THIRD INFANTRY.

Colonel.

John

7,

FIFTH INFANTRY

Southall, 20th July 1813
April, IBM

Edmonds, isth

1

Colonel.

Surgeon's M~ate.

W. W.

Sep

W J Cocke, 15th April 1814

Franklin Ruche,

S.

brevet, Feb5,

1st lieut brevt,

Surgeon.
C Buck, 2d July 1813
Surgeon' s- J fates.

James Bates, 27th do

Surgeon.

1st lieut

229

1st lieut.

brvt July 25, 1811

Major brev 15th April
Major brev 15th Aug
Major brev 25th July
Capt staff 28th April
Major brev 25th July
Major brev 25th do

do

do
do
1813
1314

do

do
do
do

Capt brev 25th do

So

do

<Jt

1813

do
do
do
do
1814

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Surgeon.
20th June do
Surgeon's Mates.
Charles Luring 20lh May
131.3
William Sterna nth March
i'814

Thomas G. Mower

Lt col brevet 1 lth Sept do

Capt brev

?.*th
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SEVENTH INFANTRY
Colonel.
James M- Donald 17th Sept.

Lieutenant

Majors.

IS 14

colonel.

William R. Bootee 13th Dec. 1813

Mayor.

Daniel Appling l5ih April, 1S14

Col staff 6th April

1813

Lt co! brev 30th May, 1814
and col brev 11 Sept do

Captains.
John SffChesney loth June 1809
Iticlianl Whartbnby 3d May 1310
do
Zaeh. Taylor 30th Nov.

W. Chisholm

6th July 1312

Edward B. Duvall

Major brev 21 March do
Major brevet 1st May 1814
Major brevet 5th Sept 1812

Aug. 1813
do
do
Jtiehard H.Bell 15th
do
<ieorge Vashon 29th Nov.
1th

Kotiertson 21st Feb.

J.

1814

da

%

1811
1813

do
do
do

14th do
9th April

J. J. Clinch

John Hays
S.

W.Prcstman

18!

May

1st

T. Blackstoue 15th do
A Ross 9th June
J. B. Taylor 1st August

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

13th
Lei'twich
a. W. Scott 1st October

do

Lewii Lawshe

lt"eol

Bradford

6th

Benj
John

Birdsall i7tli

O

brev

1st

May

181.5

Major brev 20th Aug 1814

1814

do

Fallan 17th do

Henry V Sweareugen 11th May
Edniond Shipp
26th do
L Dufphey 12th August
C A Trimble 20th
do
First Lieutenants.

W

do
do
do
do
do

Major brev 15th do

do

do

1813
1814

do
do

Second Lieutenants.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Armstrong 24 lb Jan.
J Gordon nth March
Griffith
17th
do

W

Surgeon.

Lewis

L Near

17th

March

do

Surgeon's Mates.
Saml P Hugo 12th March
1812

W

Surgeon.

Thomas Lawson 2!st May
Surgeon's JMates.
1813
Walmsey 1st July

H Henning 20th April
By command of the

1813

D.
Adj'tand In»». Gen's

May

~R. C.

Asahel Hall 19th Sept.

do

do

Kean 17th March

do

Major brev 25lh June 1813
Major brer 2!st Feb 1814 tsc

do
|

W
W

1814

.7.

6th do

Lt col brev 17th Sept

John Hoi lingsvrorth 26th do
Bennet Riley Uth April
N Bryan 25th do
Markle
29
do
James S Gray Uth May
do
Chs L Harrison 26 do
do
Overton
Crockett 30th .Teptdo

do

J. W. Alston 30th' June
H. L. Oneale 11th July
R. H. Goodwyn 24th July
George Brent 1st August
F. E. Hedges 13th

Wm
Jos

Th

Second Lieutenants.
G. R. Bridges 24th March

181'

Joseph Selden

W
W

1

do
do
do

F.S.Gray 2d May

1811

Captains.
Willoughby Morgan 6th July

Lewellen Hickman 17tli March do
do do
Stoughton Gantt 17th
J M'Gunnegle 23th April
do
David B Stith 1st Sept
do
Sanil V Hamilton 17th do
do
John Heddelston 3fth do
do

Fir$t Lieutenants.
George Bi rch 1 s t No v.
J. H. Mallory 5th May
Win. Bee, jr. 14th August
Wni. Irvine 4 th do

Talbot Chambers 2lst Feb

Louis Laval -8th July
J Calhoun, jr24th Jan
J Ballard 16th March
E I Langham 17th March

May do

Elijah Montgomery 1st
J. 5. Allison 35th June

27, lb\3.

1314

secretary of war.

PAKKEU, Adft and

tnsp. Ga:.

Office,

17, 1815.

do

EIGHTH INFANTRY.

Adjutant and Inspector General's

Colonel,
1814
n. C. Ktahob 4th Sept.
Lieutenant Colonel.

General ohdeh.

The

May

Office,

\7lh, 1815.

,.

president of the United
Lt col brev 17th Sept 1814 States has taken the necessary measures to arrange
W. A. Trimble 30th Nov. 1814
the officers; non-commissioned officers, musicians,
Major
do
Lt col brev 15th Sept do
\V. Lawrence 19th April
and privates, of the several regiments and corps of
Captains.
troops now in the service of the United States, in
1811
'. Borman 9th November
Major brev 2Sth June do such manner
as to form and complete out of the
1312
Daniel Baker 12th March
Major brev 15th Apri do
do
6th
brev
11th
do
same the corps authorized by the act of congress,
"White Youngs
July
Sept
Major
do
do
C. Larrabee 15th Sept.
Major Staff 9th Nov
entitled " An act fixing the military peace establishdo
"VV. Davenport 23 lido
ment of the United States," passed the 3d of March,'
1813
Willis Foulk 20th June
M.
7tb
Jau
1314
Quaekenbos
1815; which arrangement is this day duly announced
Mangle
do
do
I, Austin 21st April
Major brev 5th July
in general orders.
The troops enlisted for the war
do
G H Grosvenor 2 1st April
do
are, therefore, to be discharged as soon as they can
John Greene 25th Sept
be mustered and paid. Ail supernumeraries will be
First Lieutenants.
1813
David Riddle 13th March
Major brev 17th Sept do discharged as soon as the selection of non-commisdo
A Goodwyn.jr 13 May
sioned officers, musicians, and privates, for forming
do
J Culbertson 1st October
1

Chas B Hopkins 5th do

Nov

Charles Fisler 11th

D

Frazer 31st Deo

Wright 17th March

I'll

Wna Ligon 30th do
.Tjhn B Guy 3d May
baml Brady

1st

do
do
do

do'

Second Lieutenants.
J

B

Stewart

',0th

April

Henry Brown 3jth Sept
do
Luther Hand
Thomas Hunt 9lh March
Hector Burns 1st April
FloreatMelioe30th May
Nath Young ^nd June
G R Hurler 15th do
John Brady 24th September

M

Thomas

17tli

Dec

do

1814

do
do

Oct

Capt brev 5th July

1813

do
do
1814

do
do
do
do
do

do

after as their discharge can be effected at the respective military posts and stations of the United
1st. That all
1st lieutenant brevet
States, subject to these modifications
the officers (not included in the arrangement) shall
continue in command with the troops at their respective stations, until they are regularly relieved by
the officers who are retained on the military peace
establishment; and they will be held responsible
1st lieut brev 5th Feb 1815
accordingly for the due preservation of discipline
and order 2d. That the supernumerary officers may
be called upon to fill vacancies, should any of the
:

:

P Woodbury

Surgeon.
30th March

1814

RIFLE REGIMENT.

Colonel

Th A

Smith 6th July
1812
Lieutenant Colonel.
S Hamilton 21st Feb
1814

who are nominated decline accepting their
appointments in the military peace establishment, as
the law authorizes the establishment to be formed
and completed out of the several corps now in service
of the United States. And, 3d. that epiarter-masters,
commissaries, paymasters, and all other officers entrusted Willi the receipt and disbursement of public
officers

Surgeon's Mates.
Beaumont 2d Dec
1812
1813
Clajon Reily 2.>d March

W

w

the regiments and corps, respectively, is made, so
that the discharge of all the troops, not included
in the military peace establishment,
may be completed on the 15th day of June next, or as soon there-

B gen

brev,25th Jan

1814

NILES'
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accounts are unsettled, shall be deem- ble ; schooners Spitfire, Dallas, and Torch, ChatmfoAhey, whose
to continue in service, during- a reasonable period, cey.
Latest from Europe.
lor the single purpose of rendering and settling their
A Russian ship has arrived at New- York from
accounts.
The paymaster of the army will provide without Liverpool bringing London dates of April 11, but
the troops, at their respec- they contain nothing very important.
delay, for the payment of
It appears that
troops and ammunition were leavtive military posts and stations; and the officers
commanding in the several military districts, will ing England with great celerity for Belgium. Welarrived at Brussels April
he left Vienna
tkke the necessary steps for mustering and discharg- lington
non-commissioned officers, on the 29th of March. The report is renewed that
ing the supernumerary
of
Russia and Austria and
musicians and privates, within their respective com- the emperors
king of
Prussia would be present in person in the
mands.
campaign
France.
French
against
ship sent into England by
By order of the secretary of war,
a.
The French courier
I). PARKER,
frigate had been released.
at
arrival
whose
Dover
has
already been noticed,
Adj. and Ins. Gen.
being sent back to France, returned to Deal and
Adjutant and Inspector General's office,
from thence proceeded immediately to London, and
Mag 17, 1815.
Gexeral onnF.n. Major-general Brown will as- delivered his despatches. They are said to relate to
a recall of the French ambassador [probably because
sume the command of the division of the North.
the English ambassador had left Paris]' and the
Majoi-gcneral Jackson will assume the command
appointment of a charge des affaires; and also ratiof the division of the south.
Louis' appointment of consuls.
Major-general Ripley and major-general Macomb, fying
Lord Melville said in parliament in reply to certain
will, for the present, act as brigadier generals in
questions proposed to the ministers, that the detenthe division of the north.
the
Gaines, tion of French vessels was not authorised
Scott, and

ed

5—

A

—

by
major-general
Major-general
the present, act as brigadier generals in government.
A London paper of April 9 notices a BrusseFs pathe division of the south.
The field officers retained in service will report per of April 6, which says that accounts had been
received from Geneva of accounts of an insurrection
themselves, without delay, to the m.i jor general of
This round-a-oout news
the division to which their regiments are assigned, in the S'Uth of France.
and the company officers will report themselves, cannot be so late by several days, as advices heretowithout delay, to the commanding officers of their fore received direct from France. It is said that, the
have formed a camp at Durance of 25,000
respective regiments. The officers of the corps of royalists
"15,000 of which were
armed."
in the division of the north, men
now on

will, for

—
—

—

tolerably
duty
artillery
Disturbances at Dartmoor pr<
Lonjiojv, April 10.
witl report to the commanding general of that divison.
Friday last a most serious affray took place at
sion; and the officers of the corps of artillery now on

Dartmoor prison, where the American prisoners ol"
war are confined. It appears that the unfortunate
prisoners who amount to five or six thousand, had
recently become extremely impatient to be set a*:
liberty, and ascribed their detention to Mr. Beasley.
their countryman, who is agent for American
prisoners of war in London. This person
they burnt:
in effigy on Friday, and tiien proceeded to force their
way out of the confines of the prison. C*pt. Shortlane, the resident British agent, went in among them
alone and unarmed to endeavor to pacii'y them, but
a pistol was snapped at him, and therefore the sol-

the division of the south, will report to the
that division.
All officers
retained in service for the military peace establishment, will immediately transmit duplicate reports
to this office.
The generals will cause the regiments and corps
within their res|>ective divisions to be formed and
distributed, according to the system for tiie organization and disposition of the troops constituting the
military peace establishment of the United States,

duty

in

commanding general of

-

which

lias

been

this

day announced

in

general or-

ders.

diers fired among the insurgents, when about twelve
were killed and thirty wounded.
musket ball
grazed captain Short lane's cheek. The prompt interference of the military quelled the insurrection,
aed tranquility was restored. One hundred additional soldiers marched from Plymouth to Dartmoor
in the course of Friday, to reinforce the
guard.
Stocks London, April 3, noon 3 per cent, con
Ins. Gen.
sols, ST 1-4 1-2 3-8— do for account, 57 1-2, 5 6,
1-2, bank stock, 223.

The rules and regulations which were approved
by the president of the United States, on the 28th.
June, 1814, and all other rules and regulations which
have heretofore been made by the department of
war, so far as they are applicable to the military
peace establishment, are to be obeyed and enforced.
By order of the secretary of war.
D.

PARKER,

Adj. and

A

—

CHRONICLE.

house of xonns

A letter from Washington city says, that Barruta^
Ha has again became a scene of pillage and smug-

Measure from

were given immediately to
break up the establishment— and we suppose it will
be done immediately and completely. It appears that
those concerned in these nefarious practices are of the
old stock, who fought out a pardon for themselves
rleans

10.

—

:

.\":~.o-Yovk,

—Arnit
— The earl

the prince regent.

of Liverpool presented a message from the prince regent, which was read by the lord chancellor. It was
in these words
" G. P. R. The
prince regent, acting in the name
and on behalf of his majesty, thinks it right to iriform the house of lords that the events which have
recently occurred in France in direct contravention
of the engagements concluded with the allied
pow
era at Paris, in the month of April in the
year 1814,
and which threaten consequences highly "dangerous
to the tranquility and independence of
Europe, have

gling, but that orders

when Xew-0

—

was attacked.

May 19— Sailed yesterday morning the

United States squadron under the command of comfor the Mediterranean, consisting
of the frigates Guerriere, (com. Decatur's flagship)
Con- induced his royal highness to give directions for the
captain L^wis
Macedonian, captain Jones
stellation, captain Gordon
sloop of war Ontario, augmentation of his majesty's land and sea forces.
captain Elliot bri*s Epervier, captain Downs Fire The prince regent has likewise deemed it incumbetv
Fly, Rigeri
Flambeau, Nicholson
Spark, Gam- upon him to lose no t-im? in entering into coramun

modore Decatur,

;

;

;

;

;

-

;

;

1
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It is worthy of remark that when Napoleon first
Cations with his majesty's allies, for the purpose off
most effectually pro- landed he called himself emperor of the French, iJc.
forming such a concert as may
vide for the general and permanent security of Eu- and his brother, king Joseph. He now leaves out the
relies on Uc. and designates his brother
only a prince. The
rope. And his royal highness confidently
the sunport of the house of lords, in all measures wife of Joseph complaining of being announceu as
which may be necessary for the accomplishment of princess by the proper officer, the emperor said, she
was so called by his directions, for "he denounced
this important object."
This message was to be taken into consideration all dommion out of France."
The advanced guard which preceded the emperor
to-morrow.
in his march, had no cai couches, and the little
army
It was a part of the policy of the Bourbons to de- which accompanied him was ordered to sustain three

to
stroy the remembrance oft-very thing pertaining
the glory of France as acquired by her revolutionary
was lost in the
struggles. Every thing "national"
restoration even the "National Institute" had its
name changed. Many of the streets and places of

charges before

Paris also lost their late designations, though they
had reference to some memorable transactions, receiving royal appellations in the room of them. But
the BoUrbon names are already obliterated, as is
every mark that they were lately on the throne— the

prise of Napoleon, under the pain ot being dismissed.
This princess is within a few days to make a journey
to Press burgh, where the king of Saxony at present is.

—

eagle supplants the lillies.
The Paris Moniteur contains a proccs verbal of
the proceedings instituted by the duke ot Gaete,
minister of fin-mce, and Mollien, minister of the
treasury, with regard to the crown jewel*. It contains
an ordonnance, dated the 13th ult. in which Louis
XVIllth directs the ex -treasurer, de Boullerie, to
deliver them to the Sieur Hue, one of his majesty's
valets de chambre.
[Here follows the receipt of M.
Hue.] It appears from the inventory, that the total
value of these articles is 14,393,881 fri In this estimate the regent is valued at six millions. It is further stated, that agreeably to two orders of the king,
dated 9th and 25th of July. 1814, the diadem enrichedjwith diamonds, and a crown of sapphires and diamonds were delivered to the Sieur Meniere the king's
jeweller. These were valued at 1,176,558 francs.
Total value of the diamonds and pearls in the treasury of the crown, previous to their removal, was
14,441,645 francs; and those now left in it amount
to 603,598— so that the total deficiency is 13,834,046
francs.

An

firing.

article in a Paris paper,

13, says — "The empress Mai

ia

dated Vienna, March
Louisa has announced

to her court that she
prohioits every individual of
her suite from speaking to her respecting the enter-

Vienna, Jlarch 20.

— Forty disguised

Frenchmen

made an attempt last night to seize the king of,
Uome, and carry him off to France, and the plan
Our ever watchful police was
nearly succeeded.
led to suspect something, from the circumstance
that 16 hackney coaches were ordered at the same

time to one place. Soon after, the preparations
made at the next stations were also discovered, and
so the whole plan immediately found out; among the
persons arrested on this occasion, are a general and
two colonels. It is now known that relays of post
horses were bespoke as far as to the Rhine; it has
therefore been judged proper to prepare roomy
apartments for his august mother and him in the
imperial palace. They have already left Schoenbrun.

—

—

Specie and stocks in England. A letter from Liverpool of March 31st per the Massachusetts, arrived at New-York, states, that specie had advanced
15 per cent, in consequence of the return to F:ance
of the emperor Napoleon, and expected to go higher,
that the British stocks were ten per cent, below par,
and the American stocks were much enquired after^
and expected to be at par in a few days. London
prices current states, dollars to have risen from five

The parliamentary trustees for the purchase of shillings and six pence half-penny up to six shillings
the estate for the Nelson family, have agreed with and three pence the ounce. A London paper states
Mr. Henry Dawkins, for his house and demesne at that specie had become scarce in the continental
ports, and had risen ten per cent. [American stocks
Standlynch, in Wiltshire, for the sum of £93,453.
"
Legitimate" liberality. A London paper of Feb were at par at Liverpool, April 12-3
imperial decree.
"The pope has felt himself offended both
17, says
Napoleon, emperor of the
by Mcrat and the emperor of Austria, with the French; we have decreed and do decree as follows :
Art. 1st. From the date of the publication of the
latter for some measures (let the advocates of Catholic claims ruminate upon it) in favor of the present decree, the slave trade is abolished; there
He has prohibited shall not be grained any clearance for this comtoleration of Protestant worship.
gazettes in his dominions, appearing to be perfectly merce neither in the ports of France or her colonies.
averse to political illumination; probably thinking
Art. 2d. There shall not be imported for sale, in
himself a very competent judge of what is best for our colonies, any blacks obtained by the aforemenhis subjects in both worlds, and kindly disposed to tioned traffic, either by Frenchmen or foreigners.
save them the trouble of thinking on either by the
Art. 3d. The violation of the present decree shall
exercise of his own infallibility."
be punished by the confiscation of the vessel and car[The editor seems willing, however, to accept or go, judgment to be produced by our courts and trimake use of the pope's illiberality for exercising a bunals.
I
ike offence against the freedom of conscience in
Art. 4th. Nevertheless, merchants who have fitted
England He says "let the advocates of the Catho- out vessels for this trade before the publication of
of
as
!"
he
think
it
reta
lic claims
would
the present decree, shall be allowed to dispose of
though
date the persecutions of the Bomish priest.
When their cargoes in ohi- colonies.
will these abuses on the rights of man have an end ?
Art. 5th. Our ministers are charged with the exNot until the doctrine about the divine right of ecution of the present decree.
NAPOLEON.
kings descends to the place from whence it came. It
(Signed )
is the doctrine of devils.]
The minister, secretary of state, duke of Bassano".
An attempt was lately made by a woman, said to
are informed from Edinburgh, (says a latfc
be a milk maid, to steal the English crown! She London paper) that 500 manufacturers and laborers
grasped it so fast, and was so unwilling to let the had volunteered to go to Canada, from Glasgow
prize go, that she injured it very considerably. No and 500 from Edinburgh.
["Cross the line."]
doubt, she will, at Iffast, make ft voyage to Botany
.

—

!
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this ia
woolen machinery within that compass
thought to be a moderate computation, as the greatThe editor of the Rksi&tkn intended to have senl er number of those workmen can be enumerated by
the supplement to the Ah vohuiie to :*11 his subscripersons resident here.
bers in Baltimore, with a provision that they might
From this data we may conjecture how important
return it, if they did not approve <>t' it. However, it those businesses were
likely to become in a lew
ins that this may be considered as an intrusion
years, arid it is a consideration of great importance,
.1 desire to
tax them with an extra dollar without not
only in a private but in a public view, whether
their consent; and as, really, I consider the supplethey are now to fail or succeed ? The writer is neiment well worth the money, and feci easy as to the ther a cotton or woolen manufacturer, or in any way
lew surplus copies that remain I have concluded, connected with such, but lie feels himself interested
to avoid the censure of any, that those who wish it for those who have embarked in these
callings (some*
will call at the office and get it, for it will be sent
perhaps, their all) and he is solicitous for the real
ou f only to those who have-ordered it.
a
his
which
is
in
of
welfare
degree connectcountry,
EiiHATC.H
The letter from John C. Smith to ed, as he believes, with the prosperity of these estab-

Supplement

:

to Vol. VII.

—

—

—

Mr. Eu

which commences the supplement to No. m nts.
twelve, delivered with the pressnt No. (14) should
But, as it is not to be expected; that much regard
be dated 1S13, instead of 1815, as it was incorrectly in the.
general conr"; ns of the nation can be had fbl
a few individuals and a small capital, an attempt will
printed in most of the copies.
be made to shew that it is not a few only, but a large;
tis,

— not

:i
small capital, but a prodigious
that is now invested in those estabNow that peace has taken place, the fate of our lishments or others connected with them but here,'
manufactures (of cotton and wool, especially) has again, we arc without the necessary data. In rebecome an interesting question. Will they fail in peated conversations that the writer has had with
consequence of European competition, and the capi- persons of information, from various parts of tha
tal employed in
machinery be lost ? or, will they be United States, he is induced to conclude it will be
able to withstand that competition; and, at less pro- entirely safe to suppose that there are at least halt
f'n, secure an establishment that no competition from a million of spindles in the United States engaged
abroad can destroy ?
in wool and cotton, and probably, not less than one
There is no person, I presume, who considers the half that number in progress. If, then, we found
importance of those establishments to the real wel our calculation on 500,000, and say they are Worth,
Lire of the United States, but who is solicitous that on an average of mules and throstles, eight dollars
one mill
they all may maintain their ground as teuding to eaci), we hive the sum of gl 1,000,000
render us more independent of foreign nations, and for each 1000 spindles, at S20^0> is cne million ;
a
market
and
50
for our raw materials at home.
sales,
furnishing
per cent,
capital employed in purchases
To form a correct idea of the prodigious advance- of the above, will make 7,500,000 dollars. If to'
ment of those two branches of manufactures, it these we add the cost of houses for workmen, full-

population

Our Manufactures!

sum of money,

:

—

1

—

;

would he necessary to know what number of spindles ing mills, dying establishments, machine-making
fre either at work or ready to work in the United works, and wire and card making businesses, we
States.
From thence we might deduce tiie cost of shall readiiy make up a sum of ten to twelve million's
the establishments— the capital necessary to carry of dollars more.
them on the number of persons employed, and what
Five hundred thousand spindles will employ, at
tit y would
supply toward the necessaries or conve- the rate of 40 persons to each 1000 spindles, 20,00/S
n euce of the inhabitants
but we have no data from persons their wages may be stated as follows, «fof
which to form such a calculation, and all our opi- each 1000 spindles
5 persons, §6 p, -week, SO 00
nions, therefore, embracing the whole country, must
be conjectural.
10
If we tould suppose it
possible that in every part
of the United States the
growth of such establishments had been equally rapid, in proportion to the
population, as lias been the case in this neighborhood the number would be very great indeed as
the writer has found, from particular nnd careful
enquiry, that there are thirty establishments, great
and small, for cotton and wool, within twenty miles
of Wilmington. Some of them, indeed, have but
just commenced, and have but a small number ol
hands at work— but they are the
embryos of extensive works, if the state of the
country will per-

—

1

—

:

:

—

mit

;

it.

Those

thirty cotton and woolen mills cannot have
cost less, the writer
presumes, than j§150,000, independent of the value of the mill houses and other
houses for the workmen, and must
employ from 3
to 500 hands— besides
are from
these, there

probably
'00 to 150
persons engaged jn making cotton and' would give
* or,. $?nl

R

.
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children, Incapable of acquiring a subsistence in any
Baltimore.
other w iy. And must such important advancement
and improvement be lost to the country ? I hope not,
It will
give pleasure to many, even to some resinor do I believe they will but much will depend dent "east of the Penobscot," to be informed that the
upon the honesty with which the revenue laws are city of Baltimore is rapidly resuming its former life,
enforced. The present duties are, perhaps, suffici- activity and enterprize. Our stores are filled with
ent to protect our establishments, provided they are goods of all descriptions, and
jovous commercej
not evaded. For two or three years our manufac- with hsr "ten thousand wheels,"
throngs our busy
turers may require this aid to protect tiiem against' streets.
the rivalry of Europe; but there are strong reasons'
]tf
i ace
n
t
J te un ;
a
as
;
f commerce,,
p
on>
pi ace
to believe that after the first shock and its effects are 'suffered so much as Baltimore— for our
port was
gone by, when the raw material has been reduced j hermetically sealed es to imports, though our flying
to its accustomed price, and the price of provisions schooners now and then
to carry
the
sea
to
escaped
and labor are at their common standard, they will terror to the coasts of the enemv or as mere mercarry on the business at reasonable profits, with chant vessels. It may be received as an undoubted
much satisfaction to themselves and benefit to the, f, c t, that at least one half of all the foreign comCountry.
inierce of the United States during the War, was
It is believed that for the last twelve
the carried on by Baltimore vessels.

—

j

|

months,

|

cotton manufacturer has been obliq-ed, under the increased price of the raw material and the diminishrd value of twist, to content himself with small
Manufacturers of cloili, on the other hand,
profits.
have been realizing great profits, where the business has been carried on economically. Their time
of trial is now come; and instead of 12 to 14$ for
superfine, they must be content with, perhaps, 7 to
9 ?, and les : prices for inferior cloths. lint have not
i heir
prices been e*xorbitant^ and instead of a moderate profit of one to two dollars per yard, have they
not made from 4 to 8 dollars? There are good reasons
for supposing so.
The writer knows of two pieces,
at least of good second qu dity cloth, made at 4 to
G doll ,.- pes' yard, pvery eXpenoe included, and there
are strong gftnm Is tor believing that when suitable
wool c
be purchased at 150 to 200 cents per lb.
•dean, that superfine cloths from the manufactories
ran be supplied at 7 to 9*> almost, and leave a very
fair profit lo the workmen, and inferior cloths at pro-

This city more, perhaps. than anyother in the w< rld^
'owed its sudden rise of population and importance;
to commerce} and yet its inhabitants,- by the fertility
of political geniuses who make white black, or convert a "mathematical point to a mountain," were
made out to be "enemies of commerce!" Boston,
which is now one-fourth less populous than Baltimore, was full of people and of business, v. Itth the
ptlier contained less than fifiy houses, and all its
foreign trade was carried on by an old brig. This
was in 1765. Our present population is about 46,000
1

—

ansf in 1811, the tonnage registered here was
88,398; with an aggregate for the district of 103,444'

souls
tons.

I

How strange it is, then, that our citv was r-presen 'ed as hostile to commerce! But perhaps, Britishj. e „ 1t [ af£d commerce was meant; and if so the friends

•

j

sort of trade were right in their abuse of us
in deed and in truth, its deadly
enemy, and bore with patience a degree of privation
and suffering tiiat the smugglers of a great towitj
f

t f, at

— for Baltimore was,

portionate prices.

which need not be named, would have pretended
was sufficient to "raise the stones in mutiny" against
sufficient lo have induced
the constitution and law
us to talk about the nation of Maryland! And, in
respect to commerce, we might have assumed, with
great plausibility, that high sounding title, IF the
states of the "nation of New-England" have really

But there is one important feature in the manufactures of the United Slates that has not been touched upon. Since the introduction of carding machines for wool and cotton twisty the farmer has
found that Lie can clothe his family with much greater facility than theretofore he washes his wool aiid
the manufacturer converts it into cloth at an expence of 2 to 3.^ per yard he mixes his wool with

—

—

—
—

—

those mighty qualities they affect for the city of
cotton, his flax and his low with cotton, and he lias Baltimore exported more goods than the whole "nathe cot Ion fabricated alone; and hence results a va- tion" did, leaving out the town of Boston.
But this is leading us away from the object we had
riety of strong cheap clothing and stuffs for house
use preferable lo the European, most of which he of simply saying, that our merchants are now premakes use of and some he sells and in this way a pared to supply their country customers, as hereto
part of the clothing of the inhabitants of our towns tore; and, we are told, on as liberal terms as at any
is supplied.
Nor can the rivalry n c Europe deprive'other place. Those who think it their interest to
the country of this advantage) if the cotton and visit us, need not be afraid of our "mobs"— fofl
wo 'en manufactures exist because such articles though many hundred persons are pulling t!om
c in be afforded lower and of better
houses in all the older parts of the city, We can asquality than Eu-j
them. It is then of
to sure them that the design is only to supply their
n>P'-.cin

—

—

|

\

'

supply
importance
the domestic manufactories of our country to sup-!
port the present cotton and woolen establishments
and to the cotton manufacturers it is peculiarly im-l
prirlant to encourage the domestic use of their twist;
;>s il
believed much the largest proportion of it is
no"- made use of in families.
To keep up the sale
o!' twist, and
encourage farmers to continue home
miun'faclures, would it not be policy, at once,'to oiler
!

more elegant and more convenient strutNever were there so many houses building or

places with
lures.

;

is.

l'ie\

coti"

.

in at the prices to which it must
eventually
when cotton shall sink lo half of its present

Pur, if by keeping it above what the domestic ii'i' ufacitire will afford when the price of cloths
stall be reduced, the current of sale is checked
they may find it difficult to renew it even at reduced

pric

improving in Baltimore, as at this time. If the present stale of things exist, it will not be considered
unreasonable to suppose that our population will
increase by 5000 persons in the course of the year.
cordially receive emigrants from all quarterseven from Boston, the "head quarters" of our ca-

We

lumniators, and treat them with gentleness, charity

and

love; as every

one of them will

testify.

r-

—

laics.

Wilmiv&iov, Del

Mavl&M.

British Budget.
Eotttion Fan. 21.

gave

The

chancellor ot the exchequer
o.
budget, or plan
Joan has not been contracted

last night a sketch of his

fuiaifce,

though

lire
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for which, as well as for the
for, the charges

unfunded

Letters

debt, mint be defrayed.

jcj

235

the Editor.

During l ,e ast w «ek I received two letters of the
The expence of our peace establishment of the
purport
next three or four years is stated at not Less than following
J'irtKT I.KTTKIl.
18 or 19 millions. If taken at the latter sum there
"I have had the. misfortune to lose number
Stn—
would, of course, remain to he deducted two millions
of your Uegister. As
value the work
highly,
ns the charge upon Ireland, leaving 17 millions as
and always have the volumes bound, please to forthe peace charge upon Great Britain. To meet this
it to me."
ward
expence, the chancellor of ihe c:\cheauer stated,
For this f paid 37 1-2 cents
tint there was a sum of nearly si* millions and a
postdgei
sr.c'jxii i.r.Tir.n.
half, surplus ot the consolidated fund aitd annual
"Determined to patronize
Sir—
every tiling that
taxes, remaining after paying the charges upon the
come from your press, t will thank you to forward
consolidated fund, viz. interest of funded debt, &c.
to volume 7, for which the
the
supplement
Ife should propose to continue war taxes to the
price
is enclosed."
amount of six millions, and to raise five millions [one dollar]
For this Ipaid 75 cents.
more by additional taxes.
(Cj- To grant a favor to the first, I was taxed wiih
Annual taxes and consolidated
37 1-2 cents, and got 25 cents for what I valued at
fund
.£6,000,000
'

.

'

—

,

I

War taxes continued
New taxes

100, front the other!

0,500,000
5,000,0u0

TATKS.
taxes are as follow:

—

Produee.
2 3 4d. per lb.
Excise— tobacco, (id. per lb. .£150,000
Licences double fixed rates,
50 per cent, progressive,
.100,000

•

Nates.

Customs— tobacco,

150,000

We

—

Wine— 20/.

500,000

per ton,

050,000
.Assessed ta^cs,

fife.

importation.

Inhabited house duty, 50 per
cent.

596,500

Progressive servants' tax, SO
to 90 per cent.
tinder gardners, &c. various,
Trade servants, and servants

308,500
101,300

for hire, various,
148,000
Carriages, about 75 percent.
363,000
Horses for pleasure, about 80
per cent.
652,500
Trade horses, about 40 per cent. 85,500

Dogs, about

Game

T>0

P '5,500

per cent.

certificates, do.

JWw
Windows

42,000
dutivs

warehouses and
hot houses, 3s 6<l. windows,
Rent of warehouses, same as
in

houses,

5O,09'.0

150,000

—

50 per cent, additional on servants,
carriages,
and horses,

iiacli'-lors

120,000
—

«

1

Post office, Id. on each
newspaper,

Bast India and foreign
postage
regulations,

Increase of stamp duties,
particulars not stated,
Revision of the system of bounties

and drawbacks,

Hy the above statement

it will be
seen, that the'
ot houses are not
touched, and tint th-l
assessed taxes will not bear
the

windows

upon
poorer classes",
1 he amount of the loan for the
service of the year
was not stated, the chancellor
of the exchequer
Ver

j

'
generally, that it must heal
e ^nt.onmg
J
6 8,nkm S fun anottobe
touched for
r,
four years.
Hie property tax to kStfsr ,,„
u
e 5th
W» April next.

\ll

o,™

think?

We

ir.500-,000

SKW
The new

Why will not gentlemen

have lieaM with great plea,
Sudtotl, (\V. T.) December 4.—
sure that a very valuable lead mine has been discovered in tin;
town of Anevani, in this county, on the estate of John Livingston,
esquire, of OakhiH, and that preparations are making for working
it upon an extensive scale in the spring.
The ore, of which a
very considerable quantity has already befii) got out, is said r>
he very rich, and there is every indication that it is iflexhattstibh .
also understand the proprietor
contemplates erecting a roilin"
machine for makhvg sheet lead; and the niamifjetorv 6f whit]*
lead we presume wfll fuliow of course.
The vast importance of
this discovery to our country induces us to wish the
working of it
nmy be attended with all possible success, 'the present lii r h prii^:
of lead and particularly of white lead, renders this diseovi
ry particularly interesting at this moment— and we indulge a.verj strong!
expectation that this state at least will in n short time tio longer b*
dependent for these necessary articles on foreign

'

"

,
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of Vessels.

Ship Independence

Washington
74

I!Vankliri§

New-Qrleans§
bippewa§

74

t

4-1

Guemere

4-1

Java
United State**

44

'

Constitution*
Platt-ourgj
Superior
Constellation?
C »ugw ss*

<14

44
4.
38

36
30
32
SI
28
24
24

Jolin

24
2«

Geni ral Pike
Madison

HO
18

Alert

Macedonian

Mohawk
Conjiance
C'jaue

Saratoga

Adams*

18

Hornet*
Wasp'
Peacock

13

Ontario

la

18

Erie

18

Loiiisiar.ri*

18 Brig; Jefferson

Jones
Epervier
Niagara

lfl

18
18
in

Lawrence

J8
18
lo
10
10

Detroit

Eagle
Sylph

Chippewa
Queen Charlotte

16
16

Saranae
Linnet

16

Boxer

If-

Troup

3. J

Oil, iila

.-i

Enterprise*

12

Flambeau
Spark

12
12
y

Fire Fly
?!••••:

etueu's

Rf;ia(bomb)
Caledonia
Gfier.t

flu rrffc/'
Schr. Nonsuch

Ticontleroga
Spitfire

Torch

Lady Prevotf

Tom

Bowline

Alligator

Roanoke
Hornet
Lynx
Firebrand
Surprize
Despatch

Asp
Helen
Porcupine
Gov. Tompkins
Conquest

Ranger
Lady df the Lake
Amelia
Ontario
Fair American
J?

It

Asp
Haven
51
J)

7

Sloop Chub
linrh
Preble

6

Montgomery

5

Buffalo
Carnal

S

Tickler
President

Keteh Spitfire
Vesuvius*

Vengeance
Galley Allen

harrows
Borer
Netlle

Viper
Centipede
IikIIow
,

/Wi liner
Alwyn
Mallard
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to vary in some of its
ry that appears, materially,
Tlie court, however, feel conimportant points:
lne attempts to wrest from captain Elrincedi tllilt
liott the laurels lie gained in that splendid victory,
and high;is second in command, under that gallant
officer captain Ferry, ought in no wise
ly meritorious
to lessen liim in ihe opinion of his fellow citizens,
as a brave and skilful officer; and that the charge
made in the proceedings of the British court martial,
was tried, of his attemptby which captain Barclay
is malicious and
ing to withdraw from the battle,
unfounded in fact. On the contrary, it has been
proved to the satisfaction of this court, that the
enemy's ship Queen Charlotte bore off from the fire
•t'

ihe Niagara,

commanded by captain

ALEX. MURRAY,

Elliott.

President.

HENRY WHEATON, Judge-advocate.

j

diving machine h:.vc raised no less than 11,209 lb?,
of shot, which was thrown overboard from the Padtohis, when she was in such a hurry to get away from
the two guns of Stonington! They have also picked
up a quantity of copper.
Other parties have been
dragging the ground in
Lyn'nhaveo bay on which the British generally anchored, and iiave been well paid for their trouble;
having got up eight or nine great anchors and several very valuable cables.

NAVAL.

From

the Belfast Morning Chronicle.— The follow"
the copy of a letter received by I'n rcc Hacket"
ing
of
Dublin, from lieutenant Nicholson, of the
esq.
American vessel of war the Peacock. The gallant
officer who is the subject of this letter, is the son of
is

The sentiments and language of

Mr. Hacket.

creditable to the

Approved,
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B. W. CROWNINSHtfcLD.
Adjutant and Iuspsctor-general's office,

American

officer

it v.rc

:

United Slates sloop of -war Peacock,
Deaii sir —

OiK the coast of Ireland, August

6,

181*

I take the
liberty of writing to yon, re1815.
r.F.\r.n.\r. ononis
The arrangements which are lative to your brave and spirited son, lieut. Hacket,
first lieutenant of his Britannic
majesty's brig Epeinecessary for executing the act of congress, fixing
in April las by this ship.
Your son
the military peace establishment, cannot he com- vier, captured
was
so
unfortunate as to receive three wounds, one
pleted so as to organize the army, and to pay and
his
left
elbow, which required immediate
discharge the supernumerary officers, non-commis- through
and which he bore with that fortitude
sioned officers, musicians and privates, on the 1st amputation,
is characteristic of
which
your brave nation. The
day of May next. In consequence, therefore, of
had nearly healed, and a wound in his hip
the circumstances which will not permit sucii dis- stump
was
well
to
enable
him to walk and take
sufficiently
charge at that time, and of the provision made by the air in a
carriage every attention was paid him
the law in such case, the army will continue in serby the polite inhabitants of Savannah, Georgia, at
vice, according to its present organization, until
which place we left him. As a mutual exchange was
further orders, subject to the following regulations,
taking place between the two governments, you will
viz:
no doubt soon have the opportunity of
embracing
1st. Soldiers who enlisted to serve during the war,
him.
motive for this letter en be sufficiently
will with all reasonable dispatch, from day to day,
as
a
father
war
appreciated
by
you
not, sir,
be mustered, paid and discharged at their resagainst individuals. I have the honor to be, with repective stations; and
obedient
spect,
your
servant,
2d. The arrearages of pay due to the non-com. misJOHN R. NICHOLSON,
(Signed)
sioned officers, musicians and privates, who are
First lieutenant of the J'eacock.
enlisted for a term of years, will be paid to them,
Th.: Esk frigate fired two 321b shot into the Suieat their respective quarters, with as little delay as
qua nan privateer after she had surrendered.
possible.
Our Prize list is now upwards of sixteen hundred
By order of the secretary of war,
vessels captured, w Inch safely arrived
D PARKER,
or_were otherwise "satisfactorily accounted fur,''' during the war.
Adj. and inspector general.
shall probably be able yet to add one hundred
understand the British
Plailshurg, Alan 20.—
moie to it. The whole amount of captures have not
ace, going on to finish their shipping at the Isle-aubeen less than 3000. When the returns are all tho't
Noix, the completion of which had been temporarily
to be in, we shall compile one or two curious
tables
suspended.
to shew the effect of our war on the ocean.
If th~
Deserters from Canada are constantly coming in.
Three or four arrive almost daily twelve reported light squadron that was fitted out when the warVas
closed had been ready at the beginning of \i the
themselves in two days, a short time since.
above amount would have been amazingly increased
Report says the British troops are embarking from
—probably from 500 to 1000.
Canada for Europe.
The British ship Harmony, captured by the James
^"P'J °f a letter from colonel Snelling to brigadierMonroe privateer, has arrived in England' The
prize
general D. Parker,
crew
consisted of two Americans and five French-'
Adjutant General's Office, Buffalo, May 20, 1815.
Sin I have the honor to report that a detachment men.
Her former mate induced the Frenchmen to
of artillery, destined to
compose the garrison of fort assist in her re-capture, which they did. The Ameg ira,will march from this cantonment to-morrow, rican prize-master was thrown overboard.
and that the fort will be
Salem, May 24. Yesterday arrived in town, c.ipt.
given up on the 22d, at 11

April

—

2«J//<,

;

My

— We

•

We

We

—

—

—

o'clock, A.

M.

Samuel Briggs,

and Mr. David Augustus Neil, clerk of the late Diomede privateer of
a
this
after
SNELLING, Acting adjutant general.
port,
long confinement in Dartmoor priJirigadier-general 1). Parker,
son, England.
They arrived off Long Island in tiie
and
Russian
Prince
Adjutant
inspector general.
Michael, from Liverpool for
ship
I n ddstrt.—
Many of our readers will recollect the New York, which they left, on Sunday noon, and
anecdote of the thrifty American who asked commo- came into
«t
Newport in a fishing boat,
dore Hardy when he would attack
The French ship L' Amiable, Esther, sent into EnStonington again?
so that he might have his cart
a
British
was
to
off
tiie
gland by
frigate,
ready
carry
immediately released,
shot; and also the accounts we have had of the and had sailed for Holland.
mighty mass of metal collected there and sold at
Tiie above mentioned gentlemen request us
Few-York, 8cc. It seems, however, that the iron state, "that on the 3rd of April, when thev
mne is not ye t exhausted: for certain
persons with a Dartmoor prison^ 5,700 Americans were detSV
I

have the honor
J.

tn,

&c.

first lieutenant,

N1LE.S'
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there, (including about 2,200 given up from British ment, relative to the bill for laying further restricthins of war;) that no prisoners, with the exception tions on the importation of corn.
have seen that notwithstanding the voice of
of some few who had obtained special permission,
were release.]; and although the ratification of the the country has been most constitutionally and
of March, Mr. R. G. most decidedly declared
treaty was received the 12th
against the measure by
of prisoners of war, had [petitions, which in point of number, and the resileasley, American agent
then taken up only four vessel, about 1,600 tons, for [pectability of the signatures thereto, have not been
the convej aiice of tlve prisoners to the United States. exceeded in the history of these realms, the house
These vessels would take about 1,100 and being in of commons has passed the said bill, and that its
London, could not be expected to be ready to re- proceedings thereon have been marked with preciceive the prisoners at Plymouth before the 15th pitation and pertinacious adherence to the most ob.
,

We

I

1
How long the remain r of the prisoners were
i
to languish in the miseries of a prison, it is impossible t •> say, for no farther arrangements were known
to h.ve been made for their release, and Mr. Beaslev, with his usual disregard of the feelings and interests of the prisoners i:i Dartmoor, had maintained
the most sullen and contemptuous silence, and had
refused them the least satisfaction upon tlio.se subjects, in wh ch it must be supposed their feelings

Api

.

.

were most deeply interested.

The

dissatisfaction

occasioned by so long a detention after their countrymen were enjoying the blessings of peace, ito
doubt gave rise to the attempt (noticed in the London papers,) made by the prisoners on the 6lh April,
to bre.de through the gates of the prison, in which 6
to 12 of them were sUted to have been killed, and
-

CO wounded."

From
mode of

noxious features throughout, which plainly evinces
an utter
disregard to public opinion, whose orgaait

ought

to be.

We

have observed in the other house of parla.
ment, the same precipitancy, and the same determination to resist further inquiry or to hear evidence,
notwithstanding a committee of the hon. house
stated in their report during the last session, that
the investigation was not complete, and that further
inquiry would be necessary before any alteration
took place in the laws
affecting the interests of the
growers and consumers of corn.
have observed that ministers of the crovm,
with the same disregard of tj\e general voice of Ike
country, and whose special duty it was to w«tdi
over the interests, not only for the landholders, but
of the community at large, and the sanction of the!:
authority and support to a measure which, mill

We

the following, according to the Brtfish
calculation, tl.e Constitution ought to have operation, cannot fail of proving most injurious to
been in England, a prize:— The Cyane and Levant, the commercial interests of the kingdom, in a very
taken by the Constitution, could discharge from all high degree oppressive to the poor, and dangerous
their cannon, at once, 1514 lbs. of shot.
The Con- to the tranquility and safety of the empire.

Dim

stitution 1424.

rence 90 lbs.

Foreign Articles.
BRITISH CORN LAW.

Qur readers are already acquainted with the proceedings of the London mobs on the subject of the
coin lain, which recently passed both houses of
parliament, as every oilier measure does that the
ministry proposes. The object of this bill is to
prohibit the importation of wheat when the price
shall not exceed &0s. per quarter, cr 10s. per
bushel, though it might be had from the continent
for a little more than half that sum; its dusign is
to enable the agriculturalists to pay the taxes levied on them by government by securing them an
exorbitant price for their grain: ten sluUmgs sterling per bushel for wheat, taking the price of a
day's labor as the standard of money, is fairly
equal to three dollars and a half, if not four dollars a bushel, in the United States.

Losnpx, March 23.
On Thursday an extraordinary scene was witnessed in London. The unwieldy state coach of the
to the manhouse, on his lordship's return from presenting
the address to the princa regent on the corn bill.
Mr. Alderman Wood's carriage immediately followOn arriving
ed, was also drawn in the same manner.

lord

mayor was drawn by the populace

(iion

—

That thus, deprived of that protection which n
might reasonably have expected from the repre»
tatives of the people, and the hereditary legislate:
of the country, we are compelled humbly to lay ou:
complaints before your royal highness, as the onh
constitutional resource which we have remaining.
We beg most earnestly to impress upon yourroy
al highness, that the two houses of
parliament being Composed of landed proprietors that having
examined such persons only who were land agents,
and otherwise connected with land— and having

—

in-

stitujteel

in

no inquiry into the truth of the

allegation*

the numerous petitions against the said

bill, nor

any witnesses having been examined on their behalf appears most partial and highly irritating in
the feelings of those classes who have suffered such
privations, and made such unexampled sacrifices.
[The petition next remarks on the extraordinary
dearness of provisions, the disappointment the iiatw
will be exposed to by being deprived of that abun
dance which is naturally expected on the return n
peace; it adverts to the enrichment of the landed
proprietors during the war, and assigns as the object
of the present measure, the exclusive protection o!
their property from those changes and fluctuation*
It then refers
to which all other property is liable.
to tiie rivalship with the manufactories of other
W
countries, and the effect of the bill in destroying
witu
hope of beneficial competition, concluding
these words:]
"We therefore, implore your royal highness to extend youi" royal protection to the interests so clean*
connected with the prosperity of these realms, b;
withholding on the behalf of his majesty, your royf
al assent to the said bill, and we further pray y«l

—

grand staircase, his lordship standing between
the mace, and the sword bearer, and attended by
his chaplain and other officers, made a low reverence
to the people, and was greeted with loud and reiterated acclamations.
The address, and the reply of his royal highness,
In'' 4
will be matters of curious record.— They are as royal highness to dissolve the parliament, who
furnished the most conclusive evidence that they*
follow:
not support the interests, nor represent the teelmg*
ADDRESS.
his majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects, or opinions of the people"
answek—I have heard with the greatest concer
.he mayor, aldermen, Ritti commons, Jcc. most humno less grief' the sentiments contained in this your address JM
bly approach your royal highness with
"
thi
late proceedings inparlia«
^jj asicnishm
at the

—

We

i
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ever be desirous of paving to the repreof every part of his majesty's subjects, all
the attention which may be consistent with tiie dume by the sacred trust committed
ty imposed upon
But I feel that it would be a derilecto my charge.
the wishtion of that duty, if, in compliance with
es which you have thought proper to express, I were
to withhold the royal sanction from the important
measure which now awaits it, and so to exercise the
I

shall

'

indicate a want of conking's prerogative, as to
fidence in a parliament, which under difficulties the
most trying, lias, by the wisdom, vigor and firmness
of its conduct, invariably upheld the honor of his
crown, and promoted the best interests of

majesty's
hi:> people.
Price of -vlteat in England. The following is an
account of the average price of wheat per quarter,
1804 to 1813,
ill the twelve maritime districts, from
both inclusive, as published by an order of the house
of commons:—

Year ending

—
_

^_

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813

while the American consul is feasted by them,
ami he can wear his uniform in the streets, While Bri.
tisll officers dure scare ly he seen in the public walks
with their uniform on for fear of being insulted.
These are facts, sir, which ought to be known ut
home.
" P. S. A
great party in this country express a
wish to see Napoleon's continental system put ill
force against us, by the common consent of 'lie

—

powers of the continent. Something pointed against
us is expected from the congress of Vienna'. They
calculate much on the supposed intimacy between
the emperor Alexander and the prince ofBeneveilt,
and they tell you that Alexander did not live at
Talleyrand's hotel at Paris for nothing, that those
all the
great personages have arranged together
affairs of Europe, and that France and Russia (fals
of course the report must be relative to the latter)
are hereafter to be united in forcing us to a maritime
__

system of their own brooding.

From

J.

—

The direct
bill, through the House of Commons.
opposition which innumerable petitions have received
cannot fail to impress the minds of the peopk: with
the necessity of radical alterations in the constitution
of the Common's House of Parliament. The people
can never forget it. And in all the county meeting?,

89

6

at so

much per

We

the truth of things ought to be

made known

when speaking of reform, (and every political and
to it) we must never forget to
religious evil relates
produce this fact, in order to shew to the people
the importance of a true representation annually
assembled. It will hi a plain and irresistible argument, which the public will easily understand, and
acknowledge. Whenever I think about reform, and
constitution, and liberty, I cannot help thinking about
America. This is the land of freedom, not false
adulterate freedom, but freedom in the genuine sense
of the word, civil and religious; and it is to A merica
we must look for the model of a good, free and cheap
and contempt, did
government. With what scorn
we speak of this noble republic, but a little time ago,
and no-w this same contemptible republic, victorious
a prouder eminence
by land and sea, stands upon
than all the other nations of the world put together
What a pity it is, that we should have thus exposed
Wmus and
ourselves to the ridicule of the world
for the American war, though obvilories, all were
one of the most unjust that this country ever

quarter of 8 bushels— Reg.]
From the London Courier, A'ov. 17.
have received the following letter from Bordeaux. It is, we regret to state, little more than a
France:
counterpart of letters frpm other parts of
f Bordeaux, Oct. 26.
" I have read
your observations on the articles
and
occasionally inserted in the French Journals,
the answers thereto by the Journal de Paris. Sir,
is,

Cobbetfs Week!!/ Register,

ketoum, waii and taxes.
Mr. Cobbett. Nothing can be mora serviceable
to the cause of reform, than the passing of the corn

60 5
87 1
76 9
73 1
78 11
94 5
103 3
92 5
122 8
106 6
J

Average of the 10 years,

That

|
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to our

notwithstanding all we have done for
France, we are calumsiated by the people, and the
democrats of the U. States of America more respected
than we. There is not a Frenchmen but who wishes
success to the American arms and destruction to
ours.
Their exultation on the late partial successes
of these men at Fort Erie, Plattsburg and Baltimore
was extravagant. I was a witness to a scene the ously
war itself is
other evening at the theatre of this city, which will entered into. The treaty is ratified;
not over and will
shew you, in a strong point of view, the state of the over, but the effects of this war are
There
never be oyer, as long as the world lasts
public opinion here.
to our country.
It was the evening of the day that we received is no event of so much consequence
be the arbiter
here the news of the destruction of Washington. In I think that America will henceforth
must keep
the tragedy performed were several expressions Of all other nations. AH other nations
and all the lovers of free
against the English nation, such as Maine etemelle their eyes upon America;
nux Anglais* These expressions were encored again dom must remember the republic. You are the only
and again and again bv the audience, and to add to public writer who has taken a just and mastet ly view
n. iolthe scene, the pit cried out,
has les Jfi$glais—ce of this subject; and you were perfectly right
in not taking Hie
sont des canailles— vivent les Americains—vivent fe lowing jour own judgment, and
1 lie
braves Amcncains, j was repeated from all parts of advice of those who wrote to you to desist.
and people of this country are not aware
the house. The authorities treat us with the
government
greatest
of this war against 1r» men;
rigor, whereas the Americans are. treated with lenitv of the consequences
and great hospitality. It is difficult for an English-) and Napoleon's return is calculated to aosci-o all
man to get any footing in a French family, and were attention for the present.
G. G. FORDO AM.
it not for a few
Yours is.
English and Irishhous.es established
here, we should have no societv whereas the AmSandon, March 20, 1815.
returned visitors
ericans are caressed wherever tliev
London, April 10.— About fifty
go. Our respectaon Friday at Portsmouth from
ble consul is
scarcely noticed by the French authori- from France landed
an American ship. They had been travelling for siv
fear,.
'Eternal hatred to the
successive days and nights, under momentary
English.
fDown with the English— thev are base— God save of being stopped.
the Americans— God says the brave Americans.
From the accounts of the civil list, it appears thy.

countrymen

;

I

!

!

A

J

I

;
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the following' sums have been pail to lords Castle- parliament. In the present instance, however, there.
within a period of was no necessity for any such communication, and
reagh, Cfcfnc&ly ami Stewart,
therefore none was intended to be made; nor was it
;ibout twelve months:
intended at all to recur to the negotiations, hut to
I/ORJ) CAS'liKKDABH's
.£22,623
ground an address to the pnnce regent, on the terms
Special mission
6,000
being satisfactory and advantageous to the country.
Salary as secretary of stale
Earl Grey again urged the impossibility of pro-28,023
Lonn Clancauty s
perly considering the treaty without information of
the previous negociation, particularly if it should
16,473
Special mission
turn cut, as he believed was the case, that we had
2 500
Salary as posl-master
-i8,3r:
rejected moderate overtures in the hoRr of elation
and success, to which we had afterwards acceded
Lord Stewart's
when the time came of reverse and defeat. He did
10,112
Embassy to Vienna, and outfit
Thus, the family have received £57,708 fn tne course not know at the moment, whether any precedent
of one year for their eminent services. This, at least, of such a communication existed, but lie thought
cannot be ended "the cheap defence of nations."
the information he sought for of so much importance
to the proper discussion of the question, that lie
J)lorning Chronicle.
dimensions and force of the ship St. Vincent, lately should tube an opportunity of moving for its production.
launched in England.
MOUSE OF C0HHOJCS MARCH 16.
The St. Vincent is unequalled by any ship in any
other country, except the Howe and Nelson, being
Treaty of Peace with America. Load Castlerengh,
of the following dimensions, and amount of guns:
from the prince regent, presented the treaty of peace
Feet. Inch.
with the United States of America, signed at Ghent,
205
Dec. 24, 1814; the ratification exchanged at WashLength of the lower deck,
Do. of the keel for tonnage,
170 10 18 inglon, Feb. 17.
IJr'earlth extreme,
53
Lord Castlereagh said he should move, that on
Depth in hold
Wednesday next the report be taken into consideBurthen in tons 2601
ration by the house.
Mr Horner \\\ hed to know whether it was the
JYa.
Gun deck,
intention of the noble lord to lay before the house
32
Middle do.
the papers respecting the negociation which had, led
34
to the treat)-.
34
Upper do.
Lord Castiereagh s^id that it was not at all a matter
Quarter do.
of course that the whole detail of a negociation
which had led to a treaty of peace should be laid
Forecastle,
before the house. It was only on a ground being
shown for calling for it that the house would think it
Guns 120
necessary to- be put in possession of them. Now the
A London paper of March 23, says The king of present treaty was orte of so auspicious a nature, as
'russia will shortly take the title of emperor,- and it restored peace and amity, on terms honorable to
\

i

I
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—
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— Pilgrimage

of the late king of can neither belong nor doubtful; il is the cause of
of Holstein Eutin the whole population against the enemy of all Euwho wish to impose
(late kingof Sweden) is determined to undertake a rope, against a handful of men,
lie has already obtained once more a yoke of iron which you have broken.
the holy land,
voyage to
"Already the elite of your youth is in arms; vot.he necessary permission from the grand seignior,
and has published in French the following ordinance. lunteers arm on every side; all classes of the citi"We make known by these presents, that the Ot- zens are called to the support of the cause of all—toman porte has given us permission to visit the ho- The city offers clothes and arms to those who can-?
One of our wishes is now accomplished; it not procure them, i.ct tne spirit become unanimous
tv city.
was the most ardent object since our youth, and at and you will save your country, and you will sec re
a time when we saw not the possibility of effecting that brave army which remains faithful to their oath;
We had a secret presentiment that Divine Pro- on seeing you in the midst of their ranks, the solit.
vidence one day destined us to make this pilgrimage. diers will acknowledge that it is for their country
In directing our steps towards Jerusalem, it would they are combating.
"A numerous artillery will protect your battalions:
be an eternal reproach did we not inform the Christian world of this our resolution, that we may hope horses will be instantly furnished and the governto find ourselves accompanied by brothers of our ment will provide for your pay. No sacrifices will
holy religion. The following are our conditions to be spared in a cause so glorious
We invite, "Parisians second the measures of your magistrates
those who may wish to accompany us.
and may France receive from you the example
among the nations of Europe, ten brothers to accomVive le />oi.'
pany us to Jerusalam; that is to say, one Englishman, which you owe it on great emergencies.
"CHABRET."
one Dane, one Spaniard, a Hungarian, a Dutchman,
(Signed)
a Frenchman, an inhabitant of Holstein Eutin, an
Paris, March 16.
From the Paris Mohiteur, March 16.
Halian, a Russian, and a Swiss.
The city of Marseilles has offered a reward of
1st. Bach of them must be provided with a certificate from his diocebe attesting the purity of his two millions of francs for the head Of the rebel BoThe following is the
views.
naparte.
2d. The place of rendezvous shall be Trieste the
PROCLAMATION TO THE FRENCH JJATTON.
it^sLE,

Hioeden

to

Ftil).

3.

Jerusalem.

— The

cuike

—

—

—

time on the 24th next June.
3d. Tiiose who play on an instrument, if it be
portable, shall take it with them.
4th. Each shall be provided with 4,000 florins of
Augsburg, or at le.-st, 2000 to make the outfit for
the journey, and to form a common bank.
5ih. Each shall have in his service a domestic,
provided he be a christian, and of good morals.
6th. The brothers shall have a dress not bespeaking magnificence or prodigality. Their beard shall
grow, as a proof of their resolution; and they shall
regard it an honor to bear the name of the Black
Brothers. The costume, equipment, and holy con-

Frenchmen! courage! we are saved. The enemyof the human race shall not long pollute with his
odious presence the soil of the, country,
Already the city of Marseilles has deposited two millions of francs for him who brings the head of the disturber of the public repose!

Our brave marshals and generals marc!: from ill
quarters against !im; marshal Ney has vowed his
extermination; the old guard which now forms part
of the household troops of the king, burns to drive
from France that horde of Mamelukes which threaten us in vain with pillage, death, tyranny, and foreign and domestic war. Let them succeed in their
vention shall be definitively fixed at Trieste.
treason, and in three months the Cossacks are at the
7th. The last lime for admission into this union gates cf Paris.
No, their horrible projects are deshall be on the 24th of June.
As soon as that day tected and the conspirators are discovered; many of
shall have expired, the public will be informed if them have been shot.
shall not perish.
All
the number is complete.
France rises; a general cry of indignation is heard
8th. Those who shall have entered into this union and doer, the wretch who has drawn so much treasure
shall publish their names in the gazettes of their se- and so
many men from France, dare to make Lyons
veral countries, as well as that of Frankfort on the the
capital of his Algerine government ?
letter
and
inform
at
the same time, by
Maine;
But L) pns refuses to receive him: he has been reus,
addressed to the editor of the German Gazette at ceived with the hatred and horror which he
inspires:
Frankfort.
let us arm, then, and defend our firesides, our women
Done at Basle, the 27th of January, 1815, of the and our children. No half measures, and the counChristian era.
GUSTAVUS ADQLPHUS,
Let us fight, then! Let our cry be-rtry is saved.
Duke of Holstein-Eucin.
the king the constitution and the country !"
Proclamation of the municipal body of Paris to the
A pamphlet was published at Marseilles, by the
Parisians.
marquis d'Albertas, prefect, on the landing of Bona"Inhabitants of Paris You have to defend your parte at Cannes. Its title is "Reflections upon thi
of
the
and
the
honor
7icio
king, your country,
capital;
folly of the man of Blood, of the Iron Island."
These reflections are preceded by the following
your magistrates call upon you to fulfil these sacred
duties.
Recollect the enthusiasm and loyalty with proclamation.
" Frenchmen I think it
which you saw enter within your walls that august
my duty to oppose the
family, which, as the price of your love, has brought exact truth cf facts to the false stories of agitators
you peace, happiness, and a sage liberty, guaranteed who wish to alarm you.
"Some hirelings from Elba, repulsed by the
by the constitutional charter. Those sentiments are
impressed in your hearts. The property which you fidelity of the commandant of tite Antibes, after
have recovered after so many disasters shall not be having debarked on the 2d at Cannes, have marched
taken from you; unite, arm yourselves against him upon Grasse, and seek to gain the mountains of D,mwho wishes to strip you of it.
phiny. A courier from Frejys has given the news
"The mass of true Frenchmen is visible on all to government.
hands; already the seduced soldiery repent of hav"Count Boutilliers, prefect of the Var, generals
ing departed from their duty and broken their oaths; Abe, Morangier, and some troops from Toulon, are.
all the cities of France have risen
against the tyran- in pursuit of them. The Marshal prince of Esling,
ny which brings us civil war and a foreign invasion; faithful to his legitimate sovereign as to victory

We

i

!

!

—

—
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the provinces follow this example.

The

struggle.

has taken measures to arrest them in their march.
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"Blessed be Providence for having inspired the seilles volunteers, have joined the national guards,
who marched to meet them. The soldiers and the
exile of Elba with this last and foolish enterprize
regret that lie has avoided our department, national guards embraced with cries of "ViveVEmno
but
found
where he would have
pereur I"
accomplices ;
The towns of La Mure and Corps have given tri-i
r-'Ceived \he first punishment of his crimes.
"I hops
will soon learn, that the source of colored standards to the 5Sth and Sod

"We

you
regiments.
The Marseillois fly in all directions. There was
troubles that they wish to renew, is stopped forever.
"But in all circumstances, the governor and my- not and there will not be a musket fired.
self are sure of your devotion, of your courage and
of your fidelity to Ixmis 18. Vive Le Roi.
Marshal J\"ey promised that lie would bring BonaExtract if a letter from a gentleman at Vienna, to his parte to Paris, "dead or alive" and so lie did.
The burden of the official documents in France is,
correspondent in Philadelphia, dated February 18,
1815
"We will not pass over our own boundaries; but
"Although the result of the proceedings of the we will combat to the last extremity, all those who
congress are in general withheld, rely on it that a enter our fine country, to dictate laws to us."
schism of a very important nature has taken place.
The Jtfuniteur says that four millions of go'.d pieces
Russia has been in opposition to the pretensions of qf 20 francs each, would be issued from the mint in
Great Britain the latter desiring to have an addi- the course of the first week in April; and that the
tion to Hanover.
Great Britain, on the other hand, gold dust had been received from Elbahas been opposed to the claims of Russia-rthe latter
The Paris papers call the time that elapsed from
the expulsion of Napoleon to his restoration to the
demanding Poland and a slice of Turkey.
"Talleyrand has the greatest influence, and is con* throne, an "interregnum"
sidered the ablest diplomatist. Ferdinand's conduct
An English writer suggests, with considerable
in Spain will inevitably excite a commotion, which plausibility, that the whole business as to the deposimay occasion his downfall, and be not astonished, if tion of Bonaparte, was a grand political hoax played
in the course of the present year, the Bourbon dy- ofTon the allies in favor of
France, by Talleyrand and
nasty should again be destroyed in France. The ar- others, in the confidence of the emperor. Indeed the
are
devoted
to Bonaparte, and despise the pre- easy resignation of hi* power, and his more easy
my
sent king, as wanting energy, and being deficient in resumption of it, appear more like the mimic scenes
science.
What the course Qf events may be, of a theatre than realities happening in one of the
military
is left for time to determine."
greatest nations of the world; and many believe they
Paris, .lpril 2. An officer, attached to the house- have yet to learn the real causes of these wonderful
who
the
to
has
hold,
Oslend,
accompanied
king
things.
route:
Napoleon has appointed the maids of honor for
given us th
Prom the time the king departed from Paris, the empress, as though her return were immediately
this officer never left the carriage, riding sometimes expected from Vienna; this
may be a piece of policy.
behind and sometimes in the front of it. Only three "he coinage of a quantity gold pieces of 20 francs;
officers cf the
gardes-du-corps rode on the side of was to be completed at the mint in 8 days. The
the coach.
great military officers of the empire had a grand
"The king slept at Abbeville on the 20th, and at gala at Paris on the 30th March perhaps never were
Lille on the 21st.
He left Lille on the evening of assembled together so many men renowned in arms.
the 22d; was at Bruges on the 23d, where he spent The national guard also celebrated the return of
the 24th, and arrived at Ostend on the 26th.
Napoleon by a fraternal feast of which 17 or 18,000
"At Ostend no preparations had been made for persons partook. All the pvblic works, stopped by
the embarkation of the king Different reports were the Bourbons, have been resumed by Bonaparte.
in circulation on that subject.
Some said that he
Magnanimity. Who of the "legitimate" has tranwas to go to Brussels, others to Holland. In fact, scended the following magnanimous act of Napoleon?
"The emperor (says a Paris paper) has caused
nothing was known in the household.
"The retinue of the king consisted of three car- the decoration of the legion of honor to be given to
the individual of the mounted national guard, who
riages.
"In the first was the king, count Blacas, the prince singly offered to accompany the count d'Artois when
de Poix, and the duke de Duras.
he found himself obliged to quit Lyons."
"In the second the prince of Wagram, the due de
Marshal Jourdan has adhered to Napoleon St.
Grammont, the due de Luxembourg, and the due Cyr escaped in disguise from the soldier}'. Mortier
1
de Havre.
has had the "honor to dine with the emperor.*
^'The suite was in the third.
A letter from Rome dated March 8, says, "A few
"They fell in with none of the princes in their 'days ago, the pope going out of his palace, extended
It has been learned that
route.
they went to Ypres his hands, .and as usual gave his benediction to the
whence they communicated with the king at Ostend people The people immediately cried out Iiazione
"The prince of Wagram left the king at Bruges
want bread, and not benedii;.
\enon benedizione!
to go to Brussels, whence he returned to meet the hows/
Religion has lost much in Italy, the Italians
On
at
Ostend.
the
he
set out, that have been in France say that God is much betking
following day
for Bamberg, accompanied by the due of Luxem- tor served than in this country.
W'ill you believe
'hourg. The latter was to stop at Brussels, or at that it is even come to this, that the people onFrir
Ypres.
days and Saturdays dress their food with hog's lard,
mores!"
"The chief squadron of the 1st Chasseurs followed because forsooth, oil is dear!
tetnpora! ()
the king to Ostend. The Chasseurs turned back,
Lucien JBqna/tarte, at Rome, who until lately apand with the exception of four have returned to peared indifferent .for the fate of his brother, ha*
taFrance."
openly declared for him. lie is a man of great
The baron Sack has issued a proclamation to the lents and energy. The people at Koine appear 10
people of the Lower and Middle Uliine. calling up- blame the English for the escape of Bonaparte. Po8"
<>n them to march against the "usurper" Bonaparte.! siblv
they remember the fate of the emperor /*<*«/»,
Despatch from the general, commanding the division! of Russia.
have a report from Amsterdam, that the Uulcjlt
April 1 Two o'clock.
All the troops of the line of His garrison c fMar-; ambassador had been ordered toqv.it Paris.
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Coutts, one of* the threat London bankers, died
January last. Ills coffin was one of tlie most costly
ever made; it contained upwards of 5000 silver nails,
and the handles, plates, 'xc. were of solid silver,
[The editor of the Weekly Register recollects to
have attended the funeral of a venerable member of
The society of Friends, who was buried in a plain
poplar coffin. It was mentioned over his grave that
this had been done at his express command before
his death, and that he had directed the difference
between the cost of his coffin and such a one as was
generally used to inter persons of his condition in life,
to be appropriated to a charitable purpose. Jlinshal,
(the name of the old man) rested as e;tsy in his hum-

llevohition

.\fr.

.

i

ble shell, as Cuutts in his silvered coflin.]
are indebted (says the editor of the Boston
Centinel) to the politeness of a friend for the following extract of a letter from a Bostonian ill Fiance.
are again tranquil,
"Bordeaux, AprilG, 1815.—
after u political shock which we have recently un-

We

We

dergone. Napoleon has again mounted the imperial
throne of France, without opposition. Bordeaux received his soldiers without a struggle, where at
but the people
least some opposition was expected
iinding their army decidedly on his side, and be-

—

trayed by all 'he officers here, who had sworn fidelity to the Bourbons, despairing of success, submitted to their fate. Louis, sacrificed and deserted by
his dastardly nobles [20,000 of whom were in Paris
when Napoleon landed] and by his army, fled with
144 millions. The man he termed a coward when he
first landed seeraed to strike them and the French
people with supernatural terror, and before they
could recov r from it, he was in Paris. Napoleon, by
his undaunted manners during the march, gave astonishing confidence to his followers.
"Opinions are various as to the result of this prodigious event. If Austria declares against him there
will be a bloody and doubtful war, but if the German emperor sides, with him, Italy and some qf the
small states will join him, and no doubt he will suc-

ceed In retaining his seat. England will no doubt
declare war against this country at least, it is momently expected."
A London paper of April 6, estimates the whole
force that will be in the field against the "emperor"
in the "course of a few weeks" will amount to
950,000 man; and that the troops of the allies are
every where in motion.
Berthier and Marmont are reported at Brussels
consulting with Wellington on the plan of the campaign which is to be commenced against France.
Prince Scwartzenburg is to command the allied
forces in Italy
another account says, the arch-Juke
Charles.

—

—

It

does not seem probable that Austria will let
have his ktife and son. This may again lead

J\'npo!eon

the French to Vienna.

From

a.

passes

and massacre

r.u'i'.u.

most tragical events have
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in Tunis.

— Florence,

Feb. 15

— The

lately taken place in

Tu-

The reigning family has been totally exterminated. The following are extracts from two letters
written at Goulette, which we have received by way
of Livourne. We may depend on the correctness of
nis.

the facts they contain.

—

Sidi Mahmoud Flassen,
Goulette, January 20.
cousin of the reigning bey of Tunis, enjoyed the confidence of his sovereign, whom he attempted to render odious to the people by all possible means, and
In the night of
for a long time meditated his ruin.
the 19th of December, after 11 o'clock, Flassen, at
the head of a great number of conspirators and
slaves of different religions, and having apparently
seduced the greatest part of the seraglio, entered the
apartments of the bey and plunged with his owu
hand a poignard into the heart of the old man. At
the same moment the conspirators threw themselves
on the partizans of Sidi Ottoman. During three
hours the friends of the assassinated prince defended themselves with desperation. Many were killed,
and nearly all wounded; but in the end they found it
necessary to submit to the usurper, who, in the
midst of this carnage, had the good fortune to

escape unhurt himself.
While the interior of the seraglio was inundated
with blood, the people and the troops, accustomed
to similar scenes, quietly waited for the developement of the horrid tragedy.
The two sons of the unhappy Sidi Ottoman were
in their different beds with their wives at the moment pf the massacre of their father. They scarcely
had time to fly in their shirts, and to scale the walls
of the seraglio, followed by a few others, leaving to
the mercy of the conspirators their wives, who were
massacred without pity. The two princes went immediately to the suburbs, collecting as many of the
inhabitants as they could, and presented themselves
at the gates of the city, in hopes of being supported
by the people, but no one took up arms for them
They then endeavored to make their escape, and
threw themselves into a barque to go to Goulette.
They reached there in the morning; but Mahmoud
had been beforehand with them, and the authority
was already in his hands. They were instantly arrested: certain of their fate, they would have thrown
themselves into the sea, but were prevented and
closely pinioned, and put on two mules to be conducted to Funis. At a short distance from the city
tbey were met by their barbarous cousin, whp ordered their throats cut on the highway.
Mahmoud then returned to 'Funis, where he was
recognized the absolute master of the regency, lie
has given his daughter in marriage to Sidi Solimau
Kiajn, chief of a powerful parly under the former
dynasty, and who had great influence over the people
By this means he gained hint entirely to his cause.
The prime minister of the new sovereign is Jussuf
.

<>

15. — We

had the diy before
Barcelona, March
yesterday a dreadful day. The annals of this city
will preserve the horrible remembrance of it. Early
j;i the
morning, groups of ill looking men ran through
the streets, uttering savage yells. Very soon pillage

Koggia Sappatappa, to
his sister.

Jussuf

is

whom

they bey has promised

a ferocious

man, who

lias,

begun

his ministerial career by ordering the hanging of Mariano S,tinks, who enjoyed the fayor of Sidi Ottoman,
hatred by his crubut who had merited the

and assassinations commenced. At 11, in pursuance
general
of orders from the government, the French families
insolence towards the
elty to the slaves, and his
a renegado, born at Sorthe
was
in
order
to
leave
the
lie
terriquitted
city,
Spanish
European consuls,
tory. The populace massacred about thirty victims. rente, in the kingdom of Naples, of a poor and obThe number of houses pillaged is not yet known. scure family, and who was a slave at the age pf
Several priests are among the number assassinated. twelve years-, he had become the arbiter of the
The king's lieut. col. Velarde, was poignarded,
person and estate of his master. They have seized
and was thus
caught in the snare that he him- all his riches, which were immense. The renegade
self had laid, for it is
impossible not to perceive in physician Mahmet has lately been strangled by tht
this affair the- secret hand of the Span; ;'!
goverri- order of the same minister.
January 28.—3'ussuf Koggia has enjoyed but & fey
:

1

2ii
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to which he was raised by the
After the massacre of the family of
Ottoman, he formed a project to destroy the usurper
and his sons, and to mount the throne himself.
The 22d he came out of the seraglio, and went
of a sovereign. He
throughout Tunis with the pomp
ordered monev to be distributed to the soldiers, to
The regent was
prepare them for a new revolution.
informed of this; and when Jussuf Koggia returned
to the seraglio, the chief of the Mamelukes arrested
him in the name of the bey, and seized him fast by
the beard. Koggia drew his poinard, and mortally
wounded the Mameluke chief, and severely the soldiers who surrounded him; but in spite of his vigorous resistance he was thrown to the ground, and
carried all bloody and half dead to the presence of
the bey. The latter, after having reproached him
with his treachery and ingratitude, ordered Ins head
cut off on the spot, which was instantaneously done,
The enraged populace dragged his corpse all over
the city, and the military had much difficulty to tear
from them the horrid remains of the mutilated car-

pearedall hopes of an insurrection
vor of the Bourbons.

moments the post
last revolution.

(^j'Lcites!

It

was said that

to the

—

i

|

i

|

sovereigns.

:

J

j

War

hostilities

Pa»

"Stu, Mr buother You must have learned in the
course of last month, my return to the shores of
France, my entrance into France, and the departure
of the family of Bourbons. The true nature of these
events must now be known to your majesty. They
are the work of an irresistible power, the work of
the unanimous will of a
great nation, which knows
its duties and its
rights. The dynasty, which force
had restored to the French people was no longer
made for it. The Bourbons would not associate
themselves with either its sentiments or its manners
France has sought to separate itself from them. It
has called for a deliverer. The expectation which
had decided meat the greatest of sacrifices, had
been disappointed. I am come; and from the point
where I have touched the shore, ihe love of my
people has carried me to tiie very bosom of my
capital. The first wish or my heart is to reward so
much affection, by the maintenance of an honorableThe re establishment of the imperial.
tranquility.
iquility.
throne was necessary for die happiness of the French
My sweetest thought is to render it at the same time
useful to the security of the repose of Europe. Sufficient of glory lias, in their turu, rendered illustrious the standards of the several nations. The vicissitudes of fortune have sufficiently made great reverses to succeed to great successes. A much finer
arena is this day. opened to sovereigns, and I am the

has arrived at Philadelphia
it

in

following is the letter written by the emperor
to the allied
sovereigns.
Original letter of his majesty the emperor of the French

from England.

of April 21.
from Liverpool, and brings pr.pers
Lad not vet been declared against France, but

France

Napoleon

a peaceful reigi. of thirty-two years.

The schooner Calypso

in

The

1

case. His partisans are arrested, and great changes
are rumored. The soldiers have taken the oath of
and the massacres
fidelity to Sadi Mahmoud Flassen,
have ceased. Every one has quietly returned to his
prdinafy occupation, as if nothing had happened.
FSidi Ottoman succeeded Hamuda Pacha, his
brother, who died the 24th of September last, afte

I£15.

ap- fisst to descend into in

it.

had

After having presented to the world the spectacle
between the Austrian? of great butties, it will be much sweeter to know in
actually
and jXeapolitans, which would shew tiiat IMurat had future no other riv.dity than that of the advantages
those of the emperor of of peace, no other contest than the
,oi,ied his fortunes with
holy contest of
France. An article from Paris says, that in the af- the happiness of the people. France is pleased to
Jair spoken of, the Austrians were defeated with the proclaim, with frankness, this noble end of all its
It also states that Italy was wishes.
Jealous of its independence, the invarialoss of 5000 prisoners.
in one
hody,;ble principle of its policy shall be the most absolute
rising) against Austria— 30,000 men,
were advancing on Milan, the gates of which cityj res p ec t for the independence of other nations. If such
were shut April 2._ The Neapolitan army encamped are, as I enteitain the happy confidence, the personon the Appenipes, is rated at 60,000 men, with 150 al sentiments of your majesty, the general tranqtiipieces of artillery.
ility is secured for a long time; and justice, seated
The tri-colored flag was hoisted at Toulon and a t the confines of the several states,' will
be

peared inevitable.

commenced

in Italy,

:

;

singly

j

Avignon, April

10.

sufficient to

Tiie allied forces are yet spoken of as moving into
Belgium, where it is said that Wellington had 80,000

guard

their frontiers.

«j seize with haste, &c.
"Paris, April 4."
men his headquarters to be at Ghent..
CAriTtn-ATioN of the Duke d'Ancotjleme.— A TeJerome Bonaparte has made his escape from Trieste legraphic despatch from Montelimart, on the 9th instwho is in com- h-om lieut. gen. Grouchy, states the following cir—supposed to have joined Mur.it
plete possession of the ecclesiastical state— ir-qiiisi- ciuns'tances. The rash enterprise of the duke d'Antion and all.
gouleme is terminated. The tri-colored flag floats
Some commotions still prevailed in England, but m the South. The duke d'Angouleme, pushed by
as yet they had all been successfully put dowu by my troops, the vanguard of which occupies Douzere,
the military.
having on his rear general Gilly, who had debouchWith respect to the property tar, the London e d by' Point Saint Esprit, and upon his left ilank the
Courier says, there is no intention of proposing
agy national guards of Dauphiny, has capitulated.
nddithn beyond the 10 per cent.
Abandoned bv all the troops of the line, there reof
release
the
duke
of
Bonaparte's
Angoulemc, as maified with him onlv 1,500 men, and 6 pieces of
act
of
an
related below, is, certainly,
great magna- cannon. He has been conducted under a good esHe might, at least, have held him as a hos- cort to Cette, where he will be embarked.
nimity.
*
should
not
be
that
A subsequent account states, that the divisions of
qssassittation
legitimized with
age,
impunity. For such, indeed, is the amount of the! national guards, who were in the rear of the little
of
at
His
the
allies
letter
to
tiie
Vienna.
declaration
troop pf the duke d'Angouleme, would not recogsovereigns is also a noble pvuduction, and will have nise the capitulation, because it had not received
eifect.
the approbation of general Grouchy.
great
They have
Lord Castlereagh, in reply to a question by Mr. stopped the duke d'Angouleme. Gen. Grouchy has
lutbread
stated, that there was no secret article transmitted an account of this to the emperor, and
r understanding between the al'ies
pledging them has taken his majesty's orders.
; maintain the Bourbons.
His majesty has written to the general the followWith the capitulation of Angouletne has cttsap* ing letter;
;

;

;

I

j

—

KiLES'

Weekly Register— gen. jacksons

trial.

24$

count Grouchy— The ordonnance of the king
Trial of
Jackson.
at
on the 6th of March, and the declaration signed
extract of a letter from a gentleman
Vienna on the 13th by his ministers, would have "[The following
in New-Orleans to his friend in this town,
presents
authorised me in treating the duke d'Angouleme as
a substantial account of the trial of general Jackthe ordonnance, and this declaration, would have
son, for opposing the execution of a writ of habea*
treated both myself and my family. But true in the
to order that the
corpus issued for the release of a person who had
dispositions which had induced me
been imprisoned for a breach of the martial law
members of the IJourbon family should have free
Will
proclaimed in Orleans, while the enemy were
egress from Trance, my intention is, that you
threatening the city.}— Louis. Corrcsp.
give orders that the duke d'Angouleme be conducted to Cette, where he shall be embarked, and that
"NEw-Oni.rAsrs, March 27, 1815.
"The writ having been served on the general, he
you will watch Ids safety and protect him from any
ill treatment.
presented himself to the court on Monday the 27th
" You will
only take care to secure the funds which March, 1815. On his arrival at the court house door
and
the populace gave three cheers the general entered
have been carried away from the public chests,
to demand that the duke d'Angouleme shall be oblig- —the judge (Hall) remarked it was impossible to
the
are
ed to restore the crown jewels, which
proper- proceed with that kind of interruption, and was
same time make about to adjourn the court, upon which the
ty of the nation. You will at the
general
of
the
national
laws
known to him, the terms of the
presented his defence in writing, and said, sir, £
that
and
they pledge my life there shall be no interruption on my
assembly^ which have been renewed,
of the Bourbon family who part, upon which the judge ordered him peremptoriapply to the members
the
French territory.
shall enter
ly to sit down, to which the general answered, I will
"You will thank, in my name, the national guards, my dear sir.
which
have
zeal
and
"Mr. Dick, attorney, rose to open the cause on the
for the patriotism
displaythey
ed, and for the attachment they have shewn to me part of the prosecution, observed that the case was:
of the utmost importance as the civil liberties of the
under these important circumstances.
"At the Palace of the Thuilleries, April 11, 1815. country depended upon the free and uninterrupted
"NAPOLEON."
functions of the judiciary. The general felt himself
(Signed)
unpleasantly situated, and begged leave to withdraw,
under pretext of his lady's indisposition, which privilege the judge granted— Mr. Dick continued his
On Monday, the 15th May, commenced the sale eloquent address against the general, in which declabv auction of the pews in the new Catholic cathedral ration he objected to the reading of the general's
of St. Patrick, New-York. There are 195 pews in the defence, stating by anticipation, its illegality, supwhich posing, it contained his reasons for having proclaimchurch, but only 77 were sold on that day,
of this number ed martial law, under the necessity of the times, &c.
brought 37,500 dollars. Twelve out
"Maj. Reed, ^en. Jackson's chief aid-de-camp,
avenged 1000 dollar each.
Washington's birth-day was duly celebrated at Mr. Livingston, Mr. Duncan, and Mr. Devazac, voParis on the 2'M of February last. Messrs. Bayard, lunteer aid-de-camps, presented themselves for deMr. Gallatin is, we fending the general's cause. The former of these
Clay and Russell were present.
believe, in England, and Mr. Crawford, our minister, gentleman rose to offer the reading of the defence,
was indisposed. Tiie company of Americans was Dick objected again to the opening of the paper.;
numerous. Among the guests was the marquis de la Mr. Livingston then rose in support of the position,.
who was succeeded by Mr. Duncan, they were anFayette.
Connecticut election.—-For governor, J. C. Smith, swered by the opposite counsels, viz. Dick, Robinson,
E. Boardman, (rep.) 4876.
Henning, ?^c.
(fed.) 817(3;
"The judge then admitted the introduction of the
The British seamen who have recently arrived in
the merchant vessels from England, are deserting in paper, so far as related to legal points of defence,
Almost the entire crews of some against the issuing of the attachment by the defengreat numbers.
and from the new war dant's counsel producing the law in support of evehave made their escape
this will be ry position, but debarred the
reading of any part
breaking out in Europe, we may expect
the case with all the British vessels that arrive in our that related to the necessity of the times, &c. and furPoor fedows they are flying from the press- ther admitted the reading any part Which tended to
ports.
are to be pitied, though not en- apologize to the court. Mr. Reed accordingly went on
gang, and certainly
to read the paper, and when he came to the words
couraged in such conduct.
Caracas. Our news from this country is of a "when 1 arrived in tins country, I received letters," he
the judge, saying that is a deviacheering nature. It appears that the approach of was interrupted by
the royal troops from Spain has completely united tion from the admission. Subsequent to which varithe different parties, and that the patriots have strong ous points were discussed by both parties, the judge
Amen.
peremptorily declared the paper should not be read,
hopes of beating them off.—
An American letter of marque schooner arrived at and adjourned at 12 o'clock, till 10 o'clock the next
Canton about 6 months ago, from the Fejee islands, day.
with a cargo of sea-otter skins, valued at g300,000.
"Tuesday, March 2Sth. TheCburtmet accordmg
The judge produced and read an
It is stated that captain Gordon, of the Constella- to adjournment.
it contained manv
tion, has for the boatswain of that vessel, the master opinion which he had drawn up
of the East-India ship in which he made his first voy- points of objection respecting martial law, and the
suspension of the civil jurisprudence, and particuage as a cabin boy. Tempnra mutantur, &c.
Washington, May 20— The United States sloop of larly declaring tt»t the written defence aforesaid
war Aleut, captain Cooper, which arrived at the should not nor could not legally be admitted that
navy yard in this city on the 26th tilt, has taken on any objections founded on, and supported by the exboard the heavy guns for the ships of the line at isting authorities of the country, to shew cause whv
Boston and Portsmouth, and will sailJience as soon the attachment should not issue, should not be
as she obtains men enough to navigate her.
heard, and nothing in a general relation should be
[These are some of the guns that genera' Hots introduced. The counsel for the general urged with
*o
elaborate zettl, the constitutional right to introdue.pompously said/^ had taken.]
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the shafts and handles of which were
eagerly seize
by the people, in this way he was precipitated
through the streets to the Trench coffee-hous;,
amidst the shouts of vive le general Jackson, and
denouncing his prosecutors, thence to tlie American
coffee-house where the general addressed the crowd

the defence; the opposite counsel opposed it, asserting that the paper contained the reasons at large,
which prompted the general to the adoption of these
rules of the camp. The judge still presisted in his
moved by all the exertions
opinion, nor would he be
and eloquence employed by the lawyers; Mr. Livthat no person present was authoingston insisted
rised to make any admission on the part of the gean opportunity of adducing
neral, kc. nor had they
that contained in the written
any other defence than
statement, and if lie, thejudgej precluded one part
he must the whole. The judge then enquired whether or not they had any defence to mike, to which
the counsel for the general replied "they had much

and Mr. Livingston stated

as follows:

" Fellow-citizens and
soldiers, behold your general
under whom, but a few days ago, you occupied 'the
tented field, braving all the privations rind dangers
in
repelling and defeating your country's exterior
enemies, tinder the rules and discipline of the camp,
so indispensable to the hope of victory

rules which
were predicated upon necessity and which met the
him now
approbation of every patriot. Behold
bending under a specious pretext of redressing your
civil
country's
authority, which though wrought
through prejudice he scorns to deny or oppose, but
to what is inflicted on him now
submits
cheerfully
that the difficulties under which we groaned are
removed, and the discipline of the camp summons
you no more to arms. It is the highest duty and
pride of all good men to pay the just tribute of
respect to the guardian of our civil liberties. Remember tliis last charge, as in a few days I expect

in

to oiler"
writing, agreeablv to the judge's directions, setting forth his reato
the
and
sons,
judge's opinion, the judge
excepting
then directed Dick, the U. S. attorney, to shew the
changes to amount to a contempt. lie then read the
affidavit of Loualliere,

who had been imprisoned and

not enjoyed the writ of habeas corpus. Various anthoVities were produced and read, Hid Blackston, page 130, and after considerable debating the
court adjourned till 11 o'clock next day.
"Wednesday, March 29th. The court met according to adjournment and delivered their opinion, and to leave you
after some debating it was decided that tlie attach- and posterity.

—

:

which they adjourned

:

!

who had

ment should

1815.

it

may

serve as a lesson to yourselves

Mr. Davezac gave the substance of the preceding
remarks from the general in French, after which the
The court met at 1 1 o'clock general was conducted to the coach, and drawn to
•—general Jackson walked into the court house with his quarters in Favxbourg Marigvy, followed by the
admirable composure, and exemplary respect for the multitude echoing Vive le general Jackson.
high authority which called him thither. He ap- Answer tendered to the district court of the United
States by major-general Jack-son, on a rule to shew
proached the judge wit!; a paper in his hand, having
cause why an attachment should not issue against
dispensed with the friendly offices of the professionhim for a contempt of that coiirt, iii sundry particual gentlemen who had managed his case before.
lars relative to a writ of habeas corpus directed to
Judge Hall then informed the general that there
the general, during the late invasion of the enemy.
were interrogatories to be propounded to him, to
The honorable Dom. A. Hall having cited general
which he was desired to respond; the general replied
he would not answer them, saying, "sir, my defence Jackson (o appear in his court to shew cause why
have
an attachment should not issue against him for a
in this accusation has been offered, and you
denied its admission, you have refused me an oppor- contempt of that court in sundry particulars relative
and
the
tunity of explaining my motives,
necessity to a writ of habeas corpus directed to the general
for the adoption of the martial law in repelling an during the late invasion of the enemy, the general
his appeared in obedience to the rule, and tendered to
moment
out
at
the
same
invading foe," pointing
which the court his reasons in a written answer verified by
objections to that mode of proceeding under
t lie farcical
enquiry was had, to know whether or his oath, But judge Hall refused to hear the answer,
not the attachment should issue. "I was then with although he knew not what it contained, other than
these brave fellows in arms, (alluding to the sur- that he was assured, in behalf of the general, that
rounding crowd) you were not, sir." Let it be re- there was nothing in it indecorous or improper for
membered that on the 24th December, judge Hall the ear of the court, and that it was fully embraced
and judge**** obtained general permission to pass by the rules that he himself had prescribed for its
the guards to and fro, and set out on foot, passed introduction. He decided without hearing the d'e1he upper guard above the city and went to the in- fence, and finallv proceeded to impose a fine of one
terior, whence they did not return until after the thousand dollars: the general therefore thinks it due
victory.
Thejudge went on to read his opinion fit- [to himself to publish the answer he had prepared;
ted out to cap this clinmx of iiyjf.itUude. The ge- first observing that even judge Hall, although he
neral interrupted him. with much apparent delibera- 'now expresses his disapprobation of martial law,
tion, saying, "sir, stale Fuels and confine yourself* to did not only approve of it when first declared, but
them, since my defence is and has been precluded, openly asserted that short of the exercise of all the
let not ceusure constitute a part of this sought for rigor incident thereto, the country would Certainly
punishment," to which the judge replied, "it is with be lost. His honor did not even feel secure under the
delicacy, general, that I speak of your name or cha- [guardianship of martial law, he fled from the city,
racter, I cOns'uiei' you the saviour of the country, and suffering his discretion to yield to his fears,
but for your contempt of civil authority, or to that indulged himself, in his route to Bayou Sarah, mailerc the ge- nifesting apprehensions as to the fate of the country;
effect, you 4111 pay a fine of ^1000."
neral interrupted by filling a check, for that sum, on equally disgraceful to himself and injurious to the
the bank and presented it to the marshal, which was interest and safety of the state. Should his honor,
issue, after

till

iVidity Slst, 11 o'clock.
''Friday, March 3 ls t\

—

—

!

j

!

i

j

The geueral retired, observin discharge.
ing on his passage to the door, "it will be my turn
next." At the door he was received amidst the acclamations of the exclaiming populace, with which
the streets and avenues were filled, of all nations
and colors, a coach awaited him at the door of the
cuurt hous? 3 into which lit was carried and seated,

received

judge Hall, deny

this statement, the general

pared to prove

fully

it

and

is

pre-

satisfactorily.

Cause shewn by .1. Jacks-n, major-general in the army
of the United States, commanding the seventh military district, en the rule hereunto annexed.

This respondent has received a paper purporting
to be tlie copy of a rule of this district court of the

NlLES'
United States
entitled

"The
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for the Louisiana district in a suit any cause or hearing before the said district cou'rl j
United States vs. A. Jackson, com- 011 the contrary, all the acts alledged as contempts

to shew cause why an attachment
should not issue against him for divers alledged
said court." Before lie makes any
contempts of the
answer whatever to the said charges, he deems it
and he docs herehy protest
itecessary to protest,
and reserve to himself all manner of benefit

manding him

are stated to have been done in relation

10 an exparte application made to the judge of the said
court at his chambers, at a time when his court was
in vacation, and not in a cause or hearing before the
court.

V. That no attachment might to issue for neglectagainst
of exception to the illegal) unconstitutional and ing or refusing a return to a habeas corpus, issued
informal nature of the proceedings instituted against and returnable out of court; all the statutes on tiiat
subject, both in England and in the United States,
him: it appearing by the said proceeding—
wherever they have been re-enacted, containing exI. That witnesses have been summoned by process
of subpoena) in a suit or prosecution of the United press penalties for this offence; and this, for the very
States against him, when in fact and in truth there reason that such neglect or refusal in relation to art
was not then any such suit pending, nor is there now act done, not in a cause or hearing pending in court,
in said but in an exparte proceeding at a judge's chambers,
any such suit or prosecution legaMy pending
could not be punished by attachment as a contempt.
court.
VI. That no act in relation to the writ of habeas
II. That the said rule was obtained at the instance
cf the attorney of the United Slates for the district corpus or the allowance of the same, in the case
Of Louisiana, who had no right officially to ask for mentioned in the said rule, can be considered as a
or obtain any such rule, the duties of the attorney for contempt, because the judge of this honorable court,
the United States being by law confined to the pro- by the Mth section of the judiciary act of the Unisecution of "all delinquents for crimes and offences ted States, is expressly inhibited from issuing any
under the authority of the United States writ of habeas corpus, except in cases of prisoners
cognizable
*
___!_
/L_ TT.!i..J 0*_.
..1...11
and all civil actions in which the United States shall "in custody under or by colour of the authority of
be concerned." As this proceeding is not pretended the United States, or are committed for trial before
to be a civil action, to bring it within the purview of some court of the same, or are necessary to be
the duties of the attorney for the United States it brought into court to testify;" neither of which cirmust be a prosecution for a crime or offence cogni- cumstances appear, either in the writ, the allowance
zable under the authority of the United Stales. Hut of the same or the affidavit on which the same was
the facts stated in the rule do not constitute any founded. This court then having no jurisdiction of
"crime or offence cognizable under the authority the case, this respondent had a right to consider the
of the United States." The courts of the United service ©f the same as a trespass, according to a deStates have no common law jurisdiction of crimes cision of the supreme court of the United Stales,
VII. That as to so much of the said rule as
or offences: ifj therefore, the facts stated in the rule)
charges,
are not made such by a statute of the United Slates, the respondent with the imprisonment and detention
its courts: but the statutes of the judge of this honorable court, the said imareiiot
by
cognisable
they
have been searched, and no such provision can be prisonment and detention appear by the said affidar
found; therefore the .tcts charged are not offences vits, on which the rule was granted, to have been
Which are either cognizable by this court, or liable to made on the allegation of a military offence, combe prosecuted by the attorney for the United States mitted by the said judge individually. That the
III. That it this be a prosecution for a crime or defence of this respondent may require the investithe authority of the United gation of the truth of the said allegation
a proceedoffence cognizable under
could not take place in this court, withStates, the mode of proceeding is both unconstitu- ing which
out
one
of the first and clearest maxims oT
tional and illegal, the 7th and 8th amendments to the
violating
1.

j

;

constitution containing many provisions directly con- all law.
VII i. That it appears by the said writ that no
attachment for
trary to the mode of proceeding by
contempt; particularly the provision of the 7th place whatever was designated, at which the same
Amendment, that no person shall be deprived of life, should be returned.
IX. That the said writ was served long after tire
of law; and
liberty or property, without due process
of the 8th, that in all criminal prosecutions, the ac- return thereof, on the respondent, by reason wherecused shall enjoy the right of a speedy trial by an of he could not comply with the tenor thereof, had
been so disposed.
impartial jury; and in the 32d section of the law for he
X. That the said writ of habeas corpus issued in
the United States,
fanisbing certain crima against
a conclusive implication, if not an express an irregular manner, and that the respondent was in

containing

provision* that no offence can be prosecuted except
by information or indictment, neither of which have
been filed in this instance. The respondent therefore

concludes those heads of exceptions by the dilemma
proceeding be a prosecution for a crime
er offence, cognizable by the authority of the United
States, it is both unconstitutional and illegal in its
present form; and if it be not such a prosecution that
the attorney of the United States had no right to
that, if the

to
it, his ministry by law extending only
them.
IV. That this court has no right to issue any attachment for any contempt whatever, or to punish
the same by fine and imprisonment, in any other
case than those prescribed by the 17th section of the
judiciary act, which confines such authority to the

institute

punishment, by fine and imprisonment, of conU'.ipl
any cause or hearing before the same whereas
neither by the rule nor the affidavits does it appear
that any of the alledged contempts were offered in
in

—

I

no wise compelled by law to obey the same; inasmuch as the name of the judge, allowing the same,
was not signed with the proper hand writing of the
judge, allowing the same, on the writ/ nor were the
words, "according to the form of the statute'' marked thereon both which are positively required bythe statutes
the issuing writs of habeas
regulating
corpus and without which they need not be obeyed
Should it be objected that the English statutes are
not binding here, it is answered that the United
States are without a statutory provision on the subMeet, and that the introduction of the writ of habeas corpus,
must introduce it as it stood
generally,
at the time of the making of the constitution,
XI. That if the allowance on the back of the affidavit, contrary to the express words of the statute,

—

;

.

|

j

I

j

deemed

sufficient, yet the respondent was not
pay any attention to the writ of habeas corthe
same was not made in conformity with
pus, for
the allowance, which was given first on the fifth day

be

bound

to

£48
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ing on

of March, for a writ returnable on the next morning,
and afterwards altered in the date so as to bear date
on the sixth of the same month, returnable on the
next morning, which would have been the seventh,
whereas the writ actually issued bore date the sixth,
'and was returnable the same day varying from the
allowance materially: and this circumstance is an

my part; but I cannot disguise from you that
have a very difficult
people to manage: to "this mol
mentjtto opposition to the requisition has manifested
itself; but I am not seconded with that ardent zeal
which in my opinion the crisis demands.
loot
with great anxiety to
your movements and place our
greatest reliance for safety on the energy and paIn Louisiana there
excellent illustration of the wisdom of the statuto- triotism of the western states.
writ itself be are many faithful citizens; these lastpersuadethemry provision which requires that the
selves that Spain will soon
re-possess herself of Lou-,
signed by the judge.
Under' all of which protestation's, and saving all isiana, and they seem to believe that a combined
which exceptions, and not submitting to the juris- Spanish and English force will soon appear on our
diction of the said court, or acknowledging the re- coast. If Louisiana is invaded I shall put myse'If at
the head of such of
my militia as will follow me to
gularity of the proceedings, but expressly denying
the same. This respondent, in order to give a fair the field, scad ok receiving' shall obey your orders. I
and true exposition of his conduct on every occa- need not assure you of my entire confidence m yon
as a commander, and of the
sion into which it may be drawn into question
pleasure I shall experience in supporting all
sailh
your measures for the common
defence; but, sir, a cause of indescribable char
That the respondent previous to, and soon after
his arrival in this section of the seventh military grin to me is, that I am not at the head of a willing
and
united people; native Americans, native Louisidistrict, received several letters and communications
putting him on his guard against a portion of anians, Frenchmen and Spaniards (with some Engthe inhabitants of the state, against the legislature lishmen) compose the mass of the population
thereof, and foreign emissaries in the city; the among them there exists much jealousy, as great
population of the country was represented as divided differences in political sentiment as in their lan1

We

—

|

j

1

—

—

guage and

by political parties and national prejudices, a great
portion of them attached to foreign powers and
disaffected to the government of their own country,
and some as totally unworthy of confidence. The
militia was described as resisting the authority of

ana

habits.

But nevertheless,

sir,

if Louisi-

supported by a respectable body of regular
troops or of western militia, I trust I shall be enabled to bring to your aid a valiant and faith fid corps
of Louisiana militia; but if we are left to rely prinis

mm

their commander in chief, and encouraged in their cipally on our
resources, I fear existing jealousies
disobedience by the legislature of the state. That will lead to distrust, so general, that we shall be
legislature characterised as politically rotten, and enabled to make but a feeble resistance."
On the 8th of September, the spirit of disaffection
the who le stale in such a situation as to look for
defence principally from the regular troops and the was said to be greater than was supposed the counmilitia from the other states.
Among those repre- try is said t6 be filled with spies and traitors; "Ensentations, the most important, from the official closed you have copies of my late general orders.
station of the writer, were those of the governor of They may and I trust will beobeyed; but to this moment my fellow citizens havenot manifested all that
the state. On the 8th of August, 1815, he says
"On a late occasion I had the mortification to ac- union and zeal the crisis demands, and their own
knowledge my inability to meet a requisition from safety requires. There is in this city a much greatgeneral Flournoy; the corps of this city having for er spirit of disaffection than I had anticipated, and
the most part resisted my orders, and being encou- among the faithful Louisianians there is a desponraged iii their disobedience by the legislature of the dency which palsies all my preparations; they see no
state, then in session, one branch of which, the se- strong regular force, around which they could rally
nate, having declared the requisition illegal, unne- with confidence, and they seem to think themselves
net within the reach of seasonable assistance from
cessary and oppressive, and the house of representatives having rejected a proposition to approve the the western states. I am assured, sir, you will make
measure; how far I shall be supported in my late the most judicious disposition of the forces under
orders remains yet to be proved. I have reason to your command; but excuse me for suggesting , that
calculate upon the patriotism of the interior and the presence of the 7th regiment now at Chifoncta,
western counties of tiie state. I know also that there at or very near New Orleans, will have the most saare many faithful citizens in New Orleans, but there hjtary effect.
The garrison here at present is
are others in whose attachment to the United States larmingly weak, and, which is cause of much reI ought not to confide. Upon the whole, sir, I cannot gret, from the great mixture of persons and charactears in this
city, we have much to Apprehend from
disguise the fact, that if Louisiana should be atta< ItIn arresting the
ed, we must principally depend f.v security upon the within as well as from without.
prompt movements of the regular force under your intercourse between Xew Orleans and Pensacola
command, and the militia of the western states and (you have done right. Pensacola is, in fact, an ene
territories.
At this moment wc are in a very un- my's post, and had our commercial intercourse with
prepared and defenceless condition: several impor^ fit continued, the supplies furnished to the enemy
taut points of defence remain unoccupied) and in would have so much exhausted our own stock of
case of a sudden attack this capital would, I fear, pi •^visions, as to have occasioned the most serious
inconvenience to ourselves. I was on the point <rf
fall an easy sacrifice."
On die 12th of the same month the respondent was taking on myself the prohibition of the trade with
Pensacola. 1 had prepared a proclamation to that.
told—
"On the native Americans and a vast majority of effect, and would have issued it the very day I heard
the Creoles of the country I place much confidence, of your interposition. Enemies to the country ma)
nor do I doubt the fidelity oi" many Europeans who
you for your promptand energetic measures;
have long resided in the country; but there: are oth- but, in die person of every patriot you will find a
[am very confident of the very lax poers much devoted to the interest of Spain, and whose supporter,
partiality to the English w not less observable than li.'j in t'ais city, and indeed throughout the state,
with respect to the visits of strangers, I think with'
their dislike to the American government."
fn a letter of the 24th the same ideas are repeated: yon that our country is filled u ith spies and traitor*
have>#uitten pres singly on the subject to the cf
~.rod, sir, that no exertions shall be want-

—
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be punished, and the contagion of cowardly exam- tervention of a jury; and, secondly, if they do, th:.'
the law itself is contrary to the words of the constipie to be stopped.
In this crisis, and under a firm persuasion
andean only besupported on the plea of ne-thatjtution,
be
effected
the
these
could
noneof
by
objects
ex-|cessity to which head it is referred by the English
( rcise of the
confided
to
unwriters on the subject.
him;
ordinary powers
der a solemn conviction that the country committed
The only
which it is thought has
responsibil
nly responsibility
to his care could be saved by that measure only from been incurred in the
present case is, that which
utter ruin under a religious belief that he was arises from necessity. This, the respondent agrees
p"crformingthe most important and sacred duty, the must not be doubtful; it must be apparent from the
j

;

]

—

respondent proclaimed martial law. He intended
by that measure to supercede such civil powers as
in their operation interfered with those he was obliged to exercise. He thought that in such a moment,
constitutional forms must be suspended for the
permanent preservation of constitutional rights, and that
there could be no question whether It were better
to depart for a moment, from the exercise of our
dearest privileges, or have them -a-rei'ted from us
lie knew thut if the civil
forever.
magistrate were
permitted to exercise his usual functions, none of the
measures necessary to avert the awful fate that threatened us, could have been effected. Personal liberty
cannot exist at a time when every mart irtUst be a
soldier.
Private property cannot be secured when
its use is indispensable for the
public safety, tinlimited liberty of speech is incompatible with the
discipline of a eamp, and that of the press is the more
dangerous still when it is made the vehicle of conveying intelligence to the enemy, or exciting to muTo have suffered the uncontroultiny In the camp.
ed enjoyment of any one of those rights, during the
time of the late invasion would hate been to abandon
the defence of the country: the civil magistrate is
the guardian of those rights, and the proclamation*
ofniartiJ law v. as liierefore intended to supercede
the exercise of his authority, so far as it interfered
Avith the necessary restriction of those
rights, but

circumstances of the case, or it forms no justification.
He submits therefore, all his acts to be tested

by this rule.

To

the forcible reasons which he has detailed as

impelling him to this measure, he ought to add that
lie has since, by the confession of the enemy himself,
received a confirmation of the fact which he had
then good reason to believe, that there were men
among us so depraved as to give daily and exact information of our movements and our forces; that the
number of these persons was considerable, and their
The names of thesa
activity Constantly unceasing.
wretches will probably be discovered; and the respondent persuades himself that this tribunal will
employ itself with greater satisfaction in inflicting
the punishment due to their crimes than it now does
in investigating the measures that were taken to
counteract them.
If example can justify, or the practice of othersserve as a proof of necessity, the respondent has amnot from analogous
ple materials for his defence
circumstances but from the same, from the conduct
of all the different departments of the state government, in the very case now under discussion.
The legislature of the state, having no constitutional power to regulate or restrain commerce, on
the
day of December last, passed an act laying an embargo the executive sanctioned it, and
no far i ho
from a' conviction of its necessity it Was acquiesced
riie respondent states these principles
The same legislature shut up the courts of jusexplicitly, in.
because they are the basis of his defence, and lie- tice, for four' months, to all civil suitors the some
cause a mistaken notion has been circulated that the executive sanctioned the law, and the
judiciary not
declaration of martial law only
subjected the mili-j only acquiesced but solemnly approved'it.
tia in, service to its operation; this would,
The governor, as appears' by one of the letters
indeed,!
have been a very useless ceremony, as such persons
quoted, undertook to inflict the punishment of exile
were already so subject without the addition of any
upon an inhabitant, without any form of law, mereother act; and besides, he believes that if
thepro'-ily because he thought that individual's presence
clamation of martial law were a measure
ofnecessity, might be dangerous to the public safety.
by which he means a measure without which the
The judge of this very court, duly impressed with
country must have been conquered and the constitu- the emergency of the moment and the necessity of
tion lost, then it forms a justification for the act
to the
employing every means of defence, consented
If it does not,
what manner will the proceeding
indicted for cadischarge of men, committed and
by attachment for contempt be justified? It is un- pital crimes, without bail and without recognizance;
doubtedly and strictly a criminal prosecution, and and probably under an impression that the exercise
the constitution declares that in all criminal prose- of his functions would be
useless, absented himself
cutions the accused shall have benefit of a trial h\
from the place where his court was to be holden,
jury; yet a prosecution is even now going on in this and postponed its session during the regular term,
court where no such benefit is allowed.
Why is Thus the conduct of the legislative, executive,
this? From the alledged
necessity of the case/be- and judiciary branches of the government of this
courts
could
cause
not, it is said, subsist without a state have borne the fullest testimony of the existpower to punish promptly by their own act and not ence'of the necessity on which the respondent relies,
the
of
intervention
a jury.
by
The unqualified approbation of the legislature of
Necessity then may,
;

—

—

m

1

!

'ividual

ned

to

hese

respondent begs leave to explain that in using
argument he does not mean to admit the existence
ofnecessity in the case of attachment; but to shew
that the principle ofa justification from
necessity is
admitted even in that weaker case. That the
legislature of the United States have given to courts
the
power to punish contempts, is no answer to this
head of defence; for two reasons: first, because the
words of the law do not necessarily exclude the in-

of his prorespectable bodies were fully apprised
clamation of martial law, and some of them seem to
refer to it by thanking the respondent for the energv
of his measures.
He therefore thinks that he has established the neof proclaiming martial law. He has shewn
cessity
the effect., of that declaration, and it only remains
asto prove in answer to the rule, that the power
sumed from necessity, was not abused hi its exercise,
nor improperly protracted in its durativn..
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All the acts mentioned in the rule took place after even with such odds in his favor, against a few days
enemy had retired from the position they had at anticipation of tlie blessings of peace. 'I lie responiirst assumed— after they had met witlj a signal de- dent could not bring himself to play so deep a haV.ie

Been received
feat, after an unofficial account had
of a signature of a,treaty of peace. Kach of these
circumstances might be, to one who did not sec the
whole ground, a sufficient reason for supposing that
On the
acts of energy and vigor were unnecessary.
mind of the respondent they had a different effect.

—

zard; uninfluenced by the claniors of the ignorant
and the designing, he continued the exercise of that
law which necessity had compelled him to proclaim;
and he still thinks himself justified by the situation
of affairs for the course which he
adopted and

sued.

Has

lie

purexercised this power wantonly or im-

retired from their position, it is true; properly ? If so, he is liable, not, as he believes, Co
but they were still on the coast and within a few this honorable court for contempt, but to his governhours sail of tlie city. They Had been defeated, and ment for an abuse of power, and to those individuals
with Joss; but that loss wan to be repaired by ex- whom he has injured, in damages proportioned to
reinforcements. Their numbers still much that injury.

The enemy had

pected

all tlie regular forces which
the respondent could command; and the term of
service of his most efficient militia force was about
to expire.
Defeat, to a powerful and active enemy,
was more likely to operate as an incentive to renewed and increased exertion, than to irispire them with
despondency, or to paralise their efforts. A treaty
it is true, had been probably
signed, but yet it might
not be ratified. Its contents, even had not transpired;
so that no reasonable conjecture could, be formed
whether it would be acceptable; and tlie influence
which the account of its signature had on the army,
were deleterious in the extreme, and shewed a necessity for increased energy, instead of relaxation of
discipline. Men who had shewn themselves zealous
'in the preceding part of the campaign, became lukewarm in the service. Those whom no danger could
appal and no labor discourage, complained of the
hardships of the camp.—When the enemy was no

more than quadrupled

About the period,

lait described, the consul of
appears, by governor Claiborne's letter,
to have embarrassed the first drafts,
by his claims in
favor of pretended subjects of his
king, renewed his
interference
his certificates were given to men i:i
the ranks of the army, to some who had never
applied for them, to others who wished to use them
as the means of
obtaining an inglorious exemption

France,

who

;

from danger and fatigue, to many who had availed
themselves of the privilege gained by their residence,
and acted as citizens of the state. The
•immunity
derived from these certificates, not only thinned the
the
withdrawal
of those to whom
ranks, by
they
were given, but produced the desertion of others',
who thought themselves equally entitled to it and
to this cause must be traced the abandonment of tha
of Chef Menteur, and the
important post
temporary
refusal of a relief ordered to
occupy it.
;

Under these circumstances, to remove the force
longer immediately before them, they thought them- of an example, which had already occasioned such
selves oppressed by being detained in service. Wick- dangerous consequences^ and to punish those who
ed and weak men, who from their situation in life were so unwilling to defend what tiiey were so reaought to have furnished a better example, secretly dy to enjoy, the respondent issued the general order
encouraged this spirit of insubordination. They af- hereto annexed. It directed the Fren-h. subjects,
fected to pity the hardships of those who were kept who had availed themselves of the consul's certifiin tiie field; they fomented discontent by Insinuating cates, to remove out of the lines of defence, and far
"that the merits of those to whom they addressed enough to avoid any temptation of intercourse with
themselves, had not been sufficiently noticed. or ap- our enemy, whom they were, so scrupulous of opposThis measure was resorted to, as the mildest
j;lalided; and disorder rose to such an alarming ing.
freight, that at oris period only 15 men and one offi- mode of proceeding against an increasing and most
cer were found out of a whole regiment, stationed dangerous evilj and the respondent had the less scruto guard the very avenue
through which the enemy ple of his power in this instance, as it was not quite
had penetrated into the country. At another point, so strong as that which governor Claiborne had exequally important, a whole corpsj on which the ercised before the invasion, by the advice of his atgreatest reliance had been placed, operated upon by torney general, in the case of colonel Coliel.
the acts of a foreign
It created, however, some sensation
'he consul
agent, suddenly deserted their
of France again interfered discontents were again
post.
If, trusting to an uncertain peace, the respondent fomented from the same source that had first
prohad revoked his proclamation, or ceased to act un- duced them. Aliens and strangers became the most
der it; tlie fatal security by which we were lulled violent advocates of constitutional rights ; and nawould have destroyed alt discipline, dissolved all his tive Americans were taught the value of their pri-*
force, and left him without any means of defending vileges by those who formally disavowed any title to
tlie
country against an enemy instructed by the their enjoyment. The order was particularly oppostraitors within our own bosom of Uie time and
place ed id an anonymous publication. In this the author
at which lie
might safely make his attack. In such deliberately and wickedly misrepresented the order
•an event, his life, which would
certainly have been as subjecting to removal all Frenchmen whatever/
offered up, would have been but a feeble
expiation even those who had gloriously fought in defence of
for the
disgrace and misery into which his criminal the country ; and after many dangerous and uuwaiv
rentable declarations, he closes by calling upon all
negligence would have plunged tlie country.
He thought the peace a probable, but by no means Frenchmen to flock to the standard. of their consul
a certain event. If it had
thus advising and producing an act of mutiny and
really taken place, a few
days must bring us the official advice of it and he insubordination, and publishing the evidence cf our
thought it better to submit, during those few days, weakness and discord to the enemy; who were still
to the
salutary restraints which had been imposed, in our vincinity, and no doubt anxious, before the?
than to put
every thing dear to ourselves and to our cessation of hostilities, to wipe away the l^te Stain
country at risk on an uncertainty contingency. Ad- on their arms. To have silently looked on such an
mit the chances to have been an hundred or a thou- offence, without
making any attempt to punish it„'
sand to one in favor of the
ratification, and against would have been a formal surrender of all disciplined
any renewed attempts of the enemy, what should we all order, all personal dignity and public safety. This
Say or think of the prudence of the man who would cuidd not be done and the respondent immediately
Matte his life, liis fortune, his
country, and his Tfimor, oTdfered the aires' of thfe, offender, A writ of hV

—

—

-

—

;

:

—
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beas corpus was directed to issue for his e-.iargement. The very case which bad been foreseen, the
Objections, as before stated, were made to tha
law
was
of
the
intended
martial
reading
foregoing defence, and after sundry
very contingency on winch
The civil magistrate discussions, of winch a full detail will be given in
to operate, had now occurred.
a
of
to
the
the
case
enforce
his
report
seemed to think it
duty
enjoyment
preparing for the press, the atichment was issued die general appeared, and or
of civil
although the consequences which

—

i

rights,

An
have been described, wculd probably result.
unbending sense of what he seemed to think the
conduct which his station required, might have inuuced iiim to order the liberation of the prisoner,
Tiiis, under the respondent's sense of duty would
have produced a conflict which it was his wish to

being asked whether he would answer interrogato-

answered as follows.
"I will not answer interrogatories.
When called
upon to shew a cause why an attachment for a contempt of this court ought not to run against me, I
offered to do so. Your honor, nevertheless, thought
proper to refuse me this constitutional tight—ryou
ries,

j

i

j

avoid.

would not hear my defence, although you were advised that it contained sufficient cause to shew that
no attachment ought to run. Under these circumstances I appear before your honor to receive the
sentence of the court, and have nothing further to
add. Your honor will not understand me as meaning any disrespect to the court by the remarks 1
make; but as no opportunity ha9 been furnished me
to explain the reasons and motives which influenced
my conduct, so it is expected that censure will form
increased the evil, and to have obeyed it, was wholly no part of that punishment which your honor may
repugnant to the respondent's ideas of the public imagine it your duty to pronounce."
And the judge then sentenced him to pay a fine of
The judge
safety, and to hi3 own sense of duty.
was, therefore, confined, and removed beyond- the one thousand dollars, which* he immediately deposited in the hands of the marshal.
lines of defence.
As to the paper mentioned in the rule, which the
[It will be recollected, that this fine was instantlyrespondent is charged with taking and detaining, he
paid by the citizens at large, who limited the
answers that when the said paper was produced by
subscription for that purpose to one dollar each,
whs
the clerk of this honorable court, he
questioned
that many might have the honor of taking a part
date
that
respecting the apparent alteration in ihe
in the constitution; and the business was so
it
had
been
made
he then acknowledged
by judge
managed, that the general's check on the bank
the
who
of
made
not
in
the
Hall,
party
presence
was returned to him by the marshal without
the affidavit, and (contrary to his statement in Ins
being presented]
that
the
date
had
been
precedent declaration)
changed from the 5th (as it must evidently have stood in The following are documents which the general intended reading in support of his defence.
to the 6th. This material alteration in
the

No other course remained then, bat to enforce th«
principles winch he had- laid down as his guide, and
to suspend the exercise of this judicial power whereever it imerfered with tiie necessary means of deThe only way effectually to do this was, to
fence.
in a situation in which his interpi. ice the judge
ference could not counteract the measures of defence, or give countenance to the mutinous disposiion that had shewn itsslf in so alarming a degree.
Merely to have disobeyed the writ would but. have

—

1

;

original)
No. I.
paper that concerned him, gave the respondent, as
New- Orleans, March 23, 1815.
he thought, a right to retain it for further investiSome time in the month of December last, bebut gave a certigation, which he accordingly did
fore the landing of the British forces, I heard goverfied copy, and an r.cknowledgment that the original
nor Claiborne, in a conversation with major general
was in his possession.
The respondent also avows that he considered this Jackson, insinuating that the legislature of this state
was rotten, or words to that effect and that he could
Che date of the
alteration
as it was
a

;

in
then
affidavit,
not get the legislature to adjourn. M.CIIOTARD.
explained to him by the clerk, to be such evidence
Sworn before me this 27th March, 1815,
a
not
interference and

of

personal,

in

behalf of a

judicial,
activity,
LEWIS.
man charged with the most serious
I
offence, as justified the idea, then formed, that lie,
certify that on or about the third of Decembers
the judge, approved his conduct and supported 1814, which was two or three days after the arrival
his attempts to excite disaffection among the troops. of major-general Andrew Jackson in this city, the

JOSHUA

This was the conduct of the respondent, and these
the motives which prompted it. They have been
fairly, and openly exposed to this tribunal and to
the world, and would not have been accompanied
by any exception or waver of jurisdiction, if it had
been deemed expedient to give him that species of
trial which he thinks himself entitled to by the constitution of his country.
The powers which the exigency of the times forced him to assume have been
exercised exclusively for the public good, and by the
blessi'g of God, they have been attended with unparalleled success. They have saved the country, and
whatever may be the opinion of tint country, or the
dec; e s of its courts, in relation to the means he has
used, he can never regret that he employed them.

ANDREW JACKSON,

Mayor-gen. commanding- 7th Military District.
Personal!) appeared before me, this twenty-seventh
day of March, 181 J, the above named Andrew Jackson, who being duly sworn, said that the material
facts stated in the above answer are true, to the best

of his knowledge and

belief.

JOSHUA LEW IS, judge

of (hi

first district.

legislature of the state of Louisiana, of which I
was a member of the senate, passed unanimously a
vote of thanks to major-general Jackson; that a joint
committee was appointed from both houses to wait
on the general and deliver the resolution, of which
committee I was one.
according to our instruc-

—We

waited on the general, and delivered our mes*j
A few days
sage, and welcomed him to the city.
afterwards we learned that the enemy's fleet were
on our coast, near Ship and Cat island, which excited much alarm among the citizens and the leThe legislature were advised by
gislature also.
the executive of the state, as well as the citizens in
general, if possible to adopt some efficient measures
in order to aid the commanding officers of the land
and naval forces on all this station to bring all the
forces of the country into action. Committees were
appointed to report ways and means. There apbest
peared some difference of opinion as to the
mode, but all agreed that it was necessary to act
energetically.
Many were in favor of a suspension
of the "writ of habeas corpus;"— others for laying
an "embargo," in order to procure, sailors. ©«
tions,
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t.he first of these measures the senate, I believe, had
a majority; but in the house of representatives
there was a majority opposed to the suspension of
the "writ of habeas corpus;" although a very respectable number of the members of both houses
were much in favor of martial law, believing it absolutely necessary to the salvation of the state.
That the inhabitants were composed of so many
different nations and different political opinions the
ordinary course of the laws would be too tardy and
unsafe.
This opinion I found prevailed very gener-
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No.
EXTIIACT OF A GENERAL ORDER.
4.

Head

quarters, 7tb military district, ~)

Adjutant general's office,
£.
Now Orleans, 28th Feb. 1815. 3

The French subjects having the certificates of the
French consul, countersigned by the commanding
general, will repair to the interior, not short of Baton Rouge, until tiie enemy shall have left our waThis measure has
ters, or the restoration of peace.
become indispensable from the numerous applicaally among the most respectable citizens of this tions of this kind, and will be carried into immediplace, whom I heard converse on this subject. A ate effect. Notice will be taken of all such persons
few days after, news arrived that the enemy had that may remain after the 3d of next month; and all
officers are ordered to give information of every perattacked our gun vessels and had taken them all.
The enemy now having nothing in their way, it was son remaining after that period that may come withexpected they would make a landing immediately. in their knowledge.
The citizens' alarms increased, the legislature were
By command,
ROBERT BUTLER,
rather tardy, and the great hope was now in the
(Signed)
Adjutant general.
steady course which it was hoped the commanding
general would pursue, and in whom the country \fj"'.Tudge /fall's note to general Jackson's answer,
will be inserted in our next.
had implicit confidence. On the 15th of December
the commanding general issued an order declaring
martial law, which was very generally (as far as 1
could learn) approved by the citizens, and believed
Scraps.
I heard it fre- [Inserted here on account of the tables that follow.']
it the only course for our security.
From the Buffalo Gazette of May 23. FoitT Niaquently approved by officers ol the civil authority,
and by the governor of the state, and have never gara given up. Yesterday fort Ni «gara was evacuauntil
was
heard otherwise
my ted by the English, and taken possession of by the
very lately. Such
opinion, and I believe the opinion of the citizens American troops. This event has been protracted to
and civil officers of the state universally; particu- an unreasonable length but it is to be explained we
larly of those who felt an interest for the welfare of understand in this way: major-general Murray, goDAVID B. MORGAN. vernor of Upper Canada, sent a despatch to Sackett's
the state.
Sworn to and subscribed before me, this 28th of Harbor, in April last, for major-general Brown,
JOSHUA LEWIS, notifying the general that he was authorised and
March, 1815.
Judge of the first district. ready to deliver up fort Niagara, according to treaty;
No. 3.
A'ew- Orleans, March 20th, 1815.
this despatch reached the harbor a fttw days after
Sir I have the honor, agreeably to your request, general Brown left that place for Washington:
to state to your excellency in writing the substance
The mails now pass to Lewiston, and will shortly
of a conversation that occurred between quarter- be extended to the fort.
master Peddie, of the British army, and myself, on
Captain Craig, of the artillery, is assigned to the
the 11th inst. on board his Britannic majesty's ship command of fort Niagara.
We understand that the following British regiHerald. Quarter master Peddie observed that the
commanaing officers of the British forces were daily ments are ordered to proceed to Europe immein the receipt of every inform stion from the city of diately:— Royal Scots, 2d bat.
6th regiment, 1st do.
New Orleans which they might r -quire in aid of 82d do. 1st do.— 90th do. 1st do.— 97th do.
The west. A dinner was given at N shville, to
their operations for the completion of the objects of
the expedition. That they were perfectly acquainted generals Thomas, Adair, Carrol and Coffee, on the
with the situation of every part of our forces, the 19th ult. The following we find among the toasts;
manner in which the same was situated, the number
Kentucky and Tennessee. United by interest, by
of our fortifications, their strength, position, &c.
patriotism and glery; may they long continue to
As to the battery on the left bank of the Mississip- cherish for each other, the most cordial friendship.
There appears some reason to believe that the
pi, he described its situation, its distance from the
main post: and promptly offered me a plan of the Creeks may oppose the running of the new boundary
works. He furthermore stated that the above in- line but measures have been taken to assure the
formation was received from the city of New Orleans, preservation of the peace, or immediately to punish
from whom he could at any hour procure any infor- its violation.
mation necessary to promote his majesty's interest.
General Scott. We understand (says the RichI am,
very respectfully, your excellency's obedient mond EnqirirerJ that general Scott will immediately
visit France, having obtained a furlough for a conCHAS. K. BLANCHARD.
servant,
Stale of Louisiana, parish of JSi'ew- Orleans.
siderable time. His person, his manners, his brave
P.
Sanachievments w ill furnish him a passport, wherever he
Personally appeared before me, Joseph
derson, one of the justices of the peace for the pa- goes. He is a favorable specimen of the America.!
rish aforesaid, Charles K. Blanchard, who having character.
been duly sworn, did depose and
say that the above
is his true
signature, and that, all the facts stated in
Health Statistics.
the above letter are
strictly just and true, being the
substance of a conversation between him, the said
[communicated. J
Charles K. Blanchard and
quarter master Peddie of The following calculations were made with a view
the British
on
board
from them some facts relative
his
to
to
draw
Britannic
endeavor
army
majesty's
ship Herald, on the night of the 11th inst.
to the stats of health in the different states, as
CHS. K. BLANCHARD.
well as to exhibit the relative population in each.
Sworn and subcrlbed before me 29th March, 1815. In these calculations we reject what the census de,TOSEPII P. SANDERSON,
nominates, "all other free persons, except Indians,
Justice of the peace
not taxed/' and slaves.
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may now again be observed, that

in

making the

those persons have been reforegoinjr calculations,
who are in the census denominated, "all other

acted

257

tion to those articles that, contain (he most value in
the least bulk. Hemp, wool, wines, medicinal roots

and plants,

&:c.

But hemp and wool,

if

wrought

to stuff, will be more easily transported
the rise of manufactures there.. ..and thus

in-

and hence
we see they
had
the
of hemp,
noticed
the
manufacture
we
commenced
already
whole to 186,4 16 persons. Nor have
and are now extending their attention to wool.
slaves, who are set down at 1,191,354.
The first observation the writer has to make in When a general peace shall be settled in Europe, and
relation to the census of the inhabitants of the U. the prices of our articles, for the food of man, shall
so low as to bear a competition with the
States, is the wonderful similarity in the number of be reduced
the difference upon the whole (for near growers of similar articles on the European contieach sex
«-ix millions of persons) amounting to but one hun- nent, it is pretty evident those articles, as articles
dred and three thousands in favor of the males It of export, must be abandoned at 1000 miles from the
seems probable there is, naturally, no difference of ocean; and hence the necessity in the western states
for cultivating that which interest will then dictate.
any c insequence in the number bom, taken on a
For a long period, however, land will be low and
1 .rge scale.
The apparent advantage that the eastern states, food plenty in those states and in consequence of
these circumstances, we may readily conclude that
particularly, and the old states, generally, possess in
the longevity of their inhabitants, as appears by our so gregarious a people as the Americans will not
calcula'ions, is more specious than real; as it ap- confine themselves to the more limited circumstances and unfriendly climate of the eastern states, when
pears pretty evident that, by comparing those states
with others more recently settled, and settling, that a few months would set them down in one more conthe cause of the difference is the emigration of the genial to the nature of man, and secure to their poste)oung and active to the latter, leaving behind the rity a means of subsistence.
From these combined causes the writer supposes
old
hence the proportion of persons of "45 and
upward" appear to be greater in the old states, and that the day will arrive when the great proportional
in the new states the proportion of the young.
body of our commerce and our population will be
But to whatever cause this circumstance may be found south and west of the Delaware. Other states
will be greatly commercial no doubt "but where
oiving, it seems evident, that those states must adv.nce in their population with the greatest rapidity, the increase is there will the fowls of ths air be
where the greatar proportion of the inhabitants are gathered together." What effect such a state of
within the ages of propagation, supposing all other things may produce, is left to more talents and more
circumstances equal. But the new states or those leisure to pursue, lie, however, will add a further
which are thinly populated, present the greatest fa- opinion in relation to the population of our country.
cilities for raising families
hence the raiio of their Some travellers have been surprised, or affected to
progression is much greater than where those cir- be so, that the United States contain so few anciuit
cumstances do not exist and hence we may reasona- persons.
Every one who can afford to waste his time in fobly conclude that the great stream of our population, for a long period to come, will be from the east reign climates is not a philosopher, nor is every phito the south ani west; and that, finally, the weight losopher a wise man, or we should not have seen such
of population in the southern and western states will speculations as have descended from the pens of Du
Paw and Buffon, more to the disgrace of their unhave an immense preponderance.
Whether this effect will be injurious or beneficial derstanding than our climate, "Unlooked for weakto us as a nation, it may be of some importance to ness cheat us in the wise"
had these travelling phiconsider; and however unqualified the writer may losophers gone back in their views for a century, and
be for such speculations, he feels inclined to offer an calculated the stock from which the man, who carries an hundred years on his shoulders, must have
opinion on this point.
In twenty years, perhaps, in less time, the
popula- sprung, they would have discovered that if we could
tion of the United States, east ef the Hudson, will reckon a twentieth person of equal age with them,
be so full as to preclude a greater increase unless for an equal population, our stability of constitution
manufactories become more general there the po- and salubrity of climate would bear a comparison
verty of their sod and the facility with which better with theirs.
In the year 1794 the writer of this article assisted
lands are procurable elsewhere, forbids the expectation of great increase in those states,
except by the in taking the ages of 152 persons, then residing in a
*id of manufactures, or an extensive commerce
but town (of 3000 inhabitants) in one of the middle
for commerce and manufactures those states must states, whose ages varied from 60 to 100
years; and
rely upon others of more friendly climates for raw as between 20 and 30 of those persons are now livand
a
material and the means of trade.
ing,
majority of those deceased reached the age
The southern states, rich in their native produc- of 80, it is no contemptible proof of the futility of
the
opinion, "that the principle of life is deteriorated
tions
wheat and corn, tobacco, rice and cotton, to
in the climate of America
that the natives have r.a
which, in time, they will probably add wine, silk and
beards nor do the lions and tygers exist there."
sugar blessed with a better climate and a more proW. P.
ductive soil, when it shall be labored with more asTo this excellent and interesting article the edi»
siduity and intelligence, will furnish the necessaries
of life and the means of trade in an abundance that ditor takes the liberty to add the following anecdote
which has a happy bearing on the pointed remark:,
the eastern states cannot know. Hence the
possibiliof our correspondent.
ty of their maintaining a larger proportional population
Frai<klin, when in England, was asked "if the clihence the stream of population
flowing from mate of
America was not unhealthy <" Me said, "he
the east and hence their
becoming the seats of an could not
for many of the children of the
extensive commerce in their native
yet tell
productions, at first
settlers were still living."
all times valuable.
tree p'.Tsons except Indians not taxed;" because the
s»xes are not distinguished
they amount in the
;

;

;

:

;

:

—

—

—

—

—

;

—
—

—

—

,

;

;

;

The western states, far removed from the ocean,
difficult duty
but possessing a rich soil at low prices and a fine clim ate, being less commercial from the difficulty and Has devolved on the editor of theWEKKtr

A

^pence of

Iter;

transport, will probably turn their atten- 3v the influx of matter that the lale events la

jster,
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that quarter of
produces. Every body is looking to
the world for news, and we receive enough of it, of
one quality or another, to fill the largest daily sheet
of a
printed in America. What then is the publisher
never
weekly paper to do, especially of this?

We

were so much perplexed

to

know what we ought

to

do.

Some receive this work as a neivspaper; but from
the more frequent publication of the gazettes devoted to articles of intelligence and things of the
day, the greater part of what we get in must appear
stale and unprofitable to a majority of our subscribers, particularly to those resident near our sea?ports
and to the eastward of Baltimore; and there are
others who only receive our paper as a record of
documents, or as a receptacle of matter out of the
general newspaper tract, original or selected. Yet it
seems that passing things in Europe must be noticed;
and they are so numerous as to threaten a complete
monopoly of our sixteen pages, capacious as they
are; obtruding articles of a more permanent character, which our chief delight is to insert. Verily, the
invasion* of France by Napoleon has put us in great
fear of an invasion of the
grand object of the
Registeti!
Believing it utterly impossible that any one can
imagine the incessant anxiety of the editor to pursue
a course that shall be most pleasing (and profitable)
to his patrons, he conceives it
impossible that any
can apprehend the trouble and labor that this superabundance of matter frequently gives him. But,
upon serious reflection, and after turning the difficulty every way in Ids mind, he has come to this
conclusion:
That hereafter, and while yiere remains so much to
insert about his own country, he will touch foreign
articles as lightly as possible, so as to
give a pretty
distinct view of what is transpiring; and thereby
afford room for much matter more immediately in-

10, 1815.

Mackarel had arrived there from Plymouth,
Eng.
which place she left on the 14th of April, with orders not to detain any French vessels.
It is stated that the
emperor Napoleon has ap.
pointed bis brother Lncien minister of the interior.
A state paper has been issued by the French government, in which the enterprize of Napoleon is
justified on the ground that eight distinct articles
of the treaty of P'ontainbleau had been severally
violated. The allies are charged with refusing passports to the empress and her son to join him in his
retreat; with not giving the promised establishment

Eugene Beauharnois; with an intent to transport
the emperor from Elba to St. Lucia or St. Helena;
with not performing the article by which the em.
press and her son were insured the duchies of Parma
and Placentia; and the Bourbons are accused of
organizing assassins, of doing injustice to the solhad
dlery, by detaining the rewards the emperor
assigned them; of the confiscation of his property,
and of the neglect or refusal to pay his pension.
The Moniteur cortains a table of the new levy of
national guards for the defence of the frontiers, consisting of 3,130 battalions, amounting in the whole

to

to

2,255,040 men.

The French army of

observation before Lisle

stated to be 60,000'men.

A

London paper of April

17,

—
says "the

is

allies

no case to receive proposals from
Bonaparte." It is stated that in the event of a new
war the subsidies to be paid by England will amount

have agreed

in

to eight millions.
The London editors are raising several insurrections in France, and causing the French soldiers deknow these
sert by— hundreds of thousands.

We

fellows by their accounts of things in America.
German paper plainly intimates that the emperor of Austria, if he does engage in the crusade
against the people of France will do it with reluctance and that he is not indifferent of the fate of

A

—

teresting to the American reader, as well as the
enquirer after truth, in general: Circumscribing his daughter and grandson.
himself to a brief summary of events; not, however,
A Cologne paper of April 9, after speaking of the
and
neglecting important official papers, when he has vexations of the people, says, "the Bavarians
space for them. But he shall at all times take more Saxons love Jhe emperor, and only speak of him with
be
pleasure in inserting such matter as appears under admiration. They burn with ardor, again to
under the imperial standard."
the head of "Health Statistics" (see page
253,) than ranged
The paper money of Austria is at four for one in
in giving the
proceedings of the monsters that devastate

nor, in inserting them, will he cash.
Europe
consult the expense, or regret the extra labor
Thirty-three sail of Spanish transports convoyed
they
cost him..
by two frigates, with 5 or 6000 troops, left Cadiz on
the Hth April for South America.
The Algerine squadron of 7 sail, on the middle
Articles,
of April, passed into the Straits. A Dutch fleet is
have an account, at length, of the duke of searching for them.
JiourboiLS proceedings in La Vendee to raise an
A letter from an American gentleman at .ImsieV'
insurrection. The man was glad to
get off on any darn, under date of March 27, says "The declaraterms; for he was deserted by all except his own tion of the ministers at Vienna, though full of sound
§uit, and escaped only by the 'mercy of
does not quiet the alarms of the HollanBoiiaparte's and fury,
officers, who were directed to permit him to leave ders; many of whom are transporting their properStates;
.France.
ty, some to England, others to the United
The London editors blame those of Paris for not which will, I think, be the asylum of many of the
publishing t,\e declaration of the allies legalizing most opulent mercantile and monied men of this
the assassination of the
emperor of France. Would country.
"The Hollanders observe that Napoleon has
they publish in such a state paper directing the murder of the prince
with all their boast- 300,000 veterans restored to France from the prisons
regent I
c.d
liberty of the press, they would not dare to do of Russia, Austria, Prussia; and 30,000 seamen from
it— though their country is not
These men have returned to France
just rising out of a England.
revolution.
with hearts embittered by the vile treatment and
By the sloop Nancy, arrived at Boston from Ilali- cruelty which they experienced during the depreslx, we learn, tbatthe British government schooner sion of the French arms; and breathe abhorrence of
the coalesced powers.
*
''Invasion."
The legitimates will have it that
"I wish many of whom I need not mention, were
invaded
man
one
invadinpFrance
ficnaparte
and obliged to spend a year in Europe. My voyage to
onquering thirty million of people! This i? some- Amsterdam has given me a higher opinion of our
hint* "n*it under the
can he
in.
'government than before; and if the people

We

;

Foreign

—

Mo—

'

—

—
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from the depravity winch party pasadapted to produce, our goearth."
vernment will continue to be the best on
The writer then speaks of the Dutch mobs, which
exceedingly ferocious, and says
lie describes as
"God preserve me from Dutch liberty." He repeats
the assertion that many of the most opulent people
were emigrating, and adds that the officers of the
Dutch army appeared very discontented.
A London paper of April 6, says that 60,000 muskets were shipped at the tower tor foreign service.
A general order has been issued for putting the reonly preserved

sions are so painfully

war establishment.
cruiting service on the
It is said that the Spanish army was advancing
towards the French frontier early in April.
The pope.— While this Pontiff was in trouble, a
to the British king a
was

published giving
appointment of Catholic bishops, wfHh a
view to the amelioration of the condition of his cabut as soon as he thought himself
tholic subjects
the rescript,
firmly fixed on his throne, he annulled
rescript
veto on the

—

in his own
resolving to keep all the appointments
hands. This has excited a great deal of trouble
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reagh that so late as the 11th February tliat sovereign had obtained no satisfactory answer to his
remonstrances. Tlip Bourbons have been bent on
having him dethroned, and to the fruitful source of
Bourbon jealousy and weakness, are the events that
may now occur in Italy, as well as those that have
already occurred in France, and are threatening the
world with devastation and misery, to be referred.
The position which Murat has taken is that of defence, and he appears able to maintain it.
Fifty
thousand well equipped soldiers are given to him
ministerial
have
to
the
We
reason
believe
prints.
by
the military force of Murat much stronger."
An expedition was to be fitted out from England
for the Bourbons. It conto secure the Toulon fleet
The time for this
sists of 30 or 40 sail of the line.
has gone by. Gantheume now commands it,
We have accounts from Stockholm that the
Swedes have little faith in the "legitimate" princea
manifesting a disposition rather to side with Napoleon than against him. This change arises from
the monopolising spirit of the great powers represented at Vienna, and in the absence of all regard
for the independence of the weaker nations.
A letter from Cadiz dated April 10, says that the
pope with Charles IV. king of Spain, were daily

—

—

the catholics of Britain and Ireland, and
of the proconsiderably added to the old prejudices
testants against them; especially as the pope has
also re-established the inquisition* and shewn a de- expected at Valencia.
termination to tolerate nothing in religion or poliThe duke of Angouleme was preserved with great
tics that is incompatible with his own notions of
from the rage of the people, after his cadifficulty
Is this the liberty of the "deliright or expediency.
pitulation. In return for his life and liberty, he enverers?"
gaged never to enter France, or approach within
Of the king of Naples. There i3 now no doubt sixty leagues of its frontiers, nor to undertake any
fortunes
to
his
but that Joachim has joined
Napoenterprize against France, and to restore the crown
leon. A Vienna article of April 3, says, "his resolujewels carried oil by the count de Lille (Louis.)
of
to
the
tion is attributed
cappremature message
The Swiss troops, late in the service of king Louis,
tain Hudelka who went to request him on the part of
as well as all the English in France, have been auof
the
to
renounce
the congress
Naples."
kingdom
thorised by the emperor to return to their homes
[What an impudent rascal Napoleon would be were
he to make such a request of the "sacred" George when they please, or remain as they like, in secuQuelphl] Murat was a very clever fellow in the esti- rity.
mation of the legitimates of the United States when
London, Jlpril 12. The new definitive treaty of
he appeared ungrateful to the man to whom he alliance, offensive and defensive, between Austria,
owed every thing; but is now a "time-serving assis- Russia, Prussia and Great-Britain, was signed on
tant" in the* opinion of the same respectable gentle- the 24th ult. and was received by our ministers in
men for turning to the author of his good fortune, London on Saturday.
on finding tbat'the "'magnanimous allies" were about
Austria is endeavoring to negociate a loan of
to violate their contract with him.
50,000,000 florins. To raise it, subscriptions as low
It appears that the pope refused him permission as 100 florins will be received.
to pass through the "states of the church," but he
Extract of a letter from London dated Jlpril 14.-—
disobeyed the "Holy Father" and weat on. His The
present is a fearful moment of suspense and apholiness had better set the inquisition to work on
here. The government moves with great
him. No doubt these holy men would manage him, prehension
and will not hastily commit itself to take
if they had him fixed in their pvllies, and, for the caution;
up arms. 4 n overture for peace was received from
"good of Christianity" would murder him by inches.
Bonaparte some three weeks since; but the despatch
It is reported, that he
signally defeated the Austri- was
rejected, and sent back unopened. Bonaparte
ans, and has entered Genoa; and that all Lombard)'
made a second attempt a few days since, which met
is in insurrection
against the Austrians.
with belter success; his messenger was permitted
It is said that a body of Russians are to be marched
to come up to London, and tli£ pacific
proposition
into Italy to punish the king of Naples.
was instantly transmitted to Vienna, for the delibeFrench army of 200,000 is collecting in Proration of his majesty's allies assembled there.
vence to look towards Italy.
Carnot is appointed
"Government stock is selling here this day at 94,
minister of war.
A London paper of April 1Q, speaking of Murai, purchased for Holland."
says—"After the disregard which the allies had paid
Courage and confidence from a Liverpool paper
V> the engagement contracted with Joachim,
upon of April 1.— A British officer was at Lyons when
What principle could they calculate upon his adhe- Bonaparte arrived. As soon as might be consistent
rence to their league? No more than on the cordial with the bustle, he got into the
Diligence, and havco-operation of Genoa and Geneva, and the other ing got some posts on his road, met a regiment oj
states of Italy, who had the
promise of a guarantee cavalry with white colors and cockades, whose
to their freedom and
independence kept to their ear commanding officer stopped the stagecoach, and
whilst they were useful to the
sovereign confederacy, inquired a,bout Bonaparte, saying he was on h.^
hut had it broken to their
hope when they should march to seize him. They said he was almost in
have received the glorious reward of their endeavors.
sight, and while the conversation continued, BonaIt will be seen
by the copy of a note from the pleni- naparte's corps appeared at a distance. As soon as
*9$entiari« .f his Neapolitan majesty to lord Castlc- he saw a corps of cavalry drawn up, he quitted h*3

among

—

—

A

—
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and attended by one
carriage, mounted his horse,
colonel and ordered
aid-de-camp, rode up to the
the regiment to break into column and follow him,
which they did as if on a parade.
Paris, April 7 .—The 10th number of the bulletin
of the laws contains a decree, signed at Lyons on
the 12th alt. by the emperor, granting a full amnesty to all persons implicated in calling in foreigners in the year 1814 and assisting the plans of invaFion, dismemberment, 8tc. with the following exceptions, viz. Sieurs Lynch, de la Roche, Jacqueline de Vitrolles, Alexis de Noaills, the duke of Ragus-a, Sosthene de la Rochefoucalt, Bouriennn, Bellart, the prince of Benevento, count de Bournonville,
count de Jaucort, the duke of Ddberg, and the abbe de Montesquieu. The property of these individuals is ordered to be sequestrated. They are to be
brought to trial, and in case of condemnation are to
suffer the penalties inflicted by the criminal code.
Pairs, April 10. Yesterday after mass, his majesty
his horse, and reviewed 20 regiments of
cavalry and infantry. These troops arrived from Orleans and the left bank of the Loire. After his majesty had passed through all the ranks, amid the acclamations of the regiments, and the people who
covered the place Carousel, the officers and soldiers
formed a circle about him. The emperor expressed
himself in the following words
"Soldiers!— I come to announce that the tri-colored

mounted

(

1815

general at Turin, that the king of Naples was arrived at Flacenza, after
having continually beaten
the Austrians from Rimion.
are assured that he
made 15,000 prisoners, among whom is general
Nergent, wounded, beaten and taken; that W. Filan.
gieri, aid of the king, had been killed. The proclamation of the king of Naples, for the independer.ee
of Italy, is dated the 30th March.

We

Extract of a

letter from Cadiz, April, 12.
whole of Europe will be in a
blaze again, a very short time will show us the par.
ties that are to act on the
stage. Of this be ssured
Bonaparte is in quiet possession of France with a
larger body of troops than he ever commanded.
Murathas entered Rome to join him at the head of
80,000 disciplined troops; the English»have taken

"It appears that the

.

—

possession of Genoa.*'
The inquisi'or general has pubJlfttdrid, Jan. 17.
lished an edict of the king that "with the advice of
his majesty's council, and of the holy
inquisition, he
will receive with open arms, and with all the tenderness suitable to his character .ind office, all such
free masons as shall, within fifteen days, spontane-

—

ously and voluntarily denounce themselves; but if
any of them shall persist in following the way to perdition, he shall then be obliged to resort to the ri-;
gorous measures enjoined by the civil and canon
law."
This edict allows very little time for reflection,
standard is displayed at Toulouse, Montpellier, and and all persons absent from tiie Peninsula are exthe southern districts. The commanders and the cluded from the benefit of this amnesty.
London, April 11. It is repnried t Paris, that
g-arrisons of Perpignan and Bayonne, have formally
announced that they will pay no obedience to the Talleyrand, though in the number ^ ; :io-e exemptorders of the duke d'Augouieme, for the surrender ed from the amnesty proclaimed at Lyon.;, has made
of those pi ices to the Spaniards, who, however, have his peace with the emperor. Talleyrand would cerLasides expressed thiir disinclination to meddle with tainly be a valuable acquisition to the government
our affairs. The white fr\»g no longer files hut in the of Napoleon, as he is in possession of all the notes
Marseilles : but this week will not pass over before minutes and secrets of the ministers of the conthe people of this great city, borne down by the gress
The duchess dowager of Orleans, ;>nd the duchess^
royalists' oppression, will re-assert their own rights,
bach great and prompt results tfere due to the of Bourbon remain at Paris, and Bonaparte has set«»J
patriotism which animated the whole nation with tied on them pensions for life of 300,000 livres per
the remembrance winch you had preserved for me. annum!
of unfortunate circumstances,
Second edition, 5 o'clock.
have this moment
I/, during a single year
V8 were obliged to lay aside the tri-colo; ed cockade, -eceived the Pans papers af the 8th inst. Their
to
our
heart.
It
has
been
contents are of little importance. The Monitetir
yet it whs always dearest
cur rallying point, and only with our life shall we contains a long intercepted correspondence between
was
the
emperor
(Here
interrupted; by- the duke and dutchess of Angouleme, and die
resign it.
universal shouts cf "We swear it." J
king of Spain, soliciting assistance, and that the
" Soldiers !" resumed the emperor, " we do not
Spanish troops might be ordered immediately to encTesire to interfere with the affairs of other nations.- ter France.
There is also a decree of the emperor Napoleon,
but wo to those who wish to meddle with ours, or
to treat us as the Genoese or the Genevese, and to which states that the laws created by the national
impose upon us laws without the consent of the assemblies, applicable to the Bourbons, are to be exnut, on.
They will find upon our frontiers the heroes ecuted according to their form and tenure; and tint
of Marengo, Austerlitz, and Jena; and if tltey bring all persons who have accepted ministerial employ000,000 men, we will oppose to them 2,000,00^— (the ments under Louis are not to come nearer to Pans
emperor was again interrupted by the most lively than 30 post leagues.
:

—

.

—We

—

acclamations.)

"

approve," added he," what you have done to
ially the tri-colored rl.ig-; and in the Champ de Mai,
und in the presence of the assembly of the nation, I
will deliver to you those eagles, which were so often
endered illustrious by your valor, and before which
ihe enemies oi France have so often fied.
i

French funds— 68f. 10c.

—

London, April 13. From Vienna we learn that
the allies have signed a new declaration renewing
the treaty of Chaumont, by which they engage not
to treat with
Bonaparte or any of his family.

Dover, fEng.J April 17.— Arrived yesterday
evening the Parfaite Union, of and from Calais, with
" Soldiers, the French
people and myself rely two French mails, passengers and merchandize; left
upon you: do vou also rely upon me and the peo- that port at three in the afternoon— brought no particular news. This morning arrived several vessels
.i,>."
The most enthuiastic applause followed this dis- from Ostend, and sailed from thence last night; they_
ot
burse, and the review terminated.
bring us the report of a rencontre between a party
J\;ria, April 17.— The news from Italy, which French and English, near Lisle. It is said that the
of
meiVtions the successes of the Neapolitan^army, of French made a sortie from Lisle, surprised some
which we spoke in our paper of yesterday, were our advanced parties, and made 300 prisoners; that
the
reported by M. de Ilauftemont, aid-de-camp of the the British troops in return, made an attack on
Weifapg of ^Tip'.-js. Ui assured us that the report was French, and took 503 prisoners. The duke of
>

s
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is
said to be at Ostend, and that it
The
is coming to this country.

2GI

thought

wind

is

OH TH1KOS INCIDENTAL TO TIIE LATE WAIl,
from Ostend; but we have had
extremely favorable
there any apMISCELLANEOUS.
no arrival since the morning, nor is
a vessel from thence at this moment. On
Florida. Milledgrville, May 21.— The British
pearance of
was heard at
cannonade
a
heavy
h*ye not evacuated Florida. Colonel Nicolls, who
Saturday evening
of Dunkirk. British commands at
Ostend, as if in the direction
Appalachicola, has addressed an insoto quit lent letter to the
residents in Dunkirk have received orders
agent for Indian affairs, slating,
that according to the treaty of peace he considers
that town.
Great fermentation prevailed in England, and tiie the territories of the Creeks to be as thetj stood before
of.
the ivar; and, arrogating to himself the entire conministry were loudly complained
R ai v'i sn r.\ u 1.1 v m kwt. House of Lords, April 13.— trol of the Indians, warns the citizeiis of the United
The duke of Norfolk begged leave to ask of the States from entering the Creek territory, or holding'
or
noble earl (Liverpool) whether any proposition
any communication -with the inhabitants thereof. This
communication had been made to the government of is evidently done with the view of deterring the
at present existing commissioners, who are about to enter on the exetfais country from the government
in Fiance; and if such propositions or communica- cution of their duty, from running the boundary
tions had been made, he wished to ask what had line as agreed on last summer between general Jackson and the friendly Indian chiefs. Being guilty of
been done in consequence.
The earl of Liverpool had no objection to answer a flagrant violation of the late treaty of peace, colonel
that
to
say,
Nicolls and his banditti should be instantly driver*
the question of the noble duke, so far as
a communication had been made from the govern- off at the point of the bayonet.
to
the
A rupture between Great Britain and Spain \i
ment at present existing in France
government of this country, and that it had been transmit- spoken of. The British officers at Appalachicola
we are told make no secret of the determination
ted to Vienna.
The duke of Norfolk asked whether the noble of their government to occupy Florida in the course
of
nature
the
state
of
the ensuing summer " peaceably if they can
could
earl
any thing respecting

—

—

—

the communication.
The earl of Liverpool— All the answer he could at
was that such a communication had
present give,
be-n made from France, and that it had been trans-

forcibly,

if

they must."

Our government, deeply

interested in such on event, should look to it in
time. If Spain be disposed to part with Florida;
the United States ought to possess it, cost what ic
mitted to Vienna.
may. It is essential to our western trade* At all
The marquis of Douglass expressed his hope that events, if to be avoided, it should not be suffered
the noble earl would take an early opportunity of to pass into the hands of the British.
house respecting Extract of a letter from col. Hawkins, agent for Indian
making some communication to the
the nature of these propositions, as it appeared very
affairs, to col. JVIcefts, commanding the Mritiijt

material that the house should be acquainted with
their nature and import.
The earl of Liverpool repeated what he had said
before, that he willingly communicated the fact that
and
propositions or communications had been made,
transmitted to Vienna; but the noble marquis would
see that it would be improper in him, under the
the
present circumstances, to state the nature of

forces in the Floridas

Creek Agency, 19th March, 1815.
"I have received yours of the 7th, and cannot
subscribe to your construction of the voluntary invitation sent by captain Henry to the people of the
nation, whose slaves
restriction leaves nothing for

Creek

were with you.

Your

to operate on, and he
could not have so intended it. You will see in the
communications: as soon as circumstances would first article of the treaty of peace that provision is
permit, the noble marquis might be assured that made agiinst carrying away slaves and other prithe proper communications would be made to the vate
property, such as that in question.
house.
"Being the medium of communication between

—

Transactions of Congress. The marWelles ley thought, that an exposition of the
whole arrangements at Vienna ought to be laid before
the house, without leaving it to particular members
April 17.

quis

information relative to particular branches.
This was now absolutely necessary, when we are
perhaps on the eve of a new war, and of being obliged
to submit to all the sacrifices and burdens with which
Vie war must be attended. His lordship then alluded

to extract

it

your superior officers and you on the restoration of
States in
peace, as well as the officer of the United
this quarter charged with their Indian affairs, I
must and do protest against your carrying away any
United
negroes belonging to Indians within theStates or citizens thereof, and require that they be
so left on your embarkation as that their proper
owners may get possession of them."
Copy of a letter from colonelJVicolls to colonel Hawk*
ins, dated

which this government had assumed
"
these arrangements, particularly with respect to
Appalachicola, 2Sth April.
had in that case, he said, taken the
"Being absent from this post when your letter of
Saxony.
judgment seat and pronounced sentence on the head the 19th ult. arrived, I take this opportunity to anof a venerable
of an ancient swer it. On the subject of the negroes lately owned
to the situation
in

We

legitimate sovereign

have been his by the citizens of the United States or Indians in
had adopted a hostility to the British forces, I have to acquaint
more wise and beneficent system of government you, that, according to orders, I have sent them to
than he had done with
where they are received as free
regard to his own subjects. the British colonies,
Ameiucaw TREATr The earl of Liverpool moved settlers and lands given to them. The newspaper

family, of whom, whatever might
errors, it might he said, that few

—

you sent me is, I rather think, incorrect; at all
events, an American newspaper cannot be authority
some observations from lord Stanhope, was put and for a British officer. I herewith enclose you a copy
Carried.
of a part of the 9th article of the treaty of peace
New-Ohleaxs— Mr Horner gave notice, that on relative to the Indians in alliance with us— they have
soWednesday se'nnight, he would submit a motion signed and accepted it as an independent people,
to the house on the
hostilities against
subject of our discomfiture at lemnly protesting to suspend all

an address to tlue prince
regent, approving of the
treaty of peace concluded with America: which, after

New-Orleans.

the inhabitants of the United States,— Witiiin tffese
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days I have had a complaint from the Seminoles lias the appearance of h'av'ng been a cool assassinc<
chief Bow Legs.
lie states, that a party of Ameri- Hon.
.egs
On the 13th April, Mr. Feasfey informed theprf.
can horse have made an incursion into the town, killed one man, wounded another, and stole some of his soners that he had taken up vessels enough to
carry
have plundered some of his them all home as soon as they could be got ready.
cattle; also, that they
from St. Augustine. The return of these men lias been
shamefully de«
people on their peaceable way
May I request of you to enqiure into this affair, and layed. Many of the wounded are dreadfully mang.
cause justice to be done to the murderer and have led. Several of them had been delivered up from
the cattle restored. I strictly promise you that for men of war
Tut irioate Constitution was received in amCreeks under me, I shall do
nny mischief done by the
all in my power to punish the delinquents and have ple form at Boston, with salutes of artillery, Sec.
The disciples of thdse who lately resolved with great
the property restored.
"The chiefs here have requested me further to solemnity, "that it did not become a mora! and" reft,
declare to you (that in order to prevent any disagree- gious people to rejoice*' at the victorias of their
able circumstances from happening in future) they country, affected to be madly in love with this ship,
have come to a determination not to permit the because it had been her singular good fortune three
least intercourse between their people and those of times to meet and fairly
conquer our enemies! Dear
ly conqi
the United States. They have in consequence or consistent, holy people! Aye, and what is the best
dered them to cease all communication directly or joke of all, they pretend to have a great regard fof
The Constitution, they say, "was the
indirectly with the territory or citizens of the Uni- her name.*
ted States; and they do take this public mode of work of federal hands and heads." In truth it was—
warning the citizens of the United States from en- but the kind of men who got up the Hartford conor vention had no part in it; for, most
assuredly, those
tering their territory or communicating directly
They also re- that would have destroyed the confederation have
indirectly with the Creek people.
quest that you will understand their territories to not impudence enough to call themselves federalists.
be as they stood in the year 1811. In my absence I However, we see some hope of reformation in these
have directed first lieutenant Wm. Hamley, the wayward folks; for it appears that the salutes
head interpreter* to communicate with you on any fired on this occasion were American salutes of eighpoint relative to the Creeks; and I have given him teen guns, not JVeiu-English of five guns; and that
my most positive orders; that he shall at all times the Jive-striped fag, the standard of the "nation oj
do his best to keep peace and good neighborhood be- New-England," was not exhibited on the occasion.
tween the Creeks and your citizens.
Possibly, the devout people of Boston may have
apprehended that captain Stewart would have conlam, sir, your very humble servant,
sidered that as an enemy's flag, and have opened the
NICOLLS,
Commanding the British forces in the Floridas. batteries of the Cowsiif ctio.v upon it; and that their
nafears rather than their wishes restrained them. The
"We the undersigned, chiefs of the Muscogee
his Britannic majesty to be a free Constitutiin is terrible to the foes of the republic?
tion, declared by
do
of
in
the
name
the
said
and independent people,
(C?lt is a fact, and ought to be known to every
nation agree to the 9th article of the treaty of peace one, to the eternal disgrace of the jacobins of J\ "evand
the
United
States
between his Britannic majesty
England, that after the infamous propositibns of the
and we do further declare that we have given most British commissioners at Gtent were known in the
strict and positive orders to all our people, that they
*A JVew- English paper Says— "There is much in
desist from hostilities of every kind against the cinames" said father Shandy. During the lust twenty
tizens or subjects of the United States.
fort
on
the
at
the
British
our
hands
under
Given
years, Our good "Constitution" the work of federal
1815.
hands and heads, though often exposed to great pe-.
Appaiachicola, the 2nd day of April,
Hepooeth Micro X.
rils, had done its duty nobly, and finished its career
Cappachimico X.
with most stable honors. The Yankee "Essex" toi
Hopoy Mecco T. P.
has had an ample share of honor; and the "United
the
to
the
above
denies
in
his
Hawkins
States" has performed deeds of imperishable renown.
Col.
reply
or his three Indians to concern Whereas, the
right of col. Iwcolls
"Congress" has "wasted its strength
with the government of the Creeks. It is within the in strenuous idleness;" and the "President" (though
one
we
are
that
of
the
a
under
informed,
commander
who on board another vessel
agent,
knowledge
of the chiefs who has signed the acccptauce of the reached the pinnacle of renown) after lying in the
terms of peace never resided in the United States, mud for the greater part of the war, put to sea, and
and that neither of the three was ever a member of the was immediately lost to the nation."
national council, or constituted any part of the Creel:
What a false and libellous paragraph! Can these
men state truth, or have they got so much in the
•rovernment.
Fnojt Daiitmooti. Two cartel ships have arrived at habit of falsifying, that they cannot do otherwise
Now York with 7G0 prisoners from [Dartmoor] than attempt to deceive, when they speak of any tiling
England. There yet remained (April 19) in that connected with or that may be turned to politics.'
abominable depot 5,209 Americans, about one half The President "lying in the mud the greater part of
of whom were made prisoners of long before the war the war!" She was at sea, perhaps, nearly as long as
commenced, ^some of them from 7 to 14 years an- the Constitution she made three cruizes overall the
terior to the declaration on our side) and transferred Atlantic and visited the North Sea.
It is true, she
from his majesty's ships to his majesty's dungeons on did not take a frigate, simply because she could not
fall in with one; and though she fairly offered battle
land.
have the names of the persons kilted and to a 74, (as was very candidly acknowledged by the
wounded in the late "disturbance" at this prison.— captain of the British ship) she could not get a tight1 since dead of his And, without
of
'i'hey amount to 7 killed
wishing to derogate from the fame
wounds; CI severely wounded; 14 slightly wounded the Essex, whose gallant commander these folks hai
the
A committee of American gentlemen stigmatized, all men must acknowledge, that
53 total
have been appointed to investigate the affair, and, capture of the President was as inglorious to th\i
as we shall soon have their report, we shall say no- British arms as the capture of the Essex. How ba$e
th'mg about it at present, except to declare that it are they that for party spite degrade their coWwS
fe\\r
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an
v nited States, and Great Britain had manifested
people of Europe as to the choice of their rulers.The ground they have taken, we think, will invite
uneouivocal design to reduce us to "unconditional subFrance to a man to the standard of Bonaparte, now
'iiisx'ion"— when the war against us had assumed the
become the rallying point of freedom; and, if so,
character of a war of extermination, it being the
the invaders will be beaten as they deserve. Their
avowed object to "destroy all places assailable ," which
carried into effect in some places with the bargeneral proceedings induces us to believe there
when we appeared fighting for
may be some truth in the declarations ascribed to
barity of demons
the emperor of Russia (see the Mentz article benational existence— that, in many parts of the "nation
low)— and, acting on such principles, we hope that
of .Yew-England" a flag of Jive stripes was hoisted
as the national flag, and salutes of five guns fired as
every foreigner in arms that passes the boundary of
the national salute! Even the reception of a foreign
France, may find his grave within the country. It
is a conspiracy of kings agaittst the
minister, who came to represent his sovereign near
people, and it
of
bacomes every republican and liberal minded man
the
was
United State?,
marked by
the government
to
wish
it
of
dissolved.
treason
the
evidence
and
When
this
treachery.
The ship Milo has arrived at Boston with London
ambassador from Holland arrived at Boston, he was
the
had
the
(as
jacobins
audacity to assert) honored papers of April 24, in which we have the following
*'v>itha JVew- England salute of Jive guns." Shame
important urticles.
The British government, on the 23d of April, rashame! Yet these men pretend to love the Constitified the treaty of alliance, concluded at Vienna
tution!
fcaCJt is stated by the officers of the Constitution, that some time ago.
The kihg of Prussia issued his proclamation at
the United States' ship Wasp, and an American privateer, supposed to be the True Blooded Yankee, Vienna on the 7lh of April, declaring wab against
were blockaded in Pernamlnics, (Brazils) in January "Napoleon and his adherents."
It is stated in a London
last, by the Hritish frigate Doris and a sloop of war.
paper that Bonaparte has
arc happy to hear of the safely of this interesting thrown out a challenge, in an indirect
to the

WU

—

—

We

way,

emperor of Russia, to meet him in single combat.
The London editors are grieved to confess that alt
France appears disposed to rally round
Napoleon.
There are rumors that Murat has proposed
again
to join the allies against France.
This is very improbable, and indeed, contradicted by the general
mass of the intelligence. He must know that
they
w.-re about to violate their
pledge to him, and would
have
it
violated
but for the restoration of
parts of the Indian country.
Napoleon.
Robert Dickson, James Aird, Duncan Clraham, If they cheat him a "second time it is his own fault."
The king of Prussia has ordered, by proclamafranco is Boutillier, Edward La Gouthrie, Brishois
of the Prairie dii Chein, Jacob Franks, the brothers tion, a general arming of all his subjects— a
grand
Grigneaus of Greenbay, Joseph La Croi.- and Las- "coxsciiu'tion." He has also proclaimed to the peosaillier of Millwakee, Joseph Hailly and his cousin ple of the Lower Rhine, Cleves,
Berg, Guelder s,Moers,
Barrott of St. Joseph's, Mitchell La Croi?:, Louis Esten and It'erden, that by the decrees of the
congres's
vessel.

St. Louis, April 29
The undernamed gentry were residents
Traitors.
within this and the neighboring territories previous
to the war, and always claimed the rights of citizens of the United States, but as soon as war was
declared, they to a man took part against us, and
were active agents in the Hritish interest in different

Buisson, Louis I.enett, formerly of Peoria.
It is ascertained that in the unsuccessful attack
made by the unfortunate lieut. M'Nair, four men
were killed. M'Nair was wounded and taken pri-

at Vienna, they are transferred to his
body of slaves
He says, however, that he will use them

The conduct of Sweden
in

kindly

has

!

!

become "mysterious*

the estimation of the legitimates.

The

'.Swiss

are

soner and

conveyed two days on his march to Rock also distrusted.
The allies flatter themselves that Napoleon will
river, but being unable to travel was tomahawked.
A man was taken up from the river at Carrondelet a want muskets. But a Paris paper of April 20,
says
few days
ago was recognized to be one of the four that great supplies every day reach that city. Teu
thousand men are engaged in making them.
missing of the name of Best.
The marchings of the troops of the allies make a
By late news from Rock river, we learn that the
Kickapoos have abandoned the British and demanded great show on paper.
Some disaffection appears in Prussia. "Bodies of 2
It is further said,
peace, agreeably to the treaty.
that the Sacs,
Winabagoes, and Fallsavoins are de- or 300 men have fled" from the province of Lingen.
The French colonies. The authorities of Martitermined to prosecute the war.
The late attack on the village ofCote Sans Dessein nique and Guadaloupe, in consideration of the state
has not been as fatal as was
represented by those of things, in France, have declared the ports of
who escaped the
sanguinary affair. Four men were these islands to be free ports, open to the flags of all:
only killed; the inhabitants having taken refuge in nations upon the same terms.
the block
A Paris paper of April 13, says "we are assured
houses, were saved by the bold resistance
they made to the repeated attacks of the savages.— that the pope has requested permission of the emper.
Coursolle, esq. was one of the victims, he was li- ror to retire to France." He left Rome March 22,
and wa9 to be at Milan April 1.
terally cut to pieces.
The Kentucky Gazette says—
Luc.ien Honaparle is now called the prince of C:f
a gentleman from
By
v
He arrived at Paris April 11.
incennes, we have the following distressing intel- nino.
Jerome Bonaparte has made his escape from
ligence: "The Indians have surprised a
party of rangers, from fort Harrison,
to have joined .Yfurat.
thirty in number, and killed Trieste, supposed
all but three—
In a masterly report of Caulincourt to the
great fears are entertained for the
empe•t which
was but weakly garrisoned. The inha- ror on the state of things, speaking of the duke or"
bitants of Yincennes were
Angouleme's request to Ferdinand, that Spanish
marching to its relief."
troops might enter France, he has these hard words
"Thus in 1815 as in \T93 there are princes bor:
LATEST
EUROPE.
Frenchmen iuho invite foreigners into our
territory."
-rom the facts that
appear below, there seems no
Vienna, .lpril 10 The number of cannon that have
reason to doubt that the
"high allies" have de> gone from and through Vienna, to the army, amount*
-
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-The Royalists, for the preLiverpool, April 26.—
in the south of France
sent, have been suppressed

The due

d'

Angouleme,

it

appears, was deserted

and Ins forces being reby the troops of the line,
duced to 1500 men, national guards and volunteers,
he capitulated on the 9th ifist. to general Grouchy.
was
His personal safety was provided for, and he
France.
conducted toCette there to embark and leave
and no doubt by the orders
Subsequently, however,
of the
of Bonaparte, he was made prisoner, in breach
but whether the tyrant hoped to gain
capitulation;
some praise for an apparent generosity, or willing to
make something in the way of a bargain, he was
condition of his engaging to send
again liberated; on
back the public funds, and the crown jewels which
Louis very wisely took away with him, and engaging
never to re-enter P'rance.
A Metz article says, that Russia had pledged
herself to send all the French prisoners to the further extremity of her empire, never to be returned
or exchanged, those who choose to enter her service will be sent to the armies of Caucassus; others
will be permitted to form colonies and establishments; and finally those who will do nothing are to
be made slaves. The other powers pledge themselves

—

prisoners -with the severity and contempt
which a nation deserves -which arrogates in itself the
right to choose masters.
Vienna, April 2.— The following list of the troops
marching against France circulates here:
to treat their

Russians,

10,

1815.
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In your letter of the I5tli 'ill. you were
in- upon the recent estapleased to congratulate
bliahment of commodores llodgers, Porter and Hull,

no. 198.
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chant assuredly merits the notice and protection of
government as much as any man.
Bit to be thus instrumental in condensing the hu-

man

race into the ease and elegance of society, in

giving

Ist.TrvK, 1815

[whole

— Viboil.

ILrc

interesting letter, from a distinguished
at j\'ew York, to his friend, dated

[Communicated

17, 1815.

to

employment

who would

thousands

othtrt-

probability be (loomed to misery and waul,
and in promoting that nseful intercourse between the
inhabitants of different parts of the globe, without
which, life at best would be a burden, and man a
sv

ise in all

—

to produce all these;
sequestered, unsocial being;
of Naval Commissioners at Washington, inestimable effects, his commerce mustbe protected,
and seem to augur well to the interests of the navy, and seldom or never exposed to interruption or confrmn the great practical skill and good sense of trol. For when once he feels the shock of war, or
In this respect,
Uiese illustrious men.
presume it the iron hand of national iriterf rence, his business
will oe unnecessary fot me to express my cordial soon comes to a stand
ahd'the certainly of his own
apvemer* with you, since from the time of my first ruin becomes doubly embittered by lite reflection
Entrance into the service, no exertions have been that it irretrievably involves the ruin of many more.
spue. I on my part to render the invy of the United In proof of this, we have only to look back upon
Sia'es as respectable and useful as the tmited some of the most promineni even's of the late war.
.My best wishes No sooner had the enemy blockaded our ^arbors
spere of my station would permit.
have uniformly attended it from its birth, and 1 on
nd extended his line of cruisers from New-OrConscious tint nothing would give me greater plea- leans to Maine, than both foreign and domestic comsure than its gradual advancement towar Is that im- merce Came at once to lie re luced to a deplorable
posing slate, which it must one day, if properly at- state of stagnation
producing in its consequence's
tended to, necessarily assume. I believe it to be a i'.\c, the utter ruin of many respectable merchants, as
of
row no longer admitting
any doubt, that a navy is well as a great multitude besides, connected with
essential to the preservation and improvement of them in their mercantile pursuits.
But these were
the United Slates, and that, calculating ccording to not the only consequences.
The regular supply of
the common progress of nations in similar Circum- foreign commodities being thereby virtually cut off;
stances, we cannot possibly exis , ds toe ought to e fist, many articles, now become necessaries oi life, were
without it. So vast an extent of sea-coast as vie pbs necessarily raised to an exorbitant pv ice, and bore
sess, will invariably attract an excessive proportion much upon the finances of the citizen whose family
of our population, from the well known and obvious could not
comfortably subsist without them. Add
advantages to be derived by all classes of men from to this, a-, most of the money loaned to govern mewl for
commercial operations, and the ease and elegance of he purposes of warfare, erne from the pockets of the
opulent sea-port towns. There are in truth no in- m rcliants, they were obviously rendered incapable
stances worthy of note to be found, in the annals of
continuing those disbursements in consequence
either of ancient or modern
history, of the original of the interruption of their trade; and in this manestablishment of cities and thronged towns, except ner became in a gre.'t measure, the unwilling cause
by persons engaged in extensive commercial opera- of that impending state of bankruptcy with which
lions and their numerous
dependents and adherents. the government was at one time threatened. "Give
The merchant always can afford to give ro much me but my commerce, unshackled and properly promore steady and profitable employment to men of tected," said a Dutch merchant to his king, "and I
various occupations, tint he will
as you want to carry
invariajily draw will lend you as much money
about him a thicker population than tiie
agricultu- on he war, and reduce the price of tea and sugar to
ralist
and, as long as his foreign traffic is not in- its former moderate rate." This important truth
terrupted, will afford the means of subsistence to a seems indeed to have been distinctly confessed at
[renter portion of mankind, and spread more wealth that critical
period of the war, when congress found
throughout the country, than any other professional it necessary to remove all the restrictions upon comand to place conciuracer, be his occupation what it may. But it is merce, both foreign and domestic
tot alone to handicraftsmen an 1
daily laborers that siderable reliance upon its anticipated revenues,
he merchant is of such
importance: even to the even in the unprotected manner in which, of necessiis a lamentable
agriculturalist himself he is of vital
importance, in ty, it must have been carried on. it
the
taking of his surplus produce off his hands, in fact, however, that, notwithstanding these generous
exchange for such commodities as the family of the indulgences, tlie adventurous merchant found no allatter
may stand in need of, independent of bread leviation flora them, his vessels being uniformly pre.
Ma clothing. So that, in reality,
the merchant is as vented bv a strong blockading force, not only from
aluablea member of
at the most
society as the agriculturalist, going out, hut from coining into port,
Mel
Even the risk did not
contributes, perhaps, in a national point of view, imminent hazard of capture.
m '"e to the increase of wealth and refinement titan
most frequented
stop here: For the M.nds and ports
My other man. It is by him alone that the bounda- by American vessels, b-ing known to the enemy, heries of
knowledge are primarily enhrged, through was enabled, from the abundance of his means, to intne introduction from
thai:
foreign climes of all that may tercept them there dso. The coasting trade,
t>e
desirable ,r,l useful in
to an extensive mercantile
life, and it must be admit- most valuable appendage
J that
by his direct exertions alone, humanly establishment in the United States, was entirely an'eakng, the blessings of civilization are diffused nihilated. The southern and northern sections of the
,er
™; earlh- In this point of view, then, the mer- union were unable, to exchange their commodities
as

.1

bond

I

;

;

l

i

;
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except upon a contracted scale through the medium of more ready wealth, and therefore paying more
of land carriage, and then only at a great loss so towards the support of government than any other
that upon the whole, nothing, in a national point of class of men, are undoubtedly entitled, on the score
view, appeared to be more loudly called for by men of interest, to equal, if not superior, protection.—
of ail sects and p irties than a naval force, adequate Depending exclusively upon the unlimited right of
to the protection of our commerce and the raising of navigating the high seas in an unrestricted and peacethe blockade of our coast- It will be said, perhaps, able manner, tiiey with great justice conceive the.
clue
that, even admitting our commerce to be properly government in duty bound to afford their interest
element
protected in tune of war, by an adequate naval force, security from foreign aggression on that
st'll the general situation of affairs under such cir- and until that security is afforded, they can never
cumstances as war must inevitably produce, would deem themselves fairly de:dt with. But how is this
hot materially yield to the influence of commerce, security to be afforded ? The answer to that quesnor tend to its encouragement. To this I answer tion brings me to another important consideration,
that, if experience has any weight in the cases, the to which [ shall at once call your attention.
conUnquestionably there can no other physical secuhistory of Great Britain will fully establish the
According to the most authentic sources of rity or protection be afforded to commerce than that
trary.
information, during the whole period of her late war- of a naval force. The example of Great Britain so
fare with France, her foreign and domestic com- fully substantiates this fact that any argument upon
merce never was in a more flourishing condition it would be useless. But a naval force, to be ade:

:

—

;

to the effectual protection of a commerce so
extensive and so valuable as that of theUnited States,
Ought far to exceed in number the public ships at
as was fully demonstrapresent possessed by us
ted during the late war. Tn fact our commerce, comparatively speaking, received very little protection
from the n ivy during that eventful period and, as
far as related to that
object, we might as

and the prices of imported articles in the London
and Liverpool markets seldom varied from their rethe
gular moderate standard,: owing entirely to
safety afford; d to mercantile operations in all parts
of the world, by a powerful naval force. And we
may moreover be permitted to doubt whether she
Could have sustained thv combat for so long a period
of inveterate hostility, unless she had found a copi

quate

:

;

important
ons resource for supplying the smews for that pur- well, perhaps, have been without it. Upon its prepose in the wealth and industry of her merchants, sent reduced scale, it can only in time of war be a
An instance, indeed, of the truth cf this principle bill of expence to the nation, when considered with
may be found nearer home For we find that while a view to the protection of commerce; and in all
the southern states, by reason of the interruption of probability cause more disasters and misfortunes iu
their trade, soon after war had set in, were reduced the commercial world, by attracting an augmented
to the necessity of suspending their payments in portion of the enemy's force to our coast, than it 3
howspecie, tiie eastern states (by the prosecution of a total absence otherwise would. On this point,
commerce perhaps not the most honorable) were ever, we have no reason to despond. The sentiment
enabled to continue these payments during the whole in favor of an increase of our naval establishment
of the war, without any sensible detriment or incou- appears to be daily gaining ground, and from the
venieifce.
progress already made in this grand and important
Another ground, however, remains, upon which work, there can be no doubt of its gradual continuance Until the object of the country shall be obtained.
1 must now proceed to place this interesting subjec
1 cannot close these remarks, however, without
There is no man who supports the government and
pays his taxes with so cheerful a heart, as he who suggesting a plan of reform that, in my opinion, can
can, some way or other, reason himself into a belief alone ensure, in connection with a suitable increase
that his private affairs will eventually be benefitted of our navy, due protection to the commerce o f the
by it. The farmer discharges these duties cheerful- United States. A navy, allowing its force to be ever
ly, from the apparent conviction, thatthey will tend so great, can be of no essential use to the commerce
to the maintenance of luw and order, and the pro of a country, except when properly organized and
The manufac- systematically conducted. In proof cf this, we need
tection of his person and property.
which sureturer and merchant, it is to be presumed, discharge only refer to the navy of Great Britain
them cheerfully for the same reasons. But as inte- ly never cdtild have afforded such signal service to
rest is found to be the ruling principle of mankind, the commerce of that country, nor attained to the
nothing brings a government so much into the good celebrity and value it recently possessed, without
from
graces of its citizens as a strict and uniform attention that portion of practical seamanship, which,
to that object. It is the secret spring from which the beginning, has been the ruling talent of her ad
emanates all the affection that ever exists between miralty hoard.
From its commencement, we have
them, and can alone afford a true indication of the seen men, distinguished for their skill in naval arpatriotism of those upon whom it operates. We End, chitcchire and maritime affairs,, entrusted with tiie
therefore, that while few or no complaints have been administration of all its concerns, and regularly conmade by the manufacturer and farmer, because of tinued down tp the present day. A mere statesman
the unqualified ability and general good disposition in fact, be his genius of eyer so fruitful and versaof tiie government to protect them on this head, tiie tile a nature, can never be competent to such a task
merchant has not been quite so well contented. But because it universally involves considerations utterly
ha» he not some reason to complain ? While the in- foreign from his education and profession, and in no
terest of the farmer and manufacturer is secured degree allied to the routine of life in which lie has^
from foreign, as well as intestine, pillage, by the arm been taught to move. Unless he avails himself of
of the government, that of the merchant is exposed the knowledge and experience of a practical seato the rapacity of every vindictive tyrant, who man, he cannot with judgment proceed to the corthinks fit to infest the high seas, and even our own rection and prevention of those innumenible abuses
I own which will occasionally work their way into a naval
sea-board, with a squadron of pitiful ships
there is a wide difference between the species of establishment always causing great detriment to
counprotection afforded to the one, and that which ought the service, as well as to the resources of the
but this does in nowise try, Hence the necessity, so well and so early ap-_
to be afforded to the other
lessen the obligation of government to afford it. The predated by Great Britain, for an admiralty boar
mercantile community, being in general possessed real, practical sep.mem
j
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The same arguments apply with

"Cui iosity alone prompted them to turn their at"
peculiar force to
the present naval administration of the United States. tentron to the gate, as the only avenue through
The secretary of the navy, although in all oilier re- vvliich they might learn the cause of thia extraordispects a man of uncommon probity and talents, can nary alarm, Each one was eager to get nearest to.
never, from his ignorance of naval architecture and the source of information, till from the pressure cf
,

practical seamanship, conduct its concerns as they
ought to he conducted. It is impossible for him to
thousand abuses and
prevent the introduction of
inaccuracies, which in spite of all his care and atii-ntion will gradually creep in and
defy his correction,
solely on account of his inexperience as a practical
seaman: Resides, the duties of that office are, not
only U>o multifarious and burdensome for a single
person to perform, even with the assistance of a dozen or two clerks, but, at the same time, as
totally
distinct from the business of a statesman as, in die
nature of things, they could possibly be.

some thousands,

the gate gave way, the crowd with
and those in the rear pressed forward so rapidly
that theforemost found it impoiSsiblelto resist Ihc cu;<
rent,, but were pushed entirely tl rou.;h the passage.
"At this moment, captain Shorfiand, at the head
it,

;

My

plan, therefore,

is

briefly this

:— To

abolish

tiie present
navy department entirely, excepting tiie
board of commissioners. To this board I would add
some discret person as a secretary, and give it, in
conjunction with the president of the United State*,
Hie complete management and control of our naval

of the troops of the
garrison, emcred the inner
square of the prison, and (lew up his men in a position, to
charge the prisoners^ who were gazing with

wonder at this military movement, not dreaming
that themselves were its object. The officers of the
garrison perceiving the bloody intention of the keeper, would have no hand in the business, declined
giving any orders, and resigned their power to capt.
Shortland.
After viewing, in speechless aslonishmentj a manoeuvre that at length seemed to menace
their own safety, the prisoners, though unconscious
of blame, began to think it most prudent to retire,
land every one hastened towards their respective pri-

;

establishment.
sons, with all possible alacrity.
Until this be done, lam apprehensive we shall not
"The order to fire was now given by the keepsee the navy advancing as rapidly towards that state er, and promptly obeyed. A full
volley of musof perfection, for which its friends hare always been, ketry was
discharged into a body of several thoudnd still are; so extremely anxious.
sand men, all retreating in the most peaceable manI am, with
ner.
respect,
Your obedient,
Through the gates and iron palings that separated
D.
the troops from the prisoners, were these vollies repented,for several rounds ! while the defenceless victims, dead and wounded, fell thick on every side.
®:
Their flight was in disorder, and the doors of the
cells they were seeking to regain, were soon clogged
OH THINGS INCIDENTAL TO TUE LATE WAR.
with the wounded, who had fallen in the passages,,
and the unwounded who were dying over them.
MASSACRE.
"Their murderous pursuers had now entered the
(J~*pThe journal from which the following extract is
made is signed by siotHy-nihe American officers
yards of each prison, making a general charge on
masters, lieutenants and mates of vessels, who man and boy, sheathing their ruthless bayonets in
the bodies of tiie retreating prisoners, and completsolemnly attest its truth in every particular.
learn that tHe entire journal will be published
ing the work of destruction by the discharge of anoit will make ;i volume of about 300 duodecimo tther volley of musketry in the backs of the hindmost
pages, and will doubtless interest the feelings of who were forcing their passage, over the wounded,
the American people; for the sufferings of the poor into their prison.
"Nor did they stop here—but patroled the yard to
fellows confined in that depot, (about to be as famous for the cruelties practised in it as the Jersey find some solitary fugitive who had sought safety in
prison ship) have, indeed, been extreme. The Eng- flight. One poor. affrighted wretch had fled close to
lish certainly are among the most cruel and un- the wall of one of the prisons, fearing to move, lest
Him those demons of
lie should meet his death.
feeling people of the earth.
bell discovered, and the bloody Shortland gave the
From the AVw York Columbian.
In vain the trembling victim fell on his
are enabled to lay before our readers the par- fatal order.
ticulars of the massacre at Dartmoor prison, in Eng- knees, and in that deploring attitude besought their
land, where the blood of sixty-tHree defenceless compassion, begged them to .spare a life almost exAmericans was wantonly spilt,' without any cause or hausted by suffering and confinement. He pleaded
have perused the jour- to brutes he appealed to tygers. "Fue" cried.
provocation whatever.
nal of Mr. Andrews, kept during his confinement Shortland. and several balls were discharged intcin that prison, and the following is the substance of his bosom i
"This inhuman monster, having now "glutted his
what he recorded respecting this bloody affair, of
which he was an eye witness, and narrowly escaped Nero appetite with blood," retired with the troops,
the fate qf his unfortunate fellow captives.
leaving the scene of his heroism slippery with the
life-blood of defenceless freemen
EXTRACT.
Si.riythree Ame"On the CHi April, at 9 o'clock, p. m. captain T. G. ricans bled to gratify the spleen of a British turnkey f
„
Shortland, keeper of the Dartmoor prison, happen- Siven of them we're relieved by death from the task
\
ed to discover a small hole which had been picked of telling the degrading tale.
"The wounded were removed from the scene of
through one of the inner walls of the prison, by some
and
of our boys, who preferred any employment to idle- slaughter, as soon as practicable*
placed in the
head
ness.
Upwards of five thousand prisoners were, at hospital, under the direction of Dr. M'Cirath,
this time, civilly walking in the yards of the differ- surgedrt of the department, who used every exertion
ent prisons, not dreaming of the approaching trage in his rower to alleviate their sufferings and restore
into the?
dy, and wholly unconscious of the existence of the them to health. He demanded admittance
had escaped
little hole from which it was to originate.
Instantly prisons, and received the wounded who
the ringing of an alarm bell saluted their astonished thither previous to the doors being closed. His tenearss
and scarcely had they time to look their sur- derness and humanity are acknowledged with gnfti
hide by his patients
prise, when the drum beat to arms
i
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"A dispatch was immediately sent to Plymouth,
to inform the admiral and miltary commandant of
the tragical event.
On the following morning, a
Under
strong reinforcement arrived from Plymouth,
Ihe command of a colonel, who took charge; of the
was immediately
garrison ; information of which
a request
given to the prisoners, accompanied with
that a committee be appointed from among them tc
receive an explanation respecting the transactions ol
the preceding evening. But the survivors, smarting
under a psinful sense of their unparalleled wrongs,
unanimously answered (by letter) that, as citizens
of the United States of America, they should conceive it a disgrace and degradation of their national
character to hold my correspondence with the murBu'. that if the colonel
derer of their countrymen
desired a conference with the prisoners, it would be
met on their part with pleasure, and the most satisfactory explanation of every part of their conduct
should be given.
"Accordingly, the colonel attended at the gate ot
the prison, accompanied by captain Shorthand, wi'.h
a visage overspead with gloom, and glowing with
conscious guilt. He faintly attempted to justify Ids
conduct, and pleaded mrrr He feared the prisoners
were attempting to escape
"The colonel presently heard the stories on both
sides of the question, and promised that it shoul i
be submitted to the decision of a coroner's inquest next day, and tWat a thorough investigation
of every relative circumstance should the;; take
!

!

place.

"The

prisoners then hoisted, the colors half, mast

on every prisoitj and visited the wbun'ded in the hosBu! Irre a scene was presented
pital department.
too shocking for humanity. Tables were spead and
covered with fractured legs and arms, that had just
been severed from the bodies of our groaning fellow
There lay sever, of 6Ur countrymen, markcaptives.
ed with horrid wounds and berefl of life here above
in half*smothered
fifty were xpressing their anguish

—

<

safety and protection

:

17, 1815.

"Americans never murder

their prisoners
rest easy; your life shall
ed to distinguish between "the humanity
:

and that of an American

soldier,

,

sailor."

be preservof a British

Accordingly

when the doors were opened to discharge the wounded, this man was delivered up to his astonished comrades in perfect safety. This was a triumph of sentiment that might have filled the British soldiers
wiih admiration at its' sublimity, and the deepest
shame for their own littleness.
" On the
eighth, 'he coroner's jury arrived, consisting of sixteen farmers, and commenced taking
the different depositions of each party. The evi-

dence on the part of the keeper of the prison, consisted of the very soldiers who committed the murder by his orders. The verdict of the jury, to the

dismay an astonishment of every unprejudiced man,
was Justifiable homicide ! !
The, following facts were fully and completely
proved, on the part of the prisoners, and comprise
1

—

.'

*,'

the substance of their evidence before the jury of
viz.
inquest
" That the hole in the wall was unknown lo more
thari three-fourths of those confined in ihe yard
where it was made, and not a person belonging to
Nos 1,23 and 4, knew that such a thing was ever
marie or intended.
:

" That no kind of combination for the
purpose of
had ever existed or even been thought of;
1
nothing had ever been said or done, directly or indito
or
color
to
such
a
rectly,
give
suspicion.
charge
"'That curiosity, and nothing else, urged them to
the gate, and that this curiosity was excited by the
sudden ringing o the alarm bell.
"That the lock on the gate was broken by a man
in a s.ate of intoxication, and done without the
knowledge of the prisoners.
That the few prisoners that were forced through
the inner gate, could not resist the pressure of the
crowd behind, who were pressing forward to learn
the cause of the alarm.
"That no violence was offered by the prisoners
but every cne commenced retiring, when they saw

escan

•

.

f-

Our feelings can
;
complaints, or audible groans.
better be conceived than described.
"A committee of six was then appointed to take the troops advancing.
the depositions ofthose Lest acquainted with the
"That captain Short.land took sole charge of the
facts relating to this ifi'air, and make proper arrange- troops and was heard to order them to fire.
" That th"
ments for furnishing the coroner with the most mateprisoners were all that while running
All these depositions exactly agree before the soldiers to gain the inside of their prison.
ria! evidence.
"
That the soldiers followed up the few last priwith the statement here given.
"la the afternoon an admiral arrived at the prison, soners, and shot them as they wer? entering the door.
After
"Tiiat two men were actually killed inside the
attended by the captain of a sevent -Four.
politely introducing themselves, they informed the prison
"
That some few who were urcble to gain the inprisoners that they came sanctioned by the proper
into the past conduct side of the prison, were
deliberately aimed at and
authority, to nuke inquiries
and
of captain Short bind, during his agency,
pro- shot by the soldiers from the ramparts, while strivon
die
to
misee! that lie should be strictly interrogated
iret in.
ing
" Th
a subaltern officer, who assisted
They left u* with many fair assurances
subject.
captain S.
that a strict and impartial investigation should take wss se<"n to be assisting in the killing of a boy not
to
ins
conduct.
with
n'u-:
old.
dian
sixteen years
respect
place
"Onu circumstance! that occured during the massa
"That a prisoner applied to captain Shortland to
O.ie of tlv* soldiers stop ihe horrid muasaCre, as lbs
ere ought rjot to be omitted.
prisoners were rebelonging to the same regimci-.t that performed this tiring, but received in answer, 'return, you d d
work of blood, was lighting a lamp at the door of rascal !'
No 3, [one of the prisons] when the carnage com
"And, l;is'ly,tlnt a singular circumstance preceded
menced, and in the hurry of retreat, was forced in the affair, that leaves no room for conjecture, but
side are one '.he wounded and exasperated prisoners. carries conviction at once to the mind, that the
In the height of their resentment, the eye of ven- whole was a cool, premeditated, and deliberate murgeance was for a moment directed to th> only enemy der; which circumstance is this Each prison conwhich chance had thus thrown in their power, it tained four doors., which were always kept open, unwas but for a moment. The dignity of the Ameri- til the sound of a horn warned the prisoners to recan character was not thus to be sullied. To the tire for the night, after which the doors were closed.
astonishment of dcis affrighted soldier, who was ex- But on this memorable evening, no horn had sowuled,
pecting every moment to be immolated on the altar ihe prisoners were walking in the yard of their priof revenge, as some atonement for tlve manes or our sons, and yei the turnkeys had been in and locked all
murdered countrymen, lie received assurance* of the doors of each prison, save one. Thus the bloctly
.
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h'n evening's kmuse
The cartel ship Brunsore Prisoners arrival.
nient, first gave orders to cut oft" their retreat, and wick, with 438 pri toners, has just arrived,
then began his att ick in front. Instead of four doors
The London Packet, of M-y 1st, says, that in conthe hunted wretches had all to fly to one— choked sequence oft he late affray t Dartmoor, orders have
the pusage and w re
slaughtered there. Others were been given for the embarkation.of ail the American

wretch,

|

'

hunted singly about tli
ird, and wantonly bu cher
pri ioners, without waiting for the arrival of vessels
ed by the bayohel or bullet
Ii whs also
proved, that from the Un.ited States.
captain S. had hold of one of the muskets, in conTo the cdiiort of the Commercial .l.kerti-cr.
junction with a soldier, in the commencement of the
NjjW VoitK, J one 10.
firing.
As
I conceive it will he a.
" Mr.
gratification to the ciBeasley, the American agent, was immedi- tizens of die Unite! Stales to know the
partiately made acquainted wi h all the particulars herein culars
the
of
distressing event which look place at
Stated, upon winch an investigation of the subject
of
the
on
6th
April last, 1 send you
took place: at Plymouth, under the direction of Mr. Dartmooi'4>rison
a copy of the original report, made by the commitB. attended by Mr. Williams and other
agents, and tee appointed by the prisoners to investigate the affurther depositions were to be taken
previous to the fair, and beg you will give it :i publication as early
prisoners leaving England," &c.
as possible.
1 am, sir,
your obedient servant,
Names of those killed and wounded on the 6th of
liKNKY A! .LEX.
j,

Aprd, with
tions an

their abodes, agreeable to their protec-

We

the undersigned, being each severally sworn
on the Holy Evangelist of Almighty God, for the investigation of the circumstances attending the late
horrid massacre, and having heard the deposition
of a great number of witnesses from our own perNew- sonal
knowledge, and from the depositions given in

the vessels they belonged to, &f.
John Washington,
Copatown, Md. Holla, of Baltimore, shot
(
through ihe brain; Joseph Johnson, Hartford, Conn. Paul Jones,
New-Turk, shot through the he-art; James Man, Boston, Siro, of
N- w-York, do; James
Campbell, New-York, dismissed from die
Volunteer man of war, in the brain; John Haywood; Cornwall, M,l.
1

Scypion do. right side; Thomas Jackson, bov, aged 1.1,
Tor!., ship Orbit, New-York, in the belly; William Lituruge,
York, Saratoga, do.
the heart.

«io.

New-

as aforesaid,

m

ItErOUT AS FOLLOWS:

T.iov d-tiigerously woun led, with those amputat -d, &c.

That on the 6th of April, about 6 o'clock in the
evening, when the prisoners were all quiet in their

Peter Wilson, New- York,
Virginia Planter in the hand, fcc; Caleb
Cod l.-n. Swift sure man of war. in the ! g; James Trumbull, Portland. Eldrige
rry, left arm amputated; James Bell, Philadelphia,
Jpel Barlow, in the wrist and thigh; Philip Fold, do. Sultan man of
war, live stabs in the body; Titos. Smith,
Paul Jones, left

•espactive yards, it being about the usual time of
turning in for the night, and the greater part of the
prisoners being then in the prisons, the alarm bell
New-York,
teg amputated; Win. Blake, Brunswick, Me. Repulse man of war, was
rung, and many of the prisoners ran up to the
e stabs in the
H.
EiU.
N.
W.
hack;
Portsmouth,
Royal
Banks,
thy
William, do. do.; Frederick Howard, Rochester, Mass. Flash, New- market square to learn the occasion of the alarm.
Bedford, in the leg; Janes Wells, Salem, Thorn, Marbleluad. left There were then drawn up in the square, several
thign amputated; Bahrain) Lincoln, Boston, Argus, Boston, in the
hundred soldiers, with captain Shortland [tiie agent]
Usigii; Henry Montcalm, Rdxbury, Governor Tompkins, in the
kn. i
Robert Willet, of Portland, Andromache man of war, in the at their head, it was likewise observed at the same
knee; James N w nan, Baltimore, impressed, dangerously; Alex.
time, that additional numbers of soldiers were post*,
Peterson, New-York, Erin. Boston: Joseph Mustek, Charleston,
on tlie
the wails
walls round tiie
the prison
Furious man of war; Peter
pr"
yards.
ig themselves
Vincm, New-York; Rob-rt Fidiz, Bath, ing
Me. Grand Turk; John will tt,
PiiiradeiphmrRnwrin'man' "If vat, On.' of them observed to the prisoners, that they
v
Wil1
" 1>i
v ,a;i
s,u
J h,lG ""v B
k^""L1' !f
.°-»
.°.
"'!iiad better go into the prisons, for they would be
Rambler, thigh amputated; Thomas Finlev, Maifblehead, Enter1 ins, ot course,
in the
rse, occasioned
thigh and back; John Peach, do. do. In the thigh; charged Upon directly.
grize,
rtfo Perry, New-Yarmouth, Me. Tyger man of war, right shoulder; considerable alarm
among them. In this moment of
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were running
in different direc?' w?" uncertainty,
they
...
V
.-'•
pson, isaiti.nure, Iuv.iieible, head and thiirh: Jonn Ogli-bits, Phi,/
,
bdelphia, Good Friends, hip and thigh; John Gray. Norlblk.Paul tions enquiring the cause ot the alarm— some towarus
Joii-s, left arm amputated; John Wilson,
Virginia, thigh; Stephen their respective prisons and some Cowards the mar"lhippt. Old Concord, Zebra, thigh and belly; William Lamb,
about one hundred were collectket square.
through the eye, since dead; Edwin Gardner; Marbhliead, wrist;
Jaeou Davis, in the thigh; James Israel
Shortland ordered the soldo; John Roberts, dan- ed in the square, captain
gerously; George Can.bloy, do.; Michael Frances, in the arm; diers to
charge upon them, which order th^ soldiers
Michael Conner, do.; Liversage. NewYork, Magdalen, New-York,
were reluctant in obeying, as the prisoners were
lelt tliumu amputated.
Slighily wounded John Seny, Nathaniel Wak field, Samuel E. using no violence; but on the order being repeated,
Tjler, Stephen Vincent,
Greeuluw, Thomas George, Joseph
hey made a charge, and the prisoners retreated out
Hetidrick, Perry Richardson, John Cowall, Alexander Wilson,
into their prison yards, and shut the
William Smith, James Barter, James
Wedgwood, James Mat- of the square
tliews, John Murray, Wm. Marshall, Thomas Johnson,
Captain Shortland, himself, openJoseph gates after them.
Reeves, James Christie, Joseph Basse!!,
and ordered the soldiers to fire in
ed the
5

rism,*

When

I

gates,

Further particulars—from the same.
among the prisoners, who were all retreating in difA iel, upwards of 340 more Ame- ferent directions towards their respective prisons.
By
rican prisoners have returned from England, altera It appears there was some hesitation in the minds of
long and unnecessary detention, which they impute the officers, whether or not it was proper to fire Upto Sir. Beasl y, the United States agent.
They re- on the prisoners in that situation; on which Shortport that 13 of the prisoners shot by the British hand seized a musket out of (he hands of a soldier,
guard were dead when they left Plymouth. They which he fired. Immediately after, the fire became
have out a single sentiment of the wantonness and general, and many of the prisoners were either killed
barbarity of the slaughter of their countrymen. or wounded. The remainder were endeavoring to
towards the lower
In the ship a flag was suspended,
representing the get into the prisons when going
massacre, by mourning figures, coffins, &c. over doors, the soldiers on the walls commenced firing on
which is, "Columbia, weep !" and at the foot of the them from that quarter, which killed some and
wounded others. After much difficulty, [all the
picture, "We will not forget."
but one in each
It is
strange that the absurd idea of these prisoners doors being closad in the entrance,
"attempting to escape," should be copied without prison] the survivors succeeded in gaining the priremark from the English treasury prints. Why and sons; immediately after which, parties of soldiers
whither, should they wish to fly, without money or came to the doors of Nos. 3 and 4 prisons, and fired
means, after the peace was long known. The fact several vollies into them through the windows and
of snapping a pistol is equally unknown to the
killed one man in each prison, and seprison- ioors, which
ers
Why should they have fire arir.s ia thsir prison? verelv wounded others.
the cartel

—

—
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likewise appears, that the preceding' butchery
a disposition of peculiar iitveteracy and barbarity.
One man who was severely wounded in No. 7 prison yard, and being unable to make his w.*y to the
prison, was come up with by the soldiers, whom lie
jmplored for mercy, but in rain, five of the hardened wretches immediately levelled their pieces at him,
and shot him dead on the spot. The soldiers who
we're posted 'on the walls, manifested equal cruelty,
by keeping up a constant fire ou every prisoner they
could see in the yards endeavoring to get in the priIt

was followed up with

17, 1815.

through the prison windows, upon unarmed prisoners asleep in their hammocks, on account of a light
being seen in the prisons which barbarous act was
;

repeated several nights successively. That murder
was not then committed, was owing to an overruling
Providence alone for the balls were picked up in,
the prison, where they passed through the hammocks of men then asleep in them. lie having also
ordered the soldiers to fire upon the prisoners in the
yard of No. 7 prison, because they would not deliver up to him a man who had escaped from his cathoC,
which order the commanding officer of the soldier.-;
and generally, he having seized on
son, when their numbers were very few, and when refused to obey
not the least shadow of resistance could be made or every light pretext to injure the prisoners, by stopexpected. Several of them had got into No. 6 pri- ping their marketing for ten days repeatedly, and
son cookhouse, which was pointed out by the sol- once a third part of their provision for the same
diers on the walls, to those who were marching in length of time.
from the square— they immediately went up and firSecondly— He having been heard to say, when the
ed into the same, which wounded several one of the
boys had picked the hole in the wall, and some time
his
prisoners ran out with the intention of gaining
before the alarm bell rung, while all the prisoners
prison, but was killed before he reached the door.
were quiet as usual in the respective yards— "Pllfx
On
impartial consideration s of all the circumstan- the damn'd rascals directly"
ces of the case, we are induced to believe that it
Thirdly—His having all the soldiers on their posts,
was a premediated scheme in the mind of captain and the
the alarm
garrison, fully prepared before
Shortland, Far reasons which we will now proceed bell
wrung. It could not then, of course, be rung
to give a:; an iilucidation of its origin we will re- to assemble the
soldiers, but to alarm the prisoners,
cur back to an event which happened some days and create confusion
among them.
previous. Captain Shortland was at the time absent
Fourthly—The soldiers upon the wail, previous
at Plymouth, but before going he ordered the conto the alarm bell being rung, informing the prisontractor or his clerk, to serve out one pound of iners that they would be charged upon directly.
different hard bread, instead of one pound and an
and
half of soft bread, their usual allowance this the
Fifthly—-The turnkeys going into the yards
but one in each prison, whfie
prisoners refused lo receive— they waited all day in closing all the doors
was attracted by the
expectation of their usual allowance being served the attention of the prisoners
This was done ahout fifteen minutes
out, but at sun-set, finding this would not be the alarm bell.
case, burst open the lower gates, and went up to the sooner than usual, and without informing the prisoners it was time to shut up. It was ever the invariastore.* demanding to have their bread.
ble practice of the turnkeys, from which they never
on
of
the
officers
The
garrison,
being alarmed, deviated before that
the
night, when coming into
of
these
observed
it
'was
and informed
proceedings,
to shut up, tc halloo to the, prisoners, so loud as
yard
the
should
their
have
than
no more
prisoners
right
to be heard throughout the yard, "turn in, turn in .'"
usuai allowance, and strqngly reprobated the conwhile on that night it was done so secretly that not
Shortland
in
it
from
of
duct
withholding
captain
one man in a hundred knew they were shut and in
served
were
with
their
them they
accordingly
of No. 7 prison,
particular their shutting the door
to
their
returned
This
and
prison
bread,
quietly
which the prisoners usually go in and out at, [and
censures
that
were
with
the
thrown
circumstance,
which was formerly always closed last] and leaving
on his conduct, reached the ears of Shortland on his
©ne open in the other end of the prison, which was
return hon\,e, and must then have determined on the
to a cross-fire from the soldiers on the walls,
diabolical plan of seizing the first slight pretext to exposed
and which the prisoners had to pass in gaining the
turn in the military to butcher the prisoners for the
malice and revenge. It unfortu- prisons.
gratification of his
It appears to us that the foregoing reasons suffinately happened, that in the afternoon of the 6th of
warrant the conclusion we have drawn therewho
were
ball
in
No.
some
7
ciently
boys
playing
April,
ball over into the barrack yard; from.
their
knocked
yard,
likewise believe s from the depositions of men
on the sentry in that yard refusing to throw it back
to them, they picked a hole in the wall to get in af- who were eye-witnesses of a part of Shortland's conduct on the evening of the 6th of April that he was
^er it.
from his hruintoxicated with liquor at the time
afforded
his
wished
for
This
Shortland
pretext,
talitv in beating a prisoner then supporting another
all
his
he
measures accordingly;
had
s.nd he took
wounded; from the blackguard and abuihe garrison drawn up m the military walk, addi- severely
sive language he made use of, and from his having
tional numbers posted ou the wills, and every thing
His be.ng
state'.
frequently been seen in the same
ready prepared, before the alarm bell w;is rung ; this
drunk was of course the means of inflaming his bitter
he naturally concluded, would draw the attention of
was the
enmity against the prisoners, and no doubt
a.
great number of prisoners towards the gates, to
cause of the indiscriminate butchery, and of no
learn the cause of the alarm, while the turnkeys
shewn.
were dispatched into the yards, to lock all the doors quarter being
We here solemnly aver, that there was no preconhut one of each prison, to prevent the prisoners recerted plan to attempt breaking out. There cannot
treating out of the way before hs had sufficiently
be produced the least shadow of a reason or inducewreaked his vengeance.
ment for that intention, the prisoners daily expectto
the
belief
of
its beWhat adds peculiar weight
on board cartels
ing to be released, and to embark
And we likewise solemnly
ing a premeditated, determined massacre, are,
for their native country.
;

;

—

m

—

—

—

;

—
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First The sanguinary disposition manifested on assert, that there was no intention of resisting,
this depot.
every occasion by Shortland, he having, prior to this any manner, the authority of
time, ordered the soldiers to fire into the prisons.
N. 13. Seven were killed, thirty dangerously
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Total, sixtj -seven Niagara, lieutenant Woodhouse, and the schooner
<rourtded, and thirty slightly do.
P ireupine, sailed on Monday last for Detroit. >\>
killed and wounded.
understand they are to transport troops from that
Joseph F. TroLridge,
Signed, Wm. B. Orne,
J I'm. Unhurt,
John Rust,
place to Mackinaw.
James Hoggs,
Foot Bowtkb. It appeal's that the British had 13
Henry .'Men,
killed and 24 wounded, in their approaches to Fort
James .litmus,
Walter Colton,
Francis Joseph,
Thomas Ji. Mott,
Bowyer.
BttlTlSn PARLIAMENT, HoUSC bf LOTtlS, April 17.
Committee.
The earl of Damley adverted to his motion for pa1815.
Dartmoor, Prison, April 7,
Ocn pkopli;, detained in the prisons of England, in pers, on the subject of our failure on the American
so unaccountable a manner, and for bo great a lengih lakes, and the cause of the mismanagement in that
of ime after the ratification of the treaty, are ra- quarter. He complained that these papers had not
pidly returning home. Several cartels have arrived, been produced, as it was important to have the quesand we have the names of many that may be daily tion fully before their lordships, that they might
consider how far it might be prudent, in the event of
expected.
These unfortunate men, and the people of the U. the renewal of the war with America, to place our
have a means of defence und offence in the same incapable
S. who have
sympathised in their sufferings,
right to demand the causes that have kept them so hands as before.
Lord Melville said, that some of the papers were
long unfairly under a cruel and brutal restraint and
such as, to the noble earl's knowledge, must be proconfinement.
Iksias stuni.T.Rs. The house of Mr. Robert Ram- cured from Kingston, on Lake Ontario, and he ought
not to be surprised if some time were to elapse
say, of St. Charles county, Missouri territory, about
50 miles from St. Louis, was recently attacked by before they came.
the British allies three of his children were horribly
Admiralty office, April 15, 1815.
butchered, his wife so mangled as to leave no hope Extract of a letter from vies admiral sir Alexander
G.
C. B. &.c. to John Wilson Crocker,
Cochrane.
of her recovery, and he himself dangerously woundHard the necessity that may compel the extered.
esq. dated on board II. M. ship Tonnant, off Mobile bay, the 11th February, 1815.
mination of these miserable beings excited to murder
It being the intention of major general Lambert
by the nation that has been impudently called the
^Bulwark of religion." We trust, decisive measures and myself to have attacked Mobile, tmd finding the
It is entrance into the bay so guarded by fort Bowyer as to
will be taken to give security to our frontiers.
render it unsafe to attempt forcing a passage with
probable that, as in 1794, many Englishmen ^re
among 'lie savages exciting them to these horrid the smaller ships of war, the major general and
deeds. If any such are found, they ought to be myself thought it advisable to attack the fort by
land; and on the 7th a detachment of* ships under
capitallv punished on the spot without mercy.
A letter from the honorable Benjamin Parks to the command of captain Ricketts of the Vengfeur,
governor Posey, gives u«; strong reasons to believe effected a landing of the troops intended for this
that the British are concerned in the continuation of service about three miles to the eastward of the.
the Indian murders. Their agents, it seems, have fort, which was immediately invested, and our
been telling the deluded wretches that peace is not trenches, in the course of 48 hours, pushed to withjn
of the enemy's works.
yet made between the United States and Great Bri- pistol shot
The batteries being completed on the lltb, the
tain
For the honor of human nature we hope this
fort was summoned, when the officer commanding it,
is not true.
Isdiajs hostilitt.
Again has the policy of Eng- seeing the impossi'oility of effecting any good by
land, involved 'he Creek Indians in a quarrel wi h further resistance, agreed to surrender upon the
the United States and these wretches, who after terms proposed to him by maj. ^en. Lambert (a copy
being supported by our government, when they of the capitulation is enclosed) and on the followotherwise must inevitably have starved, are pouring ing day the garrison, consisting of abjout 365 solout the cup of their ingratitude on the peaceful ci- diers of the enemy's second regt. of infantry and
tizens of our country.
By a gentleman recently artillery, marched oat and grounded their arms,
from the agency we learn, that they had driven and were embarked on board the ships of the squadback the commissioners who were proceeding to ron.
The fort, was found to be in a complete state of
run the Ime driven orftbe settlers on the Alabama,
declared diat all travelling through their connlry repair, having 22 guns mounted, and being amply
bv white persons-should be put. a stop to, and declar- provided with ammunition. To captain Ricketts,
ed that their boundaries should remain .as they were and to the hon. captain Spencer, who commanded
in 1811.
This resolution of the Indians, we under- tile seamen, landed with the army, I am indebted
stand, was taken in consequence of a declaration of for their zeal and exertions in landing and transportcolonel Ivicolls, on the Apalaclucola, that the British ing the cannon and supplies, by which the fort was
government would guarantee to the Creek Indians, so speedily reduced.

—

'

—

!

—

—

[ilere follows the articles of capitulation.]
Justice We have been favored with the loan of a
file of Bermuda papers to the 4th ult. received via
Patterson, just from Detroit, we learn that some Savannah.
In the paper of the 3d, we observe a correspondifficulty had arisen with regard to the reciprocal
surrender of the forts of Mackinaw and Maiden.
dence between his excellency the governor of those
Our troops still held Maiden on account that the islands, and Mr. Ward, the editor of the Jloyal
Indians were not willing to let us have possession of Gazette, which closes on the part, of the governor
Mackinaw. The British, it is alledged, were afraid by withdrawing from that paper its title of Royal
of the Indians, and had deluded hem with the idea Gazette* and from Mr. Ward the office of his mathat the Americans would hold Mackinaw for a jesty's printer in those islands. His excellency an
month only, and then it would he given up to them. pears to have been determined in this course !>y tht
In consequence of this there was a considerable force
pertinacious adherence of Mr. W?.rd to a false stateof Indians collected at Mackinaw and in the
vicinity. ment published in his pape .-, of the circumstances
MrcnuiMACEiiuc— Erie, May 31—The U. S, brig attending the capture of the United States frigate

as their allies, all their possessions as they existed
1811.
Augusta Mirror, May 29.
N. \V. Posts From ilate Ohio paper By lieut

—

—

—

—

—
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was at first corrected by St -ti linger, the engineer (the successor to Mr. Folthe instance o/ the governor, b»»t afterWar«islton) and captain Smith, the inspector, were also in
re-asserted and adhere^ to. "His excellency deem- the vessel. A number of scientific ;.nd distinguished,
in* it to be equally inconsistent with the honor ofj gentlemen fe'ave their attendance. The wharves wot
the British nation, and the character of the British crowded with citizens, anxious to know the result.
She proceeded mujestici.Uy into the liver, though
of ;: publication being honored
press, to admit
with the support of his fh .jesty's name, or its editor a >tlfl'breez; from die southblew direct 1\ ahead. She
with the commission of Ins majesty's pointer, that stemmed th< current with perfect ease, av die tide
She sailed by the forts and
prefers the wanton perseverance in error 1o the ho- and a strong ebb
Charleston saluted tl>em with her 32 pound guns. Her sp^ed
iioni)le retraction of a mis-statement."
was equal to the most sanguine expectation. She
Courier.
(itvtR.uBr.offx. In m -j. gen. Brown's general exhibited a novel ami sublime spectacle to an adorders on assuming the command of *.'ie North (s„ys miring people. Thf- intention of the commission*
ers being solely to try her enginery, no use was in.ide
the National
r) we ii id the following
President,- whicfi statement

him,

:it

j

|

I

—

j

[nfelligeiic-

btrong appeal to the pride and honor of the officers ofher sails.
It is now ascertained, by actual experiment, that
retained :
"The maj;, general conceives it unnecessary to ap- this grand invention, in war, and the artt, will realise
of its warmest friends. Our govenment
peal to the zeal and exertion of the officers who have all the hopes
be»n selected to command, in the corps which are may be proud that the trial lias been made under

Our en-mies may tremble at the
their auspices.
tremendous power ti.us arraj ed against them. Evry
harbor in the United States has now the means
of protecting itself against a stronger maritime
force. All the ports of the weaker European nations

arranged. He expects, by
every one's devotion ;o duty without exception, until
the consolidation is effected, it will be. shewn that
x'a^re is not an officer, who does not belong to the
class of thosej at least, who are at the present

now tobeorganized and

—

the service of their country;
may, henceforward, secure themselves against the
that the worth and merit of the many attacks of their foes, how form id.-i hie so. ver at sea.
After navigating the bay, and receiving a visit
who are disbjri led, will be a sufficient excitement
in thus? who are the choice of the government, to from the officers of the French ship of war, lying
4
at her anchors, the Steam frigate came to n»ar the
prove themselves worthy of being continued.
To this v.e <y be permitted to add, that within Powles-hook ferry, about two o'clock, without havpne year, after th^ selection v. hic!t has been made, ing experienced a single unpleasant occurrence.
The Columbia)) speaking of the steam -fr» if ate obwe ought to he able to boast of the most efficient
are satisfied with her performance yesarmy fox its numbers, that the world has ever seen. serves—
There never perhaps was a more effective military terday. Six castles of 80 guns each would not be so
One such vessel, slaforce brought into action, than that which General serviceable to this harbor.
Brown had the honor to command during the last tinned at New-London, would have kept Long-Island
Sound clear of the enemy during the late war. And

moment

efficient for

and, he hop

s,

m

We

campaign.
Ges. JAc;iso>r arrived at Nashville (Ten.) on the twenty moving Latteries of hsr force would cross
ult. and was welcomed with that burst of gra- the straits oi Dover in a. calm in spite of all the navy
of England. She Was tried with, against, and across^
titude his services deserved.
and anNew-Y-jhk, June 8. We understand that general the wind and tide, together and separately,
JMiicamb. the hero of Plattsbtirg, with a view to swers every expectation of a first essay oi her
evince his esteem and respect for his brother officers machinery.
now in this city, gave a sumptuous entertainment
yesterday at the city hotel, which was attended, in
From the Loir si ami a Gatze'le, April IS.
addition to the military, by a. number of our most
A NOTE TO GKSEKAt JACKSOn's ANSWER.
respectable citizens.
15th

.cr.— Lloyd's list says: London,
f. om China st.^te that the Doris
frigate, while in chase of an American ship on the
coast of China, fired several shot, one of which unfcH-1
nmitely reached (he shore, and killed six Chinese.
the Aurora) agrees with their
{[This (says
gunnery
any thing but the object.]
The honorable captain W. IJ.
fiondon, April 6.
Percy and the surviving officers and crew of his
jesty's ship Hermes, have been honorably acquitted by a court martial, held on the lti'th of
Januu-y last, oil board the Cydnu», m the gulf o
Mexico, of all blame in the loss of that ship, which
followed the attack of fort Howver.
Pcrros tkk FIRST. From the fjf. V.J National
Advocate ofJune 2. Yesterday was a very auspicious
day for tli United Slates. The experiment of moving the new vessel of war by means of steam, has
been made in a successful and highly satisfactory
mner.
At ten o'clock in the morning, the Fulton was
propelled, by her own steam and machinery, from
li or moorings, at the
wharf, near the Brooklyn terry,
on the east side «f the city. Hknrt RutgersJ Samcrl
L. Mitchill, Thomas Moiihis, and Oliver Wol
cott, esquires, the commissioners of the navy dep artinen. to superintend her construction, were on
board. Mr. Brown, the iu\al const! uctor, Mr.

Ban-i-n

March,

—

.H'BGEHALL

i-ir-iiK

Si— Letters

Has seen in a la'e paper a publication called, "Answer of major general Jackson," and has observed
art exerted to divert the public attention from
the outrage which he committed against the laws,
and to direct it elsewhere. The distinct charge
that while the judge
against general Jackson was,
Of the United States was exercising one of the most

much

—

m

l

m

|

important functions of ins office, he was imprisoned
hv order of the general— that the process of the
court whs treated with disrespect, that the officers
of the court were menaced—and finally that by
th eais and violence the course of justice was ob«
sructed. In answer to this the general talks of muthe judge's having
tiny and desertion in his camp, of
once approved of martial law, and of his having
fate of the counthe
manifested apprehensions of
the state,
try, disgraceful to himself and injurious to
winle on his route to Bayou Sarah.
5th of
Why was not this language used before the
order
rch, the day on which the judge made the
tiiat a habeas corpus shall issue in the case of Mr.
Hall had been four weeks in town
Loaaillier?

M

Judge

before that period; lie conversed with general Jack-son at the funeral of Mr. Bufort, and was cordially
received by him; he was till that day almosl constantly visited bv the intimate friends of the generWho heard before that day of a charge of exal.
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read it, and then laughing-ly enquired
would
'ouldread
and desertion?
citing mutiny
rsh |, is it not past 11 o'ciock?"
.ill u
"Mr. Mart
Tins haphad been guilty of a military offence? This is
in int.- afternoon.
Who on the night
made apparent by the testimony of pen a ;it 4 m
pretence. It is
th. 5
of
Mu
and
alened
clerk
the
with
his
and
others,
by
m jor Winston major Claiborne,
general orWas uot genera) Jackson's conduct calculated
the evidence of circumst nces. Nayi it iseatablish di k>
«d beyond all doubt by the answer of lie general to inspire .error and dismay, ;<n<i to cause delay?
himself on oath. Tins answer goes to shew thai it Yel ik sp iks of the "lateness of the wwjf*/" Gew:s the issuing of the habeas corpus that constituted neral J ckso.f did noi intend to obej any writ of
the judges offence. Ju i.sr e II dl was aTrested four h&beas corpus, indall Litis cant ol the judge's excitJ ing mut in) and desertion was- a mere
hours before general Jackson had seen ihe orig
pretext under
withheld from die which he might put down the judicial authority, of
peti ion, which he afterwards
clerk and before he had m de the wonderful disco* his countty, and excuse his other outrageous and ila G."
le^.
proceedings. Did he not arrest thedistrid atvery that the figure 5 had been turned into
" ins alti
i\>r a writ of habeas
for
that
that in

Or that judge Hall

.I

—

ii

l

"

—

The general

—

i

•

answer, observes
il,
rati n in the d:ite Was Mich evidence of a pers
not judicial, interference asj.isi.fi d lite idea he then
formed that the judge approved of Louaillier's condoet, and supported his attempt to excite mutiny
and desertion." IJnt how could this discovery,
m le -i 12 o'clock on Sunday night, have influenced
th general in his arrest of the judge at 8 the same
and
evening? An 1 yei at thai time he was arrested,
Il
to the barracks.
Shortly afterwards committed
must again be repeated that it was the issuing of the
habeas corpus that mule the judge a criminal. On
the afternoon of the 5th the general was informed
that
by Mr Morel, the counsel of Mr. Louaillier,
the order for a habeas corpus was m >de returnable
on the next day at 11 o'clock. On the evening of
On that evening
that day judge II ill was arrested.
the general informed the marshal he had "shopped"
the judge and would serve every man so who should
interfere with his camp on the same evening the
general threatened major Claiborne with his military
order, saying at 'die s.cm time 'lie had no prejudice

applying
corpus to
effect the libei lion of judge Hall?
Was not an order actually del vered to .>n officer to arrest
fudge
L^wis for having granted it ? !J id judge Li wis ex-

Tli? general himself says in his answer, "a
it.
writ of habeas corpus was directed to be issued for
the civil m igistrate seemLouall'ur's enlargrment
ed to think il his duty to force the enjoyment of cian unbending sense of what he seemed to
vil rights
think the conduct which his station required, might
have indued him to order tl»e liberation of the priNo other course remained hut to enforce the
soner.
principles which he had laid down for his guide, and
to suspend the exercise of judicial power whenit inter-

of the exercise of

in his

torney

—

cited

mutiny and desertion?

Mr. Dick been

11 .d

seditious in the camp?
They were both on (lie lines,
and the former was particularly noticed for his good
conduct in the general order. The latter no doubt

was as brave and as capable, though in a less distinguished situation.
How dignified and consistent is this conduct of
general Jackson! How magnanimous in this hero
wiio had just beaten the legions of England, to resort to such pretences to beat down the law nnd its
unprotected minister the judge! How faithful to
the constitution., to destroy the judicial power which
his oath and his duty imposed on him an obligation
to support

!

!

!

Had

general Jackson confined himself to the publication of a paper which he calls his answer, judge
Hall would have preserved that silence which becomes his official situation; but the general has

—

that ge- made personal allusions which ought to be noticed.
against the judge." Major Winston says
neral Jickson did not intend to pay any ittention to It is said in his introductory remarks, that even
the writ.
Mr. Duplesses states that from the whole judge Hall although he now expresses his disaptenor of the conversation which he had with the ge- probation ol martial law, did not only approve of it
neral, a disposition was manifested by him to disre- when first declared, but openly asserted th at short
all the rigor incident thereto, the
country would certainly be lost. Judge Hall does
not recollect that general Jackson did him the honor to consult him on the subject of establishing
martial law, nor does he believe that he was present
when the measure was decided on. Judge Hall recollects to have had the pleasure of meeting general Jackson but three times before the
judge left the
The first time \V3S on
city on the 4th of January.
the occasion of all the judges making their compliments to the general on his arrival the -econet at
colonel Jtoss's at a card parly and stipper and the
third on a visi' of two or three minutes thead-quat°r--, when the judge took the liberty of asking the
general's opin on whether he should bi come a member of any city corps, and was answered, no, no,
sir, you are a judge.
Judge Hall's recollection may
be incorrect. The genet al says the subject of declaring martial law was discussed in his (the judge's)

gard

—

—

—

The only
feredwith the necessary means of defence
way effectually to do this was to place the judge in
a situation in which his in* rference could not counteract the measures of detence, or give countenance
to the mutinous disposition that had shewn itself in
so alarming a degre.-." "Merely to have disobeyed
the writ would have but increased the evil: and to
have obeyed it was wholly repugnant to the respondent's

—

ideas of the public safety and to his own sense of duty
the "jcdge" was therefore confined, and removed
beyond the lines of defence." Here then is an express avowal that the judge was his object, and not,
as he. asserted in opr-n court (with what propriety
the world will judge) the individual Domimck Augustin 11.11. His object was to "suspend the exer
eise of judicial power." With equal propriety and
consistency does general Jackson state in his 9th exception, "that the writ was served after the return
thereof, by reason whereof he could not comply with
the tenor thereof had he been so disposed." It appears in evidence that when the writ was handed
by the marshal, the general said he did not know

—

•This
fidavit.

is

fully explained by

major Claiborne's

—

a
presence and that h seemed by his gestures and
silence to approve of it
it is possible tiiat it was so,
but the judge is confident that if this tacit approval was ever
given, that it could not have been an approval of martial law. as was anciently practised in
s.nue military despotisms. Judge Hall has no distinct recollection of any particular expressions used
by him at any time in relation io martial law; he well
remembers that he had the highest confidence in
general J ckson, admired the energy of his character, and presumed that as he was resolute and brave,
lis would be
guided by justice ami magnanimity.
But if it be intended to infer that judge Hall ever

—

—

|He

afJ

told

existed, no

m

thai while martial
joi Claiborne

man should

be above him.

law

2/4
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ns since exercised by generapproved of martial law
he does most solemnly protest against it.
the conclusion that he
If it be attempted to draw
a system which should
ever give his sanction to
our rights, which should
ffo to the abolition of all
in the power
lenve the lives of the whole community
that he
Of a military chief, he solemnly declares
of it.
never did, nor ever could have approved
But what has been the opinion and practice of
as to martial law ?— Has he not
general Jackson
a member of the legislature, exempt from
al Jackson,

17, 1815.

tird, one of general Jackson's aids, who told me he
had some business with me. I invitad him to go to
my room, which he did. Dr. Flood and Mr. Duncan
wc re present, and on my invitation went with us.

—

arraigned

When in my room which I think was near 11 o'clock,
major Chotard shewed me a written paper (but
which I did not read) which he said was a written
order from the general requiring me to give up the
As well as I reoriginal of the judge as aforesaid.
collect, I told major Chotard that there was an order
of judge Hall's court that the clerk should deliver
no original paper out of the office but that I had
the order in my pocket, and would go with it myself
to the general, which proposal was accepted, and
we went together, Mr. P. L. B. Duplessis with us. I
believe we got to the general's about 12 o'clock
The general shewed me a letter he had received
from Mr. Morel, the counsel of Mr. Louailiier, informing him that a writ of habeas corpus had issued
hi the case of Louailiier. I told the general the writ
had not issued; he asked me the reason; I answered
because the marshal had told me he could
serveit on the Sabbath, and that it
being returnable at
11 o'clock on Monday, 1 thought that it would be
time enough to issue it in the morning. The general
asked me if I intended to issue it. I said it was my
duty to do so, and that it would issue; at this the
general handed me a printed paper, which he said
was his general order, and observed that that order

military service, before a court-martial for a capital
offence ? And that six weeks after he had written
to the secretary of war "that the enemy's last
exertions had been made in this quarter, at any rate
Did he not at the same
for the present season."*
time make an attempt on the life of judge Hall by

and desertion, and
accusing him of exciting mutiny
? and all
by threatening him with a court-martial
for no other cause than that the judge had made
an order for issuing the habeas corpus ? Does not
exgeneral Jackson in his publication upon oath,
was the motive for the
pressly avow that such
for general Jackson
judge's arrest ? Fortunately
the honorable members of the court-martial, equally
and independence,
distinguished for their talents
the blood of
acquitted the accused and prevented
Louailiier from appearing in judgment against the

—

:

;

•'

would shew me that he ivould do his duty also. The
stated in the introductory remarks of gene- general asked me for the original order of judge
ral Jackson "that on the judge's route to Bayou Hall, as before mentioned.
It was written on the
as to the safety back of Louaillier's
Spiral), he manifested apprehensions
petition, and 1 handed the geof the country,'" disgraceful to himself and i; jurious neral tlve paper. The general read the order and also
to the state." Judge Hall knows full well how easy the affidavit of Mr. Morel, which was at the foot
of of the
it is for one with the influence and patronage
petition, and observed to me that the dale of
and affidavits both the order and the affidavit had been altered,
general Jackson to procure certificates
—he knows that men usurping authority have their and asked me what was all this jungiing about: I
delators and spies, and that in the sunshine of im- assured him there was no jungle, and that the reason
of miserable of the alteration of the date was as I have stated
perial or dictatorial power, swarms
creatures are easily generated from the surrounding above. The general mentioned to me he should keep
the shape of the
corruption, and rapidly changed into
psper in his own possession. I observed to him
buzzing informers. Notwithstanding which, judge that there was an order of court that no original pahe
Hall declares that on his route to Bayou Sarah,
per should he delivered out of the office. The geneuttered no sentiment disgraceful to himself or in- ral said he should keep it under his own responsiJackson
bility; that it should be safely preserved, and that
jurious to the state. He calls upon general
to furnish that full and satisfactory evidence of his he would give me a certified copy of it, which he
do.
to
did.
assertion which he says he is enabled
During the time I was with the general, col.

general.
It is

J\'ew- Orleans, 18lh April, 1S15.

AFFIDAVIT.
Louallier vs.

Andrew Jackson, cammancUng general
7th military district.

Sunday the 5th of March, 1815,
the honorable Dominick A. Hall gave an order on
the original petition of Louailiier, in the words following to wit f "Let the prayer of the petitioner
be granted, and the petitioner be brought before r.ie
at 11 o'clock tomorrow morning," dating the said
order on the Gth of the month. 1 apprehended that
a mistake was made in the date, and waited on the
judge accordingly Dr. Flood was sitting with him.
Upon my suggesting the mistake to the judge, he
of
changed the figure 6 into a 5. In the evening
the said fifth I O./iiced a parly of soldiors, with
arms, marching briskly in the street near the French
coffee-house, and he -.rd afterwards, that judge Hall
was arrested, and was confined to the barracks, to
which place I went immediately to see the judge,
bit was refused admittance as it was past 9 o'clock.
O.i my return to my lodgings I stepped into the
American coffee-house, where I met with major dmIn this case, on

—

,

..

L
r

—

See his letter of the l°'h Janusuy.

.

.

.

—

>

Butler, general Gaines, Mr. Duplessis, and other
gentlemen were present. The writ did issue as
slated above, and was left by me at the marshal's
house at about half past 10 o'clock, but he informed
me afterwards that he did not receive it till after
eleven o'clock, owing to his absence on other business, yet that lie had served it on the general on
the same day. In the course of the time I was with
general Jackson the conversation turning upon judge
Hall, the general observed that he had no personal

prejudices against the judge, bvt that his conduct
in the instance in qiiestion had brought him under
the cognizance of his (the general's) general order.
That this was his, the general's camp, and that no
person or persons should be over him that he was
responsible to his government that he had to make
his returns, and that his measures were such as lie
thought best calculated for the interest and safely
of the country, and would enable him to make returns satisfactory to his conscience.

—

—

This statement

is

given to the best of

my

recol-

lection.

R.
D. A.

Sworn

to this

21st

in open cow(.

HALL,

March, 1815,

CLAIBORNE.

dist.

judge, U.

S.
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There has been considerable bickerings between
Austrians and Prussians at Mentis, by which a
number of lives wen- lost, in consequence of the lattin-

upon that Bonaparte will
ter introducing a reinforcement of the garrison by
bis enemies in the vicinity of the Rhine, mil
act in the first instance, purely on the defensive— but stratigem.
It appears that lord
will carry the war into the heart
Cas'lereagh wrote a letter to
if he is victorious
have not heard that the Prussian minister, at Vienna, in which be said
his enemies' countries.

U seems perfectly agreed

mart

We

of

of the allies have actually crossed
any of 'he troops
the Uhine.
the press in
confidence of jYapo'eon in his strength,
the proclamations of Louis, inviting the people to
The like
revolt, Sec. are inserted in the Fans papers.
could not occur in any other country oi continental
In

ample evidence of the freedom of

Fra.ice, -uid the

that "Prussia

must be aggrandized to form a baralarming and dangerous pretensions

pier against the

of Rus

known.

ia."

How

this

The London

letter got into print, is uuCourier censu res lord C. se-

verely.

The London Courier states that the allies were
expected to enter France on the 10th of May.
Stocks.
London, April 29. Consuls 57 1-8.
Europe
The Austrians have made a prisoner of the prinJoseph and Jerome Bonaparte are held as prisonmadame Leclere, one oi'
ers bv the allies.
Napoleon permitted two of the cess Borghese, formerly
taken in arms Napoleon's sisters.
princes of the house of liourhon,
It may be supposed, from several incidents that
What a contrast.
against him, to retire unmolested
have occured, that Russia and Prussia have not full
"Magnanimity!" From a Cologne paper of April
Prince Blucher has this momer.t arrived here. faith in Austria, notwithstanding all her prepara17.
The Russian army of reserve is to be posted,
It has been signified on the part of the congress to tions.
the deputies from Switzerland, that in the present it seems, as if it were to act as a check upon the emextraordinary circumstances IT WILL BE L\I POS- peror Francis.
Marmont.dukeof Ragusa, has vindicated himself
SI1JLK TO RESPECT THE NEUTRALITY OF
AN V PEOPLE, and that they expect the active co- in a proclamation, against the charge of treason prefered
war.
by Napoleon. It is an interesting paper which
operation of Switzerland in the present
The king of Denmark attended the congress of may,be published when we have room, as it describes
Vienna; but it seems he got no satisfaction. In- the events which led to the fall of Paris.
William, prince of Orange, has issued a proclamadeed, the great folks appear, in all cases, to have
treated the lesser powers with the utmost contempt. tion against those "who manifest themselves partiLouis 18ih. has established a newspaper at Ghent. san-- or instruments of a certain foreign power," by
He has published a decree in it forbidding the peo w ic it would appear ;hat even a look of disafple of France to pay taxes to Bonaparte, or obey! fee'. ion to the cause of kings may be punished
[But why the•prince of Orange ? We take this to
his conscript laws
Thp infamous Spanish grandee the prince of be the same person who lately called himself "by
if his mother is the grace of God, king of the Netherlands."
Does
peace, [the real father of Ferdinand,
We do not
to be believed, and she ought to know !] was at Ve- he suppose his title is not yet secured ?
understand it. As Paine said, these fellows, like robnice April 3,
Some communication is still carried on between bers, so often change their name that it is not easy
the courts of Paris and Vienna. The messenger to know theim."
It is reported that a skirmish took place between
from Bonaparte resided several days at the hotel of
the French and Prussians, about two leagues from
Talleyrand.
Generals Bevlrandmd. Grouchy have been appoint- Givert, in which the former had 4 killed and lost 15
This is the first account we have of hosed marshals of France.
prisoners.
Lord Castlercagh admitted in the British parlia- tilities having commenced.
Prussia. If we may judge by the many proclament that Bonaparte could assemble 400,000 men.
of the king of Prussia, he is sadIt is
probable by the first of May that the "high mations or out-cries
allies" recently at Vienna, were at Frankfort, to su- ly scared at the restoration of the French people to
In one of these, callperintend the fighting for the divisions they iiad independence and sovereignty.
made on the map of Europe.
ing for volunteers, he charges Napoleon with treaA Neapolitan vessel of 74 guns has transported son and perjury! "That's a good one."
the mother of Napoleon from the isle of Elba to
"Conscription." There has hardly ever been so severe a conscription as recently has been made in
Naples.
Throughout Germany it is forbidden to suffer a Great Britain. Armed with pistols, swords and
Frenchman to reside. If he arives at dinner he clubs, the press-gangs move in all directions and
must depart after it; if he arrives in the evening he drag the husband from the arms of his wife, if thev
are pleased to suspect that he is suspicious of hav
must proceed on his journey the next morning
An insurrection against Austria has broken out at ing ever been at sea! AH for British liberty and reVenice; and the people killed general Chasteler in iigion!
the nffray.
Soult, Lefebvreand Serruricr took the oath of alMany of the frontier towns of France are power- legiance to the emperor on the 19th of April.
The archduke Charles has been appointed governor
fully garrisoned.
Valenciennes, for instance, has a
force of 52,000 men, well supplied for all the busi- ofMentz, "by the emperor of Austria, in concert
ness of war.
with the allied powers." He was received with great
The minister of police of Napoleon, has address- honors.
ed a note to the inhabitants or subjects of Great
Every account, except now and then a "Fairy" like
Britain, assuring them of perfect safety in France, tale, represents France as being entirely tranquil as
that they
might enter, stay and depart as they to her domestic affairs; but prepared to act with
pleased.
great vigor if the "high allies" commence a war
Berthier's property in France has been put in se- upon her people, 600,000 of whom are embodied
and waiting the signal
questration.
Certain Polish officers, late from Warsaw, report
It is said that Wellington is to have no less than
that great alarm
prevails in Prussia, since accounts 18 or 20,000 cavalry and 500 pieces of cannon.
v»ere received of the restoration of
Paris, Jlpri! 30.— Many letters from St. PetersNapoleon,
!

—

'

!

I

I
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of Russia have invi- against Unnapnrte! But they have deceived him once>
burg, announce that the senate
ted the emperor Alexander, in a very urgent manner, and he appears determined not to trust them again
to return to his states, and not to engage Russia in and in this he acts wisely. Some accounts raise his
a new war.
army as high as 125,000 men, with 180 pieces of
which it is probable it may amount to, for
Paris. April 26. The young ladies of Mulhausen, cannon
a town long distinguished for its patriotism and its all Italy seems in insurrection against Austria, fcc.
industrious activity, have agreed among themselves and the Italians are flying to his standard by thouHe lias called upon them by proclamation to
that no one shall marry any man who has not either sands.
served in the old armies of France, or now serves in assert their independence, and resist the divi ions of
the
of
defence
for
the
their country by foreigners; saying, "let all foreign
the national guards, raising
domination be expelled from the Italian soil." He
country.
of
the
seems
to aim at the consolidation of the whole counResolutions for the revival
property tax,
towards providing a war revenue, were passed by try under one government, on the principle of a
"national representation," and invites all to join
the British house of commons, April 19.
In the British house of commons on the 28th of his 80,000 Neapolitans this is dated at Itiviini,
humble ad- March 31. The Italians call his army "the army of
April, Mr. Whithread moved, "that an
dress be presented to the prince regent, entreating Italy" On the 21st of April he was in the neigh*]
th;it he would be graciously pleased to take such borhood of Genoa, where he might expect many remeasures as would prevent that country from being cruits; for the people of that ancient republic were
involved in a war with France, upon the ground of exceedingly incensed at their cat ile like transfer to
the person who may possess the executive govern- the king of Sardinia, by the congress of Vienna.—
ment thereof." The 'motion was seconded by Sir The city was garrisoned by English and Sicilians,
Maihew Ridgely, and very ably supported but the who have probably been expelled by the people or
house, on the question being taken, negatived it by captured by Murat. We are not distinctly informed
273 to 72. Its principal opposer of all Ills proceedings but it would appear that he
a majority of 201
was lord Castlereagh, who avowed, that, although has driven or defeated the Austrians in nil directions
and that Milan might soon be invested by him or
hostilities were directed against Bonaparte himself,
the French paople would be exposed to their opera- fall into his hands, '['lie Austrian governor general,
field-marshal BeUegarde, has denounced inm in a
tion, if they supported Ids usurpation.
Four three-deckers, eleven 74's and four frigates, proclamation to the people, especially because he.
;

;

—

;

:

;

—

"is -new in the category cf kings" and calls upon them
It apto rally round their "legitimate" sovereigns.

are reported to the British admiralty as serviceable
at Plymouth, and expected to be immediately commissioned.
A London price current, among other
Bullion.
articles of trade, has this item "Bullion for exportaOn the llth of April gold was at £5.
tion—nmie?
7s. and silver at 6s. Oil. per oz. This shews a depreciation of bank notes compared with gold, of So 1-3 per
This is much
cent, and with silver of 26 per cent.
worse than we had it in any part of the United States,
said
though lord Battiurst, in the British parliament,
that all our banks were broken up!!
[I should
f>e glad to see a comment on this in certain of the
Bast n papers, in which so much was said about
:

such things i:> the United States. The great bank
of Ertghnd lias not paid specie for many years]
It is regarded (says th=: Journal de Pari* of April
of peace
20) as a new indication of the durability
between England and France, that for several days
Hast, Englishmen have debarked in France with the
intention of remaining there a part of the fine season.
Many of them have arrived in Paris.
All the French vessels that were detained in. British ports on the breaking out of the late revolution in France, have been released and have arrived
in French ports.
Revenits, &c. The British net revenue for the year
to £55,806,490,
.ending the 5di of April, amounted
and the exchequer bills [treasury notes] outstanding
to £57,941. 700!
London April 28. Th°re was a very numerous
meeting of the common hall yesterday, to take into
consideration

certain

resolutions

respecting

this

country being pledged to a war with France. Certain resolutions were proposed and adopted, blaming
and a petition was
the measures of government
proposed to be presented to parliament founded on
;

pears that Austria had designed to erect her possessions in Italy, say Jsmibardy and Venice, into a king*
dom, to be governed by a viceroy ; retaining the iron
crown and the order of that name, Sec.
The following is Mural's address to his soldiers
The cry of war reRimini, April 30— Soldiers
sounds again among us. The voice of honor and
glory cails us to the combat. Let us then run to
arms, and march to meet the perfidious enemy, whe
has violated the sacred faith of treaties.
Austria had desired, nay even invited our alliance,
so necessary to the success of her arms in Italy. As
soon as she believed that she could, with impunity,
dispense with your co-operation, she wished to annihilate your rights, guaranteed by the most solemn
promises. In her fury, she turned against you the
same armies which we had protected, a year ..go, on
the banks of the Secchia and to the Po. Soldiers
we will combat in the same plains which were witnesses of your valor.
will deliver from the presence of your enemies t'ae same provinces, which
become the purchase of your triumphs, were yielded
by you to Austria as a pledge of conditions which
and which, at this time, subshe has not fulfilled
jected to the imperious laws of force, call with a
loud voice upon your arms, as the avengers of the
Italian name, you will deliver them for ever from
the detested yoke of Austria.
Under your banners, upon which are inscribed the
words, Honor and unsullied fidelity ," the Italian souls,
infl uned with a generous ardor for liberty, and rage
while reading upon those of your enemies, "badfaith
and perfidy," will assemble. What cause was ever
will fight for liberty, for
more holy than ours ?
itir independence of the country, foj the triumph of the
:

!

j

I

!

We

;

We

which your enemies

the ^solutions.

liberal ideas,

of Naples left
fiis c ipital lie
prepared eveorganized
and the security of
ry thing for a dashing expedition
It is said, that since lie took up arms
his kingdom.
to resist the treachery of the "high allies," they have

litary glory, the first
deur of nations.,

Marat and

Italy.—'Before tb.fi king
a regency and

offered agaih to guarantee his kingdom to him, "in
the name of the Holy Trinity," if he again will act

reject,

and

for mi-

source of the power and gran-

Let our only cry of war, amidst the tumult of
arms, and in the midst of dangers, be the independence of our country.
London papers of April 29 contain some indistinct
accounts ol* the defeat of Murat. One of them says,

•
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of Italy !"— only for a year; indirect may be for several years.—.
N>> levy 01 men for the army, nor any
exchange of
Taxes to lie proposed by theterritory hut by law.
chamber of representatives. Ministers to be resunchecked.
ponsible.
Judges to he irremovable. Juries to be
rently
JHiirat's declaration of war against Austria is established.
Right of petition is established freedom of worship involability of property. The last
datfd April 3.
A body of British and Sicilians, it is said, have article says, that the French people declare that they
do not mean to delegate the power of
male a descent on Calabria (Naples).
restoring the
Bernadotte and Sweden.— The ''high allies" had Bourbons, or any other prince of that family, even
case
of
as
in
the
as
well
exclusion
of
the
to
resolved
Imperial Dynasty."
"illegitimatize" Bernadotte,
A Paris paper of April 30, says— " We are assured
Murat, and hurl him from the throne. Of an adthe
that
will
of
not
set
out
to
the
to visit the frontier
the
Prince
of
Crown
emperor
Swedes,
dress
April
"I shall wait with places of the north before the 2d of May, and that he
10, we have the following extract
whether there are any disposed will not be absent more than 15 days.
patience to ascertain
The following article is from the Journal de Pato controvert our lawful title
any so mad as to be"In the execution of the
and ris, of April 29
lieve that nations have lost all right of suffrage
imperiall the al decree of the 22d inst. registers have been
I shall employ the whole powers of my mind
opened
at Paris, this
at
defence
the
I has
me
in
office
that
Go
of
(29
the seyour
rights
day
April)
given
Courage
a'i 1
my own." And, in the Bordeaux Indicnleur, of cretary of the prefect, at the Hotel de Villa, in each
th? 2d May, is an extract from the Speech of Ber- of the twelve wards, in the offices of the clerks of
nadotte, crown prince of Sweden, to tiie diet of Swe- the courts tribunals, and justices of the pence, and
"Me thanks them for the in- of the notaries, for the purpose of receiving the votes
den, in which lie says
of the citizens, on the act in addition to the constidignation tiiey have expressed at the attempt which
was made to declare him illegitimate ; that he was tutions of the empire, datpd the 22d.
The citizsns are at liberty to give in their votes at
about putting himself it the head of the armaments
with Divine either of these places, which will be
kept open till
going on in Sweden and that he hoped,
assistance, to be enabled to baffle all the efforts of the 7lh May, from 9, a. m. till 6, p. m.
Spain.—
Madrid, April 3— The parties are in view
his enemies."
Those Spaniards who have recovered
In such a state of things it must be expected that of e tch other.
the
of
throne
of Ferdinand, who have sacrificed
those
fortunes
to
Ins
will
Jlernadotte
Napo- again
join
leon; for he has found that faith or gratitude are not their fortune, their rest and blood, for him, are in
among the qualities of the legitimates. He was to dungeons. The monks triumph, and the hatred,
be deposed; perhaps, to make room for a relative of which a part of the people bear against them, is snehj
that every day they experience ill-treatment.
the unambitious emperor of Russia
MatWith Bernadotte on one side and Murat on the ters are carried still further in Andalusia and Cadiz.
oth~r, and supported in the centre by all the power They count already more than 1£0 priests, fallen bv
*
•.!,_ ,1
bf France, to which it is expected will be joined that the dagger
The news of Napoleon's return in France arrived
of Belgium, Saxony, and Switzerland, the emperor of France takes a stand that if it does not yesterday. Hardly can we explain to ourselves the
command the peace of the continent, will punish its sentiment with which that event inspires us. At the
disturbers, and enable him to put his foot on the reception of the news, numerous crowds of peonle
nt*rk of some of those who authorised his assassi- gathered on the square de Sol, and in Acala-street.
nation.
Bernadotte can bring into the field 40 or Several others were seen before the gates of the newThe people cried out Down -with the In50,000 of as fine troops as there are in the world, palace.
and will at least compel the allies to detach double quisition ! Long live the Cortes !
that number to watch him.
The 60,000 prisoners that France restored to us,
The want of common honesty in the congress at
speak only with eulogium of that kingdom, which
Vienna has raised up enemies to the allies that, I
they call the pood country, and of the manner they
trust, will punish their want of good faith, and cir- have been treated by its inhabitants.
Not only they
cumscribe the movements of all future conspiracies do not
complain of their captivity, but they are fillof kings against the people.
ed with regret, when they see their comrades, offiA Brussels ar'.icle, however, of April 25, says
cers and soldiers, abased, disdained, naked and
letters from Stockholm inform that Sweden has ac- without
pay, whilst every thing is lavished on the
ceded to the measures which the allied powers have monks and nobles of the
court, who have done nojudged it necessary to take under existing circum- thing in favor of the nation.
ces.
A serious insurrection has broke out in Gallicia.
KF.W FITESCH CONSTITUTIOrr.
Troops are ordered from a 11 quarters to march against
London, April 26, Courier office, 2 o'clock "We he
people; of whom it would be much wiser favorhave just received the Paris papers of Thursday
to receive their just complaints.
In truth we
hst, whicli contain the new constitution, of which ably
do not know what will happen; but that which, at
wr c*n now only
give a short account. The legislaleast, is certain is, that Spain will not meddle with
tive power resi !es in the
emperor and two chambers.
affairs of France.
The chamber of peers is hereditary and the emperor the
names them. Their number is unlimited. The seTrim, ('Spain J April 10. Arrests multiply, parin Andalusia and Grenada.
cond chamber is elected
by the people, and is to ticularly
You will see in the Gazette of the 21st of hst
Consist of six hundred and
twenty nine members
the treaty concluded between his
none are to be under 25
years The president is ap- month,
majesty
pointed by the members but approved of by the em- and his unfortunate father, Charles IV. It reveals
peror.
Members vo be paid at. the rate settled by that an interval of nearly two years has expired,
t!>e constituent assembly.
It is to be renewed for during which this august old man received no sort
every five years. The emperor may prorogue, ad of support, and has been compelled to contract
joum, or dissolve the house of representatives. Sit- debts to the amount of 1,500,000 francs for the
The electoral colleges are maintenance of himself and his family. This treaty
tings to be public.
maintained. Laid tax and direct taxes to be voted was not concluded at Madrid until the 14th of las'
*)ie has

been completely driven

out.

wc have a
appears, however, that
direct report of his proceedings several days later,
or 6) when he was rapidly advancing, appa(say 5
\

Where to?]

It

—

—

—

—

—

—
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—
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Lord Castlereagh admitted, that a treaty had been
at the moment when the news of the recent
events of France must have been known.
signed at Vienna, on the day mentioned, and that the
It is stated that .Martinique has declared for the one published j some inaccuracies excepted, containthat military duty is performed by the ed its substance. It had not, however, been ratified
JBourbo7is
inhabitants, wno had determined to send out of the by all the allied powers, and therefore could not be
island all the troops of the line. Let the real senti- submitted to the house.
Mr. Whitbread wished those who opposed all u:
ments of the people of this island be what they may,
the procedure is a master-stroke of policy.
gument on such documents, to read the one in ques** London,
April 21. A report has been received tion.
Lord Castlereagh could not perceive upon what
from Gibraltar, that general Miranda was lately
tried before the secret tribunal at Cadiz, and was principle the honorable gentleman could imagine
sentenced to be strangled with the dargarotie, which himself entitled to enter on a premature discussion,
or to endeavor to throw out calumnies, in violation
punishment he suffered accordingly.
The following declaration of the orders of the house. fJIear, hear. J
Biiitish declaration.
Mr. "Whitbread maintained his right to approve
is attached to the ratification of the treaty of Vienand declared that
na, of the 25th March, 1815, by the British prince or disapprove of such a treaty
it was quite impossible to speak of the
regent
proceedings
Foreign Office, April 25. "The treaty, of wh'ich of congress in terms of calumny. (~ Hear, hear. J Had
above
is
has
been
to
ordered
be the treaty been ratified by England, and what were
the substance
given,
ratified, and it has been notified, on the part of the the alleged inaccuracies ?
to
iIit
that
Lord Castlereagh said that the inaccuracies alludhigh contracting parties,
prince regent,
it is his royal highness' determination, acting in the ed to were substantial ones, and that the prince rename and on the behalf of his majesty, to direct the gent had ratified the treaty with an explanation of
said ratifications to be exchanged in due course, one of the articles.
acts on the part of the respective
Mr. Whitbread asked whether the noble lord
against similar
powers, under an explanatory declaration of the fol- intended to involve the country in the war, and
then ask the house to strengthen the hands of
lowing tenor, as to article 8th of the said treaty
Declaration. The undersigned, on the exchange government ? he was sure the house would not
of ratifications of the treaty of the 22d of March consent to vote supplies on the principles of the
but he was not sure, that when once engaged
last, on the part of his court, is hereby commanded treaty
to declare, that the 8th article of the said treaty, in the war, even under the foolish treaty, that sup.
wherein his most Christian m.jesty is invited to ac- plies could be refused.
Lord Castlereagh observed, that parliament had
cede, under certain stipulations, is to be \i.\ ierstood
as binding the contracting parlies, upon principles sanctioned precautionary measures, and for any
of mutual security, to a common effort against the others, ministers rested on their own responsibility.
power of Napoleon Bonaparte, in pursuance of the Ministers were already competent to advise the
third article of the said treat)- ; but is not to be un- crown t6 war, if they thought it proper, subject to
derstood as binding his Britannic majesty to prose- their responsibility.
Lord Milton asked, whether this treaty was in the
cute the war with a view of imposing upon France
hands of ministers before the 7th of April, the day
any particular government.
"However solicitous the prince regent may be to on which the noble lord obtained the address ?
Lord Castlereagh replied in the affirmative, and
see his most Christian majesty restored to the throne,
and however anxious he is to contribute, in conjunc- added, that he was prepared to contend that there
tion with his allies, to so auspicious an event, he was nothing at all inconsistent between the terms of
nevertheless deems himself called upon to make this the address and of the treaty.
Mr. Whitbread—Djes the noble lord mean to say,
declaration, on the exchange of the ratifications, as
well in consideration of what is due to his most that if a motion be now made he will produce the
Christian majesty's interests in France, as in confor- treaty ?
Lord Castlereagh answered, that he would be premity to the principles upon which the British government has invariably regulated its conduct.
pared on Monday to give the honorable gentleman a
"The treaty was received in London on the 5th in- distinct answtl
Mr. Whitbread observed, that on Monday lie
stant; the answer thereto was dispatched to Vienna
on the 8th. Authority and instructions 'nave also been should make the motion.
to sign a subsidiary
Lord Castlereagh The honorable member does
given to the earl of Clancarty
not. quite approve of my conduct, and I am not sorengagement, consequent upon the said treaty."
The following separate article is also attached to the ry for it, because there is nothing that 1 am so much
afraid of as his praise.
treaty, as ratified by the British government
month,

—

—

—

•

:

—

—

—

:

—

;

.

—

—
— As circumstances might prevent
:

bsUarate

article.

his majesty, the king of the united kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, from keeping constantly in the
field the number of troops Specified in the second
article, it is agreed that his Britannic majesty shall
have the option, either of furnishing his contingent
of men, or of paying at the rated 30 pounds sterfor each cavalry soldier, and 20 pounds
ling, per aim.
ior each infantry soldier, that may be wanting to
the number stipulated in the second article.

Mr. Whitbread— The fear expressed by the noble
is quite as unfounded as my praise would have
for the fact is, that
been, if I had ever bestowed it
he never received a sciutilia of applause from me
during the whole course of his political life.
Treaty of Vienna. April 26.— Mr. Whitbread
to he
having enquired of ministers whether war was
made on Napoleon Bonaparte, and that no peace*
to be concluded with him so long as he remained
lord

;

possession of the supreme authority in France.
Lord Castlereagh acknowledged that the associu
J\ew treaty of the allied sovereigns.
tion of the allies had certainly been made for the
Mr. Whitbread could not but suppose that the purpose of destroying the power of Jionnpavtc but
on tfiG allies s(
as having been signed at Vienna said that the treaty was
treaty, put forth,
only binding
ou the 25th March, was a forgery for if not it must long as they chose to make it so. Of course they
have been actually signed at the time when the no- might agree to treat of peace, if they should hereat
ble lord (Castlereagh) declared in that house, that ter think it prudent to do so.
Mr. Whitbread was net satisfied with this anstf«
the question of peace or wstr, was wholly undecided.

complete

HOUSE. OF COMMONS,

in

April 21.

.-

—
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c
Uhen the address was voted, the house whs told since, ami is so still. Never has she recognized th
wat
now
title
who
ask
of
he
would
tliat
the
an
alternative
Naples
governs
peace
there was
person
the]
whicli this title supposes;
nobje lord, therefore, if there was any probability sumes, nor the right
;

;

of war being avoided ?
ird Casllereagh said he would leave probabilihonorable gentleman ; the parties could
lief to the
The engagese themselves when they pleased.
nient entered into between the allied powers might
lissolved, but its object, at the time it was formt ', certainly was to destroy the power of Bonaparte,
ami to make no peace with him.
Mr. VVhitbrcad recollected that when the message
had comedown from the house, the noble lord had
notgpoken of an alternative of peace or war, and
I

therefore in concurring to assure the rights of king
to do
Ferdinand, England has only one plain thing

—

1

I

j

which

is

to declare; in Congress

what she has always

recognized, that Ferdinand IV. is the legitimate
sovereign of the kingdom of Naples.
•'Perhaps England, heretofore the ally of Ferdinand IV. desires it still to be so. Perhaps she may
believe her honor demands that she should assist, if
need be, with her forces, for his regaining the
crown of which he has been recognized the sovecan flow
reign; but this is not an obligation that
from a simple and pure acknowledgment of the
of a,
rights of this prince, because the recognition
with it any other obliright does not naturally carry
that may be congation, than that of doing nothing
t r;ir
y to such right, and of not supporting any pre
tension that may be set up against it. It does not
its decarry with it the obligation of fighting in

withstanding several assertions whicli had since
found their way to the pu'olic, he had understood,
down to the present moment, that an alternative of
peace with France, in her present state, remained.
He, therefore, now wanted to know whether, there
was a possibility that thc engagement entered in
to by the allies should be broken, and that peace
should be, not made, but maintained with France fence.
"It may be that I deceive myself, but it appears to
In the situation in whicli she was now placed.
Lord Casllereagh could only say that there was a me infinitely probable, that a frank and unanimous dtbe dissolved. claration of the powers of Europe, and the certitude
bility that the engagement might
As to the probability of such an occurrence, the lion, of the person who now governs at Naples, that he
gentleman could easily form an opinion from the would not be supported by any one, would render
useless the employment of force; but if the contraappearance of tilings.
Mr. Whitbread had rendered his question as plain ry should happen, those only of the allies of kin*
as possible, and the noble lord, as usual, had given a Ferdinand would he necessary, who should think
Those, who proper to lend them their support.
reply as equivocal as he possibly could.
"Is it feared that in this case, the war might
thought that no peace could be made with Bonaparte would interpret his answer as stating that war spread beyond the limits of the kingdom of Naples,
was unavoidable. Those who inclined to the other and that the tranquility of Italy should again be inIs ii feared that troops should again
side of the question would infer from it that an al- terrupted?
These fears may be obviated by stiternative still remained. His own interpretation was, traverse Italy?
that the allies, when they concluded the treaty, in- pulating that the kingdom of Naples should not be
tended to go to war with Bonaparte, and that if they attacked by the Italian continent. Austria appears
had not yet carried that plan into execution, it was to be engaged towards him, who governs at Naples,
in consequence of some other circumstances whicli to guarantee him from all attack on this side; and if
had arisen since, and which the noble lord hoped as we are assured, Austria has only engaged herself
might be got over, that war should ensue. He wished for this, (how can it be supposed that the emperor
the house to be well informed on this subject before has given his guarantee against the rights of n
another message should come down, and that the no- print*, at once his uncle, and his father- in law, to
ble lord should
willingly do that which the house the possession of a kingdom which he lost in making
would be obliged to do without his assistance. If common cause with Austria,) she cannot be crnb.v.
it was nst conceived too
early, he would to-morrow, rassed in reconciling, with justice and with the nabut certainly on some day of the present week, take tural sentiments of affection, the engagements into
the sense of parliament on the most important ques- which
extraordinary circumstances made her enter.
tion of peace or war.
"It appears to me, therefore, that we may at one
Lord Casllereagh assured the honorable gentleman and the same time satisfy all our duties, and all
'.liat if he wished to take the sense of the
house, he our interests, and all our engagements, by ;.n article,
had only to make a motion, and that he should be stu;h as the following:
prepared to meet him
"Europe united in congress, recognizes his rr»ar.l-s,
All thja
Copy of a letter of the prince de Talleyrand, to lord jesty Ferdinand IV; asking of
Viscount Castlereagh, dated,
powers engage to one another not to fjsvjw nor to
Vienna, Dec. 15, 1814.
support directly or indirectly any pretensions oppo"My Lort? You desire me to make knoion to you in site to the rights which appertain to him in it's tit!.
what manner I conceive the
to
but the troops which the powers, foreign to Italy.
affair of JYaples ovglit
he settled in
congress; for as there is a necessity of and the allies of his majesty, may march to the s.i:;.
not
port of his cause, cannot traverse Italy."
settling it, it is a point upon which there ought
to be one moment of
"I persuade myself, my lord, that your excellency
uncertainty in a mind like
It Would be forever a
yours.
subject of reproach, is sufficiently authorised to subscribe such a clausp,
and I will say even an eternal
subject of shame, if and that you have no need of a morespcci.d autharw
the right of
sovereignty over an "ancient and fine jsation; but if you should think otherwise, I shall iekingdom, like that of Naples, being contested, Eu-i quest of you to require this. authority without deb?
rope united for the first time, (and probably for the as you have bee^i good enough to permit me so tod*
last,) in general congress should leave undecided a faiiifi qu'ellea bien volu me ie permeltrc.J
question of this nature, and sanctioning in some de
"Agi»ae, &c. &c.
•

!

—

.

j

,

t

gree usurpation by

its

silence, should give

ground

tor thc
opinion, that the only source of right is force.
1
have not at the same time to convince your excel-

lency of the rights of Ferdinand IV.
never ceased to recognize them. In the
;

'f

'"st

Naples, England was his

ally.

England has
war in which
She has been

(Signed)

"Ee prince de
[From the

TAEEEYUANDi"

Moniteiir, April

1.]

Intercepted Correspondence.— Copy of a letter ftorn the duke d\A;lgoutt-me to the king of Spain.
Sir, my Brother and Cousin.— It is with the most entire eonE<
deuce in the high qualities ivli'u-li distinguish your majesty, and iii
that nobleness »f character n'dv'u is to wfeD Rifcwji, aa n relation
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ally, and having the same interest against
that I address toy self to you.

end

tlie

17, 1615.

common enemy Straits

Not having any communication with th.- kirn*, my uncle, I am
with your majesty; but as
ignorant what st »s Iv may have taken
he has charged Me with (he government of the south, <nd as the
is
critical, on account of the
situation in which »y Hud ourselves

ot Gibraltar.
I have the honor to subscribe
myself, with the most distinct respect, sir, your most
obedient servant,

JAMES LEANDER CATHCART.

(Sgned)

W.

the Hon. Bex.
CRowjuusHirXD,
defection of almost all the troops. I entreat your majesty, in
name of the king', my uncle, to direct your forces to enter the
Secretary of the navy, Washington."
the king of France; and I will give
kingdom, as auxiliaries o!
Extract
a
letter
of
from Lisbon, dated 2d JMay, 1815.
as
orders in the frontier uVpartmeiits that th y may be received
"Letters from Cadiz of the. 25th April, mention,
It appears to me desirable that they should
friends and allies.
march part on Bordeaux, part on Toulous ; the greatest number that the Algerine squadron has put to sea, consisting
on tliis'last point, as bring the most central. The sentiment! »f the of 66
enclose particulars for
vessels, (of which
inhabitants of the south are excellent, and they show much zeal
of your
to for " battnllions of national guards, but they have need
inspection) but that nobody knows the destito the order of the king, n
tion of this considerable force
support. 1 have established, according
Spain and this
at the head of whi '< I lia»e
my uncle, a government at Toulousf,
count Demas, ami baron yitrolles, c uniry are ai p ace with these pirates, and Ameriplaced lieutenant-general
commissary extraordinary ot the king. I should have wished to go ca seems to be the only probable object of this exthere myself; but if I hid quitted the troops winch 1 command,
would

we

—

1

and we should hope the Americans
would have been discouraged and all would hav- been dis- pedition,
I am in march upon Lyons: hitherto there is no f roe give a good account ot them.
bt- of great imporJJst oj the jilgerine squadron.
opposed to me; the eaptore of 'hi> city would
tliey

banded.

tance, especially if the allies should enter France, as the direction

taken by the king leads me to suppose. I shall order the government of Toulouse to give your majesty's ministers constant information of all that shall be interesting. 1 have a confidence that
Providence will crown our etfbrts, and will give triumph to our
cause, which is that of all legitimate sovereigns, and with which
the pe;tce and happiness of the world are connected.
The duchess d'Angouleme lias infor oetl me of the steps which
she has taken with your map siy. I have no need of recommending her to you, if she should bf compelled to retire into your
states. It is a great happiness for me, under present circumstances,
and for which I return the most lively thanks to O.hI that she is
in a city which has given us so many proofs of attachment, by first
declaring for the king last year, where she is so near to the terriand whence I can every day receive news
tory of your majesty,
from her.
It is lieutenant-colonel count Osmond, son of the ambassador of
the king, my uncle, at Turin, and attached to my Staff, who will
have the honor of conveying this letter to your majesty. I entreat
you to receive with kindness the homage of the profound respect,
admiration, anil attachment with which I am, sir, roj brother and
cousui, vour majesty's most affectionate brother, cousin and sen ant.

LOUIS ANTOINE.

six
Frigate, 50 guns, 360 men, built at Algiers,
.

?ars old, sails well.

thir*
Frigate, 48 gfl'hs, 360 men, built at Algiers,
ii
years olj
TuniFrigate, 44 guns, 360 men, taken from the
sians, nine years old, the best sailer in the squadron.
t

•

Cowette, 38 guns, 300 men, built at Algiers, three
years old, bar! construction.
Corvette, 26 guns, 200 men, present from the
Grand Seigneur, 15 years old, sails well!
Corrette, 24 guns, 200 nun, taken from the
Greeks, fourteen years old, st.ils pretty well.
Corvette, 24 guns, 200 men, taken from do. four
years oid.
Corvette, 11 guns, 150 men, taken from do.

y

ten.

rs old.

Corvette, SO guns, 300 men, do. from the Greeks,
three years old, s .ils well.
foreign documents and papers, in
Brig, 20 guns, 18U men, built at Algiers, six years
old ; do. 20 guns, ISO men, taken from the Portutype, postponed.
gese, 9 years old.
Xebec, 18 guns, 150 men, taken from Uie PortuALGEHINE saUABnOJT AT SEA.
guese, ten years old.
S:n, I have only
"Madeira, 14th .liny, 1815
Schooner, I gun, 20 men, taken from the Tunitime to transmit the enclosed extract and list of the sians, six years old.
naval force of Algiers now at sea. I am of opinion
Galley, 3 guns, 100 men, built at Algiers, three
that their destination is Tunis, and that they mean years old.
Ten gun-boats, 2 guns each, (20), 30 men each,
to co-operate with the mal-contents of that regency
30 do. 1 gun
in order to dethrone the present bey and subjugate (300), built at Algiers, two years old
his country, as it is hardly to be supposed bat they each, (30), 25 men each, (750), built at Algiers, six
mean to cruise in the Atlantic with gun-boats. It is years old.
11 bombards, 1 gun each, (11), 25 men each,
likewise probable that they have been informed that
during the war with Tripoli, that our vessels of war (275), built at Algiers, 6 years old
Total 4 frigates, 6 corvets, 2 brigs, 1 zebec, 1
arrived in the Mediterranean either singly or in
small squadrons, And that they have fitted out their schooner, 1 galley, 40 gunboats, ll bombards 463
whole force in order to cruise for them and will guns, 4,745 men.

From my Head-Quarters

^*Man

at Point St. Esprit,

March

30,

18 5.

J

^

CHRONICLE.

—

;

—

—

LEANDER

CATHCART."
JAMES
endeavor to engage them in detail. I hope, however,
that they will be disappointed an I that our squadron may arrive altogether before they return to
I am under no apprehension for the result.
Mr. Eustis, our minister to Holland, embarked on
port.
The number of men stated in the list is incor- board the Congress frigate, on the 8th instant.
rect, as their large frigates have never less than 500
fjCj'We notice his departure, especially to say, that
men on board, such as they are, and the other vessels certain of the jacobin incanters, whose dearest wish

The bombards no doubt carry a mor- it is to conjure up "French influence," and to disgun each, though not mentioned in the grace their country, pave out the idea that the mienclosed list, and their sending bombards with their nister to Holland would not leave the United States,
But, indeed,
squadron is in my opinion a corroboiating proof lest lionafmrle might be displeased
that they are intended to bombard some of the there is little use in exposing the follies of these
in

proportion.

tar besides a

!

towns

in the regency ot Tunis, with

We

whom

they are men. Tlie\ Ittunnfacfttre too rapidly to be followed:
"JVb Conscription." A London paper, of April,
"Tne press on the river, on Wednesday night
says
and yesterday, was extremely hot; three tenders,
with strong gangs, were actively employed during
the whole of the time. A number of seamen were
taken, and several of the watermen."

have not heard of the arrival of the
Dutch squadron in the Mediterranean, nor what are
the intentions of Holland relative, to their affairs
with Barbary. I will forward an open copy of this
and the enclosed list by every American vessel which
sails from this port, with directions to give a copy
at war-

—

—

A shad Was lately caught in the Schuylkill that
thereof to every vessel they may fall in with, in
hopes that it may find its way to our squadron, weighed 11 lbs. and a quarter; extreme length 3C
•hotiUl they be at sea, before they approach the And an half inches, round the belly 18 l-Z

*»«
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dispose of a large mass of important European
documents and (acts, and, at the same time, have
room for many interesting domestic articles, the
editor has cheerfully incurred tile expence of

'I'd

sixth dollars to furnish his friends

gratuitous supplement

in

with a fourth

the present volume.

[wfeous no. 199.

24, 1815.
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AMMUI,

these tilings on the part of their allies, while they
emblazon 'lie ocl if done by France, I shall briefly
notice the freedom that belongs to the sea service of
England w\\& the land seivice of liussia, the prominent powers in the late and present contest in Enrope.

When men are wanted for the BHtish navy, gangs
to two or
paper we expect
ee articles on manufactures. A distinguished of persons are selected for their destitution of every
or honorable feeling they are armed With
gentleman at Fitlitiekl, Mass. has favored the humane
editor with the pioceedings of the "Berkshire swords, pistcils and clubs, and publicly parade the
or privately violate lite sanctuary of any man's
Agricultural Society," accompanied by the com- streets
with authority lo
pliment, tint he thinks it the "duly of every Ame- house they please being invested
from the arms of itis wife or the embraces of
r'.c ui to aid
by all means in his power," the Wkkk- drag
lv R.KOIBTKR. Tiiis compliment had with it the his children, any 'free-born Englishman" they supproof of the sincerity-of the giver, aitd we thank pose competent to serve in "his majesty's" ships.
him for both. He informs us, tJiat the county of If a person resists, they knock him down with as
ox.
then, lyBerkshire, in the "manufacturing year," ending little ceremony as the bilicher does an
domestic ing him hand and foot, they pick him up and carry
in March
la>jt, produced for sale, of
him off ..nd throw him into the hold of a tender, as
;'ioL-SKiioL:i) manufactures, about 2.),0(J0 yards
Woolen cloth, and 25,000 pairs of half stockings. they would a log and here he remains in so much
misery and privation, that he even sighs to exchange
it for the lesser restraint and suffering, on board a vessel of wai
where lie is kt-pf. just as long as "his
Conscriptions.
Who has not heard of the horrors of a French con- majesty wants men" (if he lives and continues capathe ble of
scription? Verily one would have thought, from
amy,) an \ without the least authority or conpretended lamentations of the Cossacks in all parts trotil in tae matter, is carried round the world, or
of the world for the population of France dragged kept five or ten years from ever touching the shore.
lo w^r, that that country alone was abused with a Tiiese are cases of hardship that the "French conpractice so disagreeable and distressing.
and, tiie population from which
scription" had not
i'ar be it from me lo justify, for common occasions, the involuntary force of either is dnwrt, being conit will be found that England, boasting of
"Conscriptions," either for the land or sea-service of sidered
any nation, although we might support an argument her freedom, really sustains her power by a despotin favor of both by the high authority of Washing- ism as severe and as extensive, as France.
ton yet there are circumstances that will justify
But even such are not the worstfeatures nf the Brithe calling ou*, or "conscription," of *11 whose con- tish conscript ion. \It extends its horrors to the people of
dition in life, and health and strength permit them all countries, like a banditti.
Americans, Swedes,
to be.ir arms. Those circumstances, however, I con- Danes and Dutchmen
white and black people, are
ceive, should be purely of a defensive character
Of
subjects within iter deadly and outrageous grasp.
such as, for instance, when an enemy avows he will the -^000 Americans lately
confined in Dartmoor prison,
"destroy all places assailable" when he manifests a and given up lo massacre by the villain Shortland, let
determination to overturn the political institutions it be remembered that 2500 had bteri released from
of a country, or give up a city to robbery and ravish- British vessels of war !
In this fact toe have "conificril
"booty and beauty."
firmation strong as proofs from holy -writ," that our
Uul the practice of •'conscription" is a constituent citizens have been held by the British conscription
Jlud
pari of a monarchical government; and is itsed, as with a perfect knowledge that they were such.
well fur offensive as defensive war,
we also have a proof of the barbarism' of the British, in
by most nations
or
at
there
their head. If
be making prisoners of persons who came within their
ing emperors
kings
somejive, some ten, some fifany who are not subject to it, I have never heard of power by such means
them. Why did not those, in common honesty, who teen
years before the war.
told the people such dreadful tales of "French conAs to Russia!
Why, in Russia the body of the
scriptions," also inform them that the British, the people areas much slaves as the negroes (with r«Sussiuns, the Prussians, the Austriaus, and all the gret be it spoken !) are in the United States, and.
rest of the "deliverers," raised or assisted their milithey are less protected in their persons than the
Until lately, the power of life
tary force, for land or sea-service, bv "coNsunip- blacks are with u-o
tioss?" Aii I say, in fact, that
by the perfection of anddeith the right of disposirj o^every thing and
h s s\ stem, tiiat of
Napoleon was less grievous and any thing that appertained to the Russian peasantry,
seveie tii .n the measures of others
having the same and in what time and manner they pleased, was
eil-ct, for similar purposes ?
vested in the lords nf the soil they might enter the
Let tiie persons, whose
"very bowels yearn with bridal chamber, and supply the place of the bridecompassion'" for the people of Fiance (though they groom
and, if it pleased their caprice and cruelty,
exceedingly rejoiced at the freezing to death of have him put lo death before the eyes of his ravish- j
"o30,000" of them in Russia, as they said perished ed wife
Some laws have, at different times, been
calling the account of the disaster "glorious pissed in Russia to restrain the brutality of the nonews") and who so much reprobate "conscriptions," oles and great men though, if carried into eject,
tell how the British lleet
is manned, or the armies
they would do little more than place the peasantry
of those w ltd
figbt foe tU,; "liberties of Europe" con- on a level with our slaves, and it will, perhaps, take
ted
As it suitV.liHr n/al notions to conceal a
century to giv« them full force— so wild, so unciI.i

our
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In holders thereof
vilized, so extensive, is the empire of Russia.
respectively, at the said loan office
the neighborhood of the great cities and towns, the in Savannah aforesaid, on the 1st day of Septembtv
within
the
alter
which
has
next,state of society
immensely improved
day interest will cease to be payalast 100 years, and is still improving, through com- ble upon the said treasury notes.
the
other
with
of
And
notice
intercourse
is
an
merce and
people
hereby further given, that fund-:
nations but in the interior, among the vast body of have been assigned for the payment of such treasukind
of
a
semi
barbarism
still
exists
and
the
interest
notes,
the population,
ry
thereon, as became due at
andand a
superstition, inseparable compa- Washington, in the district of Columbia, on the folignorance
ail countries, the key-stone
in
to
a
of despotic Lowing days,
wit,
nions,
to a deplorable and almost inconceivOn the 11th and 21st of April; on the 1st and
power, prevail
21st of May; and on the 11th of June, 1815;
able: extent.
With such a body of materials, we may easily supbeing all the treasury notes due at Washing,
ton.
pose how tiie armies of Russia are constituted
And the said last mentioned treasury notes will
ar.-.T AttE coSscniTTEi), with much-less regard tojixed\
rides, than ever they were in France,- and, of course, accordingly be paid, upon the application of the
holders' thereof
with more violence on those subject to the levy.
respectively, at the treasury of the
Now reader, do let the fertility of thy imagination United States, in Washington aforesaid, at 'any time
lead thee to suppose that by this exposition I would subsequent to the date of this notice; and interest will
I cease to be
shew myself a friend (if "French conscription?'
payable upon the said treasury notes afAnd all treasury notes
wqiiid only impress on thy mind th« momentous truth ter the 1st day of July next.
which 1 Lave often endeavored to enforce that hereafter payable at the treasury of the United
Monarchy is a villainy and that its principle is 'States at Washington aforesaid, will be there punct'fre same in the government that lias been comically tually paid, from lime to time, as the same shall becalled the "bulwark ofovn. religion" as in that admi- come due and payable, and the interest thereon will
nistered by the man decently termed the "cut-throat cease on the day, or days, when such treasury notes
-or even by the
Corsi can
agnanimous Alexan- shall respectively become payable.

—
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Treasury Notes.
1

nanny Detriment,

15th June, 1815.

notice is
hereby further given, that funds
been assigned for the
payment of such treasu[have
and
the interest thereon, as became due at
ry notes,
loan office in Baltimore, in the state of ,1/ai*
;the
fond on the 1st of June, 1815. And that the said
mentioned tieasury notes will accordingly be
|last

current money can be obtained, at that interest will cease to be
petent supply of
payable upon the said
the seat of the several loan offices.
treasury notes after the 1st day of July next. And
Arrangem< nts are, also, making to furnish a com- all treasury notes hereafter payable at the loan office
to assist in the re-es in Baltimore
petent issue of treasury notes,
aforesaid, will be there punctually paidi
tablishmrnt of a circulating medium, throughout from time to time, as the same shall become due and
but
it
has
been
that
ascertained,
the United States;
payable; and the interest thereon will cease on the
an issue of treasury notes, not bearing interest, and day or days when such treasury notes shall respeccannot
at
this
cent,
be
emfundable at 7 per
time,
tively become payable,
And notice is hereby further given, that as funds
ployed for that pupose.
that
funds
have
in current
JVotfce is, therefore, hereby given,
money cannot at present be obtained it
the
of
such
for
been assigned
payment
treasury Boston in the state of Massachusetts, to
pay such of
as became due, or the
interest
the
and
thereon,
notes,
treasury notes as become due and remain unloan
the
office
in
at
become
shall
due,
.Philadelphia, paid, at the loan office in Boston
aforesaid, on the
in tiie state of Pennsylvania, on the following days, following
days to wit:
to wit,
On the ist of November; and the 11th and 21st
On the 21st of November; the 1st and the 11th
of December, 1314; the 21st of January; and
of December, 1814.
the 1st of February, 1815.
The 1st of January; the 1st and 21st of FebruSubscriptions in the principal and interest of the
of "April; the 1st, 11th and 21st said last
ary; the 21st
mentioned treasury notes, will be received
11th and 21st of
o June; and
of May; the 1st
and* to the loan of twelve millions of
dollars, at the rate
the 1st, 11th and 21st of July, 1815; being Lf 95 dollars in
principal and interest, in treiWJ
all the treasury notes due, or becoming due, „
for
200 dollars of six
tes,
cent, stock. The
|

'

t

day

of

per

Au- holders
respectively of the said last mentioned
treasury notes may, also, at their option, receive
drafts on Philadelphia and Baltimore for the amount
of their claims; or they may exchange the old for
new treasury notes, fundable at six per cent, to
elude the principle and interest now due.

gust, 1815
And the said treasury notes will accordingly he
the application of the holders thereof
paid, upon
the said loan office in the
city of
respectively, at
1st dinj of August next; after
Philadelphia, on the
which day. interest will cease to be payable upon
the said treasury notes.
And notice is hereby further given, that funds have
been assigned for the payment of sucli treasury
notes, and the interest thereon as became clue a't
the loan office in Suvannah in the state of Georgia,
on the following days to wit,

it.-

And notice

is
hereby further given, that as fund*
current money cannot at present be obtained at
the city of JSTewYorlc, in the state of „Aw York, to
pay such of the treasury notes as became due, »od
remain unpaid, at the loan office in New York aforesaid, on the following days, to wit:
On the 1st and 11th of December, 1814; the l«
the
1st
and
of
of
1st'
On the
April,
and 11th of January; the 11th of February
May, 1815;
all the treasury notes due, at Savonthe 11th of March; the 21st of April; and $*
being
of
1st
the
to
day
September, 1815.
nah, -prior
11th of May, 1S15.
mentioned
last
said
the
notes
will
And
treasury
Subscriptions in the principal and interest ofw
the
be
of
application
the said last mentioned
paid, upon
accordingly
treasury notes, will be received

in
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Another of
to the loan of twelve millions of dollars, at the rate ters to unarmed, unresisting prisoners
of 1>5 dollars of principal and interest in treasury the late prisoners says, that so far from an attempt
The! at escape being made, "had the gates been thrown
notes, for 100 dollars of 6 per cent, stock.
holders respectively of the said last mentioned open scarce a single person of the five thousand
!

!

—

and why should they.
treaiury notes, may also, at their option, receive would have left the prison"
drafts on Philadelphia and Baltimore lor the amount What could they do? Where find subsistence and
of their claims; or they may exchange the old for safely?
The Gtli of April, 1815, will make a conspicuous
new treasury notes, fundable at six per cent, to in'
elude the principal and interest now due.
figure in the chronology of crimes.
The editor of the Columbian has published a list.
And finally, notice is hereby given, that on the 1st day
instructions will be issued, f'orbid- of all who died in this depot during the war, and of
'of August next,
those

ing the collectors of duties on imports and tonnage,
the collectors of the internal duties, and taxes, and
the receivers of all public dues whatsoever, to receive in payment of such duties, taxes and dues,
the bank notes of any bank, which does not on de-

who

11

entered the British service

hope of bettering their condition
to 331, the other to 210.

— the

in

the rain

first

amounts

Contrast the Heaths that

occurred with what happened in the United States!
There were 7,000 prisoners confined in the state of
mand, pay its own notes in gold and silver, and, at Massachusetts, alone, during the war, and more
the same time refuses to receive, credit, re-issue, than 4,000 at one tim» of the whole of these only
and ciiculate, the treasury notes emitted upon the three unwounded men died! The general average at
faith and security of the United States, in deposits, Dartmoor cannot be esteemed at more than 4,000,
Or in payments to, or from, the bank, in the same yet 331 of them perished, though Dr. Me Guvru,
manner, and with the like effect, as cash, or its own the superintending physician, is universally spoken
of by our people as one of the best of men as a
b.ink notes.
The loan officers of the several states are request- gentleman, a philanthropist afld a man of scienct!
THOMAS GEORGE SHORTLAND appears desed to make this notice generally known, by all the
means in their power; and the printers, authorised tined to the infamous celebrity that belongs to the
to print the laws of the United States, will be name of Cunningham, captain-jnurderer pi the Jersey
pleased to insert it in their respective newspapers. prison-ship, during our revolutionary war.
Some persons have supposed that the Jiritish goA. J. DALLAS,
vernment will punish this riiiscieant. The hope is
Secretary of the treasury.
vain.
The British never punish' their officers for
cruelties practised on those who do not acknowledge
crazy George as their lord and master. J/e ivill be
promoted, or at least provided for in some other
on THINGS INCIDENTAL TO THE XATE WAR*.
station.^ Witness, the after-proceedings of the attack
Dartmoor rnisoN. The newspapers teem with on the Chesapeake, the murder of Pierce, the massadetails of the shocking massacre of our people in cre at the River Jlaisin, Sec. Sic.
Cruel, cruel
this depot, by the infamous Shortland. Every thing Englishmen!
British navy. By Sleeps lists of tlie British
we see goes to substantiate the statements published in our last, and we must consider the matter navy, a work accepted as offisial, there is a decrease
in the light of a cool and deliberate massacre, and of no less than t^o hundred and sixteen sail of vessels
n ithingelse. The pretext that our unfortunate peo- from September, 1813, to March, 1815.
Total,
in commission, 760; ordinary and reple were about to break prison, is absurd and ridi- March, 1813
culous. Why should they attempt it? They were in pairing, 191; building; 94
In 1815, in comfX'45.
.,

—

—

opt*

&wm*i

—

.

—

—

—

mission, 523; ordinary, Sec. 270; building, 36—829.
Difference 216. Of these ffty-ihree were of the line.
account this fact as among the "events of the
war" because we taught the British the secret, that
a great many of their vessels were unfit tor service.

momentary expectation of being released and sent
home they were without money or clothes, and, in
their escape, could only have exposed themselves to
starvation for want of food; or, what was worse, the
British conscription or press-gang! Tt is the most
flimsy stuff with which villains ever attempted to
veil their crimes. And, besides, it appears ihat the
hole in the wall spoken of, which the boys ha4

—

We

Foreign opinions— A

letter

from BoV^eaux, dated

April 23, has the following/paragraph

"The

:

—

war between England and America has
picked to creep through to get tiieir ball when it had tiie effect of raising the American character vebtppened to fiy over, led, not into the open street or ry much in the estimation of all Europe and therelate

j

country, but immediately into the soldiers' barrack^, suit of the battle at New Orleans has astonished evewhere 1000 men were posted to guard them Every ry body. Our country, whose srtuatio/i was so lateone who relates the tale gives it some new circum- ly pitied, is now envied by all Europe or perhaps
stance of horror. Some of those killed and wounded 1 might more properly say, regarded with admira
appear to have been literally butchered. One poor tion and astonishment. Indeed, it is only necessary
fellow who had not been out of his
quarters, was to be known as an American to be respected."
That the result of the lite contest, in which half
deliberately aimed at and killed, while raising a
c in of beer to his
after
of
considered us a devoured nation, should
lips! John
!

;

1

Washington,

wounded, while begging

Europe
American character

being

was

in the estimation of f<?
by the cold-blooded scoundrels applying reignefs, is not wonderful, seeing that even those
their muskets within six inches of his head, and
among us who, during the ivav, incessantly declarblowing out his brains. One of the officers shewed led it was disgraceful, ami did all that they could id
his courage by
chasing a boy of fourteen years old, make it so, begin to talk of the glorias of it. S^e
aY.d
But more of this here*
heroioally running him through the body with {several late jacobin papers.
His sword! In t'he
language of one of the sufferers— after.
''those who could not
Ckseii vi. Boyd —The officers of the 3d military
get into their quarters were
DTSrsued round the yard like
stags destined to the district iat'elv gave a public dinner to brigadier-^
their
sacrifice, and cooly murdered while crying for the general
Boyd, at (few-York, in testimony of
aye of Go.i to spare their lives;" to which they re- high respect for him as n\\ officer and a gentlftnai/:
ceived the British-religious
Congbess Two hundred seamen from the Const!reply of "no— "you d d
M
Qiwr-| (Mian were drafted for the CongrhiJ frigate. H**rf
jjjtakee rascals, you sijall have no' qjttjrtersI

severely

for his life,

raise the

finished

j

!

:

—

—
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the constitution
spirit of

been infus- and depots, are directed to transmit, as soon as
puc*
ticable, reports of the force under their command,
designating the names of officers, to North Hampton, Massachusetts.
E. W. RIPLEY,

ed into tlie congress during tlie w^r, we should have
had a much belter account of traitors at home and
enemies abroad.
Lakk fleets— We understand that part of the lake
five sloops and ten
Cii.mplain ike., consisting of
and ^allies, are to be sold at public aucgtfn boats
And it is station, at Whitehall, on the28ih inst.
led that captain Chauncey (of the Washington 74,
at Portsmouth) is proceeding to Lake Ontario to finish the ships building there, and sink them for their

JWajor general by brevet.
Champ'ain, (says the New-York
Cc'.umbiunJ was certainly calculated by the British
to terminate in a manner
very different from what it
did. It appears evident that they
expected to defeat
our squadron, to proceed to the upper end of tlie
lake, in the heart of this state, and to establish themselves on shore. For this
purpose they had provided"
he -ivy cannon for mourning, and put thefti on board
their vessels to be landed and stationed after tlie

The

battle on lake

preservation.
Tlie United States ships Independence and JVashingtonw'iW be chiefly armed with a part of the guns
that general Ross so pompously caftuheb at It usf>His noble confederate, Cock engagement;
ington City last fall
burn, would do well to reclaim them of Jlainbridge, examining the
in the best two-decker that belongs to his king's na- of the vessels,
can furnish. five pioces, 6,
vy, manned by the best men England
But we have never heard that that infamous wretch Lrge quantity
!

however
ever been engaged in manly combat
skilful lie may be in fighting cocks and hensfov in

lias

;

storming church yard vaults

1615.

!

Commodore Mucdor.ough

found, on
prizes, concealed under the platform
wtiere they served for ballast, twenty,
9, 12 and (long) 18 pounders, and *
of grape and cannister shot so hap.
pily diverted from their original purpose by the
glorious victory of the 11th of September.

M Ajon

'We

Nicholls

—

—The following account

of the

believe tlie report of the JFasp being blockad- celebrated British major Nicholls is copied from the
ed in the Brazils, as mentioned in our last, is an old Aurora
This major Nicholls was tried in May, 1812, on
story newly got up. This vessel, with the Reucock
and Hornet t we think, must be beyond the cape of thirteen several charges tlie first of "which was
Goid Hope.
cruelty to a private of marines, by beating him with
The British cleserteis from Canada are coming by a bayonet, arid inflicting several wounds, one of which
scores into the United States. Twenty-two reported was three inches in length, besides several other
themselves at Plattsburg in two days. They gene- wounds in the head and contusions on the body, so
with them. as to endanger his life.
rally bring all their arms aud equipments
2. He caused two black seamen, taken from on
Many are scattering themselves through the country.
They do not want to fight nv more for the "liber lies board an American vessel, of the names of Henry
of Europe /" There is also a great emigration from Darraway and Thomas Jones, to be cruelly flogged,
Canada to the United States. Some good exchanges without any court martial, and then ordered them
and on f <ir principles, might be made in this way, to be sent to a desolate rock, and there landed withunu we should like to see it pretty extensively car- out food or raiment, at an inclement season of the
ried on.
year, so that Jones is believed to have died.
3.
CoMMODOin Macdonocgu has been treated to a
Cruelty to a corporal, by beating and knocking
of his nativity, (Trap, out his teeth with a billet of wood.
public dinner, near the spot
4.
New Castle county, Delaware) by the people of the
Cruelty to Joseph Rivett, a private, by cruelly
neighborhood. The following toasts, drank thereat, beating and jumping on his body.
5.
of
those
who
will shew the character
Tyrannical conduct and attempts to influence 2
partook of the
court martial in the case of Rivett, and
feist, &.c.
charging
the
States
court
the
United
with acquitting Rivett against evidence.
the
of
from
protect
flag
'•May
and
search
6.
for
the
the
of
from
Rivett
to
be
tried a
crew,
goods,
tyrannically causing
impressment
second time on the same charges of which he had
every ship suiting wider it.
"Tne American character, as much caressed since, been before acquitted.
:

—

—

1

—

Honor to
7- Cruelty to Richard Warwell, another marine,
before our late struggle
both on sea and land, who (at the whom he so violently'beat with a heavy stick, as to
imminent risk of their lives) fought their country into oblige him to place himself under tlie care of a sur-

as

it

was despised

the brave

men

!

and established its national character."
rreon.
3. Cruelty in inflicting lashes in a private manner
After the commodore had retired, the following
and without trial, on a marine, and repeating this
toast was given by Dr. R. C. Dale
The son of our neighbor, the companion of our cruelty three several times.
9. Cruelty in the same
youth, the citizm of our state, commodore Thomas
way, to Thomas Robinson,
marine.
M'Donoitgh, the gallant hero of Luke Champluin.
Colonel WiUiam JU'Ree &.na major Sylvanus Thny10. Cruelty in like manner to Wm. Mears, and
cr, two distinguished officers of the corps of engi- jumping upon his body.
11 The same cruelty to John M'Glasky, a maneers of the United States, sailed in the Congress
notice,

—

frigate, by direction of government, to increase their
knowledge in their profession.

llKAii-avAU'iuis, Di;i'aiitme.vt, No. 2,
Hartford, .May 27, 1815.

rine.

12. Cruelty to bomhadier Perkins, and reducing
him without court martial.

13. Maliciously firing into one of the royal gunMajor-general llipley assumes boats, and wounding the men therein to the danger
the
of
tlie command
department including the states of life.
of New-lIampshire.MassachuSLtts, Rhode-Island and
Por all these charges he was only reprimanded, m
consideration of his high and gallant services, though
Connecticut.
llehas appointed major Romaine, of the corps of the court said they could not but animadvert in severe
r.rtill .try, his brigade-inspector
major M'DonalJ. oi terms on the violence he had evinced on those several
his
trie 3vl u.f.mtr\,
brigade-quarter-master, and occasions.
"CocKBcttu"—- This is becoming a fashionable
captain Kirby, of the corps of artillery, his aid-decamp, v.lio are to 1)2 obeyed and respected accord- name for a certain utensil sold in our crockery stores,

GEUEnAtoimKits.

—

;

ingly.

The officers commanding

posts, fortifications

for night services.
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INDIAST AFFAins.
the Georgia Journal.
The subjoined correspondence will be read with
The letter of colonel
10 small degree of interest.
It not only complains of
Nicliolls speaks for itself.
done the Indians it not only
pretended injuries
warns us of the consequences of failing to restore
the lands they have voluntarily ceded to us, and to
evacuate in due time the forts erected in their na-

them for money" is violated. It is proper also
add, I did not enrol any Indians into the service
of the United Stales, until after the negroes of.Mar-

as well as of commerce and navigation, having been
concluded between Great Britain and the Creek Indians.
This is a circumstance our government cannot overlook, and will doubtless claim its immediIf colonel Nicholls be
ate and serious attention.
authorised to do what he has done, so flagrant an
infraction of our rights would warrant an immediate

due deference I give you, as on the
purports to be on his Britannic majesty's
is within
my knowledge, one of the chiefs
is aSeminoles of
East-Florida, and has never resided in the United States; and that neither of the
three has ever attended the national councils of the
Creeks, or are in any way a part of their executive
government. If the four witnesses had signed it
as principals, and the three chiefs as
witnesses, i-t
would have been entitled to equal respect from me.*
Could you be serious in communicating such a nullity, with their mock determination "not to permit
the least intercourse between their people
(meaning
the Creek nation) and those of the United States?"
Sic.
As to the territory of the Seminoles it being
out of the United States is an affair between them
and the government of Spain; and that of the Creeks
is as fixed and guaranteed in their treaty
stipulations
with the United States. I do not know that any occurrences can happen which will render it necessary
for me to communicate with lieut. VVm.
Hambly.
If by doing so, I can render acts of kindness to Indians or others, it would afford me pleasure; but
under present impressions the 5th article of the
treaty of friendship, limits and navigation between
the United States and the king of Spain will govern
me in all cases respecting the Indians in the two

From

—

Stedham and Kinnard, three half breed:;,
were taken from them, by force or stratagem, by
Your restriction of the captains
British officers.

shall,

declaration to negroes belonging to indians friendly
to Great Britain, if by that is meant Indians hostile
to the United States, is an erroneous one, as tlitrJ
tion during the late war; but, menacingly tells us is not one Creek who has negroes so situated.
The Creek chiefs, to use a courtly phrase, have
orders have been given the Indians "to put to
death without mercy any one molesting them;" they just cause at least to say this is an "unjustifiable aghave been abundantly furnished with provision, am- gression." Your having acted by orders, snd it bemunition and arms, are "impatient tor revenge," ing now beyond your control, a remedy must and will
wait only the signal of attack, and have "a strong be sought for elsewhere.
The documents you enclosed, signed by three
liold to retire upon" should a superior force be sent
In a word, it threatens in strong chiefs, purporting to be the agreement of the Musagainst them.
terms a rene-.oat of the Indian -war, and an indiscri- cogee nation to the 9lh article of the treaty of peace,
initiate pillage and massacre of eur defenceless and ex~ 1 shall lay before the chiefs of the nation at a conventensive frontier.
Particular care is also taken to ap- tion soon to be held at Cowetau, and send you the
result of their deliberations on it.
The result of my
prize us of a treaty of alliance offensive ana defensive

We

are disposed to acquit goverparticipation in this nefarious
business. His decided opposition last winter to British troops passing through East-Florida for the purpose of invading that quarter of our state, induces^
us to believe he is ignorant of the game colonel Nicliolls has been playing with the indians under the

appeal to arms.
nor Kmdelandof

all

Of this howecontrol of the Spanish government.
ver, we shall be better able to judge on seeing the
reply of governor Kindeland to the spirited yet respectful letter of the executive of our state on this
interesting subject.

The following is the answer of colonel Hawkins,
agent for Indian affairs, to the buccaneering colonel
Nicholls, whose insolent letter, warning the citizens
of the United States from entering the Creek nation
on any pretext, was published in our paper the week
before last.

reflections with

envelope

it

service. It

—

[See page 261.]
"Creek-agency, 24th March, 1815.
"On the 18th, I had the pleasure to receive your
communication of the 28th ultimo. I expected from Floridas.
the tenor of your orders, which I conveyed to you
I am with due regard, sir, your obedient servant,
BENJAMIN HAWKINS.
from admirals Cochrane and Cwckburn on the 19th
of March, that you had left the Floridas 'ere this,
On the receipt of the curious epistle from colonel
with the British troops under your command; and Nicholls alluded to in the above, governor
Early
tlwt Spain and the United States would have no transmitted a copy to the governor of East Florida,
more of British interference in the management of accompanied by a letter of which an extract folIndian affairs. The newspaper 1 sent you was lows:
the official acts of our government
"It has come to my knowledge within a few days
There could be no motive for falsi past, that a British officer, colonel Nicholls, conn
fication—-your deeming it incorrect, must have pro- nues at the British encampment on the river Appaceeded f.om a knowledge that your conduct in rela hehicola, with the Indians heretofore in hostility
tion to the
negroes was at variance with it. It would against the United States, exercising over them an
have been acceptable in the communication relative assumed superitendancy, and directing their conduct
to the
disposition of "the negroes taken from the ci- in relation to our people. As full evidence of this
tizens of the United States or Indians in
to inclose to your excellenhostility to fact, I tajce the liberty
the British" to have received the
number, particu- cy a copy of a letter recently received from that,
As peace is restored officer by col. Hawkins, the agent of the United
larly belonging to the latter.
between Great Britain and the United States, I feel States with the Creek Indians. How does it happen,
a reluctance to
put on paper any thing that may have sir, that a British officer is permitted to reside
the
tendency to tarnish the British character, or within the territories of Spain, s in agent of hia
tnat of
any officer of its government; but I owe it Britannic majesty with the Indians, and to exercise?
to the occasion to slate the declaration of
captain such powers in relation to the United Stales? You
Henry, that "the English are sent out by their great
*The witnesses, ive believe, mere col.nd Nicholls
father and king to restore his Indian people to their
lieut. Humbly, and captain lienr^
lands; and -we are desired
by him not lu take a-ioau captain Woodbine,
their
r
unless
to us fcr sell .— 'Nhzlz biting sarcasm !— Editors Journal.
their

>

one, in which
are published.

i

1

negroes,

they freely give

tlta/n
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"Creeks under him"\
perceive that he speaks of the
that he considers them an independent people— that]
he has made them say, they "are declared to be in-i
and as such
dependent by his Er;tannic majesty,"
have assented to the treaty of peace; and the citi-

J,UNE 21+

1815.

retire

upon in case of a superior force appearing, pf&
ture to yourself, sir, the miseries that
may be suffered
by good and innocent citizens on your frontiers, and I
am sure you -mill lend me your best aid in keeping tfo
bad spirits in subjection.
in a full assem
Yesterday

of the United States are by a fugitive banditti bly of the chiefs, I got them to pass a law for four
"under him," warned from having any intercourse resolute chiefs to be appointed in different parts of
with the Creek nation, although the great body of the nation, something in the character of our she*'
that nation reside within the limits of the United riffs, for the purpose of inflicting condign punishment on such people as broke the law, and 1 will say
Stales.
"This representation is made to you in the confi- this much for them, that I never saw mei execute
dent belief that you will not after this information laws better tbarrthey-da. / am-ako desired to say to
,z;ns

suffer the territory of Spain within the province un- you by the chiefs, that they do not fnd that your citider your command to be used for purposes which zens are evacuating their lands according to the 9ifi
article of the treaty of peace; but that they were fresh
in their tendency mr.st, be most inimical to us.
wish for nothing more than to be at peace provisioning the forts. This point, sh", I beg of you
me to inform you,
With the Indians, whether within or without our ter- to look into. They also,

"We

request

in Flori- that they have signed a treaty of offensive and defenritory, and if those who have taken refuge
we sive alliance with Great Britain, as well as one of comweiji left to your influence and counsels,
should feel quiet: But we can never rest contented merce and navigation, which as soon as it is ratified at

da

and see a British officer (especially of col. Nicolls' home you shall be made more fully acquainted with.
I am, sir, your very humble servant,
s'amp) acting as their superintendent, civil and mi-

EDWARD NICHOLLS,

litary."

col.

of the views and inCommanding II. B. M. forces
in the Creek NatiCn.
tentions of cq}. Nicolls in relation to the Creek Indians, was received a few days ago by the executive Addressed
On his B. majesty's service,
of this state from the agent for indian affairs.
"Brit. su post, Appalachicola river,") To col. Benjamin Hawkins,
5
May 12th, 1815.
Commanding at Fort Hawkins.
REPLY.
"In my letter to you of the 28th ult. I requested
Creek Agency, 28th May, 1815.
you would be so gftod as to make enquiry inlo the
On the 24th I wrote to you in reply to your's of
murler and robbtr';es committed on the Seminoles
belonging to the chief called Bow-legs, at the same the 2Sih ult. and since have had the pleasure to
time declaring my determination of punishing with receive yours of the 12th. I had received from Bow
the utmost rigor of the law any one of our side who Legs direct, a complaint of an outrage committed
broke it. Of this a m?lancholy proof has been giv- "by the people of Georgia, who had gone into East
en in the execution of an Indian of the Atophalga Florida, driven off his cattle and destroyed his protown by Hothly Poya Tustunnuggee, chief of Oc- perty." I have sent this complaint to the governor of
of cattle Georgia, who will readily co-operate with the officers,
a
mulgec's, who found him driving off gang
belonging to your citizens, and for which act of jus- of the general government, to cause justice to be
The
tice I have given him double presents and a chiefs' done the injured, if the complaint is true.
gin, in the open squitre before the whole of the laws of the' United States provide completely for
These, sir, are the the protection of the Indian rights, and those intereschiefs, and highly extolled him.
steps I am daily taking to keep the peace with sin- ted with their execution have the power of doing it.
line is not ta- All that is wanted is proof against the transgressors.
cerity; but I am sorry to say the same
The Indians of Aulotchwan, who without provoken on vour side, nor have you written to say what
steps you are taking or intend to take to secure this cation murdered and plundered a number of the
mutual good. Since the last complaint from Bow- subjects of Spain on St. Johns, have engendered
Legs I have had another from him to say your citi- such a deadly feud between the parties, that it will
zens have again attacked and murdered two of his be long before the descendants of the injured can
people that they had stolen a gang of his cattle, forget and forgive. Spain, from her internal combut that he had succeeded in regaining them. I motions, has not found it convenient to settle a peace
asked him what proof they had of their being kill- between them, and these people, it is probable, are
ed.
They said they had found their bloody clothes taken for Georgians. The Indians of this Agency,
in the American camp, which was hastily evacuated as well as those in the Floridas, have long known
on their approach. Now, sir, if these enormities are they have to apply through their chiefs to me for a
suffered to be carried on in a christian country, what redress of their grievances. The government of the
are you to expect by shewing such an example to Creeks is not an ephemeral one. Its last modification
the uncultivated "native of the woods (for savage I is of more than ten years standing. It was' the work
their conduct entitles them to a and choice of the nation, and has a check on the
will not call them
better epithet.) I have, however, ordered them to conduct of the Seminoles.
In 17'.>9, a gentleman arrived where you are from
stand o:i the defensive, and have sent them a large supand told them to put to England, who had been an officer on half pay- He
ply of arms and ammunition,
death without mercy any one molesting them; but at all came in the Fox sloop of war furnished by the admiral
times to be careful anil not put a foot over the Ame- on the Jamaica station, by order of the admiralty, "to
rican line. In the mean time that I should complain facilitate to him a passage to his nation the Creeks,."
to yon
that I was convinced you would do your This gentleman, after attempting in various ways
best to curb such infamous conduct. Also, that with the Seminoles, to usurp the government of the
those people who did such deeds would, I was Creeks without success, created himself director
convinced, be disowned by the government of the general of Muscogee, declared war against Spain,
United Slates, and severely punished. They haie murdered some of her subjects, and took St. Marks,
of
given their consent to await your answer before thei> lie ordered me, with my assistants in the pla"
5
ake revenge, but, sir, th ;< are impatient for it, audi civilization, out of the ('reek Nation
I communicated his proceedings to the national
-.•ell armed ns the while iiatipn now is, and stored with
••
•'
:
',irr
avmun
strong tioftl
uncils, who had been preriouslv acquainted witf

The annexed devqiopement
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him, and wtio replied to him," that lie had a title out example, scalping men, women and children, for
among them which he well merited Cap,pe,tun,ncc, troubling or vexing only, and the executioners the

—

1

To gratify their lvvengc, the good and injudges.
nocent citizens on the frontiers are to be the victims
of such barbarity. Suppose a banditti were to commit a violent outrage, such as that of the l~th April,
are we to charge it on the unoffending people of the
to
tempted
usurp, and sent to the governor general frontiers, and kill Jiem without mercy, if we could
of Louisiana to answer for his crimes. HisSeminoles not find out the guilty? You have issued the order,
chiefs were glad to retire with impunity. After this provided and issued munitions of war for its execuit was unanimously determined in a national council tion, prepared and
provisioned a strong Iy»ld to
of distinguished chiefs from every town, and a de- retire upon, in case of superior force appearing, to
putation of Choctaws, (Jhickasaws, and Cherokees, protect them in this mode of gratifying their rethat the warriors should be classed and held in venge. You will be held responsible and your strong
readiness to execute the orders of the executive holds will certainly not avail. If you are really on
council and that the agent for Indian affairs should the service of his Britannic majesty, it is an act of
have the power of executing the treaty stipulations hostility which will require to be speedily met and
of the Creeks with their white neighbours. Took- speedily crushed. Hut, sir, I am satisfied you arc
aubatche and Cowetau alternately, as the occasion acting for yourself on some speculative project of
required, was appointed the permanent seat of their your own. The sovereign of Great Britain could
national councils, where national affairs alone could not from his love of justice in time of peace, his
b? transacted. They have now two speakers. When systematic perseverance in support of legitimate
the council meets at Cowetau, Tusfcunnuggee Ho- sovereigns, almost to the impoverishing of his own
poie, as speaker for the Lower Creeks, is speaker mtion, suffer any of his officers to go into a neutral
for the nation; and when they meet at Tookaubatche, country to disturb its peace.
If the BeminoTie Indians have
Tustunnuggce Thlucco, of the Upper Creeks, is
complaints to make,
speaker for the nation. Cowetau is head quarters if they will do it through the chiefs' of the Creek
for the present.
The Agent for Indian Affairs can nation, or direct to me or through an officer of his
Catholic majest} as heretofore, I will cause justice
convene the council.
this
To
council I comrrmnicated in your own words to be done. In cases of murder, the guilty if practhe pretensions of your three chiefs. They answer ticable shall be punished; in case of theft restitu"We have had col. Nicholis' communication tion shall be made.
before us that Ilopoith Micco, Caupnchau Micco
The treaties you have made for the Creek nation,
and Hopoie Micco are the sovereigns of this nation. with the the authority created by yourself for ther
e know nothing about them as such.
have purpose, must be a novelty. It would surprize me
often invited them to attend our talks. They never much to see your sovereign ratify such as you have
would come forward, and Hopohicth Micco is a hos- described them to be, with a people such as I know
tile Indian.
They have nothing to do with our them to be, in the territories of his Catholic majesaffairs.
I shall communicate what has passed on
ihe
They reside in the Spanish territory."
ty.
After mentioning a solitary effort of yours " to subject between us to the' officers of Spain in my
keep the reace," you say "I am sorry to say the neighborhood, that they may be apprized of what
same line is not taken on your side, nor have you you are doing.
written to me to say what steps you are taking or
As you may not have recent news from Europe, I
intend to take to secure this mutual good." You send you some news-papers detailing important
could not have expected I should communicate events there on the 4th of April.
with you, when from your orders you were so soon
I am, &c.
to leave the country.
I have communicated to the
BENJAMIN HAWKINS,
national council several outrages committed by
Jigcnl for Indian affairs.
bandittis from the Seminoles, and other parts, upon To col. Nicolls, commanding
the post road and frontiers of* Georgia, repeatedly.
His D. M. forces, Appalachicola.
They have in two instances had the guilty shot, and Extract of a letter from the hon. Benjamin Parke ti
sent armed parties after others.
As'late as the 17th
governor Posey, dated Vincennes, .May 9, 1815.
"Since the Indians left here, some of the Miamigs,
April one man was killed and four wounded on the
post road. Our waggons twice attacked and onei Kickapcos and Puttawattamies, have had a council
waggoner killed, several horses taken and carried,: near fort Harrison. Their orator announced that the
as reported, to your depot, at the very time the British had sent a large white wampum belt to the
waggons were earrying seed corn for the Indians, Indians at the Vermillion, with an invitation to the
and Hour for the support of nearly 5000 totally several tribes on the Wabash, to send a chief from
destitute of food.
each to Maiden. He said that he supposed the obThe measures in operaticn here to preserve peace ject of the English in soliciting this visit was to inis with an efficient force, red and white
troops, to form them that peace had been made between the
pursue, apprehend and punish all violators of the United Slates and Great Britain but, declared that
public peace. The executive council of the Creeks they were determined faithfully to perform Ihe ensire continually at Cowstau with an assistant
agent gagement they had entered into with me at this place
to take orders with the warriors when the
Little Eyes, however, informed Broyillet that
necessity
is apparent, and to call on me when the aid of
regular Richardvdle, at the instance of the British, had inWe do not rely on the exertions vited Labosime, Stone Eater, &c. with their wan iors,
troop3 is necessary.
of any one but ourselves, to
that they wen-,
preserve peace among to repair to Maiden without delay
the Creeks, and between them and their
neighbors of informed by the British, through ItichardvUlej thut
the United States and the Floridas.
examine peace had not, been made between the United Slates and
the innocent and punish the guilty; Great Britain ; that the poverty of the Indians was
fairly, spare
and in no case suffer revenge to carve for itself.
owing to the frauds practised upon them by the AmeOn an exparte hearing, you have "armed the Se- ricans in respect to their lands and that the who!
noles and given orders to
put to death without mer- country ot the Ohio belongs to them. Lafarbois
-'V
»ny one molesting them." This is cruel' v With- says, that the British arc persuading the Indians that
(the prince of Liars) and no other." This
director general of Muscogee, after playing a farce
for two years, experienced a tragic scene, which
deprived him of his liberty, lie was put in irons
by order of the council whose government he atlox.att,
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the United States
peace has not yet been made between
and Great Britain. I give you the above as 1 have
received if, and hive no doubt of its truth.
With what particul ir view the B- itish agents have
circulated these, falsehoods, and invited the Indians,
even in our neighborhood, to go to Maiden, must for
but a knowthe orcent be a matter of conjecture
ledge of their conduct immediately after the peace
of 17D3, and during the Indian war, terminated by
the treaty of Greenville, furnishes a ground for strong
suspicions as to their motions at this time.
Probably, the famous project of Tecuroseh, with
rerrspect to the purchase of Indian lands, is to be
vived, an 1 possibly the frontiers of the territories
:.n
«.re, through their machinations, to be harrassad by
Indian war for several vers. Vve may get along
with the small tribes of the Wabash but it' recent
advicec from the .Mississippi are correct, a general
p:ace will not be obtained until the savages are se;

—

verely chastised.
DEScillPTTOJf OF

From

the

)>

AHTVOOr., L\T,I,A^D.

EsseT £Salem~] Register.

following interesting description of the celebrated English depot of prisoners at Dirtrooor,
and account of the horrid massacre of American
prisoners on the 6ih of April, was written at that
place by one of our respectable townsmen who
has begn a long time a prisoner, and forwarded
to a friend in this town by on? of the cartels which
has recently arrive 1.]
Dartmoor D.:pot lies about fifteen miles N. E. of
Plymouth in the county of Devonshire, and twenty
six miles Vv N. W. of Exeter, the capital town. Its
appearance and situation is the most unpleas-ant and

fThc

r

.

disagreeable irn finable. The Qonn*ry around as far
as the eye extends, is an uneven, barren, and dreary
spot not a tree, shrub, or scarce a plant is seen for
many miles round; here and there appears a miserable thatched cottage whose outward appearance
well bespeaks the misery and poverty that dwells
within. Here no cheering prospect greets the prisoner's eye; bountiful nature here denies all her
sweeps, and s,ems to sympathise with the unhappy
:

prisoners.

The climate here is rather unhea.1 diy, the prisoners
are almost contirually affected with colds, pains, &.c.
during nine months in the year, owing, probably, to

tiie

17,

181&

other yards
by two stone walls, abn*tt fiflecr
The next yard contains Nns. 5, 6

feet in height.

and 7, of which Nos. 5 and 7
only are occupied,
No. 6 standing void.
The inside of the prisons
present a melancholy
and disagieeable aspect— one would imagine they
were rather c leuhted to receive cattle than human
North of No. 1 (between the inner w:dl and
beings.
iron railings) stands the condemned
prison, a place
of punishment for various offences committed
by individuals; four persons having been sentenced by the
British government to suffer imprisonment during
the war, for attempting to blow up a prize
This
is calculated to contain sixty men, who are
allowed a blanket, and straw, instead of their or
"
dinary bedding. Their daily allowance of provisions
is
A small aperture near the
reduced.
considerably
roof admits the light.
Fronting No. 1 ynrd, is a wall separating it from
the hospital, and fronting No. 3, is another wall se.
pirating it from the inner barracks. The market
square, (which fronts the passage leading from one
yard to the other) is nearly square, and will contain
five thousand persons.
The nwk-M is opened every
day, Sun lavs excepted, at 11 o'clock, and is closed
at two.
It is productive of no small profit to the
country people. At the upper p rt of the marktj
are. two stone houses, one for
prisoners and the
other for king's s'ores, |tc.
The other buildings attached to the depe 1 are
houses for the turnkeys, clerks, one for the agent,
and another for the doctor.
To enter either of the prison vards from without
von must pass through five gates. Fronting the
outer gate is a reservoir of water which is brouglrt
the distance of six miles bv me'-ms of a canal, which
supplies the different yards. The hospital is under
the superintendence of a physician, who has two
Doctor M'Grath, the present snperinassistants.
id.mt, is a gentleman of eminence and skdl in his
profession, and will ever be rem< ir.bercd by the AmeThe sick
ric m prisoners with esteem and respect.
hive uniformly received from him every attention
that delicacy and humanity could dictate.
At this time there are five thousand six h or died

prison

t

prisoners in this depot, nearly one half of tuhom are

[men -who were impressed

into Ids liritannie majesty's

height; it being upwards of seventeen hundred [service prior to the vur.
feet from the suafscc -f die sea. Tliis d°pot consists
Many hardships have been suffered by the prisonof seven prisons: eacli calculated to contain from ers, more especially in the year 1813, which was exeleven, to fifteen hundred men, who are under the ceedingly severe.
care of an agent, appointed by, and under the conAlthough excessively cold, and many of the pritrol of the transport board,
ilere are stationed as soners almost naked, no fire uvs allowed or clothing
guards upwards of two thousand well discipline:! served out to protect their shivering limbs and half
militia, and two companies o*" royal artillerv.
The famished bodies from the inclemency of the wea'du r.
It must be observed, that the prisoners at that
prisons are all strongly built of stone, and "are surits

mnded by two circular walls: the outer wall, time received no assistance from their government,
measuring one mile in circumference; and on the and many of them having been robbed or plundcral
inner wall are military walks for the sentinels. With- of their "clothes, were by the time of winter little
I

in this wall are iron pallisadoes, distant about
twenty short of nake<"n ss. In April following, they receiv§et, which are ten feet in height. Adjoining the ed from the American agent, Mr. Beasly, a suit of
outer wall are guard bouses placed north, east, and clothes and two-pence half-penny per day, which
south. There are seperate yards which communicate sum,
though small, was a great relief. The piisoawiCh each other through a passage about one hundred eis on mr.ny occasions have received very injurious
and fifty feet long and twenty broad, gnarled on and harsh treatment from the governor of this depot,
each side by iron bars, over which, and fronting having uniformly endeavored to curtail them of the
No. 4 is a military walk for sentinels. Opposite smallest liberties or indulgence,
this passage is the market square: passing into either
the constitution and caitain STEWART.
Jnecdotes and scraps.
yard you go through two iron gates, so th at all
be
communication may
From the Boston Gazette. The Constitution is
stopped at pleasure, which
to
done
js often
annoy and vex the prisoners. The so deservedly a favourite, that a few anecdotes
first yard contains three prisons, viz. Nos. 1, 2, 3, 'of her last cruise will not be uninteresting to the
of which Nos. 1 and 3 only are occupied, No. 2] public. The modest, plain letter of captain Stew.<rt,
standing void. The next yard, which contains No. 4 with the accompanying extracts from the log book,
acUon
.is solely occupied by blacks, and is seperated from \iave given the clearest official accounts of the
I

I

|

j
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The masterly in masuvring of his ship so as to prevent
from raking him, and
Cither of the enemy's ships
in such a neat unci
I'te final em'ure of them both,
workmanlike manner The prompt decision at Porwhen in 7 minutes after the British squadto

—

l'r.iya,

ron wen- first discovered, the whole of the ships
bid cut their cables and were at sea; the judgment
to the prizes to tack,
ji the time of giving orders
which secured the Cyane first, and afterwards the
Constitution, speak fir themselves, and are fully
not he forgotten
appreciated by th- public. It should
tint this s;ime Cyane engaged a French 44 gun
1
her at hay, till a ship
frigate last yrir, and kept
few
o*' the line came up and captured her; and a
the b »y of Naples, that she engaged
jyaars since in
» frigate, a brig of 14 guns, and 5 gun-boats, and
beat them off, for which captain Benton, who commanded her was knighted, yet, with the known
Bkill of British officers, this same vessel and a sloop
1

>

of war of the largest class, with full crews, picked
m:n, were captured by an American frigate after a
It is unnecessary to dwell on the cir.short anion.

cmstances.
But it is not only

to skilful officers that praise

is

due; to be successful, they must be aided by brave
and excellent seamen. The crew of the Constitution
are ill Yankee seamen [not one Hartford convention
nan among them'] as docile and obedient to their
ordinal-, discipline of the service, as they were
It would be easy to
intrepid and ardent in action.
mention » -umber of anecdotes of the heroic character of our common sailors. There are two in the
action tint are particularly striking. A man by the
nam-? of Tobias F-rn.dl, of Portsmouth, had his arm
shattered by a ball; after the surgeon had amputated
the arteries, and before
i', when h'e hud taken up
the dressing was completed, the cheers on deck
were heard for the surrender of the Cyane, the brave
fellow twitched the bleeding stump from the surlie is since
geon, and waved it, joining the cheers
dea I.— Another, John Lincey, of Cape Ann, was
brought below, one thigh shattered to pieces, and
the other severely wounded; the surgeon said to
him, "my brave fellow you're mortally wounded,"
other
'yes sir, I know it, I only' want to hear that the
were given
chip his struck." So>n after the cheers
he raised his head,
for the sur.-ender of th» Levant
eclned the cS.eer, and expired a m'uui'e after. The
!

—

:

sever.'; much credit is due
and humanity of Mr. Kearney, the surgeon, for his saving so many of the wounded.
T.ie Cyane was first discovered at a distance of

wounds were generally
to the skdl

z
°89

they weighed full S2U>s, while the American of the
same rate, only weighed 29 H»^. the action was so
close that their ou-ronades had their full powei.
One of their shot came through the side of the shin
killed one, and wounded four men, and
lodged in the
galley; another killed two men in the waist, went
boat
a
two
in
which
were
through
tigers
chained,
an J lodged in the head of a spar in the chains. In the
iction of the Guerriere, the Constitution was hulkd
three times, in that with the Java, four times, and in
;

this

engagement

thirteen times.

The

British ships

were fully ofiicered and manned with picked men
and fired better than they have
usually done in their
engagements with our ships.
During the chase by sir Ccorge Collier's squadron,
when the Cyane was ordered to tack, all the three
ships kept after the Constitution and Levant.
After
sufficient time had been allowed to the Cvane to
m ike her escape, as none of the enemy pursued tier,
orders were given to the Levant to tack. The Leander, sir George Collier, who was the most astern,
then made signal to the Acasta to tack, and the Newcastle, lord George Stewart, to continue the chare.
The Acasta sailed faster than the Constitution, and
was gaining on her, the Newcastle about the same
rate of sailing, and the hitter fired several broadsides, but the shot fell short from one to two hundred yards. After the other ships tacked, the Newcastle made a signal that her
foretopsail vard was
sprung, and tacked also. The British officers on
who
had
the
most perfect confiboard,
expressed
dence that the Constitution would be taken in an
felt
the
vexation
and
hour,
greatest
disappointment,
which they expressed in very emphatic terms. Tha
Levant ran into port so as to run her
jib-boom over
the battery
the Acasta and Newcastle came in, and,
her
colors
were
hauled
though
down, fired at Iter a
number of times. They were obliged to hoist and
lower their colors twice* yet not a gun was fired bom
the Levant.
Lieutenant Ballard, who commanded,
had ordered his men to lay on the decks, by which
;

;

all

escaped injury, though considerable damage
to the town. It seemed
unnecessary for two
heavy frigates to fire into one sloop of war, who neither did or could m. ike any resistance. After the
escape of the Constitution from this squadron, till
she arrived at the Brazils, the greatest watchfulness
was necessary. With a very diminished crew, she.
had on board 240 prisoners, and the number of British officers was more than double her own.
[The
sprining of the fore yard of the Newcastle was a
subject of much joking at Larbadocs, where the
squadron went after the chape, II was lord George
they

was done

three or four leagues, the Levant, captain Douglass,
the senior officer being to leeward. The first signal Stewart's heart that was unfit for service.]
One or two more trifling anecdotes will perhaps he
from the Cyane was that it was an American sloop
It is known that sailors are
of war afterwards, when they came within four permitted
apt to be
alLieutenant Hoffman had a fine terrimiles of the Constitution, and the course was so
superstitious.
tered that she discovered her broadside, she made a er, who was a great favorite on board tiie ship. When
was transferred to tiie Cyane, he took the
signal that it was a heavy American frigate, superior he
dog
The signal from with him. At Porto Fraya, the dog being much atto one of them, inferior to both.
The
to
Old
to
tached
the Levant to her consort was
Ironsides, jumped over to swim to lie
join company.
a boat was lowered down from the Constitution to
Constitution was notable to prevent their junction.
The action was invited on the part of the Constitu- try to save him, but the poor animal was drowned
tion, by firing a signal shot across the bow of the The sailors then said that they should have a fight cuCyane. The two ships cheered and fired their broad- a run in twenty-four hours. The next morning the
sides
after receiving both siie returned it, and such British squadron hove in sight.
This is not likely to
was the eagerness of the men to fire, that the whole lessen their belief in omens.
Having before menbroadside was fired when the word whs given, at the tioned the tigers something may be related of therr.
same instant. In commencing the action there was They are two beautiful animals, young and quite
the cheers playful with the men, very tame and genlie, except
perfect silence on board the Cons' itution
were returned when the ships surrendered. The when they are eating. They are excessive!)' ferociweightof shot, fired by the British ships, was supe- ous to al! other animals except dogs, and this owing
rior by about 90 pounds, taking their shot at their to their
having been suckled by a bitch. One day
nominal weight, though it was found, on weighing when they were loose and running over the ship, one.
some of the English shot that came on board, tha', of tbem perceived a cat on the table round whiui

—

.

-

—

;

—
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sitting-,

he instantly jumped through the capture of his Britannic majesty's two shins the
Cyane and Levant,
"Resolved, That the freedom of the citv be presented to him in a golden box, and that the thanks
of the corporation be presented to the officers and
crew of the Constitution, for the brave manner in
which they engaged, fought and conquered, on that

the b/itch on the table, seized the cat and sprung
over their heads into a state room. Here he became
so savage that there was no rescuing the cat, and
an
poor puss was devoured. Another sprung upon
bore him
unlucky monkey on the quarter deck, and
off behind a gun, so ferocious, that no one could
lowered down a slip noose
approach him but having
the
t
trough the splinter netting, he was canght by
at
neck and drawn up, still holding the monkey
one of the men got
length, when nearly suffocated,
themonkey by the tail, and saved him from the grasp

occasion."

;

Extract from the minutes,

The

enemy.

the principal people asked leave
to visit the Constitution they had heard much of
her and had been told by the English that she was a
and
ship of the line they were requested to examine
count her guns, which they found to be 52, as she carries two less than her former cruise. The American
character was most highly respected at Potto Ilico,
where a boat was sent in— the governor made the
most earnest entreaties that the ship would come inthat he might see her, and offered every
to

At Maranham nil

—

;

port,
sort of refreshment,

and expressed tlie highest rer
our little navy
gard for our country. How much has
done to elevate the character of the nation

We

!

In a hurricane of wind, when the ship made much
water, a petty officer called on Mr. Shubrick, who
Was the ofiicer on the deck and said, sir "the ship is
offisinking"— "well, sir," said this cool and gallant
made tight, we
cer, "as every thing in our power is
must patiently submit to the fate of sailors, and all
of us sink or swim together."
Five to orc&r-After thecapture oftheCtycme and Levant, and during the chase, it was observed by a sailwhat do you mean,
or, that they were short handed
it was once said, that an Engsaid his

—

;

MORTOX,

J.
Clerk.
gallant capt. Stewart, of the United States
frigate Constitution, deservedly ranks among' the heroes of the ocean, who have
largely contributed to
give ire an exalted character among the nations of
the earth. The Cyane, already arrived in the United
States, is actually a 28 gun frigate— and the Levant,
re-captured by the enemy, is a sloop of war of the
heaviest class. It will be an honorable page in the
naval history of our country to have recorded the
capture of a frigate and a sloop of war from the enemy by an American frig-ate, in the space of 40 minutes— will Bingham, formerly of the LiUle Belt,
now have the audacity to assert again, in an official
despatch, that such a paltry vessel silenced the
know not how to
guns of the President frigate.
believe the statements of British official accounts of
battles on the land or on the water, for all that we

;

(Of his

1815.

—

have seen have been devoid of candor and truth.
last glorious action of the Constitution, will render it evident to the world, that neither one nor two
of his Britannic majesty's sloops of war can
capture
in battle a Yankee
This truly fortunate ship
frigate.
has, at all times gallantly performed her duty, and
in England she will be remembered as
long as the
[frigates Guerriere, Java and Cyane, and the slo.op of
war Levant, are admitted to have belonged to her

The

J

navy.
companion
[..lurora.
lishman was equal to Uvo French sailors butaYan-|
Philadelphia, May 27— h\ 1804, the Constitution
kee has proved himself equal to Jive Englishmen, made several daring attacks on the batteries before
the town of Tripoli, mounting 115 pieces of
therefore, we are doubly manned.
heavy
she repeatedly, and for hours, engaged
It is said, that when the officer from the British cannon
on
board
went
the
these forts, within musket shot, and her bold move*
Levant,
squadron which re-took
of her, he advanced hriskly towards the quarter- ments and destructive fire, most essentially assisted
he
had
the
he
in wresting from
presumed
deck, and observed, that
captivity 500 of our countrymen,
of captain as the bashaw was made to submit to terms of
proud satisfaction of receiving the sword
of
war
American
the
of
sloop
Jilakeley, commander
peace.
Wasp— no, sir, was the reply but if there is any The Constitution lias actually captured in her three
honor
of
the
have
[victories
154 carriage guns— made upwards of 900
receiving
pride in the case, you
the sword of lieutenant Ballank first of the Consti prisoners, killed and wounded 298 of the enemy
tvtion frigate, and now prize officer of i)J£ Britannic and the value of property captured, including the
;

;

j

;

stares, provisions, Lc. cannot be estimated at less
majesty's ship the Levant.
hi the c amnion council of the city of J\'crj-York,J::ne than 1,500,000 dollars.
The Constitution has had two narrow escapes frora
6, 1815— The following resolution was presented by
alderman Messier, and agreed to
capture by the British squadrons— the first in 1812,
"The corporation of the city of New- York, in when the African 64, Shannon 38, Guerriere 38, Rclcommon with their fellow citizens, experience the! videre "8, and JEolus 32, were in close pursuit of
most lively gratification in noticing another heroic her ffnj one hours. She was here saved by the supe•

—

J

achievment of our gallant navy.

riot skill

of her

officers.

Her second escape was

victory obtained by captain lately from the Leander 50, Newcastle 50, and AcasCharles Stewart, in the United States frigate Consti- ta 40.

"The

late derisive

judgment and style in manoeuvring,
and when the superiority of the enemy,
in weight and number of guns, together witli the
with a divided and active
difficulty of contending
to be classed among
'force, is considered, it ought
the most brilliant feats recorded in naval history.
The capturing, under circumstances so disadvantamodest official letter, two
geous, as detailed in his
Inch vessels as the Cyane and Levant, in the short
such a precision in
period of 40 minutes, evinces
gunnery and skill in seamanship, as raises the character of the American tar to a proud elevation.
"In testimony, therefore, of the high sense the
common council entertains of the gallantry and nauration, is, for

unrivalled

—

"ica.1

skill

CHRONICLE.

;

displayed bv captain

Citi.iles

Stewart,

in

All sorts of foreign goods are
pouring into the
United States in immense quantities. Baltimore is
now one of the busiest places in (lie union.
Washington's birth day was celebrated at Paris on
the 22d of February last. Messrs. Bayard,
Clay and
Uussel were present. Mr. Gallatin is, we believe, iu
r.ngland, and Mr. Crawford, our minister, was indisposed. The company of Americans was numerous.
Among the guests was the marquis de la Fnyttr.—

We

—

thank Bonaparte at least for this that Fayette
indebted to him for the liberty to celebrate Washington's birth day. It was he who opened the J'> «*»

is
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was im- motion for several hours. The loss of property is
tftn dungeon, where Fayette, like Trenck,
mured.
trifling for the machinery is unhurt. The Messrs.
A new poem, written by Anacreon Moore, is about Duponts have settled 100 dollars per annum on each
to be published in London. The copy-right it is said, of the families of those who were killed.
OrniAOK. We have accounts that appear induhas been sold at the exorbitant price of three thousand pounds sterling!
bitable, of the recent impressment of four American
The United States' brig Tire Fly, lieutenant seamen at Gibraltar. The names of two of them are
has re- given, who had just been released from the Dartmoor
Itiigers, one of the squadron for Algiers,
turned to New-York, having suffered much damage slaughter-house. These were taken from the ship Gein a gale. It appears that the rpst of the squadron neral Scott— the others from the Spartan, of Baltimore. The officer who boarded our vessels stated
proceeded on without any apparent injury.
Treasury nqtes. This species of money, so con- that the impress was made by order of admiral Flemabove
venient as a general circulating medium, is
ming, to be slaves on board the Meander frigate.
"The howling wastes a?id dreary wildernesses of the
par at Philadelphia and in all parts to the southward
and westward nearly at par in A'ew-York, and west." We are informed a Lancastrian school has.
rapidly rising to it at Boston— where, in the course of been lately established in Cincinnati, Ohio, where in
time, we expect to hear of their being higher than at, less than nine days, four hundred male children were;
banks admitted. The establishment, when completed, is
any other place in the United States. The
whose policy it was to support and supply the go- expected to cost $16,000.
Algerine jleet. There are many reasons to believe
vernment, will reap a rich and deserved harvest of
se- that the account published of the Algerine fleet at
profit from th<?se notes. The rule laid down by the
force sea is, at least, considerably exaggerated. It does
cretary of the treasury (see page 282) would
the circulation of these notes, if force were wanting. not appear that any of their vessels were without the
It will, doubtless, make a great outcry— but we straits after the 10th of May, thouglt it seems they
think the directors of the banks will have modesty wereoffcape St. Vincent on the 1st of that month. It
to confess that if they [the directors] will not receive appears probable they are nearly all in port, fearing
monies of the United States, the United States may to encounter the Dutch squadron. An apprehension
bills! It is probable that trea- is expressed that they
may have captured some
rightfully refuse their
sury notes will immediately become the circulating American vessels, in their late cruise.
The rise of the Mississippi lias done great damage
medium of all the union; and, perhaps, sound policy
may dictate the issue of a large number of small in Louisiana. Entire settlements were many feet
amounts, like bank notes, -without interest, as well to under water on the 20th of May.
The Ohiq, in the late freshets, is said to have risen
supply the general demand, as (on the principles of
our banks) to make an interest in favor of govern- sixty feet, in some places, above the usual low water
ment, by buying up stocks that hear interest with mark. Great damages have been sustained.
ELECTION' NOTICES.
them, and pledging these stocks for the due payNew- Hampshire Votes for governor, official canment of the notes, putting the whole to account of
at
vass—
for Mr." Gilman (fed.) 18,357; Mr. Fluiher
the "Sinking Fund." We should presume that
least thirty millions might be kept in circulation, (rep.) 17,837— federal majority 520.
There is a fetherederal
on
the
stocks
the saving by which,
purchased
majority in the house of representatives of
annum.
be
at
would
about
21
members.
cent,
7 per
The
2,1 00,QOO per
fur,
For governor Mr. Strong (fed.)
Ma,ssachxisetls.
people would every where prefer them to hank notes,
in
are
Mr. Strong's
50,912;' Mr. Dexter, (rep.) 43,938.
for they
safer,
every respect.
Commerce. Tiic governors of several of the Bri- majority is 4 or 5000 less than it was last year. The
tish West India islands-have issued. proclamations house pf representatives at this session has only
admitting the import of lumber and provisions from about 400 members (40 of them for Boston !) of
the United States, in British vessels, as has also the whom about two thirds are federalists the senate on
a vote of thanks a priest for an insurreclhnsernwn,
governor of JVova Scotia.
Like Erie is, perhaps, more subject to severe stood 18 to 11. There are one or two vacanoies.
Connecticut.
For governor I. C. Smith (fed.)
g des than any other body of water in the world. Two
private vessels were lately shipwrecked on this lake. 8,176; E. Boardmn (rep.) 4,8?6.
Aew York. For senators rep. maj. in the southRise of the lakes. A Buffalo paper of May 13,
says A gentleman who has visited the Upper Lakes ern district 122; in the middle, 855; the western,
til is season, states, that the increase of the waters on
3,198. Fed. maj. in the eastern district 483; rep.
those lakes, is correspondent to that of Erie that in majority in the state 3,692. None but freeholders
many places in the beach of Huron, large trees have vote for senators.
The house of assembly fairly stood at 63 and 63
b;en undermined and prostrated by the action of the
waves. This fact seems to demonstrate that the but an irregular return from one of the towns in Onwaters are higher now than they have been at any tario county, where Hen. Fellows was returned intime during the last century.
stead of Henry Fellows (fed.) it is said, will exSteam boat navigatian.-rAnoiher steam boat is clude him, and his vacancy being supplied by col.
shortly to ply in the Chesapeake, on a new line via Peter Allen, (rep.) will give the republicans a maElkton and Wilmington to Philadelphia. She arrived jority of two.
in this city on Thursday last— After leaving PhilaEppes and Randolph. From all that we hear,
delphia, she stopped at Wilmington* on the 14th inst. which of those two who is fairly elected is very
made
the
doubtful.
There is a report that the sheriffs of the
having
passage from the city (40 miles) in
three hours and a half.
different counties, after examining the lists of voters,
J\lelanchnli/.-jT\\e pounding mill, belonging to the have returned Mr. Eppes as duly elected.
Connecticut. We are informed through the
great establishment of the Messrs. Duponts, near
"Wilmington, (Del.) was accidentally blown up }0 or New- York Columbian, that in New-London count v.
12 days ago; by which 6 or 7 men were killecfT It is
there are now in operation 14 woole n
thought tiiat one of the workmen who had been car- manufactories and 8 cotton factories, besides 2 far
[Connecticut,
rying fire some minutes before he entered the mill woolens unfinished. The editor speaks of an agreeamust have brought the fatal spark in his sleeve or ble surprise in the evident change of the condition
cuif pf hi*- dress, for the machinery had not b,eer, in of the "laboring classes"
by tlje erection of thes^
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works— we are of opinion that other changes will without nuking a single effort lo rescue him
The
vet be effected by them. May they go on and pros- death of Flood is a public loss; he was the only efftcient
influence!
const*aole
of "British
per! They are the antipodes
belonging to the borough, and it
:o that
On
the 15th May, commenced tlie safe by was owing to
circumstance that he lost his life.
I

!

1

Monday

auction of the pews in the new Catholic citbedral of
St. Patrick, Njw York. Tiiere are 195 pews in the
which
church, but only 77 were sold on that day,
37,500 dollars. Twelve out of this number

Foreign Articles.

declared for the Bourbons. The
British authorities in the West Indies
promise to re19.—The snow fell six inches spect their fhg, but clearly insinuate that it mav
Plaitsburg,
our have been raised through policy— expressing the
deep, in this town— sleighs were seen passing
hope that in adhering to the Bourbons the colonists
streets as briskly as at almost any time during the
may have been influenced by "nobler motives" than
winter.
a "selfish regard for their own interests."
The coS'.
from
the
June
5.—V,y
brig Mary,
JVbwYwk,
lonists are on the safe side, in any event.
If Bonaa
weeks
few
that
a
we
since,
Spanish
learn,
Croix,
a
te
*
re
his
he
n3
Will-easily forgive a mapower
74 with, 500 souls, and 800,000 dollars on board, P
**"*''* to preserve the island from his enemies,
accidently blew up, at the island ofMWgaretta, and,
j he
is
seignor
erecting two new forts to
melancholy to relate, all on board perished.
secure &J*«<*
the passage of the Dardanelles, one on the
also learn 'that a short time since, three French vesand
other
the
on the Asiatic side. The
sels under the Bourbon ii.^, bound to Martinique (European
upon the forts then existing, by the British,
the
Barbadoes
were
capped by
andCJ.ndaloupe,
wJule a m:cc r l U the
son
years.
i.'
{
? klsh m3 »areh, some
British brig of war.
the ago, will be recollected. There is to be a mosque in
that
one
to
believe
incline
would
almost
CC/Ti
of these forts, to unite
each
praying ;-nd fighting.
destruction of this vessel was a special act of DiAccounts were received at Cairo,
(Egypt) January
vine Providence to punish the people on board, who
4, that the WechaSites, who hive been the' lords of
by another account, it appears amounted to twelve the ascendant for some time in
Arabia, "defiling the
lamdredmen fir these people had a few days before
torn!) of the prophet," &c. have at
landed on Margaretta and murdered a great number
length been
Jlfnrtinico his

brought
averaged 1000 each.

Miy

^

We

a^ck

w

'

:'.

;

women and children; one account says, they completely subdued.
r.vrKKMiNATios! Tile person who reads the folnearly exterminated the inhabitants of the island
lowing papers will hardly fail to call to mind the
Verily, they have their reward. May it serve as a cut-throat
proclamation of the duke of Brunswick,
warning for other "legitimates."
Tobacco has sold here many years ago— when he was determined to lay
Lynchburg, Ya. June 8
of men,

!

—

womas

and CHILD" of that
every men,
C\ein this town on I Viday evening last.
country.
To '''avenge the cause of kings," and keep down
young negro fellow belonging to capt. West, the
of the people, is the sole object of the conspirit
was
a
robbery,
having been detected in committing
Franc-. May the tri-colored
flag,
iken beforea magistrate, who sentenced him to be spiracy against
of

witnessed
f.7v,

a

1

As the constables were escorting
of punishment, he contrived to
break away from them, *nd van up Pen Church
street, where being closely pursued he took to the
..reck; one of the constables, a remarkably active
nnd persevering officer; by the name of Flood, dashed
juiblicly whipped.
him to the place

,

.

0,

t

:f

.

nat
and the
t
^'^P^denc
#
,.^, s of
rights
gf the
e/,f nations
~
mamage their "own affairs in their own way!"

',
him, when the fellow, conceiving there was
;
c
u i
.
people to
cnance or. escaping, pulled up a stake, placed- r r

in after

,

i

i.o

'

supported by patriotism, like the lightning of heaven,
c irry terror and dismay, and defeat and annihilation
into the ranks of the spoilers!
May the treachery
they invite and the treason they encourage, be. their
own lot!— and the extermination they threaten rather
fall on their own heads, than on Close who
contend
".
.,

down with

i

i

but the negro, dexterously on dethrone of St.
Louis.
Already hordes ofpeigrappled him by the throat .jured men have
acknowledged him for their master,'
asd
held
there
head
under
water
it
until
plunged
and have sold t0 him a na|ion whos£ cou
e and
A citizen by
he had completely suffocated lum
fidelity thffy lad enchained.-Frer.chmen! we know
the name ol Cherry, who had at first perceived the,
from lhe inmost rece3ses f
yollI lovo ror the ki
perilous situation of the constable, ran home andWpahyjes C<&flnds tfe m»
pafrisj we have heard
his
with
which
he
hred
at
the
gun,
brought
negro vo ur vows and jour alarms; do not let yourselves
while he was in the act of holding F.ood under the be
discouraged, the traitors shall soon be punished.
water, and wounded him so severely that he relin- The thunderbolts of
vengeance are roaring on all
his hold on the unforlumte constable; but
quished
sides; all Europe has risen and is marching to avf.nke
it was too late, for he floated along the tide, a th>: cause or
kings; our warriors, in again appearSome persons then went off* in a ing to your
lifeless trunk.
country, have no other object than "war
canoe to secure the murderer, but, like a stag at
against Bonaparte and his perfidious army) peace
bay, he resisted all their attempts until rendered Willi Prance and the Bourbons."
totally insensible by numerous blows of sticks, padTiie allied powers shall enter France as friends,
His conduct on the whole appeared to with their muskets
dles, 8ic.
slung over their shoulders,
be rather the result of a brutal instinct, than of
fl'arme en bandovlicre,-J they shall not wage war
my human impulse. What renders this occurrence against that kingdom, "out -gainst a single man.
still more shocking to humanity, ,s the fact, that who
by violating all treaties has rut himself out of
a number of persons were at the creek s side in time the
pale of the law of nations. Therefore they deto have prevented t lie horriu deed; but, shame on rehire:
them, they stood like ideots, gaping at a fellow! 1. That they will halt as soon as Bonanarte shall
creature struggling in the grasp ol a murderei Shave been delivered
up into their hands.
his cane,

j

tne stroke
ayoKling his

.

!

,

.

.

!
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It is in

France that

Germany.
in Bonaparte shall not be delivered .finances,
we must look for new principalities
them, if any officers who have taken an oath
Lorraine must be got back.
"No
Alsace
and
217.
arms
in
with
ton
found
ml
he
nf fidelity to the king, shall
ica of iionapartc, There arc a vast number of princes among us, who
their hands, taken up for the servict
wish to aggrandize or rather strengthen themselves.
THEY SHALL l)f. IN STAN TLY SHOT.
We ought to send from city to city, and from
3. That in every town, the citizens of which shall
to house, subscriptions to agree to abolish
have taken part in the resistance to the allied armies, house
and once for all the use of the French
A PAIIT 01' THE INHABITANTS SHALL UK TOT 'fa THE absolutely
language in our families and our schools !"
SW011I).
That case

2.

in

'."

top to

—

!

Signed by

liernadotte. — Accounts from

AUSTRIA,

SWEDEN,

GREAT BRITAIN,

SARDINIA,

RUSSIA,
PRUSSIA,

SWITZERLAND,
HOLLAND,

Sweden, by a vessel
from Gottenburg, would impress us with a belief that liernadotte has determined to remain neutral, if he can. He is collecting \

BAVARIA,

DENMARK,

large

The RHINISII CON-

SPAIN, and

arrived at

A

PORTUGAL.

FEDERACY,

"

very imprudent to suspect that

Bonaparte

to give force to his determinations.
article gives us reason to believe that Ber-

may yet
The people

join Napoleon.
of Boston appeared mad with joy a
while
little
ago at the restoration of the legitimates.
What would they have said if an official article lik,e
the following (from a Ghent paper) had been published by the American government, of whose tyranny they said so much ?
"The public is informed thai the police watches attentively all those -who, by whatever means, -would attempt to divert the citizens from concurring in the formation of the militia, either by themselves or by substitutes ; all proceedings to this end shall be severely
j
eprehended."
French papers observe that though the proceedings of the English government appear hostile, the
merchants infoi m tiieir correspondents in Fiance:
that cargoes may be sent to them with perfect safe-

:

It is

army

Ghent

thier

ITe have the following ertract from another proclamation in a Paris paper entitled the Aristartjue Francois

New York

we

leave

Frenchmen*
our arms are not turned against you

to act in all his pretensions.

we repeat it,
we only wish to bring down to the ground, the man
who has never ceased to violate the most sacred and
we will maintain with
the most legitimate rights
all our forces the treaty of peace which we have
;

;

him on
signed with Louis XVIli we will replace
we will never acknowledge any other
the throne
to exist under
government than that which ought
we swear it in the presence of the
his dynasty
;

;

;

universe.

" Those
unmeaning intrigues ("sonnies meneesj ty.
A letter from Europe says that Bonaparte is as unwhich we read in the Gazettes of France, do not
impose upon us; we know the minds of good French- popular in Bordeaux as Mr. Madison is in Boston
of
the
descendants
men we know their love for
and, in fact, for similar reasons, though the conduct
Henry lVth, their legitimate princes we cannot and character of the two men are as opposite as the
have
influence
can
two poles.
then suppose that Bonaparte
" DeLvered!" The
enough to collect two millions of Frenchmen under
prince of Orange has "deliverbe
at
all
his flags
persuaded, ed" the people of Belgium of the right of trial by
events, Frenchmen,
hat it will be easy for us to oppose a double num- jury. This is announced in a Brussels paper of April
16.
ber, if there should be need for it.
" Recal to mind our first
The Jews "delivered" The Jews are allowed to
proclamation; woe to
the Frenchmen taken with arms in their hands, and reside at Rome only on condition of their appearing
the cities which shall shew themselves rebellious
once a week in a church where missionaries are apFrenchmen, our assembled cohorts march under pointed to recommend their conversion. Vergers
the banners of your king, his cockade and white flag. patrole the aisles and touch with a white wand the
" Vienna,
April 7, 1815."
yellow badge on the shoulders of those who fall
More "deliverance." Stra&bwg, April 17- If any asleep. The richer Jews attend with cotton in their
one is curious to know the mild intentions of those ears. There is usually about Easter an annual conwho proclaim themselves the friends of morals, ci- version of some Jew, who is baptised with great exlet them peruse ultation, and
He often relaxes
vilization, religion and humanity
liberally rewarded.
the following articles verbally extracted from the again about Christmas, in order to be ready for the

—

;

;

—

;

—

!

—

German papers

:

A

journal published in this neighborhood, contains the following extract from the Jiercure de Wan,
printed at Coblenlz
" No.
218. There are in France some honest men,
but it would be an useless task to pick them out.
It is too difficult to separate the wheat from the
chaff.
This is painful to say but it will be impossible to make any distinction.
They are all guilty.
cannot no longer allow them the rights of nawe must dispatch them
tions, or the laws of war
:

—

We
as

—

we woidd dispatch mad dogs

!"

"No. 217. We have had good reasons to erase
but we must
Bonaparte from the list of Princes
also erase France
from the map of nations we must
divide and scatter her.
No peace, while there remains a Frenchman
Let us have Eourgegnons,
Aquitanens, Normans and we shall have ages oi
You will have a peace when they begin to
peaoe.

next anniversary triumph of the faith.
Lon.pap.
Who is legitimate ? When the emperor presented
himself before the people of Lyoii3 (says a Paris paper) there was not found a single man, who, for two
AVben
millions, would deliver him to his enemies.
the duke of Angouleme had fled from Dauphiny, he
found ten thousand peasants to arrest, gratis, himOn which iide is the nationalfeciself and his staff.

—

"The

deliverers."

The

following extract of a letis a curious

from Carlhagena (South America)
item of the things "restored"

ter

—

"To

give you an idea of the influence of the monks
in this quarter, and the strong improbability (hey
oppose to the permament establishment of rational
liberty and independence among a people still subject to similar impositions from the church, while
the power of the state is so weak and inefficient,
send you a little specimen of funeral charges lately
cat each other's throats
It is only in the partition made in a cuss of
my acquaintance. U is official an.l
of France that w.% must look for recruiting of u u literal.
;

!

—

!

—

—

—
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dead

a
Articles of account against

right of conquest ;f the unalienable prerogatives of
a people whose independence is coeval with its his.
tory, and forms one of the bases of the equilibrium
of Italy, guaranteed by the last treaty of Aix-laChapefle, the evident nullity of its annexation to an
oppressive empire, and above all, the guarantee of
the high allied powers, who declared in the face of a
grateful world that it was time that governments
should respect their mutual independence, and that
a solemn treaty, a general peace, was going to secure
the rights and liberty of all, restore the ancient balance of Europe, guarantee the rspose and freedom
of nations, and prevent the continuance ot that system of invasion by which the world had been so long
desolated.
After those memorable declarations, after art administration which has been so fortunate as to open
again the primary sources of the national prosperity,
after the state has resumed, without opposition or
obstacles, all the marks and attributes of sovereignty
and its ancient flag has waved over all the coasts, and
been admitted in all the ports of the Mediterranean,
we have been no less surprised than deeply afflicted
on being informed of the resolution of the congress
of Vienna annexing this state to the dominions of
his majesty the king »f Sardinia.
Our consciences bear testimony, and the principal
powers of Europe are well informed, that without
reserve or hesitation, we have done every thing to
secure the rights of our citizens that a government
which is deprived of all means but those of reason
and justice, could do. Nothing then remains for us

lady.

1 12

Burying,

4

Winding sheet

2

Wincing

three times,
Reposing three times, (Reposing
to rest from the abode ot
ft. e. the carriers
12
the deceased to the grave,)

*

ifer not keeping fast,
Putting in the eartli,

8

She has received the sacrament.
JosErH Ayola, Curate.

I

—

"J\
i.

o

of Belgium
Conscription."—The whole militia

males lit for service, with certain excepbetween the ages of 18 and 35, are called into

e. all

tions,

the service of the "deliverers," by the cidevaiit prince
of Orange, alias king of the Netherlands.
did not
It is reported that the emperor of Austria
France and it is added
manifesto
the
against
sign
that prince Talleyrand has left Vienna.
The exportation of horses and hints from France
;

forbidden by two imperial decrees.
an out(£>Who does not recollect with how great
with ambition, for ascry Bonaparte was charged
?— But the empesuming the title of king of Italy
ror of Russia takes that of king of Polani without
the least hint of any thing of the kind! Let the
"Cossacks" reconcile their consistency if they can.
J always said that all the "legitimates" were influthe same spirit, and the fact will soon apenced
is

by
pear that

1SI5.

to do but to perform a melancholy but honorable
right.
that of protesting that the rights of the Genoese
Pilot, of April 25th, states on the au- duty,
bid canfrom Paris, that a splendid nation to independence may be acknowledged,
thority of private letters
be annihilated.
monument is to be erected on the spot where Rona- not
In this conservatory act there is nothing derogafrom Elba. This monuparte landed on his return
to the profound and inviolable respect with
ment, it is said, is to bear the following inscription— tory
I

was quite

The London

which we are impressed towards the high contract-

Duce Providentia
Hie sua Napoleon politus est arena
Dual plorabat Elba, salutabat Gallia I'atvem

ing powers, sitting in the capital city of Austria;
it is dictated by a deep and irresrstable sense of ouf
.

duty

Tremebant Regus
Vindicem
Ast
Gaudebant Gentes

it

is

such as every free

state,

placed under

;

Liberatorem, Auspicientcs.
TRANSLATION.
Providence his guide,
Here Napoleon landed on his shore,
Whilst Elba mourned and France hailed he? Father
Monarchs trembled
They saw the avenger,

haps as our respectable neighbors themselves, would
express it, if it should ever happen (and the impenetrable course of ages may perhaps bring abont
this event at some future day) that their capital
should be transferred to a foreign land.
Our task is performed we abdicate without reto us un«
gret the power which has been entrusted
der happier auspices. The ministerial, municipal
and judicial authorities shall continue to exercise
commercial transactions shall go
their functions
on in their accustomed course the people shall remain quiet, and will deserve, by a behaviour suited
to these great circumstances, the esteem of the
and the inteprince who is going to govern them,
rest of the powers who take a part in our destinies.
The president of the government,

—

;

;

But nations

;

similar circumstances, would have expected from
its first magistrates
such, and in such terms per-'

rejoiced,

;

For they beheld a deliverer.
Genoa. For the following note to the ministers of
the different powers, of the government of the rethe destruction of
public of Genoa on learning of

;

—

their independence by tiie conspirators at Vienna, we
are indebted to a correspondent of the Democratic
notice this to say that such papers are
Press.
when they fall into the hands of a certain

SERRA.

We

Genoa, December 26, 1814.
suppressed
few of whom have honesty
class of our printers
By Paris dates of May 2, it appears that the most
France— that the
enough to publish any thing reprehensive of monar- profound tranquility prevailed in
in about 8 days
chy, or of the persona combined to enslave Eu- emperor was expected to leave Paris
'to head his armies— that he had 500,000 men emborope.
The hope of restoring our dear country to died—and had restored to their stations no less than
JVbte.
who had been displaced by Ule
its primitive splendor has induced us to accept the 40,000 officers
reins of this government. Every thing appeared toj Bourbons
the proclamations of a BriThe papers have th? following articles— The majustify our expectation
Martlsh general,* too generous to set up the doubtful nufactory of arms established at the market St.
week.tin, produces more than a thousand fusees per
*
Lord William Bentick in 1814, pledged the BriLetters from Petersburg confirm tire news that
tish government to maintain the independence of this
f Ap lordCastlereogh ha,s since dofce.
republic.

—

'

;

.
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emperor of Russia had been

JJussiaii
It is

invited by the
|

senate to return to his capital.

coalition.

commanders and their posts, to permit ov
prevent communications, passages of men, carriages,
provision and merchandize, according as the same
are permitted or prevented with
respect to us. The

[foreign

We
A

lieutenant-general commanding the military division
particularly invited to superintend the execution

I

—

is

I

of this measure.
of April to draw up a national constitution for Italy.
The idea of independence extensively prevails in this
(Signed)

Count RA PP,

j

country.

General in

—

\

The government

293

Tlie staff of the fifth military division will dispose
of them according to farther instructions.
Along the whole line of the Rhine and the frontiers,
the officers commanding the
troops and advanced
posts will take for the rule of their conduct toward:;

pretended that Sweden had joined the new

The emperor of Russia has erected into a king
Join that part of Poland which he occupied, reUnited to the former duchy of Warsaw, and taken
flif title of king of Poland,
are informed that the head quarters of the
emperor will be established at Conde.
congress was to be held at Home on the 18th

ARTICLES.

chief.

has placed at the disposal of the
Minister of war, the half of the horses of the gen-!
damerie, to accellerate the equipment of a more
numerous cavalry. The mail stages ( pastes J of the
empire will also furnish an abundance of horses fori
the artillery service. It is on the field of battle that
the enemy will learn the immensity of our resources,
Mr. Felix Uesportes has been charged by his majesty with an important mission near the Helvetic!

Vetvna, April 11 It is reported that some corps
of Italian troops, rallied under the standards of in*"
dependence, occupy the defiles in the mountains,

republic
An act

Paris, April 24 Telegraphic dispatch from Stras-'
burg, dated on the evening of April 23d, received
the 24th, in the morning.
General Molitor to his excellency the minister of

|

]

leading into Tyrol.
The great enterprize whidt) is executing by the
animation and courage of the Neapolitans, dissipates
all sentiments excited
by national rivalship. Italy
will be one, and free.
It is said Austria assembles
considerable forces in Croatia.

!

—

been published at Parma, by which the
empress Maria Louisa, in consequence of existing
circumstances, renounces in favor of her august
father, the sovereignty of the states of Parma and
Placentia. The acceptance of his imperial and royal
majesty was published along with it.
Field-marshal Blucher before
Berlin, April 13.
he left this eity addressed the following proclamation to the army, dated 6th April:
!
His majesty has again deigned to
confide to me the supreme command of the army.j
I appreciate this favor with the liveliest acknow-|
ledgments. I rejoice to see you again to find you
once more in the field of honor, prepared for a new
have once more an
contest, full of new hopes.
Opportunity of fighting for the general cause for
public peace and 1 congratulate you on the occa
sion. The career of glory is again before you, with
every chance of increasing by new feats of valor, the
military reputation you have already acquired.
Placed at your head, I want no oilier assurance of a
glorious and complete success. Repose in me in this
new struggle that confidence which you have exhibited in the former one, and I am convinced that we
shall gloriously extend the series of your brilliant
"BLUCHER."
feats of arms.
Ghent, April 20 General Dournonville, who has
lias

—

—

I

•

We

—

—

j

—

war

:

—

"I had scarcely begun the
organization of the national guards, when the battalions of
grenadiers
rose on all sides to form themselves.

made arrangements for the 30th bv tothe first battalions of the
Upper Rhine" wi$
be entirely organized, and will enter the
garrison,
"The whole of Alsace is inflamed with the noblest;
patriotism."
Mctz, April 20 The inhabitants of the department of Moselle display so great a zeal in
furnishing
the necessary provisions for the
supply of five strong'
places in the 3d military division, that the roads and
in a few
public places are covered with waggons
days the supplies will be completed.
Some French lancers who had extended them,
selves too far from Tournay, were surrounded
a
"1 have

;

morrow

—

;

by

number of Hanoverian huzzars and arrested^
but upon a request of the commander at Lille, these

great

soldiers have been released and sent back.

—

.

Bologna, April 16. There have been some slight
affairs under the walls of Mirandola and
Capri. The
result was not decisive.
Our troops of the Independence rally, on several points, to reinforce the
army
of the king of Naples.

—

joined the royal standard, had just arrived here.
Strasburg, April 23. The Austrian army has received counter-orders, and the corps which were
marching on the Rhine are proceeding to Italy.
Switzerland, April 14 The system of defence of
the Swiss, has been approved by the congress, and
we are assured, that the allies recognize our armed

—

—

London, April 23. Some time in January, a lad?
of distinguished manners, calling herself the
princess
of Rouen, arrived at Malta, to raise
and al-

money;
having ineffectually endeavored to accomplish
purpose among private individuals, she had re
course to the governor of the island, general Mailland.
She stated, that she was in a condition of peneutrality.
Jfenlz, April 27, in the morning The king of Prus culiar embarrassment, from the want of 1500 pounds,
sia had ordered, by a proclamation, the inhabitants and she requested, that either from his politeness
of the right bank of the Moselle, which is ceded to or his humanity she might obtain it, engaging at the
him by treaty, to take the oath of fidelity to him. jsame lime to give ample security. After some deliA proclamation issued by the Austrian commission, beration, the general acceded to her wishes, and the
atCrenbynach, forbids obedience to that of the king lady put into the possession of his excellency a case
of Prussia.
of jewels, which she said was greatly superior in
value to the money required, and begged of the goonnjii or the bay.
Head quartern, April 26 His excellency, count vernor to have it in safe custody, as she should take
Sapp, general in chief, in pursuance of the orders of an early opportunity of redeeming those precious
government, and in retaliation of measures adopted articles. With this pecuniary assistance she set sail
abroad, for the purpose of retaining French prisoners, from Malta, and it was subsequently discovered
who were returning under the faith of treaties, di- that the ship she had engaged proceeded to the isle
rects that throughout the whole extent of the fifth of Elba, and farther that she was a secret agent of
The jewels so pawned have been transmilitary division, foreign prisoners arriving in order Bonaparte.
to return home,
s'hal} be detained until other orders, milled to this country, ifrtjl having been examined

—

ter

this

—

—

j

1

j
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discovered to be upwards of 100,000 nies, has opened to your majesty the path to the
throne to which you were elevated'
by (he free choice
a passenger of the people and the national
gratitude. The counBoston, June 17.-— From a getttletnatl,
She salutes, for
in the brig Pallas, arrived last night from Cadiz, we try raises again her majestic head.
the second lime, the prince who dethroned anarchy,
le;irn
That on the 14th May, admiral Fleming arrived ofl and whose existence can alone Consolidate our hieCadiz from Gibraltar. The day on which he l«ft ral institutions.
"The most just of revolutions, that Which restored
there spoke a vessel in a short passage from Legto mail his dignity and political
rights, has hurled
horn, the captain of which informed, that Mfrat
from
ITALY
and
A REPUBLIC,
the throne the race of the Bourbons. After twenHAO DECLAUKD THE WHOLE OF
and
of
of
the calumnies
that there had bean a bailie between the Austriuhs
ty-five years
war, all the efforts of
Marat's arm;;, in which the latter hud the advantage: the foreigners have not oeen able to re-awaken the
That ten sad of the line left G braltar on the 29th dfections which were either extinguished, or utterly
unknown. The interests of a lew are sacrificed Co
April, under sir Edward JPellexo, for die Mediterranean: Tint Spain ha3 declared war against France, tiiose of die nation. The decrees of fate are accomTiie Cause of the people, the only legitimate
signed at Madrid, 2d May.— And that the French plished.
right, has triumphed. Your majesty is restored to
army was reported at 480,000 men.
Maria Theresa, daughter of the wishes of the French; ycu have resumed the
Proclamation
France, dutchess of Angouleme, to the inhabitants reins of governmen', amidst the blessings of your
of Bourdeaux
people and your army. France, sire, has lor its guaYour fidelity is known to me, rantee its will, and its dearest interests. She has also
Brave Bordelais
your unbounded loyally does liot permit you to anti- the expressions of your majesty uttered amidst the
cipate danger, but my attachment to you, to all the assemblies that crowded around you on your journey,
" The Bourbons have not
French compels me to provide against it. A long
forgotten any thing.
residence in your city might aggravate your danger, Their promises have been broken those of youc
and bring upon you the weight of revenge.
majesty will be kept inviolate. Your majesty will
I have not the courage to see die French afflicted, only remember the services rendered to the nation,
ami will prove that in your eyes and in your heart,
and to be tiie cause of their afflictions.
I leave you, brave Bordelais, penetrated with the w ha ever may have been the opinions and exasperasentiments you have expressed for me, and assure tions of parties, all citizens ate ihe same before you
vou they shall be faithfully communicated to the as they are betore the law. Your majesty will also
forget that we have been the masters of the nations
-i'igMare happy times will, with God's assistance, soon that surround us. This noble sentiment adds to the
Your m.-jesty
return, and will then prove to you my gratitude, and weight of glory already acquireel.
has precribed to your ministers the path they should
Jut of tiie prince whom you cherish.
MARIA TIir.RESA. follow. You have announced to the nation the max(Signed)
ims by which you desire that it should be governed
Bordeaux, Jlpril 1, 1815.
are to have no foreign war, unTurin, April 2. The king of Sardinia has pub- for the future.
less
it be to repulse
to
the arm)
lished the following proclamation
unjust aggression no internal
no
has
reestablish
the
"Soldiers! Our care to
re-action,
arbitrary acts.
army
Personal safety, prohad the happiest success. The warlike spirit which tection of property, the free utlterance of thought,
sue!)
the
are
which
now
shine
our
has always distinguished
principles
your mnjesty has
people may
by its own lustre. Soldiers, you will no longer be pledged to vis. Happy, sire, are those who are called
separated from each other, and disperse under fo- upon to co-operate in such sublime acts. Such bereign banners in distant climes. You will no m.ore nefactions will acquire for you from posterity, when
nave to shed your blood for foreign intereet upon the adulation shall be no more, the title of the father of
They wiil be guaranteed to our chilElbe, and upon the Tagus, and amid the snows of the people.
the north. United under standards which your fa- dren by the august heir of your majesty, who will
thers rendered so illustrious, you will like them have speedily be crowned.
their value

pounds

is

sterling.

—

—

:

!

j

—

—

We

:

;

—

—

"CAMBACEIIES,
"Ee due ele GAETE,
"L2 eiuc de HASSANO,

your country, for your interest and
Should the extraordinary events
which enclose a neighboring people threaten our
tranquillity, you well know how lo maintain our anto

combat

for

for

your name.

cient glory.

"V.

(Signed)

—

"

EMANUEL.

Le due de

OTKANTE,

MOLLIF.N,

"CAULINCOUET,

•D'AGLIANO."

Paris, March 26. This day his majesty the emperor received before mass in the palace of the Thudleries the ministers who weie introduced into his
majesty's cabinet.
The prince arch-chancellor of the empire spoke in
the name of the ministers in tiie following terms:
"Sire Your majesty's ministers come to oiler you
their most respectful felicitations. While all hearts
feel the desire of manifesting their admiration and
their joy, we have considered it our duty to consign
)t»r opinions, and the expression of our sentiments,
ji the address which 1 have the honor of
presenting

—

««

—

due de Vicer.za.

"CAltXOT,
" Prince KCKMUIIL."
JI.s majesty's reply.

" The sentiments
you express are

my
my

own.

'All

motto. M>
for the nation, all for France,' that is
this great people have raised
self and family,

whom

of the French, and whom they have
maintained there, notwithstanding political storm*
and vicissitudes, we desire, we deserve, we claim no
other titles."
to the throne

The "high allies," says a Vienna paper, have required that the French shall deliver up Bonaparte.
to you.
The French people will say to them "come and
"May your majesty accept this homage of his take him."
faithful servants, of servants so severely tried, but
l'lieaomenon. The British packet L: dy Louisa, on
*o completely coni|xmsaled by your presence, and her passage from Brazil to England, and when a
thousand miles from ind, suddenly had her decks,
by all the hoped which are thereto-attached."
inch
AIUWIESS OF THE MINISTERS.
spars, &.c. covered to the thickness of half an
''.SYn?— Providence, which watches over our desti- with a ytllv.v Just,

—

—

1
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(he object of it.
The peers take their seat at the
age of 21 years, but have not a determining (tkli'

CONSTITUTION.

New-York Commercial

17,

Advertiser.

voice until 25.
act in addition to the Constitution of the Empire- btralivej
5. The house of peers

is presided by the arch
by the Grace of God and the chancellor of the empire, or, in the case provided
constitutions, emperor of the French, to al! present by the 5lh article of the senatns consuitum of the
and to come, greeting.
28th Floreal, year 12, by one of the members or"
Since we were called, fifteen years ago, by the this house, specially designated by the emperor.
wish of Trance, to the government of the state, we
G. The members of the imperial family, in the
endeavored to perfect, at different periods, the order of inheritance, are peers of right. They sit
and
wants
constitutional forms, accoi V:ig to the
after the president.
I'hey take their seat at IS
the desires of the nation, and profiting by the years, but have not a determining voice until 21.
lessous of experience. The constitutions of the em7. The second house, called the house of represenpire are thus formed by a series of acts which liave tatives, is elected by ths people.
been clothed with the approbation of the people.
8. The members of this house are in number six
We had then for our end, to organize a great hundred and twenty-nine. They must be 25 years
European federative systum, which we had adopted old at least.
as being conformable to the spirit of the age, and
9. Tiie president of the house of representatives
favorable to the progress of civilization. To bring is appointed by the house, at the opening of the
it to completion, and to give it all the extent and first session.
lie remains in office until the renewal
all the stability of which it was susceptible, we had of the house.
His nomination is submitted to the
postponed the establishment of nvmy interior insti- approbation of the emperor.
10. The house of representatives verifies the powtutious, more especially intended to protect the
Our end henceforth, is only ers of its members, and pronounces upon the validity
liberty of the citizens,
tb increase the prosperity of France, by the strength- of contested elections.
11. The members of the house of representatives'
ening of public liberty. Hence results the necessity of many important modifications in the con- receive for travelling expences and during the skis*
stitutions, senatus consulta and other acts which sion, the compensation determined by the constitu=
cut assembly.
govern this empire.
For these reasons, wishing on the one side, to
12. They are re-eligible indefinitely.
13. The house of representatives is renewed of
preserve whatever is good and salutary in the old,
and, on the other, to render the constitutions of right, wholly, every five years.
our empire conformable in every respect, to the na14. No member of either house can be arrested^
tional wishes and wants, as well as to the state of except in the case of fin grant crime, nor
prosecuted
peace which we desire to maintain with Europe, we on a criminal or correctional charge, except by vir-"
have resolved to propose to the people a series vt tue of a resolution of the house of which he is a
arrangements tending to modify and perfect their member.
constitutional acts to surround the rights of the
15. No one can be arrested or detained for debts*
citizens with all their guarantees, to give to the from the issuing of the convocation,
(~a partir de la

NAPOLEON,

1

—

representative system all its extension, to invest conz'ocatiaiijj nor for forty days after the session.
tiie intermediate bodies with the desirable
16. The peers are judged by their house, on a
respect
and power; in a word, to combine the highest point criminal or correctional charge,
according to forms
of political liberty aad individual safety, with the Which shall be
by law.

regulated

power and energy necessary to cause the independence of tiie French people and the dignity of our
crown to be respected by foreigners. In consequence,
the
following articles, forming a supplementary
act to the constitutions of the empire, will be submitted to the free and solemn approbation of all
the citizens throughout the whole extent of France.
Titie I. General arrangements.
Aht. 1. The constitution of the empire, to wit, the
constitutional act of the 22d Frimaire, in the year 8,
the senatus consult* of the 14th and 6th Thermidor,
in the year 10, and that of the 28th
Floreal, in

—

and of representative is
compatible with ali public functions, except those of
matters of accounts ("hors celles de
comptable.J—>
17. Tiie quality of peer

However, the prefects and sub-prefects are not eligible by the electoral colleges of the department oi*
of the arrondisment which they administer.
18. The emperor sends to the houses some ministers of state, and some counsellors of state, who
have a seat there and take a part in the discussions,

but who have not a determining voice, except whert
they are members of the house of peers, or elected
by the people.
the year 12, shall be modified
19. The ministers who are members of the housg
by the following
arrangements. All the other arrangements are eon- of peers or of that of representatives, or who have a
firmed and maintained.
seat by mission of the government, give to the house
2. The
legislative power is exercised by the tiie illustrations which are judged necessarv, whert
emperor and by two houses.
their publicity does not compromit the interest gf
3. The first
hou>e, called the house of peers, is the state.
20. The sitting of the two houses are public. They
hereditary.
4. The
emperor appoints the members, who are may nevertheless form themselves in secret com<
n-removeable, they and their male descendants, from mitlee, the house of peers upon the request of ten
the eldest to the eldest in the direct line.— The num .members, and that of
representatives upon the re-'
her of the peers is unlimited.
Adoption does not quest of twenty-five. The government may likewise
transmit the
dignity of a peer to him who is' require secret consmUtees to make comnmui€atJK8M*

Vou. VJTh
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place, no inscription of credit can be made in the
great book of the public debt, no domain can be
ahena:ed or exchanged, no levy cf men for the
army
can be decreed, no portion of the territory can be
exchanged, but by virtue of a law.
36. Every proposal for a tax, for a loan or a
levy of

In every case the determination and the votes can
only take place in public sessions.
21. The emperor may prorogue, adjourn and dissolve the house of representatives. The proclamation which pronounces the dissolution, convokes the
electoral colleges for a new election, and indicates
the assembling of the representatives in six months
at the farthest (au plus tard.J
22. During the interval of the sessions of the
house of representatives, or in case of a dissolution
of this house, the house or peers cannot assemble
themselves.
23. The government has the proposing of the law;
the house may propose amendments; if these amendments are not adopted by the government, the
house is bound to vote upon the law as it was pro-

men, can only be made

to the

house of representa-

tives.

37. It is also to the house of representatives that
are first brought
1st. the general budget of the
state, containing the sketch (I'appcrouJ of the receipts and the proposition for funds, to be assigned
:

department of the ministry;
2nd. the account of the receipts and expenditures of
the year or years preceding.
Title IV. Of ministers and responsibility.
38. All the acts of government must be counterposed.
24. The house have the right to request the go- signed by a minister holding the department.
39. The ministers are responsible for the acts of
vernment, to propose a law upon a specified subject
and to digest (re -differJ that which appears to government, signed by them
also, for the executhem proper to insert in the law. This reque»t may tion of the laws.
be made by either of the houses.
40. They may be impeached (accuses J by the
25. Whenever a bill (redactionJ) is adopted in house of representatives, and are tried by that of
one of the two houses, it is carried to the other; and peers.
if it is there approved, it is carried to the emperor.
41. Every minister, every commandant of an army
26. No written discourse, except the reports of by land or sea, may be impeached by the house of
committees, the reports of the ministers upon the representatives, and tried by the house of peers,
laws which are presented and the accounts which for having compromited the safety or the honor of
are rendered, can be read in either of the houses. the nation.
Title II. Of the electoral colleges and the mode of
42. The house of peers, in this case, exercises i
election.
discretionary power, both in characterising the crime
27. The electoral colleges of a department and of and in inflicting the punishment.
an arrcndismcnt are maintained, conformably to the
43. Before pronouncing a minister to be in a state
senatus consultum, of the 6th Therm idor, year 10, of impeachment, the house of representatives muit
declare that there is ground for investigation (qitil
except as the following modifications.
28. The assemblies of a canton shall fill up every y a lieu a examiner J a proposition for impeachyear, by annual elections, all vacancies in the elec- ment.
toral colleges.
44. This declaration cannot be made until after the
29. From the year 1816, a member cf the house report of a committee of sixty members, drawn by
of peers, designated by the emperor, shall be presi- lot. This committee does not make its report until
dent for life and irremoveable of every electoral col- ten days at soonest, after its appointment.
45. When the house has declared that there it
lege of a department.
30. From the same period, the electoral college of ground for investigation, it may call the minister
This call
er.ch department, shall appoint from among the mem- before it to require of him explanation.
bers of each college of an arrondisment, a president cannot take place until ten days after the report of
and two vice-presidents. To this end the meeting the committee.
of the college of a department precedes fifteen days
46. In every other case, the ministers holding*
that of the college of arrondisment.
department, cannot be called or commanded by the
of
The
a
31.
colleges
department and of an arron- houses.
dism^iit shall appoint the number of representatives
47. When the house of representatives has declarestablished for each, by the act and the table sub- ed that there is ground for an investigation against
a minister, a new committee is found of sixty memjoined. No. I.
32. The representatives may be chosen indifferent- bers, drawn by lot, as the first, and a new report is
ly throughout the whole extent of France. Every col- made by this committee upon the act of impeachlege of a department or arrondisment, shall appoint a ment (sur lumise en accusation.J This committee
substitute (mipbleuntj who must necessarily be ta- cannot report until ten days after its appointment.
ken from the department of arrondisment.
48. The act of impeachment cannot be pronounced
33. The manufacturing and commercial industry until ten days after the reading and distribution of
and property shall have a special representation. the report.
The election of the commercial and manufacturing
49. The impeachment being pronounced, the
representatives shall be made by the electoral col- house of representatives appoints five commissioners
belege of a department, out of a list of eligible per- out of its body, to prosecute the impeachment
sons prepared by the chambers of commerce and fore the house of peers.
the consultum chambers assembled together, ac50. The article 75 of Title VIII. of the constitutional act of the 22d Frimaire, year 8, declaring
coiding to the uctand table subjoined, No 2.
Title III. Of the law of imposts.
that the agents of the government cannot be prose34. The general direct tax, whether on land (fin- cuted, but by virtue of a decision of the council of
derJ or on moveables (mobiicrej is only voted for state, shall be modified by a law.
Title V. Of the judicial po-wcrs.
one year ; the. indirect taxes may be voted for seveIn cases of the dissolution of the house of
51. The emperor appoints all the judges. They
ral years.
of their
representatives, the taxes voted in the preceding are irremoveable and for life, from the time
and
session arc continued until the new meeting of the appointments
except the judges of the peace
the judges of commerce, who shall hold as formerhouse.
35. No direct or indirect tax in money or in kind ly.
The present judges, appointed by the emperor*
ot
(en natureJ can be collected (per«itJ~~i\Q loan take according to the terms of the; senatus consultum
for the year to every

—

•

;

—

,'

—

—

;
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IMPERIAL DEGREES.
i2th October, 1807, and whom he shall deem
receive provision for life be[No. I.]
proper to retain, shall
Table of the number of deputies to be furnished by
fore the 1st of next January.
each department.
52. The institution of juries is maintained.
53. The discussions in criminal cases are public.
Ain, 7. Aisne, y. AUier, 6, &c. Sic.
54. Military crimes alone are judged by military
tribunals ("tout

du

resort.

J

Jet and

table

[No. II.]
for scheduleJ to regulate

the

number

other crimes, even committed by military
of deputies to represent commercial and manufacmen, are to be cognizable in the civil tribunals.
turing property and industry.
and
which
were
referAll
the
crimes
offences
56.
Elys'ian Palace, April 22, 1815.
and
to
the
red fattribuesj
Napoleon, by the grace of God and die constituhigh imperial court,
whose judgment is not reserved by the present act tions, emperor of the French.
have decreed, and do decree as follows:
to the house of peers, shall be tried before the ordiArt. 1st. For the execution of the 33d article of
nary tribunals.
57. The emperor has the right to pardon, even in the supplementary act to the constitutions, relative
to the representation of the commercial and manua correctional matter, and of granting amnesties.
58. The interpretations of the laws required by facturing industry and property, France shall be
the court of appeals CcassationJ shall be given in divided into 13 districts, conformably to the schedule here annexed, No. 2.
the form of a law.
55. All

We

59.

2. For every district 23 deputies shall be named;
Title VI.— Rights of the people.
Frenchmen are equal in the sight of the law, chosen first, from among the merchants, importers

whether for contribution to the public taxes and
charges, or for admission to civil and military employ.
60. No one can, under any pretence, be deprived
of the judges assigned to him by law.
61. No one can be prosecuted, arrested, detained
or exiled, except in cases provided by the law, and
according to the prescribed forms.
62. Liberty of worship is guarranteed to all.
63. All property possessed or acquired by virtue
of the laws, and all the debts fcreancesj of the
state, are inviolable.

64. Every citizen has the right of printing and
publishing his thoughts, by signing them, without
any previous censure, except legal responsibility,
after the publication, by the trial by jury, even when
there would be only cause for the application of a
correctional punishment.
65. The right of petition is assured to the citizens.
Every petition is an individual one. These petitions
may be addressed either to the government or to the
two hous&s nevertheless, even these last ones, ought
to bear the title, to his
majesty the emperor. They
shall be presented to the houses under the
guarantee
of a member who recommends the petition.
They
are read publicly ; and if the house undertakes the
consideration of them, they are carried to the emperor by the president.
66 No place, no part of the
territory can be de
clared in a state of siege, except in case of an invasion by a
foreign force, or of civil troubles. In
the first case ; the declaration is made
by an act of
government. In the second case, it can only be done
by law. However, if a case occur, when the houses
are not in session, ths act of the
government declaring the state of siege, must be converted into a proposition for a law, within the first fifteen days of the
meeting of the houses.
6r. The French
people declares, moreover, that
in the
delegation which it has made, and which it
makes, of its powers, it has not intended, and does
not intend to
give the right of proposing the re-establishment of the Bourbons, or of any prince of
that
even in the case of an
family, upon the throne
extinction of the imperial
dynasty nor the right of
establishing either the ancient nobility or the feudal
or
seignoriul rights, or the tythes, or any privileged
or dominant
worship, nor the power of raising any
question against the irrevocability or the sale of the
national domains.
It interdicts formally to the government, to the houses and to the citizens even
:

;

;

proposition in this respect.

(Signed)
(Signed)

By the emperor,
The Dake of BASS ANO,

NAPOLEON.
minister of state.

or bankers; and second, from among the manufacturers or artisans, according to the divisions designated in the same schedule.
3. The deputies shall be named in the first place
by the electors of the department, pointed out in
the first column of the same statement.
4. The deputies shall always be chosen from a list

made out by the joint members of the chambers of commerce, and chambers of
commercial consultations of the whole commercial
circle, who shall choose, by a majority, a president,
of eligible candidates

vice-president and secretary.
5.

shall

The assembly charged with forming that list,
insert in it the merchants who have distin-

guished themselves the most by their probity and
talents, and who pay the greatest portion of the
contributions, whose trade is the most considerable
in France or into foreign countries, or who employ
the most workmen; and distinguishing them by the
nature of the commercial operations to which they

are devoted.
6. Thi<< list shall contain 60
persons for each
commercial district, and 120 for the district of
Paris: upon each list there shall be at least onethird of manufacturers and one-third merchants.
7. It shall be renewed entirely every fifth year, at
the end of each legislature, or in case of the dissolution of the house of representatives.
8. The present act shall be annexed to the addi-

tional act to the constitution, bearing this date.

NAPOLEON.

(Signed)

By

the emperor,
The minister secretary of state,

(Signed)

THE DUKE OF BASSANO.

SCHEDULE, NO. II.
Division of France into 13 circles for the election of
deputies to represent commercial and manufacturing
industry

and property.

(Nord, Aisne, Pas-de-Calais,) 1 merchant,
importer or banker; 1 manufacturer or artisan.
Rouen, [circle of, contains the departments of]
(Lower Seine, Eure, Somme, Calvados, Orne,
Manche,) 1 merchant, 1 manufacturer, &c. &c.
General total, 11 merchants, 12 manufacturers.
Lille,

[NO. Ill]
Dated same day and place, enacts, that there shall
be opened, by the clerks of

all

the administrations

and municipalities, (parishes, towns and corporations) and the registers of all the courts, by all the
justices of the peace, and by all the public notaries,
books or registers in which the French people shall
be called upon to inscribe their vote on the supplementary constitution of the same date. The registers shall be opened within two days of the r»*Snt
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law, and remain open for ten surname. Tlie king of France only desires to be the
shall be sent for the accep father of the French people, and to govern them
The votes to be re- with justice he calculated upon his councils, and
tation of the army and navy.
turned certified by tbe prefects twenty-five days after his marshals, to assist him in carrying into effect
the publication of the decree. The canvass of all the such laudable intentions, and he would have comof the votes, shall take pleted his wishes it he had not been abandoned by
Registers and the verification
of the Champ-de-Mai, which some of those whom shame and eternal disgrace
pL.ce at the assembly
is for that purpose convoked at Paris, for the 26rh must accompany, wherever they go.
"His rn'ijesty has too exalted an opinion of his
oF May next. Ministers charged to execute and
people and his brave soldiers, to believe that tlicy
signatures affixed.
have all been traitors; but, on the contrary, lie be[NO. IV.]
Of the same date, prescribes lint manlier of as- lieves that the great surprize and the panic of teuthe moment, and
sembling the deputies to the session of Champ-de- ror, luve subjugated them for
Mai, and organizing and qualifying for the dispatch forced them to substitute the revolutionary stanof business. Eagles to be distributed in the assem- dard, in preference to the one, that France posand national guard of sessed unsullied from the year nine hundred and
bly, for the electoral college
each department and the deputations from the army eighty-seven, since which epoch the illustrious faand navy.
mdjiof the Bourbons have reigned without inter-

of the bulletin of

th.e

^

days.

The supplement

—

PROCLAMATION OF LOUIS XVIJI.
ruption.
2.— I.OUIS, by the grace of God, kinf; of
Frnnlfort, April
"His majesty from feeling9 of humanity, preferred
France and Navarre, to tliose of my children who shall See these
to leave Paris, to give time to his subjects to correct
presents, greeting:
is
for
ten
come
to
deceive
von
He who has deceived you
years
the errors which they had committed, and which had
again. Fifteen days have hardly passed by, since by treason lie
out of the advice of Machiavelian impostors,
seated himself upon the throne to which your wishes have called grown
me, and already Europe knows it, and Europe indignant advances and thereby to prevent the horrors of a civil contest.
to annihilate him! She advances, Frenchmen! Her innumerable
"His majesty, at the same time, is well aware,
phalanxes will speedily pass our frontiers; but Europe is not your
that it is his duty to perish at the head of his army,
enemy, I have reconciled her to you. Henceforth you will onlysee

jii

come

these strangers, formerly so terrible, geuerons allies who
throwing off the yoke of oppression. All these
march under the same Aug— and that is the

to aid you in
soldiers of Europe

white one.
Enfeebled by at*e and twenty-five years of misfortunes, I will
not say unto them, like my grandfather: rally under my while
plume! but I will follow them near to the field of honor. Frenchmen! a vain illusion of glory spread among you, has carried you
away; my arms are open to you, come cast yourselves into tbem.
I will believe you never quitted them. Frenchmen! who is he
among >ou who will bear, arms against me! I a.m not your enemy,
1 am your king, I am brother of Louis XVI. I come like Henry
IV. to light and conquer a new league; I come to bring you peace

and honor.

The

(Signed)

from a ghent
to all the

DUKE

p.apku.

of

FELTRE,

Minister of

War.

— Jlddress of the king nf France,

good Frenchmen,

civil, military

and admi-

nistrative officers, residing in foreign countries, as
•well in French as in foreign colonies.

if necessity required that he should unsheath Ins
sword in defence of his injured country, sooner
than abandon her rights. It will be understood, that

his majesty in ordering me to make this, his appeal,
to the officers and soldiers of France, wishes, looks
to

have none but those who are desirous of serving

of all grades,
justice and their country. Military men
who have been raised in the camp, and who have
served the Bourbons, bring with you a soul as frank
as loyal,
services,

and his majesty, assisted by your faithful
to her,
promises you to reinstate France

glory and happiness."
By the minister of war,

DUKE OF FELTRE.
(Signed)
Austrian declaration respecting Murat.
The Vienna Court Gazette contains an official
which we
paper on the conduct of Murat, from
make the following extract;
"On the 5th of March, the news of Napoleon's

"His majesty, king of France and Navarre, has
been forced, by extraordinary circumstances, to
leave his kingdom for a short time, and has fixed his
residence with the consent of the sovereign of the
Netherlands, his august ally, at Ghent. The true 'escape arrived at Naples. The king immediately
and
policy, and the only one which the law of God audio sent' for his imperial majesty's ambassador,
still rerises, ought to have for its basis justice and firmness; declared to him, that he was, and should
f
Hie
allisuch are the only principles by which Louis the 18 h main, inviolably faithful to the system of
is governed, in ordering me to make this address to ance. He renewed the same declaration to the cabihis faithful subjects,
nets of Austria and of England; and sent his aid-de"His majesty since having returned to his king- camp count de Beaufrimont, to France, with the
dom, has constantly been employed in his councils commission to look for Bonaparte and tt assure him
to maintain peace, and restore to his subjects com- of his support.' Scarcely was the news of Napoleon's
at Naples, when the king
plete happiness. From all quarters of France, from entry imo Lyons received
the United States of America and all distant coun- formally declared to the court of Rome— "that he
his own, and
tries, Louis has received the homage of those French- considered the cause of Napoleon, as
men who have always been attached to his person; would now prove to him that it had never been
and who, as well as himself, have been living in foreign to him,' —he required at the same time a
for two of Ins
foreign climes; whose homage has been highly Bat- passage through the Roman states
from acting in an
tering to a pr nee, who long before his return to the divisions, which, however, far v
throne of lus ancestors, had acquired by his virtues hostile manner, should not disturb the Holy Father
the confidence and esteem of foreign nations. His in his capital. The pope protested against this viotook place his
majesty under circumstances the most difficult, that lation of his territory, and when it
his kingdom has ever experienced, surrounded by holiness left Rome, and repaired to Florence.
enemies the most dissimulating, formed a paternal
"On the 8th of April, the Neapolitan plenipotencabinet,
constitution, forgetting the past, and fulfilling, at tiaries at Vienna delivered a note to the
the same time, as far as the nature of things would which, with assurances of the most friendly sentiof his unalienable watt
permit, the royal duties, with no other view than the ments of their master, and
that his
good of the public and the happiness of his people. never to separate from Austria, announced state ol
The title of Louis the. Desired, which had been given majesty saw himself forced by the altered
to him by the friends of the administration, filled things, and for his own safety, and in agreement
the soul of his majesty with the most noble ambi- with the military measures which all the powers
to "is
tion. A life so dear, enhances the value of his title, thought it necessary to take, to give likewise
This dev$t»ni he wishes to live so as to merit so illustrious * military fo-ce a greater developement.
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lopcme^ should, however, be within the line of
demarca\c)n, which was fixed for the Neapolitan
army by t« e armistice of 1813. Meanwhile the
Neapolitan & m \>, without any further declaration,
hepan on the Yuth of March, hostilities against (he
Austrian posts i> the Legations."
Paris, April JsWThe Milan Gazette of the 8th
**f April, enntain^tbe
following proclamation, and
confirms the in tell ijence
given in many of our jourof
the
attack 7 f the Austrian troops by thp
nals,
king of Naples, andof the advantages which that
prince has gained.

"Phocmmatiox.—

Etrope had scarcely begun to
cicatrize her wounds, a>d the
powers assembled in
the congress at Vienna v e re met to establish the basis of a long peace, whenan
event

unexpected
again
called upon all nations,
aj-eady informed, by experience, of the ambition cf a single man, to take
up arms. In the midst of h\s
disorder,

momentary

)Uly might have hoped to remain tranquil, and for
her sole defence numerous
troops had already arrived from Germany.
"Cut the king of Naples^ length throwing off the
mask, which had saved hin in the most dangerous
moments, without any decla^tion of war, for which
he could alledge no just motiv, against the faith of
his treaties with Austria, to wr^h a l nehe owes his
political existence, menaces anf> w i t h his armies
the tranquility of flourishing Italy, and not content

ARTICLES.

SOI

conduct or political opinions, lie has treated them.
must destroy entirely, and without resource, the
calumnies so industriously propagated in the procla
mation of the king of Naples Lombards the Austrian government, sincere in its nature, and frank b)

—

!

system, has promised you tranquility, good order,

and paternal administration, and it will keep its faith!
Recollect the happy times anterior to 1769, the institutions of Maria Theresa, of Joseph the second,
of Leopold, and compare this system of government
with that which has been imposed upon you afterwards, and which, founded on the same principles
and announced with the same falsities, as presented
to you now as an object of hope, and a motive for
new efforts. Your too great credulity in the promises
of French democracy has already once caused your
ruin.
Be now more prudent, as your fault would be
greater from the experience of the past, and make
every exertion to deserve the attachment of your sovereign to preserve order, and to defend the country and the throne.
;

BELLEGARDE,

(Signed)

Mi/an, Jlprill5tli,\815.

n

FieldJHarshal.

—

From the London Statesman, of Jlpril 10. The
following most curious document has been received
from Vienna.
submit it without a comment to
the enlightened public of Great Britain.
pledge
ourselves to the fidelity of the translation from the
with bringing with him the scourge f war> j ie en . French official copy of the original letter:
deavors every where to rekindle, um» P pretence of
"Man, Prince I have the honor to acknowledge
restoring the independence of Italy, he ravaging the receipt of your letter of yesterday, together with
fon
the
fire which formerly prepared
U to pass its enclosures, and I lose no time in explaining myway
from the ohscurity of a private class to th splendor self upon their subject, with that frankness which I
of a throne.
have ever observed towards your highness. There is
"He, who is as foreign to Italy, as he is ne-r n t)ie no principle of European policy to which I attach
the
to
hold
with
of
affects
more importance than the substantial re-estublishl\.lj ans
category
kings,
a language which could not be held with then
by ment of the Prussian power. The glorious services
an A lexander Farnese, an Andrew Doria, or a
which she has rendered in the last war, give her the
JM,g.
na TVinizo and of his own will and power has p«,_ most eminent claims to our gratitude. But a still
claimed himself chief of the Italian nation, whic. more powerful motive exists in the necessity of conhas possessed in its bosom reigning dynasties for cen- sidering the Prussian monarchy as the only solid
turies, and which has seen arise in its beautiful -isis of any arrangement with a view to secure the
countries that august family, which rules so many nt-th of Germany from the imminent danger to
nations under a paternal government he, a king in
h it might be exposed. In such a crisis, it is
the extreme part of Italy, proposes by specious ideas, over v uss i a that it is our duty to watch.
must
to present to the Italians the phantom of a kingdom, unite oy force w jth hers, and in this view, it is necesof which it js not even possible to fix the capitol, sary tha^p,. uss a b e substantial and strong, possesbecause nature has fixed, with particular limits, par- sing all tlv attributes of an independent state capaticular governments in different parts of Italy, and ble ol makihr h erse if respected, andof inspiring her
has shewn that it is not the extent of territory, the friends with (\nnc ence with regard to the question
amount of the population, nor the power of the arms, of Saxony, I de« are to you, that if the incorporation
hut good laws, the preservation of ancient habitudes, of the whole of ViX coim try with the Prussian moand a prudent administration, which makes the hap- narchy be necessa v for the attainment of an e-bject
so important to
piness of states and hence it is that Lombardy and
Eu^p e> whatever pain I must perTuscany, the immortal names of Maria Theresa, Jo- sonally experience fy,^ the idea of seeing an ancient
in
such a sta te of affliction, I should
family
seph and Leopold are still remembered with admiration and gratitude.
The king of Naples, not con- entertain no objection, »ither moral or political,
tented with deceiving the multitude with the dream against the measure itself, if eve r a sovereign was
of independence, wishes to }ead into error the less placed by his own acts in a Nation t© be fairlv sacrificed to the future tranquility f
intelligent Italians, by persuading them that these
Europe, I conceive
same powers, who already renew with an admirable the king of Saxony to have bet^ s0 placed by his
and
b»
sea
perpetual tergiversations,
cause he has not
promptitude the most formidable armaments, by
and by land, and who, in a few days, will give to been only the most devoted, but th» most favored of
the whole world a new proof of their indissoluble Bonaparte's vassals; contributing wnh a n his means,
Union in the same principles, have a secret disposi and with the greatest zeal, in the dotibVe capacity o;
as if Italy, governed by a German as well as a Polish sovereign^ to extend
tion to second his projects
him, could be called independent and the powers the general subjection, ven into the heart^f Russia
were not well convinced, that neither peace nor I am aware that many instances are to be found in
truce can exist with one who never regards the pro- Germany of a similar political immorality. I an »
mises he makes, and who is not sensible to the gene- acquainted, however, with none which is equally
revolting.
rosity of his conquerors.
"And in the vicious course, in which the Ceranar
"The benefits which the emperor Francis I. has
conferred on the whole Italian army, and the pater- stales have considered themselves as almost warrantrvU ^are with which, without regard to their past ed in the proceeding for some time past, as all can-
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not be punished, and the greater number have made
reparation by subsequent services, I shall not regret,
hat, pardoning the guilty in the mass, one example
be made from amongst them in order effectually to
arrest the progress of such an intolerable evil.
"Your highness will see from this declaration, that
I can have no hesitation in assenting to the principle
of the proposed arrangement, if it be necessary, in cumstances to which this traffic o' e s its origin, and
order vO place Prussia in that situation which the the difficulty of abruptly internpting its progress,
5nterests of Europe require that she should maintain: have, to a certain degree les?' ne d the odium of
but if this incorporation is to be regarded as the continuing it; but that at las' the public voice in
means of indemnifying Prussia for any losses she all civilized countries has depended that it should
may sustain from the rdarming and dangerous pre- be suppressed as soon as possible; that since the
tensions of Russia; and under the idea of inducing character and the details of this traffic have been.
her to submit, without a frontier of defence, to an better known, and the evis of every sort which
evident state of dependence on Russia; in the latter accompanied it completely unveiled, several Euroto suppress it; and
position, which for the interest of all, and more par- pean governments have re.olved
that successively all powes possessing colonies in
ticularly of Russia herself, I should deeply lament, I
do not consider myself authorised to give your high- different parts of the w>rld have acknowledged,
ness the least reason to hope that Great Britain either by legislative acts or by treaties and other
would ever consent, in the face of Europe, to such formal engagements, the obligation and necessity
of abolishing it; that
article of the
an arrangement.
by a separate
,J
"In the full persuasion that a result so incompati- last treaty of aris, GreA* Britain and France enble with the principles of the alliance, could neither gaged to unite their effort at the congress at Vienna
be proposed on the one hand, nor accepted on the to engage all the pow rs of Christendom to prodefinitive abolition of the
other, I have no objection that Saxony be confided, nounce tiie universal ?'d
as your highness desires, to the provisional adminis- slave trade; that tfc* plenipotentiaries assembled
tration of his Prussian majesty.. I am the more wil- at this congress ca> ,ot better honor their mission,
-"d manifest the principles which
fulfil their
dut)',
ling to give my consent at once to this measure,
winch appears to me to be both just and reasonable guide their aug st sovereigns, than by laboring
in itself, as a pledge of the sincerity of the assurances to reafcse this "gagement, and by proclaiming in
above given, and in the confident hope that the king the name of fle i r sovereigns the desire to put an
e
of Prussia will not lend himself to any arrangement end to a sco <g J which has so long desolated Africa^
jurope and afflicted humanity.
degraded
with
of
his
or
with
the
crown,
incompatible
dignity
The s*d plenipotentiaries have agreed to openthe permanent security of his dominions.
their de'berations as to the means of accomplishing
"I have conceived your
must
be
desirous
highness
of being made acquainted without delay, with any so sal'taT an object by a solemn declaration of the
which have guided them in this work.'
opinion upon this latter subject, and as soon as principles
pJly authorized to such an act, by the unanimous
prince Metternich shall consider himself at liberty
of their respective courts to the
to come to an explanation upon the points to which sci;erence
principle*
^nounced in the said separate article of the treaty
your highness's letter refers, I shall be ready to en- <f
*"" '^ they in K sc
Paris
ue<
the
in
face of
4"c"^ declare,
ter with vou upon the whole matter; and I am very R
"".
"i eonsequence
°P e lha > ' ookin & u P on lhe universal abolition
desirous of bringing to a conclusion an arrangemeH
C
slave trade, as a measure particularly worthy
which appears to be essentially connected with «*"
of their attention
conformably to the spirit of the
best interests of Earope.
age and to the general principles of their august so"CASTLEREA-"11
vereigns, they are animated with a sincere desire
"Vienna, October 11, 1834."
to concur, by every means in their
power, in the
'
reat
a{
most prompt and effectual execution of this mea[The appearance of this letter excited g
tention in England. The opposition dir' ,10t fail t0 sure; and to act in the
employment of those means
introduce it immediately into the housp°f commons with all the zeal and all the
perseverence which so
On the evening after its publication in fie Statesman, great and good a cause merits.
Mr. Whitbread said of it, "that as diplomatic proToo well informed of the sentiments of their
duction it absolutely stood witho^ competition—
not to fbrsee, that, however honorable
none but itself could be its par? lel 1Ie should be sovereigns
may be their object they would not pursue it without
a pcr to wlwch
ous
to
know
P
whether
the
gl.id
a just regard {o the interest, the habits, and even
inge"
he had all-ded, was authent^ Lord Castlere.igh the
prejudices of their subjects; the said plenipoas
lt was garbled,
Hlch
that
in3='
replied,
tentiaries at the same time acknowledge that this
"although
and was a translation of a translation, it was necessageneral declaration should not prejudge the period
no hesitation in saying,
rily imperfect, yet he 1*&
which each particular power should look upon as
that the general" reasons which it contained, pro- the most
expedient for the definitive abolition of
ceeded from him, && that notwithstanding the the traffic in slaves.
Consequently the determihonorable gentlenv-n's remarks, he was perfectly nation of the
period when this traffic ought univerprepared to deferu the soundness of the principle of sally to cease, will be an object of negotiation bethai part of it w.Vich related to Saxony."]
tween the different powers; it being, however well
London, A*i'i) 5. Papers relative to the slave trade. understood, that no means proper to ensure and
relative
to
the
slave
trade
have been accelerate its progress should be neglected; and
lhe papers
printed aid presented to the house of commons. that the reciprocal engagements contracted by the
document
tue
declaration
Tite following
containing
present declaration between the sovereigns who have
of the powers who signed the treaty of Paris, is taken part in it, should not be considered as fulfilled
a
as
unanimous
and
until the moment when complete success shall have
mosJ
the
important,
containing
^ncrgc-ic reprobation of the principle of that abom- crowned their united efforts.
In making this declaration known to Europe, and
inabE traffic.
DECLARATION.
to all the civilized nations of the earth, the said
fbe plenipotentiaries of the powers who signed plenipotentiaries flatter themselves they shell en-

the treaty of Paris, the 30th of
Mav, 1814, ass^bled
in congress :
Having taken into consideration that -he traffic
known under the name of the
^ave Trade,
African
has been regarded by
of
just and enligb ene d men
all ages, as
repugnant to the princip-s of humanity
and of universal morality; that tb- particular cir-
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other governments, and particularly those
yagfe
who in abolishing the traffic in slaves, have already
manifested the same sentiments to support them
with their suffrage in a cause, of which the final
triumph will be one of the greatest monuments of
the age which Undertook it, and which shall have
all

gloriously carried

it

into

complete

effect.

Vienna, February 8, 1815.
Substance of a proclamation.
By William, prince of Orange, duke of Luxemburg, &c.
Art. 1. All those who manifest themselves partisans or instruments of a certain
foreign power, whether by their discourse, or
by any action or document, and finally all those who attempt to create
distrust or jealousies
among the inhabitants, to promote disunion or disturbance, to excite disorder and
sedition, by persuading the people to rebellion in the
streets and public places, or
by any other act inconsistent with good order,
according to the enormity
and circumstances of the offence, shall be punished
separately or collectively, by being exposed for
from one hour to six, by privation of their rank, by
marks of ignominy, by imprisonment from one hour
to ten, and by a fine of from 100 to 10,000 francs.
2. In case of crimes not mentioned in the
preceding articles, those who may have rendered themselves culpable by
disturbing the public repose, as
\vell as their
accomplices, shall be condemned, besides being fined to hard labor for a certain
time, to
be marked.
3. A special court,
composed of eight counsellors,
selected from our superior court of
justice at Brusof
the attorney general or one of the advocates
sils,
general, who fill the functions of the public officers,
and of the register of the court, is
specially charged
to take cognisance of, and
pass judgment on, all
crimes or misdemeanors on the process issued
by our
attorney general.
4. The processes take
place without delay, or
any previous information by the judge of instructions; these decrees cannot be
open to appeal, nor
can they be repealed.
5 These decrees shall be
put into execution 24
hours after their
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of his excellency, which declares the wishes of the
British government upon these last points.

" The
undersigned,

in

professing that he

is

ready

to give, in concert with the other allied
cabinats, to

apprize lord Castlereagh, that having submitted the
projet of the convention to the emperor, he has been
authorized by his imperial majesty to accept the enclosed, and to cause to be drawn up a preliminary
act of acceptance, which he has the honor herewith
to transmit to his
excellency, and which shall be followed, as soon as possible, by an instrument prepared according to the usual forms.

The undersigned has the honor to be, &c.
"Troyes, February 15, 1814."
Dispatched also by his excellency count Nesselrode and his excellency prince Hardenbcrg;.
Preliminary of accession of the coiirts of Jluslria,
Russia and Prussia, to the propositions made
by his
excellency lord viscount Castlereagh.
1814.

"Troyes, February 15,
" His
excellency lord viscount Castlereagh, the
of
state
of
ids majesty the king
principal secretary
of the united
kingdom of Great Britain, having
transmitted to the undersigned a projet of a convention, of which the following is the tenor
" As the
negociations with the enemy may termi:

nate, perhaps, before the internal arrangements betvyeen the allied powers can be agreed upon, and
his Britannic
not
himself in

majesty

considering

jus-

tice called upon to make considerable sacrifices of
his conquests from France, for the
general good of
Europe, without at least being certain relatively to

those arrangements on the continent which most directly concern his interests and his honor ; their imperial and royal majesties, in order to give his Britannic majesty a proof of their
gratitude for the persevering and liberal aid which they have received
from his said majesty,
the continuance of

during

the war, and
considering the demands of his Britannic majesty as just in themselves and
equally conformable to the true interests of
Europe, agree,
" 1. That the
Belgic provinces, as far as the
Meuse, situated between the ancient frontier of
France and that river, as well as the
country situated
beyond that river, comprised within a line drawn
from the Meuse to Maestricht

being pronounced.
by Aix-la-ChapeUe
is
charged with their execu- and Duren, as far as
Cologne on the Rhine, shall be
and
with
tion,
transmitting an accurate copy of any ceded to the
prince of Orange, as sovereign of the
decree executed to our commissary
general of jus- United
Netherlands, to be united forever as an intetice.
of
Holland.
part
Dated Brussels, April 20, 1315, and second year gral
" 2. That
the other territories situated on the left
of our reign.
bank of the Rhine, if not
wholly or in part united
WILLIAM.
(Signed)
to Holland, shall at least be so
disposed of as to
The same proclamation orders that its several deand
provide security
protection for that country and
crees shall be published in the
papers of the day; the north of
Germany, in a military point of view ;
and commands the commissaries
general, and other and that no
arrangements shall take place with reauthorities, to see to their prompt and strict executo
them
without the full and entire consent of
spect
tion.

Our attorney general

his Britannic
majesty.
" 3. That there shall
in
lieu
of the
Sicily,

Extraordinary diplomatic document /—The following paper contains some important matter, which
tvill tend to throw additional
light on those dark
subjects— the negociations at the congres of Vienna
Copy of a note from prince Metternich to lord Cas-

be granted to the
king of

kingdom of Naples, a

liberal

indemnity in Italy, the relations and positions of
which shall be settled by common assent, and the
value of which shall not be below that
proportion
which his Sicilian majesty has a
tlereagh.
right to, from the
" The
undersigned, minister of state for foreign scale of his losses compared with those of other
affairs, has received the note in which his
excellency sovereigns, having a right to indemnities, and aclord Castlereagh,
principal secretary of state to his cording to the means which the allied powers
may
Britannic majesty for
foreign affairs, enquires, in the reserve for satisfying those claims.
" 4. That the vessels of
name of his court, explanations of the
war
found
in
arrangements
any of the
determined upon with regard to the continent, and parts which,
by virtue of the coaclusion of peace
shall be ceded to the allies, shall be
Ohiefly with regard to the three principal powers
regarded and
and also
satisfactory assurances as to those interests treated as the remains of the means and
implements
which are specially confided to the honor and amica- of war, and shall not be
at
the disposireplaced
ble intervention of Great Britain. At the same time tion of
France.
«e has received a
"And his imperial ami apostolic majesty (his improjet of a convention on the part
:

1

;
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War, says his majesty, threatens jour frontiers; to remove it to »
distance, I shall for a time ask new exertions; I shall choose a psrt
standing army from among you, and summon the landvrefcr,
and from the landstrum, if the danger should come so near as to

majesty the emperor of all the Russias, and
to
majesty the king of Prussia) having agreed
the demands of* his Britannic majesty contained in
the tour preceding articles, the undersigned minister of state, of conferences, and of" foreign affairs
(the undersigned secretary of states, and the undersigned chancellor of state,) is charged and authorised, in the name and on the part of his august
master, to guarantee its acceptance and execution
by the present act, till the convention proposed and
acceded to can be clothed in the usual forms.
" In virtue of
which, the undersigned has affixed
to the present act his signature and the seal of his
arms.
" Done at
Troyes, the 15th of Feb. 1814.

feerial

!«s

"The

prince

24, I8i£

of

my

make

it necessary. But united with
my brave armies and my other
you will suld le the enemy of your country, and partake
the glory of having insured for a lung series' of centuries the fretdom and independence of the German empire.
WILLIAM.
(Si- ted)
Dated Vienna, April 5.

subjects,

FREDERICK

CIRC UL A.R
Addressed

tu the

ministers

and public agents of France

in foreign countries

Pahis, 30th March, 1815.
Sir The voice of the French nation had not
ceased to recall the sovereign of their choice, the
only prince competent to conserve and guarantee

—

MLrTERXiCfi."

"PROCLAMATION.— When in time of danger I called my
people to arms, to combat for the freedom and independence of
the country, the whole mass of the youth, glowing with emulation, thronged round the standards, to bear, with joyful self-denial,
unusual hardships, mid resolved to brave death itself; then the
best strength of the people intrepidly joined the ranks of ray
brave soldiers, and my generals led with me iuto battle a host of
heroes, who have shewn themselves worthy of the name of their
fathers, and heirs of their glory. Thus we and our allies, attended
by victory, conquered the capital of our enemy; our banners
waved in Paris; Napoleon adbicated his authority. Liberty was
restored to Germany, security to thrones, and to the world the
hope of a durable peace.
"This hope is vanished— we must again march to the combat.
A perfidious conspiracy has brought back to France the man who,
for ten years together, brought down upon the world unutterable
mi series. The people, confounded, have not been able to oppose his
armed adherents. Though he himself, while still at the head of a
considerable armed force, declared his abdication to be a voluntary
sacrifice to the happiness and
repose of France, he now regards
tins, like every other convention, as nothing.
He is at the head
ut perjured soldiers, who desire to render war eternal. Europe is
again threatened; it cannot suffer the man to remain on the
throne of Prance, who loudiy proclaimed universal empire to be
the object of his continually renewed wars, who confounded all
moral principles by his continued breach of faith, and who can,
therefore, give the world no security for his peaceable intentions.
"Again, therefore, arise to the combat! France itself wants our
aid, and all Europe is allied with us. tJnited with jour ancient
companions in victory, reinforced by the accession of new brethren
in arms, you go, brave Prussians, to a just war with me, with the
princes of my family, with the generals who have led you to
The justice of the cause we defend will ensure us the
victory.
victory. I have ordered a general arming, according to my decree
of September 3, 1814, which will be executed in all my dominions.
'•The army will be completed, the volunteer companies of yagers
be formed, and the landwehr called together. The youth of the
chief classes of the citizens, from the age of twenty upwards, are
at liherty to join either the landwehr first called out, or the yager
corps of the regular army.
"Every young man who has completed his 17th year, may, if
possessing the requisite bodily strength join the army at his own
choice. 1 publish a particular regulation on this subject. Concerning the formation of single corps and of the landwehr, a notice will
appear in every province from the constituted authorities.
"Thus united, with all Europe in arms, we again enter the

|

its liberty and independence.
The emperor has
appeared, and the royal government exists no more.
On the appearance of this universal movement in
favor of the legitimate choice of the people, and
the army, the family of the Boilrbons were too well
convinced that they must once more
becomexefugeea
in a
foreign land. They have fled from the French
soil, and their flight has not been interrupted by
the noise of a single gun, nor has a drop of blood
been shed hi their support. The military escort
which accompanied them, has discharged its duty,
and returned to Bethune, to receive the orders of
the emperor. More than half of them have entered
the ranks, the rest having given up their arms and
horses, have, without impediment returned to their
firesides, happy to have found in the generosity of
the emperor, a safe asylum. The most profound
tranquility prevails throughout the
empire. In
every direction the same exultation is heard : never
did a nation present a spectacle of unanimity so
perfect, nor expressions of happiness and joy more
sincere.
This great change was only the work of
a few days. It is the most interesting triumph a
monarch eould obtain, the confidence and the love
of his people; it is at the same time an event most
extraordinary, in being the spontaneous act of a
nation which knows both its rights and its duties.

The functions with which you were charged by
the royal government cease, and you will take upon
you the duties of the station under the orders of
the emperor immediately, and be accredited anew
for the legation.
You

against Napoleon Bonaparte and his adherents.
"Arise then, with God for your support, for the repose of the
world, for order, for morality, for your king and for your country.

will see

lists

recognized by

all

that

the

tri-colored

cockade

Frenchmen with 'whom you

be

have

concerns.

"FREDERICK WILLIAM.

Vienna, April?,, 181.5."
April 11.— His majesty has signed the letters patent
for taking possession of the grand duchy of the Lower Rhine, the
duchies of Cleves, Berg and Guelders, the principality of Moers,
and the lordships of Esten and Werden.
In a proclamation to the inhabitants of the Rhine, provinces
united with Prussia, his majesty states, that when the congress
unanimously proposed the incorporation of these provinces with
Prussia, he did not in giving his assent forget the dangerous situation of these frontier countries of Germany, and the difficulty of
defending them: but considering that they are the bulwarks of
German independence, and that Prussia, whose own dependence
lias been threatened by their loss, had the duty, as well as the
honorable claim to dwlend them, he yielding to the*? higher con-'
sideration9, and reflecting besides that he united with his subjects a
faithful, generous and German people, who would jovfully share

BERLIN,

If, at any time you should have occasion to retire
from the court near which you at present reside,
you will take an opportunity to assure the minister
of foreign affairs, that you are assured that the em-

peror has nothing more at heart than to maintii*
peace; that his majesty renounces all projects of*
grandeur which may have formerly entered into his
mind, and that the system of his cabinet, and all
the concerns and direction of affairs in France, will
know no other principle.
You will no doubt consider it your duty to make
known to the French near you, the new state ot
with them every danger to defend their common freedom, he had
things, Lc.
joined these countries to the Prussian crown, confiding in God
and in the courage and loyalty of his people.
(Signed.) CAULINCOURT, Duke of Vincenzs.
j

\

His majesty promises that tuey shall be governed by mild laws,
their religion protected and and its servants be placed in a situation to support their office with dignity, that the bishop's see and
university, and seminaries for priests and instructors, shall be
established. His majesty observes, that he is sensible of the burdens

which a continued state of war has inevitably caused, but bids them
that they proceeded chiefly from their former connection with France. The taxes shall not be oppressive, and shall
lie regulated, after consulting them, according to a plan to be
Jbrmed for the other Prussian states. The military establishment to
aim at defence, and the expence of a large standing army be spared
ter.
by the organization of landwehr in time of pea.ee; but in war, all
ro&t talse *j aiois :l#: are abft tu vss tlicm.

remember

—

A London paper says: On Saturday
most disgraceful scene was presented at the
Cross, York, in Thursday market, in that city, by a
man of the name »f Tate, exposing his wiffe for satej
amidst a great concourse of people, when the sum of
for
twenty-five shillings was offered, and accepted,
her; and she was consequently delivered in a hal
Civilization.

last a

The English have conquered

the empire of Elbti

«...
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our constitution:

School Books.
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— Further —

if

AKNUW.

I'KR

kings have "divtpc

authority" to govern, it is impossible that they can
"Train up a child in the way he should so, and when be is old lie divest themselves, or be divested, of it, in any way
will not depart from it."
whatsoever its nature has something of immortality
Among the many causes of the deleterious British in it, descending from a father to his children to the
It is possible that the "divine
influence tliut even yet so extensively prevails in the latest generations.
United States, notwithstanding the barbarism of cha- principle may have departed from George III. because
but certainly it is invested in his
of his madness
racter exhibited in the late war— by robberies, con
unknown to the practice of chaste, temperate and enlightened "legitimate" son.
fiagrations and murders
which leads so many people to the prince regent
and he, therefore; must be the
the civilized world
the commission of political crimes unnumbered, in "legitimate sovereign" of the United States. Gome

—

;

!

;

—
—

—

the great and living principles of our on then let us no longer "rebel" against Gor and
I have always considered thr> introducour king let us finish the "long agony" and "re1
Ui= king, bows JEonn !— Ur
tion :>nd use of British compilations in our schools, »s, p«se" in his arms!
ass sted as they are by GuKi.ru, iiowk
aiiison, or whoever else the presiperhaps, the most powerful;
the after-reading's by our youth of the vile traeh that dent may be.
But the people have never thought to what length?
readies us under the denomination of novels.
Hence the nonsensical doctrine about the "divine the doctrine of a "divine authority" in kings would
is urglead them.
It is impossible that a man ran pledge
right of kings" and "legitimacy of princes,"
ed and upheld by individuals that would be ready to his fidelity to the constitution of the United Slates
knock a mar. down for charging them with disaffec- and believe in that authority, without perjuring himtion to the constitution of the United States!
But, self and playing the traitor. 1 would as freely concede
I tell you plainly that it is just that he could be o' henvise, as that the ivise men latesoftlv, gentlemen
"as possible for a camel to go through the eye of a ly assembled in convention at Hartford had extinneedle" as for a man that believes in the "divine an guished tiiat sun which Gob made, when he said;
that all "let there be
ihority" of kings, to subscribe to the doctrine
light and there was light," and attend
"It is very like cd the
authority is derived from the people.
government of our system by putting in its
a whale" to pretend to believe both: And yet it is place a Rhode-Island cheese, to "rule and govern the
fashionable. You can hardly take up a jacobin news- day."
Do not smile at my metaphor, reader. I sopaper without seeing both subjects spoken of in the lemnly believe the one just as possible as the other
same column.
In examing the effect, however, I have rather beetIt is beyond my hope to convince or convert those led from what I conceive to be one of its greatest
who hold all things right and lawful as such men as causes meaning royal school hooks, and lord-andmy lord Castlereagh or admiral Coehbitm presents hwlv novels. Hut the first are the most to be feared
them
who are ready to say "aye" or ''no" like a
the images they present are fastened on the mine
parliament-man, at the wink of the minister. ]^o, at the most delicate period, and are not regarded
fio
In monarthese men, though a very considerable body, as fictions, though as talse as the other.

offending

all

constitution,

—

M

—

—

—

;

—

reformation.
Indeed, they are like the
had only two faults—-first, it
was almost impossible to catch him
and second, he
was good for nothing when he was caught hut there
are many real and sincere Americans who have unthinkingly fallen into the silly notion about "legitimate" and illegitimate sovereigns, to whom I would
say a few words.
Let us look at it seriously. Can a divine
right be annulled by a human act.
Pray argue the question in
pur own conscience. The proposition is easy and
is the "divine right" of government
Simple. Again
in the
people of America, and, in like manner, vested
m kings in F.urope ? If, with great reverence and respect for the attributes of that mighty Being, who
regards this globe like a speck in the unmeasured

are past

Irishman's horse, that

;

chist governments, whose main pillars tire ignoravc'
and prejudice, founded on the sword, it is consistent'
witli existing things to ascribe to the princes and

all
(generally the worst men in the world)
great and good and exalted to hold up the
drunkard who reels through the streets, or the pro -.
wife of his friend, as of
ffigate that debauches the
a superior order of beings. But here we havej or
should have, different objects—our teachers shoul<»
"tell the truth and fear it not," and our children*
ought to be told that kings are mere flesh and blood,
liable to all the Weaknesses, and seldom possessing
half the virtues, of the "beggar of the dfcnghill.'*
They should be taught to compr.re our Washixoto.v
with the British Giielpli or Franklin With the thinr
that sits upon the throne of Spain !\ They should
space, and governs worlds unnumbered by universal also be instructed to laugh at titles, by our giving
law, I may be permitted the query, and demand, the highest sounding appellations to things most derHas Gob one divine will for
Europe and another di- pised. For instances, a jackass might be called his
vine will for America ? I
really fear that this ques- grace the duke of ears—n snarling nasty dog, the
tion borders too
covered with so©t,
closely upon a want of rr w ct for prince royal of curs a filthy cat,
the
universality of my Creator, yet I must believe and dirt, Tom, earl cf pots, and so on.
that some
people would have it so, or that they are
false and scandalous
fLet no one suppose I offer these comparisons if
pretenders to the principles of
disrespect of our deceased worthies! For all th.f*
tins general censure there are
many honora- embellished and adorned their species,' they haveble
exceptionsespecially in the collections of about as much resemblance to the things put in ap»
Lindley Murray and others.
The good are easily se- position, "as a mountain to a mathematical point.*
lected from the
bad, but it is safest to be on out- But the greater the contrast the stronger will $i
guard against all, and examine everv on*.
rnpressior.
Voi,. VHI,
!

nobility,;

that

is

;

—

—

—

To

—

"

L
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'
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The ornaments enriching these fronts, are constiNor are we wanting examples to which to point our
For general virtues, of war or of peace, tuted of the following:
children.
1. Over the grand
we have a JVasfnngto?:— tor science and comprehenarch-way and on a broad freize,
cool-collected soldier, a the name of the illustrious Washington.
sion, a Franklin—for the
2. Surmounting the
for fearless
wing buildings, the trophies
Green,- tor .in astronomer, a Kittenl.onse;

a Head for of victory.
courage, a Wayne for incorruptibility,
3. Below these are sculptured the arms of
a Dickinson ; for
Maryfortitude, a Putnam; for elegance,
for fidelity, a Warren; for zeal, J land and Virginia, encircled by wreaths, on each
oratory, a Sknry
for perseverance, a Marion, &c. See. &c. side an inverted torch and star, with other emblema-.
an Mams
tical devices.
besides, enough of living characters, that, for pub4. Under the
lie or private virtues, have few, or no superiors, in
insignia of Virginia, are inscribed
these words:
the world.
,-

,-

,-

,-

Virginia pave the Hero birth,
More might he swd on this subject, perhaps to
Virginia saw the Hero die.
his
advantage; but the reflecting parent, who wishas
and under the insignia of Maryland, these words:
child happiness under our glorious constitution, will
The gratitude of Maryland*
The secondary front presents a ^rand flight of
see the necessity of instructing him to reverence its

which may most happily be done by
from it with the
contrasting the blessings that flow
miseries that belong to king-governed countries. Let
him carefully examine every book that is put into
the infant hands of his son, beginning with the primIf it contains ought that gives to kings a sumer.
as founded upon
periority over the rest of mankind,
a "divine right," he should tear it out as unconstitulike Christians serve
tional, and give it to the flames
Christians "for the good of Christianity !" by "legi-

steps leading up to a collonnadc, through which
you pass into the monument, and by an inner flight
of steps ascend to the great platform. Over the
wing buildings, the trophies of victory are seen in
In the frieze of the collonnade, the name
profile.
of Washington is again inscribed, and on the faces
of the wings are sculptured the arms of Pennsylva-

principles,

nia,

—

New-Jersey,

&.c.

with some characteristic

in-

signia.

Arrived on the platform, which crowns this grand
TIMATE AUTHORITY 1"
pedestal, and which is enclosed by a balustrade, we
I have been led to these few remarks by laying my see the commencement of the
great column— the
hand on a volume lately published by Mr. liodgers, diameter of this is more than twenty feet, and its
at Kaston, Pa. entitled U A new Biographical Diction- altitude above 120 feet, divided in its height by six
iron railed galleries, which encircle it like bands,
fin/," containing the lives of all our eminent
!

j

1

states-]
neatly print- presenting

It is
promenades, to accommodate the readone of the best school books/ ing of those historical inscriptions recorded on the
we have for boys from 12 to 16 years old and, also, farce of the column. The number of these comparthighly interesting to those more advanced in years. ments on the shaft, answer to the eventful years of
It has had, I am to'd, a very extensive sale, and 1 the American revolution
the record beginning with
shall not be sorry to hear of a new edition every the year 1776 and brought down to the period of
the surrender of lord Cornwallis at York, 1781.year.
The events preceding the first period, find a place at
the top, and those subsequent to the last period, are
inscribed upon the base of the column. This plan
of record brings to memory circumstances the most
TO BE ERECTED IN BALTIMORE.
the interesting; for while it exhibits the glory of our
\_The corner-stone will be laid on Tuesday next,
national father, it developes the character of those
Alh of July, in great form"]
Much interest having been excited in tlie public great men who were his compatriots in arms, and
mind relative to the monument about to be erected tiius hands down to posterity the actions of those
in this city, to tl>e memory of general Geoiige Wash- men who were dear to the heart of the generous

men, warrk^rs, patriots and sages.
cd, and, in

my opinion,

1

—

—

Washington's Monument.

—

the design for which was furnished by liobert Malls, of S. Carolina, architect, (and to whom
the premium offered by the board of managers, for
erecting the monument was awarded.) The following description extracted from the catalogue of the
4t!i exhibitor of the "Columbian Society of Artists,
and the Pennsylvania Academy" will give those at
a distance as perfect an idea of this elegant specimen of American genius, as can possibly be communicated in this way.
The design presents the appearance of a Greek
column, elevated upon a grand pedestal; the column
assumes the Doric proportions, which from its soli-

ington

Washington.
On the lower compartment of the column (occupying half its circumference) is a representation
of the surrender of lord Cornwallis in basso relievo.
The reversed side of the column presents the memorable scene which took place at Annapolis
as
Washington resigning his sword and commission
commander in chief of the armies of the V. States,
to the president of congress.
The chapters of historical events inscribed upon
the shafts of the column are separated by military

—

emblems.
The years in which the events took place, stand
and
of
with
at the head of the chapters, encircled by wreaths—
dity
character, harmonizes
simplicity
the spirit of our government, and is emblematic of the circular space which these occupy form aperthe illustrious personage to whose memory it is de- tures which light the interior of the monument.
The enrichments of the echinus (or great moulddic«ted.
The pedestal of this column is a square mass, oc- ing of the capital) of the column are composed W
cupying an extent, on the plan, of fifty feet square, these words:
George Washington, the father of his country.
and an elevation of twenty feet, broken on each front
whole
by projecting wings; the main fronts are supported These are cast in brass and iron, as well as the
by askreen of columns, and pierced through by a capital, with its decorations.
°
1 his monument is surmounted by a quadriga,
grand archway. The number of voussoirs compristhe iming this arch corresponds with the number of states chariot of victory, in which is represented
in the union, each state being designated by a star, mortal Washington in military costume, guided b)
encircled by a corona triumphal is. On the key vous victory.
The interior structure of the monument prcscn
soirs, the arms of the Uniled States are representtr
in basso releive.
a double wall, bptxreen which ascend the steps
:
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communicate with all the galleries and the top of
9th. At Richmond, for Virginia, at the same time
the column; a circular space is left in the centre,
10th. At Haleigh, for Noi th Carolina, at the same
which opens a view from tiie base to the apex of the time.
column. This aperture descends and intersects the
11th. At Columbia, for Sotith Carolina, at the
vault of the arch way, pierced through the front of same time.
the grand pedestal, by which you eoinmaild an inte12th. At Augusta, for Georgia, at the same time.
rior view from the pavement of the street to (lie
loth.
At Uaton Houge, for Louisiana and the
gocl'e of the quadriga, a
height of at least 140 feet. Mississippi territory, the l.iih August.
file eye, in looking through this dim and elongated
14th. At Nashville, for Tennessee and the Missouvault, is immediately arrested by a light that termi- ri territory, the 1st of
•September.
nates its length— this effect is the result of opening
15th. At Lexington, Cor
Kentucky and the Indiana
the sides of the zocle at the top of the column.
and Illinois territories, the 1st of September.
The grand pedestal is of granite, the decorations
16th. At Chillicothe, for the state of Ohio and tlie)
the superstructure of marble the statue
of marble
Michigan territory, the 1st of September.
of Washington and its accompaniments, in bronze.
And that the officers thus assembled shall elect

—

—

—

1,

or 3, representatives, as may be found convenient, the last number to be preferred, to meet in
general convention with
vested in
2,

Disbanded

Officers.

authority duly
them,
under the signature of the officers
respectively, who
DISBANDED OFFICERS OF Tllfc AUJir.
may be present at th* general meetings proposed ;
A brother, who has shared your toils and suffer- to take into their consideration the following subings; who can bear testimony to your zeal and pa- jects, and, after due deliberation had thereon, to
triotism, and knows how to appreciate your personal adopt such measures as may in their
judgment best
virtues and your military merits, begs leave to ad- promote the views and interests of 'their
constitu-

From

TO

the JVatiunal Intelligencer.

TICK

ents

dress you.

:

the precipitate and improvident act of
1. To
apply to the general government, by a rescongress of the jid of March dismissed you from the pectful petition, for such pecuniary emolument aS
public service, whilst festering in your wound's, with- may place the discharged officers of tlie late
army,
out thanks and without remuneration; yet you find on a
footing with those of the revolutionary war ;
cause of consolation in the beneficient views and li- strict regard
to
tlie duration of service.
being paid
beral dispositions of the executive department of
2. To obtain
pensions from the same authority, if
the government.
practicable, for the individuals of every grade and
Let us, then, meet our hard Condition with com- rank of tlie late
army, who by their services arid
placency, and always bear in mind, that disinterest- sufferings have merited them.
ed patriotism forms the distinctive characteristic of
3. To sue to the same
authority, on behalf of the
the Amerircan soldier that patience is the test of
discharged officers, for the land proposed to be
fortitude, and despondency the associate of weak- granted to them,
during the session of the late conness; however cheerless the prospest now before us, gress
and
we may confidently look forward to better times and
4. To endeavor to
promote an act of the government to secure to the officers
happier days.
whose chaOur fellow citizens are generous and just; they racters and conduct are withoutaforesaid,
exception, a prefertake
our
and
to
under- ence for commissions in
sympathies
pai
require only
any military corps which
stand our reasonable pretensions, that they may may hereafter be levied
by the United States, so
nor must we doubt that the 14th long as such officers or
sanction them
any of them may be able to
congress \\ ill listen to our grievances and acknow- bear arms with effect,
the
of
our
claims.
It
is
justice
lege
recommended to the several state and territo-*
Allied to ydu by the strongest ties which can bind rial
meetings, as soon as they have made their elecman to man, and deeply affected by the distress tions, to communicate their
respective proceeding
Which awaits hundreds of our brethren late in arms to the
deputies of Pennsylvania, addressed to them
—permit me, for the special relief and the benefit of at Philadelphia, in order that the
necessary arrangeall concerned, to
propose a general convention of ments may be made at ILirrisburg, for the
reception
the disbanded officers of the late army, to be holden of tlie
general convention: And also that these seby deputation at Ilarrisburg, in the state of Penn- veral meetings should provide funds to
defray tlie
And reasonable and necessary expencesof their
sylvania^ on the 1st day of November next.
deputies
also that the said convention be formed
to
whilst
on
agreeably
severally,
the business committed
engaged
the following plan, viz:
to their management, in
proportion to the individual
General meetings of the disbanded officers are to
grades of commission of the officers forming such
be held at the following times and places, viz:
J.
DISCHJIlGED OFFICER
meetings.
1st. At
Newburyport, for the state of New HampOF THE 1ATE AlUiri
shire and the province of
Maine, on the lirst day of Washington city, D. C. Jwie 13, 1815.

Though

—

—

—

,

September next.
2d. At Boston, for
Massachusetts, at the same

From

time.
3d.

At Hartford,

the same.

to the i'Isha.v;ji:i) officeus Of
Another brother who has shared

tfni

Amir.

for the states of Connecticut and
your toils and
ftbode Island, at the same time.
:-tlil-rings, who also bears
testimony to your Zealand!
4th. At Windsor, for the state of
Vermont, at the patriotism, and knows yodr personal virtues and misame time.
litary talents, as well as your high minded
pride and
5th. At
York, at the honor, begs leave to address you.
Albany, for the stale of
same time.
Is there
amongst, us a want of fortitude and abih
6;h. At Trenton, for the state of
Jersev, at ity to obtain, in the UsUal way, that honest livelithe same time.
hood and independence so
easily procured in a court7th. At
for
the
state
of
Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania, try like ours? I will not believe it.
V/ill not the
at the same time.
patience and energy, which prompted you to beav
.8th. At Bultinrore, :*r Maryland, at the same the
fatigues and hardships of the
and
.

New

New

camp

march;

the dangers and exposures of
repeated campaigns

r

i;j
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a brave and putation may
inhospitable climes, in the presence of
perhaps have suffered for disasters
us on which could not be attributable to me.
disciplined enemy, if called in action, place
At the commencement of the
that enviabb eminence as citizens, which your valor
campaign, whilst
has done as soldiers? If congress v.-ere improvident preparing to leave Fort George, even at Sackett's
in the reduction of the army, is it with us to com- Harbor, and down to the moment of leaving Grenawere citizen-soldiers and not mercena- dier's Island, I was kept in ignorance of the
plain?
pending
ries.
expedition and of the mode in which it was to be efAnd where is that noble pride which disdains to fected. Afterwards, while descending the St. Law.
ask favors? Shall it be said in after times, that the rence, the frequent indisposition of the two generals
men who have gallantly bled and suffered every pri- often threw the command on me, without the possesvation for our beloved country, condescended to beg sion of any of those facts relative to the object of
pensions of that country? Forbid it honor: let not our movements or the situation and strength of the
the records of history be stained by such disgrace. enemy, so important for the execution of my duties.
On the 9th inst. general Brown, the elite corps
Nor are we assured, that the next congress will
neglect us. The very short time they had to act af- and the dragoons (who had joined us and crossed
ter reducing the army, is certainly an apology for over) moved by land on the Canada shore, the residue
the apparent injustice? But are we authorised in of the army embarked and proceeded by water the
Calling this injustice? Have we any just claims on whole rendezvoused at Chrysler's Field at 2 o'clock.
them for farther remuneration? 'Tis to their gene- Late at night, without having had any direction of
rosity we would appeal; as the conditions of our ser- the order of landing, or any knowledge cf the relavice were known, before the acceptance of our com- tive situation of the troops, a verbal order from the
commander in chief suddenly informed me, that in
missions.
Will it be necessary for the heroes of Chippewa, consequence of the extreme ill health of himself and
Bndgewater, Erie, Plattsburg, Orleans, &c. &c. to gen. Lewis, both being confined to their boats, the
beg for employment in any army that may be raised command on shore devolved on me, and that the enehereafter?
No! your valor is the guarantee. Too my's gun boats and a body of troops by land wereaphighly are your services appreciated by a grateful proaching our rear. Arrangements were immediatelr
country, and an affectionate and tender government, made for their reception.
to fear neglect.
Early next morning (10th) conformably to th<

We

;

Let us examine for a moment the original of our
Is it that we are really in want of, and
en' ii led to farther compensation?
Can a few years
make so great a change iw our ability to labor and
our willingness to honest exertion, that we must be
dependent upon ihe munificence of government for
support the remainder of our lives? Who is there
complaints.

us, that would not revolt at a pensioned orthis country, except when bestowed on those

amongst
der

in

who have

actually sustained bodily infirmities? No;
an unwarrantable disappointment at our not being retained in service, not for the maintenance, but
for the honor of selection. Can we not find consolation in reflecting, that this is not the only test of
men" i Numerous are the officers excluded from ser
vice, who are in every requisite superior to some of
those retailed. I mean not to reflect on the selection.
It is as good as could have been made with the information before the board of general officers. Indeed, I believe there never was an army so well offi
cered as our present 10,000. Some, however, of the
best officers are not retained.
Let us at least wait until colgress shall decide at
their next session the course they will adopt to'lis

wards

we can meet in 1816,
the manner prescribed in the address of a brother, of the 13th, and published in the
Intelligencer of the 15th instant.
Anoriier officer of the late army,
us;

if

at the place

nothing be dore

and

in

18.hJume, 1815

(Mat

Mpttttfr

!:a*

recently appeared— being published by itqust.]

Head-Quarters, 3d military

in chief's order,

general

Brown

was de-

tached with a strong portion of the army and directed to pursue his course down the river to dislodge
some militia, supposed to be intercepting the route
to Cornwall.
It was my decided opinion that the
army should not be detached. I did not expresr
this to general Wilkinson, for my counsel was seldom or never required.
The rear guard, consisting of parts of the lst,2i
and 4th brigades, a squadron of dragoons and two
pieces of artillery under the command of brig. gen.
Boyd, destined to cover the flotilla, was directed l»
follow as soon as the boats should put off,— "should
the enemy hang on the rear, advance, beat him back."
Nothing was left to the discretion of general Boyd.
General Wilkinson's health was such as to confine
him to his cabin, and I had not seen him for several
days. Yet, ambitious to be first in the service of hu
country, he tenaciously held the command.
The column had taken up the line of march and
proceeded about two miles, when colonel Bissell, of
the 5th regiment, was detached from the 1st brigade
and ordered by the commander in chief to re-embark
and disperse a party of the enemy, supposed to have
made a lodgment on one of the islands. Ere this
could be executed, a videt from captain Selden from
the rear, reported a column of 1500 of the enemy
approaching in that direction. The detachment wis
immediately brought to the right about, marched up
the river and formed in line of battle.
General Lewis landed and came to the field, viewed our position, gave some directions and returned
to his boat.
I pushed forward with captain Selden'*
dragoons to reconnoitre the enemy he opened his
artillery, our line advanced, skirmished, and tbe
enemy retired. After a long, harrassing and stormy
day, the troops were directed by an order from gen.
Lewis to return and take post for the night, (which
was inclemently stormy) so as to cover the flotillaLate in the evening I waited on general Wilkinson,
on board his boat, to report the events of the
dap
«W
to receive orders for the
night, and to ascertain

—

GwwrsLEn's Field.
[The following

commander

district,

New-Turk, Aprils,
The hnni Secretary of. War;
Sire— In justice to myself and the
troops I had the
honor to lead at the battle of Chrysler's
Field, I
doem it proper, even at this late hour, to
report an
statement
of
that
event.
impartial
commanded. The general was so indisposed that
The public has misapprehended my situation and I was not
t<
permitted to see him, and was directed
made me undeservedly responsible for events that call on
W'i
general Lewis, whose boat I boarded
occurred under the commander in chief, and
my re- received orders to defend my position and the flotilU
-.,

,
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Lewis sent have been less than 2500 men, 7 pieces artillery and
/arly the next morning' (11th) general
the Uriti-.Ii
as to move down the river. The 9 gun bo.its (manned from tiie fk:et)
in aid orderingmotion— the .commander in chief Drisoners state their strength 2100. Our force, ex<iooi)s were put in
march. At 10 o'clock the enemy's clusive of artillery and dragoons, amounted to not
arrested their
a point and commenced a cannon- more than 1200 men. Though the result of this
gun boats turned
effect on either side. battle was not so desicive as I could have wished,
ade on our boats, without any
of the day a variety of verbal and as the first part of it promised, yet, when it is
During' the fore part
before recollected, that the troops had been
exposed for
orders were received, but countermanded
the want four days to incessant fatigue, and inclement storms,
executed, occasioned, as 1 understood, by
from
which they had no shelter, that we carried inAt 12 o'clock,
of information from general Brown.
to the field so small a
force, that the action comfor some decisive or discretionary orders,
impatient
menced
under arms,
unexpectedly and without artillery, and was
the troops having been nearly 48 hours
sustained
with
a
cool determined valor never surI rode to the bank of the
eiposed to incessant rains,
and obtained a specific order, writ- passed, for more than three hours, and that the eneriver, requested
were
in
numbers and position, it is hoped
oft* in 20 my
superior
ten by pencil, "that the flotilla would put
that this affair
1 pieces of artillery would be landed to
may justly be considered as having
minutes
the added new glory to the American arms. The field
reinforce the rear guard which would follow
turn and was crimsoned with the blood of 339 killed and
boats,— should the enemy harrass the rear,
While expecting the signal for wounded whose deaths or scars will imniortaliz'.-.
beat him back."
rear announced the ap- this day. The names of the officers whose bravery
moving, report from the
the woods which intersected and activity characterized this conflict, were reportproach of the enemy in
General ed to the commander in chief. The praise, however,
the fields and were flanking our right.
Swartwout was ordered to disperse them, general which was so parsimoniously bestowed on this ocinto casion, but ill accords with their deserts.
In the
Covington to support him. Swartwout dashed
account of the enemy, who reported our r.umoeis
the woods and drove the advance back to the main
7000 men, a greater compliment is
implied than
body— here he was joined by Covington. The enecould be found in the despatches of the commander
my had judiciously chosen his ground among deep
ravines of an extensive plain beyond the woods, and in chief.
I would not here
Jischared a heavy and destructive fire on our adagain give an useless exhibition
No opposition could check the in- of the valor and skill which was displayed by many
vance columns.
vincible ardor of our troops. By resolute and repeat- individuals and corps on this important day. The
ed charges, the enemy were driven more than a mile, time for reward has passed by— those who fell must
Colonel Coles, with sleep in oblivion, and those who survive conceal their
disputing every inch of ground.
But
a detachment of Boyd's brigade came up, and was scars, which are seen only with indifference.
left flank, I cannot forbear from making one more
struggle to
immediately directed to turn the enemy's
rescue
the
character of this army from unmerited
which was promptly executed, amidst a showpr of
If it be Hot entitled to the
musketry and Shrapnell shells. Two pieces of ar- aspersion.
praise of
their
arrived in the field,
country, let it not meet with undeserved netillery under captain Irvine now
but
receive
the common rewards of justice.
which had been delayed by a circuitous route the glect,
With much consideration and respect, i have the
four other pieces which were landed, reached the
to
honor
The squadron
be, sir, your obedient servant,
field soon after, and had their effect.
JOHN P. BOYD, Brig. Gen. comd'g.
of dragoons under major Woodford, were early in
GOVERNOR
TOMPKINS TO THE REV. B. WOOSTER.
admit
of
field, but the nature of the ground did not
successful charges. The enemy had now been driven
f Communicated for the Weekly Register. J
under the protection of their gun boats, which supAlbany, April 21, 1815.
Reverend sir
General Strong, who commandported their right, and enfiladed by their numerous
and heavy artillery the field in front
their left rest- ed the intrepid volunteers of Vermont, on the memo,
ed on the woods, obliquely to the rear, supported by rable September llth, 1814, has made me
acquainted with the very distinguished part you bore in the
light artillery, indians, and incorporated militia.
of
achievraents
that
of
I
our
to
and
break,
Many
troops beginning
vainly
day.
A portion of your parishioners, roused by the danendeavored to rally them, it became necessary for
which
the whole to fall back, and re-form out of the
over
our invaded country, genegers
hung
range
of the
enemy's floating batteries, which was execut- rously volunteered in her defence, and chose you,
ed without
inducing him to move from his strong their pastor, for their leader. You promptly obeyed
At this time a reinforcement of 300 men the summons, and placing yourself at the head of
position.
under colonel Upham, came into the field, whose ac- your little band, repaired with
alacrity to the tented
There you endured, with patient fortitude,
tivity while engaged evinced the benefit that might field.
have been derived from their more
early assistance. the vicissitudes of the camp, spurning the proffered
After the
troops were re-formed, I received orders indulgences which were justly due to the sanctity of
to return to the
ground near the boats, and to em- your character. In the hour of battle you were found
bark.
A valuable part of the flotilla and the two with your command in the ranks of the regiment to
principal artillery officers had descended the river which you were attached, bravely contenQing for the
and joined
general Brown, at Cornwall, during the imperishable honors of the victory. The invaders
action, and many of the remaining boats were already being expelled, you quietly returned, with your small
in the stream.
Had an early and sufficient reinforce- but patriotic troop, to the duties of your sacred calment come into the
field, as was expected, the result ling, and there inculcated by precept, those princi"f this
day would have been very different. It is evi- ples of morality, patriotism and piety, of which you
dent, throughout, that the commander in chief, acted had
just given a practical demonstration.
"*ith a
At a period, sir, when principles inconsistent wit!
misapprehension of the force and the designs
the
when
it
is
the action began,
enemy
probable what we owe to ourselves, our country and our Co
ie
considered his strength inferior to ours, else he had
gone abroad, your example, on the occasion
would not have
retained, in inactivity, so larc;e a luded to, could not fail to carry with it, an irre;
•we in ihe boats.
able influence. It illustrated the perfect conr
The strength of the
enemy, according to the cal- bility of the injunctions of patriotism with the
'won of the principal officer engaged, could not of
and was a striking and. affecting ir
religion,
;

1

—

;

—
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of that attachment and self devotedness to the cause
of a beloved country which ought always to distinguish the conduct of the virtuous and the pious li
limes of peril and of war.
As a memorial of my veneratipn of your distinifuished, noble and patriotic conduct on the 11th of
September,, 1814, and of my grateful sense of the
eminent benefits which this state and the union have
derived from your example and exploits, 1 request
your acceptance of this sacred volume," and beg you
to convey to your brave associates, the assurance t}f
jny high estimation of their patriotism and signal
:

eivices.

DANIEL B. TOMPKINS.
reverend Benjamin fj'oqster,
Fairfield, Franklin county, Vermont.

To

the

1'ijiitant and Inspector GeneraVs Office,June 15.
In addition to the officers retained in service for
.

1,1815.

they were fired upon by their guard.
A sL
time before the treaty of
peace three sailors, uh<,
had belonged tq a privateer out of France,
which
had made a number of
captures, desirous of getting
over to the continent to obtain their
prize-money
effected their passage out of
prison, and were p )0
ceeding en their way to the coast. They were taken
however, by the British, who were very willing to
forget they were Americans or prisoners, and im.
pressed them into the naval service of England.'

From

their

new imprisonment ihey wrote

old comrades

to their

Dartmoor, informing them of their
situation, and warning them of the probable fate
every man who should make his escape from tiie
prison and fall into the hands of the British
again.
This produced a decisive effect on the minds of the
prisoners, hot one of whom would afterwards, on
any account, be found out of the prison walls, espein

cjally after their

knowledge of the

ritificalion of the

military peace establishment, conformably to treaty of peace, when they daily expected to depart
once more for their long lost hemes, so preferable
general orc|er of May 17, 1315.
The president of the United Stales has judged at any time to an unlimited confinement in a British
the
proper, that
following officers be provisionally man of war. This fact, we should presume, would
retained under the authority of the act of congress put the question of their alleged attempt to break
for that purpose, until circumstances will permit of out of prison completely at rest.
their discharge, without material injury to the
Respect ron neutrality! The brig William an]
lie

Mary, of Providence, bound to Cadiz, which vu
Colonel William Linnard, deputy-quarter-master- captured within the Spanish waters (about one mile
from the land) before the peace, by an English cruigeneral, 12 th April, 1813.
Tobias "VYatkins, ho.s,pital-surgecn, 30th March, ser and sent into Gibraltar, lias there been con1814.
demned. The captain proceeded to England ind
George W. Maupin, garriscn-curgeon's mate, 5th appealed to the high court of admiralty, and tlieser.ieuee was eoiifirmed! Such is the. respect some naNovember, 1802.
Joseph Goodhue, do. dq. do. 8th February, 1803. tions pay to neutral rights.
Abraham Stewart, do. do. d.o. 6dt March, 1806.
Bn.tT.i8H OPi-vjoNs—The following extracts from
dames II. S ugentj do. do. do. 6th Mxrch, 1806.
London Naval Chronicle, for 1814, will command atCornelius Cunningham, do. do. do. 5th Oct. 1810 tention. The editors of that work have the same
'
"William nallard, do. do. do. 24th March, 1812.
views of our jacobin printers that we have held forth
dohn 11. Sicketl, do. do. dp. 2.2d March, 1813.
are indebted for the paragraphs <o the Lent
crcitic Press.
Oharjies Taylor, do. do do. 3d April, 1813.
dohn Trevett, do. do. do. 8th April, 1814.
"There were writers in this country, whose narrow
V. Macaulev, do. do. do. 8th April, 1814.
and malignant souls, inspired with the thirst of blood,
Solomon Wolcott, do. do. do,. 8th April, 1814.
usually attributed to the Yampyre, were fortearinj;
Bv order of the secretary ot war,
open the graye that contained the porpse of Cr.yer.
D. PARKF.lt', 'Adj. and lis. Gen.
La-i-rerjcennc] scattering his limbs to be devoured by
Dautjioor masbagre. A statement! of great the fowls of the air, on the kare suspicion that be
How happy
lengy^ accompanied by numerous documents, of drew his first breath in Great Britain
this sAfage transaction, is now
publishing in the it is for mankind, that where nature permits such
New-York J\ 'ational Advocate. It is an atrocity of horrible propensities to exist in any minds, its powThe earth would otherwiw
such singular character, that we shall endeavor to er is generally feeble
lind room to preserve all its particulars.
Among the soon he depopulated, and the race of man innak
prisoners at Dartmoor at the time of the massacre, from its surface."
were muiy as respectable men as any we have; offi"The American government disavow the atrocities
cers of vessel-;, gentleman of responsibility.
They said to have been committed by their army in Caniservice.

We

—

!

!

seem to have one unanimous opinion that Mr. A7»^, d.i. The president reprobates our conduct in burnson ofJlufia Ain%, who, it appears with two English- ing the public edifices at Washington in pointed
men were a sort of committee to investigate the terms cf indignation. If the American (Jacob"
matter, paid very little attention to the statements journals were worthy of credit, a general revolt***
«jf his
countrymen—.-indeed, would hardly listen to to have been expected before this, if the imtvSt
them, and neglected altogether to receive testimony president should not resign. So far from these preall P* r
i
.'t a committee of tiie
prisoners notified him was dictions being verified, the leading men of
important. AVe liave not yet seen the report vf the ties, seem to rally round the executive power V
committee of which Mr. K. wjs one; hut shall not be surely a strange mode adopted by these trans
bui'prisgjd if it appears, that lie, like many others tic [jacobin] editors, of proving their pai
riUlMM
timongst us, was rather disposed "to take the word degrading their oiun national character, and
Till: IKVADEHS OF THEin SUOKES
Of a British officer than the oath of an American."
Cj Wk psab ,ir
FuuTifEB. A material circumstance relating to THESE PHILIPPICS ARE DERIVED FROM A SOCHCS
«
the 1) trtmoor business ought to be mentioned, (savs NEAR Ell TO OUtt TREASURY THAN IS GKNERAIIT
the New-York LolumbianJ as invalidating the PECTED..TJD They operate more powerfully in f"F
9
i lea
that the prisoners could have any design land than America, and are admirably c»lculatefl*
u> make their escape from confinement at the time render the war popular, by holding out delusive
Umtw
hopes of disunion and revolt among the
Ibis Liter was written on a blank }eaf of a very States; thus blinding ihe credulous and unwary :°
elegant folio bible, presented bygoyernor Tompkins the ruinous results, with which this tmnatuF-'.
,;
to Mr. Y.V. '"-•
tecmin«?.
'

\\
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—
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Mkrisoes. What
sheep among the events, or
Yes. The imto the late war?
flings pertaining
mense increase of this interesting animal as fairly
we
trust, will bibelongs to the late' contest, and,
as imperishably beneficial, as the renown of our miand naval heroes— and alike inspire confilitary
dence in the resources of our country to all exigen-

conclusion of this article, with less risk than many
would imagine. If the reader will cast his eye upon
the chart of the southern coast, he will find that a
vessel may prosecute a voyage from Elizabeth City,
(N.C.) to Charleston, without being at sea more thuii
a few hours at any one time; by this means, in time
of war, the exchange of produce and merchandize
are indebted for the fol- between this state and those of North a::d South
cies of peace or war.
Carolina is greatly facilitated/'
lowing the "Pittsjield Sun."
" Tlie number and
And concludes as follow*: "We cannrtt close this
grades of Sheep owned by gentlemen residing within one mile of the centre of the article, without again drawing the public attention
town of Pittsfield, Mass. are ascertained to be as to the great importance of connecting the waters of
follows
Virginia and North-Carolina upon a great scale; in
435
full blood Merinoes,
peace tlie reward will be great, in war many of the
383
inconveniences which it brings, will be alleviated."
15-16th blood,
898
There is, indeed, no part of our coast so difficult
7-8th blood,
3 4th blood,
2,299
effectually to blockade as that of JYorth Carolina;
170
and we do hope that every exertion will be made i«t
5 8th blood,
1-2 blood,
3,048
peace to make the most of its advantages in war.
388
l-4th blood,
GoouJ Since sinking of vessels of war is found to
8.52
be the best means of preserving them, the British
Common sheep,
board of admiralty have a consolation in knowing
that they have lost but little in the late contest with
Total number of sheep,
8,478
am
America as to frigates and sloops of war; the Guercongratulate our countrymen upon t!",e
of
individual
riere and Java, and half a dozen others, must be in a
mating prospect which this instance
[ Ball. Pal.
enterprize promises for the encouragement and sup- high state of keeping at present.
It appears that this great man has
Cot,. Nicolls.
port of American manufactures a subject upon
which no true American can be cold or indifferent." left the l''loridas for Bermuda, in the gun-brig ForElizabeth To-wn, New Jersey, June 21. A gentle- ward, accompanied by captain Woodbine, an indian
man in this neighborhood sheared his flock of full chief and about 50 slave troops.
blooded Merinos, a
St. Louis, Jllay 20. Every day affords a new proof
days ago, and the product of
their fleeces were as follow
that the Rock river Sacks intend to continue the
The whole flock, composed of 26 sheep, gave war. They have been notified of the pacification by
186 1-4 pounds, which is an average of 7 and about the military commander of this district, as well as
1-2 of a pound per sheep.
by governors Clark and Edwards; yet they still
Excluding three lambs under one year old, and continue their war parties on the frontiers of St.
one ewe that had been unwell, which gave only 20 Charles, and murder all those who are so unfortupounds and 3-4ths, the remaining 22 sheep gave 165 nate as to come within their reach.
On Wednesday the 10th instant, at Cap aux Gre,
pounds, which is an average of about 7 1-2 pounds
a party of rangers were detached to procure wood.
per sheep.
!
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Two bucks and six ewes gave To 1-2 pounds,
Which is an average of 9 3-16 pounds.
Twelve lambs, born this spring have been shorn,
and gave 30 pounds of wool.
The sheep have constantly been kept clean, and
the wool is free of dirt.
Island trade. The Norfolk Ledger, of June 24,
speaking of the importance of the inland coasting

—

trade of North-Carolina, &c. during the war, gives
the following statement as the result of the risks

lis

taken in an insurance office
[of Norfolk] during the
late war (with
only five or six exceptions) from, and
into the waters of North-Carolina
To or frora the West-Indies—Arrived 30

—

Captured 6
Sea Loss 1
Arrived 11
Captured 3
Sea Losses 2
Arrived 19
Captured 1
Captured and ? recaptured 5

—37

To

or from

Coasters

Europe

— 16

Whilst proceeding on this duty, a man by the name
of Bernard, who was in advance of the squad, was
Lieut. Masse}-, with
fited on and mortally wounded.
a reinforcement from the fort, attacked the indians,
and after a rapid exchange of several shot the savages precipitately retreated.
On the Friday following a young man, an inhabitant of Portage des Sioux, was pursued by four inHe was returning from the village of St.
dians.
Charles on horseback, and had reached the Portage
fields, when he discovered the indians in full speed
after him.
Being well mounted he escaped.
An express arrived here on Wednesday last from
captain Musick, of the rangers, stationed near Culvre, informing, that a number of the rangers' horses
are stolen by the indians, who are becoming very
troublesome. The extraordinary rise of the waters
of the Mississippi, overflowing its banks in many
places apd filling up the lakes and rivulets in the
neighborhood, enables the indians to attack and to
baffle the pursuit.

„-

Extract of a letter fromlieut. Drake ford of the United
States' Rangers, to Col. William Russell, doted fort

74

five of cur
cabins on the bluff, about one
quarter of a mile below the fort to bring a grind-

May 25,
— " Yesterday
about twelve o'clock

Howard,

He says — "As the war progressed,

mercantile enterprize began in a great degree to defy the enemy's
blockade. The waters of North-Carolina from Wilmington to Ocracock, though not favorable to commerce in times of peace, by reason of their shallowness, and the danger of the coast, became important
and useful in time of war, and a
very considerable
foreign trade was prosecuted from and into those
waters during the late war, and a
coasting trade, as
Ur as Charleston, attended as v/e shall shew in the

Sir

1815.

men went out to some
stone.

The back-water of the Mississippi rendered it so
that they went in a canoe. On their return they
were attacked by a party of indians, supposed to be
about fifty in number, they killed and tomahawked
three and wounded one mortally. While about this
mischief, we gave them as good a fire from a little
below the fort as the breadth of the back-water

sis
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would permit of. Captain Craig and myself with
about forty men waded across the water and pursued
them, in going about half a mile we came on them
and commenced afire which continued about one
hour, part of which time at a distance of about forty
than one hunsteps an.i no part of the time further
dred and fifty steps; shortly after the commencement
of the battle we were reinforced by captain Mustek
and twenty of his men, the enemy now ran, some
made their escape and others made to a sinkhole,
that is in the battle ground, and from there they
returned a most rapid fire; it being very dangerous
to approach nearer than fifty steps of the sink, we
at length eregled a breast work, on the two wheels
of a waggon, and resolved on moving it up to the
edge of the sink to fire from behind, down in to the
sink and preserve us from theirs.
We got the moving batiery finished about sunset
and moved it up with a sufficient number of men behind it whilst all other posts round were, sufficiently
guarded in case they should be put to the rout.
We had not moved to within less than ten steps
of the sink before they commenced a fire from the
sink, which we returned at every opportunity and
all possible advantages.
Nigh came on and we

I,

loiS.

that they are
willing to bury the tomahawk, if tfi&<
friend* the English will only say the word; the last
war-parties sent to our frontiers were mustered by
the British and sent to muider our women and children since they received an official account yf the
ratification of the late
The bulk of the
treaty.
Kickapoo nation have separated from the hostile
bands, and I am at a loss to imagine how the rel
doubtable Duncan Graham can subsist so many 01
his majesty's allies at this time. The village at
Rock river and the straggling camps on this side,
above and below the Lemoine, must amount to 12
or 1500 warriors, Sacks, Foxes, Iaways, Wineba-

goes and Fallsavoins.
Robert Rarosey still

lives,

and there are ho^es

of his recovery.

British Statistics.
The

following "abstract of important parliamentary
papers," is copied from a London publication, it
contains several particulars worth)' of remark.
Specie, it seems, had got down to 41. 3s. per oz.
for gold, and 5s. 7d. for silver, on the 27th of Jit7iuqry ; but Bonaparte's return raised it to 51. 7s.
for gold, and 6s. 9d. for silver, by the 10th of Jpril,
The "bank restrictions" will not be
following.*
taken off" in July, 1816 unless they get clear of
the contest they are now engaged in if eveh.
The notes of the bank of England are a legal tew
der, though 80 millions, or <g355,200,000 (about
eight times the capital of the bank, which capital
was and is only paper) are in circulation.
It appears by a return laid before parliament, that
the number of silver tokens issued by the bank, from
the 1st of March, 1814, to the 9th February, 1815,

to leave the ground, and decline the
expectation of taking them out without risking
iwin for man, which we thought not a good exchange
on our side. During the time of the battle another
party of indians commenced a brisk fire on the fort.
Captain Craig was killed in the commencement of
the battle, lieutenant Edward Spears at the moving
of lie breast work to the sink. The morning of the
25th we returned to the ground and found five indians
killed, and the §ign of a great many wounded, that
had been taken off in the night. The aggregate
number of killed on our part is, one captain, one amounted to
third lieutenant, 5 privates killed, three wounded,
In 3-5. pieces
And in Is. 6d. pieces
one missing, one citizen killed and two wounded

were obliged

i

—

—

—

£437,181
108,646

And from

similar documents, that the prices of gold
£5. 10s. per oz.
in March, 1814, was
And on the 27th Jan, 1815, it fell to 4/. 3s. per oz.
And silver at the former period was 6s. 1 Id. per a:.
5. 7d. per oz.
And at the latter
The monies advanced by Great Britain to the
Spanish government, from the 8th Janua;«y, 1814, to
the 19th November last, amount to
$1,808,754.
The bank notes in circulation amount to
Banknotes
Bank notes of 1814, Bank post bills

mortally.''

letter from captain David Mustek of the
St Louis county rangers, to col. William Iln sell,
commander of this district, dated Lower Culver
Ferry, May25, 1815.
"About eleven o'clock yesterday, we were alarmed by the firing of gwns in the direction of fort
Howard, and immediately mounted such horses
as were within reach and proceeded in full speed
to the assistance of captain Ciaig, whom we found
under 5/.
51. and upwards
closely engaged with the indians and pretty equally
March 8, li 5,628,750
rn itched with respect to number.
78,283,120
n,00S,88O
Having arrived in good season just on the rear of July 19, 20,407,900
9,536,090
1,357,430
the indians, who immediately broke and ran; a part
1815,
of them retreated into a sink-hole and baffled ever)' Feb. 17, 17,017,750
9,206,410
1,234,860
f
art to gel them out, as they had a better chance to
By papers laid before parliament it appears, that
kill than to fee killed.
the following are the amount of the revenue actually
By Mr Archambeau who is just from St. Louis, received in the corresponding quarters of the years
we learn that the village of Cote Sans Dessien is 1813 and 1814, ending 5th January 1814 and 1815,
Kaskaskia Herald.
entirely deserted.
respectively
1814
The Indians must
St. Louis, Missouri, June. 3.
1813
Jiav suffered considerably in their late attack on the April quarter,
14,819,478
34,9^4,882
14,110,198
13,995,970
rangers near Fort Howard; twq more dead Indians July
19,006, 86
have been discovered some distance from the battle October
18,531,218
17,463,320
15,495,203
ground and a vast quantity of Llood marked their January
Indeed I think the rangers
retreat to their canoes.
65.429,322
behaved extremely well in this affair; only their
62,957,373
ardor to get at the enemy exposed them too much,
*
the
of
notes
which was the cause of our ',uss. Craig and Spears
That is bank notes the
great hank
would have done better in combat with regular ,of England, which so faithfully complies with all Ua
and hotroops; they evinced such a contempt of danger and contracts, and is governed by men of "high
death that they despised the devious mode of Indian (norable minds," &c. &c. are thirty-three per cent.
warfare. I am informed lieut. Spears' family are worse than gold, and ttventy-six per cent, worse than
treasuby no means opulent. His widow should receive silver Let those who clamor so mush about
without
I am informed from
his
au- ru notes and bank bills in the United States, think o,

Extract of a

,

—

—

;

—

J

'

pay

good

delay.

thority that the Indians of

Rock

river have declared these facts.
i

—
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So that it appears there was an increase
nue in the year ending the 5tli January of 2,472,610.
The permanent taxes and annual duties produced
41,354,013
last year,
24,005,893
rhe war taxes,
the
British
took
In a discussion which
place in
on the state of the bank of
parliament, March 2,
the chancellor of the exEngland, it was stated by
of the governchequer, that the foreign expenditure
ment, which had occasioned the principal drain of
specie from the country, was,
In the year 1811,
£15,182,000
16,137,000
1812,
28,938,000
1813,
38,284,000
1814,
The foreign expenditure being greatly diminishhe thoufcht that the bank restrictions might be
of

v.- ve-

....

ed,

removed, and the bank obliged to pay in specie, and
redeem the tokens by the 6th of July, 1S16.
In the course of the same debate it was stated
that in the year 1811, the bank issues were 24 iridiums, and the present year have risen to 80 millions..
The capital of the bank is £ 11,500,000.

From

The new taxes.

the

London Courier.

—Some inaccuracies having occur-

in the account as published in some of the newssketch of the
pipers, we give the following correct
new taxes ;

ed

Resolved, That it is the opinion of this committhe several duties, granted by an act of the
48ih year of his present majesty, for repealing the
duties of assessed taxes and granting new duties in
lieu thereof, and contained in the schedules marked
and
B, C, I), E, F, G and L, annexed to the said act
also the additional duties granted by an act of the
1.

ter, that

;

year of his present majesty,
of
jesty new additional duties
for consolidating the same with
assessed taxes, and contained in
'jZ'I

maassessed taxes, and
for granting his

L

2L and
of 51.

if

ARTICLES.

318

the master be a bachelor, a further

sum

IJohsf.s — By every person ke» ping horses,

for each
horse, one, 5/; two, each 8/j three, each 9/; four,
each 10/.; five, each 10/. 10*. ; six, each HI. ; seven,
each 11/. 10s; eight, each 121. And if the proprie
or be a bachelor, 5 per centum additional on the
amount so chargeable. On every horse let to hire 51
Every race horse, or in training for racing, 51. And

the owner of such horse be n bachelor, 50 per
upon the duty so chargeable. Foi
every other horse or mule above fifteen hands high,
if

cent, additional

11/. 12s.
Every horse used in husbandry, above
thirteen hands high, 17*. 6c/
Others are rated very
low.

—

Carriages Carriages, with four wheels, by every
person keeping them, to pay for each, one, 24/; two,
each, 23/; thro*, each 25/; four, eac!: 27/; five, each
29/; six,eich31/; seven, each 33/; eight, each 351 ;
and for ever) additional body to be successively used
on the same carriage or pair of wheels, 1}/.; and, if
the owner be a bachelor, 50 per cent, additional, upon the amount so chargeable. On carriages, with
less than four wheels, for every such carriage, drawn
by two or more horses, 17/. For every other, 12/.
For every additional body, 11. 5s. These do not in
elude tax carts, upon winch the duty is much lower
For every carriage k< pt, for tiio purpose of being
let to hire, without horses, to be used therewith bv
any coach-mak. r, &c. where such carriage shall have
four wheels, 20/. For every carriage with four
wheels, to be let to hire with horses, by any paymasFor every coach, diligence, caravan, or
ter, &c. 16/.
chaise, with four wheels, or more, used as a stagecoach, for passengers, 20/.
Dogs For every greyhound, pointer, setting-dog
or spaniel, each 1/. 10s. For every hound, lurcher,
or terrier, 1/
For every other dog, 12s. For every
pack of hounds, not exceeding 20 couple, 40/. Do',
not exceeding 30 do. 60/. Do. not exceeding, 40 do..

—

the former duties of
the schedules marked C, D, E, F, G, and h, annexed to the said act, do 70/.
cease and determine.
2. Resolved, That towards raising the supply grantArticles.
ed to ids majesty, there shall be raised, levied and
SPANISH MANIFESTO.
assessed, die several states and duties contained in
Translated for the Boston Palladium.
tile sche lules following ; that is to say
A schedule of the dutifS payable for -windows or lights, Of the justice, importance and necessity that the
not heretofore chargeable with any duty.
king our lord finds to oppose the aggression of the
For every window or light in any shop, compting- usurper Bonapaiite, procure the repose of Europe,
or
for
and protect the rights of humanity and
house, ware-house, manufactory,
building,
religion, in
which the occupier thereof is not chargeable with any alliance and union with the sovereigns who signed at
an
act
<>f
or
on
windows
the
of
declaration
the 13th March of the
passed Vienna
lights by virtus
duty
inthe 43th year of his present majesty's reign, the present year.
annual s.um of 3d. 6s.
KING.
BY
For every forty-eight square feet of window or
One ef the best kings that France has had, Louis,
frames
the
in
the
was
the
and
victim that the cabal of cruel repartitions thereof,
16th,
light, including
any conservatory, hot-house, green-house, forcing- gicides sacrificed to their ambition, to the astonishhouse, fruit-house, or other place or places for like ment and terror of the world, and to the greatest afpurposes, by whatever name or names the same shall fliction of France, who saw the series of sovereigns
be ceiled or known, the annual sum of 3s. 6d.
of the Bourbon dynasty cut off; of those
sovereigns
Houses For every inhabited house or tenement of that history presents to us with the surnames of pithe yearly valued rent of 51. and under 201. a rate of ous,
just, much beloved, and fathers of their peo2*. in the pound.
Of 2 f 'I. and under 40/. three shil- ple; oi those sovereigns, who knew the responsibility
40/. or upwards, 4*. in the of their situations, and were
lings in the pound.
conspicuous for atten-

Foreign

—

THE

—

"

;

and love

to their people
of those soverigns, in
placing their glory in the felicity of their
states, raised their kingdom from the grade of a power of the second order to the distinguished rank of
dominant in Europe. The stroke of a fatal executioner cut the thread of the life of Louis 16; his royal virtues forsaking France,
Sought an asylum in the
and upwards, 15/.
heart of Louis the 18th; and that unhappy
kingdom,
Where two or more male servants shall be retain- was from that instant, the bloody theatre of ararchy
ed, one or more of whom shall be out of livery, for and factions.
These, though varied in different
fvery such servant out of livery the further sum of Iforais, all 3greed in the system of
sacrificing the

pound.

tion

—

Servants Every person keeping male-servants,
to pay for each as follows
For one such servant, if
not in
For one do. if in livery 51. 10s.
livery, 4/. 10s.
Two such, each, 6/. Three do. 71. Four do "8/. Five
do. 9/. Six servant?, if in
livery, each 10/. Seven do.
11/
Eight do. 12/. Nine do. 13/. Ten do. 14/. Eleven

short,

;

who

:

—

—

3H
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public prosperity to their own preservation; and
succeeding each other brought forth the tyranny of
Eonaparle, and concentrated in his hands, the arbiuntil then by many.
trary power exercised
Bv means of seduction, fraud and force, this offwas proclaimed emperor by the
spring of parties
French people; and being favored by the fortune of
war, he obtained the acknowledgment of sovereign
bv the different states of Europe, who had neither
the power to alter the eternal principles of justice,
nor the duty of maintaining them to the extreme of
hazarding the independence and preservation of
their subjects, the first objects of their governments.
Epain taught them all the art to put an end to the
disturber of the world; and by her example, after
stifling private rjvalships, the powers succeeded to
re unite themselves against the common enemy, and

or that

I

could harbor

my

people, and

rope

in

my

by his people, the conciliating and
Louis the 18th, and delivered the world
from a conqueror, who,
knowing no other glory
than that of war, ruined France in order to
carry
desolation to the nations that he wished to subdue.

The war which the aggression of Bonaparte has
provoked, it is not only justified by the obligation
that every sovereign is under to
support his guarantees and confederations, but also the sacred duties
that the institution of sovereignties
imposes upon
them.
War is a pernicious evil; no government ought to
undertake it but to redeem the people from calamities greater than those of war itself.
This is the

heart the idea of pur-

?

Heaven could not but favor the enterprise of her

much distinguished

Sip.

pacific

liberty at the cost of the safety of my
at the expense of the tranquility of Eu-

ancient sovereigns so

I

just, the desired

formed the most just alliance, to restore to France
her legitimate and desired sovereign, and banish
from her throne the sacrilegious intruder. He, fertile in arts, no ways scrupulous in the choice of
means, and accustomed to characterize as treaties,
agreements made with fraud and violence, he pretended to dispel the storm by negociating with me
at Valancy, and the fruit of his artifices was the humiliation of seeing them frustrated.Could the perfidious think that it was in his power to deceive twice,
chasing

1,

for morali-

case, Spaniards, in

which we are. Bonaparte, after
France and her legitimate so-

his aggression against

vereign, and having violated the treaty that he acceded to, maintains that he has injured no person,
that he has recovered, his legitimate rights, that the

sovereigns cannot call them in question, and that he
wishes to live in peace with all. It is not peace that
the invader wishes; he only wishes to see himself
freed from foreign inquietudes, in order to
employ
the armed part of the French nation against the
greater and more sound but disarmed portion of it.
To ward off all kinds of attack, he wishes the powers to believe that he is
going to labor for the peace
and prosperity of Europe; as if she could have for*
gotlon that since he took the reins of government,
terrible wars have been constantly renewed, and the
springs of public prosperity have been exhausted in
all the countries that submitted to his influence; or
as if Europe could fall into the absurdity of imagining that Bonaparte is capable of divesting himself of

ty, religion and humanity; and all began to breathe
v/ith freedom when they saw their rights recognized his invariably observed maxims.
What are the titles on which
in the treaty of Paris.
Spain does not want to learn lessons of any one;
Bonaparte founds his right to the crown of France, she has them sufficiently instructive in her fatal erand his pretensions to recover it, supported by the rors. She has been afflicted by Bonaparte with two

demoralized part of the nation, but mourned with
the tears and sorrow of the most sound portion, who
sigh to live under the auspices of the just and clement Louis the 18U1*
As soon as by the efforts of the faithful and brave
of Spain, in union with the other powers, the chains
that confined me in Valancay were broken, 1 came
out of that residence to place myself in the midst of

kinds of war: he waged it until the year 1808 against
her dignity, bar treasures, her fleets, and her armies,
rendering them subservient to bis designs: this was

called by this exterminating ally, amity. And in
order that no person sliould rely on his pledges of
gratitude, he practised llie same year at Bayonne
the machinations well known to the public: afterwards, to the end of supporting the most atrocious
subjects as a father in the bosom of his family. To deed of perfidy and violence, he spread desolation
the satisfaction, [Spaniards, of seeing myself among and havoc over the provinces of this nation, and
you, was united the firm purpose and sweet hope of treated her as a freehold, which an owner may disrepairing, by a long peace, the havoc of the most pose in favor of whom lie pleases, subject to the
desolated and bloody war. Nothing affected rnc but conditions of his will. Bonaparte has not belied
the difficulty of the undertaking. War had depopu- iiimself: he signalizes his new era by sacrificing to
lated the provinces, converted into wastes the most his vanity the lawful and idolized sovereign of
fertile lands, obstructed our commerce, enfeebled Prance, and the
liberty of that nation, putting himthe arts, corrupted morals, impaired religion, and self at the head of a faction interested in continuing
How many important and the miseries of humanity. Bonaparte, from the caenervated the laws.
Worthy objects to occupy the attention of a sovereign pital of France, tells all the nations, do not believe
who was not born for himself, but to labor for the me, you have treated in former pacifications for your
happiness of the people that Divine Providence had most precious interests, and your most sacred oblicommitted to his care and vigilance! In what a gations to procure the tranquility of our people; but
short time the work of many centuries is destroyed, you liave been disappointed.
Bonaparte, from Unnnd how many difficulties does its repair offer! I seat of the Frencli throne, tells the sovereigns, you

expected to conquer them all by perseverance, by
permanent peace, and by the exertions of a paternal government piotected by Providence, but this,
in its
high and inscrutable designs, has permitted
Bonaparte to return and disturb Europe, and declare himself her enemy, violating the conditions of
the treaty of Paris. Thus the war, prepared by
him, wil! justify the conducts of cabinets atid exempt their alliances from all responsibility.
The good and advantage of Prance and of the
general tranquility were the object of the trans*
actionsof tile allies; for this purpose they restored
he d
polled dynasty to its thron?, placed on it the
.

:•!

acknowledged formerly

own

my

usurped rights

against

conviction-:, and permitted me to
among you. and the result was no other than to feed
my vanity and ambition. Bonaparte, in fine, says to

your

sit

the wor!d all these courtesies have been despised
by a faithless and lawless man, who finds no medium
;

between
the

his extermination

human

and the wretchedness of

race.

In such circumstances no one can hesitate in formmost
ing his resolution. All Europe has taken the
Distrusts
safe, advantageous and honorable course.
among the powers hr.ve disappeared; their interests

are already associated by the conTmor. danger.-—
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Prussia will not be the passive spectatress of the reAustria will not view with inverses of Austria.
Hussia will not perdifference the fate of Prussia.
mit that the southern part of Europe should be distributed in hereditaments to nourish crowned slaves.
England will persist that the rash Bonaparte slvdl
not again appear on the stage of sovereigns, who
dared to give laws to the seas, when all the ships of
France were chained in her ports„and, finally, the
sovereigns, well persuaded that generosity is not a
corrective for minds of a certain temper, will not
lend an ear but to the dictates of justice and the public safety, which are the supreme law of governments.
This is, Spaniards, a war ordained by law; it is in
nocent and perfectly just, because it is calculated
for the good of the people and security of sovereigns,
called by Providence and by the fundamental laws
It is also prudent, because the
to govern them.
means taken and continued to be taken by the combined powers in order to reconquer the peace of Europe, are conformable to the gravity and importance
of the enterprize; and above all it is necessary, because nations like individuals, cannot neglect the
law of preservation or self-defence against the disturber of the tranquility of the world.

hope

for the assistance of the Disposer of victories.

royal palace of Madrid, the 3d May, 1815.
FERDINAND.
(Signed)
Pedro Cf.vallos.
Countersigned,
From :!tc JVtyco-York Commercial Advertiser.
Address to king Ferdinand The causes of the
hasty dissolution of the Spanish cortes, by king Ferdinand, immediately after his return to Spain, and
his subsequent persecution of its
prominent and pa^
triotic members, have been hitherto involved in
much obscurity. We now furnish to our readers a
clue to those extraordinary mfasures, in the following address of the cortes to the king on his return to
the Spanish throne. An address
containing so much
boldness, truth and repulican plainness rarely meets
a royal ear
and whenever it meets the ear of a weak
and bigoted monarch, it never fails to be considered
as a justification of the basest ingratitude and of
the most violent, arbitrary and atrocious procedure.
This address we have translated from a Paris paper of the 1st of May, Why it was not published
at an earlier day, we know not.
It will, however,
still be read With more than
ordinary interest
Paris .May 1. The species of liberty of the press,
which we enjoyed under the late government, dvft
not allow us to make known, in detail and with truth,
the real cause of the violent dissolution of the cortes
of Spain, an act which was the commencement of
that deplorable course of atrocious tyranny, which
In

my

—

;

:

The necessity of war does not arise from this prinyou have another motive more impericiple alone
ous, Spaniards, for combatting the author who formed the impious pkn of ruining tlie work of the Messiah, and of destroying in three or four years what he for a year past lias
called, in his instructions to Ceryelloni, the edifice nerous nation.
;

SI 5

of deceit and prejudices. It is Bonaparte, who, not
content to be the source of calamities, wishes that
they should be borne wilhoutChrislian support, without consolation, without hope of a better fate, in
<#iort, without the aid of the tender, kind and compassionate Catholic religion. Such dogmas as condemn the right of force, the only one that Napoleon
acknowledges, are not pleading to him
dogmas,
which inculcate justice and equity, cannot suit the
usurper of thrones, cannot be fitting to him, in
short, who maintains that the names of just, equitable and virtuous belong exclusively to conquerors.
;

Justice, Spaniards, prudence, the Jaw of self defence and religion, ordain this war, to redeem France

—

weighed so heavily upon that ge-

The following is a faithful translation of the address delivered to king Ferdinand by the deputies of
the cortes, and which provoked its dissolution. In
it we recognize that noble nation which
formerly
said to her kings, when introducing them to office a
laconism so energetic
"
who are as good as you, and who have more
power than you, We appoint you our king and lord,
for the purpose of
preserving our rights and our interests, if you do not do this, you are no longer
:

We

king."

Address of the cortes

—

to

return

king Ferdinand VII. on

Jus

to

Spain.
" PnixcE A
deplorable credulity caused you to
and her throne from the yoke of oppression, under descend from a throne, where you were seated before
which they groan, and to conquer the tranquility the regular period, in consequence of the pusillaThe counsels of ambition nimity of your father, who had lost the national
find peace of the world.
have not had the least influence in so upright a deci- confidence.
'•
Your fall had like to have drawn with it that of
France shall not be dismembered in her milision.
the whole nation, who only owes its safety to its vaor
provinces.
tary posts
lor, to its. perseverance, and to the sacrifices which
Her limits shall be sacredly respected and in or- she made for
her liberty and independence.
der that the auxiliary armies may not set their feet
"This nation which maintained itself firm in the
within them, France wants no other impulse than to midst of her
ruins, might have elected for a chief,
reflect on the outrage inflicted on her national dignithe warrior who had most bravely defended it, or
ty in making her an object of the spc rand mockery the magistrate who had defended its
rights with the
of factions that a nation begins to be a slave as soon
greatest integrity and energy.
as she loses the dynasty established by her funda"Tile recollection of what had past, seemed to
mental laws
apd that to see, with careless indif- impose it upon us as a
duty to do so; perhaps, the inof a
the
the father of his
;

;

;

ference,
chan'ge
king,
for a monster who feeds on human blood,
est of degradation.
I

am

sensible of the authority that

is in

is

people, terest of our
preservation even exacted
the bas"

me

However, more

to de-

clare and make war. I am sure that m) subjects
will repose in *he confidence that a king, who founds
his felicity on that of his people, cannot undertake
a war without the regret of seeing himself under the
necessity of defending them. But I have wished to
call to my assistance the force of conviction, in order to merit the reputation of just, in the opinion of
nations, to strengthen the valor of my troops, stimulate the generosity of the wealthy, support the
resignation of all in the privations of, this calamity,
crdsr that the wr? being sanctified, all may
S.?d

m

it.

faithful to their oath, than to the

voice of their interests, the nation replaces upon
your head this crown which you suffered to fall from
it, and which they have shown how to conquer for
you and without you.
" Never lose
sight of the fact, that you owe this
crown to the national generosity, and that, however
long may be your life, and those qf your successors,
they will not be long enough to cancel this debt.
"The country gives to your authority no othei
bounds than 'those established by the constitution:);
act adopted by its representatives. The day in which
you transcend them, the. contract which she this da;
muk'-s with you will be dissolved, and you will re-

'SIS
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main subject to the law, of which you ought never
to be any thing but the organ.
"
Employ the authority which the country confers
on you in healing her wounds, and rest assured that
there is no sacrifice which she will not be disposed
to renew to aid you in this honorable employment.
"
May Heaven protect and prolong your days so
be consecrated to the national
long as they shall
Aristargne Francais.
prosperity."
Declaration of the 15th Aphil.

1,

1815.

the thought that their love ts us, will not be altered,
either by an absence of so short a duration, nor
by
the calumnies of the libellers, not
by the promises
of a chief of a party, too well convinced of his feebleeness, not to caress those whom he burns to destroy.

At our return to our capital, which we regard as
very near, our first care will be to recompense the
virtuous citizens, who are devoted to the good cause,
and to endeavor to make even the appearances of
those abuses, which may have alienated any FrenchZouis, by the Grace of God, &c.
At the moment of our return to the midst of our men from us to disappear.
believe that we owe to them, in the face
Done at our royal palace at Ghent, the 15th of
people, we
of Europe, a solemn declaration of our sentiments,
April, 1815.
and of the intentions of our allies.
LOUIS,
(Signed)
When Heaven and the nation recalled us to the (Signed)
The duke FELTRE.
London, April 27. Among the papers lately prethrone, we made to God and to France the promise,
sweet to our heart, to forget injuries, and to labor sented to parliament, is the following:
without ceasing for the happiness of our subjects.
Certified copy of the act of accession on the part of
Great Britain, to the treaty Toith respect to JVapO'
The sons of St. Louis have never committed
counIcon Bonaparte, April 27, 1814.
treason, either against Heaven or against their

—

Already our people had found again, by our
cares, abundance and repose within, and the esteem
of aU nations without. Already the throne, shaken
by so many shocks, was beginning to be established
forced us to quit our capital, and
again, when treason
to seek a refuge in the confines of our states. In
try.

the mean time Europe, faithful to her treaties, would
not recognize, as king of France, any one but us.
Twelve hundred thousand soldiers were desirous to
inarch to assure the repose of the world, and to deliver our fair country a second time.
In this state of things, a man, whose artifices and
ialshood form at this day his whole power, seeks to
lead astray the mind of the nation by fallacious promises, to raise it up against its legitimate king, and
*o draw it down into the abyss as it were, for the purof 1814.
pose of accomplishing his frightful prophecy
the fall of a
*'ff I full, they shall learn how much

great man costs."
In the midst of the alarms which the present danour hearts, the
gers of France have produced in
crown which we have never regarded but as the
rnear.s of doing good, would have lost all its charms
in our eyes, and we would have resumed with pride
the route for our exile (where twenty years of our
life were employed in efforts for the happiness of
Frencmen) if the country was not menaced, in futuwhich our return had
rity with all the calamities to
put a period, and if we are not as it respects the
nations, the guarantee of France.
The sovereigns who gave us, this day, so great a
mark of their affection cannot be any more abused
by the cabinet of Bonaparte, whose machevialism is
and animated by the love
so well known to them
and the interest which they bear to their people,
they march without hesitation to the glorious goal,
where Heaven h:>s suspended the general peace and
happiness of nations. Well convinced in spite of
all the artifices of a vain policy, that the French nation has not rendered itself an accomplice to the attempts of the army and that the small number of
;

:

Whereas their imperial and royal majesties, the
emperor of Austria, king of Hungary and Bohemia; the emperor of all the Russias, and the king of
Prussia, have entered into a treaty concluded at
Paris on the 11th of April, the present year, for the
purpose of granting for such respective periods, as
in the said treaty are mentioned, to the person and
family of Napoleon Bonaparte, the possession ir.
sovereignty of the island of Elba, and the duchies of
Parma, Placentia and Guestella, and for all other
purposes; which treaty has been communicated to
the prince regent of the united kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, by the ministers of their imperial
and royal majesties, the emperor of Austria, king ot
Hungary and Bohemia; the emperor of all the Russias; and the king of Prussia; who, in the name ot
their respective sovereigns, have jointly invited the
prince regent to accede to the same, in the name
and on the behalf of his majesty;
His royal highness the prince regent, having full
knowledge of the contents of the said treaty, accedes
to the same, in the name and on the behalf of his

majesty, as far as respects the stipulations relative
to the possession in sovereignty of the island of Elba,
and also of the duchies of Parma, Placentia, and
Guestella. But his royal highness is not to be considered, by this act of accession, to have become a
party, in the name of his majesty, to any of the other
provisions and stipulations contained therein.

Given under

my hand

and

seal at Paris, this

twen-

ty-seventh day of April, in the year of our lord
one thousand eight hundred and fourteen.
By command of his royal highness, the prince
regent, acting in the name and on behalf of his
•

majesty

CASTLEREAGH.

Letter adareshttr^flthe minister offoreign affairs of France to the
?ninistcrs offoreign affairs of the principal cabinets of Europe.
PARIS, April -4. I8ift.— Sir, The hope that ltd his majesty the

my aug ust sovereign to the most magnanimous of sacrifices has not been fulfilled. Fiance has not
reaped the fruit of the
devotion of her monarch; his hopes have been grievously disappointed. After some mouths of painful constraint, his sentiments,
excited to regret, have recently heen manifested with rclat. By an
spontaneous movement, she has invoked for her
deluded Frenchmen will not delay to acknowledge universal and
liberation, him alone from whom she could expect the guarantee
their error, they regard France as their ally. There, of be* liberties and of her independence.
The emperor appeared; the royal throne is subverted; the fawhere they find faithful Frenchmen, the fields will
of the
have quitted our territory without a single
be respected, the laborers protected, the poor suc- mily of bloodRourbousshed
in their defence. It is upon the arms of
drop
being
cored, assuming to themselves to make the rights his people that his majesty has traversed France from the point of
of war weigii only upon those provinces which, at the coast, where be first touched the soil, unto the centre of his
capital, in this place, still filled, like the hearts of all Frenchmen
their approach, shall not have returned to their duty. with
our dearest recollections.
No obstacle has impeded the
This resolution, dictated by prudence, would afflict march of his majesty. As soon as he placed his foot within the
ol
he
recovered the reins of his
bad
France,
territory
already
us sensibly, if our people were less known to us ;
to have heen interrupted,
empire. His Cornier reign seems
be the fears, with which they for a moment. All the generous scarcely
but, whatever
passions, all liberal thoughts, have
have endeavored to inspire you as to our intentions, rallied themselves about him. Never did a nation present a specmore solemn unanimity.
jince the allies only make war against the rebels, our tacle of
The report of this memorable event will, sir, already have
to doubt, and we haye to chei ish reached ycu. I am charged to announce ibis to you in the uame of
people have

may

nothing

emperor
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file emperor.
before your cabinet^

*

5'

0,u excellency to lay this declaration

of France
Tliis second exaltation of the emperor to trip crown
of triumphs. His majesty d 01 8 himself the
is to him the greatest
tumor to attribute it solely to the love of the French people, and
he cherishes but one wish, that of paying so much affection, no
all the adlonger by the trophies of a fruitless grandeur, but by
of the
vantages of a happy tranquility. The accomplishment
of peace.
to
continuance
the
noblest vows of the emperor tend
cherishes
.Disposed to respect the right j of the nations, his majesty
the sweet confidence that those of the French nation cannot be
"

impugned. The preservation of those Inestimable treasures is the
The tranquility of the
first as well as the most sacred of duties.
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we have rumors

of various attempts to assassinate
the crown prince. The nobility, the legitimates, are
One of them, emulating the heroic
hostile to him.
design of the high allies respecting Bonaparte, attempted to poison him, and another hired a soldier
to shoot him.
He escaped both, and it appears the
noblemen have probably been exalted for their gallant
deeds.

A

private letter mentions, as one of the reports

in circulation in Europe, that the allied
powers had
world is for a hmr; time assured, provided the other sovereigns
will covenant with his majesty, that lienor shall consist in the required Bonaparte to return to Elba within ten
maintenanee of peace by placing peace under the guard of honor. days; and that Bonaparte, in answer, said, "he deSuch, sir. are the sentiments with which his imperial majesty
that retreat for the residence of the
king of
is universally animated, and of which he directs me to be the signed
cabinet. I have the honor t» be, he. Prussia."
interpreter to you, and vour
"
CAULINCOUKT, Duke of Vieenza. After
so mucli of
(Signed)
of

hearing

the'marchings

',he allies,,'

the following will gratify those who do not
belong
to the coalition:
Indies.
on
4.—
All
of
the
Fort
of
took
the
Soes
frontier of
Paris, May
places
Royal, Martinico,
possession
the 4th of June. The French troops had been em- the north, from Dunkirk to Charlemont are armed
barked for France. The Bourbon flag was still fly- and provisioned. The sluices are put in order, and
It was supposed Guadaloupe would also be the inundations will be extended at the first moment
ing.
garrisoned by British troops to preserve it. No doubt of hostility. Field works have been ordered in the?
these things have happened to secure the loyalty of forest of Mormale Measures are taken to make
the colonists. (£j=-Gaudaloupe is also in the "safe entrenchments in the different passes of the forest of
Argone. Every place in Loraine is in a state of reakeeping" of the British.
Entrenchments are constructed at the five
It appears that French vessels were almost daily diness.
arriving at Martinico from France. The late revo- passages of the Vosgers. The fortresses of Alsace
Orders are given for the defence of the
lution having made very Utile interruption between are armed.
the mother country and her colonies.
passes of the Jura and all the Alpine frontiers. In
Ferdincmd's manifesto against France will excite the interior, the places of Guise, La Fevre, Vitry,
the risible faculties of all who read it. He talks Soissons, Chateau, Thierry, and Langres are arm-

A

French West

British force from Barba-

—

—

about religion of legitimacy and of usurpation/ He
had better have left these things alone—they will
only call to mind his "holy inquisition" his mother's
infidelity, and his intrigues and abuse of the man
from whom, he derives all his claims to the throne.
Later from England. By an arrival at New York
we have London dates of May 9. War had not yet

—

—

ing and fortifying.

They have even ordered that works should be constructed upon the heights of Montmatrie and Menilmontant, and mounted with 300 pieces of cannon,
They will be first aonstructed of earth, and afterwards will receive the solidity of permanent fortifications.

The papers contain nothing of great

His majesty has ordered that Lyons should be
the following are the chief things placed in a state of defence.
tete de pont will be
established at Brotteaux. The draw
noted:
bridge of la
It appears that some of the inferior German states Gutillotiere is rebuilding: the plain between the
have refused to cooperate with the allies and for Saone and the Rhone will be armed. Some redoubts
some such obstacles the London editors suppose hos- are intended to be constructed in advance of this
A redoubt will be constructed on the heights
tilities will not be commenced until the middle of the plain.
month (May). Prince Schwartzenburg was expect- of Pierreen-Sise to support a work which closes the
ed on the Rhine, by the first of May, but it seems city on the right bank. The heights which overhe is gone to visit his estates in Bohemia. The look the quarter St. John, upon the right bank of
Austrians claim some advantages over Murat in Italy, the Saone, will be defended by several redoubts.
and say he has twice asked an armistice, which An armament of 80 pieces of cannon, with the nethey have refused.—The British property tax bill cessary provisions is directed to Lyons. Sisteron
had passed the house of commons by a great majo- and the bridge St. Esprit will be placed in a state
It is said that a new plot had been discovered of defence.
rity
at Vienna which had for its object to "restore" the
Eight armies or corps of observation are formed
king of Rome to his father. The continental con- to wit
The army of the north
gress was not to be considered as dissolved until the
The army of the Moselle.
business with Bonapapte was settled. 76,000 men
The army of the Rhine.
[Spaniards, we suppose] are expected on the Pyrennean frontier of France, if funds are provided for
The corps of observation of the Pira, which is
their support.
The English papers say, that Lauis collected at Beifort ;
is joined by considerable numbers of deserters from
The army of the Alps, which is assembled at
Napoleon, who was at Paris, May 4; but was ex- Chambeer;
The corps of observation of the Var, assembling
pected soon to establish his head quarters at Conde.
The works on the frontiers of France have been at Antibes
The corps of observation of the Pyrennees whicfo
strengthened, and fortifications have been erected
on the heighths round Paris, sufficient for 30,000 is collecting at Perpignan and Bordeaux ;
men in garrison. The Russians and Prussians apAnd the army of reserve which is assembling at
pear to have settled their business «s to the annihila- Paris, and at Saone.
tion of Poland, for the latter comes in for an addiFour hundred battalions of grenadiers and chastional slice of that country. The Russian
army ad- seurs of the national guards, are organized. A part
the
is
is
to
to
amount
said
fistula, April 20,
vancingon
already in march to occupy our frontier places,
250,000 men and 76,000 horse. The emperor Al- to guard the defiles of the Vosges, of Jura, of the
exander, king of Prussia, &c. were at Vienna April Alps; and to assure the protection of Paris and Ly23.
There is a report that Napoleon will be declar- ons. Before ten days, the other battilions of the naed Dictator when war breaks eut. From Sweden tional guards will be all in march, and the 500 batUheen declared.

A

importance

—

—

—

—

:

—

i

;
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lions of the active
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army

will

be collected into the

camps. The veteran soldiers are every where on
the march, animated with the greatest enthusiasm,
and come to complete those battalion's, which, independently of the battalions of depot, compose our
120 regiments of infantry. The horses of the gendarmerie are given to the mounted troops, and the
purchases which have been made during the last
month, have been executed so rapidly, that our 70
regiments of cavalry will be very soon complete.
Regiments of volunteer cavalry are forming in many
places. Already Alsace has furnished two regiments
of horse laucers, of lOtJO men each. There is reason
to think that this example will be followed in Britanny, Normandy, and Limousin, provinces in Which

—

—

many

horses are raised.

Parks of artillery forming more than 150 batteries
are already equipped and on the march for the different armies. The artillery for the defence of Lyons is composed of two companies formed at the
school of Alfert. The artillery troops appointed
for the service of the 300 pieces of artillery which
are placed upon the heights of Paris Will be composed of 12 companies of marine artillery, 2 of invalids, 2 of (he school of Alfert, 2 of the Polytechnic school, 2 companies of the school of St.
Cay, and 6 companies of foot artillery.
Corps of partizans, and independent corps are organizing in a great number of departments. An adjutant-general will be charged near every general in
chief, with the correspondence with these corps,
which if the enemy has the temerity to penetrate
within our territories,- will throw themselves into
the forest and in the mountains, and support themselves by the strong places.
The organization of the levy en-masse of Alsace^
of Lorame, of Messin, of Franchecompte, o/ Burgundy, of Dauphiny and Picardy is prepared.

—

Lieutenant-generals, camp-marshals, and a great
many officers of the troops of the line are charged

with it, as also with the command of the levies.
All the cities will arm themselves in self-defence;
they w ll follow the example of Chalons-au-Saone,
of Tournies and of St. Jean de Lo'sne Every city,
even these not fortified, will betray the national
honor, it they surrender to light troops, and do not
make the best possible defence according to their
means, until the arrival of infantry and artillery
forces of such a magnitude as that the laws of war
;

—

would require

all

resistance against

them

to cease.

The

sixty thousand men, who formed the crews
of the vessels of war in 1814, will be reorganized
into regiments commanded by captains cd" vessels.
One part of the troops will be employed in the
squadrons; another part will be charged with the

defence of the coasts; another will augment the
army of reserve.
Every tiling is in motion in every part of France.
If the allied powers persist in the project which
they announce, of making war upon us; and if they
violate our frontiers, it is easy to foresee what will
be the fruit which they will gather from that attempt
against the rights of the French nation. All the
departments will rival those of Alsace, Voges,
Franche compte, Burgundy and Lyons in ardor. Every where the people are animated with a patriotic
spirit, and ready to make every sacrifice to maintain the independence of the nation and the honor
of the throne Moniteur.
Paris, May 3. While some persons at the moment of accepting the constitutional act, testify in
gopd faith, their fears, &c. others exaggerate them.
think we ought to place before the eyes of our
readers soma very wise reflections contained in a
private Utter from Fr>ina!.

—

We

—

1,

1815.

"We do

not deliberate here about vain formalities
foreigner menaces and we arm. Shall we be
free Frenchmen ov slaves to the Germans—Such is
the only thought which occupies us."
One of the most celebrated members of our
tia^
tional assembly has given the
following vote to the*
constitutional act: "The form of words are useless,
when dangers are imminent, when the honor and
independence of the nation commands the sacrifice

The

of

all

private opinion; wishing above all things to be,

and remain Frenchmen, hoping from time, experience, and the patriotism of the two houses, the
desirable amendments, 1 say yes."*
Brussels, April 27.

— The veritable account of

the

Belgick soldiers who were brought wounded in waggons from the frontlets to the military hospital in
this city, hist Sunday evening, is even yet involved
fact of their arrival is certain,
in
mystery; but the
though the causes that led to the affair are not precisely known, nor have 1 heard any person speak
of the circumstance openly. I hare recently under-

some Dutch troops, likewise
who came maimed, and mingled with the Belgick
stood, that there were
soldiers, but not

many.

—

Cologne, April 26. The Chronicle of the Congress
affirm?, that the declaration of war against France
was signed by the high allied powers on the 11th inst.
All communication between Germany and France
has been already prohibited, by a regulation of the
allies.

—

"Restoration." The "friends of religion and liberty," as they call themselves, will be happy to learn
that the "Holy Inquisition is fully "restored" in Cuba.
"The Holy Futhcr." The "sacred person" of the
pope— for whose downfall all the British priests

—

pray every Sunday was guarded on his way
from Home, by a body of British cavalry. After he
had arrived at Milan, many English noblemen waited
upon him; and, after mass, he visited the remains of
St. John the Baptist.
Partitioning of France. We have seen many hints
in the German papers of a new design to partition
France to serve her as the "high allies" have done
with Poland, Saxony, &c. The London Courier extraordinary, of May 5, says "Prince Talleyrand,has, they say, endeavored to obtain from the congress, a declaration that the integrity of the French
territory should be guaranteed; but no regard was*
affect to

—

—

—

paid to his representations.
A Brussels paper of April 21, says "An edict
has been issued at Vienna, in which Maria Louisa of
Austria is formally recognized as sovereign of Parma, Placentia and Guesiella. [This lady has resigned these states to her "illustrious father."]
"JVb conscription." Waldeck, a little German
state, with an entire population of 48,000 souls,
furnishes 11,000 men, by the landstrum or militia
organization, to fight against France.
The baron de Sterr, minister of the allies, is using
all possible exertion to get the Swiss to declare
against France. It is thought he will not succeed.
There are various accounts of the discomfiture of
Murdt in Italy, by the Austrians. It is said he was

—

—

—

forced

to.

abandon Bologna. Some advantages over

him are announced
na, April 22.

bulletin published at Vieninclined to believe he has been

in a

We are

worsted.

The

packet-boats between England and France
to and fro with passengers, as usual.
The
"Glorious news from the- patriots" of India

were going

—

"This man's views of things are vastly different
from that of the "high allies" lately assembled in
1

"illustrious cotiventton" at Hartford, in the "nati')'

of

New England

'

NILES*
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London Pilot of April 26, notices the receipt of an that lie lias violated conditions exacted by the sword,
let
overland dispatch from India, the contents of which
any of the "high allies," who have not violated
brought to the directors, had not transpired but a treaty, made "in the name of the Holy Trinity," as'
that
letters
the
the
of
their
"Usurper"
army
say
compacts for rapine and blood are impiously beprivate
the gan, "throw the first stone at him." Will the
["Great Britain] had been completely defeated by
king of
And they have all violated their
Napaulese "patriots," in which the commander in Prussia do it ?
chief of the "invaders," general Gillespie, was killed. treaty with the king of Naples. Bonaparte "is a re
In consequence of which the design to "subjugate" bel."- To whom ?
lie can onlv be a rebel to France,
the country was abandoned for the present, Lc. We for certainly the "high allies," whatever
they may
trust and hope to God the day will arrive when those think, will noj have the
effrontery to say, there is
accursed spoilers shall no longer fatten on the blood a right in them to select a ruler for the French
of the^eople of Ilindostan wretches that speak of people. Well, then, let Louis gird on his sword and
the "legitimacy of kings" and the "independence of enter France with 600 men and
bring the "rebel" to
nations" though they have deposed more "lawful the block If he will do this, I will
agree that he is
kings" and blotted more nations from the map than a legitimate king but, standing as he does now, he
there are in Europe.
Hypocrites, who talk about has no mure right to the throne than the late cardinal York had to that of Great Britain
the ambition and wars of Napoleon Bonaparte
or than, prowhose greatest crimes are virtues compared with bably, many shoe-blacks and chimney-sweeps, now
the
human
with
their ravages upon
race.
in England, have
Compared
who, by regular descent, may
whom, the Spaniards, consigned to the infamy of boast of the blood of the Stuarts disseminated by
of posterity for their cruelties in the subjugation the "restored" Clurles II. to people of all conditions!
of America, soon after its discover)', were innocent
whose "royal blood," however, the people of Engas babes !" "Success to the [East-India] patriots!"
land chose to expel from the country to make room
British parliament.—-A very long, able and inte- for a real invader,' for lie came "with force and arms,"
resting debate took place in the British house of as the lawyers say, and fixed himself on the throne,
commons on the motion of Mr. Whithread, that it after bloody wars, and secured it by acts of treachwas inexpedient to declare war against France. The ery and baseness villain-cruelty and murder, that;
speeches develope many important facts, and the Bonaparte never imagined. Yet the consistent Engdiscussion entire, is one of the many things that we lish, the hope of "legitimate thrones," celebrate the
lay bye with reluctance. The result of the motion has anniversary of the invasion of William in. in their
already been mentioned for it, 72
against it, 273. churches as a "glorious revolution !" Why not alWe notice it at this time chiefly to say, that near the low the like privilege to the people of France ? If
close of the debate Mr. Tiernty, very good humored- they are really of opinion that the accident of birth
ly observed, that as Bonaparte had been driven from constitutes the "legitimacy of sovereigns," let them,
office at the point of the bayonet, he saw nothing to begin the crusade of
royalty at home. Let the peoexcite surprize in his attempt to regain the throne
ple cry, down Guelph, up Stuart And in the proadding, "gentlemen in this house, tvliea turned out of cedure, they would, at least, have this wholesale
office, -were very apt to try to get in again."
(On consolation——that, by any change, they could not be
which there were hud bursts of lauuhteh from cdl worsted !
He
tl*e house
that
denied
.'J
parts of
Bonaparte had
LATEST
FRJ1JVCE.
been brought in by the military, and ridiculed the idea
By an arrival at Philadelphia we have Paris dates
of calling his entry an invasion-*- every thing shewed
to the 12th of May.
JYb war yet. The emperor had
that the people were attached to him. He thought
not left Paris, and it was not expected that he would
that Austria would have enough to do in Italy, and
until after the 20th. France seems
entirely tranquil,
that Sweden could not be relied on. He said they
and ardently devoted to national independence. The
were going to fight for the affected object of prefrontiers are lined with troops, and the militia, called
serving the treaiy of Paris, which Bonaparte pro- out en
masse, have every whero expressed their defessed himself willing to abide by. That the French
termination to rally round the tri-colored flag. They
nation had been insulted, as well by the manner of
are equipping themselves with great alacrity, anil
placingLo?H9 on the throne, as in his acknowledgment
contributions greatly facilitating the
thath? owed it to foreigners ; and also by the sending by private
march of the whole population to the post of honor.
of lord Wellington, as minister, to Paris. And, as it
If these things be true
the allies will not impose a
was to the overthrow of Bonaparte that the chanon the French people.
cellor of the exchequer owed his blue ribbon, it was king
Napoleon is said to be in treaty with Austria.
not to be expected that he could possibly make peace
Marinont, duke of Ragusa, is reported to have comwith him.
Mr. It'.Polc stated that he happened to be at Glient, mand of the Spanish troops destined to act against
An article from Lille says, that the duke
in the presence of lord Wellington, when he read France.
the English papers containing Mr. Whitbread's mo- of Wellington had issued a proclamation forbidding
The "great lord" his soldiers to enter the French territory on pain of
tion, and some remarks upon it.
was astonished very much astonished* indeed and death. The intercourse between France and England
indeed, that his signature to the D?claration of the continued without the least interruption, as in times
of profound peace and merchant vessels were sail
allies, of the 19th March, giving up Bonaparte to
the "vindictive public," &c. could be construed into ing from the various French ports as usual. No
an excitement of his assassination
For the "noble British cvuizers were to be seen. The fisheries were
duke would be the last man in the world to lend his continued. Bonaparte seems to feel himself strong
sanction to any thing like assassination
the only enough for the expected contest and appears ready
meaningof the declaration was, that Bonaparte had for it but as if waiting to let the allies be the agbroken the treaty, and should be dealt with as a re- gressors. But every moment of time is busily embel !"
ployed, and made the most of to add to the defences
of the country. The French papers discredit the
It is pleasant to observe that a sense of shame
ap
Rears to be felt for the violent proceedings of the al- reports from Italy as to the defeat of Murat.
lied princes
which, we trust, they will vet bitterly
It is very uncertain when hostilities will
begir?
deplo»e. If they do not, the liberties of Ewopn are
the philanthropist hope that the great power*
[May
iost.
"has
broken
.'"
the
Bonaparte
treftty
Suppose tfindin'g Nnptdebn bolstered on thfe throne b'ytfcl
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-whole nation of France, will abandon the idea of die"
rating a ruler for them ?
The voluntary contributions had the greatest effeet. One department had raised the sum of 200,000

1,

1815.

We

do not want war. The best
way of doing It,
peaceably, that I know of would be to have a law
passed to seize upon an English merchant, in our
country, for every American sailor impressed on the
town
had
francs towards clothing its militia; every
high seas, and put him to work on our fortifications-*
from
and
similar
come forward with
donations;
eveFy feeding and using hitr: ex ctly as our people are used.
part of the country, addresses of respect, fidelity and Some s and rfiust be taken at ti'f> o"se% or all is lost.
submission were presented to the emperor.
Auburn, fJV.I". ) June 14— Several thovg md sheep
Latest from England.
have been bought up in this and the
neighboring
at
also
London
arrivals
we
have
counties
New-York
within a few weeks past, for the Canada
By
dates of May 12.
These represent the state of market.
France as very alarming that plots were forming in
[A similar game was played just after the revoluall parts to restore the Bourbons, &c.
However, tionary war, and with complete effect, in regard to
and notwithstanding, they say the French funds sheep raised in Connecticut, where much attention
ped.

;

—

had bfeen paid to them. But we are too
strong for
France such a manoeuvre to accomplish its object now. We
can soon supply the British with three or four milWas still uninterrupted.
lions a year, and will supply them, if
they will pav
us more for them than we can otherwise make of
A Boston paper sajs that, commodore Bainbridge's them. The raising of sheep has become infixed business— -and we are not afraid of its extinction. Let
squadron is nearly ready for sea.
The seat of commerce. I venture to say, that when the trade go on it will bring back many eagles that
the official papers shall be published; the fact will were smuggled to Canada. We can raise any quanof sheep. Tiie following from a Zanesril'le pa
appear, that a much greater value of goods will be '%
exported from J\ e-.v-Orleans in the first year after per, which, since I began this paragraph, I first nothe proclamation of peace, than from all the "nation ticed, is exactly in point :— 3
of New-England"
meaning of native products.
Extraordinary increase of Sheep. Yeaned from 58
What Alexandria was in ancient times, this city common ewes, belonging to
gen. Samuel Herrick, at
mwst needs be a little while hence. One hundred his residence, ne<r this
place, in the month of April
and twelve heavy vessels were at one time working last,
three
lambs, (half bloods) forty-one of
forty
which are now living and growing well. This unup the river
British, Spanish and Swedish, Russian, Portuguese common increase of sheep is not
perhaps owing
and Dutch, with many American ships, crowd our more to the
regular attention bestowed upon them,
sea-ports, from Maine to Louisiana, laden with im- than to the peculiar quality of the land in the vicinmense cargoes of all sorts of goods. The revenue ity of Zanesville for raising of Sheep.
accruing for the first year after the peace will doubtProspects beyond the Mississippi. Extract of a letter
less amount to 40 millions of dollars
and perhaps from St. Louis "If the thirst for
emigration to the
greatly exceed that enormous sum. The duties upon territory is not checked, and the public lands are
at
New-York
the cargo of a British ship, arrived
offered fsr sale, we shall soon arrive to the first
a few days ago from Calcutta, it is stated will amount
stage of political manhood, and become an indeto $200,000.
pendent state; unless, perad venture, the notions of
Mr. Crawford, late minister at Paris, is on his Way the Boston folks, as
promulgated by the Hartford
has
A
of
his
heme, in the Neptune.
part
baggage
convention, that the family is too large to admit
of
On
the
at
New-York.
24th
April, another child in it, should prevail southward and
already arrived
the Americans at Tuns gave him a dinner, in testi- westward. As some of these
good people prefer
John the British constitution,
of
hotel.
at
their
respect,
money
Gnignon's
perhaps if we would recogand
at
our
minister
London,
nise "the land of pilgrims, old Massachusetts," as
Quincy Adams, Esq.
general La Fayette, were present. The proceedings the oldest heir, and entitled to all the estate, and
were published in the Paris papers. The following of course to the administration of'it, that
they would
were the toasts
permit our adoption.
of
States
Ameof
the
the
United
May
prosperity
Brownsville, May 3. By a letter from an officer
rica in peac?, be equal to the military renown acquir- of the steam boat
E.vtehpuize, of this place, we are,
ed during the war. The president of the United informed that she was at Natchez on the 24th of
States, under whose administration the United States March, having subsequent to the 14th of
January,
has acquired immortal glory by her arms, and an made from New Orle.ins, five
trips to the Balize, and
honorable peace. The treaty of Client the pleni- one to the rapids of Red River. Her last
trip from
potentiaries of the United States will find their re- New Orleans to Natchez, was made in four
days, a
ward in the gratitude of the American people.
distance of three hundred and thirteen miles, against
The army and navy of the United States. France the strong current of the Mississippi, without the
may she enjoy the blessings of peace and a good go- aid of sails; her rigging having been previously laid
vernment. The liberty of the seas; no more burn- aside. She will make two more
voyages between the
ings or impressments. The allies and France reason last mentioned places, and then take her departure
and justice to the one, courage and confidence in homewards.
Cod to the other.
aj"The steam boat Enterprize worked up from New
On the 26th Mr. Crawford left Paris, having left Orleans to Bardstown, nearly 1500 miles, in 2»
days.
Mr. Jackson, the secretary of legation, as charge d' It is calculated that the
voyage by steam-boats from
affaires.
New-Orleans to Pittsburg, about twenty-three hunImpressment. It is stated that two other cases of dred miles, will be made in 3fi days. How do the riimpressment are already known to have occurred. vers and canals of the old world dwindle to insigniOne of the victims was a person af the name of John ficance compared with this— and what a
prospect of
Dunstan, just released as a prisoner war at Jamaica, commerce is held out to the immense regions of the
on his way home in the Chippewa, of Baltimore. The west, by the use of these boats
It is thought that
men-stealers came from the British sloop of war the freight from New-Orleans to Louisville,
(at the
Shark. [I wish the Shark would thus attempt to take falls of the
Ohio) will soon be reduced to §3 50 per
a man from the JJ'asp.'] This business must be stop- hundred
were rising

They

t

also notice that the intercourse with
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Dartmoor Massacre.
the

[From
Sin

in

print several different state-

ments of the massacre of the American prisoners
of war at Dartmoor, and, on perusal, finding, that,
though they corroborate each other, as to the leadjug facts yet it seems the public are not in possession of all the particulars necessary to form a proper
judgment of the same.
While in prison, we having been members of the
committee through whom was transacted alt their
public business, and through whose hands passed
all the correspondence with their
agent in London,
and having in our possession several documents
relating to the beforementioned brutal butchery, we
deem it a duty we owe to our murdered countrymen
and fellow-citizens In general to have them published, and accordingly request that you would be pleased to lay them before the public.
Respecting the conduct of T. G Shortland (commander of the depot of Dartmoor) prior to the biootty
and ever memorable-sixth of April, it was a series
of continued insult, injury and vexation to tiie

$5

I'KTt

AVM'M.

comfort and convenience

as their scanty
His last act of this kind
was but a short time previous to the massacre, and
his alleged reason for it, was, that the prisoners
would not deliver up to him a man that had made
his escape from the black hole (a place of confinement for criminals) and had taken refuge amongst
the prisoners in general. This man was one or a,
prize crew, who was confined in that dark and
loathsome cell, on a short allowance of provisions,
from June, 1814, until the ratification of the treaty.
The circumstances of that humnnt transaction shall
at another time, be laid before the public.
Oi\
that Jm an being demanded, the prisoners stated to
Shortland, that they did not presume that the British
government would expect them to stand sentry over
each other that he might send his turnkeys and
soldiers in and louk for the man, but they would not
seek him and deliver him up upon which he ordered
the military to fire upon the prisoners, but owing to
the coolness and deliberation of the then commanding
military officer, in restraining them, this order was
not obeyed.

means would admit

JtiewYvrk National Advocate.]

— Having seen

— vihsijl

of.

—

—

To sum up the whole in a i'ew words, his conduct,
prisoners generally. Incapable of appreciating the throughout, was marked by the same illiberal prebeneficial effects of the liberal policy of a
gentleman, judice, overbearing insult, and savage barbarity,
his sole study appeared to be
devising means to Which characterises the majority of English officers
render the situation of the prisoners as
when they have Americans in their power.
disagreeable
as possible.
To ii.stance a few of his proceedings
The enclosed papers, from No. 1 to 16 inclusive,
will sufficiently warrant the
are the depositions taken by the committee of invesforegoing assertion.
His conduct to the American officers was marked tigation on the 7th. Colonel Ayre arrived from Plywith peculiar baseness and indignity. In the Con- mouth and took command of the military departstruction of the depot at Dartmoor there was a
Shortland sent in a message to
sepa- ment of this depot.
rate prison, built and enclosed for the more com- the committee, requesting their attendance at this
modious accommodation of those officers (prisoners office, to which was returned for answer, that conot war) who were not considered
by them entitled sidering him a murderer, they were determined td
to a parole. Instead of Shortland
allowing those offi- have no further communication with hini but addcers to occupy that prison,
they were turned into ad if the commanding officer from Plymouth had
the other prisons promiscuously, with their men. any thing to communicate, they would wait on him ;
His conduct to the prisoners generally was of the and, at his request, they went up to the g*'e, where
same stamp. There not being, at any time, a suffi- they staled to him all the particulars of the affair.
cient number to occupy all the
lie expressed great regret for what had occured,
prisons, he kept
the two best, which were built
by the Frenchmen and assured the prisoners that no further violence
during their confinement, and more conveniently should be used upon them: In the mean time Shortfitted for the accommodation of
prisoners, shut and land made his appearance. Instantly the indignant
unoccupied, while the upper stories of those prisons cry of murderer, .scoundrel, villain, burst from the
in which the Americans were
put were in such a lips of hundreds. The guilty wretch stood appalled,
state, that on every rain storm the floors were nearly not daring to offer it syllable in vindication of his
inundated. The pernicious effect this had on the conduct; but with a pallid vissage and trembling
health of the prisoners
may be easily judged of by step returned to his guard house, from whence he
the great mortality that
prevailed among them was never seen to emerge while we remained therein the course of the
during the last winter season.
day a real* admiral and post capAnother instance of his murderous disposition was tain arrived from Plymouth, sent by Sir ,1. T. Duckhis ordering his guards to fire into the
to enprisons, when, worth, commander in chief on that station,
at any time, a
to whom was likewise
light was seen burning during the quire into the transaction
as
in
the
the
night,
specified
particulars,
general report. While fully stated, by the committee, all
the Frenchmen were confined in that
depot, it was together with Shortland's previous infamous eona custom for the
with
duet.
a sentrv, to go into
Their scandalous misrepresentation of the
turnkey,
aach prison, and see the
lights extinguished at a same to the admiralty board, as will be seen in their
stated hour
although frequently lighted again, statement No. 20, is truly characteristic of British
there was no further molestation. Instead of
likewise wrote to Mr. Beasly'
pursu- official accounts.
ing this plan with the Americans, Shortland gave on that, day, giving him a short history of the affair,
orders for the guards to fire into the
prisons when- but as he did not acknowledge the receipt of the
ever there should be a
light burning.
Frequently, letter we concluded it had been intercepted. On the
on the most trivial
occasions, he would prevent 14th we received a letter from him dated the 12th,
the prisoners, for ten
days at a time, from purchas- of which No. 18 is a copy— in answer to which No,
lifc in the market, of the country
neople. such 1'9 is a copy. On the 16th we received, p.TWtber
*

—

—

;

:
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from him, of Which No. 20 is a copy in the ing of the 6th which reflects so much credit oh the
lie had seen a copy of our report, sent by a Americans, it should not be passed over in silence.
seemed to have greatly When the brutal soldiery were following the prisonprivate conveyance, which
altered his opinion concerning the affair. In his let- ers in the yards, stubbing- and fii Lng among them, a
ter of the 14th was an extract from the statement lamp lighter, who h.id come in a few moments preor report sent him by tlje admiralty board. On re- vious, ran into No. 3 prison, to escape being murderceiving which we wrote to admiral Duckworth of ed by his own countrymen; on being recognized, a
whichNn 21 is a copy.
rope was fixed for banging hi#i immediately. In
On the 22d of April, Mr. King, appointed by the this moment of irritation, when their slaughtered
America:-, agents at London, and a Mr. Larpent on and bleeding countrymen lay groaning around them
the part of the government, with a m-igistrate of 'n the agonies of dissolution, such an act of venthe county of Devon, arrived at the depot to investi- geance, at that time would net have been deemed
they were employed the greater part singular but on its being represented to them, bv
sjate the affair
of three lays in taking the depositions respecting some influential characters, that such a deed would
the i-.nie; and though we would not hastily prejudge stain the American name, to their honor be it reMr. King's report, we deem it necessary to state, that corded, that humanity triumphed over vengeance,
our anticipations of it are not of the most favorable the trembling wretch was released, and told to go—
nature, from his not appearing to take that interest "We disdain to copy after your countrymen, and
in the affair which the injuries his countrymen had murder you at this advantage, we will seek a more
received demanded, as far the greater part of their noble revenge."
We deem it necessary here to remark, as some
time was employed an taking the depositions of
Shortland's witnesses, most of whom were the prin- editol'3 have manifested a disposition to vindicate'
cipal actors, on that day, and of course were impli- Shortland's conduct, that, allowing every circumcated with him in his guilt. On learning Mr. King stance to be placed in the most unfavorable point
was about, leaving the depot, we addressed a note of view for the prisoners, suppose, for a moment, it
to him, statin; ,, that we had a number of witnesses was their intention to break out, and a number had
waiting, whose depositions we conceived would be collected in the market square for that purpose,
of importance, and requested hitn to have them when, being charged upon by the military, they rewe received to this note iio answer, and he treated out of the square into their respective pritaken
immediately left the depot. The particular points son yards, and shut the gates after them without
on which those 6' positions would have borne, related making any resistance whatever under such cirto picking the hole in the wall and breaking the cumstances no further opposition could have been
locks of the gate leading into the market square
expected, and, consequently, their intention must
they would have exonerated the prisoners generally have been completely defeated. What justification
for having anj share in those acts, or even a know- can there then be made to appear for the subsequent,
ledge of their having been committed. As these brutal, unprecedented butchery and mutilation?
were the two principal points on which Shortland None The most shameless and barefaced advocates
rested his plea of justification, we deemed it highly and apologizers for British injustice cannot produce
necessary that they should have been placed in a any.
letter

;

interim

—

;

1

;

;

—

—
1

!

WALTER

proper point of view. As for an idea of the prisoners attempting to break out, a moment's reflection
would convince any impartial man of its improbability.
Every prisoner that had a sufficiency of money to defray his expenaes, could obtain his release

THOS.

li.

ffOLTON,} members

of

i the com-

MOTT,

WM. HOB ART,

J

mittee.

DEPOSITION No. 1.
T, Jddison Holmes, being solemnly sworn on the
and a passport, by applying to Mr. Beasley, or holy evangelists of Almighty Gnd, depose and saj
That, on the 6ih April, about 6 o'clock in the
through their correspondents m England; those who
hud not funds would not have left the depot had the evening, I was in the market square, where the solgates been thrown open, having no me«ns of subsis- diers were drawn up. There were a number of Ametence in a foreign country, and there being a very ricans in the square to the best of my judgment
hot press of seamen at that time, they knew then- between fifty and a hundred. I distinctly heard
risk of being kidnapped was great, and when, by captain Shortland order the soldiers to charge on
staying a few days longer, they Were assured they the prisoners, which they did not do till the order
would be embarked for their native country. The was repeated by their own officers, when they charginfamous falshoods circulated in the English prints, ed, and the prisoners retreated through the g-'-tes,
of the prisoners having armed themselves with which they shut to after them. In this interim I had
knives, clubs, stones, &c. seized a part of the guard got behind a sentry box, in the square, and the soland disarmed them, and other similar reports, are diers went past me. I saw captain Shortland open
Unworthy of notice for when the disturbance oc- the gates, and distinctly heard him give the word
curred on the fourth of April, concerning bread, the to fire, which was not immediately obeyed, the comprisoners having burst open the inner gates, had they manding officer of the soldiers observing, that he
the least disposition, they might then have immolat- would not order the men to fire, but that he (Shorted the whole garrison, as they were completely site- land) might do as he pleased. I then saw capt. Shortland seize hold of a musket, in the hands of a solprised and panic struck.
The artful policy of the British officers in coup- diers, which was immediately fired but i not able
of
the 6th April with that of to say whether he or the soldier pulled the trigger.
ling tluj transactions
burning Mr. Beaselv's effigy, may easy be seen At this time I was endeavoring to get through the
was
done a fortnihgt previous, gate into the prison yard in so doing several slabs
latter
the
through
bv a few individuals^ without its being generally were made at me with bayonets, which I evaded
known, or the leasl disturbance concerning it; and (immediately after the firing became general, and I
wc leem it 'out justice to state, that whatever ne retreated, with the remainder of the prisoners, down
Mr. Beasely may li^ve been guilty of re- the yard, the soldiers following and firing on thes
gpgence
the affairs of the prisoners, he should be prisoners
after I had got into No. 3 prison, heard
specting
man
totally exonerated from all blame respecting the two vollies fired into tli£ prison, that killed one
and wounded another and further the deponent
jn^snCre.
ADDISON HOLMES.
Tiitre was an instance that occurred on the even- saith not.

—

—

;

—

—

:

1

;

—
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written, which was severally read to each one who
stibscribed the same.
b. ohne,

william

Wh hobart,
francis joseph;
james adams,

walter colton,
james boggs.
[A

certificate similar to the foregoing,

each of the depositions.
in our hands.]

<rt

DEPOSITION

323

a

11

We, the undersigned, being duly appointed an 11
Sworn as a committee to take the depositions of
those persons who were eje witnesses of the late
horrid massacre, certify Mint the above deponents,
being duly and solemnly sworn on the holy evangelists of Almighty God, did depose and sty as before

The

is

support him; on which captain Shortland struck
him several blows with his fists, and he appeared to
me, from the whole of his conduct, to be much intoxicated with liquor and further the deponent snith
to

—

ANJ3REW DAVIS,

not.

No.

4.

.Tun.

—

We, the undersigned, depose and say
That, on the dt\\ April, in the evening, we were
in the yard of no. 1 and no. 3
prisons, when we
heard the firing at the gates, and saw the prisoners
all endeavoring to get info their
respective prisons
Ingoing down towards the lower doors of the prisaw
we
a
of
sons,
party
soldiers, who were posted on
the walls, commence firing on the prisoners, and W'e

attached saw a man fall, who immediately died, and several
now others were badly wounded before they were able to
get into the prisons.

originals are

;

No.

HARRIS KEENLY,

2.

AMOS CHENEY,

the undersigned, being each severally sworn
on the holy evangelists of Almighty God, depose and
say
That on the 6th April, about six o'clock in the

We,

JAMES COFPEN,

—

WASHINGTON FOX,
THOMAS WILLIAMS,
JOHN

we were walking in the yard of No. 1
SMITH,
CASEY.
prisons, just before the usiial lime of turnNo. 5;
ing in, we heard the alarm bell ring. At this time
most of the prisoners were in the prisons a number
Homer Hull, afier being duly sworn on the holy
with us ran up the market square, out of curiosity, evangelists of Almighty God, depose th and saitli
to see what Was the matter; there were about one
On the 6th of April, about 6 o'clock in the evening,
evening, as

HENRY

And No. 3

*:

•

.,

—

;

hundred collected in the square, and a number
were standing by the gates inside trie prison yard
{he soldiers were drawn up in the upper part of the
Square orders were given them to charge, on which
the prisoners retreated out of the square, and some
of the last which came through the gates, shut them
to
the soldiers then commenced firing on them
through the iron pailings, and fired several vollies in
j

;

;

The

prisoners were, at this time endeavoring to get into their respective prisons, when
the soldiers perceived that they were all dispersed
from the gates, they followed them into the yard,
and continued firing on them; and after all the prisoners iiad got into the prisons, a party of soldiers
pursuing them, came up to the door of No. 3 prison
and iired two vollies into the prison which killed
one man and mortally wounded another.
further solemnly declare that there was no
preconcerted plan or intention among the prisoners
to make an attempt to break out, or to resist, in
any
planner, ttje authority of the government of tlife de-

succession.

We

pot.

was walking

the yard of no. 7 prison; all being
prisoners as usual, I observer!
soldiers mounting the walls,
an
and one of them called to one of the prisoners and
told him he (the prisoner) had better go into the
1

in

among the
unusual number of

as tranquil

would soon be charged upon.
While he was asking the cause of such a proceeding

prison, as the prisoners

I heard the alarm bell ringing; I immediately run to
the gates leading to the square, when I saw cap' am
Shortland at the head of the armed soldiery inarchthe prisoners at the same
ing down to the gratings,
time running to see what was the matter; on,the soldiers coming to the gratings, captain Shortland ordered the soldiers to charge, which they did; the
run to their respective prisons;
prisoners immediately
on their passing through the inner gate they closed

Then I heard captain Shortland order
after them.
the soldiers to fire, which they commenced to do in
every direction of the yard, when the prisoners were
making every effort to reach their prisons. I did not
see any violence used on the part of the prisoners,
nor do'l believe anv violence was intended or. premeit

HOMER HULL.

JOIINT. FOSTEU,

ditated.

EUSHA WHIT-TEN,

been duly sworn, and
Joseph C. Morgan, halving
do declare tfte
having read the foregoing deposition,
statement therein mentioned to be irue.

CHARLES PERRY,
GEORGE STINCIIECOMB,

JAMES GRENNLAW,
WILLIAM PERRY,
RICHARD DOWNING,

,

I,

JOSEPH
No.

C

MOl'iGAN.

6.

—

undersigned, depose and say
That, on the 6th of Apil, about 6 o'clock in the
we distinctlyevening we were in tiie market square
tJone at Dartmoor prison this Fth day of April, 1SI5. heard capt. Shortland give orders to the soldiers to
we retreated
No. 3.
charge on the prisoners and after
orders to the!
I, Jbufrerv t}kvis,jun. being solemnly sworn upon through the gates we heard him give
on his repeating several times.,
the holy evangelists of Almighty God,
depose and soldiers to fire, which,
was executed.
Say
That on the 6th of April, about 6 o'clock in the
JOSEPH REEYES,
1SA\C L BURR,
evening, while walking in the yard of no. 3 prison,
I heard the alarm bell
J \ M ES G REE NL A \V,
ring, and I* went up towards the

We, the

Wm. H ORNJE,
ISAAC L. BURR.

**>>

—

—

,

—

THOMAS T1NDAL.
saw several men bearing a wounded man towards the gate, whom, it appeared, had been woundNo. 7.
ed by the soldiers' bayonets; when the
We, the undersigned, depose and sayprisoners
were retreating out of the
That, on tiie 6th of April, in the evening, after all
square, I heard captain
Shortland order a part of them to let go the wound- th: prisoners in No. 1 and 3 yards had got into their
ed man, which some of them did; one of the
a 'party of soldiers came up ti>
remaining respective prisons,
we were standing near
remonstrated to captain Shortland,
saying that the the door of No. 3, prison—
man was so badly wounded that it
several the door at the time, and saw them five two vollies In-.
j^te: I

,

required,

KILES'
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which killed one man and wounded

1815.

We

some medical aid.
hail not advanced but t
few steps when we were fired on. I advanced, asWM. SCANCK,
suring ihe soldiery we had no hostile intentions. I
JOHN LATHAM,
then took the fainting man in mv arms, when a volJAMES G REEN
,
ley of musketry was discharged full at us, I then
JOHN GLASS.
retired immediately; there was but one of
my prison doors unlocked, which was on the back of the
Ko. 8.
Enoch Burnham, having been duly sworn, depo- prison. On turning the corner of the cook-house f
found myself unexpectedly open to the fire of solseth—
That he was standing at the market-gate at the|diers on the ramparts of the south wall; their fire
time captain Shortland came into themaiket square was kept up in so brisk a manner that it appeared
with a large party of soldiers (it being then about 'ahuost impossible to enter without being shot; but
6 o'clock ) They immediately formed a line in the finding my situation very dangerous, I was determined to enter the prison or die in the attempt. For
-it that time a number of prisoners got into
gqftgre
the square from the yard of no. 1 prison, and had that purpose myself, with a number of others that
then
and
the
soldiers
had
been standing behind the wing of the cook-house,
advanced a few steps;
charged,
the prisoners immediately retreated to their prisons, sallied out for the purpose of gaining our prison
without the least resistance. After the prisoners had door, when a volley of musket balls were showered
retired lib the yards of the prison, th£ soldiery form in amongst us, killing two and wounding others.
ed a line and commenced firing in the yards, the pri- |On our entering the prisons our doors were shut to
son gales being closed by the prisoners; shortly after keep them from firing in. Some little time after the
and I saw one man fall.
turnkey inquired for me; I went forward to the winthey kept up a heavy fire,
I immediately hastened to no. 5 prison, but on reach- jdow; he requested me to deliver up the dead and
mg no. 7, I found there was a party of soldiers on wounded; 1 requested him to open the door, which'
I ihen got he did for that
t|{e walj, filing from every direction.
purpose. On passing out the dead
safe in no. 7, where, after remaining at the north end and wounded, I was insulted by the soldiery, and
window a few moments, I sa~u a man fa prisonerJ on my replying was charged upon, and with diffikdniftsr against the wall, apparently -wounded, -with his [culty escaped without being butchered; they likehamds'in a supplicating posliire at lite same time, I\ wise insulted the wounded as I gave them up, and
saw several soldiers present and five at the prisoner and threw the dead down in the mud, and spurned at
them in a very unfeeling manner.
lie immediately fell dead on the spot.
ENOCH BURNHAM.
THOS. B. MOTT.
No. 9.
No. 11.
Edwurd Cojfin being duly sworn, deposed that on
I, IVilliam Mitchell, being duly sworn upon the
the 6th April, about 6 o'clock in the afternoon, a holy evangelists of Almighty God, depose and say
f«.w prisoners, belonging to no. 5 and 7 prisons, broke
That, on the evening of the 6th of April, when
a hole through the wall opposite no. 7 prison, as they the alarm commenced, I was in the lower part of
which
no.
I walked
1 3 ard.
said to get a ball out of the barrack yard,
up towards the gate to learn
they i'.ad lost in their play. After they hud broke the cause; when I had got about half way, I heard
a
and
soldiers
that
officers
musket
the
fired, and immediately after a whole
single
through the wall,
were in the barrack yard told them to desist volley. I then saw several men carrying one that
or they would fire upon them. Immediately after was wounded, the soldiers keeping up the whole
that the drum beat to arms, and the square was time a steady fire, and the prisoners ail endeavoring
filled with soldiers, and without telling the pri- to get into the prisons; the lower doors being closed
soners to go to their prison, immediately commen- in the interim, it was with much difficulty they could
ced to charge and fire upon them. I immediately get in, and soldiers pursuing them the whole time
sUiuxl to go to no. 5 prison, and the soldiers on the and charging on them with bayonets; and after getplatforms on the walls commenced^ firing, and 1 ting into the prison, I heard the firing of. musketry
should think near forty fired at myself and three in all directions round the prison and further the
l am sure there were no other men in
WILLIAM' MITCHELL.
other;;
sight deponent saith not.
No. 12.
In goat that time between no. 5 and 6 prisons.
ijifj round no. 5 cook-house a prisoner was shot and
I, John G. Gatchell, having been duly sworn, deCOFFIN.
killed, very near me.
pose and say
That I was walking in the yard, towards the gate.
Attest, Hr.sitK Alt.kx.
The first I knew, was the soldiers coming into the
No. 10.
Thomas ff. Mott, having been duly sworn, depo- yard, with captain Shortland at their head, when an
immediate fire begun from the soldiers, and one man
sed
About 5 o'clock m the evening of the sixth of fell within six feet of me. While in the act of renderAjpiil, T was Called on by a number of persons, re- ing this man assistance, I heard captain Shortland
questing me, as- one of the committee, to put a stop order the soldiers to kill the damn'd rascal meanto the prison,
another,

in

LAW

1

j

—

—

—

|

j

i

j

—

I

—

T

—

—

EDWARD

—

—

—

some boys whom they

said were picking a hole ing ii.e; immediately the soldiers came and pricked
through an inner wall, for which they said, our pro- me with their bayonets, and I was forced to run to
be
to
would
visions
stopped
pay for. I asked what the prison at the hazard of my life, and leave the
was their intentions in making 'he whole? they said man that was wounded.
G. GATCHELL.
it was for the purpose of obtaining a ball which they
No. 13.
had lost in their play. I then repaired with a number of respectable men, to mike them desist; but
James Taylor haying been duly sworn, deposeth—
before we got in the yard a quick firing commenced. That he was standing at the gate in the market
On my walking up the yard was met by a number of square, at the time captain Shortland, with a file of
orprisoners retreating to their prisons, much alarmed; soldiers, entered the square. Captain Shortland
one of which I observed was badly wounded; he was dered a prisoner in the square to go into the prison,
bleeding freely from his wound; I could see the ya<d when he immediately complied. He then ordered
was elear of prisoners, or not more than two or three the soldiers to charge; and instantly observed to the
to be seen, and they retiring fast. I requested the commanding officer of the military "it is no use" to
•woumjed man to lean on in?, ami I would assist him charge on the damn'd Yankee rascals FIRE
to

JOHN

—

—
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.ihen this commenced immediately. TAe prisoners
jt that time were rushing in the prisons as fast as

After
possible, and principally out of tUe square.
the prisoners were mostly in the prison of No. 4,
a boy, of ten years of age, was shot through the
body and killed, while in the door passage Irving to
get in, by the soldiers in the yard, in my presence, I
being inside the prison, likewise one other man was
shot through the thigh.
JAMES TAYLOR.

Gesti.kmkv—
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Agetfcy for American prUttienof war,
London, April 12, isu.

It
having been slated in sonic of the
newspapers published here, that the American governmenl Intended to send some
ships of war, bound
to the
Mediterranean, to this country, f«r the purot
pose
completing their crews from among the prisoners
and having been informed that this idea has
got among the prisoners, it becomes mv duty to request, that you will inform them that the fact is not
;

so.

No. 14.

I

Samuel Loiudy having been duly sworn, deposelh
as follows:

have already informed
you of the measures which
to provide
conveyances for the pri-

had been taken
soners.

You

them know, tiat eight 1 ve
That he was in the yard of prison No. 4, at the
transports have been engaged, some of which must
time Robert Haywood was shot by the soldiery, lie now be at
others will follow, until the
Plymouth
immediately took him up, for the purpose of carry- whole «>f the prisoners are sent off.
ing him to the hospital. In the scpiare he met captain
It is much to be
lamented, that at a moment whrfn
Shortland, and said, captain Shorlland this man is
exertion
will

let

:

(

—

was making to restore them to their
every
very badly wounded 1 want to carry him to the country,
they should have fallen into an excess which
damn'd
Shortland
replied,
you
hospital.
has
Captain
proved so fatal to some. And I am at a loss to conson of a bitcli carry him back to the prison; and he ceive
how they could, under such circumstances,
was obliged to comply. After getting to the prison,
pretend to say, that the cause of this unfortunate,
one of the soldiers called him back, and he went up but
shameful conduct, was the neglect of their
Shortgomet

to the square with the man, and
captain
vernment or its agent. This, I am
informed, they
land, who said, heave him down there (pointing to a have stated to the
officers who were sent to examine
the
and
to
prison; at that into the affair.
sentry box)
away with you
time they were firing in the different yards. On leavI am,
gentlemen, your obedient servant,
ing the square we found the man was dead.
LOWDY.
R. g. beasley.
John Battice having been sworn, corroborates the To the
committee of the American
evidence of Samuel Lowdy.
prisoners of -war at Dartmoor.
JOHN BATTICE.

SAMUEL

No.

15.

No. 19.
TUE ABOVE.

—

KEl'Lr TO

William Poller, having been duly sworn, deposed
That while passing between No. 5 and 6 prisons,
the soldiers commenced firing from the walls in
three divisions at a few of us; at that time there
were only four prisoners in sight. After advancing a
few steps, I found a man badly wounded. I stop'd
and pick'd the man up; during which time the soldiers kept an incessant fire at us, as likewise till we
got to the prison of No. 5.

Dartmoor, April

Srn—Yours,
morning.
tents, that

No. 16.
Warren, being duly sworn on the
holy evangelists of Almighty God, depose and say
That, on the evening of the 6th April, when the
•alarm commenced, I was in the lower part of the
yard of No. 1 prison. I walked up to the gate to
iearn the cause. I there saw there were a number
of prisoners in the market-square, and a great number of soldiers drawn up across the same; soon after
they charged on the prisoners, who retreated out
of the square into their respective prison yards, and
shut the gates after them. I saw the soldiers advance up to the gates and heard captain Shoe.tland

David

<S'.

order them to

—
—

—

;

which they not immediately
obeying, I saw him seize hold of a musket in the
hands of a soldier and direct it towards a prisoner,
and heard him again repeat "fire God damn you
fire /"
Immediately afterwards the firing became
general; the prisoners were all endeavouring to get
into the prisons, which was attended with much
and
difficulty, all the doors but one being closed
fire,

—

—

—

further the deponent saith not.

DAVID
No.
I

This

S.

WARREN.

17.

the report of the committee
already inserted
in the Register, see
page 269.]
is

:

No. ri;3.
Letter from Mr. Beasley, ugent for American
prisoners ofiuar, at London, to Ike Committee
American

We

of

prisoners of -war in

Dartmoor prison.

came to hand this
It is with astonishment we note its conthe officers who cam:: to
enquire into the

circumstances of the late unfortunate affair, should
have informed you, that the prisoners stated to
them,
the cause of that event was, that their
government
or its agent had
neglected them. This is a most deliberate falsehood, let your authors be who
they may.
We deny not, that the anxiety of the prisoners
to
released
from
here
has
been
get
great, they have
even censured you as being dilitory in
jour preparations for that purpose
but their government they
have never implicated and you may rest
assured,
that they have too much of the
genuine spirit of
Americans to apply to the officers of a
foreign government for relief, or to make them a
party in anv
dispute with their own government or its agents.
We solemnly assure you, that whale-er anxiety
among the prisoners, or want of confidence in your
exertions, as above stated, may have existed among
them, that it can in no way be construed to have any
collusion or connexion with the late event
and was
expressly so stated to the admiral who came here
from Plymouth.
We, on the contrary, in the name of the five thousand prisoners confined here, accuse Shortland of a
deliberate, predetermined net of atrocious murder
we have sufficient evidence in our possession to prove
this to the world, and we call on you
(there being at
present no accredited minister or charge des affaires
at the court of London) to make strict
inquires into
the circumstances of the case, and procure all the
evidence necessary for a proper investigation into the
same for well do we feel assured, that our government will not thus suffer its citizens to be sacrificed
for the gratification ot national prejudice, malice or
revenge of the petty officers of a foreign state.
are at no loss to impute the misrepresentation of the

WILLIAM POTTER.

I,

14.

of the 12th instant,

.

British officers to their proper motives,
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breast a

In the report from the
admiralty board to Mr.Beas-*
copy of which was truism ltted to us) it is
stated, that the prisoners, when called upon to give
yon might
an account of the circumstances of the 6th, exoneproper
interested in making
rated captain Shortland and the
iale affair.
English government
With ranch respect, v/e remain, sir, your most obe- from all blame respecting the same, and accused
their
own
and
its
government
dient and humble servants,
agent of being the
ART, cause.
on
the
We,
COLTON,
contrary, solemnly declare, that it was
ALLEN.
expressly stated to admiral Rowley, that whatever
anxiety might have existed among the prison: rs for
JR. G. Beasley, esq. agent for
~
a speedy release, could, \n no way whatever, be conAmerican prisoners of'war, at London,
strued to have had any collusion or connexion with
that event.
That the prisoners, so far from having
No. 30.
Letter from JWr. Beasley to the beforementioned com- any idea of attempting to break out, if the gates
hid been opened and every one suffered to go who
mittee.
might wish to do so, not one in a hundred would
A(reney for American prisonris of war,

of

spirit
They artfully wish to excite in your
enm,W and resentment against the prisoners, that

y, (a

use less perseverance, or feel yourself less
the
inquiries into the

WILLIAM HOB

WALTER
HENRY

London, April 14, I8i4.
have left the prison, having no means of subsistence
you of the 12th instant, in a foreign country, and being likewise liable to imr/i the subject of the melancholy event, was written
pressment, when, by staying a few days longer, they
under an impression which I received from a report
would, probably, be embarked for their native counof it, transmitted to me by this government I have
try.
tiince received your report of the circumstances.
They, on the contrary, accused captain Shortland
Had I been in possession of the information therein of
being the sole mover and principal perpetrator of
contained, that letter wouid have been differently the
unprovoked and horrid butchery.
expressed.
Conceiving, from your well known character in the
I am, gentlemen,
your obedient servant,
British navy for integrity and candor, that you would
11. G. BEASLEY.
not wish to have your name the medium of imposing
To {ha committee of the American
such a gross misrepresentation and such direct falseprisoners of war, at Dartmoor.
hoods on the admiralty board and the British public,we have taken the liberty of thus addressing you',
I subjoin an extract of the report alluded to from and
have the honor to subscribe ourselves your most
the lords commissioners of the admiralty
obedient and very humble servants,
EXTRACT.
WILLIAM HORALT,
"The rioters, it appears, endeavored to overpower
WALTER CORTOX,
to
the
force
the guard,
prison, and had aptuallv seizHENRY ALLEN.
ed the arms of some of the soldiers, and mule a
THOMAS R. MOOT,
of
the
in
walls
the
breach
depot, When the guard
WM. R. ORNE,
itself obliged to have recourse to their fire
foun
Committee of the American
five
of
and
the
rioters
were
killed
and
arms,
Prisoners of war, at Dartmoor.
thirtyfour wounded, after which lie tumult subsided, arid
the depot was placed in a state of tranquility and se[In addition to the documents furnished bv the
curity.
committee of the Dartmoor prisoners, we lav the
Admiral sir J. T. Duckworth, commander in chief
'ollowing affidavit of Archibald Taylor before the
at Plymouth, having received information of this unWill people doubt this evidence also ? Is it
public.
fortunate event, lost no time in directing rear-admilikely that common soldiers, hired assassins, would
ral sir Josias Rowley, barl. and K. C. I*, and captain make use of similar
expressions from their own imSchornberg, the two senior officers at that post, to pulses ? or is it not much more conformable to comproceed to Dartmoor and to inquire into the circum- mon sense to believe that this was the language held
Those officers accordingly- repaired to the
stances
by their officers, and that they echoed it ?]
depot, where they found, on examination of the ofli
cers of the depot and all the American prisoners who
City of New-York, ss.
were called before them, that the circumstances of
Archibald Taylor, late commander of the Paul Jones
the riot were as before stated but that no excuse
of
armed
vessel
war, being duly sworn, doth
private
could be assigned for the conduct of the prisoners,
depose and say
but their impatience to be released, and thi* AmeriThat he was a prisoner in Dartmoor prison at the
cans unanimously declared, that their complaint of time of the late massacre of the Americans
that
delay was riot against the British government, but after the affair of the 6th of April, and on the night
their
which
own,
ought to have sent means of the same day, he was in the prison No. 3, assistagainst
for their early conveyance home, and in replies to
ing of Thomas Smith, late his boatswain, who, was
distinct questions to that ell' ct, they declared
they shot through his leg by the soldiers in the yard, when
had no ground of complaint whatsoever."
an order was received to have all the wounded removed from the prisons to the hospital and while
No. 21.
this deponent was carrying the said Thomas Smith
DAiiTxonn, April IT, 1S15.
to the door of the prison, to deliver him to the
To rear admiral sir J. T. Duckworth,
guards selected to receive him, some of the soldiers
Sin—The officers whom you sent to this place to observed to this
deponent, "this is in turn for the
enquire into the circumstances of the unfortunate affair at New-Orleans, where you killed our men,
occurrence of the 6tn instant, whatever right they and now we have our
revenge," and further this de*.
had to rep- -sent the conduct of captain Short land in
ponent saith not.
the most favorable manner, we conceive it an act of
ARCH'D TAYLOR.
gross injustice that they should have given to you
Sworn betore me this^Sth June, 1815.
such a false and scandalous representation of what
AARON H. PALMER,
I hey were told by the prisoner?.
Public*
Not
Cf.ntlt.mj^--
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killed aiul

wounded

in

an attempt, to force the military
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military guard," an averment discredited on oatli by ny others. A treaty cannot be
binding upon the sub.,
Amcric:,r.s and by all the testimony yet ad- jects of a
state^but so far as it is known and notified."
duced."
I.i
cases
it
many
might be difficult to ascertain when
AV'e would also call the attention of our readers to the
knowledge of it arrived at any particular part of
a consideration of this fact that of the thirty-three the world, and therefore
much litigation and many
relumed as idled or wounded, fouutef.n are ac- evasions might occur.
By fixing certain p.eriods, acknowledged to have been impressed .Imerican seamen. cording to the distance of the places and with reimpressed men made pmsow- ference to the time within which it would be
Only think on thai
prouis—prisoners MASSACRED. Magnanimous Enbable that a communication would take piace, a cerWhile British subjects that came tain and invariable rule is
glishmen
clear
from
all
obtained,
among us of their own free will, were residing in probability of contention or chicane. It was admitcities
and carrying on their businesses unmolest- ted that this vessel was seized before the lime limitour
ed, if they demeaned themselves with common de- ed for captures had
expired, and was recaptured afcency (as many of ibera did not) our Unfortunate ter that period. It is
argued, therefore, on behalf
who
countrymen,
got into the power of the enemy of the owners of the American privateer, that this
an
infernal
by
outrage before the war, were wasting vessel became theirs by the original capture, that
put their lives in the famous prisons at Dartmoor]
the subsequent
recapture was not lawful under the
the history of (lie world
presents us with no paral- treaty, and that therefore the vessel
to be re-

m; ny

—

!

!

—

!

—

-

ought

lel
Justice, common justice would have
altrocity.
caused the impressed se imen to have been paid wages lor the services they hid performed, and then to
have landed them on the shores of their own counIt was vile, vile indeed, to make
try.
prisoners of
.such persons.
No other power than that of Jtygiers,
&c. would do this thing.

stored to them. The
original British owners on the
other hand contend, that the recapture was lawful,
and claim restitution under their former title.
It has been
objected by his majesty's advocate,
that the person who
appears here for the American
But
privateer is not properly authorized to claim.
it is
proved by an authenticated copy of the commission of the privateer, found on board the
recaptured
vessel, that Winslow and Henry Lewis are the owners
of
the
and
Smith has produced a pro'ecision.
privateer,
per warrant of attorney from them to claim. As to
[From the Halifax Arcadian U^corJcr.]
THE LEGAL TKM)E){, IIIVIX, MASTER.
the
in
any right
captain, officers and crew, that is
mere matter of private agreement between the ownDecided 20th of April, 1815.
ers and themselves, which this court has no business
Dk. Choke.
Judgment,
This is a vessel originally British, and belonging to enter into, nor is it necessary to produce any auThe ownership is a sufficient
to Messrs. Shannon and comp my, of Grenock— she thority from them.
was captured by an American privateer on the 8th title to enable the parties to obtain restitution.
As little foundation is there for the argument deof January, 1H 15, and recaptured on the 7th of March
duced from the prize acts which direct that if any
by the Spencer, captain Ragget
There are three parties before the court. Captain vessels taken as prize shall appear to have belonged
Ragget claims salvage, as for a recapture of British:* any of his majesty's subjects, and to have been
before taken by the enemy, and retaken, they shall
property, being one eighth of the value.
Duncan M'Coll, of Halifax, has given a claim on De restored to the former owner on salvage. That
behalf of Messrs. Shannon, the original owners, pray- clause is merely a domestic regulation to settle the
ing the vessel to be delivered to them on paymeat off question which arises between the original ownei
and the recaptor. In general, the British owner resalvage.
And there is the claim of Benjamin Smith, of Ras-j ce lves his property, and the recaptor receives a salton, for Winslow Lewis, and Henry Lewis, of Bos- p'age. It some few cases, as where a vessel has been
ton, the owners of the private armed ship the David fitted on, a ship of war, and consequently the danger
of tiie recaptor is the greater, the recaptor is reward
Porter, and the commander, officers and crew thereof as owners of the Legal Tender, under and by vir- ed with the whole. The mere municipal regulation
tue of the capture, and of the treaty of peace,
lie of an act of parliament cannot be intended to affect,
states in his affidavit, which is not contradict d, that nor can it legally affect, the right of nations.
They
the David Porter sailed from Boston the 13th De- must be decided by the general law of nations, and
a
treaties
commissioned
that
on the! > particular
cember, 1814, lawfully
It has farther been
8th of January, 1815, off Lisbon, she captured the
argued, and a great deal of
a
on
crew
and
ordered
her learning has been displayed to support the argument
board,
Legal Tender, put
to the United States that she continued to proceed from civilians, writers upon the law of nations, and
t ill the 7th of
March, when being off Monhegan, in the English lawyers, that the first captors had no
I at. 43, 44, N- long. 69, 15, W. she was
captured by title or right to this vessel under their seizure, till
theSpencer and sent to Halifax. He pleads the se- a legal adjudication; that till then, no right whatcond article of the treaty between Great Britain and^ever accrued, or at least only to the state, and that
America, which was signed on the 24th December, 'therefore the owners of the privateer had no inte*
by which it was reciprocally agreed that all vessels irest to entitle them to claim that as hostilities were
and effects which should be taken after the space extended by the treaty, in some parts of the world
of twelve days from the ratification, upon all Parts 'to one hundred and twenty days after the ratificaof the roast of North America, from the Ut. i?*, N.ition, within which period this recapture was made,
to 50, N. and as far eastward in the Atlantic ocean that the state of war still subsisted, and this very
as the 36th deg. of west longitude, should be restored privateer might have been actually employed in
on either side. That the treaty was ratified on the capturing British ships at the time when the owners
20th of February, and that the brigantine was not appeared as claimants in a British court of prize;
therefore liable to capture, within the said latitudes, and finally, that the treaty not having specified reafter the 3d of March, or if recaptured, ought to be captures, did not extend to tlicin,
restored.
The rule as to lite precise time when the right of
The article of the treaty upon which the present the captors shall vest, and which is understood to be
case depends, was introduced to prevent disputes, as the same in the United States as in Great Britain, is
a simdar adjustment has been agreed upon in ma" chiefly a regulation as between the state and the cap-.

Vice-admiralty D(

j

;

;

1

;
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ships whether belonging; to the meaning of the two governments, but the words arc„
"all vessels and effects."
To say that a recapture is
force, it is not a question here merely \ritli the in- not a capture is a mere finesse and equivocation.
dividual captors themselves but with the nation at Such captures, as well as other captures, are liteand it is not affected by any such internal re- rally Comprehended under the treaty ; they are "veslarge,
to pre- sel. and effects which have been taken" since thft
gulation. The rule was moreover introduced
vent the right of recapture from being defeated by time limited.
the
seizure.
transfer to neutrals immediately upon
Independent of the hostility of fhe act of capture,
To give the original owners the chance of recapture, and of any particular stipulations in the treaty, the
valid
not
till
afwas
held
such
that
transfers
were
jt
right of possession in the captor was completed by
In truth, the right is complete: the intervention of peace, and all
ter condemnation.
right of recoverupon the capture, as has been observed by writers ing in the original owner was barred.' 'Die vti possiof authority, sine,: there is a just title, that of war, detis is the basis of every treaty of peace, unless so
All things continue in
the animus possidendi under that title, and the ac- far as it is otherwise. agreed.
tual possession, which is sufficient to constitute a the slate in which they are found when the treaty
Where,
perfect right, under all general principles of law. takes effect, unless it is declared otherwise.
The extension of the time was introduced by mutual the tree falls there it must lie. All the rules to deqonsent and practice for particular purposes, and is termine, when the title by capture is final, are foundmerely arbitrary, as is evident from the fluctuation ed upon one principle laid down by Groiius, that the
which ha? prevailed relating to it, in the varying and capture is complete when all hope of recover) is lost
but all hop- of recovery is certainly lost v. hen the
successive rules of twenty-four hours, of infra prrcThe conclusion of a
sidia, and other such securities, till it finally settled recovery becomes unlawful.
down into the condemnation.
peace is therefore as effectual for that purpose, aj>
But, without entering farther into these nice and carrying infra prccsidia, condemnation, or any qther
abstract questions, it is sufficient for the present circumstances which have been fixed upon. St. Marpurpose, that by the capture, the privateer acquir- tens, and other writers, who have been already quoed a legal right of possession, which is undeniable- ted, admits that peace gives this final and perfect
It i-t admitted that the vessel Was taken in time of title to captures.
So sir Willi
Scott, in the schr.
War, from an enemy by a ship of war, regularly com- Sophie, says expressly, that "the title of the former
a
admitted.
lawful
owner
is
is
therefore
missioned,
possession
completely barred by the intervention of
After the time fixed by the treaty, within the respec- peace, which has the effect of quieting nil titles of
tive limits assigned, a stale of peace subsisted be- possession arising from war."
And with respect tn
tween the two countries i.s absolute and complete, a supposed recovery of this vessel to the former
as if no farther hostilities could be any where exercis owner by a sort of postliminium, it is justly observed
cd, and as if the treaty had been concluded for a by Vattel (Lib. III. ch. 14, sec. 226) that "since the
tor.

As capturing

.

slate or to individuals, act as a part of the public

—

j

-

;

|

—

m

Century.
things of which the treaty of peace says nothing,
The true question then is, whether a lawful pos- continue in the state in which they were found at the
session can be divested by an hostile force }n time of moment when the peace was concluded, and a,* tapeace ? Merely to put this question is sufficient to citly ceded to the possessor, the right of postliminium
answer it. Peace is that state in which rights are has no place after peace is concluded, it relates endiscussed and chums made amicably, and by the or- tirely to the stale of war."
An argument has been raised, and mtich compasdinary proceedings of courts of law to settle them
by violence is peculiar to a state of war. The resto- sion excited, by a supposition, that if this prize is
ration of peace annuls all modes of force; they be- restored, the British master and crew found on board
come unlawful. There can be no lawful fighting in must be restored likewise to a state of captivity. For
time of peace. The question is not limited to this this there is no foundation whatever. The
treaty
Here indeed there is no shedding provided that from the ratification there shall he a
particular case.
of blood, but it was a seizure by force, a mere sub- universal peace between the
people of the respective
mission to a superior power. If it was lawful so to countries, and they can no longer hold each olher in
take a vessel, it would be equally lawful to apply a state of captivity.
force in case of resistance.
A re-capture might Such is the construction which I am induced to
pqually be made by a battle. Any of our ships of give to this treaty, as applied to the present case.
war under the same circumstances, might be re-tak- On behalf of the country which I in some measure
en from the Americans, or any of theirs might be represent, 1 think it my duty to
give it an enlarged
re-taken from us in the most sanguinary engage- and liberal interpretation
according to the true meanments. If nothing short of a sentence of condem- ing of the parties, free from all
sophistry and chination could extinguish the right of recapture it cane, and such as becomes a
great nation to adopt.
And I think that in so doing I consult the real advanmight exist to a very long and indefinite period.
Ships taken in the East Indies might be a twelve- tage of my country, more than by any pecuniary bemonth or more before they could get home to be nefits which individuals might
acquire from a concondemned. Can that be a state of peace in which trary mode of proceeding.
I, therefore, decree the restitution of this vessel
ships might lawfully engage, or in which scenes of
bloodshed between the vessels of two nations might aiul cargo to the owners of the American privateer,
lawfully be exhibited ? Can such a state subsist after but as it seems in some measure to be a new quesit has been
expressly agreed by a treaty that all hos- tion, and the nearness of the transaction to the limits
tilities shall cease ? Is the forcible capture of a ves- assigned for
recaptures might in some measure jussel, or is it not, an act of hostility r If it is, it is pro- tify the recaptors in
bringing the vessel in for inquihibited by the treaty.
ry, I shall direct all parties to bear their proportion
It is said that the
treaty does not stipulate that of the expense incurred, by paying their own costs.
vessels recaptured shall be restored.
The words are
as general as possible.
The restitution is not confined to vessels "belonging to the subjects of the
United States," expressions to be found in many
Agreeably to previous arrangement, the manager^
treaties, and which, or something equivalent, would of the monument met in Howard's Park at 12 o'clock.
probably have been introduced, if such had been the on Tuesday, the 4t|i July, 1815, and, in the presence;
I

;

—

j
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Baltimore

a priority of claim to the hallowed services of this day, recent
interesting events, of which
she was the theatre, lean
powerfully in support of
in

of from 25 to 3D.0C0 of their fidlow-citizens, amongst
whom were a number of the reverend clergy; the
and members of the Cincinnati of Marypresident
M. and
land; his excellency tlie governor, R. W- G>
members of the grand lodge of Maryland and the
subordinate lodges of Baltimore; the mayor and
citv councils of Baltimore; officers of the army
and navy; major-general R. G. Harper and aids; and
the 3'1 brigade of Maryland militia, under the com-

them. During the war in which we have been engaged, ihe cMv destined to bear the proud name of
WASHINGTON to future ages, fell an easy conquest to the rulhiess invader.

"The shock produced by this stroke was felt from
the one end of these United States to the other. The
mand of brigadier-general Sterett; they proceeded to minds of our countrymen appeared to be transfixed
the le- with horror and dismay: a night of awful darkness
perform the pleasing duty assigned them by
of laying the first corner stone seemed to overshadow our land; the gloomiest apgislature of Maryland,
of a monument, to be erected in the city of Balti- prehensions were entertained for the republic; Uie
more, to the memory of general Washington, the timid and the desponding, not recollecting that freedom rises with an elasticity proportionate to the.
father of the republic.
In an elevated situation near the spot prepared for pressure made upon it, were approaching a state of
laying the corner stone, was exhibited an excellent political despair. At this most awful moment for
likeness of the deceased hero and sage, an original our country, Baltimore, the city of our affection, in
,

punted by Mr. Rembrandt Peale; and,
immediately under the picture, a correct and beautjftil representation of the monument to be erected, as
designed by Mr. Mills, painted by Mr. Heniiy Wakhen. These were richly decorated by Mr. Hugh

portrait

which was contained, our altars, our families, our.
all, became the next object of attack to a vindictive,
and, at thai time, a vain-glorious foe. The eyes of nil
America were fixed upon us! On the destiny of BnU
timore seemed to be suspended the fate of the Republic! She breasted the storm, and, thanks to her

Findlet, forming together an appropriate TROTHY for the occasion; and, at the beginning of the gallant defenders, exists now, in prosperity andglorg,
ceremony, the ensigns from the attending volunteer to perform this most grateful of duties.
"The desire, my fellow citizens, of perpetuating
corps dirplayed their Mags, on which were painted
the THE AH3I3 OF TIIE UNITED STATES, arOUud the tlje memory of illustrious men, hrs prevailed in
every age of the world. The ingenuity of man has
of the day were commenced by been exercised, as well in his rudest, as in his most
band
of
amasome national airs from a volunteer
polished condition, in devising methods by which,
The son£ of the
effectually, to gratify this desire.
teurs, Mr. Bunyie leader.
the
num.
of
A salute of 39 guns, commemorative
poet, the pen of the historian, the pencil of the painof
since
thechissel
all
in every age
which
was
on
that
have
ber of years
the sculptor,
ter,
day completed
been employed, to render their f^me imperishable.
the declaration of independence.
It has, indeed, been sometimes said, that the
Washington's march, by the baild.
only
James A. Buchanan, esq. president of the board monument real excellence requires, is an existence in
of .timagers, then addressed the audience as follows: the recollection of those who have been blessed by
"The distinguished honor, my fellow-citizens, of its operation, and that, in the gratitude of posterity,
presiding on this interesting occasion, has devolved it has its best reward. It would be superfluous,
upon me, in consequence of the death of my prede- under present circumstances, to enquire into the
Wt
cessor, the founder and first president of the board correctness or incorrectness of this sentiment.
of managers, John- Comegts; to whom, more than to have taken the sense of mankind, as exhibited in
any member of the board, more, indeed, tiian to all immemorial usage, for our guide; and 1 therefore
the other members of the hoard, is to be ascribed proceed to state, that we are assembled here, my
whatever there may he of merit in the procuring for fellow citizens, to lay the corner stone of a monuour city, the glory of being the first to erect a mo- ment, intended to commemorate the virtues of our
nument of gratitude to the Father and Benefactor qf great Washington, of the hero and the sage, "first

Trophy.

The ceremonies

our country.

in

war,

first in

peace, and

first in

the hearts of

his

On an occasion so grand, so interestfellow-citizens, is it not with peculiar countrymen."
propriety that this first expression of national grati- ing, it might perhaps be expected, that some notice
tude should be made in the city of Baltimore? At should be taken of "the services of the mighty
nil times the first to evince its attachment to those dead ;" but when we recollect, that the world il
"And,

my

republican institutions, to secure which was the filled with his glory, and that its radiance shines
of Washington's labors, Baltimore has with a lustre which requires no aid from eulogy, I
great, object
at no time been backward with testimonials of her feel relieved from a task, which it would have been
love and gratitude towards him. When she saw him the height of presumption for me to have undertaken.
"With these few observations, my fellow citizens;
elevated to the highest honors in the gift of his
f-ountry, Baltimore was among the first to approach more than which 1 have not believed to be necessary,
him with her homage. "The tokens of regard and and less than which, would not have satisfied my
affection," said he, "which I have often received own impressions of duty; allow me to solicit your
from the citizens of this town, were always accepta- devout attention to the next feature of our arrangeble, because I always believe them sincere."
ment, which is to invoke the blessing of Almighty
When, descending from his exalted station he God, on the purpose for which we are assembled.
The following prayer, was then addressed to the
relinquished his power, and sought for happiness in
the bosom of retirement, the first to thank him for Throne of Grace, by the right rev. bishop Kkkp,
" O God! in whom we live and move and have
bis services and regret his departure, was Baltimore. In reply to an address presented to him on our being. Every good thing that we enjoy htvf,
that occasion by the city, he observed, "I pray you we derive from thee, and every good thing that we
to accept of my sincere thanks, for the evidence you hope for hereafter, thou alone canst bestow.
have now given, of approbation of my past services;
acknowledge, with deep humility, that ucjliave
for those regrets which you have expressed, on the followed, too much, the devices and desires of 6'ir
to
of
ami
for
the own hearts
that we have done those things which
occasion
my retirement private life;
.-iiiectionate attachment which you have manifested we ought not to have done ; and that we have left
for rov ht^i." If these be not sufficient to establish undone those things which we ought to ha,ve done

We

;

;
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this monument, OGod, may we all look as
is no spiritual health in ns.
Pardon,
and an encouragement to virtue as
reproof of sin
Father, our manifold transgressions
the
ark
of independence the model of patriotism,
and
hearts from every defilement,
grant
purify our
and the reward of greatness and may it be happily
us grace, to enable us to devote our hearts and our
instrumental in inspiring our hearts with noble senlives more particularly to thy seivice.
We magnify and adore thee, the Supreme Ruler of timents, in elevating our souls above mean pursuits,
and in preparing us to share in the everlasting renatio'is, for the many and distinguished blessings,
who trust in a refor t:ie liberty, prospe- wards of all those who love God
which we enjoy as a people
and happiness, which we have derived from that deemer, and whose souls are adorned by the noble
rity
memorable .'let, whose anniversary has again rolled qualities of pure christians.

and

there

lliat

—

merciful

—

!

—

;

I

;

—

;

On das day let every heart expand with graThese, our prayers, we offer unto thee, in the name
and joy let it be distinguished by our citizens, and through the merits of our blessed Redeemer to
commencement of \ new era in ihe history of whom, with thee and the holy Spirit, be all honor
Amen."
nations, when a great and extensive empire rose into and glory, world without end
The President, accompanied by the Board of Mawhen the Supreme Being opened a way
(jistence
for die rapid dissemination of liberty, learning and nagers, then descended to the place where the corner
and by their Secretary invited
n uncultivated wilderness; amelio- Stone whs suspended
religion, over
his
excellency Levin Winder," li. W. G. Master of Marating the condition of man, and spreading light ajid
wide extended land.
O God sons, polonel J. E. Howard, president, and general S.
salvation through
for these blessings give us grace to be duly thanlc- Smith, vice-president of the Cincinnati, and Edward
Johnson, mayor of the city of BaltjmoHe, to witness
fcd.
To whom, when assembled,
in particular, we come before thee, at this time, the laying of the stone.
on
our
a
to implore
present undertaking; the President made the following address :— "I have,
blessing
been
in
our
that
all
continued
and
endami
works, begun,
gentlemen,
requested bv the Board of Managers
ed in thee, we may glorify thy holy name
may per- to a>k your participation with them on this interestthose principles, upon which de- ing occasion; and, worshipful sir, (addressing the
and
extend
petuate
K. W. G. Master) to present
peivj our happiness here and hereafter.
you with these impleMay this monument, wdiose corner stone we are ments, (handing the square, plump and level) used
now about to deposit, stand as a memorial of the by your ancient fraternity; with which you will be
blessings and advantages that our country deriv- pleased to proceed and ascertain the fitness" of this
ed from the character and conduct of that per stone."
The R. W. G. Master, replied "Honorable sir,
son.ige, whose name it is to bear, and whose virtues
to perpetuate.
May it excite in us those noble on behalf of the free and accepted masons of this
affections, that will entitle us to the continuance of state, I accept with pleasure your invitation; and
his favor, who is the Author of every good and per- it will afford us peculiar satisfaction to render all
fect gift
may we view it as a continued monitor to the assistance within our power, so that the stone
emulate the virtues and follow the example of him, may be laid agreeably to the ancient usages of the
whose character implies every thing that is great. order; especially, as the object of the building to
O let our hearts and all that is within us praise the be erected is, to hand down to the latest posterity,
the virtues and patriotism of the
Lord for his goodness.
greatest of men;
Let the soldier, when he views this
monument, re- who, during his valuable life, honored our order
member tiiat America requires he should form his by becoming a zealous and faithful member of the
character upon tiie model of Washington
that he fraternity."
His excellency the 11. W". G. Master, then proshould combine bravery with prudence;
courage
with humanity
the service of his God with the ser- ceeded to try the fitness of the stone, and addressing
vice of his
the president, pronounced the same "true and
country
Ltt the statesman here learn the
important lesson, trusty."
that
The architect, assisted by Messrs. 7 il!iam Steu-.integrity is the rule by which all his plans are
ti> be measured
honesty the scale in which all his art and Thomas Towson, the operative masons, unschemes are to be weighed that religion is the
der the direction of the president, placed the stone in
only
bas; on wiiich the
happiness of a nation can stand \'lis proper position.
secure; and that true patriotism consists in that ar
The secretary then deposited in the stone a cop-i
dent love of
country which excites to originate and P er plate, on one side of which was engraved
"On the 4th of July, A. D. 1815,
gfomote measures to dispense the blessings of freedom, justice and plenty among all descriptions of
was laid this
mand.

—

titude
:ts the

;

—

;

;
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;

:

;
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;
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FOUNDATION STONE

citizens.

Let the private citizen, when he looks
Of a Monument to be erected to the
upon this
monument, remember that it was erected in memory
memory of
of a man who was an ornament in
private life as well
as public
who, to the bravery of a soldier and the
On the reverse.
integrity of a statesman, added the virtues of an af".'IANAUERS.
fectionate husband— a kind
neighbor, an useful citi- John Comegys
Washington Hall
zen ,md a
James A.
pious christian.

GEORGE WASHINGTON."

—

God

Buchanan

as

pleased thee to appoint the rain-bow,
the earth should not again be
destroyed by a
flood, so may this monument remain as a toW", that America must not be
sin
that
deluged by
the land of
Washington must not be lorn by faction
>r ruined
by vice— that no domineering tyrant shall
raise his head on this
soil, or the happiness of our
Clt
be sacrificed at the shrine of ambition.
'?ens
Ul S monurnent let the father lead
his son, and
II £
tell
him, that to be great he must possess the virtues
Principles of him to
it is dedica
!

it

as a token that

whoge memory

Isaac

Edward

M'Kim

Fielding Lucas, jun,

James Calhoun, jun.
James Cocke
John Prick

'

J™

George Hoffman

Wra. H. Winder
David Winchester

;

.fames Williams
James Barroll
|

Lemuel Taylor

Robert Gilmer, jun.

En

Coale

Nicholas G. Ridgelv
Robert Miller
Xalhl. F. Williams
Levi Hollingsworth

William Gwyhn
Benjamin II. Mullifci'fc

Simkins, Secretary.

Robert MiLts,

J.

James Partridge

Architect,
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The scite presented by John Eager Howard,
Edward Joiikso.y, mayor of the city,'

8, 181*.

esq. well as those who have confided in you, and be in
some degree commensurate with its object."
a
Mr. Mills replied
likeness of
and a sealed glass bottle, containing
" The
honor, sir, you have been pleased to confer
Washington, his valedictory address, the several
in
and
the
this city,
different upon me, I hope to prove that I
duly appreciate, by
newspapers printed
On
a
stone
was enthe
faithful performance of the duties incumbent on
coins of the United States.

graved—

—

me

,"Wiuum Steuadt

as your architect.

fi-'el a double inducement to use
best exertions to execute faithfully and with
ability the imto
from
the recollection
portant duty entrusted
me,

I

and
Thomas Towsojj,

my

work to be performed is, the execution of a
monument to perpetuate our country's gratitude to
that the

Stone Cutters;

Sater Stevensox,

the father of her liberties; and that you have
given a preference to native genius in the choice of
a design for the work."
The rev. Dr. Inglis then pronounced the following
prayer and benediction
" Sovereign of
nations, whose throne is the only
throne before which our free republic bows herself!
If we know our own hearts, it is our
delight to do
thee homage, as our monarch, our judge and our
God. We give thee thanks, that at length the foul
blot of reproach is effacea from the public name,
and that a splendid memorial of the people's gratitude is at length about to be reared to tell to the
world that honor is due from them, and shall be paid
to the brave, the just and the good
to their chief,
their benefactor and their father
" What
people has ever had such cause of gratitude to thee, as this people ? For what people, except of old for thy chosen tribes whom thou
through the wilderness to a land of rest, of plentv,
prosperity and glory, hast thou ever done such deej»
of wonder, as for this people ? And of all thy multudinous blessings bestowed upon us, we esteem it
not the least, that thou didst give us the achievements and the example of thine eminent servant,
whose spirit is now in other worlds, but whose bappy memory lives undecayingly in our affections, and
to the honor of whose transcendent character thij
monumental fabric is devoted thy servant, "first
in war
first in peace
and first in the hearts of his
countrymen" thy servant, the delight of an admiring world, "whose country is the universe—

Stone Jfason.
president accompanied by the R. W- Q. master, the president and vice president of the Cincinnati, and the mayor of the city, proceeded and setThe grand master then pronounced,
tled the stone.
"May the Grand Architect of the Universe grant a
blessing on this foundation stone which we have now
laid, and by his Providence enable us to finish this
and every other work which may be undertaken for
the benefit of the republic and the perpetuity of our

The

:

iree institutions."

The R. W. G. master then received severally the
vessels containing corn, wine and oil, and addressed
"
the president
Sir, as the scattering of corn,
and the pouring out of wine and oil, on such occa-

—

sions, are a part of our ancient ceremonies, widi
your assent, I will perform that duty." The president signified his assent, when the grand master

scattered the corn and poured out the wine and oil
on the stone, saying "May the ail bountiful Author
of nature b^ess this city with an abundance of corn,
wine and oil and with all the necessaries, conveniences and comforts of life; and may the same Almighty
preserve this city from ruin and decay to the

1

power

latest posterity."

The R. W. G. master, then addressing the revJohn Hargrove, grand chaplain, said: "Have we
here the first and greatest light of masonry?"

—

my hands, R. W."
master again asked "what instruction does it give on this occasion r"
The grand chaplain, read the following select paswhose fame is eternity." We thank thee that thou
sages from the holy writings;
"Thus saith the lord oon, behold I lay in Zion for didst form and adapt his mind to the crisis which
a foundation, a stone, a tried stone, a precious corner called him into action to the exigencies of the
eventful times during which he exercise d his exulted
stone, a sure foundation, &,c.
Judgment also will I lay tp the line and righteous- talents and his no less exalted virtues. For while
we cherish the name and memory of our glorious
ness unto the plummet."
chief we humbly and thankfully acknowledge that
Isaiah xxttii Ch.15, 17.
"For behold the stone wheh I have laid before every perfect gift, whether of goodness or of greatJoshua upon one stone shall be seven eyes. Behold ness, cometh down from above from thee, Fountain of excellence
from thee, O Father of liglii,
1 will engrave the engraving thereof, saith the loud
with whom is no variableness cr shadow of turning!
of hosts."
Zech. ni Ch. 9, V.
We thank thee that this great man lived not in vain,
"Bless ye the lord all ye servants of the Lord.
Lift up your hands in the sanctuary and bless the and that his precious example has not been lost upon
the people before whose eyes it shines. The wounds
Lord.
The Lord that made heaven,and earth bless thee of those brave men who have survived the shock of
recent battle on no distant fields whose patience
out of Zion."
Psalm cxxxiv.
Grand honors by the Masons.
and fortitude under the privations and exposure of
war whose sell-denial, whose contempt of danger,
The president then addressed Mr. Mills
"The managers, appointed by the legislature of and whose martial ardor, drove back the unsuccess
that tl
Maryland, to superintend the erection of this monu- ful hosts of invasion to their ships attest
Iff"
ment, intended to hand clown to the latest genera- example of his valor and his patriotism has no*
MM"
tkm, the love of country, the disinterestedness, the lost, upon us. The annunciations of victory by our
valor and the patriotism of one of the greatest and relied commanders when the blood of the brave dyed
test of men tliatever lived in any age; having the the waters of the lakes, attest that the example
us m
rriost unbounded confidence in your skill and integri- his modesty and his piety, has not shone upon
leader
the
like
an
do
as
now
entrust
with
these
intrepid
him,
that,
architect,
attest,
(vain. They
ty
you
ad"
symbols, (handing the S. L. P.) by which you are and the warrior, who with firm and faithful step
ami
to prosecute according to that design (pointing to a vances to the onset, forgets not amidst the pomp
of Host*
presentation of the monument as designed by Mr. circumstance of war, that God is the Lord
be ascribe
Mills, painted by Mr. II. Warren;) a monument [to whom all might and all success are to
On this occasion and at this sacred spot, may we
ich muy do honor to yourself as an architect, as
He replied "it
The R. W. G.

is in

—

—

—

—

'

:

—

;

—

:

;

—
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with gratitude upon the
be enabled to look back
forward upon the future with hope, confithis
dence and courage. Thou who did accomplish
man with rich gifts of war and peace,
unparalleled
so
this
great
that lie might go in and out before
will not forsake the country that gave him
people!
ashes
lie.
To
thy blessing we
birth and where his
past, and

articles.
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solemn occasion

to notice with tender recollection
the respectable, amiable, and patriotic persons, to
whose indefatigable labors tve, of this vicinity ate
chiefly indebted for the honorable privilege of laying
the first Monumental Stone sacred to the Memory of

Father of his Country. In all patriotic offices, in
poblic works promotive of the interests of truth,
its interests. virtue, and benevolence, and liberty— gra«t that this
solemnly commend its institutions and
This day, the anniversary of that proud day which example may be universally imitated with a perseof that glorious day verance and enthusiasm worthy of the Amerisrn
cave us national existence
When first independence thundered from the senate citizen.
of
Sovereign' of nations Almighty Creator God of
hall and scattered its lightning from the sword
the chief along the thorny and ensanguined path- the spirits of all flesh; Father of our Saviour; by
in whose divine permission we have united in these exthat, under the auspices of Omnipotence led,
the

all

;

—

—

—

Way

to victory and to peace this day, this ercises ; listen we beseech thee, to our thanksgiving
we invoke thy blessing. Bless these as- and supplications, and favorably, in much mercy, be
sembled multitudes— bless this flourishing and pleased to answer them.
smiles and of late
Men, brethren, and fellow citizens,
growing city, ever favored by thy
Jehovah bless you, and keep you !
Providence bless the
the event

joyful day,

AMEN.

signally protected by thy
State of which it Lis the ornament

—
— our governor and

Jehovah make his face to shine upon you and be
Bless the United States of
gracious
public functionaries.
Jehovah lift up his countenance upon you, and
America united indissolubly free and independent
save the republic which himself
give you peace
perpetually; God
The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you
hatli formed to be the refuge of freedom.
Never,
all!
AMEN.
Bless
Oh never, of freedom may it be the grave
Music. First solemn, then national.
the president of the United States and all in authoGrand salute of 100 guns, the band playing Yanrity, ;.nd grant that under their administration the
and peaceable lives in all kee Doodle.
people may lead quiet
The whole ceremonies of the day were concluded
and honesty
godliness
three vollies from the whole line of infantry.
Sovereign of Nations— Authsr of all good; Patron by
!

—

;

!

—
!

!

—

and Rewarder of Integrity, Patriotism and Valor
We supplicate thy benediction upon the interesting
solemnity of this day deign to smile upon the deed
Which has b&en done, and to accept it. For while
this Monumental structure shall present to the beholder the emblematic register of glory, shall it not
proclaim the obligations of the Republic to Him,
who formed her general for the field her ruler for
the cabinet? O may this memorial of our dead friend
and father speak in tones of deep interest to all his
children! May it lead them to remember every particular of his moral, civic and military virtues: Let
the believer remember that our chief venerated the
rites of religion and the name of God— Let the citizen remember that our chief bewed to the supremacy

—

—

of the laws and gloried in rendering prompt obedience to the voice of constituted authority
Let
the soldier remember that ear c/rief fought because

—

and truth, and virtue, and conscience
armed him that his sword would have refused to
scabbard in an unholy cause; and that he
never could have been induced by seduction or
by
provocation to turn its point against the maternal
bosom of his country. Let successive presidents,
commanders, magistrates, counsellors, and all depositories of power, remember that our
chief sought
not, in any one instance, himself, but, at all times,

freedom,

—

leave its

his

country's iveal.

"Save Lord, save this fabric of the people's gratitude this structure to the blessed
memory of our
national father and benefactor, consecrated
by the
recollections, the sensibilities, and the prayers of his
children
O save it from destructive casualties
protect it against the mouldering touch of time
and, at what period soever, the clangor of arms, may
again disturb our peaceful pursuits, let us look on
this splendid
let us ask where is the spirit ef
pile
the hero whose tame it
perpetuates let us emulate
his deeds—
and, gathering round the monument of
•ur lather, let us
guard it with a no less resolved and
Unshrinking purpose than we would our altajrs and
our homes!
"Almighty God— We believe that thou art never
displeased wfch the expression of praise where praise

—

—

—
—

—

w

due; we, therefore,

—

deem

it

becoming us ou

this

The evening sky was beautifully bespangled by
rockets thrown from Fort M'Henry and the Columbian gardens. They rase in a brilliant line of fire,

and forming a graceful arch, broke into stars as
they
descended. Divine Providence seemed to smile on
the occasion the air was
cool
and
the
delightfully
firmament serene. The evening silence and tran-

—

quility that closed the joyful turbulence of the day,
formed a striking contrast, and seemed to display
that sobriety of pleasure which the
of the

solemnity

occasion demanded.

The board of

Foreign.

trade at Copenhagen (says a Lon~
don paper) has published a notice, that no
ships shall
clear out for French ports, nor shall
any French vessels be admitted into those of Denmark,
except under the white flag.

—

A London paper of May 11, says The French
funds continued to advance : 5 per cent, consols
were

at 59.

Several privateers appear to have been prepare*]
in the French ports, on the expectation of a war.
A Vienna paper of April 15, observes The grand
duke of Hesse, cedes the duchy of Westphaiia to
Prussia. The grand duke of Baden obtains the
country of Deux Ponts. It is remarked that the
great market of nations in Vienna still continues open.
It is said that Bonaparte found in the
treasury of
France 32 millious [francs, we suppose] in cash, and
42 millions in negociable bills.
Mitrat is attended by his ministers for foreign affairs and of the interior.
So that it would seem he
expects to negociate as well as fight.
A misunderstanding between the prince of Orange
and duke of Berri is spoken of. There are several,
rumors of some sort of a ncgociation between the
emperors of France and Austria.
The news of Napoleon's return to Paris was received with great joy by the populace of JXublin.
The Irish people ever must consider the English as
their enemy, and grasp at any thing that holds out
the least hope of defeating their schemes.

—

—

A

Vienna paper of April

1,

supposes

it

probable

-
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\ apoleon will meet the allies on the frontiers replied, "1 wished to have at least one cause to .
ut
bf France W ith 450,000 men. It also says no reli- fend."
Since can be placed on several or the minor German
Madrid, March 8—The king nnd his aurust fa
and that the "bad dispositions of the Poles ther concluded a convention at
jfowers,
Rome, on the 14th
will require a strong force to keep them &>wik— January last. Our monarch has ral .fied it
under t|,"
wjfarf dispositions!" What impertinence!— The Poles restriction that Charles IV shall not live
have been dispoiled of their independence, and may country under the dominion of
Napoleon or Murat
God give them the courage and strength to drive who are considered as the enemies of the kin- of
out the insolent foreigners who lord it o'ver^heir Spain. Br this convention Charles IV is to
receifte
country. In the name of all that is rightful and rea-| twelve millions of reals a year; eight millions o
sonable, is not the cause of the Poles, in ejecting the which are to go as a dowry to the
queen, should she
Russians, as holy as was that of 'he Spaniards in survive the king; and the ordinary allowance to
the
driving out the French ? Let the English, who fight infant D. Francisco, brother of kin? Ferdinand
for "the liberties of nations," look to it
Confusion
Paris, May 4 —On Monday Mrs.' Seymour D«mer
to the hypocrites
had the honor of presenting to the
emperor the bust
It would appear that the allies calculate much upf Charles J
Fox,' in marble, sculptured by this ladv
on divisions in France.
believe they will be dis- who had already
presented to him the bust in plaster'
appointed. Louis has British soldiers for his personal after the peace' of Amiens. She had the honor of in'
a
of
How
that
at
Ghent.
France, interview with the emperor, who, on this occasion
king
strange
guard
so beloved, cannott find Frenchmen enough worthy] told her that if this
man had lived
The Belgians th.-re would have beendistinguished
of his confidence for such a service
peace; that"the'debt"of En*
Their
with
officers
are
land
would
Napoleon.
have
been less by a milliard, and many
appear decidedly
many
said to have many quarrels and duels with the Eng- thousands of men would still be alive
ttiat

b

;

,

ml

j

i

\

!

j

We

j

1

J

I

!

j

Paris, May l.">— Among the representatives elect
said e d by the electoral
college of the detriment of
the rest of| Seine and
Oise, sitting at Versailles, are general 1 1

-iish.

The duchess

of

A ngouleme, who Bonaparte

had more of a manly spirit in her than all
the Bourbons, on her arrival at Plymouth, Eng. wasl Fayette and M.
Lebrun, (son-in law to count Barbe
received with great respect.
Marbois.) By the department of Seine and Oise,
Talleyrand.— What this most artful man is— a|M Felix La Pellatier de St. Fargeau (a devoted
royalist Or imperialist, seems doubted by some. But republican member of the convention.)
By the d.ehe appears as if cast off by Bonaparte.
say up p .rtment of Oise, M. de Liancourt (son to the duke
pears, for such an idea of intrigue is always associ of that name.)
ated with the mention ot his name that we are prepares! to doubt the real meaning of whatever he says
or does. It is said, by different negotiations, intrigues,
&c. he has amassed a fortune exceeding seventeen
millions of dollars a considerable part of which is
From the Lotidon Gazette.
His estates in France were very
in the British funds.
Colonial

We

j

—

valuable.
ted.
British

These,
fleets.

we

believe,

Dtpartment,

have been confisca-

— Great exertions

are

the

making

in

17,

J815.

despatch, of which the following is a copy, ha!
been this day received by earl Btlhursf, one of his
majesty's principal secretaries of state, from majoigeneral sir John Lambert, K. C. B. commanding
the coast of Louisiana.
Head- Quarters, Isle Dauphiiie,
Feb. 14, 1815.
my lord My despatch dated January 29>h, will
have informed your lordship of the re-embarkaiionof
this force, which was completed on the 30th; the
weather came on so bad on that night, and continued
so until the 5th of February, that no communication
could be held with the ships at the inner anchorage,
a disiance of about seventeen miles.

dock yards to get several fleets to sqa. Msny of them are prepared for throwing rockets, >even
hose of the first rates ships of 120 guns. 03 Perhaps 20,000 Congreve rockets were sent to America
and though thousands of them
'luring the late war
were thrown on all occasions, our whole loss by them
did not exceed 10 or 12 men. They are a very expensive preparation. Calculated to intimidate a raw
soldiery, but laughed at by regular troops.
Bernadotte. The reports respecting the attempted assassination of Bernadotte are contradicted. On
the contrary, it is said that the Swedes appear very
well pleased with the government, and that evevy
r>ritisli

c:>.

—

i

Dmvniiis-stftrt, April

A

—

;

—

It

being agreed between vice-admiral

sir Alexin-

'der Cochrane and myself that operations should be
who are to carried towards Mobile, it was decided that a force
command corps d'armee are all at Paris, (May 12) should be sent against fort Bowjer, situated on the
and form a military council; the army on. the frontier eastern point of the entrance of the ba) , and from
wu
is forming into regular and full divisions,
under) every information that could be obtained it
their respective generals.
Davoust still holds the considered a brigade would be sufficient for this
war bureau, and Carnot the interior; Lucien Bona- object, with a respectable force of artillery. I *>rparte having been on a foreign mission. Carnot at- dered the 2d brigade, composed of the 4th, 21st and

thing was quiet and orderly.
French military council The marshals

—

i

r

j

\

tends the military conferences. The officers
attend the bureau of conference, are

who 44th regiments,

fortius service, together with such
the engineer and artillery departments,!?
Marshals Massena, Ney, Sou It, Davoust, Jour- the chief and commanding officer of the royal artildan, Suchet, Oudinot, Serrurier, Arrighi, Savary. lery might think expedient. The remainder of the
Generals. Carnot, Dupont, Dumas, Catilir.court, force had orders to disembark on Isle Dauphine, »na

—
—

Moiitor, Laborde, L'Espinasse, D'jean, Lacuce.
Lecout'be was a member of this council, but had
been recently appointed to command a corps of
observation of 40,1)00 men on the borders of Mount
Jura.

means

in

encamp; and major-general Keane, whom I am truly
happy to say has returned to his duly , superintends
their arrangement.

The weather being favorable on the 7th for the
landing to the eastward of Mobile Point, the ships
Paris wit. A briefless barrister (says a London pa- destined to move on that service, sailed under the
hut
per) was asked the other day why he had enrolled command of captain Ricketts, of the Vengeur,
himself in the corps of volunteers ? "Because," he did not arrive in sufficient time that evening to uo

—
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irore than determine the place of disembarkation,
about three miles from fort Bowyer.
Which

1

24 pounder, 2 9 pounders, outside the

fort,

GUNS.

W«9

At day-light the next morning the troops got in#o Iron—" 32 pounders, 8 24 pounders, 6 12 pounders,5 9 pounders.
the boats, and 60U men were landed under lieute1 4
nant eotonel Debbeigofthe44th, without opposition, Brass
pounder.
who immediately threw out the. light companies IMoHar— 1 8 inch.
to
coHowitzer—
of
the
4th
1 j.< inch.
under lieutenant Dennett,
regiment,
tne landing of the brigade. Upon the viiole besnot.
a disposition was made to move on 32-poimdcr— 8.76 round, 64 grape, 1 1 case.
ing disembarked,
towards the fort, covered by the light companies. 21-pounder— 851 roinvd, 176 bar, 286 grape, 84 caBe ;
The enemy was not seen until about 1000 yards in 12-poundcr—53 * round, 74 grape, 43s case.
front of their works; they gradually fell back, and
9-pounder 781 round, 208 grape, 429 case.no firing took place, until the whole had retired into
6-pounder— 15 round, 75 bar, 13 case.
the fort, and our advance had pushed on nearly to
4-pounder— 231 round, 38 grape, 147 cast?.
Within three hundred yards.
Having reconnoitred Shells— 25 8-inch, 74 5.J-incb.

—

—

the

forts

with lieutenant-colonels

Btirgoyne

we were decidedly of

and 183 hand grenades.
5,519 pounds powder.

opinion, that the
work was formidable only against an assault; that
batteries beingonce established, itmust speedilyfall.
Every exertion was made by the navy to, land provisions, and the necessary equipment of the battering
broke ground on the
train and engineer stores.
night of the 8th and advanced a ("ring party to withWi one hundred yards of the fort during the night.
The position of the batteries being decided upon the
next day, they were ready to receive their guns on
the night of the 10th, and on the morning of the
11th, the fire 6 f a battery of four eighteen pounders
on the left, and two 8 inch howitzers on the right,
each about one hundred yards distance, two 6-pounders at about three hundred yards, and eight Email
cohorns advantageously placed on the right, with

Dickson,

We

between of one hundred and two hundred
vards, all furn shed to keep up an incessant fire for
two days* were prepared to open. Preparatory to
commencing, 1 summoned the fort, allowing the
commanding officer half an hour for decision upefn
such terms as were proposed. Finding he was inclined to consider them, I prolonged the period at
liis request
and at 3 o'clock the fort was given tip
to a British guard and British colors hoisted; the
terms being signed by major Smith, military secretary, and eap»iin Rickelts, li.N. and finally approved
of by the vice-admiral and myself, which I have the
honor to enclose. I am happy to say our loss was not
very great; and we are indebted for this, in a great
measure, to the efficient means attached to this force*
Ihd we been obliged to resort to any other mode of
attack, the fall could not have been looked for under
intervals

j

favorable circumstances.
information of a force having been
sent from Mobile, and disembarked about 12 miles
off, in the
night of the 10th, to attempt its relief;
two schooners with provisions and an intercepted
sfioh

We have certain

into our hands, taken by captain Price,
R.N. stationed in the biy.
1 cannot close this
despatch without naming to
your lordship, again, lieut. colonels Dickson, royal
letter fell

and Burgoyne, royal engineers, who disand abilities; and lieutenant
Bennett, of the 4th, who commanded the light companies snd pushed up close to the enemy's works.
Captain honorable R. Spencer, R. N. who had been
placed with a detachment of seamen under my orders,
artillery,

played their usual zeal

greatly facilitated the service in
exertions.

every way by his

From

capt. Ricketts, of the R. N. who was charged with the
landing and disposition of the naval foice,
I received
every assistance.

(Signed)

JOHN LAMBRRT,

J)lajor general

£arl Hat hirst, &c.

comm'dg.

1

triangle

gm,

complete*.

16,976 musket ball cartridges.

500 Hints.
351 muskets, complete, with accoutrement?.
JAS. PERClVAL,
(Signed)
Ass. corny, royal artillery.

A.

(Signed)
Lieut,

Return of

col.

DICKSON,

comg. royal

army under

artillery.

command of
major general Lambert, employed before Fort Bowyer,
between the 8lh and 12th of February, 1815.
Royal sappers and miners— 1 rank and tile woundcasualties in the

the

ed.

4th foot— 8 rank and file killed
2 sergeants, l*
rank and file wounded.
21st foot— 2 sergeants, 2 rank and file killed
1
rank and file wounded.
40th foot— 1 rank and file killed 1 rank and file
;

;

;

wounded.

Total— 13

killed, 18

wounded.
F.

(Signed)

STOVEN,

J).

.

G.

?.

Return of the American garrison, of Fort
Bowyer,
which surrendered to the force under

major-general.
.Lambert, 11th February, 1815.
1 field officer, 3
captains, 1(J subalterns, 2 staff, Id
sergeants, 16 drummers, 327 rank and file, 20 women,
16 children, 3 servants, not soldiers.

(Signed)

FRED. STOVEN, D.

A.

(J.

ANOTIIEIl BRILLIANT SAVAL VJCTOllT
Achieved by Uie Uniied States' sloop of war House t,
captain Biddle, (mounting 20 guns) in the capture
and destruction of his Britannic
majesty's sloop of

war

PjsNGirrJr, capt. Dickinson, (mounting 21 guns
and a complement of 158 men) after an action of
twenty-two minutes, on the 23d of March last, off
the island of Tristian de Ctinha.
Though we are at peace with Great Britain, it is impossible not to rejoice at this signal naval triumph
—this new and perfect evidence of the
superior
courage, activity and skill of our tars, over those
who have arrogated to themselves the
sovereignty
of the sea. The Penguin appears in the number
of men and guns, and from her
special equipment
to capture the Wasp !— to have had decided advantages over the Hornet,- but the soul-breathing.
"Free trade and sailors rights" was
wanting. What,
a wonderful disparity in the
comparative "damage
sustained by the two vessels !— one killed and 11.
wounded (none dangerously) on one side, and seventeen killed and 28 wounded (of whom several
are said since to have
died) on the ether side One
vessel immediately ready to
proceed on her cruise
and for battle— the other a wreck, without foremast or bowsprit, and with 33 lound shot in her
hull! all this done in twenty. two minutes
For the following particulars of this brilliant ac!

.

—

Fokt Bowyef, February 14, 1815.
Uelurn of ordnance, ammunition and stores,
captured
from the enemy in this plate, on tie 12th instant
tion, the editors of

!

th'j

Mercantile Advertiser are
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captain Riddle is silent as to his being wounded
The editor of the Democratic Press says—"\Ve
have seen a letter from admiral Tvler to
captain
Dickenson of the Penguin, dated "Capetown, Janua-

indebted to tile arrival at this port, (New-York, July
3,) of the United States' brig Tom-Bowline, captain
Car etc n from a cruise in the Paci ficocean.
Thp Tom Bowline sailed from this port on the
13th January, in co. with the late U. S. frigate
President, and sloops of war hornet and Peacock,
and private armed merchant brig Macedonian, and
parted company witli the Hornet on the third day
out, and did not fall in with her again until the
24th March, off the Island of Tristian d'Ciihha.
When they first made her she had in company t!ie
British sloop of war Penguin, her prize, and apprehending the Peacock and Tom Bowline were British
The following are tlte
cruisers, she scuttled her.
particulars of the action, furnished by lieutenant
Brownlow, of the marines, belonging to the Hornet,
who has in charge the colors of the Penguin and
despatches for government. On the 23d of March,
oft" the Island of Tristian de Cunha, the
Hornet,
captain Biddle, rated 18 and mounting 20 guns,
two
carronades
and
32
pouud
(eighteen
long 12's)
fell in with his majesty's sloop of war Penguin,
rated 18 and mounting 21 guns, (eighteen 32 pound
carronades, two long 12's, one 12 lb. carronade on
the forecastle, and two brass swivels in her tops)
with a crew of 158 men, and after an action of
twenty-two minutes, succeeded in capturing her,
with the loss on board the Hornet of only one man
killed and eleven wounded.
The loss on board the
Penguin was seventeen killed, including the captain
and boatswain, and twenty-eight wounded.
Lieut. Brownlow informs, that about a minute after the Penguin struck to the Hornet, and the action
had ceased, a shot was fired from the Penguin, which
wounded captain Biddle severely in the neck, bnt

from which we learn that the Penguin
out to fight and capture the United States*
ship Wasp and to enable her so to do, along with
much good and cautious advice, the admiral sends
"twelve marines frorm the Medway to k"ep a constant (ire on her [the fVusp's] tops."
Our readers
know that the Itm-net is much lighter an d muclio'de
than the Wasp, yet the Hornel soon stung the poor
Penguin to death."
ry 31, 1815,"

was

fitted

—

Mediterranean squadron. Com. Bainbridge's squadron consisting of the Independence 74, sloop of
war Erie 18, brig Chippewa 16, and schooner Lynx
5, have sailed for the Mediterranean.
Latest from England. We have London dates of
May 15. The matter of chief importance mentioned
is, that Jlfurat, on the 2lst of April, desired an
armistice with the Austrian general, which the latter
refused.
The papers also speak of disturbances in
Prance and desertions from Bonaparte.
•mmm ^-^.. ^.

—

.. ,

Paper Currency.

A

writer in the Boston Daily Advertiser says— "A
paper currency has always been a favorite measure
witli desperate adventurers and insolvent merchants."
that as Great Britain
If this be true, it follows
has more paper in circulation than the entire amounts
of all the rest of the world, she must, in the same
ratio, abound with "desperate adventurers and insolvent merchants."

—

from which wound he was fast recovering. The
Penguin was much shattered, having 33 round shot

The VHIth, or present, volume of the Weekli
her hull, her foremast shot away four feet above
deck, and bowsprit close to the night heads. The Register will be concluded with the next month;
Hornet came off with the loss of her spanker-boom, and it may be well to remind onr readers that a
in

away by a round shot, and several grape in
her hull. During the engagement, lieut. Conner of
the Hornet was wounded in the hand and through
the thigh, and in that situation remained on deck till
the battle was over, peremptorily-irefusing to be carried below. The day after the action, the TomBowline, in co. with the Peacock, feli in with the
Hornet, and then put into the island of Tristian
de Cunha, on the Brazils., where they remained 20
days, and then made a cartel of the Tom Bowline,
and sent her with the prisoners to St. S dvador,
where they weve landed. Before the Tom Bowline!
left Tristian de Cunha, captain Biddle had nearly
Jecovered from his wounds so as to be considered
out of danger. The Hornet spoke a neutral vessel
two or three days before the action, who informed of
the peace, but captain B'tddle did not believe it.—
The Tom Bowline did not hear of the peace until she
carried

|

arrived at

St.

Salvador.

The

Macedonian,
which sailed from this port in co. with the Turn
Bowline, touched at Tristian de Cun'na, and then
proceeded on her voyage to the East Indies. Left
at Salvador, the private armed
brig True-Blooded
Yankee, bound to the Isle of France; and the p-ivateer Blakely, Williams, of Boston, bound to Havanna. Spoke on th- 26th, in kit. 36, long. 69,
brig
Trumbull, Hardy, from Bath, for
atanzies.
The Tom Bowline brought home upwards of 100
of the crews of the True-Blooded Yankee and the
brig

M

Blakely.

[We have received only, as yet, the following additional particulars respecting the
Hornet, &c. All
our brave fellows wounded were doing well. The
Hornet's trifling damages were
immediately repairis
letter from
proceeding' on Iter cruise.

ed, and she

A

I

supplement

Tor it will immediately thereafter be
ready for delivery, at the extra charge of one (Mar,.
to those who desire it, and
pay for it and the Re.
gister the year in advance. Which latter is confidently expected of every friend of the work.

The supplement, as heretofore stated, will consist
°f twelve sheets, printed on the type commonly used
for the Register, which will
get in as much matter
as in ordinary book form sells for three dollars, ft
will contain all the
interesting articles, on Ameri-

Co h butt's paper

can

affairs,

t ve

war which have not already been inserted

'

>

that appeared

in

1

during
in the

body of this work, and also many neglected documents and facts, Sic. Only 1500 copies of this supplement are printing, in the whole, of which at least
500 are already engaged. It is expected that ng
agent will send in the name of any gentleman for

the supplement who is in arrears for the Register.
It is
among the "miseries of life" to which the edit01* s of periodical works are
subject more than any
other persons in the world, to feel that
many, -vlirtt
they pay, seem to apprehend it rather as a compliment than an act ofjustice, for value received. Such
patrons are like mill-stones round the neck of
industry.

A

report was afloat that Cobbctl had been pur*

chased to silence by the British government— pro-bably because he lately had said but little on American affairs, and because such
things are as thing*
of course in England. But we have an article from
his Register of May 13, addressed to the Earl of
Liverpool "on the part which America is likely to
take in the war between England and France," i»
which lie advises his lordship" with his usual acum.-t*
to let the Americans alone,

•
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American Naval Chronicle.
The public

15,

that
gratified to learn

Mr. Jr. Thomas, of Philadelphia, proprietor of the
Vvvli;ctic Magazine, proposes to add to that ably
NAcm luctel and elegant work, an
V W.
which, from the prospectus
the
offered us, appears entirely calculated to meet
friend of this distinguished part of
wishes of

AMERICAN

CHRONICLE—
every

none but those unworthy jour esteem who could do
such violence to your character. Happily history,
the everlasting monument of shun" and glory, offers
us better examples; and more appropriate to your'
generous sensibility, and more proper to speak ill
favor of your incorruptible justice. No, there exists
not a virtuous woman, capable of abandoning her
husband, pressed down by misfortune. Is it probable,
then, that JMaria Louisa could abandon a hero, the
father of Iter son? No! At least it is a thing I never
can believe."
The writer then adduces several illustrious instances of the attachment and adherence of women
to their husbands, especially of a epieen of Sparta,

the nation's force.
And, though I know nothing
more of the matter than is stated in the advertiseconduct
ment, I have an idea of the person who is to
He is a gentleman, a scholar and
this department.
a patriot— and will not want opportunity to obtain,
from the most respectable sources, any information
of the Ana- and demands
"Why then suppose that the empress
proper to be communicated. The price
lectic .Magazine will be increased one dollar on ac- JMaria Louisa, a Christian, should have less virtue
to
it.
than this Pagan queen."
count of this interesting addition
We do not believe that Maria Louisa, of her own
In the proposed publication, several much respectWeekly
of
the
Registeh,
of
the
editor
ed friends
accord, separated herself from her husband and 'he
them
of
in the navy), will see a favorite ob- father
(some
of Iter child. Every thing we have seen and
to be accomplished in a superior style heard leads to the belief that she was
ject about
very fond of
exbeen
have
could
than
excellent
manner
more
and
.Xapoleon, and that lie was exceedingly attached to
if lie had yielded her.
his
talents
or
of
She
his
leisure,
in
confidence
an extraorpected
possessed
to their entreaties of attempting the woik.
dinary degree, and probably deserved it at least,
we have no evidence to the contrary. If then, as a
wife and mother she had freely abandoned him be"Legitimate" Morals.
cause he was unfortunate, all the world would look
Mahia Louisa. From the Boston Patriot. "In po- upon her as a mere prostitute to his successes. I do
litics we are permitted to have different opinions not believe that she did.
But the fact is, that the rule of conduct for the
from our neighbors, since from this clashing of opinions truth might result in all its clearness and honest part of society will never govern the "legiti~
in morality, there is only one rule, and it mates." Their matrimonial connections are no be ter,
purity; but
cannot be violated without shaking the very founda- in general, than the coupling of any particular spe-

—

—

—

1

cies of animals to preserve the breed; nor are their
If an individual in the United
injurious to society, than the morals to guide us.
insertion in the public papers, of the supposed letter States were to cherish in his family the well-known
of the ex-empress Mauia Louisa?* What! a woman murderers of his father, we should not cull him the
who has taken of the prosperity of her husband, to "magnanimous," and strain our lungs with shouting
abandon him in his misfortunes, without remorse? hosannahs to his virtues. If a man were, immediately
I doubt if such principles would be tolerated among after his marriage, to desert his wife, and appear
demons, but it is really astonishing they should be with "common-sewer"-women in the streets, in the
advanced among civilized men. O woman! tender most indelicate situations that can be imagined; to
and affectionate, we know not how to appreciate have fame and depute in every brothel and gambling house of his vicinity, and be curried home drunk
*\Ve presume the following, from the Hamburg from three to six times a week, -we should not
Correspondent, is the article alluded to in the Boston choose him for the "patron of a mule society." If his
Patriot.
brother, having also a wife, were to connect himself
The empress or rather archduchess
Louisa, with a woman like Mrs. Clark; to be guided by her
has published a letter written to count Cehatte, go- in the selection of priests for the altar or officers of
vernor of Parma, of which the following is a faith- the army, &c. he. &c. we should hardly select him
ful extract
for a companion and hold him up as an example of
"My wishes rejected the hand of Bonaparte. As virtuous dignity. If another brother, unmarried, a
a dutiful
daughter I yielded to the entreaties of a beastly drunkard, were to take up with the most
beloved father, and sacrificed myseLf for my country. notorious prostitute that lives in ihe precincts of any
When I arrived in France, amidst such dazzling of our great cities, and live with her, as his mistress,
prospects, the amiable manners of the French, ren- we, with our wives and daughters, would not partake
dered me perhaps too indulgent to the inconsistency of his feasts, she doing the "honors of the table."
and unsteadiness of their character.
I
thought 1 might thus go on through the whole catalogue of
had studied the nation. I abandoned Napoeeox in the "legitimates" and their reported sons and
daughhis
adversity, and I called to the throne the prince ters; but these are sufficient. The misfortune is—
whom it had proscribed. Ah Napoleon returns to that many, very many in the United States, that
What a would esteem individuals as the greatest rascals
France, and the people forsake their king.
base and faithless nation!
Never will I return to it, ever created, and treat them so, for certain proceedand if I had not a Son to whom I have
consigned my ings, would feel themselves honored to become a
1
existence, I would shut myself up in a convent for party to these self-same acts if done by princes.
tion

of civil order.

What can be more

Mama

:

—

We

!

Ae

rest ot rny day?."'
'

VOfc.VW.

cannot believe but that any of those, whether of the
1
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so great commercial toisn of Boston" for the same penoe
jnieslhood or lailv of our country, who rejoiced
to ascertain whai that
much at the "restoration of legitimate sovereigns"
place, with the circle of
in Europe, would (Incline an invitation to dinner country that it naturally commands the tr.-.ue of;
from the duke of Clarence, becmse BftrS. Jordan has added to the commercial capital of the nation, as

—

and truly resting upon
might be called on t preside at the tablj;
with the
deny 'It ms-lves the hoiior of feasting
foo/ of Spain, whose hands are red with the blood or
those who, by their constancy and courage, placed
.>

ah Ungrateful ideot bigot.
or social order is received
from the example of kings aiiu princes, constituted
rs they now are, we shall be compelled to suppose
that every tiling which is of God or godly has lef.

him on the
T<j ( ,

throne; s>nd

— no — When

is

ifiordl luiv

—

the Omnipotent, for some all-wise purthe earth
pose, having loosed the chains of the "great dragon"
and given him "legitimate authority" to rule man
kind "for a season." And this 1 believe is just as
do govern "by the
likely to happen as that kings

grace of God," as they say.

Merino Sheep.
A

gentleman who

is,

perhaps, as deeply interested

in rearing this invaluable animal as any in tiie United
States, in a letter to the editor of the Weekly Ke-

oister, says he has clearly ascertained these important facts
That "old improved land well set with blue grass"
is much better for rearing sheep than tite richest new

—

1

mds.

—

That the merino is more hardy and, with the
same care, produces one-fourth more wool than the

common

sheep of the United States and
That four merino sheep can be supported on the
same ground, or by the same food, that will be re:

quisite to keep three common sheep.
If these facts be true, and we fully believe they
are on*' farmers will soon see the importance of at
least improving their flocks, if they cannot so far
break down their prejudices as chiefly to- rear the

—

merino.

Trade of Baltimore.
Amount

of inspections in the city of Baltimore fof
the quarter ending 30th June, 1815. To which is
added the average price or value of the articles
given.

113.247 bbls. wheat flour at $8 50 per
do.
3,814 half
do.
915 bbls. rye
do.
762 do. corn

bbl.

20,549 do. herrings
3,258 do. shad
486 kegs butter
1,416 do lard
7,170 casks domestic liquors, chiefly'?
$
whiskey, $25 per cask
543 bbls. pork say one half put up"!
in or for the Baltimore market V

—

—271

bbls.

$25 p ev

bbl.

J

§961,599

its

productions.
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that to your former letter of the 13th March last
And if, from the similarity of the language and.
their lordships did not authorize us to return an an- manners, some American seamen have been impress?
swer, because it referred to subject* which it is be- ed into. his majesty's service* the blame s imputa'

yond your competency, In the character of agent
for prisoners of war, to discuss, and because,
easy as
it would have been to have
completely answered "the
misconceptions and mis-statements of that letter, it
seemed unnecessary to proceed with a correspondence which coUld conduce to no practical effect.
On the subject of your late application, we are to
repeat to you that neither before the war, nor since,
has this country been desirous of
retaining in its
service any bonajtde American citizens, bun. that the
mid
undeniable
abuses
of the official docuflagrant
ments of American citizenship (to say nothing of the
of
question
naturalizing British subjects) have
obliged their lord v hips to look at all such documents
With the utmost distrust.*

the official documents of citizenship to be so prostituted as to be at

ble to those

who have permitted

The following from a Philadelphia paper puts this
matter, and the English law in the case, in a very
We recommend the judge's
clear point of view.
decision to the serious reflection of our readers
Slii' William Scott's Judgment lie to Foreign Seamen.
The publication of the {b'llowing decision of the
:

great English civilian, Sir William Scott,- we deem
had
particularly appropriate at this moment.
hoped that the splendid progress and issue of the
recent war, had put a period to the aggressive poliBut in this just expectation
cy of the late enemy
we are disappointed. Recent advices from Gibraltar;
inform us beyond doubl, that four seamen, two or'
whom are certainly ;utive Americans, have been im-

We

:

1
•JVStfe by the editor
oftheU'eekly Register. The firs
issHe of paper prelections was a fatal and
disgrace- pressed by admiral Flkmino, from two American
Such things are not permitted by the go ships. Such an act is ail essential infringement of
vernment of any oilier country. The act debased our sovereignty, and as such mfist either be atoned
our Mag, because it partially recognized the
All rights and duties between na"riglit for or avenged.
of search*' fir men. But this error, like many others tions are
equal and reciprocal. A free citizen or sub-

ful error.

t-qudly distressing, committed by every administrahad its origin in a loo ardent desire to remove
a pretext for a complaint on the part of Great Britain, and accommodate ourselves to her interpolations
of the established law. As we "gave w»y an inch
she was ready to take an ell ;" until, at last \
through
our peaceable disposition and desire to avoid collision, we had retired, as it were, into a corner from
which it was impossible to escape without lighting.
r
e forced ourselves out with honor ; and,
trusting
that we shall never be so
penned-Up again, we would
keep the open field, and take a stand by ordering
that paper protections should not issue hereafter.
No doubt they were sometimes obtained by persons
not entitled to them, and it was
impossible,

tion,

ject has, by the universal law ot nature and nations,and every nation has Hi
the right of expatriation
the municipal laws of any derelict country
right
to the contrary notwithstanding— to receive such
subject or citizen into its own bosom upon its own
terms.
Upon this broad principle no American citizen is restrained from settlement and employment)
in any foreign country, not in open hostility with the

—

;'

United States. No Tyro in politics can deny this
and no publicist will deny the principle. But
England claims the right of taking her seamen from
our merchant vessels. We claim from her no such
and our men are as likely to go to her, as hers
right
to come to us
unless our country is better than
not om
utterly hers, and the seamen know it, arid that is
impossible, entirely to prevent it; for some men fault but Our good fortune. The laws of nations
capable of perjury are to hi found in the United give her no such right. We challenge all the advoStates as well as in Eligiand, where the
swearing cates for impressment* from the great lord Castleand counterfeiting businesses were reduced to regular reagh doWn to the little Josiah Qitincy, to produce
occupation!, and carried on with the ope knowledge the passage of the author which justifies it, either
ot the government.*
But the fact is, that these pro- directly or indirectly, by an-dogy or inference. Even
lections never were respected, when the
puppy mid- as to municipal law, the following decision of judge
shipman who boarded a vessel, bad orders to bring Scott proves that the character of the mariner is
back men because "his majesty wanted Ihem." He derived from the bottom in which he sails; and hence
would sometimes tear them to pieces and throw them it follows, that every' man under the flag is an Amein the faces of those
they belonged to or put the rican citizen for the voyage and for this obvious
whole in his pocket to be used, (as he would say, in reason, it is much more prejudicial to take a mart
the coarse language that belongs to his
and thereby leave her short-handed,
class,) for the from a ship,
most disgraceful purposes.
and jeopardize the lives of the remainder of the
I repeat it
I hope no more
paper protections will crew, and all the property, than to take an Englishissue.
They are disgraceful— they are not granted man from the wharf, where nothing but the indiviby or required of any other people. Let us assert dual would be lost to the community. If we must
Let the
the broad English principle, that the
to the principle, let us commute.
flag gives a submit
national character to those who sail under it.
We brave sons of the ocean go free, and impress from the
are willing even that our seamen should be
subject houses and wharves.
to the English law in this respect
Tni: Frkiikkuk, WoiHtit.— .SV/»/. 7'A, 1803.
Britons will not
'
But the lam and the fact shall
This was the case of a French whale ship, that w as
complain of that
whale fishery and
not be judged by any fellow who
happens to want taken on a voyage to the southern
men to fill up his crew.
fhe master claimed specific
back to L' Orient,
shares of the cargo, as the property of himself and
*
JVate uponnote. Sixteen hundred British vessels the officers and the
crewjof his vessel, asserted adcleared out from British ports for the north of Eujects of America.
rope in one year, as American vessels, with forged
The king's advocate contended—-That the character
American papers, which were publicly advertised for of the master and mariners were to be taken from
sale in Ihe London
newspapers. In the matters con- that of the ship, and that Lhey were precluded from
nected with these vessels 1 venture to
say, more per- cliiming wagers on board an cnenn's ship.
was
committed in England in one
jury
V'.ntra. Laurence cited the cases if the Ospr y and
year, than
there was in the United States for
twenty years, re- the Industry, in the last vitir, fin which the masters
to
seamen.
Yet Englishmen have the
That
lating
m>d;aly adventure had been restored.) and contended
Id talk about
"flagrant and undeniable abuses !"
as the claimants h:;d engaged in tfrts trade only :ri

^

fact

;

;

;

1

;

i

—

1

;

—

—

—
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any attention or respect, the present intentions of the lords commissionafa

and the British government has always regretted of the admiralty, respecting the American seamen
that this check (slight as it originally was) has been who have been heretofore detained in the British

so infinitely abused, and finally so completely defor the sake of the Americans
stroyed, not only
themselves, who might thereby suffer the inconvenience, but for that of the English officers, who were
therebv rendered still less capable than before of
whom it was their duty
distinguishing the persons
to impress.
Their lordships, for the reasons already stated, do
not enter with you into any explanation of the rules
which governed their conduct on this subject before
the war, sent* either at their own or your request,
to prison, from his majesty's service, their lordships
have no hesitation in stating that they have, in favor
of that first principle of civilized society, the allegiance which is due to the land of a mail's nativity,
being anxious to avoid even the possibility of obliging any American to fight against his country and
they have therefore discharged persons from the
military service of this country, on evidence of their
;

—

Americans which would not, in ordinary
times, have been considered sufficient, even in the
opinion and the practice of the American consulate
here to obtain their release. And it has happened
that several persons have, on their own assertions,
or on production of American documents, been so
discharged, of whom it lias been discovered that
they are natural born subjects of his majesty, and
that such assertions were false, or such documents
fraudulently obtained.
But while their lordships prefer the risk of losing
the services of a British subject to that of obliging
an American citizen to continue in arms against
his country, they cannot, on evidence loose and
unsatisfactory; or without any evidence at all, permit
such persons to proceed to the United States to
hear arms against this country.
are therefore
to acquaint )ou that persons discharged to prison
being

We

from his majesty's service, as being Americans,
cannot be released, unless in each individual case
you shall produce satisfactory proofs that the person
whose exchange yon demand is a natural-born American citizen.
Whenever such proof shall be produced, the person will be immediately released
from prison, upon the usunl terms of exchange, if
he has been a volunteer in our service, or, if an
impressed man, freely and without restriction.
llAKLrr STitEET, May 29th, 1S13.
Sir I have received the letter addressed to me
by the board on the 26th instant, communicating

service.
In making those observations in
letter of the
13th March, upon this subject, which their lordships
consider as entering upon a question

my

beyond my

I was influenced
solely by
a sense of duty. The topic is unfortunately too
be
but
willingly selected,
humiliatinglto
painful as
its consideration was to myself, and unwelcome
as it appears to have been to their loidships, I cannot
regret that I yielded to the necessity of presenting
it
cleavly to their view, since it now appears that
their lordships no longer adhere to their determination,that impressed American seamen must continue
to serve his Britannic majesty or go to prison, to be
released only as prisoneis of war.
I cannot but lament that as their lordships
thought
it necessary to allude to "misconceptions and misstatements," which they represent that letter to
contain, they did not take the trouble to point them
out, especially as in their opinion, they might have
been "so easily answered." I lament this the more, as
I can discover nothing in it which further experience
and reflection do not confirm.

competency to discuss,

:

..

But whatever ground

their lordship's letter affords

for retorting such a charge upon themselves, I forbear to notice. If their lordships do see in the frau-

dulent use of documents of American citizenship by
British seamen, any excuse for impressing and detaining American seamen in the British navy, and if
they do consider such impressment and detention 8s
only a temporary inconvenience to the American seamen, and if they think that the blame of all such impressments and detention is imputable, as their
letter insinuates, to the United States, I should
utterly despair that our opinions could ever be

brought to coincide, and consequently, that any practical good could result from any effort of mine to
effect it. Happily, however, this is not now necessary.
The question does not relate to the abuse of documents of American citizenship, whether resulting
from forgeries practised here, or frauds committed
in the United States; nor is it essential to enquire
whether American seamen have been taken through
error or design; nor whether their impressments and
detention be in conformity with long and general

practice in the British navy, or contrary to the
wishes of the British government. The fact is admitted that American seamen have been impressed
and held in the service of Great Britain, and their
lordships now declare that upon satisfactory proof
time of peace, it was reasonable that they should be of this national character, they shall be released,
allowed some time to withdraw them; Ives and their either as prisoners of war, or freely and without reproperty, without being bonnd inslanter to ail the striction. The question, then, is as to the proof.
disabilities of a French character, for a mere tempo
But, on entering upon this question, we should
on board a French ship.
not overlook the very important consideration that
retry service
Sin W. Scott.
JuneMEsnc
the greater number of these persons having been
I have no hesitation in pronouncing that these
per- taken from American vessels, were, whether they
be
cannot
admitted
to
claim
sons
They are to be did or did not bear documents of their citizenship,
considered as mariners; and this proportion of the taken against the prima facie evidence of their being
of
the
as
their
voyage,
proceeds
wages. Then can American citizens. They were deprived of the bes claim be sustained for wages, on board an enemy's nefit of this evidence
upon the mere suspicion of
the
cases
the
In
cited,
ship?
ships were either persons interested in discrediting it, and they have
American
or
which
ostensibly
ships,
really
might en- been detained in the British service without any
title the persons serving in them, in that character, evidence of their
being British subjects. It is the
The present vessel is British government, therefore, on which the burthen
to a different consideration.
a
French
and
these
must
be
of
avowedly
slip,
persons
proof should still lie.
taken to be French sailors. There is indeed less
These unfortunate men are, however, in the powreason for any relaxation of the general principle in er of the British
government, and it imposes this
this branch of navigation, than in any other; bee uise burden
upon them. To this additional hardship)
the
the ratio of wages is a material part of the t:
trade they must therefore submit.
come then to its
itself, being the ordinary mode of carrying on that operation.
The official documents of American citizensh>r
particular species of commerce.

—

:

We
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•Ve declared by their lordships to be "wholly undeservuujof any attention or respect," and, in but few
nuances has there been opportunity to obtain any

Jtfr<

Beatley

—

to

the honorable

James MonvqeLondon, June 10th, 1813.

Sin The numerous instances of hardship impnsThus, Ukt\; remains scarcely any ed on the American citizens by impressment, which
documentary testimony to offer on behalf of these came under my observation when I held the office of
and a very long time must necessarily elapse consul, could not fail to make a deep impression on
I therefore availed
before it could be received from America. Hut with my mind.
myself of the earliest
on
respect to many of them, I am persuaded no such opportunity to address the English government
If any incentive had been wanting to
evi lence need be sought; and, to delay the release- of the subject.
those who are clearly Americans, is not, I trust, now this step, 1 should have found It in the many communications which I daily received from those unforintended by their lordships.
To prevent, therefore, in some degree, the hard- tunate persons all asking advice, and some comof acts of cruelty by British officers, beships to which the measures proposed by their lord- plaining
cause having heard of the war, they had refused to
ships must necessarily subject the far greater part
of these unfortunate men, 1 would suggest, that do set vice.
Relying on the justice and magnanimity
their lordships should authorise competent persons of the British government, I considered it Would be
to examine those who claim to be Americans, and an insult to demand redress, or even to remonstrate
ive seen
that such as, in the judgment of these persons, are 1 therefore contented myself, as you will
bona fide Americans, should forthwith be released, by the letter to lord Castlereagh on the subject, with
according to the terms of their lordships letter. 1 merely representing the facts. Hut if my coufiden .e
will most readily assist at such examinations, and was great, so has been my disappointment; for an
Will communicate any documents or papers in my answer to my letter of the 12th of October was not
returned until the 25th of May, notwithstanding I
office, which may be considered necessary to facilitate the object. With regard to those who may not had frequently called it to the attention oi the gob? able to satisfy these persons respecting their na- vernment. And it appears that I owe this answer to
After having waited
tional character, I will cause proper enquiry to be the following circumstance:
made at the places to which they respectively claim so many months for the sentiments of the ROvei uto belong, and they may be in like manner released,! ment, on a topic involving the happiness of thou
when the proof which may be deemed necessary, sands of my countrymen, I was induced, as the s>\ son was near at hand when many ships would proshall be received.
Their lordships will not, I trust, be withheld from ceed to foreign stations, to issue a circular in anthe adoption of some other equally fair means of swer to the numerous letters which 1 had received
in the interval,
stating that the lords of the admiinvestigating, without delay, the claims of these men
by any technical incompetency on my part to offer ralty having declined to release American citizens
who
had
been impressed, there appeared to be no
such suggestions. Whatever may be my powers, their
other course than to give themselves up as prisoners
lordships are, at all events, free to adopt such means
war.
Not many of these letters readied the paias may be equitable, and for the desire they express
jof
"to favor that which they consider the first principle ties before I was informed that I "must not corre
of civilized society, the allegiance which is due to pond with prisoners in his majesty's fleet, and that
the land of a man's nativity," (which principle would my circular contained a statement unfounded in fact
for neither before the war nor since, had the lords
be scarcely less violated by depriving his country of
his assistance in Iter defence, than by "obliging him of the admiralty declined to release Americans adto fight against his country.")
I would fain
hope mitted or proved to be such." My letter of the 13th
they will prefer those which will be most eflectual to March contains my sentiments on those two points
the end. Nor, I persuade myself, will the considera- on the latter I have proved the correctness of my
statement by letters from under my secretary's own
tion that the United States are now
carrying on war
In their reply of the 26th May they
for the redress of the wrong done in the detention of hand.
say, easy
it would have been to have
tl^ese men prevent their lordships from redressing
completely answered the
the wrong themselves, not only because it is the duty misconceptions and mis-statements of that letter
of a state to remove all just ground of complaint, they decline doing so, because it refers to subjects
even on the part of the enemy, but because, by so which is beyond my competency, in the character
of agent for prisoners of war, to discuss. And they
doing, they would in a great degree, supercede the
repeat, "that neither before the war nor since has
necessity of the continuance of the war.
I cannot close this communication without ex- this country been desirous of retaining in its set vice
pressing my anxiety at the total silence of their lprd- any bona fide American citizens ;" that at the same
time they cannot, on evidence loose and unsatisfacsliips respecting the numerous representations which
have been made by me, since the war, of individual tory, or without any evidence at all, permit persons
cases of impressment.
In many of these cases the io proceed to the United States, to bear arms against
that, therefore, those who have been
proof has been such as should not have failed to sa- this country
from his majesty's service, to prison as
tisfy their lordships, even disposed a§ they are to discharged
look at all proof in these matters with the utmost being Americans, cannot be released unless, in each
distrust, that the men, on whose behalf it was offer- individual case, satisfactory proof shall be produced
ed, are bona fide American citizens.
Yet, in no that the person whose release is demanded as a, natuborn American citizen and that when such proof
instance, hare I heard of any favorable decisions ral
on their claims.
I will hope, however, that the shall be produced he will be immediately released
course which their lordships will adopt may speedily from prison, upon the usual terms of exchange, if
remove all those unfavorable impressions, which, he has been a volunteer, or if an impressed man freeWith every disposition to give them credit for the ly and without restriction.
To prevent, in some degree, the hardships of the
most just intentions, could not fail to result from
this
that among the thousands of im- measures thus proposed, I suggested in my letter of
single fact
r

evidence.

j

i,

—

j

I

—

j

—

:

;

;

;

j

]

;

the British navy who claim to be the 29th May that they "would authorise competent
pressed
Americans, I have not heard of one man who has persons to examine those who claim to be American?,
been freely released and permited to return to his and that such as, in the
judgment of these persons,
are bona fide Americans should be forthwith releascountry since the commencement of hostilities.
i am, sir, §cr,
R. G. BEASLEY
I offered, according to the terms of their letter."

men

in
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Mr. Beasley to the hen. James Monrce
assist 3t such examinations, anil to communiLusdox, sep: 1, 181:
lateany-documcnts or papers in my possession that
the
obfacilitate
to
Sin I beg leave to call your attention to the
might be considered necessary
not
be
who
those
case
of
Jonathan Bigelou*, an American seamen, who
might
ject; and with regard to
their nation- was impressed into the British service in the year
ible tq
satisfy these persons respecting
al character, I would cause proper enquiry to be 1807 and has been therein ever since.
In the month
made at ihe places to which they respectively claim of July last, this man being then on leave of absence
to belong, concerning the truth of their allegations, from the Cornelia, applied to me to procure his disthat they might, in like manner, be released when charge from that ship. 1 made a request to tint efthe proofs which might have been deemed necessary fect to the transport board, informing them that I had
should be received.
examined him, was satisfied he was an American ciTo this proposition I have just received their an- tizen, and that I had documents in my possession,
swer, stating "that they have nothing to add%o their proving that he was a native of Boston in the state
farmer communications en this subject, by which of Massachusetts. To this I received an answer,
had no authority to discharge
they mean to abide."
stating, thit that board
Now, that you may know what value to place on him but that the documents referred to, should be
the repeated assurances contained in that communi- submitted to the lords commissioners of the admication, I beg to state that since the 9th of March ralty, and that in the mean time he must rejoin his
last, 1 have transmitted documents (many of which .ship at the expiration of his leave, or otherwise he
ed to

—

I
authentic. .ted from the department of state) on would be liable to be apprehended as a deserter.
behalf of 165 persons, impressed and detained on immediately made an application to the admiralty,
board of British ships, and they have not thought of which I transmit herewith a copy, and received
an answer, a copy of which is also enclosed, stating,
proper to notice a single case.
What a prospect for those unfortunate men to that he must join his ship, in order that the necessainto his case.
Having
linger in prison, or to fight against their country
ry enquiries might me made
This is literally their unhappy lot; for it is insulting po means at that time of sending him immediately to
to talk any longer of evidence, when it is mar|ifest the United States, and being fearful that he might
that none that could be produced would be found be apprehended at the expiration of his leave ami
as a prisonsatisfactory when they refuse to examine the cases, treated harshly, besides being considered
and when the very language the victims speak is con- er of war, I consented to his returning to the ship
after
the man
sidered prima facia evidence against them.
having reaccordingly. Hearing from
I have the honor to be, &.c.
turned to the service, that no steps had been takenR. G. BEASLEY
in his case, but that on the contrary he had been draftSigned
JZxtrac'i of a letter from Mr. Beasley to Mr. Monroe led. to serve in another ship, I again addressed a lettcv
to the lords of the admiralty, recalling his case to
(fated,
their consideration, and repeating my reques t, that lie
London, July 5th, 1813.
1 have received no an"Notwithstanding the fair promises made some might be discharged. To this
time ago, relative to our citizens who had heen im-j swer yet, and I have just received a letter from the
to which ship
pressed, there is scarcely an instance of a discharge man himself, stating that the Cydnus,
from the prison ship.
he has been drafted, is on the point of sailing for the
From Mr. Beasley to Jhr. Cro/cer.
West Indies.
No. 65, Harlev-stjieet, July 13, 1813.
In this extraordinary case, I would particularly
of an
Sin I transmit herewith the
attention to the circumstance of tho lords
call

came

—

!

—

5 '

—

copy
applicajour
I made ta the transport board, on behalf of the admiralty, desiring after being put in possesof Jonathan Bigelow, the bearer hereof, an impress- sion of the documents transmitted in proof of his
ed American seaman, as also of the answer 1 have American nativity, that he should return to the British service, for the purpose it wasalledged.of makreceived.
his case, their having
1 now transmit documents in proof of his
being an ing the necessary inquiries into
American, a3 mentioned on the other side, and 1 since taking no notice of it whatever, even after my
have to request that he maybe disciiarged from his renewed request, is a clear proof that his discharge
Britannic majesty's service, in conformity to the de- was not intended, even should the results of inquiry
him be the most satisfactory, and that
termination of the lords commissioners of the adtion

which

respecting

was assigned
miralty, respecting American seamen, as communi- that motive for desiring his return,
cated to me by the transport board, in their letter of merely for the purpose of again obtaining possession
the 26th April last.
of him.
1 am, sir, Sec.
By a letter addressed to me by the transport board
of which I had the
R. G. BEASLEY.
on the 26th of
last, a

copy
May
honor of transmitting to you some time ago, the
British government engaged, that persons discharged
beto prison from his Britannic majesty's service as
ing Americans upon my producing satisfactory proofs
that they were natural born Americans, should be
the usual
83d May, 1810.
immediately released from prison, upon
terms of exchange, if they had volunteered into the
Mr. Barrow to Mr. Beasley, Jate;l
and without resAdmiralty OFFicK,~July 14, 1813.
service, or if impressed men, freely
Sin Having laid Defore my lords commissioners triction. The case of Bigelow, and the fact that v\
of the admiralty your letter of yesterday's date and the months of March and April last, I transmitted
ot 165
its enclosures, requesting the discharge of Jonathan documents and made representations, in behalf
received
Bigelow, an American, belonging to his majesty's unfortunate persons without having yet ever
those
ship Cornelia, I have their lordships' commands to a reply to any one case, must convince, even
the practice ot
acquaint you this man must join his ship, in order least inclined to believe it how little
be made into his the British government accords with its professions
t hat the necessary inquiries may
I herewith return the documents.
in favor of impressed American seamen.
«;ase.
,.
And nm, sir, &.c.
I have the honor to be, Stc.
G. BEASLEVJOHN BAKllOW.
Signed
?•
Signed
Signed

Certificate pf his birth, granted by the town clerk
of the place where he was born, and certificate of
bis parents, being inhabitants of said place, authenticated by a notary public, and a protection granted
by the collector of the district of I'enobscot, dated

—
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G. Rcasley

to

John Ala

son, esq. dated

Losoozr, Nov. 25, 1813.
1 transmit herewith copies of a cowespo.niience
Which I have Ltely had with the transport board,

313

tisfactory proof, release as Americans, persons
h ve been lately serving in his majesty's ships.
I

am,

who

sir, Ike. &.c.

Signed,
Ji. C. llcaslcy,
esq. &c.

ALEX. M'LEAY..

who h,*ye been surrendered
Americans, from British ships of w ,
from which you will perceive the little prospeci
relieve to some seamen
to prison

s

,

W.dch the many U;t fortunate men in the same siuia
ti.m have of being released on documentary evidence.
I snail nevertheless continue my exertions In their
behalf.

Or, matters
Copy of a

letter

bdonlms

to the lata xr at.

from Captain Kiddle

to

commodore

Decatur, dated
U. S. sloop Hornet, oil' Tristan d'Acunha,

from Mr. Heasley to J\tr. M'Lcay,
March 25, 1815.
dated lath September, 1613
Sin— I have the honor to inform you, that on the
I have to recall to the consideration of th
be
board the cases of several persons claiming to
morning of the 23d inst, at half past ten, when
American citizens, on whose behalf I transmitted about to anchor off the north end of the island of
particular statements ami evidence some time ago; Tristan d'Acunha, a sail was seen to the southward
namely on the 9th of March last, on behalf of ninety- and eastward, steering to the westward, the wind,
In a few minutes .sh„- had
live persons; on the 7th of April on behdf of tlur y, fresh from toe S S.
S»v) on the 24th of April of forty persons. The only passed on to the westward so that we could not see
information which 1 have received from the board her for the land. I immediately made sail foi therelative to them is obtained from the lists of Ameri- westward, and shortly after getting in sight of her
can prisoners which have been transmitted to me; ig.tin, perceived her to bear up before the wind. J
from which it appears that some of those persons h'oVe too for him to come down to us. When s!k;
h/Mi been d.acharged from the British service as had approached near,
filled the maintops.! il, and
Americans, and sent to prison; some of them howe continued to yaw the ship, while she continued to
ver, are still compelled to remain in the service. 1 Come down, wearing occasionally to prevent her passhave therefore now to request that such of thesi- ing under our stern. At 1 40 P. M. being within
persons, and diose who have been discharged to pri- nearly musket shot distance, she hauled her wind on
son, whose claims to be American citizens appear to the starboard tack, hoisted English colors and fired
b'well founded, may be immediateh discharged, a gun.
immediately luffed too, hoisted our enand allowe >o return to the United States.
sign, and gave the enemy a broadside. The action
I tr.m mu herewith, particular statements and being thus commenced, a
quick and well directed
evi lence dative to nineteen seamen who have been fire was kept up from this ship, the enemy gradually
discharged from British slips of war, and are now drifiing neater to us, when at 1 55m. he bore up apconfined on hoard the prison ship Nassau at Chat- purenth- to run us on board. As soon as I perceived
ham, md a-, the evidence of their oemg Americans he would certainly fall on board, I called the boardmust, I conceive, be considered quite satisfactory, I ers so as to be ready to repel any attempt to board
trust there will be no difficulty in granting their re- us. At the instant every officer and man repaired to
lease, in conformity to lite assurance contained in the quarter deck, where the two vessels were coming
your letter of the 26th of May last. I am, sir, &c. in contact, and eagerly pressed me to permit them to
R. G. BEASLEY.
board the enemy: but this I would not permit, as it
Signed
Alexander M'Leay, esq. transport office
was evident from the commencement of the action
that our fire was greatly superior both in quickness
Copy of the statement made on behalf of William Dews,
and in effect. The enemy's bowsprit came in beone of the nineteen seamen before mentioned
tween our main and mizen rigging, on our starboard
It appears fiom the books of the American consuhim an opportunity to board us, if
late office at London, that in October 1809, this man side, affording
was his design, but no attempt was made.such
was ordtred by the lords commissioners of the adThere was a considerable swell on, and as the sea,
miralty, to be discharged, as an American, from the
us ahead, the enemy's bowsprit carried away
Princess of Orange; the protection herewith trans- lifted
our mizen shrouds, stern davits and spanker boom,
mitted, is the same which was at that time offered
and tie hung upon our larboard quarter. At this moon his behalf by the consul.
ment an office^, who was afterwards recognized to
Copy of a letter from Mr. M'Leay to Mr. Beasley, be Mr, M'Donald, the 1st lieutenant and the then
dated Transport office, 20th October, 1813.
commanding officer, called out that they had surSi a— I i.ave received and la*l before the commisrendeted. I directed the marines and musketry-men
the
sioners for
transport service, &c. your let e< o to cease
firing, and, while on the taft'rail asking if
the 18th ultimo with its enclosures,
claiming the they had surrendered, 1 received a wound in the
release of nineteen American seamen, represented to
then got clear of us, and his
neck. The
have been discharged from British ships of war, and foremast andenemy just
bowsprit being both gone, and perceiv
to be now confined as prisoners of war, on board the
us wearing to give him a fresh broadside, he
Nassau prison ship at Chatham; and in reply I am ing
again called out th»f he had surrendered. It was
commanded to acquaint you, tint
your said applica- with difficulty I could restrain my crew from firing
tion having been submitted to the consideration
into him again as he had certainly fired into us afof the right honorable the lords commissioners of
From the tiring of the first
ter having surrendered.
the admiralty, their lordships have directed the
to the last time the enemy cried out he had surboard to acquaint you that William Dews, one of the gun,
sendered, was exactly 22m. by the watch. She provpersons in question, was not discharged in 1809, as ed to be his B. M,
brig Penguin, mounting 16 thiitvrepresented; and that his documents, as well as all two lb. carronades, two
long 12's, a \l lb. carronade
the others, excepting Brainard's
(whose release was on the topgallant forcastle, with swivels on the capordered on the 25th ultimo) are of that
description stern in the tops. She had a spare port forward, so
which have been so notoriously
fraudulent, that their as to fight both her long guns of a side. She sailed
lordships do not feel satisfied in paying any attention from
England in September last. She was shorter
;o Uiem; and that they therefore cannot, without
sa-lupon deck than this ship by two feet, but she had a
Copy of a

letter

1

Sin—

.

W—

I

We

\

i

.
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lh of beam,
greater length of keel, greater bread
thicker sides, and higher bulwarks, than this ship,
fine
vessel of her
and was in all respects, a remarkably
class. The enemy acknowledge a compliment of 132;
12 of them supernumerary marines from the Medboard in consequence of their
way, 74, received on
for the American privateer
being or lered to cruise
a loss of
Voting Wasp. They acknowledge, also,
14 k.iled and 28 woundeul but Mr. Mayo, who was
in charge of the prize, assures me that the number
of killed was certainly greater. Among the killed is
of the accaptain Dickenson, who fell at the close
the
tion, and the boatswain; among the wounded, is

—

second .lieutenant, purser, and two midshipmen.
Each of the midshipmen lost a leg. "We received on
board, in all one hundred and eighteen prisoners,

whom have since died of their wounds. Havremoved the prisoners, and taken on board
such provisions and stores as would be useful to us,
I scuttled the Penguin, this morning,, before day
As she was completely
light, and she went down.
four of

ing

riddled by our shot, her foremast and bowsprit both
gone, and her mainmast so crippled as to be incait seemed uuadvisable, at
pable of being secured,
this distance from home, to attempt sending her to
the United States.
Tins ship did not receive a single round shot in
bier hull, nor any material wound in her spars; the
rigging and sails were very much cut; but having
bent a new suit of sails and knotted and secured

our rigging, we are now completely ready, in all
We were eight men short
respects, for any service.
of complement, and had nine upon the sick list the

morning of the action.
Enclosed is a list of killed and wounded. I lament
to state that lieut. Conner is wounded dangerously.
great solicitude on his account, as

1 feel

officer of

much promise, and

his loss

lie

is

would be

an
a

serious loss to the service.

most pleasing part of my duty to acquaint
the conduct of lieutenants Conner and
NoWfoh, Mr. Mayo, acting lieut. Brownlow of the
marines, sailing master llommey, and the other
officers, se-men and marin?s I have the honor to
command, was in the highest degree, creditable to
them, and calls for my warmest recommendation.
The
| cannot indeed do justice to their merits.
satisf iction which was diffused throughout the ship
whe jt was ascertained that the stranger was an
enemy's sloop of war, and the alacrity with which
It is a

you, that

and grave to a
degree, in his injunctions uponDickenson, as to the manner of engaging the privateer; to get close enough was the
great' desideratum.
What a man seeks earnestly he is almost sure to
find, and captain D. supposed lie had the "Wasp, when
he only sav.> the Hornet, a vessel considerably smaller
in all her dimensions, and
decidedly inferior in
her armanent to the privateer. The Hornet, on per.
ceivingthat the brig bore up for her, laid all aback;
the brig came stern on, lest the H. might discover
her guns and be off, and brushing close alongside'
of her fired a gun and ran up her St. Ceorge An
entire broadside from the Hornet, every shot of
which told, opened the eyes of John Cull upon a
Yankee man of war, just what they had been wishing
ever since they left England. In 20 minutes the P.
had her foremast over the side her bowsprit in
two pieces, her broadside nearly driven in 20 men
killed including the captain and one of lord Nelson's
boatswains and 35 wounded, including the 21 lieutenant, 2 midsnipmen and masters' mate, &c. T.«r
Hornet, untouched in her hull, was severely cut up
in her rigging, especially about her main and\fure-top,
gallant masts, her mizen being a vast deal too low far,
British gunnery one marine killed, the captain and
1st lieutenant, Conner, (severely) and eight others
wounded. The Penguin was not so long as the Hornet
on deck, by two feet, but had more keel, more beam,
thicker sides and higher bulwarks, and had, by their
own account, 132 men at quartern, and mounted 16
32 lb. carronades, and 2 long 12s on her gun deck, 1
12 on a pivot upon her forecastle, a light carronade on
her capstan, and swivels in both her tops. Her
officers ascribed their misfortune entirely to the
superiority of the men belonging to the Hornet; and
have repeatedly said, they would be glad to try it
again with her if the Penguin was manned with such
men.

—

—

r

Now, these gentlemen left England last September,
and the prisoners are as stout, fine looking fellows
as I ever saw. One fact, which is probable, is worth
all speculation in such an
On examining
inquiry.
her guns after the action, a 32 lb. carronade, on the
side engaged, was found n-ith /jj's tampion as nicely
putt'cd and stopped in as it was the day she left
Spithead! Dickenson, towards the close of the fight,
told his first lieutenant, M'Donald, that " them
fellows are giving it to us like hell, we must get
on board" and on being asked by Diddle why lie
did not, as there never had been a belter opportunity.
" he did
He
but
the men rather

—

—

and intrepidity.
1 have the honor to be, your obedient set-want,
J DIDDLE.
.Extract of a letter from an officer on board the shop
of war Peacock, off Tristiun de Cunha, April 10,
:

is

1815.
Ti»e Hornet separated in chase, two days out,
ami we only fell in, of!' here, a few d-ys since. V/e
were delighted to hear of iter good fortune, so
she had captured, two days
to our own
B'iipsr-tyr,
previous, H. U M. brig Penguin, after an action
of 2 J 1-2 minutes. The Penguin was fitted out by
admiral Tyler at the Cape of Good Hope, expressly
to capture the privateer Young Wasp, who had
captured an Indiaman in that neighborhood, and

—

landed the prisoners: and was supposed to have
brought her prize here to strip her and l« refresh.
The Penguin was commanded by captain Dicken-

—

—

every one repaired to quarters, fully assured me
said,
that their conduct in action would be marked with backward
c io!n

13, 1815

found

try,

and so, you know, concluded to give it up!"
After Mr. M'Donald had repeatedly called out that
they had surrendered, and Diddle had ceased his
fire, two fellows on board the Penguin, fired upon
him and the man at the wheel Hiddle was struck
on the chin, and the ball passing round the neck,
went off through the cape of his surtout wounding
him, however, severely, but not dangerously; the
man escaped: but the ruffians did not, for they were
observed by two of liiddie's marines, who levelled
and laid them dead upon the deck at the instant.
It seems to me these fellows
grow worse instead of
improving by the war, and tiie further you catch
them from hence the worse thev fight. "We are oflf
to morrow to the eastward ana you will probably
not hear from us again till the cruite is either knocked
up and we in Bombay, or accomplished, and the
Peacock in her native port.
Philadelphia, July 5.
letter from captain Bid*

—

—A

young man in their chronicles; die states, that lieutenant Connor -teas out of danger,
and it appears, from someof his papers, of respectable and all hi* wounded men doing well.
The HorneSt
connections, and a great favourite in the navy. ., proceeding 6n her cruize.
'
Admiral Tyler loaned him 12 marir, is. from the
following letter from admiral Tyler to captain
:~rcr..
Mcdway, and was very minute in his instr ictkmsjl
fimnd on board the Penguin, fumixhes rson, a distinguished

'
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and courage of our which time, several of the enemy's barges were sunk
appears, that the Pen- alongside, and great slaughter done in others.
It appears to Che court, that
the Wasp, a vessel
',,. r Ti .,u
gun vessel No. 163,
expressly fitted to capture
than the Hornet, and the was the second vessel carried, after a gallant oppoof me third greater force
was captured by the Hornet, after on action sition, having previously kept off the enemy f»r some
iV/u table proof of
rtillant tars.

the superior skill

By

this letter, it

,

Penguin

in which the
of J2 minutes,

disparity of loss is al-

most incredible.

—

You
Dear Sii
ligence I send you

Cape-Town, Jan.

31,,

1815.

will see by your orders and the intelin the
the purport of your cruize,
this said Wasp, measure his

tvent of your meeting
well before you close with him.
If he has long
firee
18 pounders, which I doubt, you can have no chance
but very close, and never let him board you, as he

time and being entirely surrounded.
It appears to the
court, that gun vessel No. 162,
was the vessel next carried—that this was not effected, however, until her commander, lieut. Spedden,
had been most .severely wounded
(who, nevertheless,
remained on deck and continued to
give orders to
the last) nor until she was completely surrounded
by
the enemy, who suffered
greatly in the contest.
It
appears to the court, that No 5, sailing-master
the next

vessel that fell into the hands
much higher than you, which gives him great Ferris, was
I have desired 12 marines to be lent of the enemy; that the enemy succeeded in boarding
her
at
a
tune
when
further
at
his
resistance was rendered
wni from the Medway, to keep a constant fire
where he has guns. If you sec nor hear any ineffectual by the dismounting of her 24 pounder,
'taps,
and
when
the
from
fire
the
out in your orders,
other gun vessels had'
thing of him in the run pointed
take cure and return before your provisions are short. been turned upon her, after their capture.
It
to
the
.Mr.
that
the
and
No. 23, lieutenant
appears
court,
Harpy,
Discharge young Leach into
M-Keever, was the last vessel captured; nnd that
O/if Jiurgh into the Cumberland.
this was eflected at about half
past twelve o'clock,
Wishing you a furtunatc cruise,
after the enemy had succeeded in
lam faithfully yours,
turning the fire of
is

so

advantage.

CHA. TYLER.

the other gun-vessels,
previously captured, upon her.
It also appears to the
court, that the barges and
launches of the enemy were all mounted with canNf.w-Ohleans, May 29.— At a court of enquiry, non, nnd had from a thousand to twelve hundred
assembled in the naval arsenal, at New-Orleans, by men on board, armed in the best possible manner.
And lastly: it further appears to the court, that
order of commodore Daniel T. Patterson, comafter gun-vessel No. 156 had been
captured by the
manding tlie naval forces of the United Slates, on
the New-Orleans station, and continued by adjourn- enemy, her fire was turned upon the other guriment from Monday the 15(1) until Friday the 19th vessels and continued for a considerable time under
of May, 1815— Present, Master-commandant Louis the American colors.
The result of this inquiry is, an unanimous
Charles
Alexis', president; lieutenant-commandant
opi0. K. Thompson, and lieutenant Charles E. Crawley, nion, that lieutenant commandant Jones, evinced by
members; for the purpose of investigating the con- his movements, previous to the action, a judgment,
duct of the officers and men, late of the late divi- highly creditable to his character:— that When an
sion of United States' gun-vessels, under the com- attack had become certain, he availed himself of
mand of lieutenant-commandant Th. Ap. C. Jones, every means to gain the best, position for his squacaptured by a flotilla of R;itish barges and launch- dron; and, that during the subsequent engagement
the court being when opposed to a force of at least nine times his
es, on the 14th of December, 1814;
with the number, in large well appointed boats,
organized, agreeably to form, commenced
formidably
examination of the testimony in relation to the con- armed, he evinced a firmness and intrepidity, worthy
the
emulation
of
his
the
and
of
officer
duct of the commanding
division;
countrymen, nnd reflecting the
after hearing attentively, all the evidence that could highest honor on the service to which he
belongs.
The
court
a
to
minute
likewise
on
that
be produced
conceive, that midshipman
subject, proceeded
who
acted
as
affair
whole
of
the
Parker,
master's-mate during the
investigation
on board the flag vessel,
It
appears to the court, that on the 12th Decem- action,
displayed in his deber last, the British fleet first made their appearance termined resistance to the enemy, after the fall of
off Cat and
lieut. comdt. Jones, his commander, the most
that
islands;
Ship
signal bravery; and that
after having reconnoitred with his division oi gun- he merits in an especial degree, the notice of his
the
state
of
and
ascertained
five
in
number,
government.
vessels,
The court feels gratified in expressing the opithe enemy's force, on the 13th, a flotilla of the enenn's barges appearing tp advance, attempted to reach nion, that the brave crew of gun-vessel No. 156
the fort at the Petty Goquilles, but that in conse- forcibly felt the example of their officers; and that,
quence of the current being ahead and the wind fail- under its influence, they maintained a most unequal
than conflict, with unparral'leled destruction to the eneing he was prevented from getting any further
Die Malheureux islands, where he anchored his gun my, until they were borne down
by numbers, to
which no opposition could be made :— Nor did the
vessels between 12 and 2 at night.
It appears to the court, that on the morning of the fall of this vessel, by which the
enemy's force was
14th, the enemy's flotilla being perceived to be still not only increased, but by her position in a great
advancing, he placed his division in the best position measure, covered, check 'the ardor of the gallant
to receive them, and to oppose their passage
that defenders of the rest of the squadron; for we find
the enemy advanced to the attack in the course of thtin contending as long as the least
prospect of
the forenoon, and that the number of the barges annoying the enemy lasted; their exertions unimand launches to which the gun vessels were opposed paired by their loss, and yielding at last, in succeswis between 45 and 50.
sion, only to the concentrated force of the enemy,
It
appears to the court, that about one third of this brought to act against each vessel.
number attacked the flag vessel No. 1^6, while the
With the clearest evidence for their guide, the
others surrounded chiefly Nos. 162 and 163; and that court experience the most heart-felt gratification j>,
after lieut. comdt. Jones had been very severely declaring the opinion, that
lieutenant-commandant
Wounded, Mr. George Parker, his master's mate, con- Jones, and his gallant supporters— lieutenants Sped
tinued the action until overpowered by numbers to den and M'Keever, sailing-masters Ulrich and Ferris
which no effectual resistance could be made; during
their officers and men ; performed their
duty on

Captain Dickexsox, H. M. sloop Penguin.

:

—

—

1

,

—

—
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15, 1815.

mc3t able and gallant manner, Recorder ot June 27, saysi—«It appears, that
and that the action has added, another and a distin- George Prevost has not onlv been ordered home
character of our country. answer the charges
guished honor to the naval
brought against him for
this occasion, in the

LOUIS ALEXIS,

Afuattr

cvr.ul't

U.

£>.

A', presdt. military

G. Davis, officiating judge advocate.
In approving the proceedings and opinion of '.lie
of he
C-Mtrl of enquiry, I avail myself with pleasure
favorable occasion thus afforded me to express mj
aduir.tion of the gallantry and skill displayed by
lieutenant Jones and his brave companions in the
defence made by them, against so overwhelming a
force as net to afford a prospect of success to which
the enemy were astonished to find such a resistance

irom

ta
his

conduct; but has also been finally dismissed

his

government, and his commission formally

revoked, with every clause, articie, or thing there,
"
in contained.

satioatiox.— A vcrv
intelligent writer
Inland
Aurora estimates, and with
clearness

in the

great

and plausibility, that the extra
money expended for
the land transportation of
goods, during the w ar
would have more than effected a
complete "tide"
water inland navigation from Massachusetts to the
extremity of Georgia." Indeed, the late illustrious
Fvlton declared, that as great a sum had been expended for waggon hire, &c. (extra) within 21
months, as would have completed these objects!—

In this unequal contest, I trust it will be
found that the national and naval character has been
of the attack, of
nobly sustained, tint the resistance
so very superior a force has contributed in no small

offered.

What a

degree to the eventual safely of this city.
The proceedings and opinion of the court of enLouis Alexis is
quiry of which master-commandant

subject for reflection!— What a field forac.

/ion!!

ESCAPE FROM DARTMOOR.
The

president are approved.

DANIEL T. PATTERSON,
Captain U. S. navy, commanding JVexuOrleans station.
Insp. Gen's Office, July 8, 1815.
Mj.
gesbkas okdehs. It is deemed inexpedient and
the proceedings, and to
impracticable to continue
enforce the sentences of courts martial in die cases
of officers, who were under arrest on the 15th June
last, and who are not retained on the military pe»ce
establishment. All such officers are therefore releasand all courts
ed, and discharged from further duty;

&

martial and courts of enquiry, instituted in such
cases are dissolved,
It is also deemed inexpedient, and has become
in a great measure impracticable, in consequence
of the dispersion of the late army, to prosecute
the said 15th
charges exhibited and undecided, on
of June, in the cases of officers who have been retained on the military peace establishment; ail such
last mentioned officers are therefore released from
hi cases
arrest, and will return to their duty; except
where sentence of a court martial has at any time

sir

,

following very interesting account of the escape of Mr. R. G. from Dartmoor Prison, is copied
from the Democratic Press. Mr. G. was late one of
the lieutenants of the famous privateer
brig Ratdesnake.
After the capture of the Rattlesnake, the officers
were thrust into Dartmoor prison, in common with
all the crew, not the least distinction
being paid to
any one. Mr. R, G. immediately began to revolve
in his own mind the means of
escape. For this purpose he purchased up all the old rope yarn he could
get and made a rope 80 feet Long. He 'next made a
suit of uniform to resemble the centinels oh
guard,
and this he covered by an old great coat of the same
color as the soldiers usually wear when on
post. In
lieu of a musket, which they usuallv at
night carrjj
muzzle down, under their coat, Mr. R. G. substi.
tuted an umbrella. When all was
p epared, he
bribed one of the centinels on post at the
gate :.nd
obtained the countersign. Six guineas were paid to
the eentinel. A short time previous to the
guard
being relieved, at midnight, Mr. R. G. lowered himself by his rope out of an upper window 80 feet
high,
to the ground.
The walls were covered with centinels and if they had discovered him he would cer-

been pronounced; which sentence will be duly carried into effect by the proper commanding officer.
The president of the United States has directed tainly have been shot; he, however, descended unhere- hurt; and when the
it to be announced in general orders, and it is
gates were opened at 12, to
by announced, that all deserters from the army of relieve guard, he boldly marched up armed only V'th
the United States during the late war, may peacea- a dagger. He was challenged at the gate by two
c
"who comes there?" "A fi'iend."'"Ad«
return to their homes, without being centinels,
bly and safely
on account of such [yjance and give the countersign;" which being given,
subject to punishment or trial
The other eendesertion. And also, that all soldiers who are at "pass," said one of the centinels.
this time under sentences of courts martial con- tinel, who was the one that had given the counterdemning them to capital punishment, shall be re- sign! and received 6 guineas, said "No, he is a prileased from their imprisonment, and be dismissed soner." The other, still ignorant, replied, "No, he
is one of the guard."
The traitor, however, infrom the army with disgrace.
sisted on arresting Mr. R. G. and he finding his case
of the Secretary of war,
By, order
D. PARKER, Adjt. and Insp. Gen.
desperate and bursting with just indignation against
The steam frigate, "Fulton the First," was fairly the villain who had received his money only to beHer powers were found tray him, sprung on him with his dagger, determitried on the 4th of July.
Particulars ned»to put it out of his power ever to cheat another
to all that had been anticipated.
<

<-qusl

hereafter.

recovered of his wounds

his left

arm, however, is
arm, and his
These gallant men,
whose qualities as gentlemen are equalled only by
their devotion to their country, must be dear to the
the United Slates, while
government and people of

The

;

latter lost his left

yet very weak.
saved!
right hand was narrowly

virtue

is

honored.

Sib George

Phevost—The Arcadian

They however, were too quick for him,
and he was taken and confined in the black hole on
bread and water, without seeing the light of the sun
At the expiration of that time, the
for ten days.
infamous Shortlayd had him brought out before
him, and the following conversation took place.
Shartland.
Pray, sir, how did you obtain th*

person.

— Lieutenants

Jones and
and second ir. command of the gunSpcdden, first
Ae* Orboats, so dearly captured by the enemj off
leans in December last, arrived in Baltimore a few
days since from that city. The former has nearly

Heroes ehom OnLEAXs.

countersign?

Mr. R. G. If the man who gave it to me had ba»
haved honorably to me, death should not have wrested my secret from me. This is the character, sir,

of the Americans, always true to their engagements;
but as the soldier evidently took my money only to
(Halifax) deceive me, I will turn the scale on him and expos*

FILES'
name

—
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he gave nie the Nichols, and his attempting to foist himself into
Information has
c< untcrsig-a for six guineas and then basely betray- theCreek agency for Indian affairs.
been received by col. Hawkins, that the British
ed me.
Have you any proof to substantiate white force at Appalaohicola, which was onlv 4ll or
Shorth'tui
50, has been somewhat diminished, and their numyour evidence?
ber of***** troops increased from 60 or 70 to about
Mr, H. (>. Yes, sir, eight persons.
After those evidences wei'e examined] Shortland 300. Journal.
The commissioners appointed by government to
ordered tiie soldier to be taken awav and t° receive
300 lashes. He then addressed himself again to mark out in conformity with Jackson's treaty, the
future boundaries of the Creek Nation, have
Mr. R. G.
postMr. G. I respect you, you are a brave poned doing so till suitable arrangements can be
Short/and.
made
for
that purpose.
Not the least objection we
(tan, and if you will not attempt to escape [give you
my honor as a British officer, you shall be exchang- are told was made by the Indians to the line being
run.
Col.
Kershaw
first
cartel.
ed and go home in the
passed through town yesterday
.I//-, (r,
Mr. BarSir, I have seen too much of the honor on his way to his seat in North Carolina.
I
will
to
their
word.
has
ever
to
take
officers
net
of British
Huntsville, Mississippi Territory,
gone
to
an
in
of
this
lay
adequate supply
provisions. General
escape
very night.
I shall double the ccn- Sevier did not attend the meeting.
Shortland.
/V.
Impossible.
From Detroit. From the Pittsburg Mcrcurvi
tincls and if you attempt it you will most assuredly
A gentleman from Detroit, ivho left- that place on
be shpt
Mr. C. I do not care. Death is preferable to the 14/A June, informs that considerable jealousy ex*~
i:ts between the British and Americans in
remaining in this detestable place.
thatneiffhShortland.
Go back to your prison, sir, and re- borhood. The British troops are stationed at SandCicmbcr what I have told you.
wich, and have -with them about 500 Indians.
DeThe guards were doubled that night in conse- sertions from the British, are daily occurring; and
have
the
so
He
obtained
been
of
Mr.
G's.
counas
to
threat.
induce
the
British
comquonoc
frequent
tersign for 3 guineas and lowered himselfout of the mander, col. James, to offer a reward of ffy-fiv.:
window, a little before 12 o'clock. When the gate dollars to the Indians for every scalp taken out of
was opened lie marched through. The ccntinel on his lines after dark. All communication from the Ameriean shore is forbid on the pretext that the Apost hailed, "who come;; there?" "A friend."
"Friend advance and give the countersign."
mericans entice their men to desert,- and several AHe passed on and was hailed mericans who had crossed over, had been arrested,
"tt'rlls."
"Pass.'"
and examined 17 times before he got clear. He put in close confinement, and after very severe
usage,
now began to breathe. It was yet night; he turn- sent home.
All communication from either side is
ed round to give a last look at the prison where strictly forbidden.
thousands o? his countrymen were suffering a teThere are about 1200 British Indians at ITerald\
dious confinement. No time was to bo lost. He island, in the river St. Clair. The;/ had plundered
was without money, without friends, and like an an American citizen of about §500 -morth of
property.
outlaw on the face of the earth, afraid of every Colonel Butler, at Detroit, had forwarded a remonHe avoided the haunts strance to colonel James, the Dritish commander, comperson ho should meet.
of men, or rather savage min, and with what plaining of the aggression. It was disavowed on the
scanty subsistence lie could pick up from the part of the Britieh commander, who had forwarded
fields, lie made his way to the sea
coast, there, an agent to the Indians to endeavor to get the prohungry and weary, he searched and found a boat perty restored-~-tlie result was net known, when our
18 feet long, and one oar in it; without provision informant left Detroit. Several
strange Indianfhad
pr water or any guide, except his own genius, he been prowling about Detroit, who would give no account
to
to
cross
the
channel;
boldly put
spa, intending
of themselves, in consequence of which the American
the distance over 100 miles. He sculled his lit' commander had ordered thai all Indians
of this dc r
lie bark and obtained a
A
of
gale
cription, should be immediately arrested, and in case
good offing.
wind sprung up from the northward he converted of resistance or an attempt to
escape, to be shot.
his umbrella and all his clothes into a sail, and
Mackinaw had not been delivered up by the Briwith his oar he steered for France. About half tish, agreeably to treaty, nor had wc surrendered!
An American vessel had been employed bu
passage, the sea very high and blowing very fresli, Maiden.
he discovered a brig of war. His heart now sunk the British to remove the
public property at Jtacki
He took in his little sail as quick naw previous, to the surrender of that place.
within him.
After
as possible and laid himself down in the bottom the
had
been
property
put on board the vessel, the
of the boat.
When the brig had passed him a Indians, at Mackinaw, who were very numerous,
sufficient distance, he again made sail, and final- compelled the
captain to re-land it,- declaring that
ly, after a passage of 36 hours, safely landed in they would never suffer the place to be delivered
up to
the Americans.
France, free as air.
Judge Hald. It is observed in the Savannah lieMillxdoeviuk, June 21. The following extract
of a letter from a
gentleman in St. Mary's, to the ex- publican that general Jackson intends to impeachjudge
ecutive of this state, leaves little doubt of Florida Hall, before the senate
of the United States.
Destruction-. A late Paris
having been secretly transferred by Spain to the
paper has the foilowBritish government,
"The English troops which returnfrom Amelowing
June 10. "It is proper your excellency should rica are worn out with fatigue and sickness.
They
know that on the 7th inst. a brig and transport ar- have experienced great losses. The 85th
regiment
rived at Amelia Island, with col. Nichols, captain when it went out was 1800 strong,
200
have
reonly
Woodbine, an Indian Chief, anil his son. They have turned, it has lost all its officers."
been asked, if they were prepared to take possesIIONORAHLE JIUXIFICENUE.
sion of the province? One of thcin replied, they To the chairman
of the Committee of Vigilance and
yiere not yet supplied -with money and provisions for
Safety.
the purpose; that was the sole cause of
the
delay;
Baltimore, 5th June, 1815.
was
soon expected."
Sir
Inclosed you willfind one thousand dollars, which
supply
We can now account for the insolence of colonel we are authorised, in the name The First
Baltimore
has jpnduct.
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Hussars, to present at a donation fur the monument friend at New-Orleans, expresses an apprehension of
intended to be erected in this city to the memory of an "early epidemic and fatal season," from the greai
our brave fellow-citizens toho fell on the memorable number of putrid carcases king on the field of bat12th and 13th September last, in the battle at J\"orth tle, "visible to the eye, being covered only with a
Henry.
slight mould," as, indeed, they could hardly be otherPoint, and at the bombardment of Fort
thenvise in the neighborhood of the
J. SMITH HOLLINS,
place they fell.
He says, "every light puff from the eastward which
S. M'CLELLAN,
SAML. HOLLINGS WORTH, passes over the field brings evidence with it that the
bodies are still there." This is horrible—
ELI SIMKINS.
they ought
to have been burned; for to
Baltimore, 10th July, 1815
bury them, effectually,
To J. Smith Hollins, S. M'Clellan, Saml. Boilings- was, perhaps, impossible; as the water rises on
worth, and Eli Simkins, Esquires.
penetrating the ground a couple of feet, or at a less
Gentlemen / have the sincerest pleasure in ac- distance.
Imowledging the receipt of your letter of the 5th inst.
a donainclosing a check for one thousand dollars, as
tion from the First Baltimore Hussars to the fundfor
Articles.

M'

—

Foreign

the battle monument-

In tne British house of lords,

May 1, the earl of
but not the least imperative, of those im- Liverpool, was asked whether that
country was at
portant duties which have occupied the Committee of war with Naples; to which his lordship replied, that
Vigilance and Safety, hat been to prepare a suita- any hostilities committed against the allies of Great
ble tribute of respect to the memory of those, who, Britain, would be considered as an act
of hostility towith their lives, have purchased for our city the wards Great Britain.
A ftw hours before Bonaparte entered Paris, all
security and happiness which it 71010 enjoys.
For the aid afforded by the very liberal donatio)! the shopkeepers, who had painted over their doors
of the First Baltimore Hussars, I beg of you to "tradesmen to Louis XVIII." altered the latter, in a
present to them the warmest thanks of the Commit- few minutes, by the re-appearance of the words "to
tee of Vigilance arid Safety.
The bereaved relatives the emperor Napoleon." This was done
by the apcf those whose names are, by the contemplated mo- plication of a wet sponge. They had the words
nument, to be transmitted to posterity, will feel, al- "Louis XVIII" only painted in distemper, while the
though they may not have the opportunity of expres- other remained in "oil underneath.
The following fact (says the Boston Centinel) resi-ing, how much they owe to the motives which have
donation.
produced
pecting the numerous colours, eagles and other troI have the honor to remain, gentlemen, with sen- phies of the victories of the French armies, and
timents of esteem and respect, your very humble ser- Which were
hung up in the hall of the hospital of
vant.
When
invalids, in Paris, is not generally known.
JOHNSON^
and
the
the
Committee
allies entered that city the invalids tore the coChairman of
of Vigilance
Safety
BuiTrsa alliks. A letter received at St. Louis, lors down, and made a bonfire of them, to prevent
Missouri, has the paragraphs below.
Why does their again falling into the hands of victors. Other
British influence lead the deluded savage to extermi- trophies were recovered and sent back to the counn ition ? In the south, as well as the west, it appears tries to which they
formerly belonged.
that the war in which the indians were involved on
Though Spain has declared war against France,
British account is not yet closed. Is the alliance to she appears
wholly unprepared for any active movebe dissolved only by the destruction of one of the ment.
What murders has the "bulwark of reliLord Castlereagh is accused and loudly complainparties ?
gion" to account for Merciless Englishmen, let the ed of in the French gazettes, for having produced
wretched indians have peace!
before the British parliament, forged
of a
papers,
"You have, no doubt, heard of the butchery of correspondence of Bonaparte, knowing them to be
Robert Ramsey and his family, by the savages.
forged. Proofs are adduced to substantiate this, and
"Mrs. Ramsey was attending the milking of her the French people complain
against a meanness and
cows, and their pretty little children were amusing duplicity of this degrading stamp.
There are strong reports that Turkey has declared
themselves, fee. ling the poultry, and assisting their
mother. Mr. Ramsey, who you know has but one war against Russia, and invaded Moldavia. Also
leg, was near his wife at the moment the first shot that they have taken and entirely destroyed Biichawas fired. He saw his wife fall and succeeded to lead rest.
her into the house, but as he reached the door he
They have had a great fete at Elba on account of
received a wound which prevented him going to the the restoration of
Napoleon to the throne of France,
relief of his children, who were
The meeting of the champ de Mai has been postcaught by the Indians and cut to pieces in the yard. Mr. and Mrs. potted to the 5th of June. Carnot, minister of the
Ramsev are dead both were shot through the abdo- interior, has published a long piece concerning the
men. Mrs. R. was far advanced in pregnancy."
regulation of the meeting, both as regards the army
Hartford convention Legislature oj'JVe-a-Bamp- and thr. electoral colleges he also invites the plecJune
The committee appointed to take in- toral colleges to send in the proceedings of their
21,
shire,
to consideration the papers transmitted by his excel'operations and the account of the elections, so that
the
iency
governor, relative to the Hartford conven- the chamber of representatives
present
may be able to edifirm Uic power of its members.
tion, reported
"That it is -unnecessary for this legislature to take
TrX; Cenoa Gazette o.f the JOth of May announces
the arrival of ten ships of the line from England,
any order concerning them."
Sknsk op ijfjunT. On the 4th of July, a number under admiral I'elew or lord Evmouth The Boyne
of the patriotic tars, who had been at Dartmoor, as- 98; Impenetrable 98; Isle of Malta 80;
80;
The

last,

j
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Pompee

in New- York, and proceeded to haul down
Ajax 74; Berwick 74; Leviathan 74; Montague 74,
the British colors displayed on that, day
but thev two frigates and the gun-brig Pilot. This squadron
were dispersed by the police before much mischief is direct from
England, and made its passage in three
ms done.
Is their
indignant feeling to be wonder- weeks.
'i »t ?
A Brussels paper of the 19th of May stales, that
ktieAsES or ME>-.— A letter to the editcr, from a the revolt of the Saxons at
Ljecre, was' the cau:-e ti

sembled

:

-
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the Dutch makes no honest

as it was feared that
great anxiety there,
being
soldiery would follow the example, they
averse to war.
A Hamburgh paper of the 26th of April asserts,
that the king of Denmark will not move any of his
for Nortroops, until lie has received compensation
way. The same article adds, that it appears at this
moment, very difficult to satisfy him, because the
emperor of Russia has declared positively, tJiat lie
would do no act that would displease Sweden, wish-

ing to unite all his forces against Napoleon.
Napoleon has issued a decree to suppress licensers,
in consequence of the freedom of the French press.
Spanish officers who took refuge in France, are
on half pay.
liberally treated by Bonaparte, and put
Saxon and other deserters to France were organizing
into regiments.

Switzerland has declared herself neutral.
The French papers give a report that the cabinet
of St. Petersburg was very cool on the subject of the

war

349

but provokes insuract of war
rection and supplies the means of a civil
The
Paris pipers say that the alliesdo not harmonize with
each other.
;

w.

Detachments from the Saxon and Belgian troops
were daily deserting to the French at Lisle on the
24th May an entire regiment of Hanoverian di'agoons
*

came

with their horses, the officers at their head.
A French officer writes that if one gun is fired, they
should have them all the next day.
A correspondence was kept up between Napoleon

and

t

in

lie

empress Maria Louisa.

The Bourbons

are represented as much embarrassed at Ghe/U. Lord Wellington will not
fight unless
he is greatly strengthened, and it is said, alarmed
at the preparations of the
French, has actually retrograded. It is understood that Alexander has not
ordered a single soldier out of Poland. [1 hope the
Poles will drive them out]
The ex-nobles of the western departments of
France, Who are supposed to be the cause of the disturbances that have happened, are ordered to appear
before the prefects
and those, whose former good
conduct does not afford a guarantee for their future,
will be ordered to reside in a commune in the interi-

The Paris papers abound with notices of the voand woluntary contributions of the people, men
men, to support the nation.
Lord Wellington had requested to be reinforced
by all the English troops in garrison, as it was sup- or for the present.
Ninety thousand rrmskets are provided for the naposed he could not confide so well In the mixed
tional guards of Paris.
troops under his command.
A merchant of Paris had offered to bet lOt) Na- It appears that Murat has had a severe battle with
poleons to 25, that if the emperor of Russia persists the Austrians near Tolentino. The fight lasted two
He is said (in Vienna) to have been worsted.
to make war or remains five months longer at a dis- days.
The supplementary articles to the French constitutance from his states, there will break out in that interval a revolution at Petersburgh, fomented by the tion are accepted by the people with great unanimity
—as, for instance, the department of Meurth, of
discontent of the nobles and the senate.
The mother of Napoleon, his uncle cardinal Fesch, 43,516 votes, had only 24 in the negative.
It appears that the duke
and brother Jerome, have lately arrived at Paris
d'Angouleme and his suite
are at Madrid.
from Naples.
;

An order had been issued to sequester all Spanish
and Portuguese property in France; which order was
carried into execution at Bordeaux the latter end of

Individuals and corps were constantly volunteering to the emperor in the event of war.
Bonaparte often reviews the troops at Paris, and
appears to have the entire soul of the soldiery with
him. Detachments are daily arriving.
Some of the London papers appear uneasy at the
tardiness of the Russians, and suppose a coolness
in Austria.
Lord Castlereagh has not yet, perhaps,
paid his stipulated bribes "money makes the mare
go." It was reported that the prince of Lichtenstein
was expected at Paris. If he arrives there, we must
suppose that Francis is in treaty with Napoleon.
Suchet, duke of Albufera, has his hand quarters
at Chambery.
His present force 30,000 men, in the
i

May.

The master of a vessel who left Brest May 16,
says, that the French men of war were laid up; and
that 16,000 seamen had marched from that
port for
the frontier.

—

—

Latest from France. A vessel has arrived at NewYork that left Bordeaux, June 4, at which time
hostilities between France and the allied
powers had
not commenced. The
emperor was still at Paris,
and the empress Maria Louisa remained at Vienna.
The captain and passengers say that Napoleon had

500,000 men on the frontiers; that the greatest enthusiasm prevailed throughout France new corps
were continually and voluntarily organizing for the
defence of the country, and that all apprehensions of
the allies being able to succeed
against France had

best organization.

—

The members of

the electoral colleges and deputies of the
military who are to assist at the general
assembly of the Champ de Mai, were arriving at Pa-

great numbers.
that the prudence of Napoleon ordered subsided.
The Indicaleur says, by the Journal de Lille it is
defence of his capital, it is represented would be finished and armed in twenty asserted that the count de Lille (Louis 18:h) has
abdicated, and the count d'Artois has succeeded
days.
There is prohably some great difficulty attending him under the title of Charles the 10th— that the
the collection of the troops of the allies with which new king had taken the [Porte Feville'] or ministry
of the interior from the abbe
we are unacquainted.
Montesquiou to give it
It was announced, some time since, that several to the Viscount Chateaubriant.
These grandees
waggons, loaded with wounded soldiers, principally were all yet at Ghent, and the new minisier has made
a report to his
Belgians, had arrived at Brussels, but a veil of semajesty consisting of 16 columns of
And it appears his paper, under four imposing heads. 1. The increcy was thrown over the affair.
highly probable that the Belgians, with the most of terior. 2. The exterior. 3. The censures [reproaches']
the minor states that
composed the confederation of addressed to the royal government. 4. The spirit of
the Rhine, are exceedingly disaffected to the cause of government.
the allies
The Journal cf the Empire of the 20th May, conwhose armies, assembled near the frontiers of France,
by the last accounts in the French tains a laughable account of tiie forces of the royal
papers, were totally incompetent to the great purpo- army, which he makes to consist of 355 men includ
ses talked of.
The conduct of England is inexplica- ing 126 prener.d officers of the royal staff.
ble.
The English have landed a number of emigrants
She suffers the French commerce to go on she'!
ris in

The works

to be erected for the

!

;

—
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Vendee; and about

10,000 stand of arms, and.

,000 barrels of powder, all of which were taken by
This -will
the troops of Fiance as soon as landed.
be a considerable assistance to the equipment to French
soldiers and the furnishing of their magazines.
Hie Moniteur of the 25th raabs mention of a numerous list of individual patriotic donations to the
1

15

f«tS.

An Austrian courier arri%-ed at Paris on the
of the 24th May. The
despatches brought by the one
who preceded him occasioned a council of ministers
in which the emperor
presided.

Marshal Brusc had placed Marseilles in a s'ste of
May— he has disarmed the naiiond
guard, among whom were many royal voluntee**
who were not organized according to rule —
support of government and its privileges.
jand
The news respecting Murat is yet under consider- General Borannet commands the city— 5000 men
able doubt. A telegraphic despatch from Lyons of who form the
garrison of Corsica, have debarked at
the 10th. May announces,
Toulon. Troops are marching upon Antibes, where
"By an official bulletin, published at Ancona, the the army of the Yar is assembling— battahons are
Austnans have lost, in the days of the 1st, 2d, and forming in the departments of Var and Vaucluft
od, 15,000 men and 40 pieces of cannon. Three 1'iie measures taken by marshal Brune, are about to
Austrian generals have been wounded gen. Slarem- restore to the friends of the
emperor all their
berg and Neipug are named, the last mortdly.
energy. Monitsnr.
It appears that the greatest
Paris, .Mail 28. A Russian spy has just been ar.
activity and zeal is
awakened throughout France. A letter from Mmcg rested some hours after his arrival in Paris.
states it to appear like the general head quarters vt
An aia-de camp of king Joachim arrived yesteran army. Troops, cannons, muskets, bullets and day, May 27, at Paris, charged with despatches hum
in
from
The situation of the armies and
powder pouring
every quarter
20,000 mus his sovereign.
kets are mentioned arriving from Phalsburg 80 pie- operations are very
advantageous, notwithstanding
ces of cannon front Strasburg 200 carriages, drawn contrary news given in several
journals,
each by six horses, conducting the national guards
New obstacles are just now opposed to the com
of the department of Vosges— 4 battalions of mar- 'munications widi
Belgium and France
ried men, armed and equipped 3000 national guards
The hawkers ar* crying an address from marshal
4000 troops' of the line 2 or 300 women, habited Berthier, prince of
Wagram, to the French, in which
as men, doing the duty of soldiers, one of whom was he repels all idea of ever
fighting in the ranks of
as
in
our
enemies.
the
He
fine, throughout,
sergeant-major;
acting
expresses the hope and desire to
most active preparations for defence are making, and re-enter his country.
the greatest enthusiasm existed.
Murat was said to have obtained a victory over
Seventeen waggons, loaded with the Austrians near the marshes of Ancona.
J\'antz, May 20.
barrels of cartridges, taken by our brave troops
General Lawrence lias organized in three days
from the insurgents of La Vendee, have arrived yes five companies of artillery of the national guard, of
terday in our city, escorted by detachments of ca 120 men each 4'»0 of them old cannoniers, excelvalry and infantry. The cries, without cessasion, of lent marksmen. We are assured that the Austria.
long live the emperor, accompanied them from the pieces of position have repassed the Rhine. The
bridges to the chateau, where the materials taken have been issued from the ars«nal of Meiz since the
were deposited.
first of April, more than 900
carriages, as many
j
Jlng-ers, May 25.— The English have debarked, at caissons as cannon. An equipage of thirty pontoons
St. Gilles, ammunition, arms, and the
agents of in- in complete readiness is placed on the glacis,
surrection; and without the vigorous measures which
Genoa, May 10.— A ship arrived at Leghorn h;s
have been taken, we should have seen the evils of brought the news that the dev of Algiers has bit.
La Vendee renewed
beheaded that the flotilla, which was in port, ready
The lieut. gen. Travot, commanding the depart- to put to sea against the Americans, had been disment of this name, and who has had his head-quar- armed.
ters at Napoleon, having learnt that an
The French papers contain London dates of M
English frigate
and two sloops of war had anchored at St. Gilles to 23, at which time all the
transports in England wen
debark these arms and ammunition— that the tocsin fitting out to
carry troops.
sounded in the woods, and that Sieur Laroche, JacStocks in France, May 31, 56 to 57— At London,
quel'o, and some other chiefs, having assembled 4 or May 23, 35 3 8— Red. 57 3 8.
j.OOO men, had forced the battery of St. Gilles, deLatest from England direct. London dates of
fended by thirty invalids, and were occupied in re- May 23 the most
important article is the f II owing
ceiving the arms and ammunition sent bv the En- message sent to the house of commons, May 22:
himself
in march at the head of 1200 men
The Iicjent's Message.
glish, put
he encountered the insurgents on the 19'h, attack"O. P. R.—"His royal highness the prince regent,
ed and dispersed them— he killed about 300, among acting in the name and on the behalf of his majesty
wiiom was found die chief Charette, and he arrived thinks it right to inform his faithful commons, t'<»*
m time at the place of debarkation, to seize upon in consequence of events which have recently tllW
4000 muskets, ail of English fabric, and 600 barrels place in France, in direct contravention of the treity
he afterwards followed the
of powder
convoys, entered into at Paris last year for preserving
who were already in march, and seized, at different peace of Europe, has
intn
judged it necessary u> enter
various
of
depots
powder and arms. The engagements with his allies, to adopt such s>cp»*
joints,
insurgents dispersed— said, throughout, that they circumstances may require against the common en
had forced them to march under pain of death.
Many my, and for preventing the revival of measures wliic
f
of the districts to whom the like threats had been could
only have for their object to destroy the [•
made, sounded the tocsin, armed tliemselves of their and liberties of Europe; and his royal highness
own accord, and repulsed tiie insurgents at different (idenfly relies upon the house of commons tosuppo'
him in such steps as he may find it necessary to tiKi
points
It is stated that with the 10,000 stand of
English in conjunction with his allies at this inomentOW
.inns captured in La Vendee, the French also made crisis.
" His
prize of a "million of specie."
orders that cop"
has
siege on the 24th
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royal highness
given
The number of national guards of the treaties into which he has entered with tt
house*
to 180,000 men, who now form the actual allies should
laid before the
be
immediately
garrisons of different strong places in the empire.
for its information."

Paris, JMay 27.

amount
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house of peers, lord Gray, having asked,
reading of the above message, if' England
w«s in n state of peace or war? Lord Liverpool
that no act of hostility had yet taken place,
replied,
had
that no letters of marque or orders for embargo,
to .declare,
vet beeil issued; that, however, he ought
That the address to be proposed upon the message
of his royal highness, Will be, if adopted, a measure,
if they are
after which hostilities may commence,
In fact, this message was
judged to be expedient.
The amount of
to be considered as a tear message.
the subsidies to be paid by England, to Austria,
to be
fcussia and Prussia, is 5 millions sterling,
divided equally between these three powers.
The London papers have it that "La Vendee is in
tn the

after

t)ie

OKI

ARTICLES.

some agents of the administration. Who
could have authorised measures of this description?
Tluir authors, it is said, wisli to serve government,
to seek its
good opinion. To !>carsuch proceedings
in administration is not to serve the
emperor it is
to calumniate his
He requires it not; h*
majesty.
the
rejects
homage of a devotion disavowed by the
violated In

—

laws.

Now the laws, since 1789, have not ceased to pronounce that the secrecy of a letter is inviolable.
All our misfortunes, at different
epochs of the revolution, came from the violation of principles; it is
time to return to them.
You will do well then M. Prefcc', to pursue, with
the utmost rigor of the laws, those infractions of
the one of the most sacred rights of man in societv.
the The thoughts of a French citizen ought to be as

From what appeal s in
Paris papers there may have been some reason for
free as his person.
rumor. General Travot seems to hate quieted it.
The intercourse between France and England reAccept, M. Prefect, the assur&nce of my perfect
consideration.
mains uninterrupted.
CARXOT.
A despatch from Hie earl of Clancarty to loi'd Cas
(Signed)
MINISTRY OF AVAR NOTICE.
M>\ 6, notices the receipt
Hereagh, dated at Vienna,
of letters from Bonaparte, the seals of which had been
Any soldier in actual service, whatever be his
broken in tlte presence of the plenipotentiaries of the rank, except those who form past of the deputations
allied sovereigns
They professed < readiness to ob- of corps, shall not quit his post to come to the field
serve the stipulations of" the treaty of Paris, &c. Hut of Mai; their absence could not but be prejudicial
The des- to 'the good of the service.
it was resolved to take no notice of them.
The minister of war,
have no desire to
patch goes on to say, that the allies
Marshal prince of
interfere with the "legitimate right of the French
but
their own form of government
Paris, 8th May, 1815.
people to choose
of the great folks to put
London, May 6.
gives the determination
dawn Bonaparte, who has been selected by theui.
Yesterday we [were favored with several numbers
of the Madrid Gazette to the 9th of April. The
IMPERIAL DECREE.
Gaz-etteof the 21st of March contains the
At the palace of the Thvilleries, March 25.
following.
Articles which Charles IT. proposes lo his
NAPOLEON, EMPEROR OK THE FRENCH.
#Ugust son
Ferdinand VII. for his acccpta?ice unci solemn
Our ministers have been heard, v e have decreed
apand do decree as follows:
probation.
"Article
I.
The
Article I. The laws of the national assembly aprelinquishment to
beloved
a general insurrection."

—

ECKMUHL.

;

—

my

son of the crown of Spain, imposes on hirn and his
successors, the obligation of affording me the sum
necessary to support me, with that decorum which
within the territory of the empire, shall be arraigned the high rank in which it pleased Providence to
before the tribunals, and judged conformably with place me requires.
Experience has taught me, that
the sum afforded me since my departure from
the said laws.
Spr.in
Art. II. Those who shall have accepted ministe- has been insufficient to supply the expenses which
arc indispensible to the decency and accommodation
rial functions under the governmentof Louis StudsUus Xavier, count Lisle, those who shall have be^ of my person, and that of my august house. I am
longed either to his civil or military household, or aware of the deplorable state of the nation, and of
lo that of the princes of his family, shall remove to the difficulties of my beloved son; but I know also
a distance of thirty leagues from our good city of that nothing would be more painful to his
ingenuous
Paris.
The same shall be applicable to the chiefs, soul than that his august parents should want the
commandants and officers, of the parties formed conveniences which are required by their high rank,
and armed for the overthrow of the imperial govern- their parental claims, and their "advanced
age, i;i
ment, and to those who belong to the bands ofChou- which his own honor and that of the nation arc inThat the good of the latter and of my beus.
terested.
Art. III. The individuals comprised in the fore- loved son may be made compatible with mv own
going article, snail be required upon the requisition comfort, I propose that there be allowed, me: iii fubeing made to them, to take the oath desired by ture 12 millions of reals annually, to be paid tnenthlr
the laws. In case of refusal,
they shall be consigned in advance. If my son cannot at present pay mc the
to the surveillance of the
high police, and on the re- four millions of reals, forming the difference be
port which shall be made of them, such other mea- tween the eight millions which he has assigned
sures shall be adopted towards them, as the interest me, and the twelve millions which I
request, th is
of die state
excess shall be a claim which I shall have upon the
may require.
Art. IV. Our ministers are charged Avith the nation, and which the nation will
satisfy when its siexecution of this decree, which shall be inserted in tuation is meliorated.
the bulletin of the laws.
"2. From the time at which the victorious arms
NAPOLEON.
of Spain began to expel the Usurper, till
(Signed)
toy son
By the emperor*
assigned me eight millions of reals, there was a pc
The minister, secretary
riod in which I was destitute of all assistance, Duof state.
'
The duke of BASS ANO.
(Signed)
ring this period 1 contracted a debt cf six millions of
reals, a debt which my son and his successors ought
Paris, May 0.
The Minister of the Interior, Count of the
Empire, to acknowledge as their own, for the purpose of exto M. the Prefect of the Department.
onerating me from this burthen, and to indemnify
I am
informed, M. Prefect, that in many parts of me for the sum which it was their duty to afford ine
the
the
empire
secrecy of correspondent- eh j s been during the said period of titac. -Let it, therefore, he

shall be executed
plicable to the family of Bourbons,
according to their form and tenor.
The members of this family who shall be found

—

—
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Ixdkl'e.vden-cf..
to pay
The birth day of the republicpa
an obligation on my son and his successors
arrear of six millions of reals withi n an anniversary sacred to all who love freedom, aps
said
to
have
been observed in the United States
the period of three years, that t may settle with my pears
him the debt as with the usual general unanimity but, pei b. ps, in n »
creditors, or let my son take upon
more
for their place
appropriately than at Baltimore, where
his own, and stipulate with my creditors
the whole people, busy as they are, laid aside their

mea the

;

payment.
"3. Should mv beloved wife survive me, nothing
can be more becoming our dear son than that he
should afford his good mother the means of subsistence befitting her high rank, and the dignity of
the sovereign of Spain, her own son. The love
which I bear my august wife, and the obligation I
am under, that she should live comfortably even after my death, make it my duty to fix her widow's
It
shall call me to judgment.
portion before God
shall therefore be an obligation on my son and his
successors, to pay the queen, my wife, the annual
sum of eight millions of reals, by monthly instalments.
"4. Mv beloved nhn, the Infant Don Francisco de
his high rank and
Paula, has been placed by God in
as such is entitled to enjoy that establishment which
Prehis brothers and uncles have-always enjoyed.
suming that his loving brother will not deprive him
of this right, it will be an obligation on him and his
successors, to pay him in future the usual donation
which is paid to the Infants of Spain.
"5. Should I live in Spain, I shall have a right to
choose my domicile in that province and city whose
climate agrees best with my constitution, advanced
Put not finding it convenient, at
age, and habits.
least for the present to return to Spain, it shall always be at my option to live in the country which
suits me, and transfer my domicile to it.
"6. As the king and the royal prerogatives which
my spouse and I ought to continue to enjoy during
life are sacred, and that the honors and respect due
to us may be paid wherever we reside, our beloved
son and his successors shall be bound to request of
the sovereigns in whose states we reside, that the
distinctions which belong
rights, prerogatives, and
to our rank and high dignity, shall be preserved to

to offer a tribute to the
memory of
their political father, the illustrious Washington.

employments

U. S. Revenue.

It is

stated that the receipts at

Mew-York; in the months of Mny and June,
It is
past, amounted to t-wo millions of dollars.

last

ex-

pected they will contineat a million a month. The
receipts at New- York will probably be between a
third and a fourth of the whole.

Major general Scott went passenger in the ship
Ann M.triu, captain Waite, which sailed from NewYork on the 9th

inst. for

England.

Captain T>aac Mull is appointed to succeed commodore Bainbridge in the command of the naval
station at Boston and navy yard at Charles town.
Guailaloupe lias rejected the kind offer of the
to garrison the island, and hoisted the tricolored flag.
I.ritish

—

Specie Two vessels that lately sailed from Boston for England, c irried away 500,000 dollars in
It is from 28 to 34 per cent, advance in that
country, compared with B.mk of England notes
The people of Boston are getting seriously alarmed
about what they so lately prided themselves upon—
that, by the "events of the war," they had accumulated much specie, and they have reason to be self the Boston banks were to do business like other
banks, they would not have a dollar in 2 or 3 months.
With all their pomposity, money is scarcer in Uoston
than in any part of the United States; and the banks
pay specie, because they let few of their notes go
A history of their management is
into circulation.

specie.

—

interesting,

and we expect

to give

it

at length.

Algikus.

Capt. Smith, prisoner in Algiers, writes
to his friend in Salem, under date of April 1?,
that on the 23d of March the dey was murdered by
us.
"7. The present articles having been examined the military, and lis first minister raised to the sothat sixteen days afterwards the
and approved by my son, shall receive a correspond- vereign power
new dey shared the fate of his predecessor; and
ing- ratification.
that all was tumult and consternation, and furthc*
'"Pome, Jan. 14, 181J.
"CIIAPLES."
violences and plunder were expected. Captain S.
(Signed)
"The above articles of agreement having been ac- was anxious to see the American flag flying before
were the place, and had no doubt but the appearance of
cepted by the king our lord in due form,
ratified by the father king at Rome on the 4th of a strong squadron there would be the means of efMarch, and the ratifications exchanged, accompa- fecting an immediate peace.
nied with the restriction, that king Charles shall not
Mediterranean squadron When our whole force
reside in any country were Bonaparteor Murat bear destined to
pay the tribute to Algiers shall be assemrule.
bled, it will present a very formidable front, conestablishes
"A royal decree of the 24th of March,
Macesisting of the Independence 74; Guerriere 44;
Ona new order in Spain, by the name of the "royal A- donian 38;
Congress and Constellation 36; Erie,
it
which
of
merican order of Isabella the Catholic,"
tario and Epervier 18; Chippewa 16; Flambeau and
describes at great length the insignia."
and Torch 10— and Lynx (tender)
12;
;

Spark

Spitfire

than 400
long 24; in all 14 vessels carrying not less
guns, and able and willing to sustain the "striped
bunting" against equal force of any Algerines.
the
Boston, July 3.— Yesterday at 12 o'clock,
Bainsquadron under the command of commodore
bridge, consisting of the Independence, 74, Chippewa and Erie sloops of war, and a schooner as a tensailed from Nantasket roads for the Mediterrac ler,
I

CHRONICLE.
The United Stales Slocks are higher in Europe and
America than any other government stocks in the
world. This is good evidence that we are a bank-

nipt nation.
New Hampshire. The executive power of this
state is curiously fixed.
The governor being a fe- nean.
sad
I'he beautiful ship Independence was found to
deralist and the council having a republican majorito office will and to work uncommonly well, and by some experity, it appears that no appointments
a
be made on which political views have any weight ments made while going out of the harbor under
had
or bearing the council rejecting the nominations fresh breeze, contrary "to apprehensions that
si ifl a»/cs
oftjhe governor, and the governor those of the coun- been entertained, she "was found to be as
Usj usually are.
sels of '•

—
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Lawrence and the Chesapeake.
The

fVom
publication of the subsequent report would have been premature, prior to
the trial of the surviving officers ami men, whose conttie IioslonG'dzette.
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the ship.
When !°
lie was
apprised of live is.iue, lie
of
huv'nv.
the
officers
the
deck
"then
remarked,
only
loe'd the mark
the Shannon was wlnpi when I left.?'

—

The

conduct of this galluliA martyr,
on this day, has been Impeached by some of the survivors of that dreadful conflict. The inevitable disadvantages under which he fought a superior ship,
perfectly prepared; the chivalry with which he
courted the contest; and the brilliancy of it before
he fell, should alone, rescue his memory from censure.
bridge and captains Hull and Smith, names identified with chivalry, nnd dear to Americans; and their Cruel sacrilege to profane the sanctuary of the tomb
to shield living defection from merited disgrace!
report contains the only authentic account of the
Every witness upon the court-m rtial, under a close
engagement with the Shannon.
not only repelled the foul slander,
Captain Lawrence's sailing orders were perempto cross-examination,
but decidedly established Ids high character as a
ry; and when the enemy hove in sight, the Chesacommander.
peake's crew were mutinous, on account of the
In a very unreserved conversation, commodore
n :n-paytnent of their prize money.
The commander
could not have disobeyed his orders with impunity; Decatur, with wdiom captain Lawrence had served
and mutiny was to be overawed by energy, lie much, was asked "whether his intrinsic merit as an
veneration in which
passed the day in preparation for action, and in officer, justified the enthusiastic
the encouragement of his men; and before night- the nation held his memory?" After a short pause lie
as
fall, the whole ship u as animated with his heroic answered, "yes sir, it did; and the fellow died
well as he lived; but it is apart of a .soldier's life to
nil.
The unexampled destruction of the Guerriere die well. He had no talk, but he inspired all about
Wha accomplished in less than eighteen minutes him with ardor; he always saw the best thing to be
and the vanquished ship had sixty-three killed and done; he knew tne best way to execute it; and had
wounded. One third more metal is thrown by the no more dodge in him than the main -mast." Laud.1This vindication is due to
Constitution's, than by the Chesapeake's broadside, ium est, a laudato viro.
and the Shannon was so cut in her hull, by eight the ashes of the inurned patriot.
minutes broadsiding, that it was with difficulty she
When the ill-starred fortunes of this ship arc
could be kept afloat during the night, and she called to memory; when we recollect that her deck
was
the death scene of our favorite hero, with vicnumbered 88 killed and wounded. It lias been truly
remarked, "that the world never witnessed so de- tory almost in his grasp, we involuntarily adopt the
structive a fire from no limited a broadside in so Language of Milton's monody upon his ship-wrecked
otiicer-like

The

reason for suppression no
to the
longer exists, and its publication is due
memory of the heroes, who on that disastrous day,
so gallantly sacrificed their lives for their country.
The members o\ the court were commodore Bain-

duct

it

implicates.

abort a space."
Lawrence fell and the remainder friend:
"It was tli? fatal and perfidious bark;
ef the fight, if fight it can be called, was as
disgrace"Huili ill tin- eclipse; and rigged witfl eln'ses davTc;
ful as the first
mght minutes were brilliant. The
"That sunk so low dint sacred head of tliint!"
moment after captain Lawrence was cairied below,
KLPOItT.
captain Broke boarded our quarterdeck at the head
The court are unanimously of opinion that the
of twenty men.
Nothing but desperation could Chesapeake was gallantly carried into action by her
have prompted or justified the measure.
Lieut. Lite brave commander; and Ho doubt rests with the
the
senior
T.udd,
officer, had now gained the spar court from comparison of the injury respectively
where
there
deck,
of the Chesawere, with those who had come sustained by the frigates, that the
\\\y
tip, from sixty to seventy five well men. No attempt
peake, was much superior to that of the Shannon.
!

was made to bring more men from the
gun deck, The Shannon being much cut in her spars and rigand none on the spar deck to
rally the men and ging, and receiving many shot in and beloW the Water
the
boarders.
This melancholy pause conti- line, was reduced almost to a sinking condition, afcharge
Oued, as Mr. Budd has testified, three minutes.— ter only a few minutes cannonading from the ChesaTo il,e mean time, captain Broke, without
making peake, while the Chesapeake Was comparatively unany attack, had collected near one hundred men, injured.
And the court have no doubt, if the Cheand proceeded to the attack on the starboard side
sapeake had not accidently fallen on board the Shanof the ship. Mr. Budd now
perceived a British non, and the Shannon's anchor got foul in the after
uniform, then he concluded that the men on the quarter port of the Chesapeake, the Shannon must
quarter deck were the enemy, at whose approach have very soon surrendered or sunk.
our men fled to the
It appears to the court, that as the ships were
forecastle, precipitated themgetselves
through the fore hatchway to the gun deck ting foul, captain Lawrence ordered the boarders to
and from thence to the birth deck without
any effort be called; but the biicrle-mnn, William Brown, stato prevent them.
A few only of the enemy were tioued to call the boarders by sounding a bugle, had
kitted or wounded
and
accidental deserted his quarters, and when discovered and orby involuntary
'Mows, and the fire from the tops; and he continued dered to cull, was unable, from fright, to sound his
his unresisted havoc till not a man was left cm
went below
either horn; that
to
deck.

Although Uawrence was prostrate,

midshipmen

his soul

Was in arms. From the
cockpit he i?sued his memorable orders, "keep the
guns going"— "fight her
'dl she strikes or sinks"— and
when lie knew that
me enemy had carried the spir deck, he sent the
Von. VIII.
Z

immediately

pass the word for the boarders; but these not being
called in a way they had been usually exercised, fexV
came upon the upper deck; confusion prevailed; a
greater part of the men deserted their quarters, an J
it appears also to the court, that when
ran below,
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the Shannon got foul of the Chesapeake, capt. Law- of prisoners, when
obtaining his parole, and was pirence, his first lieutenant, the sailing-master, and iroled by the name of William Brown.
lieutenant of marines were all killed or mortally
Fourth—-Against the crew
generally; that they dewounded, and thereby the upper deck of the Che- serted their quarters, and ran below after the ships
sapeake was kd\ without any commamiingofricer, and] were foul, and the enemy boarded.
But it ap.
with only one or two young midshipmen. It also ap-ipearing that they behaved well at their
quarters bethat
to
court
to
the
the
pears
previously
ships get- (fore, and fired on the enemy with great rapidity and
ting foul, many of the Chesapeake's spar deck divi- [precision, the court ascribe their misconduct to the
sion had been killed and wounded, and the number confusion naturally incident to the
early loss of their
stationed an that deck thereby considerably reduced} officers, and the omission of the call for boarders in
that these being left without a comimssioned offi- the accustomed manner.
Yet this court is very far from exculpating those
cer, or even a warrant officer, except one op two un
experienced midshipmen, and not being supported who are thu^ criminal. It is unable to designate by
by ihe boarders from the gun-deck, almost nniver- name all the individuals who thus abandoned their
And the enemy avail- duty, because most of the officers had recently joined
sally deserted their quarters.
defenceless state of the Chesa- the ship, some only a few days preceding the enilitjj himself of this
peake's upper deck, boarded and obtained possession gagement, and of course could not distinguish the
of the ship with very litlle opposition-.
men. The court therefore respectfully submit to
From tliis view of the engagement and careful higher authority the expediency of withholding the
ex-< ruination of the evidence, the court are
unani-lwages of the crew. The persons whom the court
mously of opinion that 'he capture of the late United 'are able to designate by name, as deserters from their
States' frigate Chesapeake was- occasioned by the fol- stations, are Wm. Brown, bugieman, Joseph Russell,
lowing causes; the almost unexampled earfy fall of captain of 2d gun, Peter Frost, and John Joyce,
captain Lawrence, and all the principal officers; the 'seamen.
The court further &nd, that the following persons
bugleman*s desertion of his quarters, and inability to
sotfnd his horn; for the court are of opinion if the entered the British service at Halifax, viz: Henry Enhorn had been sounded when first ordered, the men
Peter John, Andrew Simpson, Peter Langrun,
(sign,
being then at their quarters, the boarders- would Magness Sparring, Joseph Galla, Marien Anderson,
have promptly repaired to the spar deck, probably Francis Paris, John White (boy,) Thomas Arthur,
have prevented tlie enemy from boarding certainly Charles Reynolds, John Pierce, jr. Andrew Denham,
have repelled them, and might have returned the Thomas Jones, Charles Goodman, Joseph Antonky
boarding with success; and the failure of the board- Christopher Stephens, Charles Bowden, Charles
ers on both decks to rally on the spar deck, after the
Westerbury, Joseph Smith, George Williams, and
enemy had boarded, which might hare been done George Cordel.
The court further find and report, that Wm. Wain*
successfully, it is believed from the cautious manner
(
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j
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;

i
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j

j
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wright, Wm. Worthington, and James Parker, the
last of \i horn was born at Salem, Massachusetts,
unexampled concurrenceof disastrous circumstances, were claimed by Ihe enemy as British subjects and
Bhat die national flag has suffered any dishonor from! sent on board the enemy's ships of war.
the capture of the United States' frigate Chesapeake,
The court respectfully beg leave to superadd, that
by the superior force of the British frigate Shannon, unbiassed by any illiberal feelings towards the enemy,
of fifty-two carriage guns, and three hundred and (they feel it their duty to state, that the conduct of
ninety -six men. Nor do this court apprehend that jtlie enemy after boarding and carrying the Chesathe result of this engagement will in the least dis-jpeake, was- a most unwarrantable abuse of power afcouragjour brave seamen from meeting the enemy iter success.
hereafter on equal terms.
The court is aware, that in carrying a ship by
The court being also charged to enquire into the 'hoarding, the full extent of the command of an ofiiconduct of the officers and men during and after cer cannot be readily exercised, anu that improper
tits engagement, and thereupon having strictly ex- violence
may unavoidably ensue. When this hapamined and maturely considered the evidence as re- pens in the moment of contention, a magnanimous
corded, do find the Following causes of complaint:
conquered foe will not complain. But the fact has
Fust Against tieut. Cox, that being stationed in been clearly established before this court, that the
command of die second division on the main deck, (enemy met with little opposition on the upper deck,
he left his division during the action, while his men and none on the gun deck. Yet afler they had carwere at 'heir quarters, and went upon the upper deck: ricd the ship, tliev fired from the gun-deck down the
,!i ml
.vlitn there, and the enemy boarding, or on the
hatchway upon the birth deck and killed and woundpoint of boarding; he left the deck to assist captain led several of the Chesapeake's crew, who had reLawrence below, went down with him from the treated there, were unarmed, and incapable of makspar deck to llie birth deck; did not return to his ing any opposition: that some balls were fired even
division, but went forward on the gun deck; that in the cockpit: and what excites the utmost abhorwhile there, and the men were retreating below, he; rence, this outrage was committed in the presence of
commanded them to go to their duty without enforc- a British officer standing at the h itchwa\
BAINBU1DGE, President.
nig his commands. But as a court or enquiry allows an accused person no opportunity of vindicating
his conduct, the members of the court trust that
tlnrir opinion oil th? conduct of lieut. Cox,
may not
be deemed conclusive against him, without trial by
court martial.
Plymouth, 26ih Jpril, 1815;
in

which the enemy came on board.The court cannot however perceive

in this

almost

;

j

j

j

—
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I

1

.

;

WM.

Dartmoor Documents.

Second

— Against midshipmen Forrest;

that lie left
Wo, the undersigned commissioners, appointed
and did not return to; on behalf of our respective governments, to enquire
them, and now assigns no reason for Ids conduct sa- into and report upon, the unfortunate occurrence ot
having carethe Gth April inst. at Dartmoor prison
tisfactory to this court.
Third— Against midshipman Freshman; that he! fully perused the proceedings of the several courts'
behaved in an unoiiicer like manner at Halifax, as. of enquiry instituted immediately after that event,
a false name at the office, of the commissary by the orders of admiral sir John T. Duckworth ana
his quarters during the action,

I

suming

I

;

;
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major general Brown, respectively, as well as the
depositions taken at the coroner's inquest upon the
bodies of the prisoners who lost their lives upon
that melancholy occasion
upon which inquest the
projury found a verdist of justifiable homicide
ceeded immediately to the examination upon oath, in
the presence of one or more of the magistrates of
the vicinity, of all the witnesses, both American and
English, who offered themselves for that purpose
or who could he discovered as likely to afford any
material information on the subject, as well those
wlio had been previously examined before the coroner, as otherwise, to the number iti the whole of
about eighty. We further proceeded to a minute
examination of the prisons, for the purpose of clearing up some points which upon the evidence alone
were scarcely intelligible obtaining from the prisoners, and from the officers of the depot, all the
necessary assistance and explanation and premisto
ing, that we have been from necessity compelled
draw many of our conclusions from statements and
evidence highly contradictory, we do now make upon
the whole proceedings the following report
During the perkxTwhich has elapsed since the arrival in this country of the account of the ratification of the treaty of Ghent, an increased degree of
restlessness and impatience of confinement appears
to have prevailed amongst the American prisoners
at Dartmoor, which, though not exhibited in the
shape of any violent excesses, has been principally
indicated by threats of breaking out if not soon re-

355

which influenced the prisoners

to make the
opening
the wall, or even that they were ever acquainted
with the fact, it naturally became at least a further
cause of suspicion and alarm, and an additional reason for precaution.
Upon these grounds captain Shortland appears to
us to have been justified in
giving the order, which

.

in

:

;

about this time he seems to have
to sound the
given,
alarm bell, the usual
signal for collecting the officers
of the depot and
putting the military on the alert.
However reasonable and justifiable this was as a

;

j

measure

of precaution, the effects
produced thereby
the prisons, but which could not have been intended, were most unfortunate, and deeply to be regretted.
A considerable number of the prisoners in the yards
where no disturbances existed before, and who' were
either already within their
respective prisons, or
quietly retiring as usual towards them, imn ediately
upon the sound of the bell rushed back from curiosity (as it appears) towards the gates, where, by
that time, the crowd had assembled, and manv who
were at that time absent from their yards, were also,
from the plan of the prison, compelled, in order to
reach their own homes, to pass
by the same spot, and
thus that which was merely a measure of
precaution,
in its operation increased the evil it was intended to
prevent.
Almost at the same iustant that the alarm bell
rang, (but whether before or subsequent is upon the
(evidence doubtful, though captain Shortland states
it
positively as one of his further reasons for caus' n
leased.
g >t to ring) some one or more of the prisoners
On the 4lh of this month in particular, only two broke the iron chain, which was the only fastening
davss previous to the events the subject of this en- of No. 1 gate, leading into the market-square, by
rushed into the means of an iron bar and a very considerable numqiiiry, a large body of the prisoners
ber of the prisoners immediately rushed towards
market-square, from whence, by the regulations of
the prison, they are excluded, demanding bread in- that gate and many of them began to press forstead of biscuit, which had on that day been issued wards as fust as the opening would permit in" the
by the offices of the depot their demands, how- square.
There was no direct proof before us of previous
ever, having been then almost immediately complied
with, diey returned to their own yards, and the em- concert or preparation on the part of the prisoners,
ployment of force on that occasion became uneces- and no evidei-ice of their intention or disposition to
effect their escape on this occasion,
sary.
excepting that
On the evening of the 6th, about 6 o'clock, it was which arose by inference from the whole of the above
clearly proved to us, that a breach or hole had been detailed circumstances connected together.
The natural and almost irresisitible inference to
made in one of the prison walls, sufficient for a full
in

;

:

:

1

j

i

j

j

|

1

I

;

;

;

to pass, and that others had been commen- be drawn, however, from the conduct of the prithe course of the day near the same spot, soners by captain Shortland and the military was,
that an intention on the part of the prisoners to
though never completed.
That a number of the prisoners were over the rail- escape was on the point of being carried into exe-

size

ced

man

in

cution, and it was at least certain that they were
by force passing beyond the limits prescribed to

ing erected to prevent them from communicating
the oentinels on the walls, which was of course
forbidden by the regulations of the prison, and that
in the space between the railing and those walls they

\\ itli

them
going

at a time when they ought to have been
quietly
in for the night.
It was also in evidence that

the outer gates of the market square were usually
opened about this time to let the bread waggon pass
and repass to the store, although at the period in
question they were in fact closed,
Under these circumstances, and with these impressions necessarily operating upon his mind, and a
knowledge that if the prisoners once penetrated
the square, the power of escape was almost
being commonly kept in that part of the yard) yet, through
when connected with the circumstances of the to a certainty afforded to them, if they should be
breach, and the time of the day, which was after so disposed. Captain Shortland in the first instance
the hour the signal for the prisoners to retire to their proceeded down the square towards the prisoners,
respective prisons had ceased to sound, it became having ordered a part of the different guard, to the
a natural and just ground of alarm to those who number of about fifty only at first, (though they
were increased afterwards) to follow him. Tor some
had charge of the depot.
It was also in evidence that in the building for- time both he and Dr.
Magrath endeavored bv
merly the petty officers' prison, but now the guard quiet means and persuasion, to induce the prisoners
barrack, which stands in the yard to which the hole to retire to their own yards, explaining to them the
ia the wall would serve as a communication, a part fatal consequences which must ensue if they refused,
of the arm3 of the guard who were off duty, were as the military would in that case be necessarily
usually kept in the racks, and though there was no compelled to employ force. The guard was by this
ridence that this was in any respect the motive time formed in the rear of captain. Shortland, about

were tearing up pieces of turf, and wantonly pelting
a noisy and disorderly manner.
That a much more considerable number of the prisoners was collected together at that time in one of
their yards near the place where the breach was effected, and that although such collection of prisoners
was not unusual at other times (the gambling tables

eacli other in

|
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thirds of the way down the square— tiie latter.
about one hundred feet broad, and the guard
Captain Shortland,
extended nearly all across.
was all in vain, ana that
finding that persaasion
it to make an effort
although some were induced by
to retire, others pressed on in considerable numbers,
of the guard, nearly
at last ordered about 15 file
been forced, to charge
in front of the gate which had
the prisoners back to their own yards.
The prisoners were in some places so near the
of the soldiers states that he
military, that one

With regard

to the above most
important eott'side
whether the firing was justifiable or not*
we are of opinion under all the circumstances of the
case; from lie apprehension which the soldiers might
fairly entertain, owing to the numbers and conduct

two

ration, of

is

»

;

come fairly down to the charge; the
as against an enemy.
military were unwilling to act
Soma of the prisoners also were unwilling and
reluctant to retire, and some pushing and struggling
ensued between the parties, arising partly from
of those
intention, but mainly from the pressure
behind preventing those in front from getting back,
could' not

i

!

j

After some little time, however, this charge appears
tohavff been so far effective, and that with hille or
no injury to the prisoners, as to have driven them
for the most part quite down out of the square, with
the exception of a small number who continued their
resistance about No. 1 gate.

of the prisoners, that this firing to a certain extent
was justifiable in a military point of view, in order
to intimidate the prisoners, and
compel them thereby to desist from all acts of violence, and to retire
as they were ordered, from a situation in which the
responsibility of the agents, and the military, could
not permit them with safety to remain,
From the fact of the crowd being so close, and
the firing at first being attended witli very lit lie injury, it appears probable that a large proportion of
the muskets were, as stated by one or two of the
witnesses, levelled over the heads of the prisoners;
a circumstance in some respects to be lamented, as
t induced them to
cry out "blank cartridges," and

merely irritated and encouraged them to renew their
insults to the soldiery, which produced a repetition
of the firing much more destructive.
The firing in the square having continued for

some time, by which

several of the prisoners sustained injuries, the greater part of them appear to
have been running back with the utmost pr "cipitatioW
ami confusion to their respective prisons, and the
cause for further firing seems at this period to have
ceased.
It appears
accordingly that captain Shortland was in the market square exerting himself and
giving orders to that effect, and that lieut. Fortye
had succeeded in stopping the fire of his part of the

A

remained collected after this
the square and die prisoners'
of these yards in the vicinity
assemblage still refused to
withdraw, and according to most of the English
was making
witnesses, and some of the American,
a noise, hallooing, insulting, and provoking, and
to the
daring the military to fire, and according
evidence of several of the soldiers, and some others,
was pelting the military with large stones, by which
some of them were actually struck.— This circum-

great crowd still
in the passage between
yards, and 'in the part
This
of the gates.

guard.

Under these circumstances it is very difficult to
find any justification for the further continuance and

stance is however denied by many of the American
witnesses; and some of the English upon having
the question put to them, stated they saw no stones
thrown previously to the firing, although their
situation at the time was such as to enable them to
see most of the other proceedings in the square.
Under these circumstances the firing commenced.

renewal of the firing which certainly took pl.ice both
in the prison yards and elsewhere: though we have
some evidence of subsequent provocation given to
the military, and resistance to the turnkeys in shutting the prisons, and of stones being thrown out
from within the prison doors.
The subsequent firing rather appears to have
arisen from the state of individual irritation and exasperation on the part of the soldiers who followed
the prisoners into their yards, and from tlie absence
of nearly all the officers who might have restrained
it; as well as from the great difficulty of putting an
end to a firing when once commenced under sueh circumstances. Captain Shortland Was from this time
busily occupied with the turnkeys in the square, receiving and taking care of the wounded. Ensign
White remained with his guard at the breach, and
lieuts. Avelyne and Fortye, the only other subalterns
known to have been present, continued in the square
with the main bodies of their respective guards.
The time of the day, which was the officers' dinner hour, will in some measure explain this, as it
caused the absence of every officer from the prison
whose presence was not indispensable there. And
this circumstance which has been urged as an argument to prove the intention of the prisoners to take
this opportunity to escape, tended to increase the

having been given to fire,
Several of the
very contradictory.
Americans swear positively, that captain Shorlland
from the
gave that order; but the manner in which,
confusion of the? moment, they describe this part
of the transaction, is so different in its details, that
it is verv difficult to reconcile their testimony. M. -n\
of the soldiers and other English witnesses, heard
the word given by some one, but no one of ihem can
swear it was by Captain Shorlland, or by any one in
is the officer
particular, and some, amongst whom
commanding the guard, think, it' captain Shortland
had given such an order that they must have heard
In addition to this, captain
it, which they did not.
Shortland denies the fact; and from the situation in
which he appears to have been placed at the time,
even according to the American witnesses, in front

With regard

the evidence

to any order
is

—

of the soYdiers, it may appear somewhat improbable
that he should then have given such an order,
Hut, however, it may remain a matter of doubt
whether the living first began in the square by order,
car was a spontaneous act of the soldiers themselves,
it seemed cleur that it was continued and renewed
both there and elsewhere without orders; and that
on the platforms, and in several places about the
prison, it was certainly commenced without any

confusion, and to prevent those great exertions being
made which might perhaps have obviated a portion
at least of the mischief which ensued.
At the same time that the firing was going on in
the square, a cross fire was also kept up from several of the platforms on the walls round the prison

authority.

The

1815,

having been given at first,
provided the firing was under the existing circumstances, justifiable, does not appear very material
in any other point of view than as shewing a want of
self-possession, and discipline in the troops, if they
should have fired without order.
fact of an order

I

where the sentries stand, by straggling parties ot
As far
soldiers who ran up there for that purpose.
as this fire was directed to disperse the men assembled round the breach, for which purpose it was
most effectual, it seems to stand upon the same
ground as that in the first instance in the square.-y

But that part which

it

is

positively

sworn was

di-
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rected against straggling parties of prisoners runHut wlien tlie firing became general, as it afterning about ilie yards and endeavoring to enter in wards appeared to hive done, and caught with electhe few doors which the turnkeys, according to their tric
rapidity from the square to the platforms, there
usual practice, had left open, does seem, as stated, m no
plea nor shadow of excuse for it, except in 'he
to have been wholly without
object or excuse, and personal exasperation of the soldiery, nor for the
ts h.we been a wanton attack
upon the lives of de more deliberate, and therefore more unjustifiable,
fenceless, and at that time unoffending and indivi- bring which look
place into three of the prisons, No.
duals.
1, 3 and 4, but more
particularly into No. 3, after
In the same, or even more severe terms, we must the
prisoners had retired into them, and there Wag
remark upon what was proved as to the firing into no
longer any pretence of apprehension" as to their
the door ways of the prisons, more particularly into
escape. Upon this ground, as you, sir, will perceive
that of No. 3 prison, at a time when the men were
by the report, Mr. Lai-pent and myself had no difin crowds at the entrance.
From the position of the ference of opinion, and [am lully persuaded that my
and
of
the
prison
door, and from the marks of the own regret was not greater than his, at perceiving
balls which were pointed out to us, as well as from how
hopeless would be the attempt to trace to any
the evidence, it was clear this
firing must have pro- individuals of the military liiese outrageous proceedreeded from soldiers a very few feet from the door- ings.
As to whether the order to fire came from c iptain
way; and although it was certainly sworn that the
prisoners were at the time of part of the firing at Shortland, I yet confess myself unable to form any
hast, continuing to insult and occasionally to throw satisfactory opinion, though
perhaps the bias of my
Stones at the soldiers, and that they were standing in mmd is, that he did
give such an order. But his
the Wiy of, and impeding the
there
was
and
exertions to stop it, after it had contiturnkey who,
anxiety
for the purpose of
closing the door, yet still there nued some little time, are fully proved, and his gewas nothing stated which could in our view at all neral conduct
previous to this occurrence, as far 23
justify such excessively harsh and severe treatment we could with
propriety enter into such details, apof helpless and unarmed prisoners when all idea of
pears to have been characterised with great fairness,
escape was at an end.
and even kindness, in the situation in which he stood
Under these impressions we used every endeavor to wards the
prisoners.
to ascertain if there was the least
On the subject of any complaints against their
prospect of identifying .,ny of the soldiers who had been guilty of own government
existing among the prisoners, it
the particular outrages here alluded to, or of tracing was
invariably answered to several distinct questions
any particular death, at that time, to th- firing of an) put by me on that head, that none whatsoever existand all ed or had been expressed
particular individual, but without success
by them, although they
hopes of bringing the offenders to punishment should confessed themselves to entertain some animosity
seem to be at an end.
against Mr. Beasley, to whom they attributed their
In conclusion, we, the
undersigned, have only to detention in this country with what justice you, sir,
add, that whilst we lament, as we do most deeply, will be better able to
judge. They' made no comthe unfortunate transaction which una been the subplaint whatsoever, as to their provisions and general
of
this
ject
inquiry, we find ourselves totally unable mode of living and treatment in the prison.
to suggest any steps to be taken as to those parts of
1 have transmitted to Mr.
Beasley a list of the kilit which seem most to call for redress and
punish- led and wounded on this melancholy occasion, with
ment.
a request that he would forward it to the United
CHAS. KING,
States for the information of their friends at home,
(Signed)
FRA8.
LARPENT. and lam pleased to have it in my power to say, that
1814.
the wounded are, for the most part,
Plymouth, 26/A April,
doing well.
Sin— In pursuance of instructions received from
I have also enclosed to Mr.
Beasley the notes taken
IVVessrs. Clay and Gallatin, 1 have now the honor to
by me of the evidence adduced before us, with a
transmit to you the report prepared by Mr. Larpent
request that he would have them fairly copied, as
and myself, on behalf of our respective governments, also a copy of the depositions taken before the coroin relation to the unfortunate transactions at D.irt- ner, and desired him to submit them to
you when in
moor prison of war, on the 6th of the present month. order.
it of much
that
the
I
cannot conclude, sir, without expressing my high
importance
report,
Considering
whatever it might be, should go forth under our joint sense of the impartiality and manly firmness with
I
have
forborne
to
some
of
the
this enquiry has been conducted on the
which
signatures,
press
points
part of
which it involves, as far as otherwise I might have Mr. Larpent, nor without mentioning that everv fadone, and it therefore may not be improper in this cility was afforded to us in its prosecution, as well
letter to enter into some explanation of such parts of
by the military officers commanding here and at the
the report. Although it does appear that a part of
prison, as by the magistrates in the vicinity.
the prisoners were on that evening in such a staie,
I have the honor to be, with much
respect, your
and under such circumstances, as to have justified, most obedient humble servant,
in the view which the commander of the depot could
CHARLES
KING.
(Signed)
not but take of it, the intervention of the military His excellency J. Q. Adams, &c. &c.
force, and even in a strict sense, the first use of fire
\8t/i
London,
April, 1815.
Sin At the request of lord C.-stkreagh, we have
arms, yet I cannot but express my settled opinion,
that by conduct a little more temporising, this dread- had interviews with him and Mr. Goulburn cu the
ful alternative of firing upon unarmed prisoners
might subject of the transportation of the American pri.hare been avoided.
Yet as this opinion has been the soners now in this country, to the United Stales, and
result of subsequent examination, and after having of the late unfortunate event at the
depot at I)art«
acquired a knowledge of the comparatively harmless moor.
state of the prisoners, it may be but fair to consider,
On the first subject, we agreed to advise your acwhether in such a moment of confusion and alarm, ceptance of the proposition of Lord
Castlereagh to
a? that appears to have been, the officer
commanding transport the prisoners at the joint expence of the
could have fairly estimated his danger, or have mea- two countries, reserving the construction of the arsured out with precisian the extent and nature of the ticles of the treaty, which
provides for the mutual
force necessary to guard against it,
restoration of prisoners, for future adjustment. It
I

;

;

;
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1815.

was stated by us, and was so understood, that the
Henry Montcalm, gun shot wound of the left
is to comprehend knee.
joint expence, thus to be incurred,
Frederick Howard, gun shot wound of the leg
jas well the requisite tonnage as the subsistence of the
ami moreover, that measures of precau- through which the ball passed.
prisoners
health
and
to
the
William Benn, black, gun shot wound of the thigh.
tion should be adopted relative
Robert Fittez, gun shot wound of the penis.
comfort of the prisoners similar to those which had
America.
Cornelius Garrison, gun shot wound of the thigh,
taken place in
of
concur
the
this
if
ball passed through the limb.
The details
you
arrangement,
Edward Wittlebanks, bayonet wound of Uieback^
with us as to the expediency of making it, are left
to you to settle with the proper British authority.
producing paralysis of the sphenesters ani et urine,
On the other subject, as a statement of the trans- with paralysis of the lower extremities.
James Tutnbuli, amputated arm.
action has been received from the American prisoners, differing very materially in fact from that
Stephen Bhipps, bayonet wounds of the abdomen,
which had resulted from an inquiry instituted by the and thigh.
James Wells, gun shot fracture of the sacrum and
port admiral, it has been thought advisable that
some means should be devised of procuring infor- crista ilie, and gun shot fracture of both bones of
mation as to the real state of the case, in order on the left arm.
the one hand, to shew that there had not been any
Caleb Codding, gun shot wound of the leg.
wanton or improper sacrifice of the lives of AmeriEdward Gardner, gun shot fracture of the left
can citizens, or, on the other, to enable the British arm.
Jacob Davis, gun shot wound of the thigh, the
government to punish their military and civil officers, if it should appear that they have resorted to ball passed through the thigh.
measures of extreme severity without necessity, or
John Hogabets, gun shot wound of the hip.
with too much precipitation.
Peter Wilson, gun shot fracture of the hand, the
Lord Castlereagh proposed that the enquiry should ball passed through the palm of the hand.
be a joint one, conducted by a commissioner selectJohn Berry, gun shot wound of the shoulder.
ed by each government. And we have thought such
John Beach, gun shot wound of the thigh, the ball
an enquiry most likely to produce an impartial and passed through the
thighJohn Roberts, black, gun shot wound of the thigh,,
satisfactory result.
John Gair, amputated thigh.
presume that you will have too much occupation on the first subject and the other incidental duEphraim Lincoln, gun shot wound of the knee,
of
ties
your office, to attend to this enquiry in per- discharged 23d April, 1815.
son.
On that supposition we have stated to the BriJohn Wilson, bayonet
wound, discharged, cured
"
tish government that we should recommend to
you 13th April, 1815.
the selection of Chas. King, esq. as a fit person to
William Blake, bavonet wound, discharged, cured
conduct it in behalf of the American government.'
12th April, 1815.
If Mr. King will undertake the business, he will
Thomas Jackson, hlack, gun shot wound of the
forthwith proceed to Dartmoor, and in conjunction abdomen. He died early in the morning of the 7th.*
with the British commissioner, who may be appointJames Campbell, gun shot fracture, with depresed on the ocoasion, will examine the persons con- sion of the whole of the frontal bone, orbital ridge
cerned, and such other evidence as may be thought and nasal bones. He died on the morning of the 8th.*
Git A TH;
GEORL.E
necessary, and make a joint report upon the facts of
(Signed)
the case to John Q. Adams, esq. minister plenipo-l
of the United Stales at this court'-an.fi to l^Qew^tUon of death wounds inflicted on tlie evening
tentiary
the British government.
of the 6th April, 1 815.
Jolin Haywood, black, the ball entered a little
The mode of executing this service must be left
of the left shoulder, and
to the discretion of Mr. King and his
If Posterior to the acromion
colleague.
about the middle
they can agree upon a narrative of the facts after P a * sin S obliquely upwards, made
having heard the evidence, it will be better than oi the right side its egress of the neck,
Thomas Jackson, the ball entrred the left side of
reporting the whole mass of testimony in detail,
which they may perhaps find it
necessary to do, if the belly, nearly in a line with the navel, and made
they cannot come to such an agreement.
its egress a little below the false ribs in the opposite
are, sir, your obedient humble servants,
side, a large portion of the intestinal canal protrudH. CLAY,
ed through the wound made by the ingress of the
(Signed)
ball.
GALLATIN.
He languished until 8 o'clock of the 7th, when
JR. G. £easls;/, esq. &c. &c.
he died.
j

j

;
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ALBERT

List of piisoiiers wounded on the
John Washing, tlie ball entered at the squamore
evening of the 6th
April, 1815.
process of the left temporal bone, and passing
Thomas Smith, amputated thigh.
through the head, made its exit a little below the
Philip Ford, punctured wound of tlte back, and cruccal ridge of* the occipital bone.
punctured wound of the belly.
James Mann, the ball entered at the inferior angle

John Gray, amputated arm.
Robert Willet Tawney, amputated thigh.
James Bell, bayonet wound of the
thigh;

Thomas T.uely, gun shot wound
through the
thigh aHd testicle. The bail entered the h'ip, and
passed out at the forepart of the thirh. and tnrdiijrh
b
the testicle.
William Leversage, lacerated hand and
amputated
(humb.

of the left scapula, arid lodged under the integument
of the right pectoral muscle. In its course it passed
the inferior margin of the right and left
{through
lob?s of the lungs.
at the inJoseph Toker Johnson, the ball entered
ferior angle of the left, scapula, penetrated the heart
and passing through both lobes of the Kings made
its egress at the right axilla.
Willi im Leversage, the ball entered about the'
I

'

Joseph Bezeck, alias Musick, gun shot wound of middle of the left arm, through which it passed, and
the thigh, through which the ball
betwixt the se
passed.
penetrating the corresponding side,
John Willet, black, fractured
jaw, lacerated hipfl cond and third ribs, passing through the left lobeo^
complicated with a shattered state of tl, e U ppp r aV
'
James Esdell, gun rtot wourtdof "-» Fn
*
Thes? names are included in the lists of death v
I
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mediartenum, and oven lie right lobe,
and lodged betwixt the 5lh and 6th ribs.
James Campbell, the ball entered at the outer angle of the right eye, and in its course it fractured
and depressed the greater part of the frontal bone,
fractured the narsal bones, and made its
egress above
the orbital ridge of the left eye.
He languished
until the morning of the olh, when he died.
GEOfeCE MAGRATH.
(Signed)
London, 3Qth April, 18 5.
Sin—In my letter of the 19th instant, I informed
you of the measures which had been adopted here
in consequence of the late unfortunate event at Dartmoor prison. I have now the honor to transmit the
copy of a letter addressed to me by Mr. Clay and
Mr. Gallatin, relative to that occurrence, and to the
transportation of the American prisoners in this
country to the Uniied Stales.
In the absence of Mr. Adams it becomes
my duty
to communicate for the information of our
government, the result of the investigation at Dartmoor. 1
enclose a copy of the joint
of
the commissionreport
ers appointed foe that
purpose, also of a letter from
Mr. King to Mr. Adims, and a list of the killed and
wounded on that melancholy occasion.
-the lungs, the

i

I

shall

leave to Mr.

Adams any

further steps

may deem it proper to take in this business.
cannot, however, forbear to notice the erroneous
impression of the prisoners, that their detention so
long has been owing to me. You are aware, sir, of
my constant exertions during the war to effect their
-which he

n

smooth story cannot entirely efface

359

a very different

conviction forced on our minds, a conviction which
cannot be resisted, that flows from the numerous
statements by an hundred different persons, most of
them sealed by the stamp of a solemn oath. If the
treatment of our prisoners had been thus humane as
if they had acted thus idly as is s'atedj
and drawn on themselves just censure, is it possible*,

represented,

think you, reader, that sober, Upright, intelligent
American citizens, bystanders and witnesses of the
murder of our citizens, could have so misstated the
facts, as, if the official statement be true, they asWhat motive can he ration. illy
suredly have done?
assigned for such conduct on their part? None that
we can imagine.
have no disposition to deny
credit to the facts stated by the two commissioners,
not doubting in the least but they are truly represented as giveu in evidence to them.
But, to the
reasoning, to the inference of motives and probabimade. Some ot our
lities, perhaps objection may be
readers will probably think our commissioner Mr.
King yieljcd rather too far his native feeling to
that spirit of conciliation, which he appears to have
considered necessary to secure the signature of his

We

in the inquisition.
shall probably publish, for the further informa-

colleague

We

tion of our readers, one or two of the best authenticated statements by the prisoners, which offer so ento entitle
tirely a different view of the matter as
them at least to republication. If there be any of the
witnesses of the massacre, most of whom have reliberation.
I
immediately on the signing of the turned to the United States, who concur in the
treaty of peace at Ghent, renewed my instances on statement which has been last published, we should
that subject; proposing as a
condition, that all the also be glad to receive and publish their view of the
prisoners who might be delivered over to me by subject. In great sincerity we declare, that our onthe British government, should be considered as
and that we shall
ly object is correct information,
prisoners of war, and not at liberty to serve until certainly not regret being able to correct the imregularly exchanged, in the event of the treaty not pressions we have heretofore expressed of this horbeing ratified by the president. This proposition rid butchery.
was declined and in a
On th? same subject the Philadelphia True Jlmc*
peremptory manner.
On the receipt of the intelligence of the ratification rican
massays The official report of the Dartmoor
from America, I lost not a moment in
requesting sacre is now completed. Our readers will form their
the release of the prisoners,
according to the terms own opinions of the result. It is much to he regretof the treaty, and the number of vessels which I ted that the
in the
investigation has lelt the affair
had hired, as mentioned in my letter of the 13th,
and from the report it will
greatest uncertainty;
and which are now on their voyage to the United never be
issue
practicable to make up any definite
States, will shew that the necessary steps were on the subject— It reminds us of the celebrated retaken to provide for their immediate
Washtransportation port "on the causes that led to the capture of
to their country.
The prisoners, also, were inform- ington." Nobody is implicated, every one is innoed of these measures, and of the exertions which
been
cent, all have done their duty, a hideous sin has
had been made from the commencement to return committed, the defenceless prisoner has been murthem to their homes, with the least possible delay.
are
dered, why or wherefore no one can tell.
Therefore, whatever may have been their uneasiness just as wise now, as wc were before the report
under confinement, and whatever hostile
feelings came to hand.
omit
they may have had towards me, as noticed in the
The New-York Columbian observes
and
in
Mr.
1
must
report,
King's letter,
say with communications and translations to-day for the purconfidence, that 1 could not prevent the one, nor pose of commencing the official report on this mehave I deserved the other.
an
lancholy transaction. To us the report appears
I have the honor to be,
one— extraordinary, that so many
sir, your most obedient extraordinary
humble servant,
were killed and wounded by no one; at least none
R. G. BEASLEY.
could be identified; more extraordinary, as Mr. Kii:g
The honorable John Mason, Sic. &c. &.c.
compliments the "manly fairness" of Mr. Larpent,
and affirms that "every facility was afforded to in(Ej"On these documents the editors of the National quiry." The wounded Cyclop, in Lucian's pleasant
Intelligencer have the following remarks:
found out that the .A'odotJi/ who blinded
We published without comment, the other day, dialogues,
him, \v*s alius Ulvss, -s hut here every thing is dark
the official papers
recently transmitted to our go- as the grave in which the murdered victims sleep\'ernment respecting the' murderous business at each of their murderers may declare with Macbeth,
Dartmoor. We offered no comment, because we deit."
"they cannot say it 'twas I that did
sired not to
From the same.— The Dartmoor report, by Messrs.
appear unwilling to listen to the vindication of the conduct of the
British government— King and Larpent, we are informed by a gentleman
That motive however
ought not to stop our mouths (who was on the committee to examine into the afaltogether: and, right glad as we should certainly fair, is deficient and unsatisfactory, inclosing withbe to find that this affair was a mere
accident, a con- lout receiving material evidence which was offered,
currence of mischances and fortuitous
circumstances, 'particularly in regard to the bole through the wall.
I

—

We

—

—We

;
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o nmi'tee,

who

arc

now

it

is

of defence and non resisting, but it does not appear
that he attacked the
hospital, as the heroes of the
the cock-pit
where the -Hound[the

ble

in this

meet and

prepare
siiggrsted, will probably
;i st.-i't-tii.-iii on the
subject.
of
lUoisthe
*„* [I iloes n<it appear to the editor
tkii that any one holds a belief itlast the statement of
and Larpent fairly represents the meMessrs.
City,

22, 1816

Shannon did

place
ed are deposited.] I conjure y-ou, readers, to
compare
these things with the conduct
of our officers and men^
as admitted by the British, on Hire occasions; and
sav,
King
rits of the case, though they may have done justice to if you can agree ivith what the editor of the Boston
Centinei
once
told
the
\Ve
that
it was
shall probably
the mi fer, as it seemed, to them.
people,
"impossible
that the warriors of Britain could be otherwise than
lie p ii.o e about it. There were hundreds of men conand
humane!"
of
as
the
fciassaCre
magnanimous
fined in Dartmoor at the time of
Recollecting; that the
fair fame and reputation, of as mucli intelligence and faint and dying Lawrence, fthe hero -e':o immorud.'zed
not
less
his
the
comof
as
either
destruction
th
name,
with as high a sense of honor,
by
of the Peaswift
cock than his humanity to. the crew afer iter
missioners, of \vlv>m we know nothing but their
flag was
strucka
was
with
his
own
at
variance
trine
to cheer
J
drop of
names; whose statement is
refused
every
nature.
on
And
on
the
the
more
heard
or
v/Ml
expiring
they
subject,
readily beTiling else we have seen
and fstrange as it may lieve, this, when they know that a similar act of en
several important points
was exercised upon the gallant lieutenant Jones, toM
appear j we so much differ in opinion with a former
United States, that we are commanded our gun boats, captured near A'ew Or.
secretary of state of the
of a fellow- leans, after a defence that -will be esteemed glorious as
really more inclined to accept the oath
us and known to us long a? courage and good conduct are of considsra'ian
r.itizen, born and bred amongst
The moment the fight was over, the eneior years, than to take the word of a British officer. It among men.
may be wrong but in looking over these documents my, officers and all, begdn to look fr plunder, seining
The private stores rf tieut,
lite case of c -.ptain "hail fellows, well met."
it wis
impossible not to recollect
Jones ivir immediately seized upon sex erely woundei
Jessu'b.
and exhausted by tlie loss of blood, and worn dov
•

:

—

'

;

—

i

fatigue and privation before the fight and. great personal exertions during its continuance, he asked
for a
'<3SS
glass of his own porter, and it was refused him.- an$
The [Halifax] Arcadian Re- I'horigh he had so much need of it, they robbed him oi
PfiV.stnr.XT kuioatk.
corder, of the 10th in.st. says, "Mr. U'arcl, late prin- the v try b :d on tohichHe laid alleging that ^AeportCE
anal
ter to his majesty in Bermuda, has been dismissed andhed toere wanted "by his majesty's officers"
I have them
excellency governor Oockburn, for asserting therefore, he could not have either.
"t>y bis
t,hat a number of men were concealed on board the facts from an authority that will not be questioned.
In jujttji cation o\ mis conduct, the British
president, after her capture, and for refusing to c murged
twadict the same, on the word and honor of commo- the fact, that lion Jones had fired on hem!!!
The Vvasp. lie are still without news of this indore Decatur."

<m&x ^uxtt$i
—

—

—

t

—

.

temarkuM? in this trans- teresting vessel. Where is Blakcley and his gallant
['Vnere is something very
Our hope is that they are in the East Indies.
It is prqh ibly the first case of the kind that crew?
action.
THE STEAM HI It." AT It.
has ever occurred. If alt "hi; majesty's printers"
were dismissed 'hat is, of
.New York, July 5. Yesterday a second essav of
guilty of similar offences,
and persisting in them few the power of this- formidable engine of war was
'elltng wilful falsehoods
made,

—

—

—

to serve him in the new or the old some little improvements, among a number contemeditor of the F'arbadoes Times has been plated, having been effected in her machinery.
The
CnmheUpd to resign his situation for speaking the wind and tide were partly it) her favor and partly
truth.
against her, the balance rather in her favot, no sail's
Chinese ami British. London J\tay 13. Ac being used on the excursion. The frigate went
Counts were yesterday received in town from China round into the North river, saluted the French frigate
are Sorry to understand lying there, and then shaped her course for
vo the end of October.
Sandytii it the
dispute which had taken place, in conse- Hook. On re. citing there, she saluted the fort, took
quence of the I) iris frigate having cut out an Ame- a pilot from an outward bound brig as passenger,
and returned to town and landed her passengers
rican vessel in Canton river, was not then settled.
in 6 hours and 43 minutes from the
It was understood, however, that by a little mutual at the battery

would remain

world.

Tue

—

We

—

j

concession, affairs would be speedily and amicably' time she cleared the French frigate's stern. Tins
is a distance of about 19 miles and
back, making 38
adjusted.
A public dinner was recently given miles in the whole, or 6 miles an hour not including
Gr.x. AiiAin.
to general Jldiiir, at Frankfort, Ky. in testimony of the time lost in lying to and variations from tlib
at New-Orleans.
Among usual course. See the following communication,
gr.ttiiude lor Ins services
on the subject.
others, the following toasts were drank.
Common efforts in
Jicntucki:, Tennessee and Ohio
[VROM A NACT1CAL GENTLEMAN OS ROAR)*.]
Cruise of the .Steam Frigate Fulton the First.
a common interest an 1 republican
a COmmon cause
den- to each other.
July 4th, at 10 minutes pasf nine, A. M. left the
prh-iples render them
hike all genuine metals it comes wharf at Corle.u's-Hook, running over the tide,
Kentucky vaiw
firth more bright from the fiery ordeal the official which is stronger tit this place than at any other in
the neighborhood of New-York, r.t the rate of one
letter corrected ay the cowl of. enquiry.
Gen. John Adah—-The Cami litis of Kentucky— and one-fourth miles per hour. Several gentlemen
hour
of
our distinguished guest: in the
peril, his having arrived [>h board, who did not airive previous
of slander, an advocate to leaving the wharf, put about, run across, passing
country's shield— in the day
near Brooklyn, recrossed, passed near the battery
for the soldier's honor.
C.iesut.aice and Shavvox. -By the report of the up the Hudson as far as the Albany basin, where she

—

—

—

—

—

—

about at ten minutes after ten. In proceeding
Sandy Hook, run into the kill tides near the
er" on the part of the British when the unfortunate residence of governor Tompkins; arrived at sea in
three hours and eight minutes; sent the band
< 'iies;.,jc 'Kcfe'l into their hands, was lamentably true.
Shortland has since green us a second edition of Bri- brought a pilot on board that had piloted a brig out.
On cur arrival at sea, the machinery Was stopped,
tish heroism ihfiring upon and killing persons incapacourt tf.tnqitiry, [see fust page] it appears thai all w,
u
heard.SH tfie time of the unwarrantable abuse bf pow-

[nit.

for

..
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me

the guns, &.c. captured in the fort, in order
that the same may be delivered up at Mackinaw, to
such officer as the United Slates may
appoint to re
ceiye that place. My instructions were to send them
down the Mississippi to Si. Louis, if it could be <io»e

»ne helm put to starboard, she went about until her
head was towards New-York when the heim was
Returned to New-Yoik in three hours and
righted,
fifteen minutes, landing the commissioners and other
Her boat returning-, she
at the

battery.
gentlemen J
Hook without hazard to the party conveying them.
proceeded , and arrived at her birth at Corlear's
at forty minutes after five; having run the distance
My motive in immediately withdrawing from this
af.it least forty five miles from Albany basin to sea, post will be best explained by the enclosed extras;
and returning, in the short space of six hours and from the instructions p'f lieiit. col. M'Douald, commanding at Michilmiackinac. I have not the smalltwenty -three minutes.
The whole distance supposed to be run in the est hesitation in declaring my decided opinion, that
course of the eight hours and twenty-six minutes the presence of a detachment of British and United
that she w is under may, is fifty-three miles, and a States troops, at the same time, at fort MK.iy, would
Considerable part of that distance against tide, as be the means of embroiling either one parly pr other
in a fresh rupture with the
siie had no sad set. The winds, during the cruise,
Indians, which 1 presume
were for and against, nearly balanced. We could it is the wish of botli governments to avoid.
Should the measures which 1 have
not, however, help noticing, that of many vessels
adopted prove
some in the smallest degree contrary to the spirit m\d incoming up from Sandy Hook, with the wind
times on the quarter and at other tim»s abeam, but tent of the treaty of peace, I Beg that it may not be
one held any way with her, a light ti.it sloop; she, considered by the government of the United Slates
as proceeding from
any other motive than a desire of
however, was left at considerable distance astern.
an board to mar the avoiding any further trouble or contention with the
>t a
single accident occurred
and
of
Indians,
promoting the harmony and good
pleasures of the day.
Gentlemen of the party ; The commissioners, al- understanding so recently restored between the two
clerman Buckmasier, generals Scott and Porter, governments.
I have the honor to
be, sir, your most obedient sercommodore Lewis, col. Glegg, (adj. gen. to gen
lludl) Mess. A., and N. Brown, (builders) United vant,
A.
BULGER, Captain royal N.F. reg't.
States apothecary general Baron, &.c. &c.
Commanding a detachment of 11. B.
troops
on the
Frtm the Missouri Gazette of June 17Jlississippi.
The following letters were received by governor
Extract from lieut. col. M'DonahPs instructions to
Hark, on Wednesday Lst.
captain Bulger, royal jYeiifuundland regi?nent, comIt appears that Messrs. Turcot and Lagoterie (who
mandant of Fort M'A'ay, dated Mackinaw, 5tk
Were employed by the com mission t rs to proceed to
May, 1815.
Stock Uiver and announce to the Indians the object
'1st. The orders of lieut. gen. sir Gordon Drumor treaty to beheld at Portage des Souix) were formond must be carried into effect, if so understood and
tunate in reaching Little Mascoutdle, some distance
the government of the United
States',
below their place of destination, without any acci- required by
that the thing is practicable, without comdent. At this place they met with a party of Fox provided,
to
imminent
hazard the safety of the Amethe British commandant mitting
Jndians, bearing letters from
who informed rican detachment, or of your own garrison, therebv
pi Prairie du Ghein to governor Clark,
a
to
interrupt the harmony so rethem of the departure of captain Duncan Graham, having tendency
cently restored.
deputy-scalping master-general,* from Rock River
"2d. Should it appear to you
distinctly and une*
after bestowing on his worthy comrades, the Sacks,
quivocally evident, that in attempting to put the
|0 barrels of gun powder and 20 fusees, as a reward American
in
of
Fort
troops
possession
the helpless women
M'Kay, or refor their services in butchering
taining it for that purpose, that the safety of yourself
and children on die frontiers.
and garrison is thereby hazarded, and that no doub*
As usual, the Sacks received the news of peace with remains on
your mind that \t would be resisted on
"unbounded joy," and even sent a British flag to the
part of the Indians, and also highly endanger
actheir
return.
on
They
piotectour messengers
the safety of the said detachment of United Statesknowledge they had 2Q0 warriors on the frontiers,
troops, and have a tendency to renew hostilities bebut could not tell the number of their killed and tween
them and the Indians, the unavoidable neces,
wounied. They said they would attend the treaty
sity of the case will compel you to destroy the fort
ana bury the tomahawk.
and withdraw the garrison, &c. as before stated."
From captain Bulger to governor Clark, dated at
Four Souix Indians and a squaw arrived here«or
Fort M-Kay, Prairie (In Chien May ->.3.
I have now to acknowledge the receipt of the two Thursday last from Prairie du Chien, among whom
is the one
eyed Souix, who come down in the gundespatches sent me some time ago, viz. one from his
boat from the Prairie last year, and who
excellency governor Clark, the other from colonel
distinguished himself so gallantly when that boat was attacked
Russell; answers to which it was not in my power
to get conveyed to St. Louis, without imminent haz- by British artillery and a host of Indians.
The Souix and another of his tribe, left this place
ard to the person carrying die sam^.
The official intelligence of peace reached me only last autumn with Manuel Lisa, esq. and ascended the
the most prudent Missouri to the river Jacque, from whence they travesterday, upon which I adopted
velled across the country to Prairie <lu Chien. On his
"and decided measures to stop further hostilities of
the Indians. I most ardently hope, and strongly be- arrival there, Dickson asked him where he came from
and what his business was at that place,
lieve, that the steps I have taken will be attended
rudely pulwith the good effects which tue British government ing his bundle off his backhand examining it for letters.
The
Souix
told
him he was from St.' Louis, and
as well as that of the United Slates are so anxious
had promised the white chiefs there he would
for.
go to
Prairie
du
and
that
lie had now
Chien,
I propose evacuating thi^ post to-morrow, taking
performed his
Dickson
had
this
Indian
taken to the fort
promise.
*1 put tnis officer's name and titles in tull, in or- for examination, and threatening him with death, &c.
but
the
faithful
fellow
would
for
a
breach
der that I may not be called to an account
give him no informaof etiquette or disrespect.
tion, and said he was ready for death if they chos*

N
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to kill him. He was then thrown into a dungeon I'issned a general order on taking command of the
and confined there a considerable time, but finding; southern division of the army of the United Slates.
him obstinate, they liberated him, and sent him from He has divided it into departments, of* which Virginia, North Carolina and the district of Columbia,
that place.
This trusty Indian set out in the depth of winter form No. 6 South Carolina and Georgia, No. 7—
on his mission, and visited the different tribes of the [Louisiana and the Mississippi territory, No. 8 TenSouix nations, and arrived again at Prairie du Chien, nessee and Kentucky, and the Illinois and Missouri
found Dickson had gone to Mackinaw at the opening territories, no. 9.
of the navigation, He says he remained there some
Major general Gaines commands 6 and 7, and matime, witnessed the evacuation of the fort by the jor-general Scott 8 and 9; brig. gen. Bissell, at TeBritish, who left behind them the cannon, but re- hefuncta; colonel King at Charleston; col. M'Donald
lumed a night or two afterwards and took the guns at Fort Hawkins; col. Nicholas at Belle Fontaine;
away and fired the fort. This brave fellow went into brig. gen. Smith at Prairie du Chien and lieut. col ,
the fort and brought off the American flag and a me- M«Rea at Norfolk.
Three companies of artillery are to be stationed at
dal.
He says all the people have left the Prairie, except Norfolk; 1 at Fort Johnson and Hampton, N. C. 4 at
two families that all the provisions were carried off' Charleston, S. C. 6 of infantry, 4'h regiment near
by the British for the use of their men. He called Charleston; 1 company of artillery at Savannah; 4 of
at the Sack village, at the mouth of Kock river, and infantry nea? T. 6 companies of infantrv, 7th regiwas told they lost six Sacks and one Liway killed, ment at Fort Hawkins; 2 do. at Fort Jackson; 2 do.
and eight wounded, in the affair near fort Howard, at Fort Montgomery; 1 of artillery at Mobile; 1 do.
with the late captain Craig. He says he is now con- at Fort Bowyer; 2 do. at Plaquemin; 3 at New-Ortent, having performed the pledge he made to gov. leans; 10 of infantry, 1st negiinent toTehefuncia; 2

—

—

;

;

of riflemen at Natchitoches; 10 of infantry, 8' h regiment at St. Louis; 8 of riflemen at Prairie du Chien.
Isiiiaj* AFFAins.
Frequent murders continue to
take place in the territories, especially in the J)Ji»-

Clark.

gew. pixckxky's last onnv.n.
Charlton, 23th Jirnb, 1815.
Head-Quarters, 6th Mil. Dis. /

Adjutant genera's

office.

sonri.

$

On Tuesday last arrived here
St. Louis, June 10.
Liswith 43
general has received a communication from from upper Missouri, Mr. Manuel
the secretary of the department of war, informing chiefs and headmen of the several bands Sioux, also
him, that, in compliance with his request, he is re-: the chiefs of the Mahas and Pancaras, residing believed from the command of the 6th military district, tween the Missouri and Mississippi rivers. These
upon delivering the same in charge to the officer chiefs, &c. represent the nations who h; ve offered
Col. Patrick Jack of the 8th 'their services to the United States, and are anxious
next in command.
other hostile in
infantry being that officer, will command the 6lh|to make war against the Sacks and
a few
military district; ami is to be obeyed and respected dians, and have actually killed several laway:;
we recognize
accordingly, until relieved by an officer of the peace weeks ago. Among this deputation,
establishment, in conformity to the order issued Big Elk, the M»ha chief Psrtizan, the Teton chief;
from the adjutant and inspector general's office, on and the Little Dish, a Yankton chief. Partisan, the
the 17th May last.— The general staff' of this army Teton chief, is the person who attempted to stop
who are not relieved, will report themselves to col. [captains Lewis and Clark, on their journey to the
Pacific ocean. Some time about the middle of April
Jack.
Major Many of the corps of artillery, will com- 250 or 300 Pancaras had gone to war against the
mand the troops of the United States in South Caro- Sacks, which will no doubt bring those wretches to
a sense of danger.
lina.
Gjiand review of the northern army under the conJn issuing this, his last order to the armv of the
On the 4th of July,
6th military district, the general considers it due" maud of major-general Jiroivn.
to them to express the high sense he entertains of major-general Brown reviewed the troops on grand
the zealous patriotism with which they devoted parade at Ssckett's Harbor, in the presence of avast
tli em =elves to the defence of their
country, and of concourse of spectators, among whom were a consitheir meritorious conduct while dedicated to that derable number of British officers of distinction.—
service.
He desires them to accept, his best thanks A more splendid appearance of military discipline,
for the gratification and support he has experienced good order, and neatness of dress, perhaps never
from the military spirit and alacrity, with which was witnessed in the United States.
his orders have been carried into execution, and
Sir James L. Yco arrived in London, May 23.
General Riplet is now on a tour to the eastward.
assures them that, whether they shall continue members of the army, or serve their country in civil On Friday week he arrived at Portland, and was
employment, or cultivate in retirement the social escorted into town by a large cavalcade of citizens,
and domestic virtues, they have his best wishes, who, on this occasion, forgot their party animosities,
that honor, prosperity, and the affections of a grate- and united together in this testimony of respect to
ful country, may ever reward their patriotic servi- dist inguished bravery and talents Great preparlions
were making at Bath and other places for his recepces.
lioston Gazette.
By command of Major general Thomas P'mcknev. tion.
P.. 1>. HEttlQT,
*"76 association." A very respectable and pai
ar.:<i.n.\L

nnnr.HS.

The

,

]

;

]

'

!

Ast. Adjt. Gen. triotic society under this name, exists at Charleston,
man to S. C. Among its members are some of the greatest
have
observe, that though he had no opportunity particu- and best men in So«lh Carolina. They annually
larly to distinguish himself in the field of battle, that an oration delivered by one of the association, copies
ins duties were, perhaps, as arduous and as ably of which they forward in compliment to many perexerperformed as those of any other man in the service. sons in the United States, esteemed for their
With his retirement he carries the best wishes of his tions in the cause of freedom.
At a late meeting of the association, the following
country, and the warm gratitude of those who had
-lie best opportunity to appreciate his merits.]
letter, received from John Jdama, Esq. late president
Stftrratits Btrmos.-* Major general Jackson has of the United States, was ordered to be published
fit

is

due

to the services of this excellent

(
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"Gentlemen

Cyane-/ and to investigate the cause*
that led to the capture of those si lips in February
and be pleased to present lust, by the American ship of war Constitution.

The court was composed

from congratuand the
you on the felicity of our country,
the western, the southern and the
glory acquired by
middle stales in the late war.
" I have the
honor, Stc.

lating

"JOHN ADAMS.

W. Yesdert,

Jervey, U. Elliott,
of the Y6 association."
Esqrs. committee
[What a stnsure is this on (he eastern states!
John Adams would never have suffered the foreigner
to have had peaceable possession of a part of his
J.

he could have prevented it.]
From the National Intel!!We understand that brevet rank in the line
trrncer.
has been conferred by the president of the United
States on the following officers, who were attached to
for
major-general Jackson's division of the army,
the siege of New Ordistinguished services during
leans, and general good conduct in the said army
Robert Butler, brevet lieut. col. Adjt. general.
do.
Alexander A. White,
do.
Henry 1) Piere
country,

if

Hkroks of Orleans.

—

:

do.
do.

William Piatt

Walter II. Overton,
Arthur P. Hayne, brevet major
do.
Henry Chotard,
do.
John M. Davis,
do.
John Reid
"William 0. Butler,
Isaac L. Biker,

William Lavall,

Thomas

L. Butlar,

363

crew of the

IB 15.

9th,
— Accept"Quincey,
my thanks Cor Mr. Whites

oration on the 4tli March,
lliem to your constituents.
"At the same time, 1 cannot refrain

" R. Y.
Hayne,

ARTICLES.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

—

—

of

Captain Charles Ttullen, H. AT. S. ,'lkbar, Presd't.
Captain the honorable /. A. Crofion, J\arcissus.
R. C. Spencer, Xydnus.
Captain Henry Jane, Jirab.
Francis Truscott, livgidus.
Charles Martyr, esq. Judge Advocate.
We' understand that, after a thorough investigation, the court was fully of opinion, that their capture was to be attributed to the very
superior force
of the enemy's ship, and to her great
superiority in
sailing, which enabled her, throughout the action, to
such
a
that
their carronades were
distance,
keep at
of little effect, while she was constantly keeping up
a steady fire from her seventeen long
twwity-fdur
pounders; and that the officers and men evinced the
greatest skill and intrepidity, defending their ship
in a manner highly honorable to them, while it
could be done with the least prospect of success.
is almost unnecessary to add, that the captains, officers, and men of both ships, were fully and most

K

honorably acquitted.
The court passed a high encomium on the conQr. master gen. duct of the ships' companies, expressive of the sense
it entertained of their
loyalty, in resisting the reInspect, gen. peated oilers made to them to enter the service of
are assured, that the whole of the
A. Adjt. gen. the enemy.
A. Insp.gen. men were confined in the hold of the Constitution
in a warm climate, with their legs in
chains, and
hand-cuffed, for three weeks; during which time

We

repeated attempts were made by the officers and
crew of the American ship to shake their attachment to their king and country but without effect.
[The libel contained in the preceding will no
doubt meet a prompt exposure.]
;

Samuel Vail,
George C. Allen,
Elijah Montgomery,
Enoch Humphreys,
Samuel Spotts brevt. captain.

Foreign Articles.

do.
William C.ibbs
Joseph L°ach, brevt. 2d lieut.
General Packf.nham. British house of commons,
May 24. General Gas.coigRe enquired whether it was
the intention of government to propose the erection
of a monument to the memory of major-general
1'ackenham ?
Lord Castlereagh said, that however meritorious
might be the character of that lamented officer, or
however distinguished his services, yet the particular occasion on which he lost his valuable life was
not of that description which could justify his majesty's ministers in proposing to record it by a pub-

monument.
Blue laws. Several qf the prisoners lately confined in Dartmoor
prison, who arrived in the cartel
ship Neptunus, landed at New-Haven, Con. and proceeded on their way to New- York. They were entirely destitute of money, and were obliged to beg
lic

Marshal JMortier (duke of Treviso) arrived at
Metz, May 20— and immediately visited the fortifications A body of the national guards, 10,000
strong,
form the garrison of the place. Various places on
the frontiers are defended by new works. The Huvarian deserters were driving in crowds at Metz
they say that the Prussians greatly fear the arrival
of he French.
The number of muskets furnished bv the eight
i

factories in Paris are given at

were badly wanted.

The

2400 per

allies

day,'

Arms

"delivered" France

of 2,000,000 stands.
is

going on with

Wis] public works as
idea of being dethroned.
liagusa (Marmont) is expected at
Basle (in Switzerland) where apartments are
pre-

JVapoleon

though he had

little

The duke of

pared for him.
Some Austrian officers on the 16th May applied in
the name of prince Schwartzenburgh to the comfor bread
along the road. The sum of 6 1-4 cents mandant of Schaffhansej/or permission to march a
each man, was demanded from them at a toll bridge body of troops through the Swiss
territory, but
on the road, even after their
were refused.
pitiable situation was
The French authorities have ordered that the neumade known at length the toll keeper generously
consented to take one of their hats, as a compensa- trality of the Swiss cantons shall be respected.
tion
On Sunday the 18ih inst. these unfortunate
A letter from Treves of May 18, says that the
men were arrested and thrown into prison at Fair- Prussians and Anstrians were prepared to
fight for
the possession of that city but that the former
held, Con. for travelling on foot on the Lord's day
This is a notable instance of the efficacy of blue haying cannon, the latter felt compelled to withlant.
Bait. Amer.
draw* and the Prussians entered as conquerors.
Naval cocrt-maRtial. Halifax, July 3. On
According to a letter from Lisle, 300 Hanoverian
Wednesday last (June 28) a court-martial was held deserters presented themselves before the outposts
on board H. M. S.
Akbar, for the trial of captain the on the 21st May.
The instances of the patriotism of the French
honorable (1. Douglas, the officers and crew of the
Ltva\t, and captain Gvrdort Fqlcm, the officers end people surpasses any thing- we have seen. To pre:

!

!

—

—

—
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22, 1815.

All Frenchmen
serve the nation they seem willing to make any sathroughout the departments will
select the following cases from a great be invited to take part in tins association.
multitude.
Scraps. The archduke Charles is still without anv
Voluntary contributions of men and
effective employment.
Sweden is lukewarm a demoney are flowing in from all quarters
"The sieur Alphonsus Matillon, laborer, residing claration of the allies against her is spoken of. Denat Lyons, who had retired from service after sixteen mark will not move in the new war if she can help
campaigns, many of which were made in Syria and it, being indignant at the "legitimate" spoliations
to the federation one year of the of her territories.
A spirit of independence is
Jigvpl, has offered
whieh is 270 francs. Heretofore, up in Poland may God grant her gallant people
pension he enjoys,
in 1814, on the invasion of France by the enemy, strength to expel their Russian, Prussian and .?«•
a trio of knaves, that have parlie had made the like offer, which could not find its trian oppressors
celled them out and treated them like cattle "Do*n
way to the authorities."
Of eight thousand Jews in Alsace fit to bear arms, with the tyrants" let the republic be "restored" and
the "long agony" be over, in the annihilation of the
15CJ0 have already joined their standards.
They write from Vannes "By the choice we have "legitimates." Private letters from France describe
made, you may see very well that we do not wish the people as filled with all the enthusiasm of the
send to Paris some good de-|days of their revolution. The old veterans, some
for the Bourbons.
and frame good laws, and with only one leg, others with but one arm, arc computies to defend our rights
we are sending our sons there to offer their arms ling forth and offering garrison service Manywomea
to the emperor, and make the foreigner respect .have put on men's clothing, and joined die army u
undertake to dispose of the Ciiouans if soldiers. The insurrection in La Vendee is considerthem.
led as at an end.
The Saxons in their late revolt had
they will begin again."
When the council entrusted with the examination 'nearly killed Blucher. An idea .hat Austria will r
oi" military appeals, assembled at Nismes, nearly main neutral extensively prevails.
Mr. Lovell, editor of the London Statesman, wu
ail the soldiers who presented themselves were provided with certificates which confirmed their right discharged on the 20th May, from an imprisonment
to exemption. The prefect M. du Gard harangued of four years and six months, in Newgate gaol, fa )
them, and said, that in present circumstances, libel on the government.
It is said, that on the continent British meichar,.
Frenchmen ought to listen only to the call of country
amd of honor. At the eloquent voice of this magis- dize has fallen considerably in price, and, on accoui
trate, the greater part of these brave, men instantly ol the great scarcity of money, there is hardly tn
tore their certificates with cries of vivye Vempereur, sale for it Many houses have already stoptpifand 346 individuals inscribed their names to march." ment.
The Belgians and English troops are far from beForty-four students of the Lyceum Napoleon, aged
from 17 to 20 years, have made a tender to the enipe- ing on good terms. A short time since two regithe
authorizafrom
their
ments
of Belgians attempted to desert to France,
j or and obtained
sovereign
tion, to form themselves into a company of cannon- four regiments of Hanoverians and English wgreser.t
lijer's for the defence of the capitol.
(Here follow to stop them; they however succeeded, sword h
Students of other hand, to cut their way through. In this affair 20ii
the names of those brave men.)
to English are said to be' left dead on the field.
Jj'i ceums in the empire likewise obtained the leave
of artillery in different places. [Parif),
The prefect of the northern department lias mad*
ibrm corps
'
known to the sub-prefects and mayors of his jurisAlan 25.
•'Federation compacts" are forming throughout all diction, that the resources of the government being
France, pledging the persons and property of the as- beyond its wants, it was the emperor's intention to
sociates to resist foreign invasion, and prevent a par- piovide for all services without imposing any charge
of the nation. As a specimen of their nature >n his subjects. In the far greater portion of departtake the following extract from a publication made by ments in France, the patriotic paroxysm has prevrrt
the associated magistrates, functionaries and citi- cd the wants of government, &.c.
The British papers say that the French force with
zens of Strasburg it is attested by the mayor:
"We d?clare, and renew our solemn oath in the face the king of France is really of the enormous amount
of heaven, and in the presence of nations, that until of 5000 men
the foreigner be far removed from the frontiers of
The London Statesman, of May 21, says, that the
Prance as existing at present, we and ours united in elections were going on with the greatest order
fact, intention, action and conduct, to afford mutual freedom in France, and that the enthusiasm of
support, and repel, as well within as without, by people for the emperor and the new order of thinjs
force of arms, or the sword of the law, the war un- was utmost universal.
A Vienna paper, of May 3, says— "one hund.tjust, impious and subversive of all civilization which
they presume to make upon us, and we shall resist florins in cash will produce 388 in'[gover»men'j!
till some epoch and some conditions when no moles- per."
dj-Jt seems, therefore, that "the Austrian
tation will be offered to the imprescriptable rights per money is almost as bad as our tukasfhi s«tu
winch nations have to be governed by their own will,"
The Austrians, it is said, have concluded a trea'.v
We are assured (says the Bordeaux IndicutenrJ with Ferdinand of Sicily ; who has engaged to fur
that in case the war should be inevitable with Eng- msh 30,000 men.
The count de Vincent has passed through Ik"'
land, all France will form a general association, to be
named the "Association of the French Prosperity" sels on his way to Ghent, as the declared an
which shad have for its object to insure work to the dor from the emperor of Austria to the king c
workman, and to favor the progress of our manufac- France.
tures and our industry.
All the members ot the asParis, May 23— It appears certain that indepc
sociation will take the firm resolution not to consume, denlly of the Austrian couriers who have write?
Whether in chillies or in other manner, any product Pans, there exists,
by the consent of. histriu
of t lie manufactures and fabric of England or India, a correspondence between the
emperor Napoleon:'
a
until
general peace ; and will submit themselvca, the empress Maria Louisa.
case
in
of contravention, to suffer the confiscation of
May 21 By a proclamation, dated at J1 he
article, and a fine equal to the object confiscated, the 6th of May, field marshal Blucher aniimmairhidb, shall g<> to the benefit of the hospitals,
the Saxon,
army, that the troop oi' rebels V
crifice.
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am! which persisted three days in their rebeen severely punished. The regiment of
has censed to exist, and the flag
grenadiers, says he,
which tlicy hud profaned has been burnt.
been permitted to take
The due

jailed lum,
volt hsvc

d'Angoulemehad

him a sum

with

of

800,000

francs in gold, and

francs in property; the Spaniards robbed
1,200,000
to the count
him of the whole. He states in a letter
d Artois that lus enem.es, the French, treated him

which our minister has placed us.
The tidings
which reached us from Belgium and
Germany arc in
nowise calculated to encourage us, and what come:?
from the provinces of France still increases our
alarms.
The English army is menaced with
bearing
the whole weight of the war.
We can no more
reckon the 16,000 Saxons who were on the Meuse;
it became
necessary to disarm them and send them
into Prussia, with
strong escorts, which has so much

the Spaniards.
njuch better than his friends

Mag 21— We

are assured that the

lessened the forces of the Prussian army.

We

can

duke of Feltre count no longer on the 16,000 Belgians,

for it is not
success of Napoleon,
they
would settle affairs with the
Hollanders, and we
should find ourselves all at once
deprived of the
Belgian and Dutch army. In short, the troops of the
German nrfnees are far from inspiring entire secuThe ill disposition of the Bavarians w h are ut
rity.
secretly.
the Palatinate, is perceived
already.
They write from Belgium that the duke of BelluThe Hanoverians who compose part of oar
died at Aix
Chapelle.
army,
fep (Victor)
The day before yesterday, at the review, a young are not, however, more sure. Part is made up of
the land.wehr. (~ militia en masse J and almost
ladv approached the emperor, and handed to him a
every
old soldier betrays bad intentionsT—
rouleau containing 2C,0C0 francs in bank notes, for
By a singular fatality the soldiers who have already carried on the
tbe equipment of the national guards.
Marshal Grouchy is expected this evening at Pa- war, are so attached to Napoleon, that they talk of
It is said the emperor has giving orders; to dis- him without ceasing, and the hope of finding themns.
have then but
mantle 20 ships of the line, which will afford 1500 selves again finder his colors.
our English army, which can be of
service.
any service to us,
pieces of cannon for l.nd
The 10th regiment having remained with the duke and which we can be certain of holding to our system,
of Angouleme until the last moment, wereof course during the whole struggle; but it force is not above
behind all the rest of the army in putting up the tri- 23,000 men, and that already experiences disease,
the first time they were reviewed So that lord Wellington sends courier after courier
colored cockade
to solicit reinforcements.
He demands even the
by the emperor, he spoke to them with affection,
and reminded them of their former glory, and touch- veteran corps retired from active service, doing duty
in
their coloed but lightly on their late disaffection
garrison. The powers who ought to have immense
nel then came forward, and in the name of all his forces to push with vigor the war which they have
seem at this moment to listen to other inregiment desired to be sent on to the frontiers with- provoked,
out cartridges, and to be placed in the "front of the terests. They apprehend too much trouble in their
The king of Prussia has not more than
battle." The emperor received him kindly, and own states.
said, "I will take care you shall have an early op- 40,000 Prussians on the Meuse, and the Russian
army is not yet in motion, at least in any consideraportunity of distinguishing yourselves."
The Paris papers notice the circulation of a "le- ble force.
The emperor Alexander has declared that the subgitimate" pamphlet that fairly proposes the assassination of the emperor.
Two persons engaged in this sidy granted by treaty for 75,000 men who are to
business were seized by the police.
What a pit) march to the Rhine, is insufficient, and that England
that the principals were not in the place of these must also pay for 75,000 men which he is to leave in
men
Poland, for the purpose of coercing that country,
London, May 22 Bullion has fallen a little, being which his irresolute policy has not satisfied, and
now at £5 5s. per ounce. The price of silver is 6s. which he seeks in vain to abuse by hopes always deceived. Thus we shall pay 150,000 men in order to
8d.
Government have entered into a contract with the have 75,000, who, at their arrival on the Rhine, will
be reduced to 60,000, badly enough
Birming-ium manufacturers for all the arms they can
disposed to caron a war which has not, all their officers loudly dc
manufacture, but the contract is to cease on a month's ry

his obtained the emperor's
(Louis XVIU's minister)
to return to France.
permission
May 18— Letters from Germany state that passhave been refused to pen. Berth ier to France.
pprts
This prince has made several vain attempts to depart

doubted, that on the

first

h

We

;

;

!

—

given for that purpose.
last his grace the duke of Wellington,
gave orders for the sluices again to be »pened, and
the
country was laid under water eight inches deeper, for the protection of the present foroes collected.
The duke sle.eps at Brussels one night, the next 20
miles off, and not even his attendants are acquainted
where he sleeps the third.
Antwerp, J\tay 10. This city is in the utmost distress.
Failures
are universal.
The most solid
houses are trembling, and names hitherto respectable
throughout Europe, are falling entirely the great
Capitalists are ruined by the depreciation of the bank
Thus our
paper of Vienna, Russia, Sweden, &c.
notice

On Friday

—

—

any other object than, to preserve Belgium in
England. We are in fact assured that disgust with the
war is can-ied great lengths in the Russian arm/;
From the general to the subaltern, they speak
loudly
of its injustice; they shew its folly in
comparing its
advantages, which will be nothing- to its dangers
clare,

which are real. The generals especially, demand
why, after so many hardships, so many glorious
events, they should go six hundred leagues from
their country, from their property, so
long- abandon
ed,to search for fatigues, and success at least doubt
ful, to compromit the glory already acquired, and
undertake an expedition, whose imprudence ought
to strike every mind, at a moment when there are
now only the specta- between France and Russia so many rival power

—

city, lately

cle of

so flourishing, offers

with

misery and wretchedness.

THIS

IMPORTANT VIEW

ftf the affairs

of Europe, is translated from the Paris
Moniteur, which extracted it from the London
Coalitions seem to have
Statesman, of May 20.

nearly run their race.

We

London,

whom

so many subjects are yet in discussion.
Russians begin to take no part in the policv
of their master. Shail he make war for the Bourbons:
That is not for the interests of his country; it is then
to play the partof a new Don Quixotte, that the emperor exposes and sacrifices them. Shall we make
war from hatred of Napoleon? But is it allowable
for sovereigns to interpose their personal resent

The

May

20.

perceive more everyday the false position in
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ments between nations? And when these resentments are unjust, nations which they involve do not
hesitate to judge them severely. Those of the emare estimated'at Petersburgh as at
peror Alexander
London, by all persons who recollect what passed at
"Who then has for\usterlitz, at Tilsit, and Erfurt.
that after the battle of Austerlitz, the empejrotten,
ror Alexander might have been a prisoner; that
turned at Gading by marshal Davoust, he could not
retire from a position so critical, but by pledging his
word of honor to re-enter Russia by regular stages,
with his army, and intermeddle no more in the affairs of Germany; and that he, of whom he now declares himself the implacable enemy, preferred the
hope of making a friend, to the glory of carrying him
to grace his triumph in Paris.
Who then will have forgotten that at Tilsit, the
emperor Alexander had no longer an army; Lithuania was rising in arms behind him, the deputies of
The emhis province were already with Napoleon.
no resource but in the generoperor Alexander saw
He passed the Niemen, he
sity of the conqueror.

22, 1615.

In fine, Phussia, ruined
by the prodigious efforts
made in 1813 and 1814,' will not she too be obhhave
some corps d'armee destined to
ged to

she

restrain

Saxony, and to watch the corps that Russia will keep
with our money in Poland and Austria, in Bavaria
and Bohemia. Weought to expect, if it is not done
already, that Russia will require of us a special
subsidy for her corps of observation on the upper
Elbe. Thus we pay our allies that they may observe
and menace each other, whilst we fight for them.—
We shall pay and fight, that the autocrat of all the
Russias may be the despot of Poland; that the emperor of Austria may oppress absolutely noble and
charming Italy; that the king of Prussia may seize a
heritage of the most cherished, the most respectable
of the princes of Europe. Worthy employment for
the treasuries and the free blood of the English
peo-

ple.

Whilst the

was

trafficing with us to
subserve a cause which the opinion of England disavows, what was Napoleon doing? Landed in France
the 1st of March, and arrived at Paris the 20th; bv
the 1st of April an army of 100,000 men were assembled in Flanders. Since, the roads have been covered with old soldiers, with the same soldiers whi
returned so lately from captivity in the wilds of
Russia, and whom enthusiasm now recals to their
colors; with national guards, who no less enthusiitic than the army, and roused by
indignation at the
declaration of the congress, fly to the frontiers ardent and ready to combat the enemy of their country
coalition

came to dwell tor 20 days in the camp of Napoleon,
not having any other table than his, or other guard
than his guard. Peace was made, and the emperor
Alexander saw so clearly he saved his states, by that
the ratificagenerous peace, that he said on signing'
tion of the treaty: today is the anniversary of the batA
tle of PuUoiva; this day equally saves the empire.
year had hardly elapsed since Alexander traversed
the French army from the Vistula to Erfurt, where
he remained a month entirely at the disposal of the and their sovereign. Armies are organized on all
points with that rapidity which is not only produemperor.
If after the war re-commenced, Austria and Prus- ced by the action of a government full of vigor* but
sia took part in it against Alexander, that was done by an unanimity of will among a people who heard
without animosity on the side of Napoleon, who be- the voice of national honor.
Travellers who were at Lisle a few days
fore and after his entry into Moscow, proposed
ago, have
related to us what they saw. Daily four or fire
peace, and who, in that capital hazarded his person,
of
choice
battalions
to
extinthe
flames
risk
in
of
of perishing
and ran the
stout men.
troops, composed
had kin- inured to fatigue, commanded by old officers, enter
guish the conflagr.aion which Rastopschin
the
with
bursts
of
are
the
the
the
liveliest
enthusiasm.—
dled.
Russians,
city,
Where, then, enquired
assure our countrymen, that what these men
motives of the hatred of Alexander? And if that
saw
at Lisle, has happened in the districts of the
we
where
know
which
foundations
has
hatred
not,
is the justice of making a million of men fight to North, the Meuse, the Rhine, and the Alps; that
have much to lose and nothing to every where the old soldiers who were returning
appease it?
of St. to their standards, would not wait to have their unigain; the frontiers of Sweden are at the gates
Petersburgh; ours at the gates of Stockholm; our li- form complete, but only demanded arms; that the
mits have been entered in Moldavia, in Persia; Po- national guards came with eagerness to relieve the
land as far asWartais ours; we have restored Prus- garrisons, and all the armies cantoned were in a conwhich shel- dition to begin a campaign. On the other hand, our
sia, and recreated an intermediate power
This is bankers know through the commercial houses with
ters us from all fears on the side of France.
what they say in the Russian army. 'Tis what they which they have relations in France, that the conWhat is to be tractors for provisions who on the 20th March furincessantly repeat at Petersburgh!
but 150,000 rations, now consume more than
hoped from a war whose motives excite doscontent nished
500,000.
and awaken no hope?
Our countrymen who were in the capital of France
The news from Austria is not much more satisThis power demands new subsidies too, assure us at the same time that the factories for -nafactory.
not only for the 80,000 men whom she has promised king and repairing arras, are more numerous ami
to send to the Rhine, garrisons included, but be- active at Paris than they were at the commencesides the army which she is to leave in Germany, ment of the war of the revolution; that in 1793 there
were fabricated but 700 muskets a day, and that
on one side to watch Havana which she distrusts
and on the other, the Russian corps which we pay, now, though the daily fabrication produces more
:ind Alexander will leave in Poland.
Perhaps she than 1100 muskets, new factories arc forming everyWhilst enthusiasm is so
will demand of us too for the 150,000 men whom day.
general in France,
she now employs in Italy, and who have already that seems resolved on all sacrifices rather than lose
their
independence, than bear a hateful yoke and
suffered considerable losses, whether in the affairs
vi
with the king of Naples, affairs which have been suffer foreign sovereigns, (whose fallen thrones ha
been recovered by the treaties of I'resburg, Vienna,
mostly fatal to it, or by diseases; losses which are
estimated already at more than one fourth of their and Tilsit, or whose new thrones have been foundknow the influence of that climate on ed by the bravery of the French,) to interfere in th
army.
ui
Austrian troops; we know what it will effect in the choice of their sovereign, rue see the allies viito
season we are about to enter, and we foresee that if union, -without motives, without common interest'
the count de Bellegarde reaches Naples with his without being supported by the opinion of their /W'
of our ministers the means to cvonw
army, which is hardly probable, he will bring back begging
new war.
only its broken wreck into Austria.
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much
declaration of the coalition is announced to us; try people who were ill disposed, were operating
easy to foresee what its effect will be among vis; on the minds of the regiment of artillery, which from
The proposal of deuse.
that of the 13th of March has given partisans to that time was of no further
number id increased by his decrees parture alone was renewed: I again refused it, and
Napoleon whose
to gen. Gilly at Pont St.
for the abolition of the slave trade, and by the libe- sent general DWultanne
Let anew declaration ap- Esprit, to make a convention with him for liberty to
rality of his constitution.
let it be in the same spirit with the first, and pass with my corps, in order to retire on the Dupeal,'
we may engage there will not be one of the old ad- rance; and on the 9th. I continued my march. Gen,
vocates o( the war, that will not become a Bonapart- D'Aultanne found at. Point St. Esprit colonel Laurent,
The electors of Westminster are convoked to of the 10th Chasseurs, and made an agreement with
ist,
MarConsider an address in the same sense with that of him, that 1 should be permitted to retire upon
It is said that the meeting seilles, escorted by the 10th, or colonel general; but
die livery of London.
but we know before hand, that general Gilly refused his assent: I learned this news
will be
A.

I

It is

very spirited;
more ardor for the end proposed than at Picrrclatre. As general D'Aultenne was detained
Southwark has pass- a prisoner, I sent the baron de Damas, who concluded
opposition »o peace. Already
If the prince and with general G illy the convention which I hereto
ed a resolution against the war.
shall sec

we
nt'

ministers persist in their deplorable determination, subjoin.
The enemy
if the government of free old England doe3 not re-

had made himself master of the road
of Avignon; but I wished to remain as long as possible, in order to secure, as far as depended on me,
the lives and safety of the brave men who followed
me. At last I set off, at nine in the evening, and
was detained at Pont St. Esprit, where I was kept
our country.
prisoner for six days, in contravention of the signed
Every true Englishman censures the conduct of convention. I had for ten hours an officer of gendarour ministers, and deplores the consequences. The merie in my apartment; he had orders not to lose
corn bill, the property tax, the public contempt of na- sight of me; and I did not get rid of him but by givtional opinion, have carried discontent through all ing him my word of honor that I would not attempt
It was gen. Grouchy who had arrived at
classes of society} what will it be if they must add to escape.
to U our internal evils, the ruin of our national ar- Pont St. Esprit, that prevented me from continuing
mv surrounded by people attached to Napoleon, and my journey; he himself was watched by a gen. Cormenaced, while expecting disasters of war, by the bineau, aid-de-camp of Bonaparte. I forgot to mendisease, which are about to carry into the midst of tion, that the colonel of the 10th regiment had acit Hie insalubrity of the climate of Belgium, aug- quainted me that a third of his regiment had desertmented by the inundations of Nieuport and Ostcnd. ed, and that the rest would not fire. The artillery
Give us back our brave men; tarnish not the glory were still worse; there remained[to mc only 800 naof our heroes, nor stain that of England in making tional guards.
On the last day of my captivity gen. Grouchy set
her conspire against the liberty of the French people,
Hit Poles, di* Saxons, the Italians; this is the rally- off for Marseilles. I was released on the 15th; I
arrived on the 16th atCette, and embarked the same
ing cr\ ot John Hull.
NAHHATIVS OF THE DfKE d'aXROCLEMEv
day at eight in the evening. My passage thither
Extract of a letter from the duke 1/Jlngouleme, dated was in 35 hours; in fine, God has preserved me, as
I
Barcelona, April 18.
hope, still for the service of the king. I have
"I have at last arrived here, having done all that done all that I could. I quit France with sadness
Was in my power to do; and shall now state to you, the spirit of the country is very good they every
On the where blessed me but the greater part of the army,
in a few words what has parsed in the south.
30th of March, Amedee Descars repulsed general and the gendarmerie, are detestable.
Those who
Dcbeliee before Montelimart; on the second of April guarded me were abominable but 25 chasseurs ot"
we completely beat the enemy at the passage of the
remained faithful to the last, they wished to
Drome two cannon, two colours and 800 prisoners follow me everywhere, as well as more than 40 ofwere the fruits of the victory the possession of Va- ficers.
embarked 17 in number. When I left
lence, as well as of the course of the Isere, were its Cette it was said that war was declared, and that.
Testdts.
On the 3d 1 learned that general Ernouf, Bonaparte had demanded a levy en masse of two milabandoned by the 58th regiment, had been obliged to lions of men and three hundred millions of money.
retrogade upon Sisteron, and that Nismes and Mont- It is the opinion of France that the jacobins have
I was assumed the upper hand, and that terror will
pelier had hoisted the signal of rebellion.
reign,
speedily informed that general's Grouchy and Pire Toulon and Marseilles were obliged to surrender on
were marching from Lyons against me, and that ge- the 11th and 12th.
neral Gilly was marching from Nismes upon Point
DECREE.
St.
I perceived that it was
Joachim Napoleon, king of the two Sicilies,
Esprit:
necessary to
think of retreat.
On the 6th I learned, by the arriHaving ascertained from the proper authorities.
wd of Mr. Ferdinand Berthier, that all was over at that some Neapolitan vessels, captured and carried
Bordeaux and Toulouse. General Pire the same into Trieste since the commencement of hostilities
day attempted the passage of the Isere, and was re- between our troops and those of the emperor of
The news from Nismes and Montpelier be- Austria, were immediately released by the Austripulsed.
ing- disseminated among our national guards, made an authorities:
us lose
part of them. I quitted Valence at half past
Wishing to second with all our power every meaten at
I bivouacked with the 10th regiment, sure which may redound to the interests of comnight.
and afterwards marched for Montelimart, where I merce, and disconnect war between
Sovereigns with
arrived at four in the afternoon of the 7th.
The co- private interests:
lonel of the 14th, who had
Desiring to contribute to the utmost of our powrejoined me the evening
before, informed me that he was no longer master of er to establish and cause to be received principles
Bis
regiment, which in fact qui .ted me, and proceed- the most favorable to the unlimited liberty of comed to Valence.
It had been proposed to me to de- merce, we have decreed and do decree as follows:
part alone from that town; this I refused.
The comb- J Art. 1. Privateering is abolished in our kingdom/
nounce its conspiracy against the liberty of 28 millions of Frenchmen, and against the most sacred
all people, what will happen? Oppression
fights of
will become fatal to the oppressors, and the first suc«cs« of Napoleon will be the signal of a revolution in

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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The British authorities in Canada have ordered
and shall always be prohibited fri regard to every
nation that shall not permit it against our flag. In that Chateauguay shall be a "port of entry and
we will not issue any letters of clearance."
tonsequer.ee' hereof,
shall be immediThe Barbadoes Times, of June 15, has a list of
rnarque, and those already issued
nearly 30 American vessels that had arrived there
ately recalled.
which were not permitted to sell
2- The prizes which may have been made by priva- •^ince the peace,
teers under our flag, before the publication of this their cargoes in consequence, of the order in couucil
16th April.
decree, shall be immediately restored; saving to the having expired on the
The naval chronicle. It is understood that
owners the right of reclaiming from government to
James K. Paulding, Esq. secretary to the commisthe extent of what they were entitled to.
3. The Austrian merchant flag shall continue to sioners of the navy of the United States, is to conbe received in the ports of our kingdom like those duct the "American Naval Chronicle," noticed in
of all other nations, and shall there enjoy all the pro- our last.
The West ! A vessel lias arrived at JVe-ji-Torb
tection of the laws, provided the Neapolitan flag be
em- from New Orleans, with a cargo of hides and
equally received into the ports of the Austrian
Is the last article some nut
pire
his department, are product, like "prairie dogs.'^of the "howling wilder4. Our ministers, each in
nesses ?"
charged with the execution of the present decree.

COTTON YARN

(Signed)
(A true copv.)

JOACHIM NAPOLEON

.

Fuenza, April 17, 1815.

May

23.

Correspondence on alliance against France.
Viscount Castlereagh to the earl of Clancarty, dated
Foreign Office, April 8, 1815.
Mi Lord I herewith inclose a copy of an overture this day received from M. de Caulincourt, with
You will communicate the
the answer returned.

—

—A

-

The Count de MOSERURG.
London,

!

fire broke out
Dreadful fire at Petersburg, Va.
at Petersburg, Virginia, on Sunday evening last, at
about 8 o'clock, which could not checked until/our
hundred houses (such is the estimate !) were destroy-

ed! It is also believed, that
their lives by the blowing

28 or 30 persons hare
up of houses with
^

lost

the

probable intention of stopping the progress of the
the flames. We have not yet the terrible particulars,
but would hope the accounts are exaggerated.

—

Another fire and explosion J\'ew-Tork, July 17.—
to the allied sovereigns and plenipotentiaries at
The ship Live-Oak, capt. Yarnald Yarnnell, of Scai*
Vienna, for their information.
borough, (Mass.) from Leilh, (Scotland) for NewI have the honor to be, &c.
York, with a cargo of 160 pipes of gin, 100 casksof
CASTLEREAGH.
(Signed)
gun-powder, a quantity of sail duck, &c. took tire
Earl of Clancarty, &c. Vienna.
in an unaccountable manner, last Wednesday mornLetter from Jf. Caulincourt to Viscount Castlereagh,
ing, off South Hampton, and blew up. The firecoiv
dated Paris, April 4, 1815.
in the hold of the ship amang the duck and
Mr Lord The emperor was anxious to express meHced
gin, and as soon as discovered, every effort was made
the
the
to
his
regent
prince
directly
royal highness
her captain and crew to extinguish it, but find,
sentiments which inspire him, and make known to by
flames to gain upon them rapidly, they pat
him the high value which he places on the mainte- ing the
head towards the land, took to the boat,
nance of the peace happily existing between the two the ship's
and landed at South Hampton. The ship did no'
I am commanded in consequence, my
countries.
blow up until she grounded on South Hampton bar.
Lord, to address to you the annexed letter, and to
The explosion was tremendous. One of her anchors
beg your excellency to present it to his royal highand some of the cargo were blown upwards of a
ness.
The first wish of the emperor being-, that the re- quarter of a mile on shore.
Another. Boston July 11. Yesterday morning a
pose of Europe should remain inviolate, his majesty
has been anxious to manifest this disposition to the large wooden store-house, in the United States Navv
sovereigns who are still assembled at Vienna, and to Yard, in Charlestown, was consumed by fire, with all
ill other
its contents; which however, we have not ascertainsovereigns. I have, &c.
ed to be very valuable. All the books, vouchers, and
(Signed)
CAULINCOURT, Due de Vicence.
private papers in the office of the clerk of the yard,
His excellency lord Castlereagh, &c.
major Gibbs, were burnt. The fire was occasioned
Letter from Viscount Casttureagh to J\L Caulincourt. by the ignition of a rocket,* which the gunner, Mr.
Downing-street, April 8, 1815.
Rogers, was filling; and which communicated
Sib I have been honored with two letters from about fifty wt. of pulverized nitre &c. Mr. R. D&
vour excellency bearing date the 4th inst. from Pa- his attendants, were considerably, but not dangerThe destruction was confined to
ris, one of them covering a letter addressed to his ously burnt.
royal highness the prince regent.
building by the spirited exertions of those attached
that
the
lam to acquaint your excellency,
prince to the yard, the crew of the frigate United States, lyam!
r*egent has declined receiving the letter addressed ing opposite, and the inhabitants of Charlestovvii
me
and
his
or- Boston.
ohim,
has, at the same time given
ders to transmit the letters addressed by your excel.Murder. A young man, represented to have bee-'
w
lency to me, to Vienna, for the information and con- one of the most amiable and interesting of N'e
sideration of the allied sovereigns and plenipotentia- York, was recently murdered in a duel, near ffuni
ries there assembled.
tori's monument; which seems to be a chosen s;>ot
I am, See.
CVSTLEREAGIL
for this detestable species of outrage.
Whaling revived. Several vessels, from 10 to It
have recently sailed from eastern ports for the Sjuiu
seas, on whaling voyages
The Algerines. We have a variety of reports as
*o the Algerines.
Some say all their vessels were in
"A fire was communicated to a building on
occurport, and others that some of them are at sea. One Independence some years since, by a similar
account has it that a frigate, off Lisbon, had captur- rence the rammer striking a pebble in the coars?
ed four American, two Portuguese and two Dutch paper of which the moulds of rockets are USUJBJ
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To dispose of some articles in type; thai it appearwe could not get into the regular sheet, a scitle

mkxt, of four pages, accompanies the present num-

To do justice to the events of the times, we
could find matter enougli for at least t-wa sheets per
week.
Approaching the close of the volume, the foiir
Sheets to complete it must be given up chiefly .to the
insertion of documents and things that naturally beAmong other articles, the reply
long to its period.
of Mr. JAuyd to Mr. Randolph, so long delayed, on
account of the great space it occupies, must have
room.
Subscribers wij! please to recollect that the regular year of the Weekxy Register expires with the
month of August and that, for the many good and
substantial reasons set forth some time ago, payment
A matter of no imwill be expected in advance.
portance to individuals, but of great moment to, the
editor in the saving of trouble, money and time. And,
in making payment for the year in advance, an additional dollar will be paid by those who desire to have
VIII. which shall
Jhe SUPPLEMENT TO
be forwarded to subscribers on or before the middle
Of September.
ber.

;•

VOLUME

£>5 PEH

ANNUM.

one of the United States ships were clothed
and the commander required to publish bis
opinion of it, after a full trial, it would be a means
of the country obtaining information more to be relied on than by any private source.
The writer believes that the last statement of the
tonnage of the United States, winch was published;
amounted to about one million and a half of tons
as it is apprehended it would require 10 yards of canvas per ton, on an average, to clothe a vessel and furnish her e::tra sails— consequently to supply 1,500,000
tons would require 15 millions of yards of canvas,
which, at 60 ce7its per yard, amounts to nine millions
of dollars and, at three-fourths of a pound of cotIf

it.

with

it,

—

1

;

ton to the yard, would create a new demand for cotton to the amount of 11,250,000 pounds.
To spin
this quantity would give work to 60,000 cotton spindles for one year, and to weave it Would require

nearly 5000 weavers.

employ 2400 hands

;

Sixty thousand spindles would
and, taking into view the whole

number of those who would

find

employ from

this

source, they may be fairly estimated at as little
short of 11,000 persons. 11,25,0,000 pounds of cotton, costing the manufacturer 2,400, 0C0 dollars^
would leave 6,600,000 dollars for the labor and profit
P.
resulting from this branch of business.

Wilmington, Deluivar'e.

Cotton Canvas.
XETTER to the EniTOR.

As I know the editor of the Register to be

a friend
Jo American manufactures, 1 wish to call his attention to an article of general importance to the United
States if, as has been represented to me, it proves
as viluable as I flatter
myself it will do; I mean

—

—

dj^The editor of the Register has made some
enquiries on this interesting subject. A considerable quantity of Cotton Canvas lias been manufactured in Baltimore. Like all other new things, it
has had to fight with "steady habits" but seems uniformly to have obtained the mastery in the opinion
of those wh» had courage enough to give it a fair
trial.
And, it is probable, the time is not distant

COTTON canvas.
This kind of sail cloth has been made in this town,
utility and patriotism will fully conquer
h small quantities, for more than a year past, and when economy,
prejudice, and clothe all our vessels with our own sail
the demand for it still continues
so that it is procloth, which may be best made by ivuter looms, to
bable the manufacture will increase.
the great saving of labor.
Some months since, the writer was applied to emit on a vessel he is concerned in—
but, for want
ploy
of information of its quality, he then declined it:
..

;

lie has not ceased to make
enquiries on the subwhen suitable opportunities ottered and, in the
course of the present year, two vessels from .Baltimore, clothed with this kind of canvas, arriving at
this port, a convenient
opportunity presented itself

yet

New-England Convention.

—

ject

No. vni.

THE RICHES OT THE

SOFTrt.

We

have the following highly interesting state*
becoming fully informed of its quality. From ments from a late Savannah Republican:
the owners and officers of those vessels he had the
"An estimate of cotton shipped from the port of
pleasure to learn, that they gave it a deckled prefer- Savannah, from the 20th of March to the 30th
day
fence to the Russian, and that it was exceeded
by of June, 1815,
none, the best Holland duck excepted.
Sea Isla?ul.
Upland.
There are two advantages arising from the use of
To France
86 bales
2,636
cotton canvas, either of which is
It
To England important.
9,517
30,198
mildews less than hempen, and fulls up so as to be
To other European ports 646
5,985
which the canvas made of hemp
nearly air tight
does not— on the
conUary, as it becomes old, inter10,259
38,820
stices appear in all
parts of it that permit the pas10,259
of
the
wind.
Bage
Total— to Europe
49,079
the
Considering
importance of this article to the To northern ports of the United States ?
27,503
growers of cotton, and its manufacturers in this
of all qualities
5
it
is
desirable
to have the question detercountry,
mined, absolutely, whether, under all circumstanBales 76,582
ces, it ought to be preferred to
A list of vessels which have entered and clearect
foreign canvas and
o way
more
appears
likely to test the matter com- in the port of Savannah, from the 1st of April to tm
pietely, than by the general government
undertaking 30th dav of June, 1815.
for

...

;

.

;
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bn those who provoked the procedure, we should bow shew us their feeling on the subject spoken of. It
but it attacks the general pros- is the feeling of a people having a national pride.
to the justice of it
There is nothing to afford me pleasure in the reperity, and the reflecting America.!} will not pursue
But we naturally ask questions like these It' marks 1 have felt it my duty to make on the principle
it.
the embargo or war prevented the people of .Massa- of the Hartford convention.
thing belonging

—

—

chusetts from making money by freights, did they
who furnished the articles to be carried suffer nothing ? Mas not the plainer as seriously feel the dis
tresses of the times by the want of a market for lus
crops, as the ship-owner did in the want of employment for his vessel ? Is the profit of freight greater
Is it less a
than the original profit of the farmer
of
hardship to have a bale of cotton or a hogshead
tobacco lying an dead property on hand, than to have
the little that might be made on its freight deferred ?
Can Georgia, which wili send more goods of native
product to market in the present year than all the
"nation of New-England" will probably do in three
who
years, be the "enemy of commerce ?" Are those
have the least to spare for foreign trade the most
sincerely interested in that trade ? Will the people
of the "nation" believe, that a man, in his sober reason, will "bite off his own nose to spite his face ?"
How great is the delusion that has prevailed in NewEngland The extent of ihe evils it will produce
are incalculable the loss of character will most cerof influtainly be followed by the loss of gain and
ence ; and a loss of population will naturally follow
the loss of these, in which is the loss of power ; the
a
darling thing to which a knot of knaves, through
subserviency to the British, have sacrificed the fame
even
of their country in the eyes of all the world
.?

—

!

—

;

of the British, who expected to profit by

it,

—

in put-

foting down "the factious republic* Wherever in
reign parts the citizen of Baltimore has been, respect
and attention awaited him. Even the British esteem him and he stands fairly and erect, as a Bos
But I have
tonian did in the days of the revolution.
heard that the people of another great town are
sometimes regarded as a sort of "Jew-brokers," that
would sell God and country to any that would bid
There is in every people some sense of
for them
I have feared that, with the inducenational honor.

—

!

Every
was calculated to wound my national pride and
dishearten my hopes of the unity of the republic.
to

it

It

disgraced us

all, infinitely

more than

all

the Other

disasters of the war, including the capture of WashThe capilol, builtof senseless stones, prosington.
trated by barbarian hands, may easily resume its for-

mer magnificence; and,

in

the glorious events of the

war and the speedy and just death of the Goth
who destroyed it, we have obliterated tiie reproachbut the dereliction of duty, of honor and of patriotism, in so large a portion of our people, at a time
wnen we were so closely beset with foreigners avowing a determination to put down our constitution, 13
a blot so foul that fifty years of hearty patriotism
will not obliterate it.
The original and avowed design of the infamous men who got up that conven-

was "to withhold their resources and make
separate peace ;" but their coward hearts refused
what their treasonable heads would do and they
shrunk into nothing before the sinewy arm of the

tion,
a.

;

yeoman, who

stood ready to punish the overt act.—'
They sneaked out of the affair as meanly as they
entered upon it impudently
and they might safely
be left to the misery of their own thoughts, if, like
desperadoes, they did not attempt to screen past
crimes by present deceptions. Their exposure is,
therefore, necessary for their trial at the bar of the
:

public reason.
ideas of the little importance of the foreign.
nation compared with its home trade,
are clearly before the readers of the Register.
But
I will
judge this people by the facts on which they
chiefly rely; and conclude for the present with the
following statements and remarks, built upon the
foreign commerce of the United States:
Tiie whole tonnage of the U. S. in 1811

My

commerce of a

—

was,

The tonnage

tons. 1,424,793
of the "nation of New-En606,740

ments we have for such a feeling, we have less of it
gland,"
than any other, and that we could furnish a greater
mass of disaffection and treason than all the rest of The whole domestic exports of the U. S.
same year, about the value of
the civilized world, united. There are none who
$46,000,000
spend a hundredth part of the money and exertion, And those of the "nation," being the product of its soil and industry,
for purposes of corruption, that the English do— but
3,750,000
there are none who more heartily despise those who
Then as 1,424,783 tons is to $46,000,000,* so is
lake part against their country than they. This is
the native honesty of John Bull; and so powerful is 606,740 tons to $19,528,660.
The proportion of the New-England
it, that Andrew Jackson would be treated with higher respect in London peihaps, even in the prince states of exports of native produce, comregent's court, than Caleb Strong. No man that pared with their tonnage, therefore,
knows the English character will hesitate to believe should have been of the value of
#19,528,660
But were only about
this.
The British Were to have profitted by the
3,750,000
Hartford convention it Was expected to produce a

—

—

—

favor it failed ; but such
Deficiency
$ 15,778,660
the ingratitude of Englishmen that they never
Again— as §46,000.000 is to 1,424,783 tons, so is
speak of those who got up that assembly than as §3,750,000 to 115,969 tons.
see this in every minisThe tonnage of New-England was
traitors and cowards.
606,740
terial paper that condescends to notice the "affair." But, in proportion to the products of its soil'
and industry exported to foreign markets,
Camot, the republican, who opposed Bonaparte, as
consul and emperor, with a hardihood that has not,
should have been.
115,969
perhaps, a parallel, and who as zealously supported
him when insolentyer-e/jner.? determined to govern in
And had an excess of
tons 490,771
Now let the reader who has been astounded with
France, would be received in London with the highest honors
by all parties while Talleyrand, if treat- the clamor of the people of New-England about their
ed with apparent civility by any, would have the real commerce, look at these things for a minute. It is
The neglect of the tories by the useless to enlarge on the subject, for it must be evicontempt of all.
British government, after the peace of 1783, when dent to every one, that it was the productions of
the independence of the United States was acknow- other states the crops of the southern
planters,
ledged, and the ineffable disdain that Englishmen (who were so anxious to destroy commerce,) that ena-

powerful diversion

in their

is

We

;

—

always attached to the

name of

Arnold, indubitably bled our eastern citizens to support at leant fater
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times their fair proportion of tonnage compared with I propose to make with regard to the effect, WhicH
the products of their soil.— The southern states, war has upon the quality of your property, and upon
in this respect, hare been to the eastern what your chances of security, or insecurity.
What you most desire is, to have the interest of your
the Dutch colonies! were to Holland furnishing
the basis of trade, the value of which was greatly s'ock regularly paid in full, and to prevent any inseincreased' by the transportations of it, and -wltat it curity to your capital. Your interest is paid almost
But the prin- wholly, and, indeed, entirely by the land. You will
all parts ot the world.
pro/luted, to
is in the
original product ami start and swell here, and ask whether commerce and
ciple of commerce
it is of this principle abounding in the south ana manufactures, and traders, and professions, pay
west, that the "commercial nation of New-England" nothing ? Yes they do ; but they pay precisely in
Let them take heed what they uo. The proportion to the prosperity of agriculture. That
as jealous
worm trodden upon will turn. Hitherto nine-tenths is to say, in proportion to the height of prices. Ir
of that great stapie, cotton, was carried to Europe the land, out of which all the great receive their in'

—

—

!

New-Eagl.nd ships. The British have lately
passed a law by which this article from the U. S.
pays a dutv of twj peace per lb. more if imported in
American than in British vessels. This amounts to an
actual prohibition of the employment of American
vessels in that trade for, as a letter from Liverpool
observes, this duty on a ship's cargo' of 800 bags
makes a difference of £2155 6s. 8d. (£9614) in favor of the British bottom, "ivhich sum, in ordinary
tuns s, would be considered a very excellent freight."
The British will give the planter as much for his
cotton as tlrt; American merchant can do; or, they

crease, and all the farmers and all the laborers re*
ceive their profits and their wages, yield little, little
can all these pay to tradesmen and manufactures,
little will be the profits of commerce and of profes-

in

sions.
When wheat was twenty shillings a bushel,
the landlord and the farmer had three times as much
money to lay out as they have now. Hence the pr»
sent universal cry out about the dullness of trade;
he'tce the numprous bankruptcies ; hence the stagnation of commerce and manufactures.

;

Though, therefore, I agree, most cordially, with"
you in your opposition to the corn bill, the grounds
will carry it to market for him
cheap
opposition were different indeed. 1 knew that
Englmd man— it is, therefore, as a question of pe- a corn bill was necessary to enable the land to pay
no
to
him
whether
it
is
the
sum of taxes demanded by the government ; but
matter
carcuniary interest,
ried in an American or a British vessel
suppose / wished the sum of taxes to be diminished. You
he is guided by the like narrow views that has in- vvished to have corn cheap, and the sum of taxes not
fluence I the eastern jacobins in a thousand particu- to be diminished. These two, together, were imlars, and refuses to consider all the United States possible.
Tjiey could not, and they cannot, co-exIf you are asked, at any time, what security
as his country, permiltinj New England to be a "na- ist.
tion" as her great folks desired to call her, in regard you have for your property, do you not always anto this tiling, and shall vote against a law to coun- swer, that your security is on the land of the nation ?
tervail the British duties—-where will the eastern Do you not sayj that the estates of all the land-ownships be, that were employed through the cotton ers are mortgaged to you ? This is a great mistake
for it is only the revenues which are mortgaged to
trade, amounting to i>at less than 100,000 tons, back
and forth? Rotting at the wharves of the "com- you but, to obviate all difficulty upon this score,
take it for granted, that you have a bonajtde mortmercial states."
gage upon all the land in England. Can it, then, be
your interest,- that the land should be unable to pay
the Fundholders,your annual demands ? The land, upon your own
Gan you, then, be gainOn. the supposed approaching tear against France. principles, is partly yours.
ers by its produce being depreciated ?
A certain
fuoji cohb'ett's wkkklt REGISTER.
Of all the classes of people in this country you farm,- for instance, pays a hundred a year towards
appear to me to have been* and still to be, the mos' your annual demands. If produce fall so low as to
than fifty
misguided, as to all questions of politics, and espe- disable this farm from paying you more
to be paid your dividends
cially as to the important question of peace or war. pounds a year, how are you
full?
I will now do my best to enable you to judge
Hence, it is clear, that the corn bill was
correctly in
upon this subject, as far, at least, as your interests more for your protection than for the protection of
the farnier, who really eats and drinks of his own
are mWfi immediately connected with it.
Your great characteristic is anxiety for the safety prodvice. Your expences of living would keep pace
In the'
of your property but, though self preservation is with the price of the produce of the land
the first of nature's laws, and though, in general, |end, the thing might be the same
but, if one half
men who are alive to little else, are extremely alive, of your dividends was deducted on account of the
and even very skillful, in cases wliere their own in fall in the price of produce, you would soon discoterests are at stake, you do not appear to me to per- ver that a corn bill, or any other such measure, was
ceive how your own interests have been, or how they more for your seccri'y than for that of the farmer,
But what is it which has rendered high prices neYou entertain a sort of
will be affected by war.
has
vague apprehension, that unless Napoleon be de- pessary to your seciitity ? War. War, which
the land, to be able to pay
stroyed, you shall have your property taken away.! augmented the taxes on
ifou look to the government, that is, in your sense of those taxes, must now have a high price for its prothe word* to the minister, for the time-being, as the! duce. War, therefore, has been your great enemy,
been
guardian of your property. Hence you are always and not the landlords and farmers, as you have
found on their side of the question of War or peace, taught to suppose.
To go no farther, therefore, you, above all people,
If they say war, you ure for war
if they say pcace,|
the renewal of war. You cry ouC
you are for peace.
[ought to regret
On the subject of the corn bill, you were against; against those who are opposed to war you accuse
the ministers, because that was a question, as yon them of seditious, and almost of treasonable motives
And for what ? Because you look upon war against
thought, involving no danger to your property. But,
in fact, you were more interested in the passing of! Napoleon as necessary to the security of your proto show,
the corn-bill than any other class of the community
perty when the fact is, as I will proceed
that preand, in explaining this seeming paradox to you,' I tlut war has been, and must be, ruinous to
vail, in the ea*iestway ; hureduce the I'ematHis which 4] ert^^^ which, though no part has been violently
as

as the
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raized on— which, though you have still continued
to receive your dividends to the full nominal amount,
has imperceptibly passed away from you to the
amount of more than one half of what you really
possessed in the year 1792. Your property has pas-

sed from your possession in two ways
of credit, or the value of the capital

first, in

:

;

point

and next,

as

to the currency in which ihe interest is paid.
This
will clearly appear from the following statement of
the price, the settled peace price, of three per cent,
stock
the
previous to the first war

peace,
during
against the republicans of France, and of the sub-

sequent peace prices.
}n 1792, before the war against France, the stea95
dy peace price of the three per cents, was
77
During the peace of Amiens in 1302, was
66
After the peace of J-'aris, in 1811, it was
This statement exhibits the fall in the value of
the capital; the fall in the value of any estate In the
iunds. That which was worth 951. in 1792, was
worth only 771. in 18Q2, and only 661. in 1S14.
But, far is this view of the (patter short of the real
mark; for the currency, in which funds are bought
and sold, has also fallen in as great a proportion. A
and, therefore, in real moguinea is risen to 28s
ney, a hundred three per cents, at 66, as they were
during the peace of Paris, last year, were worth only
491.-, and, at this moment they are worth only about
441.
In the year 1792, the currency in which the dividends were paid, and in which funds were bought
and sold, was equal in value to real money. So that,
Guineas. Shillings.
|n 1792 you could have sold a
hundred three per cents, for
JO
9Q
In May, 1815, you cannot sell
them for no move than
10
40
Is there any one qf you who can deny these facts?
And, if you cannot, do you still look upon those as
the enemies of your property who wish for peace ?
Can you deny tbat it is war which has had this
;

alarming effect upon your property? And, yet, do
you blame those who are against more war? That
vile and prostituted newspaper, the Times, which
you all read sometimes, in drawing a comparison
between the situation of France and England, t«lks
about the comparative price of the funds in the two
countries, and takes this as a criteripn of national
prosperity, and of the solidity of the government.
Nothing can be more false than this principle; but
suppose it to be true. There is no such great dif-

France) in restoring the pope, the Jesuits, and the
Holland and Hanover ininquisition) and in erecting
to kingdoms; wars, the success ofwiuch you have
joined in celebrating
But now, if such have been the effects of war upon your property; if, in fact, yon, who had estates
in the funds in 1792, have lost more than the half
Qf those estates, what are you all to expect as the
consequences to you of another war? I shall lay
out of account all ihe possible dangers from a stoppage of the sinking fund, or any othf-r measure to
which necessity might drive the minister for the
time being; I shall suppose that iro danger can ever
!

arise to

you from internal commotions, produced by

the pressure of war: but must assume, and I think
you will allow the assumption to be correct, that the.
tiling will at least go on as it has done, and ot
course, that your estates in the funds will daily grow
of less and less value, in proportion as the masu of
debt is augmented. You are quite s'irc that War
will augment this mass
and yet you raise hot your
voices against war, but, on the contrary, appear to
he disappointed that blood has not yet been drawn.
The certainty that your estates will continue to
melt away as they have melted, is, one would think,
quite sufficient to make you deprecate the renewal
of war. Having lost 50 guineas out of every 90 guineas that you possessed in 1792, »n the first restoration of the Bourbons, one would think that you
would dread a second "success" of the kind as you
would dread the hour of death. The late war lasted 20 years, exclusive of the peace of Amiens. —«
Another 16 years of war, at the same rate, would
take away the remaining 40 guineas. So that even
be withi;i case of a second "success," you would
out a penny, Hut, is it not thus that the thing would
The stone that rolls down a hill, even if the
travel.
surface be smooth, goes swifter and swifter as it
approaches the bottom; and if it meet with rubs in
I

—

—

way, its hounds add to its volocity, till, at last,
comes, at a single jump, like a ball from the can*
non's mouth. Sp it will be, because, so, from the
nature of things, it must be with funded property, if
its
it

we now enter on a war of any considerable duration.

To

be satisfied of the truth of this, you have onlook at what has taken place in other countries,
where there have been funding systems, and at the
increasing force of the debt in England. Since the
funding system began we have had seven wars. The
debt created by each war is as follows :
ference in the price of the funds in the two countries
1st war, which ended in 1697,
£41,000,000
at this moment. The French funds are five per
2nd war, which began in 1702,
33,000,000
88
in
re;d
cent.
in
do.
3d war,
Our five per cents, are at
48,000,000
1739,
p iper,
the
4th war,
do.
52,000,000
1756,
money they are worth 671. And, we see, that
in
do.
five
cents,
are worth, even now, 621.
5th war,
French
108,00",000
1775,
per
do.
real money; for, in Trance, it is gold with which
297,000,000
1793,
6lhwar,
funds are purchased. So that if you are to weigh
do..
413,OCO,000
7th war,
1803,
public opinion, popular confidence, and the solidity
of governments in this scale, we have, on our side
£992,u0'J,GC0
of the water, but little to boast of in the comparison,
There are perhaps, 30 or 40 millions of floating
of the last
hosof
arrears
France
the
amount
the
at
this
is,
moment, surrounded by
debt, besides
though
tile armies, though she is uum iced with an invasion war, so that about eight years of war would, in all
by a million of men in arms, and though millions of human probability, bring the d^bt to 1600 millions,
money are employed, in all probability to excite dis- at which point it would render the funds possessed in
sensions in her cities and provinces. Hive you ever 1792 worth nothing at all. But the thing would
seen the matter in this light before? Is it not time, hardly proceed; it would hardly get along, at any
then, for you to begin to think?
rate, to. this length.
A.n addition of three or four
Such is the state to which you have been reduced hundred millions is, probably, as much as it would
by the great "statesmen now no more," and his suc- bear before the whole thing would be blown up; for,
cessors of both factions. Such is the price that you by that time, the price of the guinea would be so
have paid for your support of those men and their high, and the alarm would become so great on your
measures. Such is the fruit of those wars which part, that you will sell your stock at any price, till,
you were told were to secure you in the enjoyment at last there would be nobody to purchase.
:>f
Is not this the natural march of your properly?
your property; wars which ended in placing the
rbons, for eleven months upon tire throne of Is there any one of you who, will set his face again:,:.
ly to

—

—

v

—

—
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the facts which I have stated? If wars have gone because she made war
against us, while we Mere
on adding- to the debt in the above manner, why at wir with Napoleon. What will they say now of
of
the
value
tlie
should not the same take place again? It
venerable head of this African state ? The same
your estates has fallen in the proportion of from 90 to .honorable worthies have said, that because America
will
millions
of
wen.
to war with us, while we had to
debt,
40, during the creation of 7UU
fight Napoleon,,
not another 5 or 600 millions take away the whole of she was the slave of Napoleon. But 1
hope they
find
to
answer
these
will
estates?
If
cannot
not
any
your
you
apply this reasoning to the present war
statements: if they be true and you are obliged to; between America and Algiers:
I fervently hope,
acknowledge them to be true, why should you shut [that no one will pretend, that, because Algiers went
Is
the
it
wise
to
of
to
war
with
men;
America while America had to fight
part
your danger?
your eyes
is it the part of men of common sense, to act thus? with us, Algiers was the slave of
As to
England
The calami y of which 1 have been speaking,
result of the war, 1 have no doubt, that the

—

]

j

|

j

!

j

mean your

Ijthe

be prevented; but it is toidey will not have to
rejoice much at the success
be prevented solely by peace and economy; that is, by of his undertaking.
dry blow instead of millions
rid
of
all the heavy expenses, except that of dollars are
to
be his portion. As an Engetting
likely
of the national debt. If all the other expenses were glishman, 1 must wish that the
Algerines may be
reduced to the standard of 1792; if the army, the beaten by those, who have,
unfortunately, so often
the
civil
to
the
state
were
down
beaten
own
list,
navy,
brought
my
countrymen. The Tjmt.s newspaper
of that year, the interest of .the debt might still be has told us, that it is suspected, that the
Algerine
and
that
without
corn
It
therea
bill.
war
with
too,
is,
paid,
is,
America, a
for increasing
fore, for peace and economy that you ought to peti- her navy.
Indeed, Doctor
and, in what civilian
tion instead of joining in the cry of war, and in the have you
discovered, that America is restrained
abuse of tho.se who have endeavored, and are still from
her
at
her pleasure ? What
augmenting
navy
endeavoring, to prevent that calamity, a great one to need has she of pretexts ? I know, indeed, that,
us all, but to you a thousand times greater than to amongst
your other follies, you did, during last
any other class of the community.
summer, insist upon it, that, in making peace with
total ruin,

is

to

A

PRETEXT
!

WILLIAM COBBETT.

America, she should, at last, be compelled to stipuhave any nh/ps of war beyond a certain sii(
and number. But, the stipulation was not obtained;
and now, instead of big menaces, you throw out
Algiers.
your suspectings for the cogitations of the wise John
FROM THE SAME.
Bull.
Away driveller and await a similar fate to
As the war, which has now begun between the your predictions as to the humiliations of France,
" Democratic Rulers" of America and the "
Regular
Government" of Algiers, may lead to important conseis proper to insert here the
it
quences,
grounds of
the Earl of Liverpool,
We have
this war, as far as we can come at them.
the American official accounts only. America has On the naval force of tlie United States of America.
FROM THE SAME.
a tell-tale sort of government. It has no state secrets.
Mi Lord. From the beginning, and before the
It blabs out the proceedings in negociations, while
Not so the beginning of the late war with America, 1 thought
the negociators are still assembled.
Regular Government of Algiers, which is one of the it my duty to wain you, that one of the consequen*'
ancient and venerable institutions" which the Bosto- ces of that war would be the creating of a great na*
nian Noblesse so much admire; one of the " gems in val force in that country. 1 endeavored to describe
the crown of ancient glory," of which Mr. Chateau- to you the immense means of America for such a
briand speaks so feelingly and so foolishly; one of purpose. Her fine rivers, bays, and harbors; her
the links in the chain of the " social system" which excellent ship builders; her hemp, iron, pitch, and
has recently been under the hammers of so many timber, all of her own produce; and above all, her
able artizans at Vienna. The Regular government matchless seamen. Of the truth of this account you
of Algiers does not make any prefaces to war. It and your colleagues must, by this time, be pretty
observes a dignified silence till it has actually begun well convinced; but I cannot help quoting, and adand made some progress in the ivar ! Till it has made dressing to you, a paragraph from the Times newsa good haul of the enemy's ships, before he knows paper of the 16th inst. in the following words:—
that he is looked upon as an enemy. This is the "Extract of a letter from Philadelphia, dated the
'*
ancient 17th of March. Congress have at length determipractice of the Regular Government; the
and venerable institution in Algiers." I shall now ned to have a navy a bill has passed the legislature
Commodores Hull, Baininsert, first, an account of the grounds of war from appointing a navy -board
the J\'ational Intelligencer, published at Washington; bridge, and Rodgers, it is expected, will be apnext the report of congress upon the subject; and pointed admirals, and put in commission. A very
last, the act of congress declaring war against Algiers, powerful force, under the command of com. Bain
Botley, 13th

May, 1815.

late not to

America and

!

To

—

—

j

For, the reader will observe, that in the Irregular bridge, is now fitting out for Algiers-^-it will congovernment of America, war cannot be declared sist of two new 74 gun ships, 5 frigates, and 10
by the chief magistrate, without the consent of sloops of war. If I am not mistaken the Algerines
the people's real representatives. I reserve a few will rue the day when they provoked the vengeance
of our tars. The Guerriere, under the command of
remarks to follow the documents
[Here follows the report of the committee of which Morgan, sailed from this port yesterday for NewMr. Gaston was chairman, Sec. and tlie act of con- York, where she is to be joined by the Constellation and .lava frigates, from the Chesapeake, and
gress on the subject of the Algerine war.]
There is one circumstance connected with this the United States and Macedonian from Long IsAlgerine war, which 1 think worthy of particular land Sound these frigates, with six sloops of war,
notice,- and that is, this regular government began, form the first division against Algiers, and it is said
it appears, its depredations on the Americans, just
that 2,000 of Brown's "rifle veterans will go with
as these latter were entering upon -war with US some the squadron. The whole nation is decided for a
of our modest and honest gentlemen; some of our navy the Pennsylvania, a 74 gun ship, will be
most honorable men, have called America an assassin, launched at this place in the month of May. Large

—
;

—

!

—
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quantities of timber fire daily brought down the
Delaware and Schuylkill for ship building, It is no
more extraordinary than trie, with what despatch
they build ships of war in this country. The Peacock, of 18 t^uns, was built at New York in eighteen working days! The fVaspw&s built at Portsmouth, N. If. in twenty davs! The Superior, com-

modore Chauncey's flag ship, of 64 guns, on lake
Ontario, took up only thirty days from the laying of
her keel until she had all her guns on board, and
was ready for a cruise. It is said Congress intend
to have the frames of the lake squadron removed to
the Atlantic." Now what does your lordship think
of this? Do you think that it indicates any thing of
that desire, of which you were pleased to speak

mitted him to come back
put out the Bourbons, why
mit him, in case France is
her, and then to sally forth

S7i)

to France, and even to
may not Providence per-

attacked,

defend

first to

on pursuit of her

assail-

ants?
If this should

be the case, I think wc may rely
upon seeing the American admirals in our seas; -.mil,

come in as an item in our estimates of the consequences of war, if now made
against France. With a stout Ynerican fleet at ><m,
our \Ycst India colonies, a 1 the Azores, bslonging
to our ally, Portugal, would be in any
thing but a sa
therefore, this should

:

In short, i*. would require
tisfactory state.
fifty
ships of the line and fifty, frigates to defend them
all.
The slave trade would he at an end, and the
some time ago, on the part of the American people whole fice of the naval and commercial world
under
of
would
be changed. The fleets of France woidctrethe protection
to put themselves
his mado you now begin to think vive. Example, emulation, have powerful effects,
jesty's government? Or,
with me, that it indicates the speedy appearance of I beg you to think well, and in time, of these thing--.
an American fleet of 20 ships of the line and as I beg you to take your eyes, for a little from Hanomany frigates on the ocean? Really, my lord, this is ver and Belgium; and to cast them on the other side
of far greater consequence to us, and to the world, of the Atlantic, where you will sec what is much
than the erecting of Hanover and Holland into king- more dangerous to England than is the army of Na
doms. The "regular government" of Algiers will poleon, numerous and brave as that army may be
I am, Ike.
now find, I dare say, that it must change its course;
COBBETT.
but the American navy will not be employed solely
Botley, 7th May, 1815.

WM.

against this very "regular government." It will,
It must
it must, make a figure in the world.
act a great part. Four years will swel' it to a respectable size. Before the end of that time, if we
have war with France, I predict, that we shall see
an American fleet of great force carrying its "bits
of striped bunting" across the Atlantic.
It is for you, my lord, who are a statesman and a
prime minister, and for your bright colleague, who
has recently returned from Vienna; it is for you,
and not for me, to say, precisely, what will be the
consequences of this very important change in the
naval power of the world but, as it is a Yankee
subject, I will venture to guess, that the friendship
of Jonathan will soon begin to be courted by every
nation who has either ships or commerce; and that,

and

—

even already, some of them have their eyes upon
alliances to be formed with him* in order to deprive
us of the power of exercising a mastership on the
high seas. At present the main use that I would
make of the above information is, to urge it on
you as a reason for remaining at peace with France.
I do not want to see an American newspaper to
know what the people in that country will think of
the threatened war in Europe. I know they will
not have patience to read one single article in the
Times newspaper, without throwing it down and
crying out for more ships to be built and manned.
The war ended in a Way to provoke and at the same
time to encourage them. The past, the future, resentment, glory; every thing will concur in favoring wishes for a new contest; and, though they
build ships very quickly in peace, they would do it

—

more quickly

in war.

will say, that, seeing this danger, we ought
without delay, to fall upon Napoleon, and to destroy

Some

Foreign Articles.
BniTisn

srBsinir.s.

An

official

account ha* been,

commons of the amount of all,
a subsidy, or by -way of loan,
from the commencement of the year 1793, to the end of
the year 1814, that is during the last just and necessa-

laid before the house of
grants of money, either as

ry -war as it has been called.
The whole amount in round numbers is forty five
millions, two hundred and eighty nine thousand four
hundred and seventy six pounds. ("And this is stated
to be only as far as the account can be made out.
Of
this

J

enormous sum

Germany has received
The German Princes

£. 7,935,663

700,000

Austria
Russia
Prussia

2,41-1,381

Spain

And Portugal
The remainder has been given

to

5,275,158
3,376,162
5,103,476
10,533,353
Hanover, Hesse

Baden, Brunswick, Bavaria, Sardinia, Denmark, Spo'eden, Sirily, the Prince
of Orange, Moroccco, and France. London paper.
FROM A LATE FRENCH PAPER.
Declaration of the General in Chief (Wellington) of
the allied armies, to the French people.
"Frenchmen! From my head quarters in the
midst of a formidable army of veteran soldiers, I
raise my voice in the name of your king and his allies, to recal you to the sentiments of submission
and peace.(l) The misfortunes with which you
arc menaced render this a painful dntv, but the reward will be glorious for me if lam listened to. In
conferring on me the chief command of the armies
of the north, the allied sovereigns have invested me
with an honorable confidence. I have promised to
fulfil the duties, and I will keep my word.
"Frenchmen! What do you expect by attaching
yourseles to the fate of the violator of treaties? of a
man without right and without power? I) vou wish
to render war eternal by following that Eagle winch
feeds on and still becomes more thirsty of human
blood? Can you be so much deceived, so much misCassel, Hesse D'Armstadt,

—

—

him, conquer France, and burn or capture all her
Beet before the Americans-can have time to build
a large fleet.
Yes, if you could be sure of doing all
this in the course of this summer.
But, if you
should fail. Failure is possible. It is sufficient
for us to know, that it is possible. AYe may, indeed,
do all that is wished for; but, we may be obliged
to come to a peace without doing any part of it; nay,
We may, as in the war of 1793, draw the French
armies out of France to overrun our allies. Louis
le Dcstree ascribes the former successes of Napo- led to imagine that contrary to all probability, lie
leon to Providence, who permitted him, for a while, will triumph over the whole of Europe, in the conmak p conquests. But, as Providence ha* per- test which he is so madly preparing to maintain? No,

—

)

^
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Frenchmen, we cannot believe, we cannot suppose,
that his furious ambition can have influence sufficia belief in
ent solar to seduce you, as to produce
the success of his insane projects. (2)
"We know his forces, we are acquainted with
do not deceive ourselves in declahis means.
all his efforts will only serve to
ring to you that
make him fall with more certainty into our hands.
No Frenchmen, I must repeat, it is not on the na-

We

make

war, but on Bonaparte and his
who shall join him! Woe
soldiers.(3) Woe to those
to the rebel provinces! Do not imagine that Bonawith impunity the sovereign authoparte can brave
crowned heads,(4) by 'abusing with
rity of so many
impunity, as he has already done, that clemency;
or that" offended Europe will consent to have, in
vain, made enormous sacrinces(a) for placing the
Bourbons on the throne of France, when the repose
nations require that they should
jiiid the interests of
tion

we mean

to

—

bemaintained thereon.
"But did not these circumstances

exist,

one rule

necessary to resume
arms a second time that "of punishing the factious
hordes by which the present troubles have been fomented, and which has dared to pronounce against
the unanimous wish of all the F.uropean menarchs.
"Yes, Frenchmen, henceforth. Europe united and
moved bv the same interest, must form but one sina
gle power, and the sovereigns supreme corporation,
upon which will be raised the solid pedestal of the
peace and happiness of nations. 'The rights of the

more powerful, would render

—

it

Europe for the enormous

29, .18(5.

sacrifices

made

to subju-

gate us.
(6) "That is to say, that the allied sovirei^.u
have proclaimed themselves arbiters of the destinies
of France. My lord, what would ycu say were similar language tt> be addressed to the people of
Great Britain -~Nay, what would vou do?
(7) "Tills is not quite certain.- This predictioa
savors a little of the Brussels Oracle.
p

.'

Thk^t y-Hiti>AKEas.

On

the

hackneyed saying that

the allies "cannot''- trust to the faith of
jVapoleon,'
Cobbett remarks in his Register of JVlay 6, wii'ti
his usual force and pungency:

"Suppose this latter assertion to be true, is tin
ground for war? When -would -wars cease, and
whom could we ever have treaties, if we were to let
on such a rule? Did not Hussia make a treaty
Napoleon at Tilsit, in -which the for me f stipulated ta
adopt the continental system, and in -ivluch the acknowledged Joseph king of Spain? And was it not the.
breach of this treaty, which led Napoleon into Russia?
Did we not see Jiavaria, Austria, and Prussia, all
bound to Napoleon, by treaty in a war against Jiussiajl
and did they not all of then: desert him in the field and
join hia enemies? And, you. will bear in niirid, to3, ti::i
he had repeatedly had the sovereign,- of these three
countries at his feet, and had replaced them upon their

What impudence,

thrones.

then, is

it

in the

war fic-

him a treaty-breaker, and to say, that we
cannot trust him.' Jfoco we have kept our treaties /
tion to call

shall not attempt to sho-:; nor, indeed, is

it

nocessary.

from this august S3nate,and' It is u-dl known, that all those powers, whom yes n-r,
solemn acts.
'.call our
high allies, anil on whose valor and fidelity
"The name of Louis XVUI. is inscribed in this we place so much reliance, have been our allies before,,
federal compact. The allied sovereigns replaced that th-y have quitted our alliance and joined Franc,
him on the throne of his ancestors, and proclaimed against
have in short, within- the last 22

monarchy will
confirmed in

attain all

•

its

.

us, thd&'they
the reign of the Bourbons, until its extinction, over years, all. been twice fiqht in.; with France against ui,
Tliev now take up arms to andimre than twice
the French people. (6)
fighting, with lis against France.
restore and confirm that dynasty -to support' the These,
facts bei)\g notorious, what -assnsance must
cause of kings-^-to consolidate the government— to those
persons have, tiho would persuade us, that we"secure the repose of mankind, and to give an impo- never, can have
peace: with NapoleeU; an I that w*-.
to
all
of
nations.
sovereign authority
sing example
ought to make war with him till, he be destroyed, bearms
their
until
down
will
not
shall
carte lu^.is a man who does not keep treaties.""
lay
tbey
They
have' destroyed, past the possibility of return, the
Again "How does it appear, that he broke the.
source of all evils with which you arc menaced,
which we concluded with him? li'as

—

—

peace be sighed, and the tranquility
of all Europe be secured. This they have sworn in
the face of the universe:"Frenchmen! in. the name of your king and of his
allies, I exhort you to Cfetiirh to your duty, 'and to
return to the good cause. Louis XVIB. or.ee more

until a general

,

•

peace of Amiens,

not the refusal of the English to give up Malta, after that island had been conceded to France, which
it

occasioned the reaewal of the war? Aided by English
money were not the continental powers continually

leaguing against their conqueror, and breaking the
treaties tliey had sworn to preserve with France? Tc
His clemency still- wishes to pardon
wage war against prospective ambition is proclaiming
You have now but a short time left.
interminable hostilities."
All France is .pointed out to him he knows the
CONGRESS OF VIENNA.
names of the good and the bad Frenchmen he Extract from minutes of conferences of the powers who signed
the treaty of Paris.
knows how to appreciate the attachment of the formConference cf the 12ih of Ma[>, 1815.
The committee appointed on the 9th instant, and charged to
er, as well as punish the infidelitv of the latter.
recalls you.
your errors.

—

—

"Within a few. days, 1,200,000 will pass your fronand occupy your provinces. (7) 1 shall cause
the provinces which submit to be respected, but I
shall be under the necessity of p Hnishing the rebel
tiers,

population.-'

(1)

"My

'„.-,

Notes of the Jlfoniteur.
Lord, you need not preach peace to up

—

on that point we are all converts. As to submission
we do not understand that language..
(2) "Yes, my Lord, we arc sufhcicntly deceived,
sufficiently misled 'ty think that we will resist all
i'urope, if all Europe do not resist the most insane
-

of projects.
(>)

"On

his

soUliers.'"

Think

my Lord

on those
'•

words.

.

,

"The sovereign of Frenchmen does

,

not recognise the sovereign authority of any crowned head.
5
"That is to say that France should indemnify
(4)

)

j,

.

—

examine*, whether, after the events which have passed sime the,
return of Napoleon Bonaparte to France, and in consequence of
the documents published at Paris, on the declaration Which the
powers issued against him on the 13th of March last, it would!*;
liee'essarv to proceed to a new declaration, presented at the »UtuYg of this daj the following reports:
8
Hcpart of the committee.
The declaration published on the 13th of March last against
Napoleon Bonaparte iii'd his adherents, by the powers who signed,
the treaty o; Paris, having since his return to Paris lieen discussed
in various sbupes by those whom be has employed for that pur-'and a
pose; the«e discussions having acquired gnat publicity,
letter addressed by the duke sf Vieensa to the beads of the cabinets of Europe, having also been published by him with the manifest intention of influencing and misleading public opinion, the
committee nppoinu d in the sitting of the 9th instant, was charged
in present a report on these topics; and considering that in the
ahbvementioned publications, it has been attempted to invalidate
the declaration of the 13th of March, hy laying it down:
l. That that declaration, directed against Bonaparte, nt the period of his landing On the coast of France, was without application
now that lie had laid hold of the reins of government without
ot
open resistance, and this fact sufficiently proving the wishes hi
the nation, he had not only re-enter?d into the possession ot
Ol «*.
even
to
but
tiiat
th;
old rights
question
France,
regard
.

,

m

N1JLQS'
unnaoyof

•
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tion of the powers;

'_

•/

1

That hy offering to ratify the treaty ol Pans, lie removed
every ground of war against himj
i lie committee has
been specially charged to tr.ko into consi.

deration

—

i.
Whether the position of Bonaparte in regard to the powers
of Em-op-' has changed hy the fflCT ol his m rival at Paris, and In
the art u instances that accompanied the first success of hin,ytempt
,

tlie I'irone of trance.'
the 31st
2. Whether the ertt'er to sanction the treaty of Pans, of
May.lfiu, can d> tcru.lue the powers tb adopt a system different
13th
lite
ol
declaration
the
announced
in
from that which they
March?
3. Whether it be necessary or proper to publish a new declaration to confirm or modify that of the 13th March)
The committee hating maturely examine.! these questions, submit to the assembly- of plenipotentiaries the following auiountot
the remit of its deliberation:

•n
\

SECOND

atJI^'l ION".

Should the offer to sanction thv treaty of Pari-; change the dispoof the payers'!
France has had no reason to complain of ibe treaty of Paris.
This treaty reconciled France with Kurope, it satisfied all her
true interests, secured all hir real advantages; all the elements'
of prosperity and glory, which a people called to one of the first
places in the European system could reasonably desire, and otrly
took from her that which was to her, under the deceitful
exterior
of great national eclat, an inexhaustible source of
sufferings of
ruin and misery. This treaty was even an immense benefit tor a
country reduced by the madness of it; chief to the must disas-

riksT 0.UKST1OV.
tothe pomers of Europe
position of Bonaparte in regard
the first success of his enterp-ize, or lit/ the events
i'aris:
arrival
at
his
since
ivhkh have pasted
informed of the landing of Bonaparte in Fiance,
The
Of/

trous situation.

powers,
could see in liiiu only u man, who, by advancing on the French
the avowed project of
territory, with lorce and anus, and with
bvu-tu riling the established government, -by exciting the people
and the army to revolt against their lawful sovereign, and by
usurping the title of emperor of the French (1) had incurred the
penalties which all legislations pronounce against such outrages—
a man, who, by abusing the good faith of the sovereigns, had
broken a solemn treaty— a mail, in fine, who, by recalling upon
France, happy and tranquil, all the scourges of internal and eXt. rial war, and upon Europe, at a moment when the blessings of
peace must have consoled her for her long sufferings, the sad
necessity of a new general armament, was justly regarded as tlic
implacable enemy of public welfare. Such was the origin, such
were the grounds, of the declaration of tlie 13th of March— a declaration, of which the justice and necessity have been universally
acknowleged, and which general opinion has sanctioned.
The tfvenu which conducted Bonaparte to Paris, and restored
to him for the moment, tb<! exercise of supreme power, have
doubtless, in fact, altered the position in which he was at the period of his entering France: but these events, brought on by
criminal collusion, by military conspiracies, by revolting treasons,
can create no right— they are absolutely null in a legal point of
view; and in order to the position of Bonaparte being essentially
and legitimately altered, it would be necessary that the steps
which he lias taken to establish himself on the ruins of the government overturned by him, should have been confirmed by

The allied powers would havebctravnl their interests and their
if as the price of so much moderation and
generosity,

duties,

had not, on signing the treaty, obtained some solid advanBut the sole object of their ambition was the peace Of Ku-'
rope and the happiness of France. Never, in treating with Bonaparte, would they have consented to the conditions which tin v
granted to a government which, while offering to Europe a
pledge of security and stability, relieved them from requiring
from France the
guarantee^ which they had demanded under its
Conner government."
This clause is inseparable from the treaty of Paris; to abolish
The formal consent of the French nait, is to break this treaty.
tion, to the return of Bonaparte to the throne, would he eqOivjli
lent to a declaration of war against' Europe; for the slate
of
peace did not exist between Europe and France, except by tie.
treaty of Paris, and the treaty of Paris Is incompatible with tub
power of Bonaparte.
If this reasoning had need of further support, it
might be found
in the very offer of Bonaparte to ratify the
treaty oi' Paris.—'
This treaty had been scrupulously observed and
executed, the
transactions of thtj congri ss of Vieni a, wt re only its supplements
and developements; and without the new attempt of
Bonaparte,
it would have been, for a
long series of years, one of the bases of
the public rights of Europe. But this order of
things has 'given
place to a new revolution, and the agents of this revolution, a!'
though they proclaim incessantly that "nothing has been changed," conceive and feel themselves that all is changed around them.
The question is no Jonger the maintenance of the treaty of Paris
but the making of it afresh. The bowers find themselves witk
respect to France in the condition which they were on the 31st
of March) 1814. It is not to prevent war, fov France has in fact
rekindled it; it is to terminate it, that there now offers itself to
Europe a state of things esst ntiallxdifferent from that on which,
the peace of 1814 was founded. The question then has ceased \i\
be a question of right; it is no more than a question of political
calculation and foresight, in which the powers have only to co,:
tliey

tage.

"

some

ltgal title.
Bonaparte lays it down in his publications, that the wishes of
the French nation in favor of his re-establishment on the throne)
suffice to constitute this legal title.
The question for the powers to examine may be stated as follows—Can the consent, real. or fictitious, explicit or tacit, of the
French nation to the re-cs'.ablisbmeH of Bonaparte's power, operate a legal change in the position of the latter in regard to foreign
powers, and forma title obligatory on those powers?
Tlie committee are of opinion tint such cannot by any means
he the effect of such consent; and the following are their reasons:
The pow<-rs know too well the principles which ought to guide
them in their relations with an independent country, to attempt
(as it is endeavored to aeciist them) "to impose upon it laws, to
interfere in its internal affairs, to prescribe to it a fo:-in of government, to give it masters according to the interest or passions of its neighbors," (2) but they also know that the liberty of
a nation to chantits system.' or government, must
have its
just limits, and that if foreign powers have not a right to prescribe to it the exercise which it shall make of that liberty, they
have at least indubitably the right of protesting against the abuse

:

i

•

suit the real interests of' their people, and the common interest
of Europe.
.
The committee thinks it may dispense with entering here into
an exposition of considerations, which, under this last view have
directed the measure of the governments. It will be sufficient

which they may make of it at their expense. Impressed with
this principle, the powers do not deem themselves authorized to
impose a government on France, biit they will never renounce
the right of preventing the establishment in France, of a focus
ef disorders and of subversions to otlur states, under the title of a
government. They will respect the liberty of Fiance in every
way in which it shall not be incompatible with their own security, and the general tranquility of Europe.
In the existing case, the right of the albed sovereigns to inter.

fere in the question of tlie internal government of. France, is the
more incontesfible, inasmuch as the abolition of the power Which
now claims to be re-estab/ished there, was the fundamental condition of a treaty of peace, 'on which rested all the relations which
lip to the return of Bonaparte to Paris,. ilbsisted between Fiance
On the day of their entrance into Paris,
rest of Europe.
the sovereigns declared that they w^uld never treat of peace with
This
declaration,
loudly -applauded by France
Bonaparte.— (3.)
and by Europe, produced the abdication of Napoleon, and the convention of the U th of April; it formed the principal basis of the
negotiation; it was explicitly pronounced in the preamble of the
treaty of Paris> The French nation, even supposing 5t perfectly
free and united, cannot withdraw itself from this fundamental condition, without abrogating the treaty of Paris and all its existing
relations with the European system. The allied powers, on the
other hand, by insisting on this very condition, only exercise a
right which it is impossible to deny them, unless it b-- maintained
that the most sacred compacts can be perverted, as suits the convenience of either of the contracting; parties.
It hence follows, that the will of the peuple of France is hy no
means sufficient to re-establish, in a legal sense, a government, prn.swibed by solemn engagements, which that very people entire d

all

sitions

I.i tilt

altered

37^

the powers of Europe; and that they cannot
under
any pretext, give validity, as against these powers, to the ri"ht oi
recalling to the throne, him, whose exclusion was a condition
preliminary to every pacific arrangement with France; the wish
of the Freud) people, even if it Were folly
ascertained, would n.,t
be the less null, and no effect in regard to Europe towards icestablishing a power against which till F.uroptflias'reen in a slum
of
the Slat of March, mi4,
permanent protest since
up to the
!3th of March. ; st;; and, in this view, the
position bf Bonaparte is precisely at liiis day what it was at these last mentioned
period..

government, had ceased to be within the jurisdic-

.

and the

to recal to notice, that lln> man who is now offering to sanction
the treaty of Paris, pretends to substitute his guarantee for that oi
a sovereign whose loyalty was without stain and benevolence
without Uieasiirr, is the same who, during fifteen rears ravaged
and laid waste the earth to find means to satiate his ambition; who
sacrificed millions of victims, and the happiness of an entiregeneration, to a system of conquest, whose truces, little worthy o"
the name of peace, have- only rendered war more oppressive anr..
more odious; (4) who after having by mad enterprises, tired for
tune, armed all Europe against him, and exhausted all the means
of France, was forced to abandon his projects, and abdicated
puwer to save some relies of existence; who. at the moment when
the nations of Europe were giving themselves up to tile
hope of;
durable tranquility, meditated new catastrophes, and b\ a double
perfidy towards tlie powers who had too generously spared him
nnd towards a government which lie could not attack without"
the blackest treason, usurped a throne which he had renounced
and which he never occupied except for the misery of France antf
of the world. This man has no other guarantee to propose to Europe than his word. Alter the cruel experience of fifteen years, who
would have the courage?' to. accept this guarantee? And if the
French nation has really embraced his came, who could
longer respect other security which it could offer?
Peace with a government placed in such hands and composed
of »' eh elements, would be a perpetual state of uncertainty,
Ko power being able effectually to disarm,
anxiety, and danger.
the people woujd enjoy-none of the advantages of a free peace;
be
overwhelmed
with expenses of all kinds; confidence
would
they
not being able to establish itself any where, industry and commerce would every where languish; nothing would be stable in'
political relations;, a sullen discontent would spread over all counin alarm. Would expect a new
tries; and from day to day. Europe
l'\w sovereigns have certainly not misundi rstood the
explosion.
interest of their people in judging that an open war, with ail its
incjnveniences and all its sacrifices, is preferable to such a state
of things, and the measu its which they have adopted, have met
the general approbation,

am

1
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The opinion of Europe on this great occasion is pronounced in
a manner very positive and very solemn; never could the real
sentiments of nations have heen more accurately known and
more faithfully interpreted, than at a moment when the repreassembled to consolidate the
sentatives of all the powers were
peace of the world,

THTItD QUESTION.

necessary to publish a nero declaration?
The observations which the committee have just presented, furnish the answer to the last question which remains to be exa-

Is

it

mined.

manner: "Sire—The French people had
decreed
you the crown, which you abdicated without their
c ms nt; its sufir tges now impose on
you the duty of
resuming it. A new contract has been formed be.
tween the nation. Assembled from all
quarters of
the empire around the tables of the
law, upon which
we have just inscribed the will of the people— that
will which is the only legitimate source of
powerit is

It considers,

1815.

impossible for us not to repeat the cry of Fiance

of March was dictated to of which we
1. That the declaration of the 13th
are the immediate organs', not to dethe powers by reasons of such evident justice and such decided clare in
the presence of Europe, to the
which it is pretended to be
of
the
none
august chief
that
by
sophistries
weight,
of
the
attackedfean at all affect it.
nation, what it expects from him, and what
.
2. That these reasons remain in all their force, and that the he
to
ought
expect from it." Tn-=. speaker enquired
the declaration of the
changes that have in fact occurred since
what were the designs of the allies, sod what has
13th of March, have produced no alteration in the positi6u of Boallies.
to
the
with
France
of
occasioned
their aggression?
regard
"\X v. ,11 not," he exnaparte and
3. That the offer to ratify the treaty of Pans, cannot on any
claimed, "have for our head him
our eneaccount alter the disposition of the allies.
would
mies
it
usechoose
for
and
be
we will hive him to whom
us,
Therefore, the committee are of opinion that
.

...

whom

less to publish a new declaration.
[Here fellow's the record of the adoption of the ahove report by
viz:
all the powers, and the signatures of their plenipotentiaries,

Austria— Prince Metternieh, Baron Wessenberg.

Spain— P. Gomes Labrador.
France— Prince Talleyrand, duke of Dalberg, count de Koailles.
Great Britain— Clanearty, Cathcart, Stewart.
Jlararia-Count Rcchberg.
Denmark— C.Bernstorff, L. Bernstoitf.
Hanover— Count Monster, count Hardenburgl}.
Netherlands— Baron Spaer, baron Gagern.
Portugal— Count de Palmella, Saldanha, Lobo.
Prussia— Prince Hardenberg, baron Humboldt.
Russia— Count Ilasoumousky, count St:tkelberg, count Nesselrode.

,

Sweden- Count j.oewenUeilm.
Sicilies— Commander Rufl'o.

V/urt'tnberg— Count Winzingerode, baron Linden.
The 1st article of the convention of the 11th of April, 1814,
as follows: "The emperor Napoleon renounces for himself his
successors, and descendant!, a! well as for all the members of his
of sovereignty and of power, not only over the
i'a.nily, all rights
French empire and the kingdom of Italy, but also over every
other country." Notwithstanding this formal renunciation, Bonafrom the Gulph of Juan, Gap,
T>arte,in his different proclamations
Grenoble and Lyons, entitled himself, "by the grace of God, aflTd
the constitutions of the empire, emperor of the French, &c. cic.
Jxc." See Moniteur of March 21, 1815.
that Bonaparte's council of state express them(2.) It is thus
selves in their report on the intentions of the powers. See Mojiiteur of April 13.
of 31st March, 1814.
(3.) Declaration
Preamble of the treaty of Paris.
(1.)

/ is
'

(4.)

POSTSCRIPT TO A LONDON PAPER OF .TUNE 8.
papers to the 3d instant, state posiMurat arrived at Paris on the 1st of th'rs
tively that
nionth. The queen of Naples and her chiidren were

The French

expected

at

Compeigne.

The

insurrection at

La

said to be completely extinguished; the
to the head-quarters of gen.
Travot, to offer their submission. It is expected
the emperor will set out on Friday the 6th instant.
de Mai. The abovementioned papers con-

Vendee
chiefs

is

went on the 27th

Champ

scribed,

we ought

to

defend him with the same

ener-

gy: he would be, like you, under the segis of the
law, and of the power of France." The speaker
then noticed the threatened invasion of France,
"yet shut v\y> within our frontiers which nature has

not given us?"

Sardinia— Marquis de St. Marsan, count Rossi.
Saxony— Count Schulemberg,

Two

they are adverse." "They presume," he continued,
"to proscribe you personally— You, sire, wl; i,
though
so often master of their capitals, had
generously
established them on their tottering thrones! This
hatred of our enemies, strengthens our attachment
to you.
Were the meanest of our citizens pro-

—

tain likewise a very long and interesting account of
the transactions which occurred at the Champ de
Mai on the last ultimo. It is described as a national festival at once magnificent and impressive. The
in front of the militaemperor's throne was placed
two amphitheatres, in whicli
ry school, between
15 000 persons were seated. An altar was erected
in the middle, and at the distance of about 100 fathoms, was raised another detached throne which
commanded the whole Champ de Mai. The em-

"Ought they not," he adds, "to be
afraid of reminding us of very different times, and
of a very different state of things, which, however,
"Because France," he
might once more recur."
asks, "determines to be France, must she be de?
graded, torn, dismembered; and is the fate of Po.
land reserved for us?" The speaker then declared
that the allies cloak fatal designs under the mask of
sole intention of separating the emperor from the

"They would no longer be able (says the
speaker) to believe our oaths we could no longet
believe their prom se^ Titles the feudal system
privileges all that is odious to us, was evidently
the aim and bottom of their thoughts." This energetic speech concludes ip the following words—
"Sire, nothing is impossible, nothing will be spared,
to secure honor and independence, those
goods
more dear than life! Every thing will be done lo
it
to
nations
repel an ignominious yoke.
say
mty their chiefs hear us! If they accept your
offers of peace, the French people will expect from
your administration, strong, liberal and paternal mo.
tives to console it for the sacrifices which peace has
cost us; but, if they will leave us only a choice between war and shame, the whole nation rises entire
for war; it is ready to extricate you from the offers,
perhaps too moderate, which you have made, to
spare Europe a new convulsion. Every Frenchman
is a soldier.
Victory will attend your eagles; atid
our enemies, who reckon upon our divisions, will
soon regret having provoked us."
At the conclusion of this speech, the Champ de
Mai resounded with shouts of "Vive la nation.' rive
7
le
The arch-chancellor then proclaimempereur!'
ed the result of the votes, by which the additional
act to the constitutions of the empire is accepted
almost unanimously. There were 1,282,^57 :<ffir-

nation.

—

—

—

—
—

We

in magnificent procession to
peror having proceeded
the Champ de Mai, seated himself on the throne
amidst universal acclamations. Muss was then per- mative, and 4,207 negative votes. The chief of the
formed by the archbishop de Tours. When mass heralds at arms then declared the acceptance of the
was over, the members of the deputation of the additional act by the French people. New acclaelectoral colleges advanced to the throne, and mations were heard from every part. The grand
ascended the sieps. They were about 500 in num- chamberlain placed a table before the throne, on
ber and were presented by the arch-chancellor of which was laid the additional act, and the arch chairthe empire. One of the members, M. Dubois, re- ccllor delivered a pen to prince Joseph, who prethe department of Mame and Loire, sented it to the emperor, and his majesty invested
presentative of
then pronounced an address in the name of the with his signature the act of the promulgation of
He commenced in the following the constitution. The table being removed, th*"
French people.
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and covered, addressed the assent' emperor, shouting "Vive I'Emperevr," amidst the acemperor seated
He said, "Emperor, consul, soldier, I hold clamations of an immense concourse of people who
bly.
In prosperity, in ad- covered the hills of the Champ de Mars to the Seine.
for .he people.
every thing
of buttle, in council, on the The emperor then returned through the deparments
vcrsitv, in the field
has been the sole mid con- of the military school.
throne, in exile, France
The London Courier of June 8, says On Satursnmt object of my thoughts and actions. Like lie
chamber of representatives met
1 sacrificed myself for my people, day the r_Fmich]
kihg of Athens,
but previous to the nominathe realization of the to choose a president
in the hope of witnessing
to France her natural tion, a curious and rather a stormy scene look place.
promise given to guaranty
her honor and her rights." The empe- One of the dupulies, a M. Sibuet, on a sudden startintegrity
in Uie following energetic ed up, and began by saying;— "Principles obstu."
ror concluded his address
All the deputies, were struck with surprize. "Noterms: "Frenchmen, you are about to return into
Tell the citizens that circum- thing is more important," continued M. Sibuet,
departments.
your
that with union, energy ard "than to put an end at once to a custom which is
stances are arduous!
we shall come off victorious from the contrary to the sentiments of political and social
perseverance,
with its oppressors; that liberty and equality with which we are all animated.
struggle of a great people
propose that no one shall in the hall take or receive
future generations will severely scrutinize our conhas any other title than that of representative. 1 do
duct; that a nation has lost every thing when it
Tell them, that the foreign not understand this division of the representatives
lost its independence.
I raised to the throne, or who are in- of the nation into two classes, that of dukes, counts,
kings whom
debted to me for the preservation of their crowns; barons, chevaliers, and that of simple deputies.—
who all, m the time of my prosperity, courted my' This sacrifice, if it be one, has an example in the
alliance and the protection of the French people, are conduct of their nobie predecessors in the famous
now aiming all their blows at my person. If I did night of the 4th of August, 1789." The assembly
Some murmured,
not see that it is against the country that they are became instantly in a ferment.
I would place at their disposal this others cried out, "you have no
right to bring a
really directed,
written speech." The order of the day! Sibuet
life against which they manifest such animosity.
But tell the citizens also, that while the French continued to speak, but at last the order of the daysh.dl retain for me the sentiments of love, of which was passed.
Another scene immediately succeeded. The mithis rage of our enethey give me so many proofs,
nister of the interior, Carnot, had been
mies will be impotent."
required to
"Frenchmen, my will is that of the people; my send a list of the nomination to the chamber of
my honor, my glory, my hap- peers. He replied that he could not send it until
rights are its rights
can never be distinct from the honor, the glo- after the opening of the session.
, piness
M. Dupin immediately said, " suppose we were
the happiness of France."
ry, and
His majesty's speech was received with demonstra- to reply to the minister that the chamber will not
tions of the warmest emotions, and when he had constitute itself till it has received the list."
Murmurs and cries tor the order of the day burst
done speaking the archbishop of Bourges, approached the throne, and kneeling, presented the New-Tes- forth from all parts.
tament to the emperor, who took the oath in these
Dupin got in a passion, ran up to the president,
terms, "I swear to observe the constitutions of the snatched Carnot's letter from his hands, and wished
empire and make them to be observed." The prince to speak, but his voice was drowned in the general
When it had subsided, the chamber proarch-chancellor, then, at the foot of the throne, first clamor.
pronounced the oath of obedience to the constitution, ceeded to the appointment of a President. After
and fidelity to the emperor. The assembly repeated, two scrutinies, the old conventionalist, Lanjuinais,
having 277 votes out of 427, was declared elected.
unanimously, "we swear it."
The emperor then, on delivering the eagle and co- La Fayette had only 75.
We shall be greatly mistaken if we do not see the
lors to the national guard,called upon them to "sweatto defend them at the price of your blood .'"—Uni- old Jacobin spirit pervade this chamber,
especially
versal cries of, "we swear it," resounded through after the departure of Bonaparte from Paris.

—

]

t

—

—

—

—

I

—

—

;

—

The emperor said "Soldiers of the
guard of Paris Soldiers of the imperial
guard I confide to you the imperial eagle with the
You swear to perish, if necessary,
national colors.
to defend it
against the enemies of the country and of
the throne.
(The whole army, assembled around
the throne, was within
hearing and interrupted the
emperor with a thousand times repeated cries of
swear it")
You swear never to acknowledge
any other rallying sign
(Unanimous cries again re1"JJe
sounded of "we swear it .'")
The drums beat and
silence was restored.
You, soldiers of the national
guard of Paris, swear not to suffer the enemy to
the

enclosure.

national

—

!

—

—

again the capital of the great nation. It is
your valor I shall confide it.
(Cries of "we s-wear

pollute
to

UJ

"Deliverance."

The benefit to

result to

mankind

from the conspiracy of kings now operating against
France, may be fairly estimated in the outrageous
doings of the spoilers in regard to Poland, Saxony,
Italy, 8cc. Their principle is fully developed, as well
in the declaration of Castlereagh in the British
parliament, that Saxony being a "coNQ.UF.REn country"
might, be disposed of at the discretion of the conquerors, as in the following extract from the reply
of the emperor of Austria to the deputies of the
kingdom of Italy, at Paris, in the month of Mav
1814:
"Gentlemen, you know that our victorious army
having conquered Italy, no mention can be made,
neither of a constitution, nor of independence"
And yet the wretches talk of the ambition and con
quests of J\"upoleon! What a pack of hypocritical

were repeated a thousand and a thousand times.)
And you, soldiers of the imperial guard, you swear
to
surpass yourselves in the campaign that is about
to
open, and to die all of you rather than to suffer knaves.
The ratification of the great treaty of alliance
foreigners to come and dictate laws to the country."
(The acclamations, the shouts of "we swear it
against Bonaparte by ALSTH1A, was received in
resounded again an I were repeated
throughout the England on the 25lh of May.
whole extent of the
•A new motion has made in parliament in behalf of
Champ de Mars.)
The troops amounted to 50,000 men, of whor. the Catholics. Mr. Grattan said, "If
they do not
"T'iOOO were national
guards. They defiled before the 'succeed it will not be owing to any illiberality in the
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protestants, but to a want of moderation in themselves.
I condemn application for unqualified concession." The motion was negatived, 147 yeas, 228
nays.
It is reported that the British have issued orders
to detain all French vessels, whether under the tri£olored or white flag.
The bill for a subsidy of five millions sterling
passed the house of commons 160 to 16 176 mem-

Tue whole number

of

29, ISIS,

of the north— and, that in the Contes du
Nortj, e
mayor had been murdered by two Chouans— and
adds: "It is now about four months since our tribunals have punished with transportation, and four
years banishment, those who cri-u "Vivel'Empereur," whilst those who now crv out "Vive le Roi"
remain unpunished; that moderation is a
sign of
strength and power. But the tribunals cannot on
other matters remain undecided, without
ia

—

bers being present.
bers is 658,

J-ULY

failing

mem-

their duty, and without destroy.
ng that harmony of
intention which anima'.ps the people and the govern
ment."
of
And concludes, he evur, with mentioning
1

Lord Castlereagh made the following summary
the military contributions cf the several powers

the general devotedness of
the national guard, &c.

in

alliance against France.

Austria
Russia
Prussia
Bavaria and Minor States
Netherlands

3*0,000
225,000

;..e

people

in

Numerous meetings have been held

men

equipping
in

various

parts to petition parliament, in the spirit and manner of the following,—
London, May 17'.— Westminster meetinj This day.
at a meeting in Palace Y.ird, major Cartwright movfti
a petition to parliament, which was seconded
by

2." 6,000

—

150,000
50,000
in
British, pay
150,000
Troops
Besides a Russian army of 150,000 men, on the frontier of the Russian empire, which the emperor of
Russia has assured shall be ready to act, should
any adverse event reader their co-operation necessaBesides the subsidy, Great Britain is bound to
ry.
furnish 150,000 men, or an equivalent in money for
the deficiency.

Mr. Walker.

The

petition,

declared,"

that

war

interfering in the choice of a sovereign in Fr.nce
would be flagrantly unjust; that under ou; present
taxation such a war was madness that such policy

—

resulted from those domestic enemies who bid
robbed the nation of its rightful representation—
that ministers who have advised this unjust war,

ought to be impeached."
Sir Francis Burdett declared that he should be
proud to lay this petition before the assembly which
had been falsely called the house of Commons, yet he
did not expect it would meet with a better reception
than that from the city of London.
Lord Wellington held a grand review of his caSoicthtvark meeting.
A meeting for the same
valry (20,000 strong) on the 30th of May, near Brus- purpose was held in the Town Hall of the Borough.
sels, where marshal Mucker had arrived to concert Mr. Waddingjton, after a speech of much energy,
.neasures with him.
proposed many resolutions, conceived in strong
terms, and the object of one of these was an address
Specie in London, May 16.
to the princess Charlotte of Wales. These resolutions
^5 6
Portugal gold hi coin
were superceded by others more temperately ex3 oieign gold in bars
5 6.
New Doubloons
5 1 Q
pressed, and at the same time insisting on ihe
6 8
New Dollars
injustice of war, and our state of national bankruptcy,
A London paper of Slay 31, intimates that the in- and urging the necessity of tlie removal of the
jhrrectbn in La Vendee had not been quelled, as the ministers.
r'rench papers reported. That hostilities might noti
Corsica has returned to its allegiance to Au/iokra,
.ommence before the latter end of June, as the Rus- with great demonstrations of joy.
It appears as if all the talents of Franse were tc
sians could not before that time get upon the French

It appears
by what lord Castlereagh said in reply to
3everal questions put to him in the house of commons, th,at Spain, Sweden and Denmark were acceding parties to the coalition against Fiunce; but of
what they would probably contribute to the general
force he was not informed.

—

[

frontier. [Sfowi marches.^ That Wellington, afraid of be collected in the new legislative body. In addiwe
being cut off from the Prussians, had made ar. oblique tion to other distinguished names mentioned,
.ixovemeut to prevent it. That many of the national have those of Lucien Bonaparte and Barrere. The
republican party appear to be the ascendant.
guards were disaffected to Napoleon.
J\iost important!
The colors of the federates of Britanny are ijiscri'
The prince regent of England
has conferred the order of the garter en Sclcmon- bed with the words "Our country— liberty— tl* &
Ferdinand, the wise king of Spain.
peror."'
It is said that the correspondence with View
Mr.Cennet, in the English house of commons, June
constant
wished
to
know
from
lord
the
noble
5,
(Castlereagh) still goes on, and that Napoleon is in the
who it was that inflicted such a disgrace on the cha- habit of receiving despatches from the empress.
racter of the nation, as to advise the order of the
A Plymouth letter states that several ships havgarter to be conferred on Ferdinand of Spain No sailed with the utmost despatch, with orders,
answer was giver.
believed, to watch a squadron of French friga'i
"Tiie Society of Encouragement" at Paris are of- that intended to carry out arms to the West lnd
that l
Report states,
fering premiums for inventions and improvements at the first opportunity.
useful in the arts, with as much calmness as though British ships have received directions to detain
there was a prospect of a milienium, instead of a French vessels, whether under the white or tnco

—

—

—

lored flag.
„.
general and terrible war.
A letter from lord Burghers'u states, that the
"A report from the minister of the interior to
Melpomei
^he emperor of France," dated May 7, states, at voli 74, has captured the French frigate
the latter h«i
great length, what symptoms of disaffection had of 44 guns, in the Mediterranean,
It was reported tM
appeared in France. He rep-ehends, with great se- 25 killed and 50 wounded.
had been given, May 29, to capture all
verity, the conduct of those that would involve the ders
«
country in n civil -war. He names a few places under the tricolored flag.
Austria is said to be uneasy at the armarijw
where "armed bands" had appeared says the women in the commune of Calvodos had destroyed the Turks.
f
A London paper of June 1, says, that two
the tii-colored flag that seditious shouts were
o
and rebdUou9, acts done in the department were secretly prepared in France to tike

«

—

.

—
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If

made

Bonaparte
in'case of extremity.
[forte,
guch preparations, the London editors would not

know it.
The British parliament has rejected the

petition

from Westminster for peace, ori account of its indecorous language.
The motion for an address to the prince regent
of the house in effective
promising the concurrence
treasures to carry on the war against Bonaparte,
was carried in the house of commons, May 31st,
the largest number of
by a majority of 331 to 92—
members present which has been known for a long
.time.

Lm-d Castlereagh

officially

informed the house

a-r

'

_

m

on the 23d of May. King Ferdinand was immediately expected. Murut escaped in disguise, for
lie had reached his capital "after the
dispersion of
his troops." His ivife, and 2000 French officers were
made prisoners, and were to be sent to Trieste. So
that king Joachim appears to have totally lost his
kingdom, and with it all power to make a divensiou
in favor of jYapoleon.
There was a report [which does not appear worthy
of much credit, though it n\ay be true] that the
Spanish general Mina had gone over to the French
with 10,000 men. It was added that the
Spanish people did not join heartily in the French war.
It was expected at Gibraltar that all the
English
troops that could be spared, would be ordered from
thence to join the army of the duke of
Wellington
in Belgium.
"More restoratien/"— The order of the Jesuits has
been "restored" in Spain
This is one of the "vene*
rable institutio7is'" that Bonaparte
destroyed.
Marseilles is said to be iii a state of
seige by the
troops of Napoleon; and the La Vendeans are reported to be in a state of organized insurrection, and
to be moving in three bodies towards Rochelle.
Another article in the Brussels papers, states,
trians

which, the anies would bring into
the fi.-ld would exceed 1,000,000.
The British are making great exertions to
The duke seems
•trengtheii Wellington's army.
uneasy at his situation.
The Saxon "patriots" In Blucher's army were
20,000 strong, but they were subdued and dispersed
into different regiments.
.Migration from England to Frante. 40,000 families had gone to the continent and settled principal15 or 20 milly in France.; drawing from England
lions annually.
Greater cheapness of the necessa- that prince B. (it is presumed Berthier) has been
ries of life, exemption from tythes, &c caused these arrested in Germany, for making an attempt to
removals; to prevent whie-h, and to crush French return secretly to France.
The king of Holland has made the duke of
manufactories, Cobbett thinks, is a great motive
with the English ministry to renew the war.
Wellington field marshal of the army of the NethThe three following paragraphs may partially erlands, and appointed him in the capacity, to the
shew the state of things of England.
They are command-in-chief of that army.
The emperor Alexander, in a letter to the prefrom a London paper:
"Fifteen hundred journeymen cabinet makers sident of the Polish Diet, announces his assumption
have Heen turned out of emplopment by upholsterers of the title of king of Poland, and that that kingdom
alone in a week. Great distress exists amongst me- Would be united with his dominions by the bond of
its o-ivn constitution,
it. M.
chanics.
adds, that he has par-"In the watch-making line, as well as in the silk ticular pleasure in making it known, that this is
trade, vast numbers of industrious persons have be- the unanimous decision of the powers assembled in
xome totally destitute, for want of any employ.
Congress.
Several bodies of Spanish
At Manchester, and in other manufacturing phces
troops are reported to'
be
there is also a great stoppage of trade; it is suppomaking towards the French frontier, said to be in
four
bodies.
Their numbers are not stated. The head
sed that there are, at the former place, not more
than 100 looms now at work.
quarters were established at Barcelona, where Ferand
dinand
his
brother Carlos were expected.
London, May 30.— Private letters from Paris state,
LATEST
that the landing of the t'houaii leaders in La Vendee,
ENGLAND.
arrivals
at New-York and Boston we have
with the supply of English arms, has enabled the
By
London
most
dates
of
to
issue
the
riJune 13. The mass of matter in*
government, without jealousy,
gorous orders for the arrest of all the Suspected these papers is very great. The following are the
Chief
mentioned:
things
partizans of the Bourbon family throughout France;
Hostilities had not yet corpflnenced— but were ex.
and it is said, that if the allies shall defer the comthat the

troops

!

—

!

FROM

.

—

mencement of

hostilities but ten days more, they pected soon.
Naples had been completely conquered by th~
every one of their confederates in custody.
There is a report that Murat had reached
In Paris, the most free circulation is given to allies.
pamphlets against the government. One, entitled Pans, and his wife was expected there.
The allied monsrehs were at Vienna May 27.--"Motif du Vote de Louis Floylan de Kergelay stir
l'.-Vcte additionell," is sold without restraint. It con- There are various reports of their
troops advancing
tains this passage: "I am obliged to protest against tovvards the Jihine.
The war at sea appears to be begun. Several
this article (67) because I am convinced that the reestablishment of this dynasty (the Bourbon) on the French vessels have been captured by the British.
throne, is the only means of giving happiness to Yet two, that had been detained, were released at
Frenchmen." A friend of oHrs saw 200 copies bought Plymouth!
The London Gazette of the 6th of June announce-,
by one person avowedly to distribute gratis. The
''Memoire Justificatif" of the duke of Ragusa, sell- the appointment of the honorable C. Bagot to be
ing in all the shops of the Palais Royale, contains envoy extraordinary and minister Dlenipotentiary to
expressions against Bonaparte, such as if in England the United States.
will find

_

The French legislative body met at Paris on the
directed against the sovereign, would condemn
author to u prison for years. There are also 4th of June. Count Lnnjuinais was eiec ted
president
journals, as free in their remarks on the government of the house of representatives by a large majority.
as in
and
Lfx
Carnot,
several
others
were candi
Fayette,
England.
By an arrival at Boston, w<? have Gibraltar dates of dates, This house has displayed a republican spirit.
•Tune 18, in which the following facts and reports The house of peers met the same
day.
A London paper of June 8 reports
appear
that Napoleon
Naples was captured by the allies and entered by had left Paris for Laon, where his head quarters were
the Sicilians and British on the 31st, and by the Aus- to be established.
Snlt was te fen-re Paris June 5leere

the

—
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Two hundred citizens of Dunkirk are said to hav
The insurrections in the western departments are
•aid to gain ground and 25,000:men were ordered to repaired to the standard of Louis at Ghent.
The Spanish forces
act against the rebels. The ex-nobles, found interfercollecting on the French fron.
death. The priests are to be
ler are given at 80,000; to which
add
ing are to be put to

—

25,0u©
they
J
ortuguese. The Spanish government, however,
the
loth
division
of
seems
The commander
says—
military
greatly embarrassed. The army is discon**\ am authorised to announce to the inhabitants of tented, and there appears some disaffection in it
in
that
the
Tiie
the 13th military division,
English army
people refuse to pay the enormous contributions
to retreat, and that negotiations upon them. Catalonia demands the arch-duke
Jjelgium. is preparing
Charles
-with Austria."
for
are
commenced
king of Spain. Libels are posted against the
for peace
Some places in the west are declared in a state of Bourbons, and the people cry out for the constim.

respected.

Switzerland persists in her neutrality and is preit.
paring to defend
There is a report that Murat's carriage has fallen
into the hands of the xiustrians, with two millions in

gold

Many monks have been killed in Andalusia.
Galicia is in insurrection.
junta has been estab.
lished in Asturias to act against Ferdinand. From all
these things it is probable that
cannot ac:

tion.

siege.

in it.

Much

A

Spain
Clausel, at Bordeaux, has called upon
the Basques to prepare themselves to
repel the Spa-

offensively.

to niards.
activity prevails to get the British fleets
ball cartridges were sending to the
French funds,

sea— 20,000,000

5S to 55

1 4.

Netherlands.

The passage of the Austrian army through Piedmont commenced at Turin on the 5th May.
The German papers assert that prince Berthier
has been arrested in Bavaria.
None of the Russians yet reached the Rhine. Some
were expected at Frankfort on the Maine, on the
17th of June. Many persons in Europe believe there
will yet be no war. They appear to calculate much
on the internal dissentions in France.
The new loan required by the British minister is
for forty-two millions of pounds— one hundred and
millions of dollars.
eighty-six
The prince regent is over "head and ears" in debt
stated his debts amounted
again. Lord C.'.stlereagh
to £339,000— or about a million and a hall of dol
which the laborers of Britain must pay. Abomi-

mLord Darnley had a

call from the British house 0?
peers for the 6th of June, on a motion he proposed
making relative to the naval administration of England in the war with America.

The United

States' sloop of war Wasp is
reported,
the London papers, to have sunk two British
sloop3
near Maranham.
The British house of commons, on the 5th June,
voted an address for a monument to the
memory of
sir Edward P.ickenham.
The London Times of the 7th June speaks of two
important courts martial, which were to be soon
holden; one for the investigation of the conduct of
lars,
sir G. Prevost, late governor of Canada; the other
nable!
Price of stocks, London, June 8. Reduced 57 1-4 upon lieutenant-colonel Mullens, who commanded
3.8 1-2 Consols shut— 4 per cents 72 3-4 3— Ex- the 44th foot in the late unfortunate attack on the
for ace. 58 3 4 7-8. American entrenched
change bills 1 dis. 4 pr.—Cons,
camp at New Orleans.
The Paris papers contain accounts of the proceedMajor-general Keane is said to have entirely re.
ings of general Travot against the Vendeans. He covered of his wounds.
a very small force, to have beaten them
A cartel (Russian) ship has arrived at New-York
ap'p.ars, with
is reported dead of his wounds. from
severely. Charette
England with 374 late American piisoners—of
But the British pnpers say that the insurrection pro- these one hundred were given up from British ships
civil war may of war.
ceeds, and intimate that an extensive
in

—

—

be expected.
Private letters from

La Vendee,

state, (says a Paris paper) that lieut. gen. Travot, at the head of 800

Captain Stewart.—The freedom of the city of
New-York has been presented to this gallant sup.

porter of our Constitution.
attacked and defeat"A'o essential injury?'-^- Mr. John Westcott,
Xroops of the line, successively
jun. of
ed two considerable corps of the rebels, consisting this town (says the Providence R. I. Patriot) has
of between 1500 and 1800 Vendeans; in both these lately returned to the land of his nativity, after art
actions near 1200 were killed. A letter from Lucon, absence of seventeen years, four teen of which he was
Mav 22d, asserts that the rebels to the number of enslaved by the British, having been impressed in
At the commencement of the lwe
400*0 proceeded to the sea shore to receive the arms the year 1798.
and ammunition sent to them by the foreigners.
war, he refused to fightagainst his country, and was
attacked them, killed 600, and made
gen. Travot
"magnanimously" thrown into prison, where he lin1400 prisoners. He also seized 50,000 weight of gered three years more, when peace restored him to

—

his country, Ids family and friends.
Bhitish coi-RT-MAiiTiAL. A Boston paper of Juapprehension existed that tlje insurgents might
attack Nantz. The mayor was preparing for them. ly 21, gives us the following deposition, which puts
British liberty.' The London Gazette of the 2d of to shame the lying report of the British court marcontains a proclamation, declaring that the tial, inserted in our last
.3 une,
page, 363.
recommencement of hostilities renders it expedient
a lieutenant in the
We, William B.

powder.

—

An

—

Shubrick,

to direct, that all soldiers serving in the British
army, who have been enlisted for limited periods,
shall continue to serve therein three years after the
expiration of such limited periods respectively.
700,000 crowns deposited by cardinal Fesch in a

United States navy, and Archibald Henderson, captain of marines, both of the United States' frigate
Constitution, do severally testify and decLre, that
we have seen in the Boston Gaze.te of the 17th July
current, an account of a court martial holden at
been
"raank at Rome, have
sequestered.
Halifax, on the 28th June last, for the trial of the
Talleyrand has arrived in Switzerland. He was officers and crews of his Britannic majesty's late
at
Ghent.
expected
ships the Cyane and Levant, in which it is slated,
The French frigate Melpomene had been captured •imong other things, that the Constitution in Vtv
of
in
10 the bay
Naples
attempting to violate the action with those ships kept at long shot, out of
blockade.
carronade range; and secondly, that lugh encomium*
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their loyalty
trs made on the crews of s:ud ships for
the repeated offers made to them to be
in resisting
Now we, on
received into the American service.
our oaths declare, that the frigute Constitution
of those ships at wot a greater
ranged alongside
distance than 250 yards, which every person acwith gunnery must know is within point
quainted
blank carronade rangei and secondly, tlwt no offers
whatever were made, nor any temptations held out
them to desert,
to the crews of said ships to induce
the contrary,
or quit the service of their king; on
the very frequent expressions of a desire on thennut to enter our service, were invariably discountenanced by the officers of the Constitution.
There is another charge made against the officers
af the Constitution in the proceedings of the court
Levant
martial, that the crews of the Cyane and
were confinud in the hold in the night time, which
board all ships of war, and espeis the custom on
when the prisoners are nearly as numerous
cially
but the crews
(j the crew of the conquering ship
of the Levant and Cyane were permitted to remain
on the birth deck the whole of the day, and one
third of them at a time on the spar deck, who had
W. B. SHUBRICK,
no irons on them.

383

do not believe, as

This
have been engaged in privateering during the late war, and
wherever we captured a British vessel the crew
wished to enter on board the privateer, which was
rejected. Nor is it to be supposed that an officer of
captain Stewart's rank, would ask a prisoner of war
to do a thing that would cause him to be hanged by
States.

I

I

the laws of his country.
Another gross violation of the truth is, that the
Constitution kept up a fire from seventeen long guns,
when it is evident, that but one side of the Constitution was opposed to those ships, and that the Constitution carries only fifteen guns on her battery, and no

long guns on the spar deck. No man can be made to
believe such a report, unless it be one who never saw
a ship or a gun. I am no writer in the newspapers :
I
only mention these things because I feel indignant
when I see our naval officers insulted as in the Halifax report. I have had the misfortune to be one year
in the British navy myself, and have often heard
their officers boast, but I never supposed they were
capable of such falsehoods.
Surely, if we are to
judge the whole British nation according to the official letters of their officers, and the
reports of their
court martials, we must suppose them a set of base

i

ARCH. HENDERSON.

Jin American Seaman.

liars.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

Deserters from the British in Canada, are yet;
1815.
Suffolk, t. Motion, 20th July,
very frequently coming into the United States.
Then the said Wiiuam B. Suubrick and ArchiDartmoor. On the 5ih of June there yet remained
bald Henderson, personally appeared, and made at Dartmoor 2400 American prisoners. We are
reallyoath to the truth of the above declaration by them becoming impatient at this
strange detention of our
THOMAS WELSH, Jr.
subscribed, before
people. There is a great fault somewhere. It is cruel

—

Justice of the Peace.
in the extreme.
a matter of fact, that the marines on board
British troops, arriving continually at Quebec
that
and
the Constitution were constantly engaged,
from Upper Canada, are immediately sent off to Engwere
our
several of the wounds
people received,
by land.
The Constitution had 53 guns ; the
musket balls.
The privateer Abacllino, of Boston was at Marhad
55.
What
a
Levant
and
thing seilles about the middle of June.
She had sold one
frigate Cyane
sloop
is a Biitish official
of her prizes for §30,000
(TJ/'It is

!

To

Boston Patriot.

Messrs. King and Larpent's report respecting
the massacre at Dartmoor, has received an able exof
on
Conduct
the
the
officers
and
amination and severe reprehension by seventeen genHalifax,
crews of the ships Cyane and Levant, lately captur- tlemen (late
prisoners) whose names are signed to a
ed by the Constitution, it appears by the report,
reply to the statements made by the commissioners.
th?.t
of
attribute
the
these
two
It
they
capture
ships
complains especially that Mr. King refused to
to the
"superior force of the Constitution, and her hear the evidence the prisoners had to offer, and
know
the
I
in
to
Now,
Cyane
superiority
sailing."
warmly points out cases where the opinion of an.
be a
I had occasion to ask her
very fast sailing ship
Englishman was made to weigh against the positive
protection as convoy up the Mediterranean, in the oath of an American.
We shall publish the article
year 1811, when the French-were capturing our ves- next week.
It fully justifies us in the remark we
sels.
I was on board her more than ten times in the made
in
that,
looking over the report of Messrs,
course of 60 days, and was well acquainted with her
King and Larpent, "it was impossible not to recollect the case of
officers, particularly Mr. Jones, the 2d lieutenant
captain Jessiip" a case that must
who conducted me to every part of the ship. I found be familiar to most of our
readers, wherein the 'ponber to be a
good staunch vessel, and then mounting lionor of an English officer was accredited in preMr. Jones assured me they could capture ference to the oaths and scars of the master of au
-'guns.
»y French frigate that ever floated. As to the Le- American ship.
"wt, I know nothing about her, only that she is ratal in Steel's list
18, and mounts 21 guns. The two
Sir

the editor of the

— In looking ovtr the report of a court martial,

held at

—

—

;

CHRONICLE.

were certainly superior to the Constitution.
indignant when I see sucli reports,9because
"*y do not give our officers ihe merit which is due
them.
They say the Constitution kept at so great
1
instance that their carronades had no effect.
Now
'is evident that this was not the
case, because the
principal part of the wounded received their wounds
m musket and grape-shot.
Any person who has
ships
1

M.

Serrurler has been re-appointed by the emperor of France his minister near the United States.
Guadaloupe had not been molested by the British

feel

at our last accounts
but it appears they are preparBritish 74 arrived there on the
ing to attack it.
;

A

20th of June, offering protection, [against whom r"|
but the governor said that he, with the soldiers and
action knows that when grape and musket people of the island, would
try to protect themsnot do
execution, the distance cannot be too great selves.
32 pound carronades. A round shot from a 32
South America.—-We learn with
JaNnd carronade will do execution double the dis- maica papers, that the patriots ofpleasure, by
Carthegena ape that
grape will, fired from any gun that can pear to hold their ground. But the war on botli sides
produced. This same court martial reports, that is a war of extermination, dreadful to hear of. The
4
ptain Stewart and his officers endeavored to
per- people of Sabana Grande are said to have risen on
Vj *ae
the prisoners to enter the service of the U. the
royal garrison and put the whole (from 2 to 5(70)
{™

i in

'

;

'
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to have kiiled five

By capt. Franklin, whose arrival is mentioned
under our marine head, we learn that an American
at vessel direct from Halifax in 8
All was tranquil, under the rule of the patriots,
days, arrived at
Metinicus, (Me.) 8th inst. and by the pilot he wag
Santa Fe.
Caracas.— The state of things m tnis part ol South informed, that they had been carried into Halifax by
to death

men

!

One woman is reported
own hand.

with her

.

,

-

,

«-.

,

a British cruizer for violating their
jurisdiction, by
America is terrible. The contest for power yet lasts,
and the war appears also like a war of extermina- fishing on the Nova Scciia coast— that their detention
of
in port was three days— and that
want
for
distress
in
are
they were released
tion.. The people
great

after being strictly forbid visiting that shore
again
that an armed brig and schooner had been
Ontario, and Come for fish
sent
to
the
to
Labrador
order
all
on
the
13th
Americans
off—
Gibraltar
that
at
arrived
of the. l;gh.t- vessels,
of June;, and commodore Jiecatur, with the rest a ship" and brig pn the same duty was dispatched
of the squadron, on the 14th; and on the evening to the banks, and that cruizers are strictly to watch
[Portland pap.
ef that day all the yedcels proceeded to their desti- the Nova-Scotia shore.
The gallant commodore was informed by
nation.
are authorised te
Petersburg; Va. June 21.
our consul at anglers that an Algerine frigate had
been there forty-eight Hours before our squadron state, that the estimated value of property which
was destroyed at the late distressing conflagration,
passed tint place, awl was supposed to have prothe Straits. His first object, probably, is at least three millions of dollars !
ceeded

provisions.

From

the

Mediterranean.

—

—Tlie

—We

T

up

and a report was brought to Gibral21st by an English packet, said to have
fallen in with a 'British gun brig, that had been
that he
spoken by our fleet the day before, stating
had captured an Algerine. frigate. The 'intelligence
was Jklieved at Gibraltar, though it was not confirmed on the22rtd.
The Algerine squadron had been out of the Straits,
hut had returned to the Mediterranean, and was expected to have gone into port.
Our squadron made a fine appearance in Gibraltar bay.
Many boats were fitted out to take a view
of the Macedonian and Epervier. The account of
their arrival was said to have been sent to Algiers

was

this vessel;

tar on

tlie

It is with the most poignant
feelings of sorrow,
that we record the destructive fire which has almost
desolated the flourishing town of Petersburg. On
Sunday night, the 16th instant, between eight and
nine o'clock, the heart-appalling cry of fire, with the
sound of the alarm bells, rung on our ears— the
flames were instantly seen bursting from the stable

belonging to Mi. J. Walker, Between Bollingbrook
and Back-streets the surrounding buildings, being
entirely of wood, standing near to eacli other, were
seized in a moment by the devouring element, and

—

communicated

it

to others with the rapidity of light-

ning.

The

following statement

we

think

is

by some "Algerine Jews" resident at Gibraltar, by aggeration.
On Bollingbrook,
express. A Dutch frigate that had been some time
Back-street,
At Malaga, was expected to join Decatur; who had
Sycamore,
all things in readiness to declare the port of Almade
Old-street,
giers in a state of blockade. QC/'Owr squadron
passage to Gibraltar in twenty-four days
Extract of a tetter from an officer in the United
States Mediterranean squadro?i, to fris friend in
.TVew Fork, dated "Bay of Gibraltar June 15.
M We have heard various news of the enemy; but
Slave ascertained pretty certainly that he is now at
Cape de Gat, waiting for the remainder of the sum
of 500,000 dollars demanded of the Spanish governnent, which has been partly paid him. It is calm
!

its

n

now

—but,

to find the

if

the wind springs up,

enemy to morrow.

and some small

The United

we

His force

shall expect
is

3 frigates

craft.

States' brig Fire-Fly, captain Rogers,

sailed from

New-Tork, a few days since, to join the
squadron under commodore Decatur, in the Mediterranean.

The

fisheries. Boston, July 19.,— On Sunday Last
arrived at this port, the sloop Margaret, captain
find by the newsUowden, 8 days from Halifax.
papers of that place, that on the 29th June, his maarrived
there from a cruise,
jesty's* brig .lasseur;

We

bringing- in eight

American

vessels,

alleged to have

been taken fshing on the western shores of the prorince.
Gentlemen who came passengers in the
Margaret, inform, that after a detention of fortyeight hours these vessels were released, having
their papers endorsed,

the

forbidding their fishing on
western shores of that province.
They also

state that two gun brigs had sailed for the
protection of their fishing ground, and were ordered to

capture and bring in every American vessel found
within three miles of the shore.

i^

these

houses

29
2
24

Market-square,

we may add 200 lumber

houses, &c.
the above, the Farmers' Bank, Columbian hotel, Eagle tavern, Virginia inn, one stone to-,
bacco warehouse^-and may other buildings, new,*

Including

in

elegant and costly.
The loss of goods and furniture

is

incalculable—

and what adds poignancy to grief is, that there was
but a light breeze from the east.
Many lives were lost; their bones are to be seen
among the ruins, but it is not known who the sufferers were.
Three persons are said to have been
blown up in the explosion at the foot of Sycamore;
one of them»a young man by the name of Myers,
late in the employ of Mr. Thomas tValla.ce
two or
three children were burnt to death in the lower
part of Bolingbrook, and the bleached bones of one
unfortunate victim were to be seen at the back door
of the tenement lately occupied as our office. Many
more have doubtless perished for it was with the
utmost difficulty that a great number of the citizens;
animated by a noble zeal to save the property of
their friends and neighbors^ could be restrained
from entering the houses even after the matches had
been fixed to blow them to atoms.

—

—

—

CotriuoE and GENEnnsiTT. Tlie company of "Arof Baltimore, who formed a part
of the glorious defenders of Fort M'Betiry, then commanded by judge j\icholson, and now by Jesse Ei'
at a meeting, a few evenchelberger, esq. merchant
ings since, contributed one thousand dollars towards
modefraying the expence of erecting the "battle
nument" to be built in this city, and five hundred
dollars for the relief of the sufferers by the late ftN
tillery Fencibles,"

"Bis majesti/V'—Ao they have it in the Boston
paway of pre-eminence; meaning that George
the majesty tliev bow to.
at Petersburg.

''

pers, by

{T6

21
22

Bank-street,

To

free from ex-

—

1*1

m '
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-
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absolute and without limit, in the choice of the emVictory has several times placed thepoliticv
existence of the powers of the North at the mercy dt
tcrr.ir!:.
'My Prince. Every event has confirmed what I the emperor Napoleon, and he has not wished to
were too erase any of them from the list of nations. Is it the
predicted to you sir; months ago. You
with wislv Of Alexander, whose name is revered among
preoccupied to hear me; hearken to me now
attention and confidence we may, in the peculiar u?, to dispense with our rendering to his virtues the
Circumstances, and the imminent situations in which homage im* which they merit? Does the emperor of
wc are placed, influence in a powerful manner the Austria in dethroning contrary to his interests and
of those of his monarchy, his son-in-law, and his grand*
approaching, and perhaps eternal destinies,
France, of Austria and oT Europe. You are deceiv- son, wish to prove to the world, by the most astoed respecting what is going on, and what is prepa- nishing and authentic of all examples, that among
hunuut
ring in the midst of us. You willjudge of the re- the most hideous of all the sentiments of
ports of a people rash and blind by the misfortunes nature, hatred is that which has the greatest sway
which strike without the power to enlighten them. over kings? The people are not disposed to believe
You are given to understand at Vienna that Napol e- it; and in this age of revolutions, it might be better
on has been brought back to die throne by the ar- to take care and dissuade them from it.
In short, my prince, when it shall be beyond doubt
my alone that there are none oi\ his side but a
soldiery drunk with war. But forthwith you will that France is resolved to display all her forces, to
been
in
recruited
pub- explore all her destines, to support on his throne
know, that our army has not
lic houses. Generals, captains, soldiers, all are drawn the man who is the object of he? pride, who alone
exisentirely from the bosom of the nation; and for 25 seems to her capable of guaranteeing all the
has executed almost always their tences, and all the relations, proceeding from the
years our army
wishes and the laws, by the most brilliant victories. revolution, will the princes at the congress make
How dare you tell us that it is the army alone the attempt, perhaps a vain one, to tear him from
\\ hich votes for Napoleon? Our legions do not range
his throne, at the price of all the torrents of bload
themselves more promptly under their colors than which this new war will cause to hi spilled? Whac
the nation itself around his person and his throne.
pretexts will cover so many outrages on reisori, jusAlmost every where on his route the popular insur- tice, and on humanity? They pretend that Napolerections in his favor preceded the presence of Na- on cannot offer any guarantee with respect to thepoleon. The Bourbons, reduced to seek in every durability of the peace of Europe; but what a strange
place a Vendee, have not found it even in La Vendee mode of seeking this guarantee, to commence then*
Of so many armies of volunteers which they research by replugging Europe in all the fury and
itself.
said they had in the South, not one is formed; and horrors of war! On the contrary, every thing anthough some little bands trembled while they had nounces, every thing establishes, that any prince i:i
at their head the duke of Angouleme, they are be- Europe, at the present time, cauflot give this guacome intrepid by passing under the tri-colored flag. rantee of peace, in the same degree as Napoleon. JThe power of the nation consists in its talents as No one has experienced so many dangers and vicismuch as in its armed force. They think now, or situdes of war, so many and unexpected and territhey express themselves with respect to Napoleon, ble reverses, as Napoleon. It is, in fact, a new life,
in the same manner in the towns, in the academies, as well as a new reign, which tiie emperor Napoleand in the camps. Without doubt liberty has been on commences, after having understood, during a
much restricted, but it has never been destroyed. year, in the island of Elba, as in a torn!), every thing
Glory, at least, was a compensation for France; she which truth as well as hatred, has told in Europe,
desired not aggrandisement, of which we abjure the respecting Ins first reign and his first life. In fine,
abuse; but she was not able to support the abase- my prince, France has given herself a new constitument when she had thrown off the government of the tion, which will not be a vain charter. It is no longBourbons. The French people feel the extreme cr possible to use subtlety and deceit. The fore:
want of peace they wish it as they wish for happi- of things will necessarily bring order and justice
Our constitution constitutes tuj
ness; but if they be forced into a war, they believe into social life
The sittings id both will be publicthat, under Napoleon, they will not suffer disgrace. chambers.
do not wish, say the powers assembled in Con- Thus France and Europe will understand ever/
gress, to oblige France to take the Bourbons again; thing that will be said on peace and war; and every
but Napoleon will not be recognized by us. France war, which shall. not be one of justice and evid. :
must choose another chief—for, to restrict her, they necessity shall paralyse with terror the man w.j->
would kindle it hi Europe, already bleeding fro.a
add, we shall have if necessary, 900,000 men.
I shall not stop to discuss here the principles of so
many wars.
the rights of nations; it is too evident that they ere
The coalesced powers plume themselves on th *
all violated by a similar
The emperor immense number of men they can collect. But perpretension
Napoleon may demand from the emperor of Russia, haps, they may have calculated erroneously they
from the emperor of Austria, from the king of Prus- may be deceived. If it were true, as they give it
sia, in what manner has he merited from them, a out, that they have 900,000 men fit for action, France,
hatred so violent, as to cause them to believe they who has
already 500/JJO, will sooa have a miilio:..
owe nothing to the justice which is due to all other I seek not to exaggerate the exultation, which, i.i
men, and that in consideration of their personal ha- a similar war, will fix all the senses, and the entred to Napoleon, they are authorized to rob the thusiasm with Which their souls will Le
transported.
French of their sacred right, of their ir.dependcnce Every man in France will become a soldier; eyes

Fr*m

the

Loudon Packet.

hespatch from the Duke ofOtrantoto Prince Met-

pire.

—

—

—

—

—
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Mlicle ofirqn will be mamifuctured into a sabre,a
as in 1793, will
bayonet, or a musket; everywhere,
'be" established manufactories of salt-petre, of powFrom the Rhine to the Pyreder, and of cannon.
to the Ocean, the dittees, from the Mediterranean
versions of the peasants on Sundays and holidays,

for ever

'

will be military exercise; every commune, every
transformed into barracks; and the,
village, will be'
entire population of the empire, arrayed as the Na-j
to live in tents. Altional Guards, will be

prepared
resound with the war song in
ready does France
national domains, who harof
which the acquirers
bor fears for their property; the friends of reason,
who have been threatened with the return of supersution; the military; whose glory they have wished
to tarnish; in short, all classes of citizens repeat
with enthusiasm their ardent expressions of passions the most dear and the most terrible. In the
war, which will be in fact, a crusade against ths,
independence of a nation, the contagion of the prinwith peov iples of the French revolution, may pass
ple too ignorant ard too barbarous even to understand their own interests. Q'n the approach of the
emperor Napoleon and his armies, marching with
animation to songs of liberty, kings maybe abandoned by their subjects, as the Bourbons have been
by the soldiers on "whom they depended with such
confidence, Every throne will be overthrown bei ore nations will learn how to
govern them; and how
many evils will be the work of princes, capable by
ih.eir virtues »£ rendering happy the greatest part
of the world! How much will those monarchs and
humanity be indebted to yon, my prince, if, by the
wisdom of your counsels, you can dissuade them

1815.

;

deprived him of his power of imposing upon good faith.
Despairing of the success of his artifices, he seeks for the second time to precipitate
with himself into the
abyss the nation over which he
has caused terror to
He renews all the dereign.
partments of administrations in order to fill them
wholly with men sold to his tyrannical projects; he
disorganizes the national guards, whose 'blood he
intends to lavish in a sacrilegious war; he
beg-insto
abolish rights, which have long since been established.

He

I

convokes

a pretend cdfeld of JWai to
multiply
the accomplices of his usurpation. He
promises to
midst
the
a
of bayonets,
proclaim there,
derisory
imitation of that constitution, which after
twenty,
five years of disorders and calamities, had for the
first time founded un a solid basis the
and
the
liberty
prosperity of France. Finally he has consummated
the greatest of all crimes towards our subjects by
attempting to separate them from their sovereign, to
tear them away from our
family, whose existence for
so many ages has been identified with that of die nation itself, and is still to this moment the only thing
that can guarantee the
stability ofthe legitimacy of
the government; the rights and liberty of the people, tho mutual interests of France and of Europe.
In these circumstances we rely with entire confidence on the sentiments of our subjects, who cannot
fail to perceive the
dangers and the miseries to
which they are exposed by a man, whom assembled
Europe, has devoted to public vengeance. All the
are aspowers know the dispositions of France.

m

j

;

j

j

We

sured of their amicable views and of their support.
Frenchmen! Seize the means of deliverance which
from the determination, in which they oppose inte- are offered to vour courage. Rally round your king,
rests and passions over which they ought to have no your father, the defender of all your rights, hasten
I have only to renew, with the most live- to him, to assist him in saving you, to put an end to
control.
ly expression, to your highness, the assurances of revolt, the prolongation of which might become fatal
to our country, and by punishment ofthe authors of
the highest consideration
so many evils accelerate the era of general reconci'fThe Duke of OTRAXTO.
"Paris, ,y>ri! 28, 1815."
DECLAHATION.
Jjoyisi l"J tlic grace of God, king of Fratice arid JVaparre, to all our subjects, greeting:
France, free and respected, was enjoying by our
care the peace and prosperity which had been, restored to it, when the cseapeof Bonaparte from the
island of Elba, and his appearance on the French
territory, seduced to revolt the greater part of the
army, suffered by this illegal force he has made usurpation and tyranny succeed to the equitable empire
of the laws. The efforts and the indignation of our
subjects, the majesty of the throne and that of the
national representation, have yielded to the violence
of a mutinous soldiery, whose treacherous and per-

liation.

second day of the month of
the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and fifteen, and the twentieth
year of our reign.

Given

at Ghent, the

May,

in

LOUIS.

(Signed)

Journal Universal,

Mav

5.

STATE PAPERFrederick Augustus, by llx grace of Ged, king of
Saxony and duke of fVarsUrw.
We have learned with the most lively grief, that
our kingdom of Saxony is about being provisionally

occupied by the troops of his majesty the king of
Prussia.

Ever decided not to separate our lot from that of
jured leaders "hate been seduced by deceitful hopes. our people, filled with confidence in the justice and
This criminal success having excited in Europe magnanimity of the allied monarchs, and intending
just alarms, formidable armies have been put in to accede to their alliance as soon as we had it in
march towards France, and all the powers have de- our power, we resolved, after the battle of Leipsic,
to wait upon the conquerors; hut the sovereigns recreed the destruction of the tyrant.
Our first care, as our first duty, has been to cause fused to listen to us; and ooliged us to depart from
;i
just and necessary distinction to be recognized be- our states and retire to Berlin. His majesty the emtween those disturbers ofthe peace and the oppres- peror of Russia nevertheless gave as to understand,
tint our separation from Saxony was only required
sed French nation.
the military exigencies of the times, and his maFaithful to the principles which have
always by
guided the sovereigns, our allies have decreed their [jesty invited us at the same time to place the most
We received also from
intention to respect the independence of France, and entire confidence in him.
guarantee the integrity of its territory. They have (their majesties the emperor of Austria and the king
given us most solemn assurances that thev will not of Prussia, the most feeling proofs of interest and
interfere in the internal government, and it is on sensibility. We were therefore permitted to indulge
iosc considerations we have resolved to
that as soon as the military
accept ourselves in the hope
their generous assistance.
considerations should cease, we should be reinstated
The usurper has in vain attempted to sow dissen- in our rights and restored to our dear subjects. \Ve
ions among tin 'in, and by a feigned moderation to were still more authorised to expect a prompt and
disarm their
resentment His v. hole life has hippy cluing" in oursiUutinn, because \y? had. mad;
!

I

I

I

j
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the

had proclaimed at different times,
the most solemn manner, that far from any project of conquest or aggrandizement, they had only
in view the establishment of the rights, and liberty
for this purpose,
in

of Europe. Saxonv, in particular, has received assurances the most positive that its integrity should
be maintained. Tins integrity comprehends essentially the preservation of the dynasty for which the
nation had publicly manifested its constant attach
ment, and an unanimous desire of being re-united to
its

S87

to the allied sovereigns our sincere desire of givf the emperor, for

establishment of the repose
.in 1 liberty of Europe; and because we had manifested, ill every way which was in our power, our
true devotion for their persons and for the cause
which was the object of their efforts.
When peace was concluded with France, it was a
source of infinite grief to learn, that our reiterated
requests for a prompt restoration had not been
accorded; that our just hopes were unattended to;
and that the decision of our dearest interest ami of
our people, had been adjourned to the congress of
Vienna.
Far, however, 'from crediting the rumors
spread abroad in relation to tiie fate of our states,
since the peace of Paris, we reposed an entire confidence iii the justice of the allied monarchs, although
it whs
impossible for us to penetrate the motives of
the proceedings which they had observed towards us.
The preservation of the consolidation of the legitimate dynasties, had been the grand end of the war
which had terminated so happily. The allied powers,
co--;,»

INQUISITION.

sovereign.

We have

communicated

to the principal

powers of

Europe, a frank and complete avowal of the motives
Which had directed our political conduct during the
late years, and from the unshaken confidence which
we ,>lace in their intelligence and their justice, we
are persuaded, that they have not only perceived the
propriety of our intentions, but also in the absolute
necessity which resulted from the particular position of our states and of the empire, the circumstances which prevented us from taking a part in
the deliverance of Germany,
The mviolabity of our rights, and of those of our
house, under the inheritance honorably and justly
acquired by our ancestors, must be perceived: Our
speedy restoration of them ought to follow of course.
We would fail in our sacred duties to our royal
house and to cur people, were we to keep silence
upon the new measures projected against our states,
at a moment when wc have a right to expect their
restitution.
The intention manifested by the court
of Prussia, to occupy provisionally, the states of
Saxony, obliges us to fortify our well established
rights against such a step, and solemnly to protest
against the consequences which may grow out of
such a measure.
It is in the
presence of the congress of Vienna, and
the face of ail Europe, that we acquit ourselves
of this
duty, in signing these presents with our own
hand, and in reiterating at the same time publicly,
the declaration communicated some time ago to the
allied courts, that we will never consent to the cession of the states inherited from our ancestors; and
that we will not accept any recompense or equivalent which
may be offered to us for them.
Given at the Fredericksfield, the 4th of November, 1814.
in

FREDERICK AUGUSTUS.

(Signid)

—Every

body knows that the
Count dc Lille, during his ten months residence in
He would
France, was at variance with the Pope.
not forgive his holiness for
coming to Paris to crown
the emperor, any more than he was disposed to forMncenes,

May

2:3.

having so easily obtained the
This consideration operates very
powerfully with our Vcndcans, who were
once so eager U) fight for religion and the Lord's
annotated, but who have for so many years back had
blessings of the clergy.

solittlecausc of complaint. None of than in fact
pretend to be more Catholic than th,e Pope none
are sufficiently rash to dare to
deny the legitimacy
of a monarch, for whom all the
priests of France
have, and. continue to chaunt, Dominc salvum far.
Hence arises the invincible repug
Imperitormt.
nance which the true inhabitants of La Vendee, for
the most part, evince to the
inflammatory instigations of the foreigners.
A great number of the old nobility, satisfied at
returning to France at having recovered (thanks
to the emperor) a part of their
property at freely
enjoying the liberty of worship, and of even seeing,
their children admitted, like other Frenchmen to
the most honorable posts of the empire, hasten with
eagerness to the mayors and prefects to give in their
oaths of fidelity to the present government.
All the
peasantry are now enlightened as to their true interests.
The national property Which thev have acquired, attaches them to the revolutionary causecontent to go to mass where they hear
every Sunday
their curates offering up
prayers for the prosperity
of the emperor no less content at
being no longer
subject to the inquisitorial visits of clerks of office,
the are far from regretting the royal government,
winch threatened them with the return of tithes, excise, vassalage, and all the seignorial rights. Forced by circumstances to teke a part, they determine
to enter the ranks of our confederates" Thus the
royal cockade is no longer worn in the villages or
rather woods of this department,
excepting by va-

—

v

—

—

1

—

gabonds and real banditti,

for

whom

royal ism is

only a cloak to rob and murder with impunity on the
highway. There is not a single one of those wretches, who, to use a Bourbon expression, really has the
Fleur do Lis at heart it is only on their shoulders.

—

The

Inquisition.

From a Journal of

Paris, of Avg. 10, 1814.— The
spirit of the Holy Inquisition is beginning to shew
its fruit.
The children of Israel had emerged from
the obscure and unfrequented streets where
they
formerly dwelt at Home; and embracing the advanot
or
built
tages
religious toleration, they bought
houses in the finest parts of the capital. They had
become clean, neat, and even elegant, and scarcely
distinguishable from the most worthy part of tlie
Roman citizens. They accommodated themselves
with a graceful ease to their manners, and by degrees
would have adopted their customs, and perhaps
their opinions.
L'ut, alas!

if

the Gazette of

Augsburg

is

entitled

to credit, their high expectations are totally blasted.

The fashionables of Rome have envied these children
of Jacob their taste for the toilet and their love for
a genteel appearance. The wiseacres of the capital,
who think all the world besides nincompoops, maintain that a Jew having come out of slime, ought necessarily to remain in it; that it is a scandal to see u
son of Jacob throw off his sandals for shoes in the
English fashion, and to leave his cellar for a well
aired and healthy house. Ancient ordonnances have
been produced, and the Roman government has

commanded them

to return to their filthy places.

however, said that these regenerated Jews
have been much hurt at this new ordonnance; that
they sorrow after their beautiful houses and elegant
furniture as deeply as they did after the onions of
Egypt; and Wr:,\ i^any of them,, rather than renounce
It is,
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the charms of living- like other people, have deter- massive iron beam, thirty feet in length,
suspended
mined to leave Home, and to carry their property at its centre by a pivot, on the head of two upright
and almost as massive iron
and good appearance to Leghorn and Trieste.
pillars, nearly thirty feet
Poor race of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, when will in air in majestic perpendicular motion. That beam

you find repose

in this vale

of troubles and sorrow? by

cease, for the professed sake of rein respect to your case, the true
ligion, to forget,
When will men apply that
principles of religion?
law of charity to you, the most sublime and consolas we love
ing of Christianity, "to love others

When

men

a

its

motion, say twenty strokes

huge shaft of

in

iron

a minute, and
by

suspended at its end connected
to an axis or crank,
driving with great swiftness
ponderous iron wheels of many tons weight— they
moving those of smaller dimensions but almost jnfi.
nite in number— and they again in turn their thou",
sands of spindles and rollers. You hear the harsh
ourselves?"
Have not these Jews, whom we persecute and look rumble of wheels, iron against iron, and the roar of
series
the
of
us
in
rollers, spindles and throstles, not unlike that of the
upon as enemies, had precedence
will

Is not their Bible ours? Are not
their ancestors the ancestors of the world? And if
the idea of the unity of God has been preserved
amongst men, is it not the Jew3 who were its depositories, and have transmitted it down to us? In short,

of different beliefs?

did the Divine Legislator of Christians spring from
any other root than that of Jacob?
The conversion of the Jews is desired, and it is a
laudable attempt; but, to accomplish it, it is better
to be loved than feared. Every body has not the gift
of kissing the hand that smites him.

immense water, yet see nothing like a mvw*
all this
no fall or force of water,
nothing
that the eye discovers gives motion to the
unwieldy
but
all
moved
machinery,
being
by a hand unseen,
and out of the researches of the eye, very greatly
'enhances the singularity of the scene.
The steam, which is the moving power, is conducted in stillness and in secret from the boiler tu
the cylinder, and there commences its operations—
'entirely reversing the common order, for the w/ietf,
instead of being, as is usual, the first, is the last thine
fall

of

—

power to

I

j

moved.

Ballston

Spa Factory.

[Saratoga Journal

Treasury Notes.

The steam factory in this village is now ready for
of the spinning
operation. The engine and a portion
for working.
apparatus, is now prepared
This establishment, which now consists of one

(CIRCULAR.)

Tnr.Asunv Department, June 2ilh, 181a
Sin In conformity with the public notification
from this department, of the 15th instant, acopyof
building of brick and stone for the engine and spinning, 160 feet long, five stories high, including the whicli is annexed, it is intended, on the first day of

—

—

or upper story a large pile of brick an J August next, to give directions to all collectors, restone buildings tirree stories, fitting up for looms and ceivers and other officers throughout the U. States
A stole and office blacksmith's shop, not to receive on account of any payments to the I'.
families.
wood-house, Sic. is calculated when in full operation, States, the notes issued by any bank which shallnot
for eleven thousand spindles.
pay its notes on demand, in gold or silver, cr winch,
Among the owners are Messrs. Nicholas Low, having suspended such payments, shall not reenv.Rufus King, D- B. Ogden, A. Fleming, S. Boyd, John treasury notes in all payments to the bank, at par,
Burrall and 11. Newport of New-York. Amos Allcott, and re-issue them in paj ment of all demands on (lie
Stilwell, •'. Peck and A. Kssoon, of this vicinity. bank, to such persons as shall choose to receive
altictie

—

Wm

Mr. Nicholas Smith

is still their superintendent.
establishment certainly fully evinces the enof the institution,
terprize and spirit of the members
the unremitting assiduily of him to whom they have
committed the superintendence, and, I think, their
views. Every thing
enlarged, just and extensive
about the buildings shews their designs were not
on the contrary, they
baVely for another summer
as the
appear to be built almost as solid and durable
surrounding hill at whose base they stand.
wirh
immense
It has to be sure been attended
expence, and it is to be hoped that those expences
will be repaid in profits no less munificent.
Every

The

—

them.
I
beg leave, therefore, to request a distinct answer
from your institution, (which, if there are branches
belonging to, or connected with it, is to include them
also) upon these points
1. Whether the bank will
agree to receive, reissue and circulate treasury notes, in the manner
above stated. And if the bank declines to do that.
2. Whether the bank
pays its notes on demand in
:

—

gold or silver?

An

affirmative answer on the first of these poinl
But if the bank declines to
that agreement, and does not answer affirmatively
be
individual in this and the adjoining towns ought to upon the second point; or if no answer at all
wish this, though every spindle should be a kind of given to this letter, by any bank, the receiving of
Uiorn in the side of Great Britain; for the greatest notes in all payments to the United States wiflfe
has been scattered forbidden.
proportion of that expence
Printed lists will be transmitted to all collectoi
amongst us. At least say eigfitg thousand dollars has
Stair,
actually been paid by the company and given directly receivers, marshals, &c. throughout the U.
i"
to 4 the mouth of labor," and certainly so far made containing the names of those banks whose notes,
Indeed, conformity with this arrangement, are not to be rebetter the condition of the husbandman.
felt in a ceived in payments to the United Stales.
every individual in the vicinity has already
I am,
less degree, the bcnelici^l effects of the
respectfullv, sir, your obedient servant,
greater or
A. J. DALLAS,
establishment.
It is therefore to be hoped, that an institution proSecretary of the Treasury.
Bank,
mising so many further advantages to the commu- To the President of tne
all the encouragement its memnity, will meet with
asse
Mh. Bayakd.—
bers can expect, or reasonably wish.
"?f
regret to learn by a P
The sight of the operation of the engine, to most in the last cartel from England, that the honorable
of us, is at least novel, and cannot but excite some James A. Bayard was unwell, and on board the" NjF
«*
to the
surprise in him who has not before seen the astonish; tune, which ship is on her return
1
to Kussi
in" power of steam applied to mechanical operations. States. Mr. B. was appointed ambassador

tm

will be sufficient.

i

.

We

"

1

On

first

entering the engine apartment you see a

and the appointment gave universal

satisfaction-
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him, had the prisoners been so disposed on that improperly, had he sent for the committee (as al*
made their escape. wajs had been his custom heretofore, when he had
night, they could have easily
had nothing to do, as' any charge against the prisoners for improper conAtthoo.gh.-ih At transaction
with
the
events of the 6th, duct) and told them that the prisoners were breaking
reiates to the prisoners,
we merely represent this circumstance to show, hat the wall (which circumstance, as has been published
there was no indention whatever on their part to .before, was not known to one-tenth of the prisoners)
break out of the prison, as Shortland and his adhe- and requested them to have represented to those,
rents have attempted to prove.
engaged in it, the consequences that must ensue if
Tin-: report now goes ou to mention, that on the; they persisted in such conduct, we have not a moevening of the 6th of April, about 6 o'clock in the! mint's hesitation in saying, they would have put a
evening, a hole was made in one of the walls of the! stop to any further proceedings of that kind,
That part which relates to the breaking of the
prison sufficient for a full-size^ man to pass, audi
others had been commenced but never completed,' iron chain which fastened No. 1 gate, and follows
mid tliat a number of or .\>ouers were over the railing! next in the report, says, there was no evidence to
erected to prevent them from communicating wiih show whether it was done before or after the alarm
the centincd-. on the walls, and that they were tear- bell rang. As this was a material point on which
ing up pieces of turf, and wantonly pelting each they grounded Sbortland's justification, we have 13
other in a noisy manner.
regret that the evidence we had to lay before the
As to the hole made in the wall, we believe the 'commissioners, and which would, in our opinion,
causes and reasons have been already sufficiently have sufficiently cleared up that point, was not
explained by the affidavits laid before the public. examined.
On the ringing of the alarm-bell, the rush towards
With lespect to the prisoners being between the
iron paihng and the wad, it could have been, it it the gates leading into the market square was so'
he
Mr.
had
given great (attracted, as has been before stated, by cuKing,
ivjijs not easily explained by
an opportunity. It seems, that on the afternoon of riosity) that those in front were irresistibly pushed
the 6th, some of the prisoners having obtained leave forward by those in the rear, and if the chain had
of the sentinels on the walls to go over and lay upon not broke, the lock must have given way to the
the grass; others seeing them lying so much at their pressure, and by this opening, it is but natural to
ease, went over to enjoy the same privilege; and as suppose, that a number must have been shoved
the sentinel* made no objection to this proceeding, into the square in front of the soldiers, who were
the number was soon increased to such a degree, that drawn up in a line across the square, with Shortit became no longer an enjoyment to those who first land at their head.
was
obtained the privilege; some scuffling then eftsaed
If, as the report now e;oes on to state, there
among themselves, and they began to pelt each other no direct proof before them of a previous concert
with turfand old shoes, principally in play, ami among. or preparation on the part of the prisoners, and no
so many, no doubt, there must have been considera-| evidence of their intention or disposition to effect
ble noise; but how they can possibly connect tins their escape on this occasion, excepting that which
circumstance with the hole made in the wall, is en- arose by inference from the whole of the detailed
to conceive, as the iron rail- circumstances connected together, had Mr. King
tirely out of our power
jug separated them from the pretended breach in examined the evidence on the rru-t of the prisoners,
the wall, and distant from it more than halt the (as minutely as it seems he examined those on the
length of the yard; of course, had the hole been part of Shorthand, he could not even have drawn the
intended as a breach, the iron p ailing would have shadow of an inference of that being their intenbt come a barrier instead of facilitating the means of tion.
Where the commissioners got their evidence for
an escapes
As to that part of the report which mentions the asserting that captain Shortland, by quiet means
ird -barracks being the repository for the arms of and persuasion, endeavored to persuade the prisong'.i
the guard off duty, and of its standing in the yard to ers to retire into their respective yards, is unacwhich the hole in the wall would serve as a commit- countable to us, as those who know captain Shortnication, and of its being a further cause of suspicion land, know that he is not a man of persuasion. It
and alarm to captain Shorthand to one acquainted is correct, that doctor M'Grath used every exertion
with the situation of the prison, such an idea would to persuade the prisoners to retire out of the square,
be ridiculous, but to those who are not acquainted which, if Shortland had allowed sufficient time,
w'.th it, it will be only necessary f )r us to mention, would have been
quietly done but the crowd, by
that if the pnson.rs had the intention of breaking tiiis time, had got so great, and the pressure in tl
out through this jwssage, an I had actually got into rear so strong, that those in front could not retreat
the barrack-yard, the difficulties they would then 'until time should be allowed for the rear to fall
have to encounter would be much greater than to 'back; but the hasty, haughty and overbearing tempeit
break a passage through the market-square, or the of Shortland could not allow him to use such conback part of the yard. As to the idea of their pos ciiiatory means. He orders (ihe report says) fifteen'
-t-ssing themselves of the muskets standing in theifite of the guard fronting the open gate, to the
racks in the guard-barracks (even if they knew; charge; and, after some little time, the charge was
of any being there) is childish; for how easy so far effectual, with but very little or no injury to
would it have been for the commanding officer, th prisoners, as to drive them, for the most put,
on tfie shortest intimation of such an attempt, widi quite out of th^ square, with the exception of a
on'.- Wast of his bugle, to h .vc called ail his
guards small number who continued their resistance aboutto the spot before a hundredth part of the prisoners No. 1 gate
Under these circumstances, continuescould have got into the yard, and by tha* me ns m- the report, the fii
ing commenced,
to
a
further
Here
we
stop
stoutly put
any
proceedings on)
beg leave to request an attentive perusal
their part.
G f the affidavits of some of the prisoners, taken by
We cannot conceive how Air. King can possibly the committee, and which relates particularly lo
come forward, and say, on these grounds, it appeared this p.t] t of the transaction, ft is there positively
the
to him that captain Shortland was justified in
giving! stated, that on the soldiers coming to a charge,
the order for sounding the alarm-bell, when, if .he
and pushed the
{prisoners al retreated into the yard,
found the prisoners were conducting themselves gate '• after their, if the commissioners had ex.(
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should have shut the door of justification against
Shortland for commencing a fire upon ihem as they

kmined that evidence, this part oF their report ought
to have been differently expressed.
cannot conceive how Mr. King finds it dim-

We

cult to reconcile the testimony respecting captain
Suorlluui's giving the order to lire; when he reports'
that several of the Americans stoe or positively, that
and many of the;
b.iptain Shortland gave llut order
soldiers and the
witnesses heard the word

i

were in their' own yards. As this was the actual
situation of the prisoners oit the first discharge, and
the soldiers having to fire through the iron paling,

and the prisoners retreating op a descending ground,
of course, brought the muskets, wiien down to a leit was owing
vel, over the heads of the prisoners
English
given by some one, but would not swear it was by to tills fortunate circumstance, that so few were
captain Sltorlland; and some, among whom is the: injured on the first discharge of the musketry; and,
officer commanding the guard, flunk if captain Short- it seems, the inhuman Shortland was awAre of this
land had given such an order, they must have heard circumstance, when he was distinctly heard to orThus, then, stands thefblih- der the soldiers to fire low. This does not appear
•it, which they did not.
dation for this part of the report. An English pffi- to correspond with the first part of iheir report
cer thinks it is not so, and several Americans swear', which sa ys "captain Shortland was in market square
it is so: and he finds it is very difficult to recon
exerting himself in giving orders to stop the firing,'*
That there w;is any provocation given to the solciL their testimony. The lightness with which
they seem to have passed over this most important diers to justify their subsequent brutal conduct, he
point of that day's transaction, cannot hut be deep- commissioners themselves seem to find it very diffily regretted by those who feel for the unhappy srif-J cult to trace any evidence, although they say, it »pferers, wiien they go on to state, "It may remain a pears, that there was some resistance mule lo the
matter of doubt whether the firing first began iri theJ turnkeys in shutting the prison, and that stones
square by order, or was a spontaneous act of the: were thrown at the military. Had they examined
soldiers themselves; it seemed clear it was con?i-| the prisoners sufficiently, they would have been connued and renewed, both there and elsewhere, with-, vinced that no resistance was made to the turnkeys
out orders and, that on the platforms and in seve-jin shutting the doors. As to throwing stones at the
ral places about the prison, it was certainly com men -j military while they were chasing them from corner

—

—

t

—

ced without any authority." We must once more to corner, and firing at them in every place where
request the attention of the public to the affidavits they had taken shelter from the balls, could it be
already published; it is there sworn by one of the expected but they would seize on something for
witnesses, that previous to the alarm-bell being rung self-defence when they saw the soldiers running at
and while walking in the yard, a soldier called to them with their bayonets, and hiving no possible
him from the walls and told him to go in, as they means of escipe, as it has been before stated, all the
would soon be fired upon. How, then, can it be doors in the prison had been previously closed expossible, that a soldier on the walls should know cept one, and that one, perhaps, the length of the
rhat they would soon be fired upon, if the order prison from him. Is there a man in such a situation
had not been previously given to that effect? and but would seize on the first weapon that offered ithad '.lie bugleman been examined, he could have sta- self, and sell his life as dear as possible. How can
ted, that previous to the ringing of the alarm-bell, they, then, make that the slightest justification for
he had received orders to sound to fire; so that such outrageous conduct on the part of Shortland or
when the soldiers took their stations on the walls, the military ?
As to most of the officers being absent, it is errothey were charged and prepared for that purpose.
r

such information, v.i conceive the committee
stand fully justified in stating in their report, the
belief of its being a preconcerted plan, on the parti
of Shortland; am! if the commissioners had possessed themselves with a knowledge of these circumstances, which they could and ought to have done,
would they, then, have reported Shortland as justifiable, even in a military point of view?
The next thing we have to notice in the report is,

could have been proved that there was an
every yard, and in one instance where fie
was heard to give the order to fire on a party of
prisoners close by the door, and running and making
every exertion to enter the prison.
As to captain Shortland being busy in the square
with the turnkeys, receiving and taking care of the
wounded, irtainly shews the commissioners' want
of correct information, for it is already before the
public, in affidavit, the cruel manner in which the
wounded were treated by him, and of his abuse of
the prisoners who were bearing the wounded to the
That part of the report which re^
hospital gate.
lates that the time and commencement of this transaction was the officers' dinner hour, is too ridicudo not believe that there
lous for a comment.
was a prisoner in the depot that knew when or
where the officers dined, and therefore can be no
ground for an argument, that the prisoners were

\\ ilh

neous;

»o

it

officer in

that very singular paragraph, which says, "from the
facts of the crowd being so close, and the firing, at

being attended with very little injury, it appears
probable, that a large proportion of the muskets,
were, as stated by one or two of the witnesses, levelled over the heads of the prisoners, a circumstance, in some respects, to be lamented" Is it,
then, to be lamented, that the soldiers did not level
their pieces, on theirs* fire, directly into the crowd
which they have slated to be so great and so close
that a soldier declared he could not come fairly taking this opportunity to escape,
down to a charge? or is it to be lamented, that one or
The report then go_-s on to state, "the cross fire,
two hundred were not killed at the first discharge, which was kept up from several of the platforms
and a thousand or two wounded? If so, we think it on the walls round the prison, and directed against
much to be lamented, that the reporters were not! straggling parties of prisoners running about the
to enter the prison by the door
there, and placed foremost in the erowd.
yard, endeavoring
The circumstance of so few being hurt at the first which the turnkeys had left open, according to their
tVisclnrge is not strange to those who are acquaih-j usual practice, does seem to have been without obted with the situation; and this occurrence alone!
and to have been a wanton attack
ject or excuse,
at the same time,
corroborates the American evidence, and
ought tol'upon the lives of defenceless, and,
have been sufficient proof to the commissioners that unoffending individuals." In answer to this parathe prisoners, on being
charged upon, retreated' graph, we' shall only reply—-had the commissioners
through the gates, and shut them after them before examined all the American evidence, and attached
the firing commenced; and which circumstance alone
the sam; credit to it which, it appears, they have

first,

We
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to alt. the English evidence, similar expres- assertion; we are sure it was not from the prisoners,
sions would h:ive been made use of against Short- who ought to have been the best judges of that
land's conduct throughout the whole of their re- circumstance; but instead of all that, all the Americans who were permitted to express an opinion
port
It appesrs to us, after an attentive examination on that subject at the examination, declared, without
of this report, that the commissioners mean to jus- reserve, as would all the prisoners in the depot,
tify Shortland in commencing his murderous attack had they been asked th^question, that Sliortland's
the soldiers for conduct, from the commencement of his appointment
upon the prisoners, and to condemn
continuing it. Singular as this idea appeirs, it is no to that station, had been cruel, oppressive, and
less strange to us how it can be possible they could overbearing,- and, instead of taking measures to
reconcile it to their feelings to make up a report alleviate the distresses of the wretched objects under
for him, as a feeling
would have done, he seemed
containing such a direct contradiction to reason;
co- to take a pleasure in harrassing them whenever he
surety if Shortland could be justified in using
ercive measures in the first instance, tiie military could find the slightest pretext for so doing-

dona

mm

IV.

certainly should be acquitted for the subsequent
massacre, as the whole was conducted under his

Henry Dolliver,

Colton,

Joseph Swain,
Arch\l Taylor,

immediate command; and if lie hid a right to kill
one, o',\ the s;ime ground he might have extended it
to a thousand.
And, on the other hand, if any part
of the transaction is to be condemned, Sfaortlan'd
should be to answer Jbr the whole; for what neces-

J>-

Weeks,

Philip Black,

.Win. JWIntyre,
Wm. Cochran,

Homer

Hull,

.Tomes

S>I.

David

John. Jones,

Tngalls,

Reuben Sherman,
Arch'd. I. Mackay,
Wm. K. White.

Wm.

Bushfield,

Demerell,

This. Ward,
there be made to attempt identifying
coul
of the soldiers? Surely the commissioners could
think of bringing them to punishment when
they Eci id by the direct orders of Shortland and his
officers? And if any one could or ought to Le made
the Earl of Liverpool,
to answer for the outrage, Shortland ought to be On
tiie political effects produced in America by ti ie
the first
peace of Ghent.
in- addition to the contradictions contained in the
rnoM counr.TT's REcnsTEn.
convmi sioners' joint report, Mr. King, in his letter
Bollej,2"t h May, 1815.
to J Qf. Ad mis, almost denies the ground on which
Msr town— Tt was frequently observed by me, inin part, founded Shortland's justification, former letters, which I had the honor to address to'
the) h»v<
when lie s iy 3 (alluding to having heard several Ame- your lordship, during the war with America, that,
ricans sy-'dir, positively, that Shortland did give the
were at last, as I foretold you would be, com[if you
Otder
tire, ami an officer of the guard thinks if lie pelled to makepeace without humbling America,
hid he should have heard him) "perhaps the bias and, indeed, without subduing her, or nearly subduof my mind was, that Shortland did give that order; ing her, the result would be honorable to her, seeing
an I wishing the report to go forth under our joint that she would, in a war single-handed against Engto press some of the points land, have succeeded in defending herself.
It was
signatures', I forbore
which it involves, so far as otherwise I might have clear, that, when once the contest became a single
be
to
her
must
dose."
triumph
combat, to defend herself,
has been neglected, or passed and to us
And, if she came out of the war
If, then, any part
defeat.
or
her
triother
over, foe accommodation,
any
purpose (and without anv, even the smallest concession,
one there certainly his, in not paying the same lumph over 'us must raise her greatly in the estimaattention to the American as w.isdom* to tiie English tion of her own people, and of all the world. She
evidence) it is to be regretted that Mr. King should did come out of the war in this way; and the natuso far forget or neglect the sacred duties attached ral
consequi-nces have followed.
to the appointment of a commissioner, to inquire
1 do not know that I have before noticed the fict
into the cause of the murder of his countrymen, as in
time that I should— I mean
print, but it is now
to piss over any points which might have brought the curious fact relative to the proclamation of peace
to light the means of punishment for the murderers, with America.
know that peace wiih any
or obtained in some measure an indemnity for the
power is usually proclaimed by HERALDS, who,
Will not starting at St. James' Palace, go into the city, with
surviving unhappy and maimed sufferers.
and accomthe shales of the departed victims haunt him in his a
grand display of armorial ensigns,
niidniglvt slumbers, and pointing to their lacerated panied by troops in guy attire, and by bands of marbodies, say, these still remain unrevenged ? Will tial music, stopping from time to time to read the
not the unhappy survivors show the stumps of their
the peace. This was done
king's proclamation of
amputated limbs, and say, these wounds fester, and at the Peace of Amiens and at the Peace of Paris.
still renjain una toned ?
Will not the widow and Inih
which the cessation o?
ed, it is the usual way in
the helpless orphan raise their innocent hands to war is
proclaimed.
heaven, and cry, why was justice denied us ? Why
Now, then, how was the peace with America prowas the heart so callous to our sufferings ? And claimed? There was no procession at all: there
Why was the bosom shut to sympathy ? Let Mr was nothing of the usual ceremony. But the C<hKing point out some means to appease these bitter itira newspaper, and, I believe, that paper only, incomplaints, and we shall be satisfied.
formed the public, that "peace with America wfl*
m e shall now close these unpleasant remarks by
the Proclamation in the
proclaimed today, l»t reading
noticing -not her unaccountable error in Mr. King's USUAL WAY, at 'the doo" of the office at Whitehall
the peoletter to Mr. Adams, where he mentions,
speaking This was al!; and I will be bound that even
of Sliortl.au 1, " and his general conduct, previous
did not know what it was
ple passing in the street
to tjii'i occurrence, as far as I could with propriety that was reading. This is what the Couiiier caU»
There was no
enter into such details, appears to have been charac- the usual wav of
proclaiming peace!
terised with great fairness and even kindness in th~ illuminations'; no
no ringing of bells;
firing of guns;
relation in which lie stood towards the prisoners." no demonstration of joy.
In short, the country
so unanishall not pretend to ask Mr. King where he which had been so
eager for the war, and
obtained the evidence on which he grounds this mous for its
not at all to ie
prosecution, seemed
I
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never knew the exact period when pence this, this is one of thrm, to whom we have looker!
gretthat
returned. It felt ashamed of the result of the war, as capable of overthrowing Mr. Madison
This is
and was glad to be told nothing about it.
one of the men who was to ''reunite the colonies
Hut in America! There the full force of public to the parent slate!"
The country resounded] It is very true, I acknowledge, that a dangerous
fVeling- was made manifest!
from Xew Orleans to the utmost borders of the faction has arisen in the Republic. I see very clearly
Likes; from the orange groves to the wheat lands, that wealth has introduced n taste for whit are c U J
buried four feet deep in snow, was heard the voice honors.
Vanity is making
desperate eflort to
The law forbids
1, decorate men with titles.
joy, the boast of success, the shout of victory.
but
who had always felt anxious fq.r the freedom of vanity is at open war with law. The germ of
America; I, whose predictions have been so com- aristocracy, which wa:; discovered in il. New Engf the
pletely fulfilled in the result of this contest; even 1 lana states, and, in a few instances, in son
cannot keep down all feeling of mortification at others, at the end of the war of
independence, has
these demonstrations of triumph, related in the grown out now to full view.
The... are
Squires
American prints now before me. Even in me, the and Honorables in abundance, There are the Ifonora'Englishman so far gets the better of all other feel- ble the Governor;"" His Honor the Judy ;" md bo
These men will soon begin to regret ih
What, then, must be the on
ings and consideration.
they
feelings of those, my lord, wAo urged on, and who have no one to give them permament titles; that
war?
that
fatal
they have no "fountain of honor." T!i u which men
pre-edited
An American paper now before me, the Boston regret the want of they endeavor to obtain, whenever
"Yankee" of the 'Jth December last, gives. an ac- an occasion offers. The priests of New Engl nd itf.
count, copied from our London papers, of our Jubilee pear to be working hard >o procure sbni th'mg
last summer, when "old Blocker' was so squeezed the way of an establishment. Hence the
joy of both
and hugged and had his jaws so nastily licked over these at the restoration of the Bourbons, the old
This
the
who
were
called
"iadies."
French
the
and
the
women,
filthy
Noblesse,
by
pope,
Jesuits; and
Yankee calls it "John Bull's great JVational Jubilee ,-" hence, they will, I venture to pr-dict, be as abu iv.;
and, I assure you, the famous victory gained by the of Napoleon, Gamut, Fouche, Rederer and Merlin
naval force of England over the American fleet on us in our Tunes newspaper.
the Serpentine River is not forgotten! But the editor
In the mean while, however, the
people are sound
of th° Yankee has made a mistake. He thought it republicans; and it will t ike some years to overset
was the Thames on which that memorable battle was their government; though the manners and tastes
fought. Not so, good Mr. Yankee. The Serpentine of many may be corrupted. The following letters
River, as it is called, is a little winding lake in which I have received fiom America, will shoiv
Hyde' Park, about tlis width of a large duck pond, you, that the war, and especially the peace, n i've
and is fed by a little stream, or rather gutter, and produced a great change in that country. Thev
empties itself by the means of another gutter at the will also show you that, long ago, 1 had hit upon th-j
oilier end. It was this quality of lake that made the true nail, and that you ought to have paid attention
scene so very apt.
to me sooner than you did.
The newspapers from
These are mortifying recollections, my lord, and America breathe a spirit of resentment, which it
I do not know that they will be rendered less so to should be our
object to allay if possible; but, really
you by the addition of the reflection, that if you had the language of our prostituted press was shell, that
followed my advice, there never would have been added to the " character of the war," it is almost
any ground for them.
impossible, that reconciliation should take place
The political effects in America ot such a peace during an age to come.
must be wonderful. Indeed, they evidently are so,
Before I conclude 1 beg leave to call your
fordsbip*s
The men who, in the New-England stales, were attention to the statements in the American papers
combinations
Mr.
are
our
to
treatment of the .American prisoner's
relative
Madison,
forming open
against
of
as I told you they would be, covered with that sort war; also to call your attention to certain interof disgrace, that deep disgrace, which defeated ma- cepted letters of our officers, relative to
plunder; and
lice always brings upon its head. They appear, from further, to call your attention to their
charges relative
all I can gather, to have become the butt of ridi- to the
parole given by genenl Packehham, when he
cule, after having long been the object of serious was about to assault, and to take, as ha expected
censure.
These men are suspected of treasonable New Orleans. I dare not copv these. Newgate is not
views and acts. At any rate, they are chargeable so pleasant as Botley. But still I do most anxiously
with a real attempt to destroy the liberties of their wish to see those papers published here, because
country, in revenge for their rejection by the peo- they might then be met by denial and disproof, if not
ple.
They were defeated in their grasp at the su- true. This is a serious matter, my lord. If we dare
preme powers of the union, and they have endeavor- not publish here, they dare do it in America; and
ed to do as the baboon is said to have done with the there it is that the effect will be produced
injurious
fair lady; that is, destroy that which they could not to us. I dare say that long before this will
reach the
it
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the pre.is,

possess.

all these

charges, all these horrid uarrutives

Mr. Pickering, to whom the Times newspaper will have been collected in America, publisher! in a
looked up as the "hangman and successor of Mr. Madi- permanent shape and perhaps, translated into French.

now talks like a very hearty republican; but the
poor gentleman seems to know very little of what is
going on here. He says, that you made peace, because
so many petitions were poured in
against continuing
the war; and your Lordship knows, that not one such
He says, that the failure
petition was poured in.
of New Orleans will put you out of place. Poor
gentleman how little, hew' very little does he know
about you
He says, that the opposition have clason,"

Thus

w.ll they be read by all the civilized
world,
the people of England excepted; but thus haw. i
done my duty in pointing llu-se things out
your
lordship, which is all that I dare do in tins case
I
t

am,

Sec.

:
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Foreign Articles.
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th it by hir treaty with Holland, Great
for peace.
It was the
coioni.es of the
opposition who urged Britain is lo retail the late Dull
on the war, and only found fault with
yau for not Cape 'f Good Jhpe, Demarara, Esseguibo and JJerbic e.
the
Yankees more mischief than you.
Yet Ail the rest, it stems, are to be given updoing
!

mored

It

appears
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A new war is expected in India.
By convention with Sweden Great-Bfitain assumes
The king of Saxony lias
the payment to Sweden of 24 millions livres, in sasigned the act of cession,
of
or part of his
tisfaction of die claim of Sweden for the island
territory, to Prussia.
of
Paris,
Louis Bonaparte, who is at
Guadeloupe, whicli payment, by the treaty
Rome, has asked fb?
had been engaged by the king of the Netherlands. passports to France.
to
France
all
that
in
An alarm was created at Paris, June 6, bv the acLouis promised
passed
"forget
in his absence," and thereupon expunged the follow- cidental explosion of four ounces of
fulminating siC
the
National
list
of
members
of
the
from
ver
in the pocket of a Saxon chemist. It was
ing names
thought
Botm
lamen
to
be another infernal machine, and much is said
Institute:— Napoleon Bonaparte,
parte,]
Gvt/tm tte Morveau, Carnotl the papers— but nothing serious could be made of it.
Joseph Bonaparte,
La- He had
JMbng-e, Cambaceres, Merlin, Iloerferer, Garat,
proposed to government to make rockets
kanafi, Siei/es, Grsgoire, cardinal JMaury, and the superior to Congreve's.
unrivalled David the painter.
Late accounts from Sweden inform us that there.
Prince Cambaceres as arch-chancellor of the em- are no troops in that
country in motion against
pire, presides in the French house of peers. Counts prance.
Thibandeau and Valence were elected secretary.
The emperor of Russia is at Munich— the
king of
Trie number of peers appointed by the emperor Prussia at Berlin— but both are exnected at
Frankis 116. The following are some of their names.
fort.
i

Their imperial highnesses princes Lucien, Joseph
By way of Halifax we have London dates of June
and Jerome.
16. It appears that the
emperors of iuissia and AusThe princes of Moskva and Essling.
tria and king of Prussia would be at
Manheim,
The dukes of Qttranto, Placentia, Gaeta, Dalma- where their head quarters were to'be
established, oil
li.t, Cadore, Vicenza, Rorigo, Valmy, Bassano, and the 10th of June. That all the divisions of the Bus.
lVcres.
sian troops were
That the king
rapidly advancing.
Marshals Jourdon anil Grouchy.
of Denmark had returned to
Copenhagen from
The arch-bishops of Tours, Bourges, and Toulouse. enna on the 1st of June, and was received with
great
Cardinals Fescii and Cambaceres.
demonstrations of joy. That Minn, the famous
Spfl
Counts Valence, Poutecoulant, Casabianca, Monge, nish chief, had arrived in London. That the dukei
Gassendi, Clemen de Ris, D.irjuxon, Chaptal, Segur, Berri,n -phew of Louis XVIII, was to marry a daugl
Dejean, Montesquieu, Fabre de 1'Ande, Cornudet, ter of the emperor Francis— a younger sister of the
Dedelay, D'Agier, Ferino, Seyes, Montalivet, Ram- empress of France.
The London papers also contain many reports J
pon, P 'jol, Praslin, De Sussy, D'Alsace, Andreossy,
Durosnel, Daubusson, Morand, Flahaut, Duiiesme, insurrections in France. They say t! at" in La Ve3
LaForhin
Jamson, Thibaudeau, Drouet,
dee (whereThe British, without a declaration of \vM
Nicolai,
vallette, Laborde, Roederer, Labedovere,
Lefebvrej hare excited domestic disturbances!) the Bourboifl
Lttour
Gilbert
have a body of 65,000 men. This is rather
Dssnouettes, Roger Ducos,
Devoisms,
impn*
Maubourg,* Bigot de Preamneu, Mollien, Lacepede, bable— the whole population of that district, capsAlexr.
b!e of bearing arms, does not amount to
Loban, Quinette, L°fe<Tiere, Mole,C-nclaux,
somanyS
de Lameth, Beauvau, Clauzel, D'Erlon, Gerard, And also s.iy that the roads are covered witli
men led
force
to
Excelmans,
the frontiers.
Reilly, Lemaurois, Carnot, Bertrand,
by
LauTravot,
Lecourbe,
Colchen, Friant,
Marshals Marmont and Victor arc closely watchPetregaux,
rent and Cambrone barons Brayere, Lallemand, ed at Aix la-Chapelle, lest
they may escape to
Pausemont, and M. Davillieres.
The Saxons who ivsisted t lie Prussfcu
France.
We have the official accounts of the surrender of domination, are treated as prisoners. The general'
Naples to the ailed armies. The conquest is com- in chief of the Russians, Barclay de Tolly, with 20
No provision whatever is made for JWural. generals ami 400 officers, was
plete.
expected 'in NuremEvery thing was to be given up. All prisoners on burg on the 2d of June.
both sides to be released. Permission to be granted
The tariff for white slaves in Germany, (says tlse
to all persons, foreigners or J\"ea[>o[itai,s, who wished JJvrora) is reduced to a little more than' one-iburla
to leave the kingdom for the space of the ensuing of the
price for which they sold during the Amerimonth. The report therefore of 2000 French officers can revolution. The contract of sir William !•>••
cett for ffe&sietns and
being held prisoners, is not true.
fHrtcmbcrq-ers in the revoluThere is a report that Napoleon would not see tion, was 40£
sterling a head, or 177 2-3 dollars; the
Murat. The French papers call him ««/»r*nceJl/?ii-«t." tariff concluded by the Entr'lish with the kiiiir
A letter from Bamberg, dated June 1st, says, Wirtemberg in May last, was \\£ 2s. or 49 1 3 cto!'•'his highness prince Alexander Berthicr, lias
A well fed bullock will bring more money
just jars.
ended his life by falling from one of the windows of in the
shambles.
;
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Philadelphia
the palace, just as a division of Russian dragoons
The B.nk of Lighnd bills in London, fluctuate
'
were marching through the town.
at a discount of 33 to 35
per cent, compared with
French Constitution. The result of the balloting
gold.
on the new constitution, is 1,640,050 votes in die
This morning the Paris JourLondon, J iwe 1%
sixty-live oep trtments, in favor, and 3,612 against it. nals of Friday reached us.
Bonaparte had not It f*
Of the votes given by the army, there were 220,000 the capital on the
preceding day, but every nieaWW
affirmatives given by the army .md only 520 nega- denoted his immediate
departure. He was present
tives. Of the navy, 22,000 affirmatives, and 275 ne- at a council of ministers held on
Thursday. It is
stated in several of the
gatives.
papers, that he had just reThe French squadron, consisting oftlie Afiicaine, ceived despjtches of the greatest
importance.—
Salamander, Elephant and Loire frigates, winch Part of his equipage had
actually set out.
f died from Rochefort in October arrived at the
The
fortresses of Bayonne, Navarrens, St. Jeans,
Cape
of Good Hope 10th Februan, and sailed on the 25<h Pied-de Port and
a
Rlaye, have been declared in
J'or the island of Bourbon.
The British ships Niger state of siege.
sin-!
Brussels papers tp the 9th June have been receivCliesapeake had arrived at the Cape from Eng1

—

—

—

land.

batd in the English papers to have joined Louis

ed they state, that the
lat -Munich on the 29th
•

sia arrived at

emperor Alexander arrived
May; that the king of Pro*

marClurlottenburg 30th; that prince
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shal B?rtliier was killed by a fall from a window in
the pal"'- where lie resided; that the allies were
preparing to pass the Rhine at Huninguen, in pontoons.

Mr. and Mrs. Dale, of Mollington, near Chester,
died a few days ago, on the same day, and at the
same hour. They were born in the same month and
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continue.
General Latour Maubourg, one. of the
best cavalry officers, came over last week—
artd it is
said that Fouche had been
making overtures to the
monarch.
legitimate
It has been
published that Victok, duke of Belluno, had paid the debt of nature; but we find him

mentioned

as still
living.

tlrw were married at the age of twenty-five,
Letters Ibis
morning from various places in the
afterwards happily together exactly half south of France, state the
increasing strength of
he Bourbon cause; at Havre and
a century.
Bordeaux, the utAt Labaside d'Armagnac, at the moment when most exertions of the
military are unable to keep
Sthe bells were ringing in celebration of the planting -own Hie spirits of the people, and the white
flag
of the tree of liberty, and hoisting the tricolored flies all along the coast, er?» to
Brest, where the
flag, an eagle appeared in the air; having suffered people have shewn strong symptoms of discontent
itself to be taken, it was carried in triumph amidst against Bonaparte.— The whole
country, it seems
repeated acclamations of "long live the emperor, only wait for the signal of attack bv th« allies, whe*
the flames will burst forth in every
the empress, and the king of Rome 1."
department of
The town of Havre has been put in a state of siege the south.
P' it will be garrisoned by the national guards of the
Jvnei.
The
Paris,
major of the 26th regiment of
the line writes from
district.
Napoleon; that the chiefs of the;
of
Cttouans
have
a
numerous
and
sent
a
Saturday
respectable meeting
person t» hold a conference
the subscribers to the British and foreign system of with general Travot.
He assures us, that his deseducation, founded by Mr. Lancaster, took place atj patches contains proposals of peace, and that all the
the Freemason's tavern.
The duke of Sussex took chiefs of the insurgents are disposed to lay down
the chair about 1 o'clock.
The reports were high- their arms.
General Belliard,who was at
The establishment
ly satisfactory to the meeting.
Naples at the time
of a school in British India, founded by the duke of of the capitulation of the city, made a
treaty in
Kent, and the general adoption of this system behalf of all Frenchmen who v\ere there at that
throughout America, France, Germany, he. were time.
All the equipages of the
amongst the interesting facts stated in the reports,
emperor have set out,
^t was calculated that not less than 260,000 children one part for Laon, the other for Strasburg.
A
had been educated in the British empire; and, inpart of the equipages of the allied sovereigns
have arrived at Frankfort.
cluding colonics and foreign parts, about two millions in organized schools.
A handsome collection King Murat has been furnished with an English
Was made for the female establishment.
passport to come in safety to Fi mce.
The king of Sardinia has just published a
The Paris papers present a long and highly intedecree,
resting debate in the French chamber of represen- obliging all foreigners to quit Piedmont.
The
of
of
the
5lh
and
6th
of
which
a
in
June,
tatives,
king
Naples landed at Cannes on the 25th
of May. That
strong attachment appeared to manifest itself, of
prince owes his misfortunes entirely
to the cowardice of the
the
the
and
with
emperor
government
identifying
Neapolitan troops. Oa enarmy; the discussion closed by voting the form of an tering his capital he soon found it was impossible
oath, swearing fidelity to him as the legitimate head to maintain himself there. He left it on horseback
on tiie 20ih May, and
of the state, and first tie of the union.
having proceeded along the
A boat, with 4000 guineas and upwards, was coast in front of the island of Istria, he embarked
seized on Tuesday morning, in Dover harbor, by a on board a vessel belonging to the island of Elba,
which conveyed him in five days to Cennes. After his
revenue officer.
Marshal Soult left Paris for the frontiers on departure from N.-.ples the Austri.ms entered the
The queen had re
city, and the English the port.
Thursday.
A gentleman who arrived at Portsmouth from tired to one of the fortresses, where she capitulated
Havre on Thursday, states, that the troops now with the English. She embarked on the 21st for
break open the houses of the inhabitants, and stores, Toulon, on board of an English vessel. Two Itaand take such articles as are considered necessary lian officers who left Naples at the same time as the
for the army.
The geudarmee search the houses queen arrived on the 29<h May at Toulon, with gen,
for the youths, even as young as from 12 to 13 years Belliard and the prince of Rocca Romana, on board
—and send them off to a distant town to be trained of an Elbese pink.
June 8
The minister of war has issued an order
to arms.
There are boys now doing duty in Havre
of the day on the occasion of a
scarce able to carry a musket.
ceremony of the
In consequence of the mutiny of the Saxon troops, champ de Mai, in which he says
"A
new
oatli
unites
France
"and the
aege, 3/ officers have been shot, and 1500 solemperor; and
all the efforts of an
ers put in irons.
impious league will no longer
The Journal de Lille of the 2Cth announces, that be able to separate the interests of a great people
the prince of BenevetUo was stopped near Carls- from the hero, who, from his brillrant
triumphs, id
the admiration of the universe.
rtihe, by order of the alii id powers, and that there
year;
'and lived

i
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—
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It is at this moment, when the national will is manifested with so much energy, that the cries of war
The Journal Universal* mentions a rumor, that are heard: it is at the moment when France is at
madame Murat had besought the intercession of peace with all Europe, that foreign armies are adthe princess of Wales, to obtain permission for the vancing on our frontiers.
What istfip hope of 1 his
new coalition? Does it wish to erase France from
Murat family to find an asylum in F.ngland.
The king of Saxony has published an address to the list of nations? Will it plunge Frenchmen, 28
millions of Frenchmen, in servitude?
his people on his ceding a portion of his
Has it forgotterritory to
ten that the first league against our
Prussia.

were found

in

his chariot, papers of great impor-

tance.

independence,
Louis XVIII, contributed to our aggrandizement and glory?
Our enemies are, it is said, numerous; but what
the Bourbon paper published at Lille.
is that to us? Our
victory will be the more glorious,

Desertions from the French
*

This

is

army

to
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and th>ir defeat the more conspicuous: the contest.
neither beyond tlie genius of Napoleon, nor beyond
our strength. Dn we not see five hundred superb
as it by
en-}
battalions of national guards, formed
double our.
chantmcut, wlio have already come to
the
in
to
share
and
our
places,
ranks, to defend
This is the bursv of a geneglorv of our army?
no power can vanquish, and
whom
rou-, people,
whom posterity will admire. To arms.!
will immediately be given? let every
Tlie sjgn
e ;a his post; from t^e numbers of the enemy,
our victorious phalanxes will derive new lustre
iers! Napoleon guides our steps; we fight for
the independence of our beautiful country; we are

It must be evident from this
mode of proceedingtliat the British ministry never

oiy, to less than .£95.

Is

'

1

—

Invincible.

The marshal of the empire,
1JUKE

ct the

exp

redemption of their public debt.

IMPERIAL SESSION OF THE TWO CHAMBERS.
Pauis, WEnxssDAT, June 7.
At three o'clock, the members of the chamber ofpeers
and those of the council of state, -were introduced bu
deputations, and took their places; the peers on the 4

rows of benches, on the right 3/ the 'hrone, and
the counsellors of state on the two first benches on the
The Representatives occupied all the rest of the\hft.
first

j

hall, into

whichna stranger was admitted. The galand into which no

lenes, which art generally public,

persons came, except with tickets, were filled »;''>
about 300 persons.
large tribune was reserved for

A

maior-general,

DE UALMATIA,

Madame, the emperor's mother,

the princes-, Tlortense,

of their court. The seat of her imperial
highness
Joseph, remained vacant. At half
princess
the
2d
of
instant,
j line ~.— \ letter from Befort,
4, the emperor, preceded bu heralds at arms, papast
Austrian
announces that a corps of die
army having
ges, ministers, marshals, and the two princes, his
passed the Rhine between Huninguen and Colmar brothers, entered amidst -unanimous acclamations.. All
to
forced
and
was attacked by the French troops
the spectators rose spontaneously.
re-cross the river with considerable loss.
His majesty seated himself on the throne, having
The militia.—It appears from the following that the prince Joseph on his right, and prince Lucien on his
Cardinal Fesch was seated on. a chair,- on the.
states general are pleased to differ materially left
from tiie governors of the "nation of New-Eng- rig 'it, the arch chancellor presen'ed to tJie emperor the*members ofthe two chambers, that they might take the
luid," as to the employment of the militia:
The states general of the Netherlands have given oath before him.
Cauchv, secretary to the chamber of peers, and.
their assent to a law, proposed by the king in the
form required by the constitution, authorising the M. Bedoch, secretary to the chamber of representa-.
called on each member in succession, and they all
employment of the national militia, in active service, fives,
took the same oath that had been agreed on at the sit-.
in. or mil of the kingdom, during the war with N poleon. They communicated their assent by a message, ting of yesterday.
dated May 19, in which they say
Among the marshals present at the ceremony, we.
"The wounds inflicted on our country by a late ty- observed the duke of Cornegliano, f.MonceyJ the.
the duke o/t)antzic, fLe*
ranny are not yet heale !-, the remembrance of our duke o/T)almatia, fSonltJ
sh me and our misery under the reign of the usurper, febrej the prince o/Esling, fMassenaj the prince
wiio, again seated on the throne will never allow oth^r of Ecknjubl, fDavoust.J
The ceremonial beivs; concluded, the emperor uncopeople to enjoy peace, independence -and prosperity,
is too recent for us not to see with pleasure the chil- vered himself and saluted the uis-rmtdy; and bring
dren of the country hasten to the frontiers, to take a again covered, pronounced a discourse, of which we
words:
part in the holy contest with the disturber of social /save been fortunate enough to eolfe.t the
order and his perjured adherents, and to see them Gentlemen of the Chamber of Peer's,
emu late those brave men of every class, who have
Qentl em en of the Chamber of Representatives,
For three months past circumstances and the convoluntarily offered their arms for our deliverance.
"And why should we not entrust them to the wise fidence of the people invested me with unlimited poweri,Why should we not At this moment the most anxious wish of my heart J*
disposition of your majesty?
place with them, will) the hope of a happy result, accomplishing. I havejust canine need i.'ie constitution*
under the orders of your sons, one of whom has per- al monwcfi':
Men are too feeble to secure thefuture: institution^
formed prodigies of valor in Spain, under the hero
of Our age; and the o'her, though youn,';-, has fought rjonefi.v the destinies of nations. .Monarchy is neccs*\
with glory in tlie ranks of our allies; yes, under the aary to France, to guarantee the liberty, the indepen*
immortal W-dlinglon, whom your majesty has placed dence, and the rights of the people.
Our constitutions are scattered; one of our in
at the head of the armies of the United Netherlands.
"Our duty orders us to thank your majesty for important occupations will be to consolidate them into
having acceded to the solemn alliance, by which, one body, and co-ordinately arrange them in one simplewish the blessing of the Almighty, tyranny, fraud, system. This labor will recommend the present epoch'
I urn an rious to see France enfind violence which threaten our repose, may be to future reiterations.
checked and suppressed, and then to accede without Joy all possible liberty I say possible, because anarchy
reserve to the proposal which circumstances, re- still leads to absolute government
. /
formidable coalition of kings assail our i.id prudence; their armies
quire."
ffjT.v the United States' ship Neptune, arrived at arrive on our froitfit f's.
The Mi Ipomene frigate has been attacked and tok-n
Philadelphia, we have London advices one day later
than by the packet, via Halifax. They contain no- in the Mediterranean, altera sanguinary action with
thing of importance, except that .Xupoleo.t is under* an English vessel of 74 guns. Blood has been sited
M<>od to have left I'.ris on the 10th of June, and that during the peace!
no accounts had been received from France for t lie
Our enemies rely upon our internal divisions. They
list three days,
though the wind was fair an em- excite and foment civil war. Risings have takenp\a*
communications are held with Cheat, as with Coblem:
bargo was, therefore, presumed.
I
The new British loan had been taken as follows
1792. Legislative measure; are indispensable.
J 30 3 per cents, reduced, 10 4 per cents, and 44 3
[place unreserved confidence in. your patriotism, your
percent, consols. That is £184 in stock for £ 100 UnteUigenccy^nd your attachment to my person.
The liberty of the press is inherent in the existing
cash, from which is also to be deducted the usual
premiums on discounts, &c. Sec. reducing it proba- 'constitution; no change can be made zn that respect*
Paris,

June

1,

and

1815.
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without altering the whole of our political system; fait luntary accomplices, who have furnished the usurpthe er with men ambitions without means, and crimirepressive laws are necessary, more especidlly^in
actual state of' the nation. 1 recommend this important nal without remorse; the who!" French nation, th'
subject to your meditation.
good oitizens of the towns, the good inhabitant.",
ministers trill acquaint you with the situation of of tin country, corps and individuals of both sexes

My

our affairs.
The finances -mould be in a satisfactory state, but
for the increas d expenditurt rendered requisite by
A'evertheless, all might be
fxisting- circumstances.
met, if the ,. ceipts comprised in the budget would all
lie realized within llu
year; my minister will direct your
attention to the means
arriving at thisresult.

of

It is possible that the first duty of the prince may
soon call me, at the head of the children of the nation
The army and myself wUl
to combat fur the country.

do our duty.
Do 9U, peers and representative:., give the nation
the example of confidence, energy and patriotism; and
like the senate of the ?rcat people of antiquity, resolve
to die rather than survive the dishonor and degradaThe sacred cause of the country shall
of France.
irir.vUih.

This discourse -was followed by cries of vive Vemvive la l'famille imperipereur! vive l'imperatrice!
als! vive la patrie! vive la nation! The same acclamations, the same transports followed his majesty when
passing through the crowd of deputies as he left the
Tlu; president re-conducted the emperor, at
frail.
t/ie head of the deputation.
Returning to the assembly,

he declared the sitting

to

be terminated,

and

that

and ol 'i '';•< s, have foil »v ed a
recalled th'eking
with all their wishes, have imprinted on all his
new
e
of
footsteps
homaj
latitude, and a new
oath of fidelity
Europe knows that ii Paris, in
Beauvais, in Abbeville, and in that great and
rious city ofLille—-of which treason
occupied legates, and threatened to ensanguine the w Ills, in the
face and under the very sword of traitors, all arms
were extended towards the king, all eves offerer!
him the tribute of their tears, all voices cried out
to him, 'Return to us; return to deliver
your subjects.'
Europe knows and continues io learn that
these invocations are incessantly renewed; that
they daily reach the king, not only from all points
of that frontier so eminently loyal, but from all
quarters of ^kingdom, even the most distant."
"And, ind ed, how could it be otherwise than
that the s.^iments with which the king's heart is
animated towards his subjects, should secure to
him a similar return on their part? Who shall dare
to contradict the king when he swears before God
and before his people, that, since the day when pro-,
vidence replaced him on the throne of his lathers,
the constant object of his wishes, his thoughts, his
labors, was the happiness of all Frenchmen; the restoration of Ids country, more dear to him than that
of his throne, the re-establishment of external mvI
1

!

.i

j

.-

!

of the morrow would commence at noon. The order of
.the day will probably be the nomination of a commisinternal peace; that of religion, justice, laws, mosion to draw up an address to las majesty.
the inviolability of
rals, credit, commerce, arts;
all existing property, without
From the London Sun of A lay 22.
any exception,- the emthis dav present our readers with extracts of ployment of all virtues and all talents, without any.
two very important documents. The Manifesto of otlier distinction; the present diminution of the most
the king of France, drawn up by the celebrated M. bufthensome taxes, until their approaching supand the report of the stat e of pression; in fine, the establishment of public and,
I-ially Tollf.xdal
France, which conies from the pen of M. Dr. Cha- personal liberty, the institution and the perpetuity
teaubriand. It is to be believed that the eloquent of a charter which guarantees forever to the French
and powerful arguments of men so famous for their nation those invaluable blessing's? And, if amidst
talents, and so much respected for their virtues, circumstances of such difficulty, at the close of
will weigh greatly with all the reflecting part of the storms so violent and so long, amidst so many calamities to be repaired, so many snares to be discoFrench nation.

We

—

EXTR \CT3

From

Manifesto of the Kin? of France, addressed
to the French nation.
It begins with stating, that it had been the first
care of the king to instruct his ambassadors to represent to foreign courts the real course of events, and
condition of things in France, that "France might
not be calumniated, dishonored, exposed to unjust
contempt and unmerited indignation.
"This first care has been fulfilled. All the powers of Europe now know, that the king of France
and the French nation, more than ever united by all
that can draw closer the ties between a good king
and a good people, were suddenly betrayed by an
army unfaithful to the prince and its country, to honor and its oaths; that, however, among the first .generals of that army, those whose names constituted
its glory, either rallied under the colors of the
king,
or at least abandoned those of the usurper; that
chiefs of corps and officers of all ranks daily follow
this example; that among the multitude of solthe

diers drawn into a defection unexampled in
military
annals, there are many of those whom inexperience
had delivered up to seduction, who have been led to

repentance by reflection, and whose misleading must
be kid entirely to the charge of their seducers.

—

Europe knows,

in fine,

that with the exception of

that portion of the army become
unworthy of its
past glory, and which has ceased to belong to the
.French army; with the exception of a handful of vo-

vered, and opposits interests to be considered, it
was beyond his power to clear all obstacles, to escape all mistakes, to avoid all errors, the king at
least flatters himself with the assent of all
just
minds, when he says his greatest error was one of
those which proceed from the heart of a good prince

and which tyrants never commit; it is their
power which they wish to be boundless; it was his
clemency which the king wished to lie without

only,

bounds."
The manifesto next adverts to the declaration of
the allied powers of the JSth of March, declari lg
Bonaparte the enemy of the civilized world, and
pledging themselves, while they engaged religious?
ly to respect the integrity of the French territory^
and the independence of the Preneh character, never tq lay down their arms, till t >c irrevocable destruction of this pernicious power, It then proceed;.
as follows:

" The

powers assembled

in

congress did more.

—

They resolved that the accession or the king should
be demanded to the new compact which they Had
Their ambassadors hav^ brought
just concluded.
these communications to his majesty. Tluy presented to him the new credentials of their re ;pectiye
sovereigns, to reside wherever the sole legitimate
sovereign of France was; and their power being an,thenticrfted, they offered the new treaty of the allies to the deliberation and signature v'i the king.
"Frenchmen, the king has deliberated and has
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In these words alone lies your whole ranks to be formed; prepare
when the voice

all

1815.

of you for the day

of your prince and of your country/
security.
"You are well aware, Frenchmen, that your king shall summon you to the duty of aiding the one and
could sign nothing that was against you. Your king saving the other."
The Manifesto concludes with adverting to the
shall never cease to watch over you and for you.
You have read him in all his public acts; you have elections now going on in France. It savs, "doubtheard him amidst your representatives, your muni- less, if it werepossi ble for these elections to be nanational guards; you know that tional, the scrutinizers faithful, and the voices free,
cipal councils, your
it did not depend on him to ward oft' this severe ne- the new Champ de Mai would make the
of

—

illegality

He would at its principle disappear in the loyalitv of its wishes.
cessity of re-conquering your rights.
this moment sacrifice Ids life fop you, did not Ins Its first cry would be a new consecration of that alsacrifice, instead of securing your peace, leave you liance sworn nine centuries ago, between the nation
exposed to a more terrible war. A foreign invasion of the Franks and the royal house of France, and
would be substituted for a foreign support. Eu- perpetuated for nine centuries between the posterope has resolved upon the destruction of a power rity of those Franks and the posterity of their kings;
incompatible with European society; and how, in the true French nation would never wish either to
such a conflict, Mould foreigners, if left to them- perjure its ancestors, nor perjure itself. But what
selves, distinguish among you the victims of tyran- can you expect from an usurper, or from those who
ny from its accomplices? Would not the nation, all have ensanguined or defiled all that they have ever
whose faculties the usurper would press into his touched; who have made objects of derision or horservice, otherwise appear to those who combated ror every thing that ought to be the object of venehim, a nation entirely and solely hoslJpJ? Victorious ration and love; who would disgrace, were it possiand vanquished, what would become of unhappy

ble,

France?

tution, laws, honor,

and France will have onhas been rely friends in a league in which her king
quested to take part, raid in which he has taken
Let the French army, regenerated, resume
part.
the lustre winch belongs to its name. Let all the
rational guards, delivered from the snares of perfidy, and restored to the movement of their hearts,
hasten there-establishment of civil and political order, throughout the whole kingdom. Let it be ineessantlv repeated, in fine, that the more the French
do to save their country, their auxiliaries will have
the less to subject; and above all, that rebellion
once put down, the usurper once destroyed, no fo-

"But

let

France will

it,

reign power will place itself'bctween the legitimate
to interfere with any
prince and his faithful people,
of the political institutions, of which the proposal,
the consideration, and the adoption, belong exclusively to

them

even the names of country, liberty, the consti-

and virtue."

The above Manifesto was adopted in a

royal counof state, presided by his majesty, on the report
of count Lally Tollendal, at Ghent, April 24, 1815.
The following is an abstract of the eloquent report on the state of France by the viscount de Chateaubriand. After a short introduction, the report
arranges itself under four heads:
I. Acta and decrees
for the inferior.
Under this head the reporter contrasts the benedictions that followed theking on his departure, with
the gloom that was caused by the return of Bonaparte; he remarks on the system of official lying—*
the proclamations of Bonaparte, promising the return of the golden age, and the extraordinary mis-'
sion of the extraordinary commissioners. The cen-)
worship with winch Bonaparte's ministers upbraid
those ofLouis, was, however, established for their
sake, and oblige the people to be silent upon past
cil

the king, who has always bean near events.
If Bonaparte abolishes the excise, he only undoes
soon be with you. His majesty, the day
in which he shall set foot on his territory and yours, his own work; how he comes to have a right, among
will ratdce to you in detail his salutary intentions, free people, to alter the mode of levying taxes preand all his measures of justice, order and wisdom. scribed by the law, is no matter, if he finds it use-?
of his retreat has not fu'. to abolish, or feign to abolish an unpopular tax. x
> ;-u w ill see that the period
n time lost for your interests, and that the king If lie should be distressed, he need only refuse to,
has reigned by the cares of his foresight, even when pay his debts.
On the decree for calling out the national guards,
he didflbt reign in the exercise of his authority."
in one passage, particularly addressed to the re- there are the following important remarks:
"You, sire, abolished theconscription and thought
bels, it is observed, "the king perhaps pardoned
too much; but it is. as impossible for Louis XVIII. you had forever delivered your people and the world
Let from the scourge. Bonaparte has just restored it
not to exercise pardon, as not to do justice.
the victims of necessity be assured that it will not only under another shape, and avoiding its odious
be imputed to them; and let all without exception name. His decree as to the national guards is one
knew and acknowledge that there are times when of the most frightful and monstrous things which tha
ucrscvcTar.ee in crime is the only thing that cannot revolution up to this moment has produced: 3,189
battalions are designated at the rate of 720 men
be forgiven.'"
"Frenchmen, whom Louis XVIII. is about to recon- each; they form a total of 2,253,600. As yet, incile a second time Cvith Europe; inhabitants of those deed, only 240 battalions, chosen from the grenawishes daily reach the diers and light infantry, have been rendered movegco&cities, whose affecting
*
him to accomplish them; Pa- able, representing 172,800 men. He is not >
kir.°", and encourage
at
the sight Off that very strong enough to cause the rest to march, but it will
risian'-, who now grow pale
nulace whose waiis alone so lately spread serenity come in time, with the aid of the grand machine of
on your .countenances; who, every morning during the Champ dc Mai.
"This immense haul embraces the whole populaa yeai'jC'ame thitherto salute Louis'XVIlL with the
voices subjugated by ter- tion of France, and comprehends what the levies
r.atn< offather, not with
but with the cry of your en masse and the conscriptions never included. 1«
ror, or sold to falshood,
~
hearts and your consciences; Nat tonal Guards, whom 1T93 the convention dared to take on!\
year-, tbfi
to
so
between
all from
him
with
18
and
swore
much
now
men
25.
march
of
12th
March
on the
They
20 to 60, discharged or not discharged; married or
sudor to live and die for him and the constitution
ou have preserved him in your hearts; you have unmarried; those with substitutes or those witliouu
'• *
n him is '''" ranks, hod treason permitted those guards of honor, volunteers, all, in short, are

'/Frenchmen

vou,

1

,

v. ill

.

•

<

—
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Bonaparte,
general proscription.
vclopcd
tired oi' discriminating the French people, means
It is hoped
to exterminate them at one blow.
bj
the terror of the police, to compel the citizens to
enrol themselves.
Happily, sire, material facts and
moral influence contribute to diminish the, danger
of this disastrous conscription. There remain hut
very few muskets in the arsenals of France; in consequence of the invasion of last year, several manufactories of arms were dismantled or destroyed.
Pikes are capable of being fabricated speedily enough to l>e put into the hands of the multitude
but this arm furnishes little resource. As to that
valor which, with Frenchmen, supplies the place of
all arms, it is certain that the national guards will
All the moral
not employ it against your majesty.
fbrceof France and the torrent of public opinion arc
absolutely for the king. In many departments, the
nal ional guards will not rise at all, or will only form
with extreme difficulty: In fine, the citizen oppress
r.d by the soldier, will less readily submit to be subjugated if arms are given him; and Bonaparte in
"stead of pouring a people who hate him into an army which he has seduced, will perhaps lose a devoted soldiery in a hostile population."

III.— REPROACHES

399

MADE TO THE ROY U.GO-

VERNMENT.
Under
es

thi-ihead, the reporter shews the reproachconcerning lavish expenditure to be wholly

The sequestration of the effects belonging to Bonaparte's family, is justified not only
by reasons of state, now but too Evident, but also
because that family had debts to the amount of several millions; the bonds for which were in the
treasury of the extraordinary domain. The diamonds were actually the private
property of the
Bourbon's; but were things otherwise,' it was the

groundless.

—
—

1

king's duty* to- prevent them falling into the hands of
a traitor, and his
majesty may rather be blamed for
having left 72 millions in the treasury.
The Bourbons are accused of having wished to lessen the
glory of the. army, and yet foreigners have accused
the
of being proud of those victories
emigrants
which hindered them from returning to their counTo the charge of despotism lie asks whether
try.
generals Erlon and Lallemand would be sf ill al '.e
had they acted under Bonaparte us
they did under
the king.

The reporter mentions as subjects of consolation
the numerous persons of
distinguished characters
who are yet faithful, some quitting the countrv, oIL—EXTERIOR.
thers
withdrawing from public. He highly
Under this head arc stated the attempts of Bona- extols wholly
the bold enterprise of the duke
d'Angouleme.
parte to deceive foreign powers by hopes of peace, «How many misfortunes,"
says he, "would our counwhile he flatters his army with the recover}' of Belhave been spared if he could have reached
try
Lygium, the natural boundary of the Rhine, and Italy: ons.
A soldier among the rebels, who saw hifri
his preaching of peace, while committing daily
in the midst of the fire, said in admiration of
his
.nets of aggression; trying, though in vain, to seduce
valor, "half an hour longer, and we should have
the Swiss regiments; promising half pay to the Belcried Vive le Roi." The author speaks in terms of
gian officers, who have ceased to be subjects of
great indignation respecting the affair of Bordeaux
France; and insulting the sovereign who, himself and
observes, that it is enough to make
Bonaparte's
tried by adversity, so generously receives his illusgovernment execrated, that he suffered the dutchtrious colleague in misfortune.
ess d'Angouleme to be insulted and called a feroThe question of foreign interference is thus for- cious woman; when her virtues, her
misfortunes, and.
her courage excited the admiration of the world
cibly stated:
'•The allied powers have not the right to interIV.— SPIRIT OF
GOVERNMENT.
fere in the affairs of France! No; and they themselves
The reporter shows that the embarrassments of
declare that they do not pretend to regulate our Bonaparte, the collision of
parties, none of them
But when the French, op- strong
political institutions.
enough to establish a separate authority, and
pressed by a faction, seethe enemy of the human bound together only as long as their common interace re?apper at their head, the man who carried fire rests
require it, while Bonaparte flatters all byand sword into all the nations of Europe, is it not turns, and
prepares the grand manoeuvre of the
the duty of the sovereigns to avert the new danger
Champ de Mii. He deduces the inference that both
which threat ens them? Who can trust the word of the army and the
people will soon become sensible
Bonaparte? Who will believe his oaths? By his pa- that they have been equally betrayed, that the
and
cific protestations he wishes onlv to gain time
strength of Bonaparte diminishes as that of the king
collect his legions.
Is it compatible with the inteincreases, and that the latter will shortly return to
states
rest of France herself, or of the neighboring
this country, will
carry back happiness with him,
to permit to subsist in the centre of the civilized and that all his
subjects, both innocent and guilty
who
domia
handful
of
will find their salvation
world,
perjured military
by throwing themselves inneering over the very army, dispose at their plea- to his arms or at his feet.
sure of the sceptre of St. Louis, and confer or re"But sire, while I am endeavouring to
lay before
sume it at the pleasuae of their caprice? What, may vour
majesty a picture of the internal state of France,
a legitimate sovereign be torn from the arms of his the
picture is no longer the same; to-morrow it will
people by a horde of Janissaries? What, may all go- change again, however rapidly T might sketch
it,
vernments be placed in danger without their having and it would be
impossible' for me to follow the
the right to stop these acts of violence' Can what convulsive emotions of a
man, agitated by his own
takes place without inconvenience to Europe among
passions, and by those he has so foolishlv excited.
Hie pirates of Africa, also be accomplished among The
publication of the addi' ional act has' deprived
the French, without danger to social order? Must him of his
remaining accomplices; attacked on all
not as much precaution be taken against the morals s ide he
retreats, he withdraws from his extraordiand Mamelukes of modern Egypt as against the
jnarvcommissionersthe nomination of the -mayors of
plague which comes to us from that countrv? Will the Communes, and gives it to the people. Frighten
the sovereigns of Russia, of Germany, of England, edbv the
multiplicity ofriegative votes: lie abandons
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mined to place all these blessings under the.
his engagements, and to seize
the power
p.rotcc-j
agaii
t}on of military despotism.
which is escaping from him; scarcely delivered from
-.
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one danger, he meets a new one. These sudden, by a numerous and powerful artillery; he made se*
of all tiling's, an- veral charges with tlie cavalry upon our infantry, but
changes, this strange confusion
nounce what we may call the dying agonies ofdes- all were repulsed in the steadiest manner. In this af.
and on its decline, still fair his royal highness the prince of Orange, the
potism; tyranny worn out,
retains the inclination to do evil, but it seems to duke of Brunswick, and lieut. gen. sir T. Picton, and
have lost its power."
major general sir James Kempt, and sir Dennis Pack,
who were engaged from the commencement of the
FIRST BATTLE.
13
By the British brig Favorite, in 35 days from Liver- enemy's attack, highly distinguished themselves, as
at Beverly, we h-ive the following; well as lieut. gen. Charles baron Allen,
maj.gen. sirC,
pool, arrived
British official account of the first bit tie in the Halket, lieut. gen. Cooke, and m^jor generals Maitnew war, in which Wellington claims a victory over L»nd and Byng, as they successively arrived. The
troops of the 5th division, and those of the BrunsJVupoleon.
wick corps, were long and severely engaged, and
LOSDOJf GAZETTE EXTI1 AOBDIN AIIT.
conducted themselves with the utmost gallantry. I
Downing street, June 22, 1815.
Major the honorable H. Percy arrived last night must particularly mention the 28th, 42d, 78th and
with a despatch from field-marshal the duke of Wel- 921 regiments, and the battalion of Hanoverians.
Our loss was great, as your lordship will perceive
lington, K G. to earl Bathurst, his majesty's princifor the war department, of by the inclosed return; and I have particularly to repal secretary of state
which the following is a copy.
gret his serene highness the duke of Brunswick,
who fell, fighting gallantly at the head of his troops.
Waterloo, June 19, 1815.
ionn Bonaparte having collected the 1st, 2d,
Although marshal Blucher had maintained his
3d, 4th and 6th corps of the French army and the posit i'lii at Sambref, lie still found himself much
imperial guards, and nearly all the cavalry on the weakened by the severity of the contest in which he
Sambre, and between that river and the Meuse, be- had been engaged, and as the fourth corps had not
Ivveen the 10th and 14th of the montii, advanced on arrived, he determined to fail back, and concentrate
the 15th and attacked the Prussian posts at Thttin ihis army upon Wavre; and he marched in the night
and Lobeis, on the Sambre, at day light in the morn- after the action was over.
This movement of the marshal's rendered necesing.
I did not hear of these events till the evening of sary a corresponding on my part; and I retired from
thr^
the 15th, and I immediately ordered
troops to the farm of Quatre Brass upon Genappe and thence
to march to theii upon Waterloo the next
morning, the 17th at 10
prepare to march and afterwards
from
other
left, as soon as I had intelligence
quar- o'clock.
movements
The
mnde
no
effort to pursue marshal
ters to prove that the enemy's
upon
enemy
Blucher. On the contrary a patrole which I sent to
Charleroy was the real attack.
from
in
the
the
Prussian
Sambre
Sambref
drove
Tiie enemy
posts
morning, found all quiet, and the
on that day; and general Zicten, who comronded enemy's videttes fell back as the patrole advanced.
the corps which had been at Charleroy, retired upon; Neither did he attempt to molest our march to the
Fleurus and marshal prince Blucher concentrated rear, although made in the middle of the day, ex»
with a large body of cavalry,
tl.e Prussian army upon Sambref, holding 1 he
vil-jcepting by following
lages in front of his position of St. Amand and Ligny. brought from his right, the cavalry under the earl of
The enemy continued his march along' the road Uxbridge. This gave lord Uxbridge an opportunity
from Charleroy towards Bruxelles, and on the same of charging them with the 1st life guards, upon their
evening, the 15th,"atucked a brigade of the army of debouches from the village of Genappe, upon which
the Netherlands, under the prince de Weimar, post- occasion his lordship has declared himself to be well
ed at Frasne, and forced it back to the farm-house satisfied with that regiment,
The position which I took up in front of Wateron the same road, called LesQuartre Bras.
The prince of Orange immediately reinforced this loo, crossed the high roads from Charleroy and Ni- 1
brigade with another of the same division, under veUe, and had its right thrown back to a ravine
general Piirpo ucher, and in the morning early regain- near Merke Braine, which was occupied, and its left
c?J part"of the ground which h^dbeen lost, so as tojextended to a height above the hamlet Ter la Have,
Jure the command of the communication leading which was likewise occupied. In front of the right
from Nivelles and Bruxelles, with marshal Blucher's centre and near the Nivelle road, we occupied the
house and garden of Hottgoumont, which covered
pcjiUc.n.
in the mean time I had directed the whole army (the return of that flank; and in front of the left cen;
march upon Lcs Quartre Bras, and the 5lh divi-|tre, we occupied the farm of La Have Sainte. By
blon under lieut. gen. sir Thomas Picton, arrived at (our left we communicated with marshal prince Bluabout half past two in the day, followed by the corps clier, at Wavre, through Ohaim; and the marshal
of troops under the duke of Brunswick, and after- had promised me, that in case we should be atwards by the contingent of Nassau.
tacked, he would support me with one or more
At this time the enemy commenced an attack up- [corps, as might be necessary,
The enemy collected his army with the exception
on prince Blucher with his whole farce, excepting
the 1st and 2d corps, and a corps qt" cavalry underjof the third corps, which had been sent to observe
our
general Keilerman, with which he attacked our post marshal Blucher, on a range of heights within
at Les Quartre Bras.
front, in the course of the 17th and yesterday mornThe Prussian army maintained their posl'.ion with ing; and at about 10 o cloclc he commenced a fuI had
their usual gallantry and perseverance against a rious attack upon our post at Hotigoumont.
great disparity of numbers, as the 4th corps of their occupied ihat post with a detachment of colonel
army under general Bulow, had not joined, and 1 war Byng's brigade of life-guards, which was in a posinotable to assist them as I wished, as I was attacked lion in its rear; and it was for some lime under the
of lieutenant-colonel M'Donel; and aflermyself, and the troops, the cavalry in particular, command
which had a longdistance to march, had not arrived, wards of colonel Home, and 1 am happy to add it
We maintained our position also, and completely was maintained throughput the day with the utmost
defeated and repulsed the enemy's attempts to get] gallantry by thesebrave troops, notwithstanding the
to obpossession of it. The enemy repeatedly attacked us repeated efforts, of large bodies of the enemy
wilh a large body of infantry and cavalry, supported' tain possesion of it.
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Th*9 attack upon the right of our centre was accompanied by a very heavy cannonade upon our
whole line, which was destined to support the repeated attacks of cavalry and infantry occasionally
mixed, but sometimes separate, which were made
upon it. In one of these the enemy carried the farm
house of La Haye Sainte, as the detachment of light
battalion of the legion which occupied it hail expended all its ammunition, and the enemy occupied
the only communication there was with them.
The enemy repeatedly charged our infantry with
his cavalry, but these attacks were uniformly unsuccessful, and they afforded opportunities to our
to
in one of which lord E. Somer.

401

no officer, or description of troops, that did not
behave well.
I must, however,
particularly mention, for his roy-

is

al highness's approbation,
lieutenant-general sir If.
Clinton, major-general Adam, lieutenant-general sir
Charles Baroti Alten, severely wounded;
major-general sir Colin Halkel,
severely wounded; colonel
Ompiede, colonel Mitchell, commanding a brigade
of the 4th division;
major Geds, sir James

and

Kempt

Denis Pack, major-general
Lambert, majorgeneral lord E. Somerset, major-general sir W.
sir
C. Grant, and
Ponsonby, major-general
m:jorgeneral sir II. Vivian; major-general sir O. Vandem
count
leurj
>jor-general
Dorrtberg. I am also parcavalry
charge,
set's brigade, consisting of the life-guards, royal ticularly indebted to general lord Hill, for his assishorse guards and 1st dragoon guards, distinguish tance and conduct, upon this as upon all former octhemselves, as did that of major-general sir W. Pon- casions.
The artillery and engineer departments, were consonbv, having taken many prisoners and an eagle.
ducted much to my satisfaction, by colonel sir G.
These attacks were repeated till about 7 in the
Wood and colonel Smyth; and I had every reason to
a desperate effort,
evening, when the enemy made
be satisfied with the conduct of the
willi the cavalry and infantry, supported by the fire
adjutant-geneof artillery, to force our left centre near the farm of ral, major-general Barnes, who was wounded, and
of
the
colonel
quarter-master-general,
La Haye Sainte, which, after a severe contest, was
Delancey, who
was Idled by a cannon shot in the middle of the
defeated, and having observed that the troops reaction. This officer is a serious loss to his
tired from this attack in great confusion, and tha.t
majesty's
and to me at this moment.. I was likewise
the march of general Bulow's corps by Euscher service,
much
indebted to the assistance of lieutenant-colohad
La
Belle
and
mont upon Planchenort
Alliance,
nel lord Fiizroy Somerset, who was
severely woundbegan to take effec, and as I could perceive the
and of the officers composing my personal
fire of his cannon, and as marshal prince Blucher ed,
staff",
who have suffered severely in this action. Lieutenanthad joined in person with a corps of our army to
colonel the honorable sir Alexander
Gordon, who
the left of our line by Ohaim, I determined to athas died of his wounds, was a most
tack the enemy, and immediately advanced the
promising offiand is a serious loss to his majesty's service.
whole line of infantry supported by the cavalry and cer,
General Kreuse, of the Nassau service, likewise
The attack succeeded in every point
artillery.
conducted
himself much to my satitfaction, as did
the enemy was forced from his positions on the
general
Trip,
commanding the heavy brigade of
the
in
utmost
and
fled
confusion, leaving
heights
and general Vanhope,
commanding a bribehind him, as far as I could judge, 150 pieces of cavalry,
of
infantry of the king of the Netherlands.
nannon, with their ammunition, which fell into our gade
Pozzo
di Borgo, general baron
GeneraJ
hands, I continued the pursuit till long after dark,
Vincent,
and then discontinued it only on account of the fatigue general Muffling and general Alaroa, were in the
field during the action, and rendered me everv asof our troops who had been engaged during 12 hours,
sistance in their power. Baron Vincent is
wounded,
and because I found myself on the same road with
but I hope not severely; and general Pozzo di
marshal Blucher, who assured me of his intention toj
Borgo
received
a contusion.
follow the enemy throughout the night; he has sent
I should not do
to my
or
justice
to
marfeelings
me word this morning that he hid taken 60 pieces
shal Blucher and the Prussian army, if I did not atof cannon belonging to the imperial guard, and
the
successful result of this arduous
tribute
dav, to
several carriages, baggage, &c. belonging to Bonathe cordial and timely assistance I received from
parte, in Genappe.
them.
1 propose to move this morning upon Nivelles, and
The operation of gen. Bulow upon the
not to discontinue my operations.
enemy's
flank, was a most decisive one; and tven if I had not
Your lordship will observe, that such a desperate found
myself in a situation to make an attack, which
action could not be fought, and such advantages
produced the final result, it would have forced tlie
Could not be gained, without great loss and I am
enemy to retire, if his attacks should have failed
has
been
In
ours
immense.
to
that
lieuadd,
sorry
and would have prevenled him from taking advantenant-general sir Thomas Picton, his majesty has tage of them, if they should
unfortunately have sucsustained tlie loss of ar> officer who has frequently ceeded.
aud
he
in
the
himself
service,
fell,
distinguished
I send with this despatch, two
eagles, taken bv
gloriously leading his division to a charge with the troops in this action, which major
Percy will
bayonets, by which one of the most serious attacks have the honor of laying at the feet of his
royal
made by the enemy on our position, was defeated.
highness.
The earl of Uxbridge, after having successfully got
1 b'-g leave to recommend him to
your lordship's
through the arduous day, received a wound, by al- protection. 1 have the honor, he.
most the last shot fired, which will, I -.m afraid, deWELLINGTON.
(Signed)
prive his majesty for some time ui" hit, services.
P. S. Since writing the aljyvI have received a
His royal highness the prince of Orange distin- report, that m Jot general sir William Ponsonby is
guished himself by his galLu'iv and con hint, till killed, and in announcing this intelligence to your
he received a wound from a musket, o.dl, through lordship, I have to add the expression of my grief,
for the fate of an officer who ha J
the shoulder, which obliged him to quit Lhe field.
already rendered
It gives me the greatest satisfaction to assure your very brilliant and important services, and was an or>on any occasion, nament to his profession.
lordship, that the army never,
conducted itself better. Th^ division of guards, un2d. P. S I h ve net yet got the returns of killed
der lieutenant-general Cocke, who is sev: ely wound and wounded, but I inclose a list of officers killed
ed, major-general Maitlan A and major-ge ier.il Bi na and wounded in the two days, asfar as the same can.
set an example which was followed by sdl; ana their be made out without the returns; and am
very hapsir
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not dead, and that 1st inst. Mr. Bayard,
to add, that col. de Lancy is
severely indisposed, readied
are entertained.
his own house in
Wilmington the same evening, but
strong hopes of his recovery
of the killed and there are strong hopes entertained of his
names
of
a
list
follows
Here

py

j

|

wounded

recovery--

The people of that patriotic town received him
with great joy. Mr. Crawford proceeded immediately for Washington, and arrived in Baltimore on
the evening of the same day. Messrs. Clay and Gal.
latin remained in England.
There is a report that
they were engaged in making a commercial treaty,
in conjunction with Mr- Adams.

officers:

jft/fer/— -The

duke of Brunswick Oels, lieutenant

Ficton and Ponsonby, 4 colonels, 4 lieuten-j
12 captains,
nt-colonels, 3 aids-de-camp, 7 majors}

generals

;

2

lieutenants, 1 ensign.

i

Wounded—The

prince of Orange, severely; eightl
lW-utenant-generals, (one lust his right leg, another
one slightly) 5 coloFrom Sacketfs Harbor we learn that gen. i?iw.«
his right arm, five "severely,"
13 majors, 12 captains, and his
that post about the 20th inst. to
nels, 17 lieutenant-colonels,
suit^left
18 lieutenants.
_
.
.
.
(visit the different posts westward as far as Miciiilip
tiie
[The London Courier says
men The above
in killed and wounded is 20,000
*«»* 1>™it.— A letter dated Dstroit, July 0,
return of killed and wounded bears evident marks!
says— "On the first of July, Fort Maiden was d
of imperfection; for it is barely possible that 3 lieu-j
vered over to the British, and the American
colonels and 4 lieutenant-colonels,
troopi
tenant-generals, 4
and 2 marched to this place. The men who were enlisted
12
Sec- should be killed, and only
captains
for
the
war, have been since mustered, paid and disto the list
lieutenants, The same remark applies
we charged. On the 5th of July the troops left tltii
of wounded. The French loss may be, for what
for
Mackinaw
under the command of col. Butler."
but it we look at
know, as stated by the Courier—
woundand
killed
officers
Extract
a
letter
British
of
list
[field]
the
of
from colonel A. Butler to the «•
calculation the number of men
cretary of war, doled
ed, and call into
we must agree that there has been
"Detroit, 3d July, 18U.
they commanded,
"If the wind freshens so as to permit the vessels to
an unprecedented destruction of offices, or, that
the
detachment intended to garrison
is weigh anchor,
the British loss is little short of what the French
Michilimackinac will proceed in less than two hours.
estimated at. The most of the British officers menthe
I now forward to the war dedocuments
"By
tioned appear to be wounded "severely."
The London papers tell us that the tower guns partment, you will be enabled to ascertain the point
at which my negociation with the British commanwere fired for this victory— and that the stocks gecent. [QCjThey had room der has terminated, and the prospects before uj. I
two
advanced
per
nerally
been exceedingly low]— have full faith in the execution of the articles of aenough to advance, having
concluded between colonel James and
that omnium had opened at 9 per cent prem. and rungement
myself, whom I have found, throughout our whole
rose to 10— but that it fell to 7 7-8.
Jerome Bonaparte is said to be killed; and*thatj negociation, a frank and liberal gentleman. Itjt
when the British had exhausted their strength in said that we shall be opposed in the occupation^
I do not believe the reafter the battle, they, on halting, Mackinac by the Indians.
chasing the French
ike the attempt, however,**
port: if they should
hailed the victory by three cheers.
for a man's wishes to deceive will be able to punish them, and take possession of
(jj=It is very possible
the post."
his judgment; and, considering the general questo
Luckt escape! From a London paper of June 9.—
tion of national independence and rigid in the people
in the issue of A letter received from an officer of H. M.
nelect their rulers, as deeply involved
ship
we frankly confess that we wish Niger, 38, dated Feb. 9, 1815, states the arrival of
this great contest
law
the
to
that
would
tl
that
{.he
with
for
to
her
outward
bound
give
defeat
foreigners
ship,
convoy
France. But it really appears to us, on a careful ex- jCape, in lat. 18. S. of the equator. On the 1
animation of Wellington's despatch, assisted by the January, when off Madeira, the convoy fell in with
constitutes a one of the
large American frigates ; the Niger
knowledge we have of what commonly
"British official," that he has gained just such a •vic- chased, and would have brought her to action, hail
claimed at Chippewa and not the enemy taken
advantage of tlie extreme darktory as his countrymen
and nothing mere if he has got off as ness of the night, and altered Ids course, as the
Bridge-water,
well.° It is worthy of note that he fell back to Water- Niger, was gaining on the chase a knot an hour di
the 19this da
loo on the 16th, and that his despatch of
ring the day
ted at tlie same place. It was, no doubt, a dreadful
[Is there one man in England fool enough to bt
and obstinacy on both lieve the above:]
battle, fought with great valor
before me,
s ij es —but, from the British account only
Admiralty Office, May 13. i
Vice-admiral sir Alexander Cochrane, has train1 concluded that the French would also claim the
for
1
It appears this opinion was correct ;
mitted to J. W. Croker, esquire, a letter from cap
victory.
have since seen an article in the Boston Daily Adver tH n s r G.Collier, of his majesty's ship Leander, ca
there
that
a
vessel
ted March 12, stating that a variety of untoward
dser which mentions the arrival of
sailed from circumstances had
spoke the ship Cora from Brest, having
prevented him from coniin;
of
the
CoThe
June.
captain
dience on the 20th of
up with the American ship Constitution, of wind
had
been
rea
with his majesty's late ships Levant and Cyan*,
ra stated that
tekgraphic despatch
ceived at Brest, announcing the defeat of lord Wel- he got sight of, oft" Forto Fraya, the day previous,
but that he had succeeded in recapturing ^el*'
lington.
We shall soon know the truth of the matter, by vant, which had been taken by the Constitution of
armies.
adverse
the
of
Forto Santo, February 20.
the movements
ot
The Austrians and Russians are said to have cros[The captain of the Leander, or the secretary
sed the Rhine, and to be making for the very heart the board of admiralty, or both, have remembered
to forget lo publish that when the Leander ventured
of France.
to "chase the American ship Constitution," she «a
lo
accompanied by the British ships Newcastle,
Kerr.—
Ceorge Stewart', and the Acasta captain
Messrs. Batauo and CHAWFOitn arrived jn tlie Any one of those frigates was as heavy as theCoi
Delaware in the United States ship Neptune on iht stitution; yet were they evidently afraid to separate
j
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"unmnixn thk tankf.f.s."
" Well,
Johnny Bull, what do you think of matters
is with pleasure we
observe now ? Does the following bulletin shew that you
that vigorous measures are taking to finish the have been able, as the patriotic alderman (Curtis)
our frontiers. A St. Louis pa- said you would, to give the Yankees "a confounded
anglo-savage war on
But 1 find I must postpone my remarks
that general Jackson has received orders drubbing '"
per says,
The landing of Napofor a northern campaign, and that the. wingers are on this interesting subject.
Colonel Miller is encamped leon in France will occupy public attention for some
sigain to be embodied.
and tuke

t!ie

chance of falling

— Dem.

tion single-handed.]
N. \V. Indians. It

in

with the Constitu-

Press,

The re- days at least They appear already as mad about
with about 500 men at Portage tie Sioux.
Hamil- this event as they were when they heard of his deposigiment of ntlemen under Uetitenam.-colonel
and 1p march tion; but although a great many are rejoicing at this
ton, is immediately to be organized,
to Prairie (In C/ticn, under tl>e orders of general occurrence, who formerly exulted iii his downfal,
such is the fickle disposition of honest John, that
Jackson.
p Some satisfaction. A southern paper says the it will be some time before his sentiments upon this
late commander of the Cyane, captain Gordon Falcon subject, or his opinion as to the defeat of his American army, be properly ascertained."
(captured by the Constitution) was the first lieu
We have several numbers subsequent, but altenant of the British ship Leopard, at the time of
her attack on the Chesapeake, in 1807; and was the though general Jackson's despatches are published,
Lord Castlereagh
Officer who boarded that ship, demanded the muster there is not a word of comment
has explained it in parliament, on the motion for
roll, and took from her the men.
British House of Commons, June erecting a monument
the cut is too deep, and the
Tick nsnr.niKs.
Sir John Newport, wished to know xuoundso sore that, even Cobbett, with the recollection
9, 1815.
whether any negotiations had been entered in- of his thousand pounds and the foreign troops, is \0O
Siurora.
to with the American government for the purpose much a John Bull not to feel it.
of granting them further advantages with respect Result of proceedings, and the opinion of a court of
to the fishery en the coast of Newfoundland? He
inquiry held on board the U. S. ship Independence,
in Boston harbor, by order of the secretary
understood that there were, and that the object
nf the
was to give a right to the Americans injurious to
navy, to investigate the causes of the loss, by capour interests.
ture, of the United States' schooners Scorpion mid
Lord Castlereagh replied that no proposition had
Tygress, -while under the command of lieutenant
Daniel Turner, of the U. S. navy, on lake Huron,
been made by ths American government of such
in
the month of September, 1814.
a nature that they enjoyed the rights granted to
All
the evidence being thus closed the court prothem by the treaty of 1783, and required no in
ceeded to deliberate on the testimony adduced, and
crease.
[The above is from the Globe; another London having fully considered the same, came to the folpaper, same date, says lord Castlereagh remarked, lowing result: That the Scorpion, under the comthat the treaty of 1783 having expired, as to the mand of lieutenant Turner, and the Tygress, under
fisheries, we had no right, except such as the law of the command of sailing master (now lieutenant)
nations gave.]
Champlin, were left, on the 16th of August last, in
Sir J, Newport gave notice, that on Tuesday next, Gloucester bay, by commodore Sinclair, to blockade
June 13, lie would submit a motion relative to the Nattawasauga river; that the Scorpion had thirty
state of the British fisheries on the coast of North men, including her officers, and mounted one 24
America and Newfoundland.
pounder; and although there was a 12 pounder on
its carriage had been so much disabled as to
Congenial spirits. Lord Goiver in the British ±>oard,
render it useless, and that lieutenant Turner had not
parliament said "Let the Americans sit talking the
means of repairing it. It is in evidence, and is
about their nUural rights, their divine rights, and
that the Scospion had no boarding netand such stiff; we will send them over a few re- fully proved,
ting, and that she was deficient in spare cordage;
giments of grenadiers to assist their consultations." tiiat she had no
signals, and that her crew was comCol. Grant, said, that "with jive regiments he could
posed of men of the most ordinary class.
march through all America."
The court find that the Tygress' had twenty-eight
Mr. Otis, in the parliament of Massachusetts
men, officers included, and mounted one 24 pounder:
"It is in the power of the enemy to doom us
said
We tol 1 you not to touch th - British lion the New- that she had neither boarding nettings nor signals,
and was deficient in cordage. It does not, however,
England states can put down the national governthat the armament of these schooners was
ment any moment they chuse lie trusted that the appear
nonsence of retaliation, and the worse than nonsense deficient, except in pistols.
9
The court are of opinion, that, inasmuch as no
of impressment and sailors rights, was about to be
anchorage was found in Gloucester bay, and it havabandoned forever."
Lord (lower, col. Grant and Mr. Otis were mis- ing become dangerous to remain there any longer,
from t**-. severity of the gales, which were daily intaken
.Mirabile dictu.
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A captain Booth has lately
arrived at Alexandria from Bermuda, where he saw
a

black

man

that he knew, the property of Mr.

Wishari, who wished to return home,
t.iapt. B. interested himself on behalf of the negro, but was

creasing, lieutenant Turner was perfectly justified
in raising the blockade of
Nattawasauga river and
proceeding to St. Josephs; that the position taken

by him while at St. Josephs, and in the neighborhood of French river, were well calculated to annoy
the enemy in his line of communication with Mack-

governor he could not be permitted to inaw.
off unless he would pay 100 dollars
The court find that, after lieutenant Turner had
lor hirn.
proceeded to cruize ofT'Fretich river, oh the night of
'New-Ohleans.— It is remarkable, that Cobbett has the 3d of September la9t, the T)gress was attacked
not written
twenty lines on the defeat of the English by the enemy in five large boats, (one id' them mountat New-Orleans.
In his Register of the 1 lth March, ing a 6 pounder, and the other a 3
pounder) and by
he gives the first despatch of the
English general nineteen canoes, earning about three hundred sailbe rt, dated 8th January, 1815, and the following ors, soldiers, and indians, under the command of an
Preface
English naval officer; that, owing to the extreme
told by the

carry the

Mm

:

man
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darkness of the night, 1 he enemy were not perceived
until they were c1ds<? on boards nor were they then
tiiscoveied but by the sound of their oars.
Af'er they were discovered, every exertion was
Ins officers and men,
by lieutenant Champlin,
to defend his schooner, that bravery and skill could
not until all the officers were cut down,
suggest; and
did the overwhelming numbers of the enemy prevail.
THe enemy having thus captured the Tygress, and
having mounted on her their 6 md 3 pounders 5 and
placed on board a complement from seventy to one
hundred of picked men^ remained at St. Josephs until
the 5th of September. On the evening of that day the
court find, that 'lie Scorpion returned from cruizing
off French river, and came to anchor within five
miles of the Tygress, without any information having been received, or suspicion entertained by lieutenant Turner, nf her capture. At the dawn or' the
next day, it appears that the gunner having charge of
Ihe watch, passed word to the sailing-master, that

set, at a levee,

The Mediterranean.—The Washington 74, com,
Chauncey; United States 44, capt. Shaw; Java 44

made

the Tygress was bearing

down under American

on the Sth June; delivered his ere,
language] was "graciously

dentials, and [in courtly
received."

I

\

capt. Perry; sloop Alert, 20, lieut. Stewart; brigs
Boxer, 16, lieut. Porter, and Enterprize, 14, It. Rear,
ney, are imm, spoken of as about to proceed immeaiately to the Mediterranean. From the sending out of
so great a force, it is possible ^n
expectation is held
that the Algerines
be assisted by some other
Certain British papers have said that the
power.
Turks had resolved to support them. But it ma»
be good policy to exhibit our navy, with its "biu of

my

striped bunting.''-^
According to these reports our fleet in the Mediterranean, (when the whole is collected) will consist of the
74 Epervier, Downea
Independence, Bainbridge
Washington, Chauncey
Guerriere, Decatur

co- United States, Shaw
lors. In a few minutes after, she ran alongside of Java, Perry
Macedonian, Jones
Ihe Scorpion, fired, boarded, and carried her.
Congress, Morris
It appears to the court, that the loss of the Scor- Constellation; Gordon

pion

great measure, to be attributed to the
of signals, and owing to this deficiency no sus-

is,

want

in a

picions were excitf-d as to the real character of the
Tygress; and from some of (lie English officers and

Alert, Stewart
Erie, Ridgley

74
44
4!

44
38
3fi

36
20
IS

Ontario, Elliott

18}
Rating—
States' brig Boxer has
for the Med, terranean.

The United

New York

—

guns
sailed from

on board of her being dressed in the clothes of
Petersburg, Aug. 1. We are happy to state, that
her former officers and m^-n, and the residue of the our town is thronged with mechanics, engaged in reenemy's crew being concealed, a surprise was effect- building that part of it which has been destroyed by
the devouring element; the tinkling sound of tie
ed, which precluded the possibility of defence.
The court are, therefore, of opinion, from the hammer and trowell, is heard in every direction.
whole testimony before them, that the conduct of
lieutenant Turner Was that of a discreet and vigi-

men

JOJW SHAW,

lant officer.

President.

W)t. C. AiWis, Judge Advocate.
B.

Approved,

W. CROWNINSHIELD.

CHRONICLE.

—Lord Sheffield, who,

if I mistake not,
the earl of Liverpool, declared
that the western parts of the U. S. never could become commercial. Let his lordship take a map and
Orleans to
trace the course of the rivers from
Brownsville, and then read the following from a late
newspaper published at tire latter called the Browns-

Ttie West.

is

now nicknamed

New

ville

lord

—Telegraph:
pout!] on

— "Arrived
Monday

at this port [port,

last,

my

the steamboat Enter-

prise, Shrieve, of Bridgeport, from New-Orleans, in
ballast, having discharged her cargo at Pittsburg.

She
age

is

to

the first Steamboat that ever made the voythe mouth of the Mississippi and back.
ie voyage! from New-Orleans to this port

—
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In preparation to close the volume, a continuation
of the list of vessels captured during the late war
with Great Britain, is inserted. It has been so long U
kyed with tiie prospect that it might have been concluded by this time. But it is probable a supplemen•

tary li*t will

be necessary.

vessels captured and "satisfactofor during a war of two years and
rily accounted"
There may b^ a few du•light months, is, 1G34.
in our lists; but there certainly are many
plicates
The vessels captured, which arrived
Omissions.
safely in port, were divested or destroyed at sea,
including a few ransomed, I estimate at not less than
and the whole amount captured at 2,500,
1,750
allowing 750 to have been recaptured.
I think my opinion on this subject is entitled to
some weight; considering that 1 have read the journal
of every vessel that was published, and examined,
in the course of the war, not less than ten, and,
perhaps, twelve thousand Columns of "ship news" to
make up the list of prizes, and collect the facts that,
belonged to the war on the ocean. There is no exaggeration in this; and by it the reader may be as:

of*

the quantity of editorial

upon the Weeklx Register.
As was observed some time ago, we have in pre-

labor bestowed

g5

PBB AJINPJf.

of liouupartc was expected by many; but who supposed it could have been effected so easily ?
What is the fate reserved for fickle France, we
dare not conjecture. lint we almost wish to hear
of the immediate entrance of the allies to prevent
this strange people from murdering each other.
There appears three parties among them, all power-

—

—

and persevering the republicans, the royalists,
and the imperialists; each fearing and hating the
ful

The number of

sisted in his suppositions

— Viium..

oUm memMsse
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12,

rest.

We

are quite indifferent to the fate of Bonaparte,
France shall reas an individual.
I*', by any means,
main a great and independent nation, having a liberal constitution, liiierally administered.all our wishes
in regard to that country is accomplished, be the
To these wishes we are led
ruler whom he may.
as well by an apprehension of what might otherwise be the effect upon the United Stales, as by outrace
general desire for the happiness of the human
But the principle of the combination against France
is truly alarming to every one that regards the soUS from
vereignty of nations. May Heaven preserve
its

operation!

Our government

lias

grown out of

and
legitimates call "successful rebel!io?i,"
it may be thought necessary to the "repose of the
world," and especially the glory of England, to put
it down.
may soon expect to see tokens of its

what the

We

conduct of that country, regarding our
paration several curious tables to exhibit in one commerce, fisheries and seamen.
of
the war at sea.
view the effect
expect to pubThe subjugation of France will, at least, have this?
lish them in an early number of the next volume.
certain effect on the United States— to reduce ouc
It is the last time, perhaps, that we shall have ocnot less than one third of its present tonspirit in the

We

casion to mention this subject; but we wish the fact
m\v be impressed on the mind of the American
people that if, unfortunately, they should ever Le iiv
volved in war with England again, or with any other
commercial nation, their true policy will be (after
providing as far as they can for coast defence) to
direct all the energies of the nation, iD respect to
operations at sea, to the fitting out of vessels of
from 10 to 15 guns, to harrass and destroy the
commerce of the enemy.
have superlative advantages for this species of warfare we have the
best seamen, and can construct the fastest sailing
vessels that ever floated; and build and man 100 sail
in from eight to ten weeks.
Let the politician
cdculate the effect of that number of vessels, sent
to destroy the commerce of a nation like
England
preventing the possibility of re-caplure by sinking
the ships, after divesting tbem of any very valuable
articles of small bulk that they might have on board.
War is, emphatically, a contest "to do each other
the most fcarm" and, if we
engage in it, it is best to
Use all lawful means with all their force, to end it.

—

We

—

shipping
called the
nage—totally to destroy what is strictly
the hands of foreigncarrying trade, and throw into
ers the transportation of a large proportion of our
own commodities. We shall lose much by these in
a national point of view; but the individuals to suffer are happily those that will hardly complain of it.
We speak generally of the shipping interest in the
Eastern states— the redundancy of which, compared with the natural trade which these states afford,
was so clearly shewn in our paper of the 29th ultimo. We shall go on to preserve a complete record
of events— highly interesting to the present and fu«
ture generations.

—

The

force of our Frigates.

From the National Advocate— To the editor.^
Sin— The question of fact, in regard to the force

of the American frigate of forty four guns, is at
the
issue between the "compiler" of the history of

wur and the American people.
I take it for granted, that neither the assertion- pf
Mr. Niles, Mr. Woodworth, or of the "compiler/

:

be taken as conclusive evidence, that the U. 9.
Revolution in France! frigates "President, United States, and Constiution,
Wonderful events follow each other in such rapid ever did mount fifty-eight guns. So long as the oU
on the ocsuccession, that before we have time to investigate ficial letters of their several commanders,
when published,
the causes, or calculate the
conserjuences of one, our casion of their "glorious victories,"
with a statement of the whole ej»
attention is diverted by another more
astonishing were accompanied
as of the enemy's shipsand important. J\apoleon Uoiuiparle has
again ab fectne force as well of our
dicated l'is throne of France.
The editors of those papers in which the alleged
The details belonging
received their into the
things that preceded, or accompanied that statements were made, doubtless,
at least
event, are amply inserted in the present sheet of formation, if not from "official documents,"
it is from such sources**the Register.
They are such as no man believed from correct sources— and
tn. to?
>t were
should
T*he tdtirrrJTe foil from the testimony of officers, who shared
will

Another

possible

VgO.

VUL

happen*.
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that our denial
glory of those brilliant achievments,
The ojiu* prubandi ol
to the statement is founded.
we pledge
right rests not with us, notwithstanding,
the "compiler" in
ourselves, in a few clays, to assist

12, 18,5.

that

it \v.w stated in the
public papers, at different
times, that the commanders of at least two of tha
three large frigates had divested them of some part
of their armament as unprofitable or inconvenient.
But in the Weekly Register, vol. V. page 112
(October 16, 1813,) there is inserted a list of the na
vy of tiie TTnited States, which I have yet every reason to believe was as accurate as an unofficial article
of the kind could easily be. In this table the 44
gun frigates are said to carry 54 guns; which I understood, on what I deemed excellent authority, to be
30 long 24's on the m:dn deck, 2 do. on the spa"
deck, and 22 32 lb. carronades. Bui. this might not
have applied to all of them at that time. 1 do not
know whether it did or did not.
And the fact is, that the force of these vessels (and*
perhaps, generally, of all tiie old vessels of our navy) has varied according to circumstances or the

—

in nowise doubting a satisfactory result
his inquiry
to our righteous endeavors.

What was merely an erroneous statement assumes
the character of fact from being persisted in; to correct this abomination is an act of justice, alike due
to the glory of the American name? to the merits of
our "tight little navy," and to the officers and privates thereof who have so nobly conquered. The

—

misstatement is important It goes to establish what
British admiralty officers have ill vain attempted to
prove it is "stealing," not merely a twig from the
well earned laurel, but lopping, with a blow from
the glory encircled wreath an entire bough! nor will
we with bosoms glowing with enthusiastic rapture in
the contemplation of this splendid epoch of our different ideas of different officers having charged
Tiie regular armament of the 44 gun frigate*
country's history, hesitate to record our protest to them!
an error, alike in its tendency mischievous and de- I understand to be 54 guns. In the Boston Daily AdAnd we charitably hope that the "com- vertiser of Au£. 18(1814) .comparison was made
tractive.
of the force of the Constitution and Leander, and that
piler," whose American feelings and principles we
esteem. Will no Longer continue to propagate a state- of the former was given at [I believe] 56 guns. But
ment which has a tendency "to- assist the advocates the next day the editor acknowledged the statement
of Britain, sorely hart by this proof of the superiori- to be errou ous, and on the authority of a gentleman
who "could not be mistaken," gave her force at/f/>wty of American naval tac ics, to misrepresent the retftree guns
viz. 30 long 24's on the main deck, 2 do-,
lative force of the American frigates"*
on the spar deck, and twenty one 321b. carronades.—
Ji subscriber to the history of the war.
The odd carronade gives us reason to believe that
her force had been 54 guns. But at the time she
and Levant,
fought with and captured the Cyane
REMARKS ON THE .A ROTE.
cap;ain Steward says she had fifty-two guns viz.
The editor of the Weekly Register is perfectly thirty-two king 24'/ and twenty 321d. carronades.—
convinced that no one, of any cast or character Tl lc frigate United States, at the time that com. D'.
among the people, who is acquainted witl I'.'hitn per- \oitur, with the Macedonian, challenged the Ensonallv or by reputation, will suppose him capable of dymion and Statira, it appears only carried 49
wilfully misstating a fact that might depieciate the guns, one of winch was a 12 pounder carronade, a
chums of the navy, or army, of the United States to boat gun; and the Macedonian, which carried 49 guns
the gratitude of our country and the admiration of when captured by him, had only 47 at this time.

—

—

—

I

—

Tiie President nftay, also have underwent some chang.
At tiie time of her capture, there is reason to
I know nothing of "Mr. Woodward" or the "com- es.
believe she carried 53 guns, besides swivels in her
p'.lji" of the history of the war, other than appears
Captain Hope, of the Endymion, indeed, made
in the preceding' article, never having seen or before tops.
heard of the publications referred to. Bu<, being her force 59 guns viz. 30 long 24's on her main
14 42d). carronades, 1 long 24, and I 24 poundcharged with error in a tender point, it becomes mc deck;
to attempt to shew that error is not fairly attributa- er howitzer on her quarter-deck; 6 42lb. carronades,
ble to me, or, if it lie, to vindicate the ground on and 1 long 24 on her forecastle, 2 brass 6 pounders,
each in her fore and main lops, and 2 smaller guns
winch it arose.
on her mizen top. Whether capt. Hope is correct
It is possible that a running paragraph may have
or not I cannot say; Dut he is not authority on which
been inserted in this work, stating or insinuating that /would
rely.
our frigates of 44 girhs have carried 58 guns. I do
A multi'ude of facts present themselves to my renot recollect, unrulier a good deal of research can I
collection, to shew that the real force of our vessels
but there may be more th:,n
find, such u paragraph
varies from what may be considered their
one of them in some of my earlier volumes because, frequently
reg/tdar armament; and that what may be the truth
for years before the war I was certainly impressed
in respect to one of them, will not apply to either of
i'i
opinion that they did carry 58 guns; and I the others;
and, that what is right to-day may be
ve that this was the general sentiment. The fact
But these
as to the same vessel.
to-morrow,
wrong
uj be< n so stated in most of die periodical papers
never struck me before, and probably would
things
,e day, and I never heard any thing to the connot, except for an examination that a change of er».ur, an.i assuredly .believed it, until the "events of
ror made necessary.
And if it be the object to keep
truth
to
the public as to the
the
the.war" develop
an enemy ignorant of the real force of a vessel, by
force
of
some
of our nation;*! ships.
rdi
existing
rating her at a certain number of guns and actually
/>.
id, indeed, my- present opinion is,, that, before the
arming her with 8, 10 or 12 more (as I presume it is
of
did
our«44
58
gun frigates
war, certain
carry
giuis, in the British and American
that object
service)
on
the
24
-til—
viz.
30
m:>in
in
pounders
deck, seems
long
our
completely accomplished in respect to
32
22
on
do.
2
(she spar d-'ck,
pound carronades, own.
with 4 sm !' gu;is either in the tup or elsewhere, or
RegisI shall be truly
gratified to insert in the
as boat g<:n-„ But I also believe they have not
ter the statement of facts that the "subscriber to the
carried so many guns since the war; for we have the
history of the war" leads us to expect will be pubevidence of gentlemen oh the subject that c.tnnot be
lished; and he will not find me wanting in a disposideni- ..: ai\l, besides, 1 have a distinct recollection
tion at all times to give all the glory to our gallant
- «
— nf-»rrtars that they have so fairly won of the self-assumed
*Vide page 50. Hist, War
"mistress of the sea."

the world.
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merly the Shadow privateer of Philadelphia.) captured by the Lawrenee of Baltimore, and driven into Cuba in distress, being frequently UtlWn off [hi ('nasi.
1574. Schoonei
from Fajal for St Michaels, captured by
the M.ni doninn, of Boston, divested anil permitted to pas..
1575. Galliot
under Swedish colors, captured by the same
divested ol her English property, dry goods and suffered to pass.
1576. Sloop
from For nay for Naples, with a cargo of fish
captured !>;. the same and burnt.
io77. ship
from Newfoundland for'.Lo Mediterranean, captured by the same and burnt.
1578. Brig James and Charlotte, 12 guns, a very fine vessel, coppered, from Newfoundland for Alicant, wiih a cargo of lish, captured by tic same and suit into Cape Ann.
1579. Brig Pomona, from Antigua for London, with a full cargo
of sugar, captured by the America, of Salem, and arrived at that

Prizes.

"The winds anil

PRIZE-LIST.

Naval Register*

,

,

,

and clemency of the British goon the ocean.
Govt mar
of Massachusetts.
of Portsmouth,
1558. Schooner
captured by the Fox,
been running
itni sunk,
i in- Fox has returned wifely to
port—hat
all the war. and made seven successful cruises.
the West-Indies,
:553. Schooner Junta
Ann, from Halifax, for
hut
captured by the Young Wasp, of Philadelphia, and manned,
port.
jut off Ocracock, N. <'.
1580. Ship Active, from Rio Janeiro, in ballast, with 17,500 dol1551. East India ship Clarendon, from Balavia for London, with lars in specie— captured by the Grand Turk, of Salem, divested
wood.
of her cash anil sunk.
i.iso.^oo lb*, cpffee, a quantity of elephant's teeth, Japan
8tC he* 24 guns, 50 men, captured by the Young 'Wasp, ol Phila1531. Brig Acorn, 14 guns, '2 pounders, from Liverpool for Rio
delphia, oif the ( 'ape of Good Hope, and arrived at Baltimore,
Janeiro, with a full cargo of dry goods, hardware, {sec. captured by
1555. Brig Sarah, from Newfoundland for Alicant, with a cargo the same, divested of a great quantity of her most valuable articles,
of fish, captured by the Warrior, of New- York, and burnt.
and mailucd and ordered into port.
1556. Brig Hope, from Glasgow for Buenos Ayres, captured by
The Grand Turk arrived at Salem with 17,500 dollars in specie
the same, divesttdof a large quantity of dry goods, manned and and 18'" oafs of dry goods taken from her prizes— the ling Dundee,
ordered into port— retaken.
another vessel taken by her, is "accounted tor" above.
12-1
1557. Ship Francis & Eliza, 377 tons, 10 [runs, 35 men, and
1582. Sloop
from St. Michaels, captured by the Leo of
Convicts, male and female, from London tor New South Wales, cap- Boston, and burnt.
tured by the same, partially divested and given up.
1583. A tender to the Dragon 74, commanded by a lieutenant
for St. of the
1558.' Ship
navy, with .3 men, captured by the Saranac of Baltimore,
Neptune, 8 guns, 259 tons, from Liverpool
Salvador, with a cargo of dry goods, copper, tin, [sic. captured by and sunk.
the same, ilivesti d and manned for the United Stairs.
158 1. A packet, captured in the West-Indies by ditto and ditto.
1559. Brifr Dundee, of Dnndi e.from London for the same, divestThe Saranac returned to port altera very unsuccessful cruise.
ed and sent into New. York. This is a valuable prize.
She fell in viith limbing but neutrals*
(trOut of those vessels the Warrior took 323 packages of valu15B5, Galliot Ann, with a valuable cargo of sundry goods, capl
able dry goods and 15,000 dolls, in specie. The privateer has arriv- lured hy the James Monroe, and sent into L'Orieiil— since arrived
ed at New York.
She was often chased by frigates— and had a at New -York.
*urt-of-a-uattle with one of them, and at another time received the
1586. Ship Agenoria, with sundries, frtlin Waterford for London,
whole broadside of a 74, Without injury The W. is an elegant brig captured by the Macdonough, and carried into Brieau.x, France.
of 130 tons, pilot boat built, mounting 21 gwns, and manned by
1.-S7. Tile Ann, from Lisbon, captured by the James Monroe,
150 men.
divested and given up.
The Mammoth, of Baltimore, has returned to New- York, after
1588. Ship Ashbunoii, from ditto, captured by the same and dittn.
a cruise of 8 months, without making one capture. She was chased
1539. Brig L gal Trader, a valuable prize, captured by the David
by five frigates in co. and beat off the boats they sent off to take Porter, of Boston, re-captured after the lime limited by the treaty,
her in a calm. The Ludlow has also returned to Portsmouth, from sent to Halifax, and given up to the original captors.
an eight weeks' cruise, without making a capture.
1590. The Nancy, from Liverpool for Sicily, captured by the;
1560. Ship Adventure, wiih a «argo of oats, potatoes, cheese, Sec. Abudlino, of Boston, and sent into Tunis.
1591. Cutter Joanna, eapiured by the Macedonian, of Portscaptured by the Brutus, of Boston several articles taken out and
destroyed.
mouth, ami burnt.
1-6'. Schooner Margaretta, with a similar cargo, captured by
159;. Slilp Triumvirate, from St. John's, N. F. for the Mrditer*
ditto, and made a cartel of.
ranean, with a cargo of fish and oil, captured by (into and ditto.
1562. Transport brig Guardians, from Halifax for Hymouth
1593, 1594. SchOiieers Brittania and Recovery, captured hy the
(Eng.) 4 guns, captured by the same, divested and made a cartel of. Macedonian, partially divested a. id given up to her prisoners.
lobi. Brig Phebe, from Malta for London, with a cargo ol sunIt appears that the True Blooded Yankee privateer of which we
dries, captured by the same, divested of a parcel of dry-goods, and have heard so much, has not been captured, as was reported. Sba
Banned and ordered for the United States.
was at Bahia, Brazil, blockaded by a sloop <>f war.
1564. Brig Tagus, from Smj rna for L«mdon, 6 guns, with a cargo
The privateer George Little, of Boston, 14 guns, 80 men, alls
\\orth 400,000 dollars, consisting of about 240 great bales of raw
becii| captured by the Granuicus frigate— she had not taken any
•-ilk. madder,
galls, {Recaptured by the same, divested of 143 bales thing.
The supercargo of the,
silk, and manned and ordered into port.
1595. Ship Amity, from Waterford for London, captured ami
'l'agus said what she had on board would bring 10o,000i. in Loir- seni into Morlaix, by the Macdonough.
don.
has
arrived
at
[She
1596. Brig Nicholson, 3)0 tons, 3 guns, from Liverpool for Rio
Boston.]
The Brutus has arrived at Boston with an exceedingly rich cargo Janeiro, with a cargo of dry goods, valuable, captured by the Warof dry goods, silks, f-cc. ecc. She also captured, alter a short action, rior of N -w-York and arrived at that port.
the ship Albion, of 8 guns, '6; tons burthen, from London for
1597. Transport ship Mosely, 16 131b carronades, from Algoa
Bermuda, with a cargo valued at 200,000 dollars, and the schooner Bay for the Cape of Good Hope, in ballast, captured by the Rambler
Victoria, with crates, oil, rcc. and maimed and ordered them for letter of marque of Boston on her voyage from Canton— divesteil
the United Statts, and suffered three or Jour vessels of little valut; of a few articles and given up. The It. has arrived at Boston with
to pass. Another of the prizes she made arrived sometime ago at a rich cargo of China goods, from which port she sailed eleven
Charleston, and one. recaptured, has arrived at Halifax.
months and ten da\s before. She carried logons and 10 men.
1.65. Schooner
from Halifax for Barbacloes. with a cargo
1598. Ship Adele, of Penang, laden with gold dust, opium, &e.
,
offish, captured by the Avon, of Boston, and sent into Fort Royal, captured by the letter of marque ship Jacob Jones, of Boston, pi»
her passagt to Canton, divested and given up.
Martinique, where she was ransomed.
l;6e. Brig Success, from Cadiz for Newfoundland, with a cargo
1 99. Brig Bourwan, of ditto, with opium, captured by ditto and
of salt, raisins and lemons, captured by the Blakely, of Boston, ditto. fVj* 1 he properly taken from these two vessels was worth
and sent into that port.
90,000 dollars.
1567. Brig Jubilee, from St. Ubes for Ireland, laden with salt
This valuable ship the Jacob Jones, 554 tons, 16 guns and 67 mm,
and spirir, captured by the same, partially divested and sunk.
returned to Boston from whence she sailed in January IS 14, with
1568. Brig Louisa, from Gibraltar lor Greenock, with a cargo of an immense cargo of China goods, which with the choice spoils ol*
wine and spirits, captured by the Harpy, of Baltimore, in Orcein-' her prizes probably turned out one of the greatest voyages ever
ber last, and retaken wilhin St. George's bank March 27, and &*»ut made from the United States.
back to Halifax, where she was given up after peace.
The Macedonian privateer arrived at Portsmouth, May 2 — sh<^
1569. Schooner Thistle, from the Mediterranean, with a va'ua- captured and manned three valuable vessels In si<Us those recorded
"ble cargo, captured by the America of Salem in her last cruise, in our lists— viz. brig Margaret and lYrvis, with British good1";
recaptured by the Cossack sloop of war off Cape Sables, on the ship Somcaisett *<"0 tons, 4 guns, with wine, brandy, &e. and the
19th of March, and sent to Halifax. She has been restored to tile brig Mercury with 16" pipes Oporto wine, ike.
'•It is

owing

tn ihe forbearance

Verument, that

we are permitted

to haveaship
(Sore to the legislature
,

&

,

—

,

!
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original captors.
1570. Brig Ocean, 8 guns, from Sicily for St. Petersburg, with a
cargo of i9sQ boxes lemons, .-00 do. oranges, lime juice, almonds
and brimstone, captured by the Macedonian, of Boston and sent

The American

privatewis Sine

qua

noil,

7 guns, 81

men; and

guns and 58 men, until of Boston, were captured
lVluuary last, in the neighborhood of Madeira.
1600. Brig Polly, sent into Cadiz, by the Amelia, of Baltimore.
into Portsmouth.
1601. Brig Elisabeth, (cargo not mentioned; captured by the Leo
1571. Brig Pallas, laden with fish, captured long since by the of Boston, and burnt.
Amelia of Bath, snd ordered for the United States, but having goi
1602. Brig George, from Prince Edward's island, captured by
up with Bermuda, experienced such dreadful weather as carried ditto and ditto.
irie3. Cutter Jane, from St. Michaels fur London, with a enrgo of
away one of her spars, and compelled the crew to throw 10 or 12
the same and sent to France, where the Vessel
||ius-overboard; and finally to bring the vessel up at Cadiz! She fruit, captured by
has since arrived at Boston.
and cargo were sold.
1572. Packet Windsor Castle, 2 long brass 9
8
famous
for her exploits on the British coasts ever since
The Le'o,
pound rs, carronades, 32 men and 9 passeng" rs, from Falmouth for Halifax, with the war, of 7 guns and 93 men, last from L'Orient, was captured tfyfive mails, captured
of
that
the
Tiber
Dacres, after a chase of 11 boors.
and
sent
into
the
frigate,
captain
by
Roger
Norfolk,
V>04. Brig Occhii .with 5,4u0 bushels of salt, capture;! by thV
part.
157A. SMiOniier
Fanny, 9 guns, ffonx Lajrmra for London. ; for- Macdonoug"U, of Boston, and sent into F^apcitf.

George

earn

Little, 8
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'
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1605. I>rig Staff of Life, from Liverpool fur Havre tie Grace,
Vith a valuable assented cargo, captured by ditto and ditto.
I(i06. Brig Endeavor, from Falmouth for Liverpool, with a full
ditto and dnto.
CArgo ol barley, malt, &c. captured by
1B07. Brig Ceres, from Cork for Luiidou, with butter and oafs, a
ditto.
great quaiitm captured by ditto ami
IfiOs. Brig Unity a liom Wateriord lor London, with a load of
bacon, beef, pork, &c. captured by ditto and ditto.
if)09. Sloup Agenoria',' from the same to the same, with a similar
uargo, captured by lUlto and ditto.
361". Sloop Ebia frdta Dublin for London, -50 tierces of beef,
2*0 bbls do. and 30' casks butler, captured by ditto and ditto.
Extract front tlie lug-book of the commodore Macdonoitgh.— Havto bear up foe Fiance, and
ing pin jut all our men, wai obliged
arrived :.t Mollaix "tb f eb. Feb. loth, an English man uf war scbr.
arrived there, aud anchored within pistid shot of us, and demanded
we should give up mil' prizes, and we refused, and being all ready
to engage h r, she iUd not see fit to urgi- her demand.
y lull. Brig Pbceb., 8 guns, from Malta lor Loudon, with a cargo
of raisins', captured bv the Brutus ot Boston, aud put into Brest in
distress— si'.ice aj-rivcu hi the United Slates.
1612. Brig blnterprize, from Buenos Ajres. with a cargo of
Liilcs and tallow, captured by the America, of Salem, and put into
The cargo
F.tjul in distress, and condemned as unseavvuriliy.
tai.en charge of by our consul.
10i3. Sliij) Charles, of London, a very valuable vessel, with 30
buus of oil and ballast, from St. Salvador, captured near that port
by the Blakejy ol Boston, aud arrived at Beston.
1614. Brig Sailors Friend, captured by the Prince of Nenfchatel
privateer and sent into Havre dc Grace, and aince arrived at Boston.
lol-:. K' tell
captured by the same and stnt into the same.
1616. Brig Mereury, with 170 pipes port wine and 60 quintals
eork-wuod, captured by the Macedonian, of l'ornmoutb, and arrive»l at Nantz.
1617. Brig Daphne,
guns, from tbe Cape of C-ood Hope for
London, with a cargo of wine, cotton, olives, skins, oce. captured by
lla- Reindeer of Boston, and arrived at Teneriffe in distress.
laden with fruit for tile Mediterranean, captured
1613< Brig
by tin Lawrence of Baltimore, and sent into Brest, where she has
a
thorough
repair.
undergone
1610. Schooner Swift, of London, from St. Michaels, with fruit,
cue. cuptuied by the America o!' Salem, ;,nd ordered for that port,
but put into Terceira, win reshe was demanded by the British, and
The frequent
it is said given up by the independent Portuguese.
subservience of the Portugm.se to the insolent demands and pretensions of tbe British during the late war, we feel assured will be
enquired into.
1020. Brig Ann Elizabeth, captured by the Rattlesnake? last
,

12, 1815.

Lucien Bonaparte's daughter bad just proceeded
from England to France.
A new expedition has been ordered to be prepared
in Spain for its American colonies.
It is to consist
of 20,000 men, 1500 cavalry and a large portion of
a
artillery, with
great quantity of ammunition.
The mirquis of Castile is fined 4000 dollars and
banished. His brother, M. Chavis, the same. Tapia,
editor of the government gazette, fined 500 ducats,
and banished. Manian, an Americin deputy to the
cortes, fined 10,000 dollars and banished. He is accused of hiving voted in the cortes for the savereignty of the people; but he says at the time of that
question he was in Mexico.
The Spanish soldiers are extremely discontented,
and desert in great numbers.
Turkey appeal's quiet. The Russians have given
up the fortresses so long withheld.
The French imperial guards which have proceeded
to the frontiers are computed at 50,000 and the

—

horses obtained by dismounting the gens d'armerie
at 25,000.
The kinsr of Sardinia is said to be dead. He was

,

advanced in years
Great consternation prevailed at Brussels, June 17.
The people appear to have believed that the allies
were beaten.
Napoleon left P.ris on the 10th of June, previous
to which lie had
Appointed a regency composed ot"
the princes of his family, and
great officers of state.

—

The

arch chancellor presided.
Previous to the leparture of the emperor of Ausarmy, h" gave orders for the restoration
of the ex king of Rome, to the care of his mother s
Maria Louisa, They are both to reside at Schccnbrun.
from Amsterdam, arrived at Philadelphia.
Tiie « mperor ol Russia arrived at Hei-.elberg,
1611, Ship Somtrsett, 260 tons, 4 guns, with a cargo of wine,
Jun- 5. An embargo had been laid on all the French
brandy, &c. sent into France by the Macedonian of Portsmouth and
since, arrived at Boston.
ports on the channel.
16j
Brig Cora, with a valuable f argo, sent into Brest by the
The national guard of » Marseilles has been distria for his

.

True Blooded Yanftec and

since arrived at Boston.
from the Mediterranean, with a cargo of fruit. armed, except 1,400 citizens.
British king's schooner Bramble has been,
captured b) the Brutus of Boston, and sent into Brest. The
Bas recently arrived at Boston.
spoken on Iter voyage to Halifax, with despatches.
1624. Brig Helena, arrive'' with a cargo of iron, salt, crates and dryS>ie hid captured two French merchantmen.
goods, captured by tile Morgianaof New-York, rc-capttuvd March 7,
Bert/tier
by a British frigate and sent to London, where she was restored to
following notice of tbe death of
her original owners; but, on a claim of the prize agent, ordered
B'T'Juer is fr<>m a Bamberg paper:
have alby tbe high court oi admiralty to be given up to the privateer as
having been reeaptun u alter tire period for the cessation of hostili- ready announced the death of the celebrated prince
H.
lena
The
arrived
at Boston.
has
ties.
Berthier, by a fall from a window. It is now ascer162.S. Schoou t Commercial Packet, from Trieste for London,
had exhibited a
with a eurgo ol Iruit, captured by tbe Abadino, of Boston, sent into tained that it was by suicide.
'I'unis.
remarkable change in his conduct for some days
1626. Brig Hope, from Patrass for London, with ditto, captured
On the
prior to his death.
general

1623. Brig

,

The

—The

— We

He

by

and ditto.
Schooner Duusten Castle, from Alicant
aud oil. captured by ditto and ditto.

preceding day,
dined with him at his father in law's,
the duke of Bavaria,
very much disconcerted him,
by a remark, that lie was ashamed at [not] seeing
him among the small number of persons who had
remained faithful to the king. He passed all the 1st
of June .it his window, observing with a perspective
He
glass, the Russian troops, as they marched in.
.vent afterwards to the third story, to the apartment
of his children, dismissed the servants, and threw
himself out of the window. His son, a child, endeavoring to catch him by the foot, was nearly dragged out of the window with him. The fall was so>
violent that he was killed upon the spot.
British snppUcs. The f.how.ng is from s late
London paper. The Cyrus sloop of war, returned to
Plymouth on Monday, from the coast of France.—

ditto

16 7.
fish

ibis. Eli-' Charlotte, ftolu Patrass for

by ditto ami

Sack-en,

for Marseilles, with

HuD, with

fruit,

captured

ditto.

1629, 1630, 1631. Three Maltese [British] vessels, with wine,
tlimbt i'. glass, >Vc. captured by ditto and sent into Tripoli.
1632. Brig M:. it and Galbert, from Naples for
Palermo, captured by ditto and ransutned.
H 33. Brig Bemudotse, a Maltese, captured by ditto, divested and
i

given tip.
OCTTile Abillino permitted a number of Maltese vessels to pro
need.

MAJESTY'S" sloop of war Penguin, 2? guns, capby the Hornet sloop of war after a short action (see official
aud sent to "Davy's locker," or sunk.

1634. ''HIS
•rltred
•

-iiccountj

Foreign Articles.

who

—

Several engagements have taken place between
Bonaparte's troops and the royalists. In one of them,
she marquis La Roche Jaquelin, a distinguished She had sailed from" the sound, having two transvith
-fvy;dijst leager, was killed.
port g, the Totness and Flora, under convoy,
ftif. Yansittart bar. stated in parliament, that as arms ahd po-eder, for t/ie roi/alists.
They werejoined
ministers expected little or no t-flbrt by the enemy by the Cephalus sloop of war, having miltary stores
at sea, they calculated ou a considerable reduction on board; and, on their arrival on the French cwst„
he concerted signal was made, and several hundreds
of the navy estimates.
An omcial order was issued In England, June 16, jof royalists attended with waggons, &c. to carry off
to discontinue the impressing seamen until further; the stores, Tbe Cephalus landed all her arms, &c.
and the transports were about to unload, when <w»
orrter9,
I

|

'

i
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Companies of cavalry, apparently about 200 men, galami cap
loped up to the beach, drove off the royalists,
tared the whole. The Ceph ilns returned to Portsmouth, the transports to Falmouth, and the Cyrus to
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17, on tlie internal state of the empire.
It i
of great length, and the
great events which have followed so suddently upon its promulgation, have robbed it in some measure of its interest.
The object of the minister is to draw the attention
Plymouth. The latter vessel, has, however, sailed
of the chambers to the measures
again for La Vendee.
necessary for arIt is stated that the communication between Brest resting or
punishing the measures of internal eneand the south of France has been cut off by the mies. He says th'ey 'have activity, audacity, instruNantz and ments without, supporters within;" and that their
royalists— that the royalist army between
Rcnncs was 50,000 strong.
plan is to form a union between the insurgents at
The great banking house of Racimier and co. at La Vendee and those of the Mediterranean, and thus
to
obtain the full command of that section of counParis, said to have stopped payment in April last,
has resumed business. The embarrassment is re- try which would be thus intercepted from Paris.
of
He
says it is the party which has existed more than
ported to have arisen from the sudden interruption
20 year;, that now "agitates Marseilles, Toulouse
intercourse with Spam.
The stale of business in Ireland appears deplora- and Bordeaux; Marseilles, where the spirit of sediCommercial failures are frequent and heavy. tion animates even the lowest Class of society, and
ble.
A recent publication calculates the Irish popula- where the laws have been set at nought ;— Toulouse
tion, who speak only their native Irish, at three mil- which seems still under the influence of the revolulions; the Welsh at six hundred thousand; the Scotch tionary organization which was given to it some
who speak Gaelic at friar hundred thousand; and the months ago; Bordeaux, where all the germs of revolt repose and
Marksmen at iif.een thousand.
intensely ferment." The whole
Vienna, June 9-— Eugene Beauharnois has his country between the Loire', La Vendee, the ocean and
Duchies secured to him their revenue is 600,090 La Thonet has been in a state of insurrection, as well
as several departments on the other side of the Loire.
pounds.
From a laic Dublin pape>
Mr. Goldsmith, editor Dieppe and Havre have been agitated by seditious
of the Jntigallican .Monitor, in his remarks on the movements. Throughout the 15th division it was
forgeries of Mr. Blacas, Sec. warns his countrymen difficult to form the militia.
In recommending that laws shall be
to distrust (.11 Frenchmen, in the following terms:
passed giving
"We again caution our English commanders on the the executive authority full power to repress and
continent to be on their guard against every descrip- punish thes? insurrections, lie gives a long discussion
tion of Frenchmen, whether Bourbonists or Bona- upon the principles of the revolution, upon the Enthe glish act of Habeas Corpus, and the
partists. The latter calls us the "evil genius of
liberty of the
continent," and the former during their sliort-lived press. Ke says that great energy, and a display of
reign, called us "the incendiaries of Washington."
great authority is necessary.
A London paper of June 18, says A letter from
Guineas emigrating. In the interior of Ireland,
previous to the late resurrection of the emperor Paris announces that the royalist army in La Vendee
Two regijNTapoleon, guineas had appeared in large quantities, has obtained most signal advantages.
and were even on sale in this city at a premium not ments of the young guard which advanced to An-'
This
was
have
been
each.
chiefly gers,
The roytotally destroyed by them.
exceeding three or four pence
owing to the general distress of the tenantry, and alist army is estimated at 80,000 men.
June
13.
His
for the low price of corn and pigs; which compelled
sat
oft"
Paris,
majesty
early yesterthose who had stored or concealed guineas to bring day morning for the army. On Sunday lie received
them forth; and apply them towards the payment the addresses of the two chambers of the legislative
of their rent and other demands. Lately, however, body, in answer to his speech at the opening of the
the purchasers for government have come into the session,
The answer of the peers was read by the prince
market, and with such avidity, that the premium
has gradually rif.en to four and even five shillings. arch-chancellor of the empire, \_Cambaceres] and was
find that these guineas are all sent to London. replete with affection and loyalty. The
following is
The tower mint has been continually at work during his majesty's reply;
the last six weeks in melting down all the gold coin, J)fr President and Gentlemen, &c.
"The contest in which we are engaged is serious.
bullion, and other articles that can be procured,
and new moulding them into "Dutch ducats." This The seduction of prosperity is not the dan-cr which
It is under the Caudine Forks
is a positive fact, and thus the war is to commence, threatens us now.
by draining the country of its treasure, for enriching that foreigners wish to make us pass.
"The justice of our cause, the public spirit of the
P'MVnheer V^n Kracknuysener."
[Dub. pap.
Odd calculation. From a London papei Louis nation, and the courage of the army are powerful
XVIII, in his proclamation to the French, says, that reasons for hoping success; but should we have re'c
l,200,')00 men are re.arching against the usurper." verses, then especially I shall delight to see called
At tbf* average step of a soldier on the march, forth all the energies of this great people; then shali
one step o f each makes 600 miles, and will wear I find in the chamber of peers proofs of attachment
out one pair of shoes; so that if they march 25 miles to the country and me.
"It is in difficult times that great nations, like
in one day, they will wear out 50,000 pair of shoes,
and. the whole distance travelled will be 30,000,000 great men, develope all the energy of their characof
of miles, or equal to 1200 times round the globe
ter, and become objects of admiration to posterity."
The answer of the chamber of representatives was
the earth at th: equator! If the whole 1,200 000
Were drawn up in a single line, allowing two feet
count Languinais, (their president) It is a
tojread by
each man, the line would ex f end from London to mild and pathetic performance. His majesty made
Edinburgh, 400 miles!—The French revolution has the following reply:
"Mr. President and Genthmen, &c.
cost England nearly one thousand millions of guineas.'
"I recognize with satisfaction my own sentiments
which would purchase half the lands in the kingdom;
in those which
or build ten cities as 1 trge as London
you express to me. In these weighty
The Boston D lily Advertiser of the 5th inst. says circumstances, my thoughts are absorbed by the
hare a copy of a long report of the duke of imminent war, to the success of which are attached
Ojranto., laid before the French chamber of Peers the independence and honor of France,
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"I will depart this night to place myself at the French army, and that he was seen very active.—.
head of mv armies; the movements of the different Ney in the first operations comm ndud the lef\
Soult had a
hostile corps render my presence there indispensable. wing. Morticr was left sick, behind.
During my absence I shall see with pleasure a com-] command.
Ii is said that the loss of the French on the 17th
mission appointed by each chamber engaged in deWas 5, 000 killed and wounded, and 1500 prisoners,
liberating on our constitutions.
"The constitution is our raily-tig point; it must that of the English 3000; Picton's suffered most.— «
be our pole-star in thesfc stormy moments. All pub- Prince Frederick of Orange Was taken and retaken
lic discussion tending to diminish directly or indi- twice; lie is but 20 years of age, and his brother wh
rectly the confidence which should be placed in its commanded a division and was wounded, is in hi;
enactments, will be a misfortune to the state; we 22 1 year.
should then find ourselves at sea without a compass
Wellington in a despatch to Louis XVIII. says
and without A rudder. The crisis in which we are "Bonaparte lias been completely repulsed at Geplaced is great. Let us not imitate the conduct of nappe; the battle was very bloody; and the duke of
the Lower Empire, which, pressed, on all sides by Brunswick was killed: two English divisions sufbarbarians, mnde itself the laughing stock of poste- fered considerably."
if with abstract discussions,
The British 47th regiment (Highlanders) is said
rity, by occupying its
at the moment when lie battering rams were shaking to have been entirely destroyed, on the 17th.
It was announced on the morning of the 19th June
the gates of the city.
"Independent of the legislative measures required at Hrest, that a battle had beeft fought between
by the circumstances of the interior, you will proba- the French army, commanded by Bonaparte, and the
bly deem it useful to employ yourselves on organic English army, by the duke of Wellington, in which
laws destined to put the constitution in motion. French army was victorious.
Six of those called lieutenant-generals by lord
They m«y be the object of your public labors without any inconvenience.
Wellington in his list of killed and wounded officer*
are said, in a Boston paper, to have besn only ma"The sentiments expressed in your address sufficiently demonstrate to me 1he attachment of the jor-generals.
The loss in killed and wounded of the allies, in
chamber to my person, an] all the patriotism with
|

j

—

1

:

—

it is animated. In all affairs
my march shall be
Assist me tq Dave the
straight forward and firm.
country. First representative of 'he people, I have
contracted the engagement, which 1 renew, of c-mploving in more tranquil times, all (he prerogatives
of the crown, and the little experience 1 have acquired, in. seconding you in the amelioration of our con-

which

stitution."

«.

General Lemarque, who commands in Li Vendee,
ttc. writes, that general Travot continues to scourge
the rebels in that quarter. A column of his under
general Gvosb>m, of 1300, lately attempted to tut off
the retreat of the corps of Jai T{qcI<<' Jacquelin, who
were in the vicinity of St. G.llcs. He found oOOO of
them entrenched, an I lie ordered general Esteve, as
skillful as brave, to feign a retreat; to draw the ene
my out of his strong position. In this he succeeded;
Then returning with the impetuosity natural to our
troops, he charged them with the bayonet, and comTheir loss was considerable,
pletely routed them.
snd among the dead was found the body of the m irquis I)e la Roche Jacquelin, who commanded with the
title of general in chief. On our side, we have also
to regret the loss of the commander, general Gruston, who died of his' wounds.
Lieutenant general Bigarre is also prosecuting
measures to allay this insurrection, and is organizing

the several battles, is estimated at 40,000 men—
about 20,000 British and 20,000 Prussians. This is
probably short of the dreadful amount. The loss of
the French, if the route was as complete as is stated,
must have been much greater. It is said they threw.
down their arms, and were pursued the whole night

by the cavalry.

The most determined bravery appears to have
been exhibited on both sides. Napoleon, Wellington and Blticher seem many times to have mixed
in the actual tight.
The former wis several times
surrounded, and the latter, for a moment, a prisoner.
It is
thought that Wellington has made 10,000
prisoners.

•'Never before, (says the British commander) was
obliged to take such pains for victory; and never
before was I so nigh being beaten," as on the lSth
of June.
I

Napqleon's carriage and many of his papers and
appear to have fallen into the hands of the
allies.
He claims and appears to have had a decided advantage in all the affairs until the 18th.
After which the allies crossed the French frontier)
The number of English officers killed and wounded
The Stntesmnn says that the
is reported at 1100!
27th regiment had 42 officers killed or wounded
out of 44! and observes, "The taking of prisoners
columns to make a general a'.tack on all the land's seems not to have been
thought of in the engagein that quarter.
ment. Never was mercy less sought or given.
June 16— His majesty, who sat off from the ThuAll Wellington's aids were killed or wounded,
jlleries at 3 o'clock on Monday
morning, reached one excepted.
Soissons (62 miles) at ten the same morning, and
a vote of thanks was
Lwb at five in the afternoon. Marshal Mortiert and In the British parliament,
unanimously passed to the duke of Wellington and
oth-r officer*, with a large body of the guards
prefn
d him several hours. The duke of Bassano afterwards to marshal Blucher and others,
ce
of lords, earl
has set off for his majesty's rl. Q. The de- moving for Ihe vote, in the house
Bathurst expressed an opinion that the effect of the
duce of Paris is entrusted to general
i'Maref]
Sebastiani,
of the
On the 13th the victory would obtain for the allies the object
(^•I'Hter, Beaumont and Oompans.
In the house, of commons, lord Castlereagh
contest.
rmperor was at Meubeugh.
stated, that the French troops were the best corps
OF THE LATE BATTLES,
that they fought
that had ever belonged to France
From
Thuin
to
[Distances.
Charleroy, 12 miles; with desperate valor, and were led on by Napoleon
from Charleroy to Fleurus, 8 miles; from Fleurus to with
the
great military skill who, he said, was
Ligny, 4 miles; from Ligny to Frasne 8 miles; from greatest captain in the world except the leader of
Frasne to Nivelle 6 miles; from Nivelle to Water- the British
army.
loo 6 miles; and the whole number of miles from
The thanks t'o the duke were voted, and with a
Thuin to Watterloo 44.]
to ths
provision of £ 200,000— the former grant
It is said that Murat had a command in the duke was
£509,000.
effects

—
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vote was also pass"d giving £800.00'> to the the belly,- but the surgeons give hopos that lii 3
army for military stores captured from 1802 to 1814 wound will hot be mortal.
hive found some magazines at Charleroi
the result of 12 general actions arid .5 si~ges.
Wellington's army, before Bonaparte came on, is The joy of the Belgians' it would be impossible to
thus given— 76.000 infantry, 18,000 cavalry, 5,000 ar- describe.
There were some villages which, on the
sight of thfcir deliverers, formed dances; and everv
tillery, with 180 pieces of cannon.
It is said that tht' 1st and 3d French COt*p9 had where there is a movement which proceeds from the
hoisted a black Hag, to give no quarters to the Prus- heart.
The emperor has given the command of the left
sians, and that therefore they were so cut down by
to the prince of Moskwa, who, in the
(hem in their retreat.
evening, had
his
the
in
The armies were so much intermingled
head-quarters at Quatre-Chemins, on the road to
Brussels
battle that lord Wellington encountered marshal
The duke of Treviso has remained at Beaumont,
Blocker had three horses shot under
Grouchy.
ill of the rheumatism, which has forced him to
him.
keep
The British, at our latest dates, were sending his bed.

A

—

—

We

—

reinforcements to the Netherlands.
The 4th corps, arrived this evening at Chatelet.
A great battle has probably been fought by the General Gerard has stated, that
lieutenant-general
French under Suchet and the Austrians, on another
Bourmont, colonel Clouet, and the chief of squadron
iron tier.
Villrmlreyes, have passed over to the enemy.
The rear-guard of the French liemenant of the 11th chasseurs has also
London, June 22
gone
of
laid
the
of
10,000
army, consisting
imperial guard
over.
The major-general has ordered that these
down their arms to Blucher in the course of Mon- deserters shall be
immediately sentenced conformaOne and all exclaimed "Vive le lloi!" bly to the laws. It would be impossible to describe
day, June 19.
but Blucher ordered every tenth man to be shot.
and
ardor of the army. It views the
the ;ood .spirit
Reports adds, that the Prussians, in height of in- desertion of this small number of traitors who tints
dignation, nut every Frenchman to death!
throw ojT the mask, as a fortunate event.
Generals Bertrand and Vandamme are said in the
Fleurus, June 17, 4 o'clock in the morning.
London papers to have been made prisoners.
The battle of yesterday lasted till ten o'clock in
FRENCH EFIXETIJVS.
are still in pursuit of the enemy,
the evening.
who has experienced a terrible overthrow. We have
Charleroi, June 15, 1815.
On the 14th, the imperial head-quarters were at hitherto 8,000 prisoners, 20 p eces of" cannon, and
.Beaumont. The first corps, D'Erlon't, was at Sol- several standards—-many officers of rank, among
re; the 2d, Heme's, at tlam-sur-H.ivre; the 3d, Van- others, count Lutzow.
expect at day break to
damme* s, near Beaumont; the 4th, Gerard's, at Phil- collect a great number in 'lie village of St. Amand,
cut
oft"
who
were
and others
iipeville.
by the movement which
On the 15th, general Iteille, a' tacked the enemy, the emperor caused his guard to make. The grenaand advanced upon Marchiennes.au-Pont.
There diers and chasseurs of the old guard massacred en-

A

—

—

We

;

We

were various engagements, in which his cavalry
charged a Prussian battalion, and made three hundred prisoners.
Atone in the morning the emperor was at Jamignon-sur-Huese.
General Duumont's division of light cavalry sabred
two Prussian battalions, and made 400 prisoners.
General Pujol eatered Charleroi, at noon. General
Clari advanced upon Gosselles; and Pajol on Gilly.
In the afternoon, general Vandamme debauched
on Giliy; and marshal Grouchy with Eccelman's ca-

—

valry.

The enemy occupied

the left of the position of
Fleurus; at five in the afternoon, tlvp emperor ordered an attack. The position was turned and carFour squadrons of guards, commanded by
ried.
general Lefort, broke three squares; the 26ih, 27th
and 28th Prussian regiments, were routed. Our
squadrons sabred from 4 to 500 men, and took 150
prisoners.
this time, general Reille passed the SamMarcoiennes-au-Pont, in order to advance upGosseleis, with the divisions of Prince Jerome and
general Bachelu, attacked the enemy, took 255 prisoners, and pursued him on the road to Biussels.
We thus became masters of the whole position of

During

bre

at

masses, and have lost very few men.
appears that it was a charge of the bayonet by
the imperial foot guard which decided the battle.
The enemy must have been extremely numerous.
I never saw' such enthusiasm in our soldiers.
tire

It

.

The columns which marched to battle, the wounded who returned from being dressed, never ceased
to exclaim "live the emperor!"
from the major general to the war
Fleund, June 17, 1815.
monsieur marshal I announced yesterday from

Copy of

a letter

minister, dated

—

the field of battle of Ligny, to his imperial highness
which the empeprince Joseph, the signal ictory
I returned here with his
ror has gained.
majesty
and
it was
at 11 o'clock in the evening,
necessary
to
the
wounded.
atten
The
to pass the night in
ling
emperor has remounted his horse to follow the sucIt
was
of
with
battle
cess of the
Ligny.
fought
enthusiasm on the part of the
fury, and the greatest
rtroops

— we were one to three.
—

At eight o'clock in the evening, the emperor
marched with his guard six battalions of the old

horse grenadiers; and the
guard, the dragoons and
cuirassiers of general Lefort debouched by Ligny,
and executed a charge which separated the enemy's
line.
Wellington and Blucher saved themselves
Fleurus.
At eight in the evening, the emperor re-entered with difficulty:— the effect was theatrical. In an
instant the firing ceased, and the enemy was routed
his head-quarters at Charleroi.
have already several thousand
This day cost he enemy five pieces of cannon and in all directions.
of cannon. The 6th and
2,000 men, of whom 1000 are prisoners. Our loss is prisoners, and 40 pieces
10 men killed and 80 wounded. Our loss, though tri- first corps were not engaged. The left wing fought
the Iinglish army, and took from it cannon
fling in -.mount, has been sensibly felt by the empe- against
ror, from the severe wound received by general Le- and standards.
At night 1 will give you further details, for evefort, his aid-de-omp, in charging at the head of the
Our loss does
are announced.
squadrons. He is an officer of the greatest distinc- rv instant prisoners
without screening il,
tion; he was struck by a bail in the lower part of not appear enormous; since,
<
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do not reckon

it

at

He

more thin three thousand men

(Signed)

DUKF OK DALMAT1A,

A copy— (Signed)

PRINCE OF ECKMUHL,

,TA(?',s7(.j/,

then read

Emperor,

to wit:

tlie

—

Peclcrution

major- general.

following Declaration of the
to the

Freiu

FRENCHMEN!
In

.Marshul, minister (fiuctr.

12, 1815.

commencing War

to

people.

support the Indepcr

"In the rear of Ligvy, Jwtf-past dence of the Nation, I calculated upon the co-opehas just ration of all the efforts and the wishes of all the
8, at night, June 16, 1815.— "The Emperor
over the English and National Authorities. V had reason to hope for sucj
pained a complete victory
Prussian army, commaiide&bj the duke of Welling- cess; and I have braved all the. denunciations of the
Circumstances are changed.
ton and marsh d Blucher. The army is debouching Powers against me
this moment ny L'gny, and in front of FUurus, to T offer myself a sacrifice to the hatred of the enemies
of Fiance. Max they be sincere in their declaration^
pursue the enemy."
Jane 18. I) ar on the kalian frontier The minis- and have no other designs than such is are directed
ter of war his received the following telegraphic against mv person.
POLITICAL LIFE 13 ENDED; and I prodespatch from marshal Siichet:
"MoiiJmeillqn, June 13, 9 P. M.
claim my Son, under the title of Napoleon II. Em"The enemy were attacked this mornm,.— we peror of the French.
have made 600 prisoners, including a colonel and a
The existing Ministers will form provisionally q
andkdled from 2 to 300 men.
Council of Government. The affection which I bear
major,
"
Paris, June 17.

—

.

—

MY

DUKE OK ALHUFERA." to my Son, induces me to invite the Chambers with(Sighed)
*1rmy of (he "SoulJi-'fcijst— Marshal Suchet, after out delay to organise a Regency by law. Unite,
to
1 a
part of his fir'ce
taking MonimeVjan, directyourselves for the public safety, and preserve the
inarch upon Geneva'. It is reported that a revcpfl independence of the nation.
of
the
lias spread from Niel to Genoa, against
king
Done at the Palace of Elvsium, June, 23, 1815,
NAPOLEON.
Sardinia, and that the tricolored cockude was every
(Signed)
where hoisted.
Authenticated by Count Bop.tt.t.
from
the
grand
Pari':, June 19.— Private letter?
This message was referred to a committee of 7.
Tlie minister of the interior (Fouche) ascended
army mention 6,000 prisoners and 30 pieces of canwithout
the
battle
of
non as fruits of tlie
l'5ih,
the tribune, and in the name of the minister of
in
of
the
loss
tlie
ofl
enormous
enemy
reckoning
war, communicated in substance the following-:
The firing of our troops against the Prnskilled.
That the dtike oi'Dalmatia has rallied 2J0J of the
the
has
been
of
whose
government
tdans,
instigator
old guard ofRocrol; that 3000 rallied ne.u- Meziethis unjust war, was such, that the emperor Was res:"that marshal Grouchy hxs beat Blucher at one
obliged to otder the reed to be beaten three times point, and has passed the Sambre, and made a
In short.
for the purpose of enjoining the making of prisoners
junction with the duke of Dalmatia.
und the stopping of the Carriage. His majesty was 60,000 men covered the entire frontier of the North.
to enter Brussels the day after" this glorious action, We can vet send 10,000 men, and collect, with those
in which it is said the general in-ciuef, Wellington, at
Paris," 200 pieces of cannon.
is compromised.
Marshal Ney protested with great energy against
After the taking of Montmelian, marshal Suciiet this letter, and declared it to be wholly false.
The
directed a part of his force upon Geneva.
"Under the existing circumstances," exclaimed
first account will infirm us of tlie result of this the
marshal, "truth is due to the nation. There
movement. The forces which we have on tlie side are not 60,000 men on the frontier of the North.
of the Jura and the Vosges, leave us without anxie- The
enemy can pass it every where. The duke
We are prep ired to oppose the projects of the of Dalmatia
and marshal Grouchy cannot rally, at
ty.
enemy. The accounts from Besancon speak only of mos! 25,000 men. If marshal 'Grouchy had been
the enthusiasm of the French troops, and of the de- unhurt on the 18th, he would have m -de a movefire they have to conqu.r, by new victories, the ment to the left.
Whit is said in the letter upon
peace which tlie allies have broken. They are great- die rallying of the old guard is also false. It was
ly irritated against the Swi«s, these cantons except- I who commanded it under the emperor, and T knot*
ed, who h eve refused to accede to the treaty of the what is left of it The enemy can enter Paris in o
20th of May.
or 7 days. The only way you have to provide f;;4
Boston Gazette O "ice, }
the public safety, is to" make propositions to the
4
P.
JT
o'clock,
5
Satitrflay, Stun;. 5,
enemy."
FffiW9
A very desultory debate ensued, on a variety of
The brig Jibcelino.capt. Jf'yer, has just arrived from propositions relating to the exigency of the times.
Prance, and brings Paris papers to the 23d June: The sittings were adjourned from time to time, day
and night
they contain,
OiincxAr. Aroi-N-rs, of the GREAT
Prince Lucien made a proposition to proclaim
of the whole FRENCH ARMY, on the 18th June: Napoleon II. emperor of France.
with the lossofall its Cannon, Baggage and Stores;
This proposition occasioned a lively debate, but
The rapid flight of Bonaparte to Paris:
no question was taken upon it.
Of his Abdication of his Throne; and its acceptTne peers then proceeded to the choice oft.vo
ation by tlie Legislative Body:
members, on its part, to form the provisional goOP the choice of a Provisional Government of five yernment.
and
The duke of Virence, and lebaron Q linette were
persons;
The duke de Oin the House of chosen on the
of the
The Declaration of Marshal
'

'

GREAT

:

FROM FRANCE.

OVERTHROW

I

—

Ney,

jHnusE of

pkf.tis^

— Permanent session — Jime 22,

M. Lackpkdf. in the Chair.
The Minister of the Interior demanded
in the

name of the Emperor.

peers.

part

Peers, that the Allies would be in Paris in six
or seven days; and that their safety required that
they should make an immediate application to
«
the Allied Powers for Peace.

to

tranto, count
I

1815.

~,
spea*

sen by

Camot, and general Grenier were c!»-

t!,e representatives.

CHAMBER OF REPRESENTATIVES.

—

.1/".
Sitting of June 21
jMiijuinais presiding.
Gen. La Fayette.— This is the first time that I
have raised my voice within these walls, and I feel
the necessity pf opening my whole soul to my col r
In a' time of public distress, the true friends

leagues.
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The fourth, he thought,,belongcd tothc exeof liberty will perhaps recognize this vo^c.c, which
cutive power, and the third might be adjourned,
has always been raised in its defence, and neve?
hie.

—

been mingled with the cries of faction. The
.nr;lv
reports, which have been surreplili
rirrulated for these few days, are now realised! our
Mrnies have suffered a reverse, and our territory is
threatened. Tt is to you, representatives of the pco-'
the
pic. that it belongs to rally the nationawjund
tricolored banner of 1789, that sacred standard
which is the signal of the revival of liberty, indehendence and public owler. It is to you, that it belor, •< to summons the whole nation to the defence

.'")/.
Flaugerguet, T shall support a part of our
colleague La Fayette's proposals; hut there are sonic
ofthem, which appear to mc susceptible of modlfiIt is important to take decisive measure
cation.
immediately, and I, therefor*, approve that the chativ
declare itself permanent.
Without this indispehsable resolution, litis assembly perhaps will be
dissolved in half an hour; a i\-\v moments more, and
you will not perhaps have the power of hearing the
ministers, whom you have requested to attend you
«• Flaugcrgucs concluded with moving that the
touru)
fourth p
proposition ot .VI. La Payette he. suppressed,
»S belon Ing to the executive.
After some furth* f
observations, tumultuously made, the propqsit
'Lions,

Ji.as

Sinister

Uw
j

,

of

its-

independence, and

rights, its

its

territory,

'

'

a veteran of liberty, and
fegainst foreign usurpation;
I repeat it, always a stranger to the spirit of faction,
1 am alwut to propose to von those measures, which
our
,ur present critical circumstances imperiously repre

j

thus modified, were adopted.

j

j

[Several propositions were subsequently ma:K
hope that the chamber will feel the.
for printing the resolutions,
transmitting them tw
full necessity of adopting the resolutions, which I
the departments, communicating them to the other
I demand
now
quire, and

am

I

to read.

—

—

That the chamber declare, tint the indepen- house, he]
M. Re'gnkidt de Saint Jean d'Jtnfrelijr. The rninis*-dence of the nation is threatened.
ters arc assembled in council of state. I was at their.
2. That the chamber declare itself permanent,
and I have been charged by his majesty*
r.nd that every individual who shall attempt disor- sitting,
the emperor to submit to you tii.e following commuder, be declared guilty of high treason, and be
nication.
forthwith condemnedas such.
The emperor arrived' last night at 11 o'clock. He
t
3. That the chamber declare that the troops of
1.

who have fought immediately assembled his ministers, and announced
of the French territory, have de- to them, that at Ligny his troops had gained a victory on the 16th, and that the following day the Enserved well of their country.
were also defeated on the Brussels road; then4. That the minister of the interior be requested glish
defeat was complete, and 6 standards were taken
•to assemble the staff of that national guard, which
from them. But during the night some ill disposed
by its services has at all times deserved so well of
an alarm, and incalculable disasters
the country, in order that measures may be taken person spread
followed. The emperor ordered a retreat upon A
to furnish arms to those who are still destitute of
vesnes and Phillippeville.
The lo?s of materials
ihem.
was very considerable. ] ne eriipen
continued
5. That the ministers of foreign affairs, of war,
of the interior and of the police, be requested to M. Regnault, passed to Laon, and put the national
motion to stop the fugitives; thence he
attend before the chamber to answer such questions guard in
came to Paris, to consult with the ministers upon
as may be asked of them, (seconded! seconded!)
the
means of renewing- the materials of the arm v.
M. J.acostc. I have heard with the liveliest emoThe moment The emperor also intended to make communications
tion what has just been proposed.
to the chambers, to agree with them on such laws
is most critical, but we will fulfil the task that is
and arrangements as might best suit the present
arrival
has
the
unus;
emperor's
imposed upon
(this communication was heard in siits difficulty, but it is not be- exigency
increased
doubtedly
arrived
has
for de- lence.)
The
time
our
yond
strength.
[Some discussion followed as to the mode of quesclaring to the French people the whole truth. I
tioning the ministers when they should appear.
the
ministers
he
rethat
the
approve
proposition
The president a second time ordered strangers to
quested to attend the chamber to answer sucli questhe interior of the hall.]
tions as may be asked of them, but I demand that quit
M. Jay. When we, this morning, learned the
they be heard with closed doors— (murmurs.)
of our country, the noblest sentiments were
In a moment of alarm, continued the orator, a rash dangers
manifested in the assembly. There is not ope of us
expression, [iqyiked about by the indiscreet, might, if who did not swear
in his heart, to die at his
post,
it (lid not discourage the true friends of the country,
rather than abandon that glorious cause, which is
at least furnish arms to the malevolent; we are acthe
cause
France.
You
of
have
the
mirequested
countable for our deliberations to the nation; we
nisters to appear before you.
Considerable time
ought to make them worthy of it and of us.
has already elapsed, and there is no
appearance
The President. In the critical circumstances in
of their being ready to comply with your desire. I
which we are placed, the chamber cannot be too
be
to appear before the redeman
ordered
they
I
shall
therecautious as to the measures it takes.
?
presmtatives of the people and that tins order be
fore read a second time the proposi
propositions which have;
upon them upon their peril (seconded.
enjoined
been submitted to us.
the line and the national guards

for the integrity

'•>

r

—

—

—

—

—

**

—

One member desired

seconded.)

M.

that in the proposition of

Jit, Manuel, in a discourse full of fire,
supportec
of the words "the ministers tne
He 'also desired that the
proposal of M. Jay.
be requested"—be substituted the following—
proposal of ill. La. Fayette for arming the national
««the ministers shall attend"— (seconded.)
guard should be adopted, and that a sufficient numAnothcr member proposed, that every proposition her f those citizens should be assembled round the
should be suspended until the arrival ot the minis,
pafe^ not to protect the lives of the deputies, which
ters, in order that before deciding anything the they were all ready to sacrifice, but to
protect the
members might know all that they have to say.
dignitvof the assembly. He demanded hat a second
Sevei-alvoice8,—
know,well enough What they mcssil e f,e sent to the ministers, and that meanhave to say.
while they should take measures to collect about the
M. Valentin. Did not believe that all the pro-| palace a 'sufficient national guard— (seconded, se-

de

la Fayette, instead

shall

|

_

_

,

j

I

We

jr.

—

positions of (Jen.

La Fayette were equally

admissi-

conded.)
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observed, that the emperor was com- claimed "It is not ttttej We have strength, we have
ami we will die if necessary we swear it."
national guards; this corps can re- means
M. Duchene said he knew no other means to serve
ceive no order but from him, and to effect the object of the mover it would be necessary to name he country, than to speak the truth in the tribunal;
another commander. He proposed that it be done, and I do hot think the proposition made by your cotnmttee will obtain the end proposed. On- disasters
Violent murmurs. J
A message from the chamber of peers announced haye be^n great-. That part of the army most atthat it had received the resolutions of the chamber tached to the chief of the state is no more.
If the
of representatives, and had adopted similar re spin- courage of a nation has no boun^., its m-ms and re»
which
in
its
it
sources
.have.
turn
communicated to the retions,
have
Why need we dissemble?
efideavbred tonegociate wi'h the allied powers; but
presentatives and to the emperor.
A. message was received from the minister of fo- they have refused to li-.ten to us, from the
objection
now at die head of the govern.
reign relations, declaring that the council oj minis- they have to the
ters were still assembled; and that as soon as it men?.
the
the
member
[Here
president interrupted
should be ended, the ministers would attend the by observing they would shortly receive a
message
chamber.
from the emperor on the subject he alluded to. lift
second message arrived from the ministers,' Duchene concluded by saying that the part which
excusing their delay, and saying, they would soon; the assembly ought to take, and which the public
attend.
good required, wis to engage the emperor to give
Soon after the ministers arrived. It was half in ''is unqualified abdication.
This was received
The ministers of war, of police, of] with disapprobation on one side and applause on the
.past 5 o'clock.
the interior, and of foreign relations, were se*n en- other.]
A great tumult succeeded; and the members coltering in succession. Prince Lucien also appeared.
(Surpriseand murmurs.) Many members exclaim- jlected in groups, and appeared extremely agitated?
After some time the minister of war entered the
ed; why do we see any here but the ministe:rs? i iie
president attempted to speak, and at first could not hall, and the session was resumed. The minister
make himself heard. He succeeded at last, and communicated some advices from the army among
read a decree of the emperor, which named
prince them a letter from general Bonnemain, dated at l>iLucicn his commissioner to the chamber. At the noil, the 2Jth June, which stated marshal Grouchy to
request of prince Lueien, the doors, were closed, be at Namul. The minister added that if the chambut re-opened in two hours and a half after.
bers took strong measures if they declared infamous
The president then put to vote a proposition, that and traitors to their country all the soldiers and
a commission should be named to be joined with national guards who did not rejoin their colors, there
such as might be named by the chamber of peers. was nothing to excite despair.
This commission should collect all the information
i demand said a member, of the minister, if the
possible as to the state of France, and report to the enemy's light troops, are not at this moment at
chamber, at the same time proposing such mea- L..O0.
sures as they may think best.
The minister replied "I think not, as we have
This was unanimously adopted. A discussion 25(000 men at Algres. As to the rest I repeat that
ensued as to the mode of appointing this commis- the measures I have proposed are indispensable, if
sion.
do not mean to surrender yourselves, bound
St was then so dark that
speakers could npt you
be distinguished, being after 8 o'clock. Cries of hand ami feet, up to the enemy. You have yet means
to sustain the reputation of a great people
I swear
no! no! were frequent.
The minister of war seized an interval of calm to i f > upon my honor.
The ministers of war and of foreign affairs, of gecry with a loud voice, "Messieurs, I am informed
fcliat a report is at this moment
circulated, that I am neral police, and marine, entered the hall.
M. 1'duc d'Otrante, presented the message of the
surrounding the hall of your session with troops
the report is moreunjust to the emperor than to my- emperor Napoleon. [The same, as that delivered to
the house of peers.]
self.
It is as false as the rumor that
general TraVOt was at Paris." Applause.
IN J.
Dupin, after paying a warm compliment to
It was
agreed that the commission be composed the
emperor for his act of abdication, which he said
of the president, and four vice presidents.
raThe session was then adjourned to the next morn- had heretofore been considered null, because not
tified by his people and their representatives, made
ing at 8 o'clock. It was then half past 8 o'clock in a motion that the
following arret should be pas ed.
the evening.
Art 1. In the name of the French people, the cham[It is said, that in the secret sitting of the repreber of representatives accepts conditionally, tb*
sentatives, the ministers made no important comabdication of Napoleon Bonaparte.
munication; and that no decisive measures have yet
2. The chamber of representatives is declared to
been taken.]
be the national assembly.

—

mander of the

—

C
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j
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j

J
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I

|

j

|
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CHAWBEB OF nr.PllESENTATTVES.
Session of 22d June. General Grenier, from the
joint committee on the message of the late emperor,
reported; 16 to 51.
There shall be nominated by the chambers a
deputation, charged to negotiate with the powers a
treaty of peace by which the integrity of France,
and the independence of the nation shall be guaran-

—

teed.

A

.3.
deputation shall be sent to the foreign powers to treat of peace in the name of the nation.-—
The basis of the nsgociatjpn shall be the indepen-

dence of tiie nation, the integrity of its territory,
and the guarantee o( its institutions, They shall stipulate for the inviolability of the person of Napoleon.
4.

An

executive commission of 5

members

shall

But it is expedient to! support this application be named, who shall take all necessary measures for
bv the prompt development of all the national force; the d fence of the exterior and the public safety—
and the ministers will shortly make a communication They shall name a generalissimo. The prefect min2.

on this subject.
isters having deserved well of their country, shall
A violent debate ensued on this motion, jn which be continued in office.
several members who expressed their fears of the
5. A committee shall be chosen to form the basis
weakness of the nation were hooted, and others ex- of ;;new constitution,,
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shall be sent to the house of gained; but at half past eight, four battaliohs of the.
6. This proposition
middle g*uard, which bad been sent to support the
ilicir concurrence.
for
peers
This motion was not acted upon; hut was sue- cuirassiers, being- loo confined, marched with the bayto seize the batteries. "The day was ended; a
ceeded by several oth.-rs which were all passed by. onet
On motion of M. Regnault, (de St. Jean d'AngelyH charge made upon their flank by several English
should be pre squadrons, threw them inlo disorder; the fugitives
the chamber voted that their thanks
repassed the Raimesi the neighboring regiments
.sent (1 to the emperor.
M. Solignac said— You have to act immediately seeing some troops of the guard in confusion, bethe provisionally govern- lieved it was the old guard and took alarm; the cries
upon the nomination of
to the allied "all is lost the guard is repulsed," were heard from,
men!; and on the deputation to be sent
to treat of peace; and to general Wellington all sides; the soldiers even pretend, that in many
powers
quarters, the indisposed cried out, sauve qui pent,
10 invite him to suspend his march.
M. Durbaeli— The loss of a battle cannot put (save himself who can.) "Even the squadrons of serthe side of tiie emperor, were driven
France under the yoke of England, that eternal ene- vice placed at
voice of the chamber back and thrown into confusion by the tumultuous
my of France. (The general
of '.he indiscreet speaker.) waves;— here was no longer any choice, but to follow
disapproved these words
the assembly una- the torrent. The |>#iks of reserve; the baggage that
In the mot ion of M. Solignac,
of Napoleon h id not recrossed the Sambre, and every thing that
ftimouslv declared that the abdication
was accepted: and that the executive committee wjs on the field of battle, fell inlo the hands of the
enemy. It was impossible to wait for our troops on
should be immediately chosen.
a the right; every one knows what the bravest
Mr. Henry Lacoste requested leave to read
army in
had
just the world would become, when it is thrown into
letter which he and several other mernbeis
and
all
when
confusion,
organization is at an end."
received.
"The artillery, as usual, covered itself with glory.
This letter announced, that, by orders, ten thouor
to
of
the
The
carriages
head-quarters, had remained in
sand troops of the line are to arrive in Paris,
and to provoke "An their ordinary positions, no rclrogade movement beganize "A 13 Yendemaire,"
a
In Hie course of the.
also
expressed
ing judged necessary.
18th of Brmtetnaire." This letter
night
wish that the national guards should be commanded thev fell into the hands of the enemv.
the
of
the
"Such
is
issue
battle
of
Mount
Saint
by a general devoted to Napoleon.
The minister of war said, this letter could be John so glorious for the French army and vet so
that all the troops fatal."
imply refuted by the simple fact,
General Lefort is dead.
commanded by
in the department of the Seine were
It was not known at Marseilles
wheft captain
and Gre.nier. While I
generals Valence, Sebastiani
have command of the French, there is no danger of Wyer sailed (3uth June) whether the principles contained in the abdication of the emperor Napoleon,
treason. [Lively applauses.]
It was decreed that, on motion of M. Regnault, would be acceded to.
learn, that as soon as the defeat of BonaparteHie deputies to be sent to the allied powers sjiould
was known at Marseilles, (and before the news of
be chosen by the provisional government.
The sitting was suspended; and the committee his abdication having readied there) the white flag
With the address repaired to the palace de l'Elyse. was hoisted at thai place, (25th June) and the po,
At 5 o'clock the sitting recommenced. M. Lan- pulace rose upon a body of troops, about 500 stamentioned, that Napoleon had tioned there, when a dreadful massacre ensued,
juinais, the president,
the immediate cause many being killed on both sides; and the affray had
Veplied to their address. That
of his abdication had been the interest of France not wholly subsided when the Ab&llino sailed. The
and his son, whom lie recommended to the justice adjacent country was in a similar state of tumult,
of the chambers and the justice of the French peo- and indeed all France was in a state of the greatest
ferment.
ple.
The choice of the three persons on the part of tlie
house was then made see above.
(TjThe preceding accounts leave us in the dark as
have a reAfter long discussions in both houses, the three to the fate of JWipoleon Bonaparte.
members chosen to form the provisional govern- port and are disposed to believe it, that he made an
minister
of
absolute
unconditional
and
abdication
on
the 23d or
ment are the duke of Otranto (Fouche)
the general police, count Carnot, minister of the 24th of June. Though captain Wier of the Abxllithat
was
known
at
Marseilles
on the
no, says
nothing
interior, and general Grenier.
From the second edition of the Boston Evening Gazette, 30th, when he sailed, of further proceedings the
following extract of a letter from a gentleman late
August 5Fno*r France.— Arrived this forenoon the private a resident of Baltimore to his friend in this cilv, re34 days from Mar- ceived by that vessel, probably gives us the end of
brit^ Absllino, captain Wyer,
the career of the most extraordinary man that ever
Gibraltar,
seilles, and 20 from the rock of
to the 23d lived:
Captain Wyer has brought Paris dates
Translated for the. Federal Gazette.
of June, but which we could not obtain in season for
Marseilles, June 28, 1815. It was my intention
our first edition. Thev afibrd the official account of
the overthrow of the'whoie of the French army on to leave this city for Lyons on Monday last (26th) ;
the 18th of June
the abdication of Napoleon in! but to my great astonishment, on Sunday the 25th,
a wonderful political change took place here
all the
favor of his son, See.
French account of the battle.—The French account houses which I had found upon my arrival, decoraof the battles of the 1 8' h, estimates the English force ted with the tri-colored flag, have substituted the
at 80,000 men, and the Prussian corps which arrived white standard and royal insignia. The regular troops
towards the evening, at 15,000. The French it says who were in the city, were compelled to depart the
were less numerous. Prince Jerome commenced the following night and have arrived at Toulon, which
attack by advancing upon a wood a part of which place still continues to display the imperial standard.
Was occupied by the enemy. This account attributes The cries of Vive le Hoi re-echo from one end of the
from 12 to 15,000 inhabitants who
the failure to a too hasty move of the reserved ca- city to the other
of the were obliged to quit the city lest they should be comvalry, which, seeing the retrogade movement
The day, it says, was pelled to wear the imperial cockade, have returned,
English, charged the infantry.
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< J met
es well as the mayor and some ecclesiastical Chirac- n
had
wv.h no opposition. Blucher
with
was pushin,
ters.
for Pans
oy fo c d marches. The
"The whole of the yeomanry are in arms, and are said to have received the allies withFrench
great joy
extremely well organized, which tends greatly to
preserve good order rind tranquility. We were, infor a search after unhappy
deed, in need of this
victims had already commenced. Every thing is
quiet at present a provision.il government 1ms been areBuffalo, Lew.stown, Black R„ck and Manchester
rapidly rising from their ashes. The troops col'
established, until a more stable one is organized.
lected at Buffalo, have
proceeded west, in
"Yesterday intelligence reached us,
telegraph

peoS

;

;

by

trans'

G

been /tuner at Paris, every ?i° o; u f n eral Brown was ex P?cted there
U,e
n] yArrangements appear to bemakine
family massacred, and the meiriterg of
]
boUi houses
f
The number consisted of eight ^finish the war with the allies of the "bulwark of
hundred. In two days we shall have positive accounts our religion"— the savages.
S-veral cartels have
of this news."*
recently arrived in the UniThe above gathers strength from the following tcd Stales, with prisoners— and we hope soon to
A gentleman who ar- liavetue pie sure to say that none remain at infernal
reports ,ATev> York, .lug 8.
rived at this port in the ship Rebecca, from Jamaica, Dartmoor— where they had been too long kept.
The English papers mention that the
states, that on the 21st or 22nd July, a vessel passed
"Pcnran
IS, has been taken
by the American sloop of war
through the British fleet and communicated to capt.
and
165
Hoi-net,
20,
after
an
of
the
action
Warrior
"that
bad
been
of 45 mimen,
jiobfo,
74,
Bonaparte
mites within pistol shot; and that
tried by a military court and beheaded."
captain Dickinson
of the
Penguin, and IT of the crew were killed, md
gentleman who was on board the British

that

NAPOLEON" had

branch of

—

A

his

SHOT

rt

/

—

,

^m

—

frigate

Narcissus, off' Sandy-Hook on Saturday last, was
informed, that they had spoken a brig from Hivannafor Boston, the captain of which informed them,
that a report had readied the
Havanha, thaf Bonaparte had been beheaded by Ids own troops.
CC/'By an arrival at Philadelphia we have London
dates of June 26.
They men'ion generally the facts
given in tha accounts from Marseilles; and tint an
unconditional abdication of the throne was proposed
to Napoleon by Regnault de St. Jean
Angely, in a
very respectful manner— on which he said, "What,
do you say so? Et tu Unite.'" The
necessity of the
measure was urged; and, finally, he abdicated tinconditionally, by a message to both houses, saving
that he relied en their wisdom and firmness to take
measures for the preservation of the empire,. Tins
message was received with respect, and a provision-

24 wounded."
London, June 17.
Accounts from Rio Janeiro
have been received by a vessel in 42 davs
pass.ige«
I» April, the
Centaur, 74, Liverpool, 40, and Philomel, 20, siled to the East Indies iw-seurch of an
American squadron reported to have
gone there.

From the Savannah Republican.-—The.
following ij
tlireply of Juan Jose de Estrama, governor of Bwl
Florid , to the communication latelv made
^

executive of this state,

respecting the conduct o
colonel Nicolls, in
attempting to stir up the Creek
Indians to hostility against the United St..
:esf
St. Augustine, l5thJune, 3815.
I h id the honor of
yes'erdav receiving rourcfc
?
cellency s letter of the 1st instant, directed to
predecessor,* enclosing a copy of colonel Nicolls"
letter, which developes British interference in matters that of
al government was immediately organized.
right are the exclusive concern of mv
Carnot
and Fouche r.re members of the committee of safe- sovereign and the United States.
A solemn resolution was entered into, to preAlthough my predecessor had given notice same
ty;
time since to the
serve the integrity of France, or perish in the
captain-general (of Cuba) 1 now
Strug,
repeat
Couriers were despatched in all directions
it, informing him that
colonel Nicolis regle.
mains in the British camp on the
with the important news.
Apalachicola with
the Indians that have been inimical to the United
Wellington compliments Bonaparte in the mast
pointed terms for his skill and perseverance, and at- States, exercising over them nn assumed superinas he shows by his letter to colonel Hawtributes his victory to <he superior
physical force tendancy,
and constancy of the British soldiers.
kins, agent of the Creek Indians.
/ am sure his *>
London evening paper of June 26,
cellency -will take the most prompt and necessary insays, Bonaparte was arrested at Paris on Friday night— that sures to stop such conduct, and of the remit you sha'i
be duly advised.
lord Cjstlereagh was that
night to start forlJrussels.
Impressed seasiex. It may be remembered that
That all the troops of the allies were
advancing— two
that on the 20th June,
years ago, a committee of the Massachusetts
Wellington was at Calaiie
Cambraces, beyond Chambray; Blucher at Auvergne. legislature, made a very circumstantial report of
A Plymouth (Eng ) pip er of July 1, had a report the number of seamen, natives of that state, who
had been impressed and retained in the British navy
that Bonaparte had given himself
up to lord Welat the commencement of the
this
lington. This is improbable.
war, and that
number was ascertained to be precisely sixteen*GO" R y a cartel vessel with prisoners arrived at This
statement was incorporated into one of £0" r*
Boston, we have London dates of June.,27. They
nor Strong's executive communications; and tl"."sc
contain an abstract of the
proceedings of the French documents found their
way into the Dartmoor dechambers, on the twenty third of June, which appot, and excited the utmost indignation amongst the
to
have
been very tumultuous. A
pear
disposition seameu.
A bellman was sent into the different
however, appeared to exist to proclaim Napoleon II,
to summons all the impressed seamen belongemperor of the French. Nothing was decided upon. yards
to
.Massachusetts to rendezvous; when In!
ing
But the provisional government
began its functions
Fouche president. Bonaparte had not been arrested stead of sixteen, there were counted in that single
prison about two hundred ami twenty.' Bow mm]
as wan reported. Paris was said to be
tranquil
were detained i« other prisons, and on board
On the evening of the 24th of June,
Wellington British navy, it is
was to be at Compegne— 52 miles from Paris. He
impossible to say. Wf derives
«'>
the above facts from a
respectable acquaintance

W

A

i

!

tl

•

We understand, however, there is another letter
•Governor Kindelan, who has received some -ip
from France, dated the
29th, that is silent as to tlie pointment in the island ot
Cuba,—;Editors of}*
preceding events.—Reo,
*

Georgia Journal.
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and hauled up for
#4s a prisoner it
the veracity and patriotism of governor Strong the Peacock, still under the impression the sail in
his
was
an
;.nd
from the appacommittee.
gn
legislative
sight
Jltbany Argus.
English Jndiaman,
Majiik general Porter. A number of the citi- rent conduct of the commander of the Peacock, we
zens of Albany hive presented to major-general were under an impression (as the ship looked very
Porter, of the New-York militia, several articles huge) that Cap!. W. was wailing until we came up)
of plate, with appropriate inscriptions, accompanied with him in order to make a
joint attack; at \ past;
by a handsome address, in testimony of "their gra- 3 P. .M. the Peacock made the signal, that the chase
titude for his gallantry and services as a citizen- was a line of battleship and an entmy; our astonishment may easily be conceived; we took in all steersoldier in the late war with Great Britain."
The Hornet.
had a paragraph in our last ing sails and hauled upon the wind, bringing the»
paper, noticing the arrival of the Hornet at New enemy upon our lee quarter, about 3 leagues distances
Yo.k, on th-iolst ultimo, which was taken out to the Peacock on his weather bow i.nd apparently not
make room for the postscript that was inserted in more than 3 miles from the enemy; at sun down the
the most of our impression.
have not yet seen enemy bore E. \ S. the Peacock E. by N. we soom
the official account of the cruise of this vessel.
perceived the enemy sailed remarkably fast, but:
ft does not appear that she
captured any thing else the Peacock left him, running off to the eastward.
than the Penguin.
The two following anecdotes The enemy continued by the wind and evidently in.
belonging to the fight, and Hie narrative of her chace of us; at 6 loosed the wedges of the lower;
are
from
the JVationul Intelligencer.masts-; at 8 we discovered the enemy weathered;
escape,
American Bravery. In the late action with the upon us fast, and that there was every appearance
a
Penguin,
private marine of the Hornet, named he would, if not come up with us, continue in sight;
Michael Smith (who had served under the
all night.
It was
thought necessary to lighten the*
gallant
captain Porter in the Essex, when she was murdered ship; at 9 we cut away the sheet anchor, and hovea
the
British
overboard
the
at
ky
cable, a quantity of rigging, spars, &c.
squadron
Valparaiso) received a
shot through the
upper part of the thigh, which A' 1-2 past 9 scuttled the ward room deck to get;
fractured the bone, and nearly at the same moment at the kentledge, hove overboard about 90
pieces^
had the same thigh broken
immediately above the weighing about 50 tons. At 2 A. M. tacked ship to
knee by the spanker boom of the Hornet, which was the southward and westward, which the
enemy no
carried away by the
enemy's bowsprit, while a-foul sooner discovered, than he tacked also. At day
of her.
In this situation, while
bleeding upon the light he was within shot distance, on our lee quarter j
deck and unable to rise, he was seen to make exer- at 7 A. M. he hoisted English colors and a reac
tions to
on the admiral's flag at his mizen top gallant mast head,
discharge his musket at the
at the time.

steering sails, sot the stay sails,

1

for

—

1

We

We

—

1

enemy

topgallant forecastle of the Penguin— this, however,
the poor fellow was i-nable to
accomplish; and was
compelled to be carried below. This is what I call
true blue.
The Yankees, like
will

game-cocks,

to the last.

peck

Extraordinary effect of a shot. The officers of the
Penguin relate, that, during the late action with
the Hornet, a thirty-two
pound shot came in at the
after-port of the Penguin, on the larboard side
carried away six legs, killed the powder
boy of the
division, capsized the opposite gun on the starboard
side, passed through the port, and "sunk in sullen
silence to the bottom."
The above may be depended upon as an actual
fact, as the furnisher of the anecdote had it from the
officers themselves.
What think you of this for a
Yankee trick?

—

INTERESTING NARRATrVE

Of

the escape

of the Hornet from a British SeventgFour, after a chase of 42 hours extracted from a
private Journal of one of the officers on board the

—

Hornet.
V.

S. Shij

Hornet, off the Cape of Good Hope,
Saturday the 9th May, 1815.

Thursday, 27th April, 1815.— At 7 P. M. the
reacock made a signal for a
strange sail bearing
S
We immediately made all sail in chase.
ty S.
;
Friday 28th commenced with light breezes and
pleasant weather, all sail set in chase; at sun down
we had neired the
stranger considerably, when it

?

perfectly calm and remained so during the whole
of the
night; the stranger ahead and could just
discern his topsails out of the water.
At day light
die sail not to be seen from the deck; at 5 A. M. a
fell

breeze sprung up from the N. W. we
immediately
crowded all sail, in order if possible to get sight of
the chace
soon
after descried him standing
again;
to the Northward and Eastward on a
wind. Saturday 29th at 3-4 past 2 P. M. the Peacock was about
10 miles ahead of the
we
observed
Hornet,
captain
Warrington approaching the stranger with much
precaution; we therefore took m all our larboard

and commenced firing from his bow guns, his shot
over reaching us about one mile.
We therefore?
commenced again to lighten the ship, by cutting?
away our remaining anchors and throwing overboard
the cables, cut up the launch and hove it overboard,
a quantity of provision with more
kentledge, shot,
capstern, spars, all rigging, sails, guns, and in fact
every heavy article that could possibly tend to impeda
the ships sailing. The enemy continued to fire
very
heavy and in quick succession, but his British
thunder could neither terrify the Yankee spirit oc
diminish Yankee skill, or compel us to show him
the Yankee stripes, which must have irritated hint
excessively. None of his shot as yet had taken effect, although he had been firing for near 4 hours
incessantly, his shot generally passing between our
masts. We thought at this period we discovered
we were dropping hirn, as his shot begun to falT
short, this stimulated our gallant crew to fresh
exertion; at 11 A. M. his firing ceased, and the
breeze began to freshen, we discovered the enemy
was again coming up with us fast, which indilced a
generai belief he had made some alteration in the
trio* of his ship.
At meridian squally and fresh
breezes, wind, from the westward; Sunday (30lh>
fresh breezes ajid squally, the
enemy still gaining
on the Hornet; at I P. M.
being within gun shot
distance, he commenced a very spirited and heavy
fire with round and
grape, the former passing between our masts, and the latter
falling all around.
us.
The enemy fired shells, but were so ill directed
as to be perfectly h armless. From 2 to 3 P. M. threw
overboard all the muskets, cutlasses, forge, &c. &C°
and broke up the dell— also cut up the top gallant
forecastle. It w u s now our capture appeared inevita~
b/e
die enemy 3-4 of a mile on the lee quarter,
pouring his shot and shells in great numbers all
around us continued to lighten the ship, by heaving
every thing cverboad-d that could either be of service
to the
enemy, or an impediment to the Hurnet's
The men were ordered to lay down on the
sailing.
Quarter £zc\z, in order to trim ship, and to facilitate

—

—

—
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the ship's sailing. At 4, one of the shot from the
the jib-boom, another struck the starboard bulwark, just forward of the gangway, and a
third struck on the deck forward of ihe main hatch,
on the larboard side, gl.nced off and passed thro' the
At 1-2 past 4, we again began to leave the
foresail.
and to appearance, by magic set (he larboard

ponied heartily in execrating the present authors of"
our misfortune.
Captain Diddle mustered the crewand told them he was
pleased with their condur
during the chase, and hoped still to perceive
of
conduct which had always marked
propriety
their
character, and that of the American tar
generally
that we might soon
expect to be captured, &c. Not
a dry eye was to be seen at the mention of
capture:
the rugged hearts of the
sailors, like ice before the
Warmed
the
divine
sun,
by
power of sympathy, w ept
in unison with their brave commander.
About two
o'clock, the wind which had crossed us, and
put to
the test all our nautical skill to steer clear of
the
enemy, now veered in our favor (as before stated)
and we left him. This was
a
truly
glorious victory
over the horrors of banishment and the terrors of
a
British floating dungeon.
Quick as thought, every
face was changed from the
of
to
gloom
the
despair
highest smile of delight, and we began once more .to
breath the sweets of liberty— the bitter
of
resighs
gret were now changed, and I put forth my expres-

enemy struck

—

enemy,

lower steering sad, the wind drawing more

aft.

At

the enemy's shot fell short. At 6, fresh breezes theenemys hull down in our wake. At 7, could
just see his lower steering sail above the horizon
from 8 to 12, descried him at intervals, with the
night glasses. At day-light, discovered the enemy
astern of vis, distant 5 leagues. At 9, A. M. the
.5,

—

1815.

—

sail, reefed his topsails, and hauled
a wind, to the eastward, after a chace of 42
hours.
During this tedious and anxious chace, the
wind Was variable, so as to oblige us to make a

enemy shortened
upon

perfect circle round the enemy. Between two and
three o'clock yesterday not a person on board, had
the most distant idea that there was a possibility of

We

all packed up our things, and waited sion of everlasting gratitude to Him, the
escape.
Supreme
until the enemy's siiot would compel us to heave to Author of our being— who had thus signally deliverand surrender, which appeared certain. Never has e J us from the power of a cruel and vindictive
j

there been so evident an interposition of the goodness enemy.
goverxob tompkins axi> the iiev. sin. woostes.
of a Divine Father my heart with gratitude cknowisdges his supreme power and goodness. On the [We had the pleasure in page 309, to lay before our
readers the appropriate letter and
morning of the 28lh, it was very calm, and nothing
present of governor Tompkins to the reverend Mr. Jf'oonter, for
but murmurs were heard throughout the ship, as it
his
was feared we sfnuld lose our anticipated prize
patriotic exertions in defence of Plattsbwg,
&c.
have the answer of that reverend
many plans had been formed by us for the disposal
gentleman
to the governor, and the
would
of our plunder. The seamen declared they
proceedings bein
a
late
East
India
have the birth deck carpefted with
low,
silk,
Albany Register. The reply of Mr*
W. has been fittingly c lied "holt fatriotisx."
supposing her an Iudiaman from India, while the
To
his excellency Daniel D.
from
under
she
was
the
otfirers,
England,
impression
Tompkins, governor »/
the slate of JVeiq-Yofk.
were making arrangements how we should dispose
Sin Last evening my
of the money, porter, cheese &c. &c. Nothing perplexsensibility was awakened
ed us more than the idea that we should not be able by the reception of Brown's Gilt Family Bible,\\'h\ch
to take out all the good thing s before we should be your excellency was pleased to forward, by the powere regretting our ship liteness of Colonel Anthony Lamb, aid-de-camp to
obliged to destroy her.
did not sail faster, as the Peacock would certainly your excellency.
If the stores of heaven had been
unlocked, your
capture her first, and would lake out many of the
best and most valuable articles before we should get excellency could not have found a more precious
than
the word of God,
as
fast
of
our
not
circumstance
gift
sailing
except
you could have
up (this very
as the Peacock, saved us in the first instance from bestowed the very Gon of the Word.
And as if it
for when captain W. made the were possible to enhance the value of the present,
inevitable capture
is pleased, in a letter dated
Albany,
signal for the sail to be an enemy of superior force, your excellency
all calculated April 21, 1815, to bestow many encomiums on me,
we were 4 leagues to windward.)
"
we caught a and on my intrepid band, for our conduct at Plaitsour fortunes were made, but alas,
Tartar." During the latter part'of the chace, when burgh, on the memorable September 11th, 1814.
You are pleased to observe, that "general Strong,
the shot and shells were whistling about our eart. it
was an interesting sight to behold the varied counte- who commanded ihe intrepid volunteers of Vermont,
nances of our crew. They had kept the deck during had made you acquainted with the part I bore in
all the preceding night employed continually in the achievments of that day."
I did not, sir,
expect to be particularly notired
lightening the ship, were excessively fatigued, and
under momentary expectation of falling into the by general Strong, nor by the governor of the lirst
state
in
the
hands of a barbarous and enraged enemy. The shot
union; but by this, I have another as
that fell on the main-deck, (as before related) surance, that our patriotic fathers delight to search
struck immediately over the head of one of our gal- out, and reward the honest attempt to deserve well
Should a candid public consider
lant fellows who had been wounded in our glorious of our country.
action with the Penguin, where he was lying in his your very handsome eucomiums too freely bestowed
I
cot very ill with his wounds, the shot was near comhope they will also believe, that nothing DUt
the speedy flight of the invaders could have preing through the deck, and it threw innumerable
vented our deserving all which your excellency has
splinters all round this poor fellow, and struck down
a small paper, American ensign, which he had hoisted been pleased to say.
The calls of a sister state, for help in a common
over his bed destruction apparently stared us in the
face, if we did not soon surrender, yet no officer, no cause, wafted to our ears by the western breeze,
man, in the ship shewed any disposition to let the were powerful. The governor of Vermont called
enemy have the poor little Hornet. Many of our men for volunteers. Fourteen thousand British pressed
had been impressed and imprisoned for years in their upon Plattsburgh; the shock was like electricity,
horrible service, and haled them and their nation and the language of the brave was "I -will go."
The act looked like temerity in the eyes of the
with the most deadly animosity, while the rest of the
in awcrew, horror-struck by the relation of the sufferings over prudent; the event was dubious, and hung
of their ship-mates, who had been in the power of \ful suspense— bu our lives had no value whejj ot»
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sisters,

whom

then collected to heur a sermon,

from
ry to '.lie sact\Qraenl,
fears that 1 was depriving

my

lips,

them of

I

prepwat*

expressed their
a pastor forever!

Pheysaid "Will you w<t preach -.r/tfi US, tfds once?
with lis
expect to sec you no more! Come go
into the house where the church are collected."
have
bearing what effect so tender a meeting- might
upon my mind, 1 bid them a tender adieu, embrao

W

—

my clinging babes,
'family
and sit out "immediately with my companions for
men on that haPlattbhurgh. The conduct of my
zardous expedhum, will endear them tome while
my heart beats for my country, or the blood remain?
eil

my

in

l\$

loved as formed of the students of the

tears, kissed

warm in mv veins.
The honor done ms oh

Academy, the volun*
teers, and a respectable number of citizens, then repaired t\ a bower, where refreshments were prepared, and the following toasts, among others, were delivered, accompanied by the discharge of cannon:
The day we celebrate May it be perpetuated as
the era of American Independence, until the last descendant or Adam shall sleep in the dust.
The Slate of Vermont Firm in the vindication of
her rights as the mountains from which she derives
her name.
The President of the United States— With the con-'
stitiuion in one hand, and the law in the other,
may*
he be the political father of us all.
Governor Tompkins May his fame be as brilliant,,
and his principles as pure, ate the volume he iuis sent

—

—

—

this occasion will be justly
considered to he rendered to all my companions in us.
The Constitution of the United States The basis
arms, and it is hoped will prove a stimulus to others
of our independence, the cement of our Union—
to seek to deserve well of their country.
mayYour excellency is pleased to observe, that "1 it be kept sacred and inviolable as the tables of stone
the
ark
of
tented
the
the
in
to
covenant.
tiie
field,
summons, repaired
obeyed

—

and there endured the vicissitudes of the camp,
spurning the proffered indulgences which were justly due to th;> sanctity of my character."
The sanctity of my station, sir, I would sedulousBut I have yet to learn, that sanctity
ly preserve.
of character will make bondage sweet; dangers unbecoming, or justify idleness, when it is the duty of
every man to act. Law and custom render me exempt, but my conscience and my country forbade
such an appeal. IWd, indeed, had been my lo', to
be chained by custom to a bed of down, when gen.
of the
Strong tnd lus men were braving the dangers
field of honor. How could my heart endure, when my
people were in danger, and yet could not find me diI grew up, sir, in
viding- those dangers at their side?
the principle, that dangers lessen by being divided;
that states are strengthened by union, and that regular armies and fleets are invigorated by seeing
citizens contend by their side for the honor of victoHard is the lot of the soldier, when they who
ry.
should be his friends, whose battles he fights, whose
property hedefends.are idle and regardless of his fate.
The sacred volume alluded to above, your excellency is pleased to present as a memorial of your
veneration for my "distinguished" conduct on the
11th of September, 1814.
Gratefully I receive it as
1

The United

—

Like stars of the first magnishine in one constellation, till the
whole world shall be illuminated by the principles'
of their founders.
tude,

States

may they

—

The People of the United States May they rally
round the standard of liberty, and defend the
rights
of a free and enlightened people.
The American Fair May they ever despise cowards and traitors, and love only those who love their

—

country.

Our

political affairs

— Steady

boys, steady,

and!

all's well.

The two great

— Like

political parties in the

Janus and Jowler, snarling,

United States
the never

may

scare the ladies.

—

True mar^aximitt.— From the Aurora. The following anecdote was mentioned by the rev. Joseph
Benson, at the conclusion of a speech, delivered by
him, in London, December 1st, 1814. By giving it
a place in your paper, you will, doubtless,
please a
number of your readers. While it discovers that
some of the people of Great Britain are zealous in
it
spreading the divine gospel
equally discovers-,
that there are some of our American citizens wilthat
should
it
rise
be
and
After
ling
glorified also.
:

the number of missionaries employed in.
such; and beg leave to remind your excellency, that specifying
different parts of the globe, Mr. Benson read the
this same holy book taught me to march to Pittswhich had been transmitted to him by one
burgh, and told me how to behave white 1 was there. following,

You were pleased to request me to convey to my
"brave nssociates the assurance of your high estimation of their patriotism and signal servioes."—
It shall be done; and
your excellency may be assured, that should such i day as the 11th of September, 1814, ever return while we have life, the same
:

ir.cn,

nay,

lunteers

many more,
from

Fairfield,

will appear in the field, as vo-

Fairfield.

June

BENJAMIN WOOSTER*

15, 1815.

With the foregoing, we have received

of his brethren

"A few weeks

in

Wales

:

since, a trading vessel, laden

with

corn, from Cardigan, in Wales, was tak?n in the
channel by an American privateer. When the
captain
of the latter entered the cabin to
survey his prize,
he espied a small box, with a hole in the
top, similar to that which tradesmen have in their
counters,
through which they drop their money, on which the'

words "missionary box," were inscribed. On
seeing
this, the American captain seemed not a little surprised, and addressed the Welsh captain nearly as
follows
"Captain, what is this ?" pointing to the
Uox with his stick, "Oh !" replied the honest Cambrian, heaving a sigh, "tis all over now."
"What ?"
said the American captain.
"Why the truth is,"
said the Welsh captain, "that I and my poor fellows
have been accustomed, every Monday
morning, to
drop a penny each into that box, for the purpose of

for publicafollowing account of the proceedings at
Fairfiald, on the 4th instant:
On the 4th of July, Mr. Woosteh called together
his patriotic band, read to them
governor Tompkins'
letter, and his answer, shewed them his valuable present, and delivered a very appropriate and affecting
address.
Samuel Duel, jr. a senior member of the
Academy, and one of the intrepid volunteers to sending out missionaries to preach the gospel to the
Pittsburgh, undtr Mr. Wooster's command, deli- heathen, but it is all over now." "Indeed !" answervered an oration which did honor to himself and ed the American captain, "that is
very good." After pausing a few minutes, he said, "captain, I'll
justice to the cause.
An ode was sung adapted to the occasion, and the not hurt a hair of your head
nor touch your vesexercises closed with an address to the throne of sel ;" and immediately departed
leaving the owa«
A p^pcefcsion, er to pursue his eouftg to his destine:! port,"
ouster.
gMce. by the reverend Mr.
tion

the

:

;

W

—
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CHRONICLE.

at Philadelphia, on
indisposed.

Monday

last.

He had

been long

American and British.— Capt. Thompson [of the
James A. Bayaiu>, died
from Naples, on
atWilmington, on Saturday
brig Venus, arrived at Baltimore
His decease is thus noticed in a prithat while laying in Naples, evening last.
Saturday last] states,
vate
letter from a lady id her friend in Baltimore
after the British arrived from Sicily on the 21st of
.M ay, he kept a memorandum of the number of BriWitmington, Slh month 7, 1815.
" BArArin
is
tish seameii wh offered their services on board the
gone Last evening, about 8 o'clock,
whs
released from sufferings; "such," lie said;
Venus, such as, boats crews, &c. amounting to 183, he
the whole of whom lie positively refused; but, not- "as no mortal could imagine," and which, I feel a
have
not been in vain
[a religious reflection
withstanding, they received one of our men, a green hope,
Which the writer knew would be best understood b«
h.«nd, on board it. M. brig Grasshopper; the captain
those
to
whom
the
deceased was familiarly known}
of the brigand the British vice-consul acknowledged him to be an American. The admiral, lord Ex- Tiie Neptune cast anchor in our river last second
The
town
was
comto
the
day.
immediately all bustle. The
iiiouth, late sir Edward Pelew, wrote
mander of the brig not to give the man up on any arrival of president Madison would have caused no
such agitation democratic as we are, there is no
consideration.
Further. Speaking on the subject of the Dart- man in the place so popular as James A.. Bayard".
moor massacre to an intelligent officer of our revo- He was not landed till after dark; was then carried
twelve sailors. He was surrounded by crowds
lutiomry war, (says the editor of an eastern paper) by
he told me turn anecdotes that occurred at that pe of friends and townsmen who wished to carry him ;
but the sailors claimed it as their privilege and the
riod, which I think will interest the reader:
After Burgovne was taken, the prisoners were kind hearted creatures would not quit the house till,
marched to the neighborhood of Boston. Orders they had offered, together, a prayer for B lyard.
were given to the centinels who guarded them, to From his first arrival, he said he should not recover ;
let no prisoner, officer or soldier, pass the lines was thankful for the privilege of reaching his family,
without a written order. A high spirited British and appeared resigned. The gathering in his breast
broke yesterday morning, and he had not strength
officer, having a lady in comp.my, in a chaise, atThe to cast up the load of matter. Our physicians are
tempted to pass without a regular permit.
centinel called to him thrice to slop, but the officer unanimous in the opinion, that the death of" this
man is owing immediately to the ignorance or
disregarding the order, the soldier shot him dead, great
mismanagement of his case in Europe. The bell
and he fell at the lady's feet.
Soon afterwards one of our officers was insulted now rings for the town council, who are assembling
amidst the universal gloom, to rffer some poor honor
by a British soldier. The officer reprimanded him
for his insolence, and the soldier immediately called to the memory of our deceased fellow-citizen."
him a damn'd rebel. The officer instantly drew his
[Fed. Gai.
sword and ran him through the heart.
General PACKEN'itAir. British House of Commons^
Uoth the officer and centinel were called to a June 5. Lord Castlereagh rose, pursuant to notice,
court martial. General Burgoyne himself plead the to move for funeral honors to m.ijor-general sir Edcause against them, and it is said with much zeal ward Packenham, who fell on the 8th of January last,
and than whom, few could have performt J more
and ability, but they were both acquitted.
The United States brigs Boxer and S.u-anac sailed eminent services. He had received a wound at the
from New York last week for the Mediterranean.
storming of St. Lucie, and another at Martinique.'
The U. S. brig Enterprize has sailed for the Me- It was his particular wish to be sent out to serve in
diterranean. She has on board a 13 inch mortar. the Peninsula, where he took an able share in the
She will soon be followed by the schooner Hornet. battle of Talavera, but he particularly distinguished
The Dutch squadron, consisting of one 74, 2 fri- himself in the battle of Salamanca. ILre, having
said to led on the third division, he turned the enemy's left
gates, a sloop of wa.- and a gun brig, were
have left England for the Mediterranean, about the wing, and so exerted himself as to acquire the
marked applause of the duke of Wellington, whose
pith of June.
The noble lord then
applause was itself fame.
Dartmoor. We have received from the office of moved an address to the
prince regent, that he
ihe National Advocate, New-York, an engraved plan would
be graciously pleased to order a monument
of Dartmoor prison, with a typographical descrip- to be
erected to the memory of the late major-genetion and explanation:
It is a curious and interesting
ral sir Edward Packenham, in the Cathedral church
article.
We are requested to mention that they are of St. Paul Carried
unanimously.
disposed of by the quantity on very liberal terms.
[It appears by tiie above that his lordship had alMr. Crawford, our late minister to 1 Vance, has ac- tered his opinion. See page 353.]
cepted the office of secretary of war.
Ajteiucas hielf.s It is a fact creditable to out*
The town of Port Royal, in Jamaica, has been almanufactures, that American rifles have obtained
most entirely destroyed by fire.
a preference among British officers, to those manuThe Buffalo Gazette says, that since factured in Europe. Several have been purchased
West-.vard.'
the opening of the spring, scarcely a day has passed in this city, of Albany manufacture, by officers
without the editor's witnessing the passage of seve- returning to Canada, and orders sent down for others.
ral fainiHes from New-England, through that village It is not unlikely that our rifles owe in part their
The spirit of the Hartford celebrity to the dreadful destruction which they
for the state of Ohio.
Convention will drive an immense population from caused in the British ranks during the late war;
the eastern states. The wor.it that will result from and that the object may be to take them to England
:

!

>

!

;

j

;

—

—

—

the doings of the faction is not yet felt. Town lots
in Cincimi-ui have been sold at $2.50 per foot
and
#300 Would not be taken for some choice situations.
How long is it since the- "wild deer and wolf" inhabited the place?
Captain John Smith, of the U. S. navy, and commander of the U,§. ship Franklin of 74 gtins, died

—

as matters of curiosity.

If so,

it

may

be found

rteceSSary, in order to prove their destructive qualities,
to take along also a few American riflemen; for we

owed their efficiency, in a
men who wielded them. — The
men were freemen as w -11 as marksmen. — It may b&
difficult to find sueh in Enron?.— Albany Argus
are persuaded our rifles

great measure, to the
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Europe
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that,

£v

I'EIl

ANXI.iU.

little else.

IN-

It

tlie «-vents

TUE

SA7.IE T151E.

4,860 hhds. tobacco,
9,671 keg* manufactured do,

like the

64 215

bbls,

flour,
that have recently transpired in
254,600 lbs. cotton,
France are of the most astonishing as well as most
540,000 bushels of coal,
to be wondered
interesting character; and it is not
429 casks whiskey,
as
at, that in tlie state of uncertainty yet remaining
56 tons cordage,
to their termination, ranch effort should he made to
151 do. hemp,
ascertain the ival character of tilings just past as
167 bbls. bread,
leading to conclusions respecting future operations.
1,497 bushels wheat,
"With great attention to the subject, and a fixed de485 bbls. Var,
termination to discover truth in tlie vast mass of

true,

no. 207.

r

So completely fills the public mind,
page:; of our 1 1 ix, st k ii, it can contain
is

[whole

1

«

28 bags woo!,
matter presented through the newspapers, we give,
12 hhds. 3
in tlie present number, as perfect a detail of events
33 bbls. s hams,
hs was in our power to offer, accompanied with a
7 boxes J
large body of" highly useful documents all which
14 hhds. 3
Tins excessive presis important and interesting.
28 tierces vfurs,
sure of matter breaks in upon the arrangements
7 boxes 3
we had made 'or closing the volume; but requires no
30 casks flax-seed,
apology to those who wish to preserve a living his47 do. bees -wax,
tory of great tilings.
128 boxes segars,
Speculation upon the issue of affairs in France is
10 tons shot,
idle.
The course of things, as drawn from history,
These articles have been
GO"
no
to
have
to
modern
principally shipped
times.
Appears
application
to
These two tilings, however, may be noted: that at Of Boston, New-York and Philadelphia.
which it is fair to presume there went to
our last accounts it seems to have been determined
foreign
markets
tbat Napoleon II. was to be regarded us the "legiti2000 hhds tobacco at g 160
mate" head or' the French nation and that the fate
per hhd. g320,00O
50,000 bbls. flour,
7 per hhd.
350,000
oiW'apoleon I. was quite uncertain. Whether he has
Which shews that the port or district of Richmade his escape or not, it is impossible to determine.
mond has directly furnished
foreign markets with a.

—

\

—

—

value of" 1,271,170 dollars;
and, indirectly, with a vahie of $670,000— probabh
in tne wool
taking in
the shipments to
No. IX.
Petersburg and Nprfblfc (which*
The following places some of the follies of the latter is the great sea-port of Virginia) a value
clamorous part of the people of the eastern states equal to three millions in native productions, for fuin six mouths; in the three'
It is wholesome to tlie
in a new light.
-first of
body poli reign markets,
tic ih it their pretensions should be
fully examined, which very little business was done.
that they may drink humiliation from the
The tonnage of the district of Richmond, in
cup of
1811,
was only 6,357 tons an 1 that of the "nation of Newtruth, "and be healed," of their madness.

New-England Convention.

—

From

EXPORTS OF RICHMOND,

the 1st of January to the 30th June, 1S15.
TO F0IIK1GN POUTS DIJIECT.
7,275 hhds. tobacco, $l60perh\d* £1,164,000
32.720 bids, flour
7 per bill.
940,000
34,700 lbs. cotton JO cts. per ll>.
6,94)
229,5yd staves
§25 per Ih.
3,225
— -116 boxes sonp ~> ,
^[supposed)
6,913
4^7 do. candles $

230 rough spars

value

"264 handspikes

unknown

720 hhds. tobacco stems, ^20 per hhd.
30 cts. per lb.
3,000 lbs- beeswax
81 lbs. Merino woo!, gl-50 'do.

Nsw

from Richmond, was owned in the "nation;" and a
considerable quantity was British,
The fact is every day more manifest, that the }r,oobins of JVew England, in
respect to the people of
the south, have behaved like
fretful bubien "yiatrrel'
_

1,440

900

121.50 ling

Besides these

tersburg

tlie

gl.271,170 50 *eize it
to the Peevery where asking employment of the people thev"
which cannot appear calumniated
ant under' the flag (hey disgracmd looking with jealousy at their rivals in
edf

much has been shipped

and \harfolk

in this schedule.

thei-" bread an,{
butterf'
They cast front
subsistence of their commerce, in
spite; but
You find them
again like ravenous wolves.

-.villi

them
<S^f

distr. cts,

'

It would be a fair
England," 606,740 tons
bet, ten
to one, that the district of
Richmond, for th< year
1815, will reulli/ furnish (directly and
indirectly) as
much value of' native products for
fee
foreign markets
<s all tlie "nation »?,
lixanirp." But the
are
"enemies
of
Virginians
commerce !"
I venture the
assertion, that more than one half of
the tonnage employed to
carry off this great valm:

;

the transport trade, the "magnanimous
*
English,"
I am told that this tobacco
might have been estimated at nearly g200per had. which would
an
give
f Recollect ihefve striped fag trf the nation, hoist"
additional value of articles furnished for
foreign ex- ed jn various p.ris during the war, and the "J\~e-,j
port of §371,000. But I prefer to be on the safe
salute of
fired When the ambasside

England

;

being more willing to underrate than

ex-'igge-

f.-ce

gum,"

sador from HolUvad to the United SltUev, landed at

B eston.

Ee
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whose bloody cross

their infamous senate said
"wickettand immoral?' to douse.*

it

w*s

EXPORTS OF ALEXANDRIA.

lbs.

1

315.

if' these
propositions be correct, (and I certainl*
believe they are sufficiently so to nmke up general
conclusions) it wilt appear, that one fifteenth of all the

all the

tonnage of

Exports from the port of Alexandria, from the 1st of
April to the 30th of June, 1815, to ioueigx touts.
:
(~ Custom house entries J
120,549 bbls. flour,
$7 per bbl. §843,773
£>,448 do. & 1,161 kegs bread 5 do.
42,24*'
1 per bv.sh.
23.564
23,564 bushels corn
530,50 J hhds. tobacco
100 per hhd. 530.500
do. manufactured 20 cis./;. lb
3,t 70 lbs
1,615
636,060 lbs. cotton
2,450 lbs. spermaceti candles
do.
11,930 lbs. tallow
1,797
15cts./>. lb.
141 quintals and 1,662 bbls. fish
594
2,971 lbs. butter 20 cts,. per lb.
1,380
1,380 bushels flax-seed gl 00 per bush.
15'cts. />cr lb.
748
4,993 Ibs.hams
Merchandize, value £13,247
13,247
starch
69S lbs.
"^
20,175

19.

great commercial states, employed

in,

foreign trade, subsists and exists entirely upon (he
transportation of surplus productions deposited at lite

What of
of Richmond and Alexandria !
Georgetown, S. C. Savann-ah, CHARLESTON and
ORLEANS !— with twenty other ports and
pi ices where New E inland vessels are or have been
seeking business ?
Why, we have hud several thousand tons begging "freight or charter," even'in Bal-

towns

NEW

!

timore

!

!

.'

—

Have the people of

J\'ev>- England
the honest
part of the people who hava heedlessly joined the
jacobin chorus of slan ler against lh« people of the
south, ever thought of these things ? Certainly not
it is
impossible that they could have considered
where the very root of that commerce, they are so
jealous of, lies. What a wretched miserable fool
should we esteem a tobacco spinner r/TlAUTroRD, that

—

soap

call a tobacco planter of Virginia, an enemy
12,000 might
of the tobacco trade? But there is just us much
reason on the side of the JVeio England chip owners
3,116 galls, turpentine J
as there would be on the side of the tobacco twister
1 471,485
ASNJ Til EI WILL SEE IT, AXII l?f SACKCLOTH ACKN'OW£r"Critical exactness is not affected in thess es'i
nvi'es— the object being only to shew a general value.) L,:DCE 1T Iy LKSS THKy * 1X mosths, if peace be mads
Already have the "magnanimous RaArticles not considered as' the proper products of 1N Ecaons.
"
the district or country of which Alexandria is the! l, ' h made a commercial regulation that virtual!;
prohibits the import of cotton (one of our most vaarc omitted in the valuation.

21,000 staves

)-

39,00.0 r-hingles

>

"

('••pot,

The tonnage of the district of Alexandria, in 1811, luable and most bn'kti staples) into British ports in
was 11,736 ions at least one half of that portion of American bottoms, by the difference of the duty
thereon ill favor of British vessels (see page 372,)
it which was employed in
foreign trade, was lost or
the war, or carried off'
the buca- and they will no doubt go further to encourage their
transferred

—

—

by
by
own shipping then will the eastern ship owners
neering Scotchman, Gordon. It will be quite safe to
call upon congress to "regulate commerce" by imsay that one half of thesje exports were made in
posing countervailing duties, to protect them from
JVeu> England vessels.
Let us look a little further into the nature of the the "bulwark of their religion." A spirit of just
the representatives of
facts that these things necessarily lead to a conside- resentment wivild induce
the agriculturalists of the United States to cry out,ration of.
"Don't trouble us; it is of no consequence to us
Taking it for granted (and it is very near the
whether our produce is carried away in an Old
truth) that one half of the articles exported from
the districts of Richmond and Alexandria, Was car- English or in a New English vessel it does not affect
matlied away in ships that belonged to the people of fhe our profits we'll have nothing to do widi the
an American of a spirit
"nation" whose owners li:;d begged employment for ter." But the feelings of
them of the "enemies of commerce" in the south we that looks to all parts of the United S :tes as a
common country a patriotic determination to resist
have the following results
an injury done to the least deserving as if done un15,000 hhds. tobacco at 3 4ths of a toil to a hhd. tons.
to all the community, will dictate a contrary course
would require for their export
12.223
and the high-minded agriculturalists of 'hr south
183,000 bbls flour— 10 bbfc- to the too
18,300
and west will say to the late mad or treasonable, but
The other articles
8,080
now contrite ship-owners of the east "l! is 'rue,
would have surrendered every thing to Great
38,523 you
Britain during the war, and did all that you dired to
lhe subjugation of the United Slates, though
tons 19,261 ? ffect
naif for Xew-England vessch,
A in_bu
t in,Te 1 that we we, e en
lL
l
Independent of the swarms of craft em'iloi ed m
the
and Tl
principles do notcnange with circumstances,
th- coasting trade
claims for common right and just rtyour
U****f
at
5
to
the
100
men
And,' 19,261 tons,
tons, would
1 he interest of a
shall not pass unregarded
give employment to about 1000 New England sea- P">city
the Umted Sutes 1S the concern ot ^
to
bwides
30f>more
2
in
men;
employed
transport- \***\f
n
the articles coastwise and
or w"°*s

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

:

—

1

™f;

i

'

—

^.

Money

.

(iy

the transport

end Alexandria

of goods from the port? of Richmond
to different parts of the world.
01

Jiostoii,

|

Market.
lugt

1 and deferred 6 per cent
Again although the tonnage of tiie "nation of New Loans
New England" amounted to 606,740 tons, as above
icr cents
slate 1, irot more than, if so much xs, one half of it,
Treasury notes
or 300,000
was employed wi foreign trade the Drafts on Nsw-York
J, 000 tons, was

—

—

thjflif

W

'

ing
maintain, directly
merchants, ship builders, smiths, rigiudireetly
&-.
the
Sec.
with
seamen, and the families off
gers,
:.!!, not less than 9 or 10,000 of the inhabitants
of]
\'ew England.
Thmis, 9 or 10,000 persons subsisted]

—

*.

,

so j^urli talked o
;

J

Philadelphia
Baltimore
bills on London

S,e proceedings in the sen.ite of Massachusetts,
on the vote of thanks proposed to captain Law-

Government

u&tcs, for c ipturing the I'eitrock.

Private bills
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and went in* The officers were receive
With the greatest demonstrations of joy.
per cent
At Marseilles the royalists are slated to hava
made a dreadful carnage among Bonaparte's troupe
M
dis. and afterwards to have extended their hellish mapar a 1-2
Treasury notes
ad. lignity to the families of citizens, who were attached
12 a 12 1-2
Specie
to him, massacreing in the most
dreadful manner their
Philadelphia, August 11.
innocent women and children/
98
Old and deferred 6 per cents
per cent
The duke of Wellington, in a letter to lady Mot'tl*
New Loans
97 1-2 a V? 3-4
61
3 per cents
inglon, his mother, pays a high compliment to Bona-"
,»
parte. He says, that he did his duty— that he fought
par.
Treasury notes
the battle with infinite skill, perseverance and bra->
2 per cent. (lis.
Bank notes of Delaware
2 1-2 »
Baltimore
very— "and this," adds the noble duke, «'l do not
state from any personal motive of
»
n
claiming merit td
Virginia &. Carolina 2
ad.
4
New-York
myself— for the victory is to be attributed to the sudis.
3
Western
perior physical force and invincible constancy of
»
British soldiers.'*
ad.
15
>
Specie, Spanish
Lord Castlereagh was followed and insulted by a
7
Bills on London
mob
in Parliament-street, London, on the 15ih June}
Baltimore August 1 1
his
house was guarded through the night by a troop
Old and deferred 6 per cents
99
per cent.
of
98
New Loans
cavalry.
»
A proclamation is said to have been issued by
3 per cents
62
•»»
on entering France, in which he!
fl
3 a 4
>»
'Treasury notes
/.jlord Wellington,
declares that any cruelty inflicted on any British
Bank notes of Boston
16
»
»-—
soldier or subject in France, should be
New York
7
»>
avenged by

JVewTorki August
94
Old ami deferred <3 per cents
93
New Loans
58
3 per cents

into port

12.

.

1

1

(

1

•
'

2«2

1-4
Philadelphia
Virginia & Carolina
O.
Ken.
7 1-2
Western,

Pennsylvania

1 to

3

16
10

Specie

Bdls on London

the conflagration of Paris.

The English and
dis.
»»

Spaniards were capturing

all

the French vessels ill the Mediterranean, they fell
in with.
Several Spanish privateers Were out*

An official letter from the duke of Wellington
ad
„ mentions that the count of Lobau, (Hertrand) and

„
general C unbrone, were taken prisoners.
The earl of Uxbridge is created amartjuis.
ad.
16
cent
per
In the battle of the 18th June* the allies took 123
2 12
„
„
French carinorij ornamented with flowers and rib-*
6 a 7
,,
„
bons, and the portable observatory on which Bona12.

Norfolk, August 10.
Specie, Spanish dollars
Treasury notes
Bills

on London

Richmond August
parte was mounted during the actioO;
Treasury notes
Bills on London
4 a 5 per cent, ad
Ferdinand, king of Aaples, lias entered his capital*
The brig Aristomenesj arrived at New-York, from
14 to 17
S-pecie
„
„
Baltimore notes
dis. Havre de Grace, was ve'ry closely searched by a Br; =
2 a 2 1-2 „
(£j'The preceding is made up merely with a view tish frigate tor the person of J\~cipoleon Bonaparte.
London papers of June 28, say that the Russians
•of affording a general idea of the value of the
things
mentioned at different places. But further than for had crossed th a Rhine;
this it is not to be relied on.
The speculators in
Of the negotiation. It will be seen by the details
that the new French government has made proposithe money market
artificially raise or depress the
stocks, &c. at pleasure, one or two or more per cent, tions for peace to the allies. M. Otto was sent on
and the prices current of brokers are sometimes this business for England-— his despatches were re*
ceived and sent to London, but he himself did not
made up to subserve them.

—

Foreign Articles*

cross the channel. It is understood the British will
refer them to a n?w congress of the allies, probably
to be held at Brussels-— lor which place Castlereagh

Dritis.h price of Stocks, June 27.
The
scrip) of the loan, now bears a premium

Omnium, lias gone.
It is positively stated in the British papers that
of 13 per
had purchased up bills of excent, putting immense fortunes into the
pockets of Bonaparte's agents
the contractors. Three per cents. 60, and rising.— change on London to no small amount.
BedHced 58 3 4 7-8; Consols 60 1-2 5-8; 4 per cents
Vesierday (says a Plymouth [Bng.] paper of
73 1-8 to 74; Omnium 12 1-4 3-8; Exchequer bills July 4,) general count Looan and several other"
French officers, who were taken prisoners in thii
,2s. to 6s. discount.
of Waterloo, set off in carJuly 2—3 per cent red. 58 14 to 58 1 2.— Omni- late glorious victory
um 11 3-4 a 12 premium.
riages and four for Ashburton, where they are to
During the late siege of Ancona, the port was bloc- reside on their parole^
The British home of commons have voted a mq<
kaded by the Austrian frigate Carolina of 34 guns,
and several smaller vessels. This is one of the first numeitt to the oflicers and soldiers who fell in the
battle of Waterloo.
efforts of the Austrian navy.
The Austrian army which entered France by
The declaration of war of England against France
teached Plymouth, Eftg. June 23, and vessels of war Basle, is said, in the Paris papers, to be commanded
Charles
immediately sailed to take French vessels of all by the arch duke
The Paris paper says that in the battle of June 18^
descriptions.
The British were laying up a great number of JVfew had four horses killed under him and three
their men of war.
wounded, and then fought on foot till fortune deSeveral French vessels under the white
cided against the French.
flag, have
been sent into England
The following were the votes in the chamber of
The Ajax, British 74, appeared ofT Marseilles on representatives, for persons to form the executive
Uie 27th of June, and sent a boat on shore o:i seeing government— Carnot 324: Fouche 293; Gre©i»5.Q^J
-hcwTi'te flag hoisted-. She jvara afterward? invited JMaedopald 157; fca. Fay-tte W2.
.

!
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it was resolved W. llmgton, and
Iii the French
by an officer on the part of prince'
legislature, June 25,
The capitulation granted the honors of
that, all the representative should weir^a tri-cohred Blucher.
war to the French troops, who were to march out
scarf'.
;

towards Nantz and that the allies were 10 enter th6
There is a report that marshal Soutt is dead.
The Prussian accounts of the great battle of the next day.
That there had been a skirmish before Paris,
l'6tli
arid I8.th of June, have been officially publisked. In the former prince Butcher had but 80,000 which the papers say terminated in their favor
that
the
that
Bonaparte had left Paris and it was reported had
.apposed to 130,000 French. It is admitted
not
to
but
were
to
Kochefort
on
Prussians were defeated;
embark
boird a frigate at
pursued in gone
^he retreat. In the course of the day, Blucher* s horse that place, where two were said <o be in readiness to
tvas killed and fell on him; and the enemy passed take him and his family off.
and re-passed ium in several charges, while he lay
Captain Mudge was boarded from a British cruizon the field of -battle. In the battle of the IStli, er off the Cordovan tiie officer of which informed])
prince Backer s'aysj "ljShgKsh valor on tlds daj that he was searching for Bonaparte, whom they had
The Scotch infantry baf information had embarked in an American vessel.
.'could no' be surpassed.
An embargo had been laid in France for eight
Red the old imperial gUafd, and the firiglisb cavalry
defeated the French cuirassier's at every charge." days after Bonaparte left Paris, said by some to faThe Prussians, under Buloio, begin to engage about ciiitate, and by others, to prevent his escape.
The provisional government had informed lord
four o'clock, but tlie issue remained doubtful ustil
seven; when the enemy became wavering; and a Wellington, that Bonaparte had abdicated, and was
Prussian charge decided the day.
off; ana enquired what more the allies were contendThe account adds, 'fth'e route of the French re- ing for.
li was the
sembled the
lit of an
general opinion that the French would
arraj of barbarians, sfid of
the enemy's \\ hole force, not more than 40,000, about oppose the restoration of Louis 18 ih ; but that they
oneu.ird, arid twenty-seven pieces of cannon, escap- would be compelled to it.
Marshal Sachet at Chamberry, entered into an ared. At'Genappe, Bonaparte quitted his carriage and
;

;

(

;

j

\

;

<

.'!;,

"escaped on
sworu."

horseback, losing

both his hat and mistice

with the Austrian general Printout, wh.3

commands the Italian army, June 30.
The head quarters of the arch-duke Charles, who
The royal arnly of France, at noitime since the re
assumption of the throne by Bonaparte, has exceeded commands the Austrian grand army, moved from
-

'1000 men; the greater p irt of which were officers! Friburgh to Loerrach, preparatory to entering
'Bonaparte. The following pointed remark is from France, June 28.
M. fe count Boulay is charged provisionally with
the J\e;o-York Gazette a. paper that will not be
the pert feuille of the minister of justice.
under "French influence':"
suspected of

—

—

being
The decent and respectful solicitude of the PaMany carriages which were in Bonaparte's suite,
risians for Bonaparte, manifested when his power have arrived at Paris, by which it appears that mawas at an end, expresses their esteem most emphati- ny things are safe winch in the first moments cf
trouble and disorder were presumed to be lost.
cally; At London, or Petersburg or Constantinople,
Wounded soldiers are continually arriving at Pathe bow-string, the gadows or bowl, would have
made the exit from power and exit from life; but, ris, who are put in the hospitals, and the chizeffs
amidst all their calamities, Paris is the seat of su- vie with each other in furnishing them with all tlie
perior civilization. Never did Bonaparte appear so comforts and accommodations that their situation
requires.
truly great as at and after his abdication.
The commission of the government on the recomThe grants to' the Duke of WeUmglon, have been
750,000/. in cash, and a salary of 40GW. per annum, mendation of tiie chambers, have called for the defence of tiie country, all tlie young unm irried men,
besides his pay as a field marshal. He has also
im-j
His share of the residue of the 150,000 ordered in ISld
inense estates in Spain, Portugal, &c.
Tiie
the compensation for captured stores will be nearly individuals composing a part of tlie b .ttahons of
the national guards, of grenadiers, or of chasseurs,
half a million of dollars.
A letter from Havre (says the New-York Gazette) who belong to the classes levied in 1815, and the
of the 30th June, to a gentleman in this city, says
years preceding, are put at the disposition of the
'Tlie king will be in Paris in a few days, when government, to be employed in the army of the line.
The married men to do garrison duty.
order will be restored."
The battalions of national guards from which men
The British arc capturing all the French vessels
Tiie port of New-York have already been furnished for the army, are to lie
they can under either flag
is closely
watched by a raze" and a brig, who filled up by the departments to winch they belong
have taken several vessels. They make a pretty A c.dl was also made on all unmarried men, and old
general overhauling of all that go in or out. This men who have no children, for filling up tiie army.
Tin Daily Advertiser says Bonaparte left Paris
is vn av.-ful, b\ British laws.
We have not yet published the fearful list of Bri- at 4 o'clock on the 20th ot June to proceed to Chertish officers killed and wounded in the la'e battles burg or Ilociifort, (for the accounts in the P. r.s pawith the French. A late London paper a ids about pers are very contradictory) where lie was to emtwenty to the list that JVetUngton made out without bark for this country. Tin provision d government
returns, but gives us to expect a complete return. say that they consiuer him, m consequence of his
Tlie last report about Bonaparte is
[hat he had abdication, as placed under the safeguard of French
escaped to the isle of Itee, on the coast of France, honor. They applied to the duke of Wellingtonnear Rochelle, where he was closely watched by a for a passport to permit him to proceed, unmolested,
to the L nited States.
British squadron.
This passport Wellington
The following summary of news brought by the refused to grant. Bonaptrte requested two frigates
Ludlow, captain Mudge, arrived at Boston is from to be put at his disposal to bring him and his
friends to this country, which
the Independent Chronicle :
request was readily
Captain Mudge reports verbally, that while at tlie gran' ed him by the provisional government.
He still remained in Paris until the 29th, wlarn
Cordovan, a paper was received which contained the
CAPITULATION OF PARIS, dated the 4th July, 'die allies approached near the city, his friends beand signed by colonel Howard on the part of lord 'coming alarmed for his safety, hastened him away.

—

—

—

—
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The following- persons accompanied him general flnediafcl) settled in favor of die imperial f n r
Bertrand, general Sfovslry, general Lalle.jn>na, gene- Marshal Soul and general Grouch) have resign^
and general Bordi u\ Is garrisoned by 4 or 5000 troops << th
ral Labedoyere, general Montholon,
rara
Gorg.u colonels Bail Ion and Desclnmps Chiefs ot line, under the command of generu Clati
and St. Yojh Captain iV - reviewed very Sunday^ ind thegenei
a " r "i ••
squadron Worin, Resigny
essrs. Iklacasv, Cham
•in; lieu -nant. Antrim;
PEmpireur, Vive I' Prince Imperiale, clown with the
berlain, and hisson; St. Catharine, page; Ratheray, Bourbons and all their pariizam" echoes through
iir
and
Appianna,
any
secretary; Begin, surgeon; Colin
tliey ti-fve sworn vengeance
igainsi
maitress d'hotel
Plaiinat, St Jacques and Shiappi, British troops that may enter Bowie mx tfl change
the
or
and eight
ten domestics.
three-colored flag, a flag which h< v re deterThe application to the duke of Wellington for a mined to support and no oilier. The inno/cenl fi;id
the
Lonto
in
rise
report
well-disposed people of France dread the idea of a
passport, probably gave
don that Bonaparte had given himself up to Wel- rebellion, and are much afraid that everything will
not bz settled to please all parlies,
lington.
prior to a revolui

'

l

'

;

;

I

•

*

M

—

I

;

:

who had been dispatched to
suspension of hostilities with Wellington
and Blucher, had rep ired lo the head-quarters f
the result of tiieir mission was not
thosigenerals, and
on the 28th of .hit}. But the allied
definitely known,
arnn s in the mean time continued to advance, and
on the 20th of June had arrived within sigiit of the
D ivoust, minister of war, had assumed the
capital.
command of tin French army, the whole of which
)nJ, on the 29th, retreated to the lines bout Paris.
Versailles, the royal residence, ten miles from Paris, hid been entered by the allies, and conflicts of
small parties in the vicini'y of the capital were
The

plenipotentiaries

treat for a

•

tion taking
place. The allied armies
he
capital the 6th.

were to enter

—

The proposal of the new
Bri.&sels, June 28.
French government for a cessation of arms has been
rejected by prince Blucher, on the pari of Prussia,
Tlie Bavarian army passed the Rhine, at. Manheim, the 19th, to the amount of 20,000 men, followed by a pulk of Cossacks.
June 24. One hundred and twes'y-six pieces' of
cannon, t,fceh on the 18th, are to' he decorated
with trophies They are independent of those taken
by the brave Prussians
June 23.— Loui;. 18th has returned into his kingdom, accompanied by the count D'Jrtots and a.

—

Whether any general actaking place every day.
preceded the capitulition of the city, which great retinue oi nobles, guards, Swiss, &c- amounting
took pi ice on the: 4t.'i of July, we are not informed. to 4000.
tion

June 28, an armistice was made with the royalists
the west of France, by winch they are secured an
indemnity for die past, and are permitted either to
remain at their homes, or to retire unmolested from
the country.
It appears from it that the marquis
leader of the
la Roche J
..cqueline, a distinguished
royalists, is not dead as was reported.
The two houses of the legislature continued in
session with great constancy, and were using every
exertion to oppose the allies. No mention had been
made of the restoration of tiie Bourbons, nor had
any means been takjn for acknowledging Napoleon
II.
They produced on the 29th of June, strange as
itmiv seem, an entire new constitution. The form
of the new government is monarchal, but no hint is
given wlio is to be sovereign.
OO^The brig Pike has arrived at Baltimore from
Bordeaux; but as she left that place with the Ludlow
arrived a few days since at Boston, we have little
news by her. She was robbed of her latest Bordeaux
was boardpaper by a British frigate, from which she
ed to search for Bonaparte. This paper contained
the capitulation of Paris <.nd must have been inters' ing. She brought out a copy of the latest French
constitut ion, which probably may appear in our next.
Th: following summary of events was furnished by
the oassengers in the Pike to the editors of the Baltiin

more Patriot:

—

Jrun, Spa'm, June 15. Many persons arc now employed in digging at Mr lnd, in consequer.ee of
some testimony given by some Moors of the exis
tence of a treasure valued at 20,000,000 dollars, and
which has remained buried ever since the reign of
Ferdinand and Isabella; some signs have b^en found
which correspond witii the evidence given by the
Moors. Never could treasure come more apropos.
London, June 27- A letter from Boulogne* dated
yesterday morning, states, that the tricolor cd fug
had been struck along the -whole of the French
coast,
and no other had been hoisted. On
Sunday, which
is the usual
for
the
colors
in
day
displaying
France,

—

'

and a general holiday, it was omitted; bui great retook place in eonsequenoe of the abdication*
of Bonaparte, the inhabitants
congratulating them-

joici -g

selves on the prospect of their troubles
being at an
end.

After the battle of the 16th, the French had the
savage cruelty to cut off the ?ars of such of 'lie
Prussian prisoners as they did not butcher in cold
blood. In return the Prussians gave no
quarter after the battle of the 18th.
Vdenciennes and Lille opened their gates ami declared in favor of the Bourbons. Louis was to lake
up his present residence in the latter.
Among Bonaparte's baggage was found a portfeuille, said to contain a list of his agents in (liferent

—

—

Puis surrendered to the allied armies under parts of Europe a most precious prize [ndee'u!
Blucher and Wellington, by capitulation, on the 4th The military chest of the imperial guard whs 'ken.
The eagles taken belonged to the 45th and l04:h
of July, and the French troops of the line, which occupied the capital, were to march out of Paris on .he regiments, and were suptrbly gilt and ornamei ed
war; their march to be di- with gold fringe. That of the 45th Was inscribed!
•"Stli, with the honors of
rected towards Nantz
nothing mentioned of Louis with the names of Jena, Jlusterlitz, Wagram, Fried-

—

—

return to Paris the national fl:^ fli-s
throughout France the military are much displeased, as well as many of the private citizens, with
the conduct of Louis the 18i.ii, for
bringing into the
Country foreign inv .ding armies to establish on the
throne of France the Bourbon family, so much
against the will of the people. There are many parthe 18di's

—

land,&c. being the battles

in

winch

this regiment,

called the invmcibles, had signalized itself.
other was a present from Louisa to the 104th

ment.
a.-,

if

it

The
regi-

One was much defaced with blood and dirt,
had been struggled for, and the eagle was

broken off from the pole, as

if from the cut of
was nevertheless preserved.
ties in Frmce at
Several French regiments are said to have cried
present, some for N poleon 1st,
Napoleon 2d, prince imperiale due d'Orleans, and vive l'Bourbon, and offered to come over— but this
Louis 18th, each of which are
strong; hut were it was suspected to be a ruse de guerre.
pot for the allied armies the business would be im-i
To the astonishment even of mditary men, alt

also

a Sabre, but

it
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seem to dis- a Prussian general, which had beer, taken by ou?
into the very scouts.
appear; line allies penetrate unopposed
The troops were full of ardor. The force of the
heart of France; the inhabitants hailing them as
thousand men,
their deliverers, and readily supplying them with English army was estimated at eighty
and it was supposed that a Prussian corps, whicli
provisions.
might be in position by the evening, amounted tc
War Department, June 29.
of fifteen thousand men. The enemy's force was, thereDespatches have been received from the dubs
Ours were
fore, more than ninety thousand men.
which follow:

barriers between Waterloo and Paris,

Wellington,

LeCatcmi, Junt

22, 1815.

less

We

have continued in march on the left of the
Sambre since I wrote you. Marshal Blucher crossed that river on the 19th, in pursuit of the enemy,
and both armies entered the French territory yesthe allied
terday; the Prussians by Beaumont, and

numerous.

At noon, every preparation having been
prince Jerome commanding a division of the-

made,
second
extreme left, advanc-

corps, and destined to form its
ed upon the wood, which was in part occupied by
the enemy. The cannonade began; the enemy suparmy u-^der my command, by Bavay.
ported the troops, which it had sent to guard the
The remains of the French army have retired up- wood, with thirty pieces of artillery. We, too, on
is
it
that
on Lion. All accounts agree in stating,
our side, employed our artillery. At one, prince
in a very wretched state; and that, in addition to its Jerome, was completely master of the wood, and
vast
is
losses in battle and in prisoners, it
the whole English army fell back behind a screen.
losing
numbers of men
Count D'Erlon then attacked the village of Mouni.
desertion.

by

The soldiers quit their regiments in parties, and Saint John, and supported his attack with eighty
return to 'heir homes; those of the cavalry and ar-| pieces of cannon. A terrible cannonade was kept
of the coun- up in that quarter, from which the English must
ullery selling their horses to the people
have suffered greatly. All the corps advanced totry.
The third corps, which in my despatph of the wards the plateau * A brigade of the first division
19th, had been detached to observe the Prussian of count D'Erlon took possession of the village of
army, remained in the neighborhood of Wavre un- Mount Saint John; a second brigade was charged by
til the 20th— it then made
good its retreat by Na- a body of English cavalry which occasioned it
mur and Dinant. This corps is the only one re- great loss. At the same moment a division of English cavalry charged the battery of count D'Erlon
maining entire.
I am not yet able' to transmit
your lordship returns on its right, and deranged several pieces; but gene,
of the killed and wounded in {he army, in the late ral Milhaud's cuirassiers charged this division,
actions.
and broke and cut to pieces three regiments of it
The
It gives me the
It was now three o'clock in the afternoon.
greatest satisfaction to inform
to
you, that colonel Delancy is not dead; he is baaly emperor ordered the guard to advance, in order
wounded, but his recovery is not doubted; and I place in the plain, upon the ground which the first
of the
hope will be very early.
corps had occupied at the commencement
action, that corps being already in advance. The
Translated fur the Boston Weekly Afessenger.
Prussian division, whose movements had been fore*
FRENCH OFFICIAL ACCOUNT OF THE BATTLE OF THE 18TH.
seen, then engaged with count Lobau's light troops,
have not room to point out (tirailleurs) extending its fire upon our whole right
Paris, June 22.
the various positions of the armies in the engage- flank. It was proper, before undertaking any thing
ment of the 18 lb, from which, however, it appears, elsewhere, to await the issue of this attack. Willi
that the left, the right, and the reserve were equal- this view, the whole reserve force was in readiness
to move to the assistance of count Lobau, and to
ly engaged, at the distance of about two leagues.
The lTth, at ten o'clock in the evening, the Eng- crush the Prussian corps as soon as it should have
lish army occupied Mount Saint John, with Its cen- advanced.
Tuis done, the emperor had formed a plan to lead
tre, and had its outposts in advance of the forest of
Three hours would have been required on an attack by the village of Mount Saint John,
Soignes.
success. Bui
to attack it; it was therefore
necessary to defer the from which was expected a decisive
attack to the following day.
from an impatient movement, so frequent in our miliThe head-quarters of the emperor was established tary annals, and which has so often proved fatal to
at the farm of Caillon, near Planchenorte, The rain us, the cavalry of the reserve having noticed a rethemfell in torrents.
Maniteur.
trogade movement of the English, to shelter
Great Battle of J\ fount St. John/ —At nine in the selves from our batteries, from which they had alof
morning, the rain having somewhat diminished, the ready suffered severely, surrounded the heights
Thu
iirst corps put itself in
motion, and took post with Mount S tint John and charged the infantry.
time and supi's left on Brussels
road, opposite the village of movement, which, made in proper
Mount Saint John, where appeared to be the centre ported by the reserve, must have decided the da>—
of the enemy's position
The second corps sup- made separately and before the attack on the right
ported its right upon the Brussels road, and its left was decided, became fatal.
on a small wood within reach of the English canThere being no msans of countermanding it, the
non.
masses of infantry and caThe cuirassiers held themselves in reserve
displaying
i

— We

—

enemy

and the guard were also in reserve upon
heights. The sixth corps with the cavalry of general D'Aumont, under the orders of count hobau.j
Was ordered to take po^t in rear of our right, to
oppose a Prussian corps, whicli seemed to have
CiCdped from marshal Grouchy, and to intend falling
upon our right flank; an intention, which had been
male known to us by our reports, and by a letter from
in the rear,

"

The

allies call

it

the battle of

fro n a village of that
'

3.Tmudu.

ha

many

and the two divisions of cuirassiers being
at the same
dready engaged, all our cavalry rushed
For three hours
instant to support its comrades.
numerous charges were made, in which we pierced
of the English infantry, and took six
several
valry,

squires
all proportio*
standards, an advantage beyond
th»
to the losses which our cavalry sustained from
grape shot and musketry of the enemy.
of inIt was impossible to dispose of our reserve
ackof
Belle Alliance, fantrv, without having first repealed the att
of

its

name.

{An elevated

level piece of

gmund.
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the Prussian corps upon our flank. This attack
was c msUntly kept up, and bore directly upon oui'
The emperor sent general Duhestne to
pitrht flunk.
this point with the voting guard and several batteTne enemy was checked, reries of the reserve.
pulsed and driven back he had exhausted his
strength; and we had no more to fear from him.
This was the moment marked out for an attack upAs the coins i is idler-,
on the enemy's centre.
ed from the grape shot, four battalions of the middle guard were sent to protect the cuirassiers, supa
port the position, and, if possible, to disengage
tltern to fallback inpart of our cavalry, and cause
to the plain.
Two other battalions were sent to hold themselves
ra potence upon the extreme left of the division,
which had manoeuvred upon our flanks in order
that we might have no anxiety on this side; the residue were placed in reserve, a part to hold themselves en potence in the rear of Mount Saint John, a
part upon the plateau in the rear of the field of
battle, which formed our position of reserve.
In this state of things the battle was gained; we
occupied all the positions which the enemy had
held at the commencement of the action; our cavalry having been too soon and too disadvantageous Iy
employed, we could not hope for decisive success.
But marshal Grouchy having been informed of the
movement of the Prussian corps, was marching upon the rear of that body, which assurred us a brilliant success in the operations of the following day.
After eight hours of firing, and of charges of infantry and cavalry, the whole army saw, with satisfaction, the battle gained, and the field of battle in

—

—

become when
its

it is

organization

is
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thrown into confusion, and when
utterly destroyed.

The emperor passed

the Sambre on the 19'Ji at
Charleroy, at 5 o'clock in the morning-, Phillippevills
rind Avesnes were designated as the
rallying point.'.
Prince Jerome, general Ylnrand, and the other generals, have already rallied a part of the army there.
Marshal Grouchy, with tha corps of the right, is operating upon the Lowe? Sambre.
The loss of the enemy must have been very great
if we may judge from the standards that we have
Ours
taken, and the retrograde steps lie lias made.
cannot be calculated until the troops shall hav-:
been re-assembled. Before the flisorder commenced,
we hud already suffered considerable loss, especially
in our cavalry, winch had been so fa' ally an 1 yet so
honorably engaged. Notwithstanding these losses,
that valiant cavalry maintained with constancy the
position it bad taken from the English, until com
pelled to abandon it by the tumult and disorder of
the field of battle. Night and the obstacles which
encumbered the road, made them unable to preserve
their own order.
The artillery, as usual, covered itself with glory.
The carriages of the head-quarters remained in their
usual position, no retrograde movement having been
thought necessary. In the course of the night, they
fell into the hands of the enemy.
Such was the issue of the battle of Mount Saint

John, so glorious for the French armies, and yet io
fatal.

We

from giving the details, that are
in circumstances so afflictive, •(><>
much caution and circumspection cannot be used.
our power.
General Lefort, whom the emper r hoped to preserve
At half past eight, the four battalions of the mid- to the army and the nation, of which lie was one of
dle guard, which had been sent to the plateau be- the most worthy supporters, is said to have died on
yond -Mount Saint John, to support tlie cuirassiers, the 17th at noon. lie was one of the most distinbeing galled by the enemy's grape shot, marched guished officers.
The
witli charged bayonet to seize the batteries.
FRENCH LEGISLATURE.
House of Peeks Wednesday, June 21.
day was just closing; a charge nude upon their
flanks by several English squadrons, threw them inThe minister of the interior announced the arrival
to disorder, the fugitives repassed the ravine; the of the emperor; and that the army of the north, afthe
of
ter a victory, fell into disorders which Ids m 'jesty
leighboring regiments, seeing some troops
mard in confusion, supposed it to be the old guard, could not prevent; but it was rallying under the
&nd were alarmed; the cries "all is lost, the guard walls of Avesnes and Phillippeville; and his majesty
with ministers on the
is repulsed," were heard; the soldiers even declare, had returned to consult
that in several quarters, traitors cried out, "save means of replacing the material of the army.
[ImHowever this mediately after this the peers concurred in La Fayfjut pent," ("save himself tcu'to can. J
a
at
terror
all
once
and
ordered
to
them
be
commuhe,
ette's
resolutions,
panic
through
spread
may
the field; the men rushed, in the greatest disorder, nicated to the emperor. The emperor's letter of abcannothe
of
line
communication:
the
was read in the French house of peers on
dication
soldiers,
upon
niers and caissons hurried to arrive there: the old the 22d.]
Lieut, general Labedoyere said, on the motion to
guard, which was in reserve, was unable to withstand he torrent that pressed upon it.
appoint a provisional government, "The emperor
In an instant the army became a confused mass; has abdicated in favor of his son."
What is this
the troops of all arms were mixed together, and it
government that you would form? Let us rememwas impossible to re-form a single corps. The enemy ber what has passed let us remember these proviHave we uselessly shed the
perceiving this strange confusion, caused some co- sional governments.
lumns of his cavalry to debouch; the disorder in- blood of the French, to make them pass anew uncreased, and the. darkness of the night forbade der the yoke of the stranger to see our brave men
our rallying the troops and convincing them of their humbled, and obliged to drink again of bitterness.
error.
Let Us say whether it is Napoleon li. we are about
Thus, after ending the battle and repairing the to recognize, or a new government that we are goabstain

brought to us;

—

i

—

—

errors of the day, with an assurance of the greatest
ing to

establish.

puccess on the morrow, all these advantages were
M. Dedelay d'Agier. The chamber has not to
lost by a single moment of panic. Even the
squadrons deliberate immediately on the message. It must
of service, ranged at the emperor's side, were routed act upon measnres to preserve our liberty to witand disordered by these tumultuous waves, and there ness our gratitude to Napoleon and not to leave
was left no choice, but to follow the torrent. The France without a government.
Lieut, general Labedoyere said, the empire of
parks of reserve, the baggage, that had not passed
the Sambre, every thing that was on the field of
Napoleon is indivisible. His abdication is null it'
At least, such is my
It was not even we do not recognize his son.
battle, fell into hands of the enemy.
pcssible to wait for the troops on our right. Every opinion.
one knows what the bravsst
army n the world may' M. Boissy d'Anglas, supported the proposition

—

—
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of Agier, and demanded the order of the day on lord Wellington, for the purpose of making know;
those of Labedoyere, which he regrrded as intem- to him the new situation of France.
M. le President. I beg leave to recal to your mind*,
perate.
de Pontecaulant moved that the peers adhere the necessity of voting the acceptance of the abdithe
at
cation of the emperor. The
io the decision of the representatives, and
assembly votes vmarii.
.same time, decree that it is full of admiration for mously this acceptance, whfch shall be sent in a
terhas
to
the emperor by the members
message
ihe generous m inner in which the emperor
forming-

M

.

the bureau.

min'tterl his political life.

Thibandeau adhered to the principles of Agier.
There is no fear, cried he, vehemently, that cither
The chamber, the provisional government, or any
to restore the oppressive and disperson, will wish
we groined for
graceful government under which
a year. We must cause it to be perceived that
we ar: disponed to repulse a government that the
nation Ins rejected, and that no person wishes.
The motion of iVf. Pontecaulant was adopted.
The result of the deliberations of the chambers on
his communication, was presented in the afternoon
to his majesty, by deputations composed of members
of the bureau of each chamber.

m ijesty

replied to both deputations in near"I thank you for the sentiments
you express. I recommend to the chamber to reinforce the armies, and to place them in the best
state of defence; those who wish for peace ought
To prepare for war. Do not expose this great nation to the mercy of the foreigners, lest you be disIn whatever situation I
in your hopes.

His

ly these

terms:

—

The sitting is suspended till 4 o'clock.
At 4, the president stated that the mission

to the

emperor had been fulfilled.
M*. Dubert The chamber has recognized the
abdication of Napoleon. The son of Napoleon is a
minor. Let it be voted to have a council of re-

—

gency.
Violent agitation
the day.

— this

is

not the time

— order of

—

M. Leraud. We have reflected upon the nature
and result of events which have torn my heart.—
Let us enquire the intentions of the allied powers.
If we reckon their forces the imagination is fright[Indignation on the rigid and elevated side nf
Jlkas! alas! to order/- it is not true.']
The orator wished to speak again, but could not be
heard; and was obliged to leave the tribune.
M. VJorgnes. This day is a day of action. Let
us lose no time in vain discourses. The enemy ad-,
vances. He tlten moved that marshal Macdonald
be appointed generalissimo of the troops of the
ened,

—

the hall

appointed
may be placed; I shall be happy if France be free line; and M. de la Fayette, genpralissimo of the.
an 1 independent. In transferring the right which national guards. [Some called for tfis order of the
France h is given me to my son, during my lif^, I day ]
M. Garot read tlieP/th article of the constitution.
dee this great sacrifice only for the welfare of the"
whom I there- Tins article interdicts to the assembly the right of
nation, and the interest of my son,
fore proclaim emperor."
deliberating nn the recal of the Bourbons.
[Some
House of Repiiksestatjves. Wednesday^ June 21. numbers applauded.']
to
The
for
the
article
is
well
President. The
known.
A committee was appointed
provide
It was moved toappoint
Many voices No matter. Let it be read again.
national guards of Paris.
Giro'
read
it
command
was
once
more.
acommnder of these guards. [Tiie
A decree was read, proposed by the minister at
held by the emperor.] Motion negatived almost
war, relative lo the military and to the national
unanimously.
The representatives, on motion of M. de la F.iy- guards, who delayed to rejoin their colors. The
r>tle
declared, "the independence of the nation decree directed that they should be noted as infathreatened— that the sitting of the legislature he mous; and pursued according to the rigor of lie
whoever endeavored to prevent it, law.
permanent; and
IU. Felix
Despores declared that the national
should be considered guilty of treason— that the
and who stdl fight, deserved guard wanted arms, and demanded that they may
troops who had fought,
well of their country and that the ministers attend be given to them.
M. Manuel wished that they might be given indisthe sitting. [These resolutions were agreed to by

m

—

t

—

criminately to

the peers.]

June 22.

A-fter a

long discussion, and several

dif-

ferent motions, the clumber decrees:
"Considering that the first interest of the French
of the laws which secure
people is the maintenance
the organization of all the powers, pass to the order
of the dav, on the propositions which have been
made as to forming it into a national assembly, or a

Constituent assembly.
"That the president, with his bureau, shall repair
to N.poleon, for the purpose of expressing to him,
in the name of the nation, their acknowledgments,
and the respect with which it accepts the noble sacrifice which he has made to the independence and
the happiness of the French nation.
"That there shall benam^d without delay, a commission of five members, of which three shall be
chosen from the chamber of representatives, and
two from the chamber of peers, for the purpose of
the functions of government
exercising provisionally
andthat the ministers shall continue their respecLve functions under the authority of this commis-

M.

le general

Solignac—\ou have decreed the

Frenchmen.

—

i

sion."

all

Referred to the executive power.
General Mouton supported the proposition. Vo'J
nave already 4-5ths of the population under arms[ h ive arrived
from Lvons. I have there passed it\
review 10,000 men of the national guards. The
centre is good. Those of Marseilles, united under
the tricolor, have told me, "We are French we
wish always to be French."
M. Gourley demanded, that there be a call made
This call will suffice without
on, the brave men.
penal dispositions.
The minister at war read despatches be had received that instant. These despatches announced
that we have 70.000 men to cover our frontier, and
that marshal Grouchy is at Namur.
General Mouton—The 19th, at midnight, I left
Lyons. It is in a perfect state of defence. We had
news from tfie army of the Alps. Sitchet pushed
his success in the Maurienne and in the Tarentaise.
\o Austrians had jet appeared on the summit of
these mountains. They cannot take Lyons but after
give my word for it.
provisional government wis
.lean d'Angely.
Put he complained

regular siege.

The decree
propose moved by St.

I

for the

nomination of an executive council, and 1
tlrat commissioners be sent to the head-quarters of 'of the revolutionary

spirit,

"What!

(said lie)

slu'-l
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we always annihilate for the pleasure of recreating?
The iiouse will perceive by the subjoined copy of
we always scatter wrecks for the purpose of the reply of lord Wellington, that he did riotconsi51i.ili
them?
Our
re-nollectinp
constitutions) are they not der himself authorised to give the safe conduct re.sufficient: [Murmurs]
quested, and thai the government his performed one
I am
"I speak as a citizen
no more a minister. ol itsi most sacred duties in causing the departure of
And tlie truths that. I proclaim in 'his tribune, 1 N ipojeon.
The government informs the house that N.ipnleon
hare made to be heard in the cabinet of the prince.
Suffer not yourselves to be depressed by unworthy sat out >t 4 o'clock, as the subjoined letter siiows.
You have the national guard; you have arterrors.
The government invites the house to make pro*
mies who need to be rallied, but who will present vision for him ami for his family.

—

y» imposing force.
Accept Mr. president the assurance of my highest,
"It is your duty to thank the emperor for ins sa- consideration.
The most intimate of his counsellors, I
crifice.
Dukeof OTRANTO.
(Signed)
The president read the mes
proposed to h'.m his abdication. If my particular
Sitting r>f June 30.
duty attached ms to him, I owed a superior obli- sage and bulletin which follow:
Jflr. President
I have the honor to transmit to
gation t> the nation, as one of its representatives.
I therefore expressed the wish that could alone ope- you the bulletin of the situation of the
army on the
rate its safety."
30th of June,
The enemy's army is advanced within sight of
Friday, June 23. Mr. Manuel delivered a long
speech, which he terminated by the following reso- the capital. To arrest his march all the corps of
fction:
the army of the North have been ordered to unite in
"NAPOLEON7 THE SECOND, has become em- the line of defence which protects Paris. This uniof
of
on
the French, by the fact
the abdication
is effected.
The army is reorganized, and occuperor
of Napoleon the fiiist, and by virtue of the consti- pies all the positions.
tutions of the empire.
The army is animated with the best spirit; its de"The decision shall be transmitted to the chamber votedness to the country is equal to its valor.
of peers by a message."
Accept, I pray you Mr. President the homage o"
The resolution was unanimously seconded and my highest consideration.
Duke of OTR.VNTO.
put to the vote.
"(Signed)
Tlie -whole
July I. The president read a message from the,
assembly rose, and the president declar-

—

—

—

—

ed the proposition adopted.
provisional government, as follows:
At this word, the cry of vifia I'emperenr, burst
Paius, June 30.
forth in the
Mr. President. The government has receiver] at
assembly, and in the tribujie and the
this irstant and hasten to communicate to the house,
cry was prolonged amid the most lively applause.
The printing of Manuel's discourse was demand- 1st a despatch addressed on the 29th of June from
ed, and
copies ordered.
C'umberry, by marshal the duke of Albufers, to,
M. Solignac I demand that you decree that the the minister of war, rnd transmitted from
Lyons
memoers of government shall take the oath of obe- this way by telegraph; 21 a despatch from lieut.
dience to the constitution of the empire, and fideli- Damaique, dated at Chollet the 28th of (his month
Duke of OTRANTO,
ty to the emperor.
Accept Sec.
A member I demand that a message be sent to
President of the provisional government.
the emperor to make him acquainted with the deTelegraphic despatch transmitted from Lyons
cision of the chamber.
June 30, 1815

—

—

—

—

The house passed the order of the day.
M. Jay —The decision that you have

taken,

I

hope, will have the most happy influence on the public mind.
It will,
give to every citizen a guide, a

CuAMBEiiHr, June

The duke of Allnfera

to

of

29-.

his excellency the minister
-war.

On the 27" th the AustVims attacked the whole line.
were repulsed after a loss of 250 men, killed
They
house
of
[The
peers the same evening concurred wounded and
I attempted without sucprisoners.
in the above resolution.
The state of the vote is not
cess, an armistice with general Bubna.
given.]
On the 28rh, the enemy attacked Conflans and
June 29— Count Lmjuinis .presiding, presented
Aiguebele. He lost 1500 men and we made 5'JO prithe
rallying point.
'

following message from ihe provisionary go- soners. An hour after I renewed the
proposition for
vernment, and the accompanying documents.
an armistice which lie has accepted. By this arMr. President The provision-d government lias mistice I
have consented to re-enter the limits of the
not forgotton for an instant that Napoleon
by his ab- treaty of Paris.
dication has placed himself under the safeguard of
Duke of ALBUFERA.
(Signed)
French honor. Their first care was to demand of
Continuation of the telegrapic despatch of the duke
the enemy generals, safe conducts for the
of
protection
Albufera of the same date.
of his person.
I sent at the same time a fl
On the 25th of June, Napoleon demanded that
ig of truce to general
two frigates should be put at his disposition. The Frimont n"ar Geneva. He replied that animated
with a desire by preliminary arrangements, to antigovernment immediately ordered the ministry of the
those which might be entered into
marine to arm these two frigates
by the alLieut, gen. Be- cipate
kea was ordered to provide for the protection of the lies, he consented to an armistice until the 2nd of
which
I
to
have received the
period
hope
person of Napoleon -luring his route, and all neces- July, by
answer of the government.
sary orders were given for securing the preparation
of
Duke
ALBUFERA.
of
(Signed)
of horses.

—

relays
In the

mean time N ipoleon had not set out yesterMalmaisov, June 25, 1815.
J\'.1P0LE0J\;" to the brave :/ien of the army under
day the 28lh. The safe conduct had not arrived.
The approach of the enemy giving lively inquietude
the walls of Paris.
In obeying the necessity which"
Soldiers.'
respecting the stfety of Napoleon, the commission
separates
determined to press anew his departure, and positive me from the brave French army, I feel the
h»ppy
orders were given to the ministry of the marine. — certainly that it will justify, by ihe eminent service
This last was sent to him by the count Uoulay.
which the country expects from it, the eulogiums,

—

—
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which even our enemies have not been able

19, 1615

to refuse

"Adieu, brave Belgians! the remembrance of il.c
hospitable reception which you have afforded us,
Soldiers?— I shall follow your movements although as well as the remembrance of your virtues, will
absent. I know every corps, and not one of them be eternally engraven on our hearts. May the God
will Rain a single advantage over the enemy, but I of Peace protect your fine country
may he remove
shall take notice of the bravery that it will display. from it, for a long period, the troubles of war— may
and
me.
Men
little
calbe
as happy as you deserve to be!
Farewell I
you
They have calumniated you
Marshal Prince BL.UCHER.
culated to appreciate our exertions, have seen in the
which
have
"Mc
attachment
June
you
given me, on\y
ebes-a-Chateau,
21, 1815."
proofs of
FRENCH BULLETINS.
a zeal of which I was the only object. May yourj
that
it
was
the
them
teach
success
Bulletin
future
country
of 28th June.
have received details of the progress of the
above all things that you served by obeying me, and
that if 1 had any part in your affection, lowed it to allies.
A despatch from marshal Grouchy dated Soissons,
my ardent love for France, our common mother.
Soldiers, a few efforts more and the coalition is] June 27, at 10 o'clock in the evaning, announces
dissolved; Napoleon will be a spectator of the that the enemy had moved upon Compeigne. Count
blows which yen are about to give them. Preserve d'Erlon not being able to enter this town, has movec
ed
the honor, the independence of the French. Con- upon Senlis.
Tiie enemy occupies Fort St. Maxence.
tinue to the end, the men whom I ha.ve known you
He is
for 20 years and you will be invincible.
directing his columns upon Creil and Senlis. In
this state of affairs, marshal
NAPOLEON.
Grouchy has found
(Signed)
himself under the necessity of pressing his moveParis, June 29.
ment upon Paris, and of carrying his head quarters
Copy of a letter to count Bignon.
to Dammartin.
The corps of general Reille takes
Head-quarters, June 28.
Count T had the honor to receive the letter of its position at Gonesse, and that of general Vanyour excellency of the 25th. I have already written damme at Nanteil.
Bulletin of the 30th June.
to the commissioners named to treat of peace witli
The last accounts rendered by the minister of war
the allied powers, upon their proposition for a suspension of hostilities; an answer which your excel- give the following details.
The place of Lisle is tranquil.
lency must have seen, and 1 have nothing more to
to

it.

—

—

I

j

We

j

—

The greatest calm reigns at Douay.
The enemy about 2 or 3,000 strong has p*sed
leon Donaparte, to proceed to the United States of the Sum; and taken Sirguemines on the 23d of this
I
America, I must inform your exctllency that have month. He was on the 25th at Chateau Salins. Lieut,
add to it.
As regards a passport and safe-conduct

no authority from my government
whatever to such a demand.

for

Napo-

to give any reply

I have the honor to be with the highest consideration your excellency's most obedient servant.

WELLINGTON.
(Signed)
Copy of a "letter of gen. Beker, dated JWalmaison,
June 29, 1815.
Sin I have the honor to announce to the provi-

—

general Geiard has marched upon Touel, whence lie
can communicate with lieutenant general Belliard. 1
The Austrian and Baden troops debouched by
Basle on the 26th.
General Lecourbe has fallen
b ck in advance of Altkirch. He expected to be
attacked the next day. If the enemy, not yet very
numerous received new forces, our troops would
retire immediately from Befort.
The garrison of Coni has made a movement upon
Burcelonnette, but it appeared to have no other
movement than the occupation of the frontiers.

has just ensionary government that the emperor
tered his carriage, to repair to his destination, ofand
fering vows for the establishment of the peace
The Spanish troops from Barcelona have encamped
prosperity of France.
Accept sir, the homage of the profound respect, nearGiionne. Gen. Decaen does not think hostilities

very threatening at this point.
In the west, the battle of Roche Serviese has given
a mortal blow to the insurrection.
BEKER.
Many thousands
of insurgents have been spared by our soldi ts.
rnutcE nixcHEn to the hhave kelgians.
"My army being upon the point of entering the Whatever may be th? influence of late events, lieut.
French territory, we cannot leave yours, brave Bel- general Lamarqne does not believe but the chief of
our lively gratitude for the insurgents, bound by their parole of honour will
gians, without expressing
remain tranquil.
the hospitality you have shewn to our soldiers.
"We have had an opportunity of appreciating The town of Nantas has voted a loan of 200,000
vour virtues. You are a brave, a loyal, and a noble franks for the defence of the town, and for clothing
people. You have suffered much by the irregulari- the national guard.
Bulletin ofJuly 2.
ty which prevailed in the victualling departments,
Our troops had an occasion yesterday of displaying
but you have borne with patience the requisitions
their accustomed valor in two brilliant affairs.'
from which it was impossible to exempt you.
General F.ccelmans reports that he proceeded yes"Your situation has greatly affected me, but it
was out of my power to alleviate it. At the mo- terday afternoon with a part of his cavalry to Verwe
were sailles. The enemy had occupied that town with
ment when danger seems to threaten you,
hastened to come, and it 1500 horse. General Eccelmans had formed the procalled to your aid.
He had in consequence diis much against our will that we found ourselves ject of repulsing them.
6tli
compelled by circumstances to await so long the rected lieutenant-general Pire with the 1st and
commencement of the contest, which we should of the chasseurs, and the 44-th regiment of infantry
of the line upon Villes d'Avray and Roquencourt,
have been glad to see begin sooner.
"The presence of our troops has been burdensome ordering them to ambuscade to receive the enemy
to your country, but we have paid with our blood when they should repass by that point.
Lieut, general F.ccelmans himself, marched by
the debt of gratitude we owe you, and a benevolent
intengovernment will find means to indemnify such of the way of Mount Rouge to Velissy, with the
met
you as have suffered themoit by the quartering of tion of entering Versailles by three points. He
at the heights of the wood of Veniercs, a strong cq»
the troops.

ivith

which

I

am,

Your obedient humble

servant,

COUNT

We

1
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15Ui dragoons stantly had ill view the public good and the safety
jumn oflheenemy.
rare of the country.
are now placed in a difficult
who were in from, charged 'lie enemy with
wisdom we shall
the 6th hussars and the 20th dragoons situation; but with firmness an
intrepidity
took tliem in flank.— Overthrown on every point, attain that object which we have pursued for twenty
U)3 enemy left tluir tr.ick even to Versailles co- five years. France has not lost all Iter means of'energy ;
she will rally around a constitution tiuly free; and
vered with the deal and woun led.
his move- freed from the only obstacle which stood in the way
During this time, general Piro executed
ment upon Uoqueucourt with equal vigor aiv.l intel- of peace, she will cause her independence to be
and resume her rank among civilized
ligence. The Prussian colonel, pushed by general respected,
shall be happy if we can contribute to
E:celmans, was receive;! by the corps of general nations.
muzzle a lively discharge disseminate wholesome opinions and to rekindle the
iPire, and received at the
of the 44th regiment, and was charged by the 1st patriotism of our fellow citizens.
Journal de Paris.
and 6th chasseurs, while the 6th hussars and 5th
them vigoA decree of the committee of government declarer,
dragoons, who followed them, pushed
Versailles.
as follows
rously to the entrance of
The result of these fine affairs has been the enAll the military absent from their standards wili
of
the
hussars
of
tire destruction of two regiments
immediately join the nearest corps d'armee; and if
Prusof
the
the
first
such corps be too distant they will repair to Paris.
Mrandenburg and Pomerania,
sian aniiv.
The civil and military authorities will tee this
rihave
and
The French troops, infantry
cavalry,
decree carried into effect.
other
in courage.
valled each
Napoleon Bonaparte went to Malmaison at half
have made many prisoners in these affairs, and past 1 o'clock on
Sunday, and had not departed for
thousand
horses.
one
about
taken
Havre, as many of the Journals have announced.
Lieut, general Licourbe was attacked on the 24th
yesterday his family went to see him, as well
The During
in his position of Dannemarie and Chevanne.
as many other prersons.
our
we
was
positions
repulsed
preserved
Tiie count d'Erlon and general Duhesme who had
enemy
Pahis June 26-\esterday morning, the committee been placed
am(jng thfi victims of U|e baUle of Mmmt
f government assembled at the 1 Inulleries— the gt John wepe nQt cven wounded
i
genera Duhesmt
general
duke of O tran to president.— The council of ministers is at Lisle.
also met in the morning, and again at 8 o'clock in
The French plenipotentiaries await at Laon the
the evening. Same day, Napoleon Bonaparte set out passports which they have demanded. The general,
at noon from the palace of L'Elysee, to go to Mal- commanding the Prussian advanced
guard, has sent
maison. The videttcs who were at the gate; and their request to the head
quarters of the allies.
the guards which occupied the interior and exterior
Paris, June 30. Napoleon Bonaparte set out yesof the palace, have retired to their quarters.
Marshal Grouchy is confidently asserted to have terday for Cherburg, accompanied by the duke of
comknow not why he
been apoointed by a committee of government,
Rovigo and marshal Bertrand.
chose for conveyance so bad a carriage.
mander in chief of the army of the north.
the
with
at
This
eleven in the morning a report is preCount Boulay is provisionally charged
day
duties of the minister of Justice.
vailing that a French general who alighted at the
will
hotel
sent
Swedish
in the street Richlieu, has announced
The plenipotentiaries
by government
near approach of prince Charles.
General
first apply to lord Wellington for the passports ne- the
to Carnot member of the provisional
cessary to their mission. They will then repair
government
the head quarters of the allied sovereigns, at Man- mounted his horse this morning and passed the lines
of the army. Our brave soldiers could not sec among
toeim
M. Otto has gone to England with a mission dis-jthem without emotion him whom they have so often
tinct from that of the five negociators sent to head proclaimed as their father and who so skilful in orit is said, g mixing the war, has always been a strenuous defendquarters of the allies, but which relates,
by another quarter, to the affair of the abdication. er of peace, and who has been as economical in the
The corps of general Vandamme not only effected expenditure of his public money, as he is sparing of
its retrat in good order, but recovered the baggage the blood of his soldiers.
During his glorious com-

The 5ih and the

We

..

—

i

We

:

We

—

.

We

mand at Antwerp, he lost but 27 men, although he
and cannon which our troops had abandoned.
Many detachments of the Imperial Guard have daily made sorties to a great distance.
It is supposed that the
arrived at Puis— and general L:febre Desnouettes
frigates intended to transhas collected near Laon 800 of this guard, whose port Napoleon Bonaparte to the United States are
heroic devotion ought to be appreciated by all true now waiting at Rochfort. There are to accompany
Frenchmen. The wounded arrive at Paris for some him, general Bertrand, Savary, Lallamand, Labadays past, many more are expected the administra- doyere, and many other, officers, and eight or ten
tion prepare the depots to receive them, and the ne- domestics.
This morning about three o'clock, there was a
cessiry succors for them. Forced in the present exigency to address themselves to the benevolence of all smart cannonade in the plain about the village of
Vertus.
The right wing of the enemy which atthe inhabitants of Paris, it has recourse to them with
confidence. There is no difference of opinion with tempted to extend itself upon the Seine, on the
of
for
side
the nation,
Neuily, was followed in its movement by
regard to these men, who have fought
who suffer for her, and whom humanity alone recom divers French corps, which attacked it in many
mends to her fellow citizens.
places particularly on Mount Valerien, where we had
June 27 Napoleon Bonaparte before his depar- established some pieces of artillery. From 6 to 9
ture for the army had attached to each journal an o'clock, the cannonade slackened. We no longer
editor in chief, selected from among his ministers hear only at a great distance, the artillery from the
find counsellors of state.
We are now relieved plain of Vertus and Mount Valerien.
The principal actions of this morning must have
from this superintendance which was a continual
restraint upon our opinions.
We hive, however, taken place near St. Germain. It was particularly
never ceased to support those great political prin- upon that side that the cannonade was heard. At
Cir- 5 o'clock in the evening they penetrated to St. Deni«,
ciples, which form the happiness of nations.
0Bm&tauces required moderation; and we have con- under Mount-Valerien. if there is not an arrange:

—

4^2
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19, 1815.

battle of

Genappe, with the door open, as if it had been
There were other carriages also
belonging to this train, in which were found consiSag
About noon there came
commandant of derable quantities of money, besides plate and other
truce, to the house of count Hullin,
valuables.
the place. He had his eyes blinded. It is presumed
Tiie greatest havoc was made in the pursuit by
that he came to make a summons. He was a_ PrusSince his return the cannonade lias tiie black hussars, so well known by their motto,
sian colonel.
"Death or glory!" ?.nd so deservedly celebrated
continued.
the enemy have since their formation, although the. cannonade was
They speak of an affair in which
We have made some prisoners. constant and furious'. The duke of Wellington's
lost 4 to 500 men.
More than 12,000 national guards were on foot battle was fought principally aux armes blanches
with sword and bayonet, and was therefore so desthrough the day yesterday.
tructive.
In the same manner the Prussians fought'
Some English spies have been taken and shot.
an til" previous days, when the weight of the conPah is, July 1.
Letter from the Jlinister of War to the Duke of Wel- flict fell on them. It was on this account that the
carnnge was so very great. The French heavy calington.
Head-nuarters, Yilette, June 3<\ 1815.
valry, and the cuirassiers in particular, nude remx low)— Your hostile movements continue, al- peated and tremendous charges, which were receivhough, according to the declaration of the allied ed and resisted by the British and Prussian infantry
the war no longer exist, with a steadiness that excited the
sovereigns, the causes of
greatest admiral
since the emperor Napoleon has abdicated his power tion, till the enemy was ultimately compelled to
to
be
is
At the moment when blood
shed, retire.
again
T have received fVom the marshal Alhufera a teleBonaparte (Erected the various attacks of his.
a
send
I
you copy. My guards in person. On one occasion, we believe about
graphic despatch, of which
all
this
armistice;
the period when lord Uxbridge received his wound,
lord, I guarantee upon my honor,
the reasons which you could have to continue hos- he and his staff were intermixed pele inele with someno
have
other
can
since
tilities, are at an end,
you
part of the duke of Wellington's. His escape was*
instructions from your government, than those almost miraculous.
So confident was the duke of
theirs.
from
have
Austrian
which the
generals
Wellington of taking him alive, that he ordered ths'
I make of your lordship a second demand to cease artillery not to
play on the eminence, which was ochostilities immediately, and to conclude an armis- cupied by Bonaparte and ids suite.
tice—to wait the decision of the empress. I cannot
The duke and the earl of Uxbridge had prcconbe without carted the seizure of the leader of the Banditti's
believe, my lord, that my demand will
effect; you will take upon yourself a great respon person, and the glory of the achievment was to have
sibility in the eyes of your noble coadjutors.
belonged to the 1st life guards. Tt failed chiefly
No other motive than the wish to prevent the ef- f-om the confusion occasioned among the men by'
fusion of blood, and promotethe interest of my coun- their gallant leader's severe wounds, and by their,
ment,

it is

evident that to-morrow a general

just abandoned.

will take place.

.

an officer wit.)

a

eft

—

—

f

j

not gaining the summit of the hill in time; the inwith the convic- stant their project became apparent to the French,
tion of your talents, I shall carry thither the convic- they were charged bv a fine regiment 6f cuirastion of contending for the noblest of causes, the siei-s, and at this instant Eniiaparte and his stnfFhust
defence and independence of my country, and that; led off.
The life guards, were, for an instant,
whatever may be the result,. I shall m^rit your checked in the pursuit,
esteem. Accept, Iprav,
you. my,'lord„&c. Sec.
Letter of Marshal the Prince of Moshxva, to his Ex*'
'
try, has dictated this let'er.
If I appear on the field of battle

j

'

EClvMUIIL

celhncy the Duke of Otranto.
Driir. Tiie most defamatory and the.
most lying rumors have been circulated for some
cher.
J<th/2.—\\~c have to-day news from the plenipo- days among the public upon my conduct this short
The ne- and disastrous campaign. The public journals retentiaries at Wellington's head-quarters.
know not the result.
peat them and seem to give credit to the most odigociation continues, but we
ous calumny.
F-'evch Funds ct Paris.
After having fought for 25 years and
Bank Actions.
shfed my blood for the glory and independence of
5 her cehts.

A similar

letter has

been written to marshal Blu-

June 28, 59,00 a 62,00

955 «

29, 61,50 a 64,25
30, 64,25 a 66,00

IC'JO a

Moxsteur

country, they dare to accuse me of treason!'
ir is, whom
they point out to the people, and
even to the army, as the author of the disaster which
it has just encountered.

975
1025

my

Me

101 a 1025
985 a 10-j0

July 1, 61,75 a 63.00
London, June 25. Extract of a letter dated Ostend,
21st instant
"The officers who came with despatches from
prince Blurher, and with details for the information
of the Prussian ambassador, and of the British court
and government, is captain Burghangen, a Prussian
by birth, but in the British service, and now attached by the duke of York's permission to the army of prince Blucher, and at present in the personaf staff of that excellent commander. This officer
was present in all the. battles, and in the pursuit of
Jiinap .-re's flying army by general Bylaw's corps
lie witnessed the capin the evening of the 18th.
ture of Napoleon's carriage by general C.euisenan,
with a great part of his personal baggage. In the
carriage were found a superb military co it and l|at,
wjth several maps, plans, books, &c. this was the
carriage in which lie himself travelled. The carin front
»''«" was found p.n the roa.d to Ohar.I^mi,

—

Compelled to break silence, for if it is always
painful to speak of one's self it is more especially
so when one lias to repel calumny; I address myself

j

to you, M. Duke, as president of the provisional-}"
government; to give you a faithful exposition it'
events of which 1 have been a witness.
On the 12th of June I received an order from the
minister of war to repair to the imperial
quarters
I had held
no command nor had I any information
the
the
and'forcc
of
composition
upon
army. Neitherthc emperor nor the minister had previously -said
any thing to me which could le d me to expect tha'
I should be employed in this
campaign. I was consequently taken at unawares, without horses, without equipage, without money, and I was obliged lo
borrow to enable me to repair to my destination.
Arrived on the 12th at 1/ion, on tiie 13th at Avcsnes,
and on the 14th :>t Beaumont,! purchased in thelasl
named town of the duke of Trevlso, two ho-

—
•»
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rot, acofficer

ft-lth winch I repaired ort the lSthtoCh
companied by my first aid-de-camp, the 011I5
whom 1 had near me. arrived at the moment when
the enemy attacked by our light troops fell back upon Flcurus and Gossclies.
The emperor ordered me immediately to pul myof infantry,
self at the' head or" the 1st and 2d corps
commanded bv the lieut. gens. d'Erlon and RciUe,
under
of the division of
cavalry or' the guard
Li

1

light

Che orders of the lieut. gens Lefebvre DeSnouettes
and Colbert, and of two divisions of Cavalry of count
divisions of in lanV'alnfy, and which formed eight
With these troops, oi
and four of
cavalry,

try

it

makes no mention of mc, there

affirming that 1 was present.
LieUt. gen', count Drouct has

is

4S.S
no need of my

already spoken of

batik in t'.ie house of peers. His narrative is
exact, with the execptiefn of only some important,
parts, on which lie was cither silent or ignorant, and

this

widen

1
ought to make known. About 7 o'clock in
the evening after the most
frightful carnage 1 have
ev< Been, gen.
Labedoyere came to inform me from
lh< emperor, thai marshal
had arrived on

ou

Grouchy

•

Hgh«,arid had attacked the left of the English
united.
This general officer proceeddjj^UPrusaiaH
ing aiong Uic line spread this news among the sotdiers, whose courage and devotedness we're
always
the same, and who gave new proofs of it at this moment, notwithstanding the fatigue with which they
were exhausted. In the meantime, what was

never had but a" part under my command, 1
to abandon
repulsed the enemy and obliged him
There
Gosselies, Frasne, pellet and Hoppigtfie.
of the 1st
my
they took position with the exception
which re- astonishment, I ought to say my indignation, when
corps, Which was yet at Mareicuucs, and
learned
some
moments
after that marshal
Grouchy
joined me the next day.
On the 16th I received an order to attack the en- had not arrived to our support, as it had just been
assured
to
the
whole
inarched Upon he enemy
army, but that 40 or 50,000
emy at Quatrc Bras.
with an enthusiasm difficult to be described; noth- Prussians attacked our extreme right and forced it
to
fall
back.
Whether
became
the emperor was deceived
ing resisted our impetuosity; the battle
when in upon the moment when marshal Grouchy might argeneral and the victory was not doubtful,
the moment in which I was about to advance the 1st rive to support him, or whether the march of the
marshal had been more ictarded than had been anticorps of infantry, which until then had been left by
me in reserve at Frasnes, I learned that the emper- cipated, by the efforts of the enemy, the fact is that
or had disposed of it without informing me, as well the moment when his arrival was announced to us,
as the division of Geraud of the 2d corps, to direct he was only near Wavrc upon the Dyle; that is, for
them upon St. Amanel and support his left wing us as if he had been at an hundred' leagues distantwhich was severely engaged against the Prussians. from our field of battle.
A short time after I saw arrive four regiments of
The blow which this news gave me was terrible.
Not having under my orders more than three divi- the middle guard, conducted by the emperor in
who wished with these troops to renew the
sions, instead of eight, on which I calculated, 1 was person,
and penetrate the centre of the enemv. He
obliged to suffer victory to escape, and in spite of attack,
ordered me to march at their head with
gen. Friant.
my efforts, and in spite of the bravery and devotedness of the troops, I could do nothing more than Generals, officers, soldiers, all showed the greatest
but this corps of
troops was too Weak to
preserve my position to the end of the day. Sfeir intrepidity,
9 o'clock in the evening the 1st corps was sent back be ..bleto resist a long- time theforces that the enemy
opposed to him, and it was soon necessary to reto me by the emperor, for which he had no use.
Thus, 25 or 30,000 men were, so to speak, pallat- nounce the hope, which for some moments, this attack had given.
ized, and had been marched about during the whole
Gen. Friant was struck
of the battle with arms in their hands, from the left
by a ball, at mv side. I
to the right, and from the right to the left, without had my horse killed and was thrown under him.—
The
brave
men, Who will return from this terrible
firing a gun.
It is impossible to avoid suspending for a moment affair, will render me the justice, I
hope, of
that
saw
me on foot, sword in hand, the saying
these details, to remark to you, M. Duke, all the
they
whole
and
I
that
quitted not the fie', I of carnage,
consequences of this false movement, and in gene- evening,
but
one
of
the
and
at
the
ral the bad dispositions made during the day.
moment when retreat
last,
By what fatality for example, did the emperor, was necessary.
Meantime the Prussians continued their offeninstead of bringing all his force against lord Welsive movement, and out
lington, who might have been attacked by surprise,
right sensibly fell back.—
and was not equal in force, regard this attack as se- The English in their turn advanced. There remained
to
us
four
How
could
the
the
yet
condary.
squares of the old guard,
emperor, after passing
Sambre, conceive the possibility of giving two bat- placed advantageously for protecting the retreat.—
tles in one day? That nevertheless took, place, a- Those brave grenadiers, the elite of the
army, sucgainst forces double our numbers, and this, milita- cessively forced to fall back, only yielded the ground
foot
until
men
who
saw
have
been
unable
to
ibot,
overwhelmed
by
ry
it,
comprehend.
finally
by numbers,
Instead of this, if he had left a corps of observa- tiiey were almost entirely destroyed. From that
tion to restrain the Prussians, and marched with his moment, the retrograde movement Was ordered, and
strongest masses to support me, the English army- tiie army formed but a confused column. There
would have been undoubted!;- destroyed between was not heard however in the rout, the cry of "save
Quatre Bras and Genappe; and this position Which himself who can," with which the army has been
separated the two allied armies once in our power, calumniated in the bulletin. As to myself, conwould have given the emperor the facility of ap- stantly in the rear guard which I followed on foot,
proaching the right of the Prussians, and crushing having had all my horses killed, exhausted with fathem in their turn. The general opinion in France, tigue, covered with bruises, and having no longer
and especially in the army, was that the emperor any strength to march, 1 owe my life to a corporal
wished only to destroy the British army; and the of the guard, who supported ine in my march, and
circumstances were favorable for that, but the des- did not abandon mc timing the retreat.
tinies ordered it otherwise.
Towards 11 o'clock in the evening 1 found lieut.
On the 17th the army marched in the direction gen. Lefebvre Desnouettes; arid major Schmielt, one
of Mount St. John.
of his offiers, had the generosity to give mc the onOn the 18th the battle commenced about 1 o'clock, ly horse that he had remaining. Thus I arrived at
'and although the bulletin which
gives the recital of M&rcicruica and Posit, alone, without officers, igrfu-

Whom

I

).

We

<

—
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what had become of the emperor whom wl.ile endeavouring
sometime before the end of the battle I had entire- order to pass the
rant of

and whom I believed to be taken or
General Pamphyle Lacroix, chief of the etat
found in that city,
major of the '2d corps, whom I
told me that the emperor was at Chambray. I supnosed that the emperor would put me at the head of
the corps of Marshal Grouchy, to cover the Sambre,
and to facilitate the means of the troops rallying
towards Avesnes and in that persuasion, I repa red
But some parties of cavalry followto Beaumont.
She
ing us very near, and having already intercepted
road of Maubeuge, and Philippeville, I perceived
the total impossibility of stopping a single soldier
at that point and of making any opposition to the
progress of the victorious enemy, I continued my
progress upon Avesnes, where I could not obtain
any information of the emperor.
In this state of things, obtaining no news of his
inmajesty or of the major general, the disorder
of
rreasing every moment, and with the exception
some regiments of the guards and the line, everyly lost sight of,

slain.

19, 1815,

to carry the mill of
Bielge,

which lie did
general Aix had been killed in
river,

but

in

succeed, and lietit.
attack on the town.

In this state
impatient to co-operate with your

in.

not
the

of things,
being
majesty's aimy

on that important day, I detached several
corps to
force the passage of the Dyle, and march
aguinst
Bulow. The corps of Vandamme, in the meantime
maintained lhe attack on Wavre, and on the.
mill,

whence the enemy shewed an intention to debouch,
but which I did not conceive he was capable of
I arrived at Limale, passed the river, ;md
the heights were carried by the division of
Vichery
and the cavalry. Night did not permit us to advance
farther, and I no longer heard the cannon on the side

1

effecting.

where your majesty was engaged.
" I halted in this situation until
day light. Wavre
and bridge were occupied by the Prussians who, at
three in the morning of the 18th, attacked in tli;ir
turn, wishing to take advantage of the difficult position in which I was, and expecting to drive rae into
the defile and take the artillery which had debouch-

make me repass the Dyle. Tiieir efforts
The Prussians were repulsed, and
The brave genera!
village of the Bielge taken.

ed, and

one marching at pleasure, I determined to repair to
Paris by St. Quentin, to make known as promptly as
of
possible to the minister of war, the true state
affairs, so that he might at least send to meet the
army some new troops, and take immediately the

were
the

fruitless.

Penny was killed.
" General Vandamme then
passed one of his
measures which circumstances rendered necessary. divisions by Bielge, and carried with ease the heipLt
On ni} arrival at Bourget, 31 leagues from Paris, I of Wavres, and along the whole of my line the
learned that the emperor had passed there at 9 success was complete. I was in front of Roziesne
o'clock in the morning.
preparing to march on Brussels, when I receded
This is, M. Duke, an extract recital of this fatal the sad intelligence of the loss of the battle of
Waterloo. The officer who brought it informed me
campaign.
Now I demand of those who have survived of this that your majesty was retreating on the Sambre,
beautiful and numerous army, in what manner can I without being able to indicate any particular point
be accused of the disaster of which it lias been the on which I should direct my march. I ceased to
victim, and to which our military annals afford no pursue, and began niy retrogade movement. The
retreating enemy did not think of following me.
parallel? I, it is said, have "betrayed the country.
too Learning that the enemy had already passed the
I, who to serve it, have shown a zeal perhaps
But this calumny Sambre and was on my Hank, and not being sufficient'
great, which lias betrayed me.
is not, and cannot, be supported by any fact, by cir- ly strong to mike a diversion in favour of your micumstance, by any presumption. Whence then can jesty, without compromising that which I commandthese odious rumors proceed, which are all at once ed, I marched on Namur. At this moment the rear
•circulated with a frightful rapidity? If in my inqui- of the columns were attacked. That of the left made
ries on this subject, 1 did not fear almost as much to n retrogade movement sooner than was expected,
discover, as to conceal the truth, I should declare, which endangered for a moment the retreat of the
that every thing compels me to the belief, that I left; but good dispositions soon repaired every
liave been shamefully deceived, and that it is at- tiling, and two pieces which had been taken were
tempted to envelope in the veil of treason, the faults recovered by the brave 20th dragoons, wiio besidd
and extravagancies of this campaign; faults which took an howitzer from the enemy. We entered Hi
care was taken not to acknowledge in the bulletins mu'r without loss. The long defile which extend?
which have appeared and against which I have use- from this place to Dinant, in which only a single Cfilessly disclosed, with the accents of truth, what .1 lumn can march, and the embarrassment arising
fiom the numerous transport of wounded, reiuierf.
have just declared in the house of peers.
the
I expect of
thejustice of your excellency, and of it necessary to hold f -r a considerable time
.our kindness to me, that you will insert this letter town, in which I had not the means of blowing up
'r
in the public
journals, and give it the greatest pub- the bridge. I entrusted the defence of Namur

—

j

|

1
;

renew

to yov.r excellency the assurance of niy

igh consideration.
The Marsha!, Prince of ?*Ioskwa,
(Signed)

Pan is, June

NEY.

26.

Kcpirt addressed to the French Emperor.
" It was not till af er seven in
Distant, June 20.
rhe evening of the 18ih of Junr, that I received the
letter of the duke of Dalmalia which directed me to
n"urch on St. Lambert and to attack general Bulow.
I fell in with the enemy as 1 was
marching on Wavres.
He was immediately driven into Wavres, and gen
Vandamme's corps attacked that town, and was
warmly engaged. The portion of Wavres on the
light of the Dyle was carried, but much difficulty
was experienced in debouching on the other side.
General Gerard was wounded by a ball in the breast.

—

Vandamme, who with

his usual intrepidit
eight in the evening,
so that nothing was left behind, and I occupied
Dinant.
"The enemy has lost some thousands of rr.cn in
the attack on Namur, where the contest was very
in»
obstinate; tin troops have performed their duty
manner worthy of piaite.

general

licity.

maintained himself there

till

"DE GROUCHY.

(Signed)

PROCLAMATION,

i
Jlddresscd by fcld maVbhtd prince Blncher, to the
my of the Lower Rhine, to be read at the kai\
every battalion.
"Brave officers and soldiers of the army of B
,

Lower Rhine !— You have done
companions

in

arms

great things,

— you have fought two

bn

battl

was unfortunate, and yet yo«
to str"!'.^
courage was not broken. You have had
three days.

The

first
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relying
as
full of confidence in your commanders, as well
of perseverance in your efforts against presumptuous
and perjured enemies, intoxicated with their victory.
" It was with these sentiments
you m.rched to
support the brave English, who were maintaining
the most arduous contest with unparalleled firm-

433

circumstances so serious. Let civil disorders be
appeased—let dissentions disappear in tins mon.cn! ,
when the great interests oi nations are aboiu to be

forwl'h privations but you have born.- them with
Immoveable in adverse fortune, after the
titude
loss of a bloody battle, you marched with firmness
on the God of battles, and
to
another,

discussed.
lie united from the North of France to the PyreWhatever
nees, from La Vendee to Marseilles.

fight

his party, whatever may be his powhat man born in Prance, would not
himself under the national flag to defend the
(range
independence of the country.

may have been
litical opinions,

but the
i'hey may destroy a part of our armies
But the hour which was to decide litis great
who was to give experience of all ages and of all people, proves, that
struggle, has struck, and has shewn
cannot subdue an intrepid
the law, whether an adventurer, or governments they cannot destroy, they
who are the friends of order. Destiny was still un- nation, which fights for justice and liberty.
has
The emperor
offered himself a sacrifice by
from the forest
decided, when you appeared issuing
which concealed you from the enemy, to attack his! abdicating. The members of the government have
in accepting from your reprerear with that coolness, that confidence which cha-' devoted themselves
the reins of state.
racterizes experienced soldiers, resolved to avenge sentatives
Le due d'OTRANTEhad experienced two days before.
(Signed)
the reverses
;

ness.

they
There, rapid as lightning, you penetrated his already shaken columns—nothing could stop you in the
career of victory.
" The
enemy, in his despair, turned his artillery
and
upon you but you poured death into his ranks,
your "progress caused in his ranks disorder, disperHe found himself
sion, and at last a complete rout.
of canobliged to abandon to you several hundreds
A few days will sufnon; and his army is dissolved.
fice to annihilate these perjured legions, who were
;

coming

to

Tnr.

gP« Ht»etttSJ

Bulwauk — President Adams

visited the In-

dependence in Boston harbor just before she sailed.
He viewed with delight, sTiys the Yankee, her healthy, hearty, well dressed and cheerful looking crew,
as he Walked the gun-deck, on which were arranged
he tear stole
six hundred brave American sailors
from his eye when, after recovering himself, he
consummate the slavery and spoliation turned to the gentlemen accompanying, and said,

of the universe.
" All
it as imgreat commanders have regarded
possible immediately to renew the combat with a
beaten army you have proved that his opinion is
ill founded'; you have proved that resolute warriors
may he vanquished but their valor is not shaken.
" Receive then
incomparable soldiers,
my thanks,
esteem 4 The annals of Europe
objects of all

with his characteristic emphasis, "let .Mr. Strong
say ~.chat he -willy tukse are the bulwauk. of OUR
ueligion!"
Buffalo August 1

;

my

—

—

j

j

.

— Major

general

Buown

and

suite, and brig general Miller, arrived at this place
hist Wednesday, from Fort Niagara.
They came

up on the Canada side, passing in their way the ever.
memorable fields of Chippewa and Bridgewater.

:

will eternize your triumphs. It is on you, immova- The sensations they must have felt in reviewing
ble columns of the Prussian monarchy, that thedes- those scenes of glory on the first anniversary of that
tines of the king and his august house will forever day which gives eternal lustre to the American
Never will Prussia cease to exist while arm?, can be understood by those only who, like
repose.
them, have gathered the laurels of immortality iu
your sons and your grand sons resemble you.

"BLUCHER."
(Signed)
Proclamation of the commission of government to the
French.
Paris, June 24.
Frettc/itnen
Within a few days glorious successes and a frightful reverse, have agitated your destinies anew.
A great sacrifice !ns appeared necessary to your
peace and: that of the world. Napoleon has abdicated the imperial power. His abdication lias ended
his political life.
His son is proclaimed.
Your new constitution, which yet had only good
principles, is about to receive .11 its developemenlSj
ani even its principles are to be refined and extended.
There no longer exists authorities jealous of

the fields of glory.
Troops arc arriving iiere almost daily, on their
Way to the western frontiers. Captain Pierce's fine
company of artillery, and a company of riflemen
arrived on Wednesday last from Sackett's Harbor,
and will embark at this place for Detroit. General
Brown and Miller will leave here forth i place, the
The former, we understand, intends
first fair wind.
returning from the west, after visting Mackina. The
to
be
is
left
in command of the fine body pi
latter
troops which are collecting to act against the hostile

—

each other.

The

field is free to the

]

enlightened pa-

your representatives, and the peers

1

|

1

Indians, should necessity require.
It is reported, from the west, thjat the British
have at length surrendered Mackina to our troops
without dismantling the guns of the fort, in order tv
"protect us from the Indians." M.'jor -Morgan, of

the rifle corps, it is stated, took possession. It
not perfect!; certain that this report is true; however, if it is not, we confidently believe that general
Miller will soon make it so, for we have no doubt, if
the British persist in holding that post, but that his
instructions will justify him in taking possession at;
all event?.
The I2th regiment marched yesterday for PittsThe
burg; its ultimate destination is St. Louis.
the' nation, and to negocute with vhe powers of Eu10th follows to-day. This place will in a short time
rope, that peace which they have promised upon a cease to be a military station.
condition which is this day fulfilled. The whole
C attain lluuiLE, of the Hornet, partook of a pubWorld is as attentive as ourselves for the answer.
lic dinner in Tammany Mall, >.ew York, on the 8th
Their reply will make known whether justice and instant. The Company was numerous, the guests
may
promises have yet some meaning upon the earth.
distinguished, and the toasts American.
.,.•,
, H m tea'
Frenchmen! be united!—-ra11y round each other in

'triotism of

feel,

j

think and vote, as your proxies.
After 25 years of political tempests, behold this
moment when all that has been conceived by wisdom and greatness upon the social institutions, may
be perfected in yours. Let reason and genius speak,
and on whatever side they raise their voices, that
shall be listened to.
Plenipotentiaries are gone to treat in tiie name of

—

We
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We believe all our people hav

their

ft

19,

1815/

inanity have prevented the capital and Vera Crux
fallin
into our hands, but soon we will free

mes, though a few are! from

yet to arrive. One vessel, recently arrived at Bob them from royal masters, and tliereby complete the
of our glorious independence.'
ton, brought 255 men or whom one hundred and work
<Xj\\ letter to the editor of the Register from a
twenty-eight bad been impressed and delivered up
from British men of war.
gentleman resident near the Spanish borders, says
Ixdiax affairs. It is determined to scourge *be "the neighboring provinces of Texas and Cogquilla
allies of our late enemy in the Missouri, territory, See. are again about to become the scene of interesting

—

Colonel Henry Perry (one of the former
into a respect for 'die lives and property of our operations.
fellow citizens.
Their depredations are heroes of that country) it is said, will advance a,

frontier

The commissioners to new patriot army of 500 men and occupy Labahia,
constant and distressing.
peace with them, have effected nothing. The as a pLce of general rendezvous, in a few weeks?
deputations from most of the tribes were "insuf- f.om whence active movements will commence."
The Bank of Tennessee, which has paid specie for
and from those most desirable to have met
ficient"
there were no representatives at'all. Tin detail of its notes during the war, lias recently suspended
proceedings is interesting and shall be preserved such payments, because the other bunks in the counbut at present the flood off news from France bears try continue to do so, on account of its demand fur
down every thing: It appears that general Jackso?i exportation,
There is very little doubt but that the specie
will open a new negotiation with them, upon the
'last resort of reason."
understand he will gathering up in Various parts of the United States,
^oon proceed from Nashville to St. Louis, where a is for the immediate account of the British gcvernThe West India papers are full of adver
handsome body of regulars will be collected; and'ment.
that he will be accompanied by a militia force from tisements of British agents for the purchase of the
Kentucky and Tennessee- In obedience to his request, precious metals. But if the war on the continent
governor Clark, of the Missouri territory, has, in ge- has ceased, the demand for it in England will rapidneral orders, directed the militia of that state to ly decline.
hold itself in readiness to march at a moment's noFive thousand dollars were transPetersburg.
and we have every prospect that British influ- mitted from Richmond on the 30th
tice
ubimo, for the
ence among the northern, will receive the same re- relief of the sufferers
by the late conflagration as
ward that be.'el it among the southern Indians. It
The
was
raised by voluntary
Petersburg.
money
muty be eradicated.
contributions; .nd subscriptions were sot yet closed!
settle a

—

;
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This Is delightful.
•'The society of believers, commonly called Shakers," of New Lebanon and Watervliet (N. Y.J
through the trustees of their society, have forwardMr. Batauij. At a meeting of the gentlemen of ed
five hundred dollars, as a "religious and chathe bar of the state of Delaware, attending the high ritable donation" to the
sufferers by the fire at Pecourt of errors and appeals, it was unanimously recommended that, in testimony of their great respect tersburg.
General Jacksox. The two following articles are
for the memory of their late friend, to wear crape on
copied from the United States' Gazette of Monday
their left arm for the space of thirty days.
Commercial TitEATr with Enslaxd. A report is last. The first, we are told, was the subject of a
circulated that Messrs. Clay, Gallatin and Adams Sunday extra:
We have been favored with the following extract
had nearly concluded a commercial treaty with Engof a letter from a respectable gentleman at New Orlandto another in this citv, dated
Algiers. A vessel that arrived at Marseilles about leans,
«J\ev.< Orleans, \5th Jvly, 1815.
the 25th of June, reported that Decatur was. already
"P. S. 1 have opened this to inform you the hero
paying our tribute to Algiers, in the shape of canof
New
Orleans is no more he was challenged by
non balls and shells thrown into the city.
Randolph and Uppes. After a thorough investi- colonel Benton, but refused to fight him; and Benton
afterwards
met him and shot him in the street.
gation of the votes given at the Lte election, Mr.
Eppes admits that Randolph is elected by a majori- It is said B. was taken by the mob and secured in
his house, and fire set to it
how true I know not."
ty of eleven votes. This information we received
from a friend and connexion of Mr. Eppes. Ra03"The editor has reason to believe that the above
statement i« not correct.
Star.

CHRONICLE.

—

—

—

leigh fJST.

C.J

The last paragraph, discrediting the intelligence,
Valuable arrival. The Russian ship Henry, 500
to have been added for Monday's paper; and
tons, arrived at New-York, last week, witli a vast appears
well might there be some reason to suppose the
cargo of teas and other China goods, from Canton.
Mexico. Extract of a letter from Havana, dated statement incorrect, w'n mi the editor had in his hand
July 7, 1815:— "We know from Mexico that the In- an article from .A'ashville, direct, bearing date at
dependents have at last formed a congi -.ss at Valla- least one month later than could be received via
dolid by the concurrence of deputies from every New Orleans, and actually later by 15 days! as folprovince in the kingdom. Their manifesto is very lows:
energetic and eloquent. It seems intended to de"Nashville, August 1. On Monday last an express
stroy party spirit, and extinguish the hatred exist- reached the head-quarters of general Jackson, at
between
the
and
the
natives
Creoles. this place, from
Spaniards
ing
governor Clarke, governor Edwards
•it is
high time,' say they, 'to banish from our hearts and the commissioners appointed to negociate *
that fatal jealousy that has kept us asunder. The
The comtreaty with the northwestern Indians.
fete of our sacred cause is already decided.
Every munications received render it almost certain that a
resentment must be stifled; and all recollection of war with those Indians is inevitable. The council
past events, so fatal to both parties, vanish from our held on the 6iu instant was attended by very few of
minds. Linked by the ties of brotherhood, let us these
savages— some few Foxes and Sacks were premaich into the holy temple of peace, and on theal- sent, the
principal chiefs remained at home, hostile,
tarof our country, let Us sacrifice all
private inte- to any arrangement for a treaty."

—

—

—
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In reviewing my own labors, I think I have preserved an honest chronicle of the strange tilings that
have happened, particularly of those that belonged

more immediately

— Vniuii,.

all

—

hemisphere, and their

so. 298.

the loth volume is finished, to have the contents of
the volumes collected and arranged under so
m my and such various heads, that it will hardly
be possible that any tiling desired to be referred to
shall escape immediate notice.
Grateful for the past, I respectfully solicit a continuance of that generous patronage this work has
received.
Its utility seems almiUed.
It lays before the people and preserves in a convenient
form, avast body of documents and facts that otherwise would be lost to the public at large; while
it answers all the ordinary
purposes of a newspaper to many. In the next number will be enclosed
a prospectus of the work that every friend of it
may have an opportunity" of conveniently doing
something to promote its further circulation, by

of the Year.

father Time," with sternly pice, has brought
the clos? of the 4th year, or 8; h volume of the
Wkek.lt Repistkk a period, perhaps, without pa*
railed in the history of the world, for interesting
and astonishing events; and, on account of the war
between the United States and Great Britain, of ex
(seeding importance to the people of the western
to

[whole

MLKS, NO. 29, SOUTH CALYEIiT-HTIlEET, AT

"Old

us

26, 1815.

—

am happy

the belief that this is also the opinion cf many
whose opinion is to be valued. But if more room
had been allowed, more would have been done.
There are, probably 1U0O or 1.500 patrons of the
"Weekly Reimstkh, tint would gladly receive two
sheets a week, an 1 pay jglO a year for the work, so
that every thing worthy of record might find a place
ia it.
The idea is flattering to the editor's pride
but the present times of bustle and confusion can
hardly last much longer;* and, in the event of a general peace, we should have space enough within our
original limits, to keep up a complete history of passing things, and devote a large portion of the paper
to the insertion of articles from manuscript, on the
various subjects within the range of our plan.
did hope, that in the termination of the war with
in

it to his
neighbors. In many rich and populous places the Register is, perhaps, entirely unknown; and, in others, confined to on? or two gentlemen who accidentally heard of it. I flatter myself,
it is calculated for a national
work, applying in all
its puts as well to one
portion of our extensive:
country as another; and hope even yet to receive a
great increase of subscribers much may be done
if every friend would do a little to obtain them.
Not being sensible of any alteration that would
add to its value, no change of the manner or arrangement of the Regist na will be attempted.
Among the mass of matter that lies over for the
next volume, is an official list of the officers of the
England, we should have been enabled to iitdulge navy of the United States. An effort will be made
f.-ir desires in this
respect but the late astonish- to dispose of these tilings expeditiously, by the aid
ing revolutions in France, whiie tiiey monopolized of gratuitous supplements.
the public attention, made a forcible seizure upon
The bills for the ensuing year will be generally
the contents of our work: nor did we resist it
for forwarded in the course of next week to
theagehts!
we have always thought it eur frst duty to record of the Register; who, in the mean time, will renutters like these.
ceive any monies that the liberality of our friends
The public approbation appears to have accompa- may induce them to pay; bearing in mind that an
nied live progress of this highly favored publica- additional (hilar will be requisite to obtain a
copy
tion; the time past was propitious to its utility, and of the heavy supplement now nearly completed,
it now stands alone as a monument of facts and for the
a
with
present volume; which,
proper index
thing's that no future work can supplant or supply; for it, wdl be transmitted, with the index of the
for it has all the manner and spirit of the time, as volume, in a
as
short
directed.
time,
very
well as the incident that belonged to it. A full, com-

shewing

—

—

'

We

—

—

plete and general index is yet wanting, to increase
its use
and, if my health is spared and sufficient
encouragement is afforded, I will undertake, when
'"-i"
- — •*

—

1

—

ii.

'

.'

The
Th»

British Ministry.

the list of the present British
trylie seen that the cabinet consists of
the unusual number of thirteen members.
First lord of the treasury Earl of Liverpool.

following

nislry.

is

It will

•The condition of the press is thus happily described by t'nejlcston Yankee where, it will be reLord chancellor Lord Eldon.
collected, tiie first accounts of the late great events
in Europe was received:
Lord privy seal Earl of Westmoreland.
"The tornado of European events which almost
President of the council End of Harrowby.
Three secretaries of state Viscount Sidmouth,
overwhelmed us last week, has past over, and a mostill hear it rumbling, (home); Viscount Castlereagh (foreign); Earl Bamentary calm succeeds.
more and more distant, as it sweeps to the south- thurst ^war).
Chancellor of the exchequer Right hon. Nicholas
ward, where every news-press staggers beneath the
shower of astonishing intelligence.
venture to Vansittart.
First lord of the admiralty Viscount Melville.
say, that never, in so short a space of time, since
the invention of our art, has it fallen to the printer's
Master general of the ordnance Earl of Mullot to circulate accounts of such tremendous events,
grave.
in such
President of the board of control Earl of Buck*'
rapid succession. If the political movements of the world continue upon the present scale, inghamshire.
modern times will become the emphatical period of
Chancellor of the duchy of Lci?icaster Right hon 7
history; and all that has gone before us will d win I Charles Bathurst.
Master of the mint Right hon. William Wellesley
die, in the comparison, to nursery tales, atui familiarj
lessons ter children'"
vtn above romr the cablet,
Pol**.

—

—
—

—
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—
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before our lee beam, I tacked to the westward; tli
also tacked, and continued in chase of us
light, on the 29th, he was within gun shot,
At 7 A. M. having hoisted
upon our lee quarter.
English colours, and a rear-admiral's flag, he comSecretary at -war— Viscount Palmerston.
hon. Charles menced firing from his bow guns. As his shot
Paymasters of the farces— Right
went over us, I cut away the remaining anchor and
Long" and right hon. Frederick John Robinson.
President of the board of trade—'Earl ofClancarty. cable, threw overboard the launch, six of our guns,
Vice president of ditto- Right hon. Frederick John more of our shot, and every heavy article that was
at hand; the enemy fired about thirty shot, not one
Hub nson.
of which took effect, though most of them passed
Attorney gener ul— Sir William Garrow, knt.
over us. While he was firing, I had the satisfacSolicitor general Sir Samuel Shepherd, knt.
Postmasters general— Earl of Chichester and earl tion to perceive that we slowly dropt him, and at

Lord Steward— E\r\ of Cholmondeley.
Lord Chamberlain— Marquis of Hertford.
.Muster of the hone— Duke of Montrose.
Treasure* of the navy— Right hon. George Rase.

enemy
At day

•

—

of Clancarty.
Lieut, gen. of the

ordnance— Sir Hildebrand Oakes,

bait.

IRELAND.
Lord

lieutenant of

all our spare spars, cut away the top gallant
forecastle, and cleared every thing off deck, as
sir well as from below, to lighten as much as possible.
At neon the enemy again commenced firing.

Ireland— Viscount Whitworth, shot,

K. B.

Commander of
George llewett.

9 A. M. he ceased his fire.
At 11 A. M. the enemy was again coming up
with us. I now, therefore, threw overboard all our
remaining guns but one long gun, nearly all our

the forces

— Right

Jjurd chancellor — Lord
—
Secretary of state

hon.

gen.

He fired many shot, only three of which came on
Manners.
board; two striking the hull and one passing
Ri,"* c hon. Robert Peel.
Chancellor of the exchequer Right hon. William through the jib. It is however, extraordinary, that
every shot did not take effect, for the en?my, the
Vesey Fitzgerald.
second time he commenced firing, was certainly
Attorney general Right hon. William Sanrin.
within three quarters of a mile of the ship and
Solicitor general
Charles Kendal Bushe, esq.

—

—
—

Copy of a

letier

from captain Biddle

to

commodore

Decatur, dated
United

—

Slates' sloop Hornet,
St. Salvador?, June, 10, 1815.

Sir I have the honor to report, that the Peacock and ihis ship, having continued of}' Tristan
d'Acunha, the number of days directed by you, in
yaw letter of instructions, proceeded in company
to the eastward on the 12th of April, bound to the
second place of rendezvous. Nothing of any im-

portance occurred to us until the 27th cf April,
when. at 7 A. M. in lat. 38, 30, S. and long. 33, E.
we made a strange sail in the S. E. to which we
g.ve chi.se. The wind was from the N. E. by N.

the sea quite sinooth.
I perceived from his sails
that the effect of his
fire was to deaden his wind, and at 2. P. M. the
wind which had previously, and greatly to our

disadvantage, backed to the southeast, hauled to
the westward, and freshened up. At sundown the
enemy was about four miles astern. The wind
was fresh and we went at the rate of nine knots
saw the enemy at inthroughout the night.
tervals through the squalls during the night, and
at daylight on the 30th he was about 12 miles
At 9h. 30m. A.
he
astern, still in chase of us.
took in steering sails, reefed his topsails and hauled to the eastward, and at 11 A. M. he was entirely
out of sight.
During the chase the enemy appeared to be very
crank, and I therefore conclude lie must have lightened while in chase of us. I did not at anytime
fire our stern chasers, because it was manifest that
the enemy injured his sailing by his firing.
As we had now no anchor, no cable, no boat, and
but one gun, there was of course an absolute necessity for relinquishing our intended cruise; and as in
our then condition, it would have been extremely
hi zardous, on account of enemy's cruisers, to approach our own coast, I considered it most advisable to proceed for this port. I arrived here yesterday and on my arrival received information of
the peace between the U. States and Great Britain.
Permit me to state that it is with the most painful
reluctance, and upon the fullest conviction that it
was indispensable in order to prevent a greater
misfortune, that I could bring my mind to consent
to part with my guns; and I beg leave to request,
that you will be pleased to move the honorable the
to
secretary of the navy, to call a court of inquiry
investigate the loss of the armament of this ship.
It will be very satisfactory to me to have such an

We

M

and light throughout the day, and by sundown we
hud neared the chase considerably. It was calm
during the night, and at day-light on the 28th he
was ye* in sight. A breeze springing up from the
N. W. we crouded sail with steering sails on both
sides; the chase standing to the northward upon a
wind. At 2 h. 45 m. P. M. the Peucok was about
six miles ahead of this ship; and
observing that
she ppeared to ^be suspicious of the chase, I took
in starboard
steering sails, and hauled up for the
Peacock— I was still however, of opinion that the
chase was an Indiaman, though, indeed, the atmosphere was quite smoky and indistinct, and Iconeluded, as she was very large, that captain Warrington was waiting for me to join him, that we
might together go alongside of her. At 3 h. 22 m.
P.
the Peacock make the signal that the chase
was a ship of the line and an
enerny. I immediately took in all steering sails, and hauled upon a
wind; the enemy then upon our lee quarter, distant
about eight miles. By sundown I had
perceived
that the enemy sailed
remarkably fast, and was ve- investigation.
I have the honor to be, respectfully, your obediry weatherly.
At 9 P. M. as the enemy was gaining upon us, ent servant.
J. BIDDLE.
and as there was every appearance that he would
Commodore Decatur.
lie enabled to
keep sight of us during the night, 1
Ad'.utant and Inspector generats

M

1815.
considered it necessary to lighten this
Qffiee, August 17,
1
ship.
GENERAL OHDEli,
therefore threw overboard 12 tons of
the
of
country,
kentledge,
The civil authority having, in many sections
part of our shot, some of our heavy spars, cut away interfered with the government and subordinates of the army, by
e\tthe sheet anchor and cablp, and started the
granting to soldiers writs of habens corpus, and requiring j» re
wedges dence the original enlistments as a condition of their being
of the masts. At 2 A. M. the enemy
in some
rather
«ontracts smd

being

tninAl to

f-j'lil

their

;

itbpin;; impracticable,
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intances, for commandine; officers to produce those enlistiucuts
so soon as tlit-y are requiredIt is therefore ordered, that no ;iaymastrr make payments, arrmisof pay or bounty to soldiers discharged by the civil authority;
to establish
mid that all officers withhold the certificates

In

New

York

required
claims to bounty land; and forthwith report such discbarges to this
o (rice.
In allcases where the periods of enlistments are doiihttu), commanding officers of regiments and corps will make the necessary
of the
iiKiuiryaudpioiuptl) adopt measures to ensure the rights
,

soldiers.

Byord^-rof the secretary of war.
D. l'AKKEH, Adj.aud Ius. Gen.

Treasury Notes

— Banks.

The Bank of America,
The Union B:mk,
The Merchant's Hank,
The Bank of Columbia, (Hudson)
The Bank of Hudson*
The Ontario Bank,
The C itskill Bank,
The Orange County Bank*

Li Pennsylvania
In Oliio

— TIIK proposition contained in the notice

The State Bank, Morrisville.
The Bank of the Northern Liberties)
The Columbia bank of Pennsylvania*
.The Farmers' Bank of NeW-Salcm*
The Farmers' and Mechanics' Banks
of Cincinnati.

which was issue from the treasury department on
the 15th .Tune

last,

relative to

the circulation

of
the

treasury notes, has heen generally adopted (sy
Slate banks, with the exception of those which pay
their own notes, on demand, in gold or silver, alul
those which are specified in the subjoined list.
The principal object of the proposition is, to
contribute to relieve the country from the embarrassments produced by the want of a national
secure
circulating medium; and, in that respect, to
the co-operation of the banks with the treasury.
Tims, the notes of the acceding banks, treasury
notes, and an issue of cents (which is preparing at
the mint) may afford an adequate medium lor all
local purposes and for the purposes of remittance,
from place to place in the same state, or from one
state to another state, the treasury notes, which by
a 11
agreement are issuable and receivable at par, by
the acceding banks, throughout the union, will serve,
in some degree, to overcome the existing inequalities

Foreign

—

of exchange.
Notice is therefore hereby given, that inslrtictions luve been issued to the collectors, and other
public officers, who are employed in the collection
and receipt of duties, taxes, and other public dues,
prohibiting them from receiving in payment thereof,
from and after the 1st day of October next, the notes
of the banks which are specified in the subjoined list,
to receive in

Articles'*

Legitimacy. A letter from HaVarina has the foi=
lowing information "All the property belonging to
the French people who reside in Il.tvanna, lias been
seized upon without mercy or exception. Tiicy are
ordered in the most tyrannical manner, instantly ti>
of course is left
quit the place—and their property
The
to the generosity of the Spanish government.
of youth and old age, I am
sufferings of individuals
incapable of describing." This is the "legitimate'*
proceedings of a "religious government."
The prince regent has sent a message to narlia*
ment announcing the important fact, that his brother, the duke of Cumberland* has married a daughter of the late reigning prince of Mecklenburg Stre J
litz, a "niece of her majesty," and begging liiat a
suitable provision may be made to support them in

:

and requiring them only
1
Gold or silver,
2. Treasuiy Notes,

459

In J\'ew Jerscy....TUe State Dank, Elizabeth,

Treasury Department, loth Aug. 1815.

Notice.

ARTICLED.

—

—

and station! at the cuit of the laborers of
Great Britain. It is slated that the queen will not
admit her 1-oyal niece to her levees—reason not

their rank

i

given.

On the 3d July, lord Cochrane paid his fine of
=£1000, and was, in consequence, released from his
imprisonment. His lordship immediately proceeded
to 'he house of commons, where lie took ihe oaths and
his scat, and voting on the bill to allow the duke of

payment—

Cumberland (lately married) 6000-C sterling a year*
caused a majority of one agninst it. The duke has
the
3. Bank notes (other than notes issued by
already an income of about $90,000 per annum.
banks specified in the subjoined list) which
Old king George is reported si ill in good bod !}'
are current at par, at the place of payment. health, "but without any diminution of Ins disorder."
And notice is hereby further given, that from
Castlereugh left Dover for Ostend on the 2nd of
and after the said first day of October next, by July.
By accounts from Gibraltar, of ihp 20th Slay* wei
agreement of the state banks (oilier 1 ban those which
pay their notes, on demand, in gold Or silver, and learn that Ferdinand VII had given permission for
thoseVhich are specified in the subjoined list)treasu- the introduction into Spain of British cotton goodsi
ry notes will be received, credited and re-issued, at for the space of two years, which before had been
An official decree has been published
par, by eacli and every of the said acceding banks prohibited.
But it is not intended, or understood, that the said ton the subject
The average amorfnt of governmental deposits iit
agreement, shall bind acceding banks to receive,
credit and re-issue any treasury notes, which are the bank of F.ngland, are estimated at 11,000,000=£<
now due and payable, or which shall hereafter become On which, of course, the bank obtains interest of
due and payable, and for the payment whereof, funds its creditors
inuf ic<*
have been, or shall be, assigned at the proper loan
fit the great fair at Leipsic, the English
offices.
cured goods were not in request* until the French ar«
.

5

1

I

!

|

m

A. J. DALLAS, Secretary of the treasury. tides had been disposed of.
List of bap's whose notes are not to be received
Paris, Jitne 30. The house of representatives
after the 1st of October, 1815, in any payments to the have •contributed 50 francs a member, as aid to thd
wounded soldiers.
United States
i
Blinks -which have positively declined the treasury
In the French house of peers, June 23, they Voted
a loan of 1,500,000 francs.
proposition.
Prices Slocks, London, .hi'y 2. 3 per cent, red,
The bank of New York.
The New York Manufacturing Company,
53 1-4 a 58 1-2. Omnium, 11 3 4 a 12 premium.
"
The bank of Augusta, (Georgia)
Thh ci.auiii.ve Koines," referred to by Bonaparte*
The Middleton Uank* (Connecticut)
is thus noticed in tfie Boston Ceutinel.
Bonaparte is
2. Hanks which have given no answer to the treasury continually alluding to events in the Iloman history.
'•
to the French house of peers, hesaysj
Proposition, and which do not ';'*
believfidj p'ty In hi* answer
* updar the Ccr.i4ine Ftrks that foreigners win
'.
:

.

—
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make us pass." This is an allusion to the Clau secure the independence of nations, and the liberdina Furca, which were memorable by the disgrace ties of mankind."
of the Romans. They were spears disposed in the
The following is the report of the battle of Mount
form of a gallows, under which prisoners of war
La Belle Alliance, made by count
were made to pass near Caudium, where the Sam- Sci?d John, or
Drouet to the chamber of peers on the 23d of June.
nites obliged the Roman army, and the two consuls,
His introduction, in which he notices some misreto lay down their arms and pass under the gallows,
presentations that had been made in the house, and
or yoke, as a token of submission.
professes his attachment to the emperor, his love of
OF THE GREAT BATTLES.
The following is given as Wellington's force the country, and his enthusiasm for the national gloThe following includes his whole narry, we omit,
previous to the attack of Bonaparte
Boston Daily Adv.
rative.
British bayonets,
27,000
German legion
The French army passed the frontier June 15.—5,000
It was composed of several corps of cavalry, five
Hanoverian infantry, new levies,
25,000
Brunswick and Nassau
10,000
corps of infantry, and the imperial guard. The five
Dutch 5,000
corps of infantry were commanded, the first by count
10,000
d'Erlon, the second by count Reille, the third by
Belgie 5,010
count Vandamme, the fourth by count Gerard, and

to

—

Total infantry
76,000
Artillery— British, 30 brigades of 6 guns
each, German legion, Hanoverians, Stc. 5,000

Cavalry— British

German
Dutch,

7,000.}

legion, 2,500

&.c.

3,000

C
S

13,500

the sixth by count Lobau.
"They met some light troops on this side of the
Sambre, dispersed them and took 4 or 500 men.
They afterwards passed the river; the 1st and 2d
corps at Merchienne-au-Pont, the reminderof the
army at Charleroy. The 6th corps which remained
behind, did not pass the river until the next day.

—

—

The army marched in advance of Charleroy, upon
94,500
T,andbn Jv.ly 3. The allies, we are informed on Fleurus. The corps of Vandamme, attacked, about
good authority, have refused to enter into negocia- 4 o'clock in the evening, a division of the enemye
lia ions with the rebel French in Paris.
which appeared to be 7 or 8000 strong, infantry and
A dispatch of which the cavalry, supported by some cannon, with its horse
no-ivning-street, July 3.
following is a copy, was last night received, ad- upon the road of Fleurus. This division was routdressed to eftrl Bathurst, by his grace' the duke of ed, its squares were overthrown by our cavalry, one
of which was entirely put to the sword. In one of
Wellington, dated Orville, June 29, 1815.
My Loini Being aware of the anxiety existing these charges of cavalry, France lost my brave and
in England to receive the returns of the killed and estimable comrade, lieutenant-general Lefort, aidwounded in the late actions, I now send lists of the de-camp of the emperor. Our advance-guard marchofficers, and expect to be able to send this evening ed upon Fleurus.
returns of the non commissioned officers and sol"The next morning the French army entered the
diers.
The amount of non commissioned officers plain of Fleurus, which 21 years before had been
and soldiers, British and Hanoverian, killed, wound- rendered famous by one of the most splendid feats
ed and missing, is between 12 and 13,000.
of arms. The enemy appeared in form of an amYour lordship will see in the enclosed lists the phitheatre upon a hill behind the village of St.
names of some most valuable officers lost to his Amand and Ligny. The right appeared to extend
m jesty's service.* Among them 1 cannot avoid to a little beyond St. Amand, the left stretched consimention colonel Cameron of the 92d, and colonel sir derably beyond Ligny.
T!. Ellis of the 23d
"About noon, the 3d corps of infantry, supported
regiments, to whose conduct 1
have frequently drawn your lordship's attention, and by its cavalry, attacked the village of St. Amand,
who at last fell distinguishing themselves at the took possession of a wood in front of die village,
head of the brave troops which 'hey commanded.
and penetrated as far as the first houses. Soon after
Notwithstanding the glory of the occasion, it is it was vigorously repulsed. Supported by new batimpossible not to lament such men, both on ac- teries, it recommenced the attack, and after sevecount of the public, and as friends. I have the hon- ral
very obstinate attempts, it remained master of
or to be, &.c.
WELLINGTON. the wood and the village, which it found filled with
\\<\
of
the
commissioned and non-commis- dead and wounded Prussians.
[*Tiusioned officers, mentioned in the despatch, is pub"At the same time the 4th corps attacked the
lished in the Sun of
July 3d, and fills about three village of Ligny. It met with great resistance, but
eolumiifi
andafialf. Fh giving this long and melan- the attack was directed and supported with most
choly list, the editor of the (London) Sun thus re- persevering obstinacy. Some batteries occupied tire
marks:
whole interval between the two villages, to oppose
"Important as the general news of this day is, and the artillery which the enemy had planted at the
anxious as we are to devote as much of our atten- foot and on the
this
declivity of a hill. 1 witnessed
tion as possible to it, our
paramount duty is the cannonade with satisfaction, because I perceived we
publication of the glorious, but melancholy list, to had decidedly the advantage. The troops who proconfirm the fear:;, to assuage the
anguish, and to tected our batteries, were at a distance, and being
cheer the 'drooping hearts of those"
(and the number masked by the inequalities of the ground, could reincludes the entire populition of the
empire) who ceive no injury. Those of the enemy, on the other
are interested in the fate of the heroes whose valor
hand, being disposed in amphitheatre, behind theie
has rescued
Europe, on the soil of Belgium. With batteries, suffered the greatest losses.
the exception, therefore, of ths Hanoverian contin"It appeared to be the intention of the emperor,
gencies which shall appear to-morrow, we have co- to move the reserve beyond the ravine, and upon
pied from the Gazette
Extraordinary, the entire and the- position of the enemy, as soon as we should be
perfect returns of the British loss sustained in the masters of Ligny. This manoeuvre would have enlate battles.
It is,
indeed, a dreadful catalogue, tirely cut ofF the' left of the Prussians, and left them
find we thank God that
only one such victory was at our discretion. At the moment of executing this,
M'-cessary to break the power of our enemies «nd, between 4 and 5 o'clock, the emperor was informed

—

;

—

—
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that marshal Ney, who was on our left, at the head
of the first .tn.i second corps, was opposed to a very
considerable English force, and wauled support.
The emperor ordered that the battalions of chasseurs of the old guard, and a great part of the reserve of artillery, should march to the left of the
village of St. Amand to the assistance of the two
first corps, but
was soon ascertained that this
it
reinforcement was not necessary, and it was recalled
to the village of Ligny, by which the army was to
debouch. The grenadiers of the guard passed the
village, and overthrew the enemy, and the army
took a position on
ehatinting the hymn of victory,
the other sida of the ravine, upon the field of battle,
which it had rendered illuisu-ious, by the most splen-

—

did military feats:
"I know not what other trophies distinguished
this great day, but those which I saw were several
standards, and 24 pieces of cannon, collected at
one point. I have never, under any circumstances,
seen the French troops engage with a more noble
enthusiasm. Their rapidity and valor inspired the
highest hopes.

"On

Ui

wood which was situated in advance of the enemy's right. He first got possession of it and was
tlie

afterwards repulsed, and did not remain
entirely
master of it until after several hours of an obstinate contest.

"The 1st corps, the left of which rested upon the
great road, attacked at the same time, the houses
of Mount Saint John, established itself
there, and
marched upon the position of the enemy. Marshal
Ney, who commanded these two corps, stationed
himself upon the great road to direct their movements according to circumstances.
"The marshal told me, during the battle, that lie
was about to make a great effort upon the
enemy's
centre, while his cavalry were bringing together the
which
not
to be
cannon,
appeared
supported.

wM

He told me several times, when I brought him orders during the battle, that we were about to
gain
a
great victory. Mean time, the Prussian corps,
which had joined the English left, put itself en f>otence on our
right flank, and begun to attack it
about half past 5 o'clock in the evening. The 6th
corps, which had taken no part in the battle of ihe
16th, was brought up to oppose it, and was supported by a division of the young guard and several batteriesof the guard.
"About 7 o'clock, there was perceived at a distance towards our right, a fire of artillery and mus-

the morning of the next day I went aver the
of battle; 1 saw it covered with the enemy's
dead and wounded. To the latter the emperor ordered every assistance and consolation to be given.
He left upon the field officers and men specially instructed to collect them. The peasants bore away ketry. There was no doubt but marshal
Grouchy
With the greatest care the French wounded; they had followed the movements of the Prussians, and
seemed anxious to give them assistance; but we had come to take part in the victory. Cries of joy
were obliged to employ menaces to compel them to extended along our whole line. The troops, fatigued
take charge of the Prussians, to whom they shewed by 8 hours fighting, gained
vigor, an i made new
a strong dislike.
efforts.
The emperor regarded this moment as de•'According to the reconnoitreing reports, it ap- cisive. He pushed his whole guard in advmce, orpeared that after the battle the enemy's army had se- dered four battalions to pass near the village of
parated; that the English took tiie road of Brussels Mount Saint John, to march upon the enemy's posiand that the Prussians bent their course towards tion, and to force with the b.<yonet all that resisied
the Meuse. Marshal Grouchy, at the head of a then). The
of the guard, and all our cavalcavalry
large corps of cavalry, and the 3d and 4th corps of ry that remained at hand, seconded this movement.
was
to
the
ordered
latter.
The
The
four
battalions, on reaching the pUin, fell back
infantry
pursue
emperor followed the route of the English with the from the terrible fire of musketry and grape. The
The great number of wounded, who were detached from
1st, 2d and 6*h corps of the imperial guard.
1st corps, which was in advance attacked and over- them, gave rise to the belief that the
guard were
threw many times the rear guard of the enemy and routed. A terrible panic spread to the neighboring
pursued it until night, when it took a position upon corps, which precipitately took to flight. The enethe plain behind the village of Mount Saint John, its my's cavalry, which perceived this disorder, moved
right extending towards the village of Braine, and forward upon the plain; it was restrained for some
its left extending indefinitely in the direction of time
by twelve battalions of the old guard, which
Wavre. It was frightful weather. Every body was had not yet given way, but which drawn in by that
persuaded that the enemy took this position to gain inexplicable movement, followed, but in disorder
time for its baggage and packs to pass the forest of the retreat.
"All the carriages of the artillery were precipitaSoignes, and that the army would make the same
movement at the break of day.
ted upon the great road. They soon accumulated
"At day light, the enemy was found in the same so that it was impossible to move them. They were
The weather was very stormy; and had for the most part abandoned on the w:iy, and tinposition.
so destroyed the roads, that it was impossible to teamed by the soldiers who led the horses. All
manoeuvre with the artillery. About 9 o'clock it precipitated towards the bridges of Charleroy and
became fair; the fields became dried a little, and at Marchienne, whence the wrecks were directed tonoon the order for attack was given by the empe- wards Phillippeville and Avesnes.
ror.
'Such is the history of this fa(al day. It ought to
Ought we to have attacked the enemy in position, with troops fatigued by a succession of marches have raised to its greatest height the glory of the
—a great battle and frequent engagements? Or French army, to huve destroyed all the vain hopes of
ought we to have given them time to repose from the enemy, and perhaps have given very shortly to
their fatigues, and left the enemy quietly to fall France, the peace so much desired.
But heaven deback upon Brussels? If we had been successful, all cided otherwise; it has destined, that after so many
military men would have declared it an unpardona- catastrophes, our unhappy country should be again
"
ble fault, not to have pursued a retreating army,
exposed to the ravages of foreigners
when it was but k few leagues from its capital, to
BltVSS'EI.S, JUNE 22.
field

—

which we were invited by numerous partisans.

—

Report of Gen. Ziethcn, commanding the first corps
Fortune has betrayed our efforts, and it is regarded of ihe army of the Lower Rliine, to his Highness
a3 a great act of imprudence to have
given battle. Prince Bhicher.
Beaumont June 20.—-All the details which we
Posterity, more just, will decide.
"The 2d corps commenced the attack at noon. have hitherto collected concerning the flight of the
The division commanded by
prince Jerome attacked French are confirmed here.— JJor.ap.a-jts passed
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BttusFF.x.s, jvly t.
through tliis place yesterday, at 1 o'clock; lie had
The King of France has left Oambvay to repair-'
on a grey surtout and around hat. He took the road
in
to
moment
to Avesnes, Disorder increases every
L'ompeigne; before he departed he addressed to
1he French aimy, and the want of discipline is«t- the French nation the following
PROCLAMATION.
the highest pitch. "I he soldiers think themselves]
the kit;g to tut. frkkih people.
betrayed, and every one manifests his wish to return
of
The
fiome,
my kingdom at last open before
gates
At Beaumont all fled at the first alarm. Almost me; I hasten to b. ng bark my misle subjects ,
»t the gate of the town we found a pi^ce of cannon to mitigate the calamities which 1 had wished
abandoned, and 2 more on the load to Sobrile-Cha- prevent, to place myself a second time between the
teau,
They had pontoons near the village of allied and the French armies, in the hope that the
Glerrmont, I hope I shall he one to save some of feelings of consideration of which I may Le the
them,
object may tend to their preservation. This is the
At Charlexoy our troops found 9 cannon and 100 only way in which T have, wished to take part in
I have not
caissons abandoned. The crowd upon the bridge the war.
permitted any prince of my
was so great, that Bonaparte was obliged to place family to appear in the foreign ranks, and have rethere a company with fixed bayonets, to stop the strained the courage of those of my servants who
This company was overpowered, and had been able to range themselves around me.
fugitives,
then it was impossible to stop the torrent. An inReturned to the soil of my country, I take pleahabitant of that town counted 23 pieces which sure in speaking confidence to my people. When I
passed the bridge, and 6 were left between Charle- first re-appeared among you, I found men's minds
roy and Sobri-le Chateau.
agitated and heated by conflicting passions. My
ZIETHEN-.
views encountered on every side nothing but dif(Signed)
ficulties and obstacles.
My government was Table to commit errors; perhaps it did commit them.
Brussels, jcxe 27.
There are times when the purest intentions are
ORDER OF THE DAY.
insufficient to direct, or sometimes they even misHis majesty, informed by my reports, of the glolead.
rious victories to which you have contributed with
Experience alone could teach; it shall not be lost
,0 mucn bravery and fidelity, has charged me With
Au that can MVe pknce , mv' wisl)
the commission equally agreeable and flattering to
My Sllbjecls havc 1?arned by cruel trials, that
rny heart, to testify to you, my fellow citizens, his the
is one
principle of the legitimacy of sovereigns
entire satisfaction with your conduct in the several
of the fundamental bases of social ordeiy-the only
actions that took place; I cannot give you, brave
one upon which, amidst a great nation, a wise and
warriors of the Netherlands, a stronger proof of the
well-ordered liberty can be established. This docapprobation of our heloved sovereign, than by mak- trine has
of all Eujust been proclaimed as that
ing you acquainted with the tenor of the letter which
I had
consecrated it by my charrope.
previously
Ins majesty has addressed to me, and which is com
ter, and I claim to add to that charter all the gua-.
ceived in these terms;
rajitees which can secure the benefits of it.
"The Hague, Jv?ie 24. Your reports of the 17th
The unity of ministry is the strongest that I can
jmd22d inst. have given me inexpressible joy which lofTer. I mean that it should exist, and that the
the happy result of so many obstinate combats has frank and firm march of my council should guaeo generally excited; for 1 have the certainty that rantee all interests and calm all inquietudes.
Some have talked latterly of the restoration of
my troops have had a glorious share in them, and
have seen in the son of their prince, a brave exam? tylhes and feudal rights. This fable, invented by
pie of the most dangerous duties they have to per- the common enemy, does not require confutation.
It will not be expected that the king should stop
form,
"I desire that you will acquaint with my complete to refute calumnies and lies: the success of the
treason has too clearly indicated their source. If
satisfaction, all the brave warriors of the Netherfelt alarm,
lands, who fought under your command at Quatre the purchasers of national property have
the charter shcull suffice to re-assure them. Did I
Bras, and at Li Belle Alliance.— Tell them, that all
cause to
their fellow countrymen have eyes fixed on them not myself propose to the chambers, and
with admiration and gratitude, and are proud of the be executed, sales of property ? This proof of my
In these latter tiwies\
sincerity is unanswerable.
firmness and courage which they have displayed.
Let them kriow that the blood they have shed has my subjects of all classes have given me equal
of love and fidelity. I wish them to know
irrevocably effaced the least doubt that might have proof
existed on the solidity of this new kingdom, and the ll0W sensibly 1 feel them, and that it is from among
union of its inhabitants: assure them, that they shall a11 Frenchmen I shall delight to choose those who
I wish to
flre t0 approach my person and family.
always have in me a true friend of the noble profesbut those whose
sion, and a protector of valor and of all military exclude from my presence none
celebrity is matter of grief to France, and of horVnerit,
ror to Europe. In the plot which they hatched, 1
"Do ycu, yourselves, find the reward of your deperceive many of my subjects misled, and some
votion, and an alleviation of your wounds, in the
honor of being to (he brave warriors of the Nether- guilty.
I
promlse-»-I who never promised in vain, (all
lands, the organ of the sentiments consecrated to
knows it) to pardon misled Frenchmen,
them by their king and country. Continue then, my Europe
all that has passed since the day when I quitted
countrymen, to walk in the path of honor; your Lille, amidst so
many tears, up to the day when I
king acknowledges your service, and your country re-entered Canlbrai, amidst so rrianv acclamations.
honors you. As for me, 1 feel my wounds only beBut the blood of my people has flowed, in concause they keep me for a time at a distance from you.
of a treason of which the annals of the
My most ardent desire is to join you again to com- sequence
world present no example. That treason has sumbat the common enemy, and bravely to lavish our
moned foreigners into the heart of France. Eveblood and our lives for the king and country.
I owe it, then to
ry day reveals to mc a new disaster.
''"WILLIAM, ptjrree cf Orsng?." the'dignlty dfrrry crown, *n the interest of jpy
^igned)
j
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people, to the repose of Europe, to except from
pardon the instigators and authors of this horrible plot. They shall be designated to the vengeance of the laws by the two Chambers which 1
propose forthwith to assemble.
Frenchmen, such are the sentiments which lie
brings among you, whom time has not been able
to cnange, nor calamities
fatigue, nor injustice

made

The

king, whose fathers reigned
G/er your's, returns to consecrate the remainder of his days in defending and
consoling you.
Given at Camhrai, this 28th of June, in the year
of our Lord 1815, and of pur
reign the 21st.
to stoop.

for .'ight centuries,

LOUIS.

By

the King,

Prince Tallktuani',

Jllinister secretary

of state for foreign

FRENCH HOUSE OF PEERS.

affairs.

Thursday, June 22.

US

not in France. I cannot consider as regent a princess
who is in Austria. Are they foreigners? Are they
These are what we first must have clearcaptives!
ly ascertained.
Perhaps it is Wished to draw us to
recognise a regency. If they take that, course tin y
The resolution
light the torches of a civil War.
that you have taken this morning, decides not the
question. In that consists its goodness. I am far
from thinking that there is a factious minority ; and
I persist in
demanding the order of the day,
Prince Lucian. The constitution recognize s Napoleon as emp-ror of the French, and the succession of
the emperor in his dynasty, when lie should ab lie
It is' in this ord.r his son succeeds him.
It
only
wants a declaration in conformity wi&li what the emperor has sent. By suoty declaration yon will ex*
press that you accept the sacrifice which die emperor has made for 'he happiness of France. It appears to me that an act of this nature cannot give"
1

.

.

place to any deliberation.
M. Boissy d'Auglas. You have passed a decree*
which prejudges nothing. It will bee me _\ou to
hold there. Is is the only wise course. Let us abstain from useless discussions
close the debate, and
pass to the order of the day.
in favor of his son.
Gen. Labadoyere. I come again to the motion
Prince Lucien Bonaparte
have now to avoid that I made this morning. If Napoleon II. is not
a civil war, and to defeat, the
plots of a factious mi- declared emperor of the French, the abdication of
The method the most certain, is the solemn his father is a nullity. What! men who have sworn
nority.
application of the principle the emperor never dies. fidelity to the constitutions of the empire men who
The constitutional order of succession, established owe every thing to Napoleon men who were yesin a dynasty, annihilates factions and ensures
public terday on their knees before him refuse to recogt
If we do not stray from the line which nize his son
What then do they hope from our
ranquility.
the constitution has traced, we shall prove our
Ah well
If the emperor experiences
gra- enemies?
titude for him who has made for our
happiness the this outrageous refusal, he ought to draw his sword
greatest of sacrifices; that of a crown. I demand anew. He will be, I know, abandoned again by
then, that, without other discussion, the chamber those generals whom lie lus loaded with honors and
declare Napoleon TI. emperor of the French, and riches, and who have paid him by the most black
take the oath of fidelity to him. I will be the first ingratitude. But lie will be followed by other
geto swear, and all
good Frenchmen will follow my nerals who will be most faithful and by thousands
example. [Agitation and murmurs."] Since the elec- of brave men. Let the vile perjurers be arraigned
tors received at the
Champ de Mai from the hands before the legislature, judged and punished in a
of their constitutional chief of the
imperial Eagles; manner to terrify those who would desert our cosince the majority of the Frencli have sworn
Let their names be delivered to infamy.
fidelity lors.
and obedience to the constitutions of the empire; Let their families be procrastinated. Let their
ihey cannot, |without violating the sacredness of houses be torn down. And never let any of them
oaths, refuse to admit my proposition. I demand afterwards put their feet on the French territory.
that the vote be taken instantly.
You will not abandon a second time, in misforttui',
M. de Pontecoulant. lam about to say that which him whom you have, in the face of Europe, sworn to
I should not
say, if Napoleon was yet in power. I am defend.
Prince of Essling, (Massena) Young man, you
entirely devoted to him from the bottom of my heart.
I have served him
faithfully; and I shall serve him forget yourself.
I owe every
M. Alex. Lameth. You think you are yet with the
faithfully till my last sigh
thing to
him. He has been to me the most generous of be- body guard.
nefactors. But I am also obligated to the nation.
M. de Valence, agitated for a long time with a
What is now proposed to us ? A thing contrary to strong indignation, which he had restrained with
the usage of all deliberative assemblies, to take a re- difficulty, at length cried with vehemence for the orsolution Toithcut deliberation !
And who is it comes der of the day. Tiiere W&3 afterwards a great tuhere to speak of a factious minority ; who invokes mult. Cries of order order! sounded on all sides.
the constitution of the empire, and wishes to impose The president was obliged to cover himself. Some
a sovereign on the French ? I recognize the right moments after silence was obtained.
that he has acquired to the general esteem
M. Carnudet The journal of your silting will
by his
talents, his fine character and what he has done for sufficiently verify the right of Napoleon IF to the
But he and his mother are out of France.
liberty; but these give him no privilege to speak to us crown.
as he has done.
No act attests him even to be a What does the nation What docs Frencli honor re[ IJefore the legislature recognized

The

Napoleon

II.~]

president informed tiie assembly that the deputation sent to the emperor to express to him the
sentiments of respect and gratitude of the chamber,
and acquitted themselves of the mission, and that
the emperor had answered that he hud only abdicated

—
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Frenchman.

We

Prince Lucien.

The

President.

know him only as a Roman prince. quire? — A provisional government, which can make
I demand to be heard in
propositions to the enemy. It is time tofin.sh this
reply.
You shall be, when M. de P. has scandalous debate.

done.

M. de

Prince Lucien.
P.

Prince Lucien requires what yqu cannot grant till after deliberation and then
you will
have to decide a great question. I am fir from declaring against the power of Napoleon II. But
whatever may be my gratitude for bis father, I cannot regard as
my sovereign _an individual who is

—

I

am

far

from opposing the ap-

poinmentof a commission of government; but I demand, at the same time, the acknowledgment of Napoleon

II.

"The decree establishing a provisional government,
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M. Boissy D'Anglas. The order of the day.
M. de Segur. 1 apprehended tiiis morning a

1815.

rpinions, because it appears to admit more chances
part for the hberty ami happiness of the people, by
the guarantee of principles and of men of the revo»
lotion ? 1 conceive it at least
very idle to discuss

of the discussion which has taken place. I hoped
that the question would not have occupied us so
soon, and that the veil which we threw on it would
should give time to
prejudge nothing; aud that we
no longer permitted to renegociate. But we are
We have sent a messign ourselves to this hope.
that his
sage to Napoleon; and he lias answered,
abdication was in favor of his son; we are thus obligcd to treat of a question that we would have postif we depart from
poned. What will become of us,
the constitution! How many misfortunes will be in
the train of such violation! It is impossible to pronounce upon a provisional government without sayjug under what title it is so. Wearenota national
convention, but a chamber cf peers and representatives in virtue of the constitution. What do you
hazard in saying what is. Napoleon I. being poliWe must not
tically dead," Napoleon II. reigns.
give to nations a pretext for saying "Who arc you!"
5 demand that the
provisional government be called

this question.
The royal party ? As to that, 1 hasten to prevent a second conclusion that might be

j

drawn from what has been said in this place. W«
may have among us some shade of opinion; but we
have but one thought as to the end and the means
of this party, and as to the destiny to which it
would carry Trance. Nevertheless it has mmierus followers, that I am
far from censuring.
a
Many
of the French have embraced this parly from interesting recollections, from sentiment, from habit.
The idea of peace which they attach to the Bourbons,
the idea that the character of this family presents a
guarantee to the citizens of the peaceable enjoy-

ment of

their possessions, have seduced many minds
incapable of raising themselves above their interests,
prejudices and peculiar views; and incapable of
miking a sacrifice to the general interest of a nations
which above all has need to be free, strong and" respected without; and to have within an energetic

t'.ic-

regency.
Duke of Dassano. The constitution lias foreseen government.
the age of the minority of the sovereign. It says that
Previous to M. Manuel's speech there appeared
then ihe government shall be administered by a to be a great diversity of opinions on the question of
council of regency. Instead of this council, if you acknowledging Napoleon II, as the following ex-

establish a provisional government which acts in the tracts will shew.
name of no person, what will be the talisman that
"A member.
must leave the care of it to our
they will t&y."Vi'vele Governemcnt 2'ruvisoire"? No. plenipotentiaries.
But Uiey will cry "Vive Napoleon II." when they
M. Gsrrat. Wishes that the envoys should reare commanded in the n .me of a prince of their ceive orders to demand that the allied powers,
choice when they shall hear the name which has and particularly of Austria, this child, which afl
been for them so often the signal of victory. They France desired, and which belonged no more to his
speak of a veil. What is this veil. Are not the rights father.

We

of Napoleon consecrated by the whole of France?
M. Pegnieres. Demanded that all the members
Prince Joseph. I consent to a provisional gov- should have an opportunity of being heard; and that
ernment provided it acts in the name of Napoleon the decision should be delayed for this purpose.
II
M. Regnault. Do you wish to delay till lord
M. Koederer. Should you present your negotia- Wellington is at the gates of Paris ?
the
of
name
a
tors to the emperor of Austria in
A considerable tumult ensued. M. Pegnieres
child of his own blood, do you think he will not re- answered with fierceness.
ceive them favorably ?
M. Dupin. For what has the emperor abdica[On the 22d of June, symptoms were unfavorable ted ? What is it that could force so great a soul to
On
the
23d
to Napoleon II. in the legislature.
sacrifice i'.s power ? I remind you that he abdicated
they unanimously proclaimed him. There is some- because in spite of his love for France, he felt
this
in
tiiat he could no longer preserve her.
If it had
3
thing mysterious
[Poiu'ecoulant is one o! the commissioners to, treat been in his power to have fulfilled his task, without
for peace.]
doubt he would have been ambitious of the honor,
and we should have been the most base of men, if,
From the Boston Palladium, Aug. 15.
without partaking of his sentiments, we should
Paris
the
//.—It
papers, have received his abdication to have put the fate of
appears by
Napoleon
that while the French house of commons was still the nation into the hands of an infant.
1 have another observation to make, which I hopfdisputing and hesitating as to Napoleon IT, a Mr.
Manuel made a long and elegant speech, conclud- you will hear patiently; but if I am interrupted,
ing with a resolution for proclaiming the young that will not prove my observation bad, but only
emperor, which resolution was immediately pas- that you will not hear it. I demand of you, Do you
sed by a unanimous vote. In this speech we find be'ieve that J\apolcon II. trill do what J\apoleon I.
the following paragraph.
could not ?
"In the conclusion, I address myself to those who
I/efevre .would not hesitate to recognize Naappear to think that political motives require delay.
II. if he was in France, but he feared the
This discussion lias sufficiently made known our poleon
machiavelism of the powers.
firm resolution, to do every thing hereafter for
France, and not for u family; and if foreign powIn the French house of commons June 23d, Feers refuse to recognize Napoleon II, there will al- lix
of two faults in
Lepelletier complained bitterly
No
person the Journal de Paris. One was, saying that the minways be time to take a new course.
here will balance between a man and twenty 7r:i!'ionn ister at "War had been called to erder in the house
the other, publishing that there was a laugh at
of men."
M. Manuel said in a previous part of his speech: ti )e provincial accents of a member. He moved the
numerous
so
''I do not believe that
and establishment of a stenograph ical journal to give
parties are
throng as they are apprehended to be- The re- the proceedings; that the secretaries should fur?
I
can
see nothing that
give rise to nish extracts to the other journalists, and whopublican party
the thought that it exists, either in the liea fj 9 f ever altered any thing should suffer six months
the inexperienced or of those of ripened J ud ffment. imprisonment
to a corn[Murmurs.^ Referred
The Orleans party ? Do thev tbijik it U nit^ raS !)v mil e&.
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demand had been made by him, and IJrM

no knowledge of it but. by the order which 1 receivOF lU'l'RKSI'.NTATn'FS.
ed to execute it. 1 repaired to the residence of
Silling of June 28.
M. TJurbachy read the following letter from the him who was lately our emperor. I disclosed V>
lie said tome
President of the provisional government to the Duke him what was the state of the c;ise.
"I do not wish to determine on this
of Wellington, dated June 27.
destination, unLord— You have just added greatness to til the moment on which I am to set out." I comyour name by new victories pained over French municated to the government the result of this conmen. It is by you, therefore, that the French are ference; on the next day, I received instructions rebest known and appreciated. You will vote for lative to the 5lh article of the orders 1 had received
—which required that the emperor should not set
their rights in the midst of the powers of Europe.
In that council of sovereigns your credit and in- out until the arrival of the passports.
Those instructions imported that this 5th article
fluence must be a* great as your glory.
The vows of nations, who neither calumniate nor was no,t regarded as binding. I imparted them to
In all your Napoleon, who said that he should then set out.
I
flatter, having declared your character.
law of nations has been justice, and returned to Paris; when 1 received from the
U.OCSF.

My

Conquests, your

govern-

appeared to be the voice of your ment a letter, which announced to me that new despatches had arrived, which rendered necessary the
conscience.
You will fin.I the demands, which we make execution of the 5th article, and I was ordered to
through our plenipotentiaries, conformed to the insist on its execution. I was near the ThuiUeries.
I had
made a sort of engagement with the empemost rigorous justice.
The French nation wishes to live under a mon- ror to prooure his departure. I repaired to the
She also wishes, that this monarch should ThuiUeries, and the government declared that they
arch.
could not recede from this last instruction, from
govern under the empire of the laws.
poThe republic has taught us, how fatal is the ex- litical considerations, a;-.d even from an interest for
Rue}' was the state of
cess of liberty; the empire, how fatal is the excess the person of Napoleon.
of power. Our desire, and it is unchangeable, is to things, when yesterday evening 1 received anew or,<we the independence, the order and the pea--- of der, apprising me that tho p isSports had nor arEurope placed at an equal distance from both these rived, but more imperious circumstances rendered
necessary the departure of Napoleon; that the goexcesses.
Every one in France looks to the constitution of vernment was taking measures for his safely, who
England we do not pretend to be more free than had been placed under the safe-guard, and confided
to the loyalty of the French
she is; we will never consent to be less so.
people; that it was of
The representatives of the French people are the greatest consequence that he should be away
forming a social compact. The powers will be dis from Paris, and that the 5th article was no longer
It is from their very sepa- obligatory.
tinct, but not divided.
1 was directed to announce to him that he
ration, that their harmony is expected to arise.
might
As soon as this instrument shall have received depart when he pleased, and to put"! he ships at
the signature of the sovereign, who shall be called his disposal. The minister of state,
Iloulay, was
to govern France, that sovereign will receive the united with me to make this communication. J resceptre and the crown, from the hands of the nation. paired to the emperor at half pust 3, and disclosed
In the present state of knowledge in Europe, to hwn the state of things. After a long conversaamong the greatest misfortunes of mankind, are the tion, at 4 o'clock in the morning, he told me he
divisions between France and England; let us unite would set out next day. I learn that the emperor
has gone 1 have nothing more to say.
for the happiness of the world.
My lord, no man, at this moment, can so effectu- M. Decres added— lam told that I have co-foundIt is 3 days and 3
ally a3 yourself, contribute to the improvement of ed days and dates.
nights that
I have not
the nature and condition of the human race.
slept.
Days and nights are confounded
I pray your lordship to accept the assurance of in my imagination— but these
tilings took place in
the course of 96 hours.
my highest consideration.
The President of the ifovemment,
Count Thibeaudeau— It appears to me that the
house ought to have taken into consideration the mesthe Duke of OTRANTO.
norsK of peers June 29.
sage relative to the safety of Napoleon and his famiCount Lavalette requested that the minister of ma- ly. I recommend that there be appointed a special
rine would give the details of the arrangements that committee to report on the subject. This
-propohad been made for the departure of Napoleon, as it sition was adopted.
The duke of Kassano, count of Beaumant, M. Va-.
could not be supposed that he had any objection to
lette, duke of Gaete and duke of Placentia, weve
going away.
The President I invite the duke Decres to give appointed.
chamber of iiF.r KFSENTATi ves 29 lh June.
the relation which the chamber requests.
The principal subject brought before the chamThe duke Decres I did not expect to engage
the attention of the house this evening on this sub- ber this day, was the report presented by M. DuferI supposed that I had given last evening in mont, on the administration of the finances in 1313
ject.
the secret committee, all the particulars that could and 1814. The projects of the budget for 1815,
be wished. The fact is, I was instructed by the which have not been fully executed, with the proprovisional government to make known to Napo- ject of a law which is the consequence of this, are
leon that the government had acceded to his re- annexed to this report.
The reporter states, that there was a great defiquest of a certain number of armed vessels, with
this condition, that lie should repair immediately to ciency in 1813, on account of the invasion, Lc.
his destination, but not wishing to expose his per- He accuses the late government of
having exagge
son, his embarkation had been delayed until the re- rated this deficiency beyond all bounds, by staling
of
first
at
the
it
had
been
demanded
lTOO
and
which
afterwards at"~59 milceipt
millions,
passports
for him.
lions, though it never exceeded 150 millions, there
I do not recollect the
which
I
on
made
this
a
to
issue the royal bond,
by obtaining
day
pretext
tyerture to him. Indeed, it was not an overture. Which, depreciated from the beginnings would ia-
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of a paper cur-, rates, who were
fallibly have led to the introdnction
practising to become sharp shoot.
the amount ers, and familiarising themselves with
rency. The minister proposes to inscribe
dangers thev
of these bonds, as well as all the debts of the late were eager to encounter. Several of these brave
with
Parisians complained that
from
the
in
livre,
interest,
could
not obtain
gr.ind
government,
they
arms and ammunition.
the 221 of March, 1816.
have promised them
The cahse d'amortissement, which the late go- to inform the executive commission of their wantr..
vernment converted into a mere bureau of the royal The gens d'armerie, that choice body of troops,
the funds necessary for the cur- while escorting us, protested that
treasury, to receive
they would also
rent expenses, is proposed to be restored to its ori- join the cavalry and fight for the national indepenof a sinking fund. Adding to the dence.
ginal destination
were received every where with
14 millions which it still possesses, 4 millions of retransports of
venue taken from the forests belonging to the royal joy; the young soldiers and the old veterans crouded
from
other
around
forests, it will be
us, crying "vive liberty— vive Napoleon
family, and a million
able to continue its operation of reducing the debt. II no Bourbons!"
On
at
which
with
The debt stated 303,605,000 francs,
returning to the quarters of the general-inthe indemnities to be paid to the communes for the chief, we learnt that he had just received a teleThe
millions.
funds
the
to
of
amounts
316
graphic despatch from the duke d'Albufera, in
lands,
caisse d'nrmotissement may reduce the annual ex- which the marshal informed him, that after several
or
millions.
24
25
advantages obtained over the Austrian general Bubpense by
To cover the arrears of 1814, the minister propos- na, he had concluded an armistice with him. His
es to apply the produce of wood to be cut down, excellency the prince of Eckmuhl, immediately desobserving that the late government exceeded all due patched a letter to general Wellington, the contents
of which he requested us to communicate to
bounds in this measure.
you.
The budget of 1815 i3 as incorrect as that of The whole of this letter breathes that noble frank2814 was, promising an overplus qi TO millions',while ness and ardent patriotism which is so characteristhere is a deficiency of 110 millions. There is no tic of marshal Davoust.
visited the troops of
fear about the receipts, except in the indirect congeneral Ragues, and
thos«- of D'Erlon; those bodies
tributions.
occupy the heights of
The expenses of the War will occasion an addi- Belleville, which are covered with excellent works.
met with general Dariean, who assured me that
tional expense of 120 millions.
As the means destined to meet the extraordinary in case of an action, he would appear at the head
expenses, and pay the arrears, though solid, do not of 7000 men, sharp shooters of the national guards
offer an immediate resource, and the government and federates; their number is constantly increasconsequently appears to be poor in cash, though in ing. Every thing is to be expected from Frenchthe midst of real wealth; lie proposes a national men fighting for national honor and independence,
loan of 150 millions, according to the scale of the when led on by one of the gallant defenders of Sedirect contributions, and payable in the same man- ville,
It would be difficult,
ner, from the 1st July, The amount of this loan is
gentlemen, to give you a
true picture of what we saw it Belleville. The
charged upon the produce of the forest to be felled.
The equipment of national guards makes an ex- whole of the old guard was assembled there. At first
traordinary expense of 44 millions. This may be sight of us they remained silent; uneasiness was
met by raising all the sureties (cautionnements); apparent in their countenances.
Scandalous ruone-fifth of which will produce 30 millions, and by mours had been circulated in the arrny to our prededucting a 20th from all salaries of 2000 to 6000 judice, by the alarmist and the disaffected; add to
francs in all France, and a 10th from all salaries which an apparent indecision in some of our delibeabove 6000 francs.
rations, had led the army to believe that the words
July 1. M. Borv de St. Vincent Having been "safety of the country," were used for sinister purappointed by the president to supercede general poses. As soon, however, as we assured them that
Pouget, at the close of the sitting of yesterday, 1 it could not be congenial to the views of the reprejoined my collesgues, Garat, Mornay, Buguet and sentatives to infringe their mandates, and that you'
Hellot.
repaired to Villete, where prince Kcjt- had decided to die in defence of our rights, an exmuhl's head-quarters were. The marshal was just plosion of pure joy, (certain pledge of victory)
returning from inspecting the lines which M. Car- burst forth on all sides; and the cries of vive indenot had visited in the morning.
pendence/ vive liberty! vive Napoleon.' must have
General Vandamme, who wa9 marching through resounded to the very camp of the enemy. The
Paris at the head of his line body of troops, assur- soldiers and the officers, overjoyed to see again the
ed us of the good disposition of the soldiers, and tricolored sash in the camp, swore to defend the naof the patriotism which animates them. The gene- tional representation.
Gentlemen You have sent ambassadors to the
ral gave it as his opinion, that an action of some
allied powers; you have directed them to remind
importance would take place to-day.
have visited the works at several points the those powers of their solemn pledge, not to internoldiers and the inhabitants work with the greatest fere with your independence, but to war against
Our colleague Buguet, who, as well as my- Napoleon only. Napoleon is no longer connected
:;eal.
Preself, was with the brave army under general Soult, wit!) you, but as an unfortunate great man.
which so gallantly opposed the triple force of gene- pare yourselves then to receive an answer favorable
ral Wellington in the south of France, declares to your liberties, if (as a king of France once said)
these works are superior to those behind which good faith lias its last asylum in the breast of kings.
our little army made such a horrid slaughter of the Proclaim the wishes of the immense majority of
the nation, in order that your negociators may not
British troops at Thoulouse.
Our people were engaged in cutting down trees on be told that France wishes for a counter revolution.
the high roads to multiply obstacles, and the ditch- Remember, that in 1814, when Europe combined,
es that cover the lines are inundated.
body of had precipitated Napolc* n from the throne, it im-.
Prussian troops have occupied some of the adjacent posed upon you a government which Russia and
Austria had never thought of.
villages; we reconnoitred their advanced posts.
r
Thcr : is no doubt that «n invisiBle hand is en"-"
nei with a nirmb^r ^f national gftaFdsTuid cenfrde-
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of your am- their nrcount with maintaining' themselves
Jeavoring to influence the negotiation
by the
bassadors this invisible hand has weighed the in- aid of foreign troops? No, gentlemen, those wliU
to
like
them
been
found
in
and
has
have,
us,
terests of Europe,
opposed
garrison in tlie towns of Spain,
It knows that Europe will know the incompetency of the best
the party which it serves.
garrisons to
a
reduce
such
a
to
no
benefit
in
people
can derive
imposing upon you
slavery. I demand, then, that the
as Ferdinand has cursed Spain with. address which was proposed yesterday,
be made
government
m in plain and intelligible terms, and sentmay
forthwith to
It knows that Russia and Austria m»y yet speak
the
would
and
to
hand
the
but
this
of
I
put
urmy
further
France;
demand that
fcvor
people.
paricidal
of the ne- the national guard, which has volunteered its sen-iit out of your power to await the result
If this is not acknowledged to be cor- ces, may be permitted the honor of
gotiation."
sharing the
to what arj we to attribute the system of dangers ofits brothers on the heights of Paris, and
rect,
I
falsehood and imposition which threatens your ve- that its patriotism may not be paralired.
finally
You are told that you have no longer demand that lire members of the chamber -of reprery existence?
an army; that all is lost; that your discouraged sol- sentatives may be appointed; to be always present,
diers are leaving the army and refusing to fight; to with the army; not to interfere with its movements,
to these assertions, they are reite- but in order that the world may be convinced that
give more weight
The reports of your col- you hold nothing so glorious as an opportunity to
rated by certain generals,.
You die in defence of your country.
leagues prove the fallacy of these assertions.
M. Gorrec demanded that the above
are told that 100,000 of the pnemy's troops have
report be
arrived near us, by forced marches; this is also false. printed, that, it might be distributed among the
I will prove this by a military proposition: the news- troops, and posted in all parts of Paris.
M. Jacanot presented himself at the tribune in the
been careful to magpapers for some time past have
of the eivmy. The English and name of the committee appointed to draft an adnify the strength
Prussians were only 100,000 strong before the great dress to the French people, "which" said he, "I an!
battles of Fleurus and Waterloo, and it is very going to have the honor of
to you/'"
He then read the address communicating,
no
as follows
strange that those battles should have caused
"Frenchmen!—
the
The allied powers have proclaimed
diminution of their numbers. Those who have
least military knowledge, must perceive at once that in the face of Europe, that they took up arms
against
adare
columns
that
that
it ean
Napoleon only;
they would respect our mde«
only be the heads of
is
and
our
on
events
Paris.
At all
pendence
your strength
right to choose a form of governvancing
If you will ment most congenial to our wishes and our interests.
equal io that which the enemy shews.
to
of
the
national
is
no
to
wishes
the
determine
"Napoleon
only
yield
longer the chief of the state.—
Pa- lie has voluntarily renounced the
guards, and add to jour force the federation of
throne, and his abdication
two
one.
has.
to
been
will
out
number
the
ris, you
enemy
accepted by your representatives.
With such excellent materials as we have, com- Re has left, us, and his son is called to the imperimanded by the valiant defender of Hamburg, may al throne by the constitution of the state. These
we not at least save the honor of the French name.' events are known to the allied powers the war,
Far be it from me to wish to see Paris experience then must be at an end, unless the words of
kings
the horrors of an attack, but let us not take a hu- are but empty sounds. However, while
plenipotentianes
have
while
we
have
men
who
have
been
on
the
attitude,
of
miliating
appointed
France to
part
treat for peace, the
the skill, the ability and the disposition to fight.
general in chief of those powers
Consider that Paris is not the whole French nation. has refused even a cessation of hostilities. Their
The endeavors to precipitate the capital into a fa- troops have hastened their march, which has been
tal error, proves the conviction of the invisible agent, favored by a moment of disorder and hesitation
of the necessity of resorting to the most wicked among ourselves.
They are at the gates of the cameasures. It is also convinced, that if you gain a pital, without giving any reason why the war is conOur plenipotentiaries will
respite of only eight days, all is lost to the cause it tinued.
speedily inform
Do not suffer yourselves to be mis- you whether or no we shall have to relinquish all
is engaged in.
I will tell you what the situation hopes of peace; in the meantime resistance is as
Jed, gentlemen.
neof France will be if you suffer the elder branch of cessary as it is lawful; and if
humanity demands a:i
the Bourbon family to be imposed on you.
Sup- account of the blood unnecessarily sited, she will
not condemn the brave men \iho
posing the chief of this branch was disposed to act
fight only to profor the welfare of his country, the multitude of sy- tect their homes against the
scourge of war, and
who
defend at the expence of their lives the cause oi
cophants and dependants by whom he would he surrounded,would put it out of his power.He would make liberty, and of that independence, the imprescripta
ble
rights of which have been guaranteed to them
you many fine promises, no doubt, and would forget
them all the moment the reins of power were sur- even by the official declaration of the
enemy.
"Under these important circumstances
rendered to him. All those who have been fighting
your refor the last 25
of
liberty, and presentatives cannot forget that they have toact, not
years in the cause
in
behalf
of
a
the
last
who
in
An act
particularly those'
campaign,!
party, but the whole nation.
fought
would be treated as rebels. Their successes, their of weakness would be a foul reproach, and
might
France
and
titles
and
for
their
woidd
be
scars
endanger
misfortunes,
many years to come,
While the government is engaged for
marks for proscription. They woidd even berefus£
organizing
ed an asylum in the very hospitals where those who all the means for obtaining a solid peace, what could
wounded them would meet a welcome reception, and be more useful to the nation than to consolidate and
their woun Is would be in the eyes of their master, adopt the fundamental rules of a monarchical and
as a badge of
representative government, able to guarantee to the
ignominy.
The proprietors of the national domains, who citizens the free enjoyment of the holy rights they
form a considerable mass of the nation, would be have acquired at the expence of so many sacrifices,
stript of their estates by violence, and the peasants and to rally forever around the national colours, the
would be oppressed by their petty lords.
great number of Frenchmen, who have no other in
Do our enemies suppose that the men of our re- terest, no other wish, than an honorable repose and
volution are cowards.
They have depended on the that independence which is the birth right of man.
"The chamber, equally sensible of its duty and
royal \ya.v in La Vendee; they did not dream of such
*U)iny as a patriotic Vrndean war. Do they lay its dignity, unequivocally declares that it never wili,
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receive, ?s chief of the state, him, who, on ascendBordeaux, June 26.
to acknowledge the rights
Address of the Mayor of Bordeaux.
ing the throne shall refuse
BoitDELAis! A great revolution has just
of the French people, and to consecrate them by a
taken
solemn oath This constitutional charter is consum- place: a revolution which far from disturbing the
master
a
is imposed
of
this
force
of
fine
is
and
arms,
if,
prosperity
by
country,
directly calculated
mated,
upon us if the destiny of a great nation, should to re-establish peace, union and happiness.
In fulfilment of the promise we made
once more, momentarily, become the sport of a few
you a fewto force, the na- days ago, to keep you informed of every
circumstance
privileged tyr.mts then, yielding
tional representation will protest in the face of the that might concern you, we now communicate to
world, against the prostration of the independence you the official despatches which we have just reof their country. It will appeal to the justice and ceived.
Be calm Bordelais
Be deaf to the suggestions
energy of the present and succeeding generations to
You have placed confidence in
wrest from the hands of despots, the independence of n.alcontents.
of nations, and the rights of man. It makes, this your magistrates: you will always find them worthy
day, an appeal to the justice and wisdom of the of it; and all the reward they wish for is, to witness
a perfect harmony and tranquility among you.
whole civilized world."
The Emperor has abdicated in favor of his son
The address was received with great applause,
The two Chambers have ace pied
and ordered to be printed.
Napoleon II
his abdication, and appointed a commission of £9.
The secretary read the following letter.
vernment, composed of the duke of Otranto, Count
Representatives of the People ! We are in the Carnot, Gen Grenier, the duke of Vicenze, and
presence of our enemies, and in the presence of the Baron Guinetto. Deputies have been appointed
by
world, we swear to defend, to the last breath, the the two Chambers, and tent to negocLne with the
—Our enemies allied
r.auseof our national independence.
powers.
would impose on us the family of the Bourbons,
The disasters of the army are far from being so
knowing that those princes are rejected by a great great as they have been represented.
majority of the French nation. If it were possible
Bordeaux, at the hotel de Ville,
that you could consent to recal them, you might be
June 26, 1815.
assured, gentlemen, that it would be to sign the death
PROCLAMATION.
warrant of the whole army, which, during 20 years, The lieuteanl
general, governor of the town and citud/i
has been the palladium of our national honor.—There
of lAlle, to the inhabitants of Lille.
are in war, particularly when it is carried on for so
Lieutenant general count Frere, by .in order of
great a length of time, successes and reverses to be his excellency the minister of war, sent an officer
met with. In all our successes we have exercised with full
powers to the commander of the allied
the utmost magnanimity; in our reverses, if our forces to concert with him the means of
establishing
enemies resolve to humble us, we shall know how to an armistice, has received the
answer from
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die.

The Bourbons offer to the nation, no kind of
guarantee. We once received them with sentiments

the general

commanding Tournay.
Tom-nay, June 26.

—

" General
Yesterday, I was informed of the
We had forgotten abdication of Bompurte,
ofth,e most generous confidence.
and of the change of goail the evils they had occasioned us by the obstinacy vernment in
France, I accept tnen your propos.l, will
with which they sought to deprive us of our sacred
immediately inform my government of it, and eng „ r
r

How

have they repaid our confidence
treating us as vanquised rebels
rights.

!

By

!

to

commit no

I shall

hostilities till I

have an answer, which

immediately communicate to you.

Representatives of the people! These reflections
Accept, &c.
are the more insupportable to us, as we all know
« DIERMEN "
(Signed)
them to be strictly true. History, which conceals
At the same time that I acquaint you with an
nothing, will one day or oilier render a faithful armistice, I learn, that there are in this place secret
account of what the Bourbons have done to repossess
intrigues and plots contrary to the liberty and safely
themselves of the throne of France. It will also of the citizens.
of this army so
relate the conduct of the army
I declare that I will punish with the greatest sevedecidedly national; and posterity will judge who had rity every movement which may compromit the secuthe best claim to the esteem of the world.
rity of the place.
Every person who shall hoist the
Done at Camp Yillette, 30th June, 1815, at three white
one who shall
flag or the white cockade, every
o'clock, P. M.
allow himself a seditious crier, shall be brought wilbi
The marshal minister of war,
(Signed.)
out delay before a military commission, and punished
Prince ECKMUHL.
with all the rigor of the laws.

—

lieutenant general, commander
chief of the Cavalry.
B.iron FRESSINET, lieutenant general.

PAJOL,

in

LAPOYTHE.

(Signed)
Lille,

June

26.

ORDER IN COUNCIL.

Count D'ERLON, lieutenant general, comLonuox, June 23.— At the court at Carlton house,
manding th<* right wing.
the 21st of June, 1815, present, his royal highness
Count ROC. UFT, lieutenant general comman- the
prince regent in council.
ding the errenadiers and guards.
Whereas his majesty is engaged, in concert^wilb
Count IIARLET, commanding the 3d regi- his allies, in a
war against France;
just and necessary
ment grenadiers of the Imperial guard. his royal highness the prince regent acting in behalf
PETIT, general commanding the division of of his majesty, and by and with the advice of bis
.

therefore pleased to orclei
majesty's privy council, is
b«
it is hereby ordered, that general reprisals
01
re b't of grenadiers of the imperial guard. crantcd against the ships, goods, and subjects
his royal n.gnas
such
to
re follows the names of
exceptions
many other generals, France, subject
be plea
ness may at any time or times hereafter
ending with)
ami
his majesty s fleets
well
that
as
so
to
declare,
general in chief.
oe
vessels that shall
and
other
all
as
also
ships
''verity thousand copies of the foregoing address) shins,
or general reof
bv
betters
marque
cwnniissioned
ordered to be printed and distributed-

Chasseurs.

Baron CHRISTIAN!, commanding the 2d and

'

VANDAMME,

i
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Great events
or otherwise, by his majesty's commissioners pital, which it has sworn to defend.
executing tbe office of lord high admiral of Great have just burst forth; greater ones, perhaps, are
The national representatives have called
Britain, shall and may lawfully seize all ships, ves- at hand.
to the defence of the country all Frenchmen capasels, and goods belonging to France, or to any persons being subjects of France, or inhabiting within ble of bearing arms; the Parisian federation had
of France, saving always such heard the call and obeyed it. It comprises a great
any of the territories
or number of military characters of all ranks; citizens,
exceptions as his royal highness may at any time
times hereafter be pleased to declare, and bring the young and active, who are all eager to press forsame to judgment in such courts of admiralty with- ward to the post of danger, and strike at the eneThe federation ask
in his majesty's dominions as shall be duly commis- mies of our independence.
sioned to take cognizance thereof; and to that end, for arms, a military organization and the honor of
his majesty's advocate general, with the advocate, of serving their country, either on the frontiers, oil
the admiralty, are forthwith to prepare the draught the heights, or in the interior of the capital, to preof a commission, and present the same to his royal serve the good order which the disaffected might
to disturb.
The federation is unanimous
highness at this board, authorising the commission, attempt
ers for executing the office of lord high admiral, or in its sentiments; it will acknowledge no effort suto
its
and
zeal
for
the holy cause of liberty. Its
ap- perior
any person or persons by them empowered
letters of marque most earnest wish in tendering its services, is to
pointed, to issue forth and grant
be
whom
able
to
and repris ds to any of his majesty's subjects,
prove by facts its devotedness and paGARRET.
the said commissioners shall deem fitly qualified in triotism.
that behalf, for the apprehending, seizing and takKnight of the Legion of Honor.
to
AUSTTUAN
PltOCLAMATIOjr.
the
and
vessels
France,
ships,
goods belonging
ing
" Frenchmen !
or any persons being subjects of France, or inhabitTwenty years of trouble and
of
within
of
territories
the
France, saving misfortunes had oppressed Europe; one man's insatiing
any
such exceptions as his royal highness may at any able thirst of dominion and conquest, while depopulatime or times hereafter be pleased to declare; and ting and ruining France, had desolated the remotest
that such powers and clauses be inserted in the said countries, and the world saw with astonishment
commission as have been usual, and are according the disasters of the middle ages re-produced in an
and his majesty's said advo- enlightened age.
to former precedents
" All
cate general, with the advocate of the admiralty, are
Europe rose; one cry of indignation served
also forthwith to prepare the draught of a com- to rally all nations. It depended on the allied powers
mission and present the same to his royal highness at in 1814, to exercise upon France a just vengeance
this board, authorising the said commissioners for which she had but too much provoked; but great
executing the office of lord high admiral, to will monarchs, united for an only and sacred cause the
and require the high court of admiralty of Great re-establishment of peace in Europe knew bow to
Britain, and the lieutenant judge of said court, his distinguish between the promoter of so many evils
surrogate or sur ogates, as also the several courts and the people whom he had made use of to oppress
of admiralty within his majesty dominions, which the world.
" The allied
shall be duly commissioned to take cognizance of
sovereigns declared under the walls
and judicially proceed upon all manner of captures, of Paris that they could never make either peace or
The capital- rose
seizures, prizes and reprizalsof all ships and goods truce with Napoleon Bonaparte.
that are or shall be made, and to hear and determine against the oppressor of Europe : France, by a
the same, and ncording to the course of admiralty, spontaneous movement, rallied itself to the principles
and the laws of nations, tt> condemn and adjudge all which were to restore and to guarantee to her liberty
such ships, vessels, and goods as shall belong to and peace.
The allied armies entered Paris as
France, or to any persons being subjects of France, friends. So many years of misfortune, the spoliation
or if inhabiting within any of the territories, saving of so many countries, the death of millions of brave
always such exceptions as his royal highness may at men who fell on the field of battle, or victims of the
any time or times hereafter be pleased to declare, scourges inseparable from war, all was buried in
and that such powers and clauses be inserted in the oblivion.
"
said commission as have been usual, and are acBonaparte solemnly abdicated a power which he
cording to former precedents; and they are likewise had exercised but for the misfortune of the world.
to prepare and
lay before his royal highness at this Europe had, from that time, no enemy more to
board such instructions as may be proper to be sent combat.
"
to the said
Napoleon Bonaparte has re appeared in France;
foreign government and plantations for
the guidance herein; as also another draught of in- he lias found all Europe in arms
against hirn. Frenchstructions for such ships as shall be commissioned men it is for you to decide on
peace or war. Europe
for the purposes above mentioned.
desires peace with France; it makes war only upon
From the court atCarlton-house, the 21st day of the usurper of the French throne.
France, by
June, 1815.
admitting Napoleon Bonaparte, has overthrown the
C.
first
on
basis
P.
which
iljs
relations
Frederick,
with other powers
Cantaur, Harrowby,
Westmoreland,
C. P. S. Montrose,
Cholmondely, Winchester, were built.
"
does
not
wish
to
on the rights
encroach
Buckinghamshire, Bathurst, Liverpool, Mulgrave,
Europe
Melville, Sidmonth, Jocelvn,Castljereagh, N. Van- of any nation; but she will not allow France, under
sittaft, W. AV. Pole, C. Bathurst, William Scott. a chief but lately proscribed by herself, again to
Address of the Confederation of Paris to the Chamber threaten the
repose of its neighbors.
"
of Representatives, June 25.
Europe desires to enjoy the first benefit of peace;
The country is threatened. Britariny, Leon and it desires to disarm; and it cannot do this as long as
Burgundy have united to repel th.e invaders. In- Napoleon Bonaparte is on thethroneofFran.ee.
"
spired with the noblest sentiments of patriotism,
Europe in short, desires peace, and because it
the Parisians have also
desires it, will never negociate with him whom it
unanimously risen.
Whilst our armies were extending themselves regards as a perpetual obstacle of peace.
"
along the frontier and preparing for battle, the conAlready on the plains of Brabant, heaven has
ederation of Paris was
organizing itself, and onf'ouncled this criminal enterpnze.— The allied
Tectiir;" a fortification in the south
part of the ca- armies are going to pisss the frontiers of France-,
i

(Jrlsals,

for

—

;

—
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The peers and the representatives,
they will protect the peaceable citizens; they will
imposed b\ *
combat the soldiers of Bonaparte; they will treat as late government have received on this
subject a nofriends the provinces which shall declare against tification.
those
The
will
know
no
than
other
enemies
and
chambers are dissolved.
him,
they
The king will enter Paris to-morrow, about
Who shall protect his cause.
tlire*
••
in
at
1815.
the
June
afternoon
His maje.ty will
23,
Head-quarters
Heidelberg ,
alight at t u
•'
Field Marshal prince
Thuilleries.
1

SCHWARTZENBEBG.
OllBONyANCE OJ TUE KING.
" Commander in chief of the
imperial Austrian Louis, by the grace of God, kmg of France an'
" and allied armies on the
Navarre, to all tlio.e to whom these ptesentj
Upper Rhine,"
shall come, liealth
Considering the necessity of restoring in thci.
By an arrival at New-York, we have London dates functions the individuals who have been removed bv
of the I2thof July. After having dealt so liberally violence since the 201 h March last, we haveordti
with foreign details we can do no more than pre- ed and do order as follows:
Art. 1. The functionaries of the
sent a short summary of their contents.
administrative
The city of Pans capitulated July 3, was entered aR d judicial order, the commanders and officers of
the national guard, who were in active
the
allies
on
the
the
with
and
Bourbons
by
5th,
service
by
their suite on the 8th. Talleyrand was with LoiiL. the 1st of March last, shall resume their functions
No respect whatever was paid to the new govern- forthwith.
2. Our ministers are
ment, or the representatives of the people. Resistcharged each in wlut conance was at an end at Paris, and the royal governm it cerns him, with the execution of the present ordiwas doing what it pleased or, probably, what the nance.
Given at St. Denis, 7th
generals of the allies directed. Bonaparte was yet
July, 1815, and the 214
concealed, or said to have escaped but nothing of our reign.
was certainly known of him. Custlereugh visited
(Signed)
LOUIS
Louis in Paris on the day of his entry. The BriBy the king,
tish and Prussian troops are stationed round the
Prince de TALLEYIiANL
Another decree restores the command of the n».
city, which is represented to be perfectly quiet.—
The emperors of Russia and Austria, and king of tibnal guard of Paris to lieut. gen. count Desolb
under the orders of Monsieur.
Prussia were expected there on the 9th Julv.
oiideii of the »AT.—
Stacks, July 11.— 3 per cents. 57 6 3-4 1-2 1-4 34.
July 8, 1815.
The general commanding in chief the national
for ucc. 58 3-8 8 7 3-4 7-8 3-8.
Red. 56 1-2; 4 per
Cent. 72; 5 per cent. 83 1-4.
Omnium 8 1-2 14 1-8 guard of Paris, in execution of an ordonnance of
the king, dated 7th July, has resumed his
8 7 3-4 1-2 7 7 1-4 1-2.
functions,
A London paper of July 11, speaking of the uncer- and congratulates himself upon again finding the
national guard faithful to the
tainty of the fate of Bonaparte, says, he had proobject of its instituceeded to liochefort, being preceded by his suite.
tion, and devoted without reserve to the service of
It was given out that he had embarked on board the order and security attached to it.
Amidst the military and political events which
but "we shall not be surprised to find, that
frigates
instead of embarking there, he has proceeded to have agitated men's minds, the national gua.d has
some other port; or, perhaps, that he is still with never forgotten that its first duty towards itspnncr
and country was the preservation of the capital and
fiis army behind the Loire."
the maintenance of public order. This spirit ought
It would appear from this, then, that he
yet had
more than ever to animate the guard. The union of
an army.
Frenchmen can alone be the safety of France, llut
Mr. SVhiibread killed himself with a "razor"
that is, we suppose, cut his own throat, about the to obtain it there must succeed to the spirit of party,
5th or 6th of July.
He had been indisposed for which has caused so many evils, that enlightei
some days, and it was proved before the coroner's patriotism, which in difficult crisis, reconciles citijury that he had exhibited several instances of men- zens and saves states.
tal derangement for two or three
Count DESOLLl'S.
(Signed)
days previous to
The General commanding the national guard
the lamented event, for which no cause is assigned.
Those things, with what follows, appear to con- has, by the orders he has given, re-established »
the
tain all the ieading facts
brought by this arrival. free intercourse and directed the opening of
The details and public papers will be noticed here- barriers. He has abrogated the orders by which
were forbidden the public expression of sentiments
after.
Loxdox, July 11. We yesterday received a com- in favor of the Prince, whom so many regi*'*
plete series of the different Paris papers up to Fri- have accompanied, and so many wishes have recal-

—

LATEST FROM ENGLAND.

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

last inclusive.
The expiring faction, after de- led.
are informed that (he King
Paths, July 8.—
bating and wrangling to the last moment, have all
of
dispersed, and the leaders fled in different directions, has appointed Prince Talleyrand, Minister
some of them across the Loire with the retreating reign affairs, and President of the Council ol MinInteisters; the Duke ofOtranto, Minister of the
army; Carnot is, we believe, among this number.
Others to different ports, particularly Rochefort, rior; the Duki: of Richelieu, Minister of the Mafrom which two frigates sailed on the 2nd July, hav- rine; the Duke of Peltre, Minister of Wan Utron
Provisional Minister of the Finances! Coi
ing on board some distinguished passengers; among Louis.
them it is said are Bonaparte and marshal Ney— Lallv Tollendal, Minister of the Hoiiseliol!;
the Sews:
Others have rled no man knows where
Laine, Vice Chancellor and Keeper of
MinuWe have sir.ee received Paris papers of the 8th M. D'Ambray, Honorary Chancellor, M.
ter of Police.
They are of great importance.
Count Carnot has not yet left Paris, as vrc anThe provisional government and the chambers are
nounced.
«
dissolved. The king entered Paris last Saturday.
the >
- Yesterdayj the
*..^ "..-,,.
The commission has made known Julyj 9.
King, surrounded by
Paiiis, July 7to the king, through the organ of its. president, that shals and Dukes of Tarentum (Macdon:d«t), »«'",
no (Victor), Ragusfl (Marmon<\ the Duke of
it has
just dissolved itself,

day

We

t

—

•

,

—

—

J

—
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&c. &.c. said to the, the commodore, will not come to Land for some
tre (Clarke), General Maisson,
detachment of National Guards, who had hurried lays.
With much respect, 1 have the honor to be, fitc'
"My friends, 1
Vo St. Denis to meetjhis majesty,
RICH'D S. HACKLEV.
I am again
former
General.
hack
your
Urine you
in the midst of you.
Judge what ought to be the Hon. James Monroe, secretary of stale.
a father on finding himself once more in
Capiz, junk 27, 1815.
joy "f
of his children. I thank you for your
|J»e midst
Arrived, Spanish boat Santo Ghristo del Grao, Pato
tron Manuel Guevera, in four days from Carthagesentiments. Return to Paris, and communicate
I shall
fellow citizens what I feel for them.
na— said Patron reports, that on the 2J"th inst. an
your
and
of
Paris,
speedily be with my good people
Algerine fiigate of 44 guns, (admiral) a prize to the
and happiness."
bring them once more peace
Americans, had entered said port with the loss of
the
with
The Duke of Otranto dined yesterday
all her masts, except the foremast, and otherwise
Duke of Wellington.
much injured. She was brought in by an American
M. de Blacas is appointed Ambassador to Na- schooner, which, after taking some provisions, again
ples.
put to sea. The captain of said schooner reported
of July— that an
They write from llochefort, of the 2d
Algerine brig had been run on shore by her
of
a
board
on
•'Two frigates, having
passengers
crew, between the ttfwer of Estacio and that of Althe
have
most important description,
just quitted
bufera, but was afterwards got off by the Ameriharbor, and are now in the roadstead. An English cans: that the American squadron continued in
war
the
is
in
chase of two frigates, and had driven a third into
passage."
ship of
French Funds 68.
Alicante. The American squadron were expected
It appears that every where throughout France in
Carthagena in 10 or 15 days, which place was to
the inhabitants have hoisted the white flag, and the be their rendezvous.
The admiral had ordered a
this move- house to be
military are no longer able to repress
prepared for him. The frigate capturment.
ed is one which, some years ago, captured a PortuMirshal Ney has left Paris. It is said he is gone
guese frigate.
to the United States of America.
Translated from the original.
Marshal Augereau, who was exiled by Bonaparte
RICIl'D S. IIACKLEY.
and who never would approach him since, has reThe Algerine admiral had been killed in the en-

—

,

turned to Paris.
gagement.
Marshal Soult has gone to his estate at St. AGO* By various accounts we have every reason to
mund.
believe that commodore Decatur came up with and
in
captured the two other frigates he was reported
chase of, one of which appears to have arrived at
There is little doubt but that some
Essaiv, Spain.
other Algerine vessels were captured, and, possibly,
TRIBUTE TO ALGIERS!
their whole fleet "satisfactorily accounted for," as it
Copy of a letter from the American consul at Ali- is positively stated the Ontario sloop, alone, was becante, to the secretary of state, dated
fore Algiers, and actually firing upon the city!

CHRONICLE.

'

Sin

Alica?ite, June 21s*, 1815.
Census of the hunrane and criminal institutions iff
have the honor to inform you, that, by a
the city of New- York, collected by the attending
this moment received from my vice-consul,
1815.
Sons Stanvoiiu, M. A. 1st

—

letter

I

Nicholas Briale, at Carthagena, I learn that the first
division of our squadron, under commodore Decatur, had appeared off that port, and sent in an Algerine frigate of 44 guns and 500 men, captured off

Cape de Gate, after a short engagement, during
which the commander of the Algerine was killed.
Our loss consisted of four men. The commodore
had sent in a schooner for refreshment, and other
necessaries, with which she immediately sailed for

The

the fleet.

shall

prize must perform ten days quaset off within two hours for that

rantine.

I

place in

order to

in

of

make

further provision for the

necessary, and render every other service
my power from thence I shall have the honor
addressing you, and advise what further may

fleet,

if

—

eccur.

With sentiments of the highest respect, lam,
most obedient servant,

ROBERT MONTGOMERY.

it

The wind being now from

tjie S.

Boys and

\V.

101

girls

Magdalen House.
Citv Aims-House:

Men

183
344
282

Women
Boys

G iris

241- -1050

....
....
City Hospital.

Patients

Maniacs

United
Patients

States''

makes

probable that the particulars of this action from

144

.

.

.

75—

219

Military Hospital.

55

Debtor'' s Prison.

Confined at

all

liberties

.

.

.

.

.

White women
Black women

.

.

.

90 to 1C0

.

Bridewell.

Black men

1400

.

times, including jail
.

White men

stale.

Cbpy of a letter from the American consul at Cadi2
to the secretary of state, dated
Consulate of the United States,
Cadiz, June 27, 1315.
Sir— I have much pleasure in referring you to the
subjoined statement, lor the interesting and important information it contains, which I doubt not, in
a great
part may be relied on. The informant adds,
that about 4j0 prisoners had been landed from the
prize frigate, and that but few had been saved from
the bri^.

Orphan Asyhim.

Committed yearly
sir,

jour

To the honorable the secretary of

May,

minister,

,

.

.

.30
.27
.43 —
.

31

131

State Prison.

White men
Black men

White women
Black women

392
88
19
06

—

55&

G\iada!oupc was expected to ho attacked by 600C British, unde"
Sir James [.eith, about the 1st inst.
Caution. Several American vessels have been seized, and con
board
denined at Bermuda, (diij> and cargo) lor having a, titles
not rJmissibteiBtft that pretended '"free port."

M
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there was no cargo on board but the stone ballas*;'
that the only
passengers were his wife and three ladies, her relatives, bound to Philadelphia; and captain Philips invited him to his cabin; he behaved
with so much grossness in the presence of the ladies who had come upon deck, that
captain Phillips
was under the necessity of checking his behavior,
him
to
leave
the brig, as the two nations,
requesting
were not at war, he conceived that no English ship

numerous ma-

Domestic manufactures. Among
nufacturing establishments that have lately sprung
up in our country, one has been erected in Steubenfor manufacturing fine
ville, in the state of Ohio,
cloths of Merino wool. The preparations only commenced about thirteen months since, and it is now
on a calculation of manearly in complete operation
nufacturing from twenty to forty thousand pounds of

wool annually.
Carolina election.—It appears that all the
members in the last congress from this
sta'e have been re elected, with the addition of another republican in the place of Mr. Pearson, federal,
Mr. Stanleft out by a majority of about 400 votes.
ford appears also to have been very closely run. In
'the last congress North Carolina had 9 republicans
and 4 federalists. In the iiaxt, the state will have 10
republicans and 3 federalists.
The FiiANicttx 74, was safely launched at Philadelphia on Monday last, in the presence of an immense concourse of spectators estimated at be-

had a right to interrupt an American vessel in the
American waters; aud this understrapper behaving
so irdecorous,vaptain Phillips refused to have
any
thing more to do with him, and he accordingly pass-,
ed back to his majesty's ship. Captain Phillips was
ordered by the English captain to bring aboard his
papers immediately, which, having no means to resist, lie complied with; and there be was abused,
and the American nation stigmatised by every epithet that gross and vulgar hatred could devise; and
a number of English sailors were put on board captain Phillips' brig, where they behaved with the

tween 60 and 100,000. She went off in great stile,
and "seemed to carry her swelling sides to the flood
with the erectness, ease and buoyancy of a swan."
She is spoken of as a master-piece of naval archilie was a
tecture. The Franklin is a happy name.

greatest outrage, and, after reversing the American
colors on the staff, so as to place the union do-wn,'
they quitted the brig, and she was suffered to pass.
have seen a letter from on board the ship

J\"orth

republican

—

We

Hope, of this port, dated Gibraltar, June l7th-^after narrating their narrow escape from an Algerine
powerful negociator for'the freedom of the seas.
The launch was performed without any accident, cruiser, a few days previous, it mentions that they
but a carpenter was unfortunately killed before were, on arriving, immediately overhauled, and and
the launch, by the fall of a piece of heavy oak had one of the crew impressed by a British press-gang.
The brig Fame, from Liverpool, in going into AVu>
timber.
A'umerous arrivals. About 50 sail of vessels ar- York, was boarded by the British ship of war Acbar,
and had two men impressed. Aurora.
rived at New York on Saturday and Sunday last.
The frigate United States has dropped down
[On reading the above, it is impossible not to
from Boston to President roads, preparatory to wish that B&ihbridge, in the Indspknuenck, had been
present to have made an examination of the Achat*—'
sailing for the Medit-rrinein.
The Independence, A letter from a midshipman on board, dated which he would have done in about seven minutes and
at sea, July 9, !at. 41, 40, long 59, says—
a half. Why are our ports blockaded, and our coasts
"
Altera pleasant passage of 7 days, we have thus far traversed
Let
the ocean. We hop to reach Gibraltar in 16 days, and shall pro- infested by the impudent man-stealing villains?
ceed direct for Algiers. Our ship has proved herself to be an ex- such
If the
proceedings be nipped in the bud.
cellent one. She sails remarkably fast, and works superbly."
the
JVasfdngton, were to
[This agreeable intelligence is amply continued by a letter re- Constitution, supported by
ceived from commodore liainbr idge. ]
cruise along our shores, they might be as well emNational Industry. In a very earnest appeal from the Berkshire
in
our
ployed
people in sight of their
protecting
Agricultural Society to the fanners, &c of Berkshire, in Massafrom the European Algerines, as Decatur and
chusetts, we have the following peep at the economy, and thrift of homes
the inhabitants
his gallant band are in applying the national strength
" Look around and see the wonderful effects a constant stimulus
to keep the African man-stealers in
look to the and courage
of emulation has
to excite a

—

1

—

;

:

produced—
general spirit
improvements of agriculture:, domestic animals and manufactories,
and if a doubt remains we appeal to the. respectable viewing committee of farmers. But what is more interesting— look into private
families at the present moment, and see in all directions our females, busy and striving with a laudable spirit who shall excel."
Important decision. Dr. Hunter, a medical practitioner, was on
Wednesday morning- brought before the court of king's bench, and
sentenced to six months imprisonment, for inundating a child with
the small pos. The court sevrely censured his conduct, and expressed its determination to visit all similar offenders with the utLomt"ti paper.
inosl penalties of the law.
St. Domingo appears again about to become a theatre of war
between the chieftains Ciuisfophe and Petioit.
Caracas, &c. Captain Sawyer of the British ship Norfolk, in
18 days from Trinidad, informs that tin the 2ist of July, a ha tile
was fought on the Spanish Main, between the royalists and the
patriots, in which the latter were defeated with great loss.
More Mermaids Extract from the log book of the brig Legal
"June v!5, lot, 24, 40, long. 52, on the east'fender, of Boston
ward passage, at half past 4, P. M. while lying becalmed, we saw
some object, about 30 yards distance, whose upper parts very much
resembled a human being, its face hi ingot" a death-like palenessit was out of water several feet, anil disappeared in about tight
minutes. Its lower parts, (which could be discerned on the waters edge) appeared like a fish."

order.]
The following account of the -same affair has been
transmitted to the collector of Delaware district
bv the commander of the revenue cutter
General Greene, Aug. 13, 1315.
Dear Sir Last evening spoke the brig Amazon,
:

—

William

Phillips, master, from
Capt. Phillips states, that on
the 15th inst. off Barnegat, he was boarded by an
officer from the British ship Acbar of 74 guns, the officer hauled down captain Philips' colors, and hoisted
them union down, ransacked the vessel all over,
gave captain Phillips a great deal of abusive language, took him and Ids papers on board the ship,
the captain of the ship endorsed the register and

of Philadelphia,

New York

.'

:

in ballast.

tore it almost in pieces, and abused him very much.
Captain Philips understood the captain of the ship's
name was Charles Bnllen. There was a sloop cf
War in company called the Arab.

— Extract of a

letter dated JVfew
JOSEIT SAWYER.
Last evening the brig Amazon,
Loss of gun boat No. 1 52. f.xtract of a letter from New-Orleans,
<>f
Philadelphia, was spoken, bound upwards, from to a gentleman in Washington, dated 21st .Inly, 1815.
" It it Willi
feelings of extreme regret, I have to report the total
New-York, in ballast. Captain Philips; who is the!
of gun lioat No. '52. sailing master John Johnson commander.
owner t>f the brig also, was boarded on the 15th, off loss
She was struck with lightning on entering the north east passage
Barnegat, by an officer from the English man of of the Mississippi, which communicated to her magazine and
war Acbar of 74 guns, commanded by Charles Bul-i blew her up, by which most fatal accident, all her crew perished
wa*
except three, and they are dreadfully wounded. The weather
!er, in co. with the English stoop of War Arab, cap- so extremely thick, that although but a short distance from gun
which
an
heard
The
who
No.
could
not
be
seen.
she
from
tain Jones.
boat
explosion
They
140,
appeared
English oflicor,
nor did they discover their
to be a peal of thunder
his conduct to be some overfed understrapper, be- they supposed
rniatake till after the weather cleared oft", when they learned the
haved with extreme insolence; he was informed thai jimu'i* liolj fate of their consort"." [The number on board was21. j

British a^iitv!

Castle,

August

18.

[

j

!
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135
Accident at Newburyport
American privateers, on the British coast proceedings at Bristol thereon and reply to the
186
mayor
Anecdotes, naval and military of gen. Brown
l'u; col.Jessup 127; of an Ameriean sergeant
127 of American soldiers 127 of u Kentucky militiaman 128 various of the battle on
Erie 132 of the three presidents 148 of the
Hornet and Penguin 155 "lessons," from an
Irish paper 156; of the fight of the United
States and Macedonian 168 yankee ingenuity
172 of Stonington
177, 187
156
Army of the U. S. French encomium upon
190
Atlas, the transport
;

—

;

;

Croghan's major, letter to a friend, respecting
183
gen. Harrison
Cobbett's

;

To

;

B.

Baltimore Volunteers, and

S.

H. Moore, various

182
149
Barney, com. a sword voted to
192
Bathurst, lord
190
Beauty and booty see New- Orleans, and
Black Rock gen. Porter's narrative of the battle at
146
Blue light ingenuity
149
Blue light a, caught by capt. Porter
169
174
Bridgewater, the battle of
British wincing
171
171, 172
barbarity see Prisoners
176
modesty
190
"magnanimity"
Brown, gen. his orders on assuming command at
Sackett's Harbor
185
Buiwark, the 74,
130, 191
facts

—

—

!

—

C.

other

-writings,

on American

the prince regent, Feb. 1, 1812
same, April 23,
same, Dec. 29,

1

—

on the navy, &c.
the American war, Feb. 20, 1812

4
7
11
23
14

same, May 22, 1813
same, Aug. 4,

17
19

—

Summary of politics

On

;

;

and

affairs.

;

;

letters,

Battle of

25
27
On the American rtavy
30
battle of Niagara
32
33
capture of Washington
36
ways and means, and debt
On "drubbing the yankees"
39
maritime rights
42
a new
43
boundary, &c.
General remarks
43
On retaliation
47
On the affair at Plattsburg, &c.
51
54
Champlain, &c.
situation of the United States
46
Mention of sir Geo.Heathcote, Mr.Whitbread,Scc. 59
On the justification of the British in the Uniied
States newspapers, 8cc.
60
Chippewa
ditto, &c.

>

general patriotism of the people
Dialogue with "Mrs. Friend,"

On American humanity
Of the federalists
On the negociations at Ghent

61
63
60, 63, 64
64

American con;
battle near fori Erie
lake Ontario ;
gress
lake Champlain, and attack on Mobile
66
;

;

168
192 On American bravery
Capitol at Washington
68
To the Cossack priesthood of Massachusetts
Carrol, majov-gen. biography of 121 his address
71
to his soldiers 136
see Ntnv- Orleans.
Desultory remarks on Mr. Pickering and others, 88
187 To his correspondents in the United States
Castine, the hero of
71
On the constitutions of England, America and
Champlain inventory of effects captured in the
British fleet upon 152, 173
France
additional ac*93
counts of the battle upon
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—In looking- back to

which afflict
cries with which

series,
ni

EtBHUAiiv
tlic

1812.
real causes of the mi1,

this country, and of the
greater
it
appears to bp 'threatened, your

royal highness will, I am persuaded, #nd, that one
the pro.it/tvtion of the
.,(' the most efficient has been
t

It

press.

is,

ah

all

hands, acknowledged, that the

ihe most powerful engine that can be brought
to operate on public opinion and upon the direction
bfpublic affairs; and, therefore, when used to a bad
end, the mischief it produces must necessarily be
li lift
free, it is impossible that it can, upon
great,
press

is

:!:c -.-moic,

produce harm; because, iromafree press

free disc.u-.sioa will How; and, where discussion
free, truth will always prevail; but, when a press
in that stute, in which a man dares not freely

is
is

RtG

IT.

in a jail, while Dr. Johnson, who wrote in
ii])
defence
of the
and in whom venality and pride conproject,
tended for die predominance, was caressed and
pen-

The nation b\ the me ..lis ofa press thus managed, were made to approve of the measures again -t
America; and they were made to e'xpqct the con'esi
tobe ofshort duration and the success to be
complete.
They were induced to give their approbation to ihe
of
German
Brunsinckers
and Hestroops,
sending
sian mercenaries, to make war
upon the fellow subI,- we look
jects, the brethren of Englishmen.
back
to that day, we shall see the periodical
press urging
the nation on to the war, ai.d
promising a speedy
and successful termination of it. The American's
were represented as a poor contemptible enemy; as
nigamuffins without arms and without commanders:
"destitute," as one writer asserted, "of monev, of
of ammunition, of commanders, and, if
arms,
they had all these, they had not courage to apple
them to their defence." Thus were the people r
England induced co give their approbation to the
measures of the ministry at the outset; and, by simisioned.

publish
thoughts, respecting public men and public afthose
fairs, it
thoughts be hostile to men in power,
the press must of necessity be an evil; because, while
restrained
thus
on that side, there will never be
It is
wan ing siaves to use it in behalf of those who have
The distribution of the public money. Thus thepub- lar means, were they inveigled into a continuation of
that approbation from one campaign to another, and
lic mind receives a wrong- bias, and measures are
appro, cd of, which, in the end, proves destructive, and v.-cre only to be undeceived by die capture of whole
which would never have met with approbation, had armies of English troops, by those whom thev had
his

<

/•v:'ry

man been

free to

communicate

Ins thoughts

to.

ihe public.
Where there

is no
press at all, or, which is the same
thiug as to politics, where there is a licenser, or per.vm appointed by die government to sanction writing's
previous to then' publication, the press does no <"ood,
to be sure, but neither does it any barm; for, the
public well knowing- the source of what they read (and
little they will read,) suffer it to. have no effect
upon their minds. They read a licensed newspaper
as (hey would hear the charge of an, accuser, who
should tell them before hand that the accused partv
was not to be suffered to make any defence. But,
where the press is called free, and yet where he who
Writes with effect against men in power, or against
public measures, is liable to be punished with greater
severity than the major part of felons, the press must
.be an engine of incalculable mischief; because, the
notion of freedom of the press is still entertained by
the greater part Qf our readers, while there exists this.
terrific restraint on him who would write
strongly,

and, perhaps, effectually, against public men and pubmeasures, if it were not ibr fear of almost certain

lic

ruin.

Thus the

press becomes a deceiver of the people; it
becomes prostituted to the most pernicious purposes.
Tew men of real talent will condescend to write with
a bridle in their mouths; the periodical press
falls,
for the far greater part, into the hands of
needy adare
who
ever
to
sell their columns
venturers,
ready
lo the highest bidder; falsehood stalks forth and
dares
not shew her
ranges uncontrouled, while truth
face,- and, if she appear at all, it is under so thick a
covering, in so crawling an attitude, and with so
to power, that she
always disgraces

many apologies
'her

character,

and not unfrequently 'injures her

cause.

Hence, wc may trace all the severe blows winch our
country has suffered, and which lias at last reduced
us to a state, which
every man contemplates with a
greater or less degree of apprehension.
At the outset of the American war, Mr. Home
Tooke, who
wrote against the
project of taxing America bv force
of arms, while she was
unrepresented in parliament,
-••v-i hai-rassed with state
prosecutions arid was pent

SCPPJLEMnNT TO vo*. vai.

been taught to dejpise.
To the same cause may, in great part, be attributed the war against the republicans of France, a war,
which has laid low so many sovereign princes, rooted
out so many dynasties, and which, however it mayterminate, has already occasioned more misery i"i
England than she ever before experienced. Jf [here
had been no press in England at the commencement
of the French revolution, the people of
England
would have formed their judgment upon what"thev
saw and whatthcy fell; or, if men had keen, on both
sides of the question, free to publish their
thoughts,
the people, bearing all that could be said/or as-wdl
as agaiast the cause of France, would have come to
a decision warranted by truth and reason. But, while
those who wrote against the republicans of France
and urged the nation on to a war against them, wae
at perfect liberty to make use of what statements
or arguments they chose for that purpose, those who
wrote on the other side were compelled to smother
the best part of what, they might have urged, that 1.;
to say, they could not write with effect} or, if thev
did, they exposed themselves to ruin, and, perhaps,
to premature death; for, there are not many bodies
able to endure sentences of long imprisonment, without receiving- injuries that are seldom overcome. Mr.
Gilbert Wakefield lived out his two years In Doiv
Chester jail; but he did not for many months survive

the effects of his imprisonment, leaving- a wife and
family to starve, had not. his \ irtucs bequeathed them
Mr. Wakefield's crime was the answering-,
ft ends.
the triumphant answering ofa bishop, who had written against the republicans of France, and the tendency of whose publication was to encourage the peowill; the war then begin;.
ple of England to go on
After the example made of Mr. Wakefield, uuer
such a reply to his pamphlet, the war would of course,
meet with few literary opponents, or, if any, so shy
and timid as to produce little or r.o. effect; while, on
the other side, the advocates of the war, with nothing
to fear, and every thing to hope in the way of personal
advantage, could not tail to succeed in pcasnading
the people, that to push on the war was just and neThe delusion was kept up, through #ie
cessary.
same means. In spiteof discomfiture, and disgrace;
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in spite of facts that might have been supposed
al-j
most sufficient to enlight c:, a born ideot, they were
made to hope on iVoni campaign to campaign; Mid,
though the) saw league afi er league dissoh ed, they
e sthl induced to give their approbation to new

vu

Without a press, such as
would have been impossible.

lesgues.
li\is

tion "of the press

;

have described,

A

total destrucestablishment of a licenser,
possibility of such a delu-

or, the

would have prevented

I

'die

sion; because 'then the people" would have judged
from what they sevj and what they felt ; the} would
have judged from the actual event pi* the war, and

VIII.

aid of these the
sufferings have, in manv instances,
been very great. T/herehave been instanceo where
men have thus got free after having been

ftoggfd

through the Meet for desertion.
But, it has been asked, whether we are not to take
our sailors where we find them. To which America
answers, yes, but take only your own; "take," said
Mr. Lyman, your whole pound of flesh, but take not
a drop of blood."
She says, that she wishes not to
have in her ships any British sailor; and she is willing to give them up, whenever the fact of their be-/
ing British sailors can be proved. Let them, she
says, be brought before any magistrate, or any public
civil authority, in any one of your own ports, at home
or abroad; and she is willing to abide by the decision.
But, let not men be seized in her ships upon the
high seas (and sometimes at the mouth of her own
livers) where there is nobody to judge between tlie
parties, and where the British officer going on board
is at once accuser, witness, judge and captor.
Let

from the effects which the war, as it proceeded, produced upon themselves. Rut, by the means of the
pi es3,,sucb as 1 have described it, by tlie means of a
succession of falsehoods^ coming usori the heels ofone
another sia cp;:cic ssto leave little time for reflection,
tlie people were hurried on iiom one stage to another
oi'the w.;r, (ill at last, they saw no way of retreating and thousands, when they saw, in the end, tlie
fatal consequences of tte iVteasuves they had been not
your
;

1

so zealous in supporting , continued, rather than acknowledge themselves dupes', the paftizans o; tliose
"b\ whom they hive been deceived; and so
they continue to this day.
But, sir, amongst all the instances, in which this
prostituted press has abused the public ear, I know
of h< one wh'ei e it has worked with moi e zeal or mere
apparent effect than with regard to the present dispute with the . tmerican states. The grounds of comph hit on the part of America have been sedulously
kept out oi sight; her remonstrances, against what;
r.o one can deny to be a violation of her rights, have
•

been constantly represented as demands made upon
us to give up some or bur rights; her people have
been iepi eseKted as being on our side and against
at last of all, when this prostheir
government; and,'
tituted press can no longer disguise the Pact, th; t the
are
Americans
preparing for war against us, it rcpre: ems the Amerieari legislature as well as the president as acting under the influence of France, as
being instruments in the hands oi' Bonaparte. And,
by those mean:,, it hys drawn the public along-, from
stage to stage, in an approbation of the measures,
whirl: have aw brought us to the eve of a new war,
in addition to that which we find sufficiently burdensome and calamitous, and to which there is no man
who pretend? to sec the prospect of a termination
[\\ e bmit his review of .the orders in council,
though it is an able one, and t;.ke up his remarks on
1

;

officer, who cannot know the men, except by
accident, be taken to be abetter judge of the
fact than the commander of the ship in which they
Let it not be admitted, that he is never to b6
sail.
believed, and that even the protections given by the
American authorities are to be received as false?

mere

hoods, disregarded accordingly.
have hitherto refused to alter our practice.
Tlie' grievance lias been growing- greater and greater,
as it necessarily must with the continuance or' the
war, 'tiil, at last, the number of persons impressed,
the number of sijlerers, and the corresponding number of complaining parents, wives, and children in
America, are become so great, that the whole country cries out war! war! or an end to yuprgssmpht!
I beg your royal highness to consider what must be
the feelings, of a people at the existence of a grievance
like this; and, if ypu do not seriously consider it, I
am sure you will see cause to despise those parasites of the press in England, who are using their
utmost endeavors to persuade the public, that the A-

We

merican congress are, in their resentful language
against England; "stimulated by the intrigues of Bq1

h'aparte."
cessary to

As if the intrigues of Bonaparte were nemake such an assembly oireal representa-

American people, feel for the ruin oi' so
ofthcir merchants and for the greater
of
so many thousands of their seamen and
sufferings
of the relations of those seamen! As if the intrii
of Bonaparte were necessary to make such an assem-

tives of the

many hundreds

impressment, and his strictures on John Randolph's bly feel at seeing their country whose independence
was purchased with the blood of their fathers, treat*
The matter is now taken up by the congress, to ed, at sea, as if it were still no more than a
colony{
whose proceedings therein I will speak when I have As if to feel
accutely and to express themselves
submitted to your royal highness a statement! of tlie
\
for
were
necessai
such
it
occasion,
strongly upon
nature of tlie other great point in dispute;
namely, them to be instigated by intrigues of a foreign
tne imfrfessnieTH ofseum ft out
of ifnwrican ships by on,- power.
skips "J war.
Having now, with as much clearness as I have been
Our ships of war, when they meet an American ves- able to combine with
brevity, submitted to your roysel at sea, board her, and take out of her,
by force, al highness tlie nature and extent of the complaints,
any seamen whom our officers assert to be British which America prefers against England, I next reThere is no rule by which
3 'bjrets.
they are bound. cced to state to \ou what lias been done by the conthey act at discretion; and, the consequence is, that
is, in the' way. of obtaining redress for those grienumbers
of
native
tn-eat
American's have been thus vances, a:\cr which will
obsernaturally eon ie such
and
great huihbers of them are now in vations as I think not
impressed,
unworthy ofyour serious attenThe
total
number
our navy.
so held at
any 6iiel time tion, relative to the consequences of a war -withe
ipannot, perhaps, be ascertained; but,,froni astatemen.1 country, which, until this moqient, the prostituted
Afh«!ricst
it
published m.
appears, that Mr; Lyman, press of this country has studiously treated with
t
the late consul here, stated the
number, about two c
mpt.
thousand.
That many ol' these
years ago, a&jburteen
When the president's speech reached us, breathing
men have died on Board of our ships, that many have a
the propriety
spirit of resentment, and suggesting
beenwourided, that many have been killed in action, of
if a!!
arming, these yelpers, of the venal press, as
and that many have been worn out in the service Set
cite and the same halloo, and, as if forget! inp
by
there can be no doubt. Some obtain their release their
train
predictions about his. fail, fiew at him in a
though the application ofthe'American cbhsulhere, ' buse such ".s Jhave bcM-md witnessed, except

frothy scurrility.]

\

i

;

i

i

.:i
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hnvo had the honor to be though,* by pfhia speech, "come these charges? —From men

FILES'
when
M

••ays; If

I

a

i

I

\

/'.

I

|

fiom such unquestionable authority, that I agree in
Mr. VI mis was
political opinions with Mr. Adams.
one of those who, at the earliest date made a conspicuous figure in the cause of no taxation vi hoot represents ion; he was American mini her at the
Hag ic, af erwards at Paris, afterwards in England;
he was vice-president of the United States all the
lime that general Washington Was president; .he war.

..

.

dherwar'ls himself president af the United States:
and, havingbeen at the next election, supplanted bv
Mr. Jefferson, lie lias, since his Betirement, h id tiu:
rare virtue to acknowledge, upon further reflection,
that ti:e system of his successor was the most advantageous to his country; and upon that ground, to
give that system all the support in his power* He
lives r.ow, in the simplest style, at the age of about
seventy -five, in his native state of Massachusetts, beloved and venerated by all around him, and without
having, or being suspected of having, added to his
own private means a single dollar of the public moSuch is the, man, whose opinions [ am no v
ney.-

cityoFYVashingtpn, they have as in the. n:\ture of $ie
true bred bully, become more .old more gentles vill,
they have softened down mtp a tone ofc Iviliiy.
They do not now "make a mockery" of war with Amci-iea-,
they even hope that it may be prei errted; and,
they 'trust erupt} punctilio Will npt s'and in the way
'

.

-;

1

.

•'of reconciliation;" that
ve?y reconciliation;
had done all in their power to prevent.

tt'~

om jails in Europe, and here teaching our
"caping
"fathers and sons thejr political duties.?'
Now, in
.he first pL.ce, I have greal sati; faction in
learning

an object worthy of their mercenary
u\a)ice.
They likened the style of his spQech
lie Wabash and Sh twaneso
Savages; th< nailed
him ;i tool of Bonaparte they represented turn as
a, [6\\ minded ignbrant man; and I have never
one of them [us been called to achcardj thai a
count for this conduct. They soon found, however,
what every man of sense anticipated, that the sentiments of the president's were bul a faint sketch of
the picture tone finished by the,congress,whoi therefore, next became an object of attack.
Bit, by degrees, as the accounts of the proceedings of (the
these
deceiver:; of the
congress have reached us,
English pi >ple have grown more measured in their
abuse.
V; the arrival of every new menace from the
eir

».>

which

—

tftej

But, slip sticking to their character of deceivers,
with holding, and in company with whom i
they ..are now employed in garbling- the debates in charged
am said to have changed my former opinions as to
Lie congress.
They we employed in supprc.iiur
American politics; upon which 1 can only say, that,
the sentiments of those
members, -who are advocates no
effort or mine shall be want ng to render myself
tor a
ssistance of England,, and in
pu^afi forth the wortkv
As to what Mr. Randolph
pf.such an honor.
speec lies of those who are on the opposi. e side. The
that is a mode of artg.wt rin
speech of one gentleman in particular; Mr. Rt\- saj ibout being injaU,
which he must have learnt From our mercenary
hey praise Beyond bounds, for winch howevjei
have one reason, which they do not avow; ami, prints. That is the way that they answer my arguwhich as it is somewhat curious, I will, even at .the ments. .But, this gentleman's general accusation hexpence of a little digression, make a subject of -re- gaipst th.ps<e who have been in jails in Europe,' his
mark.
objection to their teaching politics, to the people of
America; these are worthy of some attention. For
In re dingthe speech of this
gentleman; as copied die
>;i,
present, laying my own case out of the que
into smite of mir newspaper
! co-.dd
not help wonI would, if I were within his hcring, ask tins gentlea
so
weak;
that
mconerrent
and
so
dering
thing
since
m
istance
how
it
is
the
bare
circ
of
havlong
should h..w. called forth the praises even of these man,
ing been imprisoned, in a jail has been looked upon as
I wondered that even
prints.
they shouid describe sufficient to
disqualify a man for teaching political
At onoe wild and vapid matter as full
o£"aacfite- duties. Ic seems to
me, on the contrary, that tbecirI had, indeed,
tiess ana sarcasm."
heard
frequently
if such man siifferedon account
them bestow encomiums on the speeches of lord Li- circums&anceought,
of his politics, to be considered as one qualification
verpool and Mr. Perceval; but any thing so inapproat least, seeing that it must necessarily have impresspriate as this I had never heard them hazard before.
ed stongly upon his mind the nature and effect of the
\Vnen, however, I came to see the speech itself, in
political institution, under which he has suffered. But
tile American
newspapers} and found that L myself
had been an objefet of Mr Randolph's attack/ lie surely, Mi'. Randolph cannot have been serious, for
he boasts of being descended from the country of"
wonder cease 1. It was no longer a matter of surHampden and Sidney, and of having imbibed. his poprise, thai
mercenary tribe had discovered in the litical
Indeed! Why then, he
principles, from them;
speech oi Mr. Randolph every tiling tharacteristic
should have recollected, that the former, if he had
pi accuteiiess and profundity find public
spirit
But,
not, in a glorious fight for the liberties of England,
it was
really,
dealing very unfairly with their readers died in the field, would have perished on tl-c scafnot to treat diem io a
participation in the enjoy,
fold; and the latter, after having for a long whi'u
ment of these sarcastic passages, especially when
they
did actually lose his life under the
would not hereby nave diminished their own; and it inhabited a jail,
hands of the executioner. And if the brave Sidney,
is not a little
that
surprising,'
they shouid in Copying who was found
guilty by a packed jury, and who,
me speech of their champion, have taken the
pain's when condemned
by a corrupt judge, stretched out
to exclude
precisely these passages. Since, howe\ ear, his arm to him and br.de him feel his
pulse to see if
e
iiai
i
I
will
fill
the
done
,
tiiey
up
gap-.
lie trembled; if this undaunted advocate of freed »:n
Mr. Randolph had, it seems been accused of no; had
escaped before the day of executi jn, and arrive
being a repiibUcan, and of being devoted to England, in America, would Mr. R mdo'ph, had he been then
inthewaj of answer to winch he makes the fallow- living, have objected to him as a teacher of political
ing personal remarks ard allusion ;. "I do not like dutie; merely pu the ground of his havi ig c-« aped
"this republic misrrti which is
supported by Mr. .1- from a jail? And Pryrm. who was persecuted by the
Yddms, on this dde the Atlantic, and by Cobbett on then .attorney "general af England, and Who, b; ; ,"hue other, who it he could break
jail, "would assist tyrannicaljudges oftb&t « :, those base instruments
"in revolutionizing
New-England.
Republicanism pf a corrupted court; If imwhowis imprisonei att
"of Jo'. ni Adams, and William Cobbett,
par ilobale fined and pifdo.ied and mtud.ite.l almost be,j-..
united
>w
in
as
1793.
'Zfratrum,
Formerly Mr. A- moral endurance^ and. who, after all liyedtj b.-i i,"dams and Porcupine would hate called rttea French- o-icofiiis
judges to the block; if P:.\ ni, wio w&i
worthy notice, both would cad me an tiius punish 2 oh a cliarge of sediti is iib?l,
ti»kmanj—F&m
whom,"
'£ng
another part "broke j ail" an tfon« to America,- wouid -M.r. R.r.^
says he,
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dolph\s forefathers cf whom he boasts, have obj ected
to such a teacher of political duties? Why, though
perhaps, Sir. Randolph does not know it, William
Pern was prosecuted for seditious libels, and was

VIII.

life, but they passed no sentence of imprisonment on my thoughts. Nor
did they, in their sentence, include a prohibition

culation of the duration of man's

—

against my thoughts finding their way to America
very jail of Newgate too, though his no,' nor against their producing an impression there
time was rendered short by a jury, who had the sense proportioned to their correctness and to die force
Therefore,
to know their duty, and the courage to resist the with which they might be expressed.
browbeating of a corrupt, politic-id judge; and, was I presume, it will be thought, that Mr. Randolph
must
an
me
without
I
unfit teacher of political censured
"William Ft-nn thought
cause, though
confess^
dnLc. ? I am plea tag here, not my own cause, but that bis censure is more than compensated for by
that oi'm;m others who are now in America, and the information th~at he lias given me and the world,
in Europe.
who have been in
efforts, as to America, coincide with those
This, however, that

confined in

this

my

jails

unnecessary; for it is a fact, and a fact too, which
woua royal highness should know, that these gentlemen have been received there, not as Mr. Randolph
seems to haste wished, but with kindness, respect,
and honor. Mr. Emmet £nd Mr. Sampson are among
the first advocates at the bar in New York, and their
associate, Di. J/'Nevin, is at thehead, or nearly so,
of the physicians. The instance of Mr. Duane, is
worthy o'f particular notice. He was a printer at
Calcutta, where his types and property were destroyed, himself f blown into a guard house, and soon
after \i aids shipped off to Europe.
He found his way

of Mr. Adams; and in return, I will inform him, that
he has the honor to agree, not only in -sentiments,,
but also, in expressions, with every literary slave
in the British dominions, with every one whose hand
is like the beggar's dish, and whose price is as regu-

to America, and to his pen England owesnoinconsiberable portion of the hostility that has since existed against her in that country.
lean remember
the time, when he, and he alone, as far as the power oi the press went, kept alive the opposition to the
English interests. All the other writers seemed to
be weary of the strife; but Ins inextinguishable re-

it was my
royal highness upon this subject,
tion to forbear anv further remonstrance with you
But
thereon, and to leave time to be the teacher.
the intelligence arrived from America since the date
of that letter, has made me depart from that intenand has induced me to make one more effort to

is

though not; perhaps, so moderate as
market, or beds at an inn.

lar,

T

am, S;c

stalls at a

&c

WILLIAM COBBETT.

Newgate, Sth January, 1812.
FROM Til K SAMK TO TilE SAME.

Stateprison,

Sir—When

I

closed the

eighth letter to your'
inten-

tion,

convince you, that without further measures in the
of the past sustained him under all difis not likeway of conciliation, peace with America
ficulties, and he finally saw that cause triumph, of
ly to be restored.
which, atone time, every body else seemed to desThe very day on which my last letter was printHe, above all others, has been a teacher of ing (Friday last,) was marked by the promulgation
pair.
"political duties," as Mr. Randolph calls theni,and of tidings from America, that the congress had reassuredly, if success be a proof of merit, few men voked the declaration of war, and that the American
ever had so much. If Mr. 1'innerty were to exchange
into an armistice for
general in Canada had entered
a solitary cell in Lincoln jail, to which he had been
these had taken place in
thirty days; and that both
at
a
his
and
distance
from
friends
in counconsigned,
great
consequence of the revocation of our orders
from his means of obtaining a livelihood; if lie were cil. A few hours were sUfficien to dissipate these
to change that situation for the free air of America,
of
falsehoods, fabricated, no doubt, for the purpose
leaving his present dreary abode to the occupancy of deceiving the people of this "most thinking" counthe next man, ifanothcr such man should be found, to
Tlie deception would last, in all human protry.
comment on the character of Castlereagh; it' Mr. bability, for
end of those
only a ftw days; but, at the
i'ir.nerty were to make this exchange, does Mr. Ran- days, a new falsehood would be invented, and the
erica would re- old one lost in that.
This falsehood, however does
dolph imagine, that the people of
gard him, who has given such proofs of his talents not appear to have lived even 48 hours; for, the very
the
and integrity, as a very unfit teacher of political du- next dav after its
promulgation brought forth

in embrance

Am

And now, as to myself, it appears to me that contradiction; brought forth thecomplcte proof of a
Mr. Randolph would have better consulted the dig- fabrication.
America must
Surely, sir, thepeopleof
a
nity of his situation as a legislator, if lie had answerus?
They 'must despise, or, at least, pity,

ties'

ed

my

arguments, rather than

made an allusion

despise

to the nation

who

are

made

the sport of such vile

literarj

which he knew me to be. I had not
the pres
impostors; base hirelings, who prostitute
given him any offence, I had not even named him to all purposes hostile to truth and freedom.
in any of my articles on American affairs. Iliad used
The authentic intelligence received from Amerithe best of my humble endeavors to prevent the ne- ca
the Ameriappears to be, in substance, this: that
cessity of, and to remove all pretence for, those can government has received intelligence of the rewarlike measures, of whicB he appears to have been
Uiat it is by no
peal of our orders in council, but,
so determined an opponent; and surely,
demand a
I did
hap- means satisfied therewith, and means to
pen to differ from him in opinion, the circumstances redress of all its all edged grievances, before it lays
oi my being in a jail, was not to deprive me ot all down its arms.
In confirmation of this, the followsituation, in

i.'

right to exercise my judgment arid to put the result ing paragraph has been quoted from a paper
vpon paper. Such a deprivation made no part ofnvt deemed the demi-official paper of the American
sentence. Judges Grose and Elleriborough and Bai- vernment: "The orders in council of the British goI< \ and I.e Blanc, did,
indeed, sentence me to be
ernment are now no longer a question with the L-

imprisoned for two yearsin Newgate, where Prynn nited States. The question of peace now requires
been beibre me, but they did not sentence me
ot the ample
only a proper and a vigorous use
renin be blindfolded and have my hands tied, all the
time; means which the government is possessed ol, to
they did, indeed, further adjudge that 'a thousand der it speedy, decisive and glorious. Peace, when
he taken from meandj&ctrf to the line- it
fount/:; sl uld
comes, must bring with it more than the confc,
its avowed
bul they did not condemn me to be bereft
of my rea- of British outrage by the retraction of
that
son.' thc\ did, indeed, sentence me to
give bail for tj ranny. It is not a mere cessation to do wrong
m\ good c avicurfor the future term of seven years, can now produce a peace; wrongs done must be
making altogether much more than the average cal- redressed; and iguarantee must begiven in the face «f
h:.d

i

J

-
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the world, for the restoration of oar enslaved citir, ns, aha the respect due to our flair, which, tilie
the soil ive inherit, must in future secure all that
of neutrals must he reThe
sails under it.

rights

like the first tyrants of
cognized; ar.d the British,
he Swiss, must no longer expect a free people to
bow down, and worship the symbols of British u-

surpation."

Did I not tell you so, sir, in my very last letter?
Did T not say, that America would now demand "inI
the future?"
Je:;inif;fr,r the /last, and security for
wished to guard vonr royal highness against decepentered into an argution, and I for that
purpose,

it)

VOLUME

VIII.

ry

they must know, that as far ns to search ships at sea
(or rather to visit them) has been sanctioned by the
usages of nations, the Americans arc ready to submit to it: but. sir, this right, of search is very different indeed from thai, of which these good hired
writers are speaking:
There is a right of scare!), or of visit, acknowledge
When a nation is at
ed by all nations of Europe
war, she claims the right of visiting all neutral merchant ships at sea, in order to see that they do not.
assist her enemy by carrying warlike stores or
troops for him; ar.d if she find them thus taking part
with her enemy; if she find them thus transgressing
the general usage of nations, she seizes tliein, as indeed she has just cause for doing, seeing that they
And the
are in fact engaged in war against her.
right of visiting them, to see whether they be tlius
us
has
been
called
the
by
transgressing,
right of

ment to show, that we ought not to expect America
to makepeace with us upoiVourj^avirigljarelyceaseii
to commit what slie asserted to be a violation of her
I told your royal bigness, that she for more
rights.
than one reason must demand something more than
We have contended for, and have tor some
fc tii ere
cessation to do what she declared to be a search.
when I time past, been able to maintain, an extension of this
wrong. In short, if I had been informed,
Wrote my last letter, of what I now know, I could right, to the goods of the ehefcy found in a neutral
not have written otherwise than 1 then did.
ship; though it is to be observed, that our ally RusI therefore, have, I think, some claim to attention sia, and our ally, Sweden, as well as Denmark and

from your ro;> al highness, especially as I have all a- Holland, in all times, have contended against this
would right. But what have these to do with the searching
iong told you, thai the repeal of your orders
When the repeal took of which the Americans complain? They complain
not', ah,,,'-, be sufficient.
upon the death of Perceval, and when Mr. not that we seize contraband of war on board their
we confiscate ships or cargoes*
idace,
*ansonbv, and Mr. Brougham were reported to be vessels; not that
are enemy's troops or enemy's
goods;
touting pledges to support a war against America, where there
atthat but that we stop their vessels upon the high seas,
at repeal did not satisfy her; at thai time
have
we
there
take
6xri (as tiieM « .iatkveu
that
when
conciliation
and
moment,
might
important
Been rendered complete; even then, without a mo- ruiisovs wF.riKASi;. This is what they complain of;
rn it's delay, I told your royal highness that the re- and the fact is perfectly notorious, that we have in

—

of itself, be enough, this way taken many thousands of persons out of Agea! of the orders would not,
and, as will he seen by the passage taken for my meriean ships, carrying on their trade quietly from
motto, I most earnestly besought you to put a stop, one part, of the world to another. It is notorious that
pf your own accord, to the impressment of persons m: ir.v of the persons thus seized were citizens and
6n board of American ships. If this had been done, natives of America; that they have been taken on
if this measure, so strongly recommended by board of our ships of War; that they have been kept
sir;
in e, had been adopted theft we should now have there for years; that they have been taken to all parts
seen our ports crowded with American ships to take of the world; that many of thein have been wounded,
our manufactures, instead of hearing of hun- many lost their limbs and many killed in a service,

away

dreds of American privateers cruizing against our which they abhorred, being compelled to fight acommerce.
gainst those with whom they had no quarrel.
There is no man of any consideration, who will atThe Courier and Times newspapers, two of the
It must of necessity
v t corrupt in England, make certain remarks up- tempt to say that this is right.
on the paragraph which I have quoted from the Ame- have created deep-rooted id-wiil against us in American denii-ofiicial print; and, as these remarks tin- rica, where the seafaring people arc not a class of
trace assertions and notions that are false, it is ric- individuals who have neither house or home, and
A vessel, in America, is
pessarv, or, at least it may be. useful, to put the mat- whose state is desperate.
often manned by people all living in the same vilter of which they treat in a fair light.
The Courier lias this paragraph: "Here, then, is lage; and, the impressment, the banishment, the desan open avowal, thatnothing will satisfy the Ameri- truction of one, must be felt by the whole, and by
can government but the abandonment of the right of the whole of the neighborhood also.
Ifence the
The
search, and the acknowledgment of the principle, heart-burnings in America against England.
Perish the idea of confiscation of ships and cargoes utwtfer the orders in
tisat free ships make free goods.
Yet this council, together with the dreadful distress to the
peace, if ii is on'v to be made on such terms.
the An.crican government calls "an anxiousdesire to captains and crews, produced great effect against
•Ccommoda* e all differences upon the most reasona- us; but great as it was, it fell short of the effect
ble condi'ions!"
produced by the impressment of American seamen.
It has been said, that, if we give up the exercise
TheTi.ee says: "In this philippic redress is not
©nl\ eSaimed f< r die supposed wrongs inflicted by of this power of impressment, our sailors will dethis country, hi. it is declared, that the "American sert to the American ships.
But sifppisse the fact
Tins be so: what is that to America? It ii not her fault.
flag must it! future secure a'i that saih under it."
is adopting, in its fullest extern, the language ofBoShe does not force them out of tftVr service. She
If that does not compel them to dcS'ert.
If they really do
.napartc, tn.d 'Tree ships make free goods."
Jirincinle be maintained by the American govern- like her service better than Oflrs', slrfl cannot help
•iil
and supported by the American legislature, that.
may as weft complain of her for having,
We see not the -lightest prospect of a speedy termi- such a country as our arti&afis and manufacturers
nation of hos iiities."
to
their
own, and upon that ground, go and
prefer
Thus, then, these good hirelings arc for war, ra- search her country for our deserted artizans and
fter than give up what they call ..oe "r/.f/; f of search." manfaeturers, who emigrate to her
lores in
They are hardly so stupid as not to know, that the lance of our laws. Redly, sir lean see no just cause
Americans do not conte, el rbr car abandonment of of complaint against her because our seamen desert
the right
of search, in the usualBteise of those words; to Kef shins. It isfor us-t-o keep our ftftrcn, if we wish
::
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to go Into her service; and not to complain ness, it is not to be
supposed, that the war is to
of ber for
'venae the moment we cease to do
receiving them.
-wrong to America'

,

|

visit her ships

«~,

,.,„i

„..

..i

„may
i

not conduct themselves in a man- sidered as sufficient to induce America to nut nn thi
"^
1
1
«,>,.i „c u..«.
:i :...„,. i
„.,._..j .i ...
i
.••.i_
_

_

.

.-

cans out of American ships; hut then, it is left to'! pression of my
feelings at what had then been des
them to decide -who are, andivho are not, Americans. crihedas having taken place, at the town of
Ely
This
the case, it is clear that every American (where the hank has since
broken,) with resnect to
bein£
ship's crew who meet an English ship of war at seal the local militia and the German legion; when I had
are at the mercy of the commander of that ship of made the publication I ceased; I made
only one of
war! No more need be said; For no man likes to be that sort; et, sir, was I at the distance of "o le
year
at t'ne mercy of another.
The English captain has, after the publication, sentenced to be impri icdfor
in this ca?;e, the
power of seizure, of impressment, two years,' and pay a thousand pou.-ds fine o your.
of banishment, and indeed, what power has he not royal sire, and which thousand I have
paid to you in
over the American crew! They may produce proof his behalf. So you see, si,-, that if er one has
lone
of being natives of America, and theft he is not au- a thing, of has been
doing a thing, it h not always
thorised to seize them. Aye, b'ut'he alas! is the sole sufficient to cease to do it; the
cea-ing to do that
and absolute judge of that proof winch he may which is deemed wrong is not ahv
regardedas
think bad, and then it may as well not be produced sufficient to appease or disarm the offended
park
This i j the view to take of the matter,' sir. The i lie last part of my punishment, the
payment ofthe
fine
to you, in behalf of
corrupt press of London may and will, bewilder' the
your royal sire, was inflicted
minds of the people by talking about our right of at more than three years distance from the time of
in
and
fact
is
that
about
the like; but the plain
the local militia and the Ge
search,
this,
my writing
consequence of this authority given to our ships of legion. There may, perhaps, in the lav/ of nations,
War to take persons out of American ships at sea, the he an exception from the general principles in c s
'

|

;.

I

<

j

.

>.

j

|

crew of every American ship that went to sea, or where kingly government commits an offence or a!
even from one pert to another in America, were at ed offence agdnsta republic; but, in mv small
the absolute
mercy of the commander of the first ing, I have, I must confess, never met with am such
English ship of war that happened to meet them.
Therefore I, for my part, was not at all surprised
•Suppose the case, sir, of an American captain sailing out of the Delaware to the East Indies with his to see. the American demi-official print announce,
complement of men being twenty, all his neighbors, that compensation for the past and security foi
met by an English sloop of war; suppose hiin to have future, would be required. "It is not," says
six of his men taken out in spite of all his assurances writer "a mere cessation to do wrong that can now'
of their being native Americans; suppose him left to produce a peace; wrong done must be redressi
pursue his voyage with only 14 hands; suppose the a guarantee must be given in the face of the w
.six seized men to bet; ken off to the West Indies; Yes, sir, just as in my case, who after
impsuppose two or three to die of the yellow fever; ment and fine, was compelled, before I was releasanother to be killed; another lose an arm; and the ed, to enter into bond, to give a guarantee, us the
sixth released by the intervention of the American republican writer calls it. Indeed, sir, the history
consul in London. Suppose this case, sir, and you of the world is full of c.ses in support of this docu Ine
When your royal brother invawill suppose -what may have happened* It was possi- of the Americans.
ded Holland, it was not sufficient that he cased to
ble for such cases to happen, and that was enough
but it was a thing which admitted ofbeing rendered penetrate into the country; for when he g* t buck td
the Ilelder, though he had then entirely cea
impossible. It is sufficient to say, that, in consebe an invader, and appears to have very properly
quence of the exercise of this power, no_ American
confined his wishes to the safe bringing off of
could, in a merchant vessel, sail the sea in safety.
He never v. a.-, for one single hour secure against my, the republican generals, Brune (the "p:intc;'s
To a people so situate boy of Limosin") andDaendela, insisted upon hS
captivity and banishment
war must be a relief. The American seamen will stipulating for the surrender to France and H
the laws of of eight thousand of their seamen, who were ilicn
prefer war, because if captured in war,
War protect him andfeed him as a prisoner; where* prisoners of war in England; this they insisted uponj
as he was before liable, not only to be seized and as the price of permission to the British troops,
cai tied from his calling and country, but at the same whom th e duke of York had invaded Holland,to re-errtime, compelled to act as a seaman on board of our barkon board their transports without molestation.''
This was compensation for injury, not done but
and risk his life in our serships; compelled to labor
"
in serving attempted.
Iflne royal commander had said,
vice, where it might be his lot to assist
wh»t
been
have
I
have
am
serI
had
himself
he
ceased;
as
stopped;
others of his countrymen
going away:
more do you want?" If he had thus addres
ved.
tiim
have
of
view
this
would
a
take
republican
thought
generals, they
Sir, when you
dispassionate

—

j

I

—
—

I

cracked

in the brain.
His royal highness k
great deal better. He took the effectual way of giv
was cniine; his opponents satisfaction, and thus lie
.bled
bled to bring offhisarmy
off his army without molestation;
molestation.
Here, then, sir, are two instances of the soundness of the American doctrine; that a mere ce;
of an offensive act is not, as a matter of c
Country.
If this point was once settled, it appears to me, deemed as a satisfaction to the party offended. V*f>
in »
that much difficulty would not remain. But, as 1 in my case, that was single; it was committed
T
had bfeforchftd the honor to state to your royal high- moment: at once cased: there was no remonsttWWi

am' quite sure, that the justice of your
you in favor of an abandonment, a
frank abandonment, of the exercise of this power,
which is, I am satisfied, without a precedent in the
Usage of nations, and which, under present circumof the
stances, can do nothing towards the safety
matter,

mind

I

will decide

i
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It is with a
knowledge of all these that Mr. Ma.
expostulation; the single act w[as seiaed hold of,
enters on the war; and under sucli circumstanand my printer and pubh ilu r and one of the news- <!i
it
appeal's to me impossible that he should lismen, though they did not attempt bo defend their c<
conduct, qut confessed their crime, declared on ten to an\ term;; of peace not including ample, inpath that they were whqllj unconscious that the} demnity forthepast. The American prints .seem to
were publishing a libel, and humbly. sued for mercy; insist upon a guarantee for the release of the Amethough they did all this, yet, they were all impri- rican seamen whom we have impressed; This, I
should hope, there would be no
soned.
objection to; and,
indeed, 1 hope that your royal highness'., ministers
these
coocan
I
what
ask,
then,
Upon
principle
wilt
tue
at
now
eleventh
hour, do every thing in their
to be satisfiiupl writers imagine, that America is
to procure
us
— the
restoration -"
of honorable
»«"«"-«Mn.
in i-nuum,
orders m
counci' power
kii me
of our omub
:
ed v
en
with
the mere repeal or
,«
>c lc ^
)e
ll
llua
England is not doomed to wag
\ °i
tliat is to say. with a mere cessation of the acts ol-,l
war
the
man
world
who
is
in
?n
against every
Ae-mfensive to her? Upon what ground is it that thecounot real liberty.
1 know, sir, that there we
tr in which the proceedings against me took place, .lament
h
m
men
who
the
American
"8™,
abhor
govern
can expect this at her hands' I do not sav, that we
were doing herwrong; do not take upon meto de- ment and people, and who would, if they had tlie
them
exterminate
power,
both,
because
the
merely
cide that question. If we were not doing her wrong,
one
and the other enjoys freedom. Such
however, why did we repeal? If we were not doing mc "guarantees
wiU
be uPPy while
they see a free man
her wrong, why did we 5 icld at her menaces? If wel
m lue w?rl<fi blU ' Vf1 ma \lce will
«* he gratified;
were not doing her wrong, we should not have given
tiiey will, chough it blast their eye sight, still see
Way? and, if we were doing her wrong, we should tlie Americans free.
Such men always speak of
have gone further; for, upon the principles on which
America with disdain; they affect to consider her
I was punished, and on which the sans culotte geneas nothing; they seem to think that no
rals insisted upon your royal brother's giving up of
ceremony is
with her; that even when she has declared
8,000 prisoners ofwar .hen in England; upon tnose necessary
war, and has actually begun war, he is bound to
principles a mere cessation to do what gives offence leave off
merely upon our ceasing to do her wrong,
js not considered as a sufficient atonement to the ofn wrong it be. Such men would of course, think it
fended party.
concession to listen to her pacific overtures
The president of the United States has seen him- great
which one of them already calls suing for peace.—
self ridiculed and most grossly abused in our venal
Ear from your royal highness be counsels like these!
newspapers, who, amongst oilier qualities not more How much blood
might they cause to flow! This
to be admired, have ascribed to him that of cowarwas tlie language with regard to the
republicans of
Such language does not tend to harmony; and E
dice.
but
the
i-ance;
haughty Pitt was glad, at List, to
though (thank God!) Mr. Madison cannot, by his be permitted to send overtures of
peace to those reobstiiv. cy, or to indulge any old grudge, plunge his
publicans. I hope, therefore, that we shall, in this
country into a war; yet, he certainly has the power case, be wise in the
which
is far better than
outset,
I must,
to render the way to peace more tlifricult.
wisdom ai the close.
however do him tlie just ice to say, that I do not beTue whole case is now before you, sir; war or
lieve him capable of imitating, for one single mopeace is in your power. That
choose the
ment, those detestable miscreants, whom "history has Latter is the earnest wish of you may
your royal, highness's
but too frequently exhibited in the act of rendering
faithful servant.
millions miserable, for the purpose of gratifying
WILLIAM
tut

:

.

..,

,

,

—

.

-

1
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!
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some stupid, some idiot-like, some hog-like passion.
But without being under any "such influence, and

Botley,

without supposing any very strong prejudice against

COBBETT.

2M September, lbl2,

rnor.r THE SA7.IE to t:ie same.
Sia During the two years that I was imprisoned
in Newgate, for writing and
publishing an article
dison to be in no haste' to listen to terms of peace.
upon the flogging of certain English militiamen, al
America lias long felt the power of England; she Ely, in England, under the
superinteSdance of Gerhas long been compelled to endure that which she man
and for Which writing and publishing- j
troops,
detested; she is covered with scars of our inflicting; besides paid your royal highness a fine of a thousand
and she will not forget all this now that she has pounds, ip behalf of your
royal sire; duringthat time
arm- in her hands. 1 have before pointed to your I endeavored, ki various
ways, to expatiate my ofroyal highness of what importance it is to her that fence, but i.i no Way more streneously than intiying
we should have nothing to do in the affairs of Spain, to dissuade you from \ iclding to advice,
which, as
She will never rest contented while there is a I thought, would, if followed,
produce a war with
chance of cur having' any influence in Spanish South the American states. That
consequence, which I
America. Of Napoleon site is not afraid in that quar- so much dreaded, and which I labored with so much
ter.
fie has no fleet to endanger her commerce; and, earnestness to
prevent, has unhappily taken place;
besides, her 'present exertions against us may, per- and, though it may be of no service; though
my efliaps, secure her his assent to her wishes dn that forts may still be unavailing; nay, though 1
remay
flank of her territory.
ceive abuse instead of thanks for my pains, I cannot
As to our internal situation she is well aware of refrain; die love I bear niy own country; and die reit.
The army in Canada is not be$.er known to her gard 1 shall ever bear a great part of die people of
than the army in the "distuf-bt dcoimties" Mr. Madi- America, will not suffer me to refrain from making
son is very well acquainted with the causes of our one more trial to convince your royal highness, that
di (turbances; he has read before I'^-w all the evidence die path of peaoe is still fairly open with that countaken at tlie bar of parliament; hf has seen it proved try, and that pacific measures are the only measure;
that the people of England are suffering greatly from which Might even now to be pursued.

—

England in the minds of the people of America,
there are, I fear, reasons enough to induce Mr. Ma-

;

i

j

!

—

the non-importation of their goods into America
Inqrieof'my fetters to your royal highness, I enhe is well aware of the want, ofour army in Spain, deavored to convince you, v.'iat it was to theba.se, the
Portugal, and the Mediterranean; and lie know;- that piosiuuted press of England, that we were likely to
fcwar with discount! • mast soon o>ur»£c us info the 6w« tfiis War; I pointed, c.vt to your royal highness
(he 'mean* resorted to bv thai '••
in" Orel's '.
treat est distress
de:

;
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of England; and I expressed my towns; that there is a commercial mrrinc not fur be.
rac:ms would, succeed.— hind our own in point of magnitude; that the e\-•oprchensions, that those
That press, that viJe and infamous press, which is ports from that country amount annually to morethe great enemy .of the liberiies of'Europe and Ame- than half as much as our exports, and that they conrica as veil as of England, was incessant in its ef- sist of articles of first necessity; that the country
no case, contains ail the articles of useful manufactory, and
forts to cause it to be believed; that, in
would the American government dare to go lo war. that manufactures are making great progress; nay,
ileasscrted that America wouldbe totally ruined by that they have arrived at great perfection; that the.six months of war; that the people would not pay country is stocked with sheep, that great source of
die taxes necessary to carry it on; that thepresident, a nation's wealth, and that to so high a degree have
for only barely talking war, wouldbe put out oi bis these animals succeeded, that many single propriechair; that die "American navy," as it was called by tors have already flocks of more than a thousand
the way of ridicule, wouid be "swept from the ocean head. These facts the hired press cannot disguise
in a month,"- and that, in short a war widi America from us; or, at least, from those amongst us, who
was a tiling for Englishmen to laugh at; a sabject of are not wilfully blind. Upon what ground, then, sir,
would they have us believe, that America is desttt
jestandmockcry.
This was the style and tone of the hireling press titte of resources? The things which I have here
in London, and, wiih very few exceptions, the coun- spoken of, are things of which national riches con
trv prints followed the stupid and insolent example. sist; they form the means of making national exertiEvents have already shown how false all these as- ons; of sending forth fleets and armies. And, wc
sertions were; and now, as is its usual practice, this ought to bear in mind, that America, that this new
same corrupt press is pouring forth new falsehoods, enemy of ours, has a population of more than eight
on tiie war, and or reconciling millions
souls: none of whom arc paupers; none of
with a view of
ceive the people

urging

the people to

its

of

are clad in rags; none of whom are without
meat upon their table daily; not one soid of whom
would condescend to pull off his hat to any human
being, And this is the nation, a nation too desccmicd from ourselves, that the hirelings of the London

whom

calamities.

It was rny endeavor to show your royal highness
the real state of the case. I said, that the people
of America, though wisely averse from war, as the
great source of taxation and loss of liberty, would,
jicvcrthel ess, submit to its inconveniences rather' press represent as destitute of resources.'
than submit to the terms which it was recommendPerhaps, sir, the resources of America are estiI mated
to impose upon them.
eel, in our hireling prints,
according- to the salaries which their public
this standbegged your royal highness to disbelieve those who functionaries receive; and, measured by
said that the American government daretl not to go ard, our new enemy must, indeed, appear wholly
to war, and that Mr. Madison would not be re-elect- unable to contend against us for a single day; for
the vice president, the secretaries of
I besought you to reflect upon the consequences
ed.
jthe president,
©f rushing into a war with that country, amongst state, the treasury, war, navy, and all their clerks;
which consequences I included the forming of agreat that is to say, the whole of the officers of the exe T
than about
tuival fjree on the other side of the Atlantic, and cutive government do not receive more
the not less fearful measure of manning a French^ half the amount of lord Jlrden's sinecure, as stated in
Our lured press affects the report to the house of commons in 180S. Nay,
Sect with . Inierlcan sailors.
to turn into jest a proposition said tohnvebeen made jthe apothecary io our aivny does, according to the
bv the lVit.i-dt.iH for the building of twehty.frigntef. same seppift, receive, in clear profits, annually, as
of the pro]{'he has made that proposition, however, arid, if the! much as twice the amount of the salary
war continue only one year, your royal highness will jsident of the United States. Our chief justice, in
laid
find that the twenty frigates arc launched upon the 'salary and emoluments, as stated in the reports
The ignorant and saucy writers in London, before parliament, receive annually agreat deal
ocean.
who live up to their lips in luxury,and whose gains more than Mr. Madison, Mr. Monroe, Mr. Gallatin^
are not at ail dependant upon the prosperity of the, and the secretaries of war and the navy in Amenot how the people suffer, vica, all put together. I shall, perhaps, be told, that
countrj these men care
Their object is to prolong the war, which suits the our public functionaries ought to receive more than
those in America. That is a point which I shah
views of "all those with whom they are connected.Thev assert whatever presents itselfas likely topro- leave for others to dispute. I content myself with
motcthis object, and, therefore, they tajce no pains stating the facts; but, if lam told, that we ought not
to ascertain Whether the buDding of twenty frigates to measure the salaries of our functionaries by die
a matter of easy execution in America. American standard, I must beg leave in my turn,
is, or is not.
war
If they did, they would find, th..t the Americans to protest against measuring- the expences of
have the timber, the iron, the pitch, the hemp, all of in America by the standard of war expenses in Engo-arn country; all in abundance; land.
I must insist, too, that the resources of a
(he produce of their
and as to dock yards; and other country are not measured by the standard of the saall, of course, cheap;
Would teach these ig- laries of its public functionaries. I should take a
places to buildships, inquiry
norant and insolent men, that, in many cases the quite different standard for the measuring of the retimber grows upon the very .spot where, the ship is sources of America.
know, that, upon a popuin Great Britain, a revenue of
to be built, and that to cut it down and convert it lation of /«(
j

1

(

J

j

J

i

|

I

;

We

miUibns,

into a ship,
die land.

is

to elo a great benefit to the

ownerof about

eighty millions ofpounds

is

7iow annually raised;
people we include,

that, in these ten millions of
at least, two millions of paupers.

and

Now, then, i,f they
then, asto the pecuniary means; to hear the
our hirelings, one would imagine, that raise but a tenth pari as much upon thceight millions
the people' of America were all beggars; that the of Americans, who have no paupers among. ;t them,
a inan of property; that their tight millions will be four times as much as
country contained scarcely
there were no sue!', things as money, houses, goods, was over yet raised in the country in any one year;
cattle, or manufactures.
The;, must, indeed, con- and it is I think, not too much to suppose, that an
as much taxes as an
corn; but, somehow or American will hear a tenth
fess that the
And,

lane

country grows
would have us believe, that there

part
Englishman, in the prosecution of a war declared by
the vote pf representatives freely chosen by the peojfe
\merica, no means, no i$wurcea, They
fact, that these, are fine. eitiesaed at large
gvdscfrbi
Eight milliccs of pounds sterling, rsusw

other, the)

are, in
cannot dis-
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for three or ftrarsuccessiveyears, would build a navy sure did not satisfy America, he, for one; would
that I should, and that I do, contemplate with great support a war against her.
The question, then, is now reduced to this: Doe3
uneasiness; for, as 1 once before had the honor l<>
state to your royal highness, the Americans areas the honor of England demand that she insist up-m
It is continuing the practice of which America complains,
good sailors as any that the world ever saw
notorious that the American merchant ships sail and against which she is now making war? To anwith fewer hands, in proportion to their size, than swer this question, wc must ascertain whtethei the
the merchant shins of any other nation; the Ameri- practice of which America complains br sanctioned
cans are active in their persons; they are enterprising; by the usages of nations,- whether the gn Lng of il op
would be to yield am known right of E
bei
which is of vast

consequence,
they arehravc; and,
they are, from education and almost from constituin an
tion, SOBER, a virtue not at all less valuable
army or fleet than it is in domestic life.
of
This, sir, is a view of the means and resources
America, Very different, perhaps, from the views
which some persons might be disposed to present
to vour royal highness; and, if this my view of the
matter be correct, it surely becomes us to be very
cautious how we force these resources into action,
and set them in array against us, backed* as they
will be, with the implacable hatred of the American people. If, indeed, the honor of England required the setting of these resources at defiance; if
England must either confess her disgrace- must
basely abandon her known rights; must knuckle
down to America, or brave the consequences of what
I have been speaking of; I should then say, in the
words of the old Norman proverb (adopted by the
French in answer to the duke of Brunswick's proclamation,) "let honor be maintained, happen -what
will."

But, sir, the question is, does the honor of England require the making of thisperilous experiment?
In my opinion it does not; and I now, with the most
anxious hope; that, at last, they may be attended
with some effect, proceed respectfully to submit to
your royal highness the reasons upon which this opinion is founded.

The dispute with regirdto theorders in conncil, I
look upon as being at an end; for, though all is not
quite clear in that respect, an arrangement seems to
be matterof little difficulty. Butas I am sure your
royal highness will do me the honor to recollect^ I
took the liberty to warn the public, the very week
that the orders in council were done away, that that
measure alone would do nothing towards preventing
war with America. I then said, and in the most
distinct terms and without any hesitation, that America would never be content without a complete
abandonment on our part, of the practice of seizing
persons on board her ships upon the high seas. I formed this opinion upon the general tone of the American prints; upon the declaration of the congress, and
especially upon information contained in letters received from friends in America, in whose hearts,
strange as it may appear to some, my imprisonment
in Newgate seems to have revived former
feelings
towards me. These letters, written by persons (be
observed) strongly attached to England, for no
I ever number
amongst my friends; these
letters assured me, that.the
people of America; not
the government} not "a faction, as our
hirelings
have called them, that the people of America, from
one end of the country to the other, cried out for
war, in preference to longer submission to the stopping of their vessels on the high seas, and taking
persons out of them, at the discretion of our officers.
it

others did

gl

I

cause, in the case of the affirmative, to yii 1 1 would
be to make a sacrifice of our honor, rather than
which I agree that we ought to continue the war to

the
to

last

extremity, it being much less disgraceful
to actual force, than to submit to menaces;

submit

My
tive;

is,

I will

ness, that I

give

however, decidedly in the neganot disguise from your
rOyal highi
never felt surprise more corn.) cte (to

opinion

and

my feelings

which

no stronger appellation)

':'.

an that

experienced at reading the following parage
in the letter of lord
Castlereagh to Mr. Russell of the
29th of August last: "I cannot, however; refr in on
one single point from expressing
my surjri e, viz.
that, as a condition, preliminary even to a su ;pension of hostilities, the
government of the United
States, should hive thought fit to demand, that he
British government should desist from its owcfeiM and
accustomed practice of impressing Britis s ;amen fr m
the merchant ships of a foreign state,
simply on the"
assurancethat a law shall hereafter be passed to prohibit the
of
seamen
i.i tie
pubemployment British
lic or commercial service of that state.
The Bria
tish government now, as heretofore, is
reto
ready
ceive from the government of the United Stated and
amicably to discuss, any proposition which professes
to have in view either to check abuse in exercise
of t/ie
practice of impressment, or to accomplish, by means
less liable to vexation, the
object for which imprest
ment has hitherto been found necessary, but they
cannot consent to suspend the exercise of a right npi
on which the naval strength of the empire mainly*
I

'•

depends, until the^- are i'u ly convinced, that means
can be devised, and will be adopted, by which tha
object to be obtained by the exercise of that right
can be effectually secured."
Being no secretary of state for foreign affairs, t
shall, I trust, be excused if I am found to under-,
stand less of the "ancient and accustomed practice"
of Great Britain as to this matter; but, sir, I have
never before heard, except from the London newspapers, that Great Britain did ever, until now, attempt
to take persons of any description out of neutral vessels sailing upon the high seas; and very certain I
am that such a practice is not warranted} nay; that
it never was thought of, by any of those authors who
have written upon pilblic law. I do not recollect a
single instance in which we hive exercised what is.
here called a right; and if, in the abandonment of
the practice, we give up no known right of England,;
such abandonment can be no dishonor; u dess, which
would be a monstrous proposition, it be regarded
as dishonorable to cease to do any thing, bee .use the
doing of it has been the subject of complaint and
the object of resistance.

The men who conduct theLondon newspapers, and
whose lucubrations are a sore affliction to their native
country, have long been charging the Americans
with a wish to make England give" up her 'rig!., o

Upon this information, coming, in some eases, three search." Whether this falsehood has arisen f n
hundred miles from the Atlantic coasts, I could safe- sheer
ignorance, or from that impunity in deception,
ly relyi and, therefore, I did not hesitate to pro- or rather encouragement IP deceive, whic'i. -tit*
nounce that the repeal of the orders in council alone writers have so long experienced in England I will
"
'wouldnotpreserve peace; nor, was I a little surpri- not take upon me to determine. But I ka>.
'\
sed to hear Mr. Brougham declare, that if that meathat it is a most audicLiis falsehood, I know Uuf>
SviTLF.TilEST TO VOL. VIII.
B
•

<
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America has never expressed even

a wish t

>

make u perhaps

forever, from the sight and knowledge of
homes and friends; and, if, by chance, for it
can be nothing more, restored at
last, restored, as
has often been the case, with the loss of health or
and
at
the
least
with
the loss of time,
oi'limbs,
very
and that too in the prime of their lives, and
carrying about them, for the remainder of their days,
feelings towards England which I need not attempt

"the right of search;" and if her government were to attempt to accomplish such an end by
war, I am quite sure that it would soon lose the support of the people. But "the right of search" is not,
and never has been, for a moment, by any writer on
public law, considered as a right to search, fur per-

give

VTIl.

their

irp

except, indeed, military persons, and those, too,
emphyedm the enemy's service. "The right of to describe.
search" is a right possessed by a
Your royal highness's heart will tell you I hope
belligerent power
to search for, and to seize as
good prize, any arti- much better than I can, not what is, but what must
cles contraband of war, such as
glim, powder, and be the e'l e t of such a practice carried on against a
the like, which may be ou board of a neutral ship
people who are not only tiie children of Englishmen,
an
to
goi lg
enemy's port; because, by earning the but of those Englishmen who preferred freedom in
said articles, the neutral does infact a& the
enemy a wilderness across the ocean to slavery in their nain cany ing on the war. This
right has been further tive land. This it is, sir, that has at last kindled
extended to any goods belonging to an enemy, found the flame of war in a
country where the very name
on board a neutral vessel; because, by
becoming the of war was too hateful to be endured.
carrier of his goods, the neutral does in fact screen
But in answer to all this r it is said by lord Cashis goods, as far as possible, from
capture, and does tlereagh, that "the naval strength of the empire
thereby also aid me enemy. This is what is calied mainly depends" upon the continuation of this prac'•'the right of search;" a
That is to say, if we take t'ie
right, however, which as tice of impressment.
far as relates to goods, has been often denied
by neu- whole of the facts into view, our naval strength maintral powers, and which we
actually gave up to the ly depends upon a practice which exposes so many
threats of Russia, Sweden, and
Denmark, towards of the American citizens to misery and ruin. The
the end or the last American -rear.
meaning of our perseverance in the practice is
But of this right, of no part of this right, do the plain
this: that if we do not continue it, our seamen will
Americans now complain. They yield to the exer- desert to the American
ships in such numbers as to
cise of this
in all its
But they deny that leave us without the possibility of obtaining a sufrigor.
we have anyright
right at all, they deny that we have a
and fight our fleet. Suppoficiency of men to man
pretescc to any right, to stop their vessels upon the
the fact, it really forms no justificasing this to be
and
to
take out of them any persons what- tion of the
high seas,
practice; for we can have no right to put
ever, uniess, indeed, military persons" in the service America to
any inconvenience whatever, merely tor
of our enerm ; and I repeat sir, that I know of no
our own benefit, or to save ourselves from loss or
that
of
J
know
of no ancient usage of
nations,
Uiugs
danger. The president, however, in order to show
our own even, that 1 know of no law, maxim,
prin- that he does not wish us to receive any injury in this
or
to
sanction
that
of which the
ciple
if possible to put an end to the
practice,
way, and in order
Americans complain, and in resistance ofwhich
they war, has made a voluntary offer of a law to be passare now armed and at war; and,
I
am
of
therefore,
ed in America to prevent our seamen from being adopinion that to abandon this practice would be no mit ed into American
ships, upon condition that we
dishonor to England.
will first abandon our practice of impressment, and
Lord Castlereagh talks of our
to
"right
impress give up, that is restore to their liberty, those native
British seamen from the merchant
ships of a foreign Americans whom we have already impressed. Mr.
state."
Impressment may take place in our ports
in his letter to lord Castlereagh, says, "while,
and harbors; and there, if confined to our own sea- Russell,
however, it regards this course as the only one wiiich
men, America does not object to it. It is upon the remained for it to
pursue with a hope of preserving
high seas that she objects to impressment; because
of that kind of character, which conportion
any
there the matter must be
left to- the discretion of the stitutes the vital strength of every nation, yet it is
British officer. It is there a matter of
power There still willing to give another proof of the spirit which
is no one to
appeal to; there is no umpire; there is no has
uniformly distinguished its proceedings, by
to
look into proofs and to decide. The searchjudge
seeking to arrest, on terms consistent with justice
efficer
ingmay, under his discretion, take out as and honor, the calamities of war. It has therefore
many men as he pleases; he may leave the ship des- authorised me to stipulate with his Britannic malitueof the hands
necessary to conduct her a league,
an armistice, to commence at or
and lie may take out American citizens as well as jesty's government
before the expiration of sixty days after the signaThat
English subjects.
this may be done is quite ture of the
instrumentproviding for it, on condition
certain, because it has been doiie in countless inthat the orders in council be repealed, and no illestances.
Thousands of native Americans thus imto them, and that
gal blockades to be substituted
pressed, have been released by our
admiralty on the orders be immediately given to discontinue the imofficial application of the American
agents; and, who
of persons from American vessels, and to
can doubt that many thousands remain unrelcasedi pressment
restore the citizens of* the United States already
General Lyman, late American consul in
London, impressed; it being moreover well understood that
once staten m a report to his
government, that there
British government will assent to enter into dewere about 14,000 native Americans then on board the
as soon as may be, on these
finitive
sons,

openly

-

1

arrangements
fleet, who had been impressed from on bodrd
and every other difference, by a treaty to be conAmerican ships on the high seas! lie
might possibly cluded either at London or Washington, as on an
exaggerate; but it is not to be doubted that the numof existing circumstances
impartial consideration
ber was, and has
constantly been, very considerable. shall lie deemed most expedient. As an inducement
And, I beg your royal highness to take* serious
to Great Britain to discontinue the practice of imview of the great
hardships experienced by Ameriam authorised
pressment from American vessels, I
cans thus impressed. Taken from their
lawful and to
assurance that a law shall be passed (to be
give
peaceable pursuits; dragged into a service and forof British
reciprocal) to prohibit the employment
under a discipline so little
congenial with their seamen in the public or commercial service of the
ced
labits
and their
prejudices; wafted away to sickly United States."

our

i

climates, exposed to

all

the dangers of battle, taken,
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not possible, it appears to me,
Really, sir, it is
I
to suggest any thing more reasonable than this.
idea
of
an
ran form
nothing more strongly expressive of a desire to put an end to the war. What!
.shall it be said that England wages a war, when she
might terminate it by such means? I trust not, and
thai we shall not have to weep ovO a much longer
continuation of this unfortunate contest.
I know that that there are persons who treat the
idea of a law passed by the congress with contempt
ilut, if tills is to be the course pursued; the war
mnst treat America with
will soon have an end.
must do it; and the sooner wo begin
respect.
the better. Some of the impudent hireling writers
in London affect to say, that no credit is to be given
to any act of the American government; that our officers' ought not to believe the passports and certifi-

We

We

If this is
cates produced by the American seamen.
to be the tone, and if we are to act accordingly,

no possibility of making peace with AmePeace implies treaty and confidence; but what
confidence arc we to have in a nation such as our
hirelings describe America to be? This arrogant, this
insolent tone must be dropped, or peace is impossi-

there

is

VIII.
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(

so eage
very formidable mein, and those who were
tor the war, begin to revile each other with regard
to the new conducting of it
There are, at this time, three political (actions in
the country; the one that is in possession of the public money; the Whig faction; and the faction of the
•

-

The two latter would
Wellesle'y's and Canning-;.
of
join if they could; but each aims at the possession
the power of giving places and pensions, and, Ml
These two, therefore,
short, at being the ministry.
cannot agree wholl\ but they both attack, though
upon different occasions and different grounds, those
who are in possession of the paradise of Whitehall.
Amongst other objects of attack is, that of negligence us to the American war. The Chronicle and
Times arc equally bitter against theministers upon
this subject; they revile them for having plunged
the country into a war with America without providing a sufficient maritime force to c./pe with that
;

new enemy.

A

sufficient force!

Why,

the Times

newspaper spoke of the navy of the United States as
a thing not worthy of the name; it laughed at "Mr.
Madison and lUsnavyi" it predicted that a few months
woidd add that navy to our own; it, in short, spoke
of it in a tone of contempt which I should in vain
ble.
The fact of our impressing of native Americans attempt to describe. And yet, it now blames the
is affected to be denied, and lord Castlereagh does ministers for not having provided a sufficient force
not notice the proposition to restore those whom we to cope with that contemptible-navy; that navy which
have already impressed. But, sir, if the fact were was an object of the most cruel ridicule.
The defeat and capture of the Gnerriere,ihe Fonot perfectly notorious, that thousands have been
released by us, the letter of CAPTAIN D ACRES, lic, and the Macedonian must, of course, be matter
subof astonishment to those who listened \o the lanof the Gpehriejle, removes all doubt upon the
for his guage of these presumptuous and foolish men; but,
ject; for, in that letter, intended to account
de.cat bv the Constitution, he says that PAST OF in what respect are the ministers to blame for it any
HIS CREW WERE NATIVE AMERICANS, and more than they were for the evacuation of Madrid,
thai they not choosing to fight against their coun- and for all die consequences of the unexpected retreat of our army in the Peninsula? The ministers
be inactive spectators.
try, he suffered them to
Now, here we have the fact clearly acknowledged, had a great abundance of ships, of all sizes, on the
that we had Americans unwillingly serving on board. American station: and what were they to do more?
I recollect, and so must the reader, that at the
And, what a lamentable contrast do we rind in the
same letter with reg-ard to some English seamc,,. time of the rencounter be ween commodore Rodger*
said to have been on board the Constitution; to which and captain Singham, the words in the mouths of all
I beg leave to add, far your mest serious moment, these writers were, "Let one of our frigates meet
the fact (if* a fact it be) that part of the crews of the with Rodgers, endive ash no more-'' This wish, this
victorious American ships the Wasp and the Unit- challenge, was repeated a thousand times over; the
ed States, were English. Nay, it is stated in the public cannot have forgotten the fact; nay, the senCourier newspaper, upon what is asserted to be good timent was universal.
Upon what ground, then, are theministers to be
authority, that two-thirds of the crews of the AmeIf this be blamed? Are they to be blamed, because, upon trial,
rican ships of war are English seamen.
true, it is another and a most cogent reason for ac- it has been found that our frigaies are not a match
ceding to the terms of America, and putting an end for those of America? Are the}' to be blamed, beto the war; for the longer the war continues the cause they did not entertain a meaner opinion of our
longer will continue a connection from which such frigates, compared with those of America, than any
other man in England entertained, or at least, dared
fearful consequences may ensue.
At any rate it appears to me, that bur own safety, to say that he entertained?
We are told by the writers in the interest af the
if the war is to be continued, will dictate the discharging of all the impressed Americans whom we two out factions, that the republican frigates are
may have onboard of our ships. Fight against their bigger, longer, have heavier guns, and the like, than
country they will not, unless they be forced, and our frigates have, "The varlet's a t all ma?i" said
who is to foresee and provide against the contugion Bobadil,when hehadbeen -.udgelled. lint are these
of such an example? ;>gainst this evil, however, and new discoveries? Were the facts not all well known
against numerous others, which I forbear to mention, before to all these writers, when they so boldly
the measure proposed by the president would com- challenged out the American frigates to combat wi h
pletely guard us; and the respect which it is ours? When Rodgers attacked Bingham, the size of
my duty to entertain towards your royal highness, his ship was well known and particulaj ly describe i,
bids me hope that that proposition will filially be ac- and, yet, no one then called for heavier
ships to be
I am, &c. &.c
sent out to the American coast. Why, then, are the
ceptcd.
Wai.COBBE
ministers to be blamed for not sending out heavier
Botle-/, 29th December, 181?.
ships? Resides, they have heavier ships upon the station, and it cannot be their fault if those ships do not
of Poliiics.
What arc the
fall in with the Americ m fi ig ite
American War.—This war, which was spoken of to do with our frigates? If qurs a&e unable to
w'.iat
arc, last,.the minis
by the hireling of the Times newspaper and others,, the American frigates,
with such ineffable contempt, has now assumed a to do with'theni? Ara they not to suffer them to rv
rica.

—

;
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VIII.

Yan- against the ministers on account of the misfortunes
that have befallen our
Blamed they m.\y
frigates.
be/or the war. There indeed, there is matter for
navy; ai id the attempts nude by the m jnisteriai prints blame; because, if my reasoning upon the subject be
to account for our dei'e ts upon the ground of our correct, they might have avoided the war without
v, no Jier of the means made use any dishonor to
England; hut, for this they cannot
inferiority offorce,
ol to deceive the people, and to encourage them in be blamed by those who are
seeking for their places;
because some Oi' those very persons were
the continuation of tie war.
amongst
the
until
of'
men
did
we
who
think
of disparity
When,
now,
adopted and adhered to the measures
force? When, nmii ho#, did we dream of R'i Eng- which produced the war; and, the rest of them have
lish ship, surrendering to a ship, t e
superiority of pledged themselves to prosecute it upon its present
the force of which it required aminu'e calculation ground. Mr. Canning and lord
Welfesley were, in
to show? W^ien, un.il new, did an
English captain succession, secretaries of state for foreign affairs
hesitate to attack asliip of a few guns more than his while the dispute was maintained against the aboow.J Instead of all the calculations that we have lition pf impressment of persons on board of Ameseen in newspapers; instead of those swelled out ac- rican ships. Indeed, the former has expressed Ids
coun.s of the vast force of the American frigates, disapprobation of the "concessions," as he calls them,
we should be plainly told, that we have now an ene- made to America, in the repeal of our orders in
my to cope with equal to ourselves, as far as his num- council. Of course he cannot complain of the ministers for going to war; and Mr.
bers widgo.
Ponsonby, as the
Amongst all the calculations and computations, organ of the whigs, distinctly declared, that if Amehowever, that we have heard, I have not perceived rica was not satisfied with that repeal, he would
it any where taken into account, that we have
expe- support the war against her. Not, therefore, being
Where did able to find fault with the ministers for the war itrience, which the Americans have not.
Isaac Hull gain his naval experience? and where did self, they fall upon them as to their manner of conDecatur? There are two Decaturs, the father and ducting i and, as I think I have shown, the}- do this
son.
They were my neighbours, in the country, in without a phadow of justice. We, "Jacobins," blame
Pennsylvania. They v. ere farmers more than sea- all the three factions; some of them for causing the
men, though the older went occasionally to sea as war, and others for pledging themselves to support
commander of a merchant ship. If it be the lather it; nor have I the least hesitation to predict, tiiat day
who lias taken the Macedonian, he must be upwards after day, will tend to convince all persons of impf three score years of age; and, if it be the son, \ partiality, that we are right.
am sure it is cue first battle iie was ever in; tor,
This war we owe entirely to the presumption int\ve.\ e ears
ago, he was but a mere lad. The hith- spired by our foolish and venal writers. The laner wa.3 a man ol great piobity,and of excellent sense; guage of the late Perceval, who tulked of not wishand. I have no doubt that the son is the same; but, ing for the "destruction" of America, and who spoke
l'l-' e
v 'jitt both have had more experience in of her as ofapower depending on his will for her vetudi
com tlian in naval tactics.
rai.d;ij.
ry existence; this language which will long be reSon etl.iug, therefore, in our estimates should be membered, was the general language of die pressallowed for our superiority in point of experience.
We could not believe it possible, that a government,
have no officer of the navy, who has not passed the whole of the officers of which, president and all,
agrcat part oi his life in actual service; we have did not receive from the public so much money anscarcely one who has not been in numerous battles; nually as one of our sinecure place-men; we could
and, in the unfortunate pases above spoken of, one not conceive, that a government who did not get
of the captiuns
appeal's to have been of long standing more monev for itself, would be able to get money
even in tli A rank.
enough to carry on a -war more than sufficient to
? '•: n we are speaking- of the naval preparations last our sloops for a few months.
have now
oleon, v. e always dwell upon the difficulty of lound our mistake; and, indeed, the premises which
naval officers but, here we see, i.i the we had in our eye should have led to a directly difthat that is attended with no diffi- ferent conclusion; for, would not common sense
ai .•
wc here see gallant and consummate have told us, that the less of the public money was
commanders start .ip in a trice; and, in a moment, is taken by the officers of government for their own use;
dissolved tne charm which bound us in
ignorance as the less of it that was devoured by placemen, and
to this
by others for no services l endued the public, the
impor »m species of information.
The truth
1 believe,
that, amongst the first more there must be for the government to employ in
This would have been the raqu-'.lr i'js o a naval commander, nvesobriein, vigilance, the public service.
and consideration for his crew, and these
qualities are tional conclusion; but, to reason thus, suiled not
Within the reach ol' every man. The American
go- those who had, and who have the control over ninevernment, too, has a ivide range for choice: with it ty-nine hundredth parts of the press of this country,
no intrigues, commonly called ''interest" is
likely They, therefore, represented America as a na.ion
to prevail; because the
possession of the powers of destitute of warlike means; when they should have
the state depend eolely
upon 'he -will of the people, made an estimate of her resources upon the grounds
and, the government having such suppoit, is hot re- stated in my last number. The persons in high ofduced to the. necesshy of seeking support from any fices in America are badly paid; but (and the iact is
individuals; and, of course, is net exposed to the worth great attention) those in loio rank, or, no rank
danger of being compelled to employ as command- at all, are -well paid. The former have very small
ers, or as officers of any rank, persons not recom- salaries; their g.dns are much less than those of any
mended by their own good qualities. Tiiis is a ve- considerable merchant or manufacturer, lawyer, or
lygieut advantage possessed by the American go- physician; but, the common soldier and sailor are
yernment; an advantage to which, perhaps, it owes paid at a verj high rate; at such a rate as not to
those t.iccesses, which we so
sortly lament, and make him regret his change from civil life. I should
which t-etjiu to he veiy likely to form an era in the not say,
beperhaps, that the former are badly paid;
iiaVAi hi
of
die
world.
cause there is something in the honor of high office,
toiy
besides,
liui, lei what will be the final result of these trans- which the common man does not
enjoy; and,
J
c s^« j'.c no ground for accusation there is
-,£*$',
something due from every man to his coun-

pn a cruise,

the

lest

s'

ould

fall
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with a

full

ke<_? In 6hert, it is another f the tricks of faction to
blame the mii: isttrs for these misadventures of the
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13

Nevertheless, and in spile of all
the facta, which have, from time to time, been pub.
Madison does, I d.ire say, expend, as President, lishou relative to the manufacturing of cloths in that
every shilling ot 'the 6MQ pounds, that, as president, country, there are still men to treat with ridicule^
he receives. And why snouid lie not,! What claim aye, even ridicule, the idea of America being able
would he have to the title of patriot, if he grudged to make her own coats and blankets. I remember,
to use his talents for his
country; or, which is the that, while I was in Newgate for two years, for wrisame thing, if he refused to use them wiiliout being ting :.bout the flogging of the local militia, at the
for
paid
their use? If such were his disposition, what town of Ely, in England, under the superintendance
claim would lie ha\e to the confidence of Ids fellow of German troops, there came a gentleman, who
citizens? But with the common soldier or sailor, or was, I believe, a dealer in wool, to a:!; my opinion
other inferior person employed by Uie government, relative to the future commerce with America. Afthe case is
wholly different lie has no.hing but ter having spent about a quarter of an hour in a deliis labor for his inheritance; he
possesses no partol tail of facts, which, in my mind, contained proof
the countn his time is his all; and, of course, he unquestionable, that the woollen trade with Ameriis paid for that at as
good a rate as if he labored for ca was for ever at an end, he began a sentence upon
un individual.
the surprising increase of die manufactures in AmeThose who speculate upon the resources of Ame- lia, which he concluded in words to tins effect:
rica should not overlook these important circumstan- "1 dare
wc shall
say, that in less titan half a century,
1
ces; but hitherto, 1 am sorry to say, that we have al- not ship a bale of cloth to that country.'
Tihs put
most wholly overlooked them. I never sn.dl forget me in mind of the effect that the Botley Parson's
try; and, tlie greater that is his stake in the country,
the less is his right to draw from her purse.

as to woollens,

Mr

1

;

—

the obstinacy of many persons with whom I am acquainted as to the intention of the American government, to go to war. They persisted to the very last,
that it was impossible.
They called the declaration
of congress "bullying"
they said it was "all smoke/'
:uid 60, indeed, said the hired
press that vehicle of
lies, that instrument of ill to England.
They have
found that the republicans have something at their
command besides words: and when it is too late, I
lear that they wiU rind, that this is the most fatai
1

v.ar hi whicn we liave
yet been engaged. One effect
of it appears to me to be inevitable; and that is, the
creation of a navy in America.
Pray, good hired
men, do not laugh, at me, for I am quite serious,

when

I say,

that

my fear

is.that this

war will lead to

the creating of a formidable navy in America. The
means are all in her hands, and her successful beginning will not fail to give activity to those means.
navy, a military marine in America, is, to me a
most formidableobjec'.. Twenty frigates only would
cause an expense to us of millions aye.ii , unless we
resolved to yield the West India Islands at once.
I would not advise our government to look upon the
rearing of an American navy as something necessaAmerica has swelled her population
rily distant.
from about two to about eight millions in the space
of less than 30 years. Another ten years may see
her population amount to twenty millions. Prom
not being permitted to "make a hob nail," she has
risen to be an exporter of numerous useful manufactures. I state it as an undeniable fact, that she
is now able to supply herself with all the articles
necessary to man even in polished life. And if this
be so, why should she not be able to rear a navy,
having already, nearly as great a mercantile marine
as our own.
Svhether it will be for her happiness
that she should do this is another question: but that
she will do it, I think is most likely: because, i.itue
mass composing every society of men, there is generally * sufficient number on the side of power and
glory to decide the nation in favor of the love of those
This war, therefore, if not
captivating objects.
upeedily put an end to, will, in my opinion, not fail

A

-

—

to

make America a manufacturing natjon, ^s far as
own wants call tor, and to make her also a naval

her

to have upon me, and I lost no time in
changing the subject of convci sation. I am not one
of those who shall regret this independence of America, which I do not think will prove any injury to
England in the end; but I could have wished the
change to have been less abrupt, and effected without war, and without uie animosities and the sufferit
ippeajs as
ings inseparable from war. To me
absurd as it is unnatural, Utat the Ameris in farmer
should not have his coat untaxed at the custom house
I can see no sense and no reason in it.
in England.
Nor do I see why the people of England, or any portion of them, should make coats or knives, or any
thing else for the use of other countries, except
merely in such quantities as may be necessary to
exchange for wine and oil, a d some few other
things which really are useful to man.
The use of commerce is to effect an exchange of
the products of one climate for those of another; but
government have turned it into the means of taxation, and, in many cases that appears to be its onlyAn exchange qf English coal for French
object.
wine the former at 3U shillings a chaldron, and the
latter at 6 pence a bottle m Eondon; that would, indeed, be a commerce to be contemplated with pleaBut a commerce, carried on under a mode
sure.
of prohibition and penalties, such as those now eveIt is ah
is not to be desired.
ry wherein existence,
instrument of taxation, and an endless source of war,
and is nothing more. Those, however, who are of
a different opinion, may look up to the war with America as one of the surest means of destroying, or,
at least diminishing forever the best branch of what
blame the ministers for the
they admire; but while I
war, I must say that the merchants and manufacturers (I mean the powerful ones) have no right to
blame them. The ministers in their measures towards America, have done no more than pursue
mathat same system of which those merchants and
nufacturers have a thousand times, and in the
At
their approbation,
strongest terms, expressed
the outset of this long and destructive war, who
stood forward so readily in support of it, as this
The war whoop has invariably
class of persons.
the sCifisfa
originated with them. They indulged

sermons used

and will thus, at one stroke, deprive us of hopes of seeing themselves in possession oi all the
our be»t customers tor goods, and give us, upon the trade and all the riches of the world. Tue English
their love of war, oi
seas, & rival who will be daily growing in strength newspapers contain a record of
as well as in experience. In
gam to
my preface to the re- war against any body, as long as it promised
over and over again, called die
publication of Air. Chancellor Livingston's Treatise them. They have,
on Merino sheep, I showed how necessarily it would war which began in an invasion of Prance by the
follow from the introduction of Hock-keeping in duke of Brunswick, "a just and necessary" but, o.
then- poo.Ani?ric* that she would become ini-'pendent of us late^ thev appear to have bgen taught by
nation;

;
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of bankrupts, that the war is not
however "jus?* they may still
think it. They have, I repeat it, no rig-lit to complain against the ministers, who have not deviated
from the system of Pitt and Gvenville, and who
with regard to America, are only acting upon the
very same objects, that have been acted upon and
pursued from the year 1792 to the present day; and
the manufacturers are tasting, as is roost meet, of
the fruit of the tree of their own planting and pro-

books and the

list

(\uitc so "necessary,"

text ing.

When they come to England, as some
them do, they sometimes reach London by the
way of Blachiuater, where, while they behold inv
mense places for the education of officers of the ar.
government?

ol

my, they see ragged, or, rather, naked, children
tumbling along the road by the side of their chaise,
crying as they go, "Pray bestow your charity; pray
bestow your charity!" The Americans know how to
estimate these things. They areat no loss to draw
the proper inferences from such facts; and it is not
the trash of Vetus about civilization that will cloud
their

FROM COBBETT'S

REGISTER.

VIII.

The American farmers are great
There are absolutely none of them who da

reasoning.

readers.

not read much. They know, that we pay more in
Fkbruaiiy 20, 1812.
AMrJtiCAW WAn. It will be useless, perhaps, but poor rates only than double the amount of the whole
1 cannot refrain from
calling the attention of the of their revenue! That fact alone is enough for them.
public once more tothegToss delusion practised up- With that fact before their eyes, they will be in no.
on it by the hired prints, with regard to this war. baste to attain what this
fop calls a high state of
At first they said, that there would be no war; that civilization. Besides, as to the
fact, all those who
war was the cry of the mere rabble; and that though know America will say, that the farmers there arc a
Mr. Madison was himself corrupted by France, the class of men beyond all belief superior in undercongress were not. "When the congress met, they standing to those of England, or of any country of
however, actually declared war. Then our hirelings Europe. They have plenty; they have no dread of
told us, that the people were enraged with both pre- the tax
gatherer; their minds arenever haunted with
sident and congress, and that, as tht election of pre- the fear
of want; they have, therefore, leisure to think
sident was approaching, they would turn Mr. Madi- and to read. And, as to what he
says about thenson out, and that thus the war would be put an end
being absolved in the love of gain, the fact is the
to.
That election has now terminated; but, until reverse. They have no motive to
acquire great
the termination, or, rather, the result, was known, wealth, other than the mere
vulgar love of money,
we heard of nothing but the certain defeat of Mr. seeing that no sum of money will purchase them
Madison. He was sure to lose his election; and, in- distinction, seeing that millions would not obtain
deed, several successive arrivals brought us the news them a bow from even a negro. That is a country
of his having actually lost it. To which was added, where the servant will not
pulljhis hat off to his emthat his rival, Mr. Clinton, had pledged himself to ploye]', and where no man will condescend to call
make peace with England. At last, however, comes another man his master. Hence it is that the Amethe news, that Mr. Madison v.- as re-elected/ After rican farmer makes no very great exertions to beRiches beyond his plain wants are of
this, one would have supposed that the hireling come rich.
press would, at least, have kept silence upon the no use to him. They cannot elevate him; they cansubject: but, no; it had still a falsehood left; and, it not purchase him seats; they cannot give him titles^

—

.

now telling the people, the "thinking people" of
England, that, next year, there will be a re-election
of the senate, when Mr. Madison will have a majority often against him in that body, and that, in consequence of such change, he will be compelled to
make peace with us. What a people must this be
to be thus deceived! And still to listen to such pubis

lications; aye, and to rely upon them toO as impliNocitly as if they had always spoken the truth,
thing can, however, be more flattering* to the Ame?

ricans than these statements,

which show how un-

easy this country is under the war with them; how
sorely we feel the effects of it; and how anxious we
are to get out of it. There is a coxcomb, who publishes in the Times
newspaper, under the signature
ofVETUS, who would fain make us believe, that
the people of America, or, at least, the agricultural
part of the population, are a sort of half savages.
If Vetus had to write to them, he would not find
many fools enough to tolerate his sublimated trash.
He imputes their dislike to English politics to their
ignorance. He does not know, perhaps, that the}',
to a man (if natives) are as well acquainted with all
our laws as we are ourselves; that they know all
about our excise taxes, and customhouse taxes, and
assessed taxes, and property taxes, fall as well as
we do; and, that they know all about our law of liIf he were to
bel, our sinecures, and our paupers.
go amongst them, and to have the impudence to tell
them, that these are proof of civilization, they would,
or, at least, I hope so, make him remember the assertion as long as he had life in his carcase.
The
Americans have always had their eyes fixed upon us;
and, does this foolish man imagine, that they do not

—

'j

know how

to

,set n pro:)''!-

-*

aliw upon gur

••.

.

!

eni

they cannot obtain commissions or church benefices for
his sons; they can do nothing for him but add to his.
acres, which are already, in most cases, but too
abundant. He has, from "these causes, much leisure,

and that naturally produces reading, particularly
when the residence is in the country. So that the
half wild man, whose picture has been drawn by
Vetus is wholly foreign from the reality of the American farmer. The American farmer does not hate
England. He hates a taxing system, and he hates
the English system; but he does not want wrr with
England. He wants to have nothing to do wi.'h her,and, though he hates war, he is more afraid of a connexion with her than with a war against her. He
wishes to see all those, who will be connected with
her, expelled from his country; and, therefore, he is
pleased to see the makers of knives and coats rise
in his own country.
To bring about this, to create manufactures in America was the policy of Mr.

up

which has been now attained,
through the means of our hostility and of the revo-

Jefferson; an object

The continuation of the war for
about three years longer will forever put an end to
English connection; and thus, the grand object of
Mr. Jefferson's policy will have been secured during

lution in Spain.

This silly fellow, Vetus,
his probable life time.
seems to be wholly ignorant of the subject. He
knows nothing either of the character or interests of
the American people. lie senselessly urges on the

perceiving the consequences to
does not perceive, that it will
of
effectually deprive our government of the power
again taxing the coat or the candlestick of the American farmer. He docs not perceive, that it will
of stop from our - r^'irvmanv miHions a vear, When

war without at
which it leads.

all

He
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talking of the/o%of introducing manufkctoros
America, lie dors not perceive, that that is the
most deadly blow that the Americana can give to
our taxing system. From the empty verbiage of
this writer, who has been well termed an old baiter-

linquishment of the practice of impressment) with
which, 1 positively asserted, that the other measure
would fell of iis desired effect. Nevertheless, Mr.
Ponsonbij (as the lesBier of the wbigs) did promisesupport to the war, if the repeal of the orders
failed to satisfy America; and Mr.
Brougham did
the same. The
country was thus misled, and wka
prepared for a justification of the war. The manufacturers, some of whom came to see me in New-

hack, 1 come to something <ii' more importance,
namely, the debate of the lyth instant, in the house
of commons, upon the subject of the war with Ameit a debate,
rica.
I, perhaps, should not call
where,
«-..'

seem

i'3

try were by Mr. Brougham, reduced to the necessity of repealing the orders in council, F, in an address tothe prince
regent, prayed him to ,.dd a re-

is

into

as to the only point at issue, all the speakers

VIU.

to

have been of one mind and sentiment. Hut, be it
what it may, it is of great importance to the liberties of mankind; and, as Mich, I shall notice it somewhat in detail. Lord Castjleebagh (aye, that is the
man, Americans!) opened the discussion in the character of secretary of state of foreign affairs. This
man's name is well known to the world. This is
now the man, who, after Perceval, is to maintain
the justice and necessity of a war against America.

where I had been imprisoned for two
years,
and sentenced to pay a fine of a thousand
pounds to
the king, which I have since
paid to his son in his
behalf, for having written and published U ion the
gate,

subject of the flogging of some local militiamen in
the town of* Ely, in
who had been first

England,

quelled by German troops; here, I say, in this prison,
the I saw some of the
papers, relating to the ncgociation between
manufacturers, who, after the
two countries, had been laid before the house; and, success of Mr.
Brougham's motion, were preparing
in consequence of this, lord Castiereagh, on the 18th, to return home, full of
joy in the assurance of a rebrought forward a motion for "an address to the newed and uninterrupted intercourse with America,
prince regent, expressing the regret of parliament and I told them, that they ought to moderate their
for the failure of the ncgociation, and pledging
joy; for that Mr. Brougham's success would not prothemselves to a zealous and cordial co-operation -with duce the effect
they expected, but that on the conthe
his royal highness in the prosecution of
year, in
trary, his pledge to support a war, if that measure
interests
Great
tiritain, failed to ensure
of
support of the rights and
peace, might be attended hereafter
and honor of his majesty's crown." This motion was with infinite mischief—
They did not absolutely
as
similar
mounanimous
an
carried with
voice, just
laugh in my face, but I could clearly perceive, that
American
former
the
to
be
used
tions
war, they did not believe a word that I
during
said, and that they
when about forty of such addresses were carried up attributed my gloomy predictions to a
feeling,
to the king. I shall now proceed to notice such parts which,
though I might have been excused for posof the speeches as seem to me worthy of .particular sessing it, really was a
stranger, as far as that subLord Castlereagh set out with relating ject went to my breast.—The truth
attention.
is, that they saw
what had passed in regard to the orders in council, no importance in any thing but commerce;
they saw
and, after having referred to the time and manner nothing in impressments to make a nation
go to war;
Of their repeal, and to the pledges of support of the they regarded it as madness to
suppose, that a nawar given in case that repeal should fail of produ- tion would suspend its commercial
gains for a sinas itis stated in the
he
said,
withAmerica,
hour
the
sake
for
of
a
few
cing peace
thousands of men imgle
"he therefore,
a
report in the Morning Herald, that,
pressed by foreign power. I, however, knew the
should support the wa» against her. He, therefore, disposition of the free
people of America better; I
now flattered himself; that government would meet
heard the declaration of the
had_
congress on the
with that support ibhich had been so liberally promised
subject; I knew that that body whose seats are not
it'
If this was really found to be the case
every at- bought and sold, spoke the voice of the
people, and
tempt had been made that justice or forbearance upon this ground; together with other grounds that
could suggest, to conciliate America, and if; not- I need not he
particular in naming; I founded my aswithstanding, she had issued a declaration of war, surances to the manufacturers, that the
repeal of
and persisted in carrying it on, after the coiicessions the orders in council would not answer the end
they
was
the
man
that
where
could
that had been made,
cxpectcd from it; and I could not help, I must conrefuse his assent to carry on the war with vigor ade- fess,
feeling some slight degree of anger against the
quate to our means? America would thus see the manufacturing bodies, when I saw them
meeting to
united efforts of the country, and the unanimity of vote thanks to Mr.
Brougham, without taking the
the house, that had been called forth by the line of smallest notice of
my incessant efforts to prevent
policy thai she had pursued If they looked at the that destruction of their hopes, which I saw would
decuments that had been published by the American speedily tread
upon the heels of their exultation.—
government as the grounds of the war, they should [lowever, this feeling lias long been extinguished in
look at peace as an object very distant, because the
my breast, and I only regret that I am without the
American government placed the war on such ex- power of affording
any portion of assistance to the
tensive grounds as could not be removed by this
poor suffering wretches in the manufacturing districts.
To
return
now
country."
to the debate; lord CastleIt is very true, that there were people in the house
eagh talks ef concessions made to America in the
of commons to promise to support the war if the reof
the
orders
in council.
I have
repeal
oftenshewn,
peal of the orders in council failed to satisfy the that there was
according to the settled laws and usaAmericans; but, I made no such promise; .and, there- ges of nations, no concession at all.
Nay, there was
fore, I, though a fly amongst eagles, am at liberty
according to our own doctrine; according to our own
to express my disapprobation of the war.
Nay, I part of the correspondence, no concession made to
most distinctly said, at the time, that the repeal of America.—The
thing is shown as clear as day-light,
the orders in council would not satisfy the American in two words.
all
along avowed, that, in thempeople. I had, indeed, said so many months before: selves considered, our orders in council were a violaand I had said it upon a knowledge of the fact. I had tion of the
neutral rights of America; but, we assertall along said, that, unless we ceased to
impress ed, that they were justified by the violation of those
persons out of American ships upon the high seas, same rights committed
by Napoleon; and we delarDfe should have war; and therefore, when the minis- ed that we would
cause our vbhUoii the momeJV
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France ceased her's. France did cease; we had ac- ledge as to the circumstances irf tohich
America
cording to our own declaration, proof that France stood with regard to France, frotfl whom she was.
then and still is,
had ceased before we made the repeal.
indemnity
demanding
upon exactly the
ceased; but, I put it to the common sense of the same principle that she makes the demand on us
reader, whether this cessation bughtto be called a The reader cannot be too often reminded of the ori.
CONCESSION. Thus, according- to our own doc- gin and nature of the orders in council. They arose
trine; according to our own diplomatic correspon- as we alledge, out of the French decrees of
Berlin
dence; according to our own more solemn acts, the and Milan, the two places at which the emperor wai
orders themselves, and the declaration of repeal, when he signed them. These decrees violated
neuaccording to all these, we made NO CONCESSION tral rights on the seas; but, it was declared in the
at all to America.
concesWhy, then, talk about
preambles to them, that this violation was rendere.l
sions? It may have an effect here; but, assuredly, it necessary by certain orders in council of
England
will have none in America, where the government which enforced a greater violation of neutral
right.:
free
the
chosen
and
the
of
these decrees, issued
We, upon
(a government
by
appearance
resting upon
and unbought voice of the people) have constantly other orders in council;
enforcing other violations
protested against our orders in council as an open of neutral rights. Bath parties were complained of
and gross violation of the known and acknowledged by America. Both parties call their measures retaBoth parties allowed that their measure*
rights of America, and as receiving not a shadow of liatory.
'
justification from the violent and unjust conduct of violated neutral rights. Both parties Said they reFrance. To talk, therefore, of concessions seems to gretted that the measures had been
forced upon
me to be something intolerable; but, to expect* that them. Each party declared, over and over again, in
the people of America would, after the solemn de- the most solemn manner, that the moment the othe:
claration of congress to the contrary; to expect that re moved or relaxed his measures, he should find i
they would disarm upon our ceasingto violateoneof joyful imitator in the party declaring. Ameriej
their rights, while a still more grave subject of protested against the conduct of both. She said to
complaint existed; to entertain such an expectation us that we had no right to violate her rights because
as this, appears unaccountable upon any supposition they were violated by France; and to France she
thun that of our ministers and members of parlia- said, that she had no right to violate her
rights bement being wholly deficient in knowledge relative cause they were violated by us. At last, to putthe
to the opinions and feelings of the American people, sincerity of the two parties to the test, she
passes
and the means of the American government. Be- a law, which says, that if, before the 1st of Novemsides, there was another consideration connected ber, 1810, both parties have repealed their decree,
with the repeal of the orders in council; and that their commercial and friendly intercourse with her
was, that, by the repeal we merely announced our shall continue; that if one party does repeal and the
intention to cease to violate a right. We* said noth- other does not repeal by that day, then her ports'
ing about compensation for the past. This was very shall be shut against the non-repealing power in
material; for, it was impossible that it should be February, 1811. Napoleon, in the month of August,
overlooked by the American government, without 1810, issued a decree, by which his violating dean abandonment of all the principles upon which it crees stood repealed on the 1st of the
following Nohad resisted the orders in council. I also pointed vember. This new decree was communicated to
this out at the time, for which I was treated as a our ministers by the American minister in London,
fool and a friend of France by a Scotch newspaper. who expressed his hope, that, agreeably to our maThe manufacturers of Paisley, will, by this time, ny solemn declarations, we should hasten to follovr
have discovered, that I was a better friend of Eng- the example of France. Our ministers answered irf
land than their impudent countrymen, and that I a sort of a vague way; but, at any rate, tliey did not
foresaw an obstacle to peace which had escaped the repeal,- and in February, 1811, the law went into efeyes of both the parties in parliament, for, lord Cas- fect against us. Our goods and our vessels were
tlereagh now tells us, that such compensation was shut out of the American ports, while those of
demanded as a preliminary to a cessation of hosti- France were admitted.
asserted that Napolelities.
"The orders in council," he said, "were now on had not repealed his decrees. America asserted
wholly out of the question, by an overture for an ar- that he had, but we would not believe her. We inmistice on both sides; but even on the ground of the sisted, that she did not know the fact nearly so well
repeal of the orders in council, the American go- as we did. In short, we continued to refuse to revernment had pressed the matter so fa , and in such peal. At last, the great distresses and consequent
a temper, as to admit of no amicable arrangement complaints of the manufacturers led to an enquiry,
Mr. Russell had put in claims toh:we indemnity for at the bar of the House of Commons, into the efall captures made
the orders in fects of the orders in council, when such a mass of
Inj our errdaers wider
council since 1806.
lie did not say that this might evidence was produced by Mr. Brougham in supnot have been 'given
the proposition, that the non-importation law
vp, but, as the question stood, port of
it
evidently appeared that America had shewn no of America was the principal cause of those distressdisposition to be satisfied with the forbearance c Ci, that the ministers (Perceval being dead) gave
this country."
Well, if this might Jtave been given Way: and the orders were repealed. This is the plain
up on our side, why not give it up atjirst, and see and true history of the matter; and I particularly
what it would do? However, the demand was made, wish the reader to bear in mhid, that our orders had.
we see, and I said it would be made. The Ameri- up to the moment of Napoleon's repeal of his dccan government could not avoid making it, withoul crees, always been acknowledged by us to contain a
in our
exposing itsell to the dctcs. -lion of the people, as violation ofthj known rights of neutrals; but
a baie abandon er of their
we said, that it was forced upon us by
fights; rights sqlong con- justification,
tendedfor, and sought to be redressed by means of the decrees of the enemy. This was our language
so many and such large sacrifice.-;. Now, our mi- up to the moment of Napoleon's repeal. Bit, wh;.'
-
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acknowsays lord Castlereagh now! So far f.om
viola
would be n..
ledging that the orders in council enforced a
he contends, (if"'*
In not
foreseeing it they .mewed a want of know- jtfonof any known neutral right,
wfcefbU*
edge upon the subject, and also a want of know- report ofhis speech be correct) that they

nisters and Mr. Ponsonbj and Mr.
to have foreseen that t'-iis demand

Brougham ought

1
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The words, as
right.
they stand in tlie report, are these: "The orders in
council had been a point on which considerable difference of opinion in this country had prevailed, but
they had been abandoned, not no much on the ground
of this country not having THE RIGHT, as with a
View to commercial expediency. He rather wished,
however, to wave the renewal of that branch of the
question, now that the whole proceeding's of government were before the house. With respect to
the main principles of that system, ministers were
when the conseritill unaltered in their opinion
vation of the countrv rendered it necessary to resort to it.
At the time the measure was adopted,
such a system was necessary, not only as it r spected
JFrur.ce, but as connected toith the soundest policy for
Had it not
ike general iriterests of the British empire.
been for the manly resistance given by that measure to the power of France, France now would have
been as triumphant, in a commercial point of view,
as she was with respect to the continent. He begged
he might always be considered as an admirer of that
trs'.cm."
Now, I state that the orders in council
themselves, and the papers of our diplomatic agents
and the speeches of sir William Scott, almost explicitly acknowledge, that the measure was to be
justified only on the ground of its being a retaliation on France; and that, in the two former, is expressed, his majesty's earnest desire to imitate
France in doing away these obnoxious measures.
This was our language up to the moment when the
repeal of the French decrees was announced to us.
Our language has, indeed, since changed; and it was
during the debates upon Mr. Brougiiain's motions,,
coolly argued, that the repeal of the orders would
ihake the Americans the carriers of the commerce of
tlie -world.
But, though we have changed our language, it does not follow that America should change
She always contended that by the orders in
hers.
conned her rights were violated; she always contended, that all tlie seizures we made under those
orders were unjust; and, of course, she demands
indemnity for those immense seizures. But is it really
so? can it be possible? can the thing be, that a secretary of.state has asserted, in open parliament, that
without any reference to the conduct of France, and
that though the decrees of Napoleon did not exist,
we had a right to do what was done, towards
neutrals, under the orders in council; andy that
v/henever we think proper, we have a right to do
the same again? if this be so; if this assertion was
made by the minister for foreign affairs, and if it be
meant to be maintained, then, certainly, the war
with America will be long indeed. Reader, what
was it that was done in virtue of the.->e orders in
council? I will give you an instance.
An American
built ship, owned by a native American, manned by
native Americans, laden with flour, or any thing
else the growth of America, and bound frpm America to France, or to any other country named in the
orders in council, was seized on the high seas by
any of our vessels of war, carried into any of our
ports, the ship and cargo condemned, and the master and his crew turned on shore to
beg or starve,
*d on our known primitive
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whenever we think proper, she being at peace
wiUi vis, what can she lose in the way of trade, what
can she risk, in changing that state of peace for a
state of war.-' In my next I shall discuss the other
points brought forward in this debate.
ca,

WM. COBBETT.

—may 22,

Fihm coduett's iikoibteii
Amkkicax Wah.—This war,

1813.

as appears by advi-

ces from America, has been further marked
by our
success by land, and our failure by sea. I will not
call it disgrace, or defeat; but, ah American
sloop

of war has now defeated an English
sloop of war for
the second time. So that,
owing to some cause or
the
American
other,
navy, upon equal terms really
seems to have gained the"
superiority. In the mean
is
it
while, however,
stated, that through he means
n the mediation of Russia, an
opening for a negociition for peace is likely to take
place.
But, from
che language of our vile
newspapers, the editors of
winch appear to hate tlie Americans, for no other
cause than that they are not si ives, little
hope seems
to exist of a
happy result. The article to which I

was in tlie following words:
"Captain Bedford, as we stated yesterday, has
brought the official notification of an offer on tlie
part of Russia to mediate between this
country and
America.
Ue hope it -will be refuse d; indeed
we are
sm-e it will.
have the highest
respect for the
Russian government, the warmest admiration for
its
prowess, but we have a love for our naval preeminence that cannot bear to have it even touched
by a foreign hand. Russia, too, can hardly be supi
posed to be very adverse to the principles of the
armed neutrality, and that idea alone would be sufficient to make us dcclne the offer.
But without
discussing that point we must make our stand upon this, never to commit our naval
rights to the mediation of any power.
This is tlie flag we must nail to>
the national mast, and
down
rather than strike
go
it.
Before the war commenced, concession
might
have been proper; we always
thought it unwise.—
But the hour of concession and
of compromise ispassed}
America has rushed unnecessarily and unnaturally
into war, and she must be made to
feel the effects of
her fully and injustice.
Peace must be the conssquence of punishment, and retraction of her insolent
demands must precede neg jciation. The thunder of
our cannon must first strike terror into the American shores, and Great Britain must be seen and felt
in all the
majesty of her might, from Boston to Savannah, from the lakes of Canada to tlie mouth of
allude,

We

the Mississippi. And before this article
goes forth
to the world, her cannon have been heard
and her

The clamorous demagogues of Amerifelt.
the tiu-bulent democrats, the
noisy advocates
us, the pretended patriots of America,
and the real partisans of France, assume now another
tone.
Their papers no longer speak the
language;
of boast and menace. Fear
pervades their towns orr
the sea coast Alarm prevails in all
power

ca,
for

war with

—

quarters.

They

more intent on moving their property than ir*
making head against tlie danger; and, though the/
boasted tnat they would support govorfiment with
or live and find their
way home as they couid. This all their means and resources, with their treasures
was done in virtue of the orders in council; and, ii and their blood, the
government cannot, in the firs*
the report be correct, this is what we have a
right to year of the war, raise a loan of four millions sterling!
do towards neutrals again, "whenever the conser- These are the immediate
consequences of a war envation of the country" calls for

are

to say, tered into to
it; that is
gratify the passions of hatred and envy*
whenever our government thinks proper to cause it of E.igland and to
propitiate France."
to be done! Now, 1 will not waste
my time and that And, this is tlie language of peace, is it? It would
of the reader by
any discussion upon maritime and seem, that writers like this, feared nothing so much
neutral rights but will just ask him this one
ques- as an end to that war, which has already brought
tion: If we have
aright to act thus towards Anjeri- more disgrace upon the British navy, than all Xhj
StPPLEif£XT TO VOL. VTR.
G
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which we were ever before engaged. It when a man claims a right to do that which is.,
men were paid to en- on the face of the tiling, a trespass upon another
man, he must first prove his right. There may be
navy to be created.
What other object they can have in view, in thus jin John a right to pass across the field of James; but
goading the Americans on to hostility and hatred, I having now, for the first time, begun to exercise
cannot conceive. lam sure, that the Times newspa- this rigiit, it is incumbent -Mpon him to prove it in
per, by its senseless abuse of Mr. Madison and the the way of defence against an action of trespass; and
congress, and its insolent and contemptuous lan- if he cannct prove it; if he can show neither written
guage towards the American people, did much in deeds nor bring evidence of precedent or custom,
producing this fatal war. Paine has said, that it is he suffers as a trespasser. Apply this to the case
wars

in

would

really seem that these
deavor to cause an American

—

breaks the horse's back; and, before us, and will any one say, that in order to jusif this base print, by that tify a war for such a practice, we ought not to proinsolence, those taunting menaces in which it dealt duce something in proof of our right? I am for givbefore the war was declared, was the last feather ing up no naval right of England; and, it any one
upon the occasion? It spoke of the Americans and will show me any treaiy, any declaration of any powtheir navy in a strain of
contempt net to be endured. er, and recognition, any maxim of any writer upon
It told them that their boasted
navy should be tow- public law, or any custom or precedent of any power
ed into Halifax in a month from the date of their in the whole -world, to justify our impressment of
declaration of war. It said, that it hated otlier ene- persons on board of neutral ships on the high seas, I
mies of England, but that Mr. Madison and his na- will say that our last shot ought to be fired, rather
tion were
unworthy any thing but contempt. It was than cease our practice of impressment. Can I say
impossible for any nation to put up with this. Li- more? Can I go further? Will justice or reason allow
1~
4.1, „
„j._j____"
__ _1
1 _ 1
»-»*
bels the most
atrocious, were published against Mr. me to go further than this? The Americans will say
Madison, and all his brother officers in the govern- that I go much too far; but I am quite Englishman
ment. The naval officers in the
navy, were spoken enough to go this length. Further, however, I will
of as if they were dogs. In that country, the
people not go, call me what the hirelings will. Is it not a
have something to say as to public affairs; and, is it little too much in this writer to talk about concessiany f. onder that such publications should produce ons as demanded by America? She asks, (I repeat
an effect amongst them, who read
every thing, and it for about the hundredth time,) for no concessions.
who well understand what they read? The president, She says we are trespassing upon her, and we, withwe find, has instantly,' and- with great avidity, ac- out any attempt to prove that we are not trespassing,
cepted the mediation of Russia. He ia a very'plain accuse of her demanding concessions, because she
man. Wears, or used to wear, a
grey coat, and his asks us to cease -what she deems a trespass.
He had no big wig, I ready, upon no point ever observed these prints
no-powdered hair very smooth
nor any gowns, nor
more base and impudent than they are upon tins. It
any other fine thing upon him.
But he seems to know very well what he is about.
is so plain a case.
America complains of a most
all
he
has to know, is, what the people wish, injurious trespass; we call it the exercise of a right;
Indeed,
and that he knows by their votes. He knows that she replies prove your right; and we rejoin by accuthey hate war, as the great and fruitful parent of sing her of demanding concessions. However, she is
luxation and arbitrary power; and that, to
word will go
please now, it seems, to be punished. That
them, he must avail himself of every tiling that of- backwards down the throat of those who have made
fers even a chance of
putting an end to the war up- use of it. Punishment is to precede any peace with
on just and honorable terms. But, as
you see, our her. Poor foolisii wretch, who has written, or dichirelings exclaim against the acceptance of any me- tated, this paragraph! She is to be punished and she
diation; even the mediation of Russia, who has com- is to retract, before we negociate a peace with her!
mitted her fleets to our hands. For once, let us I
beg the reader to bear this threat in his mind.
J.
ope, that these men do not speak the language of Whether he does or not, it will not be soon forgotthe government. If we refuse the mediation of ten in America, where, we may be well assured, that
Our own ally in the war, if we refuse the mediation the
bombarding or burning a few towns, will have
of that power , who, we
the contest
say, is about to deliver Eu- no otlier effect than that of rendering
rope arid us from the fears of Ponaparte, what will more bitter, and of completing the commercial sethat power, what will the world
countries.
Perhaps amongst the
say, of our cause? paration of the two
Weatienot, it seems, "to commit our naval rights thingjfue most wished for by the bitterest enemies
to the mediation of
of a sea-port
any power." But, this is not of England in America, is the burning
proposed. The Americans do not dispute .my thing or two. The loss would be trifling in comparison
here'ofbre
acknowledged by them, or'con' ended for with the advantages to those who wish to cut the
1"
by us, as a right. The thing we contend for is, the two countries asunder forever. "Fear!" "Alarm.
pmct ce of impressing person son board neutral ships What alarm are they in? Those who know them,
on the high seas. This the Americans
the knocking down a
deny to be a know how small a sacrifice
The country is a country of plenright; they say, that it never was before practised, town would be.
than
the people want. It
or contended for, or claimed
by any belligerent na- ty. There is more food
To
tion; they say, that by no writer on public law, by is not, as in Russia, where famine follows war.
no principle ever laid down by
of the towns which are in
any such writer, by be sure, the inhabitants
no recognition of anyr power, by no practice, by no danger must expeiience alarm; but what has this to
assertion of ours, is this act to be justified. In short, do with the whole country; and what gain will it be
shall have expended some scores of thouthey say, that it has neither law, precedent, nor rea. to us?
son for its basis.
sands of pounds in the undertaking and have eneIf'thev assert, in this respect, what is not true, mies forever of many who were not our enemies bewhy not prime it? Why not cite us the book, the fore.
In the mean while, whatever, this writer may say
treaty, the public documents, the principle, the precedent upon Which we ground this practice' Not about the loan in America, ships of war will be
one attemp-s to do this; and until it be done, what built; a navy will grow up; seamen will be formed
impudence is it to say, that we possess such a right.? in great numbers; and, let peace take place wheneen the
Agreeably to niV the principles of jurisprudence, ver it may, we shall have a formidable rival
the
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would
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Nor are we Id suppose, if the war continue,
ocean.
that closer connection will not take place between
America and France. Hitherto the war, on our part,
has not had this effect. The American government
as if to give the lie to our insolent writers, has formed no connection at all with France; but, is it not
likely, that if" the war continue, and the desire of
;.

revenge increase, some connection will be formed
with France? Wiih whom is America to ally herself but with our
enemy who has ships in abundance,
which she has not, and who only wants just those
very sailors of which she has too many; Tliis would
give her a navy at once without a loan; or which
would be better for her, the use of a navy during
war, without the encumbrance of it during peace.
Would these spiteful and silly writers like to see
Di;catuh and Hull and B^lNBttrnsB on board of
French ships of the line? Would they like to see a
fleet of nine or ten sail, manned with the same sort
of stuff that fired on the J*»a from the Constitution'
1

—

My

opinion is, that, if .the war continue another
year, they will see this; and yet, they have the audacity, or the stupidity, to say, in print, that they
hope the mediation of Russia' will be rejected by
our ministers! It has always been
fear, and I

my

long before the war expressed it, that it would produce a connection of this kind with France; and, if
such connection has not already taken place, it has,
perhaps, been owing solely to the fear of giving a
handle to the English party in the States.
If, however, we carry on a war of bombardment,
that party will, in a short time s have no weight at
all; and, the thirst for revenge will produce that,
which, under the influence of less hostile passions,
might still have remained an object of jealousy.
To see a fleet, under the allied banners of France
and America, would be to me a most fearful object.

—

am

convinced it would present greater dangers to
we have ever yet had to contemplate; and,
therefore, I read with indignation and abhorrence
all these endeavors of
English writers to exasperate
the people of America.
I
have never believed, that the crews of the ships, by which our
frigates have been beaten were British sudors; I
have always believed them to have been native AmeBut if, as our hired
ricans, and I still believe it.
writers have asserted, they were our own countrymen, what is to hinder the ships of France to be
manned in the same way. The British sailors, who
are now, if there beany, fighting against their own
country in American ships, will, of course, be as
ready to follow their commanders into French ships;
and, if that were to be the case, this war for the
practice of impressment would have answeredamost
serious end indeed.
By a stroke of address, not
without a precedent in the history of our cabinet,
we have got into a war with America, upon the worst
We talk about the mainpossible ground for us.
tenance of our maritime rights; and this does very
well, with the people at large.
"What!'' say they,
"America want .to rob us of our 'maritime rights.'"

I

us than

what

I

it

does not.

If

does not,

il

why go
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war

for thii

to

right of impressing them? If it does, how must
these same seamen feel as to the cause in which
they are engaged? I fancy this is a dilemma that

would hamper almost any of the partisans of the
American war. 1 have always been disposed to
believe, notwithstanding the assertions to the con"
trary, that our seamen have not gone over to the

Americans

in any considerable number; but, if, undeceived, I am quite, sure that this
have
will
a strong' tendency to aggravate the

happily,

war

lam

evil.

—

rnoM cobbstt's register ujnrsT4, 1813Ami;rtca?j war. It appears from the recent official accounts that the Americans are in a fair
way

—

of becoming masters of Upper Canada, in spite of
all the skill and all the valor which our little
army
has opposed to them. But the military events of
the war are trifling, compared with a transaction
just announced to us through the channel of the
are told that the American genenewspapers.
ral Dearborn, has committed to close custody twenty
seven British subjects, in order to retaliate upon
them in the severest manner, in case we on our side
should punish naturalized citizens of America, when
taken in arms by us. The article containing this
intelligence I copy as follows, from the Courier
newspaper, of the 31st of July last.
"New York papers to the 30th ultimo, have been
received in Dublin, and one of the Dublin papers,
in announcing their arrival, says: 'Their contents
are extremely important, but they are too voluminous for insertion in this day's publication. It appears that general Dearborn had carried into immediate effect the orders of the secretary of war, under that act which empowered the president to have
recource to a system of retaliation, in case the naturalized citizens of America should be subjected,
when made prisoners, to the laws of a state which
had exiled them, or which they had voluntarily
abandoned forever. General Dearborn had commit
ted, in pursuance of those orders, twenty-seven British subjects to close cus ody, on whom it was provisionally determined to inflict the severest retaliation! Those papers likewise contain the official account of the capture of Fort George. They also

We

communicate some

official intelligence
respecting
the American army, on the 6th
of June, by general Vincent. They say, that the
American advanced guard had been surprised, and
that after a severe conflict, during which their artillery had been taken and re-taken several times,
they retired to the main body at Fort George.' Important, indeed, are their contents, if the orders of
the American secretary of war have been carried into effect in die manner they are said to have been.
Ttie American government here avow their determination to abide no longer by the public law- of nations, and claim the power of dissolving the allegiance which a subject owes to the government of hrs
native country.
By the chicane of naturalizing r>ar
countrymen, Air. Madison converts them at once into American citizens, over whom, it seems, w<* have
no longer any rights, nor they any duties tovv.r.ds us.
"They may take up arms agair.st us, and if we
make them prisoners, we are to inflict na punish-

the attack

made on

is this
right? Suppose it for argument's
be a right, what is it? It is the right of impressing people in American ships on the high seas.
But still to narrow it; it is the maritime right of
impressing,- and impressing -uhom? Why, British
teamen! One would think, that this should have
been the last ground on which to make, or meet, a ment on them! They have aimed a blow, they have
War. It is
utterly impossible to divest ones self of attempted he life of their mother coUnary, and the
the idea which this conveys; and
A more
equally impossible parricides are to have perfect impunity.
not to perceive the effect which must be produced impudent, monstrous, unnatural principle never was
by it in the sailor's mind. For either our navy does attempted to be set up. But does Mr. tfadison think
contain considerable numbers of seamen who wisii we shall submit to it? We said last Saturday, and
to seek and find shelter under the American
flag, or repeat it to-day, that, 'if Mr. Madison date to re*

But,

sake, to

so
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by taking away the life of one English pri- try. But the great mass of emigrants from the British islands to the American states have encounter,
soner, in revenge for a British subj ect, fully proved to be such, being taken in the act of voluntari- cd all the inconvenience of a change of country, as
this country, America puts well as all the well known dangers of the seas, for
ly bearing arms against
herself out of the protection of the law of nations, the sole purpose of making their lot in this world
and must be treated as an outlaw.' An army and better than it was before. This has been the motive
of almost the whole of the emigrants from every
navy acting against her, will then be absolved from
in Europe to the American states; a motive
sdl obligation to respect the usages and laws of war. country
Hostilities may be carried on against her ;n any wholly foreign from that of committing treason, or,
mode, until she is brought to a better sense of her any act of hostility to their native country.
The situation, therefore, of all these emigrants,
conduct, and by returning to the observance of the
laws of nations, puts herself again v ithin their pro-' is very different indeed from that of a man, who,
This is no time for half measures, and the for the express purpose, should go abroad, and take
tection.
arms against his country. Many and many inquestion is not whether we shall revenge the ex- up
cess of sudden passion upon our enemy; but whe- stances are upon record, however, of very famous

taliate

1

,

.

we

men having done even

shall support public law, against a syste-i
steal away our countrymen, and

without being accountbe cited in
to arm them against us."
prince Eugene, the companion of the duke of MarlThis subject is one of very deep interest to both borough, in his wars against Hrance. Prince Eucountries; and it ought to be treated with the great- gene was a subject of the king of France, and, it is
Let us, upon an occasion related, too, that he entered into the service of Ausest caution and candor.
so interesting to humanity, endeavor to banish from jtriain revenge for spme affront or neglect that he
our breasts all those passions which are hostile to had experienced from his sovereigns. Yet I have
truth unci justice. This is an endeavor which, at never heard that Prince Eugene was considered as
a traitor. It is very notorious, that in all the Euany rate, I am resolved to make. Holding in abhorrence the traitor to his country on the oi.e hand, ropean armies, thre are men of all the states upon
and equally so every attempt to overstrain the se- the continent; that the army of Prussia, in particui
vere law of treason on the other hand, I will not ilar, was made up of men of all nations. Our army,
imitate this hireling scribe, in ushig language cal- at this time, has in it Germans, Dutchmen, Italians
culated to produce an unassuageable irritation on and Frenchmen. But do we consider these men as
both sides, and eventually the shedding of much in- traitors to the several countries in which the}' were
nocent blood. I know very well that the law of na- bom? Yet, be it observed, that they are net persons
tions; that is to say, the general usage of nations, who are naturalized in England; and it is very well
and the principles laid down by those who have known, that the}' did not come to our country for
written on the subject, fully sanction the opinion, the purpose of carrying on trade, or of cultivating
ther

ed

malic attempt to

traitors.

this,

A very memorable one may

!

the lands: but, generally, for the purpose of entering into our military service, at the very time we are
engaged in a war against those who exercised the
sovereignty in their respective states. In such a

that allegiance is unalienable; that is to say, that
every man continues to the day of his death, a suband that, of
ject of the state wherein he was born;
course, any act of his, in open hostility and especinative state, if it
ally of arms bearing against his
be a voluntary act on his part, is an act coming un-

der the description of treason,
This doctrine, generally speaking, i8 founded in
nature, as well as in law; for it appears not more
unnatural for a son to raise the instrument of death
than for a citizen to bear a
against his mother,
sword against the state wherein he has first drawn
his breath. I would, therefore, never consent to the
of Englishmen
recognition of any right on the part

i

situation of things, it appears to me that we, above
all the nations that I know
any thing of, ought to be
cautious (and I trust our government will be very

cautious) in rigidly enforcing the law of treason, on
the ground ot unalienable allegiance.
There is no way of judging safer than of making
the case of an adversary our own. Let us suppose
then, that, during the war in the north of Europe,
in which the king of Westphalia is an
ally of the
$mperor Napoleon; let us suppose that a corps of
to transfer their allegiance at pleasure to any other the German legion, who are principally Hanoveri.
and whom, I am extremely happy to hear, have
state.
But, in the particular and singular case be- ans,
fore us, there appears to me to be very powerful been shipped off to be employed in that war; let us
reasons for abstaining from the enforcement of the suppose that a corps of this celebrated leg-ion were
law against men born in this country, who may be to be made prisoners in a battle against the king of
made prisoners of war, during this contest with the Westphalia; will the reader say, that the king of
American suites. These persons, it will be observ- Westphalia, though now the sovereign of Hanover,
America, and, of course, Would do right in considering these persons as tiai-\
ed, have been naturalize
Wiust have resided there many years; because the tors, and subjecting them to the punishment which
laws of America do not permit them to benaturaliz- iour laws provide for traitors; namely, that of being
for some time, cut down before they are
ed, until after a residence of at least five years. In hanged
J

j

>

dm

J

j

their heads chopped off, and their bothe premeditated act of treasowi in view; for, they dies cut each into four quarters, to be placed at the
cannot have gone to America for the purpose of en- disposal of the king? Will the reader say, that the
to fight against king of Westphalia would do right if he acted thus
tering into the American army, and
towards a corps of the German legion? It will be
England. Divers causes have led td their emigration thither. Some have gone as a sort of voluntary said, I know, that the king of Westphalia is an usurthat the persons in the German legion owa
exiles,- tiny have banished themselves in order t<> !jt>er,and
avoid the "punishment with which the laws of this him no allegiance. Let us see a little, however, how
The king of Westphalia does
this matter stands.
country menace them on account of certain political
Others [not claim the sovereignty of Hanover in virtue of
actt, which those laws denominate crimes.
he claims it
Jiave fled thither without being accused of any any right of hereditary succession; but,
crime here, in order to enjoy what they deemed in right of conquest; a right upon which we claim
the
ot* people
over
millions
the
sovereignty
thirty
their rights as men, not being able to enjoy those
as they thought thfro, in their native coun- vhe are. said to inhabit the kingdom of Jsrv%,

the next place, they are persons who have not had 'dead, having

;

i

lights,
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Jtisvcrv easy for us to call Jero:ne, Joachim, and
even Napoleon himself, usurpers. We do this in the
heat of our animosity against them-, but as we are
here talking of an appeal to the law of nations, we
should consider that that law makes the right of
conquest, ns applicable to the duty of allegiance,
sucperfectly equal with the right of hereditary
It is indeed notorious, that from the mocession.
ment any portion of territory is conquered, jt im
the will of the conBiediately becomes subject to
to it owe
queror, and that all the people belonging
him allegiance, the sovereignty of the territory being
transferred, to all intents and purposes with the territory itself.
Upon this ground it is that we, when
we make a conquest of any island or province, issue
the people that they now
proclamations, reminding
pwe allegiance to our king; we command them in
his name, to obey all edicts which our generals may
chuse to put forth; and incase of conspiring with
the enemy, or taking up arms against us, we threat
en them with the punishment due to traitors. To
say that Jerome is an usurper in Hanover, may be
well in the way of talk; but when Mr. Peltier
•very
said the same thing of Bonaparte, lord Ellenborough,
on a trial of the former for a libel against the latter, observed to the jury, that Bonaparte was the
sovereign of France in fact, and that with the quesThis
tion how lie became so, wo had nothing to do.
Cromis also the language of the law of nations.
well, for instance, was an usurper in Ungland, but,
he was
fact, at the head of the sovereignty of England; and any Englishman found in a foreign army,
fighting against an English army at that time, would
doubtless have been taken to be a traitor. It may
perhaps be said, that though Jerome be actually in
possession of the sovereignty of Hanover, lie was not
the conqueror of it, and that the territory has never
been ceded to him by its former sovereign. It may
be further said that we have never made peace since
that conquest took place, and that a struggle is still
going on for the possession oftliat country. Whence
it
may be concluded perhaps that he is deficient in
that sort of right of sovereignty which would jus-

m
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those successors whom they may
Allegiance can
in no other way be unalienable; for the
sovereign
his
become
die;
extinct; the law.*
may
family may
a
new
introduce
race
of
Numerous
may
sovereigns.
are the instances of this sort; how then can we pretend that allegiance is unalienable, unless we maintain that it is inseparable from the actual
sovereign
ty of the soi.?

These observations, which, in this comparitive
view of the matter, might be carried much further,
are quite sufficient, I think, to make
every reasonable man hesitate before he
joins with the editor of
the Courier, in asserting that if America
attempts
in the way above mentioned, an armv
and navy acting against her will be absolved
from a).l
to
obligations
respect tl\e usages and laws of war.
Such a man will at any rate see die danger of all attempts to justify the hasty shedding of blood on
either side.
I have before alluded to the
peculiariWriters upon the law of nations
ty of this case.
have never had before their eyes the spectacle of a
country serving as a place of refuge for the distressed of all the other nations in the world. If the
states of America had been before them, there
might have been found some modifications in their
doctrine of allegiance. The states of America were
colonics of England: the people
speak the same language; great numbers of them are closely connected
by blood, The quarrel in its indigested state, appears to the mind of the mass of people in both counA mechanic or latries, as a sort of family quarrel.
borer, born in England, and finding himself in America, has entered into no reflections as to any transfer of allegiance.
He takes part with the country in
which he is, with no thought about committing treiii
son, any more than the inhabitants of Botley and
Bishop's Waltham think about treason in their battles about roads.
It is very different, indeed, where
Englishmen join Frenchmen or join Englishmen aretaliation,

gainst their native countries respectively.
The editor of the Courier speaks of British sub-

jects in the American army as having attempted to
take the life of their mother
country, and calls them
He does not consider that the far
tify him in considering the soldiers in the German "parricides?"
this
ar
of
for
these
as
traitors.
soldiers
But, unfortunately
greater part
Region
might have been mere
gument, ow own conduct, upon a recent occasion, children, when they left this country. I have seen
hundreds
The
of
Sweof
children
to
it
answer.
a
(I might say thousands) land
king
gives
complete
den, did not conquer the island of Guadaloupe. It in America with their emigrant parents and, if
was conquered by us; we have given it to the king of either of these were to be found in arms in the AmeSweden, while a war is yet going on between us and rican army fighting against us, would he have him
of that island, among other hanged, his quivering bowels torn out, his head
France, for the

—

possession
Will any one say that the people of Guaowe allegiance to the king of Sweden?
do
not
daloupe
I believe that no one will attempt to say this; and,
then I should be glad to hear how any one will make
put a clear and satisfactory distinction between the
case of the natives of Guadaloupe, and the natives of
Hanover.
There are some persons, perhaps, who may think
that the latter do not stand in the same predicament
as the former; because they were out of Hanover
before Jerome was made sovereign of it. I am not
quite certain as to the fact; but, if it were so, it would
not, it seems to me, make any alteration in the
case; for, if a number of the natives of Guadaloupe
were to be found in arms in an expedition against
that island, they would, of course be considered as
traitors against the Swedish government, though
absent from the said island, at the time of conquest
objects.

by us. This is, indeed, an absolutely necessary
consequence of the doctrine oiunalienable allegiance;
for how can
allegiance be unalienable, unless it travels downwards with the actual sovereignty; unless
lit descends to the successors in the
sovereignty, be

off, and body hacked in quarters for the ofUnjust and merciless as hireling scribes
generally are, I hardly suppose that the man will go
tnis length.— Yet this
length he must go, if in the
present case he justifies our acting upon the abstract
doctrine of unalienable allegiance. It should be considered, that our own laws make exceptions as to al-

chopped
fence?

An American may become a British sublegiance.
ject by marrying an English woman. From the time
he so marries, the law gives him the claim to all the
right c:ijoyed by Englishmen; and the ;ame law imposes uponhim all the Juto of an Englishman. This
law, of which no gentleman can be ignorant, has been
not long ago acted upon
by our government, as I un-

derstand in this way. An American was impressed
in our fleet he was claimed
by the agent of the.
American government, as an American, and his dis-

—

The answer was,
charge demanded accordingly.
that he was a British subject,
having married an
English woman; and the demand of his discharge
was refused accordingly. The law, I believe, is, in
this respect the same in America; and, indeed, those
who have betu acquainted with the American wo-
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men, will, I imagine, see no reason why this species treated as such? Again, as to children, is there not
of petticoat naturalization should not be going- on another great exception to this law of unalienable
there as well as here. Indeed, the law is the same in allegiance.' A son, bom in a
forejgn country, of EnFrance as to this matter; upon the principle, I sup-glish parents, is an English subject.* And I be^ the
all good husbands suffer themselves to reader to
as
that
the
that,
observe,
pose,
rights and duties of auegibe ruled by their wives, and as the women are, for|ance arc inseparable. Sucli a son, though bom iS
the far greater part, most loyal subjects, and mqst America, according to this doctrine of unalienable
jmmoveably attached to the existing order of things, allegiance, is liable to be hanged and cut to pieces
be it what it may, a foreigner when he marries a na. if found in the army of his native
country, fightin^
tive, may he fairly looked upon as having become against us.
And, on the other hand, if found in our
bone of the bone and flesh of the flesh of the govern- army, fighting against America, is liable to be
hanged as a traiior to her... How
ment itself.
many hundreds, how
Whatever be the reason of this amusing exception many thousands, how many hundreds of
thousands,
to the general doctrine, it is very certain, that it of men and boys are in this precise
predicament! I
here co Id name hundreds that I
gives a furious blow to the doctrine itself; for
myself personally know,
we see, that we ourselves contend that allegiance, in, nay, (and surely it is enough to make me speak feeland how are our generals in ingly!) the very youth, who, front
in this case, alienable
my diction, is putCanada to tell, whether the British subjects, of ting this identical article upon the paper, would, if
whom they make prisoners, have or have not married he were made prisoner, in fighting against the AmeAmerican women? So that, betore we rush on hasti- ricans, be liable to be considered as a traitor to the
scribe
ly to the conclusion which this impudent
country in which he was born, and to expiate his
would have us adop; before we give our assent to crime on the gibbet!
the hanging and cutting up carcases, upon the
Verily, then, we shall do well to pause and reflect
before we give iir to these
ground of the doctrine of unalienable allegiance
savage and bloody notibefore we give our unqualified approbation to the ons, the offspring, not of
patriotic feeling," not of
an
and
become
America
is
that
zeal
for
outlaw,
the
of
the
honor
sentiment,
country; but of low, base,
that ropes and ripping nives, and axes, and gibbets, disappointed malice,
coupled with a hatred of every
ought to make pavtot our weapons in a War against human being that is in the pursuit or enjoyment of
her before we suffer ourselves to be thus steeped freedom. I do not know what is the real state of the
in the bicod, which this man seems so anxious to see facts; I do not know what number of naturalized Ashed, 3'ou see, reader, there are good reasons for us merican citizens, natives of this country, wc may
to hesitate and reflecl This savage man, who really have taken in arms nor do I know, thatoiir
generals
Fcems to have dipped his pen in blood, has, in all have expressed an intention of considering them as
human probability, never heard of that law of our own, traitors but if they have taken any such persons,
which subjoins the rights and duties or allegiance to and have expressed any such intention, the arguments
theaet of marrying a native woman and perhaps if which I have offered, are, I think, quite sufficient to
he had, he would not have cared much about the. induce our ministers to make these generals hold
marri- their hand. I
by no means approve of that loose way
hanging and quartering of native Americans,
ed to English women, and taken in arms in either of thinking with regard to tiie duties of a subject
the
that
comor a citizen, which would dissolve all the ties
service for, you will observe reader,
of
fort of such a "man's situation is, that he is a trai or, allegiance, and justify men, at their mere will and
we
catch
him
If
if found in arms on either sids.
and cut him up, be•There is a curious distinction made by our law
fighting against us, we hang him
cair:e he is the king's subject, from having married with regard to the children, bom abroad, the pacatch
Americans
him
If
the
mi English woman.
rents being- subjects of the king.
It relates to the
to death (for 1
lighting against them, they put him
capability of holding places of profit or trust, or of
believe they stop here) because lie is a native of A- pensions under the crown.
If the parents be either
tr. erica.
So that, at this rate, lie who marries a fo- Scotch or Irish; or if cither father or mother be
not
to
the
he
that
take
must
or
of
Scotch
their children, can ever, acgo
Irish, none
reigner,
good care,
wars. This hanging and quartering editor would, cording to law, hold any such place or pension; but
to all appearance, care but little about the fate of if the parents be English, then the children
may
Amerieans, who should fall in this way— but, I beg hold such places or pensions. I have often thought
leave to remind him, that there ore some British sub- of availing myself of this law, and of going and rout.imencan ing out of their places and pensions, all the Scotch
jects, who had the indiscretion to marry
-wren. Aye, and what is more, some ofthe.se are and Irish, coining under this description, of which I
officers and of no mean rank and estimation, in our will engage there are many scores.
The truth is,
At this moment a great number however, that there arc foreigners, real aliens, who'
jiawf and army!
docs not occur to me but there are admiral Knight, enjoy such situations, and while this is the case, it
sir Alexander Cochrane, and sir Thomas Hardy, who would be hard to drive out the children of Scotch
for and Irish
unfortunately (accordingly to this man's notion)
parents, though they happen to have been
them, have married^ American women. To be sure, born out of the realm. It would be curious to know,
one may rather pity than blame them for to goto why this distinction was made by the law; and I
America without a wife and come away unmarried, should not be at all surprised, if it was the work of
some person in power, at the time, who happened to
argues that a man is not made of flesh and blood.
T
"\ o\v will the reader
that if either of these gal- have relations so situated as to be likely to derive
say,
lant o.'l'.t re, to whom i:' I had time for enquiry and benefit from it.
However, such is the law that I
recollection, I could, I doubt not, add a couple of know very well; and I do not promise that I will not
teore— will the reader say that if either of diem were one of these days when I get a little leisure, after the
•nade prisoner by the Americans, these latter would harvest is all in, go and thrust out these illegal inhave a right lo consider him as a traitor?
truders, of which I have not the least doubt that I
let, if this doctrine of unalienable allegiance as shall find a pretty swarm for, I have observed that
applied to the American soldiers, is to be received these gentlemen of unequivocal allegiance are very
without any modification, why should not these ofli- remarkable for their enterprising spirit where there
ccrs, in sucfi case.be considered as traitors, and U btw chance i>t t- Jtting at the public money.
;
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enemies of their country and not) v. Kat should we gain. We might prevent some
1 approve of no such wild no- few British born
subjects from entering- the Ametions, which must, in the end, lead to the most mi- rican service; but America has quite men enough
serable of consequences, eradicating front the mind without them, men, loo, upon whom she can us
ofman, every sentiment connected with the love of safely rely. And we should only blazon through the
reaCountry; but in this particular case, this case of whole world the melancholy fact, that tor sonic
which the history of the world presents us no pre- son or other, there were Englishmen ready to take
cedent, and under all the circumstances, some of up arms against their country, and, in that case, not
which I have mentioned above, of the organization only to encounter all the dangers inseparable from
of our own army, 1 am decidedly of Opinion, that to war, but in addition threto, the risk of being hanged,
and chopped to pieces! And would .his
attempt to act towards persons taken in the Ameri- dipped up,
can army rigidly upon the doctrine of unalienable be a desirable thing? Would it be to our honor to
we should in cause this fact to be known in every town, in every
allegiance, would be a step of which
a short lime most sorely repent.
village, in every house, in every hovel, throughout
first
blush of the the civilized world? Say for mere argument's sake,
All tiie world must see, at the
qu 'icn, that the Englishmen taken in the Ameri- that this terrible act would be consonant with strict
can army, stand upon a very different footing from justice say for argument's sake, that all the reaEnglishmen who should be taken in a French army. sons which I have urged against it, and which, in
It is not a question that waits for reasoning; it is one abler hands, might have been urged with much
that rushes at once to the heart, which tells every greater force and <iffect; say, that all these reasons
man, that these persons, though we may lament are totally devoid of weight] still tell me where is
The the policy of thus astounding the world into the
that they are there, are not deliberate traitors.
far greater part of them must, according to all pro- knowledge ofa circumstance, so little calculated to
bability, be of nearly the same description, as to impress mankind with a favorable opinion of our
education and situation in life, and also as to degree character? If it be urged that the evil is of such a
Of information, as the soldiers of our army; audi magnitude as to call for the contemplated act, even
at the risk of national character, to what a lamentput it to the reader's candor to say, whether, if any
6f the men, (I mean the common soldiers) who have able state must we have arrived! But Icontend, that,
so gallantly fought for their country in Spain, had be the magnitude of the evil what it maj\ it is imwhich the ministers
h,ecn in America, they would have thought it treason politic to adopt the measure to
to enter the American service; especially af^er re- are encouraged by this malignant and savage writer;
such a measiding many years in that country, having formed for, it is easy to perceive, I think, that
entirely new connections, and perhaps hardly re- sure must give rise to a conviction in the mind of
the only
collecting the place they were born in England, Ire- every British subject in America, that,
land or Scotland' To apply the maxim of the law of way to ensure his safety against the claims of Engtreason, grounded on the doctrines of unalienable land, is to effect the total destruction of that power
be enforallegiance, to men so circumstanced, is, I am very by which alone those claims can possibly
sure, to stretch it farther than the common sense of
W. COBBETT.
mankind will approve of; and, therefore, I cannot
refrain from again expressing an anxious wish, that
Botley, August 4, 1813.
pleasure,

to join the

11

tnake war against her;

—

.,

ministers will interpose their authority to put
to any further prosecution of any such at- FR03I COBBETt's WEEKLT REGI3TEn,OF SEPTEMBER ID*
tempt.
It is not impossible, though I don't think it very
of Politics.
likely, that some few of those persons, who have
Times newspaper, which
be
said
to
The
or
who
have
Aaiertcax
WAit.from
this
may
county,
gone
tied from this country on account of their political was one of the loudest clamourers for this war, now
that it has lingered on,
opinions, may have been found in arms against their observes, "with deep regret,
On their part, there would be no for so many months, without being distinguished by
native country.
excuse on the score of want of information, but sure- any memorable stroke." If the inflammatory and mathe hirelings of licious writer of that paper already experiences disly after being so frequently told by
the
tiie
day, that it would be a good thing if they were appointment, what will he experience during
of this war,
to leave
England; after hearing for many years months, yea, and, perhaps, the years,
on the naamong the loyal elect, the toast of "old England, and which are yet to come? He, when urging
those who do not like the country let them leave it;" af- tion to this' enterprize, told them, with the utmost
ter hearing a member of parliament, in his place, confidence, that, in a. few weeks af.cr war should be
be
exclaim, "Those who do not like the country, damn commenced, "the boasted American ?iavy would
than let them leave it," after having so long heard annihilated''
Not only has that navy not been anthemselves thus abused, and thus bidden to go out nihilated, but it has very much increased. It has
of the country,
surely even these men must be very annihilated some hundreds of our merchant ships,,
much surprised at least to find themselves accused and has defeated several of our ships of war, some df
most
of a failure in their duties
of allegiance. There ap- which, after victory over them, gained in the
wonderful manner, it has added to its "own number.
pears to me, too, to be a good deal of impohcy
64
making all this fuss about traitors found in the A?;:e- It is said, that we are building ships to carry
the Jirictin
army or navy. If the facts have been true to guns, for the express purpose of combating
be called
the extent in which
they have been stated in the merican frigates. Ours, it seems, are to
This is to avoid the awkwardness ox
newspapers, and which I do not believe, it seems friga'es also.
to cope
that there was no
great wisdom discovered in the acknowledging, that our frigates are not able
I think, that if 1 were a minis- with American
Now, if it should happen
divulging of them.
frigates.
tcr, I should do every thing in my power to keep that one of these new "frigates" of ours is beaten ar:d
otir

a stop

Summary

—

m

—

such facts
what can

from being promulgaied;

for, after all,

be
captured by an American frigate, what will then

Tor "my part, were it with me to carry on the
possibly be gained by it? If twenty or thir- said?
ty ofthe men thus taken were put to death; and if war, I would,' after what Jias passeJ, resort to no
no retaliation were to take
wo dil such perilous expedient as this, but would, at once,
plucv:
.

g$
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send ships of the line against those formidable friso doing.
gates, without making- any apology for
Before the war began, not a word were we told about
the formidableness of these frigates. The editors of
the Times, and the Courier were only impatient, that
these frigates should meet ours upon the sea. They
said nothing about their stout decks, and their heavy cannon, and their "greatbig balls." But the moment that the Americans bent and captured one of
our frigates with one of theirs, then we heard these
editors, and even the "undaunted sons of Neptune,"
garbed in blue and gold, exclaiming against the
size of the American frigates, and the number of their
We should have thought of all this before
crews.'
we talked of annihilating the American navy in a
few weeks. The merchants and underwriters are
now petitioning the lords of the admiralty and the

money; and, as in

themoney first.

all

VIIL

other cases, they must have
it is unreasonable in the

In short,

extreme to expect the war in America to be
attended with any very
signal result, until we have liberally paid two or three years of taxes.
The assertion
is
agam made, that the American ships are manned
principally with English, IHsh, and Scotch. I find this
assertion in the
Morning Chronicle of the 6th inst.
It this were
true, as I hope it is not, what a pleasant and honorable fact this war would have
brought
to
light! No other than this: thatmany of our sea:
men, our "gallant tars," the "undaunted sons of
Neptune,-" not only have no dislike to the Americans, but actually have run the risk of being
handed,
drawn and quartered, for the sake of
fighting i.l the
American service against their own
country! If the
world believe these accounts, what must the world
think
of
us?
amore
the
effectally
During
long war in which France
prince regent to protect them
was engaged, no Frenchmen were ever found in
gainst this "contemptible American navy," which, it
arms
their
to
their
the
and
Some of them,
against
seems, has already destroyed
property
king
country.
amount of millions, and some of the ships of which indeed, embodied themselves under foreign banners
are said to blockade, in some sort, part of our har- to fight, as they pretended, at least, for their counbours in England and Ireland, and are capturing our fry* and against those whom they called the usurpers of its
government. But, if "these accounts be
ships within the sight of land. These gentlemen
should have petitioned against the war. So far from true, our countrymen have voluntarily gone into the
thatmany of them were eager for thewar; and, do they American service to fight against their country; that
think, that they are to enjoy the gratification of see- country being under the legitimate sway of the glorious and beloved house of Brunswick!*The
ing the American towns knocked down without payorigin
of these accounts, so
disgraceful to' the countrv, is,
ing some little matter for it? That the admiralty
are employing a great many ships and sailors in this probably, the reluctance which our naval officers
war, our next year's taxes and loans will fully con- have to confess defeat at the hands of those Yankees,
vince us; but numerous as their ships and sailors are, whom we were so desirous to see dnibbed. To avoid
this painful
acknowledgment, it has been asserted,
they are not, and cannot be sufficient to cover all the
ocean. The farmers, and land holders, and fund that we have not been beaten by the Yankees, but
our own brave countrymen. But here,
holders, are sighing for the repeal of taxes: but how by
again, a

—

are they justified in this wish, when it is well known difficulty arises; for how conies it to pass, that our
that to carry on the war, taxes are absolutely neces- own brave countrymen have more success on board
of Yankee ships than on board of our own heart of
sary; and when it is also well known, that these persons were, in general, anxious for the war? Some ef oak? How comes it to pass, that the men on both
them want war to prevent their produce from falling sides, being of precisely the same race and educain price; others liked peace with 1Vance well enough; ion, those in the Yankee ships should beat those in
''the wooden walls of old
but, then, they wished "to give the Yankees a drubEngland?" It has been
that they fight more desperately, knowbing." Therefore, if to keep up the price of pro- observed,
that
with
a
the
a
are
halter
Yankees drubbing, taxes
about their necks.
ing
they fight
duce, and to give
Wiiat an aspersion on "the sons of
wanted, with what decency can these persons expect
Neptune!" As if
the
sons
of
the
be
taken
off?
Do
we
obtain
that taxes will
Neptune,
gallant jack tars of old
any
wanted
a
halter
round
hi
without
for
some
their
we
want
England,
it,
necks, and
paying
thing that
the gallows and executioner's knife before their
way or other? If we want food, or raiment, or houses,
to
make
them
do
more
in
for
Can
battle
we
not
to
them?
than
do
eyes,
cr pleasure,
expect
pay
they are
we go to see a play or a puppet show without money? ready to do for the sake of their king and countrv,
Why, then, are we to expect the greater pleasure of and from a sentiment of honor! This is, really, giva cruel stab to the character of our sailors; but
seeing the Yankees drubbed without paying for that ing
The public seem very impatient to see the such is the sorry malignity of those who publish
too?
these accounts of treasonable
practices, that they
drubbing begin. The Times and the Courier have
been endeavoring to entertain themfor a long while, entirely overlook these obvious inferences, in their
and until they, as well as the audience, appear ex- anxiety to get rid of the supposition, that any thing
hausted. But is it not reasonable that the public praise worthy belongs to the character of the eneshould, in this case, as as well as in all others, put my. If these accounts be true, as I hope they are
down their money previously to the drawing up of not, why are net the traitors tried and executed?
the curtain? In a year or two, perhaps, we shall see Why are they suffered to remain in the American
the drama commence in gocd earnest. But, is it service? Why are they suffered to go on thus,

—

not enough to be amused with a little dancing and
tumbling on the outside before we have paid our
'Send! send away," says the eager edi
money:
tor of the Times, "send away a force to crush
them at once!" But not a word does he say about the taxes necessary to pay for the sending
and keeping up of such a force. Our government
is composed of wonderfully clever men; but they are
not clever enough to make soldiers walk upon the
waters over the Atlantic, nor to enact, at a word,
loaves and fishes to sustain them after their arrival.
To be able to send that "overwhelmning force," of
which the Times speaks-, the government must have

shooting at, boarding-, and taking our ships, insulting our gallant officers, and putting our men in
irons? Why are they not, I ask again, tried and
hanged? Why are not their warm bowels ripped eut

and thrown

in their traitorous faces?

Why

are their

bodies not cut into quarters, and those quarters placed at the king's disposal? But, I had forgotten,
that before the^e tilings can be done, we must captureXhe. ships in which they sail! Is there no other
way of coming at them? It were well, if those, whose
business it is to enforce the law against state criminals,

would

fall

upon some scheme

to reach them.

Cannot the parliament, which Vus been called amr^-

MUSSS*

fip-unt, find
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out sonic means of coming'
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tlieril?
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succeed in creating great alarm on the American
w6 muy destroy towns village,, and a deal ot
property, and compel many, particularly YVOMF.N
and children, to fly to the interior for protection.
We may even occasion the removal of the seat of
But is there any
government from Washington
thing more natural than that the peaceable inhabiof
tants
every country should be alarmed, when an
enemy actually invades their territory. When we,
this
in
military nation, with our shores encompassed
by an invincible navy, and almost every man a solwere
dier,
only threatened with a visit of Napoleon's
legions, consternation and alarm pervaded all ranks;
measures of precaution were taken, on all hands, to
repel the daring intruders, and the removal of the
seat of government, with the property of the nation,
to places of greater security, on a
landing being affected, were every, were spoken of as matters of
course.
If we thou. lit we had reason to be afraid,
and to adopt these precautions on the mere threat;
on the prospect oniy of an event, which might never,
and certainly did not happen, is it very extraordinary that the people of America should have the same
feelings, when they find the event actually take

short, those accounts, arc a deep disgrace to theujoast",
country; ajid 1 do hop", that the Lords of the admi

who published that eloquent paper, siimulat
ing the sailors to fig-lit against the Americans; will
speedily upon some means of putting* an end to
80 great a scandal.
I have not time, at
present, to
enter so fully into the
subject of the American war
as 1 shall in my next; but, to the loose observations
that I have made, I cannot refrain from adding* a
word or two on the rupture of the negotiations at
Ghent, which is said to have taken place. W110,
in his senses, expected any other result? It was
ralty,

fall

from the moment that Napoleon was reFrance) that the war with America was
destined to become a serious contest. There were
all sorts of feeling's at work in favor of such a war.
There was not a single voice (mine only excepted)
manifest,

moved from

it.
Was it to be supposed, then, thai
peace would be the work of a few months? Yet this
rupture of the negociations appears to have excited
a good deal of
surprise, .not wholly divested of a
small portion of alarm. It was expected thai the
Yankee commissioners would jump at peace on any
terms. There were thousands of persons, and wen
dressed persons too, who said that tj»e Yankees
would not hesitate a moment to tteppse Mr Madison,
and send him to some little uninhabited island.

raised against

11

place Wiiich we scarcely anticipated? But what
were the effects of this alarm in this country! not
surely rebellion and treason against the government.
No idea of that kind was ever entertained— every
About a fortnight ago some litie soldiers were, pass- man, on the contrary, was roused to a sense of pubing my house, in their way from Sussex to Plymouth, lic danger, Ail factions ceased, and those who had
to join their corps, bound to America,
A sergeant, been formerly the most violent in their opposition
who was at a little distance behind the party, stop- lo ministers, now rallied round them, and were aniie tne mong the foremost to take up arms against the
ped at my door and iaked for some beer.
beer was drawing, I observed to him, that Jonathan common enemy.
This is the effect always promust take care now what he was about. "No," said duced when the independence of a country is
the sergeant, "I do not think that it will come to threatened; yet we are gravely told, by th«i
supany head; for we learned the day before yesterday, porters of corruption, tnat tne efforts we are now
that Madison find run away." I asked him, if they making to overthrow the American government;
had been informed whither he had run to. He re- the terror and alarm we are exciting, by burningHe fur- and destroying" every thing we can reach; that these
plied, that he had run "out of the country'"'
ther told me, that we wereto have an armyof 50,'QOO violences, the bare possibility of which produced so
men for the conquest of America; and that, if they great a shew of resistance here, must infalliably
were not enough, Russia had 60,0U0 men ready to bring about a revolutionin America, and lead the peosend to our resistance, from this the Americans ple mere to join the standard of their invaders! This
will judge of the opinions of the people here; for 1 is what our vile newspaper press is constantly ringdare say, that this serjeant was no more than the ing in our ears, and what, I find, has almost become
mere repeater of what ne heard in almost all the a prevailing opinion in every class of society. What
public houses, resorted to by politicians of the the general feeling may be when the circumstances'
most numerous class. But the people are not to be attending the battle of Cnippawa are fully known;
blamed for this delusion. They liad it given them, whether the people will then begin to change their
in the report of a speech of one of the iords of the opinion, and be disposed to admit that the Ameriadmiralty, not long ago, that we were about to un- cans may be good patriots, I shall not pretend to say.
dertake the deposing of Mr. Madison; and who can But this I shall venture to assert, tlut if the Ameriblame them, if they believe that this deposition has cans continue, as I have no doubt they will, to distaken place? My friend, the sergeant, on whom I play such extraordinary traits of heroism as they did
bestowed my benediction, will, however, I am afraid, in the late engagement, not all the forces we can
no, nor all the hireling troops of other nafind, that this work of deposing Mr. Madison will send out
give more trouble than he appeared to expect; my tions, be what they may, will ever bring America
back to its former state of subjugation to this counreasons for which I shall state in my next,'
An extraordinary gazette, and the American
try.
official account, having now put the public in posFROM COBBETT's REGISTER, SEPTEMBER 24, 1814.
Battle ok chippawa.
have now for some session oi the details of the battle of Chippawa, I
time been accustomed to accounts of naval conflicts shall with your permission, make a few remarks on
with the Americans, from which we have been able that important and interesting occurrence. Before
to form a pretty correct idea of what the seamen of doing this, however, it may be proper to attend to
which have been published on both
that nation are
capable of doing. It only remained tne accounts
Lieutenant general Druminond has written
to have a specimen of the
courage of their soldiers, sides.
letter on the subject, which occupies four
to shew that, if we had reason to
despair of ever along
filled chiefly with deovercoming the navy of the United States, there is as pages of the Gazette, and is
formation of his troops, and
little reason to
suppose that we shall succeed in tails as to the previous
beating their army; or that we shall be able to rea- praises of his officers for their gallantry and courage
lize the
the action. The following extract contains
and
threat of

—

W

—

—We

haughty

recolonizing America,

serving Mr. Madison, as we, arrogantly boast having,
served the emperor Napoleon.
shall certainly
StrrrtEMEKT to voi VIII

We

during
all

that he says' as to what took place duringthe bat"I had scarce! v completed this formation, V hen

tle.

D

m
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the whole front was warmly and closely engaged,* than five thousand having been engaged. Enclosed,
The enemy's principal efforts were divided against I have the honor to transmit a return of our loss,
our left and centre. After repeated attacks, the which has been very considerable. The number of
and the troops under my command did no: for the first three
troops on the left were partiallyforced back,
the road. hours exceed sixteen hundred men; the addition of
enemy gained fa, momentary possession of
This gave him, however, no material advantage, as the troops under colonel Scott, did not increase it
to more than two thousand
the troops which had been forced back formed in the
eight hundred of every
se- description."
rear of the 89th regiment, fronting the road, and
As the enemy's account of this
interval
curing the flank. It was during this short
engagement, conthat major generalTJall, having received a severe trary to the usual practice of American writers, is
wound, was intercepted as he was passing to therear very short, I shall here give it at full length.
[Here ne inserts the letter of captain L. Austin,
by a party of the enemy's cavalry, and made prisoner.
In the centre, the repeated and determined at- aid to general Brown, addressed to the secretary at
tacks of the enemv were met by the 89th regiment, war.]
readmS*hese two accounts of the same
the detachment of the Royals "and King's, and the
°'?
affair,
with the most one is forcibly struck with the opposite statement s
light company of the 41st regiment,
and the they contain, and, which it would be a vain task in
perfect steadiness and intrepid gallantry,
loss. me to attempt to reconcile.
We, it is natural, will
enemy was constantly repulsed with vecy heavy
be inclined to- believe our
general, while the Ame0f so determined a nature were tritee attacks directed ricans
will as naturally believe their''s.
The safest
against our guns, that our artilleryman -were bayoneted by the enemy in the act of loading, and the muz- way, in my opinion, is to consider the affair a drawn
battle.
a
But
whatever may be said as to this, ther^
zles of the enemy's guns were advanced within
few
rard's of cur's. The darkness of the night during this can be no difference of opinion as to the most imfeature
in it; namely, the undaunted braveextraordinary covfUcti, occasioned several uncommon portant
of the Americans, and the little
incidents'; cur troops having for a moment been ry
hope this affords
tnat
the
mia
few
contest
will be soon terminated.
It is not
pushed back, some of our guns remained for
so
clear
not
from
the
nutes in the enemy's hands; they were, however,
enemy's account, who were, the
six
a
but
two
assailants;
onlv quickly recovered, but the
pieces,
general Drutnmond states, that it was
which the Americans who commgncedxhe attack in the first
pounder and a five and a half inch howitzer,
toand
who
were
afterwards renewed it, after both
the enemy had brought up,
instance,
captured by us,
sides had received reinforcements. Thi6 shows
gether with several tumbrils; and in limbering up
our guns, at one period, one of the enemy's six that the soldiers of the United States are as little
of afraid of us as then sailors.
They had heard as much
pounders was put, by mistake, upon a limber
on one about our victories in Spain and Portugal as their
our's, and one of our six pounders limbered
of his, by which means the pieces were exchanged-, seamen had heard of our naval exploits.
Yet, with
and thus, though we captured two cf his guns, yet, as little experience, they dared to face the conqueas'he obtained one of our's, we have gained only one ror's, and notwithstanding our troops were long' exAbout 9 o'clock (the action having commen- perienced in war, and accustomed to triumph, the
^ixrx.
ced at 6) there was a short intermission of firing, American soldiers renewed the attack with equal
determination. "Of so determined a nature,"
during which it appears the enemy was employed
says
in bringing up the -whole of his remaining force, and general Drummond, "were these attacks directed
he shortly after renewed his attack with fresh troops, against our guns, that our artillerymen were baybut was "every where repulsed with equal gallantry oneted by the enemy in the act of loading, and the
and success. About this period, the remainder or muzzles of the enemy's guns were advanced within
had been'or- a few yards of our's." This, it will be observed, is not
major general Riall's division, which
deredto relire on the advance of the enemy, con- a panegyric of their oivn general, but a compliment
under colonel Sco a; paid by a British officer, who witnessed "this exsisting of the 103d regiment,
the head quarter division of the 8th, or king's: flank traordinary conflict," and which, as a brave and
them un- Courageous man, he could not refrain paying even
comprnies 104th. Some detachments of
der colonel Hamilton, inspecting field officer, joined to an enemy. It will also be recollected, that the
the troops engaged, and I placed them in a second Americans were not, in this instance, fighting upon
their own territory.
line, with the exception of the royal Scots, and
They had invaded our possesflunk companies, 104th, with which I prolonged my sions, and were attacking us upon our own ground.
of
frontline on theright, where 1 was apprehensive
Consequently they had not the same motives for
the enemy's outflanking me. The enemy's efforts extraordinary exertions they would have had, had
about
until
to carry the hill were continued
midnight, they been repelling invasion, instead of being themwhen he had suffered ho severely from the superior selves the invaders. Can it be doubted, therefore,
steadiness and discipline of his majesty's troops, when they are driven back, if -we are able to do it,
that he gave up the contest, and retreated with that they will light with equal courage, when they
their homes and their
country to protect against
great precipitation to his camp beyond the Chip- have
pawa. On ihe follovvingday he abandoned his camp, foreign aggressors? As to what is said about supsthrew the greatest part of his baggage, camp equi- rior numbers of the Americans at the battle of Chip1 would
remark, that British valor was forpage, and provisions, into the Rapids; and having pawa,
set fire to Street's mills, and destroyed the bridge merly held to consist in our soldiers beating their
foes with an inferior force.
During the la. t Ameoi'C'hippawa, continued his retreat in great disorder
towards Fort Frie. My light troops, cavalry, and rican war, we used to boast that 0\E Englishman
Indians, are detached in pusuit and to harrass his could beat THREE Frenchmen at any time, though
rnreat, which I doubt not he will continue until he I confess, I did not hear much of this sort of fightreaches his own shore. The loss sustained by the ing in the late war with France.
How comes it then that we did not on this occaenemy in this severe action, cannot be estimated
at less than 1500 men, including several hundreds sion beat the Americans, when, as admitted by our
of prisoners left in our hands; his two commanding own general that we had THREE men to their
generals, Brown and Scott, are said to be wounded, FIVE, and that these three, in point of military
his whole force, which has never been rated at less skill, were superior to the whole American army
'

_
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put together? Without meaning to question the
truth of what general Drummond states, I do think
there is evidence that the British army, at or near
the scene of action, was upwards of four thousand
strong, while the enemy were under three thousand,
The Montreal papers of the 2;ld July, are just before me, in which I find it officially stated, that despatches had been received by general Drummond
from major general liiall to the 17th inst. at which
time, "the major general's collected force amounted to above four thousand, with winch it was his
at the Twelve Mile
intention to take up a
position
Creek," and in the same despatch, it is added, that
"the enemy m the afternoon of the 1.5th advanced a
strong column from Queenstown, consisting ofabout
three thousand men, with a six pounder and howitzer, and approached Fort George evidently with
-

had daily skirmishes with the enemy, always
The
to the advantage; bringing in many prisoners.
army ivas about being joined by the 89 th and De IVatrits,

General Drummond would arThe engagement took place on

the 25th, and from general Drummond's letter, it
appears that on his arrival, he "moved with the
89di, and detachments of the royal and king's, and
light company of the 41st, in all about eight hundredmen, to join major general RialPs division at th£
If we add these eight hundred to die diFalls."
vision with general Ri&ll, which as already noticed
exceeded four thousand, the whole united force under the command of general Drummond, will be to
amount on the dry of battle, to at least 5000 men. It
is no where sa)d tn&t the Americans had been rein
forced since tue 15th, when their army was esti
mated at "about three thousand." Had additiona
troops joined, previous to the 25th, our officers could
easily have ascertained this, ibr the opposing armies
were so close upon each other as to have "daily
skirmishes." To what then are we to attribute their
silence respecting a circumstance of such importance,
and which, in tne hourly expectation of a general
action, they could not fail to know would have a
considerable influence, not only in deciding the
contest, but in enabliug others afterwards to determine where the greatest merit lay? Ii it is said,
that our general detached a part of nis troops from
the main body, and marched them to some other
point, I answer, that this is a gratuitous way of

But admitting it, for argument's sake,
would then say, if the American army had ready

reasoning.
I

increased to five thousand,
clear our

commanding

posing our army,

in

it

officer

37

gave of the battle o? ChipraLwa., admitted that he had
been defeated,- attributed tins defeat to the ruperiority of the British army; and that the Americans had
from the commencement of the action, 5000 men engaged. The first and .second assertions, [ shall show
to be false, by the very document which the Courier
refers to in order to establish their truth; and the
third I shall prove to he false, by the statement of
general Drummond. It ij not admitted in the enemy's account of the battle, that they were defeated
On the contrary, that account expressly says;-—
"Notwithstanding his (general Drummond'sj immense superiority, both in numbers and position, he
(general D.) was completely defeated, and our troops
remained on the batthi ground without any interrup-

the intention of establishing their positions, to enable them to carry on their operations against this
post." In a subsequent despatch, from gencr.il Riall's head-quarters, at Twelve Mile Creek, dated
the 22d July (only three days before the battle of
Chippawa) it is said "the troops were in good spi-

teville's regiments.
rive on die 24th.

VITI.

will be impossible to
from blame, for ex-

such circumstances, to the risk

—

of being attacked and defeated by asuperiqr force.
But if it is supposed the enemy were not reinforced,
and had only three thousand men, as originally stated, general Drummond will then stand acquitted
for having reduced his force, to an equality with his
opponents. It is impossible with the clear evidence
arising out of the Montreal official accounts, for me
to entertain any other view of the subject; unless,

The

question here, let it be recollected, is
the Americans had the best of the
day; but whether the assertion of the Courier,
that the American general acknowledges he was
Instead of acknowledging
defeated, is true or false.
any such thing, he affirms to the contrary, which,
on this point at least, destroys the credit ofth.it
lying journal. As to the second point, we have the
following reasons assigned, in the American despatch, tor the retreat of the army: "As both general
Scott and general Brown had received severe wounds,
almost every chief of battalion disabled, and our men
quite exhausted, it -was thought proper to retire to
oiir encampment."
The Courier said, that it was
pretended by the enemy, they retired in consequence
of the superior forces we brought against them.
tion."

not whether

we or

—

The

have just given, shews this statement to have been as unfounded as the former. With
regard to the last particular, that the Americans,
to the amount ot 5000 men, were engaged with our
troops from the commencement of the action, either
tne Courier has stated what it knows to be false, or
quotation

I

we must charge this falsehood to the account of general Drummond.
This gallant officer says, that
the -whole force of the enemy engaged -"has never
been rated at less than five thousand." But then he
no where states, that this number of men were in action from the besinsis:..
On the contrary, after
stating, that the battle commenced at G o'clock, he
adds, "about nine there was a short intermission of
firing, during -which, it appears, the enemy was employed in bringing up tne whole of his remaining
force, and he shortly after renewed his attack with
fresh troops." Here then it is established, beyond
all doubt, that it was only a part of the American
army that engaged a part of our's, duing the first
It was not until after a
three hours of the contest.
pause in the operations, and after both armies had
received an addition of fresh troops, tnat the action
was renewed, in which the whole ibrce pf the Americans were brought into the neld. The Courier,
however, challenges tiie veracity of general Drummond, and, in opposition to the Gazette, boldly asserts the facts to be, that the Americans "had more
than 5000 men, whilst we had, for the first three
hours, no more than 1600!" Such is the way in which
our vile presses sport with truth, and mock the willing dupes of their own credulity.
Faorc codrett's

weekly register

Summary

indeed, I give up my judgment altogetner, and take
the Courier, or some such servile and prostituted

America* war.—We

of

October

1.

of Politics.

have now the Gazette account of the battle of Chippawa, and also the Amejournal, for my guide.
This brings me to make a few remarks on s
rican account of that memorable and
important con•statements respecting this subject, which appeared test. I guessed our force at about three or four
in the Courier of Wednesday. It was there said, thousand men; and it
appears now that it did not
that the American officer, in the account ^which he; amount to theee thousand, out of which we lost in
|
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wounded, and

prisoner?, 878!

VHI.

The Ameri- These

cans say, that their farce was inferior to ours. They
state that they have eighteen ot our officers prisoners;
and their account agrees with ours as to the numbers
Our Gazette says that
that they took in the battle.
But, why
v c took "several hundreds of prisoners"
have we no detail? Why no detail list of what we
have captured? Surely, several hundreds are soon
counted. A thousand sheep, spread over a field, are
counted in ten minutes. These omissions look susIt is certain, however, that the Americans
picious.
t!id retreat v/iih the prisoners they had made, and

are the facts that are now
proved to us; these
are the natural consequences of battles, such as thafC
of -Chippawa. It has been stated in the
newspapers^
that admiral Cochrane has taken
Baltimohk, the capital of Maryland; that Stonington has been demolished; that we are about to attack New London;
and, therefore, says the writer, Jonathan must loo^
sharb about him. Baltimore is
hardly taken, and
will,- I dare say, never be taken, without a most
contest
But, supposing, it to be so: for
bloody
our ships of great s;2e can go
quite up to the city,
unless prevented by batteries on shore.
Suppose
the fact to be' true, how are we to maintain that

to contend with a most gallant enemy
pc'were the battles of Napoleon, and brave sition? And, if we could maintain it for a year, how
much
nearer
even
are
that
we
to
our
not
believe
I
he,
as were his soldiers,
do
object? Baltimore is exthe greatest warrior'that ever lived, can produce, posed to our attacks from its vicinity to the sea, and
from
the
mainwell
immense
so
river
a
contest
that
of
an
instance
from his wars,
opens the way to us to
so reach it
But what is that place, cr even all the
tained, or in proportion to the numbers engaged,
Our own account tells state of Maryland, when we are talking of this
bloody, as this of Chippawa.

that they

had

Numerous

as

command was' severely -wounded, great republic, inhabited by free men resolved to
command severely -wounded and taken defend their coiintry? From the first., it was allowed
that we should do immense
ar.d, when we came to see the American by me,
mischief; that
we find, that their first and second in com- we might bum many villages, towns, and cities,

us, that our^r*; in

our second
prisoner;

account,

in

so severely wounded, that neither
was able to write, or to dictate a dispatch to the government several days after the* battle. Yet we
the Afind, that this little band of raw troops,' (as
mericans must be) though really left without heads
to direct them, took off the cannon and the prisoners
that they had captured during the engagement. It
appears "from general Drummond's account, that the
cannon of the two armies were run up to each others'
muzzles; that the fight was so very close, and the

mand were both

confusion so great, that the Americans, in one instance, put their horses into the limbers (or shafts)
of our cannon, instead of the shafts of their own;
and that the Americans cut dotvn our artillerymen
from the very sides of our guns. The Morning Chronicle expresses- its great satisfaction, that the expe'

Ame

dition has, at last, sailed from Portsmouth to
i'ew more battles like that of Chippawa,
1 ica.
would cause this organ of the whigs to change its
As I said before, it does appear, that the
tone.

A

Americans, after the battle, retired some miles; and
so does an army very often, when it has been sucHow many victories, good God! did we
cessful.
win in Portugal and Spain, without stopping an
hour on 'the field of battle, but retreating from it
with all possible speed? Did we not win a most
glorious victory atGoiunna: and did we not instantly
embark, in the utmost confusion, leaving the town
to the beaten eneifeyJ F>id we not win a still more
glorious victory at Talavera, which earned the
winner a title? and yetj did we not leave even our
o~m wounded to the humanity of Napoleon's gallant
army? Now, the Americans, though they retired,
they retired with our second in command, and a
great many other prisoners. Why, therefore, may
they not, in fact, have been the victors, if we were
the vie ors at Corunna and Talavera? But, it is of
little consequence Who really gained the victory
The important fact is, that we have now got an ene-

—

my, who

fights as bravely as ourselves.

.For

some

destroy mills and manufactories, and lay waste lands
upon the coast, to the great loss and distress of nu-

merous individuals. But, at the same time, I anticipated that these acts would only tend to unite the;
Americans, and, in the end, produce sucli a hatred against us, as would not only render final success' impossible, but as would tend to shut us out
from ail future connection and intercourse with that
great and fertile region. There' seemed to be wanting just such a \var as this to complete the separation of England from America; and to make the latter feel, that she had no
safety against the former,
but in the arms of her free citizens.
were toldj
as the reader will recollect, that' the Eastern states
in
case
of
would,
war, separate themselves from
the re^t of the union, and
join themselves to us.
But, it now appears, that our first grand stroke of
destruction was given in these our favorite states
Stonington, we are told, is demolished; and J\ew
London is, we are told, about to share the same
fate.
These places lie in our favorite state of Connecticut, in trie midst of the eastern states, who
were to join us against their own
republican government! This fact is, of itself, sufficient to overset all
the stories about a separation of these states. These
states now see what
they have to expect at our hands;
and, indeed, they did not want to see their towns
destroyed, in order to be convinced that their safety
lay in their firm obedience to tiie union, and in the
resolution to stand by their own
government. It is,
i
suppose, intended to batter them into a separation;
but, who is fool enough to believe, that such a mode
will succeed with such a
people? The demolition of
Stonington will, in all probability, render the name
of England so hateful to our favorite
states, that no
man will dare to raise his breath in defence of her
conduct
It' we had confined our land war to Canada, it is possible, that Mr. Madison might have
found it very difficult to make the
people see how
the}' were interested in the contest; but the moment

We

—
~

time the Americans cut no figure on land. They we shewed our design of carrying fire and sword
jtow have proved to us, that they only wanted time along the whole coast- of the United States, that moto acquire a little discipline.
They have now pro- mem we bound the whole of the people up like the
ved to us, what they are made of; that they are the bundle of sticks, described in the fable; especially,
same sort of men as those who captured whole ar- as the manifestation of this design was accompaniiiiies under Burgoyne and Cornwallis; that they are ed, on the part of almost the whole of our
public,
r either to be frightened nor seduced; and that, if prints, with the open declaration, that it was ne"we should beat them at last, we cannot expect to cessary, now that we had the opportunity to subjudo it without expending three or four hundred mil- gate America, to counter-revolutionise her, to deslions of money, keeping up all our present taxes, and troy her government, to reduce her to her former
state of dependence on us.
It is of great importJw&diEg to their amount, or imposing r.ew t-ixcs»—
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mind, not only these declarawhen they began to be made,
While the duration of the power of Napoleon was
not doubted; as long" as there appeared to be no
prospect bf seeing- him put down, a sort of ambigibus language was held as to the object of the war
\\
ill America.
Mr. Madison was accused with bea friend to Napoleon; lie and Ins countrymen
in;;were abused; but nothing was distinctly said as to
As the affairs of Napoleon
the object of the waf.
grew'gloomy, our prints from time to time, grew
the Amehigh in their language as to the object of
ancc, that

bear

in

1

tions, but also the time,

i

VIII.

29

absolute necessity of union and of exertion- unless
they were disposed to become again dependant upon England; unless, in short, they were disposed to
become again royal provinces, governed by the sons
of the nobility of
England. The time chosen by our
prints for the making of those undisguised declarations was very suspicious.
It was the moment when
France, Spain, and Holland, were put into a state

which rendered it
menca. It was at
from all enemies;
Europe was in our

impossible for them to assist Athe moment when we were freed
when all the maritime force of
hands.
It was, in short,
theirs;

when Napoleon was actually put seemingly fair opportunity for subjugating America
down, they threw off all reserve, and, in the most that had been offered us since the conclusion of the
rican contest;and,

distinct terms with an air of official authority, they ,'lmerican war,- and this opportunity the language of
informed us, 'we were not to lay down our arms, till these prints must have lead the Americans to bewe had effected, iri America, what had been ejected lieve was about to be taken for the purpose of exe-

France. The government, we are told, was to
be done away. Mr. Madison was to be deponed, as
Napoleon had been. Our army, then in France,
were to do in America what they had just done in
France. That is to say, they were "to deliver the
Americans from an oppressive usurpation, and restore them to their former happy connection with a
paternal government." These declarations were, at
the period I allude, daily made in the Times and the
Courier.
Nay, it is only a few days ago, that the
Times newspaper, in expressing its regret, that the
sovereign prince of the Netherlands, had sent an
ambassador to America, observed, that, if he had
stopped for a few months, he might have been spared
the disgrace of sending an ambassador to such people as James Madison and his party. Let it further be borne in mind, that, soon after the deposing of Napoleon, there having been a debate, in the
house of commons, relative to the reduction of the
navy, there was published in the newspapers of the
next day, a paragraph, purporting to be the report
of a speech of Sir Joseph l'orke, one of the lords of
the admiralty, in which paragraph, it was stated,
that, though Napoleon was deposed, wo could not
yet disarm to any great extent, seeing- that there was
Mr. Jiladisonyrt to depose. The newspapers have,
in

ever since, held the same language. They have,
since the deposition of Napoleon, wholly left out of
sight the original ground of the war. Nay, they

In the year 1794, or 5, a Mr.
Iiutledgc, who was a judge in South Carolina, made
a speech, in which he besought his country to join
itself with the republic of" France in a mortal war

cuting the project.

"She will," said he, "never foragainst England.
give us for our success against her, and far our having established a tree constitution. Let us, theretore, while sheis down, seizener by the throat, strangle her, deliver the world of her tyranny, and thus
confer on mankind the greatest of blessings."
As
nearly as I can recollect them, these were his very
words. I am sure that I have the ideas correct. I
and many more cried aloud against the b.irbarity of
such sentiments. They were condemned in speeches and pamphlets innumerable.
But have we not
reason to fear, that the present language of our newspapers may make the Americans think that Mr.
Rvltledge was right, and make them regret that they
did not join the republic of France in the war? If
tncy had taken Hi at step in the yea? 1795, the republic of France might still have been in existence,
and the situation of all Europe very different indeed
from what it now is. The English party, the love
of peace, and the profits of peace, were too powerful
in the United States for those who thought with Mr.
Rutledge. Much was said about principles; but it
was the love of the profits of peace which prevailed
over every other consideration. The Americans
have now seen enough to convince them, that it
would have been their soundest policy to have taken

pretend to have no ground at all. But insist, that,
we now have the opportunity- as we have a fleet one side or ifie other, long ago. What tiiey wished
afloat, and a disciplined army, that we know hot for was, peace and commerce with all the world; but
what to do with', we ought, while the occasion of- they have now found, that, to enjoy some peace, they
fers, to re-conquer America, or, at least, to despoil must be prepared to have some v, ar, and that to enher in such a way, that she shall never again be able joy independence and freedom, they must make
to show her nose upon the sea.
They have pub- themselves respected in arms. If the war should
lished a list of the American navy; and havy observ- end Without our doing something, approaching very
ed upon it, that if America be not now cut up; if nearly to the subjugation of America, it will prove
she be not now, while France, Spain, and Holland, a most calamitous war to us. Because It will have
are unable to assist her; if she be not now crippled added immensely to our debt; it will have left us
past recovery; if she be now suffered to have peace; horribly exhausted; it will have given France a
if, in short, she be not now destroyed, it is fearful time of peace and economy wherein to recover her
to think of the degree of naval power at which she wonted means of meeting us by land or by sea; it
may arrive in the course often or a dozen years of will have made the Americans both a military and a.
uninterrupted prosperity, having had a proof of naval nation; it will have given to these two nations
What her seamen are capable of performing. That the most powerful motives to a close connection,
1 have here not overcharged, nor, in the smallest de- dictated by their mutual wants and safety; it will
gree, misrepresented the language of these prints, have rendered America not only completely indeevery reader will allow; and, indeed, I must confess, pendent of us as to manufactures, but will have imthey spoke very nearly the language of the whole planted in the bosom of her people a hatred against
nation.
How the people of America, from whon us never to be removed or molified. If, indeed, we
nothing can be kept secret, have received this Ian were to subjugate America, to make the states again
guage, I know not; but, if I were to judge of their our colonies; or were, at least, to destroy all lie:*
feelings by what I know to be their character, I should ships of war; raze all her fortifications; stipulate
suppose that it must have filled them with indigna- with her never again to make a cannon, a bail, or a
tion, if, indeed, that feeling did not give way to that pound of powder: to place in our hands, as guaof contempt. They must, however, have seen, the rantees all her
principal seaports and 'all the mouths

as

r
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of her rivers; and to abstain from every sort of manufacture in the country. If we were to accomplish
either of these, we might have little to apprehend
as the consequence of a five or six years war against
America. But, if we accomplish neither, how will
the case stand? Why thus: she will, single handed,
have carried on a war against us. She will have,
through the world, the reputation of having been
able, alone, to beat England: for, to defend herself
Other naagainst us is, in such a case, to beat us.
tions, sore at the sight of our predominance on the
sea, will look up to America as to a balance against
us.
They will naturally seek a connection with a
country, offering innumerable sources of beneficial
1

likes to

have

something

left to

be supplied by him-

leave the reader to
give to these arguments
such an answer, as, after some minutes of sober reflection, his mind may suggest.
Before I conclude,
however, I must repeat what
I have before
said, as to the dilemma in which we
are placed. It is
very certain, that America, at
peace, in the enjoyment of such perfect
freedom,
and such great superiority under a
republican government, the very head of which does' not receive
I

self,

above

five thousand
pounds a year, and having no
established church, and no use for
hangmen; ft is
certain, that America, presenting this picture to
the world,
and would
alive the

might,

keep

spirit

intercourse.
She, whose products are so abundant, ofjacobinism in Europe; and that spirit might in a
and so much in request all over the world, and who few years, produce very serious consequences. But
holds out such great advantages to every man of on the other hand, to prevent her from
presenting
enterprise, will have all the world, England ex this dangerous picture to the world, we must keep
cepted, for her fi iends. No nation will envy or hate up all our present taxes, and perhaps,' continue to make
her but England; because, to every other nation, the loans. This is the dilemma, the grand dilemma, in
increase of her population, her produce, her com- which we are at present placed, and out of
which,
merce, and her naval power, must be advantageous. I must confess, I do not see how we arc to get, unless
we
She may, and she doubtless will, suffer much in
were, as the Times supposes we shall, to
this war.
Many of her towns will be knocked down; finish this insolent republic in the space of "afein,
months"
of
be
her
will
thousands
people
greatly injured.

—

she keep on launching ships of war, as she
is doing at present, she may have a score of ships of
the line and forty frigates, at the £nd of six years
war, manned with such officers and sailors, us those
whom we have already seen afloat, and to whom we
have had the inexpressible mortification to see many
English ships strike their hags, after contests the
most desperate and blood;/. If this were to be the
effect of tliis war of drubbing, how should we have
to curse those malicious writers, who, for so many
months, have been laboring to cause this nation to
believe, that it will only be a holiday undertaking
to drub, to humble, and to subdue the American nation! I am aware, that there is a description of men
in this country, who say, that, even with all these
even probable, evils before us, wc
possible, and

But

if

have undertaken, and ought now to proceed
with the war. "Because," say these men, "even if
these evils should come with the war, they would
all, or at least the worst of them, come without it.
Not to have undertaken the war, or to put a stop to
it now, would have been, and would now be, to
leave the Americans in possession of the naval reputation they have acquired, in possession of all the
means of augmenting their naval f n-ce, and, what
i
of still more consequence, in the enjoyment of:
real Freedom, and of happiness unparalleled, under
a republican government, at once an example ami an
assylum to all the disloyal of every country in EuLeaving her thus, she must, in the present
rope.
State of men's minds, prove the destruction of all
kingly government, and of every hierarchy in the
world. Therefore, even failure in the war is no objection to persevering in it, seeing that the worst
that can arise out of the war, mjtst arise out of suffering this republic to enjoy peace, especially with
the reputation that she has acquired on that element,
the absolute dominion of which we have so long

ought

to

;

rnox cobdett's hegister, September

26.

American Navy.

—

Mh. Cobbett

The very clear illustration, which
you have given, of the original ground of the Wai
with the .United States of America, and the convincing manner in which you have shown, that these
grounds have ceased to exist, is highly creditable
to your talents, and to
your character as a public writer.
You cannot, however, but bo aware,
that in the present state of our
corrupt press, little
is to be
expected from your patriotic and disinterested exertions.

good

Instead of our writers on the American war meeting the question, as they ought, and as you have so
candidly done, they seem to vie with each other in.
rendering it obscure, and in endeavoring to fix the
stigma of the war upon Americans, which is so very
plain, can be fixed no where but upon ourselves.

Thus, by confounding facts, and bewildering the
minds of their readers, they succeed in
gaining
their approbation of measures, which, were the
truth told, they would condemn; and in
rousing public indignation
against a people who have sprung
the
same
from
stock as ourselves; and whom every
consideration of policy and justice ought to lead us
to respect as brethren.
These effects are certainly
deplorable; but they are the result of a credulity
that

seems to be interwoven with the composition

of our countrymen, and for which

am afraid, there
this credulous disposition, there is a
strong predelictiort in
the public mind to regard the success of the enemy,
if not defeats, as of no
consequence whatever, while
is

no effectual remedy.

I

Combined with

every partial advantage we obtain, is magnified, into
a splendid and glorious victory, and every predatory
claimed. When there is, at least, a possibility of landing on their coasts, as almost decisive of the fate
destroying this republic by war, and no possibility of of the entire continent of America? The Courier
avoiding destruction from her without war, reason of Monday last, for example, contains the following
insolent gasconade: "whilst, our
says, gj or; with the -war."
army is distinguish-

know

that there are many that argue thus, behave heard them argue thus. And, I must
confess, that, if I could bring myself to their feel"
ings as to the consequences which they dread, I
should be bound to say, that their arguments were
unanswerable. As the matter stands, I could, I
think, give a satisfactory answer; but, as every one
I

cause

I

ing itself by such brilliant successes in Canada, our
navy keeps every port in the United States in a state
sail up rivers, take
of alarm and confusion.
towns, destroy magazines, and advance to within
twenty miles of the American capital. This is as it
should be, "we owe it," as we said on Friday, not

We

only to ou^eelvcs but to posterity, in the war/>r»-
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xiokedby America, and engaged in for the most unher
purposes, to make such an impression upon
tears as shall curb her desire of aggrandizement and
In this short exconquest for many years to come."
tract, there are no less than three distinct falsehoods,
It was
as to the causes of the war with America.
not provoked by the American government, but by
us.
It was not entered into on their part for unjust
of its
purposes, hut to vindicate the personal rights
It is not from a desire of aggrandizement
citizens.
and conquest \hat the Americans prosecute the war,
hut to resist the attempts now made (after the orijust

VIII.

at

why does the Times indulge

itself in declamations
about the distribution of our arm", when the disposal
of our navy, and the little it has accomplished against America, presents so wide a field for animadHave our brave Tars done enough for
version?
that they are now to be laid aside? Or rather,
glory,
has not the influence and importance of those who
conduct the affairs of this essential department of
our national defence been superceded by that of the
army? Which ever of these may be the cause of our
naval inaction, itis galling to think of the numerous
losses the country is every day sustaining, through
the activity and daring of the Americans. A list of
captures made out at Lloyd's list, up to the begining of tins month, makes the number of our vessels
taken by the enemy, amount to ONE THOUSAND

to comginal grounds of war have ceased to exist)
a portion of territory in
pel the relinquishment of
our favor, Which never before was the subject of
As to our navy keeping the ports of the
contention.
NINE.
United States in a state of alarm and confusion, lam
HUNDBED,
In the month of August alone, no less than one
But I have yet to
not disposed to question this.
But it is not caplearn that we have either "taken towns or destroyed hundred and jive were captured.
and demagazines" belonging to the enemy. At least, if turing merely, that is the most vexatious
we have done more in this way than holding out grading part of the business. The greatest pait of
threats, I should like to have some better evidence these vessels have been taken in sight of our own
of the fact than the statement of the Courier. It is ports, by an enemy over whom the Courier exults,
I recollect
of an attempt, on the that "our
keeps every port in the United States

TWO

navy

something

true,

AND FORTY

it not be
part of sir John Warren, to take possession of C ra- in a state of alarm and confusion." Would
itself in
il
ey island. But here, if the Americans did not de- wiser if that navy, inst«ad of employing
feat our purpose, they were indebted for their good alarming the old women and children on the coast
fortune to the stupidity of the planners of the at- of America, and burning their houses, were to return
tack, who found it necessary to relinquish it after home and protect our own coasts and commerce from
our troops were in the boats, in consequence of the an evil ten times more faUl to us than all the injury
Want of water to carry them in shore a circum- we can ever do in that predatory warfare?
This is not that sort of glory to which British
stance as capable of being ascertained before as afThe Fails of Niagara, has all the tars used to be accustomed. A Nelson and a Cochter the attempt.
appearance of a drawn contest, in which neither of rane, sought out, fought and vanquished the enemy.
seem to shun the contest, or if we do engage in
the parties had any great advantage over the other.
When the American account of this battle arrives, it, such is the torpid state to which our gallant tars
it will then be seen how far my opinion is correct. have been reduced, by long neglect and discourageMeanwhile though the Cornier seems to he fully sa- ment, that the Americans have almost universally
It has been attempted to account
tisfied with these great and glorious achievements, I been the victors.
perceive that the Times newspaper does not feel for these decided advantages, by stating, that the
were
longer, and carried more guns
quite so easy on the subject
enemy's vessels
of this morning there is the following desponding than our's. Formerly, the courage of our seamen
paragraph: "We must own that we had hoped, ere used always to consist, in their beating an enemy
of metal it is
this, to have had to record victories obtained in A
superior both in number and weight
merica at. a less expense of blood. It is not economy not, however, the fact, that our vessels have ahoays
in war, it is cruelty, to keep back the force which been inferior in point of strength to the Americans.
would render opposition vain. It is a wanton waste This will appear quite evident from the following
of valuable lives, to take the field with an inferior statement of the relative strength of the different
army, when we have it in our power to display an ships of war taken by the Americans and by us since
Irresistable superiority.
From the moment of the the commencement of hostilities, and the number of"
treaty of peace, it has been a matter of astonish- guns carried at the time by the captors, and the
ment to the public in general, what could havejbre- captured:
vented the immediate transportation of our victorious
The ships of war taken from us stand thus:
When
troops at once from Bordeaux to America"
Frigate Java, rated 38, mounting 49, takes by the
this servile tool of a party professes to be so very
Constitution, rated 44, mounting 52.
as
arto
the
reason
lord
ignorant,
Wellington's
why
Macedonian, rated 38, mounting 49, ta"
Frigate
off for America, he
my was not immediately-ii shipped
,
.v
i x „ i * i
t
-i
„Z>™ ,„i„,
a f„,„ f all that
„ f ken by theLmted Stoies, rated 44, mounting 52.
to nave
seems
about
fie
lately
said,
forgot
die necessity of our keeping a large army in BelgiFrigate Guerriere, rated 38, mounting 49, taker,
um, in order to support the claims of our dear ally, by the Constitution, rated 44, mounting 52.
the prince of Orange, to that country. It was that
Sloop of war Frolic, rated 18, mounting 24, taken
measure alor.e that paralized our efforts against the by the Wasp, rated 18, mounting 20.
Americans, and until ministers give up their views
Sloop of war Peacock, rated 18, mounting 20, ta^
as to continental arrangements, or these matters be ken
by the Hornet, rated 18, mounting 20.
finally adjusted, it is in vain to expect a vigorous
Sloop of war Epervier, rated 18, mounting 22, taprosecution of the war on the American soil. But ken by the Peacock. rated 18, mounting 22.
then, we have a navy, yes, & formidable navy, consistSloop of war Reindeer, rated 13, mounting 20, ta
ing of a thousand ships of war. A navy, by which ken by the Wasp, rated 18, mounting 22
we have actually annihilated the fleets of France,
taken
Sloop of war Avon, rated 18, mounting 20,
Holland, Spain and Denmark, and rendered all other by the Wasp, rated 18 mounting 22.
states
in a manner tributary to our victoGun brig Boxer, rated 14, mounting 16, taken bj
European
rious flag.
Why does not the Courier boast of the the Enterprise, rated 11, mounting 16.
done
Gun brig Dominica, rated 10, mounting 17, take.
mighty things
against the American navy,
which is but in its infancy, by so tremendous a fore? ' by the Decatur,
(privateer) moutning 7.
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Gun brig Bellahoe, rated 8 mounting 10, taken by
the Perry, (privateer) mounting- 5.
Six sail of vessels on lake Erie, under the command of captain Barclay, mounting' 63, taken by a
squadron under commodore Perry.

The following captures made by us:
taFrigate Chesapeake, rating 36, mounting 48,
ken by the Shannon, rated 38, mounting 49.
Sloop of war Argus, rated 16, mounting 20, taken by the Pelican, rated 18, mounting 22.
Frigate Essex, rated '32, mounting 44, taken by
the Phoebe, rated 36, mounting 49, and the Cherab,
rated 20, mounting 28, both rated 56, mounted 77All the vessels taken by us from America, appears, from the above statement, to have carried
fewer guns than the captors. Several of those taken
from us were superior in this respect to the Americans who took them; and although those captured
by the latter were not all of that description, yet, if
we calculate the number of guns actually mounted
at the time of engaging by all the vessels put together, it will appear that our ships of war carried in
the aggregate, 512, while those of the enemy had
only 466, making a difference of 46 guns less on
board the Americans.
The above facts speak volumes; they shew the
shameful and gross imposition of amusing the public with accounts of great successes, said to be obtained by our army in America, while an entire si.

kept up as to our disasters at sea; they refute the ungenerous and invidious charges brought
against the Americans, that they owe their naval
Victories to the superior number of guns carried by
their ships of war; and they overthrow the assertion,
which has been so often made, that our commerce
is sufficiently protected by a judicious disposal of
our navy. If these facts, relative to our maritime
war with America, have become so clear and domonlence is

strable, it will be nothing surprising, considering
how much our rulers occupy themselves with Euaffairs on the continent, should our American
troops be ultimately compelled to retire from the
contest, with equal disgrace and humiliation. lam,
your constant reader.

ropean

NAUT1CUS.

JDeptford, September 21, 1814.

FROM COBBETt's WEEKLY REGISTER, OF SEPTEMBER 24.
American war. The following account of a bat-

—

and of a victory, on our part, gained over the
Americans, is, perhaps, the most curious of any that
ever was published, even in this enlightened Lancaster school country. Before I insert it, let me
tle,

observe, that the scene of action lies in the heart of
Canada, though from the accounts that we have
had, any one, not armed againt the system of deception thatprevails here, must have supposed, that
there was not a single American remaining in Canada. The victory in question is said to have been
gained near the famous Falls of Niagara; and, we
shall now see what sort of'victory it was, according
to the account of the commander himself, and whicn
account will become a subject of remark, after I
have inserted it.
[Here he inserts the British official account of the
battle of the 25th July, in which they admit a loss
of killed 84, wounded 559, missing 193, prisoners

Total 878.]
Was I not right, reader, in calling this a curious
account? Did you ever before hear, except from the
mouths or pens of some of our own commanders, of
a victory of this sort before? It is a fault which I always have to point out in our histories of battles,
that we never begin, as the historians of all other
42.

VIII

countries do, by
stating the strength of the arnntc
on both sides. We are left here to
guess at the
force in the field. We are not told what was even
our own strength on the occasion. If we had been
furnished with this information, we should hava
been able to judge pretty correctly of the nature of
the combat, and of the merits of the two armics.-Jl
When we find that there has been a total loss of
8~8 men, including a vast proportion of
officers, we
must conclude that the "drubbing" has not been on
the Americans only; for the
tinder
army
general
Drummond did not, in all probability, amount to
more than three ovfour* thousand men! There appears
to have been only four battalions
of regulars engaged)
which would hardly surpass 2000 men. What the
militia might have amounted to I cannot tell; but, as
far as I am able to
judge from the account, / should
suppose that we must have lost, on this occasion,
one man out of every five; so that this is a sort of vie*
tory that is very costly, at any rate.
But, except in
victories of this kind, who ever heard before of such
numbers of missing and prisoners on the part of the
victors? When armies are defeated^ they have, generally, pretty long lists of missing and prisoners; but,
when they gain a victory, and, of course, remain
masters of the spot on which the battle has
taken place, how odd it is to hear that they
have so many people taken and lost, the latter of
whom they can give no account of! And, especially,
how odd it is, that so many of these taken and lojt
persons should be officers, arid officers of Very high
rank too! Never, surelv, was there before a victory
attended with circumstances so much resembling
the usual circumstances of a defeat. The commander severely wounded; the second in command
severely wounded, and made prisoner into the bargain; the aid-de-camp to the commander made prisoner; several colonels and lieutenant colonels wounded; a great number of officers and men missing and
made prisoners. IT such be the marks of a victory
gained over the Americans, I wonder what will be
the marks of a defeat, if unhappily, we should chance
to experience a defeat? At any rate, taking the
matter in the most favorable light, what a bloody
battle thii must have been! To be sure that is a consideration of little weight with the enemies of freedom, who would gladly see half England put to
death, if they could thereby have their desire of
exterminating freedom in America gratified. But
The battle has not been merely bloothis is not all.
dy, but it lias afforded a proof of the determined
courage of the American army, and leads us to believe, that, if we persevere, the contest will be
long as well as bloody; and it is the length of the
contest that we haveto fear. The malignantwise man
who writes in the Times newspaper, expresses great
sorrow that the "heroes of Toulouse" were not arrived in Canada previous to the late victory. But what
could they have done more than to render the "success
of'our arms complete?" And this we are told was the
case without their assistance. The same writer, in the
same paper, complains of the sovereign of Holland
for sending an ambassador to Mr. Madison; and observes, that, if he had waited :\fevj months, lie might
have been spared the humiliation of sending an embassy to Madison and his set. Hence it would appear, that this wise man gives our fleets and armies
but "a few months" to conquer America. It was
thus that thesame sort ot men talked in the memorable times of Br.rgoyne and Cornwaliis. But, in
those times, America had not a population of two
millions; she had no government; tne greater part

of her sea-ports were in our hands; we had a fourth
the rest were with'm +
part of the people for us; and
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money, and almost without cloathing and arms.
shall not deny that \vc (nay, by the
expenditure of
;:&> or three hundred millions of
moneys do the Amedare say, that we
ricans » great deal of mischief.
shall burn Some of their towns, and drive some thousands of women and children back from the coast
-But, in the mean while, America will be building
1

WC have been
backward
ii<s.

Hut

in
it

speaking.

They

-

VIII.

-»

are not, in general

doing justice to our u inners of
is useless to
say much about it.

\

icto

Time

will unfold the trutl^ and, according to all
appearance, wo shall have time enough to learn all about

the events, as well as the effects, of the war against
the republicans of America.
It is
strange, that we
an-! sending out
he gaining experi? have no account of the exact numbers of the prisonships,' she will
'"nee in the arts and practice of war; she will be ers that we ourselves have made.
If any officer.; had
pushing: on her domestic trade and manufactures? been taken by us, would they not have been named?
she will he harrassing our commerce to death; and And if we have taken no officers, while the Amemr taxes will be, encreasing, and annual loans must ricans have taken so many of ours, what manner of
1

he made.

It is
provoking to be sure, but it re- victory is this!
that we must leave the Americans in the
enjoyment of their rail liberty, in the enjoyment of rnoM cobbett's
freedom which is w« sham} must he content to see
their country the: as'yhimef all those in
who
si ill

ally

is so;

webkx* register

or octoher

3.

Europe

will not brook oppression; we must be content to see
Summary of Politics.
America an example to every people, who are imAxejiicax ww. The expedition against the Cit<r
or (dreadful al- uf Washington, or, rather the result of it, has
patient under despotism, or
proternative) wc must be content jo pay all our present duced, in this country, the effect which might have
and
to
have
"The
new ones added to tliem! Nay, naturally been expected.
Yankees are done
taxes,

—

after having, for several
year's,

made

these

new

sons, who were so eager for giving the "Yankees a
hearty drubbing," ask why this is not done? They
are already impatient for the conclusion, before the
beginning has well taken place. They ask why the
heroes of Toulouse were not at the Lite victory?—
Kow unreasonable this is! Just as if the government
could convey them in a balloon! Besides, were those
heroes to have no time for repose? Were they to be
set on the moment they had been taken off The go1

r

vernment, to do it justice, have lost no time. They
have sent out men as fast as they could sret them
But it requires tOns to transport men, and
ready.
guns, and horse;, and oats, and hay, and straw, to
America; to say nothing about bread, and beef, and
pork, and butter, and pease, and rice. Nay, we see
that they had to send out the timber for ships to
Canada, where, one would have supposed, that there
was -wood enough at any rate. If we were to get
possession of NeW-Vorfc, I shouid not be at all surprised to hear that the ministers were sending/?/e£
thither for the cooking of the men's victuals.
This
is
very different from what was seen in Portugal,
Spain, and France. We shall find no partizans in
America; and especially shaJl we find nobody to take
unarms in our cause. All must go from this country.
It is a war of- enormous
expense; and we must expect to pay that expense. If it comes to a close in
seven years, I shall think that we have very good
luck.
The troops that are going out now, and who
have beer, held in readiness to go ont for so long a
time, will hardly be able to pull a trigger before
next June. By that time the Americans will have
half a million of men, and FRUK men too, in arms:
and who is to subdue half a million of men, armed
for the defence of their freedom and their homes'
How did the people of France as long as the Sound
Df freedom cheered their hearts, drive back, hunt,
and lash their invaders. And, have the Americans
less courage, or less
activity, than the French^ How
silly is it, then, to expect to conquer America in
"a few months!" It is a little strange that the government have published no Extraordinary Gazette,
jiving an account of the great "victory," of which
Scpftiigurt to vol VIII.
.

Their Metropolis has been taken.' Thev ran
away at the sight of our troops! Mr. Madison and
his government have decamp eel! The states are left

sa- for!

cause of "regular government, social
order, and our holy religion," it may, possibly, hagteen, at last, that America will remain unhurt: that,
having been compelled to learn the art of war, she
may become more formidable than ever; and that,
in the end, her feels, in the space of ten
years, may
dispute with ours that trident, which we now claim
as our exclusive property.
we
do
hear perAlready
crifices in the

.'CI

1

without rulers! The 'ill-organized association,' savs
the Times newspaper, 'is on the eve of dissolution;'
and the world is speedily to be delivered of the mischievous example of the existence of a government
ftnlnded on democratic rebellion." Tims says the
Times, and thus says a vast majority of this taxed
nation.
This was to be expected. The name of
The people here were sure
metropolis was enough.
to look upon it as the London of America; and, of
course, to conclude that America was subdued, or
very nearly subdued. This is, too, the notion held
forth by the newspapers; and, in fact, it universally
Now the truth is, that the city of Washprevails.
ington is no city at all, except in name. It was begun to be built only about sixteen years ago. The
congress has not met at it above ten or twelve years.
It was built by a sort of lottery, the shares of which
fell, at onetime, to less than 10 per cent, of their
The lottery was drawn; the prizes were not
cost.
I do not, indeed, know what
paid.
may have been

done since I left the country; but, at that time, it
was the general opinion, that it never would be a
place of any consideration, though the law compelled the congress to meet there.
"Wherever the
king is, there is the ceurt" but, the republican government of America, though they may have had the
puerile pride of erecting a capi&jl and a. president's
palace, could not make a city, which implies a numerous population and great wealth. But our officers, naval as well as military, appear to have
perceived what would hit the taste of war-loving
Johnny Bull, johnny, who lias no doubt of his Intring conquered France, would, of course, be delighted at the prospect of conquering America, towards
which he would necessarily look on the capture of

Washington as an almost last step; and, indeed, I
heard some people, usually very sensible, say, upon
the receipt of the news, "Thank God, we shall no-j>
have peace, and have the income ia r taken off." What
hi the eye of common sense, is the event of which
we have made such boasting? We have, with an
enormously superior naval force, ascended a very
capacious bay in America, to the distance of about
We have lauded an army; we have resixty miles.
pulsed the militia of superior numbers (as we say;")
we have entered a straggling town of wooden buildings, which our own newspapers had told us the
Americans themselves had acknowledged to be dean ^
fenceless, we have set fire to sever4. holdings
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(thrnk God) burnt the presi- [seems to have been marked with nearly all the chaSir Peter'
idiculously grand rac eristics of the "brilliant dash" itself.
scaler called the capital, where thelegislature of'thejl >rker, with his ship's company and marines, go
ii
and
arch
of
a
Union" held its sittings; we Lave then retreated
parcel of militia in a -.uood. The readwe have er m.v no:, perhaps, be aware, that there is no sort
regained cur shins with suc'i haste, that
of
our
of
leave
or
:
resemblance
between the American and tne Engbeen compelled to
dead, and many
These militia in America receive no
•waundetl officers, as well a men, to the mercy of an lish militia.
our newspapers call unprincipled, i-'\ no chaining, no ar;ns, from the government
ehenii/, whom
cowardly, and cruel. This is what the Morning Every man goes out in lus own ordinary arrav, and
Chronicle calls one of the most "gallant dashes" of carries his own arms and accoutrements. NinetyThis is styled success. This is a victory nine times out of a hundred be fhidihis own powthe war.
This is to induce the Americans to go der and bull. Inshoit, it was a body of the people,
to boat* of.
down upon their knees, and solicit peace on any voluntarily assembled, and acknowledging no supe; eras!
Why did our army not remain at Washington? rior not of their own electing; this was the sort of
When the. French got to Berlin, Vienna, Naples, force, against whom sir Peter Parker marched.

some

ships;

we have

dent's palace,

and a

building- on

|

—

,

—

Hanover, Madrid, Amsterdam, they remained in
them as long as the}' pleased. When they got to
Moscow even, they remained for some weeks. R.it
we capture the metropolis of America, and we deset off in such has,te, that we
camp instantly.
ieave behind us many of those who have been -wounded in the enterprise.
Oh! read:: '.how has Napoleon been abused for
Itaving behind him his sick and wounded, when he
retreated from Russia! and yet we can extol the
bravery and wisdom of those who, in our own service, do the same thing! Far am I, however, from
blaming Mr. Ross for leaving his wounded behind
him; for, in the first place, he was sure he had left
them in the hands of a very humane people; and, in
ihe next place, by delaying his departure, he might
have added a very long list to his killed and wounded.
"'••it, it i3
impossible to find out any apology for
Mr. Ross, upon this occasion, without furnishing an
apology for the so much reprobated conduct of Napoleon. Mr. Ross assigns the best possible reason
for his wonderfully expeditious retreat to the ships;
namely, he was afraid, that if he delayed this movement, the militia might collect in suck numbers as to
The militia.' What that same 6ort of
intercept him.
troops, whom he had just overthrown as it were by
merely shewing his red coats? How were they to
ullcct in such haste? Whence were they so speedily
to come? Thank you, Mr. Ross, for this acknowledgment, though, perhaps, made involuntarily; be
cause it proves clearly, that jou were convinced,
that you were not among a people, on Whose cowr.rdk-.e and whose want of patriotism, you could
plr.ee a moment's reliance; because it clearly proves,
in short, that if we succeed in this war, we have a
There is one
people, an armed people, to subdue.

We

as usual, greatly superior in numbers;
and, as usual, they were defeated and ran a-way.—
But, in the end, Sir Peter Parker lost his life, and
his second in command succeeded
in -what?
Why, in bringing off to the ship almost all our wounded! As to the destruction of the
public buildings at
the city of Washington, it will
give great pleasure

They were,

to all those

who

really love republican government.

There are palaces

America
enough eLewhere.
wants none; and; it will, I dare say, be very long
before she will see another. There are very good
buildings in Baltimore, Philadelphia, and many
other elegant and populous cities. There wants no
grandeur, there wants no capitol, no palace, no
metropolis, no court. AH these bring taxes and
standing armies, and the Americans want neither.
There was die other day an article in the Times
uspaper, which struck me as a remarkable instance ofthe force of habit; and as a clear proof, that
a man may accustom himself to slavish ideas, 'till
he, in good earnest, reg-ards as a reproach every
mark of freedom. The article to which I allude,
was a commentary on a paper, published by the
person to whom the defence of New York is committed, and who, in a very pressing manner, in•Sites, exhorts, requests and beseeches persons, capable
of hearing arms, to come forth and augment his
force, &c. &c. Upon this, the 'editor of the Times
observes, that this officer cuts a most sorry and lamentable figure; ind he jests most merrily upon the
tone of the poor gentleman, "who," says tie, "invites,
exhorts, requests, beseeches: any thing 'Ait COMMANDS." Well! and what of that? -ire the people
less happy, because no one assumes a commanding
tone towards them? Is their situation less enviable
for that? Is their character less dignified, because
i.xt stated in the report of the enterprise, to which they will not suffer themselves to be commanded in'
otrr news writers pay no attention; but which is of any way whatever? They do not like to be commandvery great importance. After the American troops ed by any body; and why should we quarrel with
had gone off, and left ours to enter the city, gene- them on that account? This editor, and many others,
ral Ross, our commander, had his horse shot under seem astonished that Mr. Madison should have
him, as he was going along- at the head of Ids men, been two years at war, without being prepared for
But what do they mean by defence} Three,
by a gun fired from the -mmdito of a private house.
defence.
There can be no doubt that the ball was intended hundred, nay, twenty hundred thousand men, would
This might have given him, and, I not be sufficient to guard every point, where a few
for the rider.
dare say did give him, a tolerable lively idea of what men can be landed for a -few hours on a coast (insort of people he had got amongst; and it ought to cluding bays and mouths of rivers) of three or four
convince wise Johnny Bull, that to follow the advice thousand miles in extent. Such adventures as adof the Times newspaper, and send a large force into miral Cochrane gives an account of, might, with
the heart of the country, there to take up a "com- such a navy as ours, be performed, on such an exmanding- position," is much easier upon paper than tent of coast, in spite of two or three millions of
it is
upon land. The Times and Gcvrier are net regular soldiers. The defence of America, and, intied that our commanders did notdate their
despatch- deed, of any country, does not mean the preventing
es from the Capitol.
I dare say,- that they had no of thebombadment'ofa village, or the burning of a
disinclination that way; but, then, the militia might city, or the carrying off of "stock:" It means the
have collected' In short, they had no time to do it preventing of that country from being subdued, or,
with safety. 'f hat was the reason why they did not so much doubled as to make a disgraceful peace.
do it! and, for my own part, I think the reason quite And this defence, in America, must be left to the
The episode to the "brilliant dash," people themselves. Mr. Madison could rrise no re
satisfactory.
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The people do not give him the
They know very well, that fop want

sec you tremble. Your teeth chatter in your head.
J low maI hear them chatter, and well they may.
ny ,'n/al men do I hear exclaim, "send the traitor to
the gallows! Rip up his bowels and throw them in
his face! Cut off his head! Quarter his vile carcase,
and put the quarters at the king's disposal!" Yet
we hear the American writers wishing that their
chief magistrate had been taken by the enemy; and
we do not f:nd that any thing is either said or done
to them.
Their publications are suffered to take
their fi-ee course.
If they be true, and speak sense

of a regular army, they arc liable to have sonic towns

knocked down, or sacked; but they prefer this to
the putting of a standing army in the hands of any
1

man in
We,

35

their country.
indeed are of a taste widely different.
have field marshals, hundreds of generals, and colonels, and majors, and captains, and barrackmasters,
and commissaries, and cadets, and so on.
have
military depots, acadamies, colleges, and soon to a

We

We

We

have, besides, great numbers of folong list.
reign officers, some of whom have had commands
in England itself) and of counties of England.
have also great numbers of foreign soldiers in our
This is our taste.
like to ha* e these peopay.
But then we very cheerfully pay for all these
ple.
fine things.
are willing to purchase our safety
in this way.
Now, as I never heard that the Americans quarrelled with us on this account, why
should we quarrel with them for their tiwte? They
prefer a few towns to be sacked or beaten down",
now and then, to the paying for a standing army, for

and reason, they

will gain adherents, as
they ought.
If false or foolish they will only
gain the writer
hatred or contempt, which, I daresay, has been
the case in the instance before us.
But, leader, let us not, with this fact full i.i our
eyes, be induced to believe that the Americans have-

We

We

We

nothing* to fight for; or, that any man who loves
freedom, can wish to see a change in the government; or, at least, in the sort of government which
exis-ts in that

country.

whom our hired men rail

As
so

to Mr. Madison, against
much, As cannot be much

to t,lame for any thing relating to the war. It was
barracks, depots and military colleges. Their'taste the congress; the representatives of the people- the
may be bad. They may prove themselves verv real, not the sham, representatives ofthe people who
stupid in not liking to see their streets crowded declared war. In fact it was the people themselves,
with beautiful, tall, straight gentlemen, with pret- who were resolved no longer to endure that, which
ty hats and caps, with furs and whiskers, with they had so long and so loudly complained of. A.
cloaks and glitiering swords and boots, that shine war ha America must be the people's war. The detake japan mugs. But stupidity is no crhne; and, if fence of the
country must be left to the people. Not
they do not like these things, we, who have so only as to the fighting, but as to the time, place,
much more refinement amongst us, and so much and, every thing else belonging to the war. The
more elevation of mind, should view them with people know very well the extent of their dinger.
pity rather than with scorn; should speak of them They are well apprized of every thing. They were
with compassion, rather than reproach.
might aware, beforehand, that what has taken place would
as reasonably reproach them (and the French too, take
place; and though many individuals must and
the
not
for
a
taste for tythes.
will suffer, that will excite no general discontent
bye
bye)
having
like these too.
Mr. Burke said so, many years ago. against the government.
like to give our clergy a tenth part of our
(if one tiling I am very certain, and that is, that
crops.
But, then, have we not our churches and cathedrals, we are carrying; on precisely that sort of warfare,
our prayers and our sermons, our bells and our which all the real f'-iends of republican government
It is a sort of warsinging, our lord's supper, our baptism, confirma- would wish to see us carry ou.
tion, churching of women, absolution of the sick, fare (especially when the ground of the war iiconand burial of the dead.
have all these tilings, sidercd) which cannot fail to vnite the parties, into
an d a great many mere in return for the tenth past which the people have been divided; nor do I think
of our crops; and the Americans, (poor
fellows!) it at all improbable, that we may cruse Mr. Madihave none of them. Yet we ought not to reproach son to be president four years longer than he would
them on this account. It is, doubtless bad taste in have been without our war against Ins country, and
them; but as I said before, bad taste is not criminal. our threat to depose him. For many men will naAnother thing I wish to point out to the attention of turally say, that, though they would have liked to
the reader. He frequently sees in our
newspapers, see him following the example of Washington and
extracts from American papers, all
tending to de- Jefferson, decline a third term as president; yet,
grade the government and decry its measures. Out seeing that his so doing might be interpreted as a
of the three or four hundred newspapers published mark of submission to us he ought again to be
in America there are
probably ten or twelve who elected.
The favorite idea in England appears to be, that
proceed in this tone. These are carefully sent hither,
by consuls or otner persons residing there. From we ought to send out a great overwhelming force,
r
these only, extracts are published \ere; and, be it
get possession of some place in the hetrt o. the
observed, that, if we possessed the papers on the country, and there compel the government to surcJier side of the question, we should be exposed to render
up the republic on our own terms. I suputter ruin, if we were to publish such extracts from pose that our commanders know better than to atas
it
be
would
them,
necessary to publish, in order tempt any thing of the kind. I suppose that our goto give the public a fair view of the state of men's vernment know better than to order them, or auminds in America. But the hireling prints here do thorise them, to make any such attempt. And vet,
one thing for us; they, by their extracts prove to what are we to do l:.y such a mode of warfare as we
us uoiu great is freedom in America. The Times tells are now
were to get poscarrying on? Suppose we
us, that one paper in America expresses its opi- session of New York and some other maritime towns;
that the president himself had a narrow
nion,
escape what shouldwe get but an enormous expenseto keep,
from Washington; and, that another
erpresses its those places? Cooped up in them, how ridiculous
"•egret that he ivat not taken by the enemy.
Now, should we look! No: we shall never beat that pecreader, imagine for a moment, the case of an enemy !ple, unless the people themselves join rtSy and, as
landed in England, and some writer
expressing jthis has not been the case yet, in. any one instance,
his regret that the raid
enemy had not captured the what reason have we to expect, but that it never
You tremble for the unfortunate creature. I will be the case, in r.pite of all the allurements held
fafftjf.'
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out to the people in the prospect of participating in
the support of the army, the navy, the church, the
law, the nobility, and the financial system of the
tanner "mother "country?" 'Hut, we must not in this
overlook particular
large view of the American war,
events, and especially, that just announced to as
from Fort Erie. In my last, I noticed the bloody
tattle of Chippawa. After that battle, it appears
that the contest was renewed four army having been
into which the
rpinforeedj in the front of fort Erie,
Yankees had retired, and Where our gallant countrymen and their associates seemed to have been
and to give
resolutely bent to fulfil our wishes,
them "a di-abbing." Alas! the "drubbing" fell upon our own gallant >rmy, who amounted to only
about two thousand men, and who were compelled
to retreat, with all possible speed, leaving 902 either
dead, wounded, or prisoners! The American general Gaines, savs, that he destroyed our people at t/ie
the anJoint of the bayonet. Our general says, that
two hundred of
gle of a bastion was blown op with
our men in it. This last might be, and yet the case
would not be much altered in our favor. Such a
It surpasses
conflict as this I never before read of.
and that surpassed, in point of
that of

VBI.

actually entered the fort, and had already turned
part of its guns against the enemy's last point of
refuge, when suddenly a tremendous explosion took
place, which not only destroyed many valuable lives,
but necessarily involved all our operations in confusion, and left no alternative but a precipitate reIt is evident, theretreat to our first approaches.
fore, that general Gaines' boast of having repulsed

our men at the point of the bayonet, is idle gasconade.
The lamentable result was, iti all probability, occasioned by accident; but, if the American general
had any share in it, it was one which reflected more
credit on his policy than on his bravery. To spring
a mine on an assailing enemy, may be, in such circumstances an allowable mode of destruction; but
whilst humanity is pained by contemplating such an
event, there is no counter feeling of admiration for
the heroism of those by whom the dreadful deed was
executed." Oh! you vile hypocrite! "Humanity"- on
your lips! on these same lips from which have proceeded so many argent exhortations to exterminate
Americans; and who, in the very same number of
your sanguinary paper, commends Sir Thomas Hardy for having bombarded, and, as you then thought,
burnt to ashes the dwellings of the people of the vilChippawa,
J
proportionate destruction, any thing in modern lage of Stonington! Ifumani y.'
This cant may do in a country where cant is so
warfare. And, it ought to be observed, that a great
that it will
part of this army of Yankees were militia; some of much in vogue; but, be you assured,
them volunteers; and not a man of them who would only excite contempt in the breast of the enemy.
him
can
under his You can discover "no heroism,"
suffer any one to say that he had
you, in the decommand'.' It is, then, a fact beyond all dispute, that fenders of fort Erie, who had lost their water side
the Yankees will some, imes fight; and, as there is nc defence before the battle began? The three officers
such thing as ascertaining beforehand the precise of colonel Scott's regiment, who came out of the,
time when the fighting fit will come 0:1 them, they battle alive and not wounded, would, like Job's serlike
being such an irregular sort of people, and subject vants, tell you a different story; unless, indeed,
to no kind of discipline, I think it is the height ol Bobadil, they were (which I am sure they would
to the planets, inprudence in our commanders on the Atlantic coast not do) to attribute their beating
stead of ihe American bayonets, For my part, I
«ot to venture too far at a time from our ships.
Upon hearing of the battle of Erie (for it cost as believe general Gaines' in preference to general
many men as several of the battles of Wellington) DrummOnd's report. Not because I question the
know that he
I was, I must confess, eager to bear what the Times veracity of the latter, but because I
I
writer would be able to say upon the subject.
might be misinformed, and thatgeneral Gaines could
had half a mind to hope, that he would begin to re- not be misinformed, as to the ikct. But, as I said
had acted in the stirring up of before, this fact of the blowing up of the angie of a
pent of the part he
this war; but, on reflection, I concluded, that, like bastion does not materially affect the merits of the
the reprobates mentioned in the good book, repen- case; and, unless the American people be very diftance was not in his power. This conclusion was ferent in their nat'u es from all other people, the
reader will now see. "The unfortunate event must have created a wonderful sensation in
right, as the
event which easts apartial shade over the successes the country; and, I am sure, that in the eyes of airof our Canadian army is at length communicated to man in England whose reason is not totally deadenextract, from the ed by prejudice, it must have excited a dread, that,
us in an authentic shape.
from that part of the if we pursue that project of subjugation, so strongly
papers received yesterday
writers here, we are now emworld, a copy of Sir George Prevost's general order, recommended by the
dated Montreal, 25th of August; which states the barked in a war of extraordinary bloodshed, of no
on the 13th ordinary duration, and of an expense that will keep
loss sustained at the attack on Fort Erie,
wounded, and missing- on all our present taxes, and occasion constant annupreceding, at 902 killed,
of
Compared with the whole number general Drum- al- loans.
mond's force, this loss is no doubt very considera^ FIIO^I
OUBETt's WEEKLY HE&ISTEB, OS OCT07)i:il 15,
that the
blc; but we are glad to see no hint given,
Wats j\ii weatts. In my last, I noticed the cir,
event islikelv to occasion our troops to fall back.
The misadventuremust no doubt, be ranked amongst cumstance of ministers having been so hard pressed
those chances of war to which the bravest armies, and formonei ,t< carry on the warwith Amerh a,thatthey
It was preceded by a had
best laid plans are subject.
actually found itnecessaiytuapplyto the East In
brilliant achievment, executed four days before by dia Company for an ad\ a?i(-e of <lniie.; on goods not
with
a
the royal navy, who,
party yet imported; of, if brought u> this country, not licaptain Dotbi, of
of seamen and marines, most gallantly boarded and able to payment or' duty for several months to come:
Hope
to
fort and for the sum thus
anchored
took two armed schooners,
obstained, amounting, as 1 am
The consequence of this rapture being to informed, 'to one million two hundred thousand
Erie.
a
its
of
great part of
pounds, a discount was allowed, though I have not
deprive the enemy's position
defence, general Brummond resolved to fellow it heard to whal r-xt'erit. Buttihis is not the only cirand the A meri- cumstance which shews that ministers cam ot go
up by a general attack on fort Er';"without money, and that they have adopted the
can entrenchments. In this daring attempt lie had
The spirit of our resolution ofraising it, at least for the present. '»nearly attained complete success.
They Iiai other methods than tint of loans
b£a.¥ e soldiers surmounted every obstacle
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Besides the demand upon the East India Compawhich for obvious reasons, they very quietly
submitted to, a requisition has been made upon the
pther merchants in London, and I dare say, else
where, to pay their arrears of duties on bonded goods,
which had not, for some time been levied, in consequence of the general stagnation of commerce
These gentry, however, do not seem so disposed ss
the East India Company are, to comply with the
demands of government, and having called a public
meeting, for the purpose of taking "into considerany,

the very alarming situation in which they are
"likely to be placed by the recent determination o
•the lords of the treasury:" and the Morning Chro

tion

'

which is always nampathetic when any thing
pi< !e,
occurs to indulge its splenetic humor against minis
ters, has shewn its fellow feeling fovftieke merchants,
on the very trying, very alarming occasion, by the
following sorrowful lamentation: "The scarcity of

"money, which has forced the chancellor of the exchequer to the harsh measure offorcing payment
"of the duties on all goods that have been bonded
"above a twelve month, will occasion distress and
''inconvenience in the city, much more grievous than
"would have been felt by a new loan. The measure
"of bonding was adopted for the purpose of making

VIII.

dy

every step taken by the government to re-colaniza
the United Sfctes?
Even the most senile, of all tin
crew of corruption ista, lias not been able to excel
»this contemptible writer in the manner he has
Either
ulted over the reverses of the Americans,
the editor of tin- Morning Chronicle is sincere in
wishing theyankees a drubbing, or lie is not sincere.
If the latter, then does he labor in vain to be cot
sistent, by professions of regard for peace, and ab
<

horrence of war, while lie acquiesces in, and applauds the hostile measures pursued against. America.
But if this new war is not altogether displeasing to the organ of the whigs; if he and his parly
have resolved to allow ministers to prosecute it
their own way, without any molestation from them;
how comes it that they ave endeavoring, as is evident from the above article, to pardlize the hands of
ministers!
If the w«r with France required money.
to cany it on; if we could not put down Napoleon,
without increasing the national debt from tifj /<«/>
dred and ffty-ninc millions to nine iruXDnr.7) and sj:vextt; if the deliverance of Europe could not be
effected until the country was burthencd with an
incalculable load of taxes; by what means is it that
1

we

are to re-conquer America, and to compel upwards of eight millions of people, who have shewn
"this country a depot for the products of different no liking- for our government, to submit to its sway,
"ciimes that they might be supplied as the cle- and to relinquish all the blessings of independence'
Ffenand arose for therm and it was an admirable con- Is there any other way of doing it b it with money?.
trivance to secure to the country the carrying trade, To say nothing of their pay, can thfl men we are
"as well as to ease the merchant when the markets every day sending across the Atlantic, to humble the
"of the continent were shut up against us. These Yankees, be conveyed thither without money? They
"goods have accumulated in ale warehouses for five must have food as well as clothing. The seamen
amount of duties upon them, is said must also have food who navigate the vessels, and
"years, and the
"to befmtr millions sterling. Now, to force tiiese this not for the voyage merely, but for the whole
"goods out upon the market all at once, without re- timeit is calculated we are to take i;i conquering
heard to the demand or price, is a measure of such the Americans. Then there is the immense quanMany of tity of naval and military stores, necessary for sudi
"severity as was never attempted before.
'"he original owners are gone. They disposed of an army, to be provided for. Can this be done with"their property, and it may have passed through out money, or even with a little money?
No, surely;
"several hands. In many cases sums have been the war with America, like every other war, can on"lent upon the security of those bonded goods and ly be supported with money; and where are minis;
"if they are to be brought forth and exposed to sale, ters to look for it but into the pockets of those men
"they must fall in price ruinous to all parties. We who called for the war, and who promised them their
"suppose that a very strong representation o f all warmest support, if they would only give Jonathan
"the facts will be made to the treasury against the a drubbing; who assured ministers that they would
"measure, as they are ordered to clear them out and consider no sacrifice too great to obtain this desira"pay the duties on or before Sunday the 30th inst bleobject.
"We suppose that the chancellor of the exchequer What right, then, have these men to come for^'considered that 'the better day the better deed.' ward, now that the American war has begun in
"If he should not succeed in procuring this seasona- real earnest, and complain ofthe hardships ofmaking
ble supply, will this be an apology for requiring a them fulfil their engagements? Or where is the cm
"loan, or the funding of exchequer bills after all?" istency, the repeat for principle, so much talked of
Those who have been accustomed to consider the by the Morning Chronicle, when he tells us that it
writer of this journal the enemy of corruption, will would be harsh, distressing, inconvenient, grievous*
he able to appreciate, by the above article, hisj>re- severe, ruinous, and the Lord knows what, to force
When the unexpected these men to keep their promises? Is it because
iensions to that character.
event of the overthrow of Napoleon electrified, as it they are alarmed, because, they begin to feel the conwere, the good people of this country, and almost sequences of their/iiffy, that they deserve compasrendered them frantic withjoy,did not thejlforning sion? Tor my part, it gives me real satisfaction to
Chronicle, on that occasion, tie with the prostituted And j^ves 2 bawlers for war beginning at last to feel
I
wish sincerely that
hireling journals, in abusing tiie fallen emperor; in uneasy for their situation.
stigmatizing him a tyrant, a desppt, and an usurper,- they had begun to he alarmed somewhat sooner. It
and in giving ministers ere dit, nay, loadingthem with would have been for the interest of all Europe; I
praise, for the noble ejTorts they had made to rid may jay, it would have been for the interest of the
the earth of such amonster? Was not this a direct whole human race, if these alarmists had twenty
approval of every warlike measure of ministers? years ago, instead of raising a clamor against liberWas it not a tacit acknowledgement, that every six- ty; ifthey had then felt some of those Compunctions
pence of money they had \"\ ied, had been properly they now feel, about the cost of the war into which
As it is, however, no real friend
done, and met with their entin approbation? But they plunged us.
what is more: Has not this origan of a faction, while of hi* country will regret their present alarm.-.
Canting and whining about, the miseries and calam Long, too long,hastfaem ijority, the most deserving;
tiesafwar, given its '.ear:, cmicttrr, ice to the pro- class of the community, suffered inconvenience an5
J .' /,-.....,
•
ifh Ani ri'en, and aitpfyn
^, '. <••'•'/.'.?, severe and ruinous to
secution of thewai
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thousands, have been the measures pursued under
the tedious and lengthened reigns o* corruption.
It is high time, therefore, that the authors of these
calamities should themselves have a little experience of the benefits resulting from the pernicious system to which they have so long given countenance

that

of the

statement of the Morning
part
° C'hrm
which respects the supposed hardship f lev
the arrears of du+ies on bonded
goods, says, "The
goods have been bonded three, four, or five" yearsact last
government demands the duty upon theai. Is
it not the same as if
government had given ;.man
and support. My only fear is, that they do not feel permission to defer the payment of his income tax
enough; that they are not sufficiently alarmed about for three years, and then required it to be paid? It
their situation; and that, notwithstanding all their must be paid at last."
From this it appears, that it
sympathetic brother of the Morning Chronicle has is seriously intended to put the loyalty of our Lonso dolefully said in their behalf, they will yet be in- don merchants to the test. I hope
nothing will ocduced to part with their money, and to go on be- cur to induce ministers to abandon this intention —
lieving all that our lying presses tell them, about As to what the Chronicle says about a loan, or fundour success over the Yankees, and the great com- ing exchequer bills, the Courier replies, that
nothing
mercial advantages which these must shortly pro- of the kind is in contemplation; the truth
being
duce. The chancellor of the exchequer, in the mean- "that the ways and means already provided are suf!
while, cannot but feel himself placed in a very awk- ficiext to meet the expenditure to be incurred until
ward situation, by the restive spirit displayed by some time after Christmas, probably the springjand
John Bull on this occasion, and perhaps is now re- the parliament, at its next meeting, will only be
from the usual called upon to extend the appropriation ofthem."—
gretting, that he so easily departed
imd more palatable way of raising money by annui- It might be supposed from this light way «f treating
He was driven to this, I have no doubt, on ac- the subject, that the money raised and expended
ty.
count of the recent uncommon /hM in the stocks, oc- since the abdication of Napoleon, had been of a verv
casioned by the anticipation in the money market, of trifling nature. But the fact is, independent of all
anew loan. \t was very natural, in these circum- the taxes levied previous to that event being still in
stances, to turn his attention elsewhere; and where existence, no iess than fifty-one millions sterling
c.,uld he turn it, with greater 'propriety, than to a was borrowed subsequent to the year 1812; and if to
quarter where the war had always been most popu- this is added the advanced duties, paid by the Eas'.
lar, and to a fund which, in truth, belonged to the India Company, and what is about to be raised ot
country. T^e money had, in advance, of the East arrears on bonded goods, our national expenditure,
India Company, can scarcely be considered in that in the short period of two years, will be found 'o be
it is admitted, equal, if not greater, than what it was
during the
light; but, in the case now before us,
that there is in the hands of the London merchants; most expensive period of the war with Trance. The
no less a sum than fouh millions sterling belonging sum borrowed since 1812 is, in truth, only two mil-

—

to the public, that has been accumulating for five lions, short of the whole national debt at the death o!
vears, during which that same public have been sub- George I. and more than a third of its amount at
the ei-.d of the seven years, war, in 1762. These
mitting to great privations, in order to make up the!
Had the Morning\ facts will appear obvious from the annexed table,
deficiencies tins occasioned.
Chronicle been properly alive to the interests of the atid, I think, must render ijt sufficiently clear, that

would have called

for the immediate ap-\

means have not been wanting

hitherto, whatever
they may l>e at present, to give energy to the estainstead of advocating the cause of a set of men' blished system.
who have enriched themselves by the war, and who',
King William, of glorious memory, was \\\cfithtr
.Miliimseven had they been losers by it, have no right to of our national deb". At his death in
been for the support
4G
1702, it extended to
complain.; because, had it not
43
1714, death of queen Anne
ihey have all along given to the war, the nation
53
172-5,
would never have been in its present calamitous
George I.
141
These loyaUyTaentoO', these church and state
1762, and of seven years war,
state.
American war,
258
1782,
men; tkesehatera ofjacobins and levellers,- what new
259
1792, beginning of French war,
proof is this they are giving of their patriotism? Do
540
a few years
1802, middle of ditto,
they wish the country, for whom, onip
live? arid for1813, month of July,
7973,233,159;
afro, they offered to sacrifice their
Ofthis
last
sum there has been re- 7 <y>. /- r i cpo
tunes, do they wish us now to believe, that there
00l > J i'i
deemed by the sinking fund 5 ^*>
was no sincerity in these professions! Were they
unredeemed
loyal only so long as they were relieved from the Leavingof
/748,621,227
capital
burthens of the war? Do they regard it as no longer But as there is interest payable on the money barroved to form the sinking fund, the redeemed cadeserving their support than it enables them, by a
\ast accumulating of foreign products, to keep op
pital cannot be deducted, with propriety, from
the amount of the debt, until the annuitants of the
the price of these articles, and thus render war adsinking fund are paid the principal and interest 01
vantageous only to themselves? But let me not be
the sums they advanced
accused of ascribing improper motives to these genI observe, since the above remarks were sent to
tlemen. It may be that the J\Torning Chromclehas
misconceived the object of the intended meeting, press, that the meeting of the London merchants has
and thus incautiously rendered its own principles taken place. The chair was filled by that disinteand staunch loyalist sir Charles Price, who,
suspected, and exposed its dearest friends to the rested
the teimins
danger of being ranked amongst the disaffected, the poor man, has more occasion to regret
who neither delight in tion of the war than all the other government con*
jacobins, ard the levellers,
and Ins
war,' nor sigh for a participation of the public, plun- tractors put together. "Whether the knight
I shall not, however, lose sight of the
der.
subject; brethren had taken the alarm that their loyalty
for those who have been the most active in promo- in danger of bt'm^sntspected, if they went the length
the .Morning Chronicle had done; or whether sir
ing war, and who have derived the greatest benefit
the last who ought to be allowed Charles had agreed to t::ke the chair, a3 a matter o
,'roiii it, are

country,

it

plication of this

money to. fhe necessities of the

state,!

1

1

'

\

i

among

on
to escape without paying their share of the expense policy, to keep down turbtdent spirits, who might,
Tiie Charter in noticing this occasion, be disponed to be clamorous, it is cerco
">• to carry it on.
:
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themeeting was conducted

in a

h.ul occasioned, and, in
otherrespects-, are giving their subjects such relief as must convince them
that the cry of
peace is not a deception, and than
the benefits resulting from a cessation of arms, are
not chimeric*!. But in this happy country, under

committee had come to certain resolutions which
would be submitted to them, but life should be happy
to
to hear any gentleman who wished still further
He hoped, however, that in
elucidate the subject.
Whatever observations might be made, the subject
would be considered coolly, and that no extraordinabe introduced into the discussion.
ry -warmth might
They had only one object the benefit of the trade
and although they might differ from the lords of the
from making any
treasury on this point, yet so far
teverc observations upon his majesty's government,
he believed that it was the wish of every one present
It was, than/c God, the best governto support it.
ment existing- in the -world. The resolutions agreed
to by the committee were then proposed, and unanimously adopted. A committee was then appointed to wait upon the lords of the treasury, and point
out the ruinous consequences both to trade, and to the
individual merchants, from acting upon the notifiI am glad it is thus
cation that had been given.'"
established beyond dispute, that the merchants cf
London really feel the ruin us effects of the measures
Which they have so long and so strenuously supporteri.

The

3y

more peaceable war

and orderly manner than there was reason, on the
'The L'oun.r
first blush of the business, to expect
makes the loyal baronet
report of the proceedings
"He did not think it necessary for him to make
say,
that every genmany observations, as lie conceived
tleman present must fkki how ruinous it would be
a cruel hardship it
to the trade of London, and what
would he to many individuals, to have those duties
The
strictly levied on so early a day as the 30th.

—
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e best government rtow
existing in theivorld, instead
of the circulation of paper
money being lessened, instead of the public debt
being reduced, instead of
war taxes being removed, they arc every day increasing to a fearful amount. Every where, amongst all
classes of society, to whatever side one turns himself, nothing is to be heard but curses on the peace.
Even when walking along the public streets, it is no
way uncommon to be attracted by the murmurs of
the laborer and the mechanic, who
deeply deplore
an event, which, they calculated, would be to them
the dawn of happiness, but which has not been acti

companied with one single blessing.

The plain and

obvious reason of this disappointment is, people are
still in a state of stupid intoxication, of which corruption has dextrously availed itself to plunge the
country into a new war. They may complain of suf-'
ferings as much as they please; they may talk to
doomsday about the hardship's they endure; but as
long as they do not shake off their present lethargy;
as long as they continue the
-willing dupes, and hug
the chains of their oppressors, just so
long are they
undeserving of compassion, or of a termination of
their distresses.

FROM COBBETT's REGISTER, OCTOBER if,
American war. When the French war was closed in a manner so
satisfactory to those who had

its most strenuous
advocates, they nevertheperceived the want of -war with somebody or
as
other,
being absolutely necessary to the support
of that syfctem on which they lived,' and which a
long
war had introduced, and in some sort, established.
It was curious to observe the effect
which the
peace had upon this description of persons.. They
mourned in their hearts at the success of the
projects of the government They had been for years,
reviling Napoleon: they had been cursing all those
who did not join them in those revilings; and yet
they lamented his fall. In short, thev, as"l once observed, found themselves in that sort of state, which
our reverend divines would find themselves in if
my worthy friend, Mr. Fordham, were to succeed
in his strenuous, but I trust, fruitless endeavors
to
persuade the good people of England that there is
no such being as the DEVIL. There were at the
close of the French war, thousands
upon thousands
who dreaded the effects of peacft— who, in
fact,
were likely to be almost starved,
litterally starved;

extraordinary toarmth', the severe observa- been

which the chairman was afraid, clearly indicates, that the minds of the trading interest begin
Had these alarms been octo be seriously alarmed.
casioned by any other cause than individual interest;
had they arisen from a proper conviction of the impolicy of public measures; had the ruined state of the
count'-v, the rapid and enormous increase of our nations, of

of our paper curHad
rency, and the insupportable burdenof taxes.
causes and considerations like these given birth to
these fears and apprehensions, my satisfaction would
be greater still. But no it is self, mere self that

tional debt, the pernicious effects

—

Not an atom of patriotism
.occasions these alarms.
influences them; these terrors result only from the
dread of being compelled to disgorge a part of the

less,

money, which the bonding monopoly has enabled them
to amass at the expense of public industry.
They
would willingly apply a remedy to the disease, but
then it must cost them nothing.
They have been
bawling, for more than twenty years, about the best
government in the world. This only required a stock by that event. To these persons, a very numerous
Give them reason to and very busy and noi?y and impudent
of impudence and good lungs.
class, any
hope, that another twenty years of clamor will be as thing that would keep up the expenses of was.' was
as
the
and
will
hailed
with
last,
productive
they
joy; and as the American war was the
immediately]
forget the ruinous, the cruel hardship, of compelling only source of hope, in this respect, the outerv was
them to do justice to the country, and bawl as loud at once, transferred from Napoleon to Mr. Madc'a
!*s ever.
But, as already said, I am glad these cor- son, who now became the devil; the man of sin, amptionists, who have so long luxuriated on public gainst whom it was necessary for this chosen and
plunder, begin to feel alarmed at their situation;
pious nation to wage war. Unluckily for the cause
first, because it is high time they should experience of peace, the corn of England had become
cheap
some of those pangs; that have sent thousands to during the last half year of the war; and all that
their graves, and to the workhouse. Next, because, numerous and powerful class who derive their inalthough it is not upon public grounds they now com- comes from the land, whether as landlords, tenants,
plain, something may arise out of these complaints or tythe owners, began to cry out against the efthat may open the eyes of the credulous and delu- fects of
peace. With them American war was betded multitude, and ultimately lead to a favorable ter than no war at all.
They did not consider what
change. I see it stated, in all the newspapers, that burthen of taxes this war would cause. This was
the emperors of Russia and Austria, and the king of
quite out of the question. The whole nation, with
Prussia, have issued orders to rccal the excess of the exception of the few remaining Jacobins, went
paper currency, which the great exigencies of the "ding dor.g" to work '"to give the Yankees a good

—
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hrany drubbing." Thing's are, however, now some- of the war be put down and then the tax on us will
what changed^—The king's are gone; tiie wiseacres cease. He is put down. He lias been put down
have had their feastings and rejoicings; the drunk many months. The tax has not ceased, and, if it
is over, and nothing but the. noisome fames left cease, some other tax, of equal
must be im
weight

at the peace, posed in its room, or, if this be not
dune, the
The nation, rican war must cease, and that too, without

The people, who appeared to exult
now seem to wonder why they did so.

Ame-

"giving
after the departure of king's and their generals, and the Fankegs a hearty drubbing;" for U p t0 this time
after the glorious sights in the parks at London, they have rather been drubbing ,„, which is a most
seems to resemble a battered old hag , who, in the Jametable fact to go down to posterity.
and yawning, sick
djl'o be sure we have, if report be true, given it
morning- after a route, sits gaping
of the world and of herself. Every thing is dull; them upon the Serpentine River, where the
-

appears to be changed for the ivorse; the farmer cannot sell his corn at a price proportioned to
his outgoings; the French send us all sorts of produce, down even te garden stuffs, at half the price at
which we can radse them: The farmer crys out at
revile the farthis; the shop-keeper and tradesman
mer and landholder; they rejoice to see them brought
that their budown, and at the same time complain
this is die natural
siness' falls off; forgetting that
of the bringing down of the farmer and

and

all

Consequence
landowner. Those who have fixed incomes, and
those who carry on no business of profit, those in
short who are not compelled to remain in the country in order to get their living-; a very great portion
ofthese have quitted the kingdoms-aid have gone to
avoid taxes, and to purchase bread and meat upon
the continent. This has proved a dreadful stroke
to all that part of trade which depended upon luxuwhat is worse, the evil is daily and hourly inry; and
one who has lived
creasing; for, one tells another;
in France a month for what would have been required to support him here a -coeefc, tells the news to his
A quartern loaf for three
relations and friends.
pence, a pound of beef for three half pence, a fowl

British

naval flag was every where seen,
flying over the American flag reversed. Eut, say the Yankee
readers,
what does this Serpentine river mean? What
is

the
story of this achievement, so glorious to Old Engand
her
wooden walls? I will tell them.
land,
The Regent in the name and behalf of our
"good
old king, God bless him," as
they say in the toasts
at the
the
city feasts;
Regent, hi order at once to
amuse and instruct the people of the
metropolis,
at
the
of
the peace, fleets in miniature
caused,
epoch
to be set on float in a
of
piece
water, in a park neatThe piece of water
London, called Hyde Park.
spreads, perhaps, over a space equal to about
eight
or ten acres* Here the
English fleet performed wonders against the Americans, whose
thev
frigates

sometimes sunk, sometimes burnt, sometimes destroyed, and sometimes captured. There were some
hattish fights

—but our tars always, in the end, over-

came the Yankee dogs;

and, at the close of the day,
the Yankee flag was seen
flying reversed, under tlie
English, in token of the defeat and disgrace of the
former. Eut this was not the only
instance, in which
the Yankees were beaten and
disgraced. In Portsmouth harbor, a few days before the continental
kings visited that port, I saw the Yankee flag flying
reversed under the English on board of several
The regent, I understood, came to Portsmouthships*.
that
very night. How pleasing it must have been to his
royal highness to behold such a sight! The

for two shillings, a bottle
four pence, a turkey
"
of wine for six pence! What news for an Englishwhat is calman, who has a family, who lives upon
led Ids mer.ns, and who, with a thousand a year, is
real !v in a situation to envy a coachman or a footman!
spectaNo income tax to pay; no assessed tax to pay no tors were in raptures at it. They shouted amain;
excisemen to enter our house when he pleases no and for the moment, seemed to forget even the taxes.
Well, then, who has any ground of complaint?
tythcof the produce of your meadow and garden,
and pig stye and hen house. What news for an En- The government cannot obtain for us the realitv of
what
was her,e exhibited inwt'sion, without
the outside of a gentleman,
collecting"
glishman! who with
No pool from us the taxes necessary to support and carry on
lives in constant dread of a tax getherer!
the
and
we
to
make
until
war;
No body who has authority
petition against the American
rates to pay!
to support those, war, we can have no reason whatever to
complain
you give part of your property
of
the
taxes.
want
than
J~$
who perhaps, are really less in
you. What
The
is
of
who
news for the poor Englishman,
question
eternally
justice or of injustice, seems to
called upon for money by the overseer and church have been wholly laid aside for some time past.
The
of
and
the
from
an
warden! In short, what
giving
expenses
escape
hearty drubbing to the insolent
cares! No man here can tell on what day, or what Yankees has supplied the place of all such topics.—
1
But
do
not
know
the
how it has happened, there are
be
called
will
government
upon by
hour, he
it is only in certain; people, who now begin to ask,
why we are still at
agents for a sum of money; and
cases that any man can guess at the amount of the war? I will, therefore, once more state the grounds
next sum that he will be compelled to pay. What of the present war with America, in as clear a mana relief to be out of the reach of all such demands! ner as lean, consistent with brevity. In 1810, and
This, together with the cheapness of living in France, on to 1812, there existed two subjects of complaint
cause people to emigrate to that and the neighboring on the part of Americans against us. They comcountries; while all foreigners, of course, have quit plain that, by virtue of certain orders in council, isted England for their native countries. Those who sued by us, we violated their neutral rights; and
cannot emigrate have all the taxes to pay, while also, that we were guilty of a gross attack upon their
independence by stopping their merchant vessels at
great part of their sources of payment are gone.
Thus, that peace, that overthrew Napoleon, which sea, and taking out of tlum p '/-sons, under pretence
was to bring us a compensation for all our sacrifices, of their being British subjects. The orders of counhas ready made our situation worse, seeing- thai, in cil were repealed in 1812, and therefore that ground
this AMERICAN WAR, we have a ground for con- of complaint then ceased. Eut the other ground of
continued to take pertinuing all the taxes, while the peace with France complaint still existed.
sons out of their ships; and, upon that
has taken from us all the means of paying them.
ground, after
Amongst those who wished for the overthrow of divers remonstrances, they declared war against us.
Napoleon, were those wiio had to pay ten percent, I ought here to stop to observe, that a great error
out of their fixed incomes to support the war against was adopted by the nation at the time when the orOh! said they.let him he beaten, let that cause' ders of council weic repealed. It was said in parlL
him.
{'or

—
—

—

—
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ament and believed by the nation, that, if the orders them, as I assured the prince regent in 1812, tin'
in council were repealed all would be well, and that the people of America felt very acutely upon the sub"
a settlement of all differences with America would jeet; that the newspapers of that country were filled
follow.

This assertion

knowing

that

tile time, with their lamentations, and with their cries for venbecause the geance. The American government remonstrated
congress had repeatedly declared, that they never with oiirsj it besought our government to desist from
would yield the point Of impressment, that being the th:3 practice, which it asserted to be a violation of
term which they gave to the forcible seizure of per- the known laws of nations, an outrageous insult to
The mi- America as an independent state, and an aggression,
sons on board their ships on tfie high seas.
nister, Perceval, opposed the repeal of the orders in in short, which the American nation was resolved to
council as long as he could, allcdging as one ob- resent.
Our government asserted, that it had a right to
jection to it, that it would not satisfy the Americans;
and, as a proof of the sincerity of this their opinion^ the service of its own sailors; that the danger to our
they pledged themselves, that, in case the repeal did very existence was so grfeat, that the practice would
not sal isfy America, they would support Uk tvar again-;t not be given up; that if American citizens were taher ivith'al/ their might.
This pledge obtained, the ken by mistake, they were sorry for it, and would
minister had no opposition to fear, within doors or give them up when demanded by their government,
without; for the opposition were pledged to support but that the practice was of vital importance; for
the war, and their prints became, of course, pledged that without it, our navy would be ruined. The
along with them. The people were led to believe, last argument has, indeed, always been the main
that it was only the council orders that had formed one with those who have justified the practice nf
the ground of complaint with America; and, when impressment. The American government, in anthey still found, that she still persevered in the war swer to this, said, "We do not tvant your seamen,
after the repeal of those orders, they set up a charge We would rather that they were never again to serve
of treachery and breach of faith against her. This on board of American ships; we want none but our
error, which originated in the desire of the opposi- own seamen, leaving you yours."
tion to beat the minister, has produced much mis"But, if it be really true that your seamen have
thief.
It obtained favor to the war at first; and, so great a partiality for our service and our country,
things taking a lucky turn upon the continent, all as to quit you in numbers so great as to endanger
idea of a dread of America vanished, and nothing your very existence as a nation; if this be really apt
Was thought of but punishing her for her insolence. it is no fault of ours. We cannot help their preferring
But still her great subject of complaint existed.— our ships and our country to your's, any more than
She went to war on that ground; and, therefore, let a pretty girl can help the young men liking her
us now see what that ground really was. It is well better than they can likelier ugly companions. The
known, that, whetherin language, manners, or per- fault is their -want of taste perhaps, but, at any rate,
Therefore, you have no
son, it is very difficult, if not quite impossible in the fault cannot be our's.
most cases, to distinguish an American from a na- reason to complain of us, nor have you any right to
tive of England.
alledged that the American interrupt our commercial pursuits, under pretence
merchant captains sailed with English sailors on of recovering those whom you call your subjects.
board their shipe, some of them deserters from the There are, perhaps, some Americans, who have a
English navy, and that as the American ship9 were taste for your service. Keep them, in God's name.
never do and never will attempt to impress them
very numerous, and frequently sailed from ports
where English men of war lay, such harboring of from on board your ships; and, indeed, we have no
our seamen became dangerous to the very existence right so to do, such a practice being without a sinof our naval force, and, of course, put our national gle precedent in the whole list of of writers on pubsafety in j copardy.
Upon these grounds we adopted lic law, and in all the long history of maritime naa remedy, which was to authorise the commanders tions. This was the substance of the language of
cf our ships of war to stop American vessels at sea, the American government. But they did not stop
and to impress out of them all person's appearing to at asserting that we had no right to do what we did.
them to be British subj ects. The Americans alledg- They said further, "Nevertheless, in order to coned, that in virtue of this authority, our officers im- vince you of our sine era desire, not to employ your'
pressed out of their ships many thousands ofnalix^e seamen, we will do much more than strict right calls
'Americans, forced them on board of our ships of upon us to do.
"We think it strange, that the Jack Tars of Eng-'
war, compelled them to fight against nations at
peace with America, and in a service and cause land, the jolly sincere, brave, faithful, patriotic, and
which they abhorred, took them into distant cli- loyal sons of Neptune, to whom the deity has so
mates, exposed them to danger and to death, ruined long delegated his trident, and who are, as we learn
their prospects in life, and filled America with dis- from all your national sayings and singings, so firmtressed parents, wives and children. That this ivas ly attached to their beloved kinj and his family; we
the case in numerous instances, our government has think it passing strange, that these admirable and
never denied. Indeed, they could not for a great single hearted persons should be disposed to leave
number of persons, native Americans, so impressed, your glorious fleet, and flock to our poor Yankee
were at different times, released by the admiralty, service; and we cannot but believe, that some evil
on the demand of the American consul in England. minded persons have calumniated yoi huonest jolly
But it must have followed of necessity, that many Jack Tars, when they have persuaded you to believe,
borne away into battle, or into distant climes, could that the impressment of the Jolly Jacks from on
never find the means of obtaining their release; and, board of our Yankee ships is necessary to tht existindeed, it is very certain that many lost their limbs, ence of your navy. However, supposing this really
and many their lives in our service, subjected to the to be the case, we are willing for the sake of peace,
They then made
discipline of our navy. Those who are for giving to provide an effectual remedy."
the Yankees a good hearty drubbing, will hardly be these propositions: That whenever an American
supposed to feel much for the fathers and mothers ship was in any port, no matter in what country, any*
thus bereft oftheir sons, or for the wives and chil person, authorised by our government, might go to
dren thus bereft of their fathers. But, I can assure anv civil magistrate of the port or town, and demand
S»;PPJ,t>tTST to vol V\l\
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contradicted at

would prove to be

false;
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have surrendered to him ar.y man out of the American vessel, on the allegation of his being- a British
hearif the civil
magistrate^ upon
subject; and that
should determine in favor of the
ing* the parties,
claimant the man should at once be surrendered to

of the .Morning Chronicle, who calls them "insoler.t
marauders." Oh! insolent
dogs! Come into our own
channel, and almost into our own ports! Come three
thousand miles to insult their natural mother! I
wonder they are not afraid of
being destroyed by the
should be one of our "British thunder," But Mr. Perry, who makes use
him, though such magistrate
own justices of the peace, either in England or any of inapplicable terms? A marauder means one who
of our colonies. And, further, in order most effec- goes to seek plunder, unlawfully— and if he be deBritish subject from being tected, he is generally hanged.
Whereas these pritually to prevent any
even received on board an American ship as a sailor, vateers from America come with commissions on board.
the American government offered to pass an act, They are fully authorised by the laws of their own
to do what they do; and even if we chance
imposing a very heavy pecuniary penalty (so high country
to capture them, we can treat their crews
I believe, as a thousand dollars J on every master of
only as
an American ship, who should engage a British sub- prisoners of war.
Perhaps Mr, Perry, or his editor,
so that any such thinks that we ought to be allowed to destroy Amefeet to serve on board his ship;
to do rican towns, and lay waste the
country, without any
person so engaged, would have had nothing
but to give intbrmaticn, and receive, I believe, 700 opposition or any act of retaliation. Is it not "insodoilars^out of the thousand. With this regulation, lent" in us to threaten to reduce the Americans to
and this penal enactment, it appears to ma that it "unconditional submission?''' Is it not insolent in xxt
would have been impossible for any number of our to say in our public prints and under the form of a
in parliament
by one of the lords of the adcountrymen to have served in the American ships. speech
Reader, can you imagine any way by which the A- miralty, that Mr. Madison is to be deposed? In us'
all
this
and even praiseworthy. This,
merican government could have more fully proved
is_ allowable,
its sincere desire not to injure England by affording however, is not the way to put an end to the war.
The
dilemma
in which the foes of freedom are
If you can,
a place of refuge to English sailors?
placed,
state it; if you cannot, I must leave you to discover, is one of great difficulty.
America is the very hotbed
of
freedom.
While the people of that country
why those offers were not accepted, and why this
War was not avoided. But, supposing these offers retain their liberties—that is to sav, Avhile that
are
we
at
remains
not
country
not to have been satisfactory,
unsubdued, despotism, under whatan end to the ever name she may disgurse herself, is never safe;
peace now? The peace in Europe put
and
if
lakes
could
no
Our
sailors
desert
peace
cause of dispute.
place with America, lfot only will
longer
to American ships, when they were discharged she instantly start, with enormous advantage, in the
race
of
in
an
end
to
manufactures
The
and commerce, but millions
from our own.
Europe put
peace
the auarrel, as naturally as the cessation of a shower of men and money will flock to her from Europe,
two persons who are whom her example will soon again shake to the
puts an end to the quarrel of
centre. On the other
hand, if the war be persevered
contending for the shelter of a pent house.
had nothing to do, but to make a treaty of peace, in against her, all our taxes must be continued, and
and say nothing more about the impressment of sea- loans must annually be made. Which our statesmen. If the Americans were willing to do this, I men will prefer, it would he presumption in me to
am at a loss to discover how the continuance of the
to

w%

We

1 am aware indeed, that it
is to be justified.
Las been strongly inculcated in the Times, and other
newspapers, that we ought now, now, now, now, while
all goes on smoothly; now, while the, tide is with us,
to crush America foreveri to clip her wings for a cenher means of forming- a navy to
tunp—ixj. annihilate
be our rival on the ocean. Alas! if this be the pro
we are at war with; but naject, it is not America
ture herself, in whose immutable decrees it is writmust,
ten, that no such project shall succeed.
to effect that famous project, annihilate her woods,
ii er waters, and her lands; and
though our parliament has been called omnipotent, its omnipotence is
not of that sort which is requesite for such an undertaking. It can do what it pleases with us in
these islands but it cannot reach across the Allan
tic, except by its fleets and armies; except by the
means of the same sort which are opposed to it.
I/ere it is omnipotent, because there is no power to
resist it; but ther? a power exists inopen defiance of
it.
Therefore, it cannot do there what it pleases.
It is impossible to say what exploits our armies
and navy may perform in America. I shall leave the
to time, the great trier
military and naval operations
of all things. But certain it is that the gentry, who
were so hot for the drubbing, begin to be very imThe war, in their view of the matter, appatient.
Little or no blood is drawn.
pears to languish.
hear of no fine town demolished; none of those fatal
of woolens and cottons
things, the manufactories
have been destroyed: there are still American public
and more a building and, as to
ships of war afloat,
the private ships of war, they swarm even upon the
coaitsofthe "math*r country" to the great vexation

war

We

—

We

—

ought to receive the tax-gatherer with epen arms,
and greet him with an almost
kiss.
holy

FROM COBB ETr's
Maritime iuohts.

OCTOBEU 22.
—HEGISTEIt,
The Courier writer

is in a
dreadful rage, from an
apprehension that our claims
to the
sovereignty of the seas will be called in question at the
ensuing congress. But is there anv thing
more natural than that the continental

powers,

having, as they believe, put
land, should also wish to put

down the tyrant of the
down the tyrant of the

Our corruptionists
surely are not so vain as
to suppose, that the
allies, in combating Napoleon,
were willing, when he was
put down, that a maritime despotism, which had so
long annoyed them,
should continue in all its
seem to have
vigor.
secured, for some time at least, the neutrality, if
ocean?

We

not the support, of Holland.

But has not Russia,
Denmark, Sweden, Spam, and even Austria, to say
of
notning
France, had a thousand times occasionto complain of the

haughty treatment they have received from us on the seas? The moment too, when
our race of naval glory is somewhat checkedby the
Americans, seems favorable to the apprehended design, that the other maritime powers have it in contemplation to restrain our arrogance. It is true they
have all hitherto tried this, and
failed in the attempt
But the result of. the struggle with Prance shews
them what may be effected by perseverance, and the
fatal blow which has been
narecently given to our
val superiority,

may encourage them to the attempt.
Formerly these powers resisted our pretensions al-
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*nost single handed now, they appear convinced of
(lie necessity of union/ and if such a coalition, as
that which is spoken of, is formed, is itcertain, considering" the state of our relations with America,
that we shall be able to oppose to it a successful resistance? Desirous, however, as the sovereigns of
Europe may be to participate in the freedom of the

and indignant as they

on account of our
intolerant sway, it is possible, though by no means
probable, notwithstanding the alarms and the vaporing of the Courier, that they may consider it prudent to postpone the consideration of the question,
until after the congress, when they will feel themselves at liberty to enter fully into our pretensions,
without those restraints which must necessarily
arise from the presence ofa British minister.
I
say
this is possible, though somewhat improbable; and
my reason for dunking the interference of the allies
probable, at present, is its likelihood, and the frequent recurrence of the Trench journals to the subseas,

feel

ject.

FROM

TIIE SAME.

America.— I have given below the

official

docu-

ments

as to the recent
operations of the contending
armies in Canada, and in the United States; a pro-

clamation of president Madison, respecting the destruction of
Washington, and another proclamation of
sir John Sherbrcok,
declaring the country lately ocour
cupied by
troops, now to belong, in 'rightful soto
the
crov.-n of England.
On these intevereignty,
resting and important documents, I intend offering

some remarks

in
my next. Meanwhile, it might
have been expected that so
many disasters occurring,
in so short a period, to our
army and navy, would
have taught the corruption ists to be a little more
moderate than of late when they discussed American

Instead of adversity producing this effect,
politics.
the Times and the Courier are more vehement, extravagant, and outrageous than ever. In both, the
American government is loaded with the most opprobious epithets— and the conductors of the Trench
newspapers are denominated by the Times "insolent
and ignorant declaimers," because
they express a
wish "that the country of Washington, and of Franklin, may preserve its independence, and not fall under the yoke of England." From this it is clear, that
if the hypocritical writer of this
journal had the
Americans in his power, he would place them as
much under the yoke as the most cruel and unrelenting negro driver places his unhappy slaves. The
views of the Courier are
pretty clearly expressed in
the following article, which I have extracted from
last night's
paper: "The Americans give out, on the
authority of letters from Ghent, that, 'we have given way in the subject of the new
boundary line for
the lakes
contenting ourselves with exacting that
all armed vessels shall be
destroyed, and none but
bhipsof a certain tonnage be allowed to navigate the
lakes that the principal
object now relates to the
Indians, we insisting to include them in the negociation and arrangement for
peace, the Americans
desiring to treat with them separately.' This is the
American account—the British must, of course, be
a very different one. We must have a neiu
boundary
line— any arrangement short of that -will be
unsatisfacShould the contest be prolonged by that detory.
mand, the accomplishment of it will compensate the
evil.
Canada must no longer be left in such a state,
as that the invasion shall be held
up by the Americans inierroren,t.o influence our political measures.
The exclusion of the Americans by the war from the
fisheries was last year the means o!'
cmploving many
thousand additional tons of
shipping, and consequently ofseamen. To give up therefore a branch

—

—
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of commerce which

is of so much importance to us
power, as well as with reference to its
would indeed be impolitic. We shall not,

as a naval
profit,

we hope, falter a moment in enforcing our own exclusive right in the
fishery, as well as in demanding
the wiiolk of the hicks; but the war may on this
account be somewhat
prolonged. This is at least a
probable opinion; but wisely conducted, the contest
must terminate in our favor. There
may be another
effort; but that will be the last. But it is the opinion
of some, that the conquest of Canada having become
hopeless, and the defence of the American sea fron-

—

tier, still

more

modified to

so, the

American government

make peace on any terms

will

be.

they can pro-

It is to be recollected that our terms have
and properly risen, with our successes, and
that they are such as go very deeply to wound the

cure.

risen,

pride, as well as to affect the interests of the
ricans.

Ame-

Whether they

will m.ike a struggle to avoid
of their own folly which are so

those consequences
imminent, or whether their spirit is so completely
evaporated that they will readily acquiesce, it is for
time to determine. Much will depend on the spirit
manifested by the congress. It is pretty evident
that the federalists will enter congress with more
influence and confidence than formerly? and it is not
less certain that even some of the democratic members will inculpate the government for the disasters
of the country; and thus, whilst they defend the
principle of the war, they will condemn the conduct
of it. No slight expectations are entertained by the
Americans, of getting France to aid their cause.
Let France beware. Her support of the Americans
in their war against this countrv was one of the
causes that produced the French revolution."

FROM COBBF.TT's REGISTER, MAT

7-

America. An article, which appeared in the
Times newspaper of Monday last, makes me regret
exceedingly that the regent did not answer that
part of the city address which expresses a 'nope that
•'a period is put to the ravages of war; and tiiat we
henceforth participate in the advantages of a
friendly and uninterrupted intercourse with all the
I regret that his royal highnations of the wprld."
ness did not speak to and echo this sentiment, because the article above alluded to, states that there
is to be a stipulation in the definitive treaty of
peace, by which all the allied powers and France
are to bind themselves not to interfere in the war

may

which England may now carry on against the United
This article is published as
dated at, and as having been published at Vienna.
It is, doubtless, wholly false, though ft is very diffiStates of America.

cult to account for its being published in the capital
of the Austrian government, where intelligence of
Perthis sort seems so unlikely to be fabricated,
haps the Times newspaper, which has cried oat so
loudlv for no peace with James Madison, and has
from the
openly proposed to detach part of the stales
confederation, has fabricated the article itself, by
way of feeling the public pulse. Be this as it may,
the idea exists, and the promulgation of it must

have a very bad

effect; for, though it is impossible
the prince regent would propose any
such stipulation, there can be no doubt that the
will tend to make
very mention of it in our prints
the Americans more exasperated than they were beto believe that

The effect of this mischievous article would
have been, by anticipation, completely destroyed by
one word from the regent, echoing the wish for uni
versal peace, expressed by the city of London.
am aware, that his royal highness, by a speedy ad^
with America, which, in*
justment of all differences
fore.
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of peace nishing that some, even good men, who do not hate
deed, 60 themselves awav by the exist ence
in Europe, will greatly disappoint the feeders on freedom in the abstract, should be anxious to see,
war and the enemies of" freedom. As to the former, jher growth checked, either by demolishing her
to the (towns, her ships, her means of
strength of all sorts;
they might be satisfied with profits equal
the latter, nothing short of the or by dividing her states. There are those, too,
profits of war; but
extermination of the very name of republic will [who, looking at the fearful magnitude of our debti
eve r satisfy. They see, in the existence of the re- and in despair of seeing it reduced by any system of
of what they economy, have an idea that would it be as well to
public of America, danger little short
saw in the republic of France. They see in it a re-; venture upon a war of conquest with America, in
all (order to obtain the means to
pay off part at least of
ceptacle for the oppressed and enterprizing of
nations.
They see in it an example of freedom, {this debt. They see in that boundless country lands
morality and happiness, the bare thought of which to sell and a great population to tax. They imagine
ruts them to the torture. If they could consolidate! they will find means as boundless as the debt itself;
all the people of America into one carcase, they and, mad as the notion, of a war upon such grounds
would, having an arm sufficiently strong, and an may seem to the Americans, they may be assured
aim sufficiently leng, cut their threat at a single that there are numerous persons in England who
Such men, if men we ought to call such mon- entertain it. Then, think of the delightful prospect
gash.
sters, talk with delight of the sending of lord Wel- which seventeen or eighteen provinces holdout to
in the hunters after places!
Such cargoes of goverlington's army to the United States; they revel
the ide: of burning the cities and towns, the mills nors, commanders in chief, staffs, port admirals and
ar.d manufactories of the country; at the very least, officers, custom house and excise people, attornies
they talk of forcing Mr. Madison from his seat, and and solicitors general, judges, doctors, proctors,
new modelling the government. They endeavor to paymasters, commissaries, and, though last not
excite all the i,o<ti!e passionsjbere. They a' e always least, bishops, priests and deacons.
Only think of
who
ripping up our defeated and captured frigateswith- this, and wonder not, that there are persons
out appearing to recollect that we, at any rate, de- wish for the recolonization of America. But as the
feated and took one frigate from the Americans. subjects of dispute with that country cease of themall
"Why then urge us on to revenge? Can any revenge selves with the war in Europe, let us hope, that
that we can take do away those pages of history, any these wild notions will be soon dissipated by the,
more than the dethronement of Napoleon can dojregent's ministers, who will, doubtless, lo3e, now,
away the history of the battles of Austerlitz, Jena not a moment in giving real peace to the nation.
I must confess, however, that I should like to see
and Eylau? At other times they tell us of the danger which, as manufacturers, wc have to apprehend the ugly paragraph, to which I have alluded, plainly
from America, who is now, in her turn, becoming; contradicted by something like official authority.^
an exporter of woollen and of cotton goods. And lit appeared in the Times newspaper of the 2d of
whv should they not export woollens and cottons as {May, in the following words: the treaty of Chauwell as we? What reason is there that they should 'mount is published in the same print of the same
not become a commercial nation as well as we or the day, from the Vienna gazette; and, after the treaty,
Dutch/ These latter used to have exclusively, the there follows, as also taken from the Vienna paper,
making of Gods for the Portuguese and Spaniards; this paragraph- "It is affirmed, that besides the Conthe
but, for my part, I see no harm that would arise jventions which England has concluded with
fiom it, if the Americans, who have such abundance other allied powers, it has also made a secret agreeof wood, were to supply this article to all the catho- ment relative to North America.
By this agreeEulic countries of Europe, as doubtless there will now iment England has procured from all the other
be a great call for it, seeing that the Pope (to the ropean powers the assurance, that, after the re-estar
will ingreat joy o this protestant country) is now restored blishment of peace in Europe, none of them
to his sec.
But, in spite of the justice and reasona terfere in the disputes between his Britannic m*bleness of these sentiments, they do not, and will jesty and North America, and France is also to en
to
rot, prevail amongst the manufacturers of England, gage, in the peace to b? concluded, to subscribe
who will look with jealousy and hatred towards A- thesame conditions." This, as the reader will obmcrica; and, perceiving no other way of arresting serve well, was first published at Vienna on the 9th
her astonishing- progress in the manufacturing line of April, and accompanied the publication of the
than that of tearing her to pieces by war, they will treaty of Chaumont. If the paragraph be not a fabe for war with her at any expence, and at any risk. brication here, it is very strange indeed, it being
The ship owners know well, that they have no well known, that at Vienna, the press is under rigid
chance in a fair competition with the Americans inspection and control.—Why any such stipulation
They know that the latter can build, sail and carry as this? What need was there o"f any, seeing that
at half the price necessary to English ships.
This we have now no dispute with America, the very
The mercantile subjects of dispute having ceased to exist with the
class, therefore, will be for war.
marine will breed ships of war. This is an object war in Europe. The dispute related to the taking
of terror with those who look far forward, and who of people out of American ships upon the high seas,
are unaLle to support the idea of England ever, at upon the ground of being English subjects, and
other
any time, becoming the second maritime nation in also to the extent of the right of blockade and
Peace with
the world, as in twenty years' time she must, unless matters touching neutrals during war.
the growth of the American naval power can be all nations, of course, takes away the very subjects
checked. When we look back to what America of dispute; and, why, therefore, should England have
was in the year 1784, that is, thirty years ago, and made a secret agreement in order to prevent any of
see what progress she has made, and how that pro- the other powers, France included, from tracing
of
gress has gone on increasing in its velocity, it is im- part in this dispute, "after the re-establishment
possible not to perceive that unless she receive some peace in Europe?" If I could believe as 1 yet canshould
very severe check, she must be equal, at least to not, in the existence of such an agreement, I
England in naval power, even in the course cf ten begin to fear, that the regent and his ministers were
This opinion is general with those who re- bent upon a war of recolonization, or at least, of deyears.
flect upon the subject* and therefore it is net a=to- vastation, in the United States; that they had lis,I
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moderate in their views to listen, for one moment,
lc ned to the
suggestions of those who, for the seveambitious and sanguinary project, a.
1 have stated, desire the destruction to any such
or the conquest of these states, and that we were gainst which it is my duty to endeavor to guard
in the most expensive hem, as 1 know that there will not be wauling numdoomed now to be

ral reasons that

engaged
and bloody war, while all the rest of Europe enjoyed
that
the time was yet not arrived
profound peace
when our burdens were to be lightened, when guineas were to return, and when we were once before
we died, to say that our country was living in
friendship with all the world. If his war were to
be resolved on by our government (which God fornot be
bid!) it must be confessed, that there would
it on with
warning 'he ready means of carrying
more soldiers, more ships,
deadly effect We have
more horses, more arms and ammunition; more, in

—

bers, through the press and otherwise, to urge its
The whole world besides does not, peradoption.
haps, contain so many ready enemies of freedom as
alone.
It is here" alone where we see it
England

recommended

to keep the allied armies
longer in
France; it is here alone where we hear it said, and
see it promulgated, that Napoleon ought to be
hanged with his code of laws about his neck; it is i.e..
alone where we see publica'-'nns
recommending to
the king of France to punish the late
republicans; it
is here alone where the
press openly expresses its
the
dread
of
of
we
know
France
too'
the
instruments
of
lenient. Th 13
war, than
king
being
short, of all
Our army is well disciplined; a- description of persons will never be at heart's ease,
\\ hat to do with.
in its while the people of America are free, and while Afcundantly supplied with good officers; brave
Our navy is in the mericais a receptacle for the oppressed.
nature; accustomed to victory!
And, indeed, upon their principle, they are right.
tame state. The European war has ended so sudthere are If they will insist upon regarding the result of the
denly, and was upon so large a scale, that
war in Europe, as valuable only on account of its haprovisions and stores in hand more than sufficient,
under- ving destroyed republicanism in Europe, they are
perhaps, for a year's war in America. The
consistent in urging a war against Ameritaking, therefore, would be by no means chimerical, perfectly
If such a ca, and even a war of re-colonization: for, unless that
though, in the end, I think it would fail.
war, and for the purposes urged in ourpublic prints, object be accomplished; unless the cradle of the
should be entered on, it is, probable that the Ger- revolution become also its grave, little or nothing
man legion, being subjects of our king, might be a- has been gained over thepiinciple ofrcpublicanism.
mongst the troops sent out. This is no contempti- America, now holding out her hand to manufactuble army of itself; horse, foot, artillery, engineers; rers, as we'll as cultivators of the soil, cannot, if she
and commanded. In remain what she is, fail to attract prodigious numalii well appointed, provided
bers of Europeans, of all nations, to her
short, there wiLl be no difficulty in sending out an
proline and
army of 50 or 80 thousand men, besides sailors and happy shores. Discontent at the changes which Live
now
taken place; despair of ever
marines. To prevent their landing would be imseeing that which
before had hopes of
possible; and, it is hardly necessary to say, that the they
living to see; shamed to
on
remain
the
whole of the ships of the states, and all the maritime
spot where their hopes have been baftowns, must fail upon the approach of only a fourth fled, and their endeavors frustrated; unsurmountable
hatred
of
power to which they are compelled tq
part of such an army; unless the Americans should,
previous to its landing, be cured of their self confi- submit, and to the support of which thev are comto
the
use
for
the
pelled
contribute; the weight of taxation; the spidence, and layby
plough for awhile,
of the musket. I trust in the justice of his royal rit of enterprise; the hope of bettering their lot in
these will, if America be at
highness, the regent, for the rejection of such a pro- all;
peace, and the road
free and clear, carry hundreds of thousands of Euject; but, if it were to be adopted, I know it would
be popular; and 1 also see, as every man must, that ropeans to her shores. Artizans, manufacturers of
t.ie powers of Europe, if inclined to aid America, all descriptions, and especially of the most clever
are unable to do it.
They have, all put together, and most enterprjzing men. The augmentation of
not fleets enough to face 3ix English men of war. her population will be hastened; her maritime and
The maritime strengthof the whole world now cen- all other means will increase; and it will be not at
tres in these islands.
The Americans, I hear, rely all surprising to see her, in ten years, in a situation
upon the friendship of Russia. Alas! what have to send forth 50 ships or the line, manned and comthey to offer the emperor of Russia in return for his manded as well as our own. I confess that this will
The emperor of be the natural consequence of leaving her wliat she
friendship? This is nonsense.
Russia has other objects of his attention; andbesides, now is, and that, in any war, at ten years hence, she
if we readily were to give credit to the article from wdl be able almost to dictate to U3 both the time
Vienna, that point is settled at once. So that, if and. the conditions of peace, there being a limit to
this war were to be resolved on, it would soon be our ggrowth of power, and none to tier's.
But, for
seen, that the politics of the federalists as they are all tins, I am decidedly for leaving her to herself.—
Taat will
called, have been wrong from the beginning; and Her states may divide of themselves.
that Mr. Madison, so of.cn accused of being the make her comparatively weak; Whereas by a war we
tool of Napoleon, will have to remind his antago- should unite diem much closer than
tuey how are.
nists, that if America, in good earnest, had token
may, too, fail in the object of the war. After
the side of France a i'ew years ago, she would not expending too or three hundred millions of monej ,
now, in all probability, have to tremble, lest the ad- we may be compelled to make peace with her as an
vice of the Times newspaper should be acted upon. independent republic, having greatly weakened
Luckily for the power ol England, and for the family ourselves by the attempt to subdue her, tarnished
of Bourbon, Mr. Madison and his party kept aloof our own military reputation, fixed her fame forever
from Napoleon for the sake of political principle, in the minds of men, and what, in the eyes of som
united with the fear of being reproached with plung- persons, would be worse than all the rest, establishing their country into a war on the side of a despot ed upon a rock, never to be shaken, the principles
and a conqueror. But, it would, if the Times's pro- of freedom and of republican government. 1 have
ject were adopted, become evident to all the world, thus taken a rather extensive view of this subject
that such policy had been the ruin of the United but to those who are for a war wich America, in o;
I
States.
repeat, however, my confident hope, that der, as the Times calls it, to finish the good work
the regent and his ministers axe too
just and too so happily begun in France-, it might have been sul
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few word9, that our choice
between these two things; either to suffer America to remain the nurse of freedom, the receptacle
of the oppressed of all nations, an example of liberty,
under an elective
security and happiness, enjoyed
establishgovernment, without hereditary rights or
ed church, or? to continue to pay the property tax,
and to see our debt yearly increased by loans. Here,
Johnnv Bull, you have your choice. Which of the
two you may take, I really cannot pretend to say; and
so, upon this subject, I must wait patiently the reAs to the state
sult of your profound cogitations.
of opinions in America, it appears, that, havingheard
of the low state of Napoleon's affairs, thepeople there
were counting, with confidence, on an immediate
peace. They had not then heard of the actual dethronement of Napoleon, and of the consequent language of our public prints, accompanied with statements relative to troops immediately to be sent off
to America. What effect these will produce in the
minds of the people and of the government there, I
know not; but so slowly do they generally move, it is
rot probable, that the troops will meet with any
thing like an army to oppose them. The Americans have no experienced officers, have no discipline.
They will, too, I dare say, think that because they
beat England in the last war, they can do it again,
and much easier, having now five times as numerous
ficient to observe, in very

lies

a population. But, in the first place, they will not
have to contend against such generals as they had to
contend against before, npr such officers and soldie, s.
They will, if our troops really should land in
iheir country, have to contend with those who have
defeated French armies; with skill of all sorts: experience in the men as well as the officers; with courage, discipline, and the habit of Victory. All these
will require something more than the Americans
have yet thought of. Then, jn the last war, America had three great maritime powers on her side, and
one power to send her aid in officers and men. Do
they now look for assistance from the friendship of
Ferdinand, or cf Louis, or of the sovereign prince of
the United Netherlands? Which of the t]iree do they
intend to apply to? Or, do they expect that the
emperor of Russia, who is shortly to come on a visit to England, will, in order to preserve their liberty, send an army of Cossacks to their assistance
round by the way of Kamschatkar* Verily, Jonathan,
if you repose in such vain hopes, you are upon jour
last legs, if the
project of our public writers be
adopted by the government. It appears, that you

j

VTIE

You have seen the
having seen diat, rely, if you will, on
the superior powers of talking, possessed by your
negociators! Perhaps you may take it into your
head, that negociators, chosen from amongst our

after the arrival of his lordship.
result; and,

two or three of those
"Burkes of the Western Hemisphere," of whom the
Times newspaper speaks; perhaps it may come into
your noddle that negociators, picked out fi ora a,
mongst these friends of "social order and regular

friends, the federalists; that

government," will be likely to succeed beiter than
those, who were not for open war against Napoleon.
Try then Jonathan; and be sure to fix up'.'i gentlemen, who think themselves very clever, aud love,
of all tilings, to hear themselves talk. Be sure to
send men, deeply read in Vattel and Puffendorf,
and who will write volumes iq folio, in answer to six
1 think, that, in
lines from our secretary of stale.
order to conciliate, your best way will be to send negociators, who, in following up the sentiments of
Mr. Randolph, will lay all the blame ot your hostior jacobins, who have elity upon the democrats,
migrated to you from England and Ireland; .aid, if
you were to propose to give them up to their natural sovereign, it might, perhaps, as Mr. Randolph
would think, obtain you peace upon beuer terms.—
Try it, Jonathan, and see what effect it will have
In short, try in all manner of ways, the powers of
Alas! to be serious witn you, your saiety
talking.
the
lie's now in the forbearance, the magnanimity,
the prince regent
compassion, of his royal nighness
of England; and, I trust, especially ior me sake of
the Quakers in Pennsylvania, that you will ibid this
a safe reliance. While the emperor Napoleon wielded the arms of France, you thought ) ourselves in
no danger. But him you did not like. He did not
dress to your fancy. One party amongst j ou abused
desire to aid ins
him, and the other disclaimed all
Volumes did your negociators write to conviews.
vince us, that you did nothing to fa\*>r him. Ycu
Sail
little war of your own.
got into a nice,' snug,
at war with one cf the great
independent, you were
with
and so far from allying yourself
(

1

belligerents,
the other, you contrived to

keep up your quarrel
with him, and could hardly be said to be at pe.ige
with your powerful enemy's only powerful enemy.—
this policy, and perseLuckily for us, you adopted
vered in it to the last. You appear to have put your
as a sort of episode into the
little independent war
was acting contrary to ah me
grand drama; but it

berules of composition, not to close the episode
You may, i hope, saiely
fore the end of the piece.
of our
rely upon the moderation and magnanimity
~
behalf of his
a;
in the name and
prince regent, acting
u„i that is your only
uu, that
majesty; but I do assure }you,
out to the last man,
reliance; for if you were rooted
commisseration
arc more laconic; but your fate would excite very little
diplomatic discussions.
we use arguments ofmuch greater force than yours. in Europe. You thought that you would hold the
Whether il lie owing to our European climate, balance between England and France. What ibliy
Tnis is
which hv making the stage of maturity more tardy rind presumption! But it is in vain to talk.
of which nations arc never cu-

have negociators in Europe; and I have hoard, that
they have a great opinion of their powers of speech.
They, or, rather you, will, in due time, feel the consequence of this error, if it be persevered in lo«ig.—
We, here, do not make such long speeches in our

We

communicates more vigor to the mind a disease of mind,
from causes similar to those red but at the cannon's mouth; and, though 1 could
which render the oak more solid and durable than wish much to see you cured, I cannot bring myseU
Since
die poplar, or to that .necessity of industry which to approve of the application of the remedy.
declarain

arriving',

as well as the body,

habituates us to despatch, 1 cannot tell; but, Certain
it is, that our
negociators have a much shorter w..y
of going to work than yotirs, and that they seldom
dl to be much more successful.
You have recently seen what a shilly-shally state the powers of the
continent were in, till our lord Castlereagh got anong'st their counsellors.
They were talking about
leaving to the emperor Napoleon a much greater cx01 territory than France, under her kings, ever
knew. You have seen bow son matters chsngcj
1

1

1'

the following important
writing the above,
hand. The Ation from our admiraly has come to
a
mericans will, I dare "say, not think it altogether
ioke.

.

J S14"Admiralty QJJice, April 30,
canlords commissioners of the admiralty
of hostilinot announce to the fleet the termination
to the petty
ties with France, without expressing

"The

his majesty s
seamen, and royal marines ot
thsir lordships eniciwliich
sense
1he
high
ships,
officers,
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th< resentment of no one to fear.
From America we
and glorious services during
Luring tint
gallant
and diai
discip learn, the most surprising f.ie<, that a law has actupatience, perseverance,
with wmcn ally been passed to prevent the importation of either

The

,

the

.-vnr.u

best
and marines have upheld the

inte-

c^

woollen or cotton goods from any part of the world!

Thus are eight millions ofpeople, who only fourteen
the noblest triunipltf oi
rests, and adueved
not only ot their year:; ago, had not a coat or a gown that tt'as not
trv entitle them to the gratitude,
have preserved inviolate, earned trom England, able to supply themselves;
initive land, which they
of whose ulti- and must, of course be, in a short time, able to exof
the

Europe,
but of the other nations
maintained the
ate deliverance their successes
1 heir
the accomplishment
hope, and accelerated
and
unprovoked
the unjust
that
lordships regret
American government, in deckagression of the
.i!
-,..i..n.,r
nttw all the causes ot
this
codntry, atter
war
upon
fing
been removed, does not
j complaint had
the fleet at ouce to a peace
permit them to reduce
now at issue in
establishment! but as the question
maintenance ot diose maratime
this war is the
our naval
which are the sure foundation ot
riffhts
to tnat
Jory their lordships look with confidence
which it may be still necessary to
part' of the fleet
ot thai spirit
keep in commission, for a continuance
which lias raised the
of discipline and gallantry,
In reduBritish navy to its present pre-eminence.
for the
cing the fleet to the establishment necessary
marines will find
American war, the seamen and
ot their restheir lordships attentive to the claims
reduction will be first made
pective services. The
which it may be found
in the crews of those ships
and from them the petty ofexpedient to pay oft,
ficers and seamen will be successively discharged,
of their services; beginning
according to the length
who were in his
in the first instance with all those
to the 7th ot March,
majesty's service previous
When the
18uo and have since continued in it..
as to tne ships
reduction shall have been thus made,

port those commodities, and at a much cheaper rate
than we possibly can. Even ten years ago, America
did not possess means to grow a tenth part of the
wool sufficient tor making her woollens. What a
wonderful increase of means! To what must such
a country arrive in another ten years, if left as the
is!
But, my fear is, that even here will he found,
by seme persons, a cause to make them wish for
war.

—

nioM coubett's register of ocTOBEn2D.
Retaliation. A great deal has lately been said
in the French, in the American, and in our own
newspapers, about the destructive mode of warfare
now waging in Canada, and in the United States.
The two former have employed the most violent invectives against our government, on account of the
burning oi Washington, and other places, while we
have set up, as a justification of these rigorous measures, the plea ot' retaliations that is to say, have alledgcd, that the burning and ransacking ot defenceless towns, and the
carrying away of private property from our provinces in Canada, began with the
Americans; and that what our troops have since
done, what houses they have set fire to, what propert}' they have taken away, and what numbers of
innocent people they have ruined, instead of being
to
either wanton, barbarous, or unjust, was a fair retawill direct their attention
paid off, their lordships
to
keep liation for the injuries they had done us, and perthose which it may be found necessary
as the circumstan- fectly consistent with the established laws of nain commission, and as soon
home and tions. If the practice of shedding human blood in
ces of the war will admit, will bring
the same standing battle is at all justifiable, I do not see why one nadischarge all persons having
discnar- tion has a
right more than another, of deviating from
and periods of service, as tlios betore
in a tew the common and
•red from the ships paid off; so that,
prescribed rules of carrying on this
be
will
1 cannot admit, because one
equaliz- work of destruction.
months, the situation of individuals
be
at
win
service
ot
people, who call themselves civilized, should in or
ed- all men of a certain period
and
the
families;
dcr
to get the better of their
home to their
neighbors, take into*
liberty to return
number which it may be still necessary to retain, their head to copy the practice of savages and bav
shortthe
been
have
who
barians, that the others have not an equal right to
will be composed of those
in itseli so
est time in the service. An arrangement
adopt the same practices. The one having, in a
to
fail
give moment of frenzy, employed an instrument to cut
their lordships' opinion,
just, cannot, in
to make his
universal satisfaction; and they are induced
neighbors throat, different from that which, in
because they think c Id blood, he had
this communication to the fleet,
agreed to use in the performance
the
of
all
conduct
pe
ty
of this hiiMttiie act, it seems to be only fair play that.
that the exemplary good
to
them
entitle
and
his
every
marines,
officers, seamen,
opponent should satiate his thirst for human
confidence, and to this full and candid explanation gore in a way, at least, as horrible and savage as his
canTheir
intentions.
lordships
of their lordships'
neighbor. Were the party who had been provoked
not conclude without expressing their hope that to seek his revenge in a still more terrible manner,
will
and
fleets
armies,
his
the valor of
majesty's
perhaps something might even then be oflerediu
the American contest to a conclusion his vindication. At all
speedily bring
events, if the Americans
in- were
for
British
safe
British
the
to
name,
honorable
really guilty, in the first instance, of the wanton
ot
the
the
to
and
and
conducive
repose
dreadful
lasting
terests,
outrages of which we accuse them; if
civilized world.
By command of their lordships, they set the example of devastation and barbarity,
of
which
we
Choker.
so loudly complain, and under which
VV.
J.
Thus then, we have it explicitly declared, that .we shelter ourselves for the commission of similar
Now, we outrages, I am quite satisfied that they have sufferthere is to be "AN AMERICAN
shall see, then whether our ministers are to be talk- ed nothing more than they deserved, and that the
ed out of their views whatever those views may be. French people, in place of assimulating us to Attila
The grounds of the war, On the part of America, were and his Huns, or Robespierre and his bravadoes,
the invasion, as they insisted, of their neutral rights. ought, in justice, to draw the comparison between
The peace in Europe, 1 should have thought, put an these inhuman monsters and the Americans themend to the dispute, it beiug impossible that neutral selves. But there is a circumstance which, it is
be claimed. But it seems, necessary should be attended to in
rights should any longer
determining this
that I was deceived; 1 must confess, that the cry for important question, namely, whether the acts and
war with America is general in this country, now deeds of the Americans, which serve as a plea for
that we have no other powers to fight with, and the; the dreadful revenge w« have taken, are utmutbori
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afterwards sanctioned, by the American goIf it appeared that these cruelties were
committed, in consequence of an order from the secretary at war, or any other person holding a responsible situation in the government, then there
Would be no room for doubt; the question would be
decided against the Americans, and Great Britain
stand acquitted in the eyes of the universe. If, however, it should turn out, that neither Mr. Madison,
nor any individual connected with his government,
directly or indirectly, issued such an order, candor
will compel us to acknowledge, that we have been
rather rash in the severe censures Ave have pronounced upon the American government. But if, upon
further enquiry, we find, that every thing has been
done by that government which prudence could
dictate, or which we ourselves could devise, to
soften the rigors of war; if it should appear, that the
American president, anticipating the dreadful evils
consequent on a state of hostility, adopted precautionary measures, in order to ameliorate the condition of the invaders as well as the invaded; if we
should discover, that where any thing- contrary to
the usages of war, any of those violences inseparable
from a state of warfare, occurred, the individuals
engaged in these, or who may have exercised any
sed,

or*

vernme?it.

unnecessary severity, were brought to trial, or- punished for the impropriety of their conduct. If, I
say, such should appear to have been the Way in
which the American government have acted in such
cases, it will be impossible to condemn Mr. Madison upon just grounds, or to clear us of those charof'
cruelty, barbarity, and wanton precipitancy,
which our neighbors have so lavishly brought against us. The Courier, and all our hireling tribe

ges

of journalists, following its example, have stated,
that "from the first invasion of Upper Canada by the

tllj.

troops of a nation calling itself civilized and chris.
had wantonly, and -without the shadow of a
pre
text, forced 500 helpless women and children to
quit
their dwellings, and to be the mournful
spectators
of the conflagration and total destruction of all
that belonged to them." When this writer
affected,
in this hypoeiitioal manner, to lament the scenes
lie
has so pathetically described, he took
special care
not to inform his readers, that the village of Newark was situated so Close to Fort
George, that it
tian,

was scarcely possible to carry on military operations
at that place, either of a defensive or offensive nature, without destroying many of the
surrounding

Accordingly, when it was said, that the
American officer commanding at Fort George had
exceeded the bounds of propriety, he justified himself on the ground, that the measures he had taken
were essentially necessary to the military plans h«
had adopted. It is plain, from an inquiry
having
been ordered by the American government into this
buildings.

conduct, that gave no authority to act rigorously towards the inhabitants of our states. But
what establishes this beyond all controversy Is, that
on this very occasion, the American minister
openly
and distinctly disavowed all intentions of carrying
on war contrary to the established practice of civil,
ized nations. Supposing, therefore, what does not
even appear to be the case, that the American officer had, in this instance, been guilty of some violence, or had even done all the mischief of which he
is accused, this would not afford a
ground on which
to blame the
government, when it cannot be shewn
that it sanctioned his acts either by previous orders
or a subsequent approval. Aware of the conclusive
nature of this fact, the Courier now attempts to shelter itself under the fallacious pretence, that the
destruction of the houses at Newark "could in- no
degree assist the American operations," and that,
when Mr. Monroe made this statement, "he knew
it to be
I leave it to the reader to
totally false."
judge, whether the editor of the Courier or the
American secretary of state is entitled to the greatest credit, or which of them is the most likely to
be possessed of correc'. information on the subjectCould I suppose that the preference would be given
officer's

forces, under brigadier general Hull, they
manifested a disposition of marking out, as objects
of peculiar resentment, all loyal subjects of his
majesty, and dooming their property to plunder and
conflagration." That the Americans invaded Upper Canada, after war had broken out between the
two countries, is a fact we cannot doubt; but that
they should behave in the manner here pointed out;
and that they should shew peculiar resentment to- to the former, I would stiil maintain, that the bare
wards some of the inhabitants merely because they knowledge of these outrages having been committed,
were loyal subjects, and doom their property to des- would prove nothing. It must be distinctly shewn
before
truction, for no other reason than that they were at- that they were authorised by the government,
tached to their lawful sovereign, is what no reason- they can be held as warranting the steps we have
As this is not even pretended by the Couable person will believe, who knows any of the" res- taken.
that the
pect the American ministers have always shewn rier, it must continue an established fact,
1o the government of other states, and the extraor- American government was not the f rat aggressor
their exam'
dinary devotion of the people to their own political and consequently, that we cannot plead
The charge indeed lias been held so pie in justification of our conduct. It has been said"
institutions.
absurd by the Americans, that they have never deign- that the burning of Long Point completely impli>
ed to notice it, although they have uniformly met cafes the American government. But it is only nethe last instance, to produce the eviall general and undefined accusations with a
digni- cessary, as in
fied denial, and an explicit call upon their accusers dence of their nai ing sanctioned the deed, to admitto embody their charges in some tangible shape.
the conclusion drawn from it. The American gothat this act was
Finding that this manly way of sile c.ng calumny vernment has repeatedly declared,
had its proper effect, our corrupt press then pre- totally unauthorized; and to shew their entire dis
untended to discover, in certain acts of the American approbation of it, they delivered up the off. er,
to be tried
army, a sufficient ground not only on which to rest der whose orders it was performed,
"But" (asks the Courier)
their former accusations, but to warrant the adop- the laws of Ids country.
tion of those destructive measures tint have lately "what was the result? This is studiously concealed.
what
attended our naval and military operations.
It was Supposing the officer acquitted of the charge,
have the
said that the proceedings of the Americans at the would the Courier sav to this? Would he
to
"that the government oug.it
village of Newark, in Upper Canada, were marked impudence to assert,
mo*
with acts of the greatest atrocity, such as burning beheld culpable, and thepeople visited with the
and destroying the farmhouses and other buildings dreadful of calamities, because the tribunals
,,
the evidence suitt will
of tli e peaceable inhabitants.
hardly be Wished by law had not considered
the
servile
writer
of
the
the
accused.
to
convict
said
iicient
Courier,
credited,"
oOf what consequence is it to our government,
/"that, in the inclemency of a Canadian w'ipter, the

American
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far is it held implicated in the issue of a court | upon what this prostituted writer tells us, we could
innocent not fail to consider them the most barbarous, the
martial, whether the party tried be found
Have not ministers done their duty, most immoral, and the most uncultivated race of
or guilty?
when they deliver up the accusal to be tried by men existing oh the face of the earth; yet, with all
ever thinks of connecting their ignor; ~c,e, and all their savage propensities,
bis proper judges?
them, after this step, with the judgment that may we do not perceive that their rulers have been so
be pronounced? Would the Courier writer wish us stupidly precipitate as either to proclaim, the inhabito believe that ministers do influence the decisions tants of the countries they invaded beyond the proof the judges? Does he mean to insinuate, that ju- tection of the law, or to treat them as if tliev had
If been their own subjects, in open rebellion against
ries are not beyond the influence of corruption?
he does not; if he always pretends, he entertains a the state. The cases already alluded to evidently
high opinion of the integrity of our judges, and a do not warrant the conclusions drawn by (lie Coureverence fhr the trial by jury; if he considers it a rier, unfavorable to the humanity of the \jnericans;
direct violation of the constitution to interfere with and if we are disposed to give a candid hearing to
their verdicts; upon what principle is it that the A- what they themselves have published in their own
neriean government should be blamed, and the peo- defence, we shall soon be convinced that they are
for the de- neither barbarous nor inhuman; that they are as well
ple punished for shewing the same respect
risions of their judges, and the same deference for acquainted with the. science of politics, and enterthe verdicts of their juries? How can we censured? tain as great a respect for the established laws of
punish the Americans upon these grounds, without nations, and the rights of particular states, as the
censuring and punishing the government and the most civilized and christian people in Europe. It
Let the Courier, or his appears, indeed, that their superior acquirements,
p. ople of this country also?
admirers, answer these questions, if they can. A- combined with an ardent attachment to liberty,
nother ground of retaliation, urged by corruption is the cause of the great hatred and rancor constantagainst the American government, was the burning ly displayed in our newspaper press against all their

how

Who

We

pf St. David's. This, it appears, was done by a institutions.
envy the American-; because they
ttraggHvg party of soldiers, who finding themselves excel us, and from envy proceeds enmity. Nor do
freed from ail restraint, conceived they had a right the recent triumphs which they have obtained over
to plunder and destroy every thing that came in our fleets and armies, and the imposing attitude they
Have we not have in consequence assumed, appear in any degree
their way belonging to the enemy.
heard of thousands of such parties in the recent war to lessen the deep rooted malice entertained against
on the continent? And has not every newspaper in them by a great majority in this country. Disaster
Europe dwelt with indignation on the atrocities seems to have no other effect than to confirm popucommitted by loose bands of soldiers belonging to lar prejudices: the public have no wish to he undeall the armies of the belligerents?
Bui who ever ceived, and the man that dares attempt to tell them
pretended that any of the governments, or any of the truth, is sure to be treated with contempt, and
the nations to which these insolated parties of ma- to be looked upon as a suspected person, who, like
rauders belonged, should be so far held responsible the nation whose rights he defends, ought to be
for their acts, as to be placed beyond the protection
punished for his laudable efforts. Widi such dispoof the law of nations, and to be made to suffer for sitions, it is no way surprising that the conductors
crimes which they could neither foresee nor pre- or our vile press find admirers. They flatter their
vent?
It was enough that the
guilty were made to passions, t\ ey feed their appetite tor lies, they nousuffer.
In ordering this, the nation to whom they rish their hatred, and they rekindle their fur. whenbelonged did all that was incumbent on them to do, ever circumstances occur to reconcile them to the
and all that could reasonably be required by the in- former
objects of their hate. From this dreadfu',
The American government acted but no le-.s faithful, picture of the present state of
jured, parlies.
in
the
the
had
same
The
officer
who
precisely
way.
society, one would almost be compelled to conclude
charge of: he party that burned St. David's was dis- that man was naturally a savage animal. It is riot,
missed from the service "without a trial, for not pre- however, from the corruption of his nature, that
venting it." "1 think this was an arbitrary stretch these evils spring; they are occasioned by corrupt
of power. No man ought to be punished without a institutions,
by perverted systems of education., by
trial, however great and how eve r palpable his crime. inexorable laws, that interested cheats have every
To admit a contrary practice is opening a door that where promulgated, and that never can he overcome
may lead to great abuse:-:, andl am soiry to find the until mankind return to reason, the only sure g^ide
fact admitted by an American
secretary of state. to virtue, to peace and to happiness.
But aggravated as this officers
punishment was by
this breach of law and justice, the Courier writer eso?j cohrett's iieoistsk of octouek 29, 1814.
would have it believed, that it was not half severe.
AMr.iufAN' will. I have, from the firat, express("Was that an adequate punishment,") he asks, "for ed my apprehension as to the end of this war. T
such an unprovoked enormity? Thanks to the en- used the utmost of
my endeavors to pvevi-.rit it.
lightened minds of those who framed the American While shut up in a prison, out of which, at the c.v.l
code of laws, that it was considered an
adequate of two long years, I went with the paying of a houpunishment. To judge from the sanguinary dispo- sand pounds to the king, for having' had the idissition of this
corruptionist, it appears that nothing cretion to write about the flogging of English lowould have satisfied him short of
burning the wretch cal militiamen at the town of Ely, in England, and,
alive; and because some such punishment as this was
about the presence of Hanoverian, troops upon tb«t
not inflicted, he now
that
Madison's go- occasion; while so shut up, the greatest object of
pretends
vernment ought to be implicated in the affair of St. mv efforts was to
prevent this ill-fated war, the seeds
David's, and that a circumstance so manifestly un- of which I saw sown, and the maturity of which \
eontroulable, and so clearly unauthorized by am saw pushed on by those malignant and foul Wretch e ,
proper authority, is sufficient to countenance the the writers of the Times and Courier newspapers.
plea we have set up in justification of the dreadful
his was the way in which I employed my days an 1
suffering we have inCicted on the American people! Tars of imprisonment.
\fy efforts were all invai.i.
If we were to f^.--.
our opinions of the Aon erioans
nvain did I shew t-hc falsehood of the stated e^
SirjMua-isT to i i.i ADJ.
,
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the doctnh/es, on which the war-wIiQopers proceded; invajn did i appeal to the reason, and justo the tfiterest'af apeople, deluded
lice, and even
At last, the
into a sort of a furor against America.
war took plr.ee, and the disgrace winch ive suffered
ct sea, completed the madness of the nation, who
seemed to have no other feeling than that of mortifiWhat! should the people be
cation and revenge.
ufiered to live! should they be suffered to exist in
the world, who had defeated and captured a British
who had canted the British
frigate! should those,
not be exterminated! I)isap"
flag to be hauled do-um,
The nation was
pointinei t; astonishment; fury!
mad. "Ride Britannia" the constant call of the
boasting rabble at places of public report, was no
longer called for with such eagerness, and was
heard with less rapture. The heroes in blue and
Their voices
buff carried their heads less lofty.
anil
c

ViII.

sitfbii, is' just as bitter against Ameiica, as ar«
Ttfnes and Courier. The truth is, that the cnlv
»/,.
Msitidn, as 1o the war, will arise out of our failure
The opposition will only blame the ministers for hot
having burnt more ships, plundered more
io>.:;a, ruij

done more mischief There is, indeed, a sodread of the length of the war. People are a little
disappointed, that Mr. Madison is not yet deposed;
that the states have not yet separated; that our
sous
of noble families are not yet wanted to
go out as governors and captains general to
Pennsylvania, NewYork, Massachusetts, Virginia, &c. Sec. that it will
require another campaign to bring the deluded Anricans to their senses; that (and here is the
pinch
ihe income tax will be wanted another
yeari and that
another loan must be made. But, ''what is one ntort
year of expence at the end of 22 years of \;vj }
then it will give us such lasting peace and
security.'
1

.

^

to become more faint, and their port less ma- Thus is fear hushed,- and when, iff addition,
They seemed to feel, as men of honor would, thought of cur defeated and cap tured frigates comci

seemed
jestic.

we all felt that a athwart the mind, the income tax is forgotten, and
upon such an occasion. In short,
era had taken place in the naval annals of the vengeance, war, and blood is the cry.
1
now proceed to notice more particularly
world.
dread of the power of Napo- bvefits which have reached cur knowledge since thr
Still, however, the
leon restrained many from a wish to see its embark- date of my last article upon tiie subject. Thd pluned in a war for the conquest of America. Put, he deririg of Alexandria appears to have been the mos'.
was scarcely subdued by the combined efforts of ai! successful of our enterprises. The American pap
Europe, who* this whole nation called aloud for war, give our people great credit for their talent at
a war of punishment, against the American states.
emptying of shops, and the embarkation of their
Ami, it was openly declared in the most popular of tents, at which, to do our arm. and nav ( peci
to
never
we
sheathe
the the latter) but bare justice, we seem to hare
our newspapers, that
ought
new

—

i

-

fc

sword, till we had subjugated the

state.., or, at least,

It seems, however, tiiat
adroit.
subverted their j
pernicious squadron, which had the plunder aboard, had but
cfgovernnihni.
example ci the exist..:. cc of a.repiiblic founded oh. a a narrow escape in descending the Chesapeake; bv:
revolnii on, was openly declared to be ir,cor.:-.i-Unt plunder there was, and a good de. lor i-, and there
':.:::

The

uncommonly

with the •«{/: 4' of ourjgen eminent. It was, besides") can be but little doubt that the .tucccssand profit o|
uotj or /!-;•-"', was Ihe enterprise will act as great encouragement
distinctij aUegedj'thatwo-zy, hb\v,
thetimctq prevent America from ever haS in^ariavy. future undertakings or asimilar description; the
The necessity of d'eslxoymg hei; rrmahs of having a daTiger beirigr that the zeal of our commanders raay
;t *&* betanavy has since beer: repeatedly itr'geflpush them on fa.sterfhan a due regard to their s ifetj
In an attempt aguinst u...stated and re-stated, that our naval power must soon might otherwise diet no.
,

-

That is to say, we met with deto an end, unless we now destroy this republic timore we failed.
and branch. The defeat and capture of cur feat. Not in the field; but that is nothing to the
We marched and sailed against the town
tit let, and the defeat of our a: my, on and near Lake purpose.
forces bv sea and land, anil we
I shall speak more particularly wiiii all our
Champlai'n, (of which
have not at rill softened the langdageof vompel/ed to retreat without doing any thing against
hereafter]
The Times newspaper of the 9th that town. The town is safe; and, if the war end as
the public prints.
insL cuts n "a Lamentabte evil to the civilizes tiiis expedition has ended, all the world will agree
wo ill;" by which appellation these writers always that America has defeated us. We may be sari" ct
-mean e-noi-v covrHx.'U.Nrs. The writer then adds: this, and therefore we must carry on the war, till
"•next to Lhe annihilation of die late- military despo- we have subdued America; or, we must m
tism in Europe, the subversion of that system of our minds to the reputation of having been defesitd
A pretty serious alternative; but
fraud'and malignity, which constitutes the whole bv that republic.
was an event to be it is one which must and will exist, and of tliis we
policy of the Jther.sor.L.n acbool,
devoir U- wished by every man in either hemisphere; shall become more and more sensible every
who regards rational liberty, or the honorable inter- particularly if we attend to what foreigners say
course of nations. It was an event, to which we the subject.
The expedition of our troops" and fleei a
should have bent, and yet must bend all our enerThe lnipricati government must be dtsplabedj or Passamaquoddy and the Penobscot is of a natOTJ
gies.
as hardly to be worthy of notice. 1
it will sooner or later, plant its poisoned 'dagger in the trilling,
thai
heart of the parent state?'— Sooner or later you ste! ten iory is no more important in America
The gentleman looks into futurity. He does not isle of Sky is in Great Britain. It is a conqii
even hint at any terms' of pen--, lie plainly says, so would the isle of Sky be by an America
What a figure docs this" conquest mak
that we must displace the government of''America; teer.
be! But,
that is to s.a,\ ehatige its form and nature; subjugate Gazette! What a grand affair it appears to
the country, rc-colonise it, re-possess it. Now mind, did a thousandth part of the people of Engl
the opposition prints do not find fault with this. They hear of Passamaquoddy or Penobscot before?
H
do not deprecate such an object of the war. They Baltimore, Charleston, Wilmington, Norfolk,
heard
their adversaries in exulting at the deiphia, New York, Boston, that they Jiave
even
surpass,
have been led to believe, that the
find fault, that of.
They
and
They'
plurideriflgc.—
burnings
to lira
Washington i; to America what London is
more mischief has not been done
as Ihe land, or what Paris is to Fiance.
Nothing"
Thus, then, v;e see what the nation regards
There are, perhaps, two hundr<
I
say the nation, because the more fallacious.
set of the war.
milot!
is more pop*
n „ Chranfcle, which i. ihe organ of the oppo- towm; in America, each of which

come

a.

root

fl

<

tig

.
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and rich than Washington was, or than it waslikeever to he.
Besides, we did not keep possession
of Washington, as the Gentians and Russians did of
Wedid not remain there to ereel a n rw goParis.
vernment.
only set fire to a few buildings and
'.i retreated.
If an American privateer were to
lire to a few fishing huts on the coast of Wales,
should wc look upon it as a \ cr\ brilliant affair.' Yet
this Washing-ton enterprise was, by the Morning
Chronicle, deemed the most gallant das ft of the war!
[n the "demonstration," a:; admiral Cochrane calls
it, against Baltimore, gen. Ross was killed; and some
#>f our papers c:d! this
foul play! "The fellow" says
enc of them, "look aim at the' gallant lloss from
'nd some brushwood.
Well, and what then? Do
mot our troops shoot from In- fin J parapets, and walls,
and works of all sorts? ,\nd do we suppose, that the
Americans will not make use of a bush when it comes
in their way? If this crying tone be to be indulged
in, v e shall, I fear, cry our eyes out before the war
have sent.our bombs, and rockets, and
be over.
rifles, and all sorts of means of destruction; our writers blame our ministers for not sending the means
of knocking down towns fast enough, and shall wc
abuse poor Jonathan if he avail himself of a bush,
and of his skill at hitting- a mark? Gen. Ross burnt
their president's house, and a Yankee shot gen. Ross.
These are the things which naturally occur; and,
however, we may lament the death of any officer, we
must reflect that an invaded people will shoot at their
invaders, unless the former are ready to receive the
Jv

We

'

We
1

latter as friends.

Before I proceed to notice the late affair en and
near lake Champlain, there are some remarks to be
bestowed on certain characteristic facts which have
leaked out, and on certain paragraphs in our newspapers. The Americans arc accused of cowardice
ibr having retreated before inferior numbers and
taken shelter in Baltimore. Why was this cowardice? The main object was to defend that great and
The second was to annihilate our army
rich city.
and naval force. To make a long stand in the open
country, with raw troops against disciplined soldiers,
was not the way to effect either of these purposes.

The main object was effected, and oiu-retrcatonlv,
probably, 'prevented the effecting the latter. The
Times newspaper, a few days ago, remarking en the
cowardice of the Americans, contrasted with the
bravery of our army :.nd navv, observed, that the
cause was, that tltey had no feelings of patriotism/
that they cared riot/ring about their country.
Now,
what is t'ne ground of this war? Why, we complained that the Americans harbored dsserter.n from our
navy; and they complained that we forced native Aericans into our service.
This fact is notorious to
;.ll the world.
This fact is recorded in our own official documents.
This fact makes a part of unquestionable history. Another fact has just been

VIII.
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man actuated who exposed his life for the sake of
killing general Ross, and whq must have been almost alone, since he was hidden behind some brush wo id? To what are wc to impute the capture of 200
voung menofthe "best families in Baltimore," found
in the
fore-ground defence of their.city? Was greater courage, more
desperate devol ion to'cbunl ry, ever
Witnessed than at the battle of Chipp.iu.i and'at fort
Erie'

Now

we have

conies

it

mire

that during- the

lust, campaign

and men, out of twentj
thousand employed, than we ever lost inthc
European war out of one hundred thousand?
From what
feeling was it that Mr. Madison called, as we are
told he has, Mr, Rufus King to his
counsels, ami
from what feeling is it that Mr. King lias accepted
of the c ill?
The Morning Clu-oniclc, that cam elion of this war,
lost

now boasts

that

ver foretold

officers

foretold union against us,

it

It

ne-

always urged on the war. Itwas the first to call the burnings of

it.

It

and it
Washington a most gallant dash. However, it is
clear that we have
completely united the whole
country. The bombarding of Stoningtoh in Massaand
the
chusetts,
/;/•;.•;
';ring of Alexandria in Virginia, have do-ie what all the workings of good
sense and public spirit were notable to effect. Mr.
Rufus King, whom wc regarded as the rival and the
implacable enemy of Mr. Madison, has taken a post
under him for the defence of his country; and we shall
find the most resolute enemies.
Stonington and
Alexandria will be constantly before every American's eyes.
I
always was opposed to the war, and to
this mode of warfare
1 knew it would
especially.
produce that which it has "produced. I knew it.
would render the breach too wide ever to be healed
I knew that it would
again.
produce either the total subjugation of America, which I
thought imposcalled,

now

t

—

or our final defeat in the eyes of the world,
with the ulterior consequence of seeing America a
most formidable naval power which the recent events
on the borders of Canada ssembuttoo manifestly to
portend. It is quite surprising to what an extern
this nation has been and still is deluded, with regard to America, and to the nature and effect of
this war.
It is only fifteen days
ago that the Courier newspaper contained the following
paragraph:
"There were reports ljist night of 6ur having; attacked and taken New London, and destroyed the
Both these events are probable,
city of Baltimore.
but there are no arrivals from America later than
the last despatches from admiral Cochrane, dated o:4
the 3d of last month. But as the wind has been
sible,

some days, we hourly expect a fresh arrival.
must bring news of great importance intelligence
from Canada— another attack upon Fort Erie another conflict with gen. Brown perhaps a battle with
the American general Izard the further operations
fair for

—

It

—
—

—

—

of admiral Cochrane and gen. Ross the result of
the expedition under gen. Sherbrooke the operations of the Creek Indians who had already made
their appearance upon the frontiers of South Carolina and "'last not least," the effect of our late attack
upon the minds of the American people the steps tathe retreat from Plattsburg. Now let this
empty ken by Mr. Madison, if he yet remains president, and
boaster produce us instances like these, on the side the measures adopted by those states that were in
ferif the Americans, if he can and if he cannot, let ment against the government, even before the disasHim acknowledge himself to be either a deluded fool ter, and were not indisposed to a separation from th&
or a deluded knave.
But has Jonathan shewn no other states. No. arrival from America was ever
teal for his country? What was that act of self-de- expected with more impatience."
motion which induced a man to
Well, the arrival has taken place. The impatiexpose his property
o certain, and himself to probable destruction,
by ently expected arrival has taken place. New LonThe attack on Balti.Hooting at gen. Ross and killing his horse under don has not been attacked.
General Ross is killed. Admiral
•jim, in the city of Washington, after the town was more has failed.
in possession of our
troops? By what feeling was the Cochrane has arrived at Halifax for the winter, with

recorded by this same Times newspaper, namely,
that two of our seamen were hanged, on board the
fleet in the
Chesapeake, fr attempting to desert to
It is also stated in the same
the enemy.
paper (24th
October,) that about 150 of our soldiers deserted on

—

—

—

—
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The effect upon the
the plunder of Alexandria.
minds of the American people has been such as to
Mr.
unite even Mr. King with
Madison, who "yet
remains president." No new attack lias been made
on Fort Erie, but the army of gen. Izard at Plattsburg has been attacked fc>y our commander in chief,
with the "Wellington heroes" under him, while the
American fleet was attacked by ours; and not only
have both attacksf died, but we have experience- a
more complete defeat than, as far as I can recollect,
we ever before experienced, the notable affair of
the Helder. only excepted.
Thinking johnny Bull!
Yob, who were so eager to give the Yankees a drubbingyou, who were so full of fight that nothing
but another war would appease you pray can you
tell me how it is that our ministers, who have given us such exact accounts about the "gallant dashes" at Washington and Alexandria, and who have
published such loads of dispatches and proclamations about the conquest of Penobscot territory, not
equal in population to the parish of St. Martin's in
the Fields; can you tell me how it has happened that
this ministry lias not received, or at least have not
published, the account of the land and water battles
1

—

—

at Plattsburg, and on Lake Champlain, though we
sir George Prevost's general order, issued af-

have

ter the battle, and though we have numerous extracts from Canada papers, dated many days later
than the date of the order! Cannot you tell me this,
thinking Johnny Bull! You, who, when you heard ot
the capture of Washington city, were for sending
out a viceroy to the American states? You who cali

the Americans cowardly dogs, and hailed the piospect of a speedy release Troni \\\e income tax, and
the payment of the national debt by the sale of lands,
and by taxes raised in America? Well, then, in waiting 'patiently for this official account, we must content ourselves with what the newspapers tell us they
have extracted from the phpers of Canada. Letters
extracted from the American papers make our loss
dreadful indeed. General Macomb, the American
commander, is represented to have written to his
father, at New -York, telling him that he had killed
or taken 3000 of our army, and that he expected
Our newspapers said that
to dc.s.roy one halfcfi it.
this wasfalse. They also said that itwnsfdse that we
had any thing like a frigate on Lake Champlain,
though it now appears that we had a ship actually
mounting 32 guns, and that the largest of the American vessels was rated 28 guns, and carried, as we
Bnt let us take for the present, the
say 30 guns.

account of the Canada papers, and look with impatience, but with becoming humility, to his majesty's
ministers for further information.
[Here follow copious extracts from the

C

prints, with bitter complaints against sir

nadian

George

Prevost.]

Thus, tli en, according to our own accounts, the
Americans had but 1500 regulars and 6000 militia,
wherewith to make face against 15,000 British
troops, commanded by four major-generals and sir
G. Prevost, a general of long experience and of great
On the lake we say, that the Amerireputation.
cans had a fourth more than we.
Suppose thev had!
do nut admit the fact; but suppose they had. A
'

!

fourth.'

how long

is it

since

we thought

much? Every one knows that

sir

a.

fourth too

Robert Calder was

We

7,5 j0
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whom

thev were abr^ut to give a
make such a noise in
the world! It will make such a bt;z; it will astound
"honest Jx>hn Bull," who \vas,bfilj the lastniaikei
day, charging his glass and br^gginc: about sending
out a viceroy. The whole feet! What all! Our little
ones and all! All at one fell swoop! It will nn.ke
Johnny Bull scratch his noddle in search ot brains.
The chuckling of honest John at the burning of
Washington, the plundering of Alexandria, and bom-

Yankees, to

good drubbing.'

Why

it

will

—

barding of Stoningtdn,

be changed into grumb*
But come, Johnny, you must not
grumble. You were for the war. It is your own
war. The minister's are not to blame. You insisted
upon chastising and humbling the Americans. You
would have Mr. Madison deposed. You said lie had
sided with Napoleon. You said what was false, JohnYou called upon the miny; but that's no matter.
ling, I

am

•

raid.

nisters to depose him.
This I will always say, and
can at any time prove against you. The consequences
of this victory of the Americans must be very imSir George Prevost is blamed, and, indeed
portant.
abused, while the officers of the fleet, the defeated

and captured

are complimented to the skies.
When shall we cease to
be so basely unjust? What would have been said of
sir George, ifhehr.dhad his army blown into the
air, or cut to pieces' If he And all his army had been
captured, what would have been said of him and of
that army? Yet this has happened to the fleet, and
the fleet are complimented.' While he, who has saved
a great part of'his arm}, notwithstanding the defeat
of the fleet, is censured and abused; is called afoot,
and almost a coward! Sir George Prevost is neither
fool nor coward.
He is a man of great merit, is of
long standing in the service, lias served with great
success; and he has shown great ability in being
able, with so small a force as he has hitherto had,
to preserve a country generally inhabited by a people by no means zealous in their own defence, or
Let any one look at
rather, that of their terrhorj
the situation of Lake Champlain. It extends in
length 150 miles, perhaps, running above the state
of Vermont, and entering our province of Lower
Canada in the line pointing towards Quebec. It
was very desirable to drive the Americans from the
command of this Lake, which may be called there
high road to Montreal and Quebec. h is the great
channel for their army, their provisions, theirp-uns,
to pass along; and, complete the sole masters of this
Lake, it is not easy to conceive how they are to be
kept from Quebec without a very large armyfrom
England. If the Americans had been defeated upon
the Lake, or had been compelled to retire to thet'ermont end of it, then to have driven back their army
also, would have been an object of vast importance;
nor would great loss in the attack, on our part, have
been aw irretrievable loss, or been followed by any

When will

fleet,

this folly cease?

.

extremely great danger. But when our fleet was
not only defeated but actually captured, and gone
off to double the force of the Americans, even the
certain defeat of their army could have led to no
beneficial result.

We

must

still

have abandoned

Plattsburg; the fleet of the enemy would have speedily brought another army to any point that they
wished, and would have placed that army 50 or 60
miles nearer Quebec than our army would have been.
But, if, by an) chance, we had been defeated by land
after the defeat on the water, the loss of all Canada
would, and must have been the consequence, if the

disgraced for not pursuing double his force.
are become very nice calculators of force.
We shall
soon hear, I suppose, that we ought always to keep
unless
we can count the guns, and "know that Americans had chosen to conquer it, which, 1 dare
aloof,
we have a superiority. Fifteen thousand men, se say they would. Therefore, it appeal's to me, that
;ii
tf them from the army of "the
which a sen
conquerors of sir George Prevost acted the only part
haveFrance!" And these drew off' from the
presence of sible man, under such circumstances, couid
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one moment, thought of. Tic risked even/ (king Jonathan had, which she.VS that Jonathan was the
and if he succeeded, he •amcd m thing more able bodied and. active of the two. A letter
'I'hc loss of/W/'his arm;, which w as was, a little while ago, published as from one of our
the case of the storming of Fort Erie, would have officers in the Chesapeake Bay, saying that Jonathan
now look pretty sharply abend him/ It appears
exposed him, even in case of success, to great peril. must
The Americans could have immedioteh poured from the result of this battle, that Jonathan doet
an army (by means of their fleet) more numerous] look prettv sharply about him. Now, then, let usthau bis into Lowei- Canada; the) could have poured hear what effect this event has hud upon the Times
in all the winter, militia and volunteers, from the newspaper, which, only a few weeks ago, insisted
populous and brave republican state of Vermont,] on it, that the American government must be diswhile our governor had, and could have, no hopes placed, ihat the Americans were cowards, that they
of receiving reinforcements till the middle of next caved nothing about their country, and that the
•"»•.
For supposing us to have spare troops al states would soon divide, and come over, one at a
Now let us hear what,
Halifax, they could hardly sail thence before the time, to the parent country.
middle of October, and before they might reach this torch-bearer of the war, this trumpet of fire and
Quebec, the ice in the St. Lawrence, piighl have sword, provoker to every act of violence and cruelty.
scuttled or foundered their vessels. The St. Law- Let us hear what he now has to say; he, who has for
rence, our onlv channel to Canada from England or three years past, been urging the government on to
from Halifax, is full of mountains of ice till the tins disastrous contest.
"Halifax papers to the 6th inst. New-York to the
month of June. I have seen a large mountain of ice
offthemouth of this immense river on the 15th of 22d idt. and P.oston to the 25th have been received.
of
considerable
no
vessels
There is no dissembling that the popular outcry in
June. I believe, that
any
size ever attempt the navigation of that river much Canada against sir George Prevost's conduct, on
before June.
In what a situation, then, would our occasion of the late operations against Plattsburg,
governor have been placed if he had met with any is very general and very loud. We cannot pretend
serions loss in the storming of the fort at Plattsburg? to determine on the talents of this officer, or on the
And yet he is censured and abused for retreating, wisdom oi his plans; but we recur to the suggesafter the total capture of our co-operating fleet, tions which wc made at a very early period of the
while the officers of that fleet are praised to the skies. campaign, and regret exceedingly that one of our
About three weeks ago, just after we heard of the most experienced generals from Spain was not sent
burnings of Washington City, I met sir Gcorg-e Pre- at once, flushed with victory from the fields of Tollvost's waggon, between Portsmouth and Hayanb
house, to the heart of the United States. Was it
The carter was whistling along by the side of some 'beneath the dignity of lord Hill or even of the duke
nice fat horses. I could not help observing- to my Of Wellington? Fatal prejudice! To despise, to irrison how much happier this fellow was than his mas- gate, and, after all, not to subdue our adversaries, is
Now we have
ter, who had to govern Canadians and fight Ameri- the worst and weakest of all policy.
cans.
|reduced ourselves to this dilemma of being obliged
It is easy to talk about the "heroes of Toulouse" to carry our point by main force, or to retire from
forming part of his army. "The heroes of Tou- the contest ten times worse than we began it, with the
louse are said to have remonstrated against the re- mere postponement of an abstract question, which
treat.
They are said to have expressed a desire to has no reference to our present state of' peace, txdth
storm the fort. Sir George Prevost would, I dare afund of the bitterest animosity laid up against us in
had had rea- future, -with our fag disgraced on the ocean and on
say, have been of the same mind if he
son to suppose, that one half of the people within the Lakes, ar.d with the laurels withered at Plattswere; as the people of Toulouse were, ready to join burg, which were so hardly but so gloriously earnhim. But he well knew the contrary. He knew ed in Portugal, and Spain, and France. The
spirit
that he had to get into the fort through a river of of the British nation cannot stoop to the latter alterHe had just seen the fate of our fleet; and native,- and therefore, at whatever risk, at -whatever
blood.
he knew, as "the heroes of Toulouse" might have expense, ti must embrace the former. The invaluaknown, that the men in the fort were of the same ble year 1814, when the treachery of America was
stamp as those upon the water. We now find, from fresh in the minds of the European powers, is past.
;t detailed statement in the American
papers, coming Already do they begin to relax in their deep and mefrom authority, and accompanied by an account of rited contempt of the servile hypocrite Madison.
killed and wounded in the naval battle on the lake, Already do they turn a compassionate look on the
that our fleet had 93 guns and 1,000 men, while that smoking rafters of the vould be.capitol.
Presently,
of America had but 86 guns and 820 men; our fleet perhaps, the Russian &'.. inet may
forget thatthe emwas all taken but the gun boats, carrying 16 guns press Catharine, to her dying- day, treated the Ameamongst them all. And jet the naval people are ricans as rebels to their legal sovereign; or the Spanish court, while it is
praised, while sir George Prevost is censured.
endeavoring to rivet its yoke
Whence arises this injustice? Whence this security on Buenos Ayres, may join with the philosophers of
of the navy from all censure, and even from all cri- Virginia, in contending for the liberty of the seas.
ticism? Do we feel that, to censure any part of it, is Such, and still greater political inconsistencies we
to discover to the world that it is not always infalli- have before now witnessed.
Therefore let time be
ble? Do we suppose that, in discoveringour fears of taken by the forelock; let not another
campaign be
to
that
of
its inferiority, in point of quality,
America, wasted in diversions and demonstrations,- let not anothe
lamentable
ther autumnal sun go down in disgrace to the Briwe shall make the world perceive
fact? Are we fools enough to hope that the history tish arms. Commodore
Macdonough's laconic note
hidden
France
and
the
rest
be
from
this
battle
can
savors a little of affectation,- but we are
of
sorry he has
of Europe? Why, then, this injustice? Why not so favorable an opportunity for
displaving the breblame the naval part of the forces, if blame must vity of his style to advantage. General Macomb's
I see no
fall somewhere?
necessity for its falling orders, however, are sufficiently lengthy; and, unforany -where, for my part. We had 84 men killed and 110 tunately, he also has some unpleasant information xa
He states that 14,000 British veterans
wounded, which shews that there was some fighting. give us.
We had double the number killed and wounded tltat have been foiled by 1,509 mAerican regulars- and
for

in the attack,
tcirth having-

-

I

i

I

,

—

j

i

i

—
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so'me few miiitia, the whole not exceeding 2,500
men. If he is correct in these estimates, it is surely high time that we xhould cither give up teaching
the Americans waj't or send them better instructors."
The former is the lest, be assured! Why should
1

VIII.

therefore, will be considered of ten thousand
timef
more importance in this
light than in the light
the
upon
campaign in Canada. But be-

its effects

fore I proceed to the
consequences of this battle, I
think it best to say a word or two
upon the subject
be
of
the
with
where
the
battle was
commodore Macdonough
charged
place
affectation
Lake
fought.
because he writes a short letter? He has no sons or Champlain is partly in your father's provinces of
ceu.~it>?, or natron's sons or cousins, or bastards, to Canada, and partly in the territory of the
republic
recommend for the receipts of presents or pensions. of America. It is perhaps 150 miles long, and from
But 1 have, at present, no room for further com- half a mile to 10 or 15 miles wide. I do not know
ment on this article. 1 will resume the subject in that I can much better describe it than by comparing it to the SERPENTINE RIVER, "in Hyde
my next.
Park, which is fed out of the Lakes in Kensington
Gardens. The boundary line across Lake ChamFROM COBBFTt's HEGISTr.Il, KXJVEKBin 12.

very neatly and "aptly represented by the
bridge, which separate the upper
from the lower part of the
Serpentine River, and
the ponds and ditches,
leading from that separation
down through Chelsea to the Thames,
very
come to represent the British part of Lake luckily
Champlain, which empties its overflowings into the St.
Lawrence, between Montreal and Quebec, and which
is the
only highway from the republican territory, to
those two chiefs seats of the power of the house of
plain

TO THE PRINCE REGENT, OX THE AMERICAN WAR,
Sin

—During the years 1811 and 1813, while

I war,

imprisoned in a felon's j nil, for having written and
caused to Imprinted and published, an article on the
subject of flogging English local militia-men, at the
town of Ely, in England, and about the attendance of
German troops at the ceremony; while I was expia-

by two year's imprisonment in a fepaying at the close of the period a
thousand pounds fine to you, acting in the name and
behalf of your father, who, during my imprisonment
became afflicted with his present malady; during
this long period of seclusion from my home and
from the wholesome air, I addressed to you several
letters on the dispute -rvith hnerica, in which letters
T endeavored to convince
you, that the dispute, if
ting this offence
lon's jail, and by

.

terminated in war, might lead to very fatal consequences to this country. 1, in these letters, stated
clearly the grounds of the dispute; I traced the causes of our ill-blood with America to their orig-int I
pointed out how the dispute might be put an end
to without a war; I endeavored to show you the probable fatal consequences of a war with that nation
of freer|ren, taking up arms voluntarily, and upon
I spent
conviction of the goodness of their cause.
whole days and nights in endeavors to warn you
against believing the reports of the venal wretches
m ho were laboring- to persuade this nation, that we
had only to go to war with Mr. Madison in order
to effect a breaking up of the American union; and I
was the more anxious on this point, as it was the
general opinion, that, unless the States could be induced to divide, we never should long be able to
cope with them in a war within their territory.
As the vanity, naturally belonging to an author,
makes me conclude that you read these letters with
great attention, I will not here go into any detail on
their contents.
But if we now look at the state of
the war in the gross, without any particular feature being taken into view, » )es it not appear, that
we should have been fortunate, if my advice had
been followed?
should never then have heard of
the affairs of the Java, and Guerricre, the Macedonian, the Avoh, and many others; nor should we
have ever heard of the battles of Lake Erie and
it

We

Lake Cham plain.

is

embankment and

Brunswick

in that country.

Whether

it was this
strong resemblance, in the
shape of Lake Champlain and that, of the Serpentine

River, which led,

some few months ago,

to the in-

genious device of exhibiting hostile Meets in miniature on the latter, I have not been informed;
but,
there are few
persons in this country, I believe,
who do not surely grieve to think, that in the battles upon these two
waters, the representation should
have differed so widely from the
reality, the accounts of which have recently come to hand, The
battle on the
Serpentine River, though contested for
some time pretty stoutly by the Yankees, was, at
last, decided in our favor"
Britannia, I am told (for
I saw it
not) with the trident of Ntptune in her
hand, was seen crowning her sons with bay, while
poor Jonathan, with his lank hair hanging over his
drooping head, stood a captive under his own flag,
which was hanging reversed uttder that of your
royal
house; thereby indicating not only a naval superiority over the Yankees, but anticipating, that, whenever they should dare to meet us,
they would be
beaten and captured. There was not, I believe, an
opportunity of exhibiting this scene to the emperor
of Russia and king of Prussia, who were thus
deprived of a sight of those signs of extatic delight,
which the people expressed, and of a hearing of

when they saw poor Jonathan haul down his colors, and when they heard
the martial bands strike up "liule .Britannia, Britannia rule the Waves/" In the chorus of which they
joined with their half a million of male and female
voices, till the sound seemed to fill all the space between tile earth and the sky. The foreign sovereigns
were, for want of time, deprived of this sight. But,
in the harbor of Portsmouth, on the day of
your artheir heart-cheering shouts,

rival there, in company with them, 1 myself saw,
on board of some ships, the flag of poor Jonathan
again reversed, and hanging under that of 30111- roy-

For the present I will confine myself to the lastmentioned buttle, which lias excited great attention al house.
i
ove,- Europe, and has called forth, on the victors,
Alas, sir! how different has been the reality from
the most unqualified expressions of praise and ad- the anticipating representation! Upon Lake Chammiration from our neighbors the ['reach, where, be plain, that Serpentine river on a grand scale, how
it observed, nothing is published but with the con- different has been the event from that of the represent of the government
sentation, which drew forth the air-rending shouts
of half a million of the people of this country! Aye,
This is a naval affair. An affair purely naval.
There appears to have been no accidental circum- of half a million of a people, on whom it is no more
stance to affect it. The force on each side was as than a just eulogium to say, that they are, in every
nearly equal as need be, in order to come at a proof respect, worthy of being the subjects of the king
The battle, th,at reigns over them, and of the regent, who acts
<*f the relative merits of the ttuojlests.
!

l

—
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name und behrdfofthat kin;;: Ttyere arc some
few exceptions, to be sure; some Few malcontents;
Some few whom neither king nor God can please.
But, speaking of them in a mass, your father's people are worthy of such a sovereign, aud such a soyereignis worthy of such a people.
Toreturn to the battle of Lake Champlain, I have
deeply to lament, that WE'HAVE NOT U\!) A \\
in tire

—

OFFICIAL ACCOUNTS PUBLISHED RESPECTING IT, and yet is now the 7th of November. It
me lo presume to know, or even to guess,
not
it

i..

why no such account has yet been published.
fori am from attempting to find fault, upon tliis
con, with nun in power, that I am not even dis.

:.•

to enquire into their motives for not publishI :im
quite willing to
ing the :'<•' ount in question.
allow, that they are the best possiblejudges of what
ihe\ are about; that they ki 10 w best when to pubHut I may and 1 must
lish and when to be silent.
lament their not publishing; because, in the mean
while, the republican account is gone forth to the
world, and which account is calculated to make a
most injurious impression upon the world, particurelative value of the naval
larly with regard to the
characters of the republic of America, and of the
united kingdom ,of Great Britain and Ireland. If the
republican account be true, the event was, in this
view of it, the most fatal that can be imagined; for,

posed

not onlv were your royal father's ships superior ip
both men iiidguns; not only was his majesty's fleet
beaten by the republicans under such circumstances;
but it was taken, all taken, and that too, -without any
very great slaughter! The republican account is as
follows; and, as you will perceive, it is published
from that very city of Washington, the public edifices of winch your royal father's fleet and army so

recently burnt to the ground.

Washington, Sept. 19.
from commodore JUacdonough to the
Secretary of the Navy, dated U. States' ship Sara11.
toga, t>ff Matt sbvrg, September
"Sir The Almighty has been pleased to grant
us a signal victory on Lake Champlain, in the capture of one frigate, one brig", and two sloops of war
Copy of a

letter

—

of the enemy.
"I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir,
your obedient servant,
T. MACDQNOUGH, Com.
(Signed)
"Hon. \V. J nc , secretary of the navy.
"The wiiol* of our force on the Lake, independent
of the captured British ships, is
guns

Ship Saratoga, Commodore Macdonough,
Brig Surprise, Master and Commandant Henley,
Schooner Ticonderoga, do. Gassin,
Sloop Preble, Lieutenant Budd,
Do. Montgomery, Sailingtnaster Loomis,
Do. President, Master's Mate, Freeborn,
Six new Row Gallies; theCentipiede, Viper, Nettle, Borer, Burrows, and Allen, each mounting
a 24 and a short 18 pounder,
How Gallies, No's. 1,2, 3, and 4, the two former mounting each a long 9, and the two latter
each a long 12 pounder,

26
20
20
7

7
10

12

4

55

"Severn! of the gunboats struck; but the sinking
state oftlie large vessels required th( assistance of
the men in our gallies, so that not being'able to take

possession of them, thej were able to

satte t'lemselvcs

hj-fii'Ste-

guns.

ametijcan.
men.

Saratoga ship 26
20
Eagle brig
Ticonderoga, s. 1,7

210

J

30
350

'

Treble, sloop,
So 10 gunboats,
oc-

!')i-

Till.

11

120
110

/.-'",.'.

ivoiintfed.

6

30
27
G

1

1

3

3

i

1

)
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The world
of glory, is a national
arid until it b& proved also to be false.
property which they
jritance
will naturally ask how it has happened that the Bri- will transmit entire to their descendants.
These
so
in
are
exact
tish government, who
publishing Hunters, known by the name of riflemen, are forminaval
who
do
not
our
dable enemies. They wse mnskets of a
everv account of
operations;
particular
omit the capture of a merchant ship, whereof a liis- kind, and at the distance of 200 paces tliey seldom
Wilson
should
to
miss
John
aim.
In
the
war
their
of independence they
Croke.', esq.
sory- is sent
have been so b.-kward upon this particular occa- did a great deal of mischief to the English armies,
who
witnessed
the
a
of
them
a
the
id
anticipatpeople
sion; that
deprived
prodigious number of offiIt appears certain, that the expedition of the
in«r representations on the Serpentine River, and cers.
who are so eager for news from America, should not Chesapeake, under admiral Cochrane, had for its
vet have been officially informed of the battle oi object to force the American government to racai
Lake Champlain, though a mention of it has reach- die troops which menaee the frontiers of
and
•

Upper

ed Europe, and even England, in the president's Lower Canada. This diversion would have been adask how this has vantageous to the English, but it did not succeed.
speech. The world will naturally
happened. The world, sir, looks very anxiously While the efforts of the British army expired be/ore
towards the republic. They see in her a power ri- Baltimore, the Americans were destroying the Engsing fast to arivalship with us. They look towards lish jleet on Lake Champlain, and beating the army of
her with rather more than the eyes of impartiality. Conada, winch retired with considerable loss in
Our navy has excited greatjealousy and envy in the men and stores. On this occasion we have heard
world. That navy the world wishes to see match- mention, for the first time, of those famous militia
ed, or, at least, held in check. This is not at al of the State of Vermont, who so gloriously distinWonderful; but for my part, I shall not state what I guished themselves in the last war, under the name
look upon as the true causes of it. As a proof of of Green J> fountain Buys
They have lost neither
the sentiments prevalent upon this subject in their courage nor their renown. The defeat of the
from
a
an
article
French
France, I here quote
paper Knglish on Lake Champlain exposes the frontiers of
Lower Canada. If from Plaltsburg the Americans
of the 30th of September.
OF
THE
UNITED
STATES.
The proceeded to St. John's, a liltie town badly fortifiTHE
SITUATION"
"ON
capture of Washington has made a great deal of ed at the head of the Lake, they can arrive in two
noise in Europe. It was generally believed, on the marches on the banks of the river St. Lawrence,
credit of the London newspapers, that that event opposite Montreal, and make themselves masters of
would have a decisive influence on the war winch the beautiful plain of Chambli, the most abundant
and the United States. of all Canada in pasturage and grain. It is not on
rages between Great Britain
Already people were expecting to see the American the coasts that the fate of the war will be decided,
government humbly solicit ing- peace, and submit- but in the interior of the country, and on the bunks,
ting to all the conditions which it might please the of Lake Champlain and Ontario.
"The English are good soldiers; they possess both
cabinet of St. James' to impose upon it. Some persons, who judge of the United States from the old honor and Courage; but the war they have undertanations of Europe, confidently announce the disso- ken against the Uni ced States does not depend either
lution of the American republic, and did not con- on a maritime expedition, or on a battle gained.
ceive what could exist after theevery wayreprehen- Obliged to fight at a great distance from their counsible destruction of the capitol and other public try, they repair with difficulty their losses, either in
buildings of Washington. It seemed to them that men or ammunition, whilst the Americans easily
that rising city was the Palladium of America, and recruit themselves. The expenses of England are
that its fall must draw along with it that of all the enormous, as we may judge from the price of a sinstates which compose this great and line confede- gle piece of cannon transported to Lake Ontario. It
Profound alarm, it was said, had seized all is estimated to have cost a thousand guineas. The
ration.
the inhabitants of the United States; every province British ministry thought no doubt, that, in taking
was hastening to deprecate British vengeance, by advantage of their maritime superiority, to insult
detaching itself from the federal union, Boston, Phi- the shores of the United States, and to menace the
ladelphia, Baltimore, New York, Charleston, Sa-| commercial towns with complete destruction, they
vannah, were on the point of opening their gates would have produced in that country a powerful opto the conqueror, and re-entering the colonial sys- position, which would compel the American gotem of England. The better informed, however, vernment to sue for peace. This expectation must
were far from participating in this opinion. Thc\ be disappointed; it shows how little America is
knew that the great majority of the Americans were known in Europe. The actual government does not
attached to their government, and would deem no want the support of what is called the vommercialineffort too painful to support their independence.
terests it derives all its force from the frank and geThere is much t:dk of the parties which exist in the nerous adhesion of the farmers, who are the most
United States, but these parties are not factious
enlightened men in the United States, and the most
they never fail to unite when the country is in dan- attached to their country. Besides, the burning of
In America, as in England, men dispute about Washington, instead of abating their courage, has
ger.
the acquisition of power; but their patriotism is ne- only tended to irritate them agrinst an enemy win*
ver shaken. Their very discussions nourish public tramples on the principles adopted by civilized na»
national pride and the sacred lions.
Mr. Madison, who esjoya the highest honor
spirit, and elevate
love of liberty above every other sentiment. The that can be desired, that of presiding over the desstrength of the United States is not in the maritime tiny of a free people; Mr. Madison, I say, displays
towns; it lies in that numerous population who cul- a noble character. All Americans rally at his voice;
tivate the ground, and seek subsistence in the midst! and resolutions, full of energy and patriotism, have
of forests. These hardy oultivators, these indeta- already been adopted in the greater part of the towns
to
tigable hunters form excellent troops, easily disci- which are most exposed to bombardment and
Con p. -r.v.'s rackets- The war has become national;
plined, and who brave every fatigue and danger.
They are the sons of men who triumphed at Sara- wind the Americana, who have foug it courageously,
It is not very dutoga and Bunker's [fill. The recollection ofthe:e|will henceforth fight with fury.
This inhc» iicult to tbfeases lha issue of thh.ia-v.gninar/ contest
exploits .still animates their courage.
|
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too long maintained for the honor of humanity. After wasting- herself in vain efforts, England will be
forced to grant peace on conditions aditintageou* to
the United States, and ought to think herself too
happy in preserving her empire over Nova Scotia
and the two Canadas. I expect that these reflections, intended to enlighten the numerous readers

of the Journal de Paris, upon a war more important
than is generally supposed, will excite the indignaThose gentlemen
tion of the English journalists.
attribute to themselves the exclusive privilege of
reasoning upon events, and they are indiscreet
enough to consider die Americans as rebels; but
this consideration will neverprcvent me from speaking the truth, and making known freely an opinion
which I believe to be just. Nobody esteems the
English nation more than I do; but I confess I should
be much vexed if she obtuiacd decisive advantages
over the United States. She needs neither an increase of influence, nor an accession of territory.
Her interest imperiously commands her to respec
the rights and independence of other people, and no
longer to wear}- fortune."
This, sir, is the language of the French; these r.re
their sentiments upon this war against the American republic. She has a friend in every people in
The
fcurope, the people of this country excepted.
world wishes success to the American republic,
because the world envies England her power. The
result of the battle of Lake Champiain has, perhaps,
caused more real rejoicing than ever was caused by
any battle in Europe during the last 20 years.
In your Speech of the Sthinst.an account of which
I have now before me, the newspapers report you
to have said, that "notwithstanding the reverse

'

!

I

t

—
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could give us an advantage over the Yankees; if th^
could defeat their triumphant fleets, the measure
would be of great value.

The newspapers

state, that you spcjke of the 'briland successful operations in the
Chesapeake
and at the city of Washington.'
Having lately had
the misfortune to see a
couple of my barns on fire, I
can the better conceive the
brilliancy ofthescesic
at Washington.
But, sir, while this scene was
exhibited there, unfortunately the
republicans were
sallying from Fort Eric on the army of gc:i. Drumand
the
fatal
battle
was
mond,
preparing on Lake
Champiain. What are the operations in .the Chesa*hen
wclook
towards
peake,
Canada? If, indeed,
we had been able to REMAIN at
Washington, the
case would have been different. So far from
that
our commander stated, that lie hastened
leav-

liant

away,
ing several of his wounded officers behind him, because he feared that the militia
might collect, and
Cutoff his retreat to the ships. Incursions like this
are not much thought of in the world when men arc
talking of the probable result of war. It is true,
that the eharacter of our movements in the Chesapeake, 'has produced on the minds fk' the inhabitants a deep and sensible
impression.' But if I am
to judge from the
message of Mr. Madison, that
impression is one of the most resolute hostility towaids England; and from every
thing that I "hear
from that country, I am convinced, that a
disposition to yield to us, in
any one point, was never so
fi.r from the breasts of the
republicans as since our
operations in the Chesapeake. However, we shall
not now be many days before we
for a certainty what the American people say, a»d what they
think upon the subject of the war. 'For the
congress
will go into committees on the matters mentioned
in the
Those
committees
president's message.
will
make reports, expressive of their opinions. Those
reports will be discussed in the senate and house of

KNOW

which APPEARS to have OCCURRED on Lake
Champiain, you entertain the most confident expectations, as well from the amount as from the description of force now serving in Canada, that the ascenduncy of his majesty's arms throughout that part of representatives. When agreed to they will be pubNorth America will be effectually secured." From lished. When published they will express the sen*
this it would seem, that the "reverse" on Lake timents of the unbought, unsoid representatives of a
Champiain is not yet ascertained by your cabinet; whole people, those representatives being chosen by
that it only appears that there has been a "reverse." the free voices of all the men in the
country, who
A reverse I have always understood to mean, a check pay taxes to the amount of only a penny
in a year.—
Whether this be the cha- There can be no room for doubt in such a case. No
after a series ofvictories.
racter of the 'occurrence' in question, I must leave man can pretend to say, that the congress does not
for abler judges to decide.
But lam quite rejoiced speak the voice of the people. It 7mist speak the
to hear that you entertain such 'confident expecta- people's voice.
It is elected for a
very slwrt spaoe
tions' of seeing the
'ascendancy' of his majesty's oi time. The people have thepowerto turnout any
arms 'secured' in Canada; because I felt, with ma- member in a tew months afierhe displeases them.
nyothers, some fear upon this score, when 1 found All the people read. They all look narrowly to Uie
that an army of fourteen or fifteen thousand men, conduct of ttiose whom they have sent to the conunder the commander in chief in person, had re- gress. And, vherefore, whatever the congress
sa/s,
treated in haste, and with great loss, from before we may be well assured the people themselves sav.
a fortress, containing five or six thousand Ameri- I dwell with more earnestness upon tl.-is
point, beThe republican commander asserts, that he cause our venal prints have long been labouring to
cans.
a
considerable
that
of
our
the
are
captured
part
army, having persuade us,
American people
opposed
by his militia and volunteers pursued it a considera- to their government, and because yeu are reported
ble distance on its retreat.
Unless this account be to have talked of the war begun against us by "the
false, there appears to me still to be some little room, government" oi America.
Tfie government, in that
for fear that the
ascendancy of his majesty's arms country, does not mean any man, or set of men, who
in that quarter will not be maintained.
You say, as rule over a people, who commaiul a people, to whom
the newspaper tell us, that you build your confident the people owe allegiance. The people of America
expectations on the amount as well as the descrip- acknowledge the existence of no such a power, of
tion of the force now
serving in Canada. But this no such a thing. They look upon the government
force is exactly the same that appeared before the as
conisting of their agents; persons appointed and
fort at Plattsburg.
It is not
changed since that paid by tltem for conducting their public affairs, They
time; nor has there been any change in the force of look upon these
persons as no more than their yV/the enemy. So that, to me, it does not, 1 must con- lo-v citizens. The most learned and most wise c#
at
all
fess, appear
likely that the prospect in Cana- their fellow citizens, to be sure, but still, their
da should brighten before another
campaign has fellow citizens. The persons so employed have not
made some very matcri;d change in our favor. It the power to do that which the people disapprove
is said that sir
George Prevost is recoiled. U that of; nor can they have the- inclination, seeing that.
Siwkuuust xa ui, TUT.
H
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do that which the people aware, that thsre will be no doubt upon the subject
none of them who can have any in this country, which never was engaged in a war
I believe,
in war; none bf them can gain by so popular as this;
that, if the whole naprivate interest
war. It is impossible to fatten their families by th tion, paupers and all, were put to the vote, that
there
would
appear- for the war nine hundred and
incurs of a public expenditure; and as to patronage,
no such thing, nor could they derive ninety-nine out of eyery thousand. The --ess workthey "know of
ed up the people to tM war
any advantage from it if they had it. Therefore,
pitch, where itkeepj
whatever the congress says, you may be sure the peo- them. There are prevalent these notion*,: 1st, that
the lenablic joined
ple say, in spite of all the malicious and silly asserNapoleon in the war against us
tions of our public prints, whose efforts are conti- 2d, that we now are able to punish her fir this—
3d,
nually directed to mislead the people of this country, that she went to war for the purpose of robbing us
whosa want of information renders them the easy of maritime rights essential to our very crisisnee—
forever
dupes cf these designing knaves, having a oorrupt 4th, that she may raj;;-, noyv,nho, be
lliey hlave

dislike.

no

interest to

There

id

—

press in their hands.
It is stated, in the newspapers, that you, in your
speech, said that this war originated in the 'MOST
AGGRESSION on the part of the
government of the United States.' It is to be lamented, that you did not take this opportunity 01
contradicting, in a pointed manner, the assertion
contained in Mr. Madison's late message because
he most explicitly asserts, that ive were the aggres-

crippled

we ought, at least, to continue the w.r,
we have effaced, bv victories over the republi-

5th, that
'till

can ships, the recollection of the affairs of the J
iva,
the Guerriere, the
Macedonian, the Avon, and of
those on the Lakes. The events in the
Chesapeake,
and the description of them, have caused the nation
to look upon the
republicans as cowards: This is
very inconsistent with the beforementioned notion;
but it prevails. So, that, here are all sorts of inHe says:
sors.
gredients necessary to make a war popular, and po"Having tbrbone to declare war, until, to other pular it is beyond every thing that ever was popular.
aggressions had been added the capture of nearly one It is quite useless lor any one to attempt to remove
thousand x 4merican vessels, and the impressment of any of these notions, winch have taken fast hold,
thousmids of sea-faring citizens, and until a final de- and which it will require some
years of war to s';:_Me.
claration had been made by the government of Great Jonathan, therefore, has no
ground for any reliance
Tne opposition in
Britain, that her hostile orders against our com- on any opposition in this country.
merce would not be revoked, but on conditions as parliament will only be as to the mode of prosecuting
impossible as unjust, whilst it was known that these the war. If they censure, the burden of their cenorders would not otherwise cease but with a war, sure will be, not against the war, but against those
which had lasted nearly twenty years, and which, who have no; done enough against the enemy. The
according to appe:. ranees at that time, might lastas war, therefore, has popularity to recommend it—
many more having manifested on every occasion, This I allow, and, in so doing, I have the mortifiand in every proper mode, a sincere desire to meet cation to confess, that all my labors against the war
the enemy on the ground of justice, our resolution have proved wholly useless. Still I think myself
to defend our beloved country, and to oppose to the bo nd to endeavor, as occasion may offer, to give
enemy's persevering hostility all our energy, with my reasons against its further continuance.
I was
an undiminished disposition towards peace and
happy to see, hi the newspaper report of
friendship on honorable terms, must carry with it your speech, that you have "a sincere desire to bring
the good wishes of the impartial world, and the this war to a conclusion on just and honorable terms,"
best hopes of support from an Omnipotent and kind and as Mr. Madison expresses the same desire, let
me hope, that the conclusion of the war may soon
jProvidence."
Now, sir, what I -could have wished to see was tke place, without waiting till more sea battles
contradiction of this assertion with regard to these have effaced the recollection of those which have
thousand vessel* and these thousands of impressed A- already taken place. But, sir, what a pity it is that
You may be well assured, that the war did not end with the war in Europe. What.
y.\crLan citizens.
this message will be read with deep and general in- a pity it is that Mr. 'Madison has to complain of det crest on the continent of
Europe. This message and lays on our part ta give effect to our own proposiyour speech are before the world. Not before this na- tion tor a direct negeeiatioa, after we had refused
tion only, but before all thenations in the world. Eve- the offer of the mediation of our own ally the emry man wiliform his own judgment upon them. It is not peror of Russia! And what a pity it is, that the Areasonable to stsppose that Mr. Madison's ascertion merican people have, in our public prints, seen so
will be disbelieved, unless it be proved to be false. much abuse of their chief magistrate, and so many
it may do here for our public prints to call him, as threats to reconquer their country!
Since writing the above, thedebateson your speech
they do, "liar, fool, traitor, usurper, coward," and
the like. This may satisfy those who inhabit the have reached me. With the exception of Mr. Whitcountry through which runs the Serpentine River; bread, and sir Gilbert HeathCote, all agreed, that
but it will have no weight, or at least, no weight America was the aggressor in the war and, as vng
against Mr. Madison in other countries. His asser- anticipated, the only fault imputed to the ministers
tion, thcrciorc, relative to the thousand vessels, and was, that they had been remiss in their measure.-,
ll:e uiousuids of impressed
seafaring citizens. 1 against her though, on the other hand, it is report( ould wish
very much to see contradicted and dis- ed of one member who moved the address, that he
so'A[)2
in
official
and authentic way; for un- said, that "our success against her had been UNVAproved,
til that be done, I am afraid that we
may lay our RIED." The first lord of the admiralty stated, that
account v. ith Ids lining believed by a great majority he had not received the official account of the af
of the world. Audit' he be believed; if the world fair of. Luke Vharaplain, which, besides, appeared
a:, believe, that we really did capturea thousand re- from the language of
to be consitlje two houses,
publican vessels; that we really did impress thou dered as but a trifing sovt of a thing, unworthy of
s-.ar.ds of jieafarinjr citizens before the congress doany very particular notice. The speech of Mr.
ivd.war, J am afraid that it must be doubted, Whitbread was long, and, therefore, cannot be in>
vhefthsp W^i declaration of vptr was wholly an vn- scrted here; but that.of sir Gilbert Ileathcote shah
I ant have a place in this lettcic; arid, as you cannot sir „
figgrereion o:> the part of America,

UNPROVOKED
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pccthim of any disloyal motive, I hope you will
give his words a patient attention.
"Sir Gilhkrt Heatucote rose and observed, that
it would have been most satisfactory to have heard
from ministers that die nfegociations at Ghent were
going on favorably. That he could not approve of
that part of the address which promised further
support in the American war, inasmuch as the cause
of the dispute had ceased since the general pacifica-

H n on the continent. When we withdrew our orders in council, the Americans had rescinded their
retaliative acts, so that the right of searching American ships for British Seamen alone remained as a
When peace was establishsubject of controversy.
ed throughout Europe, we could not think of exercising that right; so that this last point of conten-

VIII.

gg

more confidence was placed in their exertions than
on those of the rest of the army, we should bedis
appointed. In the outset of the last American w:ir,
was boasted here that a battalion of British troops
would march across the continent. The flower of
our army was sent, and commanded
by officers who
had served with reputation in the German war im.dcr prince Ferdinand.
The result is well known;
these troops, as brave as
any in the world, were
at
two different epochs, to lay down their
compelled,
arms to tlie new raised levies
He was
of A.ncrica.
it

against the continuance of the war."
I agree with sir Gilbert Heathcote in
every word
that he uttered.
But he was almost alone. He
had but one member with him. Tins, then, we are
to go on with this war.
A battl e is to.be fought now
The war must, between the whole of our navy and army, and those
tion fed to the ground naturally.
She will not shy the
ihereiore, be carried on for other reasons, for the of the republic of America.
sake of what ntight happen, and not tor any present fight. She is ready for us. The world is now golie thought lite situation of the country ing to witness the fall of the last republic, or the degrievance,
did not warrant ministers in doing this. Were our cline of the naval power of England. There will be
finances so flourishing, the property tax a burthen no medium after another ye;u* of war.
*.Ve must
so light and easy, that it mattered not what might completely subjugate the Americans, or openly fall
be the amount of the annual national expenditure. before them.
must heat them, or they must b'snt
There might be some pretext for ministers to keep us; and the beating must last during the existence
oe some o the late w r taxes, after the country \va o. the parties.
Mr. Whitbread asked if there was now any new
peace establishment, provided there
placed on
was an execs- of expenditure, to mike up any de- ground of the war. Any new object. Nobody avowbut
ed
no pretext
that there was. But I fear the Americans will
ficiency in balancing the accounts;
whatever, for retaining such imposts for the prose- bear in mind, that the moment Napoleon was subIt
a
war
wnich
cution of
dued, and our alarms in Europe were at an e:td, our
appeared unnecessary.
appeared to him that toe feared the rising poxvsr of public prints, the most patronized, openly proclaimAmerica and wished to curtail it. This was an im- ed to the nation, that the object now ought to be to
portant feature in this Avar, for if persevered in, subdue the American republic, and to bring her
we must be prepared to completely subjugate our .ene- back to the parent state. And, Which is never to
my, or we should be in a worse state than ws now are. be forgotten, the whole of the London prints, in
had tried to subdue America thirty years ago, giving what they call a report of the debates in Parand had failed, when site was nothing like so pow liament, published a report of a speech, which
should recollect how we tie/ gave as sir Joseph Yorke's, who was one of the
erful as at present.
left France situated, whilst we were engaged in lords of the admiralty, and in which reported speech
this contest; she was at profound peace, recovering it was stated, that though Napolean was deposed, we
from her wounds, and, if the war was protracted or must not yet lay aside our navy, seeing that we had
Mr. Madison.
unprosperous, she might join America, or attach us another person to depose,

We

,

:.

.

We

We

herself.

A

strange policy seems to be pursued

—

—

namely,
Far be it from me to assert, that sir
Joseph Yorke
did utter this Speech; but it is very certain,
really
that it was published as his
speech in all the London newspapers; that it was so received all over the
kingdom, and that its sentiments met with universal approbation. The
language of the principal London prints has been, from that day to this, in perfect iiarmony with thetenorofthis
speech; and when
the news of die burning of the
buildings of the city
of Washington arrived, it wis the common notion,
that a viceroy was about to be sent thither to
represent, and govern in the name of your royal father.
I
withif
the
war
ceases
Nay,
verily believe, that,
out our re-conquering the Americans, as the chances are that it may, the
people of England will be
utterly astonished and confounded! So that Jjna-

whilst we were waging war in America to preveh
her becoming a powerful naval state, close at home,
Let us recal to
in Flanders, we were creating one.
mind the history of the reign of Charles the Second,
or, in Lter times, the politics of the Dutch Cabinet,
previous to the engagement off the Dogger Bank in
1781, and the march O; the Prussian army under the
late duke of Brunswick into Holland in 1787. Would
any one, having a knowledge of these transactions,
believe that our ministers would, in all times to
come, be able so to manage the Dutch Cabinet, as
to eradicate all French influence there, as that power we are now creating may not, at no very distant
time, become highly dangerous to the naval supreWith resoect to the conduct
macy of this counti \
of the war, he did not wish now to enter into it, he
was against the -war altogether. In these contests
we must expect the alternate vicissitudes of for
tune. He had always understood that sir George
Prevost was both a br^ve and intelligent man, and,
no doubt, he had good reasons for what he had done.
That in a country like America, after having lost
the naval support, on which depended the provisioning the arm)', and conveyance of military stores, with
.

the remembrance of Saratoga and York Town, he
must have been a bold man indeed who would have
placed himself, by advancing into the country, in a
situation to be surrounded.

As

to

what was said

in

the public prints of the mortification felt by the troops
which had been sent from Spain, he believed, if

I

thax must stand

or seven years; for,
will not give

I

than

am

in.

we

are now safelv launchopinion, idle to exin a less space than six
morally certain, that JonaHe, as lord Melville very

clear; for

ed against him. It is, in
pect peace with America,

my

he lias all his men ana
he has been bred to the rifle
from his cradle; he has a cheap government, or rather, he loves to govern himself; and though he may
not always feel bold, he will first and last, give us
a good long tough battle. Jonathan, sir, is not
subject to fits and starts in his politics and notions
of government. We found no rabble at the city oi"
Washington to cry "z'ivent non genereur allies," as
did the cannaille at Paris. Men must submit to a

justly observed,
tools

upon the

is

at home;

spot;
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FBOM COllllETT's
their breasts; but we shall, I
REmgTEH, NOVEMBER 19v
Amehican win.-la the
of opinion, not find submission go much, further
report of the debate in
parliament, on the day of the opening of the session,
before us in America.
the iollowmg
passage is to be found in the speech
Ma. Wjitbuead is deceived in supposing, that ot lord
"He could assure the noble baLiverpool.
it is the mere burning of the buildings at Washingron that there had
in
all
appeared in .American
as he calls

musket or bayonet at

am

ton,

which has

united,

it,

parties

publica-

much ampler justification of those measures
on our part than lie had seen in this
country, that in
many places a strong disposition had been shewn by the
American people to put themselves under our
protection, and that their treatment
of our officers led to any
conclusion, rather than to the belief that they en.
tertain any
animosity against this country, or that
ttiey were not fully persuaded that the war was a
war of unprovoked aggression on the
part of their
own government." This is the rock, on which, in
knaves, who were seeking their own interests in urwe
shall
As to the publication*
my opinion,
split.
ging us on to the war.
in America, his
lordship has not, I am persuaded, a
I am well aware, that we shall do Jonathan an view of
both sides. Who, that reads
only the Mornj.
And he seems ainfinite deal of present mischief.
ing Chronicle, would not suppose that the present
ware of it too. Mr. Madison Ukes great pains to
are dreadfully
ministry
unpopular; and that they
sense of the violent
give bis constituents a strong
were upon the point of being turned out! Well, then,
They are now, if his
hostility they have to encounter.
considers
what
a sort of a press they
lordship
even at this moment, getting ready their powder have in the
republic; how perfectly free that press
and bait, their rifles and their swords, their haver- is; how
completely unrestrained; how wholly fearsacks and accoutrements. There will not be a man less men are in the use
of their tongues and pens.—
before
the
for
or
battle,
openunarmed,
unprepared
If he observes that after the
capture of Washington,
of
men
in
A
million
free
next
of
the
campaign.
ing
some of the newspaper writers in America
expressarms will be ready to receive whoever shall march ed in so
many words, their sorrow that the president
in our Parliament, the
against them. The debates
had not been made prisoner. If he considers this, he
knows will be
language otbur newspapers, which Jonathan
very careful to see both tides, before he
*o well how to estimate, will urge him on to meagrounds any opinion of the feelings of the American
sures of preparation. He is expeditions in these
people, on what he sees in their newspapers.
Hrs
matters bevond all nations upon earth. The battle
lordship is made to say, "that, in many places, a
will be a battle fit to engage the attention of the
strong disposition has been shewn by the American
world. I have of^en been rcbu'ced for endeavoring
people to put themselves under our protection" which
1
to draw the public attention to American affairs.
must mean, to become colonists
of England. This
have never been able to persuade anf body, that
opinio,! is, in part, at least, we see, grounded on
Siie
has
now
beAmerica was of any consequence.
their kind treatment
of our officers. I am sorry tha*
come of consequence; and, if the war goes oil, as 1 such a
thing was published. No, my lord, no; their
fear it will, she will soon be of most fearful imporkind treatment of our officers is no
sign at all that
tance in the view of every nation in Europe.
are disaffected towards their own
they
government,
Perhaps you do not know that the present injuries or, that they think it in the wrong. The officers
which we are able to inflict on America, are the taken in the Java by captain
Baiubridge, were treatin the eyes of some of her states- id
greatest blessings
by him in Uiemost kind and generous manner.

in
Vmerica. Thera never was any party our friend
their own government; all parties criopposition to
od out against our conduct. All parties cried out
of now. And,
against what Mr. Madison complains
as to a separation of the states for our sake, no one but
a downright tool ever thought of such a thing. It
Was always a false notion. There never was any
ground for it; and experience will show u»,_ that,
in this respect, this nation lias been listening to

tions a

.

towns on the coast, they will think the ac"When to marry or
to fight," as some are, "boUi parties axe equally eain
ger, they soon come together." Both parties are
earnest and eager in this case; and they will soon
reach one another, tbpugh the distance between
them is so great. The battle will be a famous one.
A great kingdom, the mistress of the sea and dictatress of Europe, on the one side; and the last if reNot only the question of maother.
publics on tha
ritime rights is now to be decided; but the question
of the nature of governments. The world is now
£-oing to see, whether a republic, without a standwith half a dozen frigates, and with a
ing army,

thirty

quisition wonderfully cheap.

chief magistrate wilh a salary of about five thousand
pound-* a year, be able* to contend, single-handed,
against a kingdom with a thousand ships of war, an
unny of two hundred thousand men, and with a royal family, whose civil list amounts to more than a
million pounds a year. Nothing was ever so inteMay the end be favoraresting as this spectacle.
ble to the honor and happiness of this country and
i am, 8tc. &c.
nji-tukind ii> general
Y/M-. CO^'JT.TT.

will be remembered',

mat they spared the life of wr
Charles Jlsgylt, when, according to the laws of war.

—

tney would uave been justified in taking it away.
It was said, that
they did this at the intercession or
the queen of France, v.'ho liad been
applied to by
his mother.
But they did spare his life, though the,
vvnole American peopie were decided as to the ctear
justice of taking itaway. The Americans inherit ail
the horror ot bioodsiied entertained
by us; they arc
equally humane, kind, and generous, and especially
towards a fallen encmv; and, in point of
hospitality,
tne ease and plenty amidst which they live
naturally
make them our superiors. 1 dare say that our capt.ve officers will say, on their release, that
they never were so well treated in their lives; and ifthei
remain long in that sort of captivity, they will, I dare
tne last
say, as so many of our officers did,

during

w^r, voluntarily enter into a captivity of another
'i'ae American women seldom suffer
description,
a disengaged heart to
escape with freedom. But
tor ull tms we ougut to
argue, that the people are
disaffected towards their own government; or, that

they disapprove of

its

\ui

declaring war for tlve pfouov.
Besides, w/ut and
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of which lord Liverpool
avail y, are called into service, to act as videttes,
wAatistius government,
It was not Mr. Madison who :»etwecfi this ciy, the Delaware, and the Chesais said to have spoken?
declared war. It was the two htruaea of congr<w.— peake. The signal far alarm will be si\ guns, tired
t!ie whole
people, in quick succession, at Fort Mifflin, at the navy
It was the rial representatives of
who had verv recently chosen those representatives, yard; and at the arsenal, and by the drums of the
It
And immedicity and liberties beating 'to arms.'
and Who, Of course, spoke the people's voice.
the wai ately
the people had disapproved of the War,
thereupon all the militia will parade equipped
utmost
would never have taken place. It is of the
completely tor tlie field, right upon Cuesnut-street,
should be made well extending southwardly on Broad-street. The offiimportance that our ministers
Amerithe
of
cers of the
real disposition
topographical department, and the eorp:;
acquainted with the
that county of engineers^ will report themselves, on
can peonle. Our agents and friends in
Monday
matcontain
which
to
next,
general Jona.han Williams, who is pleased
send over only those newspapers,
at
tie
to
undertake
erection
of
chance, newspapers
superintendanceofthe
If, by
ter pleasing- to us.
another sort come hither, our newspapers suppress works in. .nd near this city for its defence.
,

We

"1! ; order of general Bloomfieldi;
should hear both sides, in order
their contents.
like a sound judgDU.WK, Adj. Gen.
to enable us to form any thing
the
"The select and common councils, on Saturday
ment. If lord Liverpool were to see some of
he would change uis opinion. evening last, appropriated §300,000, and the Northpapers from New York,
He would see that the affair of Washington, so far ern Liberties and Southwark §100,000 each, to bo
from indisposing the people towards Uieir govern- placed at the disposal of the committee of defence."
with indignation against us,
This was no contemptible sum for one citv. it
ment, had tilled them
had called forth incredible voluntary exertions. was £100,000 of oar money. Such, then, are the

"WM.

and

had been
see, that a commtiee of defence
of money and
established; that voluntary offerings
all ranks
of personal services had poured in from
He would see toe several trades
and'

He would

men, who, even

in

Philadelphia, are at the head of

This, of itself, is a proof of {the
military affairs.
disposition of the people there, at any rate. But if
lord Liverpool could look on these newspapers, he
degrees.
He would would see, that regime. it after regiment of militia
sending forth their members alternately.
see die merchant, the mechanic, the shopkeeper, and volunteers, are marching from [the interior to
the lawyer, the student, the schoolboy, the laborer, the defence of cities and towns on the coast. He
and work -with their own hands in would see, that the thought even of
to
to
all

yielding
England is entertained by nobody, except bv a few of
those men, called federalists, whose hatred to the
republicans, by whom they have been humbled,
overpowered, for the moment, their sober senses.
Tne approach of real danger will change the lone
even of tnese. As a specimen of the sentiments of
tne people of Kentucky, I present the
ministry with
Tne di- the following resolutions, passed in that stale, on
for defence.
ployed daily in preparations
be
here
last:
lac
of
cannot
4th
resolutions
given
and
July
vers meetings
to look at
account of in detail; but it is impossible
that the The
convinced
without
foll&wihg are the preamble and resolutions which
these paper.;,
bci.ig
resistance is universal; and that the idea 01
wyre adopted at liui Great Crossings, Kentucky,
spirit of
on tiie 4./» July.
tne people of Amenou. being "disposed to put themerroneTne glorious revolution had scarcely ended, when
selves imder Our protection," is c.wemciy
The spectacle is, too, very interesting, in the king of England and his corrupt ministry reous.
ihe most newed tneir
another view of the matter. It shews, in
system of deep-rooted enmity against
wh*t men are of themselves, and with- the honor, peace and happiness of the American
lively colors,
out commanders, able and willing to do in defence peupie. As oar attachment to peace was developed,
Tne same spectacle is exhibited British outrage encreased; our ships in cverv sea
ot their country.
Offers of service and of money were plundered; our waters crimsoned, and our naat Philadelphia.
from ail descriptions of 'men; more than twenty tional dag stained with tiie blood of our citizens; our
thousand men, horse and toot, always teady cO uuU'cu native and naturalized citizen seamen impressed,
on the insulted by a mock trial, and doomed to slavery;
to meet the enemy— fortifications tree ting
tne sideot that spies and incendiaries commissioned and sent
Delaware; picquets established down
among
all the way along the us for the purpose of separating the union
by corriver, and videttes stationed
uncultivated
the
and
tbtbear
inserting ruption;
cojmt to the Chesapeake. 1 cannot
bloodthirsty savage of
a part of a publication by the committee of defence oi the forest, armed with deadly weapons and let loose
*«Tlie
word*:
our
citizens.
defenceless
these
Thus outraging and
upon
New York, of30th August,
committee acknowledge the receipt of 12 J wag- violating every species of national honor, and pur2o uundies each suing a course which must, if unresisted, have endgon loads of fascines, averaging
of Jainaifca; and ed in the total destruction of American indepentoad, presented by tue township
headed oy the dence therefore,
brought to fort Green uy its citizens,
tiie principal of the acadeResolved, That in .this state cf things, no honora*
rev. Air. Schoonmaker
aided
course was left but an appeal to arms, an act
my at Jamaica, Mr. Egrenbrot, and his pupilsot What ble
that we have never hesitated for a moment to beThis is a specimen
iu cutting tlie fascines."
was going on. Does this shew "as./'W^ disposition lieve but was just; and can never be regretted by the
to
themselves under our protection?" The fol- patriots and friends to the rights and interests of

go
uniting
of fascines,
the erection of fortifications, the making
ot every
the dragging of cannon, and the doing
to
other tiling tending to enable their government
each oresist us; while the farmers were rivaling
accommodather in oilers of tneir horses, and of
so employed. In
tions and provisions tor the persons
all volunteers, emAugust there were 50J0 men,

—

m

—

—

put
at Philadelphia, our country.
lowing general orders, pubusned
Resolved, That the storms of war, the desolation
\« iu shew how
things were, at viie same time, go
of countries, the demolition of cities, the conflagraPmi.AUiwia'niA, Auoust 20.
ing on there:
tion of houses, the loss of friends, however to be re'•j.-utirth .vlilitary D. strict, Head Quarters, jfhila
gretted, cannot lessen our attachment to our rights,
'dciphia, .iugiut 27, lbl4.
nor de.er from a vigorous prosecution and defence
"CENEliAi. OKDE11S.
-fi
of tl em
Captain K«=>, with thirty men of his troop of]
*-
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consider ourselves bound by,
our obligations to u Di->
vine Providence, to resist, with a detenuined spirit,!
:md by every hazard, the daring and unprovoked outcur soveriguty and
rages of Great Britain against

we

of the conduct of our forces at
Washington, which
had been published in
America, than any that had
been published even in this
country. 'Not only
were they not more hostile to us, but the reverse
was the case. In places even where the British arms
had been successful, the
independence.
people had shown themkesolved, That the Kcntuckians have given the Relvtes in our favor, and had seemed well disposed
best evidence of their zeal tor the cause of their to put themselves under our protection."— Your
country, by rallying around the standard thereof— lordship is not singular in your opinion, if it be
It is the general opinion in ihis
and we hesitate uot to say, that the people of this your opinion.
Roiv that opinion has been created and
state will heartily co-operate in any measure which country
may be adopted by our government, to prosecute the fcept alive, I will not now enquire. The meuns
the utmost vigor.
made use of for this purpose, the "most tin ikpresent war with
Resolved, That in reviewing the events of the ing people" know nothing of.
They have opiwar, so far from seeing a cau.se which should in- nions furnished them by others as regular as
duce us to wish for peace, upon securing the ob- soldiers or sailors are served with rations. The
ject lor which the war was declared, events have lower class are, from their poverty-, wholly without
that other objects the pale of
information, true or false, and appear to
transpired to convince the mind,
should be secured, before the contest is enaed, to know and care as little about the acts of the governwit: the possession of tlie Canada*, as a necessary ba- ment, and the state of public affairs, as the earth of
t-is to a lasting peace.
any other substance, on which they expend their
Resolved, That this measure is necessary and in- time and their physical force. The middle class
of
the
frontiers
the
arc so
incessantly employed in pursuit of the
dispensable to the security of
Unued States, and that no proposition should again be means of keeping themselves front the horrors of
the
end
until
war,
made trom the United States to
pauperism, that they have no time for discussion or
we have possession of the Canadas, and the British enquiry. Many persons, in this class of life, tuve
asked me, whether the Americans could speak EnNorth America.
possessions in
Resolved, That the nation that will submit to fo- glish. Few men in the higher ranks of life know any
is unworthy the liberty of freemen, thing worth
speaking of, with regard to tiie Amereign aggression
and that the president and congress should trust to rican republic, a nation nearly equal in population
men
and
call
for
and
the
to
Great
the patiiotism of
Britain, and inhabited, as we now feel, hypeople,
money sufficient for the objects to be accomplished. men full as enterprising and as brave as our own
it
is
reeventful
at
this
That
soldiers
and sailors. Even the writers who have
crisis,
Resolved,
commended to the good people of the union to be tanned die flame of this bloody war, know nothing
at all about the real state of America;
for, thougn
upon the watch-tower of their duty guard against
internal traitors, as well as external enemies, that they have no desire to promulgate truth; though it
enemies
is their trade to deceive and cneat the
the
combined
not
oe
surprised by
people, they
they may
siit'W
of civil and religious rights.
by their statements that they are ignorant of
was
will
if
reader
knew
the
as
would
make them
published
which;
facts,
perceive,
them,
This,
they
in July last, long after that rail of Napoleon, which able to ueceive with less exposure to detection.
was expected to produce sucn an humble tone uiA- This being the case, it is no wonder tiiat tne whole
merica. You see they anticipated the burning of nation is in a state of error, as to this matter of prias to their views orthe mary importance. On the day when the news reachcities; but this had no weigiit
war. But, perhaps, the fact, which, above all others, ed the country, relative to the capture of the city
is worthy of our attention is, the result of the late oi Washington, I happened, to call on my way home
election in the city of New York, where the choice wards from Sussex, at thehouseof a gentleman,
has fallen upon men decidedly in favor of Mr. Madi who was as likely to be as well informed as anyTms is other gentleman in the country, as to tiiis or anyson; and, of course, in favor of the -war.
I other
of the war
The following was the diapolitical matter.
proof unquestionable of the popularity
shall now close this article, with a request, that the logue, wherein I shall exhibit the gentleman and
the report of his good wife under the, name of Friend.
English reader will read attentively
the secretary of the American navy, which he will
Mrs. Friend. Well, Mr. Cobbett, we shall soon
It is a document that none but a fool
find helow.
get rid oi the income tax, [for so it is called in the
will look at without serious reflections, a id tiiac
country] noiv.
none but a knave will affect to treat with contempt.
Mr. Cobbett. Shall we, Madam ? I am very glad
the
[Here followed the report of the secretary of
to hear it.
It will enable me to get a better horse
to the building
r.avy, of February 22, 1814, relating
for my gig.
[She had just been laughing at my scurof 74's and frigates.]
vjy equipage.] But, why now, Madam? What has
to excite such a cheering hope ?
THE EARL OF LIVERPOOL— ON THE liappended
Mrs. Friend.
Why, have you not heard the
Resolved, That

OUT duty to

posterity,and

.

—

—

TO

—

AMERICAN WAR.

Nov.

181 1.

24,
Botley,
My loud —From the report of your speech on the

news

.-

Mr. Cobbett.
Mr. Friend.

No.
We have taken the capital of A8th instant, it appears very clearly, that your lordan opi- merica.
ship is, by the reporter, made to entertain
And the cowardly dogs, to the
Mrs. Friend.
nion, tha-. the divisions amongst the American peoamount of 9,000 men, ran away before 1,500 of
we
that
may rationally hope, our soldiers.
ple are already such,
by a continuation of the war, to produce a compliMr. Friend. President and all run away !—
ance with any conditions, or any overthrow of the
knows where they went to, and the people
iinion, in which union alone consists the strength Nobody
and prospect of future greatness in that rising and were ready to submit to us all over the country,
The words, as given in the
fast growing republic.
Mrs. Friend. Cowardly dogs Not stand to fight
a pretty nareport of your speech, were these: "lie (the earl a moment for their capital. They are
oi Liverpool) had seen much stronger jus titications tion to go to war with England

—

!

—

!
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flock
government, and of their attachment to our kingj
They ran away like a sfreat
of hounds.
in part, upon their having treated our officers, pri»
sheep befurt! a pack
newill
creatures
BOnersoi war, with great liberality and kindness.
The cowardly
ttttsi Frieiik
Wi»t can you say, I noticed this in my last number. I challenged any
ver dare show their races again.
one to shew ihe instance, in which they had ever befor these Americans now ?
haved cruelly to prisoners of war. I cited the me.
Mr. Vobbett. Why, I say, that you appear
kn >\y*i)9 more about them than about the poop.' swtl morable case of Mr. (now sir Charles) Jhgyll, aid
I appealed to their uniform conduct, during the
Let me look at the paper.
to be in the moon.
the instances of commodore*
present war, including
toy before her on the table \
nut as the conduct of the
II is jBainb]?4&e an(^ Ferry,
Mrs. Friend. No we must tell it you
former in *hjs respect, has bfeen most basely slantoo long for you to sit and read to yourself.
Weil now mind, I tell you, that dered in some <K CWpublic prints, I will be some.Mr. Vobbett.
* s to b °di instances, adding
instead of pulling' an endio the war, this event will; what more particular'
and, mind, 1 tell }ou, that, un- that of capt. Lawrence.
tend 10 prolong' it
the war will be
Commodore Bainbrisige ^ptured the Java, otF
less ws give up what we contend for,
1812.
Ilia
oT manv years duration, and will be as expensive St. Salvadore, on the 29th oT Dumber,
4 am > and ours
and mule bloody than the war in Europe has been. frigate, the Constitution, carried -J S~
Mr. Friend. We 'give up to such cowards as the 49 guns, according to the American .accounts. Ours,
he says, had upwards of 400 men on JjpaT?i The
Americans
Mr. Vobbett. I do not mean to give up either republicans killed 60 and wounded 170 of our onl'
cers and men, and had themselves 9 killed and25
I mean give up the point in
dis-j
territory or honor.
The wounded. After the battle, at their pressing repute or, rather, our present apparent object.
Americans, like other people, cannot meet disci- quest, commodore Cambridge /xzrofor/ them all. Tue
until they have time to organize Java had on boardTIeutcxant general Ilislop and his
plined armies,
and discipline themselves. But, the Americans stall', together with several supernumerary officers
are not cowards, madam. Their seamen have prov- and men. The following letter of general Ilisiop to
ed that and, what 1 fear is, that a continuance of commodore Cambridge 'will bes,t speak for the latthe war will make die proof clearer wid clearer ier:
"Deaii Si:i I am justly penetrated with the fulland as well as by sea and, 1 am now
every day, by
more than ever afraid of a long continuation of the lest sense of your very handsome and kind treatment,
war because, if such people as you seriously think, ever since the fate of war placed me in your power,
that we are able to conquer America, I can have no and I beg once more to renew to you my sincerest
reason to hope that any part of the nation remains acknowledgements for the same.—(Your acquiescence with my request in granting me my parole,
undeceived.
Mr. Friend. But, do you not think that the with the officers of my staff, added to the obligation
I had
states will divide !
previously experienced, claims from me this
additional tribute of my thanks. May I now finallyMr. Vobbett. Certainly not.
flatter myself, that in the further extension of your
Mr. Friend. No
Mr. Vobbett. No. And, I should be glad to generous and humane feelings, in the alleviation of
tuat
for
reasons
believing
they themisfortunes of war, that you will have the goodknow what are your
If you will give me any reasons for ness to fulfil the only wish and request I am now
will divide.
mine
for
a
will
I
contrary be- most anxious to see completed, by enlarging on their
vour belief,
give you
Do you think, madam, that the people of A- parole (on the same conditions you have acceded to
lief.
mcrica.re weary of living for thirty years without with respect to myself) all the officers of the Java
still on board
an income tax ?
your ship a favor I never shall cease
Mr. Friend. I have no reasons of my own about duly to appreciate by your acquiescence thereto
"I have the honor to subscribe myself, dear sir,
see, in all our papers, that the
the matter.
Americans are a divided people. They say that your much obliged and very obedient servant."
hold together.
The request was instantly complied with. Men
they cannot long
Mr. Vobbett. And do you really believe what and all were released upon parole. In the case of
these corrupted vagabonds put into their columns ? commodore Perry, the battle was fought on lake
"
You believe, then, of course, that the American Erie, on the 10th September 1813. With vessels
the face of the ocean in carrying altogether 54
from
be
would
swept
guns, he not only defeated,
navy
Yet, how different but captured the whole of our fleet, six vessels, cara month ;" for so they told you.
has been the events No, no the Americans are rying 65 guns as he stated in his official report;
which report, by the bye, fully justifies our adminot cowards, madam.
Mrs. Friend. Have you had such heaps of lemons ralty as to lake Erie. I take the following para-

Mr. Friend.

of South

I

Down

—

I

1

:

;

;

!

;

;

—

;

;

!

—

—

We

—

:

!

?
year as vou used to have
diawas,"as nearly as I can recollect, the
that the
I
logue on this occasion and, as am sure,
war is continued in the hope, on die part of the nafrom a breaking
tion, at least, of deriving success
up of the union in America, which I am thoroughly
persuaded we shall not efiect, or see take place.
I will endeavor to shew, that this, my persuasion,

graph from his report to his government upon this

this

Such

occasion:
"I also

;

wounded.

beg your
I

am

instructions

respecting

the

satisfied, sir, that -whatever steps

1

might take governed by humanity would meet your apUnder this impression, I have taken upprobation.
on myself to promise captain Barclay, who is very
dangerously wounded, that he shall be landed as
rests on good grounds ; and, if I succeed in diis en- near lake Ontario as possible, and I had no doubt
deavor, 1 shall not yet abandon the hope, to which you would allow me to parole him. He is under the
my heart clings, oi seeing peace speedily restored! impression that nothing but leaving this part of the
between tiie two countries, upon terms not injun-' country will save his lire. There are also a number
ous to the interest or character of either.
of Canadians among the prisoners, many who have
In turning back, now, to the reported speech of families"
Captain Lawrence, in the brig Hornet, attacked
your lordship, I perceive, and I perceive it with regret, that you are, by the reporter, made to found, and sunk, in fifteen minutes, our brig, the Peacock,
your opinion of the Americans' disaffection to ''heir killing between tntrty and forty of our men, while

—

j

1

j
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the Hornet bad only vie man killed and two wounded.—Ti.ui says the American report" Ours I have
not at hand. Then comes the following letter:
7>-j;w-YoHK,2rth March, 181.3.
?tjt
Wc, the surviving officers of his Dritannic
to return you
Majesty's late brig- Peacock, beg leave
our gratefifi acknowledgments for the kind attention
and hospitality we experienced during- the time we
remained on board the United Stales sloop Hornet.
So much was done to alleviate the distressing and
uncomfortable situation i.i which we were placed,
when received on board the sloop you command,
that we cannot better express our feeling's than by
saying, "IVe ceased to consider ourselves prisoners;"
and every thing that friendship could dictate was
adopted by you, and the officers of the Hornet, to
remedy the inconvenience we would otherwise have
experienced from the Unavoidable loss oftnetvluil" of
our property and clothes, fry the sudden sinking of the
'

—

*

1
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vided into two parties; the bepcbucaxs and the feThe latter also claim the title of r&
publicans, but it is, and I think we shall find, with
denied
to them bvthe former.
justice,
deralists.

These two parties have, in
fact, existed ever
since the close of the
revolutionary w ir, though
their animosities have never
appeared to be so
great, nor to threaten such serious
consequences as
since the commencement of the French
revolution,
since
the
first
especially
presidency of Mr. .Jcffe:!
son, whose exaltation to the chair, was the
proof of
decided triumph on the part of the republicans, ami
plunged their opponents into a state of desperation'.
The federalists took their name from the gener^
government, which being federative, Was cdled federal.
Some of the people, as well as some of the
members of the convention who formed the constitution, were for the new general government, and

some were against

it.

Tnose who were againt

it,

impressed as we are and who were for a government of a still more demo.
Yd itli a
grateful sense of your kindness, for ourselves cratictU form, were called, at first, ant federalists-and the other officers and ship's company, to return but, of Lite, they have been called r publicans, ii.
you and the officers of the Hornet our sincere thanks, opposition to the federalists, who were fur a gowhich we shall feel obliged if you will communicate vernment of an aristocratical, if not of nearly a
to them in our name; and believe us to remain, with kingly form, and who proposed, in the convention,
a high sense of the kind offices you have rendered a president and senate/or life. There was at this
F. A. Wright, 1st lieut; timea great struggle between the parties
us, your humble servants.
tne opC. Lambert, 2:1 lieutenant; Edward Lott, master; position of the republicans spoiled the projects of
the
federalists
J. Whittaker, surgeon; F. Donnithrone Unwin, pur, and the government
was, at last,
ser.
James Lawrence, Esq. commander U- H- sloop of a form and nature, which was wholly pressing te
but
did
the
other
Hornet."
neither,
not, on
hand, greatly disThe American papers added, upon this occasion, please either.
The federalists, however, took the whole credit to
the following: "It is a fact worthy of note, and in
the highest degree honorable to our brave tars, that themselves of having formed the government and,
on the day succeeding the destruction of his Hri- as general Washington, who had been president of
tannic majesty's brig Peacock, thecrewof the Hor- the convention, and was decidedly for a federative
net made a subscription and supplied the prisoners general government, was elected the president ui.(who had lost almost every tiling) with two shirts, der the new constitution, the federalists at once assumed, tiiat they were the only persons, who had
u bluejacket and trowsers each."
Now, my lord, without going into more particu- any right or title to have any thing to do with that
lars, let me ask you, whether you think that this government, treating their opponents as persons
conduct towards our officers was the effect of dis- necessarily hostile to, and. of course, unfit to be enaffection towards their own government, of disap- trusted with, the carrying on of the federal governprobation of its conduct, of a hatred of the war, and ment.
When the first congress met, under th« new conof" a disposition to put themselves under our projection?"
And, if you answer in the negative, as stitution, it was clear, that the federalists endc*»vor*
ou must, I suppose, why do you think, that the hu- ed to do, by degrees, that which they had not been
}
mane treatment of our officers elsewhere indicates able to accomplish all at once in the convention.
Mich a disposition? Does your lordship see nw pos- They proposed to address the president by the title
Do you of his serene /ujhness, and to introduce other forms
sible danger in drawing such aa inference?
think, that it is wholly out of all belief that your and trappings of royalty, or, at least of a higli arisbeing reported to have drawn such an inference may tocracy. Their intention was defeated, to their inrender the taeatment of our officers, prisoners of expressible mortification. The people were shockwar, less humane and kind in future? Seeing that ed at these attempts; and, from that moment t:te opa disposition in an American cititizen to put him- posite party seems to have gained ground in the conself under the protection of our king is a disposition fidence of the people, who abhorred the idea of any
to commit treason, in the eye of the laws of his thing that bore a resemblance to kingly goveri.me.it,,
country, wouid it be so very surprising, if, in future, or that seemed to make the slightest approach tothe Americans should be very cautious how they ex- wards hereditary OT family rule.
When the French revolution broke out; when that
posed themselves to the merit of such a compliment?
I must, however, do your lordship thejustice to ob- great nation declared itself n republic, and went even
serve here, that what the proprietors of our newspa- further than America had gone in the road of demopers have published as your «peecA,might never have cracy, the two parties took their different sides.
been uttered by j ou. I would fain hope, that. they Heats and animosities were revived, While genehave in this case, put forth under your name, the ral Washington remained president, however, he
suggestions of their own minds. 1, therefore, com- acted with so much caution and moderation, that il
ment on the thing as theirs and not as yours.
was difficult for any one openly to censure him. He
One wished him to
In order to shew, that there is no foundation for was blamed by both parties.
the hope entertained by people here, and so often take part with France, the other with England. He
expressed bv our newspapers, of dividing the repub- did neither, and, upon the whole, he left no pan)
But when Mr.
lic if Amefica, I must go into a history of the par- any good reason to complain of him.
ties which exist in that republic; give an account of Adams, who was a native of Massachusetts, where
their origin and progress, and describetheir present the federal party was in great force, became presiWapet and relative force. The copulation arc di- dent, he ccrtahdv did. yielding" to the counts </f
I'eacoek.

Permit

us, then, sir,

—

—

—

;

—
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weak and

violent men, push things very nearly to
an offensive and defensive alliance with us. The
violent and unjust proceedings of the French government furnished a pretext for raising <;/i army,
which was, for some lime, kept on ibot in time of
A sepeace, in the very teeth of the constitution.
di:iou bill was passed, with power oi sending aliens
and many other things were
out itf' the country
,•

m the iie.tt oi* the moment, winch Mr.
Adams, had he not been surrounded by the Massafinsett federalists, never would haye thought of,

done,

and a real friend

being a republic in a1 heart,
liberties oi his country.

the

to

Mi. Adam's presidency ended in March, 1801
but lie lost his
lection, and the choice fell upon Mr. Jefferson,
who had always been deemed the head of the republican party! The truth is, that, the people were
threats,
republicans.
Every thing had been tried
but they
alarms, religion, all sorts of schemes
but
the
took, alarm at nothing
attempts upon then
liberty, and they hurled down the party who had
Since
that
made those attempt;,.
time, the government has been in the hands of the republicans.
lie was proposed to be re-elected

;

thumping minority on the

a
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oilier side

;

03
and

xvh

.t

of great importance in the estimate, that rain •ity consists of the nerves, the bones, and sinew.* of
die population of the state; so that the sum old
of our ground of reliance, as to a
separation of I >e
states, is the good will of the most numerous b
most feeble and iiieilieient part of the
people Of'i
state of Massachusetts; and even
these, I am f-.ithis
awed
Iy persuaded, are, by
into silenc.
day,
the determined attitude of the rest of ihe c o :.
The same charges, which our vile new:.
p
have been preferring against Mr.
Madison,
been preferred against him by their serene
Jughn
es of Massachusetts.
Tliey have accused h
devotion to France ; they have, in our new
sly le, called him the "tool of Napoleon.;"
is

i

have dared to assert, that

lie

made war

ipi

•without the slightest provocation, for the
pm
aiding Napoleon in destroying
"the b

England,

;.

of their religion." They have held public i..
and rejoicings at the entrance of the Cossack
France, and at the restoration of the ancient oi
of things. You wfll bear in mind, that these
pie are staunch Presbyterians ; and it woiili
for
was
Mr.
Mr. Jefferson
eight years,
president
your lordship to read the orations, preachincr
and
is
now
on
lor
for
the
Sladison
four years,
to witness their
going
prayers of these people
gr
to Heaven for
second four years.
restoring the Pope, whom the-,
Your lordship knows, as well as any man upon to call the scarlet wiiore, the whore of
Babylonj
earth, how fond people are of place and power and for the re-establishment of the Jesuists; and for the
is
so
bitter
of
andtroutuatnopart
any opposition
re-opening oi the dungeons, the re-sharpenin^ of ie
blesouie as tiiat part, which consists of men, whose hooks, and the
of the
uie names
flames of
oi thein
tne in
re-kindling
ing oi
ambitious hopes may have been blasted by their quantum. Their opponents, the
republicans,
It
now
out
we
turned
never
were
the
happened, very
being
of place.
friends of Napoleon, as a despot,
we never
naturally, but rather oddly, that the federalists be- nor even as an emperor
of.
came the opposition to the federal government ; but of his acts of oppression, either in approved
France or oj.1
their
do
retain
still
and
of
France
title;
we
retained,
they
though
;
always complained of his acts of
ti\i
to be call d, the aristocrats, or roylij, tliey ought
injustice towards ourselves; but he was less hurtalist i.
ful to our
country than other powers; and as to mahThis opposition is now, however, chiefly confined kmd i- general,
though we regretted to see birn
to the state of Massachusetts, the state government with so much
power, we feared that that power
of which has even talked aiout separating from the would be succeeded
by something worse; and we
Your lordship lws heard of a Mr. Henry, cannot now
union.
is restored, th,:t
rejoice, that the
who was, it seems, in close consultation and cor- the Jesuits are re-established,pope"
the inquisition re-i,
respoiidence with the .person holding the reins of vigorated; that monkery is again overspreading
government in Massachusetts upon the subject o/jthe face of Europe; and that the very hope of free*
;

•

—

.

L<

;

i

;

'

•

;

:

his intrigues, and, therefore, I must believe, of
course, that he was not employed by our governor
Rut the people of America have been led to believe,
that there must have been something in his story.
This state of Massachusetts contains a great
number of men of talents many rich men, become
so chiefly by ihe purchasing, at a very low rate, of the
certificates of soldiers who served in the late -war, and
by procuring acts of congress to cause tlie sums to be

and

;

of America.

There are, it is to be observed,
federalists in all
the states, which
you will easily believe, when you
consider how natural it is for men, or at
how
least,

prone men are, to wish to erect themselves into suAs soon as a man has got a great
money, he aims at something beyond' that.
He thirsts for distinctions and titles. His next ob-

perior classes.
deal of

ject

is to

hand them down to his family. It will reand great resolution in the

piiidinfull, Which, indeed, was thought, and openly quire great watchfulness
said, to be their main object in pressing lor a fede- Americans to defeat this
ral

government with large powers.

now disappointed

These men,

in all their ambitious hopes

;

see-

ing no chance of becoming petty noblemen seeing
the officers and power of the country pass into
other hands, without the smallest probability of
their return to themselves, unless they be content
to abandon all their high notions of family distinction
these men have become desperate
and if I
;

;

;

am to judge from

their proceedings, would plunge
their country into a civil war, rather than yield quiet obedience to that very government, which
they
had been so long in the practice of censuring others
for not sufficiently admiring. But, my lord, though
there ls a majority of voices in Massachusetts on ocn

kd.

mriuui

ion ox ouit si Br
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;

.

i,nx,

there

is

leisure lor

it,

or

it

propensity.

would amuse you

You have not
to trr.ee the

workings of this would-be nobility in America. They
are very shame-faced about
it; but thev let it peep
out
through the crannies of their hypocrasy. Being
defeated, and totally put to the route in the open
held by the
general good sense of the people, they
have resorted to the most
contemptible devices for
effecting by degrees, that which they were unable
to
carry at a push. They have established wha«
they call "Benevolent Societies," to which they haves
prefixed, by way of epithet, or characteristic, the
name of Washington.—Tne
professed obiect of these
societies, who have their periodical orations, breach*
lings, prayings and footings, was to afford relief to
any perS on who might
be in. distrpsi. The ****>#
bsa5
P

|

J

m

'
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oarac* .appears to have been to enlist idlers and
These
banners.
neetlgiplrsons under their political
have assembled,
li ue cdi eries of
liypocntes appear to
as it were, by an unanimous sentiment, or, rather by

VIII.

give up part of their
territory, including those very
lakes, and their own borders of those
lakes, whereon
they have defeated us, and which are their only secure barrier
us
and
our Indian allies. The
against
president, ci course, lost no time in
•laying these p
pers ueiore the congress, who arc said to have heard
them with unanimous
indignation; and the Times
newspaper tells us, that "these papers have bee.i
:

Napoleon, and the
of the pope, the Jesuits, and the inquiBut unfortunately for this affiliation of hysition.
hafe little or no materials to work
pocrites, they
upon in America, where a man can earn a week's made the means ofiMting against us the -lohnh Amesubsistence in less time than he can go to apply for rican, people? Thou great ass, thev were united :.end obtain it without work; and, accordingly the af- gainst us before. There were only ahandful of "sefiliation seems" destined to share the fate of the se- rene highnesses" and "Cossacks" in
Massachusetts
the acquaintance of Mr.
rine highngssh proposition of 25 years ago.
Henry, who were not uniThe fall of Napoleon, so far from weakening, will ted against us. This, I suppose, is the siiift that
tend 10 strengthen the general government in the you resort to in order to cover vour
disgrace, in hahands of the republicans. It has deprived its enea ving to announce that Mr. Madison is
"yei" presithe
main
rflies of the grand topic of censure;
ground dent, and that he is not even "impeached." There
of attack. The "Cossacks" as ihey are now some- is one passage in the last despatch of Mr.
Monroe,
times palled, of Massachusetts, can no longer c arg-e worthy ot great attention. He tells the
plenipoten.v.
the president with being the "toil of jSi'apoleon"
tiaries, that "there is much reason to
presume, that
stand in need of England as ' the but Great Britain lias row otheu objects than
the}- no longer
those, for
that
have
the
which
she
has hitherto professed to contend."
pope,
they
iDarkcf religion" seeing
Prothe
the
bablv
the
lie
-.he Jesuits,
built this
:is,
Benedictines,
Franciscans,
bably
presumption on the language of
and
above
inAow
the
the
Dominicans,
all,
Carthusians,
public prints, or eta the report of a speech in parto supply her place in the perform; mce of
(piisition,
Jo\hament, attributed by those newspapers
sir/*.
papers to sir
will
no
can
thr.t godly office.
They
longer, they
ssph Yorke, one of the lords of the
admiralty, in
no longer, reproach the president for his attachment winch report the reporters made
sivJosepIi say,"that
to France; for France has how a king; a legitimate we had Mr. Madison to depose before we could !av
hears
mass.
are
down
who
our
now,
arms. This report was published some
They
regularly
overcigii,
lierefbre, put in tins dilemma; they must declare time in May or June—and in August Mr. Monroe';
their
for
was
wi iiten. However, be the ground of
country; cr, by despatch,
England against
openly
pettv ravelling, must make their opposition con- presumption what it would, Mr. Madison does not
not do; and, thej seem to have
temptible. The former they dare
changed his tone on accdunt of it; and
are too full of spile not to do the latter. - So that there can be no doubt that the
must have
instinct, to celebrate the fall of

restoration

'

—

people
been inflamed by such an
impudent declaration.
shews what mischief
newspapers can do. The
war is, in great part, the war of the Times and the
Courier.
Let them, therefore, weep over the fate of
our Meets and armies in
Canada, and at Mobile. Tin
measures of the American congrets seem to be of a
very bold character, and wed calculated for a War
ot long continuation.
The president has not been
afraid to lay bare all the wants of the
government;
and to appeal to the sense and
patriotism of the peaFrom every thine; that J can discover, the nopie.
blesse of Massachusetts will not be able to
prevent,
or even impede,
any of these measures. JoaxxyBum is, in last Saturday's Gazette, treated to an
account of the late battle near Fort Erie, from
which Joxatiiax sallied out upon v;en. Drummond's
army. According te this account, our loss was as

—

is sealed; and their fall will
complete than that of Napoleon
that
Irimself", with this great difference, however,
his name and the fame of nis deeds will descend to
thclatest posterity, while their projects of ennobling
themselves at the expence of their country's freedom ai'.tt hanpincss, will be forgotten and forgiven
before one half of them are eaten by worms.
This is my view of the matter. Your lordship
will probably think it erroneous; but, if it prove corto derect, how long and how bitterly shall wehive
r lore the -existence of this bloody contest.
lam, Stc.

Iheir doom,
no'.'be

I

much

imagine,

Witt.

MOM

Tiiis

less
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AMERICAN WAR.

—

Ghent Measufes of the American follows:
KILLED.
Congress Bailie near Fort Erie Lake Ontario
battle
Captains,
Despatches about the Lak° Ckantplain
Lieutenants,
British attack on Fort Mcilli:
'The hegociations at Ghent, vholkdt kept a secret
•Serjeants,
other
as
most
Rank and file,
'intojfohriny Bull, have ffeuchfed him,
of
Amedisciosub-es'do, through the tell-tale press
wocxtif.d.
rica! OIG that republic and her press! How many
knows through them! Is there no
Lieutenant colonel's
things the world
it
in
silence?
1'akc
to
hand,
Captains,
wavdfre3.uci.ng them
if there be no in cans of accomLieutenants,
good people, ami sec
that
JomaThese
negotiations shew,
ijlisliiyo" it.
Ensigns,
is
not
much
less
Serjeants,
TiiAJf poor, despised .Io.vatuav,
the cabinet than he is in the field. Cersmart
Drummers,
better
than
this
ever
Rank and file, managed
tainly -nothing wa3
the part of Jonathan. He pricked
Jfei-ociations

—

—

tit

—

—

m

liegocitctionon

and they would do nothing, until he
d what the people of America should say. The
fie
Ground of Messrs. Bayard, Gallatin, &.c. was very

our

IHSSIXfi.

brifins,

Majors,

i

they'be expected to have
& asonablcj for,
matters never before matter,
rs
in itrdctions, relat.ng to
ofthe disdtos 're is this— i
•"""
The
*"> substance
r, II'
d; ".'..
;': ,;.'
v c ashed rs a pn «w*iary, that th'e republicans should

how could

I

"

I

'

I

Captains,
Lieutenants,
Ensigns,
Adjutants,

Surgeon

,

1

2
*•

105
•Hi

If)

1

l
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who was

21

Serjeants,

o

Drummei s,
Bank a id file,
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280
-316

60S
\ most bloody battle! The armies, on both sides, arc
handfuls of men. These are buttles of it very different description from those of the Peninsulci, as it
was called. Gen. Drummoiid complains of the overhelming force of tlie enemy. How came he to £„•the part
vigr. him then? It was a sa/fy, observe, on
of the Americans; and, it is the first time lever
beard of a sallying party being stronger than thearmp besieging them. In the teeth offacts like these
the malignant ass of the Tina's newspaper has the
impudence to say, with as much coolness as if he
hud ne\cr heard of these thing's; "a peace between
Great Britain and the mited Sia c< can properly be
made no where but in America, Tue conferences
should be carried on at New-York or Philadelphia,

so anxious "to give the Yankees a good
drubbing," and who thinks nothing at all of tlie property tax when compared with so desirable an obReader, pray let me bring you bock to the
ject.
affair of Plattsburg.
It is situated on the side of
Lake Champlain, about 25 miles within the United
States.
There is a fortress near it, in which Jonathan had 1,500 regulars, and 5 or 6,000 militia.
A-

gainst this fort and force, sir George Prevost, with
14 or 1 >,000 men, marched early in September, tlie
fort being to be attacked by water by our fleet, at
the same time that our army attacked it by land.—
The attack was made, but the American fleet came
up, attacked ours, beat and captured the whole of
the ships. Sir George Prevost se< ing the fate of 'die
fleet, retreated speedily into Canada, was followed,
as the Americans say, by their army, who h.irrassed it, took some cannon, a great quantity ot'stoics,
and many prisoners, and received, from the British,
army, a great number of deserters, who quitted sir
George Prevost, and went over to them. This is
having previously ii^ed at tliqse places the head- the most serious part of the subject; and, therefore,
quarters of a Pictok or a IIiil." If Mr. Madison as the Montreal newspapers had stated that we lost
had this writer in his pay, the latter could not serve 150 men by desertion; as the Americans made them
the republican cause more effectually than he i.; now amount to a great many hundreds/ and, as Mr.
doing. On Lake Ontario oar newspapers now say, VVhitbread, in the debate in parliament, a few days
that-wc have a decided superiority of force. Very ago, said lie had heard that they amounted to2dJ3,
wed. Lei us bear that in mind. Let us have no new and that too, of Jt'ellingtonians, the people were ve«y
ions after a battle shall have taken place. The ry anxious to see sir George Pievosfs account of hi*
official accounts relative to the affair at Plattsburg retreat.
The ministers said that sir George Preand Lake Champlain are the most curious, certainly, vost had said sfothiso about any jj^sertio:.-; and
that ever wore seen. They consist of a mere ac- that, of course, he -would have mentioned it, if it liad
count of the number ofkilled, wounded, and miss- been true. But the Times newspaper now tells us,
ing, up to the time that our arrqy quitted, or was that sir George has sent no account af his retreat;
about to quit, Plattsburg, that Is to say, [mind the or at least that none has been receive, i: According
date /] up to the rouiiT£EXTH or. seft£mkkh. Not to the ministers, sir George's account has been re
a word have we about the nr.ru bat from Plattsburg, ceived, and no mention is-madein it of deserters.
nor about the battle on Lake Champlain, though we According to the Times, sir George's account has
have an account from sir George Prevost dated on not been received. W.C must believe the ministers,
the fourth of ocromut. Mark that well The des- of course, and must set the Times down for a propatch is said to have been dated on the 12th, at mulgator of wilful falsehoods. But then there is a
Plattsburg but it contains the account of the losses rub left; if the account of the retreat is come, whx
to the 14th! Let us hear the apology of the Times sot publish it? This is another riddle, Johnny Bull,
newspaper! "the return from the 6th to thel4ithq£ for your winter evenings' amusement.
Tlie attack of our forces on Mobile furnishes. a
September being enclosed in the despatch bearing
date the 11th, is easily accounted for, from the cir- new feature to the war. \Ve have before seen the
cumstance of ihA despatch not having been made two parties engaged, frigate to frigate, brig to brig,
I

•

—

—

up for some time after. Although despatches have
arrived of a luler date from sir George Prevost, none
have been received containing" any account of his rePrivate letters, howe er, contradict the Atreat.
merican statements of precipitation and embarrassment in sir George's movement on that occasion.
The despatch of the 11th, beibre mentioned, refers
to the action on the lake, but it is not thought proper
to publish this until an official account of the action
reaches th admiralty." Very well, now. Let us
grant that it would not be proper to publish sir
George's account of the action on the Lake, though
it was such a
lumping concern as to require but
little nautical skill to describe it; yet here is no reason at all given for not publishing sir George's account of Ids own re-treat, other than its not having
been received winch is most wonderful, seeing that
it is the invariable
practice to enclose duplicates and
triplicates of every preceding despatch when forces
are at such a distance. How came sir George, in
his despatch of the 4th of October, not to send a
duplicate of the account of his retreat, if h^ had
sent that account before? And, if he had not sent it
before, how came he- not to send it along with his
despatch of the 4th of October?
Tlie solving of these question^ will be very good

—

jpvtfeJttsyU ftr tjje winter eyenmgs. Qfjplyyjy Bull;

sloop to sloop, and in two instances, fleet to fleet.
have seen them on land, alternately besieged
now see the Americans ill a
and besieging.
fort, contai'.ing only 133 men, attacked by a combined naval and military armament, as to the result
of which, after describing the scene of action, \vemust for die present take their own official account
Point Mobile is situated on the main land, on the
border of the gulph of Mexico, not far from tlie
mouth of the great river Mississippi. On this point
is a fort called Fort Bowycr, belonging to the republican enemy, to the attack of which our squadron proceeded in September last. [Here follow the

We

We

American

official accounts.]
extract these articles from the Times news paper;
and yet, in the face of these- facts, in defiance of
these red hot balls, the consummate ass would make
no peace, except at New-York or Philadelphia, they
or a Mill/
being first the head-quarters of a Picton
This is as good a lift as the writer could have giv1

en Mr. Madison, and asharda blow as he could have
on whom hew
given to the noblesse of Massachusetts,
and the rest of the war tribe had built, and dostrli
build, ti.eir hopes of ultimate success. Let him look
I
at the attitude of New York and of Philadelphia.
do not say that it is impossible to get at either of
am
'tjiosg cities, witf> bomb-sUeUs or rackets;, but J

—

m
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would require

to seL foot in eitherof them,

ill

awi/

anchor by its
large of 14 guns, no matter which, sees at a
pur- side, an English 74, an English frigate, and an Engin safety.— lish
brig of war, and eventhe Ustof superior force

even for

t:ie

them
now make an observation or two with regard
as to the American war.
People

se of burning and then quitting
public opinion

disappointed,

VIII.

—

and yet itresists! Would any man have expected
that they would not have scuttled their canoe, on
the continuance of the property the slightest appearance of hostility, taken to their
would they have the luxury of boats, and made the best of their way to land, which

pinches. But
'without paying for

it? No, no.
Pc^they must; they would have been fully justified in doing? Tell
with what they have gotten, me, when the English have ever met with an enemy
they must put up
see the stars and stripes in every sea. They such as the Americans had to tug with in them?—'
War was their cry. They have When, where? unless in this war; and the republi,id have -war.
cans are at last allowed to be antagonists worthy of
nd they must pay for it.
us.
But an observation forces itself on me at this
10.
How inconsistCOBBETT'S WEEKLY REGISTER, DECEMBER
;
place, and I do not study method.
BRAVERY.
ent with the national honor, and how contradictory
AMERICAN
is
become
est
remarkin themselves, are our words and actions with resv e As the American com
and begins to excite considerable interest, al- pect to the Americans! At one moment it would
remarks
v me to make some desultory
upon it, seem that they are cowardly, base and cruel but
on some, at even our
ich may have a beneficial imluer.ce
great men, at the same moment, speak of
Whether the advantage is their humanity as so extraordinary, as to indicate
of your readers.
not in cur favor, at this stage of the contest, it an inclination to place themselves under our protecBut the gallantry tion; while our prints, with the silliest reluctance,
•purpose to examine.
ed by the republicans in pariicuiar cases, ap- are forced to give such accounts of their noble dasui pass any thing on record in the his Lor) ring, as alone can justify our forces when worsted by
be relied on. Gcne- them. This reluctance I call
is even
akind, if die accounts can
silly, because it
:.
mond's report of liis action with their land more silly than it is envious and grudging: for uncannot be questioned, and the resoluts onset, less they admit the superior gallantry of the victor,
>Ccasion, cannot be read without a shivering what is the conquered in the name of British reis onishment, which leaves little power of nown? And yet I cannot think it less silly to give
of the mind, struck, aghast, such unequivocal marks of acknowledgment of the
ing the reelings
Rut the account which gallantrv of our foe as we have done, in the wayfixed, and recoiling.
iveof the n val action at Fayal, exceeds that wardness of the mixed admiration and scoffing with
man has ever heard of; and .vhich we have loaded him. Such a conduct may
every thing which
m i "own, led to doubt the correctness of the have an ill effect on the morals of our gallant seamen
ement. Whether our force was employed re- and soldiers, and make them suspect that success is
must be left to future elucidation.
equivocal, than which nothing can be more injurious
ly or not,
our naval officers, to it. Therefore I cannot say that I think captain
believe, from the character of
will be found that no impeachment of them will Broke shpuldhave been made a baronet, or that he
But, taking the account which should have accepted the distinction, for it is profmallj be proved.
on have published to be, in other respects, exact, claiming, that to capture an American ship of equal
must confess, that no parallel transaction has ever or nearly equal force, is some great achievement.
come to my knowledge. What to admire most, the Perhaps the enemy may have merited this complideliberate conduct, or the desperate valor or' these ment; for, sureiy, it is no compliment to an)' one
men, becomes a question of difficulty. The com- else without their having their full share of it; yet
mander first makes enquiry of the Portuguese jm- it is not always right to blazon to our force how
he then abstains from hos- natch we rate the skill and courage of our antagot .orities as to his safety
he is actually attacked, and the aggression nists, though it is both cowardly and ill policy to
tility till
becomes undoubted. Now, having repulsed the as- rltny that, he possess them, after meeting us in a
vessel under the neutral
But I
to content the most ambitious of fame.
sailants, he rows his tiney
,

—

—

i

—

j

—

.

station
fort, that his

called

upon there

may be no problem.
he and

way

When am

to act,
well prepared for the worst, deal destruc-

seemingly

tired of these inconsistencies and

his brave crew, tions,

and

shaii

quality of force that we

contradic-

remarks. The inehave sometimes seen on the

go on with

my

enemy with almost supernatural good side of the Americans, and their extraordinary elAs long as resistance could forts at all times, new to war themselves, and op
fortune and success.
be made, with hope of glory, for there could have posed to the English, inured to warfare for twenty
been none of final safety, the)- remain at their post, years by land and sea, lea«l us to enquire into the
to encounter, after every struggle, a ship of supe- cause of aphenomenon, that is, to say the least, rare
tion on the

rior force, which could not want a superabundance and singula]-.
I am apt to
of hands for offence and defence and beat her off
must be attributed to

—

—

think that something

corporeal force. The YanNot seeing any good from prolonging a contest, in kees are, surely, possessed of more bodily power,
which they destroy more than twice their own num- more muscular strength, firmer stamina, sterner

ber, they render their cock -boat unserviceable, and nerves, than the English. It is probable that th<
Yet pursued and demanded, they resolve, may be
retire.
something in this. Food, in America, is ..;
with their small numbers, to brave danger to the the command of every human being, in superabunHas not this a ten
last, and occupy a position on land, determined to dant quantity, from his youth.
render as dear as possible their eventual fail before
dency to bring man up with that force of limb which
such superior force. This last determination is the gives him the pre-eminence in manhood over such
essence of heroism -it drives one wild with admi- as have not the same advantage? In this country,
ration.
food has been, to the poor, a scarce commodity for
But the features of the contest which throw the many years. May not this circumstance cause a demost brilliant lustre on it, are the imposing force 'give of nexvelessness and impotence, which cannof
that surrounded the undaunted republicans, and the! be removed by the abundant fare supplied v.!.high qualities of the enemy whom they had to en- they enter into his majesty's service? And, by the
counter.
privateer, sir; yes a privateer of 7 ot bye, if this be admissible, may not an argument be
!

i

A
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Mr. Ifovncr lays the blame ofthe failure
laws, if their effect be servation.
to render food dearer, for that would render our on the lakes it fin and Champlain: he attributes those
fenders feebler, which is by no means a desirable memorable victories of the Americans, to the minis-

deduced hoace against Corn
•

l

re suit? Besides, on account of the pressure for men
in our late extensive warfare, many of the feeblest
of the English population have been admitted into
our naval and military service, and the hardships of
our manufacturers drove them to seek that or any
other mode of keeping' body and soui together.
These may be considered as the puniest of our peoWhereas die Americans have men who have
ple.
spent their lives in plenty, and free from excessive
labor in the country, or in all the abundance which
their flourishing commerce supplied. But as the

—

He complains thatyou and your colleagues lei
try.
our naval commanders to contend with avast supeThe American official account in
riority of force.
both cases, makes the
superiority of the force on

our side; and, as to lake
Champlain, sir George Prevost himself gives us a
superiority of seven guns.
1
am, for my part at a loss to discover the policy of
asc ibing every disgrace to the ministers and everv
success to the commanders. Of its

—

tice there

can be no doubt; and

flagrant injus-

it

appears to me,

that its tolly is not much more
Welquestionable.
above cause may be disputable, and can, but in lington was made a duke for ids success; but accordbe a fact, that ing lo the present way of thinking, or of talking, the
part only, account for the iltct, if it
the republicans are stronger men than our brave secretary of the war department should have been
defenders, 1 will state what appears a more unequi- made a duke, and Wellington remained what he was;
vocal reason for the superiority which they have and die lords of the admiralty should l\ave had all
die ribbons, stars and title-, that have been bestowsometimes shewn, and the efforts which,

though
made. The ed on naval commanders. If to tiie commanders
the praises of victories; to them also
history of the world, from the creation, to say no- belong
belong
the face of the matter, the blame of defe-.t.
thing of the nature of the tiling, shews that there upon
Much reliance appears to be placed by the oppois something in republicanism that give extraordinaon the circumstances of captain
ry energy to those who possess it, whether a repub- sition,
Barclay
We will not go to Having been honorably acquitted by a court martial.
lic be a good or bad institution.
ancient times, because it is sufficient to appeal to For, say they, if he was provided with a force equal
the la t American war, and to the war of the French to that of the Americans he must have been guilty;
revolution, to prove the point. The Americans were and if he was not the ministers are to blame.
They
successful to the end, and it will not be denied that take this sentence of the court martial, therefore
as
a
of
The
tne
French
But is it not
proof
republiguilt of the ministers.
they continued republicans.
cans were always successful indeed, such a career very evident that this conclusion is false? Captain
of success scarcely ever fell to the lot of any other Barclay might be as brave a man as ever existed; he.
have acted with wisdom equal to his
people. We well recollect the events of that day. might
bravery;
No man who has memory can forget the universal he might have had a superiority of guns and men;
nc
it was republican
have
that
that
been
he
might
defeated; yet
energy
impression,
might be percrowned that nation every where with victory, over fectly free from any blame, and might on the conThe conclusion of the trary, merit honor and rewards; still the admiralty
all Europe armed against it.
continental war adds all its force to this observation. might deserve no censure whatever.
The AmeriWhen the sublimation, the soul which strung up cans might hare abler seamen; they might, from
republican Frenchmen to deeds of imperishable re- their superior bodily strength and agility, be able to
nown, ceased to animate the French, though they rire quicker than we; they might fight with an unhad the memory of their triumphs as a temporary heard of degree of resolution and eagerness; they
stimulus, yet they were conquered, conquered by a might be animated by feelings unknown to the boforce far less than had been repeatedly brought a- soms of Lheir adversaries. What! is it to become a
If maxim, that whenever one of our commanders is degainst them in the days of their commonwealth.
there is any thing in this, let it arise itself trom what feated, there must be a crime either in him or in
cause it may, I will venture to say that the Ameri- the ministry? Must he be punished or they concans possess it, in its fullest measure; for no nation demned? Must iie be their accusers, or
they be ids
on earth ever existed more thoroughly republican accusers? This would soon introduce a very amicathan the people of the United States. If you like ble .sort of connection between the commanders and
the above, it is at your service and that of your the ministry.
The truth is, my lord, that there is a degree of
readers but I must now take my leave.
HORTATOR. mortification and of shame attached to these naval

raw and new, thsy have,

at all times

—

—
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LETTER TO THE EARL OF LIVERPOOL—ON
THE AMERICAN WAR.
My iord'—In the American newspapers I have
seen an article entitled "British Botheration," in
which article are noticed in a most ludicrous,
but most provoking manner, all the wise observations made in England as to the cause of our ships
being beaten by those of America. At the close of
the article, the writer states what he regards as the
real cause, but which statement I will for
my health's
sake refrain from repeating to your lordship. But
if this saucy republican
the
title
of
Bothera
gave
tion to our former
puzzlings upon this head, what
will he say now, when the
is
become
ten
question
thousand times more embroiled than ever?
The speeches attributed to the Opposition, upon
this
subject, present matte/ worthy of public o>

victories of the Americans, that drives
men, and
particularly naval men, who have all the mass of the
people with them, to all sorts of follies and inconsistencies.
They do not know what to say or to do,
in order to get rid of this
insupportable mortification.
Sometimes Johnny Bull says to Jonathan,

"you have got some English

sailors in

your ships."

be so," says Jonathan, "but
you have got all
English sailors in your ships." "Aye," replied
"but
John,
you have got the best of our saiiors."
'May be so," says Jonathan, "but then, how comes
the best of your sailors to desert from your service

"May

—

come into mine?" "No, no!" replies John hastily,
mean the best men; I mean that they fight
more desperately than those we have on board, because the rascals know that if they are taken they
will be hanged."
"Oh fie! Johnny," rejoins Jonato

"I don't

than, "do you think that Englishmen will fight better from a dread of tiie gallows, than from a love of
their

king and glorious constitution:

1

"

"No," saya

70
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You have got kea- prosecuting them! If we could
John, "I said ho such a thing:
get at then in that
v/er 4o.<, and stronger powder, and wwre g-wns, and way, it would soon benumb their faculties.
the
Jonathan,
"why,!
f-Aye," say
more men." 'indeed Johnny," says
people about Portsmouth and
I ana jure you /ray enough for your ship3, shot, gu;is, Gosport, "it i> time an enquiry was nude! I c i > a
last
aad.oixhiance
sir
shame
Your
that
year
navy
men and powder.
George Prevost is not brought hum
cost you twenty-five millions sterling, which is ni-jre and piaiished." 1 can assure your lordship that this
than twenty times as much as ours is to co.u us next b their language; and they will be quite outrageous
fleets and forcing when
they iind he is not to be punished; btit on the
war, though we are building'
besides defending Likes and all, three contrary, is to remain where he is. There is no one

aockyarde,
thousand miles of se.i coast.-" "Well," says John
ready to burst with anger, "what is that to you,
what I pay? I will pay it, if 1 like to pay it." "Oa
dear!" says Jonathan, "don t be angry old friend.— I
have not the least objection to yaw paying; only, 1
iiooe I shall not hear any more of your grumbling
about the property tax." "You are a saucy scounwith rage; "you deserve a
drel," says John, foaming
«;ood drubbing* vou, Yankee dog, and you will get it
ife t
and. at any rate, if I pay taxes, I'il make you
If I am miserable myself; I'll make
too.
taxes
pay

hereabouts who does not think that sir James Yeo's
letcr to the lords of the admiralty is a
finislier for
sir George.
To such a pitch of folly lias the nation bisen pusb.-.d by their notions of the
invincibility
jf the navy, that a captain in that service is looked
upon as the absolute arbiter of the fate of a lieutenant
general of the army, and the governor of a province
under to.'iose command fie is serving. Sensible men
were disgusted at the arrogance of sir James Yea's
letter; but it was well suited to the capacities and
tastes of those who' sing, or listen to, Dibden's nay
seous trash about the fleet and sailors.
you unhappy, if I can.
that you have
It is to this mortification, my lord,
Upon the heads of those who demand these enoa
the
na
quiries and exposures, be the consequences.
Tnese
to ascribe the attacks of the newspapers
to
to
me
val administration, which really appears
consequences will be, clear proof, that our naval offibeen
ex
have
could
cers
than
had a sufficiency offorce upon both theocasions
have done more in Canada
You sec that the oppositioi alluded to, and that they were to blame, i ? anybody war,
pectcd at their hands.
blame
will
who
for
their
the
defeats. Sir George Prevost will neversuffer
country,
here are supported bv
blame our powder, himself to be regarded as the cause of these cakvou, blame sir George Prevost,
blame any person or tping; mities and disgraces; and I am very sure that the
:';hot, ships, gunlocks;
blame and execrate all the world, rather than ac- ministry, having the power, will not neglect the
to gun, and means of
justifying themselves. So that all this
knowledge that the republicans are, gun Par
be it stir will only tend to make the mortification of the
man to man, our masters upon the sea.
from me to censure a reluctance to come to such navy greater than it now is; the prejudices of the
an acknowledgment. The reluctance arises from a nation will only receive the greater shock; and t c
love of one of the best profes ions of one's country: world will only have completer proof of those very
deeds of arms. But then, it is facts which we are so anxious to disguise or disfinamely, its fame in
if not subjectgure.
manifest, that this patriotic feeling,
be producIt was observed during the debate that
e I to reason and enlightened views, may
though
or mi- our
commanders,
towards
ships of war were quite sufficiently provided
tive of great injustice
to great with the means of "combatting mn
thenation
may
and
foe,
cspose
ordinary
tlicy
nisters»or both;
this
ought to have been fitted out in an extraordinary
and lasting misery. The opposition a:
failure to you and your way to combat such a foe as the Americans.'" Kut
ascribe
every
ieelint
They
out of sight suppose the admiralty not to have fitted them out in
colleaguesj; and they studiously keep
of those failures. They justify the thi ; extraordinary way? Were they to blame for that?
cause
real
lie
war on our part; they fan the flame; they excite false Was there a man in the country who did notdespise
say to the people, we the American navy? Was there a -public writer behopes of fu.ure success; they
have failed hitherto from the fault of the ministry; side; myself who did not doom that navy to desit to be believed, that truc.ijn in a month? Did not all parties
exceedingly
ami, thereby, they cause
without any ra- relish the description, given in a very august asbetter may bt done for the future,
dical change in our political and naval syslems; and, sembly, of "half a dozen of/r> frigates, with bits of
as great an in- striped bunting at their mastheads?" Did not the
in doing so, they do, in my opinion,
do the country.
Guerriere sail up and down the American coast,
jury as they can possibly
Next to the ministry comes sir George Prevost with her MHine written on her flag, challenging those
Mr. Horner did not know which was to blame., the fir frigates? Did not the whole nation, with one
The fleet had voice, exclaim at the affair of the Little Belt. "Onministry or the colonial governor.
been beat and captured, and Mr. Horner was sure ly let Hodgers come -within reach of one of our frithat it must have been owing to something other gates!" If then such was the opinion of the whole
than the fleet itself, or at least its commanders, it nation, of all men of all parties; with what justice
never could be their fault. -Men who fought two is the board of admiralty blamed for not thinking
hours and twenty minutes within a few yards of the otherwise; for not sending out the means of combatmouths of the opposing cannon, and whose vessels ing an extraordinary sort of foe; for not issuing a
had not a mast or any thing standing to which a sail privilege to our frigates to run away from one of
could be fastened. Such men could not be in fault. those fir built things with a bit of striped bunting at
were overpowered. its mast head?
They fought most bravely. They
It has always been the misfortune of England that
They lost their fleet, but ungrateful is the country,
and "base the man, who insinuates that they ought to her rulers and her people have spoken and have
have done more. They could do no more. If tliey thought contemptuously of the Americans. Your
had continued to fight, they must have been all lordship and I were boys, and indeed not born, or
blown to pieces, without the power of resistance. at least I was not, when our king first was involved
No: it was not the fault of the officers of our flee.; in a quarrel with the Americans. But almost as
it was the fault of the Yankees, for being so strong long as I can remember any thing, I can remember
and
in body, so agile, so dexterous, and so determined. that this contempt was expressed in the songs
Mr. Horner should have made a motion against them. sayings of the clodhoppers amongst whom I was
he were, next time, to make a. niojfon. for born and bred; ip <fojng wly$h we conducted; down

—

Supnose
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feasted and toasted .as he was, and bad been toll
that the cause of this w;is, that fie had
gained no
victor;., even according to his own oilici.d account;
how tilly he would have looked! And jet he could
have no reason to complain. I perceive also many
other instances of this aping
propensity in the Americans.
It is the "Iwriorabte William
Jones, secretary of the navy;" fan "honorable the mayor of NewYoVk;" "hi3 honor thechief justice-," and even the
she isonl) members or congress call one another "honorable
not to use harsh expressions, obsere that
her
to
be
gentlemen," and their "lumorable friends." I was
another part of ourselves. They wish
still to be a sortoi not till of late aware, that this sickly taste was bethought, if not dependent upon us,
after Ireland, come so prevalent in America.
,,'.r,.,. c hH ( i ofour
This is indeed confamily, coining in
Jamait a,&fc. 1 met a very worthy Scots gentleman,a temptible,- and England will have in a few years, a
of
much
better
man
abilisome
of
reliance
for success, in this
that
ground
montli or two ago, who wished
a scheme 'hat lie had, and without change of national character in America, than in the
ty would propose
force of out' arms.
When once the hankering after
which, he said, ios never shoutd have peace again.
is
your titles becomes general in that country; when once
"Well, sir," (said I,) "and -pray what
scheme?" "Why," (said he,) "it is very simple, it riches will h«u e produced that effect, the country
with the American states." will become an easy prey to an old, compact, and
is to form an

jthc earth that we delved, tire sentiments of the
mires and lords. The result of the former war,
while it enlightened nobody, ulded to £hc vindicw chive
tivencss ofhundred; of thousands; so that
entered into this w;ar with all our old stock of co?iTo
increased stock of rancor.
tempt and a vastly
think that the American republic is to be & great
Some men, in order to keep
foraeris insupportable.
sometime
[Tcrdown, in llieir language, and at the
I

s

,

—

UNION

wanted to get on; so that I had easily wielded government like ours. When me
what »*'( of union he meant. find that tiiey cannot obtain titles under the form of
This gentleman, however, was remarkably mode- government now oxisting, they will, as soon as they
raining, and I
not time to ascertain

It

was

i

na- have the opportunity, sell the
rate in his views. Thefivr greater part of the
country itself to anytion expect absolute colonial submission; and if our sovereign, who will gratify their base ambition.—
This is the stow poison that is at work on the Amefieetsand armies should not finally succeed in bringfrom America into his majesty's rican constitution. It will proceed, unless speedily
ing a property tax
of the people Will checked,- to the utter destruction of that which it
exchequer, the far greater part
is to make
wit! i
be most
disappointed. So that this con- lias assailed. Our best

'way
peace
grievously
has given your lordship and them now, and leave this poison to work. By tho
tempt of the Yankees
time
they get to "right honorablei" we shall be reatour colleagues a good deal to do in order to satisfy
ihe hopes and expectations which have been exci- dy to receive their allegiance. When the bit of
enterare confidently
buttling come to b-3 exchanged for some sort of orted, and which, I assure you,
nur/a/Thing, the fellows who now "fight like blood
t Lined.

Of the effects of this contempt I know nobody how- thirsty savages," as our papers say, Will become
who have so much reason to repent as the tame and as timid as sheep. I am, &c.

ever,

If they had triumphofficers of his maj csty's navy.
been over half a dozen of
ed, it would only nave
mast heads.
fir frigates, with bits of bunting at their
no reputation in the contest;
were sure to

They

gain

and if thsy were defeated, what was their

lot?

The

worst of it is, they themselves did in some measure contribute to their own ill fate; for of all men
with so
itvin *, none spoke of "poor Jonathan''
much contempt. To read their letters, or the letto have
ters which our newspaper people pretend
received from them at the onset of the war, c*ic
have
Would have thought that they would hardly
condescended to return a shot from a burning ship.
And now, to see that bit of bunting flying so often
exover the British flag! Oh! it is slinging beyond
The people in the country cannot think
pression.
how it is. There are some people who_ are for tathe American commodores at their word, as-

as

WM.COBEETT.
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10.

TO THE COSSACK PRIESTHOOD OF THE
STATE OP MASSACHUSETTS.
Botlet, Nov. 29, 1814.
Gestti.emeX'—I perceive, that there were held

i.i

your state, and at your instigation, and under your
guidance and ministry, solemn feasts and thanksgiv
ings on account of the entrance of the Cossacks into
Paris, and of the fall of Napoleon. Hence, I perceive
diat you are called the
chaplains of the Cossacks;
and sometimes, the Cossack priesthood. That
you,
who used to be regarded as some of the best men
in your republic, and the
purity of whose religiousmotives were never even doubted, should have exposed yourselves to the amplication of such titles,
king
the immediate intervention I extremely regret to hew. But it is not
my busicribing their victories to
ness to give way to private
feelings upon such an
pf providence. Both Perry and Macdonough begin
has
God
It is for me, as far as I am
gi- occasion.
their despatches by saying, "Almighty
able, and as I
ven us a victor}." Some of their tdergy upon this dare, to make truthlaaown to the world; and, as you,
comin
and
this
christian heroes,
case, appear to me, to have shewn a more deground alone, call them
the bye was a Jew.— cided hostility to truth, than any other set of men of
pare them to Joshua, who, by
I
whom
have heard, not excepting the editors of the
them
get beaten, they
1 observe that when any of
there is London newspapers, it is natural for me to address
say nothing about supernatural agency; yet
and if they myself to you upon the
still a victory on one side or the other;
subject.
not asThe religion, of which you profess to be teachers,
ascribe their victories to sueh agency, why
is the Presbyterian.
own
their
defeats
I
of
course
believe
and
there are three or
cribe our victories,
Madison had four sgrts of prcsbyterian christians. To which of
to this same overriding cause? If Mr.
told tho congress, that "Almighty God had been these sorts you belong, or whether some of vou arc
the enemy to burn their capitol," of one sort, and some of each of the others, "l know
pleased to enable
how they would have sturtd at him! Yet surely he not. Nor is it material; it being well known, that
mifht have said that with as much reason as com- substantially, ail these sorts are the same, and that
modore Macdonough ascribed his victory to such the religion you professed, has existed, and has
If commodore Perry, who captured been the generally prevailing religion in the four
interposition.
our fleet on Lake Erie-, had bean met at New York Pastern states of the republic, where there has been
wi'th looks of perfect mdrffereiice, instead of being born and reared,in industrious, sober, humane, brave

4
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and free people, distinguished above all others for pire as he was grasping; that, in a few years, thfl
the number several countries of which it was
their good understanding' of the— [In
composed, bcriafrom which we copy, two or three lines are oblitera- nmg with France, would; in all human probability,
Whether they would have been as good, bet- throw off his yoke, and form themselves into indeted.]
without the religion that you have pendent states, freed from all his, as well as all forter, or worse,
as is the manner of mer shackles; and that,
thus, he would, in the end,
taught—whether, discarding,
some men, all mysteries, and believing in nothing, be found to have been instrumental in establishing
unbe
substantiated
by
liberty, civil, as well as religious, in
the truth of which cannot
every p .:•: of
deniable facts, or by incontrovertible argument, they Europe where it did not before exist; though soma

•

as good, better, or worse, than they men would have said this, and would, of course not
have joined you in your
which I will not meddle with.
thanksgivings for the victo"But you will excuse me, if I observe, that, while ries of the Cossacks, no just and considerate man
rational
could
have
made
a
censured you, so long as you confined
this can possibly be
question amongst
of re- your
thanksgivings to 'the aforementioned objects.
men, you, who receive pay for your teaching
no
to
excite
doubt
But
careful
in
be
to
when,
very
your prayers and sermons, you called
ligion, ought
in the niinds of mankind as to the parity of your the Cossacks, and others engaged on the same side

would have been

—

are, is a question,

views, or the sincerity of your faith.
Your recent conduct does, however, appear to
have excited such doubts in the minds oi your
countrvmen. In my mind it has done more. It has
convinced me that your motives are any thingrather than pure; sud that your professions are a mare
enable you fo live without labor
pretence; a trick to
who do labor, just as are
upon the earnings of thois
the tricks of Monks and Friars, and of all other im
from the goldenposers on popular creduulity,
showman of the lady of Loretto down to the

palmed

of halfpenny strings oi
lousy-cowled consecrators
whose
heads, and the itinerant Protestant bawlers,
until they
harrangues are wholly incomprehensible,
come round with then- hat to collect the means of
All the zeal of imposters ol
recruiting the belly.
of others; all their
ev«ry kind; all their calumnies
innumerable persecutions of those who have endeavored to withdraw the people from their degrading
end in view: to extrac.
influence, have had this great

and secure to themselves the means of living well,
without labor, out of the earnings of those who do
I am very sorry to ascribe such a motive to
labor.
fled to a wilderness rather
you, whose forefathers
than violate the dictates of their conscience; but
truth compels me to say, that you appear to have no
claim to an exemption from the general charge.—

not so unjust as to suppose, much less to
hold forth to the world, that all the Priests of Massachusetts are of this description; but, as I find no
account of any protest, on the part of any of the
and detestable celebrapriests, against the odious
tions and facts before mentioned, I shall stand fully
justified for not making any particular exceptions.
if any of the priests of Massachusetts feel sore under the appellation which I have given them, they
those whose
ought to direct their resentment against
conduct has brought it upon them, and not against
me, unless they are able to shew that 1 charge them
Yet, I

am

"the Bulwark of your Religion;''''
when, with the Reverend Mr. PARISH at your head, you calie 1 Naand
out
poleon Anti-Christ,
bawled
songs of praise
to the Cossacks and Jieir associates for
puili.i.'- him
down; and especially when you maliciously threw
on your polit cal opponents the
charge of bei ig the
abettors of Anti-Christ; then you excited the
indig.
nation of all those who did not turn with
disgu ;t
from your horrid ejaculations and
harrangues.
If there was one tr.-ut above all
othersj bv which
your sermons and prayers, until of late years, -ere
;

characterized, it was by your zealous, your violent,
not tosay foulmouthed, attacks on the Romish Pon-

and worship; you had no scruple to
repreas an Anti-Christ, and as the Scarlet
Whore of Old Babylon, covered with abominations.
How clearly did you prove that he was the beast
of the Revelations; that he had made the world
drunk with his fornications; that his seven heads
were the seven hills on which Rome is situated; his

tiff,

faith

sent the

Pope

ten horns the ten principal catholic
sovereigns of
Europe; and that his colour was scarlet, because it
was dyed in the blood of the Saints? Was there a sermon, was there a prayer that issued from your lips,
in which you did not call on the Lord for
vengeance

on this "Man of Sin," and in which
you did not describe the Catholic Religion as
idolatrous,

blasphemous, diabolical, and as evidently tending to the
eternal damnation of millions and millions
ofprecious
souls?

Every one who shall read what I am now writing,
must acknowledge, that this description of
your
conduct, in regard to the Romish church, is far
short of the mark. What, then have
you now to

say in justification of your recent conduct? Where
is
your justification for your violent attacks on Napoleon and his family, to say nothing, at present, of
your thanksgivings for the restoration or" the ancient order of things, or, in your own
language "the
ancient and -venerable institutions:?''' Where is
unjustly.
your
Had you, indeed, confined your thanksgivings to justification for your attacks on Bonaparte? Others
the release of certain countries of Europe from the indeed, might consistently attack then:. Such as
aims of an invader, zcontjueror, an oppressor, an am- thought that the Church of Rome and her power
added were good things; or, such as
bitious despot, who, instead oi' giving liberty,
regarded one religion
to the civil sufferings of some of the nations, whom as good as another, might consistently attack BonaBut yaw, you who professed the opinions
lie over-ran, having first extinguished republican parte.'
in above described; iiow
[Here also a few lines are obgovernment, and along with it political liberty,
France, where the people had put power into his literated} power commenced, [existing in Europe a
hands to be used in the cause of freedom; had you system of religion, or, as you called it, irreligion,
held solemn thanksgivings on account of tlte tri- having at the hend of it a sovereign pontiff, with
umph of the Cossacks, and their associates, in the innumerable cardinals, bishops, vicar;, general abxd independence of na- bots,
S^c. &-.
auseof the civil
monks, friars, secular
'

•

zxvlpoli,

priors,

priests,

in under him.
To this body you ascribed false doc
you would not have excited indignation
the breast of any reasonable man; for, though some trines, tricks, frauds and cruelties, without end.
men would have differed with you in opinion upon You charged them with the propogation of idolatry
that point; though some men would have sud as and blasphemy, with keeping the people in ignosome men thought, that the conqueror could notl ranee; with nourishing superstition; with blowing
an em-l the dames of persecution; with daily murdering, in
long have held under his sway so extensive

tions,

—
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viors;" who heard you in the words of Mn. Patusk»
shifting from the pope to Napoleon himself the im*
put^tkmof being Anti-Christ, and charging your poIhieal opponents with being the abettors of that

horrid msntier, the martyr's to the true
sovereign pontiff himself, the corner!
sto leofthi w hole body, .you constant!} culled anti-\
ehrlei, the tcartci -whore, the beast, ana the man of.
,,* fr OS+
j

i

The

faith'.

to volume

and you prayed most vehemently tor his over-' ''scarlet whore" that "man of sin.'" What must have
the surprise and indignation of those, who
throw, insisting that the system of which he was beai
the foundation manifestly vended to the eternal were th* witnesses of your conduct upon this memorable
occasion? How you may stand at this time,
in ilion of the souls of the far
greater part of the
in the estimation of
your flocks, it is impossible for
people of Europe.
me to know; but if you Btill preserve your former
>l
rt
Napoleon arose. JIe hurled down the pope;
he overthrew the anti-ehrist, the scarlet whore, the weight and consequence, I must say, that you exhibit an instance of success, of which, in an en*
beast, the man of sin; and with him all the long list
of
editors of thti saints.
Napoleon and his as' lightened country, no former set of imposters ever
and had to boast.
ites did, in three
years, what your prayers
What was that "ancient order of things," the rc»
Jungs had not been able to effect in three centuries.
The pope was stripped of all temporal pow- turn of which you hailed wilh such rapture? What
er; the cardinals and bishops were reduced to mere were those -'venerable institutions," of which you
cypers; the monks wire driven from their dens of thanked the lord for the approaching re-cstabiishlaziness and debauchery; the tricks and frauds were ment? The holy see of Rome was one, and Xhelnexposed; the adored images were turned into fire Updntunyras another. Thousands of subaltern "ve.
wood; the hoi v relics were laughed at; the light, ofjnerable institutions" naturally followed in the train
truth was suffered freely to beam upon ihc minds of these; such as the Virgin Mary's house at LoretoY the people; religious ;persectition was put an end! to; the siinnc of S«unt Anthony, the holy cross; th<
exhibition of Saint Catharine's Wheel, the Holy
to; and all men were not
only permitted; but also
encouraged, openly to profess, pursue and enjoy, Thorn that penetrated Christ's cheek, of theBreech,
whatever species of religious faith and worship es of St. Poiomo, so efficacious with barren wives,
they chose. Every man became el igible to offices, especially by a lusty Monk:. Hundreds andthou*
sands of thousands of these "venerable" things, natrusts and honors; and
throughout tne domains ot
followed the overthrow of him who had ovei*
Italy and France, where a Presbyterian would have turally
been tied to astakeand roasted rather than be suf- thrown them. All the persecutions of the Protesfercd to fill an office of trust, or to preach to a con- tants; all the frauds, insoiance, and cruelty of the
V >u
been in your view.
gregation, religious liberty was, under Napoleon, Itomish Prists must have
made as perfect as in Pennsylvania, and more per- are not ignorant men. On the contrar} , you are some
of the most cunning even of Priests. You knew to
fect than in your state of Massachusetts.
These are facts, which none of you, not even Mr. a morai certainty, that the Pope, whom you had torParish, will dare openly to deny. They arc as no- merley led your flocks to believe was Anti-Christ,
would be restored. You knew, that instead of a miltorious as they will be and ought to be memorable.
sin;

1

1

j

Ought no)/ not, therefore, to have rejoiced at this der sway, he would naturally be more rigid than
wonderful change in favor of religious liberty? ever in the exercise of his power, All tiiis you knew.
flow could you sec fifty millions of souls set free Vou knew, that the toleration of all Protestant sects,
without feeling it impossible to suppress an expres- the encouragement of them, the free use of reason
sion of your pleasure ? How could you see the fall on religious subjects, and the free circulation of rc«jf anti-christ without putting up thanksgiving to Ugious opinions, which were so complete under Nathat God, to whom vou had so long been praying, poleon, would be instantly destroyed in the far
whom you had so long been worrying with your greater partof Europe. And yet you held a solemn
had beenovcrimportunities, for the accomplishment of that ob-l thanksgiving to God, that Nopoleon
and you had the impious hypocrisy to call
ject' Was not this an event calculated to call forth thrown,
your gratitude to Heaven? Ought it not to have been his enemies "tne bulwarks ot religion," you, aye,
expected from vou, that you should speak verylyon, whose fathers fled Lo a wilderness across the
were not permitted
cautiously in disapprobation of Napoleon and the! sea, rather than live where they
French republicans, who had effected what you had openly to denounce as damnable the remnants which
so long been praying for apparently in vain?" Ougiit the church of England nad preserved of that very
the
you not, if you 'had spokert at all of the sins of his religion; of whieh the enemies of Napoleon were
ambition; if you had blamed him as an invader, a bulwark, and which you now thanked God for the
conqueror, a destroyer of republican freedom, to prospect of seeing restored!
have touched him with a tender hand, considering
Theholv father whom you had formerly called
the immense benefits which religious liberty had the "Scarlet Whore," dyed in the blood of tho
received in consequence of his invasions and con Saints. The "Jieast," as you used to call him,
remounted
quests? Ought he not to have found in vou above all whose "mouth was full of blasphemies;"
men living, if not impartial judges, at least, mild his chair even before "the most christian king" got
was to restore
and moderate censors?
upon his throne. One of his first acts
institution,"
If this was what
might naturally and justly have the Jesuits, that "ancient and venerable
been expected from you, what must have been the which had become so odious, on account of its
all the
surprise and indignation of those who saw you a- wicked acts, that it liad been abolished by
himniongstthe very fiercest of Napoleon's foes; amongst princes of Europe, and even by a former Pope
the foulest of liis calumniators;
The
next remarkable step was, the re-estaself.
the
first
amongst
and loudest of those who
bushment of the inquisition in Spain, where it had
rejoiced at his fall; who
he took
saw you holding solemn fasts and
been
abolished by Napoleon on the day that
for
thanksgivings
of that count;/; and,
his overthrow; who heard
you hail with holy rapture possession of the government
the return of "the ancient order of
what is wordiyof paricular notice, though perfectthings'," and the
re-establishment of the "venerable invitations" ol ly natural, '-Ferdinand ihe beloved" in his ordinance,,
of that
Europe; who heard you joining in the hbzannasot dated 22d July last,. for the re-estabfishment
the monks,
use of almost your very Ian.
styling the Cossacks and their associa- horrid tribmnal, makes
tes ^'bulwarks ot religion," "deliverers," and tfsk- gunge in reproaching JVapolevn with i's abolition, as
Su."IT.KMl NT To vur. VHf.
K
j
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"ACT OF FAITH.—In the Romish Church, is %
solemn day held by the
Inquisition, for the punishYou yourselves well know what that tribunal was; ment ot heretics, and the absolution of the innocent
accused.
have
dewhom
the
They usually contrive the .lu'.o to tall on
you
good people
but, as'some of
you

will sec

by the ordinance

itself,

annexed

to this

letter.

some great festival, that the execution
ecived, may not know the precise nature of that
may pass
"venerable institution," which Napoleon abolished, with more awe and regard; at least it is always on
and which has been restored in consequence of the a Sunday. The . Into tU Fe, or act of faith, may be
f
success ofy our -t bulwarks of religion" I will here called the last act of tne Inquisitorial tragedy; it is
a kind of
insert an account of it from the last edition of Erigoal-deli very, appointed as oft as a compeflocks to Mr, tent number of prisoners in the Inquisition are con-,
aichpeilix Britunnica, referring your
Dobson's greatly improved Philadelphia edition, victed oi heresy, either by theirown voluntary or exthat they may verily the correctness of the extract, torted confession, or on the evidence of certain witwhich they will find under the words "Inquisition" nesses. Tne process i> this: in the morning they
a.e brought into a
and "act offaith" as follows:
great hall, where they have cei"INQUISITION.— In the church of Rome, a tribu- tain habits put on, which they are to wear in the
The procession is led up by Dominican
nal in several Roman Ca hoiic countries, elected by procession.
the Holies for the examination and punishment ot Friars aiier which come tiie penitents, some with
san
and
censome without, according to the naThis court was founded in the 12ui
benitoes,
heretics.
his followers, who ture of the crimes; being all in black coats without:
tury, by Father Dominic and
sieeves
and
to
exwith
orders
111.
were sent by Pope Innocent
barefooted, with a wax candle in their
These are followed by the penitents who
cite the Catholic princes and people to extirpate hand-.
have narrowly escaped
being burnt, who over their
heretics, to search into their number and adultry,
and to transmit a faithful account thereof to Koine. black coats nave flames painted with their points
Hence they w ere called Inquisitors; and this gave turned downwards, Fue'gQ revolt*. Next come the
birth to the formidable tribunal of the Inquisition, negative and relapsed, who are to be burnt, having
which was received in all Italy arid the dominion flames on their habits painting upwards. Af.er
of Spain, except the kingdom of Naples and tne these come such as profess doctrines contrary to the
Low Couutric.v. This diabolical tribunal takes faith ot Rome, who, besides flames pointing upwards have their
cognizance of Heresy, Judaism, Mahometanism,
picture painted on their breasts,
witli dogs, serpe.m.s, and devils, all
open mouthed
Sodomy, and Polygamy* and the people standing
much in fear ofit, that parents deliver their children, about it. Each prisoner is attended with a familiar
husbands their wives, and masters their servants, to of the Inquisition; and those to be burnt have also a
its officers, without daring in the least to murmur. Jesuit on each hand, who is continually preaching to
The prisoners arc kept for a long time, 'till tliey them to abjure. After the prisoner's come a troop
themselves turn theirown accusers; and declare the of familiars on horseback, and after diem the Inquicause of their imprisonment; tor they are neither sitors, and other officers of the court, on mules; last
told their crime, nor confronted with witnesses. As or all, the Inquisitor General, on a white horse, led
soon as they are imprisoned their friends go into by two men with black hats and green hat bands.
A scaffold is erocted in the Teniero de Pacs, big
mourning, and speak of them as dead, not daring to"
solicit their pardon, lest they should be brought in enough for two or three thousand people; at one end
When there is no shadow of proof of which are the prisoners, at the other the In luisias accomplices.
he is discharged, tors. After a sermon made up of encomiums on the
against the pretended criminal,
idler suffering the most cruel Un tares, a teuiou^ Inquisition, and invectives against heretics, a priest
and dreadful imprisonment, and the loss of the ascends a desk hear the middle ot the scaffold, and
greatest part of his effects. The sentence against having taken the abjuration ofthe penitents, recites
the prisoners is pronounced publicly, and with the the final sentence oi Jiose wiio are to be put to death,
In Portugal, they erect a thea- and delivers them to the secular arm, earnestly begreatest solemnity.
tre capable of holding 3UU0 persons; in winch tuey seeching at the same time the secular power not
place a ich altar, and raise scuts on each side in the to touch their biood, or put their lives in danger.
form of an amphitheatre. There the prisoners are The prisoners being thus in the hands of the civil
placed; and over against them is a high chair, magistrates, are presently loaded with chains, and
whether t».ey are called, one by one, to hear their carried first to the secular goal, and from thence in
doom, from one ot the Inquisitors. These unhappy an hour or two brougut before the civil judge; who,
people know what they are to suffer by the clothes after asking in what religion they intended to die,
they w ear that day. Those who appear in their pronounces sentence on such as declare they die in
uivn clothes are discharged, upon pa\ ment ot a hue; tiie communion of Rome, that diey shall be first
those who have a sBfrto benito, or strait yellow coat strangled, and then burnt to ashes; on such as die in
v. ithout sleeves, charged wiui St. Andrew's cros-s, any oilier faith, that
they be burnt alive. Beth are
Lave their lives, but forfeit all their effects; those immediately carried to the Ribcra, jthe place of exwho have the resemblance of flames made ot red ecution; where there are as many stakes set up as
LCige, sewed upon their aanto benito, without any there are prisoners to be burnt, with a quantity of
The stakes of the professed,
cross, are pardoned, but threatened to be burnt it dry airs about them.
ever they relapse; but those who, besides these tnat is, such as persist hi there heresy, arc about
flames, have on their aanto benito their own picture, four yards high, having a small board towards the
Mirioimdcd -vitli figures of devils, arc condemned to top for the prisoner to be seated on. The negative
expire in the flames. The Inquisitors, who are ec- and relapsed being first strangled and burnt, the
clesiastics, do not pronounce me sentence of death; professed mount their stakes by a ladder; and the
but form and read an act, in which they say, thai Jesuits, after several repeated exhortations to berethat ti.
criminal being convicted of such a crime, conciled to the church, part with them, teUing
by his own confession, ia with much reluctance de- them they leave them to the devil, who is standing
livered to the secular power to be punished accord at their elbow to receive their souls, and carry them
ingto his demerits; and this writing they give to the with him into the flames of hell. On this a great
seven judges, who attend at the tight side of the al- shout is raised, and the cry is, let the dog's beards
5
be made; which is dauc by thursthuj flaming furzes
taij who immediately pass sentence/
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fastened to long poles against their faces, 'till their
faces arc burnt to a coal, which is accompanied with
the loudest acclamations of joy. At last fire is set
1o the furze at the bottom of the stake, over Which
the professed arc chained so high, that the top of
the flame seldom reaches higher than the board they
sit on; so that tiny rather seem roasted than burnt.
There cannot he a more lamentable spectacle; the
sufferers continually cry out, while they are able,
Aliscricprdia per amor de Didos.
'Pity for the love
6f Cod!' yet it is beheld by :ill sexes and ages with
transports of joy and satisfaction."

who thought

it

fdse, but

who

VIII.

professed

it.

from inter'

eeted motives, had reason to rail against ihe iunova
tors; but he who was ft real believer, and whose belief

Was founded on the conclusions of reason, could not
possibly have any ground for alarm, seeing ili.itf,;-,-dom of discussion is, and eternally must be favorable
to truth,- and, of course, hostile to error and
falsehood.

dom

Those, therefore, who are opposed

to

free-

of discussion, on any subject, and who makes
use of clamours, slanders or force to prevent it, nay,
in alt cases, and
acting under whatever pretence, be
safely considered as wishing to sustain error ur

Peopleof Massachusetts! Sons OfEnglishnwn who falsehood.

Put these observations do not apply to the case of
who sacrificed their dearest
However just the hatred
connections to reUgioiu liberty.' Merciful, humane, the Emperor Napoleon
of your priests against the atheists of France, there
gentle, kind, and brave people of Massachusetts,
was no portion of that hatred due to him, who rethough your Cossack priests can view with dry eyes
and unmoved muscles this horrid spectacle, does it opened die Churches, who invited the performance
not chill the blood in ymtr veins? Though they, with of religious worship, who encouraged the people to
holy impudence can put up thanksgiving for the make provision for the maintenance of the parochifall of him, by whom this "venerable institution" cal clergy, who went very regularly to hear mass
had been overthrown, and' of Avhtise fall its revival himself; but who at the same time, effectually prewas a natural, if not certain, consequence; do not sented all religious persecution; who countenanced
ytur hearts revolt at the impiousness, the baseneos, and e icouraged all religious sects; wiio put them
all upon a
the cruelly, ot'the sentiment!
footing of civil and political equality; and
People of Massachusetts (for to your hardened who, throughout his vast dominions, was speedipriests will I no longer address myself,) what could ly introducing such a system as to religion, as must
have been the real cause of this conduct on the part in a few years have inevitably rooted out every fibre
of your priests.' In the people of England it was of superstition, and have put an end ihr eve:- to that
very natural and reasonable to rejoice at the fall of spirit of persecution, wnich liad so long been filling
Napoleon. He had immense power; he was near Europe with misery arid crimes
them-, he had threatened to invade their country; he
He, he. therefore wnat-he might, in other respects,
had made prepartions for eo doing. It was there- he had been, and lie was a protector of religious
Tnis quality, one would have thought,
fore, natural for them to rejoice at his fall;' but freedom;
even here, with the exception of a few hypocrites, was that which, above all others, ouglit to have
de pised by persons of sense, of all parties, people pleaded In his behalf with your priests; yet they
diil not rejoice at his fall as an
enemy of religion. rejoiced at his fall; they hailed his enemies as the
Had your priests not put up thanksgiving for the de- "bulwarks of religion;" they put up thanksgivings
Iivcrance of religion, their conduct might have been for the restoration of the "venerable institutions"
passed over; but, when they mide that the ground which he had pulled down; and they even called in.u
of their gratitude to the Cossacks and to Heaven, "Anti-Christ," the appellation which they had forthey invited the lash of censure; they called aloud merly given to the pope.
Let your priests say what they will of the Fre ich
.for the detestation of mankind.
While, indeed, the French nation seems to have republicans and O' Napoleon, the world are witnesses
to
the fact, that even though a counter revolution
thrown aside all religion whatever; while they were
setting aside all the memorials and marks of the has taken place in France, that country has derived
christian era; while they were apparently all atheists, immense advantages from the revolution; that sheis
there was some reason Fdr jour priests to wish now freed from numerous oppressions before endurtheir overthrow.
Even in that case, however, they ed; that her agriculture has made astonishing prowould liave shewn more confidence in Christianity, gress; that she has got rid of her feudal tyrannies,
if they had been less bitter against the French. her monks, her tythes; that her farmers are now able
Some men thought, that there extreme asperity to undersell ours in our own markets; tiiat her maagainst such writers as Paine seemed not to say, nufactures are greatly increased; and that, as yet,
that they possessed ability to defeat him in the field tier king has not ventured to overthrow Napoleon's
of argument; and, indeed, seemed to argue, that laws, securing to all men perfect religious liberty,
they did not feel a sufficient degree of confidence in and an equality as to all matters connected with rethe goodness of their cause itself; for, if they had ligious worship and the public capacities of the probeen thoroughly convinced, as they ought to have fessors of different religions. Nothing could be a
been that the christian religion was built upon a greater compliment to Napoleon, than the stipularock, and that the gates of hell would never prevail tion with the king, that NAPOLEON'S CODE, civit
against it, Paine would have been an object of their and religious, should remain untouclied.
Wiiat g-round, then, could your priests- liave for
Their anger
pity, rather than Of their persecution.
against him was madness, unless they apprehended their implicable hatred of Nepoleon?
Why did
danger from his attempts; and it' they did apprehend they put up thanksgiving for his overthrow? Why
danger from those attempts, they shewed a want of did they call the Cossacks and their associa' es the
sufficient confidence in their cause itself, which "bulwarks of religion?"
Why did they call him
want of confidence should have taught them moder- the oppressor of Spain, who had abolished the Ination in their attacks on the
and
had driven the monks from their conadversary. There was quisition,
a great outcry about atheism in France; but what vents and their luxury? What could have been the
was it after all; but letting the human mind loose to cause of their being amongst his calumniators? Ho\¥"
range at pleasure? When every man was at liberty came they to join in the prayers and thanksgivingsto say what he liked, who need have been afraid of of the Jesuits and Dominicans?
The truth is, they
the cause of trutti? He who was an insincere chris- were actuated by self interest. They were- alarmect
J^an; he who doubted of the truth of chajstianity; he at the consequence* to which freedom, of disr* tiCscM
fled to a wilderness,

1
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might lead. The sudden overthrow of the old establishments of Europe; the great shock which the
French revolution gave to long received opinions;
the burst of light which had come into the human
mind; these alarmed them. They began to fear,
that, if religion became out of fashion in Europe, it
might become out of fashion in Massachusetts, and
leave them in a situation like that of the buckle
makers, when shoe strings came in vogue. They
now began to perceive, that the fall of the pope and
of the Romish superstition and persecutions would
be to them a vast injury. They saw that the French
and Napoleon were snatching the very bread and
meat oil' their plates. This was the true cause of
their hostility against him; this was the true cause
of their thanksgivings for the victories of the Cossacks and their associates, as the "bulwarks of religion," that is to say, the bulwarks of their bread and
meat; tiie bulwark of their living well without labor
on the earnings oi you, who pay them, and who do
labor.
The same motive would, of course, have induced them to abuse the pullers down of Mahomet.
No must they be surprised if the world should suspect that, in a similar cause, they would have made,
if they could, a solemn league afod covenant with
the devil himself, and have called him the "bulwark

—

YT1L

POSTSCRIPT The following is the decree of
the king- or' Spain, reestablishing the
Inquisition^
published in a supplement to the 3
23d of July, 18M.
"The kingour lord has-been pleased to enact the
following decree. The glorious title of Catholic by
which the kings of Spain are distinguished amo gthe other- christian princes, because
they do not tolerate in tluir kingdom uuy one who
professes another
thaii
the
Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman, h*S
religion
powerfully excited my Ireart to employ *ail me
means which Cod has placed in my hands, in ord
to make myself worthy of it.
The past trouble
and war which afflicted all the provinces of th I
kingdom, during the space of six years; the red
dence therein during that time of foreign troopf of
different sects, almost all infected with abhorrence
and hatred tothe Catholic religion; and the disorder
that these evils always bring with them,
together
with the little care which was taken for some time,
in
providing for what concerned the things of religion, gave to the wicked unlimited license to live
after their free will, and to introduce in this
king1

dom, and fix in many persons, pernicious opinions,
by the same means with which they had been pr<»-

pag-ated in other countries.
Desiring therefore to
provide a remedy against so great an evil, and preserve in my dominions tiie holy religion of Jesus
If his conclusion against the Cossack priests of
Massachusetts were not obviously deduciblc from Christ, which my people love, and in which they
have
lived and do live happily, both by tiie duty
their above described conduct, unsupported by any
which the fundamental laws of the kingdom imfact; if any other proof were wanted, you have that
on
the prince which shall reign over if, and 1
pose
proof in their electioneering tricks of last year, when,
have to observe and fulfil, as likewise being the moot.
the
of
a
to
other
electing
amoug'st
repubobjections
proper means to preserve my subjects front, inteslican, or, r.; they termed it, democratic, legislature,
tine dissentions, and maintain them in peace and
they complained of a former democratic legislature
it would be
very convein these memorable words: "They impaired the con- tranquility, I have thought
nient in the present circumstances, thai the tribunal
stitutional provision for the support of a public worfrom contributing of the holy office should 1 cturn to the exercise of its
ship by releasing the disaffected
Upon which -subject wise and virtuto the support of permanent teachers of piety, reli- jurisdiction.
That is to say, they complain- ous prela s and many corporations and serious pergion, and morality."
ed at the "democrats" lor having endeavored to sons, hot ecclesiastical and secular, have repremake Massachusetts, in point of religious liberty t sented to me that it was owing to Luis tribunal that
what
ah Pkss nude Pennsylvania, and wna Spain was not contaminated in the 16th century,
with the errors thai caused so much aftHction 11
Napoleon had made, as nearly as he possibly could,
France and Italy, and all the countries which he- other kingdoms, the nation flourishing at that time
in all kinds of literature, in great men, in holiness
had conquered. Here we see the
ground o
And that one of the principal mean
the hostility of your priests to the French republi and virtue.
employed by the oppressor. <>f Europe, in order to
cans, to Napoleon, and the republican partj in
sow corruption and discord, from which he derived
merica. They had long enjoyed the benefices of
sort of established and dominant church; they had so many advantages, was to destroy itunder pretenea
that the light of the age could iu" bear its continuum a
long been receiving compulsory payments for their
and which, afterwards, the self's -.ed
port; they had Long felt the agreeable effects o. any longer;
tl
general Cortes with the same pretence, and that of
of
ve7ierable institution.'* The

of

religion."

Wiiu

HEAL

>•

A

;.

examine
France,
and the practical effect thereof in America, had sha- 'lie constitution, which they had tumultuously fraken then hold of valuable possessions; and hence, uied, annulled, to the great sorrow of the nation.
and hence alor.e, their abuse of the French and Na- Wherefore, they have ardently requested me to r
establish that tribunal; and according to their repoleon; their dread of the continuance of his power;
the
exultation at his overthrow; and their thanks- quests, ami the wishes of tiie people, who from

—

1

:-

•

love tothe religion of their fathers, have restore.!,
of their own accord, softie of the subaltern tribunals
to their functions, I have resolved that the council
of the Inquisition and. the other tribunals of the Unit/ Ojji.cc .mould be restored, and continued in the exercise of .their jurisdiction, both eeclesiastial, which,
at the request of my
august predecessors the pontiffs gave to it, and the
royal which the kings granted to it, observing, in the exeieiseof both, the ordinances by which they were governed in lii'JS,
and the laws and processions, which, to avoid cei-

givings for the restoration of those "venerable institutions" in Europe; those ecclesiastical powers
ami profits which kept their own in c01uiteh40.ee,
and of which the French ana Napoleon hud been the
detc. -mined enemies.

No more

need be

said.

You, the people of Mas-

sachusetts, who possess so much good seiisp) who
have so often exercised that good sense as to other
persons and things, cannot long remain the dupes of
these hypocrites, who, while they have the desire
Qf your welfare in the.next wor'd, constantly on
tain abuses, and moderate some privileges, it was
their lips, are
manifestly intent upon securing to mete to take at different times. As besides these
themselves, in this world, ease and plenty at the
provisions it mav perhaps be suitable to adopt others
public expense.
and my intention being to improve this establish\V:-I. COBBETT.
mcut tint the greatest utility may arise to my sub:
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that as soon as the council of
jccts rrom it, I wish,
the Inquisition shall meet wo of'its members, .'.-.i
two otuers of my royal council, bodio* A .lie.ll lilkull
mode o,
nominate, should examine the form and
Lie itoly
proceeding in die causes appertaining to
the censure
Office, Mid t..e metuod established tor,
of :>oo.;.s; and if there should be
and

17

jecfeedby that same people a few months afterwards,
Thin has astounded AJ 1'- Walter. U has, apparent.; .
:•
its powers of
given his brain a shock too vide
Ithas upset all his calculations; and he
resistance.
now crying out for .1 rebellion Li America as
fiercehj as he ever cried out for bullets, bayonets,
halters and gibbets for the rebels in Ireland; but,
pronibiiion
found any uu:ig in it, contrary io the. good oi my never losing sight- of his old object, n mely,-to dethis nation into tne \n>[>c tliat uio measure mutt
sut>|ocis, aiul the upi igut adnunjutratipn of^ustice, hide
and that, therefore, weoughtJo continue the war
he altered; it shall be proposed to
or LUai
,

!

j.'i

J

1

ougntto

fail,

1
Despicable, tlierefore, as this wril er m ty be conmay determine what shall be proper.—
communicated tor your infbruutipm, and of temptible as is his stock of understanding; mean
and malignant as may be his- motives, his efforts me\\ iii>;;i it :.;..',
COIiCl fll.
"
!u attention, and call upon us to counteract them
Palace, 22dJuiv, 1314.
"THE KING. without loss or' time. In doing mi-, I must first
lake the best account I can find of this granttmea"To dm Pedro, de Macaiuiz."
sure of the America government, to which has

me,

tnat

Tiiis

is

\

been given the name of conscription. The following is the report of the bill as republisfid by Mr.
TO TUE EARL OF LIVERPOOL—OX THE Walte; himsel
AMELIICAN WAR.
[Here follows an ajvalysis of the bill as reported
$£x Lou* —It has all along been my. wish to see by themilitary committee, on Mr. Monroe's plan.]
for
Such is the measure which Mr. Walter assitJ? - is
Liitgumd at peace with America. My reasons
ve o:".en explained; and the mode 1 have cannot be carried into ejfeetj but says, that if it
iliis
that could be carried into cjj'ect, would deprive us o ; C:ipursued has been tui.3: to endeavour to prove,
die grouuds oi hope of success, Held out to us by nada in less than a year, unless we sent out our
sucn wriiei&as the WaltehSj ark fallacious, Tne great national hero; and, indeed, that, under the
diviiijii of tin siatess uie .i;ip~~cLr,kjiiC oj „!./;•. Jiiu- Dare possibility of such a measure's succeeding,
est ance of taxation, and die various "we ought to east aside all European politics"
dU\>n, u.e
Qtllt grounds of hope, I have endeavored to shew What a change, my lord! This foolish gentleman
were uul j\v, as much as was the expectation o! used to tell us that the Americans would be "re"
sweeping the uce.ai of the "half a dozen of fir fri- duced," as the old phrase was, in afeiv week-j."
of* striped bunting at their niasl He has often exhausted all his powers of speech to
gates, with bits
heads." The tusk of counteracting thc^e delusive convince his readers, that this enemy was too deshopes has increased in arduoasness with the pro- picable to be treated with in the same sort of .vay
oat vji
of wh<~
Oiie nu^c,
aj.ju.h-ii
U eaten uj.i.
hope, these that we treat with other nations. There is nj exi^i'Cjs or the war.
writers have resorted to others; and, as wa the pression of con tempt contained in our copious lanCase i.i the last American war, pride and shame and guage, which he did not use towards America and
re/e.;gc arc mustered Uj» to" prolong a War wuicu her president. And tiiis same foolish Mr. Walter
now tells u.s, that so great is this same America, that
uojucj h..s abandoned.
Mr. Wal- in order to meet her with a chance of success, we
i'liere is now a now delusion on foot.
ter, the proprietor of the Times newspaper,- who, ou;^ht";o cast aside all European, politics?
a principal actor
I beg your lordship, now, to have the patience
(shocking txi think, of !) has been
in t reducing this calamitous war, is now endeavor to read Mr. Walter's remarks, at full length, upon
that the president oi' this measure of defence in America. The article
ig to perstiade -tue public,
America v>Ul be -unable bo raise the force voted by is of consequence; because, though coming from
such a source, though proceeding from a son or
gress, to complete the regular army o.'" hat great
republic to luJ,UJj men, by way of baLot, or what sous of Old WaX.tjjh, of regency memory, it is
Mr. Wauer c.iis coxscitii'Tio.v. To be sure., tuis wh.tt will give the cue to almost all the rich people
is a me isure very well calculated to astound sach a in the metropolis, and to not a few of those in the
man as Mr. Waiter, w:u knows nothing at all about country. After inserting this article, I will endeathe peopie of America; who receives ail his infor- vor to shew its foliy and its malice; and, were the
maaon through the very worst of ad possible chan- author any other than a Walter, I should not be
nels; who appears to be extremely ignorant him- afraid to promise to make him hide his head for
who desires to shame.
elf; who publishes purely lor gain;
"No certain official account of the rupture of the
flatter the follies and prejudices of his readers; and
the avow- negociation at Ghent, have reached this countrywliii, finding himself Uie gainer by being
of
the
ed enemy of freedom, in every part
world, Private letters, it is true, have been received; stahas become, to say nothing oi' his breeding up a ting that the American commissioner, Mr. Adams,
and
mortal tue to the American government
people. was about to set oii'for St Petersburg, and that Mr.
Such a man, who had been led to suppose, that the Gallatin had proposed that a single individual on
defence of a country, like America, was inconsis- each side be left at Ghent to take advantage of any
tent with freedom, naturally relied upon tne over- opening or renewing the negociation; but both
throw of tne government, the moment it attempt these statements are at variance with those contained to raise an army to rests, its invaders; such a ed in other letters of the latest date from Ghent, reman would naturally be, as he has been, almost ceived by the French mail of yesterday, according
smothered in the ibam of his own malignity, upon to which the diplomatic intercourse still continuedrepeat, that we do not think this the point on
seeing a measure like this cooly proposed by Mr.
Monroe (now secretary of war) attentively consid- which the public attention ought to be directed.
should look not to the fallacious terms of an
ered by a committee of congress, and smoothly
the real artful negociation; but to the infallible evidence of
passing into a law, made, or to be made, by
and not tue shorn representatives of a free people, our enemy's mind and intentions displayed in his
elected by that people only a few months before, conduct. The bill for a conscription of the whole
JUO.M COBUETx's USUISTSBj DECBMBEtt 24.
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While such si bill is in progress, and dison, at all hazards, to complete his often-tried
known whether the people will submit vasion? Even if his scheme should but partial')'
to its being carried into execution, it would be mad- succeed, and'he should be only able to drag on a deIt would be madness to ex- fensive war for another twelve mouths, who knows
ness to expect a peace.
a peace with persons who have made up their wl:at allies that period may stir up fir him, under
1

mistaken.
before it is

i

1

pect

a

measure

to their the false pretences of regard for neutral rights, mi.
for the liberty of the seas? On our side, to conclude

to propose so desperate
and then
countrymen; for either they must succeed,
the intoxication of their pride will render them utor (which is, indeed, more probaterly intractable;
and their failure must precipible) they must fail
tate them from power, and consequently render
them impossible. When an American
treating- with
gentleman of splendid attainments, some years since,
composed his celebrated review of the conscription
code of that monster Bonaparte, he could not possibly foresee that his own country would, in so short
a time, he subject to the same barbarous humiliation.
The prime and flower of the American citizens arc
to be taken by lot! and delivered over to the marshals, who are to deliver them over to the officer.;
authorised to receive them, who are to act at the
discretion and under the arbitrary direction of the
from a simple
president. Thus does Mr. Madison,
republican magistrate, suddenly start up a military
a double of
despot of the most sanguinary charastei
arc convinced
the blood thirsty wretch at Elba.
that this sudden and violent shock to all republican
of the people in all parts
feelings, to all the habits
of the union, cannot be made -vith impunity. CerTo give
tain it is that this law cannot stand alone.
it the least chance of being put in execution, it
must be accompanied with all the other chapters
of thatblodycodeby which France was disgraced,
and barbarised, and demoralized. Who is to hunt
down the refractory conscripts? Who is to drag
them, chained together in rows, to the head quarters of the military division? Who is to punish tneni,
their parents, relations and friends? Even Bonaparte
was mr.ny years in bringing to its diabolical perfection the machinery of his system; and carefully as
Mr. Monroe may" have studied in that accursed
at one
.school, it cannot be supposed tbat he has
inflight placed himself on a level with his great
structor.
It is highly probable that many of the
men who have labored in the details of oppression
and violence under the disturber of Europe, may
have by this time made their way to America, where
from
they will doubtless receive a cordial welcome
Mr. Madison, and be set to work to rivet the collar
on the necks of ilie American citizens; but we own
that, 'with all appliances and means to boot,' the
president, in our opinion, must fail. Nevertheless
it would he most
dangerous to suffer such an opinion tf> produce the slightest relaxation in our efforts.
The British government should act as if it saw Mr.
Monroe at the head of bis hundred thousand re-

minds

—

We

a peace at the present moment would be to confess
ourselves intimidated by the warlike preparations
of the enemy. It seems, therefore, that we have
but one path to follow. Whatever was the force
destined to act against America before this damns
bfli.

of

Mr

Monroe's was thought

of,

let

that force

instantly be doubled; let ns cast aside all European
politics that cross thi- great and paramount object of

Let a general of commanding name
be at once dispatched to the seat of war. We have
often said, and we repeat it, that America is a scene
on which the duke of Wellington's talents might be
our exertions.

displayed far more beneficially to Ids country, than
thev can possibly be in the courtly circles of the
Thuilleri.es; hut if his graoe must necessarily be
confined to the dull round of diplomatic business,
at least let some officer be sent, whom the general
voice of the army may designate as most like in
Faskill and enterprize to our great national hero.
tal experience has shewn us, that no effort of such
an enemy is to be overlooked. When the flag of the
Gucrrier was struck, we saw in it that disastrous
omen which has since been but too sadly verified on
the ocean and the lakes. The triumphs of the American navy have inspired even their privateers
with remarkable audacity. The presentpapers mention th e cruises of the Peacock, the Chasseur, and
the Mammoth, all of which were very successful,
and all ventured on the coasts of England and Ire-

The two latter being American built, out-sailed every thing that gave them chase. This is a
circumstance requiring strict attention on the par; of
the admiralty.
Surely there must be some discoverable and imitable causa of a celerity in sailing,
which is so important a point in naval tactics. Mr.
Fulton, of Catamaran memory, appears to have employed himself on a naval machine of singular powers.
It is described as a steam frigate, and is intended to carry red hot shot of one hundred pounds
land!

weight. When we remember how contraiy to expectation was the tremendous effect of the batteries
of the Dardanelles, we cannot entirely dismiss from
our minds all apprehension of the effect of this new
machine of Mr. Fulton's."
Before I proceed to enquire into the justice ofthese
charges against Mr. Monroe's bill, I cannot refrain

from noticing, in a particular manner, one phrase of
Mr. Walter (for hire lie whom liewili
to write for him, he is the author) calls the bill "this
Mr. Walter is no
gulars, well disciplined, and equipped, carrying DABiXG bill of Mr. Monroe's."
the war, as he distinctly threatens he will do, into grammarian, my lord; nor is it necessary that he
the very heart of Canada. Late as it is, we must should be, to qualify him for addressing such peoawake." Eight months ago the duke of Wellington ple as the well-attired rabble of England, who are
with his army might have fallen like a thunderbolt his readers. But this is not the thing that I have in
the word "jiauupon the Washington cabinet, leaving them no time view: 1 want your lordship to mark
for conscriptions, no means of collecting French of- nfto," as applied to this bill; as if it were a thing
ficers to discipline their troops, no opportunity to which the republic ought not to think ot without
as if it were like the act of a servant
intrigue for friendship and support among the con- our permission;
It is not yet too late taking up a sword and challenging his master; as if
tinental powers of Europe.
lor striking a decisive blow; but that blow must be it were a trait of insolence unbearable in a nation at
struck with all our heart and with all our strength. war with big John Bull to take effectual means to
Let us but conceive the proposed hundred thousand resist his attacks on their shores: as if it were authe means of preventing
regulars embodied in the course of the ensuing dacious in them to provide
Docs any one believe that, without a migh- their cities, towns and villages, from being plunderspring.
Mr. Walter, only a few days ago,
ty effort on our part, the Canadas could be retained ed or burnt. This
another year? Would not the exultation of seeing called Mr. Jefferson "liar and slave." He has a hunhimself at the head of such a force urge Mr. Ma- dred times called Mr. Madison a miscreant, a traitor.
this article.
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a liar, a villein; and has as often insisted, that no act so as to please the people, the time of their re
him. lie has fre- election being near at hand.
peace ought ever to be made with
2d. The French conscript was called out to
Mr. Madison and his faction
fightquently insisted, that
must be hurled from their .for the support and aggrandizement of a particular
fthemajority of congress)
and
ior
tii«
the
Mr.
old
also
of
Jefferson
called
nobles
in the posHe has
support
serpent, family,
seats.
It was the honor
In short, it is the nest to impossible to think of any session of their titles and estates.
vile term or epithet, which tnis author lias not appli- of the crown that the Frenchman was called on to
ed to the American president and the .majority of fight for, and that too, in distant lands. The Amethat congress, which is the real representation of rican citizen is called out to defend no sovereign faAnd yet he lias the cool im- mily, iK> crown, nd nobles, to give no security and
t^e American people.
tliis measure of de- to gain no renown for tliem, or
any of them; but to
pudence to speak or' this bill,
as it' it were something insolent towards us.
fight for the safety, liberty, and honor of a country,
fence,
The truth is, niy lord, \»e have so long had to wnere there are no distinctions of rank, and where
deal with East Indians and Portuguese and Spaniards of course, every individual fights, when he docs
and Italians, and Germans and Dutchmen and Rus- fight, in his ows cause as much as in the cause of
we are quite tiie president himself.
sians, and Imperialist Frenchmen, that
3d. The French conscription
Americans. We have
compelled personal
spoiled for a dealing with the
The American levy contains no such comht last arrived at such a pitch, that we regard it as service.
us.
of
u>
talk
e\
on
pulsion.
Every twenty-five men, between the ages
insolence in any people
resisting
Mr. Walter is, in this respect, but the mouth-piece of 1 « and 45, are to furnish one man. Ifnooneoi*
the
ourselves
as
to
this
correct
must
his
readers.
of
We
twenty-five will serve in person, the whole twen-five together, are,
according to their property, to
way of thinking and lalkmg, if the war with Ameri- ty
ca continue; or we shall be exposed to the derision pay a certain sum of money.
4th. The French conscript, whilehe
of ihe whole world.
left, perhaps,
Now, then, as to Mr. Monroe's measure. Mr. Wal- an aged father or mother at home living in penury,
ter describes it as a conscription; says, that it will was fighting for an emperor, whose wile carried
that about her person, at the nation's
expense, decorasubject the people to barbarous humiliation; says,
it make.; the president a military despot of the most tions, which cost as much as would have fed thouwho is to chain the sands of families for a year. The American levyttuiguinary character; asks,
man knows, that his government, all taken
conscripts and drag them to the head quarters of the
togeof this force put ther, president, congress, judges, secretaties, clerks
military division; calls the raising
and
American citizens.
all, do not cost as much in a year, as is swallowting a collar on the neeks of the
These are the charges which Mr. Walter prefers ed by an imperial family in one single day.
5th. France was not invaded.
of the republic, and he
Tnis is a very maagainst this grand measure
terial point.
America was, and is invaded. Her
observes, that "when an American gentleman of splenand
his
cele- Villages, towns,
cities, luve been plundered and
did attainments, some years ago, composed
brated review of the conscription code of that monster uurnt. A continuation of this mode of warfare has
been
not
his
declared
that
distinctly
possibly foresee,
by our admiral to have been
Bonaparte, he could
own country would so soon be subjected to the same resolved upon. It is invasion, it is devastation, if
"
is fire, it is the
barbarious humiliation." This gentleman of
sword, it is plunder at their very
splendid attainments," was a Mr. Walsh, of Philadelphia, doors, and in their very dwellings on the coast, that
the American levy are called forth to
who, having been in Prance, came over to England,
repel, to puwhere, under the patronage of the friends of bribery nish or to prevent. It is no possible, no imaginary,
and corruption, he wrote and published a pamphlet, no distant danger that lias called forth this meacalculated to aid their views. This pamphlet clear- sure from the congress; it is actual invasion— It is
the author was one of those Ameri- an enemy hi the country, there laying waste, plunly shewed, that
and killing; lawfully, if you piease; but that
cans, who, by the vain splendor that they here be- dering
is no matter.
If Napoleon had landed an
\ old, and by the hope of sharing in it, have been inarmy here,
uiv;edto apostatise from the principles of their own he would have been justified in so doing by the
laws of war; but, when we expected him even to
whose
This
work
man,
young
regular government.
was really a very poor performance, abounding with make the attempt, at invasion, did we confine ourselves to measures like this of Mr. Monroe?
Did
inconsistencies, and, indeed, with downright falsewe not call upon the whole of the people to be
hoods, had his head turned by the flatteries of the hirereadyto
coine
out
under martial law? But I am here
here: and I should not
ling writers and reviewers
wonder if his work acquired him the unspeakable fe- anticipating another part of the subject of my letter.
licity of hearing, thateiww his name -was mentioned n
So much, then, for the resemblance between the
a conversation between two lords. The great recommendation of the work was, that it was not the work French conscription and the American levy, and I am
of an Englishman. No; it was said, the work of an sure, that your lordship will allow, that they no
more resemble one another than this ai;eisT£a re[American, who, of course, was a friend of the French,
and not at all disposed to exaggerate in describing sembles the Times newspaper. What, then, betheir misery. This was the fraudulent color under comes of Mr. Walter's bombastic trash about sanwhich the work got into circulation. Mr. Walsh was guinary despots and chained conscripts?
Yet, he
a tool in the hands of crafty men, who dazzled him
with praises.
But now as to the resemblance between Mr. Monof Ireland, an occurrence more probable than, at one
roe's measure and the conscription of Napoleon
1st. The French conscription was decreed by an time, was thought the capture of an English frigate
a republican thing with a bit of
striped bunting
arbitrary despot, assisted by an assembly whom the by
people had not chosen. The levy hi America is or- at its must head, as Air. Canning thought proper to
dered by a law, passed by the congress, who are the describe the American frigates.
real and not the sham representatives of the people;
But, my lord, it is not with the French conscripwho have recently been freely chosen by the peo- tion alone that I mean to compare the republican
at will bring tu# th.i«
ple; and who, it* they ties-ire t« be re-elected, m«S» lc
&* °5 s<? °*
'
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is the nature of this measure
Mr. Monroe compared with our militias.
We have two or three militias; but there are two
each other; One is called
clearly distinguished from
'Die forthe militia, and the oilier the local Militia.
mer consists of men culled out by ballot, without
ASY EESAEn H> THE A.MOU.VT OF THETR PHOPEBTT.
Each man, so called on, must serve in person, or

home tens) what

—

must, out of his own pocket, hnd a man to serve in
Jus stead; and, service is, in all respects, except
that ofbeihgserit over sea, the same as that of the

approach a little nearer to Mr. Monroe's excellent
scheme; for in this militia, \vc proportion the fine,
in some
measure, to the property of him who refuses to serve;
thought, rich farmer still pays only
about twenty pounds, whilst the
poorest of his laborers must pay ten pounds,
though certainly the
properly of the former maj be estimated at two oi'
three thousand times greater than the
property of
the latter. Now,
according to Mr. Monroe's sc ,cme,
a couple of farmers would find themselves classed
with twenty -three journeymen
blacksmiths, collarmakers, wheelwrights, &c.&c. And, of course, the
two farmers would pay 24-25ths of tiie penalty; or.
winch would be the natural result, one man out of
the twenty-five, with a handsome reward f.omthe

man may be marchregular soldiers, seeing that the
ed to any part of the kingdom, may be quartered
camp, in barracks, and is subjected to all military
has
pains and penalties, the price of substitutes
iong been so high, that no laborer or journeyman rest, would cheerfully take* up "the musket instead
a of the
.has, out of his own pocket, been able to procure
dung-fork, or the sledge-hammer.
But the most important distinction still remains
substitute.
Now, you see, there is a wide difference here. For the man of small means in Ame- to be noticed; that is to say, that we have, for twenrica has twenty-four 'others to assist him in paying ty years, had a militia on toot, under martial la.j,
the money necessary to engage a substitute. Twen- under officers commissioned by the king; under the
If one of them goes regular discipline,
ty-five men are put 'into a class.
lodged in camps or barracks,
to serve, the others are able to make him a hand- marched to every corner of the' kingdom, without any
some compensation. If one of them choose to serve, actual invasion of the country. These regiments
the money in lieu of the service of one man is to be have been kept up, the ballbtting has been going on,
collected from twenty-five men. And, wnie'n is the and no invaders have come to burn our villager,
beauty of this admirable scheme, when it comes to towns, and cities, or, to plunder them, or to lay
the payment of money, each person is to pay, not them under contribution. While, in America, we
in proportion to his means. are invading and laying waste; we are taking psr/wathe same sum, but a
In England the names of ad of certain ages, in each nent possession of One district; we are compelling
the number the people to swear allegiance to our king; we have
parish, are put into a box, out of which
"
wanted are drawn. It happens, of course, that, of a mighty naval force continually menacing the sea
four, one is a rich merchant, another a farmer, ano- coast; we have one army afloat here, another there,
more are going out; and this Mr. Waiter is calling
ther a journeyman taylor, and another a laborer.
till he is hoarse for more
Each is to serve in person or to find a substitute.
troops to be sent to divide
The price of the substitute is as high for the poor and devastate the country; to overturn the republiasfor the rich. The two latter, therefore, who have can government, and reduce the people to unconno property to defend, must serve, or they must ditional submission; all this he is dwing, while he
rake together the means of paying for the defence is, at the same time, crying out against tlte "oarbaof the property of the rich, and thus involve them- rous" scheme of calling upon the people of properselves in debt, and expose their families, if they ty to defend their country, either in their perso is,
Have any to misery. But you see Mr. -Monroe's or with their purses. Aye, my lord! fool as Mr.
scheme most effectually provides against this. It Walter is, he perceives that Mr. Monroe's is an in18 and 45, fallible scheme for raising an army in a short ti, .<,
puts all the male population, between
j p. to classes of
twenty -five men. Each class is to and for keeping that army complete. He fool as lie;
send one man. If they agree amongst themselves is, smells powder in every line of this scheme. But
who shall go, the thing is done. If none of them it is his business to misrepresent, to disfigure, to
choose to go, then the twenty-five are to pay a sum induce his well-dressed rabble of readers, aid you
of money; but here they are not to pay alike; the too, if possible, to believe that the scheme will fail,
journeyman taylor and the laborer are not to pay and that, therefore, we ought to carry on the war
I trust, however, that
like the merchant and the tanner; every man of the with all imaginable energy.
I
twenty-five is to pay in proportion to his property; you are not to be misled by him or any body else.
and thus does the burden of defence tall with arith- trust that you will see the danger which this wise
and equitable plan presents to us. I trust that yon
metical correctness on the thing to be defended.
And t/ds, my lord, is what Mr. Walter calls a will at once abandon all hopes of extorting any con"conscription" this he cabs a measure of "barba- cession from a country which has now shewn, that
rous humiliation" to the people of America; for pro- difficulties and dangers, as they press upon her, onposing this measure he calls Mr. Madison a "san- ly tend to increase her energy, to raise her spirit,
guinary despot;" this is the measure which he says and make her more formidable. I have respect
The enough for the understanding of your lordship ta
will never be submitted to by the republicans.
foolish man will soon have to announce his asto- believe that you have read Mr. Monroe's letter to
the
of
nishment at the complete success
measure; the chairman of the military committee with great
if he has not, I will acknowledge myself to be as attention, and not without sonic degree of alarm.
But the conclusion of it is so vei'y important, that I
great a fool as he.
But, to proceed, our local militia were to serve cannot refrain from again calling your attention to it.
service
"I should," says he, "insult the understanding, and
only within their several cbunties, but their
has now been extended; though, except in cases of wound the feelings of the committee, if 1 touched
to defeat,
Dangers which
urgency, they are to be called out only a month in on the calamities incident
the year. Here no man must get the means of hi- are remote, and can never be realized, excite no
But the
ring "a substitute for any insurance or club. He alarm with a gallant and generous people.
must make no bargain with his master to work out advantages of success have a fair claim to tneir dethe amount of thepenalty. He must swear that the liberate consideration. Trie effort we have already
tht
ten pounds comes out of his own present means, or made has attracted the attention and extorted
in this Case, however, we praise rf 'other Tuitions. Already have most oi the
c* mift ?erwe in
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tiftuM theories and Mle speculation* on aw tytUm
We are
r'nvn.
an, I pin
brm rejutea
mt lieen
r,f _'•)! vr nm*nt
put r'mm.
refuted una
now fell an respected as a power, aiultV is the dread
•which the rnt-'uii entertain of our resources and growing importtUUtf, thai had induced him to press the lO.ir
Succeased.
against us- after its professed objects had
ca&hr discomfiture of /us schemes and t x attain*
United
menl of an honorable peace, will place the
1

81

executive government from acquiring a patronage
inconsistent with the principles of republican government, and dangerous to political and chil liberty.
1 confess, moreover, that there is another class of
men, whom you wcflild morl ally offend by making a

peace that should be honorable to America: I mean,
the haters of freedom
I do not mean
of
the
world, This moment has arrived the Courier newspaper
States »n higher g-rowida,iu the opinion
news
of
with
the
In
peack.
I do not know how to exthan thev have held at anj former period.
future
» rv, thrir commerce will he permitted to take its law- press the pleasure I feel at this news, or the gratiTheir remonstrances to fo- tude, which, for this act, I, in common with mv counful range unmolested.
un- try men, owe to your lordship and
your code igucs.
reign governments will not again be put aside,
h< •(. led.
Few will be presented, bemuse there will Far be it from me to rejoice at what the 77™ * calls
the
founded
tlie
Our
.hem.
union,
disgrace of
navy of England and the humilpeldnm be occasion for
on internal affection, will have acquired new strength iation of the crown; but being fully convinced, the
b the proof it Will have afforded of the important longer the war had continued, the more disgraceful
and and dangerous would have been the result, I do most
advantages attending it. Kespected abroad,
Accom- sincerely rejoice at this auspicious event, and cerhappy at home, the United States will have
have so tainly not the less on account of its being calculatplished the great objects for which they
As a nation they will have little ed to baffle the views of that hypocritical ff.ction,
i )ur- contended.
who have still the impudence to call themselves
to dread, as a people little to desire.'-'
I
beseech your lordship's serious attention to wlugs.
I am, &c. &c.
these important words. I allow, that peace now
made on the basis of the status quo would be sucCOBBETT.
To
<• >ei to America.
I have of en said this before.
Botley, 28th Dec. 1814

WM.

will be a
defend herself against us, single handed,
will elevate her in
gloriouo triumph to her, and
But, then, my' lord, to
tiee_.es of all the' world.
often said, what
repeat once more what 1 have so
will be the consequence of her success at the end
of a ten year's, or a five year's war? How much greater would then be her triumph? How much greater
her weight in the world? How much more proud
her defiance of us? How much more powerful her
navy? How much more exasperated her people am'-ist

gainst us?
been said here
1
confess, that, after all that has
about Mr. Madison; after all the threats of our press
to depose him; after all the "liars, traitors, hypohas called him; after all
crite*t" &c. that the press
the expectations of seeing a viceroy sent out to
heart of John
citv, it would sink the

Washington

Bull

down

into his shoes to see a

peace made with

this same Mr. Madison, without extorting something
B -X vou and your colleagues ought to
front him.
created by the venal
despise this national folly,

men, who live bv misrepresentation
whose tables are" furnished with the

of flatter-

COBBETt's nE(TISTEn, DECEMBER 24.

TO THE EARL OF LIVERPOOL— ON THE
AMERICAN WAR.
My Lord—-The nation begin to suspect, at last,
that this

American war may prove an unfortunate

If your lordship recollects, I taunted Johnthing.
ny Bull, flouted him and gibed, when, at the outof
this
set
war, he crowed and cock-eock-caw'd, at

the idea of giving the Yankees a good
drubbing.—
If your lordship recollects that I flouted wise John
and told him, that, at any rate, I hoped, if he was
resolved to eajoy this sport, he would never let me
hear him say a word about the property tax, or, what
he vulgarly calls the income tax. I knew, from the
beginning, that I should see him galled here. I
knew that I should have him upon his hip; and here
I nave him; for he is now
crying out against the lay
as loud as a pig under the knife ofa
butcher, though
he, at the same lime, seems to have no objection to
the work of slaughtering going on. In
short, so
tliat he is safe himeslf, and
pays nothing, his deliHit
is in seeing war desolate the rest of the world.
But
he does aot like to pay. Rather than pay, he would
give the World a chance of being at peace, and of

ing popular prejudices.
i confess, too, that ths friends of captain Henry:
That the would-be noblesse of Massachusetts; that
x'wc federalists in general* would be put down for- ceasing to blcddi
That so amiable" a personage should meet with
ever by a peace with Mr. Madison, on terms honorable to America, made at this time, and which peace any rubs or crosses in life must, of course, he matter
would clearly have been obtained by the wisdom of regret with his friends, and must remind them of
of his measures and the bravery of those whom he the maxim, that* as virtue alone is not, in all Gases,
has employed. But hang the ; e scurvy nobles, my sufficient to insure happiness in this world, the virlord! Thev are poor creatures.
They cannot assist tuous afflicted Ought chiefly to rely on the world to
This sort of reliance is very suitable to JohnU3. The population of America is essentially republi- come.
These poor things ny, at this time; tor he has not given the Yankees
can, from one end to the other.
As
failed.
a
have tried their ntmost, and they have
drubbing; and yet the income tax sticks to him
the hope of forcing like bird lime. The Times newspapers cheer him,
long as they are stimulated wi h
misfortunes
the
indeed, by telling him, that he is causing the Yanooen the offices of government by
of their country, they will talk big about a separa- kees to pay taxes; that, though he so sorely feels
that
that
the
moment
but
tion of the -union
nope himself, he does not suffer in vain; for that he is
To be sure, this is a con*
<lies within them, you will see them as quiet as mice. mating otfiers suffer too.
And, really, I do not know of a thing more likely to soling reflection; but still it is not quite sufficient
kill that hope than the scheme of Mr. Monroe to reconcile him to the continuation of the income
which will not only bring forth an efficient army tax, seeing that, when called on for the monev, ha
now, but which will hold an efficient army always in sometimes forgets thedelight of seeing others suiFu',
readiness at a week's notice, while at the same time, which be has enjoyed for his monoy.
But now, my lord, leaving wise
it will Obviate the necessity of a standing army and
Johnny, amiable
of a great permanent expense, and wi'.l prer«nt the 'and honest Johnny, to his taxes and his hopes. oV
ro voi YHL
Sci'i'i.KJtt.i.vi

—

"

and falsehood;
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me to i-emma
a
r;r-ing the Yankees drubbing', permit
u?<v; tor,
your lor l.-hip, briefly, pi" the origin of-tjiis
shall not be
if F have life to the end of it, this origin
at
It is necessary,
every stage, 10 beep
forgotten.
we do tui.->, we shall
it steadily in view; for, unless
he wholly '-bothered" out oi'itat last, as we were in

VIII.

generous John, talks about Mr. Madison's ho

'•-,

'.':

intact, the hostility of the congress,- that
sayr.ihe hostility ot Ilia,people; because the •:> gress are thereat, and not the sham, representatives
of the people; and, because, the
who
it is,

.

i

congress,
and who now support the war, have !
chosen during the war, and juti
The
before it.
The war against France was a war against princi- members qi" me congress do uot purchase their si $
auttit
no
se.ttfc,
can
be
or
war
of
a
none
of
became
it
sold;
then
the members
co?i'jver>;
bought
ples at fh-.-t;
sctcut vaii, can get any thing lor themselves or families,
tended in beinga warfor detvver.auce,.
by
So that when the? decide, it is in
ncc using our .enemy with being dangerous, us disor votes.
reality a
wiih m jority of the people who decide: and, the
we
ended
and
ancient
governments,genizers of
peo] e
T:ie did decide, that they would resist,
as despot;.
by fores of arms
accusing them of being dangerous,
French were too free for us at the beginning, and the impressment of their seaman.
The people here generally believed what that intoo much enslaved for us at the end; and it v. us so
comrived as to make more than halt the world, be- famous print, the Times newspaper, tells tbemj, thsft
lt rvc, that the Cossacks were the great champions Cftje pciple oi America never complained of such
of chjii and poll teal liberty. So, thuij when we came pre:, •.icnts; but the truth is, that long before, years
to the close, leaving the French nearly as we found before the war was declared, complaints, and most
ciared,

the case of the French, war.

it

We

them, not see-ingiythes, monks,

fcl

game laws, gabeUes,

bitter complaints,

had rung through the country,
Letters from the impublished without end. Affi.

courts re-estabiish- against these impressments.
cpr.vees, bastiles/er sergneurial
more than a thousand million of pressed persons were
we had
cd,

spent

which we had da\ its proving the facts. Representations
po nds in a war, of the first cbjeet of
enough
it thus, mj to make a nation mad with
resentment; enough to
wholly lost sigh;.. We wilt not have
war. We wilji drive even Quakers to arms. None of these' have
lord, with regard to the American
Nobo- our newspapers ever copied. None of these have
iictsuflfer its first object to be lost .sight of.
OVj as to this point, shall be able to "bother" any t iey ever made known to their readers. Thcv have
historian who is di'sposedto speak the truth.
published the narrangucs of Coodloe Harper," H. G.
The wai with Amencaaro.se tints.— Wc were at Otis, poor Timothy Flickering, and other would-be
We
not
nobles.= e.
They have given us every thing from the
warwith.Frar.ee, America' was neutral.
known right of stopping Ameri- free press of America, at all calcinated to cause it
only exercised our
can' mei chant ships at sea, to ^earch them for enemy's to be believed, that the war is unpopular there; but
and for goods. not a word on the other side; not a word to le L us see
tljk enemy's service,
g-ood^loi- troops
contraband of -war which species of search, and 01 what were the real sentiments of the majority of
Madison did not the republic. I will now lay before jour
seizure, ;in case of detection, Mr;
lordship
This was a mari- some of tne complaints of the impressed Americana,
oppose either by word or deed.
the
in
as
American
published
time right, sometimes disputed by Russia, Holland,
newspapers; for, 1 am
Demnark and Sweden; but never, given up by us, convinced, that even you are not acquainted fully
nature
and
This
the
tone
of
of
those
of
gieat danger.
complaints; and, at
except for a wnile, at a tune
was never disputed by Mr. Madison during any rate, the publications should, if possible, be
rigiit
to
on
submitted
our
it
he
rebutted
of
that
exercise
they most pro*
part, seeing
vhe French war. The
wit v at complaint. This Was our '-right of search" utice such a haired of us ih the minds of the people
com
without
or
iinot
some
America, aswill,
means mollified,
any
and mis right was enjoyed by us,
by
this is the right winch many lead to a never ceasing hostility.
Your lordship
plaint on his part; and
dtat
that
will
and
these
statements
perceive,
#re sent forth
ground they
upon
people t'liink he opposed,
with ail the terms of judicial acts; that they consist
iia\ e approved of toe war.
But the war had nothing to do with this right, any of statements made on oath; that tlic.se statements
more than it had to do witu our right of bringing are certified b) legal magistrates, whose names arc
The war was de- affixed to them; and thai, of course, they arc calcoals from Newcastle to London.
clared by Mr. Madison against us, because wc stop- culated to have great w eigne with the public. It
seas, is apt a bad way to make tne case our own; to supped American merchant ships upon the high
and impressed people out of mem. We said, dia^we pose such complaints made in our papers against
did tins in order to recover bur, own teamen, wuo America, or any other nation; and, then to judge of
were 1: e'.picntly found serving in these American the effect hat tnose complaints would make on the
the fact was never de- people of England, recollecting that the Americans
ships; but it was notorious,
\v e
impressed thus aire not Dase and cowardly more than we are.
ied, and never can be denied, tliat
them on
[Here follow several depositions, copied from the
great numbers of native Americam; forced
board of our ships of war, and compelled them to newspapers, of impressed American seamen]
Now, my lord, 1 do not say that these statements
submit to our discipline, and to risk their lives in
In spite of all the particular detail uf
are facts which can never be are true.
fighting for us. These
denied. Mr. Madison, for years, called upon us to names, dates, and places; ,n spite of oaths and cerWc did not cet.se. He re- tificates, they may be false; but as it is to such
cease this practice.

m

;

.

i

Wc

peatedly threatened war, it we persevered.
did persevere; and, after yean; of remonstrance; he,
or rather the two houses of congress, the real- representatives of the people of America, declared

war against

us.

we owe this unfortunate war, wc
surely ought to endeavor to prove, that some, at
The republileast, of these statements arc false.
can newspapers teem, and teemed long before the
war, with publications of this sort. The blood of
America was set boiling with such publications.
The vote of congress for the war was the most popular vole ever given bythat body. It is, therefore,
of vast importance that these publications should
be counteracted if possible. They are either true
or false; if the latter, as I would tain hope, they can
statements that

Here, then, is the cause of the war; the sole
cause oi the war; war, long threatened, and, at last
frankly declared, previous to any hostile act or
movement on the part ot' Mr. Madison, or rather
the Congress. For, my lord, though Johnny Bull,
wise Johnny, whose .generosity would put all other
uatians into ids own happy state; though wise and be easily refuted;

—

if true,

wheh it would

be shock-'
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the return of Spring after Winter. If is not bv :i
majority that even 'the New England states
n
oppose the war. It is barely "touch-anil go w it i

be verv rca-

the

XUT.

large

\l)K'rie.lilJ

what they have suffered.
These statements have 1oo, produced another ^ e opposition,.t;T/en: there. Whatman lamis sense.*,
mos.t serious effect.
Thej lave filled the crews on l' k'"> can place » moment's reliance on it? And, intffe American ships with implacable revenue,
To deect, ihc unu purpose that it is likely to answer, is
live
usual motives of pa riotisra and glon-, the\ tiiat ot' deceiving us, and inducing us to leave the
have added the- stiil more powerful motived' ven- Aew England »<«tports sefe places/or the budding of
and tTteyfittiaig out of pr-vut-.-ers. The
geance. Against crews thus animated, meliunder ships of wan,
the influence of the mere ordinary motive to br'ave- leaving of that part ot'tl.u Union unmolested, while
cannot be expected to succeed* wiihditt we attack the Southern .slates, is just wh..t suits Ai-y, really
m erica. Shciias,,in New England, unmolested ports
I leave
a g-re.it superiority of force.
your forth hip
to suppose what would be the effect of statements and harbors, sut of winch to send forth mips of war
(o
an J into
It' we were at
annoy oar trad; and engage our n.-v
like these, if the case were OUKS.
whicn lo CiUij her rich prL&es, The Pickerings,
peace with 'ill the world, and wore carrying On our
for

i

commerce

the Otises,
agreeably to the laws oi" neutrality, while *
*

were at war with some other
power;
the American* were tq impress Btielisii?nsn

the Americans

*

*

ik,c.

I

,

*

really believe.

*

#

*

*

tt

*

*

*

#

*

and if
#
*
*
*
X
*
*
from on board English ships, bringing up coals from
Newcastle to London, were to force them into their But, hang them! my lord, they are not worth your
notice.
They talk, oig, and .'.old themselves wat as
'ships of war, compel them to fight for America
lt
consequence; but they are poor tning •—
and, in short, to occasion, in the English papers or ^'
Timotuy Pickering
statements such as I have above quoted. If this I:ld - e J > m 'f krd, they are.
fver he
D.e thoUK&t a very none.it man; but,
were the case, does your lordship think, that we used to be
tupugnt
should be very quiet.' And it such statements wouid was put out 01 .oihce, lie ,>ceuis to'iiave abandoned
be likely to set us in a flame, are we to suppose, himself to ,the revenge, which his. disappoirttmeni
lie iud ;u)i tne vi. ie to folow .ne excreated,
that they have had no effect on the Americans)
of his renerabieeipp,iO)'er,~itIr. S.dams, ivhoj
Here, my lord, as you well know, we have the real ample
cause of tiiat war, which, it is said, is now to upon being out voted ad Resident, oy Mr Jener^on,
.

ti '

i

'

)

.

•

;

a

i ualy wislied
obtain
majority o; voices,
engage a himdrccl tftomajul men, two hundred shifts of said,
thai. I migul serve my country, aftdnow 1 siiall en:aar, and which cannot com. less than ttventj milliwho nas Jiat
ons a year. It has been asserted, that the congress deavor to serve it o_> .supporting trim
declared war against as to assist -Napoleon on the majority." Timothy Pickering, who Had been, to
This is so foolish, that the writers must tne astonishment of als me world, uis seethe a.ry of
continent.
think that they are addressing- it to men little supe- state, who was no more fit io the qdice, u\au youq
n/i youarsj and ,viio,ei course,
It was impossible that the Ameri- coachman wouiu be
rior to brutes.
sudden and unexcans could know where Napoleon was, when they was inordinately proud ot his
tiie election of
declared \i ar. It was impossible that the war should pected elevation* became iurious at
Ml'. Jefferson, and Das ever since been in a sort of
really aid him in his designs against Russia. It was
mad fit, doing a hundred things, ior either of which
against their interest that Russia should be crushbeen sent-ti jail for a
ed by any .power, and especially by France. The in England, tie would have
other charge, that America, '-'like an assassin, at- year or two at least. Tne truth is, that Air. Adams
tacked us in the dark,v is equally false and foolish. had the public good solely in view, andthat TimoHow could an open declaration of war by a Legis- thy had an eye solely to his private interest, llcn.ee
conduct of t'.ie two men, when,
lative Assembly, aftei repeated discussion, be an act the exactly opposite
the voice of me country put tliem both out of powdeserving such a description? flow could that be
lord snip and your colleagues,
called an attack in the dark, especially when it had er. 1 am sure tnat your
been threatened for years, and when it was follow- especially your distinguished colleague now at Vi-,
eima, Would scorn to purchase traitors in any couner! immediately by an offer for a
truce, in order
try; but if you were so disponed; if sucli men as the
again to negociatefor peace?
Here we have the real origin of the war. Ter- famous captain II nt-atir could possibly prevail on yon
minate as it will, this was its origin. This origin to lay out any of cur money in this way, on me othso much
mustfaot be forgotten, whatever efforts are made to er side of the Atlantic, such men, tliough
in the Times newspaper, would not be
put it out of our heads. When the war shall have applauded
ended, and we shall sit down to count the cost, this worth j our purchasing.
This is. the sort of stuff; this is the rubbish which
origin must be kept steadily before us.
The Times and Courier are still laboring to her- the Tunes would have us rely upon for success asuade us, that there will be a separation, oi' the A- gainst the republic! I beseeen your lordship to coasider it as it is the grossest deception tnat ever .was
merican states; that the four New
England states
Mr. Mato be palmed upon mankind.
will declare themselves independent
attempted
the
of
genera!
cannot silence these men. He has no sops. He
govermnent, and will form an alliance -with Old Eng- dison
of the possession of
land.
Now, my lord, mind, 1 pledge mvself, that has none of that potent drug,
Smollec tells us, sir Robert Wafpole used to
if any such proposition be
which,
made
the
seriously
by
boast.
They will, therefore, keep on barking; but,
friends of the famous captain Hivnr,
by the wouldbe assured, that they are wholly unable to.
he noblesse of Massachusetts,
- my lord,'
ts, they will very quick
quickbite.
ly be decorated, not with coats of arms, but with
I am, &c.
cba s of tar ami feathers.
Thejieople of New EngWM. COKBETT,
land arc "essentially republicans." They have been
or at least a part of them, stimulated
cunby very
ning men, to a violent opposition against Mr. Ma-!
„-.;-,-advances opinions respe..m£
dison aid the war. But only let them see the reall
[*The writer here
tona
CUJWWJW
too
of
of
the
JWH
objects
-Pickerings, the Otises, the Quin 7 the persons named,
cys, Svc. and thefallof Urgsem^ais as certain
into our paper.]
asjeopiod
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world.' It is very easv fncour corrupt press toper-,
suade the alarmed and selfish part of England that
To the earl of Liverpool) on the part- which America it is m-scssary to plunge the country hito w.ir, in
in likely to take in a iear between England and ^rderto root out the present
government of France,
Slut it will not be so
France.
easy for any body to pers iade
My lobd From several parts of America I have the American people that such an undertaking is
received thanks for my letters to your lordship on just. They will see the nutter in its true light.—
the subject of the American war. The people in They will see that Napoleon has been raplaccdat
America think, or, at least, many of them think, the head of the govei'nment by the will of the peothat those letters had great weight in producing the ple of France; they will see that he has had the
peace of Ghent, than which you and your colleagues wisdom and virtue to abandon his ambitious pronever adopted any measure more wise nor in. better jects; they will see that he has voluntarily confined
time. Yet, you have never thanked me for my ad liiiuself within the ancient limits of France; they will
vice.
You, to whom the peace was much more ne see that he has tendered the olive branch to all surcessary than to Mr. Madison, have never acknow- rounding nations; they will see that he means tu
ledged your obligations to me you have appeared contend solely for the independence of France; they'
to be sulky about all, though I taught you so ex will see that he lias returned, as nearly as. bircun
actly what to do, in order to avoid the great evils stances will permit, to the principles of 17d9; they
which were coming upon you from all quarters.— will see that he lias provided for the people being
The consequences of the American war were tore really represented in the legislature; they will see
told by me nearly two years before the war began that there is to be no religious persecution, and no
/told you that y ou would have. war if you perse- predomin. at church in France; they will see that
vered in seizing men on board of American ships on the French people have derived great benefits from
the high seas. You did persevere, and you had die revolution, and that now all these henefi- s are to
war. / told you that the Americans would be.iv be confirmed to them; in France they will see a
you in fighting, if you continued the war for two free people, and in Napoleon they will sec; the s;.You continued the war, and they did beat dier offreedom.
years.
On the other hand, they will ask wh it right Eng/told you that you would never have peace if
you.
you demanded any concession from America. You land, or any other power, can have to hi erfere in the
insisted on great concessions on her part as a sine internal affairs of France;
they will ask why Engquanon of pence; and, after three months more, you land should not treat with him now as well as at
made peace by giving up every thing, not excepting Amiens; why not treat with him as well as with
the sine qua non itself. In short, you expended tit die directory at Lille. They will ask why Engty millions of money, and lost, I daresay, thirty land should refuse to treat with him from whom
thousand men, in accomplishing nothing, except she received the islands of Ceylon and Trinidad
creating a navy in America, causing her manufac- They will ask what can be the real object, the ,7,7.'tures to flourish, and implanting in the hearts of A. matc object of a coalition of those powers who we. e
mericans, for ages, a hatred of the English govern assembled at Vienna, and who were disposing of
ment.
states at their pleasure.
The Americans have seen the republic of GenoaI remifsd you of these things, in order to bespeak
your attention on the present subject. I shall here given to the king of Sardinia; they have seen l* deal in prophecies again; and shall not be at all afraid land parcelled out between Prussia, ltussia and
of proving, in tl*e end, not to h;ive been a false Austria? they have seen the fleet of Denmark taken
prophet. You appear to me now to be in a very fair away; they have seen the pejple of the republic of
way of adding another six hundred millions to our Holland s'Mik into the subjects of a king; they have
debt, and of bringing the guinea up to fortyshillings, seen the republic of Venice transferred to the eminstead of twenty-eight shillings, at which point peror of Austria; they have seeu the pope replaced
it is now arrived.
I wish to prevent this* and, if 1 with the Jesuits at his heels;
they have s.-ten, tha',
do not succeed, I shall, at any rate, have these pa- in Spain, where a free constitution had been formed
ges to refer to, when the mischief has taken place, by men who had been fighting on our side, the king
and when i'ew besides myself will be able to say, has been brought back; that he has destroyed tuis
that they did Ml in their power to prevent it.
constitution; that he has treated the makers of it as
I am of opinion, that France alone is now,, as she traitors; that he has re-established tlie inquisition
was in 1793, moiv than a match for the coalition which Napoleon had abolished; that when two of the
against her. But, i am further of opinion, that, alleged traitors took shelter in Gibraltar, the,- were
before the war against her be six months old, you given up to their hunters, and that when complaint
find America taking a part in it, unless you abso- of this was made in our parliament, the reply was,
lutely abstain from every ti'iing that can be constru- that ''we had no right to interfere in the domestic «/ed into a violation of neutral .maritime rights
The Americans wid ask, why this
fairs of Spain."
War, or peace with America, will depend upon p.inciple is not applied to the domestic affairs of
the opinions of the people in that country. The poo France? They wid ask, not for vile, foul-mouthed
pie there are really and truly represented in the abuse of Napoleon and the French people; but iiu"
congress, There are no vile shatn elections in the someproofoi' our right to interfere against him.
United States. That which the people wills will be
Having seen all these things; having seen what we
dune. The Americans are a sensible people! they all and our allies have been at in every part of Europe;
read from a press which is really free; they discuss laving seen that the people of France is the only
all political matters
freely.
They love peace; they people in Europe living under u government apwould prefer peace, they would make some sacrifi- proaching towards a resemblance to their own, the/
ces to peace; but they will never hesitate a moment will want very little to assist them in forming a
in preferring war to
correct opinion as to the real object of the war a*
slavery or dependence.
Now, then, what is likely to be the view which. gainst France, if such war should now, without prothe Americans will take of the present scene in En- vocation qnthe
be resolved on.
part of France,
It appears to me, therefore, that the American
rope? And what are likely to be their feelings with
regard to what is passing in this quarter of the people will, at least, feel great interest in this war—
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they fit in the last war; and that
down tlnir urn is, after a cunt is
maritime rights, they will the
moment they hear of this war, prepare again for th;.t
defence. America in all likelihood, will again be
the only neutral nation. There will be no Milan
and Berlin (leaves to give a pretence for Orders rn
So that if wc trench upon her rights, her
Council.
ground of war will be cleared of all confusion. She
will stand upon her indisputable rights; and if she,
be left in the full and tree enjoyment of her ad van t a
as a neutral power, she will carry on threefrcs
ourthsofthe commerce of the world. Ourcruizera
may keep at sea, but it will be only to witness the
increase other mercantile marine, and all the proofs
of her wonderful prosperity. France will receive
all that she wants from
foreign countries by American ships. America will supply her with colonial
produce, and with certain articles of manufacture.
The latter will, thtough the same channel, find an
outlet for much of her abundant produce.
These
two countries will become much more closely connected than ever, and we should come out of the
war shorn of our means, while the means of all
sorts in America would be found to be prodigiously
increased.
Hut, my lord, is it qirite certain that the people of
America would not feel strongly disposed to take
part in this war against us?
They see that France is
The only country Left with a government resembling
Great as is their distance from Europe,
their own.
they have felt, that when left to be dealt with single-handed, their very exis ence, as an independent
greater

titan

us they had just laid
in defence of their

I

American war

i:i
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nich * warns would insure the
1

LASTING TRANQUILITY OF THE CIVILIZED
WOULD. W' hen the) heard the English prints call

the people of New
M]
England to separate them*
server from the union.
When they heard it prcin
these
dicted,
piinte, that Mr. Madison would be

put to death, and that the people would form a connection -with (he PARENT state.
And, when, upon
the heels of all these
predictions and threats, they
saw an army actually sent off
France to

from

fight

against Amerjea; whehtftey saw that identical army
which had been engaged against
Napoleon, sent tu
invade America by the
waj of lakeChamplainj when
saw the war of fire and plunder carried on
they
upon
their sea-coast.
When those who were for war on
the side of the French republic, in 1893, saw all
these things in 1814, how they must have triumph

—

i-

'

cd!

America must

feel

great confidence in herself
from her past achievements. The skill and
bravery
of her seamen and land
troops must give her grea'.
confidence.
But there is no man who reflects (and
the Americans are a
reflecting people) who will not
that
with all her valor and all her virtue,.
perceive,
An. erica has had a very narrow
escape; and, that ii"
all had been
quite settled hi Europe, she would have

had to cany on a much longer and more
bloody
contest. It cannot but be evident to the American
that
if
France
were
to
be
statesman,
completely
subdued; if she were reduced to that state to be
to
receive
a
ruler
dictated
obliged
by us and our
allies; if her hands and feet were thus tied for
ages;
audit the situation of all Europe were such as to
leave the whole undivided
of
power
England to be
employed against America, the .situation of the latter would be, at least, very
unpleasant not to sav
precarious* And, it such a person considers what,
were the real objects of
England in 1814, the manner in whicu the war terminated, and what an ex.
celient memory she lias, he must he a bold man indeed if he teel no apprehensions at the total sub iugauon of France.
It has not been
forgotten, in America, that di-

There were many
nation, was put in jeopardy.
persons in- America, who loudly blamed the presiAen , Washington, for not taking part, with the
French, even when America had not a single public
ship of war.
They reasoned thus: tlutt England
was, from the nature of her force as well as the situation of htr dominions, the only enemy that America
had to fear; that she had never ceased to demonstrate a hostile mind towards America; thatsiie saw
in America not only a successful example of democratic revolution, but a dangerous riv;d in commerce rectly after the abdication of Napoleon, there
apand maritime power; that she only waited tor a fa- peared an article in out- newspapers, stating, that
vourable moment to use all her force to crush this there was a SECRET ARTICLE in the treat* or
rising rival; and, therefore, it was less dangerous to p.tuis, stipulating, that note* of the parties, Russia,
declare, at once for the republic Of France, and Prussia, Austria, and France, should interfere in
make common cause with her, and to await the is- our war against America. This news was given as
sue of the contest, in which, if France should tall. copied from the Vietma Gazette. The Vienna GaAmerica could not long survive without, at least, zette is under the immediate control of the
government there. The Americans paid
another long and bloody war upon her own soil.
great and
This was the reasoning against neutrality in 1793. deserved attention to this* and must
they not have
How these reason ers must have triumphed in 1814! lamented to see France reduced to such a state?
When they saw all ground of dispute between Eng They afterwards saw that there was no safety for
land and America removed by the close of the war in their shins of war or their prizes in the
ports of
Europe. When they saw, that instead of this pro- France. They saw, in short, that the Bourbons,
their
a
in
to
make
almost
it
at
the
England
holding
ducing
disposition
power
peace,
mercy of Engonly produced redoubled activity in the war. When land, afforded not the smallest hope of any support
in
the
so
same
formidable
a
that
as
read,
against
they
very
English newspaper
power
England. Then.
told them of the abdication of Napoleon, that NOW, it was, that many Americans blamed Mr.
Madison,
NOW, NOW! was the happy moment for crushing not tor resisting the exercise of our aljedged right
America; for putting an end to "the existence of of impressment— but on the contrary, for not havthe mischievous example of democratic rebellion" ex- ing sooner made war against us in" alliance with
hibited in the American union. When they heard France. They told him, that he was, at last, in a
their president and the majority of the congress de- state to be able to appreciate the wisdom of
keepnominated in these same papers "rebels and traitors." ing aloof from France, on account of the title of her
When they saw, in the report of the speech of a lord ruler. They laughed at him for his scruples to
of the admiralty, that Mr. Madison was to be depos- make common cause with an emperor while he saw
ed, as Napoleon had dcen deposed. When they saw England having allies in the Turk, the Pope, the
the breaking up of the American union, represented Algerines, and the Indians; and they
laughed at him
as absolutely necessary to the
well-governing of die more, when they recollected that America had
other nations. When they saw the fleet called upon won her independence while in alliance, offensive
'2%v}iidly by the lords of the admiralty to finish tlj,? and defensive, with a, Bourbon, tpg-qf

—
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However, many of the causes which kept Amen- have do principles, r.o opinions; they care nothing
The prin-' about the matter. The/ arc the mere toolsof those,
ftiakfcf from France are now- removed.
in France; the who
speak through them, whom
not
ciptesi-of If93 are again adopted

they
uhfreuient^
of conquest, is a- lyde.pise, bifr, from
whom^and thro* the means of
system of reforming-, by means
handoned; Napoleon will have learnt how to res whoin, they live comfortably and sometimes get rich.
Upon the whole, therefore, mv lord, is it not to
pect the rights, and to value the character of Amei-ica.
Experience has taught the Americans what] bo apprehended, that, if we make war anon France
certain
circumstances.
for the avowed purpose of
tbeyhave to expect under
deposing Napoleon, the
The latter are in no danger from France: they never people of America will feel a strong disposition to
and
Frenchtown
and
from
take
France;
can be in danger
part with France in that war?
And, if they
Alexandria will remind them what danger they are were so to do, have we not great cause to fear, that
the
war
would be extremely injurious to us by sea
in from England.
It is said, hv some persons in America, that though as well as by land? The American
privateers, though
it might have been wise to seek permanent security without a port to take shelter in on this side of the
in 179.3, by entering into the war on the side of the Atlantic, did great mischief to our commerce even
republic of France, it would not be wise ;ww, seeing in the channel. What, then, would they do if all
that America has become so much more able to de- the ports of France weve open to them and shut afend herself than sue was in 1/93, a proof of which gainst us? If, in short, America were in alliance
she has given in her recent war against the undivi- with France, what English ship unarmed could hope
On the other hand it is con- to escape capture? And, h is to be hoped, that, in
ib-d force'of England.
tended, that, though America be so much more such a case, the skill, the discipline, and undauntpowerful than she was in 1793, England, loaded as ed bravery of the American navy would not be comshe is with debts and taxes, is more formidable municated to that of France. Emulat'on might do
than she would have been in 1793, even if she had a great deal towards sending forth fleets, able, in a
then subdued France; for, though the people of Eng- short time, to cope with those of England.
Really;
land Suffer, the government has more force at its if we wish to keep these two nations asunder, it
command; and, what is more fox its advantage, the appears to me, that we have no way of accomplishcountry is brought into that sort of state which ing the wish but that of keeping at peace.
makes rear almost necessary. If her paupers have
If America were to join France in the war we
increased three-fold, her armed men and her means should, doubtless, tell her, that she was
a veacting
of destruction have encreased five-fold. She has ry base part; that she had received from us no probecome a nation of fighters. She possesses all the vocation; that we had not meddled wiih her; that we
means of destroying- And, say these reasoners, it had expressed our anxious desire to live at ^>eace
js not only subjugation against which America with her.
But, my lord, might she not answer; veherself also
ry true; and you have received no provocatiomfrom
ought to guard; it is her duty to guard
Igainst devastation and plunder. Besides, say they, France; France has not meddled with you; France
to the exer- has
expressed her anxious desire to live at peace
England lias now less powerful motives
While the with you; and yet you have gone to war against
cise of forbearance towards America.
while
latter was without manufactures;
England France; if, therefore, it be base on my part to make
had almost a monopoly in the supplying of America; war upon you, after you have begun war upon France,
the
latter
of
the where is
the
in
saw
the former
prosperity
you r justification for having begun that
means of augmenting her own riches and power. war? Besides, have you no ally' You boast of having
sees
in
Ais
the
case
different;
all
Rut hbw
England
Europe on your side. And shall France have no
rnerica even a manufacturing rival; and, what is ally? Shah you have twenty allies against the old
still more provoking, she sees in America a rival ally of America; and shall it be deemed base in A::i naval
power and "renown. Therefore, say they, merica to become the only ally of France? You say
she must and she will desire our destruction; whe- that yours is a war of precaution; so is mine. Yon
ther she will attempt it ag un will depend upon her fear that JVupoleon may, one day or other, get to Lonand our means of attack and resistance.
don; and you have been at Washington, at FrenchIt must be confessed that our infamous newspa- town, and at Alexandria.
to the AmeIt is a favorite saying, or it used to be, in Ameripers have given but two much reason
ricans upon this head. For they have published ca, that it was her true polfcy to keep alooffrom Eu~
lists of the American navy and accounts of the Ame- ropcan politics and wars.
General Washington serican shipping and manufactures; and, having dwelt veral times expressed this sentiment. But cun she
upon their magnitude and on their rapid increase, do it? If general Washington had seen the congress
and your col- house in flames, the other
they have called upon your lordship
day, and had seen our
leagues to prosecute the war for the purpose of people so busy in packing up goods at Alexandria,
destroying these evidences of rising power and he would, I imagine, have begun to think, that it
wealth. They have contended that it was just to was not so easy a matter to keep aloof from Eurocarry on war against America to destroy her navy; pean wars; and, if he had lived to be made acquaintto destroy her shipping and manufactures, and io ed with the famous captain HENRY'S exploits, I
obtain, at" lea- :, a stipulation from her not to build think he would have had his doubts as to the possia certain
Even
ships of war beyond a certain number and
bility of keeping aloof from European politics.
.-.-,.
T'uev have contended that such a war would we, in England, say, that America should keep at
a
be jestt that we should have
fight to impose such peace, though we ourselves are always at war in
and that our safety demanded that we some part or other of the world; though there is no
conuition
should.
war, in which we have not a hand. The truth is,
Ii' I am told that these are the sayings of a set of that America must take a
part in the wars and polianswer
that
I
foolish writers in newspapers, my
Here are powers in Europe who em
tics of Europe.
is,
of
these
have seldom seen any
people promulgate reach her, who have colonies in her neighborhood,
any political opinion without its being, in the se- who have an interest, or think they have an interest,
not in their own in
was
it
with
to
that
mc,
tmrt, very clear
injuring her. They combine and co-operate
abolish heads that the sentiment had been hatched. one another; and she must form alliances too, 0" she
_
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was impnde'itly asserted, not long ago, that A-

/W part

towards us in the war;
us
id she was called anaxsassin, who bad attacked
was pleased to h ar, from •mcS n
itvthe.j/wjb.
oasass «v,
q-uvter, a sentiment of abhorrence against
vas disple ised to he .r su.cn an act attributed
but,
to \m>. rir.i; because no charge was evermore false.
It is notorious! tuat America used every etiort, and
of her inpnadc ever} sacrifice shoaytof a surrender
with E igiand; and,
dependence, to in dntain peace
that so far from attacking is in the dark, she gave
pii rica li.ul

acted a

:•

l

!
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during the last war. America Trill consider
and judge from the past; and, your lordship may
be assured, that she will not want the mens of d >ing wnat her permanent safety shall manifestly <le*
effects

of,

maud

.

have thus, my lord, stated to J$H what I think
will be the view that the people of America will take
of the present scene; what \ think will be tneir feeli
and I havepqiuted oat tire co:;sequenoe9,<#hi'ch
ing a
I
appre lend from those feelings, it wc enter up;n
the war against France on the ground which is at.
present set forth. The Americans, I repeat, ara
prone to peace, as every uncorruptei nation is -but
i

ns notice, for years beforehand, that shew ml 1 re
unless we
pel bv force our seizure of her seamen,
ccascdthal practice. What, then, could be menu as it was said, the otiier evening, that it Was better
Really we ogo to war now with a strong alliance on our side,
by this cuargi of assassin-like conduct?
Beeni to have taken into our ac. ids, like the- cock on than be compelled to go to war at the end of an exthe dunghill, that ail the world was made for us; that hausiing arme l peace without allies; as this was
no nation is to form an alliance, nor even to think deemed triumphant reasoning , in England, in beofdefending it iclf by its own arms, if we disapprove half of offensive war, you muse not be surprised if
of it. When our interest, real or imaginary, is in it be imitated in America, in behalfbf a war of vie1 am, Sec.
is to be fence.
W>1. COBBETT.
question, the interest of.no other nation
accordJiotkv, Jlay 6, 1815.
thought of The question with America,
was to be, not wheing to this presumptuous whim,
-

1

ther she suffered injury; but merely whether it was
conducive to our interest to impress her sailors. It
as useful to us to do tills, sue was to deserve anit
nihilation if she did not quietly submit to it, and
to all us cruel and degrading consequences.
Vyeproceed upon the same notion with regard to
'

What! America
amongst foreign powers.
mce;, with any power but us! Dreadful pretlie
weight
sumption! Presumption which merits ail
of our vengeance! What! Americaseek safety, wuen

allianc es

make

wc

alii

think

ij

best

to

keep her

in continual danger!

—

America make an alliance for the purpose of defendat
ing herself against us, whose public writers,
least, devoted'

her chief magistrate to the gibbet,

and herself to a return under the mild protection of
'•'die PARENT state!" Nor ate there Wanting writers in America to hold the same language; but they
are met by men, who are able to com end against
them. There the press Li free, really free; and here
truth will pj evail,

fhom cobbett's weeklt nECISTLH of mat 29.

TO CORRESPONDENTS

IN

THE

OF AMERICA.
JJotley,

near Southampton,

U.

STATES

May 20,

1815.

have, within tuese few days, had tendered to me
through the post, a small parcel from America, wit i
"newspapers" written on it. This parcel had, a;
appears by the post-mark, been sent from Liverpool
to London, and from London to
Botley. Thec'ir.r^con it was nine shillings and
six-pehcesterling; that i;
1.0
say, however, in our paper money, being about, at
this time, a dollar and a
I did not take tin
half.
parcel, of course, much as I wished to see its cor.
tents.
From this account, it will be perceived, thai
unless parcels of news-papers,
coming from Ameribe
ca,
actually coiyvej ed by the bearer of item cither
Lome at Bothy (which can seldom happen.) ortj
London, the object in sending tlrem must be defeated; for, a file of daily
papers, for only one month,
sent to me by post from any
out-port, would cost, a.
least the price of a good
I remember
large rat hog.
I

A good specimen of this insolent way of talking
was given by sir John Cox Ifippesley, who, at a late
one
county meeting in Sommersetshire, said, that t.ie

parcel,

which came

to

me, charged with

nin\~

at least their president and die major- pounds some q>! i shillings of pontage, Which is no v.
were the slaves of the late tyrant the [nice of a hog of seventeen score treight. As I
ity of the congress,
had given in their
"of which
very desirous to receive,
from
France, a

Americans, or

of

am

they

proof

war against us. So, because America, in defence oi'herself, went to war with us, while we were
at war against Napoleon, she was to be deemed the
slave of Jfapoleon, who had no power to hurt her,
and wiio had never called on her to go to war in his
Siie was to stop till our war with him was
behalf.
It
at an end, before she sought to defend herself.
was baseness in her to assert her own rights, at the
end of many years of complaints, because we were
at war with Napoleon.
late

This insolent language,,
ted to

lieal

the

my lord,

is little

wounds of America.

She

we

calculawill, in

can say, reflect on her past danger,
and she must have lost her usual wisdom in profiting from experience, if she does not noiv seek. the
means of security betimes. That with all her natural reluctance to war, she will be disposed to do
spite of all

frequently, papers

America, and as the papers in that country are nor,
as ours are, loaded with a tax
equal to more tha.i
one half of their retail price, I will
point out the
manner in which they may be sent to me. The
par,
eel should be .-addressed to me
by name, "to the
care of the publisher of Cobbett's
Weekly Political
Register, Lotulon." But, it ought, if the vessel go
to London, to be carried
the master, or
or

—

by

mate,

by some careful person; and if the vessel arrive at
some out-port, tne parcel, with the same direction
on it, shouid be carried to some office, whence a

London Coach departs. Tnereit should be; deliverand the bearer shouid see it booked, as we call it.
By these means American papers will reach me
with very little trouble, and at an expense of which
I should tl) ink
nothing. All single letters from Ameed,

—

be addressed to me at Botley, near Souththis I am certain; and, it will, I amagine, require ampton, and be put, at once, into any post-office in
but a slight provocation to induce her to act upon this country. The hirelings, who conduct niuethat disposition. It has been announced to us, tiiat tenths of the newspapers in London, have all possi
Switzerland has been informed, that there are to bie facilities in receiving American newspapers.
rica

may

—

Ham- But, they

publish from them that only which suits
burgh, Tuscany, Genoa, and several other states their purpose. Their object is to mislead the peofelt the eil'ects of such a principle during the first ple here, or, o keep them in the dark: and, they
war against republican France. Denmark felt those cull out every passage calculated to answer the end.

be no neutrals

in this

war against Napoleon.
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Besides, there ore vcrv few papers (the Mitionaty
sent to England,
Intelligencer excepted) which are
e <ccept the papers called federal. T.ie persons who
send
end these pap
papers, if not English by birth, areEngconnection. Thus we sec only one side of]

lishby

hence it was, that malignant and
the Times newspaper, for,
beastly as is the editor of
hirainstance, the fellow really might be deceived
sclf by the cooko clamor of the aristocratical American newspapers; but, hence, though I could get a
/ was not
sight of none but the same sort of papers,
deceived, because I had had that experience which
what
I saw
enabled me to put a proper value upon
It i,s of great consequence to the
in these papers.
cause of truth and freedom, that the republican papers should come to us from America, and that other
republican works should also reach us; for, it is
from this island that opinions and facts go forth to
produce impressions on the minds of the world.
Bound up as our press is, we, by one means or other,
t'ie

picture; and

:

—

We

contrive to get a great deal into circulation.
are nearer the grand scenes of action than you are;

YlTl,

and, of which you can want no assurance of
my w?4
any rate, to makethe best possible use.
Vm erica
iow begins to make a
in
t.ne
gre.rt figure
>rid;-—
but her example, which, ir'marie universall
known,
at

w

•

.

would be of more weight than tier
military orn.val power is, from the causes above
stated, of com*
paraiively little service. I take this opportunity of
expressing my best wishes to Mr. Mat jew CinitY,
of Philadelphia, for a very
exceilentpainpide,, which
lie has had the
goodness to send me, entitled, ".i
calm Address to the })"fj[>le
of the. Eastern Status on
'he subject
of the ttsprSssn at ion of Slavs,- the Ke»
presentation in the Senate,- and the hosti!i:y to commerce, ascribed to the Southern states" 1 should
he obliged to some one to send me
a/ry work, or

works, giving an accotmt of the erpenjjs of the government, and state governments of America; also of
her shipping, commerce, debts, taxes, &c. &c. And,
if -Mr. Cake*, or some otner
person equally cap;.,
ble, woi dd spend a few hours in giving mean account
of the prices ofprovisions and lab?r, I should deem

it ,a
Tnese may have changed
particular favor.
COBBE IT.
and, if you wish your principles and jour example since I lel\ America.
P. S. Since writing the above, I have
to have their due and speed/ effect, we must be the
(23d
iv)
received from some friend in Philadelphia, a small
principal vehicle of them. Some one at Pliiladelfile of Am-irus,
of
American
the
a
sent
me
"EXPOSITION
paparcel
containing
phiahas recently
of
VCTER of 'he War:' ; ,iis
pers, received at Philadelphia from other place;, the "CAUSES and
from which I perceive, that my letters to lord Liver- paper, it appears; is official, and was ready for offi#00/ have been re-published in all parts of the repub- cial promulgation, just at the time when the news of
I never read so able a
to the pe.tce arrived.
lic, from Roston to Savaimah, from Philadelphia
paper; never one calculated to produce so great an impresPittsburgh. Flattering as this is to my self-love,
It is an invaluable document for
it is much more gratifying to me as a proof of the sion.
history; a
powers of the press, and as the foundation of a ra- noble monument of the power of the human mind.
tional hope, that the day Is not distant, when tyran- If our government have received this paper, and if
ny, wherever it may exist, will fall beneath tio.se they will but read it carefully, they will, I am sure,
powers. Letter VI. to theeavl of' Liverpool, 1 wrote, clearly see, that any attempt either to delude, subof America, must fail of
i remember, in a room in a farm house, one morn- due, or check the rise
success.
Tje paper would fill about four wnole
ing when I was detained by iv.in. I might 'have
thought it; but, certainly I had not then the most Registers, perhaps. But, though I cannot insert it,
distant idea, that what I was then writing' would so it will be of great use to me; and I beg the sender
to accept of
my best thanks.
quickly come back to me, in another print, at.er
having been read on the banks of the Ohio and those
7
of the Mississippi. This single fact, the sight oi
only one such print, is to me more than a compen- Of Jcdui'. To-jL-.ii.v, when sitting as a Court of Adsation for all that I have suffered in the cause i
miralty in the Mississippi Territory, on the right
truth and freedom. But, it is of far greater imporof the army to property captured in war. i)e, J
as
tance as a stimulant to future exertion, and
sugc ember 25, 1S14
gesting additional care in planning and executing. The United States,
}
But, why should not the ji'tenth offreedom co-ope
vs.
S.
see how firmly bound together its ene- Sch.
Kate?
Active and cargo, j
their
mies are; how they, for the fur theranceof
grand
This is the case of a vessel and cargo belonging
and
object, mutually sacrifice all their prejudices
to, the enemy taken in sig.it of the fore at Mobile
even their petty conflicting interests. You have
Point, by the troops stationed at that place under
heard the saints of Hartford rejoice at the restora- the command of
major Wm. Lawrence. It appears
tion of the Pope. The holy father has embraced die
from tne testimony of two of the persons who boardof
him
a
christian
who
calls
dog.
Dey
Algiers,
ed the vcsst-1, tiiat a boat with six men was sent out
Why should not we aid eachother? You are beaer by the commanding officer to examine a vessel
off than we arc? You have free presses in every seawiden, Oil approaching, tliey round to oc British
port; your seaports are numerous; your masters ol that after
being fired upon by the fort, she was
vessels have a direct communication with you; you boarded
and taken without opposition, a the discan easily come at all that we publish. Wliileyour tance of about a
miie, or perhaps more, as one ot"
continent, and all its presses and literary produc- them s
thinks:
iys, or about two miles, as the other
tions, are shut from us by hundreds pf obstacles of that she was under British Colors
hat the persons
which you have no idea, our enemies have their re- on board
acknowledged themselves to be British
gular con espondeuts, their communications always
subjects, and said they were detached from the Sea
open; they know here ail that is passing in your Horse to
bring the schooner Active and cargo (concountry; while we are wholly in the dark; whuewe sisting of dour captured at Alexandria) to Pensaco-,
.ire deprived of the use of all those powerful weala; and that the crew, consisting of six men, were
pons, which your unrestrained press woultl put in- armed with muskets, cutlasses and
The
pistols.
to our hands.
I hope that these considerations will
book shews her to be British. Tne libel prays
log
lie sufficient to induce some one of you, at least, to
the condemnation of the vessel and cargo as good
forward to me, in the manner above pointed out, and lawful
plea Howprize to the United States.
such papers and other publications; as are likely to ever is fi.ed
Lewis Judson. (in the character of
by
be of benefit to the cause of train and frc<*k>m
lionsignee and agent for the c pturs) to tue^uri
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gi)

diction of the court, on the ground thata's this court rations, must
equally be subject to the control of
has jurisdiction'
in cases in which the United the government, and
depend on those regulations
only
Stales are parties, it cannot legally entertain a suit which it may establish.

which the private captors (as ii
2. What indeed is the
alledged) arei
object of war? Is it to agthe only parties who have a right to claim the cap- graudize individuals, or is it to maintain the
rights
fed property. The said plea farther alleges that of the nation? The
just and lawful scope of every war
the "schooner Active and
were
is
(observes
28
to
Vattel,
or
Captured
cargo
by
p.
J)
prevent
revenge
"Win. Lawrence and others on ihe
high seas and not injury. If to accomplish this object, it be expediin the
enemy's forts, camps, or barracjes, and there- ent to encourage individual warfare, by granting all
Sore by the
usages of the laws of nations and the tne profits arising from it to the parties engaged,
laws of war, as
enemy's property, become forfeited the nation has a right to promise this encouragement;
but until this encouragement be
to the said private captors."
actually offered, it
No question has been made as to the regularity* must follow that every thing which is acquired
by
oi the piea nor as to the
Legitimacy of the conclusi- individuals, whether acting as private persons or as
on, that the government is in no suisc to be regard- a part of the public force, must belong to the nation
ed as a party, if the
proceeds of a capture are suf- under whose authority they act."
fered to go to the troops engaged in
3. What
rights, are acquired by a state of war?
making tne
capture; but the whole has been liberally lea by the "A nation (says Bynkershoek, p. 4,) who has injuattorney f prosecuting on behalf of the United S uaes, red another is considered, with
every thing that beto depend on thesimple
question whether the troops longs to it, as being confiscated to the nation which
o! the United States tints
receives
the
The
making a prize, are enii
injury."
rights accruing, theretied bylaw to the benefit of it? Tne
are national altogether.
They are not indivigeneral belief fore,
dual rights. The case seems
that they are so entitled, the want 01 a
analagous to that of
knowledge
of correspondent cases, and thelittle attention Vhicu, the internal administration ofjustice. A civil sociin this part of the country, we have had occasion to ety
a nation has the rignt of
punishing those who
e;ive to enquiries of this nature, have apparent!} arc guilty of violating the public laws.
Though
the
be
created doubts even in the mind of the
members
of
their
own
guilty
community, they
attorney ac"forfeit
their
the
for
United
and
or
their
have
lives.
rendered
both
But the
may
States,
ing
property
parties desirous that the question should be judici- right of the body politic does not attach itself to the
individual
members
of
settled.
The
it. The
most
mode
ally
nation, indeed, mighc
satisfactory
probably
of coming to a conclusion on this subject, will be authorise individuals to take the lives or the proto have recourse to general principles.
perty of known offenders—but without an authority
"1. What is war? It is a contest
the nation, individuals have no such
(says Bynker- delegated by
shoek) carried on between independent persons for right. A right in private persons to avenge violations of the law does not follow as a natural consethe sake of asserting their rights." Where
society
does not exist where there is wo such institution as quence from the circumstance of their being memthat which we caM-irovemmeiit, there individuals, bers of the great political body.
On the contrary
being strictly independent persons, may carry on the very same act which would be retributive juswa
agamst each other. But whenever men arc tice wWcn emanating from the sovereign power,
formed into a social body, war. caniiot exist between would become murder or robbery in the individual.
individuals.
The use of force among them is no. Wiiy should it be otherwise, as it regards our interwar, hut a trespass, cognizabie by tile municipal course wit bother nations? Why should a nation be less
law.
(Dink, on the law of war, p. 1^3.) If war jealous of Us rights, with regard to hostile nations
then be the act of the nation; whatever is done in than with regard to hostile individuals? Why less jeathe prosecution of it, must either expressly or im- lous when they are encroached upon on a large scale,
Whatever than when they are encroached upon on a scale trulypliedly be under the national authority.
prtvat e benefits result from it, must be from a na- small and insignificant? And even admitting thatiii
tional grant. ''War (says Vattt 1, p. 268) is that state tile one case the public authority permits an indiviin which a nation prosecutes its right
dual to execute the sentence or the law, and in the
by force"
The right of making war, belongs alone to the so- other to attack and vanquish the public enemy, it will
vereign power. Individuals cannot control the ope- not follow that in either case the property of the
rations of war, nor commit any
is to become the property of the individual
hostility (except in enemy
self defence) without, the
-'The by wnom the national will is carried into execution.
sovereign's order.
generals (adds that writer) the officers, the soldi This it should seem must depend on express stipuers, the part izans, and those who fit out private ships la'ions made in behalf of the nation.
Agreeably to
of war, having all commissions &oin the
these principles, the celebrated M. De Vattel, after
sovereign,
make war by virtue of a particular order. And the observing that a nation has a right to deprive the
necessity of a particular order is so thoroughly es- enemy of his possessions and goods, of every thing
tablished, that even an er a declaration of war be- which may augment his forces and enable him to
tween two nations, if the peasants themselves com- make war, goes on to remark, that booty or the
mit any hostilities, the
the enemy taken in war, beenemy, inslead'.df sparing moveable property of
them, hangs them up as so many robbers or banditti. longs to the sovereign making war, no lets than Lis
This is the case with private
for he alone
fthe sozweigii authoships of war. It is towns and lands:
only in virtue of a commission granted by the so- rity J has such claims against the enemy, as warrant
vereign or his admiralty, that they are entitled to him to seize on his goods, and appropriate them to
be treated like prisoners taken in a formal war."— himself. His soldiers (he adds) are only instru(Vattel p. 365—6 ) If then on the general princi- ments in his hand, for asserting his right He mainWhatever they do, is in his
ples of civil society, the whole operations of war tains and forms them.
depend upon the will ami authority of the govern- name and for him. (Vattel 335.) These principles
nieiit, surely the appropriation aim distribution o, are equally applicable to every fcrm of government.
the property acquired in consequence oi
it is perfectly immaterial with whom the sovereign
uioseopein
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*See Bee's
Bepoi
f-Miv Haines.

authority resides.
p. 9.

o ret.

Y1JL

With whomsoever

it-

resides, its

erected on the doctrine oi its being the
.gitimate representative oi the r.i t'orcwnTd the

over
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of the nation arc not surety to be considered or private property must depend on the regulations
than under a mo-' adopted by the nation
less-, under :i republican,
making- the capture, and can*
be regarded as Subject to the control
form of government.
jnot naturally
The nation, Ijoweverj as 1 have observed before 'of a system of laws which has respect to tiie rights
may givei a baunty to individual captors may re-land duties of nations towards one another. What
under our author states as to the practice of nations tolinquisjia pattoiits rights to tiiose who fight
same writer wards their citizens, is not, truly
its banners,
Agreeably to this, the
speaking, a delito neation of the laws of nations.
The conduct of nagoes on to observe that "the sovereign may grant
Use troops what share of the booty he pleases. At tions towards their own citizens; must depend on
present most nations allow whatever they can make their own municipal regulations. It is by the laws
on certain occasions, -when, the general allows ofplun- of nations that we must determine the circumstances, under which prizes may be taken; but what is
dering what thej find on enemies fallen in battle;
the pillage of a camp when it has been forced, and to become of them when taken under the sanction
sometimes that of a town taken by assault." The of that law, cannot depend upon the law of nations,
c ises here enumerated, seem to be those where ei- but must depend upon the will of the nation by
ther theobjeci was too trifling to become a matter which the capture is made. Individuals of U.e capof national attention, or where the services previ- turing nation can have no right independent o tue
ously rendered by the iroops, called for a degreeof nation' to which they belong. It is by a reliance on
i
igor and exertion which would merit extraordina- the authority of their nation, that they shelter themThe whole, however, is made selves from the charge of robbery or piracy. Tne
ry encouragement.
to depend on the aillofthe nation, expressed through sovcreig-n, however, may distribute the booty as he
The soldier (lie aads) pleases. He may do it by a general law, or by spetheir commanding general.
in several services has also the property of what lie cial regulations, issued by his generals, subject to
can take from the enemy's troops, when he is on a tne emergency of the case; provided the form of
party, cr in a detachment, excepting artillery, mi- government admits of such a delegation of authoEven the property acquired by privateers,
litary stores, magazines^ and convoys of provisions rity.
or ;mge, which are applied to the wants and use depends on stipulations madewiththe supreme powwhen
er
that
of
the
of the army." lie then goes onto observe,
countrv to which tii« belong. "Persons
even this custom is introduced into an army, the (says Vattel p. 367,) fitting out ships to cruize on
to
the
tue
auxiliaries
as
sameright should be allowed to
enemy, in recompenceof (heir disbursements
national troops; but proceeds to inform us, tha^ a- and the risk they run, acquire the property of the
mong- the Tlonums the whole booty was carried to capture; but they acquire it by grants from the sove".lie
public stock, and sold under the direction of reign who issues out commissions to them. Tlie sovethe genera), who then gave a part of the proceeds reign either gives up to them the whole capture or
this depends on the contract made between
to the soldiers, and remitted the rest to the public a part
As to those wno withoujt
(Vattel p. 367.)
treasury. (Vattel 335 (5.) It is evident from tne them."
whole strain of this passage, that the author is not any authority from their sovereign, commit depreattempting to lay down general principles by v\ hici dations by sea or land, they are regarded aspirates
nations arc to be governed in the disposition of pro- and plunderers, and tilings taken by thcin do not
perty taken from an enemy; but, is merely describing thereby, undergo a change of property. (Bynkerue practice of different nations. In several services, shoek p. 12~.) The discussion therefore entered
yyvs he, that is in the service of several governments, into by Bynkershoek in his 2 Jth chapter, respecttbig Soldier has, on certain occasions, the proper u ing the captures made by vessels not commissioned,
he takes from the enemy; but it was otherwise, lie for the purpose of determining wne.her they should
adds, among the Romans.
belong to the owner of the ship, to mariners, or to
I have been more
particular in stating the princi- the shipper, (and on which a good deal of stress Has
ples laid down by writers on the law of nations (or been laid in argument) has ready but little or noththe dictates of justice and national sense, as applied ing to do with the present case. That writer having
o common
intercourse) because the attorney lor the previously laid down the established doctrine ^bout
claimant, whilst acknowledging that the laws of the robbery and piracy; proposes in his 30th chapter to
United States are silent on the present case, places examine to whom a prize would belong wiiicu was
a
great reliance on the injunctions of national law. taken by a non-commissioned vessel, attacked by the
} t is contended that the law of nations
gives the boo- enemy, and in her own defence, seeing' the enemy's
He seems to take it for
ty in this ease to the captors, and the principal au- vessel making the attack.
inrity appealed to, is that passage in Vattel, which granted, that the government would put in no claim
have just quoted, where, as I conceive, he is sim- under such circumstances; and under this supposition,
ply narrating the usages of some governments, and is merely canvassing the respective claims of the
A.
He afterwards
laying down principles which are binding upon sailors, the shipper, and the owner.
states an objection which may be raised against him.
Whatj indeed, is the law of nations? Ft is that rule in the following words:
f conduct! which
"It will be said, perhaps, that I am wasting words
regulates the intercourse of nation:;
v.-'fi h one another; or in the
words cf the author last on an idle and useless question, as it is unlawful to
iied, "the law of nations is the science of the law make captures without a commission from the states
subsisting between nations or states, and of the ob- general, or the admiral; and so far from the one who
It is a takes a prize without such a commission being en*
ligations that -flow from it."
(Vattel 40/)
hiw fill" th-e government of national communities as titled to it, he is rather to be considered as a pirate,
in their mutual relations, and not for the
above congovern- agreeably to the principles which! nave
ment of individuals of those communities in their tended for." (p. 161.) He then quotes Grotius, to
relation towards one another
nor can it control the shew that a prize taken under circumstances of ne•\>nd'.ict of nations towards their own citizens, extake it.
cessity, belongs to those who
The doctrine, therefore, which he contends for, has
,jt in cases
involving the rights of other nations.
t'ioparty once transferred by capture, must be sub- relation simply to the case of a mercantile vessel,
i Ct o the Lws of the nation
by which the capture which being attacked at sea by the enemy, successi.nude. The niics'tica whether it .shall be public fully resists the attack and makes a prize of the adVi: •Tits
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verse party. It has clearly no relation to the case
before the court, His reasoning's Imve in general a reference to the laws of the states general of
the United Provinces and the Learned translator

now

—

a note upon this chapter seems to state the discussion ofthc author as founded on the /supposition
in

merely, that

a

u

persons, otter then the sovereign of
be considered as entitled to the
Again in a note at the end of the

TO VOLUHE

naval station, used for
tion of the crews of

VIZI.

the temporary

Qi

accommodi'

ships ot war, gave occasion to
remarks from sir Wiili-.m ;v >tt very applicable ta
the case now before aic;
"J accede, says Le, entirely to what has been laid down, that a capture
at sea, made
by a force up
land, ([which is a. cihb
certainly possible though rtoi fr< [u'eWt) is considered generally as a h'oTft-c6i'h missioned
capture, anil
inures to the
benefit of the lord high admiral.
''Tims, if a sh.p of the eneihy Was compelledto
strike by a firing from the castle of
Dover, or othc
i

i

captor, may
prize, (p. 156.)
chapter, he observes: "In France and Great Britain,
prizes taken by non-commissioned vessels, Belong
to the lord hitch admiral, as a droit of his office.
garrisdheU. ibrtr'eis upon the land, thai ship would
No distinction is made whether the captor did or Be a droit of admiralty, and t:;e garrison must )>t
<lid not make the capture in his own defence, or from content to take a renuird from the boumy of the ddrhisome other justifiable motive. Ikitas in Great Bri- rally, and not a prize interest, under lac king's pro*
All title to sea-prize must be derived
tain the office of high admiral is vested in the king-, clamation.
t/te

—

time been executed by commission, from commissions under the admiralty, which is
rewards are given, at the discretion of the the great fountain of maritime authority; and a military force upon the land is not invested with any
goveriiinent, in meritorious cases." (p. 162.)
The English law on this subject seems to be pret- commission so derived, impressing upon them a
maritime character, :uid authorising diem to takcj
ty clearly laid down in the course of argument on
the case of lord Camden against Home, and others
upon that element, for their own benefit. I likewise
and 1 do not observe auy tiling- in the decision of the think, cases may occur in which naval persons, havcourt to impeach its accuracy. "Whatever is taken ing a real authority to take upon the sea for their
own advantage, migluyet entitle the
by any of the king's subjects from an enemy m the
admiralty and.
course of naval operations, appertains to the king, not Lnemseives, b\ a capture mu.de upon the sea, by
either as a. jure cbrome, or as a droit of admiralty, ac- the use of a force stationed upon the land. Suppose
the crew, or part of the crew oi a man of war were
cording to the circumstances. If talc on by a private
and descried a snip of the enemy at sea, and
ship, without any commission from the king, the landed,
that tuey took
possession ot any battery, or fort upprize belongs to him as a droit of admiralty. If such
a ship had a commission, only one tenth of the prize on the snore, and by means thereof, compelled such
to strike.
I have no doubt ttiatsuch a
belongs to the king as a droit of admiralty, and the snip
capture,
rest is the property of the owner of the privateer. though made by persons having naval commissions;
But where the capture is made by the king's ships yet being made by means of a force upon the land,
or forces, the property is vested in the king's jure which they employed accidentally, and without any
corona; and in such cases it is judged by the admi- right under their commission, would be a droit of
But that adjudica- admiralty and no.tiung more." (1 Robin. Rep. p. 197.)
ralty lawful prize to the king.
Another case in which the right of a
tion by no means imports the capture to have been
party not.
made by the king's ships exclusively for if it were commissioned for the purpose, to share in a prize,
came
into
was
that of me Providence, a coinview,
made b"v hia forces, the adjudication would be the
jamc. Now there are three sorts of joint captures: missioned vessel, and the Spitfire, a vessel not.
one by the king's ship and privateer, with letters of commissioned, against the Dutch, and who jointly
took a Dutch ship.
marque the distribution whereof is made, accordThe judge of the high court of admiralty,
on board the several
gave to
"ing to the number of persons
Uie Spitfire half the sliare she would have been enships— the king's share being adjudged to him in
titled
if
she
had
been
a
is
instance
of
commissioned—
to,
but the
the jure corona. The second
capture by the king's ship and a non-commissioned pri- lords of appeal pronounced the whole share pf the
liable
to
whole
as
a
the
droit
is
entitled
to
Spitfire
the
or
vateer. There
confiscation,
king
perquiAnd yet in ttiii case the Spitfire
to the privateer's part thereof, as a droit of admi- site ot admiralty.
nad
not
for
othe
letters
of
corona
the
other
but
only applied
had
according
marque,
injure
ralty, and
same mode of distribution. The third is the instance obtained a warrant for them to the judge of the adwho
on
account
of
the
and
nathe
of
of
a
miralty,
in question,
pressure
king's army
capture by
business,
did not issue them till the
day after the capture.—
vy conjointly; and there the whole rests in him jure
1,2 Rob. 235—note.)
corona" (4 Term Rep. 387.)
An English act of parliament provides, "that in
Agreeably to this statement, we find that sir WilHam Scott granted a motion against the master and all conjunct expeditions of the navy and army against
owner of a privateer not commissioned against the any fortress upon the land directed by instructions
from his majesty, the flag and general officers and
Dutch, to bring in the proceeds of a Dutcli prize.
The party appearing acknowledged that he had no commanders, and other officers, seamen, marines
commission, but prayed to be admitted as a joint and soldiers, spall have such proportionate interest
The court did not even suffer the case to and property, as his majesty, under his sign manual,
captor.
be argued, but observed: "The person admits that shall think fit to order and direct." (2 Rob. 237.)
The prize act of the 21st George III. gives to the
he had no commission. It is therefore impossible
for him to contend for a legal interest in joint cap- officers, seamen, and soldiers, &c. on board every
ture.
If he thinks he has any equitable claims, ari- snip and vessel of war in the king's pay, the sole interest in prizes taken
by them. (4 Ter. Rep. 391.)
sing from any services he has performed, they may
It should seem as if their courts adhered
fie represented to the admiralty.
pretty
to
the
words of their laws in abjudging to
"The former proceedings (of condemnation at strictly
whom
captured property belongs, and took care to
Jamaica) on the part of the non-commissioned captor,
are mere nullities; and the property must be pro give it to the crown, where there is any doubt about
the
Robin.
ceeded against as droits of admiralty." (4
right of individuals. Thus, in the case of the
Rep. p. 59.) The case of the Reoecca, which was ships taken at Genoa, which were given up, on the
a question of interest in the capture of a vessel made payment of 17,000 pounds by tue owners. Sir Wilby'naval officers from the isjand of St. Marinou, a Turn Scott ?aid. "I am not atfare tha-t the prize aci.

and

lias for a long-

suit. .hie
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"To fight without command, is almost alwa'g
considered in a soldier as
fighting against command, or against the prohibition."
For my own part I do not believe that our valiant
soldiers,, who but a short time before so much distinguished themselves at Fort Bowyer, would he
considered with regard to this vessel as
Hob. 329.)
fighting
A fort so situated, on a narrow,
In the course of argument in the case before me, without command.
the counsel for the military force at Mobile Point, barren, point of land, unconnected with any settlelaid some stress on the observations of Sir William ment of moment, but commanding the entrance by
Scott in the case of the Derdrecht, which was a water into an extensive and valuable country, must,
case of joint capture between the army and navy, from the very nature of it, be considered as* intendand where the judge seemed to admit that there ed to prevent the ingress of enemy's vessels; and it
became the duty of the garrison stationed there, to
might be grounds for making the condemnation
the army, although the case guard the pass and to lay hold of every thing belongpartly to the benefit of
did not come within the provisions of the act of ing to the enemy, whether the object could be acthe army to share,
complished by means of the guns at the fort or by
parliament, which directed
some cases, in conjunction with the fleet. It has means of boats or other vessels attached to it.
The only question then, which remains to be confrom hence been concluded, that a condemnation
might have been made to the army under the law of sidered, is, have the laws of the United Siates given to tlie
nations.
It is possible however, that there are
military any share in prizes taken by
other British statutes, besides the 33d of Geo. III. troops so circumstanced? It may be desirable that
had
done so. But this ground seems to be
(the statute there referred to) under which the ar- tuey
my preferred its claim. It may have been built on abandoned by the counsel for the army. A kind of
some royal proclamation: but that it could not have negative argument has indeed been raised on ihe
been founded on the law of nations, or on any gene- 58u» articie of the rules and articles of war. It is
ral principles growing" out of a system of national said a, at this article confirms to the -United States
law, must surely be sufficiently apparent from the property taken in camps, &c. but not at sea. The
observations and authorities which have already words of ttie article in question are, that "all public
stores taken in the enemy's camp, towns, forts, or
been brought into view.
But the main stress seems to be laid on the con- magazines, whether of artillery, clothing, forage, or
sideration that the duty of the army is to fight on provisions, shall be secured tor the service of the
the land that our troops are employed tor Jaatf United States; for the neglect of which the cornHence it is
is to be accountable."
especial purpose that land.forc.es are not required mantling officer
to fit out boats and go to sea, ana that fortune ha- concluded, that if they he not public stores, or be
not taken m the enemy's camp, towns, forts, or maving thrown this prize in their way, it ought, on the
to be condemned to their gazines; they are not to be appropriated to the goprinciples of national law,
benefit.
The view, however, which has been alrea- vernment, but belong to the captors.
The object of this article is clearly not to ascerdy taken of the law of nations, and the objects to
which it can apply, seems to take off the weight or* tain air Lnmg about tne right of property, but
And how much soever one may re- merely to provide for the safe keeping of public
this argument.
stores belonging to the enemy, and to render the
gret that the gratification is not within the reacn
of this court to be the medium of awarding a prize commanding officer responsible for any neglect reto the gallant defenders of fort Bowyer; it is its du- specting them, liad a prosecution been commenced
at Fort Bowyer, for
ty net to interfere with the prerogatives of the le- against the officer commanding
to tin)' preservation of the cargo of
gislative or executive brandies o. the government; any inattention
and it must not be disguised, that if the troops at the schooner Active; this 38th ai tide, possibly, (inthe fort were not, as it seems to bealiedged, under asmuch as tiie property in question was not taken
any obligation of noticing the approach of an ene- in tlie enemy's camp, towns, forts, or magazines)
my, unless it were made on terra jSrma; if every might net have afforded a le^al basis for the prosething done to obstruct or capture the enemy on the cution: but no fair deduction from it certainly can
tlie
sea, were merely gratuitous, and beyond the hue of ever be carried so far as' t«> shew, that because
their duty, (a doctrine which those gallant men property captured was not expressly required by
themselves most certainly never would advance.) this articie to be secured for the United States,
then their conduct in so transgressing their line of therefore, it must be regarded as the private produty, would rather stand in need of apology than of pert} of the ca&tOi
Whether it be so or not, must depend on estareward. "Soldiers (says Vattel p. 367) can undertake nothing without order, either express or tacit, blished principles, and not on so very strained an
of their officers.
Obedience and execution are implication: and these have already been sufficiently
their province.
They are not to act from their own examined.
As to the laws of the United States respecting
opinions.
They are only instruments in the bands
of their commanders. Lei it beremetnbered here, property captured by tne public force, the most mathat by a tacit order, I .•an the substance of what lerial is the ad of the 2 3d April, 1800, for the better
is included in an
express order or in the functions go^ rnment of the navy.
Tin., act gives to the captors the proceeds of vescommitted to us In a supei ior; and what is said of
soldiers must also be understood of officers, and of sels and goods taken on board of them when adis a law expressly
all who have
any subaltern command: thus with re- judged good prize. But this act
spect to tilings the care of which is not committed tor tlie government*/ ihe navy of tlie United States
lo them;
and, iud< cd, it does not appear to be contended,
they may both be compared to mere private persons, who are to undertake nothing witUOUt that it can hv any n les of construction, be extended
order.
The obligation of the military is still more to the army
\\ irate "c< mmis icned vessels, in likemanner, destrict, as the laws of war forbid expressly acting
Without order: and this discipline is so necessary, rive their n ht .' appropriate to themselves the
letter*
thatit scarcely leaves any
prizes th< j make, fiom die "act concerning
thing to presumption.
a
authorises me to condemn to the captor?, in such
case as the present. The act gives them ships,
is a sum of money, which is
goods, &c. af oat. This
not exactly of that description of things."
On this account, and another which he mentions,
he made the condemnation puss to the crown. ( 4
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constitution of government fears a w y near :
blance to our o-.ui:,- and (taking in the cont :.\ ,) th it
the constitution of
government now adopting, or
tling, in Prance, is a bad constitution or system.
As to the first of these propositions, that a constitution cannot be well made till at ovrr, it Is of little

of marque, prizes, and prize poods," passed on the
26th of. hme, 1812.
This act after stating the conditions on which auioour vessels to capture the
thority should be given
vest
vessel':; and property of the enemy, proceeds to
the same, when taken under such authority, in the
vessels by which
owners, officers and crews of the
U.S. vol. 11, p. 240.)
prizes should be made, (Laws
Had it been the inten ion ot* the government thai
non-commissioned vessels should be entitled to the

<

consequence as to' the object which have in view;
for, the French have been more than 25 years forming their constitution; and, however mortifying it
may be to some people, the laws of France, evu
while
the Bourbons were on the throne, last
the!
in
that any persons
year,
proceeds of prizes made, or
and not belonging to were, for the griater part, laws passed by the differemploy of the United States,
to
bene
the
entitled
national
be.
as
some
would call thera,
assemblies, or,
the navy or marines, should
jcn'.
it
L is a very great mistake to suppose
fit of all
enemy's property taken by them;
wouldjthe yacoims.
'that
should
intention
either
such
in
his
that
constitution
or his code,
been
natural
Napoleon,
surely have
have 'been expressed iii these or some other Icgi.sla- began anew. He did little more than arrange, clasti\e acts.
Moreover, indeed, it does not appear sify, reduce to order, and provide tor enforcing the
what occasion there could be to provide regulations laws, under whatever name, passed by the different
and bonds for the government and good conduct of assemblies; and this was the code, wiiich the 3our
So that
vessels applj ing for commissions to make prizes; it bons promised to adhere to and support.
to the constitution of France, as it now stands, has been
all vessels of anj description were authorized
take and to appropriate to heir own use the proper- the work of 25 years, not only of 'study, but of expe1

ty of the enemy, merelj bccause,tts it hath been con- rience. It is very curious to hear so many persons
tended, the fortune of war had thrown it in their abusing, or ridiculing, the French constitution, and,
in almost the same
breath, saying, that it is no more
way.
It has been stated that a case occurred in New than what the people had under Louis XVIIL This
war commenced, where a ves- looks a little like insincerity.
England soon alter the
It is, however, the
had appro iched near to a fort of the U.
alledged resemblance between
sel, which
the benefil of the troops the English and American governments which is the
States, was condemnedfor
bv whom it was captured; and it is likewise urged most interesting object of examination at present;
that libels have been bled in behalf of military cap- though it will, before I conclude, be necessary to
see a little what resemblance that of France bears
tors in the federal court of the state of Louisiana.
As to the former case, it is only stated on a recollec- to each of the former governments. I take your
be
this
into
in
lordship to mean, of course, that there is a very near
tion, which 1 canno. help believing
stance somewhat inaccurate: and as to the latter, resemblance between the English and American goa
«.
uu.iiuisufhei
vernments
ftnuiu
afford
as they really are in operation. Not as
lv.
suirvu it
men soever
precedent
j/ivi.^uv.iil
how much
may
nicij
ent to justify a practitioner at the bar in putting in they are to be found in books written about constito
court
a
tutions.
no
What
justify
a claim.
precedent
n; it can afford
Montesquieu and We Llome and
In the whole view of the case, Blackstone and Paley and a long list of grave politiin sustaining it.
cal
is
and
it
romance
the
writers
before
court;
have published upon the subadjudged
therefore, now
decreed that the plea be over -ruled and dismissed, ject, we will leave wholly out of the question. Your
with costs in court occasioned by the plea, and that lordship was talking, and so will 1 talk, of things
the schooner Active and cargo be condemned as AS THEY ARE, and not as they ought to be; or as
to the United States.
they are, from parrot-like habit said to be. And,
good and lawful prize
here my lord, I begleave, once for all, to state, that
FROM COBB^Tt's WEEK.IV REGISTER, JUNE 27, 1815. I am offering no opinions of my own upon this subYour lordship, according to the published reject.
This article was received too late to avoid an inter- port, says, that there is a near resemblance between
the English and American
oi' Cobbeti's writings.
governments. This fact
ruption of the series
I
ED. REG.
deny: but, that is all. I do not say that the American government is better than ours; nor do I sa -,
f
[Revised at the office of the Democratic Press.]
that it is -worse. I only say, that it does not resemTO LOUD G RENVILLE,
ble ours.
Which is the best and which is the worst
Cki the Constitutions of England, Jtmertca, and France.
Mr Lokd. In the published report of your speech I leave to the decision of the reader, in whatever
of the 24-th of last month, on the subject of the war country he may live.
we read the following passage: "As
But, befoi e I enter on my proofs of the negative of
against France,
was firmly this your lordships proposition, permit me to obto new constitutions, he (lord Grenville)
of opinion, that a good constitution, could only be [serve, for a moment, on the desire, which is so offormed by the adoption of remedies, from time to ten discovered in this country, to induce other nations
which required them. to adopt governments like our own. No sooner do we
time, under the circumstances
The only instance of exception mentioned was that hear of a change of government in any country, than
of America; but, that did not apply- The founders we begin urging the people of such country to adopt
of that constitution acted with great wisdom. It was a government like ours. The newspaper people, the
framed so as to produce as little change as possible Walters and Perrys and the like are everlasting tellin the existing laws and manners under the altered ing the F'rench, that they ought to come as nearty as
form of government which, though a republic, was possible to our admirable mixed government. Those
constructed as nearly as the difference would admit, cunning loons, the Edinburg Reviewers, chaunt the
CON- same litanies in every succeeding number. They
on the MONARCHICAL form of OUR
STITUTION."
despair of the French, because they reject our exThis passage, my lord, owing, I dare say, to the cellent model of government, and they predict, that
want of accuracy in the reporter, is not so clear, or the American system cannot endure long, because
so correct, as one might have wished, but, its mean- it has none of those bodies of nobles or large propriing evidently is, that constitutions of government etors, who are the best guardians of the people's
csanot be well formed all at once; that the American n$ftis, standing as tlje latter do between the people
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and the prince! This was their talk, indeed, before our arms. To what, them, shall I
fairly ascribe tigs
your lordship and other great noblemen joined the desire to induce other nations to adopt our sort of
war.
these
the
What
of
in
It
government?
is
place
ministers,
notorious that men seek for com'support
is a p;reat deal more panions in
hunting critics will say now
misery and disgrace. Never was there a
than I am a >le to g e - Thtis, too, it was that Burke bankrupt who did not wish to make his
appearance
ranted and raved. The Trench, according to him, in a
copious gazette. Til c coward looks bold when
hair put to death, because they he has fled
beat
have
to
a
crowd.
ought
The country girls'
amongst
who anticipate the connubial tie,
despised the "admirable" mixed government of
always observe,
and very truly, that
are
not
the first, and shall
England.
they
How he ran on, what bombast ical balderdash he not be the last. It is said that pe sons infected with
the plague feel a
published upon this subject, your lordship knows as
pleasure in communicating it to
well as I; and you doubtless remember that, when others. To ascribe to a motive like
any of the,e our
an veered by Paine, instead of attempting to reply, desire to extend our sort of government to other nalie pointed out the work of his antagonist to be re- tions would be
shocking indeed. Yet, lest we should
Now my lord, what expose ourselves to the imputation, 1 think it would
plied toby the attorney general!
be
best for us to be silent
can be the real cause of all this anxiety to get other
upon the subject; or at
own sort of government? It is least where nations decline to adopt our
nations to adopt \
system, to
be
so
to
not tiie usual practice of the world
eager to refrain from expressing any resentmait against them
a
If
on
that account.
man,
induce others to share in one's happiness.
John Bull's may be the best
goin a field or vernment in the whole
world; it may be very laudaby any accident, finds a parcel of mpney
lk
his
ble
to
or
in
a wood, does he runaway
bring
neighbors
him, very disinterested, very humane, extraeven his cousins, or brothers, to enter into a search ordinarily generous, to urge other nations to
partake
with him? Did we ever hear of a tradesman, who in his blessings. He may lament the blindness, or
had set oi good customers, endeavor to introduce the obstinacy, or the perverseness of the nations,
to them? Did ever a hand- who refuse to
persons of the same trade
accept of his offer. But why should
some woman try to make any other woman look as he be angry with them? Why should he be
ina.rag&
that
other
were
even
with
them?
as
handsome
herself,
though
Why should he quarrel with them 0:1 that
her sister, nay, her daughter? I fan individual maize account?
a valuable discovery, so far is he from communicaWe will now, if your lordship pleases, come to
if he can, obtains a pa.
ting it to the world, that lie,
the resemblance between the
of
whoEnglish and the Ame'die
and
tent for it,
right
punishing
thereby
rican governments.
They are both called governever attempts even to imitate his wares. What then
to
be
and
so a're the kites and
ments,
sure;
pheasants
can be the cause of our anxiety to make other nati- called
birds,- but assuredly, though I
pretend not to
ons partakers in the blessings of our government?
which
is
the
or
say
"which is the worst, they
best,
take special care to keep from them all we can resemble each other no
more than do these two desWe have a law for the enin the way of commerce.
of the feathered race. To substantiate this
riptions
.o the discoucouragement of our own navigation
I shall take the material
points, in the two
We have assertion
countries.
ragement of that of all other
cases, that the contrast may at once strike every
other
countries
to
maJ
the
to
laws
carrying
prevent
eye.
-;

<•

:.

We

chines to facilitate the

making oi' ma/ivfcc:::rcs.

We

ENGLISH GOVERNMENT.
have laws to prohibit the carrying of the produce 01
A king, having the sovereign power settled on his
our colonies to other countries, until it has been
to prevent the expo:-' family by hereditary descent.
His heir may be an
brought here. We have laws
should get our old manor woman, a boy or a girl.
tation of live sheep lest ether countries
A MERIC AN G OT ERNMENT.
We have laws to punish artisans and mabrceefcThe chief magistrate is a
who attempt 'o leave this country, and
PRESIDENT, freely
nufacturers,
al<y> to mmish the masters of the vessels in which elected by the people every four years, and he must
also
punish
the avowed o.ijectof be 35 years of ege.
to
escape;
are
ing
attemp
they
ENGLISH.
which laws is to prevent- other countries from arrivThe king's civil lists amounts to more than
state of perfection in manufactures and,
our
at
four
ing
How is it then, my lord, thfrt we are so gene- millions of dollars annually, or 1,900,000 of pounds
arts
rous as to our political possessio7is? Generous, did I sterling, besides the allowances to the royal chilWe arc not dren, queen, &c &c. amounting to nearly 400,000
sav? Nay, obtrusive and impertinent.
them with both hands at once, but pounds more.
only tendering
AMERICAN.
we really thrust them upon the world; and, if any
The President receives a compensation for his
as to refuse to renation be so resolutely delicate
services
which cannot be augmented
ceive them, let that nation look to itself!
during his pre"Will you give me a penny?" said Dilworth's beg- sidency, and this compensation is 2^,000 dollars, or
6000
the
love
of
"No." "Will you, for
pounds sterling.
gar to the priest.
to keep me from
ENGLISH.
Christ, give me a halfpenny then,
The
me
one
far"Will you, then, give
king, without tlie consent of any part of the
starving?" "No."
I
must
die
since
with
legislature, makes treaties, and even treaties of subthing?" "No." "Pray, then,
me your blessing, reverend father." sidy, agreeing to pay money to foreign powers. He
hunger, give
and
receive
it."
"No," appoints ambassadors, public ministers, consuls,
"Kneel down, my dear son,
were worth but one singe judges, and all other officers whatever.
said the beggar, "for if it
it
so
not
me;
AMERICAN.
you may e'en
give
farthing you would
But we greatly
The president with the consent of the senate, who
to yourself."
keep your blessing
we
are
withhold
elected
tiie
while
for
co:nmerce,
by
people, can make treaties, two
surpass the priesl;
With the same coitrarts, artizans, manufactu- thirds of the senators concur.
navigation, manufactures,
we
not
sent
he
'c.
our
&
He.
only offer
appoints ambassadors, public ministers, conrers, breed of animals,
but we abuse those who reject it; and there srds, judges, &c.
.

—

blessing,

ENGLISH.
are those amongst us who scruple not to say that
The king can do no wrong. His person
the nation which has the insolence to refuse to share
in our political happiness, ought tp foel tht force of 3nd jnyiolahle.
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or.

the petition presented lo the houseof commons, and
AMERICAN.
V, av.d wljenhe La received b$ Qiat house on the tJth of May 1793. [U
Tfte president may b«
stated
He that petition it
trial in senate the chief justice is to preside.
Members.
can not only be d'mmi ed and disqualified by the sefor the
"That 30 peers nominate
66
nate! but besides that he maj be afterwards
-

—

/.

i.->

same offence

and punistuid, acindicted, tried, judged
ai>v' other criminal.

influence

39

cording to law, like

ENGLISH
The king a

'

.

.

la

-

.

-

ar

105

and mate pecce, without
'•Thai ~1 peers nominate

anv body's consent.

AMERICAN.
The

president cannot declare war.

influence

and the senate together do it: n is done 6h the con
is an act, passed by the representatives
ffressf and
of the people.

88
75

Nor can he

ENGLISH.

163

"That 45 commoners nominate
hi

Huencc

The king- grants pensions to whom he choose? an
der 6000 dollars a year. He has mpre than 100,000
ser
pounds a year placed at his disposal for secret
render- "That 91 commoners nominate
rices, of which no particular account is ever
ed even to the parliament.
influence

61

22
83
82
57

AMERICAN.

139
can give no pension, nor, even with
the consent of the senate, make any grant whateve
"ABSTRACT.
of the public money— not even to the amount of a
Members.
dollar.
Every thing of this sort' is done by the con"That 71 peers and the treasury, return by nogress, comprising the whole of the representatives
mination and influence
of the people.
170
"That 91 commoners return by nomination and
ENGLISH.
influence
The HOUSE OF PEERS hold their seats by fie
139
make new peers
reditary rigid,- but die king may
whenever he chooses. They maybe old or young, "Total members, returned by private patronage
"for England and Wales, exclusive of the forpresent or absent, abroad or at home.
AMERICAN.
309
"ty-five for Scotland
from
each
"That in this manner a majority of the entire
The SENATE consists of two members
the
is
are
elected
"house
and
are
of the states in the union. They
chosen,
by
enabled, being a majority,
state legislatures, who have been elected by the peo- "to decide all questions ill the name of the whole peuconsciThe
of
and
Scotland."
serve
for
England
"ple
four [six] years.
ple.
They
tution positively forbids the granting of any tide of
AMERICAN.
not
under
be
senator
is
to
thirty
Every
nobility.
As to the qualifications of voters, it is simply that
vears of age when elected, and is to be a resident in of
having paid taxes, and being in a state to be callthe state for which he is elected.
ed on for taxes. There are, in the different states
ENGLISH.
differences in the regulations as to
voting; but
consists of county slight
The HOUSE OF
generally and substantially the paying of taxes,
members and city borough members. Be the coun- small or
great in amount, gives a right to vote. Of
ty great or small, it sends two members and, as to course, as the president, senate and
representatives
the cities and boroughs, London and Westminster, areall chosen from this
source, they are all really ths
which contain about 800,000 persons, sentls six
the people.
It is
representatives
of
manifestly a gomembers, while OldSarum, Gatton, and many other vernment carried on
by the people, through their
send
a
hundred
not
each,
persons
places, containing
delegates.
each two members. The members are elected for
ENGLISH.
seven years.
All the ministers have seats in one or the other of
AMERICAN.
The HOUSE OF RE PRESENT ATI VES consists the houses, and a great number of their secretaries
of members from the several states,i« number propor- and clerks besides. In 1808 when an account of this
tioned to the population oi Hie states, according to ac- matter was ordered to be printed by the house of
tual enumeration.
They are elected for two years commons, there were 76 persons in ttiat house, who
ENGLISH.
received, amongst them, 178,994 pounds sterling a
The qualification for county members 6001. a year year of the public money. What was received in
in land; and 3001. a year in land for borough mem- this way by die peers and their families I have no
means of knowing. But, not only can members of"
bers.
cither house enjoy the profits of places or of grants;
AMERICAN.
The qualifications for members is merely that of they can receive appointments and grants while tliey
having attained the age of 25 years, and havingbecn are members. They frequently take part in voting
seven years a citizen of the United States.
money to themselves. But, there is this safeguard,
that in some cases, at least, when a member receives
ENGLISH.
The qualifications of votes arc too various to be a lucrative appointment, fie vacates his seat, and
half described. In counties thefreeholders only vote, must, if he continues a member, b? re-elected.' It is,,
and these do not form a twentieth part of the pay- howevever, very rarely, that his "constituents" re-i
ers of taxes. A house or a bit of freehold land worth fuse to re-elect him!
Oh! la belle chose*.
40 shillings a year, gives a vote; while houses and
AMERICAN.
lands to the amount of thousands a year, if retaining
No person holding an office under the government
any of the feaudal character, give no vote at all. can be a member of either house; and no one can be
But the be«J account of this matter is tg be found >in inn©ir.t?d t<j soy place (during' t'.ic time for-which

The president

COMMONS

—
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he was elected) if such -place has beeu created dur
iugtbe time he was in tJie legislature.

ENGLISH.

thereof."

No religious

test is required of any man
for any office.
Any man may publish
pleases about religldn.
>
tythes in Ame-

to qualify

what he

VIII.

him

N

can dissolve the parliament tohetiever lie rica. Marriages are settled under tiie eye of the
lias been dissolved at civil magistrate, if'the
parties cnoose.
pleases; and the parliament
ENGLISH.
everv change of ministry for some time past. lie
As to the liberty 01 SPEECH and ofthe
can also prorogue the house at his pleasure.

The king

-

PRESS,

AMERICAN.

acts have been passed to
abridge both; but
particularly one on the 12m of July, 1799, which
suppressed all political societies, all" societiesfor de-

many

The president -has no power to dissolve the conthe houses; nor to adjourn their
gress or either of
meetings unless they disagree upon the subject.
Nor can he call them together at any time hut at
periods fixed by law, except on extraordinary occa-

—

sions.

ENGLISH.
he rejects

bating and lecturing; excepc under licenses from the
king's justices of the peace or police magistrates.
Lven lodges of the poor childish Freemasons were
compelled to have a license to meei, and to be registered; and even after this, the king's justices

—

might order any lodge to be discontinued;" that is
to say, broken
The king's justices^ c^se of
up.
disobedience of this law, might punish at once
AMERICAN.
by a
If the president does not approve of a bill pass- line oi'l2Q or three months imprisonment; or if the
fit by the two nouses, he sends it back with his ob- offenders were convicted on iiklictment,
they were
but if two thirds of both houses perse- to be transported for seven years. Public Souse
jections;
were
a
law.
to
become:
loose
bill
their
the
licences
if
keepers
vere,
they permit-N vJijloU.
ted such meetings at then' houses.
Every place for
The king alone coins money, raises troops and fits lecturing, debating, or reading newspapers, where
If thefcing disapproves of a bill,
once v, ithout assigning any reasons.

it at

m

t-j

be

deemed a disorderly
money
p..id,
nouse, unless previously licensed. The king's jusThe congress alone has power to coin money, to tices were authorized to take the license from anv
"raise troops, to build and equip ships.
publican; that is to say, to put and end' to his trade",
ENGLISH.
upon receiving- information, that seditious or immoThe privilege of hulfe&s corpus was suspended in ral publications were read in his house. As to the
England tor several years, during Pitt's administra- PRESS, every printer is, by the same act, compelled to give notice to the clerk of the
tion, when there was neither rebellion nor invasion.
king's justices,
that he keeps a press or presses tor
AMERICAN.
priming, and he
The privilege or writ of habeas corpus cannot be is to receive a eertincaie of having given such nosuspended, unless, when in cases 01 rebellion or in- tice. The justice's cierk is to transmit a copy of
America the notice to thekmg's secretary or state, in whose
vasloii, the public safety may require it.
has lately bee;, invaded in several parts, has had her office tne names and places of abode of all the print•owns burnt and plundered, her coast ravaged and ers, and the number of the presses, Stc. kc. are all
devastated; undy'et, the habeas corpus'Was not siis- nicely registered. Letter Founders are to do the
same; and moreover they are to keep an account of
pended.
the types and printing presses that they sell, and
ENGLISH.
It is treason to compass the death of the king,- and are to produce them, whenever required, to am>
Then again, the name and
ihis iiuiv b'e by writing or talking, and indirectly as justice of the peace.
-. el) as directly. The crime of treason here is against [dace of abode of tiie printer must be primed on evethe king} in America it is against the United States; ry paper or book; and .my one issuing forth, disihat i; to say against the people.
By an act or this persing after published, any paper or book, without
and a year longer) the name and place bt abode of the primer, to be
king's reign (to last till his death
Tiie printer. is
it is declared to behigh treason to endeavor to over- punished by tiie forfeiture of £20.
awe the king, or either house of parliament, in o a compelled to keep a copy of every thing lie prints;
he is to write on it tiie name and abode of the
person
change of measures or councils; and at one time it
was high treason to send to any person in the domi- who employed him to prim it, under the penalty of
120.
or
flitch
of
or
about
a
of
a
Persons
of
nions
bacon,
flour,
France, bag
selling
handing
papers may be
seized and carried before a
a bushel of potatoes.
justice to have it determined whether they have been offending the law.
AMERICAN.
Treason consists only in levying war against the An}' justice may empower peace officers to search
UNITED STATES, or in adhering to their enemies, for presses and types HE suspects to be illegally used,
and to seize them and the printed papers found.
giving them aid and comfort.
As to newspapers, the proprietors, printers, and pubENGLISH.
In England the Church establishment receives in lishers, are all compelled to go to the stampoffice and
rents and tythes about an eighth par. of the amount make an affidavit of their being such, and aJso of
of the rents of the whole kingdom. All the bishops, their place of abode. They are compelled to dedeans, prebends and the greater part of the benefi- posit one copy of each paper at me office; and his
ced priests are appointed by the crown. There are copy with their own affidavits is all that is called for
test law, which shut out from political and civil in proof of their being all guilty of any hbci founu
and men are the paper.
privileges great numbers of the people;
AMERICAN.
frequently severely punished, put in felon? a jails, and
for writing, printNo law can be passed abridging the freedom of
fined, axvLpillored into the bargain,
about religion.
SPEECH or of the PRESS.
ing or publishing their opinions
MarChe bishops have seats in the house of peers.
ENGLISH.
An act was passed on the J !kh of December, 179i<.
iages are not legal unless sanctioned by the priests
o f th e established church.
making it death idr any part oi'tlic people above 50
out navies.

sliali

is

to

be

AMERICAN.

'

—

—
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—
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AMERICAN:

law shall
"No
"
."'•

'

'

:

.

?

made by congress

.-?.

o

vouib.

in

number, \o meet ior me purpose of petitioning,
anless notice arid authority tor holding such meeting
I-- _m-. tu to aud oh tamed from t e king's justices

in

be

M

it

respecting

-
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exercisi
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r'fhe penalty of DEATH, without benefit of clergy, men, women, children, paupers, soldiers, s^ttors
occurs no less than nine times in this act. This act, convicts and prisoners of all sorts.
not to spin out its details, puts all political meeting's
The American government collects from the peowholly under the absolute authority of the justices,

AMERICAN

sheriff's, and other officers; who can in some casei
prevent their taking place at ill; and, in all cases,
put an f nil to them at their, sole mscrefhn. First a
written notice, signed hv seven householders of the
place, is to be given of a meeting; this notice is to
be conveyed to the clerk of the justices. The justices, thus apprized of the meeting, arrive.
And,
:f they hear any
body propounding, or maintaining
propositions for altering any thing by law established, except by the authority of king, lords, and commons, they may order the offending parties into cusThere needs no more. This is quite clear.
tody.
k maybe excellent; but it is impossible to fL\d any
thing like it in America.

ple 12s. 6d. each a year, in taxes, taking in the whole
of the population.

ENGLISH!

The king has state Boachei, horso guards, foot
guards, several palaces and parks at the public expense.

AMERICAN,
The president

has none of these.

ENGLISH.
People kneet and kiss the king's hand.

AMERICAN.
Nobody ever kneels

to the president or kisses his

hand.

my lord, proceed much furdicr were it
AMERICAN.
neces-ary; but from what we have seen, I think it is
law can he passed to abridge the right of the plain, that there is no likeness whatever in the two
people peaceably to assemble and to petition for a governments. As to that of France, as ir in ,-.o\v mr.v.redress of grievances.
modled, it appears to me to resemble t;ie American
ENGLISH.
rather than ours.
Peqple in France vote for memAccording to the amount, ordered to be priuted by bers of the legislature upon the principle or reprethe house of commons in 1808, the
following are a sentation and taxation going kund in hand. There
few of our sinecures:
are no feudal titles or right- ivi France, The peers
Auditor of the exchequer, lord Grenare, in fact, no more than eminent citizens, having
no great estates attached to tfheir titles tod seat*.
ville,
/4,000
There is, and there is to be, no established religion.
Teller, earl Camden,
23,117
earl Bathurst,
The two chambers in France, like the congress in
2,700
Clerk of the Pells, hon. H.
America, are forbidden to pass any law respecting a
Addington, 3,000
Chamberlains, hon. F. North,
1,755
predominant ahurch. Religious opinions ire to be
free.
There are to be no books, which may not he
Montague Burgoyne*
1,660
Master and worker of int, earl Bafreely commented on and examined into. There is
to be nothing so sacred that re;ison may not approach
thurst,
3,000
it.
There arc to be no tythes- in France, consequentRegister ofadmiralty andprize courts,
lord Arden,
38,556
ly no benefices to bestow. This is a government cerMr. GratAMERICAN.
tainly very much like that of America.
There are no sinecures in A mevieatan observed tt>r.t the French people had exchanged
the paradise of the Bourbons tor the "eternal damENGLISH.
It is stated that there are
nation of a military despotism." May b« so; butthev
great deductions out of this; but it is not said
»#em resolved not to have feudal titles and courts;
•mho receives them,
177,783 ihonastries and tythes; gabelles, c.orvees and gam«
laws.
AMERICAN
May be so; but it has not been proved.
The whole of the civil government of the United
In conclusion, my lord, give me leave to suggest,
States, president, congress, ambassadors, and mi- that it would be as wise in us not to cry up our sort
of government so much. If it be better than that cf
nisters, do not cost 170,000 a year.
There are no pensions, except granted
to have one like it? Most of
by congress France, why want them
for actual and well known services.
my neighbors are well enougii content if they are
but able to gc. good crops themselves, wi.ixmt
ENGLISH.
This is not being very select. I could have easi- thinking much about those of other people. We
ly selected much fewer places or pensions, to have are always calling the French our enemy, and repremade the same amount.
senting their power as so dangerous to Europe: and
Here I will not take our /?/>?/ thousands, like the why should we then fret ourselves because they will
duke of York's, but will take "a few of the small
not be happier than they are? It would«ertainly be
fry,
and especially the
wise to let them ulone; for, by evincing' such an everanti-jacobin authors or their descendants,
lasting anxiety about their form ofgovernment, I am
ifrahl that we shall give ri.te to a suspicion, that it
H20
Joseph Planta,
Mrs. Burke,
is their form of government, and not the ambition
1,200
Sir Francis D'lvcrnois,
of their chief, that we dread, and against which we
200
ltd. Cumberland's chilctrcr.,
are about to make war. I am, &c. &c.
200
Mrs. Mullet du Pan,
WM. COBBETT.
200
Rev. Herbert Marsh,
511
The letter from which the subjoined paragr*phs are
\Vm. Giffbrd,
329
extracted, it is necessary to premise, is addressed
TheEnglish government collects from the people
to several gentlemen of Albany, who, as a testil T 16.?. each a year,
the
whole
po pulation
including
mony of their approbation of Mr. Cobbett's late
•This Mr. Burgoyne has just written a circular
political writings, transmitted to him not long
letter to his neighbors in
Essex, calling upon them
since, a present of a suit of American broadcloth.
to spend their last
if
shilling,
necessary, in a war
Spread through his letter of acknowledgment,
against the emperor of France, whom lie calls evethere is much sound doctrine, which we have se^w
N. B. Mr. Burgoyne
rated from the local matter and embodied below.
ry thing but an honest man.
has had this plate tor more than
FIIO.M COBUETX'S RKilSTER OF JULY 22.
thirty years' Will he
I could,

No

M

npw give it
ed fof

up, seeing that money
and necessary war?

'Jtiisjutt

i,I

&o

much

want-

Gilxtlemex'

—I begyou to communicate my

Co the repuhlioim
citizens

ti.p.nfcs

ef A^tusy, and to
a&afs
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Cm.fnh.

if

my

me

countryman, Jack.so:<t, without tide or pecuniary reward, return, perhaps, again to his occupation at the
bar; then, indeed, the pensioned Bckkk,
might well
advice had been followed by the have
exclaimed; beliold, hare, the eheap d^fenee of naAmerica
with
war
the late

has traversed the ocean to find
village.

VIII.

in this obscure

statesmen of England!,
tions.
would net sc have taken place. But, I am far from
It is by
establishing, and'making known throughnot
has
war
the
certain, thaf, seeing the result,
out the world, Tacts like these; it is by affording
benefithe
in
not
will
end,
been, or, at least,
prove
such lessons and such examples to mankind, that
cial to mankind; and, that, is to say, beneficial to the the late war has
done a good, which far outweighs
For, withal representative, or, self government.
all the temporary
misery which it occasioned.
out freedom, what is man belter than the beasts-o. Those lessons and those
examples must, in the end,
'die field' These have an abundance to eat and drink,
produce their due degree of effect. But, give uie
to wear, and whereon to repose; and there/ore, are leave to avail
myself of this opportunity to express
not in any wise surpassed in happiness or in dignianxious hope, that it will be the constant object,
or my
nam%
whatever
of
the
depots,
ty by
tne never-ceasing care, of the people,of America,
subjects
assume. And,
ti.e despots or
to guard, as they would guard the apple of their eye,
"for is,
despotism may
Without real
government, freedom
]

—

i

representative

which forbid

the intro•eedom.
easure would

—

.

'•

by a corruption of manners and every
the other & state of slavery. In the one case tne peo- e it of civil
Whenever men in such a state
society.
the
in
themselves;
ple submit to rules agreed on by
asyour's begin to wish to place themselues and faother they submit to a master.
milies above the mass of their fellow citizens, they
The suit of clothes, which you have sent me, prove start without restraint in the career of all sorts of
as fine and as beau- baseness.
The appellations and epithecs of squire
very clearly thai vuii ran make
tiful broadcloth as an}' in the world. Ihos«j to whom and excellency and honor and honorable, given amongst
1 have -shewn it, say it is the very finest they ever yoa,~vithout thought in general, have a mischievous
vaw. But, though I rejoice exceedingly afyouE as. tendency. What have you to do with these old badgof ma- es of the feudal times, or these modern inventions of
tonishing progress in this and other branches
me in European courts' The president , the governor, the
nui'acture, which, for the reasons given by
members of congress, ithe secretary, the ambassador,
my preface to a re-publication of Mr. Livingston's
work on sheep, I look upon as a change in the affairs the commodore, the general, the judge, the sheriff,
of the world, singularly favorable to the happiness the mayor, the justice, the doctor, thepriest, if.
of all people^ and as unfavorable to the cause of des- you have one, are sufficiently designated, and sufmore beneficial to ficiently honored, when they are called by the name
potism; still the war iias been
mankind in another way, the events and the termi- of their office. Any tiling further smacks of aristonation of it having clearly proved, that, to defend a cracy, which, wherever great riches are accumulacq' nt y against the most powerful and active and ted, requires to be watched as narrowly as those,
best disciplined enemies, there need neither stand- weeds, which, if not checked in time, would coin-*
ing armies, privileged orders, titles, decorations, pletely overtop, subdue, and destroy the crops desnor expensive gov-eratnents provided the people be tined for the food of man.
'''.
Tne happiness- of
makers of their own laws, the choosers of their
erica arises chiefy not from
chiefs, and be, at 'die same time, enlightened in their ihejreat learning possessed by any part of her citithe
most
the
is
the
but
from
his
tiie
Winds. 1
important,
zens,
great,
enlightened state of the minds of
useful fact, which the late war has established be- the whole population. This has arisen from the means
of education which all possess. These means arise,
yond all dispute;
The pensioned Brnitr. talked of titles sxnApnvile- not so much from the superior industry of Americans (for they labor less, far less, than the people of
?es as the cheap tiJfikcevfiiatioihs.-iLS Hie had forgotten the immense sums of money, with which tnese England) as from the cheapness of their government
You will see, that nearly which may aafely be ciieap, because it is strong in
arc always accompanied.
a ytifflon of dollars have been voted to one of our com- the good sense, the information, freedom, and hapmanders for one victory, besides nearly t~vo iftillibns p'mess of the people. 'Next to your enlightened state
of mindj comes, as a cause of your happiness, that
C, jure for oilier military services. These sumswoul
mate a deep cut into die whole of your country's moderation in the desire to amass wealth, which is
ev< niic fur a 3 ear.
Hut, while this'is going on, it the natural consequence of an absence of titles and
has beeji stated in Parliament, that the county jails family distinctions. All the money ofPeru would
either of your sons above die son of your
urefilL-dwithdebtorp,"/): ivy and theto'utitry swarms not place
v ith paupers. 1 f, indeed, the pensioned Burke had [poorest neighbor. Since, therefore, no great end is
seen you, with a Kb'wuwent costing g|5,<J00a year, to be obtained by the possession of wealth, men arc
and with generals anil commodores, unpensioued, Un- less likely to use unjustifiable means in obtaining
tne love of freedom -r.da it, as well as less likely to apply it to a corrupt use,
titled, urged on solely h>
sense of duty, not only defending the sacred soil of or, to heap it on one child to die ruin of all the rest*.
.their country, but performiugdeeds ofheroism with- Hence that equal distribution of property; hence
in the annals of European nations, wiih that stubborn spirit which makes the laborer refuse
out a

Am

:

i

'

'

i

parallel

to call his employer, master; hence that conscioushe had seen the war ness of seh' worth, Which makes meanness and crimes
wound Up y villdgt laager, at New Orleans, with 9Q rare; and hence, in the Americans, that fidelity
u bandol'irtu mi'.iiia whose officers even were t; their country and their colors; and that contempt
9ieir enemies} which naturally nmsi produ.ee, ar.i
arcelv in uniform, by defeating. ;yid putting to

all their titles,

The

decorations, and pecuniary rewards;

h«d \h ed to see
1

this; if

...

i

.

.

.3
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which already has

c

IlEGtI&TEIi-rSUPPLEAIKNT

produced, such wonderful

ef-

fects.-

Introduce family distinctions and primogenitureJi would
ship, and all tftcsebh ssings vanish at mire.
rot take ten} ears after that to fill your fcbuntry v ith
sinecure plnc$--men, and pensioners^ polrtical'spies
nd informers, hired WriteTs, fraudulent and servile domestics and laborers, and paupers too base
to !>c nirmherea' jmiongst diem.
iPyou want an iastandeoftlie lengths to which a thirst after titles and
family distincti( ns will lead men, look at Napoleon.
Sec thatWoiKJerful man; that matchless soldier; that
wise law giver; the brave, the generous, the acute,
the experienced Napoleon; see him, even to the verj
last moment of his power; and when he knew that
that power v, as just de pju ting-, in all human probability, for ever, from his grasp, still clinging' to Ilia
unfortunate desire to have royal descendants. There
can he no question, that it was this desire, and the
acts which it produced, that finally have led the
kings and their subsidized armies to Paris When
the French people had been used to an emperor for
some\ ears, they were no longer ashamed to think of
receiving a king. Tl*c enineror, by moulding therepublic into an empire, prepared it to become a kingdom. This he manifestly did for the sn^ccA'fainili,';
from that accursed motive of vati!?: , which has ruined the reputation of so many really great men, and
has plunged so many nations into misery. Guard
against the indulgence of it in ybuf country, I beseech you. You are, happily, free from titles and
family distinctions. Makfcit a rule to look upon
makes
ever}- one as an enemy of the country, who
the smallest attempt to introduce them; and, thus
will you keep the scourge from amongst you.
;

1

Another evil for you to guard against is, any increase in the power of the priesthood- If you look
at Burope, you will see the amount of the evils,

which this power lias produced. The struggle now
in France is, in fact, between the priesthood and
freedom of thought. If the enemies of France do
not restore the power of the priesthood, they will do
nothing at all, at last, towards the accomplishment
of their greatebject; that is, the eradicating of what
they call the Jacobin system. Whenever the priesthood havepewer, that power is sure to he employed
10
on the side of what is called "regular government;
that is, the keeping of men in order by coercive
means. It is very odd, but the fact is so, that even
you find priests of all denominations, pull together
in this way, though they are daily and hourly accusing each other of i? acid ng false doctrine. Each tells
you, that it is sinful not to believe in what he teaches, while he tells you that all other sorts of priests
are to be listened to also, though all those others
flow can you actell you that he is in th-e wrong,
count for the wonderful zealot" the protectant clergy
of Europe, to restore the Pope and Catholic religion?
Does not this zeal put the subject in a light so clear
as to

make

it

impossible longer to misunderstand

Does it not shew, that priests of all denominations, though they pronounce the creed of each other to be damnable, make common cause, as towards
the people' Does it not show, that they arc all on
it?

the aide of "strong government?" Therefore, take
care to give them no means of possessing an influ-
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another motive

to industry.

MIT.

When,

Oil

after

I

i

Lugging against wind and tide, tin almost exhaiuft,
ed and despairing uiamcr sceAhis.little
',,•,
Ing to make ahead, courage returns to hi;
strength to his arms; he makes nt w and greater
excrtiopfe; and, finally, Ire overcomes ..II obstacle's!
So, h pc, it will be'witrime.
now sexftlwt have
forced gi«eat and Valuable truths
among,! theJiilttionsdf freemen, who inhabit America,. as well as
wvii
I
feel
amongst my
countrymen!
pride/which
I cannot, ahd which I do~n6t wish to
disguise wh
[reflect, that what 1 write in this little
village, is,
in a t'^w weeks afterwards read
by thariy millions of
people here and in another hemisphere,- and those
too, the most enlightened Of mankind,
f must bo,
and I am, proud to see these essays of
mine, written, sometimes, in the space of a' day, and amidst
cares innumerable, a«l pursuits that demand and
receive my attention from daylight to
dark, thought
worthy of being moulded into pamphlets and books.
i

.

i

l

!

I

And this

gives me the greater pleasure, when I re!
Meet that, no adrerii.'tnents, no puffs, nor
revieiqsthat no extraneous aid of any port, has ever been resorted to by me; but.. that my essays
unsupported and
unprotected have been sent forth to find their

hroughout the world.
In conclusion, gentlemen,

way

I shall

announce through
3

this channel my intention to put into execution i
measure, which I have long had in view, which I
am certain would be greatly beneficial to the people
of America, which I had actually begun while in
prison, and which was laid aside on account of toe
War. I have perceived, from sev eral American writings on agriculture, and especially from Mr* Livingston's work on sheep; and, indeed, I k tow the tact
from my own observation, that your long -winters and
late springs are a great i.npedi neht to the
keeping
of so large numbers of all sorts of animals which afford sustenance to man, and especially o/
sheep a-:
might otherwise be reared and maintained. I am of
opinion, that it is in my power to teach you, speaking always from my own knowledge and actual experience, how to remedy die defect of a want of abundance of suitable food for all such animals duI mean to
say, that if any fannping these season".
er, who now farms in the old"Way, as I saw it in Pennwill
follow
sylvania,
my instructions, he will be enabled, with scarcely any additional capital or exto
double
the
pense,
quantity of live stock upon hi *
A book, having this object in view, is now
farm.
preparing by my eldest son, and will be sent to be
published in Philadelphia in the month of November
next.
I mean the manuscript will
go hence in, or
before, that month.
With these"' views, gentlemen, and not with the
views ofour agricultural societies, whose mi rids seem,
in general, to partake essentially of the earth, whence.
they take their appellation, 1 propose^tb communicate the intended instructions on the culture aiulpreservaiim of winter and spring food for cattle and
sheep; and, if the communication should be attended with success, it will always he a gratification to
me to reflect, that it will be justly thought, to have
arisen, in some degree, or, at least, to have' been' accelerated, by the gratitude which has been exefted
by your obliging and public spirited letter
I cannot even here conclude without congratulating you most cordially on the defeat of the Alger ine3
by the gallant Decatur and his no less gallant com,

ence in your political affairs.
By the same conveyance, I received a printed copy of proposals for re-publishing, in an octavo vo.Tume, by Messrs. Bei.dex and Co. of New York, 7tiy panions. Even in this your republic has given a blow
Even in this your example is
letters on tjic late war. This also has, as may be sup- lb tyrants in general.
nosed, given me great pleasure. It is another strik- of great weight. Even in this does the world see a
ing instance of the great power of the pre*,; and it proof of those sound and just principles, which are
tin bade e'f'yocr political institution^.
i$ a nroof to nte, that vnv labors arc not thro
TotVeethc
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them
captive from the lash of barbarians; to restrain
flom future cruelties; to punish them for past torments inflicted on the innocent; to make th'e sea
the safe highway of nations; to avenge the insults
and the violences committed against freemen; these
are motives of war worthy of America. A Louis,

VIIL

which yon have received from the hands of
wise and galh.nt fathers.

voiis

"With

these reflections
deeply impressed upon my
mind; with un anxious desire that they may awaken
attention in your country; with sincere wishes for
the happiness of
your country in general, and of

title of SAINT Louis, yourselves in particular,
I am,
because, at the instigation of the pope and the
gentlemen, a our most obedient servant,
to
\VM. COBBETT
priefTt^ he fought against these same Algerines
cf
Your
make them change their religion.
Bothy, July 16, 1815.
ground
is
and
war
enlightvery different; it is that of a free
ened people, drawing the sword in the cause of unCASE ON
RIGHTS.
Our
and
United States of America.
newspapers,
equivocal justice
humanity.
and so will it be with the reviews and magazines
Massaclatsetts District, ss.
and
the Circuit Court of the United States for the
(except, the Monthly MagazineJ are very dry
s%upon this subject. They notice the account of first Circuit begun and held at Boston, within and
for the Massachusetts District, on
your victory, but they do it in a waj', which clearly
Saturday the
fifteenth day of October, in the year of our Lord
shews, that they are 'very sorry for it. They do not
one thousand eight hundred and fourteen Before
say this in so many words; but, that this is their
the honorable
feeling is manifest. The truth is, they feel it to be a
blow against tyranny generally; and, they also smell
JOSEPH STORY, Esq. Associate Judge.
JOHN DAVIS, Esq. District Jud^e.
danger, though distant, in the encouragement which
it will certainly give to the growth ofyoitr navy,
ODIORNE, of Maiden, in the county
which, to them and their supporters, is the mosthe- of Middlesex, merchant, in said district, plantifi,
dious of all id«»s. They think, and indeed they vis. Enoch Winklf.y, of Amesbury, in the county
say, that France will now" be crippled for a century; of Essex,, in our District of Massachusetts, nail
and, I shall not be at all surprised, if they soon be- maker, defendant.
In a plea of trespass on the case
For that bv cergin to inculcate the necessity of crippling you for a
like season.
I will take care to convey to you an tain letters patent made out in due form of law in
account of their proceedings; and, once for all, let the name and under the seal of the United States,
me beseech vou most earnestly
READ THIS dated the twenty second day of February' in the
A"CCOUNT
ATTENTION.
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
Be you united, however, and you have nothing to seven and here in court produced, there was grantfear.
No compromise with traitors; no compromise ed to one Jesse Reed, citizen of said United States,
with men who clearly aim at the subversion of your in said district, and to his heirs, administrators or
freedom; but moderation towards ail who honestly assigns for the term of fourteen years from said
differ in opinion.
Mutual, convention there must be date, the full and exclusive right and liberty* of
among those who honestly differ, or your country making, constructing, using and vending to others
will be divided and enslaved.
Let not a conscious- to be used, his said improvement, being a machine
ness of your valor lull you into a false security. You for the purpose of cutting and heading nails at one
are all armed, can all shoot, are all willing to fight; operation. And whereas by two certain deeds of
but there wants organization. You want adopted, assignment, one dated and executed on the eighand that too, directly, the plan of major CariyiHght, teenth day of May i.i the year of our Lord one thoudetailed in a little, work called "ENGLAND'S sand eight hundi ed and seven, and the other dated
JEGlS." That is, the means of effectually defending the twenty seventh day of September, the same
the country without a
standing army. I wish thi-, year, and both dtdy recorded and here in court fo
work werein the hands of your governors and presi- be produced, the said Jesse Reed, for a good ami
dent.
Once organized, according to the plan of that valuable consideration therein expressed, among
work, you might set all the world at defiance; with- other things assigned, transferred, granted and sold
out such organization, the time may come when your to said Thomas Odiorne, his heirs, executors, administrators and assigns, said letters patent, and
country will he in imminent danger.
The duty of evefry ft <*c man, and his very first du- the exclusive properly thereby secured to said Reed ,
ty, is to prepare himself for the defence of his free- in said improvement, according to the tenor and efdom. To
that he in always ready tajighi in that fect of said letters patent, whereby said Odiorne
say
defence to his last breath, is not enough. Actually became sole owner, assignee and proprietor of Said
to he ready to do this is still short of the mark. lie letters patent and of the iniprcvente.it thereby seshould not only be ready and willing so to fight, cured, and also became possessed of said letters pabut, he should b* able to light, to exert his courage tent and the said improvement, or invention there.
and patriotism to the greatest possible advantage.
in, and of all said R-ed':: title ajid interest in and
And this is not to be accomplished without crgani- to the same, both as to right and responsibility, and
And the said planzxttioli; without constant attention to this great duty; so continues possessed thereof.
^^Mhout cheerful submission to regulations agreed «n; tirf in fact says, that the defendant well knowing
without an ever-active vigilance; without, in short, the premise-., but contriving and fraudulently inmaking all private concerns give v\:y to this para- tending to injure the plantifi' in this behalf, did, or.
mount consideration. This is the way to preclude the eighteenth day of December, in the year of ir
the necessity of a standing army with all its accom- Lord one thousand eight hundred and ten, and at
paniments ofheavy taxes, dissolute manners, and livers other tiint.s between that day and the day of
insidious distinctions; this is the way to live, i:i the date of the writ, to wit, at Amesbury, in said
safety, at peace with ;dl the world; tia.» is the way, district , without the consent of the phuitiiT-in that
and the only way, to preserve inviolate your politi- behalf first had and obtained in writing or othercal institution^, to prevent the prodigious increase wise, did unlawfully devise, make use and sell the
invented by said
<,'f your
population and your wealth from endanger- said improvement as aforesaid
Beed and secured to him as aforesaid,, and so^ h?
~ posterity
and to
..W-... to
*U —
V -.- down
band
In?
liberties,' "•*.
J
J,„...
J
*V" your
v
Uiat happiness and flfecd-qjiv, fh; , t eitsc and .plenty, ljtfo?esaio assigned and u^ne-nc^ .y ihje pum>» ».
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In the said action the defendant called one A en
Pollock, as a witness, who in court examined t v
models of nail machines; one a model of the machine
described in the plaintiff's writ, the other u model
of Jacob Perkins' patented machine; and it
being
stated by the said defendant, that said Pollock
was ascientific man and a mechanist, lie was enquired of by the defendant as to the
similarity in the
teenth day of April, in the year of our Lord eigh- ud two machines. And the said Pollock having
stated
that'
the
said
two machines were alike, and
teen hundred, entitled, "An act to extend the privdescribed the powers, principles, and essential adilege of obtaining' patents for useful discoveries
of
the
different parts of said machines;
and inventions to certain persons therein mention- justments
the plaintiff produced in court another nail machine
ed, and to eidarge and define the penalties for vio?
invented
one
by
Sogers and used before clther of
the rights of patentees" the defendant has
lating
forfeited to the plaintiff a sum equal to three times the first mentioned machines were invented; he prothe actual damage sustained by the plaintiff frorti or .po-ed to too court to show said last mentioned machine to the said witness, Pollock, that the same
by reason of the premises, which actual damage
the plantiff avers is equal to the sum of six thou- might be examined by him, that said Pollock by
sand dollars, and an action hath accrued to die plan- means of viewing- the same and examining- it, he.
tiff to have and recover of the defendant the sum Pollock, might be enabled to test his opinion, and
of eighteen thousand dollars, that sum being' three correct it if erroneous, as to the power, principles
times the actual damage sustained, yet the defen- and essential adjustments of the different pares of
the first mentioned machines, and that the said Pol'-'
dant, though often requested, hath never paid the
lock might be interrogated for that purpose by the
sum, but neglects it to the damage of the said
said plaintiff, so that the jury might be better able
plaintiff, as he says, the sum of eight ecu thousand
to estimate the relevancy of the said
dollars.
testimony of
This action was commenced at the last term of said Pollock.

said Reed, contrary to the form of the statute of
the United States, made and passed on the twenty
first day of February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand seven hundred and ninety three, entitled,
''An aet to promote the progress of useful arts and
to repeal the act heretofore made for that purpose."
By means of which and by force of another statute
of the United States made and passed on the seven-

—

when and where, on motion of the plainBut the honorable judge, who sat in the trial of
the court ordered the defendant to plead on or said case,
rejected the said proposition, and refused
before the thirty-first day of May. And the plan- the introduction or examination of said nail
machine,
tiff agreed that the defendant
such
all
invented
might give
by said Rogers, or any examination or inmatter in evidence under the general issue as the
of
said
Pollock
terrogation
respecting the same; aidefendant might have done if lie had given thirty ledging that a witness
ought never to be examined
as to any collateral ma.tter for the
days notice thereof
of ascerthis court,

tiff,

purpose

Whereupon

O. Sel- taining his accuracy as to any fact by him testified
to.
Also in charging the jury in said case, the said
esquires, his attor-

the said Winkley, by

Thomas

and Samuel K.Williams,
nies, pursuant to the statute qf the United States in
such case made and provided, gave notice to the said
Odiorne that he should plead the general issue in
.said action and should give evidence to the
jury to
prove that the machine described in the patent in
part recited in the plantiff's writ, was not originally discovered by Jesse lteed, in said patent named,
but had been in use and had been described in a
f ridge

honorable judge stated the law on the
subject of patent rights to be, That
if any one substantial operation uf the macldne
of the plaintiffs, viz: the cutting,
griping, or heading a nail, ivas the same in tlie
said patented macldne of said Perkins as in the plaintiffs

in

that case, although

all the

other

substantial

operations might be different, yet the plaintiffs pate/it
mutt be considered to be voids and directed tlie jury-

public work anterior to the supposed discovery of accordingly.
die said Jesse.
All which opinions, directions, rejections and de2dly. That the said Jesse surreptitiously oDtained terminations of said honorable judge in the trial of
a patent for the discovery of another person, viz. Ja- said case, die said plaintiff objected to, as
illegal
cob Perkins. And the said Winkley prayed that and
injurious to his rights, and prayed that the same
the jury might enquire into the aforesaid special matmight be examined by said honorable j udge, and if
ter and in their verdict certify whether they find the found to be,
by him,, conformable to the fact, might

same

to be true.

And that for
tho reason, that the aforesaid opinion, direction, rejection and determination of said honorable judge,
in the trial of said action, wa3 erroneous, the salt!
plaintiff prayed this honorable court, that a new trial
of said action might be granted and allowed. And
afterwards in the same term, said motion was waved,
and thence said action was, by agreement, continudiome, by Benjamin Whitman and John Fairbanks, ed unto this present term for judgment on the veresquires, his attornies likewise. Issue being thus dict, unless previously otherwise agreed by the parAnd now, no agreement having been made by
ties.
j- lined, tiie case, after a full hearing wan committed
to a jury sworn according to law to try the same, the parties, it is therefore considered by the court,
who after hearing all matters and things concerning that the said Enoch Winkley recover against the
And
the same returnel their verdict therein upon oath, said Thomas Odiorne costs taxed at §74 53.
that is to say: "The jury find that the defendant is it is further considered by the court here, that th-not guilty in manner and form as the plaintiff has patent, in part recited in the plaintiffs ivrii, be and
declared against him; and the jury further find thatjfAe sank hereby is adjudged and declared to be void.
the machine described in the patent, in part recitA. true
copy ofr :cord.
ed in the plaintiff's writ, was not originally discovered by Jesse Heed, in said patent named, but had
^"t'eTf.
been in use and had been described in a public work
SHAW, Clerk.
^nftgrior to. the supposed discovery of said Jesse
be certified by him agreeably to law.

And

the said Winkley by hiss said attornies, came
r.nd defended the wrong and injury when, &c. and
said that he was not guilty of the premises laid to
his charge in manner and form as the said Thomas
Odiorne hath hitherto in his writ and declaration
complained against him. And of this the said WinkAnd the -aid Oley put himself upon the country.
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capital pi-op

I
I
,
fc
fresenta&ves in Congress, ^/ute tffe
shou]4h
fc
'tquneu
spec i
: T
Uixlantrn.
bank teas under discussion.
,.,
aomiKTiu*
as, I am confident the bank
ousning
cannot pay- i*s paper in
EALTi:ioir- jA:rvAav 6.
specie during- the war. To require a proportion of
.he plan of a bank as agreed!
seen
have
would
I
subserve
no
sin—
specie,
valuable
Deati
purpose but on'
which I find is a mere tile contrary cannot fail to have a
Sweet te id rncy to
upon by the select committee,
and which I trust will depreciate he paper of the state
revival of a former project
banks', and to emban-ass greatly the subscription to the national bank.
not be sanctioned by the senate.
The proceeding ofcongress upon this all-important ffitas intended that the bank shall pay specie dudiss^atisfectidn among
ring the war, the five millions called for is a mere
bject, hayeproduced great
fhe'monied men of the nation, and it is extremely! drop in the bucket, and will be withdrawn ftbihtiie
be
whether any plan can now
adopted vaults of the bank so soon as its paper to th-.t amount
questionable
You
will be carried into effect.
be put into circulation; and if
by congress which
specie payments
jean
this
subject is one, (are not contemplated, whv are five millions require
must permit me to observe that
a
more
important part tojed? The bank of England when first establish el,
in which others have even
A had no other capital than a debt due from the public,
act than the members of your honorable body.
for millions or and the
hill may pass to incorporate a bank,
subsequent additions to its capital have
hundreds of millions, but it must depend upon those been of the same description of fund. Specie is an
the
into
to
bank:
article
of merchandize, like
opewho are to find the capital, put
sugar, coffee, or any
lion.
Having been employed as you know, in other commodil ; in the market,, and has its price
i feel
last
sixteen
the
for
to
the
years,
demandfor it, and is not essential
according
banking institutions
confident that lean form a correct judgment of whatjly necessary to the support of either public or in
a
towards
momentous
dividual
this
credit.
at
The wealth of a nation or of indiperiod
can be done
^esusciation of the finances of the country, audi am viduals is not to be estimated by the actual specie
that a national bank upon a large! which either may possess, but like other articleshafc
equally confident
scale is the first and great step to afford relief to its value.
In England the entire commerce of the country
the government.
A capital at least equal to that proposed by Mr. land its immense fiscal operations arc carried on by
Dallas (50 millions) will be requited ibr this pur- payments in paper, supported by revenues derived
the bank to loan to the go- from commerce, and
by taxes levied on individual
pose, and I would permit
vernment the whole amount of its capital daring the [property: and we have seen that nation raise armies
to do so, and at the same jand build fleets at its
pleasure. And as the papei
war, the ability of the bank
time to sustain the credit of its paper, would be lot" the bank of England is receivable for all dues
to the government; and is a bar to suits; it has a
its notes should be made exunquestionable, provided
geneThe amount ral currency throughout the nation, and is
dues.
clusively receivable for the pubLc
just as
of paper which such an institution could put into valuable to the subjects of Great Rritain as specie!
The capital ofthe bank in my judgment, should,
circulation will depend solely upon the necessity
that may exist for a general medium. To the ex'- be made up in the following manner:
30 Millions of U. S: 6 percent stcck.
tent of "such necessity the paper would pass freely;
can be wanted, none
5 Millions of treasury notes.
beyond that amount, as none
5 Millions of specie, or notes of chartered
can circulate Some ofthe members of your house
the error of supposing that
banks.
appear to havefallen into
10 Millions of stock to be subscribed by the U.
the bank in question would throw into circulation
States.
an amount of paper at least equal to twice its capital.
At the present moment extrqne inconvenience
50
is experienced from the want of a species of paper
The amount ofthe stock which would be withwhich, having a currency in all parts of the United
drawn
from the market by the above plan would
My opiStates, would become a general medium.
be
have
an immediate and beneficial effect
would
nion is that fifteen millions
fully adequate
upon the
the
of
not
follow
that
bank
to the purpose. It does
stocks, and as the aid of the bank would
price
enable
its
the
because
of
to
must issue paper to the extent
capital
government
keep out ofthe market for
the amount of that capital is loaned to the govern- a considerable period, the credit ofthe stocks would
be
the
habit
of
in
not
restored
are
and
the government would
ment. Individuals
drawing
completely
oui their funds, as soon as they are credited on the thereafter be enabled to borrow money on advantaLooks ofthe bank; they are content to take in bank geous terms.
Unless a general circulating medium can be estapaper what they may want from time to time; and
in this way, the debts due on the books ofthe bank blished, it will be impossible to provide for the into individuals, are generally much more than equal terest on the public debt in the northern and eastern
states, and it is impracticable to establish such a
to its paper in circulation.
Many persons appear^to obj ect to the large amount medium by issues from the treasury department.
of the proposed capital; but surely they do not re The people have been in the habit of giving currencollect that the taxes already in train for collection, cy to bank notes, and as a great number of respectaa sum nearly equal to the ble and wealthy individuals will have the managevjiilyiej.d in two years
ment of such an institution, its paper will be recontemplated capital of the bank. The object of a
national bank at this crisis, is to enable the govern- ceived with more confidence by the people than any
ment to anticipate the taxes, and to afford a general species of government paper that can be devised.
Since thebanks have suspended their payments in
enable individuals to pay
circulating medium, to
them. The government, in the first instance, bor- specie, much difficulty is experienced by" them, in
rows the. paper ofthe bank to pay the debts now due
counting to each odier for the balances which
to its citizens, and as such paper will be receivable grow out of their usual intercourse, and which were
for taxes, it will answer the purposes of individu- heretofore adjusted by specie payments; and uidcss
A bjjnk. not support-vj sojiiethjpg like agefl$rjU currency cajijre ^UlbJi*^
tdj ecpaaUy a» wcl|as ip§gie.
.
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cannot see how it will he possible fpr the state that.kind of combat suited to gallant warriors,
,loi'
to continue to do business
assaulting forts <:r even Barney's little, floThey have ahi-.iins
cad
r
ami
of
to
where
armed
men
iUu,
arc asluceci ijieir discounts very considerably,
nng
arc continuing that system, and wlllthereby dimi- sembled, and embodied to nice; (hem in equal or
even
but
tint
so
ihuch
of
of
instead
their
inunequal
is)i the circulation
paper
going-, in
manly bat.de,
dividuals possessing; large estates, may be put to fine, in, any single Instance to any place where resistgreat incQi»Ycnience in procuring; a sufficient amount ance was expected— should employ i'.'self exclusivein I). mk notes to pay their tuxes. A further difficul- ly during a whole summer in infesting the waters of
taxes are paiq an American bay upd 'rivers; in
ty will he experienced even after the
committing house
in such paper; as thegQVCrnmehl cannot use in the burnings, burglaries ,and great and little larcenies;
northern, such paper as may be collected in the in scattering from their homes defenceless and unarmed inhabititnts; in terrifying women; in startling
western and southern sections of the union, without
from theif sleep children and old men, in
great loss.
making
1 am afraid this may be considered a long- letter, the sick fly, or hurrying them into their graves
and yet it contains a few only of t£e reasons winch by these cruel, ferocious, unprofitable terrors; in
ha\ e brought my mind to a firm persuasion, that a wantonly making beggars of entire families, living
national bank with a capital of not less than fifty mil- perhaps upon only a pittance before; in prowling
lions, can alone extricate the government, and save about, by night like robbers; in emptying whole
wharehouses of tobacco known to belong to private
the country.
and rowing it off in their barges to the
T am, dear sir, very respectfully, your most obedi- persons,
ent servant, S^c.
ships of which, as the more capacious repositories
of ail such boo'.}', the admirals themselves have
charge; in capturiug packet boats, oyster boats,
FJfOM T.'IE NMTIO-VAI, IXTF.T.LIGEXCER.
wood shallops, and all little schooners and sloops
Having' already laid before the public documents
that must prove iucontestably to every mind not in- earring lumber, household furniture, bedding, shinfatuated by British attachments, the unwarrantable gles, provisions and whatever else of trifling value
and inhuman conduct of Britain in assisting the sa- and the humblest ownership upon which they can
vages to cut our throajp in the year 1794,' while we lay their rapacious hands; in watching and interrupwere at peace with her, we this da\r republish a cor- ting pleasure boats, cock boats, steamboats, ca'ribegu
respondence taken from the printed reports of con- ferry boats; but we stop the catalogue, for it would
be almost wiLho.ut end, and yet it is strictly and will
gress between the American and British commissary
one day become historically true.
general of prisoners, relative to Indian cruelties
But to the correspondence in question, and the
committed through British instrumentality, under
British permission, with British sanction, and as we fac.s it has put on record.
give the letters as
are left to believe (for there is no alternative) to they were printed by order of the senate on the 10 di
of
IS
14.
April,
republish
glut and gratify British vengeance.
this correspondence because the country at large Fxtraci of a letter from colonel Thomas Barclay to
the
commissary-general of prisoners, dated Septemmay not have had an opportunity to see it; because
ber 7th, 1813.
it brings the subject under a short view and in an
"His
is
it
known
that
the
Briand
official shape;
because
majesty's schooner Dominica, lately captured
tish commissary has never been able to answer the by an American privateer after a sanguinary conflict,
It is, indeed, has been carried into Charleston, South-Carolina!
charges, laid against his government.
At the time the letter to me
perfectly astonishing, that in the face of these and
announcing her arrival
other enormities practised before our eyes, flagrant was written, the marshal had not admitted the offito a whole continent, the solemn immoveable truth cers, midshipmen and masters' mates, &c. to their
I
am also informed there are some
of which rests upon pillars of testimony that never parole.
have been, and that never can be shaken, there masters of British armed vessels detained on board
should still be found men among us who are the a- the prison ship to whom the indulgence of parole
pologists and the eulogists of Britain; the obstinate has been refused.
"Whether this is correct I do not take upon me
and sturdy disbelievers of whatever tends to fix upon her a departure from humanity and the rules of to say, but vou will do me a favor by
ordering the
cannot for marshal at Charleston to extend the
generous and honorable warfare.
indulgence of
our parts contemplate the human intellect or the paroles to such characters, as you think
proper, and
human heart under greater debasement. Foreign acquaint me with the extent to which you limit him..
K
"l
.nations not in possession of the same proofs that we
beg leave also to request you will send the
have here, will with difficulty be made to believe necessary orders to the marshal to furnish the British
.howpitiful as well as nefarious the conduct of Briprisoners with comfortable bedding, and the
tain is in this hemisphere; where, as we drink, she is necessary utensils for cooking, &c. &c. as the men of
the
less
her
restrar.iedfrcni
Dominica
were stripped of every
.evidently
beingremoved from
thing by the
the eye of civilized Europe. Under such a scrutiny crew of the American privateer,
whc,"in every other
she could not help blushing, even if she refused to instance; I am informed, behaved with
barbarity not
.turn from such a course of unmanly and despicable- practised by civilized nations. I do not mention this
to
for
would
Alexander
of
of
What,
hostility
you by way
example,
complaint, because mv govern.Russia think, he who after carrying his brave and ment will take the necessary measures, "if the inhardy troops from Moscow to Paris through all the formation is correct; but to aflbrd the American
dangers of bold war, now punishes as we are told in government an opportunity of investigating the
the most rigorous manner such of his soldiers as facts and
correcting future acts of barbarity which
commit the slightest depredations upon property, or dishonor human natare. The crew of the American
oiler any
outrage to persons about the suburbs and privateer, it is said; Were principally blacks and
environs of the latter capkal what would he say men of color."
if informed that a considerable
portion of the gal- Extract of a letter from general John Mason, comlant navy of Britain with its renowned
captains and
missary general of prisoners, to colonel Thomas
admirals under commissions from their king, inBarclay, dated October 5, 1813.
stead of courting witfc
"I ha,ve wri.Uen to th.e.
during and honorable, .spirit
§outh Carolina
1
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on the sabiectofvour letter of the 7th of September,
and can assure von that every thing shall be done
that is requisite to make your prisoners comfortable
at that depot, I have no particular in.
As to

London

editors, as

we hope

it

one dav may,

we shall

new proofs of the purity of our 'cause, in fresh
and more violent exhibitions of their venom and
We mean no incivility in
rage.
that we
see

paroles
saving,
formal ion; I have required it, and it shall, when re- should be happy to witness 'its first effects
upon
ceived be communicated. The practice has been these fire-tempered gentlemen, whoever they mayheretofore to parole all midshipmen and commis- be, who conduct the "Times."
Some of the ignorant and malignant editors of our
sioned officers of menof war, all masters, mates and
lieutenants of private armed ships and merchant own country we observe are sometimes intimating
if
men, which I am entirely disposed to continue the with no little triumph, that we now employ the Iiv
side will permit me to do so. I dians ourselves;
forgetting that for one whole year
practice on your
understand that your government paroles neither after the war, we not only abstained from
employing
than
not
lower
the
them when thousands were at our command, but
mates or lieutenants, or at most
a privateer under fourteen used every possible effort to
first, and no master of
keep them neutral, and
from you on this were driven to it at last
guns. I request early information
only when the atrocious,
to determine on the course unlimited, and
increasing outrages of the British
subject .to. enable me
in
this
respect made it indispensible to self-security.
proper to betaken.
"You state that you arc informed, that the men Do we not deserve to be excluded from "the family
were
of
Dominica
nations."
schooner
of the late British
stripped
of every thing by the crew of the capturing Ameinstance
with
treated
in
and
rican privateer,
REVOLUTIONARY ARMY.
every
civilized nations, and General and principal
staff of the American army, at
barbarity not practised by
the clone of the revolutionary war,
which dishonors human nature. 1 regret to hear
April 5, 178 J.
His excellency George Washington, esq. general
that any ot our masters of privateers, who have heretofore been as remarkable, for their generosity and and commander in chief of the armies of the U. S.
kindness when subdued as they have been for their
Aids-de-camp to the commander in chief, lieut. co! .
skill and bravery in battle, should be accused oi Tench Tilghman, lieut. col. David Cobb, lieut. col.
such unpardonable acts. The facts shall be enquir- William Smith, lieut. col. David Humphreys, and
ed into, and if they exist, as you suppose they do, lieut. col. Benjamin Walker.
Major H. Bailies, extra-aid.
you may be assured that they will not pass unnoticJonathan Trumbull, esq. Secretary.
ed by "a government whose constant effort has
been to iftvfte by example its enemy to conduct the
GENERALS.
Names.
State.
Date of Commj,
»ar in all its branches in the most humane possible
June 19, 1775„
manner. Without, at this time, assenting to, or de- Hon. Israel Putnam, Connecticut

MAJOR

to exist, 1 will remind
nying the facts you suppose
be difficult to restrain the conyou, that it is said to
from
quering crew of a vessel carried by boarding
acts ol cruelty and of pillage; and I trust the same
which has- excited your feelings on
laudable
spirit

you to have enquired into
the conduct of the crew of your frigate Shannon,
in that way) and
(when the Chesapeake was carried
.••hove all, will have induced you to become possess
od of, and to have reported to, the proper authorities the facts attending theanglo Indian warfare, on
the Canada lines; since, surely, if any excesses in
.this

occasion, will cause

Horatio Gates, Virginia,
May 10, 1776.
Win. Heath,
Massachusetts,
Aug. 9, do.,
Nathl. Green, Rhode Island.
do.
doWm. Earl of Striiing, N-. Jersey, Feb. 19, 1777Arthur St. Clair, Pennsylvania,
do.
do-,
do.
Massachusetts,
dc.
Benj. Lincoln,
do.
,
Marquis de la Fayette,
July, 31,
Robert Howe,
North Carolina, Oct. 20, do,
Alexr. M'Dougal, New-York,
do.
do,

Baron de Steuben,
Wm. Smallwood, Maryland,
-,

Le Chevalier Du

May 5, 1778.
Sept. 15, 1780.'

Nov. lb, 178L
Portail,
»•,
Him \ Knox, esq. Massachusetts,
do.
be most properly termed "barbarities
dq.
BRIGADIER GENERALS.
Which dishonor human nature," they must be those
New York, Aug. 0, 1776.
exhibited oil the late occasions »n the river Raisin, Ron. James Clintm,
Wm. Moultrie, South-Carolina, Sept. 16, do.
Prownstown and elsewhere, when the Indians in BriLacnlin M'Intosh, Georgia,
do.
do.
tish pay, fighting by the side of British troops, and
John Patterson, Massachusetts, Feb. 21, 1777.
afterwards thanked in general orders by British ofto murder by piece meal, to
do.
Anthony Wayne, Pennsylvania,
do^
ficers, were permitted
unto slow death, and
do
do4
Virginia,
George Werden,
>.ack, to mangle and to torture
Peter Michlenburgh do.
do.
do.
to burn alive, American citizens, their prisoners;
to
March 25, do,
George Clinton, New York,
and, as if to fill the measure of savage enormity,
wretched sufferers to be
Edward Hand, Pennsylvania,
April 1, do.
expose the bodies of these
Charles Scott,
devoured on the surface by every passing vermin.
Virginia,
April ii, do*
Jedediah Huntington, Conn.
"These things, sir, have been repeatedly done in
May 12, 1778.
New Hampshire, Oct. 4, do.
John Starke,
the face of the world, and are not to be contradicted.
Jethro Sumner, N. Carolina,
Jan. 9, 1779.
Ii is hoped vou will afford the British government
S. Carolina,
Charles Huger,
do.
do.
an opportunity of investigating the fac.s and corof which, in adedo.
Mordecai Gist,
do.
Maryland,
recting acts, "to the description
u 3 ed by civilized man ks
Wm. Crw in,
May 12, d:
Pennsylvania,
quate term3, TO language
do.
Daniel Morgan,
da
Virginia,
equal."
describe
the
Moses Hazen,
No, truly; no terms can adequately
which
to
this
OthoH.
Williams, esq. Maryland.
day
horrors of such brutal conduct,
has never been contradicted; and for which to this
Inspector general M. G. Baron De Steuben.
the
or
been
Inspector of the N. department colonel W.
slightest apology
day, there has never
Steward.
atonement.
We think it probable, that when the authentic Adjutant General brigadier general Edward
matter which we have this week had in our columns Hand.
Quarter master general-MSolonel Timothy Pieke:relative to the allied powers of Britain and the Indians on this continent reached the eves of certain ing.
this life can

.
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The Creek

VIII

JQ5

here are limestone sinks; the land is good in veins,
in tlie flats and on the
margins of the rivers. The
trees of every description email, the range a fine one

Natiou.

For the following
Georgia Journal.— ,ij
tlie Creek nation, embracing for cattle.
interesting sketch of
(lie tract of country acquired by Jackson's treaty, we
The extensive body of land between Flint rivei"
axe indebted to col. Hawkins, agent for Indian affairs. and O ke-fau-no-cau, Altamana and the eastern
the
The origin of the name of Creek is uncertain;
boundary of the Creek cliims, is pine land, with cytradition is, that it was given by while people, from press ponds and
bay galls. The small streams are
in
the
councourses
the number of Creeks and water
margined with dwarf evergreens; the uplands have
The Indian name is Muscogee.*
try.
yellow pine, with dwarf saw, palmeto and wire
The Creeks came from the west. They h*ve a tra grass; tlie bluffs on St. Idas are some part of them
fork
of
Red
in
tlie
is
there
that
dition among them,
sandy pine barren; the remainder a compact stiff
of earth;
river, west of the Mississippi, two mounds
yellowish sand or clay, with large swamps— the
that at this place the Cuss-thus, Cowetuhs una growth
loblolly bay, gum and small evergreens—
Chickasaws found themselves; that being distressed .he whole of those swamps are bogs. In the rainy
the
crossed
the
with
red
wars
Mississippi
people,
by
season, which commences after midsummer, the
the
•-dirtct.ng their course eastward, they crossed
ponds fill, and then the country is, a gre:'.t part of it,
falls of Tallapoosa above Tookaubatchce, settled covered with water; and in the
dry season it is diffibelow he falls of Ch atahouchee, and spread out cult to obtain water in any direction for many miles,
thence to Ocmulgee, Oconee, Savannah, and down
The bees abound in the Okefaunocau, and Other
on the sea coast towards Charleston. Here they first swamps eastward of Flint river; the worileberry is
saw white people, and from thence they have been to be found in the swamps and on the poorest land
compelled to retire back again to their present set- bordering on the cypress ponds, when tlie Woods
tlements.
are not burnt for a year or more; the latter are on
The country lying between Coosa, Tallaposa and dwarf bushes, grow large, and in great abundance.
soil
Chatahouchee, above their falls is broken die
The dwarf stw-pdmeto, when the woods are not
stone.
stiff, with coarse gravel, and in some place3
burnt, in like manner, bears a cluster of berries on a
Toe trees post oak, white and black oak, pine, single stone, which are eaten by bear, deer, turthe
whole
small—
hickory, and chesnut— all of them
keys and Indians. The berries are half an inch in
well watered, and the rivers and creeks have rocky diameter, covered with a black skin, and have a
with
in
moss, greatly hard seed; 'hey are agreeable to the taste, sweet
be.ls, clad
many places
relished by cattle, horses and deer, and are maraccompanied with bitter, and when fully ripe they
narrow
and
and
cane
with
reeds,
strips, or burst, and tlie bees extract much honey from them.
gined
coves of rich flats. On the Coosa, sixty miles above The China briar is in the flat rich sandy margin of
its junction with Tallapoosa, there is limestone, ana streams.
The In Hans dig the roots, pound them
it is to be found in several places from thence to in a
mortar, and suspend them in coarse cloth, pour
li-tow-wch and its western branches.
water on them, and Wash them; the sediment which
The country above the falls of Ocmulgee and passes through with the water is left to subside^
Flint rivers, is low and broken, as that of the other the water is then poured off, and the sediment is
These have their sources above each other, baked into cakes, or made into gruel sweetened
rivers.
on the left side of Chatahouchee, in open rial land, with honey. This briar is Called Coonte, and the
the soil stiff, the trees post and ol*ck oak, and small. bread made of it
Coonletucaliga, and is an importTlie land is generally rich, well watered, and lies ant article of food
among the hunters. In the old
well, as a waving country, for cultivation; the growth beaver ponds, and in thick boggy places, they have
of timber, oak, hickory, and the short-leaf pine, pea- the
bog potaloe, a small root used as food in years
vine on lie hill-sides and in the bottoms, ana a late of scarcity.
(or autumnal) broad leaf grass on the richest land
The Okeftmnocan is the source of St. Mary's an!
the whole a very desirable country. Below the little St. .lohas, called bv th« Indians Sau-wau-he.
is
broken
or
land
wav
falls of these two rivers, the
It is sometimes called F.cmifinncau, from licunaU
ing the streams are some of them margined with earth, and iinocati quivering; tlie first is the most
cane
or
reed.
The
them
with
nuk woods, and all of
common among the Creeks it is from Ocka, a
uplmds of Ocmulgee are pine forest; the swamp Cliactait word for Wuler and fire; Ocau, quiver. nj:
wide and rich; the whole line for stock. On its This is a
very extensive swamp, and much of it a
fight bank, below the old Uchee path, there is some bog; so much so, that a little moi ion will makr the
with
some
light palmeto grass.
light pine Darren,
mad and water quiver to a great distadce— hence
Flint River has also below its falls, some rich the name is
given.
Its
miles:
bank
is
for
left,
not
more
than
20
swamp
Ho eth-le poie 'f us-tun ug-go Thluc-co, an Indian
then poor, with pine fiats ana ponds, down within who resided in it
many years, says, ''that little St.
fifteen miles of its confluence with Chatahouchee.
John's may be ascended far into the swamp, but
These fifteen miles are waving, with some good that it is not practicable to go far up the St. Ma"
Oakland in small veins. On its right bank, Vliere
ry's, aS lJ l° 3 s itself in the swamp— that there is
are several large creeks which rise out of the ridge one
ridge on the west side of St. John's and three
dividing the waters of Flint and Chatahouchee. on the eist; the growth pine, live and white oak,
Some of them margined with oak woods and cane the soil
good; the lakes abound in fish and alliga>
and all the branches for seventy miles below the fall tors on tne
ridges, and in the swamps, there were
have reeds; from thence down, there arc bay gal's,
he lived on ths
agre.it many bear, deer, and tigers—
dwarf evergreens, and cypress ponds, with some r ;
west uf St. John's, and n,.s with his family vc<
lg'e
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Between these rivers, there is good
Being unwilling to take part in the
healthy.
and black oak laud, strewed over with iron postLy
ore| revo i u t;ouary war between the United States and.
and the ridge dividing their waters, has a vein
ofjG reat Bl'itian, he moved there out of the wzy of it*
it
extending itself in the direction of the ridge was well pleased with his situation, and shoulJ
Within twenty-five miles of the confluence of the hare continued to reside there, but for the beasts
fivers, the live oak is to be se<m ne*r all the ponds, of
prey, which destroyed his cattle and hoiv:?3,r~<]£r
*
could walk round the swamp in five days'"
is
hard in
live oak.

j?

always
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The land between Ckatahemchee and .Alabama
of the Un.ted
bordering on the southern boundary
Flint
Sutes, is better than that on the east side of
The Ko en-e-cuji rises between these two
river.
Pensacola.
at
rivers, una makes the bay Escambia
IS tween Ko-en-e-cuh and ("hatahouchee, the laud
die ridge dividing their wais broken or waving
ters has high flats of light land, well set with wilthe
jiow-leafed hickory, and iron ore in places; all
streams have reed or cane on their margins.
This country has die appearance of being a healand
thy one, and a range fine for cattle, hogs
The pine flats have the wire grass, and in
horses.
some places the saw palmeto. The soil of the
waving, loam of stiff and red, with stone on th':
die pine land, stiff generally and pretty good
ridges

—

—

for corn.

%

Talapoosa from its falls [neir Tooloubatche] to
confluence with Ooosi, about thirty miles, has
some good flat land. The broken land terminates
on its right bank, and the good land spreads out on
its left.
There are several fine creeks on this side,
which have their source in the ridge dividing Uiese
waters from Ko-en-e-cuh, the land bordering on
them is rich, the timber large, and cane abundant.
This good land extends to the Alabama, and down
its

—

These are
for thirty miles, including li.e plains.
seventeen miles through, going parallel to Alabama
<3. 20 W.
They are waving, hill and dale, and appear divided into fields. In the fields the grass is
short, no brush; the soil in places is.a lead color,
yellow underneath within the abode oi the ants,
and very stiff'. In the wood d parts, the growth is
generally post-oak, and very large, without any nuder bi usb, beautifully set in clumps. Here the soil
i<
dark clay, covered with long grass and weeds,
Which indicate a rich soih an observation that apIn the centre, the land is
plies to all the fields.
poorer, tip- grass shortest, and it rises gradually to
the wooded margins where it is fall, uid. the laud
apparently good.— Four large creeks meander
through the plans to Alabama. They all have
it

V1H.

Woods"— the

growth, oak, chesnut, poplar, pine
and dogwood. This vein of land is
twenty miles in
length and eight broad,— the dogwood is very thick
set,

some of them

whole

large,
finely watered.

ten inches

diameter— the

Coosa has its source high up in the Cherokee
country E-tow-woh and Oosten-au-leb, are its
main branches. The land on these rivers is rich,
and abounds with limestone. Sixty miles above the
confluence of Coosa with Tallapoosa, there is a
high
waving limestone country, settled bv the Indians' of
Coosa, Au-be-coo-cbe, Nau-che and Eu-fau-lau-hatche. The settlements are generally on rich flats of
oak hickory, poplar, walnut and mulberry, the
springs are fine; cane on the creeks, and reed on
branches; the surrounding country broken and
The land fit for culture is generally the
gravelly.
margins of the creeks, or the waving slopes from
the High broken land.
Throughout the whole of this country, there is
but little fruit of -my kind; in some of the rich flats,
The small
tliere are sour grapes and muscadines.
cluster grape of the hills is destroyed by fire, and
the persimmon, haw and chesnut by the hatchet; a
few blackberries in the old fields, haws on the
poor sand hills, and strawberries thinly scattered;
but not a gooseberry, raspberry, or currant, in the

—

—

land.

The traveller in passing through a country as
extensive and wild ss this, and so much in a state
of nature, expects to see game in abundance. The
whole of the Creek claims, the Seminoles inclusive,
cover three hundred miles square, and it is difficult for a good hunter, in passing through it in
any direction, to obtain enough for bis support.

Military Peace Establishment.
Sketch of the debate in the house of representative's
of the United States, on the military peace establishment.

broad margins, of st iff.level rich land, well wooded
SATURnAT, febrcaut 25, 1815.
and abounding with cane. There is, notwithstandThe house in committee of the whole, on the bill
ing the creeks, a scarcity of water in the dry season; for fixing the military peace establishment; and the
all the creeks were dry in 1/99, >nia not a spring first section of the bill having been read, which
of water to be found.
proposes to fix it at ten thousand men
Alabama is margine.i with cane swamps; and
Mr. Troup said, the military establishment had
the army had just been made
those, in places, with flits of good land, or pine just been perfected
The swamps at the confluence with Tombig- one of the finest in the world, when it became nefla
below (on the .Mobile) are low, and sub- cessary to reduce it. It was tiie less to be regretbe
j be overflowed
je
every spring. Above, it is of ted, however, as the cause of it was a subject of
great width; intersected with lakes, slashes and sincere and universal congratulation it was procrooked drains, nd much infested with musque per to reduce the army. The only questions for the
The people who cultivate this swamp never house were, 1st, the extent of the reduction; 2dly,
toes
attempt tofence.it, as the annual freshes always the mods of reduction.
in the spring uses from three to ten feet over it.
With respect to the first (the extent of reduction')
The land bordering on the swamps, and for a he presumed that ihn-e objects ought to claim the
mile b c!c, is a poor stiff clay, the growth pine and altentionbf the house: Isij the security of the coununderbrush; back of this, broken pine barren, then try; 2dly, tiie interest of the country; and 3dly, the
the army.
cypress ponds and veins of reeds in the branches
just claims of
the range said to be a fine ore- for cattle. The set
In considering the security of the country, it was
tlement of Tensati borders on the Mobile and Alaba- only necessary to advert to the actual state of the
ma, of the left side
on the s.nie side of Alabama, country. The war had this moment terminated,
50 miles above its c influence with Tombigbee, the and left us surrounded with the fleets and armies
high broken lands commence and extend for sixty the formidable fleets and armies of our late enemy,
or seventy miles upwards, and abound in places What security had we that those fleets and armies
with huge cedar.
would be withdrawn? At least we had no other
'us land between Alabama and Ko-en-e-cuh bewith
security than the good faith of the nation
plains, is broken or waving, the soil stiff, whom we had concluded the peace.
Admitting
places and gravelly for 30 miles, then that, faith to be what it ought to be, he submitted
barren.
Limestone* a creek which enters with much deference to the house whether the sebam:, has some good broken land, with curity of any country ought to be made to depend
At its upon the good faith of any other country. He prelie, which gives name to the creek.
force would be
e, there is. a fine body of land, called the
"Oogj sumed that a respectable military

—
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So said the policy ma
safer dependence.
practice of uncivilized nations so said the policy
and pnclice of all the nations of Europe. There
the practice was, to disband or withdraw pari passu
as the other withtlie one power withdrawing
as the other reduced.
drew the one power

much

VIII.

]Q/'

—

children dependent on the charities of th world
not because these brave men were still willing fur ther to expose their lives not because their skill
and valor had greatly contributed to the restoration
but
of the blessings of pe.ee
nor for all thest
because they hrfd entered into the service for years
reducing
ciof
lie did not know an instance in European history
perhaps forever abandoning the pursuits
of two nations terminating a war by an honorable vil life by which they had subsisted and bfelaking
peace, where the one instantaneously reduced its themselves to arms as a profession. This profesmilitary force to a peace establishment, leaving the sion was not by their own act, but by the act of tlie
other to maintain its torce on a war establishment government suddenly and unexpectedly taken from
upon its frontier. Such, however, would be precise- them, and they were turned upon the world without
ccupation many of them pennyless and in debt.
ly our case if we determined on a sudden and great
wis right, it was just, that a provision should
I:
reduction of theariny.
The treaty of peace had stipulated the surrender be mule which would enable them to subsist until
it was the more so in
of posts and the restoration of certain property
they could find employmenl
both were important, and yet what security had we a countrj where there was no pension list, no hotel
that either stipulation would be fulfilled if we sud- of invalids; it was on this principle that all governments had made liberal and generous provision for
denly stripped' ourselves of our military power?
would have no reliance left but on the gbffd disbanded officers; it[was on this principle that the old
faith of our late enemy,
If the posts were not sur- congres ; had made provision for the dish .nded office is
rendered or the property restored, lie presumed we of tlie revolution. The provision proposed was far
from a liberal provision, but it was better than nowould begin to re-orgm.ze end restore our army
lie
thought it therefore more wise and more pru thing it was a provision in land and not in money
dent on the ground of security, to make our reduc- because it was believed to be more convenient to
He hoped
tion moderate, limited and gradual.
the government to give land than money.
But, 2dly, the interest of tlie country. The inte- that the house would never think of disbanding the
rest of the country in one sense of the word
without making some provision.
requir- army
ed not merely the reduction, but the annihilation of
Secondly. The mode of reduction. There were
the irmj
modes of reducing the army the first was,
it was the interest of the
country to re- three
lieve the government and
country from the burden by retnining in service ail the regiments, reducing
of 'lie whole military expense; but this could
both officers and men the skeletons of regiments
onlyhe done by tlie entire destruction of the military being preserved, it would only be necessary on any
force.
Why, therefore was it not proposed to put emergency compelling a resort to arms, to fill up
the numdown the army altogether
Only because the secu- and supply; the 2d mode was, by reducing
at the
rity of the country forbid it.
Here, then, was a con- ber of regiments 12 or 1 3, and reducing
sideration of interest connected with the considera- same time both officers and men of each regiment;
tion" of security.
But there was an interest dis- but so reducing the officers as to retain a sufficient
tinct and independent
was that which would number of field, and company, and staff officers to
it
look with a steady eye to what were considered enable the government on the recurrence of war,
to each
great ind important rights and principles, not set- to double the number of regiments, giving
an experienced officer of the various
tled by Uie treaty of peace. The treaty of
peace regiment
was a treaty of peace merely; it was
the 3d mode was, the consolidation and reproperly such grades;
the effect of which
it proposed little more than to
put an end to the duction proposed by the bill,
war. Much more remained to be settled;
was to reduce the army to the old peace establishrights,
would consider
principles and interests, considered essential to the ment. It was hoped that the house
prosperity of commerce, navigation and fisheries the reduction to 10,000 men as the lowest possible
remained to be settled. Tins was to be done in the reduction; it would reduce the expense of the rai-
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establishment to a mere trifle compared with
war expenditure. He would give the estimate,
which would shew that the annual expence would

only way in which it ought to be done— by a treaty
of commerce. Nations negoclate with more
weight
and influence with <rms in their hands than without
them, and a large army would c rry into a ne~ociation more weight and influence than a small
one— he submitted therefore to the house, whether
agreat and sudden reduction of the army would
not prejudice those rights and interests, and whether the interest of the United States did
not, on

litary

the

be less than three millions:
10,000 men, at g200 each

2 m'<jor-genei'als and aids

4 brigadier-generals and aids
8
14
128
128
128

tins account, require for the
present, the exhibition
of a respectable military force.
The
But, 3Jly.
just claims of the army.
Whether

colonels
lieutenant-colonels

captains
first lieutenants
second lieutenants
48 third lieutenants (artillery)

S2,000,000
12,900
14,500
13,000
20,000
84,000
78,000
70.000
23.600
60,764

the reduction were great or small, instantaneous or
eventual, the just claims of the army could not fail
128 ensigns
to be a subject of consideration with the house.—
the
2,376,764
of
claims
the
he
By
did not mean
just
armv,
to be understood as
100,000
speaking 'of absolute right oh Staff
6: ',000
the one side and correspondent absolute
obligation [Camp equipage
on the other— all he meant was, a
30,000
and hospital stores
just and equita- Medicine
ble claim to liberal provision from the
fuel, stagenerosity Quarter-master's stores,
of the legislature. The officers and soldiers to be
100,000
tionary, straw and transportadisbanded were entitled to a liberal
tion
provision, not
because they had embarked in the
regular servicenot because they had
#2,666 764
exposed their lives in defence
of their counry— not because
very many of them
two
millions
six
of
had been wounded and disabled— not because
Making an aggregate expense
very
many of them had fallen, leaving their wives and hundred thousand dollars. The actual expenditure
i
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die estimate;
Would, lie was convinced, fall short of
the war cost of a soldier, completely equipped and
furnished was 308 dollars per annum: the peace cost
was only gl90 per annum, but he had set it down
at 200 dollars per m:«i; besides, the estimate supbe full, which
posed Hut the corps would always
would seldom or never happen, and the quantity of
camp equipage, hospital stores, and quarter-masters'
stores on hand, would for the first year or two make
a considerable deduction from those items; with
these observations lie would submit the subject for
t!ie

decision of the house.

Mr. Pickering said he should be glad to know how
this force was to be disposed of, wnere it was to be
He should be glad
stationed, and how employed.

so large a number of men
he said, the reasons in favor of so' large a force, had not been such as to saIt any detailed statement on these points
tisfy him.
wereaff >rded, he said, the house would be better
nble to
of the propriety of the course proto hear the reasons

were

to be

why

employed,

as,

juJge

of having decently drubbed the
enemy in many inhave gotten through the war; peace is
concluded: the first consideration in my estimation is
to curtail our expences, and
by which ameliorate the
condition of the people. It is proven that die m ititia of
the country are capable at all limes, at least of defenstances.

We

sive operations, consequently will not be
willing to
for the purpose of

pay heavy taxes

keeping large
standing armies. We have boasted thai a well organized militia was the bulwark of our liberty, and
recent circumstances have proved it to be a factthen where is the necessity of going into a measure
that is inconsistent with the nature of our
government? Put it is said that ten thousand regular force ;
are necessary to keep the hostile Indians of the west
in check.
Mr. U. said regulars were not the kind
of force best adapted to Indian warfare; the western
riflemen were the best calculated to chastise the insolence of the Indians. There will be no difficulty
if it becomes
necessary, to obtain sufficiency of vo1

lunteer riflemen from the west to keep the Indians in
Tbvy are the kind of force that the Indians
are afraid of, they care but little for your regular mus-

check.

posed.

Mr. Troup

VIII.

said, the

committee had no such de

toiled statement; but, there could be no doubt the
troop9 would be stationed at the various posts and
garrisons in the Uni'ed States, and wherever their
services would appear to be best applied.
Mr. Desha said, duty impelled him to make a motion to try the sense of the committee, as to the

ketry.

But

it is

said to be imprudent to reduce the

much till the British give up our garSir, we have possession of, and have garritheir territory; we have also possession of

regular army
risons.

sons on
two of the lakes. It is presumed that the garrisons on each side will be given up simultaneously.
number of the army necessary to be kept up for a He said he believed there was no danger but they
peace establishment. Although he had always been would give up the garrisons and lie glad to be off'
in favor of the greatest number proposed in time of so.
They will not run the risk of having their vetewar, because he thought it prudent to relieve the ran troops again chastised by the militia. Mr. D.
miliia from being harrassed by drafts; yet he was said, the best security was, that the enemy knows
not in favor of a large peace establishment. He that we have nearly a million of militia, composed
therefore moved to strike? out the word ten and in- of the yeomanry of the country, who are willing at
sert the word six. He believed 6,000 to be sufficient all times to protect their rights as become freemen.
Mr. Wright said he hoped that the motion of his
for all purposes in time of peace; we have no use
To reduce
for a regular army in time of peace, but for the friend from Kentucky would not obtain.
purpose of keeping up the frontier garrisons, and the army at this lime to six thousand, said he, apthe
forces of
to take care of the arms, &c. then how many gar- pears to me to be premature, while
risons will it be necessary to keep up? not exceeding Great Britain are yet in our neighborhood and iiotwenty five or thirty. Indeed he believed thirty to varingon our coast. I think it should not be reducbe ihe extent of the number we have, and will not| ed to less than ten thousand, the number reported
one hundred be sufficient, on an average, to each by the committee, and, indeed, sir, a larger number
garrison? He said some would require perhaps more would meet my approbation. It will be recollected
than 100, but others would not require more than that there are several executory articles, the delitwenty -five or thirty mens then supposing the ave- very of posts, &c. and in this posture of our affairs
rage to be one hundred, and the number of garri- we ought to move with caution. The kings and
sons thirty, which will be the extent, you will re- emperors of Europe, it will be recollected, are now
quire but tlire" thousand for garrison purpose; then at Vienna, distributing the spoils of their confedeadmitting the amendment succeeds, you will have ration, the petty dominions of the continent, and,
three thousand to go on, supposing the number al- may not do it so as to effect a general peace. They
ways to be complete, but which is not to b?. pre too have yet large armies.
ought not to forget
sinned. Then where is the necessity of keeping up the treaty of Amiens, and the immediate breach
doubt of the sincerity
ten thousands Gentlemen tell you it is
necessary of it, although I have little
as a security against imposition from
the peace, and hope it may be
foreign powers. of Great Britain in
Mr. Desha said we have a better security than ten permanent. But had she been insincere at the time,
or even fifty thousand regulars. The yeomanry of I am confident that the disaster her troops sustain?
the country is the great security, and circumstan- ed at New Orleans, would be a perfect panacea of
ces have proven in this war, that the militia and her war spirit against the United States. I hope
volunteers of the country, when well officered and my friend will withdraw his motion, upon its being
managed, are able, for the best veteran troops of considered, that ten thousand men was the peace
Britain, which is, I confess, a subject of pride, be- establishment in 180S, and then met the approbacause it proves that there is no necessity of
that the administration at
keeping tion of congress, and
up a large standing army in time of peace. He this time have advised a much larger number.—
Said the people had suffered privations of every de- The Indians may not feel disposed to be at peace
scription since the declaration 'of war, and would with us, although I have the strongest grounds to
have borne as much more if it had been
I have always believed that they
necessary. hope they will, as
They have acted generally worthy of freeman. But were pressed into the war by the British, and that
if all the taxes ar. to be rivetted on them for the as they were now at peace with us, they would
purpose of keeping up large standing armies in cease their excitements of the Indians to hostility
iime of peace, what have they gained by their pa against us, and tb£t the effect wil! ccass wijp theV;?ib exertions? Very little bat ths sattsfactirnj chusPj

We
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oral ly spring from peace; let us look into the cirMr. Deaha leclin -.1 withdrawing his motion.
Mr. Sharp said, he should have been gratified) cumstances which generally secure its continuance,
bad the military committee given the house some and s.-c whether, in so greatly reducing our military
Matement of what Dumber of troops would be ne- establishment, we shall not be acting with h precipiThe enemy,
the garrisons at the different tation we mi'y hereafter be sorry for.
cessary to keep up
He should like to know the number estima Mr: H. said, was yet all around us. A narrow
posts.
forces.—
hostile
ted by the executive as necessary for that purpose straight only separates our lately
If ten thousand men were necessary for that pur- You are about to disperse your force to their hornet;
W cannot
pose, he would vote them; but he was unwilling the late enemy keeps his in existence.
to vote a single man for any other purpose. For the expect to prescribe to those who have been our ene*
But
purposes of war, a standing army of ten thousand m\ what they shall keep on their own ground.
men was nothing — for a peace establishment five would it not be premature in us to take the ground
thousand were enough. The way to support the proposed and agreed to in committee? Are the Briof our most immilitary character, and to propagate and preserve tish now not in possession of some
in the
military science, he conceived, was by a liberal portant post?? Is there any thing magical
establishment of military schools, Stc. Education word peace, to bind them in good faith to fulfil thi ir
m ikes soldiers. Our old army, the officers of which engagement to deliver them up? What does the
had generally been so long in service, had, he said, history of former times inform us? hi 1783, whcli
rni.de no considerable figure during the late war:
the word peace was spoken, it was received with as
its officers hail been generally eclipsed by those of much avidity, and as much relied upon as it is now;
later appointment.
The officers of a pe xe estab- but not until 1793, were those who were hostile to
lishment were by their habits fitted to command on us removed from our country, and not until a treaty
Wcs' ot'
garrison duty, but were frequently mere drones; it upon the subject relieved us from them.
was in times of exigency, that talents and intrepi- yon mountains, they retained some of our strongest
of
dity were called to the standard of their country, posts. Look at the records, and see the rivers
and not in time of peace, when there was so little blood, and count the millions of dollars, it cost yott
in the military life, attractive to a man of spirit to drive the savages from your frontier who were
and enterpriz?. Mr. S. said, unless it should be fed and supported from those posts. Is the posses*
proved to him, that ten thousand men were neces- sion of fort Niagara nothing? of MicUilinw: in ic,1 h«
Are our fleets nd
sary for garrison duty, he should vote in favor of Gibraltar of America, nothing?
le't with
live thousand, which he believed to be sufficient.
'y
posts on the lakes to be deserted, or
In time of peace, he believed no gentleman would an hundred men each for their protection? When
-n
employ our soldiers in opening roads, and making the British shall withdraw from our posts;
i;
canals, as the Romans did theirs: they could there- they shall reduce 'heir forces- iriN?ur neighborly
fore perform no labor cr service unless it was in if, when all this is don<», our peace establishment be
building forts repairing garrisons, or mere military too large, it can be reduced. It is always in the
parade. As to what might be the disposition of power of congress to reduce it. if we do divest
Our late enemy, five, ten or fifteen thousand men ourselves of all our force before we see this peace
more or less would not put us in a better situation going into absolute effect, will it not. be premature;
t

—

1

'

—

i

•

to enforce our rights in the negotiation of a treaty
of commerce, than we are now in. A decided course
on the part of those who administer the government,
a proper use of their resources of men and money,
would put them in a very short time in a condition
to wage war, if it ever again became necessary,
and would secure them the respect of those powers
disposed to invade our rights. Meanwhile, as things

will

it

not in fact be an invitation to aggression/-*

There was another consideration of a more general
nature, opposed to this reduction of the army.—

What is a force of ten thousand men to this vast
continent? Look at the belt which surrounds you
less than
by ocean and land, and answer, how, with
ten thousand
even in time of profound tranmen,

—

His
garrison the necessary posts.
he said, that if
to eurtail our expences, and honorable
colleague had remarked,
husband our resources. This is a government of the Indians were affronted, the western riflemen
the people, and to carry them with you, the bur- would subdue them. Though they can do so, their

now

stand,

we ought

thens you impose on them should be m.ide as light
as possible. Mr. S. said he felt as much as any
one the value of the services rendered by our army;
he admired as much as any one the brilliant achievments by the talents of our officers and the bravery
of the soldiers. That character had been principally acquired since the commencement of the
war, and was not to be supported by the extent of
the peace establishment beyond its
necessary force,
but rather by the establishment of proper miliacademical
institutions
tary
throughout the coun
Uj, &c.

Monday, FEBiuunr 27, 1815.
question being to concur in the decision in
committee of the whole to reduce the military
peace establishment to six thousand men
Mr. Hnpkins rose to oppose the proposed reduction.
had just emerged from a war of no ordinary magnitude, characterized by many sanguinary
scenes. If the word peace, written on a
piece of
paper, in its practical operation, was what its signification imports, he
agreed that 6000 men would be
quite enough for the peace establishment. But, if
we take into view the present situation of the nation, promising ourselves all the benefits which na<

The

—

We

quility,

we can

blood and the national treasure must first freely
Besides, they
flow: for they are a brave enemy.
are fellow men: and Christianity teaches us to use
than to be
rather
the means to prevent hostility,
hereafter.—
obliged to punish it bv extermination
Our Spanish neighbor's— Mr. H. demanded, were
moment?
they to be entirely trusted at this
recollect how distant from our shores

gentlemen
was H.vanna, one of their strongest hold-, and
where they keep the strongest military force. Did
Cruz? Thnut
they recollect the contiguity of Vera
kingdom in a state of distraction at this moment,
become hostile to the United States.

may

eventually

Ought we not

to graduate the peace establishment

which might befal us in a year. The
Creek Indians, too, Mr. H. said, were yet sore with
the beatings thev had received. If the Spaniards
were hostile, would thev not command all that
ai:
country? Would gentlemen, to guard against
when they
these contingencies, and to meet them
citizens from
occurred, rely on taking their fellow
and
their farms and fire-sides to fight our.battles—
be vedisband men already in service, who would
itself won a
ry glad to remain in it? New Orleans
the v. owe
for its constant guard one stxtn ol
to events

require

i
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Torce now proposed to be retained. Would gentlemen now abandon Plaquemin keep no force at
of pirates
Coquille? How long was it since a party
lodged themselves in the sea islands in the vicinity of Orleans, and committed enormities which
men shudder to relate, until expelled by our gallant tars?
Mr. H. said he believed the people would
much rather agree to support an army commensurate to his wishes, than be subject to be harrassed

—

and troubled, called away from their

fields

and

Our western
every petty occasion.
country, he said, would always be, for some years
to come, in a state of trouble. Russia, he had heard
when there
it said, considered herself at peace,
were not more than thirty or forty thousand men
fighting on eicli side on her borders. So in our
western country, even in time of peace, the moment
you enter a sparse settlement you are on hostile
ground. Scatter your garrisons along Prairie du
Chien, Michilimackinac, the key of the lakes, and
by the time you gel to Flaitsburg, and have placed
in safety and secured your invaluable stores in that
firesides on

and you will find your six thousand men
dwindling into that sort oi insignificance, that, if a
foe you have, he will laugh in your face.
Our ibrce
ought to be ten thousand at least. Common sense
and common prudence, Mr. H. appeared to think,
-would place it much higher. But, as the bill had
been reported for ten thousand, he would be contented with that, though he was sensible it was
bad policy to reduce it so low. Let gentlemen, he
said, lay to their hearts, the considerations h; had
direction,

urged. When gentlemen objected to keeping up
an adequate force, lest it should degenerate into a

a standing army, he begged them to reflect that
they were creating a military host by resorting to
militia, and that danger to our civil institution was
much more likely to arise from making every man in
the country a soldier, than from keeping up an efficient peace establishment.
Let us not, said he, by
a kind of incestuous haste, destroy the benefits we
expect from a peace. It is because I wisii to see a
peace efficient in all its parts, that I would keep up,
at least until the next session of congress, an efficient military force.
Our safety requires it, and
prudence demands it of us.
Mr. Forsyth said he was opposed to reducing the
military force to be retained to six thousand men;
and wa> desirous of increasing it to at least fif.een
thousand men. Time had been, he said, when the
recommendations of the executive of the United
States, and persons to whom the executive offices
were committed, had some weight in this house:
when the opinions of persons who had examined,
in all their details,
subjects on which they must be
best informed, were considered of some force and
authority. I fear, sir, said Mr. F. this time is now

—

VIII.

the arms of the United States. lie called the attention of the house to the variety of points necessary to i>e preserved in a state of defence from New
Orleans to Maine: to the chain of posts in the west
These
necessary to prevent Indian excitement.
alone would require more than six thousand men.—
Were there not also other considerations which forbad the great reduction of the army which wus proposed? What, Mr. F. asked, was our situation in
regard to the European powers? Are not our affairs with Spain wholly unsettled?
The territory
west of the Perdido was still a subject of dispute..
With the knowledge we have of the character of
the present king of Spain, would it be prudent to
disband all our forces without knowing what were
his sentiments in regard to that territory?
In regard to Great Britain, it is true we have a treaty of
But what is it? Nothing but a suspension
peace.
of hostilities; it does not bind her for her future
abstinence from practices which produced the war.
Shall we believe, said lie, that she will not, on the
first moment, avail herself of an opportunity to repeat them? The only obligations on her on this
subject are, the wounds her pride and interest have
received during this contest. Even her wounded
pride may stimulate her to redeem the honor she
has lost, by a renewal of hostility. Gentlemen may
imagine, and unfortunately there are are too many
who do imagine, that the justice of Great Britain is
such as to induce her to observe with scrupulous fiMake it her
delity the treaty which h s been made.
Does not every
interest, and she will violate it.
our
gentleman recollect how
posts were held by
her after the treaty of 1783, and retained until it
became her interest to release them? An honorable
gentleman has said, too, that we hold British posts,
and the delivery will be reciprocal. But, after we
have disbanded our force, she mav do in that respect as she pleases. Let us take into view another
the public sentiment in
ponsiderasion, s*id Mr. F.
Great Britain after the news from New Orleans.
The public expectation there will have been on tiptoe; the ministers full of hope and joy at the idea
of having struck a blow which would be 'felt art
hundred years thereafter. May we not calculate on
some hostility from the deep mortification they will
It msy drive the minisfeel on hearing the reality?
try to a renewd of hostilities against us; or it may
drive them from their seats. And who will be their
successors? Not the friends of peace with us; not
those who will cultivate a good understanding with
those
us; but the Cannings and the Castlereaghs
who wish us punished for our ingratitude to Great
Britain, for "assisting the great destroyer of Europe!" Mr. F. concluded by saying, he hoped the
reduction to take place would at least be partial,
not total, until these questions were settled, until
we had not only a peace in name, but a peace in
\

—

—

—

passed. The president, in communicating to congress the treaty of peace, called to their recollec- reality.
tion the important question of the reduction of outMr. Sheffey, repeating the idea of Mr. Forsyth,
expenditures, and accompanied with important and that the period in our history, when executive rerational remarks, adverse to the policy of imme- commendations and influence had passed away, said
he wished to God it had pissed away, and that the
diately and inconsiderately disarming ourselves.
The secretary of war had also informed the house, time had arrived when such recommendations had
through the military committee, that in the present no more influence than they merited. For himself
exigency, at least 2l),000 men ought to be retained Mr. S. said he could not bend, to executive recomin service.
And yet, with this rational recommen- mendations, what he believed the good of his condation of the president of the United States, this stituents. When he looked at the calamities of the
recommendation of the officer presiding at the head people, and the pressures upon them, he could not
of the war department, a proposition has prevailed bend his opinion to that of the executive to continue
to reduce the army to six thousand men!
He beg- them. If the doctrine of the gentleman was corged gentlemen to pause, and reflect whether this rect, instead of diminishing, we ought to increase
was an adequate military force. For what was it our military establishment, he having given it as his
adequate? It was not sufficient toman our fortifi- opinion, that the peace was but a truce, a suspencations; it was scarcely sufficient to take care of sion of hostilities, and that we ought to expect a

—
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renewal of the war. Had it not been a complaint
war that our military force
cluring the whole of the
was not adequate; ani was there not now on the

VIII.

]

] [

them neither the estimates nor the facts on
In
which they were founded.
determining the
amount of the military establishment, he said, the
force
the
house ought to take into view three objects, and
draw out by
before

table a recommendation lo
free people of the country into the ranks of the re
The
graduate the force to be retained accordingly
gular army? If we are yet to expect war; if this be proper maintenance and garrison of our military
foland
two
fortresses
one
the
retention
of
a
of
so
cessation
Of
DUt
posts
hostilities,
tilings
large a
lows: either that the recommendation on the table force as would keep alive military science, and serve
was preposterous, or we ought now to increase the as a seminary for that purpose; and the adaptation
army. Instead of telling the people that their ca- of our military force to the policy of the enemy in
As regarded either of these
lamities have ceased, we must commence a system regard to this country.
the house was not in
of vigor to obtain an army. Mr. S. said he did not objects, it appeared to h
believe six thousand men of our present army would possession of information to enable it to act underremain, atter discharging all those men who were standingly. What force would be necessary to guard
enlisted during the war; and, if the establishment our seaports, to protect our northwestern and wesWas fixed at ten thousand men, the recruiting offi- tern frontier from Indian hostility? Of this there was
:

;

m

cers might at once be sent out to get men. He did
not understand the doctrines of the gentleman
from Georgia, when he argued that Britain's having
been beaten would induce her to renew the war. If
we have been thus successful in the contest, and she
is thus smarting under the lash, we may reasonably
expect some security, that some time will elapse before she engages in a contest on such unequal terms.
Nothing but folly worse than madness could induce
her to engage in hostilities again, For his part, Mr.
S. was tor settling the peace establishment at six

no estimate, but every thing was left to conjecture-'
As to the second poiiv practical military men ought
to be consulted whether it would be
proper to keep
up a military force to maintain military science
The next question was the most important: Have
we a suffic.ent knowledge of the force and policy of
the enemy to authorise a reduction of our
military
force?
He contended we had not. What would be
the feelings of England on
receiving intelligence of
the late events, he did dot know. Whether the
soreness of her recent defeat would produce a disthousand men if it were larger, the recruiting position to remain at peace or to retaliate, no
genofficers must be again set to work.
Of this he had tleman could say. If there was any doubt on the
no idea, nor h id the people. The time had arrived subject, we ought to act with caution in
reducing
when ihese notions would not be borne, and must our military establishment. What course the ene^
be abandoned.
my will pursue we cannot determine; whether he
Mr. Fisk o' Vt. said, lie was not a little surprised will keep up a small peace establishment or a larp-e,
to see the course taken by some gentlemen on this military force, we do not know. It
ought to be recolquest ion. It had been well stated that the enemy was lected, that lie has abundance of military means, and
yet in our neighborhood and was yet in possession of that living is as cheap in Canada as in England. If the
many of our posts. What w:;s now proposed? To re- enemy shoald keep up a force on our borders of 3Q
duce the army to fatherless than the last peace esta- or 40,000 men, instead of reducing it to four or five
blishment. Experience ought to dictate a contrary thousand, would it be wise for us
wholly to disarm 2
course. Who could recollect the disasters of Harmar, It would not.
Mr. C. said he deprecated such a
state
of
the defeat of St. Clair, and not fear similar results of
things; but, if the enemy should retain a
similar circumstances? Some of the b?st blood of the large force in service in our
vicinity, it would be
nation was spilt because we had not a force to awe the highly impolitic for us to reduce ours as low as as is
and
The
savages
compel the fulfilment of the treaty. Men proposed.
gentleman from Virginia (Mr.
change with times there is nothing truer. Exa- Jackson) had on a former day, remarked that our
mine the journals of 1805—6, and we shall find sen- situation was particularly felicitous in
having no
timents very different from those now uttered, from enemy immediately in our
neighborhood. But, it
the federal side of the house. It was then contend- ought to be borne in mind that the most
powerful
ed, and tlu journals will s-hew it, that our military nation in Europe possessed provinces
adjoining our
establishment was too small, that ten thousand men territory, into which she could readily
pour an armwould be too few for a time of perfect apparent ed force. He hoped that nation never
would, but it
We shall find the votes ot these gentlemen might do so. Suppose, with forty thousand
peace.
men, he
at that day to increase the military establishment. chose, without notice, to make a hostile
movement
Now, it seems, with our posts multiplied, our fron- against our territory: every strong position on the
tier extended, the powerful armies of a nation with Niagara frontier would fall at once into Ids
hands,
whom. we have just concluded a peace, yet on our and the very expence we wish to avoid must bj
frontier, we are to reduce our army to six thousand quadrupled to enable us to regain them.
Having neimen. Have gentlemen become converts to the doc- ther estimates nor facts, as he had before remarked,
trine they once thought so hostile to the
public in- the house ought to act cautiously. It is easier to
terest ? Would they agree to disarm the nation in keep soldiers than to
get them; to have officers of
the race of an enemy who holds some of our most skill anil renown in your possession, than to make
important posts ? He hoped not. He trusted we them. Let us wait a while before we reduce our arshould at least keep up a force of ten thousand men my to a mere peace establishment.
for the present.
Mr. Goldsboroitg-Ii said, that one
The next congress could reduce
argument which
it, if the then state of things would authorise them had been urged in favor of a large
military establishto do so, if our posts were delivered up. Waen ment appeared to iiim to cut both
ways. It was
our late enemy reduces his army in our neighbor- contended that it was cur duty to keep
up a large
we
more
now
and
force
until
do
we
it.
Do
it
our
late enemy reduces his.
hood,
may
military
safely
shall invite another war with a nation whose pride is Suppose our late
the
in
same
enemy
way should
slung by her defeats, and encourage the hostility of keep up his force becauss we keep up ours? We
another government with whom we have a serious shall maintain our present military forever: and this
dispute as to the boundary lines of our territory.
argument, threfoiv, goes too far. It appeared to
Mr. Calhoun said, it appeared to him, that on the him, Mr.fJ. said, that gentlemen holding the affirquestion of fixing the military peace establishment, mative of the question of reduction of the army to
'the house were rather acting in the dark, haying 60'JQ men, r.eed resort for its support only to the ge,

;

;

|
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neral policy of the country, to the duty pi ever; newal o. tnendjy intercourse, we ought to layasld*
of the house to relieve lus constituents unrounded suspicions, and act upon the state of
from the heavy burthens which must be imposed on things, declared and established by the treaty.—
them for us support. Tins argument is sufficiently 1 here was one argument that had been so often resolid to repel all the arguments tie hau Heard in fa- peated, he could not omit noticing it, though he had
vor of a larger military establishment than six oeen substantially anticipated by the gentleman
thousand men. The advocates of a larger force had from Maryland, In the treaty of 1783, there was a
dwelt on the apprehension of a war with Spain, anu stipulation that neither nation should throw any
of a renewal of the war with Britain. Were gentle- impediment in the way of the recovery of debts due
men serious? Did they mean to alarm the country from citizens of one nation to citizens of the other.
mean to express a wisn It was a notorious fact, that such impediments were
by such language? Did they
He hoped not. Our complaint thrown in the way by some of the states, the consefor a Spanish war?
that she has been accessary quence of which was, that Great Britain
against Spain, if any, is
kept posto the acts of a principal aggressor on our rights.— session of the posts she was to have
to us.

memaer

given up
Ue hopeu The surrender of the posts, and the removal of
Having released the principal (France)
legal
we should not make war upon a secondary power.— impediments to the collection of old British debts,
As to West-Florida, we have possession; ana it may took place at one and the same time; and unques.
be a good reason to raise an army to defend it when tionably, as the gentleman who last spoke had obever we shall have reason to believe it will be attack- served, On both sides there was blame. Mr. P. said,
As to the renewal of the war he was well aware, that he could neither speak or
ed, but not before.
with Great Britain, he had no sort of fear of it.— write, if he had any reference to Great Britain iri any
The difficulties which arose in carrying into effect way, but it was said that he was a British advocate.
the treaty of 1783, afforded no argument in favor of His conduct throughout the war of the revolution,
the expectation of a similar course now. Britain and since, ought to contradict the insinuation. I am,
then complained that we had not complied with some said he, an American citizen, and know no other
of our stipulations in that treaty, and particularly predilection. Bu>, he might add, that after the treaty
that which secured to British citizens the debts due of 1794, the board of commissioners under that
to them before the war, and we.comptahieti that siie treaty were broke up, and no measures were taken
did not deliver up some of the western posts; ana for the payment of those British deots; and it was
both parties were unquestionably to blame. It had not uiiul tiie administration of Mr. Jefferson,
been said, that 6000 men would be a smaller peace that a treaty was entered into, and ratified by
establishment than we had before the war. This him, whereby the United States were pledged to
Mr. G. denied. Our peace establishment in 1805, pay those debts, computed at a certain sum.
about the time our collision with Great Britain broke Without waiting for thai payment, Britain did
and it was surrender the posts. But, it had been said, we
out, was short of three thousand men;
not until this unlucky war, from which we are for- ought to keep up a large force if Britain did. Great
to take place, that our Britain, remote as she is from her provinces, has
tunately freed, was expected
encreasea to much stronger reason for
keeping up a large force
military establishment was nominally
ten thousand men. At this time, he could not see there, than the United Stales could have for maintainno necessity for preparing for war; he could not ing a corresponding force. The continuing to harbor
think congress would be justified in maintaining sucn suspicions, Mr. P. said, would, more than all
than was neces- other things, tena to produce another war. But,
any further burthen on the people,
in the United could any gentleman
seriously apprehend another
sary to garrison the various posts
do their duty war after what had taken place at the close of this ?
States.
They would not, he thought,
It. had been
said, the pride of" Great Britain would
to their country, if they went beyond 6000 men.
Mr. Pickering said, he held in his hand the mes- be wounded by the events at New Orleans. To this
the United States, trans M. P. answered, she had made peace without
sage of the president of
of peace and amity knowing the result of that expedition. Why did she
mitting to the congress a treaty
He had supposed tins an au- make peace ? Some supposed, on account of the as•with Great Britain.
Mr. P. rather attributed it
thentic document; that we really had been at peace; pect of affairs in Europe
ior to the slate of
th;it we had been rejoicing and illuminating
lungs ,n Great Britain. The sentito
form ments of the opposition in ootli houses, we know to
other person
peace. But, were he or any
The sense of the
his opinions on the words used by the gentleman have been favorable to peace.
from South Carolina (Mr. GalhounJ lie shoulu con- people of England on that head* maybe gathered
die
from
vast number of petitions lor peace
clude that we were still at war. That gentleman also
had urged, as a conclusive reason, why we should with the United States. It may also be attributed
to
that
conviction
the
not reduce the army below ten thousand men,
experience had taught of its being

—

1

clearly the interest of Great Britain to be at peace
with us. She wants a vent for her manufactures. Her
of an adequate regular force having been read by- merchants had supposed that when the whole contione gentleman, Mr. Bickering begged the atten- nent was open to her, there would be an insatiable
which lie market for iier commodities. There was an error in
tion of the house to another

we did not yet know the disposition of the enemy.'—
The president's recommendation forthe maintenance

passage,
read, expressing the sanguine hope and belief, that
the treaty of peace would be a lasting foundation of
the most friendly intercourse. The sentiments now
expressed on one side of the house, appeared to him
to be of a character directly opposed to this; and
would have a tendency to stir up all the sentiments
which had existed, and should only exist, in a state
of war. If we have peace in fact, if we are desirous
of renewing friendly intercourse with Great Britain,
we should lay aside all enmity, and forbear any ex
pressions, calculated to keep alive that irritability
which has existed in time past, against the nation
with whom we are now at peace* If we desire a re-

that speculation, and

many of her merchants were

injured, if not mined, by engaging in it. The continent was inundated by British manufactures: the
people of the comment were unable or not inclined to
purchase, and the goods remained in consequence
The British nation,
in the hands of the exporters.
therefore, so large a portion of whose people are manufacturers, were mixious for peace with the United

Stated, that this better market than another should
be open to them. This is the great reason why
M. P. adverted to the
they desired peace with us.
recent disaster of the British irmy before New Orleans. If it had only happened to those who were
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summer; to ad- ment ought to be reduced at least as low as had
miral Cochrane and his command (wliose lust for been voted in committee of the whole. He should
was well known) tlie effect would have lor his own part be satisfied with that number,
plunder
been very deferent on the British nation, though, thinning along the whole frontier, he believed six;
hud the attempt succeeded, it would have made for- thousand men would be abundantly sufficient for
tunes for him and all his officers. Hut, the expedi- all the purposes of defence and security.
Very
tion was fitted out with the approbation and under small garrisons would be sufficient in most of our
the eyes of the British ministry, by whom it was seaports to keep the fortifications in repiir. Except
vast New-York, he did not know one that would
require
provided with an immense number of troops and
more than two hundred men, many not more than
equipments, destined expressly tor the subjugation
Of New Orleans. Before the issue of that expedi- fifty, and some not more than twentv-five.
.1/?-.
tion was known, from which complete success
Troup rose for the purpose of correcting
must have been anticipated, the same ministry con- some erroneous statements which had been made,
cluded a peace. When the result of that expedi- greatly exaggerating the amount of expenditure neIf the
tion is known in England, the ministry, lie said, cessary for a military peace establishment.
must be disgraced, and probably driven from their army was to be destroyed, he added, let it be by fair
and
not
Who will succeed them ? The Cannings, argument,
seat?.
by enormous calculations of the
No; cost.
as the gentleman from Georgia supposes ?
Jlr.
Gros~venor
rose
to assign the reasons, why lie
Mr. Canning himself is now a minister appointed by
the present ministry to represent that government should in his vote on the present occasion, differ from
Their successors will be those very most of his friends, lie considered this a totally
in Portugal.
members of opposition in both houses of parliament distinct question from fixing and voting a peace
who have clamored for a peace with America. But, establishment. He did not believe this was the time,
the gentlemen from South Carolina says, Great Bri- or that the house had the necessary information en
tain has a gre it army in Canada, and may attack us if which to fix the military peace establishment
and
we disarm ourselves. What motive can she have to this was the real question presented to the house.
do so ? If they made peace when they were in pos- It had been said, and truly, that the British nation
session of very important posts on our frontier, have on our soil posts of the utmost importance yet
It is a fact that
avid expected New Orleans to fall, how can we ex- unrelinquished.
many tribes of "the
pect they will attack us for the purpose of con- indisn nations are yet in a state of disturbjnee, with
whom we have no treaty, no peace or security for a
quest ? [Mr. Calhoun explained, that he had not
asserted that such would be the case, but only put peace. This house did not yet know the manner and
a case to shew the policy of keeping up a respecta- spirit in which the treaty of peace had been concludble military force. The loss of J)etroit at the com- ed. He regretted that the president had not laid
mencement of the war just closed, for the want of before congress the correspondence in regard to this
adequate officers and force, had occasioned more very treaty. To have done so would have been no
than half viie whole expence of the war.] Mr. Pick- violation of principle, because the president had on
a former occasion adopted that course.
To this
ering resumed. Instead of maintaining a vast miliMr. G. said, was opposed in England, pertary force, at an expence which will require a con- treaty,
tinuance of the present oppressive taxation on the haps the strongest party in that country and, whatever gentlemen might think, this treaty was not
people, he said, we ought to reduce the army and
relieve the people from a load of taxes by which very cordially received in this country, notwiththey were ai most crushed.
ought to husband standing all our illuminations and rejoicings. He
our means, instead of exhausting them because it is thought he had already seen symptoms of dissatisfacat it in debate.
Mr. G. said he had been e*rly
possible a war may take place God knows when. tion
Great Britain may obtain a considerable force in taught to respect the wisdom of the maxim, that to
Canada, btit if she does, it ought to give no um- be sure of peace you must be prepared for war. If
had application or point, it applied
brage to tiie United States. Why will she proba- ever this maxim
From the ap- to the very circumstances in which we are placed; to
Liv Keep up a large force i» Canada ?
prehension of such n sudden incursion from the U- this state of things, wherein the enemy has possession
nited Stales as took took phce three > ears ago. of so much of our soil, and several of our strongest
So far from expecting invasion, Mr. P. said he posts, of the redemption of which we have no cerwoid 1 be willing to raze to tiie foundation all tainty but the reliance on her faith. In this unset«\n- posts on the frontier.
Britain was smarting, tled state of things, the maxim to which he had reHe did
h*> remarked, under the effects of more than twenty ferred had made a deep impression on him.
years' war: the nation sighed for repose, a/id assur- not know, but in the opinion of many gentlemen, the
edly would not sulFer the ministry to engage in a faidi of the English nation might be relied on. Mr. G.
:k-\'.' war with
the United States. One gentleman, inclined to think it might; but upon this occasion
Mr. 1*. said, had referred to the Spaniards, and in- he would be guarded at all points; he would rely
timated that, as we iiad some differences with them, on established maxims of policy, instead of relying
have tried a great
we therefore ought not to disband our army. We on the faith of any nation.
but there is yet another it
very well know, and certainly do not fear, the mill number of experiments;
Was it ever before heard of, that on the
tary strength, of Spain. Tiie feeideness of that gov- appears.
ernment, especially with its present head, leaves us bare signature of a peace, its late antagonist remainnolhuig to (ear in that quarter. After the signal ing on its soil and borders, that a nation disarmed
defeat of a very large British force at New Orleans, r.seif altogether? To be sine, it will occasion some
what motivfe c-.m Spain have to enter into war with additional expence, to return our force in existence:
lis ?
The effect of that defeat will be felt not only bill to disband our forces at once, and entirely, would
She is weak in her have a bad influence, and the world would have a
in Great Britain but in Spain.
to say, we had escaped from the contest so
provinces bordering on the United States peculiar- right
Her internal distraction forbad the possi- completely worn down by its pressure, that we could
ly weak.
almost, certainly the probability of her not even act \[p to the ordinary rules of prudence^
bility
thinking of war With the United States. These If this force should be disbanded, and an unfortunate
wfc-e bTienythe reasons, Mr. P. said," which satir- JcoUision should as*ain arise, what expences and
"%d him that the force of our military establish- iiosses may we have to en:c/unter hereafter, in o;dej
P
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on our coast before, during the last
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1c save a comparatively trifling expence

now

!

What

is

not

more than twenty-five or

Villi

thirty forts in aliV

or five which, it is presumed, are not all
necessary to be
expence of supporting four
thousand men for a few months, when put into the kept up in a lime of peace. 1 much question if it is
balance against those ev;ls which may grow out of necessary to keep up more than twenty. Will not
a different course ? In all these matters, Mr G. s.iid, one hundred men on an average be sufficient to maii
It is true, some may,
it appeared to him that a nation acts wisely when each fori ?
perhaps, require
it acts according to maxims established by pru- two hundred, but others will not require more than
dence and sanctioned by experience. The history twenty -five or thirty men. Then, sir, you will have
of the world, he boldly pronounced, din not afford upwards of one half of the 6000, as cortW mpiated
an instance in which <ny nation had completely dis- by the amendment for other purposes. But some
atmed itself in the circumstances in which this na- gentlemen advocate 10,000, and others 20,000 of a
tion was placed.
Standing army. The policy is easy to be seen through
the advocates of a perpetual system of taxation
Mr.. Gkolson said, that, for his part, he should not
act on tne presumption of the inexecution of tlv discover that if they cannot retain a considerable
stan
ung army, they will have no good plea for ritreaty of peace; 1:' he did, he should feel himself
bound to retain the military establishment, on its veting the present taxes on the people. I was an advocate
he
for
taxes when taxes were necessary in support of
On the contrary, however,
present footing".
should acton dt- principles of the president's mes the war, but as soon is it can be done, consistent with
sage on the hope that (.reat Britain would carry propriety, I shall be in favor of removing the heathe treaty into effect
because, from the events ot vies, of them. Commeifce brought us into the war,
the War just terminated, he believed it to be as lctle and I am lor making commerce pay the principal
her interest aa ours, to renew the War. lint, while part of the debt incurred by the war, and not surfer
freely and frankly avowing 'his sentiment, he couid the people to be ground down to dust by heavy
Mr. D. said if the argument of his colnot, under other views of the subject, agree to the taxation.
rapid reduction of the army, Which was proposed. league (Mr. Hopkins) proved any thing, it proved
Was there any thing in the present situation of the too much— it proved that while there was the least
country, which required a smaller foice than we had speck in the political horizon abioad, that was not
had for several years before the declaration of War favorable to us, we must keep up large standing arWe ii iva an extent of three or four thousand miles mi's to guard against possible difficulties. This is
of frontier, on which are u number of points, requir- a kind or doctrine inconsistent with the peaceful
ing garrisons we are in hostility with a great many habits of republics, but calculated to oppress the
nun 01 tribes and our affairs with Spain are yet un- people by heavy burthens {instead of ameliorating
settled.
Every thing considered, he thought the their condition. The gentleman tells yott that we
army ought not to be reduced Lelow ten 'housand have been menaced by the Spaniards, and therefore
men. No man in tiie house was more solicitous than ought to keep a force in pay sufficient to repel any"
himself to reduce the public expenditures and he attempt on their part. But he has defeated his
entertained a stong hope, that they would be so re- own remarks, by saying the Spaniards are in an unduced by the reduction oi' the army, &.c. that the settled state, that Ihey are in a state of internal
next congress might repeal nearly all the Uxes that distra-tion, and therefore it 19 uncertain what moment they may pounce upon us. Sir, a moment's rehave been hud.
Mr. Desha said, that he did not regret that he had currence to common sense would be sufficient to
brought this subject forward, for it was necessary for discover the fallacy of these remaiks. Is it to be
the nation to know, whether they were to be saddled presumed, while they are in a state of internal diswith a large standing army in time of peace, or a traction, that we have any thing' to apprehend from
moderate peace establishment. Hut he regretted them certainly not. They will have enough to da
that the question should take up so much time in to settle their own affairs to keep their own godebate at this late period of tiie session, notwith vernment from being overturned, without turning
standing there has been so much eloquence display- their eye to foreign wars, even if they had any just
ed. The question on this amendment was, on Sa- cause of complaint against us, which I deny. And
turday, carried in the committee of the whole would it be wise to keep up large standing armies
house, by a msjority of nineteen votes, where I did in times of peace to lh3 oppression of our own peohope it was sufficiently discussed, and where I did ple, because there is a distant possibility of being
hope it was sufficiently understood; but gentlemen attacked by the Spaniards? Mr. D. ssdd we are
have came forward with a new siring of arguments either at war or we have peace if we are at war,
against the proposition. Do they suppose that the not a single man ought to be discharged; if we are at
house did not understand this subject, or do they peace, it would he inexpedient to keep more regusuppose that by this great flow of eloquence they lars than was sufficient to garrison our out-posts and
can make the substantial part or the house change secure our frontiers. He thought that six thousand
their opinions in so short a time ? When I speak of were sufficient for these purposes, and therefore
the substantial part of the house, I mean those who hoped the amendment would be adopted. One word
think much and speak but little who m*ke com- in relation to other remarks made by the gentleman
mon sense their gtiid , and not theoretical or visiona- from Georgia. He laments that more respect is not
Mr. D. said he should not have arisen paid to recommendations from the executive. Mr.
ry projects.
to trouble the house with a single remark, but for 1). said there was no man in the nation had a higher
that positive statement made by the gentlemen from opinion of the
goodness and purity of the intentions
Georgia (Mr. Forsyth) who stated in a very positive of the executive than he had, and such recommenmaimer, that six thousand men were not sufficient dations always had due weight with him, and would
to garrison the out-posts
How does the gentleman continue to create a preponderance in all cases of a
know this? What datn dots he judge from? If he doubtful character but as man is fallible, and liable
has any correct data, on which he bottoms his calcu- to err, as a representative of a free people he should
Bur take the liberty on this, as well as on all cases, where
lations, he ought to give them to the house,
1 shall take for granted that he has none that it is no dou'oi existed, of exercising his own judgment,
>\ mere
guess, (notwithstanding the positive manner holding himself responsible for his conduct to those
in which it has been asserted. I have made souk whom he had the honor to represent.
Mr. Rhea of Ten. said lie heartily coincided iS"
•cVtk'kiiaiiuiis, and, ae 1 observed ou yesterday, there

would be
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sentiment with that part in the president's) message
which liaJ been quoted by the gentleman from Mas*
sachusetts. Ha meant, he said, to endeavor, as much
as -}' in his power, to cultivate peace, and friendship
I

with Great-Britain. If that nation would let us alone,
he w..s willing to forget w:iat hud passed. lie had
no inclination to renew hostilities with her, and he
hop«d that all the members of this body corns
pon led with him in the feeling. But, to disarm ourselves altogether would be just us wise as, when a
wirni day comes, to throw oil" all our clothes, expecting winter was over. Although the president
had expressed in his message pacific purposes, he
also expressed an opinion, in which M.. It. fully
concurred, adverse to a sudden or total reduction
ol our military force.
Taking into view the present
.state of the world, and the
probability thai the calm
in
Europe is nothing but the precursor of a violent
Storm, though he sincerely desired it might be
otherwise, Mr Rhea conceived it would be highly
imprudent to part with so great a proportion of our
army as was proposed. The president had ex

V1IL

J

J£

men, had really alarmed him. He feared that nU
was not right. He apprehended that there was

some

tnyatertj in the present views of the government, which Was judged unfi to be communicated
either to the people or their representatives.
Ha
feared that some design which could not be avowed,
was maturing, to keep up a lar;,e standing army in.
time of peace. Of that the peace lately negocisled,
which had been hailed with so much enthusiasm,
W9's deceptive
that the people hid been amused,
and woula be deceived in their expectations of per1

—

manent peace and increasing prosperity. He could
not but be alarmed to find that the secretary nt war
had recommended the keeping up a regular army
of 20,01)0 to hear that this plan met the approba-

—

tion of the administration! and to see that it found
Mr. S. said that it apadvocates in that house.
peared to him, as if gentlemen had forgotten not

only the

first

determined

principles of our government, but had
renounce all the sentiments which

to

Mr. S. said,
their friends had formerly avowed.
that if there was any one principle which might be
called fundamantal to our civil institutions, and
which above all others had received the undivided
approbation of the friends of civil liberty in the
United States, without distinction of party, it was
this
that a standing army was not to be tolerated

pressed sen un-.nts in direct opposition to those of
the gentleman from Massachusetts, who hail quoted
another part of the message. [Mr Rhea here quoted
the part of the
message recommending the retention
of a respectable
This, he said,
military force.]
was a very plain talk, and far from coinciding with in time of peace. It formed a prominent cause of
the inferences drawn from that part of the
message complaint in the vindication of independence, <-.nd
recommending the cultivation of friendly sentiments was denounced in many of the state constitutions
towards G. Britain. The best writing, even the Holy it was directly in opposition to the uniform opinBook itself, might be distorted from as meaning and ion of our sages and patriots. Yet the plan seemgeneral intent, by quoting detached sentences of it. ed to have made many new friends. Ail the comThe recommendation of the executive is, in efF-ct, mon-place reasons in favor of such a measure (and
that the military establishment be not so reduced none other had been urged) had been resorted
as that other nations may take
Reasons which ilways had been, and aladvantage of its to.
diminution Mr. R. said he respected the gentleman ways would be pressed into such a service such as
from N. York for the opinions he bad just delivered, the unsettled state of the world; large armies kept
they were manly and noble; he highly approved up by rival powers; the unruly disposition of saof them.
Suppose the military establishment to be vage tribes; the necessity of always being prepared
reduced to six, four or three thousand men we for war to preserve peace. He was alarmed at the
know, said M:. Ithea who have been obliged to sentiments expressed in regard to the peace. The
bear the responsibility of the war, and who have honorable gentleman had urged as a reason
against
disavowed any responsibility. If there should be reducing the army, that we had no security for the
any encroachments on us on account of our weak- duration of the pe*ce; that the British government
ness, the very majority of this house would be had not relinquished its pretensions; and that if
accused of want of foresight and wisdom in disband- the same causes of war should occur again, 1he
ing th 2 army. Mr. R. said he had no inclination to peace would also huve an end. And the gunllemjtn
Unless there also added, diat our condition was only that of a
subject himself to this condition.
should be a correspondent reduction of force by truce or suspension of hostility. Mr. S. said that
our late enemy, he would not to reduce the arm} this was alarming information, indeed; and Ids only
so greatly as was proposed. Il had been said, we sonsolation was derived frcm a conviction, that it
ought to rely wholly on militia for defence. Militia was wholly unfounded; he asked if it could be pnrgenerally, he said "would do their duty, and that aible that the treaty lately negociated was mere demanfully, when called on; but we know that our ception? He hoped and believed that it was no',
late enemy have b :en
permitted to hold on a large but that it had been produced by the dear bought
portion of our territory, without molestation from experience, that nothing was to be gained by thfi
the militia. He would not consent to subject the war. The error into which the gentleman had fallUnited States to a continuation or repetition of that en was this: he supposed that, as the British government had not relinquished its pretensions, the causdisgrace by a total disbandment of the army.
Mr. Stockton said, that the subject of reducing es of the W ir still existed and might again prothe army was very important the pressure of the duce hostility, if
.gain resorted toby that governlate war had already borne
heavily upon the people, ment. But Mr. S. said that this opinion was not
and would soon be more distinctly felt in the form correct; the honorable gentleman seemed to have
of taxes by every man and in
every family. He forgotten that we had declared the war, and were
ha 1, upon due consideration, determined to vote in the complainants, and that going to war for specific
favor of the amendment mads in committee, reduc- causes, when we made a general peace without proing the peace establishment 1o six thousand men. viding foi them, we must be considered as having
Nothing, however, would have induced him to abandoned them; there existed no necessity for the
take any part in the debate, but the alarming course British to give up their pretensions, unless they inof argument pursued on the other side of the house. tended so to do; so far from it, by the acknowledgThe strange suggestions to which he alluded, com- ed laws of nations, every cause of war no', provided
ing as they did from a gentleman of standing the for by the treaty, is considered as given up, and cart
chairman of the committee of foreign relations, never be again made the foundation of hostility,
a id similar expressions expressed by other
This rule was
gentle- without a breach of puolic faith.

—

—

—
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general, and had received the unqualified approbation of the most approved writers upon the law of
nations a treaty of peace not only puts an end to
the war, but abolishes the cause of it. The party
Who made the war, and then the peace, can never
egain recommence hostilities for the same causes;
hence, in modern treaties, there will uhvays be found
a leading provision, that the peace shall be firm or
or universal, or of the like import, the
perpetual,
me^ning of which is not, that there shall be no future war, but that peace is to be perpetual, as far
Mr. S.
as respects the former points of difference.
said, that the operation of this principle of national law upon the subject, was obvious.
had gone
to war ostensibly on account of the orders in counwe had continued because of impressments from
cil
American merchant vessels we complained, as occasion required, about blockades and other subordinate matters; as to the orders in council, the treaty did not operate upon that subject, because they
had been repealed at the beginning of the war, and
did not constitute a matter in dispute when the
therefore that subject was not
treaty was signed
touched by the treaty. If they should again be renewed, we shou)d have the same right to go to war
on that account as we had before, and no more. But
he thought that there was not the remotest prebafailiiy that the British government, after voluntarily
abandoning them, Would ever again resort to such
an experiment. But the causes for which the war
had been continued after the repeal of those orders,
and after the offer of an armistice and pacific ar-

make peace with

—

We

—

—

—

rangement, stood upon a different footing, and were
expressly within the principle. At the head of the
list was the point of impressment.
We claimed
that the flag should cover and protect all persons
on board of our merchantmen. We continued the
war because of the right claimed and exercised by
the British to search, and to take awav their own
subjects, and because of the abuse of that right in
often taking real American citizens under pretence
that they were British subjects.
Vet the treaty is
not a letter is to be found
silent as to that matter
in it impairing or even regulating the exercise of
the claim. We can never therefore maintain that
our flag shall cover the. persons on board our merchant ships. Nor, if we act with good faith, can
we evA" again go to war for the common abuses
heretofore practised for these were the causes of
the war, which this peace has ended all that can
be left to us, acting bona fide, is to endeavor bv
amicable arrangement to provide against abuses of
that claim, which this treaty has converted into an
acknowledged right. The same might be said of
blockades and the rest of our maritime pretensions.

—

—

—

Till.

enemv, merely to afford tir^a
war might be recommenced on the old grounds when he was inclined
so to do.
When he said that the administration had
recognized this principle of public law, he referred
to the public documents, to the instructions to our
ministers, which he said proved the correctness of
its

for better preparation, if the

his position, by requiring a reservation of our rights
if a treaty was concluded without expressly recognizingthem: and the treaty contained no such reMr. S. went on to say lie was opposed to
nervation.

Our safety lies
force.
keeping up a large military
in the spirit, bravery and patriotism of the people.
Did we want proof of this? Let us cast our eyes
to Sackett's Harbor, Plattsburg, and particularly to
New-Orleans, where the brave militia of the counwith no other
try aided by their western brethren,
aid than two' skeleton regiments, had repulsed the
enemy with signal slaughter. This had taught the
world a lesson how freemen would defend their
homes. Why then, Mr. S. asW, should we keep
up this army at the expence of many millions of
For one, he would not consent to it. The
dollars?
taxes imposed on the people were enormous— they
could not be dispensed with until our finances and
credit were restored. We should retrench as much
as possible, top off every unnecessary article of expence, and commence a system of rigid economy.
On the whole, he trusted that the amendment, made
in committee, would be confirmed in the house* by a
decided majority.
Mi: Macon said he would not take tip the treaty
or its merits, not discuss the subject of executive
recommendations; but he should eontine himself to
the question of what it would be proper for the
United States to do in the present state of things.
Six or ten thousand men were nothing as a war
If the treaty were only a truce we
instead oi'
stop at ten thousand men;
on recruit
disbanding our forces we ought to go
of tilings
ing them, to be prepared for the state
which will take place when the truce expires. Rot,
Mr. M. said, he too'.: the treaty for a covenant of

establishment.

ought

r.ot to

was willing in good faith to carry it
There was a mistake on the part of
some gentlemen in regard to what had been the oriall the trouble
ginal peace establishment. During
between this country and Spain ami Britain, no addition had been authorized to the old peace establishment, until after the attack upon the Chesape.-k;
disand, when the law then passed, there was great

peace, and
into

lie

effect.

pute about the title of it, that the additional force
might not be considered a part of the military
peace establishment. The old peace establishment
consisted of one brigade only. With that force we
The treaty was silent; the enemy would not suffer had taken
with that force
possession of Louisiana;
them to be named they are all given up we have we had maintained it, besides keeping garrisons in
ourselves abandoned the new doctrine of "free trade most of our
he thought,
present forts. The Indians,
and sailors' rights," and can never again
forts would
rightfully might be'safelv left to themselves; our
draw the sword on those pretensions. Mr. S. said not now be increased, and all the force that appearthat he did notstaie this by way of reproach
would
be suffiagainst ed to him necessary, was so much as
the government, for concluding such a
peace— he cient to keep our works in repair. Tiie true way to
had predicted and rejoiced at the event. It had saved make our militia efficient, is to let them know that
the country, which was enough for him. He should
and to
lite safety of the nation depends on them,
not venture even to give a character to the
of their lapeace, take nothing more from the products
nor insinuate that it was not such as it
ought to bor to support regular soldiers, than is absolutely
have been. He only wished that the
people might necessary. In proportion as men live easily and
understand it that it might pass for what it was
are free from
comfortably; in proportion as they
worth, and no more. Mr. S. said, that the gene- the burthens of taxation, they will be attached to
ral principle of public law which he had laid down
For bis pari,
the government in which they live.
was not only just in itself, but its
reduce the
application to' Mr. M.said, he should be willing to
our case had been anticipated and
recognized by army to the old pt-ace establishment of three thou,
the administration; were it not for such a
As tq-'.the Indian hostilities, Mr. M. apprinci- sandmen.
ple War would be interminable—peace would be prehended we should now hear very little of them.
What nation would The North Western
had beeu_at the but•nothing more ^than a truce.

—

—

—
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torn of the Iiiili:tn wars; and it was now their inte-ily io a small military establishment, and was wil,
So long as the British ministry ling to reduce ours in moderation. In the existing
rests to end them.
were on an amicable footing with this government, state of society, without indulging in ungenerous
I

;

so long the Indians will remain at pence. It was no
matter what men composed the British ministry,
rxnl therefore immaterial in tins debate: whether
they are the Cannings, Castfereaghs or Wellesleys,
it is our duty to consider them ail as devoted to tlte
As to Spain, Mr. M. said he conBritish interests.
sidered the question settled as to the territory west
of the l'erdido. The people of Tennessee and GeorIf he had been so
gia, had settled that question.
inclined, would Ferdinand of Spain have missed
the fatorable opportunity afforded by the double

suspicions^ it would he most wise and prudent
never to put ourselves in the power of other na-

!

tions.

Mr. Wr ight said he rose, not to speak to the reduction of the army, having already expressed his
opinion on that subject, hut briefly to r«ply to the
gentleman from New Jersey (Mr. Stockton) who
had just told the house that we went to war n >v
"free trade and sailors' rights," illegal blockades
and spoliations; that he will not speak of the character 6i the peace, and yet in the same breath tel!3
us that the right of impressment has been given up,
and our claim for spoliation has been given up. I
should he glad to know, said Mr. W. how he could
more pointedly have given a character to !he peace,
or, indeed, more metwrectly have given that character.
S,r, after the advice of the president, to
cultivate harmony in every section of the union,
and, indeed, when remarks tending to irritate
Great Britain, have been rebuked on this floor, 1 had
hoped that remarks tending to stir up the angry
pas ions among ourselves, would have been for-

war in which we were engaged, to have? made an attempt 6ft the country? Once settle that country,
said Mr. M. and you will want no garrisons there.

The late enemy, he said, had calculated much fiom
the operations of its army against Orleans. If they
were satisfied with the treaty under a belief of
lhat army being victorious, and the key of the
whole western country being in their possession,
would they be dissatisfied with it now-, when that
army was ascertained to be destroyed, and the design of conquest totally defeated? The events in
that quarter might be urged in England as a reason
for putting the ministers out of power, hut not as a
reason for violating the treaty. Mr. M. said he
should be glad to see a reduction of the army now.
His experience had shewn him, that, if there was a
difficulty in raising men and laying taxes, there
was a greater difficulty in getting rid of both. He

borne. 1 for one was prepared to acton the princito drop the curtain of oblivion on
ple of amnesty
the past, and to cultivate union, so necessary for the
Sir, the
harmony and prosperity of the nation.
war was declared to arrest the practice of impressment and illegal blockades under the orders in coun obtain satisfaction for spoliations; obcil, and to
had heard strong arguments zealously urged, why jects admitted on all sides to justify the war. Bu»
taxes shoidd not be repealed when they were not the gentleman has told us, that they have all by the
necessary, and he was certain they would not be treaty been given up he has forgotten his own rerepealed if they were made necessary by keeping maiks on former occasions; that Britain never claimup a large military force. The security of this na- ed the right of the impressment of our seamen,
tion reposes not on a large military force, but on but to take her own.
He has forgot that he presstfd
It is us to put a stop to the further progress of the war.
the happiness and freedom of the people.
much cheaper to carry on a war with regulars than as the orders in council were revoked, and yet he
militia, but a regular army ought not to be kept up says the right of impressment has been given up
What enabled the people to that the right of blockade has been given up, and
in time of peace.
6tand the pressure of the restrictive system, but the no compensation for spoliation lias been obtained.
lightness with which they were borne upon by taxes? Sir, it will be recollected by all that Great Britain
History almost universally proves, that in proportion never claimed the right of impressment of Amenas you rely on regulars, militia lose their efficacy jean seamen, and of course that the right would not
and utility. You must let the militia-man know, he have been among the causes of the war; but that
must feel, that on him and on others like him, the she claimed the right to take British seamen
safety of the nation rests, and r,ot on a standing sailing under the flag of the United States, and unarmy. Mr.M. hoped the house would concur in d&r pretence of that claim impressed our seamen
reducing the number cf men to six thousand; tliotigh Sir, the orders in council imposing illegal blockhe should like it well if it were reduced still ades were revoked lmost cotemporaneously with

—

—
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lower.

Mr.

M'Kim

said, he was opposed to the amendreducing the force of the army as low as
He was not thus opposed to it, from
any apprehension of insincerity in the peace between
the United Stites and Great Britain, but he was in
favor of proceeding on the common rules of prudence and caution. The late enemy had at this
time a large force on our coasts and borders, say
o5,000men; and with Great Britain, as a rival na-i
tion, holding so powerful a force in our neighbor-!
hood, it was not, in his opinion, compatible with
prudence to reduce the military establishment.

ment

for

six thousand.

;

—

j

,

the declaration of war, and before she knew it was
declared, but I never had a doubt that our preparations for the war, of which she was informed, at
the time of the revocation of the orders in coTHiof course,
cil, was the cause of that revocation
ihese orders in council and illegal blockades were
abandoned long before the treaty, r.nd of course it
could not be necessary by treaty to effect what had
been done without, by the war. The practice of
impressment was also, by the war, determined, and
we can never forget that the opposition contended
that they had very few seamen impressed, fewer by
far than we are taught were
given dp and restored
to liberty, but kept as prisoners of war, although
captr.red in time of pace, us their 'friends called it..
I ask,
then, if the right of impressment of Ameii-

—

In his dealings in social life, Mr. M'Kim said, wheiii
he paid m.siey to any man, of ever so great and unquestionable integrity, he took a receipt for the!
money; and, if such a person owed him money, he [can seamen never claimed has been given up? or
took his bond or note for it; and with these docu- the right of blockade given up without treat;,-, lv
ments, he could, if necessary, defend his right be-; been revived by its not being inserted in the trea'
fore a legal tribunal.
But, it was not so between And I also ask, if the ctafrn of Great Britain to t
nations, whose last and best appeal was force.
her own seamen has not been agreed toby
It]
became the duty of nations, therefore, not
indis-j treaty, if she has not, upon the -gentleman's pi
;.e^ly tp disarm themselves, rlesaid he was fWeh'dJ rdes,' abtin loned
Sb'rnuch, sir, asto in.-.
!

!

W
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Went and
spoliations,

bloclcsides.
I

humbly

Now

said he bad intended to have
given a silent vote it)
favor of the largest number of men
proposed; anil notwithstanding the arguments urged against the number of ten thousand men
he still adhered to his own
opinion, that ten thousand men would
not be too many. It was much easier to disband than to raise
an army, and whilst we have some of the best
troops in the world,
let us not disband too many of them.
Thediffcnnre of expense
between six and ten thousand men, for a tewmonths, would oe
At the next session, if we had p. ace with every nation
trifling.
on that firm basis h hoped we should
have, he would join with
gentlemen in reducing the army still lower, Ten thousand men,
he said, he wished to retain neithir as a peace or war establish*
ment, but as constituting such a force as the times required.—
sjj
He voted lor this number, not entirely because a
large forct had
been recommended by the executive, but on bis own opinion deliberately and maturely formed; and, although the gentleman w!.i>
had moved in the committee to strike out ten thousand,
app ar d
to ho|>e it would be carried bv a large
majority. Mc.S. said he
hoped the contrary. Mr. said he would pin bis faith on no man's
sleeve, in or out of this house; but he thought w/e had no right

upon the subject of
not been

ask, if they have

remunerated? They" took 917 ships in timeot'pcace;
ende-^ored to regain them by replevin, but they
were eloigned, or rather purloined, and we obtained
a Capias m Withernam, whereby we have legally
taken two thousand of' her ships, richly laden, of
double the value of ours so purloined. I then a^-k, \l
this be not perfect satisfaction, and if it would be
we.

lawful to release the ships they look after being thus
remunerated by a condemnation on our Capias in Withernam ? Sir I am sorry to hear that gentlemen
condemn their friends in the senate, where the tre.uy
vas unanimously ratified would they have ratified
a treaty giving up the right of impressment ? Would
they have given up the right of block u!e, or any other
right ? Would they have unanimously ratified so
dishonorable a treaty, tint would be as find a
calumny on their patriotism as it would be on their
understanding, to give such a construction to the
Sir, I trust the whole American people
treaty ?
will be satisfied with the peace, and will consider th
war a3 a demonstration of !he strength of republican
governments, founded on the affection af&free people, not like those governments of slaver,, executed
by force or fear, and ! have no doubt will demonstrate

—

to

From

little

the experience

of the past war, we shall derive immunity from aggressiou; because our citivseii soldiers have shewn themselves capable of detending the soil. They now know, if ever they before doubted
to invade Us.
If you want Canada, said
it, that it will be in vain
lie, entice the British government, if you can, to attack you, and
militia will soon follow au enemy over the burs. Foreign nations,
he believed, Tiowever, would in future, have too much wisdom,
j!' not too much goodness, to attack us; and tilt re whs no occasion, to keep lip a regular military force for tlef-nsive purposes.
tie was in favor of increasing the navy to a certain extei.ti 'out
\'
opposed to a large military force.
Mr. Cuth'jert said, here could be na doubt, he thought, that
the
regulation of our military establishment, there should be some
To reduce it ns
picail nion'ief to whicb.it ought to be reduced.
lnw as was proposed, would lis as .unwise, in his view, as not to
reduce it at all. The reasons in favor of the proposed reduction,
were not strong enough to balance tile objections against it. I
the first place, he argued, if was extrem ly important to know
what the determination and spirit of the enemy is. In going
into an coning out of a contest, it is all-important to know what
Are you willing, said he, to tell
is the spirit of your antagonist.
'our late enemy, you rejoice extremely in the peace, and are
billing to rush at once into extreme tranquility? If you persuade him that the people were so anxious for the return uf
peace, that they would therefor MiTi lice every tiling, you encourage him to co. limit future aggressions. He adverted to the inrtnence of such precipitation on our own people, and deprecated
it as declaring peace and tranquility too much, and relaxing their
seirits so greatly, that it would be with great difficulty, in ease
"f future wars being forced on us, they could he induced to make
the necessary sacrifices. Militia, he said, however to be depended
im, were not calculated for garrison duty, which they abhorred
and revolted from, and which could only properly be performed
by regular troops. Neither Were militia fit to contest a regular
Campaign with nil enemy in a fixed seat of war— such a campaign, lor instance, as that of the last sunnier oil the Canadian
frontier. Would you, s lid he, for such a service, depend on miat
litia for?.", serving for six months, anil continually changing
the end of that term, or on a regular force, competent to meet
in the open field, and to manoeuvre, against, a regular army?
While no one tnpr* highly than him appreciated the enthusiasm
which militia had displayed in occasional service, h- denied their
capacity to sustain an equal- conflict with regular troops in a rogular campaign. Oil theotbir hand, Mr. C. said, ha would by
no means go into a large military establishment, in time of peace.
The party to which, he belonged, had always been averse to leapin •; unnecessary burthens on the people; and the lightness of the
burthens imposed o them, was what had induced thctn always to
adhere to noil support the government as they had done throughout lliewar. He wool not weaken that attachment which, in the
moment of danger, became a principle of energy an action.
Ten thousand iii-p, he said, for a time of trouble, were not too;
few, and for the present time, he thought, would h. a proper
In tiro*; of actual war, th y would serve as a foundation,,
force.
•ud a foundation qnjy did we ever want, for a good atmi.
•

t

people of the United Stat, s had suffered verv great privations,
it was time
they should be relieved. Mr. P. said he had some,
knowledge of different administrations for twenty years
past, and so far as he knew them, it had always b'en a good time
to continue or increase the hurthens on tinpeople, and to multiply offices; but under no administration did he ever know it a good
and proper time to begin the reduction of expeuces and abolition
of offices, lie had been in hop:s, he said, that
gentltmeii who
have the management of the aifai'v of administration, and had
professed great republicanism, would have slu-wu a a willingness,
when they had the power, to practice what they had preached.
The argument that we must support an
army be'eaus" the British
have m, 11 in Canada, is entitled to no weight. If we are to
support thirty thousand men on that ground, we need no war to destroy the administration and beggar the people: we had better
be in war indeed than in such a peace as that. Another
gentleman was afraid of reducing the army lest Britain should suppose
we were heartily tired of the war and could not bear the burthens of it. This argument he treated as absurd—
punishing ourselves to no purpose.
In regard to the different calculations a* to
the expence of a military force, lie said it was
probable they were
all underrated— that the calculation of the
expence of an army,
was something like that of building a house; when you have
made your estimate, you ought to double the estimate, which will
then fall short of tin- actual expence. By all the direct and internal taxes, he said, the government had not
yet collected from the
people five millions of dollars. The army proposed to be retained would cost more per year than had be« actually collected from
the people during the late war. We ought, he said, now to look
forward, atul not to look back: there had been more irritation and
talking about "the enemy" to-day. than tin r- had b en for almost
a year during the war.
Mr. I', made a f w other remarks, going to
shew that the hurthens on the people ought to be reduced as soon
as possible, which would
only be accomplished by an ad quate reduction of the army.

and

Mr. Farrmi' was in fiver of a small peace establishment. Wp
bad gone to war, he <aid, with a very small regular force, and, after the conclusion of a peace, we ought at least to reduce liie army to the anion lit of force we had at a time when war was daily
expected. If ever we again go to war, Mr. F. said, we shall ait
nn the defensive only, and our militia in every quarter of the
soil.

until the debate of to-,

we hid made peace in the spirit of peace, and that the
army would have been reduced to thejieaee establishment. The
day, that

—

country, are prepared to defend the

expect to keep entirely clear of all hostility, rmrl under precircumstances he could not consent to reduce the ar.i.y as

sent

low as was proposed.
Mr. Putter saiu be had been in hopes,

that we Ime not only the
(x. B. our strength
power, but the will, any thing in the federal opposition to the contrary notwithstanding, and convince her. that America, united, is invincible.
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Hr. Cplhoun was more and more convinced of the inexpediency
of breaking up at once our whole military establishment. Had
they before them, he asked, or could they have at this session, the
necessary estimates whereon to fix the peace establishment?' If
they had, there would probably belittle difference of opinion on
the subject; but they had not. Gentlemen had said, that to retain
s.'
great a force would imply a suspicion of the good faith of
Great Britain in regard to the peace. His reply to that argument was, that if the largest number now propositi be agreed to,
we shall reduce our army to one-sixth of the amount of our war
establishment; that is to say, from sixty to ten thousand men,
and ultimately, perhaps, from ten thousand to six. He rose now,
however, principally to reply to the argument, that our ratification of tin treaty of peace amounted to an abandonment to Great
Britain of the right of impressment, &e. to an abandonment of
'tree trade and sailors' rights." In the first place, he denied the
position thai this country had ever set up a claim to the immii-.
We had always been read) to make any arrangeiiity of the flag.
ment by which our own seamen should be protected. Although
the government) perhaps, ought to haw done so, it never made
it a point, that the Hag should
protect every thing under it. It had
been said, however, that unless the flag did protect all sailing under it, it would he difficult to remedy the abuse ol the search for
offered the rule that tile flag should protect the seapersons.

We

men, as one subject to modification. Ibis government had always been willing to make such reciprocal regulations as should
in this respect

secure to each nation

its

rights.

The

c*

lehrateti

r. suit of a
it was called, was tin.
disposition of
have denied the right of Gnat Britain to take any
other than her own seamen: and have w. made anv stipulation,
express or implied, by which we yielded the right of our citizens
to exemption Irom impressment by h- r authority? On the contrary, said Mr. C. I maintain that that right is substantially
and forever fixed. W- have exhibited, during this war, a power
and an energy of character which will prevent anv pow r from
hereafti r finding it expedient to take our or any other seamen from
our decks. Mr. C. added, he had no doubt but that Great Britain
would be willing 10 guard against future collision on that subject
to enter into reciprocal arrangements which shall preclude In...
after any necessity or pretence for searching our merchant vessels
for her seamen.
Thvwisiio Abandonment on our part, by the
t riaiy, of any right.
He bad seen assertions to the contrary )U

seamen's

tins sort.

bill,

We

as
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fiVspapcn; but he never expected to have heard il gravely said
on Hiii floor, thai it would be sunn-thing like u violation of the
•reatj if we should hereafter n list the practice of impressment
of our seamen. The war, Mr. C. said, had ed'euted nil ita great
o'j cts. The British claim of impressment, which we reinted,
ended with the European war. It "as a claim r. suiting from a
srtate ui war. Tli.it »tate erasing, the
op r.ui» of tli claim censed,
and there was no necessity tor a treat] stipulation against a claim
which was extinct. If war should again bleak out in Europe,
and iliai claim be revived (which lie believed it would not) we
shall be in a better condition than wr to assert the rights of our
citizen!; though, he believed we Lad made such on impression on
the British nation, that it will never feel tile same disposition
hereafter that it has formerly evinced to encroach on our rights,
which arenow better secured thaw by paper ur parchment stipu*
ktioiis.
They are secured and settled by the vigor and energy of
Hie American people, who will again be ready to draw the sword il
Britain again encroaches on our dearest rights.
Mr. Hanson said it was because he could not consent to be ins/trLiniofitu] in consuming the time of this house, that lie bad tieclined aud should avoid going at large into the discussian which
bad b-cu opened lure to-day; though he should certainly not, In
•sid, be suspected of any p.xsonal repugnance to indulge Mt large
those reflections which naturally grew out of the subject. He
expressed his perfect and cordial concurrence in the sentiments
uttered by his honorable friend on his right (general Stuart) and
p

.

i

m

New York (Mr. Grusvcnor.)—
u, he remarked, in whose opinions he generally
most perfect confidence, ha expressed some alarm, excited hy tlie heedless and inconsiderate remarks of the gentleman
supposed to represent the executive authority on this floor (iiieaning Mr. Forsyth.) There was not on this floor, Mr. H. said, a Vansit tart, a Canning, a Castlereagb, whose word was to be the law;
but all acted, or ought to s.t from their own calm and deliberate
Fir his part, h<s said, he had no apprehensions, growfefle eiions.
ing out of the suggestion that we might be again speedily involved in another war: h< should as soon suspect a tended cat of leaping into a boding cauldron, as suspect the present administration
of leaping into another war. Mr. H proceeded to reply to some o
W"
the remarks of Mr. Calhoun, which had called him up.
have signed a treaty, said Mr. H. which I do here contend lias
abandoned every thing for which we entered into the war. The
gentleman from South Carolina had heard of this being said in
newspapers; hut is astonished to hear it said on this floor. 1 reiterate it here am! every where. There was, he said, no better principle than that the government which goes to war for a particular
without securing it, surrenders
oh.l ct, and concludes a peace
The immunity of our flag, the gentleman had conthai point.
was
not
the
of
the
war. Mr. H. quoted the intended,
object
structions to our ministers under the Russian mediation, which
well supported by his friend from

Some gentleim
felt the

I

state that the great object to he secured, "in regard to impressthe flag shall protect the crew." Where was the
ur.-iit, is, that
distinction, he asked, between contending for the immunity ol
the Uag, aud contending that the flag shall protect the crew?—
have asserted the principle, as cooid be proved hy various

W

public documents, and Having concluded a treaty without any
stipulation on that head, w: have, according to the laws of nasame obit, and cannot go to war again for the
shew that a
ject. He referred to other parts of the instructions, to
was
provision on this head was considered indispensable, and
made the vital principle for which we had gone to war. t an I
coun(said he) be suspected 01 exulting at the misfortunes of the
we have
try when I say, no such provision 0' ing made in the treaty,
give-n up the point?
Certainly not; for on this floor, he said, he
had always contended that administration was in the wrong for
having insisted on it. The claim of Britain never had been to
take our seamen, as a reference to the public documents would
sh :w. She had contended that we bad no right to protect British
deserters; in taking her seamen, it was not denied that great
abuses had been committed. Our claim was to protect ah people
That claim Was abandoned by the treaty which
sailing our flag.
had been accepted by the executive, and which he now called
tipou the members of the house, on th ir return to their homes,
to reconcile to their constituents. To brush up the recollection
tions, ai»:-ndoned

of the gentleman by referring him to his former Opinions, Mr. H.
said be would now read him a part of a report which was understood to have proceeded lrom his pen when acting as chairman of
the committee of foreign relations, provided he did not act on
that occasion, as the chairman of a standing committee frequently
Mr. H.
dues, only as an amanueio.a of some executive officer.
tiieu quoted a report made to tne house by Mr. Calhoun in 1813,
saying, among other things, "the impressment of our seamen being deservedly considend a principal cause of the war, the war
ought to he prosecuted till that cause is removed. To appeal to
arms in deli-nee of a right, and to lay them down ivitlivut securing
St, or a satisfactory evidence of a good disposition in the opposite
party to secure it, would lie considered in no other light thar. a
relinquishment of it." Could language be stronger, Mr. H. asked.
Did the gentleman then attempt to palm upon (he house unsound
public law, or were his present opinions unsound and incorrect.'
VV ere his former opinions correct or bis present erroneous?
Mr.
H. avowed a reluctance to taking part in this debate; it had hi en
his desire that no little paltry party feelings should be introduced
this occasion.
Having snatched at ativaty containing uo provision for securing tie- lights for which the nation hud goui to
war. and ratified that treaty in two or three clays, he hoped the
house would not agree instantly, to disarm the nation, w.ulst the
enemy was in possession of our borders; that they would not, b.lore we see a eiisposition on ilie part of the in my to reduce his
\7„s
military establishment, throw us linked before the enemy,
Ueh a course dignified? Di.i ,t comport with with the character
of a high minded nation? He had no disposition to violate what
.appeared the general visit for the abstinence, from a general de-

on
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bate, on the subject of the war and the treaty; wln-the r he did sd
or not. however, rested entirely with gentlemen on ihe

opjiosieo-.

side. The most vindictive
enemy, of the administration, could uor.
wish a more choice occasion than the present, to vent his hatred
against them, 'i heir conduct Was vulnerable hi every point.
Mr, Calhoun again rose. Nothing, he said, was more
easy than
hy taking detached parts of paper,, and omitting to take circumstance* into view, entirely to misrepresent
any question. II the
gentleman hist uu, who bail quoted u part of tho instructions to
our ministers, had read a little more of that report, he would liava
im rcciveii the gross
iror of the construction he had
put upon it;
lor he would have found that our ministers were authorized to
have- made a treaty, containing a
stipulation respecting impressment, to terminate at the conclusion of a peaco in Europe— the
object being to guard against the possible continuance of the practice of impressment during the war in
Europe* He would have
'iii-iher s. eu, that, when the peace look
place, the necessity for
such a stipulation ceased. What (said Mr. C.) was the
injury
which We eoi n plained of, and what was the claim of the
cin-'my?
the claim of the enemy was, that he had a right, in time of
war,
to enter on hoard American
(neutral) vessels, and to judge who
wire American and who British seamen, audio take therefrom
whomsoever he thought proper. What was the ground of complaint on our side? That tile enemy, in the exercise of this pretended right, frequently took American
seamen, to the detriment
of the commerce, and
deprivation of the personal liberty of American citizens.
At the tune those instructions were expedited to
our ministers, there was a war raging in
Europe, which no genv
ilemau then pretended to think would come to a termination iu>
many years. It appear* d to he a contest, which would endure for
a scries of years, having already, with liule intermission, lasted
twenty years. Those statements and those instructions, a part of
which had been quoted, were then given, respecting the question
of impressment as springing out of a state of war; and it was at
that time the report was made to this house,
proclaiming the necessity of unceasing resistance of so grievous an injury.
'Iliac
state- of war, Mr. C.
continued, having ceased, aud with it the evUr
of impressment, there was no necessity to continue the war on that
account.
And, had we continued the war on that account,
what then would have been the language of the gentleman
anil his friends? That statesmen
go to war lor practical injuries; that, as Great Britain never impresses iu time of peace in
Europe, in the present state of tilings to have continued the war
on that ground would have been lighting to resist a
speculative
claim, on the part of the British government, which in practice
had ceased. To have done so would have been unwise, and would
have met the severest reprobation of the gentlemen on that side of
the house. Every body who heard him knew, Mr. C. said, that
such would have bec-n the clamor rung from one end of the country to the other. Any one who adverted to the very document, of
which the gentleman had read a pari, will find his whole argument
answered by it (taking in connection with it the circumstances of
the world) as completely and demonstrably as
any proposition in
Euclid. The idea that we hail relinquished our right in this respect, because it was not recited iu the- treaty, was, iu his opinion,
preposterous. It could not be maintained by the semblance of an
argument. It is not at all affected by it, unless that it is fortified
by the events of the present war, anil the spirit with which it has
heen waged, which will probably make foreign powers more careful of invading our rights. The benefit of the claim to Britain can
never compensate tor the injury she might sustain
by provoking us
to war, in resistance of it, and in defence of the
personal liberty of
the citizens. In the late war, this nation has
acquired a character
which will secure respect to its lights. If ever an -Vnierican citizen
should be forcibly impressed, Mr. C. said he should be
ready again
I

draw the sword in his defence: and no government coulil prosper that would, with impunity, permit such a damnable violation of
the personal rights of its citizens. Government itself is only pro1 feel pleasure and
tection; and they cannot be separated.
pride,
said Mr. C. in being able to say, ihal I am of a
party which drew
the sword on this question, and succeeded in the contest: ior, to afl
practical purposes, we have achieved complete success.
Mr. King spoke iu favor of the lowest number proposed to b©
retained, the question being not una war but a peace establishment,
and the men not to be disbanded unless circumstances shall sanction,
the measure. He was not surprised, he said, at the strong opposition to-elay reaue to confirming the vote of
yesterday. When lis
approached the hall this morning, he said, he had seen certain ominous birds of tin palace circling about it, and he expected a war
breeze would be the consequence. The house was not to suppose
the president had willingly sheathed his sword; that he would
willingly lay aside his sixiy thousand swords and bayonets.
No;
power was too sweet to be so easily surrendered. As to the war, its
succ.ss or failure might he fairly drawn from the treaty which
terminated it. Depend en it, said hi, the world will advert to that
and not to the opinions of honorable gi ntlemeu on this floor. Unless
we find our lights there, it is in vain to look for thein any where.
It was enough, on this lie ad, to say. that not one of the rights for
which we had gone to war, were touched upon in the treaty. Nay,
if any inference were drawn from the treaty, the mark of dishonor
was on us, and a part of our territory was in ihe bands of the cnemyj.
That, be said, was a badge of disgrace. He begged gentlemen not to
be deluded hy the expressions of joy at the peace which burst forth
from Maine to Georgia, before any knowledge of the nature of t!its
treaty, and flowed from an utter abhorrence and detestation of the
war, from which the people were glad to escape with their lives*
He begged not to be mistaken: II cordially joined in the general
joy in the return of peace— he cordially joineil in weaving laurel*
for tie- brows of those who have brave y fought cur battles, H-;
would most cheerfully unite ill voting thanks to individuals who had
deserved w.ll of tin ir country. But not a laurel had been gained
by them; nothing of credit or applause was eleSi-r ved by thein. From
ihe" e*pre.«i*ir5 uathh iiyor, it tuijht be supposed tha*. Ifcfc a J'.leito

I
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was covered with glory, which, like the mantle of chanty,
had power 10 eaver a multitude ol' sins, liut was that the case?
Where do you find the solid benefits of the war? said he. Accompany
me to the cottage of the poor, the palace of those who were once
ten
rich; is it there you find the benefits of the war? Go to the
thousand widows whom the war has made— ask them if glory will
Go
to
in
lite?
wompeusate for the loss ol all that was dear to them
the ten
fttherless ohildren, orphaned by the war— ask
tea thousand fatherless
are
clothe
and
instruct
them?
them.'
thein
hem if glory
No, they
kioit will feed,
lied,
Go to your
taught fo curse your president Mr. Madison's war
the
eneampuients, your fields of oattlc, and cry glory, glory, over
remains of thirty thousand men who have perished there, and see
if it will revive your slaughtered soldiers? Cry glory to your creditors—will it stop their mouths? Where then do you find this brilliant glory? On the shoulders of your officers, fight and left; ori..
the rains of youf capitol? Ill the exploits of your ua\al heroes, or
We have
in the wreck of your treasury:* No, sir, no where.
escaped from the war without a single benefit, and all our losses
must be laid on the shoulders of those who commenced it. Mr. R.
concluded with expressing his decided opinion in favor of a reduetion to 6000 men; As to danger Irom so doing for an answer
to that argument he appealed to the breasts and hearts of the
yeomen of the country.
Mr. Forsyth explained a remark winch had not been correctly
Understood by the gentleman from New-Jersey (Mr. Stockton) in
calling the treaty of peac- u suspension of hostilities. He had no
allusion to the disposition or wishes of the American government.
Tlus government desires nothing but the peaceful enjoyment of
its rignts, and there is no danger of a resort to hostilities on our
part, if these are not invadad. it was in reference to the probable
nuiicy and intention of Great Britain, as indicated by the pretensions with which the negociaiious at Ghent were commenced— the
ungracious manner iu which it was conducted, and its extraordinary
termination, Conner. ed with the then recent expedition to the
There was one circumstance, not yet brought into
Mississippi.
%iew, which deserved notice, as another proof of the spirit of that
government to this country— the choice of the secretary of legation,
at Ghent, and the bearer of the Olive Branch to the United States.
The nun of all others in the empire of Britain, who was chosen
to perform this office, was one who had smuggled himself out ol
the United States, in consequence ol a criminal prosecution commerced, or about to be commenced against him, for violating the
laws ol his country, by whose hospitality he was protected. No
man Can calmly examine all the circumstances under which it
was made, without feeling that the coais of hostility are still red

VIII,

the declaration of war before the
practice had ceased, In regard
to the treaty, he said, it could not be
expected
pected that a treaty of
peace could contain all the stipulations necessary to be entered
into between nations who had
a war. The treaty
terminated
just
of Mr. Jay, for instance, was little more than a
su.ppU.mein, not
a substitute to the treaty of
peace of 1783. In the case of the
late peace in Europe, the
treaty of Paris contained merely a proVision that there should be peace, and other
questions of territory and right were reserved lor further negotiation, which negotiation was in train at Vienna, where
question! of the highest importance were now agitated between those nations who had been
parties to the peace. If our treaty is silent on the subject of the
fisheries, it is also silent on a question
qually important to Britain as the fisherr s are to us— the
right to a free intercourse with,
our Indian tribes. The right of
searching our vessels, to which i»
charged against the treaty that it contains no limitation, is a belligennt power merely; and in time ol peace no pretension is set up
to it on Hie part of the British.
It had been said it was too late)
now to talk about blockades; nor was it necessary, Mr. J. said,
when the practice of blockade had ceased, and no one pretended
ihat til-- practice was justifiable on the
ground of right or public
law. Mr. J. demonstrated
by lacts and rtasoning, that the United
Slates had at all times been willing to conclude a treaty when the
practice of impressment should cease- on the part of the British.
No right is yet ceded by the treaty; and every assertion to the con-

nistration

<

is incorrect.
Mr. J. spoke at some length, and would have
gone more fully into the subject but for the lateness of the hour.
Mr. Stockton spoke in explanation, and in support of his position
that the rights asserted by us and not recognized in the treaty,
were thereby yielded.
Mr. Eppes rose to reply to the position, wliieh had been laid
down by Mr. Stockton in regard to the common law, respecting
treaties. If the war in Europe
continued, and the practice of impressment also continued, at the time the treaty was concluded, the
argument of the gentleman from New-Jersey would have been

trary

irresistible. But, the tacts are the very reverse. Before the conclusion of the treaty, the practice had ceased— it no longer had existence. The abandonment by the United States can in no way be
construed to embrace any other practices and claims than those
that are actually in existence.
If the gentleman's position was
correct, it applied with equal force to the opposite side of the question; and the gentleman would hardly contend that Britain has
forever abandoned her right to blockade an enemy's port or impress
her own citizens during war. What in lact are the circumstances?
Great Britain claimed aright to impress our seamen, and to establish
leiiealh this treaty.
or
resisted both pretensions. In the mean
breath
of
ambition, illimitable blockades.
single
pride, interest,
will rekindle the smothered tire, and this instrument will be rt- time, before a peace, circumstances occur which make them both
ilueed to ashes by its ascending flame. It is to guard against the useless to her, and both are withdrawn by Great Britain" . As the
possible, the probable danger, that he was opposed to mis rcduc- war Was commenced by into resist, and by Britain to enforce thosef
It was to deprive pretensions, tin, conclusion, it any;' irresistibly follows, that tliat
tion, at hast until the season of danger is past.
1
j
pri.l
interest, and ambition of the hope ol gratification ; that he and not this government has abandoned it claims.
Mr. Grosvenor said, tn passant, that cither he or the gentleman
wished the armor of defence and offence to be for a short time
retained.
Is the danger imagiuarj? Have these powerful incen- from Va. had totally mistaken the principles of national law.
The question, having been loudly called for, was at length put, anil
tives to human action ceased to produce their wonted elieets?
I'ride ami interest are still the master
' debate.
springs of the movements of of course terminated this interesting
Britain. Her amoition is an adder always coiled, whose fiery eye
*a
is eternally fixed upon its object— who watches with incessant anxlite Jlwora.
following extract of a letiety for the moment of fatal security, when she can strike her poisoned tooth into the bosom of the victim. The porcupine can live in let* Irom an American prisoner in Nassau, N. P. to
security, in community with the serpent; the unarmed stag dies by
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his mother in Philadelphia, exhibits another evidence
venomed bite. To the course lie wished pursued, he heard but
one objection— the expence the necessity of lessening the public of the cruelty with which our citizens are treated
burthens, of diminishing the taxes, by which the people Were by the British, and forms a remarkable contrast to
ground to the earth. And this objection is urged before the taxes the
generosity and delicacy which such of our eneWere felt or complained ofi The people do not wish a diminution
of these burthens, if it cannot be ert'ected without .endangering mies as have been so lucky as to tall into our hands p
their country. They haw been at all times more willing to pay have
Whilst bur citizens have not a
experienced.
the price of security and honor, than we have been to ask it at their
hands. He had hoped that the spirit of narrow calculation, ftihcly second shirt to their backs, and are kept in a state
styled ecoiioiiuj, whose contracted view was fixed upon present little short of starvation, it appears that British prieipence and was incapable ut enlarging it to permanent and even- soners are
permitted to revel in every luxury, and
tual advantage, bad been lual lurJYei'
by the powerful exorcisms of
reason and experience. It would seem, however, that it had been to enjoy such privileges, as it would be extraordinalulled
only
by the preseuce of a more powerful demon. Since the ry indeed if they did not use as the means of effectits

—

Jiotent spell of necessity had been broken, the troubled spirit of
their cscap-.r
petty calculation was again awakened to vtx the cosiisUs and ing
"On board of the prison ship, port of Nassau, March 10, 1814.
destroy the best hopes ot the country.
brave countrymen
Mr. /V/ctri/u; made a lew additional remarks. In regard to
"Myself and a great many ot
the inference drawn from the selection of the bearer of the treaty, have been
suffering every deprivation on board of this
ne said, that he was unacquainted with the fact to which the
old prison ship, tor 12 months and more our allowgentleman referred. Mr. isaker appeared to have been the sole
secretary of the commissioners at Ghent; oneot the several secre- ance is 1A pound of bread, half a pound of beef, and
taries attached to our commission was selected to
bring the treaty, 1
gill office per day, the weight very scanty and the
lud the secretary of that commission was
very naturally selected
have not a se^
by the British government to bring the treaty, without particular provisions of the very worst kind;
reference to him personally. So that no argtnneiit whatever cond shirt to our
have on mostly
backs, and those
v. .odd
be fairly withdrawn from that appointment.
are used with as mucli barbarity as
in tatters.
Mr. Jackson of Va. said, that no one estimated more highly the
were Turks, and are obliged to fetch
value of time at this moment, and uone- more
regretted than ho though
that
the
iiouarable
from
•lid,
New Jersey (Mr. Stock- and water with a gang of African soldiers with naked
gentleman
vou) had thought proper to throw the firebrand of discord into
at our backs, aud
the hoiue on this question; but Mr. J. said he eoiiid
hardly allowed to say our
not, consist- bayonets
ently Willi u sense of duty, refrain from answering some of the lives are our own. If this is the way America allows

my
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we
we

We

we

remarks

which had been made. Mr. J. proceeded to reply to
.some of the arguments drawn from the documents; and
expressed his astonishment that those should now
object to me peace because the treaty contained no stipulation against the renewal of
the practice of impressment, who had beeu
willing to withdraw

*We
with
•

•i

have purposely omitted a sentence of Mr. King's speech
him from uttering

Inch, though sel! : re;pect did not prevent
cqitnot consent to soil our columns.

v.

we

Qfytf, Int.

wood

her defenders to be treated, she ougiit no longer to be
c.dled a free country; but we have every reason to believe that our government knows nothing oi' our suffering.), otherwise they would have taken measures
to bring us

away from

this

wretched place.

We still

indulge ourselves with the Jiope that something will
SAML. DAVIS.
speedily be done for us.;'
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Jackson was ordered

descend the

to

\^\
Mir.-

Isissippi with a corps of volunteers for the -ieWhen, fence f t j ie ] oiver coun *iics: he
immediately

National fulelligcncer.

the

ral

VlJl.

the long and bloody conflict in Europe was I
appointed e&p^ain Carroll brigade inspector to
brought to a dloSti, the British government ;,, a co mmand.
Although thfese troops veifc
ceased to have use in that quarter of the| s00n disbanded,
they displayed a Correctness!
world, for those generals and soldiers that hod f discipline, whilst it Natehei, that called,
triumphed over the -hero'' Who by along se- foi tll t i ie pfaftfei f the late gallant general
ries of brilliant aciiievments had attained the Covington,
summit of military glory, and erected for
In the fall of 1813, hostilities commenced
himself a monument of deathless fame. The
j

.

out, major Carroll was absent at
on private business* .No sooner did
Pittsburg
of America.
Our devoted land, her generals the
news reach him that an army was advatic-«
believed, was destined by fate to be a second
against the hostile Creeks, than he set off
'"lVV"^"^"^^'^
1
theatre on which they
J
it>p
ig
land reached ^
general Jackson's head-quarterS
,
\
and their t^ross
greatness;
ignorance present- when he had but mst arrived, on the
&
&
nor-aers
,.°
i-j
.,.'
,.
J
.,
ed nothing
but scenes or splendid &lory to c
,
A
or the enemy s country, ana vrfcs the succeed"
destructheir minds.
first
the
Their
effort,
a
announced in general order to tli3
tion of the cap><>l of the republic, but too ing day
as inspector general.
it was, army
their
strongly encouraged
expectations
In the firs* general engagement which tcck
however, reserved for the stern and rugged
sons of the west, to teach them how vain and place with the Indians, to colonel Cairo!', at
delusive were their hopes— to tear from their his own particular request, wai assigned 11.6
brows those laurels which valor unparalleled honorable command of the van of the" army,
had Wrung from the heroes of Marengo and 900 strong.- With this small division, his orAnsterlitz, and shew them the "might (hat ders were to proceed and bring on the battle,
slumbers'" in a freeman's soul.
and undercolor of a retreat to drsW the eneThe late events which have transpired at my into open action. He succeeded in beatNew Orleans, are so glorious and important ing them from behind a morass which she!*
to this country, that the public mind naturally tei'cd and obscured them" from our troops'— ill
wishes to know something of the character a short time the battle became general, and
of those who were actors in the "gi'and dra- the enemy were completely routed with thts
ma." Anions: those who aided in those times loss of 300 killed. On this first occasion, col.
df darkest peril, none stands more conspicu- Carroll practically evinced his bravery and
ous thaa major-general Carroll; of whom I military talents.
During the hottest of th§
design to give the public a brief biography.
engagement, he rode in front, between tht!
General William Carroll was born near combatants, encouraging his soldier* by h\§
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, and was bred to the conduct and his actions; nor Would he retire
mercantile profession in the year 1810 he for a moment, although he was earnestly efiemigrated to the state of Tennes&ee, and set- treated by his command, who vicved his actled in Nashville, where he has ever sincere- tions with admiration and fear.
The cohlsided.
From his youth, he was delighted rnanding general, in his cificial report of this
with the study of tactics, and evinced an ear- battle, makes most honorable mention of hid
After lying in quarters a short
ly attachment to that profession in which he services.
has lately shone with such splendor.
short time, this force was disbanded and one les3
time previous to the declaration of war, he numerous, consisting of hiounted gun ir.tii tfcd*
was elected captain of the "Nashville Uniform one company of artillery, made ah incursioil
Volunteers," whose services were tendered into the very interior of the enemy's country"*
to, and accepted by the general government. and fought, on that occasion several obstinate
The skill and industry which he displayed in and bloody battles* in all of which tohiitl

make the

sconr^gers ol

France the conquerors

were called

m

.

,

.
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training and instructing this company in their
duty, together with the rapid improvement!
which they made, justly challenged the admiration of those who witnessed their exact

Carroll gallantly shared, beilie always fore"-most in the post of danger. On the inornih
of the 22d January, 1814, just at the break
of day, general Ja« kson's forces were a'tr.ck-He continued to study with avidi-jed by a large body of Indians, who foughtdiscipline.
ty the most approved tracts in military science with desperation, and maintained the eotmfet
and his unabated zeal soon stored his mindjfor near an hour. Colonel Carroll, :<s &£§
with a fund of information, which has con- his constant practice, hastened to the wing of
tributed to render lasting benefits to his coun- the army, where the onset wes made. £0ntiSoon after the declaration of war, gene- nued to ride up and down the lines whilst 1$$
try.
sur. von. vjii\
Q,
j

—
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combat lasted; and when the enemy were ,by nature, and rendered so strong by art,
ithat artillery could make no
beaten, headed the pursuit.
impression upon
Tlie want or provisions, and the smallncsslit. It only remained as a last alternative, to
of his force, after detailing attendants for the storm their fortifications this was immediweunded in two several engagements whi<*h ately determined upon by the commanding
took place on that day, induced general Jack- general, and our troops rushing forward unson to fall back upon his fortification?, at foit der a heavy fire from the enemy, carried their
S ro^.her on the Coosee, and await the arrival breastwork. The loss of the Indians was im
of i large body of troops who were then has- mense; general Jackson in his official report,
The order of march estimates it at 800 in killed, wounded and pritening; to his command,
Until near the close of the
invariably pursued by the commanding gene- soners.
day, a
ral in passing through the enemy's country, party of 40 or 50 of the enemy, sheltering
consisted o( three columns, the right, left and themselves under a heap of brush, continued
cent>% which last was intended as a corps de to lire upon our troops, and killed several ofresells; besides which there was an advance ficers and men, whilst from their situation,
and a rear guard: the whole protected from small arms could have no effect upon them.
At his own request, colonel Carroll took comsurprise by detached parties of spies and Hankers,
rims arranged, the army by a quick mand of a small detachment, instantly chargan 1 rapid ntanmuvre, could be drawn up in a ed upon the Indians bayonet fixed, and routed
hollow square, an order of battle admirably them. In this small encounter, he received a
Whilst on his severe flesh wound in the body: this however,
calculated for Indian warfare.
return march, the commanding general, from did not for a moment abate his activity as au
every information he could obtain, apprehend- officer; he still attcne'ed in the most punctual
ed an attack from the enemy. The rear di- manner, his official duties.
After this engagement, the Indians, convision, being the post of greatest trust and
re?posibility and the side on which the at- vinced of their inability any longer to maintain
tack would be made, if at all, was placed un- the field, sued for peace, and a treaty was
der the command of colonel Carroll. On the shortly after concluded.
Through the whole of the battles which the
morning of the '2i-th, the army had scarcely
cleared its fortifications, and taken up the line Creek war produced, no officer displayed more
of march, when the Indians commenced a fu-i gallantry, or retired from the field with more
rio .is attack, accompanied with hideous yel- honor than the subject of this memoir.
He
l
and the rear of the was ever viewed by the commanding general
guard
ling, on the rear g
Such was the extra- as an ofiicer in whom the most important trust
right and Jeff columns.
ordinary panic which this desperate onset could be placed, and consequently held the
struck into j ur troops, that the whole gave first rank in his estimation.
Some time in the month of October, geneway, s;icept about 30, who remained on the
ground with colonel Carroll with this small ral Jackson was appointed a major-general in
force he continued to combat the Indians un- the army of the United States, which aptil half his numbers were killed or wounded: pointment having vacated the command of
heat length fell back upon the corps of artil- the 2d division of the Tennessee militia, cololery, which had also nobly stood its ground, nel Carroll was elected, by the field officers of
and v.ms then maintaining, with their mus- that division, their major general. The very
ketry, a sanguinary and unequal conflict with same month, the governor of Tennessee, by
the enemy. In a few minutes a six pounder special directions from the general governwas brought to bear upon them, and several ment, ordered out 3000 from general Carroll's
rounds of grape shot compelled them to give division, to be embarked for the defence of
way and fly to the adjacent hills. By this New Orleans. The command of these troops
time colonel Carroll and his Spartan hand devolved on general Carroll. They accordingwere reinforced by troops from the advance ly rendezvoused at Nashville on the 13th Noof the army, and the Indians being pursued vember, 1814, were instantly equipped, organa considerable distance, sustained a heavy ized and provisioned; and landed at New Orloss.
This was unquestionably the hardest leans after a passage of 1300 miles, in the
To some
fought action during the Creek war: and the short space of twenty-two days.
handful of men, who '[fezo but undismayed" who are unacquainted with such celerity of
bravely resolved to conquer or die, received motion, this circumstance may appear increfrom the commanding general and the army dible; but thousands can testify the fact. He
arrived at New Orleans at the very moment
the highest encomiums.
Colonel Carroll gloriously participated in when dangers began to thicken, and by his
the signal defeat which the Indians sustained timely appearance, saved the city, no doubt,
a defeat so from falling into thehands of the enemy.
at Tehupeau on the Talapoose
After general Coffee had leturned from an
ruinous to the enemy, that it produced an imThe Indians had strongly engagement
which he hr,-d with the advanced
mediate peare.
'o"e>
fortified themselves in a place so commanding posts of the enemy (in which, by his valcr.he
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<»avea happy presage of the glorious termina- That very spot which but a lev/ minutes betion of the invasion) general Jackson chcsc an fore pressed a continual clarr.or on the cr.r,
excellent situation a few miles below the city, now resembled a huge charnel house, whcie

His uninterrupted quietness reigns. The enemy
and instantly commenced fortifying.
front was protected by a ditch and breastwork at length reached the ditch, and the command
In one discharge— ii one
and his wings were secured by the Mississip- fire! was given.
pi, on the right, and a deep swamp on the instant, a terrible ::nd destructive flash went
left.
The enemy encamped in full view of forth, and an awful moment sealed the death of
our forces, at the distance of a mile, and also hundreds. The ground was strewed with tl ft
threw up ample fortifications for his defence. dead and the dying. Thus unexpectedly thrown
handsome plain intervened between the into confusion, theproud conquerors ot Europe
two armies, in which, during the siege, seve- gave way to the yconianiy of Tennessee, v ho
ral warm encounters took
then for the first time faced a foe in battle.
place.
On the :28th lieeember, the enemy made a Twice and thrice did the officers rallj i d
shew of storming the American entrench- lead them to the charge, but the sam< lute
menls by advancing some columns in their awaited their too daring attempts, arid o dread

A

:

Genera! Carroll, with his brave divi- example convinced them, that every attach,
met the strongest column, attacked, and without any hope of success, was ccrtam
death to thousands. A retreat instantly tc ok
compelled them to retire to their works.
The British troops suffered essentially, whilst place, with a loss of men aud efiicers almost
our loss amounted to only twelve killed and beyond belief. The whole, in killed, woundtw-iri y wjuadi'J.
Another attempt of storm ed and prisoners, amounting to not less than
The American army lest only tix
ing was manifested on the first day of Janu- 2,500.
killed and about double that number v. cundary, 1815, and he again retired with loss.
On the 6th he made a third "demonstration,'' ed. Lieutenant-general Packenham and ma"With similar ill success.
On the ever memo- jor-general Gibbs were killed, and general
rable morning of the 8th, the
enemy evinced Keane severety wounded: a number of field
a d2tcrmination to
bring the doubtful conflict and platoon officers were made prisoners, and
to an issue
He advanced with the flower of about 100 privates.
his army
;he victors of Toulouse the blooDuring the battle on the lines personally
dy conquerors of St Sebastians; headed by commanded by Gen. Jackson, <GeU. Morgan,
the favorite pupil of the duke of Wellington, who had command of the batteries on the
lieutenant-general sir l^dward Packenham.
right bank of the Mississippi, was c!ri\en
So
Having been informed, the over evening, by from Ins entrenchments by the enemy
a deserter, that the Tennessee division was soon as the affair was communicated to tie
posted on the centre of the fortifications, and commander in chief, he ordered Gen. Carbeing also informed from the same source, rol to pass the river, take command of Gen.
that they would inevitably give way at the Morgan s detachment, and force the enen v
first onset, the British commander moved his from their new acquisition.
This was n
heaviest column against the point occupied by hour of disagreeable suspense to Gen. Carrol
Within seventy-five yards
to head abody of men, who had just made
general Carroll.
of the American entrenchments, the enemy, a precipitate retreat before their fee
to
with a d?gree of courage that gives him im- storm a fortification which he supposed to 1 e
mortal honor, displayed his columns, though defended by veteran troops, weie objects if
he was suffering immensely, by incessant die sufficient magnitude to kindle the doubt and
charges of artillery, directed from the Ameri excite the ambition of a young and aspiring
can batteries. General Carroll trave positive 'general. Having drawn up his men, headorders to his troops toresene their lire, un dresed them in language adapted to the imtil the near
approach of the enemy presented 'portance of the occasion, and finally bae!e
a sure mark. With a firm and regular pace them prepare for death or victor}'. His dcthe British columns advanced to the attack,
wore received with loud aeclamajelarations
'still as the breeze, but dreadful as the storm.' lions,
and those very soldiers, who only a
Then it was, that the young warrior who had [few hours before had fled in confusion, inbraved the tempestuous surge in quest of eon- treated their general to lead them to battle.
quest and new glory, counted on certain vie- Whilst advancing in regular order, he w;;s
tory, and an ample reward for all his toil and informed that the enemy had deserted tie
He looked forward with extacy to batteries. 1 his quick and unexpected reh'6danger.
front.
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the hours that should bear him to his native iquishment fortunatel} saved the loss of mahome, crowned with unfading laurels butjny lives, and Gen Carroll, having leplaccd
the will of heaven had decreed it. otherwise, the American troops at their former post, leOn the other hand, the stillness of death per- passed the river to his own division. The
vaded the American lines not a whisper dis British, thus completely foiled in their alturbed the universal silence, nor was tlie dis- tacks. and confounded in their expeditions,
•barge; of a solitary gun heatd from, the ranks, retreated to their ships an<3 left tic ccvr.tiy
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and while they feared him as
It was in this last and tary discipline
defeat, General Carroll and his divi- a general, they loved him as a friend and prohis return form
Orleans to.
tiered imperishable laurels.
Occu-i tector.

ree from invasion.

On

1

New

Nashville, a distance of SCO utiles* he marchthe poini of danger, but their unequal- ed the whole way on foot, delivering up his
'it was
horse fur the benefit of the sick, thus choosiravery made it the point of glory.
The restoration of peace, which was short- ing to set, by his example, a model of paly Piter declared, rendered his further stay tience to every individual under his comat New Orleans unnecessary.
He was ac- mand.
cord, ngiy ordered to march his men home

pv

i

n ^ the

weakest point of the

and discharge them.

fortification,

—

This he did with as
dispatch as his conduct on former oc
cas."ons displayed.
On his return he was met
by thousands, who greeted his safe arrival

much

with joy and satisfaction.
General Carroll is upwards of twenty-six
years old: He is of a large athletic form, and
capable of undergoing much fatigue. In his
Aldisposition, he is sanguine and zealous.
though he has not received the advantages of
a first rate literary education, he is
possessed
of a strong and vigorous intellect
No one
more ardently loves a friend, or sooner forAs a military disciplinagives an enemy.
rian, he is eertainly inferior to none; and in
thus training and
instructing his troops he
takes considerable
That bold and
delight
decisive determination and
rapid motion,
which lias ever characterised great generals,

Dr.

Inglis's

Sermon.

following is the conclusion of a sermon
delivered by the rev. Dr. Incus, before
the regiment of artillery, on Sunday tlie
2nd day of October 18»4,in the city of Bal-

The

timore.

"That I may give to what has been said a
more special direction, I will close, by addressof my
ing a few words to the military part
audience.

The schemes
other human

all

of military enterprize, like
owe their success to

devising,

a controling Providence. Not only is your
breath in the hand of God, hut "all your ways
are his."
Your best concerted plans won In
his blessing
prove abortive, were it not for
and countenance. The skill and discipline of
scientific officers, of long practised engineers
and veteran legions, avail not an enemy, whom
ami which so often carries defeat and ruin in- heaven's succours fail. Hence your spirits
to au enemy's
camp, is conspicuous in gene- were steeled to breast the shock of battle: your
ral Carroll's conduct.
His quick and unex- nerves were strung for the charge: the mingampled passage from Nashville to New Or led and well attempered valor and discretion
leans, is one instance, if no other could be of
your commanders, gave to your energies a
ad 'Meed, of his worth in this respect
The firm, an impressive, and a successful direction.
avaricious trader, who exerts every
power to Hence the field remains your own; and long
reach the marke. hefore the current prices
may it remain so! Hence so little mortality
are depressed, never descended in one boat from the showers of hostile
explosion. Hence
the Mississippi, so rapidly as
general Carrol, so many a gallant spirit survives, to be the
at the head of 3000 men who had
just been pride and future defence of his country.
drawn from their families and firesides. His Hence the safety of our city; no flames enfortunate arrival at an hour when the clouds
wrapping its edifices; no pillage desolating its
of danger began to blacken, was in a
Hence afgreat fair and once prosperous avc-nuCs.
degree the salvation of that country from the ter a night cf awful darkness, interrupted by
iron grasp ot a
vaunting foe: and the citizens the yet more awful fires o bombardment,
of New Orleans will never cease to mark the while the thunder of hostile
squadrons poured
landing of general Carroll as the grand its long and terrific echo from hill to hill,
epoch of their territorial importance. There around our homes, our wives and our children,
is no trait in his character more eminent the
waves on our ramflag of the republic
than his humanity to the sick. The
troops parts; scattering from every undulation,
of his division were
extremely unhealthy at through an atmosphere of glory, the defiance
New Orleans, and many were suddenly tak- of the free, and the gratitude of the delivered!
en down whilst marching home. To these
these
Yes, soldiers yes, countrymen
he gave every assistance that possibly lav in were well
Refuse not to
fought fields.
his power.— He would
hourly and daily, give God the glory! The republic will be
when not officially engaged, visit the hospi- just to you and your brethren, as the brave
tals, and administer to their wants.
But for instruments of her safetj7
all this he had his recompense; for never was
Here let grateful remembrance pause in
the
a general more beloved by his troops. They tenderness on the
grassy sod, that covers
witnessed his anxious solicitude for their remains of our heroes. Thanks be to God,
welfare—they witnessed his attention to their not many have fallen. But the few, how esnecessities— they saw him endeavor in every timable in life, how memorable in death, how
instance to unite his duty and their conveni dear to the heart of
friendpatriotism and of
ease, ?nd Withal, his rigid adbepp.ncoto mili- ship! Th°lr country never r?Hl forget them.—.
»
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you take the sword, you emVou obey the
brace an honorable calling.
high and holy behest of religion. You glorify that God at whose will you hold existence;

An imperishable monument stands for them
in the bosoms of their fellow citizens, who
Will not fail lo teach their children, that by
the blood of these valiant men the public
At that
secured.
safety was providentially
and in those walks, wheie the wel-

objects in view,

and if you fall, you fall by his command and
with his approbation.
home,
the generous
and
was
smile
If,
however, you would secure the Divine
met,
coming
of friendship felt, and the embrace of approbation, not of life's last solemn act

grasp
domestic tenderness given and returned, ihc alone, but of all its previous stages, allow me
heroes will be sought in vain. This, at least, to remind you that there are vices peculiar to
is our consolation" let it be the consolation of the military profession, which you are bound
those who loved them best: they died, as the to avoid, and virtues which you are boynd to
Shall it be said that the soldiers of
desire to die, in the de- cultivate.
patriot soldier would
fence of all that is dear to freemen: a death freedom, citizens who fight not for a court
sanctioned by Him in whose "hands our or a conquerer, hut for their country; patribreath is, and whose are all our ways."' May ots who present their breasts to the steel, that
the vitals of tic rethey rest in peace, each in his narrow bed flashes destruction upon
covered by verdure ever fresh, and wild flow- public shall it be said thai they resign themers over blooming! And may the kindliest selves to the impulses of the spme impious, lidew of Heaven distil upon their graves, an bidinous, debauched, cruel, rapacious and proemblem of our tears
fligate spirit, which too eommenly reigr.s in
But shall we forget our brethren whom the camps of Furopean and Asiatic hirelings?
the fate of battle has placed in captivity ? Far Of men wl o right in any caT.se and make a
from their natal soil, r-nd the land of their a- trade of carnage! I trust, beloved biethren,
doption; far from the comforts and the bland- the solemnities, to partake of which you this
ishments of family, of friendship, and of that day approach the altars of the Lord of host?,
social intercourse, on which early anc long: in concurrence with your depertmcnl hitherperpetuated habits stamp the most interest to, afford a pledge that you will not disgrace
ing value; far from the soft accents and sweet the American name, by treading in thcintersmile of home; they are cast among stran- dieted and abhorred steps of such men. I
Their feet are doomed to press other will hope that you aspire not more to be solgers.
and less friendly shores. The son of liberty diers of your country, than soldiers of Jesus
feels that his will is no longer his own.
May Christ; and that, as you have renounced mathat God whose presence is limited to no pe- ny comforts and encountered many priculiar spot, be their companion and their vations in the service of the state, so you
6tay May he soften the distress of captivity are ready to take up the cross to endure
by the consolations of his benignant spirit hardness, to march in the arduous pat]) of
And, in his own time, may he restore them self-denial, to abjure every species of exall to us, and their country, confirmed in cess, and to relinquish all loose and irielithe loftiest sentiment of dut} and built up gious habits, that you may serve with repute,
in the deepest and strongest convictions of success and triumph, under the Son of God,
the immortal captain of salvation.
piety
Thus doing, you will glorify that Almighty
From the dead and the imprisoned, I turn
once more to the living and the free. Brave Being "in whose hands your breath is, and
countrymen indulge me with a word or two whose are all your ways." Thus living, you
in addition to what has been said, and your will be rewarded with his approval. Thus,
attention shall be relieved. The God "in faithful alike to heaven and to your country,
whose hands your breath is, and whose are your death, whenever it shall occur, will 1 e

—

—
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all your ways," fail not, in every particular glorious to the Boidicr and eternally blessed
of a soldier's duty, to "glorify,''
to the man!"
The most appropriate duty of the soldier

you have evinced, that you well know to dis
Useful Hints.
charge. And, I doubt not, you are prepared
the
JVationcil Intelligencer.
Peace having
From
with honorable resolution to offer yourselves
to the toils and the perils ef future fields, taken place between the United States and Greui
" !ltiai
st frie
shall be
the safety
Whenever
of J
your country
,™
J "
. ,
" een established between
the two nations, having
which
,
is i'
is
menaced by the invader. True patriotism
has been, in a certain degree, demonstrated by the
a christian virtue. Our religion is the nurse visits which several British officers, high in rank,
of loyalty and public spirit. It authorises us have "honoured us with" It becomes now the duty
to contend it teaches us to die for the sanc- of every good citizen to shew his gratitude to thai
magnunimous nation, i or the repeated acts of liberal.
tity of our altars and the security of our dwelthem
ity and generosity we have experienced from
of
our
for
the
lings
compa- during the late "unnatural war;" and, as there is a
legitimate rights
those
who
and
shall
the tranquility of
triots,
probability of a still greater number resorting to
nr. rue after us
When, therefore, with such 'this country for the purpose of obtaining a cc"rect
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knowledge of a people whom they have condescended
to honor with their notice— we propose, with a
view oF assisting those who have evinced a disposition of forwarding the intentions of his majesty's
jrovernment and officers, to point out such course,
as will be most likely to enable them to prepare
themselves to answer the inquiries of our illustrious
visitors, and to make themselves acquainted, in
tirne, with all the information which will be desirable to them; and, with this object in view, we publish an order in council of the 28th of January, 1806,
ar.d certain extracts from the private instructions
to the commanders of his majesty's ships, to which
those orders relate. They have fallen into our hands
during the existence of our "unwarrantable hostilities," and as every means were adopted to prevent
our countrymen from obtaining possession of them,

we deem it now a duty we owe to his majesty, to
make such use of them as will be most likely to forward the object

for which they were issued.
of our navy and army will readily
perceive the propriety of inviting them to their ships
and to ihe'irfortresses,- ihey ought to take them to our
navy yards, to our arsenals, and depots of public
stores
they ought to be made acquainted with all
cur naval improvements, and our improvements in
military matters. Shew them our repeating guns,
our steam frigates, uur torpedoes, our mules the
manner of mounting and marking our guns and fitting up our magazines. Instruct them in the man
7ier of disciplining our crews; teach them the bye-vays to our towns; the best landing places for troops;
point out to them the most assailable points; and in
fact do not let them depart ignorant of any of the
circumstances, a knowledge of which would be desirable to his majesty, or useful to him in the event
of our forgetting again our duty and respect for our
mother country. Let them bear in mind that every
British officer is the agent of Ins sovereign, employed for all the purposes mentioned in the instruc-

The

officers

—

—

Regulations and instructions relating to his
majesty**
service at sea, established
by his majesty in council
[extiuct.]

FORTIFICATIONS AND LANDING PLACES.
The form, strength and position of

fortifications,

their elevation above the sea; the
number, condition
and size of the guns; how they cover and command
the places where troops may land; in what manner
they defend watering places or anchorage; whether

they are or are not attackable by ships or bomband how the annoyance they are calculated
to give to the the assailants
by sea or land can be
best avoided.
These remarks are not only to he made in foreign
ports, when they can be done without giving offence
or suspicion, but in our. own settlements,' for the
better defence, whilst in possession of his
majesty's
subjects, and for their re sapture, if taken by an enemy. Although it is Dot expected that all officers
of the navy are qualified as engineers, to
judge
accurately of fortifications; yet they may describe
them to the best of their judgment, and if officers
apply their thoughts to those matters, they will
become better enabled to from an accurate judgment.
Trade and shipping. The best account that can
be got of the trade and shaping of the ports visited,
and wherein they consist.
N. li. Dock yards and men of war to be taken
particular notice of enquiry to be made wiierc shit
vessels:

—

:

obtained, and its quality awl quantity.
You are to add drafts and plans (with proper
references and explanations to accompany them) for
the illustration of the above mentioned remarks,
whenever the same can be done without giving
umbrage or offence to the governor or inhabitants of
timber

—

is

plates belonging to powers in friendship with the
king.
By taking the Angles from .Mast Head by the
Hadley, observations necessary to form a Sketch of
the J.atid are made so much out of sight that suspicion
would not be raised besides shoals and rocks are
much better distinguished from th it elevation than
they could be from deck,- and the ad measure jnent cf
distances in foreign ports is readily effected, without
giving alarm, by the motion of sound; the velocity of
which is 1142 feet in a second of time,
You are by the first safe conveyance after the
expiration of every six months, or ofiener as occasion
may occur, to transmit the said book to their lordship's secretary, together with any drafts or plans
which may be too large to be annexed to it; taking
particular care that they are scaled up, and otherwise,

which follow, and that common courtesy re" honor us" with their prequires, when they thus
sence, that we should, not only feast them most
sumptuously with all the delicacies that our own
and other countries afford, but we should also take
tions

:

every method of convincing them how vastly pleased we are to have an opportunity of removing every
obstacle to their obtaining the most perfect knowledge of every matter calculated to enable them, in
count*ny future War, to desolate and lay -waste our
The time of peace is the only proper time to
try.
obtain the information pointed out by their instrucof
tions, and surely no one would deprive himself
the pleasure, as well as of the honor', of aiding and

hudable pursuit of
knowledge, particularly when he reflects how easy a
matter it is in Kngland and in other parts of Europe
to obtain access to similar
objects.
By the commissioners for executing the office of lord
High Admiral of the United Kingdom of Great
Jirituin and Ireland, &c. &c. £Jc.
His majesty having been pleased, by his Order in
Council, to establish the regulations and instructions
contained in this book, for his naval service at sea;
you arc hereby required and directed to conform
.yourself agreeably thereto, and to take care that the
several officers under your command pay the most
strict attention ar.d obedience to the same, as far as

VIIl.

properly secured, to prevent their being exposed to
the inspection of any person, through whose hai.ds
they may pass, before they come to this office.

assisting a British officer in the

Yor are to countenance and encourage such persons, as you shall find disposed and qualified for that
purpose, to make similar surveys- and observations

their personal instruction and improvement,
though not immediately necessary.
(Xj""Every British naval commander receives a copy
of the instructions, of which the foregoing are
extracts, on his taking command of a ship of war,
'and he is bound under heavy penalties to desttoy
them to p: event their falling into the hands of an
Two of the books, and two only, have
if-nemy.
fallen into our hands, and it is a duty we owe to
regards their respective duties.
Given under our hands the 25th day of January, ourselves and to the -world to make known the policy
1806. (Signed) JIarham,J. Qambier, Philip Patten, of that nation. Let us not forget their incursions
to Washington, to Baltimore, to New Orleans, and.
Car lies.
iliat they could only have been effected by a perfect
TDilierespective officer* confijnanding II. M. sliipsani rcsscli.
Dy Command of their lordships,
knowledge of the COuntrv; and above all, let us
for

j
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I

I
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Signer]'
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Military court«w.—When major-general
Ryal, who was made prisoner at the battle
of Niagara, proffered bis sword, in token of
Military Secrecy.— An essential characto colonel .Jessup, who commandteristic of an able captain, is to be completely submission,
ed the capturing parly, the
master of his own secrets; If a commander s
generous youn^
views be known to bis officers they m ly be- American courteously declined accepting il^
with
the
come known to bio enemy. The fewer his concomplimentary observation, that he
could not deprive of his sword an officer who
fidants, therefore, tbe more secure will be bis
bad worn it with such
distinguished honor.
plans, and tbe more efficient his movements.
On tho following day, when Jessup was setGeneral Brown though enamorated of
in his tent
under his
is remarkable as ting
social intercourse as a

Military Anecdotes.
FIIOM

THE TOUT FOLIO.

man,
a commander, for rctireing within himself,
and co isal ing bis pillow rather than bis
friends.
This trait in toe general's character
was manifested on several occasions in bis
Canadian campaign of 1 8 14. lie crossed tbe
riveNiagara with his army on tbe night of
the second of July; yet so completely had he
concealed bis indentions, that his officers,
unsuspicious of t.ie meditated movement, liad
made arrangements for celebrating the Uh on
the American side of the strait, and had engaged his company at dinner on the occasion
The fifth was celebrated on the plains of

Chippewa.
The immediate consequence of this dexterous concealmsnt was, the surprise and
capture of fort 14rie without bloodshed.
<>n the I7lh of September
following,
and r «:i dl\ a depth of secrecy did general
Bai vn dan and execute, as completely to sur-

prize

t

ic

open day

works of general Drummond in
Nothing could more decisively

evince tbe superior
generalship of the American eonnmder.
Superiority in action
is attributable in
p -rtto the bravery, discipline,
and firmness of the soldiery, but an ascendancy in planning and movement is a proof of
superior talents in the commanding general.
British officer.
When the British commandant of fort Eric was about to surren-

A

der

—

smarting

wounds,

llyal entered, and after eulogising his conduct as an officer,
thanking him for his magnanimity, and expressing his regret at the injuries he had sustained in battle, begged his
acceptance, as a favor to himself, of the same
sword which he had refused when he
might
have claimed it by right of conquest. It is a
hilted
sabi
with
a
blade
unadornplain gold
e,
ed by any figures, lettering or device, but of
the linest metal and most
exquisite polish.
An American sergeant In the battle of Nisuch
was
the carnage
agara,
among col. Jessup' s officers, that he was obliged to place hi&
standard in the hand of a
sergeant, whose
name we think, was Fitch.
VV bile the
colors, pierced with about seventy balls, were waving in the hand of this brave
fellow, a shower of grape shot coming from
the enemy, cut the staff into three
pieces.
Fitch deliberately gathered
up the scattered
turned
to
fragments,
Jessup, who was near
him, and said with a smile, "Look, colonel,
how they hive cut us." In a moment afterwards, a ball passed through his body. But
even that was insufficient to move him. Alike

—

—

—

|

powerful in person and resolute in mind, he
fell nor
flinched; but continued to
wave his mutilated standard, until,
becoming
faint with the loss of blood, he was forced to
it
the
into
hands
of
another.
resign
Fitch recovered from his wound, and his
good conduct being reported to the secretary
of war, he was promoted to a second lieutenancy, his commission bearing date from tlm
day on which he had thus distinguished himself.
neither

his post to
general Brown, he made
proposals for a capitulation to major
(now colonel) Jessup, who led the van of
the American army
His terms were equally brief aal singular.
Totally regardless
of his reputation in arms, and
actuated
The American soldiers. In the same batsolely by a mercenary spirit, his only re- tle, colonel
Jessup suspecting that his troops
quest was, that he and his brother officers had
expended
nearly all their cartridges, passmight be suffered to retain their baggage and ed
along the rear of the line, to make inquieffects.
The retention of side arms, the lieSeveral soldiers who lay
ry as to the fact.
nors of war, and
every thing dear to the mortally wounded, some of them actually in
pride of a soldier were forgotten in the sordid the
agonies of death, hearing the inquiry, 'forcupidity of gain.
for a moment, in their devotion to thenHow different was the conduct of a brave got
country, both the pain they endured and the
young American, who was captured at the approach of death, and called
out, each one for
tall of Charleston in our
revolutionary war ? himself, "Here are
cartridges in my box, take
aske
1
a
Being politely
British officer, if and distribute them
by
among my companions."
there were any articles of
property lie parti
soldier in the line exclaimed to his comcularly wishe 1 to retain, he replied with firm- mander
"my musket is shot to pieces." His
ness, pointing to his sword "if I could be incomrade, who lay expiring with his wounds
debted to an
enemy forany thing, it would be at tbe distance of a few feet,
replied, in a voice
for that which I
might hereafter use in de scarcely audible, "my musket is in excellent
fence of my
country."
order —take and use hex- "

his

A
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one occasion {luring the late war on our condition of his following him without further
two hostile armies were, for a resistance.

frontiers the

short time, so situated, that their out-cenlh
From the Ulster (Uelfast) Recorder.
To
were within gun-shot of each other
Attack on ,\ Orleans and retreat
orof the Enylishanv
prevent unnecessary bloodshed and alarm,
did flatter ourselves that we should
ders were given to the ccntinels not to lire,
have been spared the pain of
setting any more
unless some suspicious movements should be
accounts of biood, and that the kind
an
these
Under
circumstances,
interpodiscovered.
sition of good fortune would have
rescued
American and a British soldier began to rate 10
rave a,ld g*»ant soldier from the fate
md rally each other from their posts. I'he
l'he'JJ
has avvi!led '»
England has made anoEnglishman being the more experienced
on the eoarage and di«iipfi»e
br the two in this mode of warfare, threw ffret&nmtnt
American troops and dearly indeed has
himself into a posture and made use of Ian- P*
battle at New Or
P a d or the ***•
to bear,
American
for
the
too
guage
insulting
if*
leans w
a
" between the
his
an-!
i** *"ft
The latter, accordingly, after warning
«F
^ft'
the old word. It has demonstrated
the
in
to
not
without
effect,
repeat
tagonist,
An
1
wh *»
}***
!'?
suk, tired at and actually wounded him while i°J™
united and it dissipates the idle vision with
An
in one of his offensive attitudes.
abrm,
which Englishmen used to dazzle the underbeing thus given, and mischief done not only
standings, that eight millions of men at three
the
Ameto
but
orders,
contrary
unnecessarily
thousand miles distance would suffer themcalled
and
rican soldier was put under arrest,
selves to be dictated to even by the
conquerors
to a rigid account for his conduct. When under
of Bonaparte.
Fatal and calamitous indeed,
examination he made a frank confession of
has been the result of the last
experiment,
the whole affair, observing at the same time
i'he commander of the
English army, sir
to his officer, "sir, I am sensible that I disoE. Packenhatn, passed
a course of
beyed orders, and I knew it at the time. If brilliant achievments asthrough
the aid de-camp of
I
will
subdeserves
it,
my conduct, therefore,
the duke of Wellington—he left
Europe full
mit without a murmur to be shot by my
of honors, enjoying the affection of his brother
I'll
a
musket
I can
raise
while
but
friends;
soldiers, and the confidence of his general. It
never bear to be insulted by my enemies."
is painful to be
obliged to relate that such a
On a representation of the facts to the Bri- man
should have fallen in a conflict with the
tish commander, the American soldier escaped
freest nation on the earth— or that 2300 brave
punishment at his particular request, and even men have fallen in a
struggle, which the wisa
received from a generous enemy
compli- dom and
moderation of the
of
mentary acknowledgment of his manly spirit both countries had terminatedgovernments
have no
and nice sense of honor.
experience of any engagement with America
In a skirmish during the late war, before where the victory appears to be so complete to
the latter, and the calamity so disastrous to the
a fort on our northwestern frontier,
between]
a body of Kentucky volunteers and a few former, as the late attack upon
Orleans.
Izoelve days should have been suffered to
hundred British regulars and Indians, a militia-man well known about Lexington for his elapse from the 27th Dec. to the 8th Jan. be
strength and prowess, and dexterity as a box- fore the attack was made, we cannot yet disIn cover any satisfactory reason for. In all expe
er, had tired from his rifle his last bullet.
this almost defenceless condition he was at- ditions of this nature, it is obvious that the
tacked by a British soldier nearly as large as most rapid movements promise the most
himself, armed with a musket and bayonet, probable success
The fatal dexterity with which the AmeriUnfitted for contending with his antagonist en
militaire, too stubborn to retreat, and deter- can rifle takes down the leading officers
ed not to surrender, the hardy Kentucky man should have suggested the peculiar necessity
resolve J to rely on the arms which nature had of great caution. No doubt, whatever detertie accordingly sprang on his foe mined courage could effect was done, and
given him.
with too much suddenness to receive either even if errors were committed, the soldier's
his fire or his bayonet, seized him by the grave on the field of battle should hide them
This is a methroat, and without even waiting to disarm forever from our observation,
him, dragged him a prisoner, with all his ac- lancholy termination to a war which should
never have been entered into
To Americait
coutrements, into the fort.
To render the transaction the more remark- will be a lasting source of proud and animatto England the foundation of
able, the American did not lose his rifle in the ing reflection
The mother, kind
contest; but entered the gateway carrying her bitterness and complaint.
in one hand and leading his sturdy antagonist and affectionate, may be seen weeping for her
in the other
It appeared that on first seiz- gallant son, without even the consoling reflecing the Englishman he had tripped up his tion that he died in a struggle to put down the
heels, and then granted him his life on the enemies of freedom.
nels
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Treatment of Prisoners.
It

has been suggested, and with some plausibility,
that tlic wanton ami infamous falsehoods, as to the
treatment of the hostages confined at Ipswich, that

were given currency toby the jaCobin press nt'Jlfas
savhusettt', (incessantly engaged to defend Great
Jiritain and villify their own cMmry.') may have

J

09

would, without delay, attend to the same. Treceiv
ed no further complaint from them, and did not see
them again till last week, when, hearing many reports of the sufferings of the prisoners in Ipswich
gaol, 1 went to Ipswich (on Wednesday) and called
on the gentlemen you mentioned in your letter, and
Others, and requested them to accompany mc to the

We visited the prisoners in eacli room, and
gaol.
partially contributed to the cold insensibility with found they had been removed
from the cells to upper
which the enemy regarded the sufferings and feel- and
larger apartments, and -were -well accommodated,
come
to
unfortunate
of
bill"
enough
ings
and said they had so comvlai&t to mvkk, except
people,
into their power.
Perhaps it may but we attri- their confinement. They were well clothed, and had
bute it
e >i> that haughty and unfeeling spirit
sufficient bedding, and all of them said, theg hud racii

—

11

racier q
belongs to the British
horrible murders on bo ml the Jersey prison
in
ship during the revolution, furnish a precedent
the case that gives the idea peculiar force.
The first of the articles that follow relate to the
treatment of those hostages and exhibit the ^causLet it be recollected, that while our own
es of it.
were Used at Halifax in the manner defciat especially

ther be where they then were, than on board the prison
One sick prisoner i.nd his attendants were
below; their room was warm and comfortable, and

The

ship

he was to be removed as soon as a stove could be
fixed in an upper apartment for him.
In this statement, I have endeavored to relate all such facts as I
now recollect, or think of importance, and although

you and! are (I expect) pursuing different politics,
yet you will find that party feeling has not kept
back any circumstance of importance. If this statement will be of any advantage to you, you are at liberty to make such use of it as you may think pro1 am, sir,
per.
your most obedient, humble servant.

people

scribed by the commissary-general of prisoners,
that the more lenient treatment of the subjects of
retaliation excited the sympathy and called forth
Uie indignation of all the tender-hearted and pious
the matter of the confinement
jacobins of the east;
becoming even a subject of legislation in the geneThese men had no
ral court of .Massachusetts/
no subject of rejoicfeeling, but for the enemy
ing, but in the disgrace and discomfiture of their

BAILEY BART LET,

—

[It

may be

Sheriff' of Essex county.
well to add, for the sake of those « ho

Will believe nothing, except it comes from one of
country.
their own party, that B. Bartlet, esq. the writer of the
Essex
conn
the
a
letter
high
sheriff of
from
above is, ana of necessity, from his holding the office
Copy of
James
mur
to
m
Massachusetts,
Prince,
esquire,
tif,
he does, must be, a thorough-going partizan of "tfys
shal of the district.
powers that be" in Massachusetts]
"Haverhill, .January 31, 1814.

—

Sir Your letter of the 29ih instant is Detore me,
The following is the original order under which
wherein you say, your conduct at the time of comthose persons were put into close confinement
mitting some British prisoners to Ipswich goal, has
been represented as unfeeling and savage, and ask
"Office of Commissary general of J'risoncrs,
as a favor that I would state what I heard and saw
H'ushington, September 28, 1813.
"Sin By late advices from Halifax, we are inat that time, and since, concerning the business.—
Previous to your being introduced to me in October formed that the enemy have dealt out to a number
of prisoners of war in their possession at that place,
I do not
last, at Ipswich, as marshal of the district,
ecollect I ever had any acquaintance with you; Af- a most inhuman and violent degree of punishment.
ter a short conversation, you mentioned you had a They have actually thrown sixteen of our citizens,
number of British prisoners in one of the taverns, a descriptive list of' whom is annexed, into dungeons
which you were ordered to commit to Ipswich gaol, the dimensions of which are only mne feet by seven,
and I think you shewed me the precepts, by virtue having each a single grated light of about 24
The six oflicers of privateers lie
of which you were to commit them to the cells> or by 1U inches.
lower moms of said prison. You then mentioned together, tortured in one of these wretched boles,
of
the Chesapeake's crew in each of two
to me, that the prisoners were not then informed and five
The British authorities at Halifax have,
that they were to be confined in gaol, and said it others.
was a disagreeable duty you had to perform to moreover, selected from the mass of our prisoners
in their possession, and sent to England, on the plea
give them this information. From the appearance
of your countenance, and the manner in which you of their being British subjects, one hundred seamen
These proceedings call
said this, I was fully persuaded you considered it a and fifty-nine soldiers.—
the government for redress. It is to be
disagreeable duty you had to perform. I Was not loudly on
this can only be had, by causing the
present when you made known your orders to the lamented, that
of the enemy to be felt also by their own
prisoners, or at their commitment. I visited the cruelty
innocent, lam commanded
gaol a few days after their commitment, and found subjects, individually
them chiefly in the lower rooms, or cells of the pri- by the president, that you will, with as little delayof this order, desigson, and in conversation with the prisoners, 1 in- as possible, after the reception
formed them that I was sheriff' of the county, and nate and confine in dungeons, similar, as nearly as
hid the custody of the gaol, and wished to know if possible, to those I have described, as used by
of war, British subthey had any complaints to make that I could reme- the enemy, sixteen prisoners
Their greatest complaint was their confine- jects, now in your charge, or who will very soon be
dy.
nient in a gaol; their clothing was not sufficient for so placed, by the late arrangement, made as you adthe season, but they had written to the British agent vised, of mlrching all the prisoners on the mariThat is to say,
in Boston, and expected he would furnish them with time frontier east of you, to S.dem.
.sufficient the next day. They said my deputy gaoler six officers of privateers, of as nearly equal rank as
had done all he could to make their situation com- can be done with those enumerated in the annexed
the erew,
fortable; their food was good and sufficient, and list now so confined at Halifax, and ten of
of war Boxer, that is t©
they made no complaint to me of your unkindness lo\oi the late British sloop
them. I directed them, if they should have any
1 boatswain and 1 carpenter, or two petty offi.
jsav,
romplaint to make, to address a letter to in?, and i'cers of equal rank and eight se&iuCn,— ;Ue$5 fo>b9
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tilt

the cruelty exercised by the speak with any of his officers. But when he con*
at Halifax, on a like number of our prisoners, trasted his situation with that of his officers and.
You will inform allthe unfortu- men, it is not strange that lie should be compared
as before stated.
so designated and confined, of the with so noble a character. Having been with him in
nate

held

in retaliation for

enemy

!

—

prisoners,

causes by which such a measure has been forced on the capacity of surgeon, I was kept with the officers and some boys in the cock pit. There being
1 have the honor to be, Sic.
us.
four hatchways constantly open, made that the
"J. MASON.
coldest part of the ship. Our beds, clothes, Sic.
"J. Prince, esq marshal of Massawere towed through the water at the time of our
chusetts, Boston.
The paragraph that comes next is introduced as -wellfor going on board (owing to the intoxication of lieut.
a sample of the maimer in which the enemy -was ex- Willis, the boarding officer, and the boats crew) and
It had its some of them were lost.
Nearly all the rest were
tolled, us to lead to the statements below
The few lemaining were delivered to us
birth at Boston, and was extensively circulated stolen.
IVe venture to say that with as much water as they cotdd absorb, and we
through the United States
not ttao'-papers', (~probably not oneJ that published it, never had the privilege of carrying them on deck toever inserted the detail of facts it gave rise to.
dry.
We suffered for several severe cold nights without
"The savask kxklish."
ain Bessom, late
commander of tiie privateer Tomahawk, has arrived lying down, till at length, exhausted with cold,
at
I'rblehe d, and speaks in the highest terms of hunger and fatigue, we were compelled to dry our
the treatment he received individually fiom the offi- beds with the warmth of our bodies. Some of the
eers of the I!u:wark. by whom he was captured.— officers of the Bulwark expressed a regret that our
He says, that had he been tHe prince regent, himself,] treatment should be such, but said the officers of
he could not have received more kindness and atten-j the Harlequin privateer which they had previously
tion than he did while a prisoner.
captured, had conducted improperly while on board
their ships, for which reason they could shew us no\_Read the following and learn the iritth.~]
favors!
My constitution not being; able to support
F/'bjh the Essex Register.
so great a load of cruelty, after suffering about three
Treatment of Antfricant on board H. B. M. ship Bulwark
SeVeral stifemeirts having oten m.*de relitiverto weeks with a succession of cold chills, I was overmy treatment on board the Bulwark, I thought it my come by a violent fever, with delirium. At which
t,me I Was accused of insulting a couple of midfluty, as captain of the Tomahawk, to communicate
the
shipmen, who, in scuffling, trod upon me, and was

—dp

M

I

.'

following

:

treatment while on board this ship was gene
but that of all my officers and men
rally very good
w;<s inhuman ant brutal beyond any thing I have be1 was
fore witnessed.
captured on Sunday 22d of
January, about sunset my crew being brought on
board, their baggage was taken from them, and laid
on the quarter-deck for that night the ensuing
morning they were ordered up" to pick out whatever
belonged to them, when they found their trunks
broken open and in several not the least thing remaining. After being on board sixteen op seventeen
hours, a bucket full of pea soup, (as they called it)
without the least appearance or taste of a pea, was
sent into the cockpit for seventeen officers, without
salt, pepper, or any thing to get it out of the bucket
with this mess was served out .to them three times
each week the same kind of soup they had so frequently, my officers have frequently seen the mai-iiies washing their shirts in
there was not one of
them allowed to speak to me, to walk the quarterdeck or stop on the lower gun-deck. In fact every
tiling was done to render them as miserable and unhappy as possible not satisfied with making our

My

—

—

—

—

—

—

the coalhole for punishment.
hole being considerably higher than the cock-pit, it had a very salutary effect.

immediately put

in

The temperature of the

I found myself sitting on iron hoops,
without any softer bed to rest upon, I was very happy in experiencing a moisture on my skin with a
great alleviation from pain and cough. I spent three
days in that situation, when I was taken »p unable
It was then, for
to walk, and laid in the cabin tier.
the first time, that 1 received some medical aid.
My fever from that time began to abate, but receiving no other nourishment than prisoners allowance;
which consisted of a small portion of peas, bread
and salt beef, I made but slow progress in recovering my health, till we left the Bulwark. Our men
were kept seventeen hours every day in the main
Such is the state
hole, without beds or blankets.
of dissipation to which the officers of the Bulwark
have arrived, that their savage crueltv is not a matJ. PARSONS,
ter of wonder.
Surgeon of the late privateer Tomahawk.

For although

—

To the Editors of the Washington City Gazette.
Gentlemen,
men lay in the cable tier, after being two or three
The following .'tatement was taken from the mouth
days, tlrey were ordered into the lower hold, where of lieut. BENJAMIN BIRD, of Pennsylvania; By
it was ancle deep in mud and water
a
in this situagiving it a place in your paper you will oblige
tion they were kept neai lj' seven weeks, till so much reader; and moreover it furnishes evidence, if any
emaciated they had the appearance of dead rather were
wanting, of the inhuman cruelty prt.ctised
tiian living men.
PHILLIP BESSOM.
towards American impressed citizens by the officers
Having noticed in the Gazette a very extravagant of the British Navy.
encomium on the officers of the Bulwark, said to
Lieutenant Bird was taken prisoner witli Colonel
have been bestowed by captain Bessom of the late Boerstler, in the affair at Beaver Ham, was sent to
privateer Tomahawk, I am compelled from a sense Halifax, from thence transported to London, in comof duty which I owe myself, and others which have
pany with the 23 prisoners said to be sent to England
suffered with me, by their unparalleled
cruelty, to for trial as naturalized citizens of the United States
make known not only our treatment, but that of cap- found in arms Against the mother country. Lieut.
tun Bessom, while on board that ship; which al- Bird states that the prisoners suffered severely

—

—

though it was very different from ours, did not apu,
pear like shewing him "quite so
respect as if
he h id been the prince regent." Ii; Was (it is
true)
•/)
as
honored
to
mess
with
the
bijrhly
gunner, by
whom I have often heard captain B. say he was
abused w'uii insolent language. A sentry was constantly kept over him and he was not allowed to
r>

1,

on the passage with privations and hunger, under
treatment.
expectation on their arrival of kinder
Judge of their disappointment; they were thrown
into prison ships, three in number, in which they
found about 1500 American seamen^ who had been
and
impressed previous to the declaration of war,
who had for years, m&By of them, fought the battles

HTLES'
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of England, but who absolutely refused 10 imbrue
their hands in the blood of their countrymen, and
for this refusal most of them had received six dozen
of lashes at the gangway.
Lieutenant Bird states, that he had this account
from many of the sufferers; that many of them shewed him their backs, covered with scars and seams,
the indeliable marks of their sufferings. He states
further, that on board of the ship in which he was
confined, there were about 500 prisoners: the common soldiers were confined in the hold, rendered
loathsome, filthy and infectious by their numbers,
without a change of linen: they became infested
and crawling with vermin, and died daily. In this
situation, with a scanty allowance of damaged pro-

VIII.

]3j

ought not to omit statiug to you, that on the
('lie 1st day of the month) Cochet receive*!
from captain C his parole, .nd ordered him into
the custody of a UlrnkeV, captain Crowninshield did
I

i

morning

in my presence, as also in the
presence of at least
twenty American officers, call (o the r< collection of,
and repeat to Cochet, the whole "exceptionable converaation" which he had previously asserts
took
place, on the part of Captain Crowninshleldj to him;
and then that he, Cochet, did acknowledge that, in
what captain Crowninshield said, here was no insult; that the offence was wholly in the manner.
I mention this fact, to show
upon how slight a
1

pretence this cool-bioode.d tyrant dared, not only to
trifle with the sacred
rights of an American citizen,
visions, the seamen became desperate, broke their but actually to deprive an American officer of 'hat
of
liberty, guaranteed to him by the cartel
confinement, got on deck, threw the centinels over- portion
board, and fifty-six of them jumped into the sea, entered into between the two belligerents.
The instance of captain Crowninshield is but one
with a view of swimming to shore, which some of
out of many, which it is my intention to communithem reached in safetv, and fled to the country
while others, being fired upon from boats, were cate to the world; and but one single instance of that
killed on the passage; the bodies of 12 or 15 of immense mass of evidence which can and will he
whom we"e afterwards found on the shore.
collected, to prove this captain Cochet a tyrant,
This, lieutenant Bird states, was the manner in whose fiend-like soul knows no satiety; whose greatwhich the prisoners were confined and treated, until est delight consists in the misery of his fellow creathe news arrived in London of the capture of gene- tures; and who is never, even in his own estimation,
ral Proctor's army bv general Harrison, the day after so great, as when he has a man, bound in chains to
which, the officers were parolled, and the men sent subdue.
The following letter would have signed by beinto the country and better treated.
Lieutenant Bird further states, that the twenty- tween 15 and 20 officers, among whom were col.
three idopted citizens of the United States, charg- Churchill, majors JVilson, Gallaway, Staunlo?i, a
ed with pretended treason, were placed on the foot- number of captains and subaltern officers, and by,
Sir, your humble servant,
ing of other prisoners, inasmuch as it appeared,
on px.imin tion, that none of them had deserted
ENOCH M. LOWE, Major J. mi. Militia.
from the British army; so that it appears that Great
The following is the letter alluded to:
Britain has given up the idea of perpetual alleDartmouth, March 1, 1815.
Captain John Cochet,
giance.
Sir We, whose names are hereto signed, have
Let it be remembered, and we repeat it that it heard of the unpleasant circumstance which trans-,
pi red between you and captain Crowninshield on
may be
In the depots of prisoners in the district of Mas- Tuesday last, in your office; and of the
subsequent
sachusetts, of more than 7,000 prisoners that have resolution, on the part of the constituted authoribeen placed under the care of the marshal, (4,000 ties of your government, not only to prevent his reat one time) THREE only, of the unwounded men, turn home to his family, but to subject him to close
have died before they were exchanged.
confinement; and which latter resolution has been
While, in the prison on Melville Island, Halifax, put in execution. It is a fact, from the information
(seldotn, if ever exceeding 1,000 at a time) in the we have been able to collect, that captain Crownincourse of four months, viz. from the 1st of October shield wns detained for a captain Iiass, who basely
to the 1st of February, about one hundred died, and, broke his parole, and returned without permission
in the course of twenty months, about THREE from confinement.
That captain Crowninshield has
died in the prison. Look, also, at Dart- been detained for Bass, lieut. Spencer of the royal
moor.
navy, and water-agent, we believe can establish by
From the Essex Register.
your own note to him, and now in his possession.
Salem, March 27, 1815.
Captain Crowinshield may, perhaps, have suffered
Sib In enclosing you the accompanying letter, his justly irritated feelings to have led him into
with a request that you would give it publicity in some imprudent expressions; but, that a man pos-:
your paper, I am actuated only by a wish that the sessed of such nice feelings of honor as cap'ain
people of the United States, and more especially Crowninshield, and of such unexceptionable deportthose of Massachusetts, should have it in their ment, as a gentleman, can merit treatment so cruel
power to form a correct idea, as well of the con- and harsh, we cannot believe. Nor should we in
duct of the well-known captain John Cochet, British our opinion, discharge our duty as Americans, were
agent for prisoners at Halifax, as of the feelings we to witness treatment such as this towards a man,
which that conduct excited in the breasts of a num- whose well-tried patriotism, and attachment for
ber of officers on parole at Dartmouth, in one parti- our beloved country, have endeared him to us in a
cular instance. I mean the case of captain John particular manner, without entering our most solemn protest.
Crowmshield, of this town.
This letter was prepared to be delivered to Cochet,
As captain Crowninshield is now confined, yz:\
upon its being understood that, in consequence of will please, sir, consider this as a formal notificawhat had passed between himself and captain Crown- tion, that, after 12 o'clock on the morrow, we shall
inshield, relative to a certain Bans, who had broke consider our paroles as null and void, and ourselves
lis parole, it was determined, on the part of Cochet, at liberty to pursue any course, which circumstanto send captain Crowninshield to Mehille-isl .nd ces may warrant.
shall feel too much pride, sir,
prison ; but the delivery of the letter was declined, to be under an honorable obligation to a government
at the earnest loKcltation cf captain Cro'.rninshield which tolerates, in its agents, conduct so
highly ex
1
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—
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colonel Ropartkulars of the death of
vol VIII, page 127.
Asl had the pleasure of seeing major Galloway
of the death
jast week, I enquired into the particulars
of the colonel. He said he was standing one leg on
eidi side of him when he was tomahawked, as when
lie took him by the hand to he'p him up, he was
twitched backwards and forwards over him as he
feet ;
Supposed to make him trample him with his
but he contradicts the account of the colonel having
mad* any motion or sign for him to come up. 1 also enquired of captain White whether there was any
dispute or altercation that had taken place between
them and the Indians— he said none, as they made
no resistance after being taken, but had been stripped of every thing they had, except their shirts and

VIII

ordered for Bermuda, where she arrived.
Captain
Morton and his crew were put on board the prison
at
where
Ardent,
ship
Bermuda,
they remained near
a month, in company with about" 900 American,
The treatment to American prisoners on
prisoners.
board the prison ship exceeds any thing we have
heard of except that practised on board the oldJerser...
On the same time, we are requested bycapt. Horton
to state, that while on board the.
Htehrus, the treatment he received from captain Palmer, and his officers, was such as to reflect the greatest honour on
them; and takes this opportunity to make his grateful
JV. T. Gazette.
acknowledgements for the same.
Phoviptncf., April 29. Arrived here on Wednesday last, the United States' cartel ship Perseverance 4
capt. Dill, in 4 days from Halifax 10 Point Judith
when
were
marching along quietly
pantaloons, and
light, but blown off in the gale of Saturday night.
the Indians began to make a kind of a hooting noise, She sailed from Halifax on the 18th inst. with 160
and one of them fell behind the rest about a rod, or prisoners, being ail that remained at that station
rod and a half, when he lifted up his rifle and snot after the departure of the Analostan.
colonel Bull just below the shoulder blade. The
We have seen and conversed with a number of
ball went through his body and he fell on his face, the
poor fellows who came home in the Perseverance,
wlten he was tomahawked; the edge of which was so and the Analostan which arrived here last week;
they
broad, being somewhat like a hatchet, that it split all agree in representing their treatment to have
his face down to about the middle of his nose. Thus, been
Haat
war
of
while
excessively cruel,
prisoners
though we lament the death of the brave colonel lifax. Some of them have their limbs frost bitten.
Hull, it gives us some satisfaction to think that his and in answer to the
enquiry for the cause, the)
sufferings were short, compared witli those many unanimously stated that during the inclement season
others, who have been suffered to endure long and of winter, they were turned out from their loathsome
painful tortures from a savage foe.
cells, into the snow and all the horrors of a northern
Captain Roberts, taken at the battle of Bridge- climate, for the space of three or four hours in a day,
water, was more fortunate. About twenty minutes while very
without h
thinly clad, and many of them
after the firing ceased, being almost overcome with shoe or
stocking; and, to add aggravation to cruelty,
thirst, he stepped a few parches distant to a well that in pleasant weather, they were kept immured in
was near to a church; while at the well a captain of their
A number lost their
pestiferous dungeons.
the British horse rode up and accosted him with, lives in
consequence of this abominable practice,
livu'nre ypu, to which he answered, very well; when which
appeared to have been established for the.
"
the British captain clapped a pistol to his breast sayHunger and thirst
purpose of destroying them.
or
above
breath
I
don't
blow
t#iu
ing,
speak
your
you and disease, and all the contumely which cold-hearted
Roberts
not
did
know
at
this
time
through: captain
cruelty cotdd bestow, sharpened every pang of death;
that any other person was near, and was not in much
misery wrung every fibre that could feel, before she
baste to deliver up his sword, until he observed that
gave the blow of grace which sent the sufferer to
there was a man at his back with a charged bayonet.
In listening to the artless tales ofdistres*
eternity."
The British captain still kept the pistol at his breast, and sufferings rehearsed
by these emaciated but
until the soldier took his sword and delivered it tip,
strong hearted Yankees, we have felt it impossible
and then searched his pockets where he had a pair to blame the declaration of one of them, which
of pistols, which were also delivered up; but neither seemed the sentiment of
" that
all,
although go.
bis money, watch, or any private property was taken. vernment had made
peace with the BritHh, he would;
Captain Roberts related the following anecdote carry on an eternal war against the infernal hell?
Which we do not remember having heard before
hounds."
On the night of the battle of Bridgewaier, geneFrom the Analectic Magazine.
ral S~ott rode up to a large body of the British,
AXKCHOTIS OF THE BATTLE ON UKK F.IITE. It i&
supposing them to be Americans, and enquired to what a trite rematk, that general descriptions of battles
corps they belonged; they answered the Glengari- present no distinct images <o the mind. We read^
ans; keep in order, said he, and I will be with
ypu with little emotion, of broadsides discharged, ships,
in a few minutes— he then
gallopped off at full speed. cut to pieces, and numbers killed and wounded
number
fired upon him when thev found
great
but when particulars are given us, when the immitheir mistake; it was said he received his
wound at nent risqiies or piteous disasters of individuals are

Some

fiirt'.er

bert

Hull— See

—

—

:

—

—

A

this time.

detailed,

we

fancy ourselves in their situations, and

Major Calloway was informed by a British ofTicer in a manner, mingle
personally in the conflict. A
wounded men carried ofTthe field mere outline of the battle of Erie was given some
of battl", at Chippewa.
Cumberland Reg.
time since, in the biography of commodore Perry;
lhat they had 450

We

learn from captain J H. Ilorton, who arrived
since then several circumstance* have reached us,
in the cartel Clarendon, from
Bermuda, that he was which give a more vivid idea of the nature of the
on
the
board
British
prizemaster
brig Hope, prize fight, and show the incessant and thickening perils
to the private armed
brig Warrior, captain Guy with which that young officer was surrounded.
Chani|ilin, of this port, which was captured by the
It was his lot repeatedly to see men swept away
"Warrior on the last day of January last, off Madeira.
from his side; some even while conversing with

The

prize was loaded with an assorted cargo of dry
poods, and cutlery, also a large quantity of powder,
valued at # 200 000; she was bound from
Glasgowfor Buenos Ayres. On the 22d
February within about
90 miles of the Carolina coast, the weather
being
y thick and squally, the prize was recaptured
the British frigate Hebrus,
captain Palmer, and

him.

i

One of these

incidents displays the coolness,

and presence of mind that prevailed among the officers, and indeed throughout the ship, enabling them
even to jest with present dangers. The second lieutenant of the Lawrence, while standing beside com
modore Perrv, was struck in the breast bv a chain
bulwark
'.hot.,, The shot having passed through the"

|
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had no other effect than to knock him down, and
tell with
lodged in the bosom of his waistcoat. He
nn reclamation, and remained for a moment shinned by the violence of the blow. Perry raised him
liini some
up, and seeing no marks of a wound, gave
could not be hurt.
cheering words and told him he
Tk: lieu tenantj coming to himself, put his hand into his bosom, pulled out the chain shot, and ex-
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line, as

she passed the Lady Prevost,
lieut.Bnchan,
the commander of that vessel, was shot
through
the face by a musket ball. The vessels were thrn
within half pistol shot, so that every
thing could
lie seen
The crew
distinctly from one to the other.
of the Lady I'revost, unable in their crippled state
to stand the fire of the
Niagara; ran below; but
their unfortunate commander remained on deck.
and Perry saw him
leaning on the companion-wax
with his face on his hand, looking with fixed stare
his enemies. Perry
immediately silenced the marines
on the quarterdeck, and running forward, ordered
the men to cease firing.
He afterwards learned
that the strange conduct of lieutenant Buchnn was

it with
claiming, "no, sir, but this is my shot/'jthrust
£r~ it tang froiil into his pocket.
In the course of the action, Perry noticed a prime
and favorite sailor, who was captain of one of the.
guns, very much embarrassed with his piece, which
in consequence of the forelock being broken, was
to sudden
derangement caused by \\\» wound.
very unmanageable and rebounded. Terry approach- owing
ed him, and in his usual encouraging manner, asked He was a brave officer, and distinguished himself
him what was the matter? The honest tar, who in the battle of the Nile.
While Perry was engaged at close quarters in
had been shewing signs of infinite vexation, turned
round, anil as if speaking of a mistress, exclaimed the Niagara, lieutenant Turner, a fine bold young
who commanded the brig Caledonia, of 3
reproachfullv, "sir, my gun behaves shamefully— sailor,
taken guns, spreading every sail, ende.vored to
ahamefully'."— He then levelled it, and having
get into
a fine action.
His foresail interfered between him and the
aim, raised himself up and squared himself in
martial style, when suddenly a cannon ball struck enemy, but, rather than take in an inch of canvas,
him in the breast, passed through him, and he fell he ordered his men to fire through it. Seeing the
commodore engaged in the thickest of the fight, he
dead, without a groin!
Lieutenant Yarnall, of the Lawrence, behaved proposed to the commander of another small vessel,
He to board the Detroit; the other, however, prudently
throughout with great bravery and coolness.
was dressed as a common seaman, a red bandanoe declined the rash but gallant proposal.
another
It has been mentioned that two Indians were on
handkerchief was tied round his neck, and
round his head to stanch two wounds he had receiv- board the Detroit, stationed in the tops, to pick off
his
our
officers with their rifles.
face,
No sooner, however,
ed. From these the blood trickled down
and a splinter having passed through his nose, it did the ships come to close action, than thev were
In
this
swelled to a hideous magnitude.
rightful dismayed by this new and tremendous species of
of carnage and battle, and slunk into the hold. When the ship
plight, looking like the very genius
and was taken, they anticipated cruel treatment, iftheir
hottest
the
to
in
he
came
ill-luck,
up
Perry
bloodiest of the fight announced to him that all nation should be discovered, and borrowed sailors'
the officers of his division were killed. Perry or- clothes, that they might pass for Englishmen. Thus
dered others in their place. Shortly after, Yarnall disguised, they lay in close concealment for two
returned with a repetition of the dismal tidings that days, when word was brought to Perry that two Inall the officers were shot down: "then, sir, (said dians were concealed below, who had not tasted food
for eight and forty hours.
Verry) you must endeavor to nuke out by yourself
He had them brought upon deck, where they made.
I have no more to furnish you!"
One circumstance which Perry relates, deserves a most uncouth and ludicrous appearance, With
of senti- their borrowed garments
particular mention. It has in it something
bagging about them.
ment that is above common life, and absolutely be- They expected nothing less titan to be butchered
longs to poetry: When, in the sweeping havoc that and scalped, but notwithstanding preserved the
was sometimes made, a number of men were shot most taciturn inflexibility of muscle. Perry, howaway from around a gun, the survivors looked si- ever, after putting a few good humored questions
and then stepped into then- to them, ordered them to be taken away nnd fed; a
lently around to Perry
Whenever he looked at the poor fellows degree of lenity which seemed to strike them with
places.
that lay wounded and weltering on the deck, he al- move surprise than their stoic natures are apt to
wa\s found their faces turned toward him, and their evince.
The only time that the coolness and self-command
It is impossible
fyes fixed on his countenance.
for words to heighten the simple and affecting elo- of Perry experienced any thing like a shock, was on
in
volumes
of
this anecdote. It speaks
praise seeing his young brother, a midshipman, knocked
quence
of the heroism of the commander, and the Joyal af- down by a hammock which had been driven in bv
a ball.
In the
fection of his followers.
momentary agony of his mind, he
When Perry went off* from the Lawrence to shift gave him up as slain, but had the delight to see him
his flag to the Niagara, he stood up in the boat gal- rise up perfectly unhurt.
lantly waving his sword, and was heard cheeringly
Perry speaks highly of the bravery and good conto exclaim, "pull away, my brave.boys!" so earnest duct of the
negroes, who formed a considerable
was he, that though the balls whistled round him, part of his crew. They seemed to be absolutely in
he could scarcely be made to take his seat, and an sensible to danger. When
captain Barclay came on
old sailor who had been in both battles of the Con- board the Niagara, and beheld the
sickly and particolored beings around him, an expression of chastitution, absolutely held him down.
Just after he had got on board the Niagara, and grin escaped him, at having been conquered by such
was on the quarter deck, a sailor who commanded men. The fresh water service had very much imone of the guns seeing all his men shot down, turn- paired the health of the sailors, and crowded the
ed with eagerness to Perry, and laying both hands sick list with patients.
on his shoulders, exclaimed, "for God's sake, sir,
We shall close these few particulars of this galgive nte some more men!" Such was the vivid ani- lant and romantic affair, with the affecting fate of
mation that prevailed among all ranks they had lieutenant Brookes, of the marines. It
presents an
lost all sense of personal
danger; and thought of awful picture of the sr. nes which the warrior witnesses in battle his favorite
nothing but victory.
companions suddenlyWhen the N'agara dashed through the enemy's cut down before his eves— those dreadful transition**
,

i

—

—

—

—
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from the flush of health and vivacity of youth, to
the cheertheghastliness of agonized death— from
ing and the smile, to the shriek and the convulsion.
Brookes was a gay, animated young officer, remarkable for his personal beauty. In the midst of
the engagement, lie accosted Perry in a spirited
tone, with a smile on his countenance, and was maka caning some observations about the enemy, when
non ball struck him in the thigh, and da-bed him
to the opposite side of the deck. The blow shattered
him dreadfully, and the sudden anguish forced from
him the most thrilling exclamations. lie implored
Perry to shoot him and put an end to his torture
;he latter directed some of the marines to carry him
below and consign him to the surgeon. The scene
was rendered more affecting by the conduct of a little mulatto boy of twelve years of age, a favorite of
Brookes'. He was carrying cartridges to one of the
guns, but on seeing his master fall, he threw himself
on the deck with the most frantic gesticulation and
piercing cries, exclaiming that his master was killed
nor could he be appeased until orders were given
io take him below; when he immediately returned

—

—
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The crews cheered the exhilirating
cann was passed. Roth fleets appeared eager for
the conflict, on the result of which so much deelectrified.

pended.

The editor of this paper, in company with five
others, arrived at the head of Putin-Bay island on
the evening of the 9th, and had a view of the action
at the distance of
only ten miles. The spectacle
was truly grand and awful. The firing was incessant for the space of three hours, and continue.' at
short intervals, forty-five minutes longer. In less
than one hour after the battle began, most of the
vessels of both fleets were enveloped in a cloud of
smoke, which rendered the issue of the action uncertain, till the next morning, when we visited the
fleet in the harbor on the opposite side of the island.
The reader will easily judge of our solicitude to
learn the result. There is no sentiment more painful than suspense, when it is excited by the uncertain issue of an event likj this.

The carnage on board the prizes was prodigious.
They must have lost in 200 killed, besides wounded.
The sides of the Detroit and Queen Charlotte were
shattered from bow to stern; there was scarcely

to carrying cartridges.
Mr. Hamilton, the purser, who had worked at a room, to place one's hand on the larboard sides withgun like a common sailor, being wounded, was car- out touching the impression of a shot a great many
ried below, and laid on the same mattnass with balls, cannister and grape, were found lodged in their
Brookes. The wound of the latter was stanched, bulwarks, which were too thick to be penetrated by
and he lay composed, calmly awaiting his approach- our carronades, unless within pistol-shot distance.
fell
ing death. Hamilton observes, that he never look- Their masts were so much shattered that

—

—

ed

so perfectly beautiful as

the anguish of his

at this

they

moment, when overboard soon

woHnd had imparted

a feverish

The

after they got into the bay.
loss of the Americans was severe, particular-

When her flag was
ly on board the Lawrence.
struck she bad but nine men fit for duty remaining
on deck. Her sides were completely riddled by the
shot from the long guns from the British ships.—
growing weaker and weaker, recommended his little Her deck, the morning after the conflict, when I
mulatto to kindness and protection, directing into first went on board, exhibited a scene that defies dewhose hands he should be placed. "While lie was scription for it was literally covered with blood,
yet talking, Hamilton's attention was suddenly at- which still adhered to the plank in clots brain.%
tracted by some circumstance which occasioned him hair and fragments of bones were still sticking to
the voice of his the rigging and sides. The surgeons were still buto look another way for a moment
companion died away upon his ear, and when he sy with the wounded enough! horror appalled my
senses.
turned his face again, poor Brookes had expired
AnniTios-AL ASfCBO&KB titj the editor of the JlfilitaAmong the wounded were several brave fellows,
The means employed by our officers each of whom had lost a leg or an arm they apti) Museum.
to take the brigs over the bar, were ingenious, and peared cheerful and expressed a hope that they had
deserve mention. Two large scows fifty feet long, done their duty. Rome and Sparta would have been
ten feet wide and eight feet deep, were prepared
proud of these heroes.
The eflic tcy of the gun boats was fully proved
they were first filled with water, and then floated
alongside one of the vessels in a parallel direction; in this action, and the sterns of all the prizes bear
they were then secured by means of large pieces of ample testimony of the fact. They took raking pohewn timber placed athwart ship, with both ends sitions, and galled the enemy severely. The Lady
Prevost lost twelve men before either of the brigs
projecting from the port holes across the scows;
the space between the timbers and the boat being fired on her. Their fire was quick and precise.
secured by other pieces properly arranged; the wa- Let us hear the enemy. The general order of adter was then bailed from the scows, thereby giving jutant-general B.iynes, contains the following words:
flush and lustre to his usually blooming countenance
asked with great solicitude after Perry, and
how the battle went. He gave a few directions
about his own affairs, and, while his voice was

—he

—

—

—

—
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"His [Perry's] numerous gun-boats [four] which
had proved the rreates.t annoyance during the action
were all uninjured."
The undaunted bravery of com. B.iiclay, entitled him to a better fate; to the loss of the day was
superadded grievous and dangerous wounds; lie had
before lost an arm; it was now his hard fortune to
At lose the use of the other, by a shot which carried
fleet, which at this lime had the weather -gage.
10 A. M. the wind shifted from S. W. to S.E. which away the blade of the right shoulder; a cannister
brought our squadron to windward. The wind was shot made a violent contusion in his hip; his Wdurids
not a cloud obscured the were for some days considered mortal, livery poslight, the clay beautiful
When
horizon. The line was formed at 11, and commodore sible attention was paid to his situation.
Perry caused an elegant flag which he had private- commodore Perry sailed for Buffalo, he was so fat
ly prepared, to be hoisted at the mast-head of the recovered that he took passage on board cur fleet.
Lawrence; on this flag was painted, in characters The fleet touched at Erie. The citi.-.ens saw the
legible to the whole flee, the dying words of the affecting spectacle of Harrison and Perry supportimmortal Lawrence "Doii't §we up the ship."
ing the wounded British hero, still unable to wh-V
Ps effect is potto be described—-every heart was 4 without help, from the beach to their lodging'.

them an astonishing lifting power.
On the morning of the 10th of September, at sunrise, the enemy were discovered bearing down from
Maiden for the evident purpose of attacking our
squadron, then at anchor in Put-in-bay. Not a moment was to be lost. Our squadron immediately
got under way and stood out to meet the British

—

—

—
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the Detroit, 24 hours after her sin renwere found snugiy stowed away in the hold,
two Indian chiefs, who had the courage to go on
board at Maiden, for the purpose of acting as sharp
shooters to kill our officers. One had the courage to
ascend into the round top and discharge his piece;
but the whizzing of shot, splinters and bits of rigghe deing, soon made the place too warm for him
scended faster than lie went up; at the moment he
readied the deck, the fragments of a seaman's head
struck his comrades face, and covered it with blood

On board

der,-

—

He vociferated the savage interjection
"guoh," and both sought safety below.
The British officers had domesticated a bear at
Maiden. Bruin accompanied his comrades to battle
-'-was on the deck of the Detroit during the engagement, and escaped unhurt.
arid brains.

The killed of both fleets were thrown overboard
as fast as they fell. Several were washed ashore upon
the island and the main, during the gales that suc-

ceeded the action.
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Extract of a letter from a gentleman in London to hiH
friend in JK'eiv-l'orb, dated December 31, 1814.
"I congratulate you, with the most heartfelt
joy,
that the glorious struggle of our country has ended
in an honorable peace.
In travelling through Flanders, France, and thus far in this country, 1 find nil
united in the opinion, that the United States is able
to contend single-handed, and with success, against
the power of Oreat Britain. All unite in the sentiment, that the manner in which Great Britain has
found it necessary to depart from the arrogant demands with which the negociation was commenced,
and to accede to those terms which our country was
willing to establish, has been most honorable to us.
The war has done our country great honor, and its
continuance would, I am convinced, have given us
still greater glory; but peace comes in good time to
prevent some evils, which even a just war is apt to
bring into the morals of a country."
Plattsburg, March 4. A stage has commenced
running from this place to Montreal, three times a
week.

—

—

War andpeace prices Baltimore, February 20.
Commodore Perry treated the prisoners with huPEACE.
manity and indulgence; several Canadians, having WAH.
wives at Maiden, were permitted to visit their fami- Superfine sheeting cottons, ? Sold at auction on Mon»
lies on parole.
55 cts,.
yard, wide
gl
day for
86cts. do
47
The British were superior in the length and man' 2d quality,
1
calicoes
from
~)
dcr of their guns, as well as in the number of men. Superfine
A
ao
for
47
to
25
3
The American fleet was manned with a motley set
^1
,
of beings; Europeans, Africans, Americans from Superfine long cloths from ~) ao
for
47
1 to §1 25
3
every part of the United States. Full one-fourth
Domestic stripes, plaids ~) ,
were blacks.
I saw one Russian, who could not
°'
for
and chambrays 75 cts. 5
speak a word of English. They were brave and
who could be otherwise under the command of 2d quality, average price ? ,
fof
28 a 31
62 1-2 cts.
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Perry?
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The day after the battle, the funeral obsequies
of the American and British officers, who had fallen
in the action, were performed, in an
appropriate and
affecting manner. An opening on the margin of the
bay was selec f ed for the interment of the bodies.
The crews of both fleets attended. The weather
was fine the elements seemed to participate in the
solemnities of the day, for every breeze was hushed
and not a wave ruffled the surface of the water.
The procession of boats the neat appearance of
the officers and men the music the slow and regular morion of the oars, striking in exact time with
the notes of the solemn dirge the mournful waving of the flags the sound of the minute guns
from the different ships in the harbor the wild and
solitary aspect of the place the stillness of nature
gave to the scene an air of melancholy grandeur,
better felt than described all acknowledged its

—

—
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United States' sales. Iiichmo?id, March 10.
Yesterday commenced the sale of the waggons and
teams, and artillery horses, which had been purchased last summer for the United States' service, and
employed during the subsequent continuance of the
war in transportation of supplies, &c. for the troops

No sale that has taken place in
for twelve months past, has attracted
such a concourse of people of the country; and we are
informed that, in some instances, both waggons and
horses sold for 20 to 50 per cent, more than they
in

this district.

Richmond

Our farmers are going
make up for lost time.

cost.

seriously to work, to

Accidents.
A lad was killed at Newburyporf,
while in the act of huzzaing for peace by
being run
over by a cannon, from which a salute was about to
be fired and at Schenectady, the rejoicing for thaievent was much damped by the death of Mr. James
influence all were sensibly affected. What a con- Freeman, who happened to be immediately before
trast did it exhibit to the terrible conflict of the a cannon when it was fired.
He was killed instantpreceding day! Then the people of the two squad- ly, shockingly mangled. At Dover, (Del.) Mr. Henrons were engaged in the deadly strife of arms*
ry Freeman, (who, after having served in the United
Now they associated like brothers, to pay the last States' army and obtained an honorable discharge,
sad tribute of respect to the dead of both nations.
had just returned to the place of his nativity) while
Five officers were interred, two American and in the act of ramming down a cartridge, had his arm
three British.
Lieutenant Brookes and midshipman blown oiF by the ram-rod, and otherwise mutilated,
I-aub of the Lawrence; captain F inula and lieutenant insomuch, that he died within three weeks after the
Stokoe of the Queen Charlotte, and lieutenant Gar- accident. The ram-rod struck against the bankingland of tne Detroit. The graves are but a few paces house of the Farmers' and Merchants' Bank and shatfrom the beach, and the future traveller of either tered its windows.
The return of peace was celebrated at Boston
nation, will find no memento by which to distinguish
wiih great splendor. The news of it appears also
tiie American from the British hero.
The marines of our fleet were highly compli- to have been received with great and seamen-like
mented by the commodore for their good conduct joy on board the British vessels oft" our coast with
although it was the first time that most of them cheers, salutes, illuminations, &c. It is said tha*.
had seen a square rigged vessel, being fresh from about half of the crew of the Superb, threw their
Harrison's army. Tne Kenluckians proved, on this hats overboard, to express their pleasure; that they
occasion, as has the commodore si^oe, that they had a double allowance of grog, Sic. and the parolr.
was "America" cofintersig"ii "«m?7«." In the C
'canfisrhton both elements.

—
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You had scarce reached the place of your destinawhen the assassin-foe profaned your soil with lie

and
iOg the officers amused themselves with singing
dancing.
The
Illuminated musketry, rtr peace fire works.—
gunsmith shop of Mr. Finch, in Greenwich-street,
was mentioned some days ago. The following are
the inscriptions displayed, by the rows of muskets
With candles

At

in

their muzztes:

of arms

the

clang
length
— War's
dread shout

In

tion

sacrilegious tread, and afforded you a fuller opportunity of displaying thai-patriotism and valor which
has rendered Tennessee so
bev

conspicuous

sister states.

front—

10 arrest the progress of the
to punish his temerity.
You en-

field, exposed to
piercing blasts and chilling rains, where you experienced those nights of watching and those days of
fatigue which are known only to the soldier. More
than three weeks were you encamped in that situation, enduring without a murmur, all the hardships
attendant on a military life, praying only that the,

is

War with

rage and fury burn'd,
pkack, so mild, is conqu'ror turn'd!
Her magic wand, displays such tricks,
E'en muskets change to candlesticks!
Notwithstanding the great brilliancy and magnificence of the transparencies and devices exhibited
in this city on the great occasion of terminating
the late war, we think there was one at J\'ew- Orleans, (where the incomparable lire-works of JackLo!

among

You flew

daring invader and
camped on a low and marshy

is o'er,

heard no more!
Our hopes, our fears, our sorrows cease,
Each murmur hush'd, and all is peace!
Immediately back ol the muskets Was the follow-

ing—

Vlft

Now

to advance against t*
rampart of freemen. In vain did you pray tor such
an event— in vain did you endeavor to decoy the wary foe into battle by moving out in detached pari
ties— in vain did you constantly annoy and harrass
him with skirmishes your endeavors were vain
vain were your prayers till the ever memorable 8th
of January, when your insolent enemy, goaded by
sonwdl be so long remembered) which, for happy die scorpion sting of dishonor, uniting all his enerallusion, significant expression, and general effect, gies, determined by a desperate onset, to scale your
.must have been superior to any other we have heard parapet and gain possession of New-Orleans but the
of in the United States, and not inferior to any of roaring of the cannon from their embrasures was onany other country. It is thus described by a gen- ly the sore solemnization of those funeral rites which
were shortly to be paid 16 the first chieftians of their
tleman from that city:
•'On the flat roof of a house (one story high) in ''country; and the clouds of smoke that enveloped
Levee-street, an arch was erected ten feet high, sup- their batteries were symbolical of the shrouds which
ported by a plough on the right, with Agriculture] were so* soon to enwrap their bodies. Awful as the
and Kentucky inscribed and on the left a ship, de- burst of Heaven s artillery, was the incessant dissignating Commerce and Louisiana the whole sur- charge of the conflicting parties yet no breast
mounted by the American eagle* bearing a scroll, throbbed but with anxiety to close with the enemy
no eye sparkled but with an expression evincive of a
displaying commerce and freedom (or freedom of
the sea.)
Under the arch, in front, was a woman determination to excel in the noblest achievements
The veteran host moved forward with a firmness
(in propria persona) spinning at her wheel, near the
left column.
In the rear was a forge erected, at and resolution, which, in another cause and against
which two men were engaged, at heating and weld- another species of troops, might have ensured sucing old swords and gun barrels, and carrying them cess; animating themselves with the hope of again
forward to an anvil in front and working them into participating in feats of characteristic rapine and
and vivid
plough-shares. Still further on the left was a plough barbarity but your fire burst forth, bright
of
nearly completed, the workmen preparing and fin- as the devouring flames of Etna, and the volumes
ishing it for use. On the right was a band of mu- smoke served only to veil for a moment the havoO
The part which you
sic playing Yankee Doodle, and a platoon ot mus- made by your leaden showers.
ketry discharging vollies at intervals. The whole acted on that glorious day has completely established the reputation of your stale and the confidence
literally verifying or personifying the time and preYou have acted as soldiers,
diction of scripture, in which it is declared, that of your government.
peace should take place, and their "spears be turned meriting the title, and the pen of wonder will record
into pruning hooks, and their swords beat into plough a miracle in warfare, such as has never heretofore/
been presented to the astonished world. Since acshares" J\'ew York Columbian.
Peace anecdote. On the receipt of the cheer, complishing the objects of the campaign, you have
ing news in this town, the following occurrence performed a lengthy march with an expedition
took place in one of our schools. The children, who which has excited universal wonder, and during the
appear to have participated in the general joy, could whole ot"your service you have observed a correct
do nothing but chatter about peace— peace peace. an d decent conduct highly to your honor. You are
The teacher, unable to keep tliem quiet, observed, now about to lay aside the weapons of war and to
'he hoped he should also have peace;" when a smart resume those of husbandry you have reaped a hary est of glory abroad, may you reap many of plenty
iittle boy, instantly replied, "well,
sir, if you want
When you return from the labors of the
at home.
peace, you must fight for it." Fredericktown Her.
the anec[If the American people had been willing and unit day, your firesides will be enlivened with
ed to "fight for peace" six or eight years
dotes of this campaign, and your progeny at the reago, there
would have been no war—or, if, after war was declar- cital of your exploits, will burn to emulate the glory
ed, they had fought together to end it, we should of their sires, anil from the story of your privations
the hardhave had peace immediately]
theyjwill learn the duty of patience under
Address of major- general Carroll to his
on dis- ships of war.

enemy might be hardy enough

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

I

—

|

'

—

I

troops

charging them.

r.Iy friends,

t'anin near Dobbins, April
15,1815.

Fellow soldiers — As your labors are
brought near to
.

review their commencement
and their progress. When the tocsin of war
rung
the peal of alarm in the south,
you hastened to the
of
point
rendezvous, and rushed with the impetuosity of a cataract to tlie border of your country which
was to be the scene of toil,
privation, and peril^—a close, it is
pleasing to

.

I

farewell

— May that God

who

shield-

ed you in battle, protect and prosper you. The pain
which your general feels at parting with troops w ho
have served their country so honorably and so gloiiously, is mingled with emotions the most delightful.
at being able to restore so meritorious a body of men
to their relatives and friends, and to all the enjoyWILLIAM CARROLL,
ments of peaceful life.
Jiajorgenrra!, TejiTie&ee trMit%
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Some Soldiers, unci sent back. The capjain gave
our (choice, whether to be h-'.ed by court martial or
ihe.
not
be
believed
next
Tales that will
/>;/
generation submit to his punishment) we preferred the latter—
are
unless
the
put
we received six dozen lashes each of us.
facia
of the American people,
us

Cases of Impressment.

accordingly

upon record. To assist the historian in developing
e transport had by this time ai rived at London,
the cat.ses of the late war, the following additional] ie
lo a procaptain thereof Wishing me to swear
admiral
casss are selected font a mass of matter that -would test, made
application to the lords tff th«
farm u volume, shelving a variety of incident in the ty to have nit released for a while; be having obtain*
thing complained of
ed his desire, 1 went up to London for the purpose,
I, Jacob Salkehi, was born at Little Nine Part* after
which had to return on board the transport,
Bars, in Dutchess county, state of New York: my fa- where 1 continued three months; in the meantime
ther lived thereabout six years, thence removed to made
to William Lyman, consul, for him

Tn
t

]

\

oil Chester, in Pennsylvania, continued there live
yfcars, then I took up my residence as an apprentice
with a carpenter in Philadelphia, by the name of
Alexander Male, remained with him ten years in
M.iy 1800 married, and had three children by my
wife on die 12th of August louG, engaged as carpenter on board the Urania, of Philadelphia, captain
V mug, for a voyage to Batuvia; having arrived there
was taken ill; as the captain intended remaining there
SOfRe lime for the purpose of trading, 1 received my
discharge, and entered on board tiie Reliance, for Boston, commanded by captain Isaac KUwell; soon at'ter our departure we lost our captain, chief mate, 3
men and 1 boy; we then put into Cape of Good Hope
for want of navigators, all except two of the remaining hands being sick: while there was pressed on
board of his Britannic majesty's ship Raisonable of
64 guns I showed my protection, but the quarter-

application

to

—

—

procure

my

release,

and send me

to

my

natives

80 ii;he alleged there was so many Americans, thai he
could not procure captains to talie them. ! then was
of 28 guns, and
pressed on board the Cato ship,
sailed from the Downs to Rio de Janeiro, arrived
therein April 1811, and by permission went onshore
fell in with some Americans, who assisted me in
Hie Jully, captain Dufgetting on board their vessel,
secreted for four
field, of Philadelphia— I was there
weeks and three days; the officers of the Cato W«
tlits while making diligent search for me on hoard t!
vesse i [ was M1) as well on some others, offerin] a
reward of fifty guineas for my person— the Jully
ed about theVth June, and we arrived in Philadel-

—

-

I

1

I

P hia 12 th Aucust

1811

'

Philadelphia City, ss.
Before John Barker, esquire, mayor of tin
the aboye
master observed that he knew me and my family; city of Philadelphia, personally appeared
named Jacob Saikeld, who having been duly sworn
that I was born in London
that nw protection was
to law, deposes and says, that tlie above
I was then ordered below,
false.
the commander according
statement, and every part thereof, is true and corobserving that my case should be investigated;
from there I was sent on board the Grampus, a 50 rect, and further saitli not.
JACOB SALKELD.
gun ship, and there remained until the 28th SepSworn and subscribed, the lOtli February, A. D.
tember 1808, when a British transport put in for
JOHN BARKER, Mayor.
want of water, they being destitute of a carpenter 1813, before
of Boston, sailthe commander of the Grampus gave me a choice
I, WILLIAM PARKER, a native
either to remain with him or go on board the trans- ed from Norfolk, on the 4ih January, 1S07, in the
port Speke, which was bound to Botany Bay, with ship Charles Carter, John Tompkins, master, for
convicts; thinking I might have a better chance of; London. In consequence of bad treatment, on my
escaping from the transport, I accepted of the latter, arrival in England I left the vessel, and entered on
when I received a certificate of the commander of board the ship Horizon, Douglass, for Lima. On
the Gnmpus, of which the following is a correct Sunday, the 3d of April, being on shore, was prescopy, viz.
sed, and sent on board a tender called the Enter"These are to certify, that Jacob Salkeld has my prize. On asserting my "citizenship," and referof the Charles Carter, who had
permission to enter on board the Speke transport, ring to the captain
his having produced to me a certificate of his being kept back my protection, in revenge for my having
an American citizen.
left his vessel, he roundly asserted with an oath,
"His majesty's ship Grampus, Simon's bay, that I was an Irishman, and had assumed three seIn consequence of his declaration, a
veral names.
Cape of Good Hope,
"J. H. TA1T, captain.
clearance from Mr. Lyman, the American Consul,
was of no avail. I was then sent on board the
"September 28, 1808"
I was there drafted, among
In October we sailed, and after a
passage of r.e..r Zealand guard ship.
eleven weeks, we arrived at Botany B ry, and lay there others, for the Valorous sh*op of war, and sent to
some months, when I was pressed on board the Por- Copenhagen, in May, 1807. On our return, havin about four ing been twice drafted, was sent to Portsmouth in
poise sloop of war, captain
days after, the captain of the transport, on applica- the Banterer from thence on board the Royal WilOn my recovery, being at
tion to the governor, had me returned to his own liam, for the hospital.
vessel
we shortly after made sail to survey the that time unwell, w.5 put on board the Nemisses,
coast of New Zealand an 1 Vandienian's land, which for Halifax, but being cast away in the river St.
being accomplished, we returned to Botany Bay, Lawrence, was sent there in a transport, and front
and then set sail for Rio de Janeiro, in compa- thence to Bermuda, to join the Swiftsure. On our
ny with a British fleet; we arrived there in seven return, after the cruise, having met admiral CofHe obte-en weeks, and lay some time, when we made sail fin, I represented to him my situation.
for London; after reaching the English channel, we served, that he would make the necessary enquiwere boarded
the officers of two
and in the event of my speaking the truth, ef-

—

—

—

—

;

—

by
gun brigs— ries,
they pressed myself and seven others, one of whom [feet my release. He came to Boston, and as I have
was an American by the name of George Brown, of since learnt, called on my mother, obtained a cer
Rhode Island; the brig's name on which we were tificale of my birth and baptism, and a letter front
put was the Eclipse—we remained on board of her at the secretary of state, at the request of John Q. ADungeness ten days, then made our escape in the dams, Esq. Notwithstanding which on his return
further notice of mine or of
jolly-boat, we took to the fields, had proceeded to Halifax, he took no
to about seven miles, when we Were taken up Hy the representations of my friends*
sue. voir, viip.
|

&
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Sensible at las>, that my freedom was to be ob-l out dress, passed along the streets, knowing many
tained in no other manner than by desertion, I but unknown to any, until he arrived at the corner
made the attempt— was taken tried by a court- of that which led to his father's house, when behold,
martial, and sentenced to 500 lashes two hijndred\ he suddenly met his venerable sire and accosted him
an, I
Three months.' by the name of father.
ninety six of -which I received
The old man, who after live years fruitless enquiafter deserted again
again taken again tried
and whipped- again 164 stripes 250 being the sen- ry through the world, had give his son up for lost
Went again to England in the Thistle, but and buried, and being presented with a figure, in
tence
in consequence of her being destined for America which he could not trace one lineament of his be-

—

—

—

—
—

.'

—

1

—

!

with dispatches, fearing again my desertion, I was
sent again on board the Royal William, and from
her on board the Shamrock, bound to Portugal
was cast away oft" St. Man's— sent to Lisbon,
and ptjt on board the Belflour. 1 here made a
thl.d, last^ and thank God, successful attempt at
desortion.
PARKER.
on, Oct. 8, 1811.

—

WM.

i

Got off at last. In the schooner Chippewa, capt.
Clarke, arrived at Baltimore, from Jamaica, came
passeng! r, EiiKAM Thayeis, fourteen years in the British, service, impressed, and refused to be
given up
off* New London,
during the war, although recognized by his father, in presence of British officers.
Many a poor fellow, besides Hiram Thayer, has
be^n released from odious and infernal servitude
and slavery, in consequence of the war. A young
man belonging to this town, byname Isaac Bakkek,
who had been for nearly six years numbered with
the dead, has recently returned to his family and
friends, having been impressed, served on board many
British ships, detained as a prisoner of war, and at
We find
length given up on the conclusion of peace.
in

a single report to

the British parliament, that

Thousand American impressed seamen were
acknowledged to have been "detained" as prisoners,
in consequence of their having refused to do
duty on
board " his majesty's" ships during the war.
[Hartford Mercury.
.7 casei'i point.
"When you endeavor to convey
t

on

—

loved Charles, was about to pass on, regarding the
occurrence as the impertinence of a sailor but when
he added, with the big manly tear tolling down his
cheek, "My father, don't you know Charles ?" a
nearer glimpse, through the gloom that obscured

—

—

his face, brought him into view, "Oh
my son," he
exclaimed, bursting into a flood of tears, and with
a convulsive grapple, pressed him to his wounded
heart.
As soon as they had survived this heart rending scene, hand in hand, they pass on to the house
no sooner is he presented at the door, than the
servants of the family rush out with screams of "Oh,
master Charles, master Charles.'"
This undistinguishable sound to the ears of the mother, in a distant chamber,
brings her to enquire the cause, when,
disfigured as he was, the very first glance, Idee the
lightning of heaven, rived her whole frame, and she
fell
apparently a lifeless corpse on the floor to at!

—

—

tempt

a further description of 1 his interesting

groupe

by my pen would be robbing the imagination of the
melancholy enjoyments of a scene already painted,
and extinguish feelings of the heart, kindled by the
warmest sympathies. I only give the fact as related
by the mother to a fiiend who communicates it to
me as faithfully as he received it, and I will add that
he is an American Federalist.
Charles finding his country at war with the tyrant
that enslaved hint, determined on avenging his
wrongs, and lus case being made known to the president, he was instantly appointed an officer in
the navy, and is now at sea. God grant that he may
come athwart the captain who stole him

great number of barbarians practising a
great variety of cruelties upon an incalculable numHarp of Erin.— 1813.
ber of sufferers, nothing defined or specified finds
its way to the heart ; nor is anj sentiment excited,
From the Ai'cra. The editor of the Aurora will
save that of a general, unappropriated com missera- much oblige one of the numerous victims of the
tion
Seieet a single object."
C'urran in the case of British right of impressment, by publishing the folIfavey.
lowing statement.
When Sterne wished to pourtray the blessings of
I, Matthew Conkle, a native of Philadelphia, belib rt\, lie to:>k a single individual and shut him
up ing in March, 1810, a chief mate of an Ameiicaii
in his dungeon.
For the same reason let the reader ship, in
walking the streets of.Livenpool from the
judge of the fate of our GOOO unhappy American ci- Circus to my lodgings, at 10 o'clock in the night,
tizens from live following Fact furnished us
the next day I
by a man was attacked by the press-gang
of higii standing and unquestionable veracity.
was overhauled by the regulating captain, although
"More than three years ago, Charles Vass, the son
having a regular, protection, and my marriage cerof Ambrose Vass, a flour merchant of Alexandria, tificate
they sent me on board, saying my papers
saihd from that port for Europe or the West Indies; were false, (where I saw numbers of American oflie was impressed and
dragged on hoard of a British ficers and seamen served in the same way,) and
ship of war, denied pen, ink and paper or the op- was drafted on board the Gibraltar, of 80 guns
poi-tuni y of communication with any one who could my writing to the consul had no effect; different
jVive information to his friends of his impressment sets of papers came forward from America, for
and sla n. lie was carried to the East
Indies, (as the purpose of proving my nativity, but all to no
is the custom with these
After remaining on board the Gibraltar,
man-stealers) when there effect.
was not the remotest possibility of a discovery, and about two years, with a number of Americans more,
detained under the severest discipline and
After
privation I was drafted on board the Latona frigate.
for about live years.
During the last summer he ar- the declaration of war with our country, I went
rived at some port in England, obtained a
more
Americans, and
furlough aft on the quarter deck with 7
from the commander for 30 days, made his
way to surrendered myself up as a prisoner of war, but;
London, but unwilling to trust ins case to our con- was not accepied they all went to duty exceptsul and charge d'affaires, who had so often been foilin two or three days afterwards, when geting me
ed by th<' admiralty in their efforts to release iming under way for sea, 1 spoke to the lieutenant, "sir,
pressed seamen, he secreted himself on board of an am T not to be left behind ?"— "no," says he, "you
American vessel and arrived in the United States in are, not;" "Well, sir, 1 cannot think of serving any
July or An- 'm;I last. I'his on.:e fair American, now longer— my country will not allow, me"— 'I do
blackened with the scorching sun of the Indian not t-aie a damn;
no
(says he) then you shall have
ocean, on reaching his native town, in a sailor's worn
wag.:-."—} replied that?, did not want-any— 1 staid
an idea of

a

!

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

;

•
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below for four days— at sea was called mi— "So," American

citizen; that he was immediately tied ur>
by order of the captain, and severely flogged for
Wishing so to do. That some time alter that, he,
the said J nnes, went to the Captain of the
Dragon,
told him that he could not, nor would noi

the lieutenant, to captain Rodney,)
(says PinbuFthy,
and I
"here's a fellow that will not do any thing"—
to my determination not to serve the
.still
sticking-

enemi 9 of my country, they tied me up and gave
me 26 lashes on my bare hack, and made me do
After our
my duty or else cut my back to pieces.twice
more,
arrival at Sheerness, I gave myself up
but was not accepted—a number of Americans
The ship
manner.
gave themselves up in the like
on board the guard
having been laid up I was sent
on board the Woolwich 44;
sftip, and afterwards
and proceeded to Quebec last April, with sir
and five hundred seamen, where 1
.lames

made

fight

ag.mst his own country any longer, and llui lia
wished himself to be considered as a prisonei of
war for which he was again flogged and made to
pound cocoa for two weeks, in close confinement
and on half allowance.
In the month of October last, I obtained a
duplicate of his protection -from the custom
>w.
in New

—

•

I

* p
v, s,
Vork, together with several alii
.,,
,.;.
necessary proofs, as to his being
and
them
sent
to the marshal at Norti k,who
zeh,
iiad in a former letter assured niu thai he woi Id use
his utmost endeavors to obtain his release.
Though
lour mouths have ekpsed, and Ihav< in
course
of that time addressed two letters to Hit marshal,
to know how he had succeeded, yet I have never received an answer from him.
J J. GUEDRON, Ins Brother.
i

all summer,
ship sailed and remained at Quebec
found the
working along the wharves. When I
I sailed for Halifax,
ship left Halifax For England,
and gave myself up as an American; and on repreout in a merchantman
senting that I had sailed
before the war (hey sent, me home o„ parole.

Whilst in their service, lsaw hundreds of Americans impressed and detained in their service, and
in boarding American ships I always saw them
impress more or less

Americans,

— alter

the

,

,

.

Yeo,
the
my escape and concealed mysell until

Washington City, Feb. 22, 1814.
do certify, that J.J. Guedron personally appeared before me, the subscriber, a justice ot the pi ace
for Washington county, in the district of
Columbia,
and made oath in due form of law, that the above
statement by him signed is true, to the best of his
knowledge and belief.
Sworn before me this 22d day of February, 1814.
1

war

sent to prison, but a great proportion
aretained,— paper protections are no securities
tear
gainst impressment, as the scoundrels always
them up before our faces. Whilst I was on board
the Naraur guard ship at the Nore, there were
about 50 seamen that gave themselves up as prisoners, but were not accepted, whom I am certain

many were

DANL. RAPINE.

was impressed on board
were Americans. There also were ten or twelve ot the frigate Diana, Thomas James Mating, command'
Irishmen
birth,
Hull's
on
the
Jamaica
by
soldiers, being
er,
station, in the inooJi <>: April,
general
but American citizens, who were sent to England 1805, being mate of the Minerva brig of
Kilter/.
for trial, but the government not thinking proper Three of the crew of the Minerva were
impressed
to do any thing with them, they were sent on on board of the brig Raccoon, about one month
preboard the' guard ship, kept on full allowance, and vious to my impressment, viz. William Shease, of
made to do duty, still having their uniform on
Newcastle; Pelatiah Mclntire, of York, and Noali
one morning at the turning the hands up, the boat- Parker of Kittery. Parker is still in
bondage.
swain's mate collared one of them for being rather Theie were from 25 to 30 impressed Americans on
slow in going on deck, which the American retali- board the Diana-, the names and places of <esiuence
ated.
The boatswain's mate complained of him, of such as I now can recollect; are as follows, viz.
when they gave the American soldier two dozen John Easlon of Newburjport, and one other man of
right and left, which 1 saw myself: I do not recol- the name of Easton, of do. John Barmcoat of Boslect the poor fellow*s name.
ton,
Cole,
Boiler, and Thomas Smith
MATTHIAS CONKLE. of Newport, R.I. Spencer Ripley and
MorI
came here, that the ris, of Camden, N. C.
P. S. I am informed since
Mackerel of B^ltion
seamen
board
number of American impressed
more, and Mark Anlhon) Ejigelow, of Charleston, 3.
British ships, has been stated to be 6257 but when C. who being and feeling as an American
ought to
on
number
the
conwas
in
1810
I
my
feel, refused to do any duty on board the frigate, in
impressed
and I do not consequence of which he was led to the
sul's books in London was 7333
gangway
think, from the number I saw impressed afterwards, ladder, and received one dozen lashes from his mathat there can be now less than ten thousand in jesty's boatswain's mate, and was then asked
by the
bondage.
captain if he would do his duty he still refused,
This

is

to certify that I

—

—

—

—

—

—

Washington City Gazette. A statement
of 'the case of James Guedron, an American seaman,
born in Boston, of American parents, who was impressed by the British on the 1st of April, 1809,
from on board the ship Cincinnatus, belonging to
Charleston, S. C. then lying in the Downs. His protection taken from him,' and was finally put on board
the Theseus 74, and afu-r remaining on board that
ship some time, was transferred to the Dragon 74,
now in the Chesapeake, where he now remains, and
forced to fight against his country. A young man,
an American citizen, who made his escape from the
said ship, while in the Chesapeake, and who is now
in New-York, was well acquainted with the said
.Tames Guedron, on board the Dragon, and he says,
that while he was impressed on board the said ship,

From

the said J^mes Guedron did., after the declaration
of war between the United States and Great Britain,
-,e to do duty, and wished to
give himself up as an
.

the captain called the second mute,

who gave hir
im
one dozen more; he was again asked if he would
do his duty, but refused, when the third male way
called and gave him one dozen lashes more— when

the

the captain called for the fourth boatswain's mate
to give him a dozen more lashes, and
Bigelow, unable t0 bear the torl "-re consented to
<

THOMAS

j

New

B OLIVKR,

Castle, September, 25th, 1812.

IMPRESSMENT OF A WHOLE CHEW.'
following case has been frequently alluded to
by the editor of the Wkkkly Rebistkh and is,
perhaps, the most impudent transaction of the
kind that ever occurred
The men carried o
were never restored, unless they may have got
borne by the peace. The ancle is copied from
'.lie Philadelphia Tine .imcncnn of March
1812;
at that time a "highly federal" paper:
<*For the information of the friends of the crew

The

—
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of the ship Pekin, lost in the straits of Sunda, on tion at that time, I never got the protection or let:
her passage, from Calcutta to Philadelphia, the fol- ter; at the same time, the admiral there died so
that my protection was sent home to
lowing account has been handed for publication!
you— whether
"After the accident happened, she was got off you got it or not, I cannot tell.
Now, I hope you will send me proof of my being
JVom the rock and towed to Onrust Island near BaCornelia, an American as soon as possible, and direct it to
tavia, by his Britannic majesty's frigate
the 17th March, 1812. Captain admiral Sterling, Jamaica; and at the same time
captain Qwens, on
Owens sent an officer and guard on shore at Onrust write to myself, for I am sure to get it, ss I am rieand (ermined to go to sea no more in the British service;
"dand, where the crew of the Pekin remained,
on board the Cornelia, taking their they may kt-ep me as long as they will.
pressed them
1 hope
the ship unprotected,
you will let my mother know where T am,
bedding, chests, &c. leaving
I have no more to
which was afierwards plundered by the Malays.
say at present, but my respects
eve- to you and all
enquiring friends and well wishers.
Captain Murdock, master of the Pekin. used
I
was
but
informed
am
to
them
released,
your affectionate nephew,
get
ry exertion
ELIJAH STERLING.
captain Owens that they were then fitting out for

—

1

by
an expedition against Palainhan, and much in want
TltOjr THE SAlfE.
of men, observing, that as the ship was to be sold.
Customhouse Baltimore, Collector s QJpce,
he could have no further claim on the men, and
September 14, 1813.
that when he returned, they should be released and
Gentleman, Please to publish the letters trapsto
made
were
services.
for
their
Applications
mitted herewith, being part of many received at this
paid
the governor, but being a company's officer, and office from American seamen
impressed into British
rencould
lie
over
no
control
officers,
king's
h..vi:ig
service during peace, and made prisoners after
der no assistance. The expedition had taken Pa- war. There are now some more such before
me,
l:»mban and their return to Batavia was shortly ex- received
yesterday and to-day. If those indisputable documents, in the simple style of the
pected."
suffering
TO THE ETHTOHS or THE A?.Tr,RICA^T.
addressers, do not convince the opposcrs of the go-

—

t

Custom- House Baltimore, CoHcciors
Office, May 1,1813.
Please to publ'sh the accompanying Iettfer, witl
that
this declaration,
particular pains have b°py\ ta-l
ken to forward the certificates of this young man's
citizenship. The proofs adduced by his friends,
and the certificates from this office, where lie is;
particularly known, have been repeatedly transmit-!
ted to himself, to the consul in Jamaica, and to the}

vernment, that war, that is, force is necessary to <leour oppressed citizens from a service which
force has bent them to, and holds them in; and that

liver

every citizen is bound to deliver the seaman who
calls for help abroad, as much c.s he knows himself
entitled to expect assistance when lie calls out fir ?
or murder in his dwelling at home. IT this effect
of every
is not produced upon minds insensible
tiling that does not pierce their own flesh; they will,
however, have effect upon more conscientious peopie, and produce that vigorous prosecution of the
war.'which, under God, is hoped, will force the tyrant to relax his hold and let his prisoners go freeFor th rest, they may be left to that righteous dispcsition of Providence, which, causing continually the
rich and the poor to change ground and take each
other's places, will make them feel at last; in themselves or the:r children, how hard is injustice, how
1

department of state. They have undoubtedly some
of them reached their destination; and it ir^:> be
presumed that something that scorns' the authority
nf this country, as well as the rights of man, detains
the unhappy victim in servitude.
Elijah Stebmstg is a native of Dorchester connof his relations live
ty, in this state, where several
—ani he seems to have lift!-- chance of seeing any of
them shortly, except a brother in our service, whom
he may meet one dav in bt'tle.
heav}j

:

M'CULLOCII.
Part Royal Dock Yard, 1813.
JTASr.

—

J VS.

—

—

—

I o ave

made

all application to
get to
likewise spoke to the admiral himself, and cannot get a clearance till I find
I

oppression.

could, and

— At

II.

JVPCULLOCH,

Collector.

the same time, please to notify the
friends of William Carney, of Duck Creek, Delaware, and John M'Donnal, of Orange county, NewYork, that proof* of citizenship are needed at this
office on their behalf. The protections granted them
being before the system was fully arranged, and although their names are on the record, yet their
proofs of citizenship seem to have been forwarded
to the department of state for procuring their liberation longagOi and no description preserved suffiStales Washington Rennel,
cient to identify them.
of South Carolina, and John Dunston of Baltimore,
have been attended to in the transmission of their
certificates to the secretary of state, the former in
April 1812, the latter in June of the present year.
Srn I'll consider mvself particularly obliged if
to forward me a protecyou'll have the goodness
tion through the hands of the secretary of government at Washington, as I have been impressed on
board a man of war, and now confined eleven months
as prisoner; and as the British are determined not
to release us un<il we get protections from the UniP.

Dear Uncle I r.m sorry to inform you of my circumstances at present, which are very miserable:
when the American war began, I gave myself up as
an American, and was sent to prison in'o New Providence, along with all the other Americans who
Were on board our vessel, and the privateersmen
that we took, which was the first intelligence that
we had of ihe war not long after that, till our relief, came from Jamaica, and we were obliged to
come to Jamaica with our own vessel again only the
privateersmen and other vessels' people that were taken, were left behind; and when we came to Jamaica,
all the Americans who had protections, were sent *o
the prison ship, and those who had not, were still
kept in the British service. Now I am left behind
on account of losing my protection, in sending it to
the American consul in Kingston; I have since written to him concerning my protecho », but received no
satisfaction.
prison that

is

IT.

S.

—

ted States, humbly request you'll forward me one as
rem tin on board the D j couvert, varly as possible. My last protection was dated.
till such time as
you send mv certificates that I am March 1810, No. 77— s'igned by James H. M'Colloch,
an American. I heard of my clearance being brought Esquire, and granted on the affidavit of Paul Shefout to Jamaica bv captain Montgomery, about 12 field, brother of captain Sheffield, who some years
months ago, but being on the New Providence sta- since commanded the South Carolina Packet.

proof from

Now,

1

my

must

friends.
still

:

•
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remain,

sir,
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J4j

with gratitude, yourtnast obedient, who wore first forced to be servants, are now prisoners ot English tyranny.
JAS H. M'CULLOCH.

STATES W. RENNELL.
humble servant,
U. M. prison ship Sampson, Gelling- ?
hum, near Chatham, June 26, 1813. $
Chatham, June 29th, on board
prison ship Nassau.

//.

M.

M prison

.<?/<•'/'

Glory, Gillir.tfl.am

Bench, July 2,1813.
Riu Since I last parted from .you I wis pressed,
the
been
and
have
in
To (he Collector of Baltimore
English service four years
StH— I received a projection from the custom* having while in the service had the misfortune to
one and
house in Baltimore, in June or July, 1801, .since lose my protection, I wish you to get me
When 1 have been impressed into British service, send it to me by the first opportunity that leaves
and had my protection taken from me; and, at the America, directed to William Burton, on board his
commencement of the present war with tlie United Britannic majesty's prison ship Glory, at GillineAmerican prison- ham Beach, England; or to R. G. Beasley, AmeriStates, delivered myself upas an
er of war. The prisoners on boa:d this ship re- can agent for prisoners of war, living in London, at
ceived a letter on the 23<1 instant, informing, that No. 84, Cavendish square. My protection was dathe lor is commissioners of the admiralty refuse to ted 16th January, 1738, No. 1, given bv Robert Pur
send home nr exchange such prisoners as have de- vimce, Baltimore. I have taken the liberty to dilivered themselves up from British men of war, un- rect a letter to you for my mother. 1 wish you
on the receipt of it
less they bring proof of their being natural born would forward it on to her
American citizens, and that those who have no such Mr. Haily will hand you the letter my best respects
I mentioned to you that for the
to your family.
United States;
proof, must procure it from the
still exists on last four years I have spent my time in their service,
therefore, as I suppose sufficient proof
the records of your office relative to my being a they being the most just nation on earth, have paid
natural born cilizen of the United States, I hope, me for my services by placing me in a dirty,
airly friths,
be so kind as to transmit the same prison, surrounded by thousands of vermin, and my
sir, you will
state at food just sufficient to keep life and soul from sepaproperly authenticated, to the secretary of
of a little beef boiled in rags and
Washington, who will send it to our agent in Lon- rating it consists
that has justice or hudon, anu 1 thereby be enabled to revisit my native salt herrings. Any nation
I was born at Goshen, Orange county, manity for its standard, would not thus treat prison
Country.
Heaven only
state of New York, 25ih December 1771* a mole ers as we poor unfortunate men.-.
under my left cheek, a. scar on my right leg, light knows how long they intend keeping us here Some
possessed of little fortitude again enter into the sercomplexion, brow hair and blue eyes.
vice seventy-one, under my knowledge, have been
I am, with respect, sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN M'DONNAL. guilty of that treachery this you may rely upon as:
I wish you would publish the latter part
correct.
H
prison ship Sampson, July 1, 1813.
of this letter, and let the American government ?'e
Dear friend 1 iiave taken t.'iis opportunity of writhow they are losing their men by trying their paof my condition at
ing these few lines to mform you
tience too long in prison. I gave myself up as an
1 was impressed by the
present, for i m in prison
American prisoner of war, on the 19th August, and
Alfred (English) 74, in the year 1808, where I have
done duty until the 10th December, when I refused
been ever since till the war broke out between Amedoing anv thing more on board.
as
an
I
then
and
aia
rica
gave myself up
Engl md,
WILLIAM BURTON.
Yours, &c.
the
war
but
of
American prisoner
English government savs, that we must produce our protections,
//. J\f. prison ship Nassau, Chatham'
or they will keep us. Gentlemen, I have had the
Julyl, 1813.
misfortune to lose my protection since 1 have been
Sin I take this opportunity of writing to you to
in the English service, and hope you'll be so kind inform
you of my present stale in which 1 am conas to send another protection on to the English go- fined. No doubt but
you have heard of my being
vernment for me, for I have hid one out of the cus- on board of a British man of war, before now, as I
tom house of Baltimore. The English say we are have wrote to you several times since my impressno Americans, but 1 was born in the state of Dela- ment, and also
by Samuel Cats in the last cartel, by
ware. I am an American bred and born, and 1 shall whom I did not state
my case to you, fori did not
be very much obliged to you if you be so kind as know at that time. I have since received a letter
to send it on. No more to say at present, but re- from the
consul, stating, that unless I wrote home
main your humble and affectionate servant,
and procured documents from America, I could not
WILLIAM CAUNEY.
be permitted to return to my native country again,
Prison ship Canada, Chatham, July 4, 1813.
therefore I am compelled to write, and if you will
Dear aunt I .ake this opportunity of writing you, be so good as to get me a protection, and send it to
to let you know that I iiave given myself up from the secretary of state at Washington, he will forward
the British service; after a great deal to do they it to the agent at London, as that is the only way
sent me to prison, an now if 1 do not get documents that I can get home, for without it 1 have no hopes.
from the United States, as I have wrote to my mo- 1 have written to my father, and 1 expect that if he
ther for them, I should thank you if you would go gets the letter he will be up to see you, as 1 desirto my mother, and see that my protection and bap ed him to get a register and take it with him to you
tismis sent to the secretary of state at Washing- land you would assist him in getting my protection;
There is a protection of mine at William| therefore, if you do hot hear from him shortly after
ton.
Goer*s; if you wish to see the particulars, look at you receive this letter, you will please to write him
no and let him know what my situation is, direct to
that. K:member me to all enquiring friends
more at present, but I remain your affectionate ne- Mr. Boozslay Bosnian, Chester county, Maryland,
JOHN DUNSTON.
Nanticoke river, near Vienna. My register m?y be
phew,
TROM THT. SA5IE.
procured by writing to Cambridge and overhauling
Letters from impressed seamen, S ptcmbcr 20, the records.
JOHN 1JOSMAN.
1 remain
1812, for whose liberation repeated attempts have
yours, he.
numbered 805, daI beli°ve my protection v as
been made, and the clearest proofs of citizenship
a'
in vain.
transmitted .pgn|n smA again
They ted 8th D.-cember, 1809.
If.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

M

—

—

—

—

1

—

—

I

|
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discovered; the yawl meantime drifting' with the
NARRATIVE,
Thomas King, an American seaman, tide, and being impelled and partially concealed
from a British guard ship at fiermuda, and of his from the view of those on board the Ruby by a
an open boat, to squall, which had just then come on, and
solitary passage from that place, in
which," rethe coast of the United States of America.
marking at the time, I had seized as a happy cira native of the state of South cumstance to aid me in my
When I was
I, Thomas King-,
escape.
Carolina, in the United States of North America, at about fifty yards from the guard ship, the bell struck

Of

the escape of

'

one, and the centinel cried out "All's well."
Finding I was not observed, I made sail, and steered due

this time of the age of twenty- >ne, have followed the
sea for nine years past, and was lately a seamen in
the service of my country on board the gun brig
Vixen, where I acted in the capacity of gunner's
veoman. In the month of October, 1812, I sailed
from St. Mary's in the stateof Georgia, in the Vix-

north till day-light. 1 was in no fear of
thirst, for
the ballast of the yawl consisted of eleven small
filled
with water; but my
casks, (called breakers,)
whole stock ot provisions was only two loaves of
baker's bread, of about one pound
weight each.
These I cut into sixteen parts, determined to eat one
part each day and this determination I so strictly adhered to, that frequently, when I found I could bear
it, I preserved a mouthful of one day's portion for
tiie next, so as to increase
my store, calculating that,
in the event of
my consumingthe whole I might be
able to hold out a few days longer without
eating

which was commanded by George Washington
Reed, esq. On the 22d day of November following,
the Vixen was captured by the British frigate Southampton, captain sir James L. Yeo, whereby the officers and crew of the gun brig became prisoners of
\var. The Southampton and Vixen were both wrecked on the 27th of November, 1812, on Little Island,
one of the Bahamas, lying between Exuma and Long
We remained at Little Island about fourteen
island.
days, being for that space of time almost without
food, compelled to subsist on the nourishment afforded by couchs. At the expiration of fourteen
days, we were taken off the island by has Britannic
majesty's brig Rhodian, and proceeded to Jamaica,
where we put on board the prison ship Loyalist.
After some detention, apart of the crew of the Vixen, myself among the number, were paroled and
sailed for the United States in the cartel Rebecca
Sims. After having touched at the Havanna for
en,

water, the cartel arrived safe on the American coast,
and entered the bav of Delaware on the sscoiul of
May, 1812. The British 74 gun ship Poictiers,
oaptain sir John P. Beresford, at that time lay in
thatbayfor the purpose of blockading it. The cartel Rebecca Sims was detained by his orders; and
in violation of the flag which she bore, and in contempi of the parole in virtue of which we had L-.en
released, I, with others, was again made captive,
under the pretence that 1 had been born a subject/of

—

I

j

any thing. At day light I hauled my wind, and stood
west northwest, until the third day, when, a brig
heaving in sight, I again hauled my wind and stood
north, wetting my sails in order to catch the breeze
sooner, and increase my chance of avoiding her in
the night. She was the only vessel I saw on the
passage. For the first two nights, after falling
asleep and w aking, I would find the yawl had changed her course, and bore in a direction for Bermuda
To avoid this as much as possible, I tied n.v hand
to the tiller, by which means, when the bo*i deviated from her course, the rudder would cause my
hand to be jerked, which would awake me, and prevent the loss of time that such accidents, as my
sleep, without this precaution, might have occasioned, and I tried various experiments to keep me
awake. The heat of the sun having parched my
lips

>

exceedingly,

I

slapped

my

face and irritated

them with my fingers, in hopes that the pain thus
excited would prevent me from
I had no
sleeping'.

sound repose during the whole passage. On losing
Great Britain. We were conveyed to Bermuda, sight of the brig that had pursued, 1 hauled my wind
where we were put on board the guard snip Ruby, of again and stood west north west, from which di'he mean rection 1 did not afterwards depart till I made land,
sixty-four guns, many attempts having, in
while, been made, to induce us to declare ourselves If T had been in possession of a hook and line, I
Englishmen, and to enter the British serviee, in all could have caught plenty of fish. Dolphins frewhich attempts, we uniformly declared that we quently played about the yawl at sea. Now and
1
remained on board the Ruby then 1 experienced pretty boisterous weather; alQuid sooner die.
from the tenth of May to the 25th day of July, 1813, though on tiie whole the winds were very fair and
when, having experienced much bad treatment, and, the sea not very tempestuous. My little boat which
seeing no prospect of a speedy release, I detenu in- lived' amidst the waves most surprisingly on the
ed to try to make my escape. 1 had for some time heights and in the hollows of the ocean like a feabef^re revolved in my mind the best means of domg| ther, was, nevertheless, often times partly filled
in such
this; and having observed a yawl along-side, by sell-' with water, and at one time nearly full,
ing some of my clothes I was enabled secretly to; cases 1 made use of one of the breakers, or casks, to
It is almost impossible to describe the
purchase a pocket compass. Having finally taken bail her.
on the morning of the 26th day of difficulties 1 continually had to surmount in reefing,
liny resolution,
July, at about half past 12 o'clock, the guard on lowering and .hoisting my sail*, and managing my
board the Ruby having just been relieved, I went to tiller at the same time. I always was fearful of car*
my captive companions, and, in an under voice, told rying too much sail at night, and never failed to
them I was then going. I had before invited them to take the necessary precautions in that respect. At
accompany me, but they had declined it; and, on length, on the ninth dav after my escape from Bertills occasion, declared me to be deranged, protest- muda, at about four o'clock in the afternoon,! deing that 1 ought to be put into a straight waistcoat, scried tiie light-house on Cape Henry, bearing west
and given me up as one self devoted to certain per- by north. I made directly for the light house, undition by my determination to endeavor to cross til 1 saw, inside of the cap , vessels which 1 supthe Gulph stream, in an open yawl, not more than posed belonged to the enemy. On perceiving them
hauled to the southward, and finally ran the yawl
twenty-two feet in length, and seven feet in breadth.
One of them, who had been long my comrade, shed ashore about ten miles to the southward of Cape
tears, which affected me very much, but did not H-tnry, where* I landed, leaving? the boat after havshake my purpose. I then got out of a lower deck ing unbent the jib, in which, a little distance from
wrapped myself up and slept
port, got on the larboard swinging-boom, and from my place of Inn. ling,
thence into the yawl, next cut the painter, and laid very soundly Until sunrise!
My strength did not
trownin the bottom of the boat, for fear of being 'fail me until I landed, whjeh, in attempting to walk,
,

i

j

|

j

J

I

j

1

j
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on us, and get us home as soo"
hope our country will take pity
as possible. I have no news at present, for we hear nothing we call
believe, and they still imaii to keep us ignorant. I have nothing
more, but hope in a short lime to be with yon. I desire to he r«
numbered to all my relations and friend* From your absent son.

became sensible of my feebleness. When awoke
and rose, I made lor the nearest dwelling, which
who was so
proved tobe that of Mr. Whitehouae,
benevolent as to accompany me in his chair to
DAMEI. JACKSON, junr.
Norfolk—where, on reporting myself to captain
We close this disgusting collection by giving the
me
as
to
advance
so
kind
money, narration of a case of impressment that happened
Cssin, he was
which put it into my power to compensate Mr. "at home," copied from a Irish paper.
whilst
sold
I
his
trouble.
for
boat,
Whttehouse
my
From the Londonderry Journal of May 26th, 1812.
I remained at
Norfolk, to a person, who, I underWe are sorry it has fallen to our lot to record
to
the
her
southward,
intends
through
stood,
one of the most wanton and diabolical outrages
taking
I

I

\

•

Currituck Inlet. 1 received thirty dollars for her.
From Norfolk I proceeded to Washington city,
where the government of my country has bestowed
which capaupon me a warrant as master's mate, in
in active service
city I am about to engage again
On reviewing th^ circumstances of my escape,
cannot help thinking that 1 have beerij in that particular, wonderfully favoured by Divine Providence,
to whom I acknowledge myself entirely indebted
for safety in a passage where a thousand usual occurrences might have destroyed me.
In verification of the preceding narrative, I, the
said Thomas King, have this 27th day of August,
A. 1). 1813, hereto subscribed my name at the city
of Washington, in the District of Columbia.

that ever disgraced a civilized country. On Friday
last his majesty's armed schr. commanded by a
lieutenant Morgan, appeared upon our coast, and
commenced a series of the most cruel acts of oppression ever witnessed, by impressing a number

1

of Fishermen, a class of people respee'ed and protected by all governments, whether friends or foes.
Next day, the schooner came to anchor in Moville
vessels
Bay, where four outward bound American

1

THOMAS

KING.

use the term impressment, when applied to the
excecrable and barbarous practice of man stealing,
is not sufficiently expressive of the abhorrence
we wish to convey and inspire it is too mild a
a just
phrase, and is in too familiar use, to create
sense of the wrong its miserable subjects sustain
In lawng before our readers the subjoined copy of a
letter, we would ask each one of them to apply
Let him imagine
to himself the case it exhibits

To

—

—

himself the bereaved, poor, infirm and helpless
pa.ent of tiie youth who now suffers in a loathsome,
accursed liritish prison ship, Wasting and pining

away his exist nee, sighing for liberty and home
Daniel Jacks».v, jr. the writer of the annexed letter,

!

is

a native of

New

Jersey.

His

— parents
—
—

reside

in

county their pecuniary circumstances are extremely limited old age has
furrowed their pallid cheeks and infirmity and
"
affliction are fast hurrying them to that
country
To
from whose bourne no traveller returns."
of
a
son on
hard
fate
the
behold them mourning
whom they mainly depended for a comfortable
subsistence, would wring the tear of sympathy

Woodbridge,

in

this

from the coldest heart.
"
Tiie
p'a'm, unvarnished" style in which Mr Jackson
exhibits his case, does not diminish its interest
or lessen its aggravation. His firm, indignant
spirit is fully displayed and his noble, generous
heart pants for vengeance on his country's enemies.
Hut we are not disposed to amplify or
embellish; the subject is one which addresses itself
to thz
feelings of every man and needs not the aid
of exterior ornamjntto attract attention.
Fredanian.

(COPY OF

THE LETTER.)

Ship Hr.cTon, Plymouth, June 19, 1813.
Honored Fnther and Maiiicr —\ now write these lines clear of the
tyranny of English task-masters, but not cleat of prison. In the
month of .Tune I got my clearance from an English man of war,
after being on board of different ones for lour years ann a half.
Thanks be to God, I feel myself more happy here in prison, an
American prisoner, than to be an admiral in the English navy
There are here now seven hundred smils waiting lor exchange.
We are short of provisions, but we live in hopes that we. shall
soon see the day when we can enjoy our liberty—and thanks be
to God we all enjoy our health very wf II considering our discontented minds mid hard usage. I will state part of our distress— we
have four days in the week an half a pound of beef and one pound
of bread per day; the remainder of the week, one pound of potatoes and one pound of risk per day.
The above number seven hundred, are confined in one ship
laying in the stream, guarded by tyrannical Englishmen, otherwise brutes. O. that 1 may sec the day wl.ui every American can
y

!

have satisfaction.

had come to anchor, with their legal complement
of passengers, in order to make the necessary arrangements, previous to their proceeding to sen.
Lieut. Morgan immediately commanded the boats
of the Nepean Revenue Cutter to his assistance;
and, sending a gang on board each of the Americans, had a great many of the passengers dragged
from their births and conveyed on board the
schooner, the crews of the boats committed every
searched for the unfortupossible excess as they
nate men, who endeavoured to hide themselves in
various parts of the ship. The distresssing scence
which presented itself on board the vessels, when
families found their relations tern from them, can
hardly be imagined, and is beyond our abilities to
describe. The news reached berry late on Saturday, but it gained no credit; no one would believe
that such act dare be attempted by any man in
the service of the best of Kings, and the freest counIt proved but too
true, however,
try on earth.
and never before did any occurrence excite so
strong a sensation in this city. A meeting of the
merchants was called at the Ballast Office, one;
o'clock, yesterday; but such was the general anxiehai most of them were in attendance half an
ty,
hour before the appointed time.
When the wished for hour arrived, Adam
Schoales, Esq. was unanimously called to the chair,
and Mr. George Foster stated to the meeting such
parts of the disgraceful transactions as came withHe had been at Moville for the
in his knowledge.
purpose of transanc.Ling tiie business of the ship
Bristol, but could not procure a boat until about
ten o'clock, when the mate of the Mary came on
shore and conveyed him to the Bristol. The first
object attracted his notice was an old woman of
the name of Fulton, who had got two of her teeth
knocked out, and two of her ribs broken by the
hilt of a sabre while clinging to her son, as the
On Sunruffians were dragging him into the boat.
day Mr. Foster went on board the schooner accomof
Bristol.
the
They
panied by Captain Barker,
.begged leave to take down the names of the im-

—

pressed passengers, that they might dispose of
their clothes and property, agreeable to their wishIn the
lieut. Morgpn.
es, which was granted by
mean time two marines walked the deck with
drawn sabres, which they freely applied to the
One unfortunate
shoulders of the passengers.
wretch leaning over the bidwark, for the purpose
of requesting one of the seamen, alongside, to send
him his clothes from on board the Venus, to which
he belonged, when he Was perceived by the lieutenand the order was
ant, and ordered to be nMgged,
imnwdiatelv obeyed by the boatswain, who was

H

1
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It appeared to be the
universal opinion of the
peatedly encouraged by Morgan to make him feel
the rope's end, that he might learn what naval dis- meeting in which we most
heartily concur that the
A lad of the name of Fltlton corrobo- whole proceeding of Morgan, was the unauthorised
cipline WAS,.
rated Mr. Foster's statement of whs" had passed act of an individual, and that it is
only necessary
on board the Bristol. He is the son of the old wo- to make the facts known to the government to proman who was so brutally treated while endeavour- cure immediate redress; and we feel the utmost
confi ieftce, that the
unhappy sufferers will obtain
ing to save his brother. He feigned illness, and
passed himself for the husband of his sister. Some every possible reparation for the injury which they
sustained.
of the schooner's men wished to pass him by, while
Fuoji TiiK auroha. Truth must
others threatened to drag him out of his birth, "tie
finally prevail.
of them stabbed his bed with his cutlars, and laid It appears that the prince regent has ordered some
British
acrooss
his
left
throat.
him
for
that
to
twice
it
have the word ttagara, fixed
regiments
They
time, however, and before the boat returned again on their colors, for their distinguished conduct in
he dressed in woman's clothes, in which he escaped the capture of fort Niagara, by assault, on the 15th
to the shore. He said he was thus separated from Decemb -r, 1813.
Colonel Duane has made some
his family and friends, destitute of money, and,
judicious remarks
even clothes, and forced to seek his living by la- on the conduct of these regiments at Lundy's lane,
but
said
to
little
which
he
was
This
about
unused.
man's
bor,
young
Niagara, only it was taken by
In 1814; I passed over the
surprise, &.c.
simple narrative sensibly affected the hearers.
ground,
Mr. W. M'Colley witnessed a similar scene on and collected a true siatement of this shanvful inboard the Mary. He was himself ordered into the vasion of that part of York state which will fix eterI was informed it
boat, but the mate asserted that he was supercat- nal infamy on the British arms.
go of the ship, and nephew to the captain, upon was commanded by general Drummond, and under
him general Itiall, the latter I saw at the Eleven
which he was allowed to remain.
Mr. Thos. Davenport said, that he conceived, Mile Creek, a prisoner, but the other I never sawthere was sufficient evidence before the meeting to by his name I suppose him to be a Scotchman, and
warrant them in concluding that an act of unpre- by his conduct as mere a savage as ever
disgraced
cedented and unparralled aggression had been com- an army, which will appear by the
subsequent narmitted; and, as there could not be a doubt that his rative, which I collected from respectable inhabit
majesty's orders would be forward :o redress the 'ants, who were acquainted with every circumstance
injury, and compensate, as far as possible, the in- —the army crossed near Lewistown, which is opjured, he begged leave to move, "that a committee posite to Queenstown. Lewistown was a small vilof five be appointed to frame memorials to his grace lage with very respectable stone houses in it in
the lord lieutenant and most honorable the privy these lay some sick and wounded soldiers, attended
council of Ireland, and to the lords of the admiralty, by a humane gentleman named Dr. Molly, who di#
on the subject of the late impressment in the harbor." not belong to any army, but came from Eleven Mile
Mr. Acheson Smyth said, that he conceived it bet Creek, gratis, to take care of the sick and wounded.
ter to request the Mayor to conveRe a common hall The regiments abovementioned
distinguished themto take it into consideration.
It was not a question selves by the most savage
baibarity, ever known to
confined to the merchants alone, the community, be committed by any civilized nation, if England
at large were interested in it, and thought that the can be so called. Like ferocious brutes,
they enterwhole city and even the country, should publicly ed the apartments of the sick and wounded, and,
of
all
of
their
cries
abhorrence
such
an
Beand
rega:dle=s
express
outrage.
entreaties, they passed
sides the memorial would go forward with greater their bayonets through them, leaving -some dead
and
others
from
the
citizens
at
the
like
backed
dying, and,
weight
by
large,
savages, set all the
houses in flames, which soon finished their miseries.
signature of the mayor.
Mr. Davenport, in reply, said that the object of Doctor Molly, seeing what took place, begged his
the meeting was to obtain redress for the unfor- life, informing them that he never
belonged lo any
tunate sufferers, not to excite popular feelings army; he was answered by opprobious language,
which was already sufficiently alive to the indigni- and a bayonet passed through his abdomen, which
ty which the liberties of the people had sustained; brought some of his bowels out, on which ie placed
and as to the weight or respectability to be confer- his hand and walked six miles, to fort
Niagara, and
red byjtown meeting, he thought very diTerently in fifteen minutes expired. This is a true statement
on the subject; the respective signatures of the of the conduct of the regiments which are now rerespectable Merch mt of Derry would be known warded with honor. As for the capture of fort Niaand duly appreciated by many of those to whom gara by assault, it is a shame to mention it; it is
the memorial would be addressed; and for bis part, an eternal disgrace to the vile wretch who should
he had never seen a town-meeting of half the res- have commanded it, but was at his own house, two
miles off, and every thing was in such a situation,
pectability of that now assembled.
Messrs. Macky, Nicholson'] and the majority of the that the British had no difficulty in entering it.— I
meeting were of opinion that a memorial should be do not remember that they fired a gun before they
immediately forwarded from the persons then assem- were in the fort; this is British valor! this is a disbled; but, thai a town meeting should afterwards be tinguished conduct! I have forgotten the exact distance from Niagara to Buffalo, but I believe it is
convened agreeable to the ideas of Mr. Smyth.
A committee of five was then appointed lo pre- about 30 miles; houses were erected along the road
pare the memorial, which being read to the meet- —all were burnt except two near the falls. Buffaing, met with universal approbation, and was order- lo was a respectable trading town: every house was
ed to be forward by Mr. Schoales, the chairman, laid in ashes, only one, in which a widow lived, namto his grace the lord lieutenant, and to the right ed St. John— by what means this
escaped, I know
hon. sir George F. Hdl, our city representative, for not. In the late war England employed some
genthe purpose of having it laid before the lords of tlemen; but in general the army was
composed of
the admiraty. Want of room puevents us from giv- thieves and robbers. Had the object of
England
ing atlength, the sentiments of the various gentle- been to fix an eternal hatred to that kingdom, the
men who spoke on this interesting occasion, and a.1- measures nursupd have well suited that purpose.
DAVID JONES, chai'labi SUrdlsj.
>
from inserting the memorial.
[Aug. % iStf.]
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into consideration the second charge, and the three
f;KNKi»Ar. omiKiis.
attached to that charge.
Bead-quarters, 10th MiUtary District, specifications
The court find the said captain Samuel T. !);
Baltimore, 17 th November, 1814.
At a general court-martial, whereof brigadier- son guilty of the fU'st specification of the second
district of Co- charge.
general Smith, of the militia of the
The court find the said captain Samuel T. Dy
at Washington
lumbia, was president, which met
divers adjourn- son guilty of the second specification of the second
city, and continued its sittings by
ments until the 12th inst. captain Samuel T. Dyson, charge.
The court aco/iit the said captain Samuel T
of the U. S. corps of artillery, was tried on the folDyson of the third specification of the second
lowing charges and specifications:
the rules charge.
Charge 1st —Violating the 52d article of
On the second charge, the court find the said
of the armies ot the
and articles for the

government

captain Samuel T. Dyson guilty of conduct un!n:
an officer, but do not find the said Samuel
captain Samuel coming
T. Dyson, being commanding officer of the United T. Dyson guilty of conduct unbecoming a gentleStates' fort Washington, did, on or about the 27th man.
The court do sentence the said captain SimuetT
day of August, 1814, when an enemy was approachen my, Dyson to be dismissed the service of the United.
ing said fort, misbehave himself before the
States.
runaway, and shamefully abandon the fort, post and
The major-general commanding the district apand
guard) which he then and there commanded,
which it was his bnunden duty to defend, and speak, proves of the proceedings and sentence of the ge«B>
ral court martial in the
words inducing others to do the like.
foregoing case, and accord*
Samuel T. Dyson dismissed tlu
Specification 2d. In that the said Samuel T. Dy- ingly pronounces
son did, on or about the 27lh day of August afore- service of the United States,
The general court martial, whereof brigadiersaid, at the post called fort Washington aforesaid,
cast away and destroy his arms and ammunition, general Smith is president, is hereby dissolved.
artiW. SCOTT.
(Signed)
contrary to the said 52d article of the rules and
Unit.-d States.

Specification

cles of

ing

war

1st.

In thit the s

aforesaid,

and

to his

i\

1

duty as command-

FRANCIS S. 1) ELTON,
Assi. adjt.gen. 10th mitUecnj district

By command,

officer.

Charge 2d.— Conduct unbecoming an

officer

and

From the Essex

Register.

•

—Enstporl has long been

a gentleman.

in habits of illegal and
unprincipled intercourse
Specification 1st. In that the said captain Samuel with the enemy.
Nearly the whole place, withiij
United
the
of
officer
seven years, has grown oiil of this trade. It stand
T.Dyson, being commanding
Slates' fort and garrison at a place called fort Wash- on an
island, adjacent to India'*, island, hair' a mile
of
about
on
or
the
27th
August, distant, which latter place is a I'Jritish possession
day
ington, did,
deand
himself
misbehave
1814,
and part of New Brunswick. The large island >,f
by dismantling
stroying said fort, which it was his boundcnduty to Campo Bello lays directly opposite, two Wiles disdefend and preserve.
tant, and by its form and position, makes one of the
Specification 2d. In that the said captain Samuel most elegant and spacious harbors in the United
T. Dyson did, on or about the 27th day of August States. For naval
purposes, for its access to thy
aforesaid, quit his post called fort Washington, ocean, for its safety and good
anchorage, Am- the
without. any attempt to defend the same, and with- ease With which it
be
;

.

may
impregnably foitifiei',
out any necessity therefor from the pressure of an it
greatly surpasses New-York, or indead any othei
enemy, did march off the garrison of the same in harbor in the United Stales,'
By possession <;;'
violation of his duty and contrary to his orders.
Moose Island, they hold the key of the bay of 1'asSpecification 3d. In that the said captain Samuel samaquoddy, and ail our frontier on the river St,
T. Dyson, on or about the 27th day of August, 1814, Croix,
being commanding officer of the garrison at fort
From the circumstance of East port being 'he onlv
Washington, and an enemy being in his vicinity, point of contact with the enemy, at vvTii.'D the illicit
was so drunk and intoxicated while on duty, that trade between the
enemy, and us -could possibly be.
he abandoned and destroyed the fort which had carried
on, the fort and garrison there was of pun*
been entrusted to his defence, and suffered the gar- siderable
importance, and the only meahs of making
rison of the same to disperse, without being press- the inhabitants feel the
authority of t!>e United
to
the
meauire
tiic
and
ed
for
the States. This
safety of himself
authority was felt by at! the inhabiaforesaid.
garrison
tants of a district of country on the seaboard!, and
It. H. WINDEH,
(Signed)
in the back towns for one hundred and fifty miles,
Advocate.
Army Judge
that is, as far as Casiine; for as soon as it fell into
The court, after having heard all the evidence ad- the hands ot the enemy, these people began to drive
duced, whether on the part of the prosecution or their cattle and tfaiHspovt their produce towards
the defence, and after due deliberation thereon, Eastport.
The fort arrd garrison at Eastport was amply
pronounce the following sentence:
On the first specification of the first charge the sufficient to repress these smtigg'ferSj and to piecourt find that captain Samuel T. Dyson, of the Uni- vent all illicit trade but for {nil poses of defence,
ted Slates' corps of artillery, being commanding even against a single ship, it was absolutely nothing
The fori stands ;'.L'Ci yards from tiie water's
officer of the United States' fort, fort Washington, at all.
It is comdid, on or about the 27th day of August, 1814, when e Ige, upon an elevation of about 80 feet.
an enemy was approaching said tort, misbehave manded in the rear, against which it could make no'
himself before the enemy, and shamefully abandon defence; and from the whole ground, on which th;.:
the fort and post which he had then and there town stands projecting into the sea, it wa's flanked
commanded, and which it was his bounden duty on botli sides. The' town itself stands between dj
to defend.
fort and *he water's edge; so that ail the shot Front
The court find the said captain Simuel T. Dyson the battery passes directly over the town. The fort;
consists of a block-house twenty feet uquare, in fron^
guilty of the 2d specification of the 1st charge.
*
In like full and deliberate m.mner the court took of wWclV'. there is a sfcnu-oivc«jrt'.«r breastwork^

—

sup. vo&.vni*

-

—
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about 30 feet on the chord of its arch, with a para6 feet in thick.
pet of turf 3 feet in height, and about
ness. Behind this is placed en barbet four eighteen
so
pounders, mounted on ship carriages, standing
near each other, that only the alternate guns could
be worked conveniently. In the block-house there
was a magazine built of brick, standing on a level
with the floor of the buttery, and completely exposed to the shot from the sides, and the top of it, even
in front.

At the surrender of this fort, it is scarcely possible
to conceive the joy of the inhabitants; I mean the

VIII.

upon every wharf, and at every corner, and no stct
was allowed to be opened, no boat moved.
The meeting-house itself was crowded with soldiers, and their trulls; the militia all disarmed immediately, and every man presented with an alternative, either to take an oath of "allegiance to his
Britannic majesty, his heirs and successors," or quit
their homes in seven days; and all the common

people, that is, those who do not own real estate,
subject to impressment. Though, by the articles
of capitulation, "private property belonging to the inhabitant*" was to be respected, yet in scarcely any
instance was it respected. All the vessels hauled
up there belonging to the inhabitants were confis-

and
principal part of them. This most unprincipled
worthless part of our countrymen, not only gave the
enemy every information they required, but endea- cated^and their owners were obliged to redeem them
Houses were occupied sans
vored to injure the American officers all in their at their full value.
power, by misrepresentations to sir Thomas Hardy ceremonie. Poultry, sheep, swine, &c. were taken
:md <nher officers. They were ready to show them wherever found.
NEGLECTED ACCOUNT.
every avenue, in order to pi-event any retreat, and to
The action of the 13th July 1813, when the British
assist in placing sentinels in the most eligible places.
At the striking of the flag some huzza'd, and others, with a force double our own, attacked Black Rock,
men of influence, observed, "nino ive shall get rid and were defeated with a loss according to their
of the tax-gatherers,- noiv the rtanm'd democrats ivill own account, of 100 men, excited general interest
have long anxiously looked for an
get it." But these ignorant and mistaken people at the time.
official account of it, but for reasons which we have
soon found to their sorrow that all got it alike.
A vile fellow, by the name of John Jiodgers, from not the power of explaining, it has been hitherto
have obtained the subjoined account
the Kennebec, seized the custom-house officer by withheld.
which is nearly, if not exactly, a copy of the o'ffithe collar, as he was removing the papers, and detained him till the British officers came and took cial letter sent to general Dearborn, and which we
them, and thus they gained a complete knowledge pledge ourselves is substantially the same.
Its publication, even at this late day, is due tr>
of every custom-house transaction, and this was- of
Some state notes, about the merits of those who were engaged, particularly
great importance to them.
10,000 dollars, fell into their hands; the bonds, to our worthy friend, general Pouter. He is not, and
the amount of 70,000 dollars, the collector was for- never will be the herald of his own praise. But,
from information, we are fully satisfied that the metunate enough to convey to a place of safety.
The representative of that place to our general rit of making the arrangements, and directing the
court, Mr. Weston, was the first to take the oath, operations which defeated the enemy, belongs to
and to secure an office of justice of the peace; and him. This official statement, which, however, omits
Coney, deputy collector, a friend to smugglers, and the instances of his personal intrepidity, yet evinces
a decided enemy of the government, (how do such that he had an arduous and hazardous command, and
men get into office?) accepted a place in the new that on this, as on every other occasion, he did his
custom-house. The deacon, the only preacher in duty. Ontario Messenger.
the place, a smooth-tongued man, was accounted one
Copy of a letter from general Peter B. Porter to ma
of the sleekest smugglers there.
jor-general Dearborn, dated
If such was the conduct of the first men, what
Black Rock, July 13, 1813.
The
was to be expected from the lower class?
In giving you an account of the attack or
Stti
most abandoned and singular villainy imaginable this
place of the 13th, you will pardon me, if, for
was practised to facilitate smuggling. They had for reasons of some moment to
myself, at least, I
formed themselves into what they termed jew'sgo into details which so trifling an affair may not
societies.
The
to
the
and
dandelion
smugglers,
harp
seem to merit.
number of about sixty, divided themselves into two
Of the troops you had ordered under my coma
or
to
and
at
time
favorable
night,
bringing mand for the defence of Buffalo and Black Rock,
parts,
over their goods, one part would be engaged in a the
following only had arrived, viz. 100 dismountpublic place attracting the attention of the people ed dragoons and regular infantry under capt. Cumwhile
the
other
over
their
oddity,
party brought
by
who was stationed at Buffalo 150 of major
Each one had a Jew's harp, and a do- mings,
their goods.
Adams' militia, stationed at fort Gibson, half a mile
zen would stand round a table with a salt fish for a above the
village of Black Rock; and eight of the
music hook, making a noise with their Jew's harps.
under Serjeant Stevens, who was
The dandelion society amused the people with antic regular atartillery
the marine barracks, half a mile below the
placed
with their toes turned inward
the blockhouse, with a
gestures, jumping
village, to take charge of
and standing on one leg. This last was wittily called
piece of artillery, commanding the bridge oyer Scathe smuggler's jig. Such things, however, served
jaquady's creek.
as a blind, until all their goods were hid in the vaThe enemy landed 300 regular troops and 40 mirious stores standing in coves, and hid among the
and
under the command of colonels

We

—

We

—

—

—

—

woods.

Though every one will readily grant that such
abandoned people wanted a master, yet let no one
imagine that they were not sufficiently punished for
The situation of a conquered people
their conduct.
is at any time to be deplored, but to form an idea of
their situation, let any one imagine a population ten
times as great, suddenly poured in upon a town al
ready full of inhabitants. Every house was crowded with officers and soldiers. Every thing eatable
Sentries were placed
v.'as taken wherever found.

Bishop

litia,

some time in the night, about 3 miles below
this place; and by a concealed march through the
woods reached the bridge at Sr.aji.quady's a little
before sun-rise; A piquet of eight of major Adams'

Clark,

men

at the block-house, f.ed on discovering the ene-

my, without giving any alarm, even to serjeant Stevens, who was but a few rods distant. The conseset
quence was, that they immediately gained and
fire to the blockhouse and marine barracks; advanced rapidly through the town, and were formed witliin two hundred yards of major Adams' camp, be-
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fore they were discovered, and sent a flag demanding bold dash from the woods, to get command of the
the surrender of his troops. The major did not com- artillery and the road, for the advance of the reguto- lar troops.
Agreeably to the arrangement, the moply with the demand, but prudently retreated
ward Buffalo, bit the Beach, leaving the enemy in ment the firing commenced, major King, who had
a
few
arrived
Held
minutes before and taken capl. Cumpossession of the barracks, one nine-pounder,
all provid- ming's command, advanced rapidly with the regupiece, and two 12 pounder battery guns,
lar
and
Buffalo militia, but was only able to
troops
ed with ammunition.
This surprise and the consequent loss of public reach the river in time to engage the enemy in his
and private property iq lo ascribed to the character boats.
The conduct of the militia was such as would
of the troops, (raw militia who had not seen a
week's service) that formed this piquet. Having have reflected the highest honor on veteran troops,
been most of the night on the watch, 1 had gone to and is not less creditable them, as soldics and citibed half an hour before sun-rise, at my own house, zens, than that of their companions, who basely dewhere I did not permit myself to keep a guard, on serted them, is disgraceful. They emerged from a
account of the necessity of employing so great a thick wood, formed a line in the open field, within
70 yards of the enemy, advanced under a heavy
portion of the men at other places. The enemy's
advance was passing my door when first discovered, fire, upon a line of double their number of regular
and their main
entered the house five minutes troops, and, with the timely assistance of the Indians,

body
escaped between them, but could not reach routed them, and defeated two attempts which they
made to rally. Major King, you know, has been in
major Adams, by the circuitous route it became
almost every engagement on the frontier, and on
necessary to take, before he retreated. In proceedthis morning he waded several miles through the
ing to Buffalo, I met captain Cummings in the two
mile woods which separate it from this place. He swamp to take a part in this. Captain Cummings
had put his men under march with great prompti- gave the fullest evidence of his worth as an officer,
botli in the coolness and
judgment with which he
tude, and was advancing to the support of the miliassisted in planning and preparing the operations of
tia, who had, however, by this time, got into his
rear by another route. Deeming it imprudent to the morning and in the zeal and exactness with
advance with so small a force, I directed him to fall which he executed his part. It is impossible to do
hack to the first open ground, in order to collect justice to the gallantry of the Indians who were led
the scattered militia, and employ the whole force of on by their favorite old warrior, The Farmers' Brother, assisted by the hereditary chief of the Senecas,
the neighborhood.
In less than an hour, we added 80 or 90 of major The Young King, who was badly wounded.
Adams' militia, whom the officers had kept toge-< As this, I believe, is the first time the Indians
ther 50 of the Buffalo militia under captain Bull, have taken an active part with us in the war, and
and one field piece under serjeant Stevens. With may become the subject of public animadversion, I
this force and 30 Indians, we attacked the enemy feel it my duty to state that I had not. solicited nor
at 7 o'clock, and drove him in great precipitation expected their assistance; nor did I know theyweie
near until I saw them actually engaged. I had deto his boats.
Our loss was 3 militia killed, and 6 (4 militia and tached a party of 20 volunteers to assail the enemy
2 Indians) wounded; 4 citizens of Black Rock, and on the left, under cover of the woods, for the pur3 sick soldiers in the hospital, taken prisoners.
pose of throwing them into confusion and ensuring
The enemy left 8 dead and 4 wounded on the field, the success of the attack of militia on the right,
(among the latter captain Saunders, of the 41st re- with which party the Indians luckily fell in ani coColonels Bishop and operated. There can, however, be no objection to
giment) and 13 prisoners.
Clark were both wounded, the former supposed the employment of them, subject as they are willing
to be, to the orders of our officers, and the rules of
mortally, was carried some distance into his boat.
civilized warfare. The cool bravery with Which
They, suffered most in their boats, particularly the
last, containing about 60 men, nearly the whole of they fight is a sure guarantee that they will not treat
whom, it is certain, were either killed or wounded. a vanquished foe ungenerously. They committed
During the short time they had possession of no acts of cruelty, and although some of them proBlack Rock, they burnt the public buildings, took posed, after the skirmish, to scalp the dead, accordaway 3 pieces of artillery, and spiked 3 others, ing to their ancient customs, they evinced no disand were engaged in plundering the storehouses of pleasure at meeting a peremptory refusal. How
army and navy stores and other public and private far it may be proper to employ them, or to permit
to retaliate the horrid barbarities which are
properly. From appearances, they must have got them
committed by those in the employment of the
oft' about one-third of the
property in store, and they daily
expressed to the citizens, their determination af- enemy, it will rest with you to determine.
I am, sir, very respectfully, vour obedient serter taking the residue, to proceed to Buffalo, where
P. B. PORTER,
they had learnt there were larger and more valuable vant,
Commanding the troops at Buffalo and
deposits of public property.
Black Rock.
Had I supposed that the enemy, who were the assailants, with a superior force, and before effecting Major-general Dearborn, at Fort George.
but a trifling part of the objects which must have
Copy of an intercepted letter from sir George Pre
vost to lieutenant-general Drummond.
suggested the expedition, would have made so faint
a resistance, it is possible I might have made most
(I'RIVATE.)
of them prisoners, by bringing the whole of our
Head quarters, Montreal, August 26, 1814.
force into action at the same moment.
But the adDeaii sir Major Coore has this moment delivervantageous position, vvitli the artillery left by m ijor ed to me your letter of the 16th. I view with pain
Adams, and now occupied by the enemy, command- the agony of mind you experience from the unforing the road or causeway to Buffalo, suggested a tunate termination of the night attack you had been
plan of attack in order to regain that ground, which [induced to make on the 15th, and would gladlr
left captain
Cummings, with the regular troops and soothe your feelings on the occasion, by any thing I
Buffalo militia, half a mile in the rear. The ob- could offer in addition to the sentiments
you will
ject of the first attack, which was made with the Ifind expressed in a letter I addressed to you this
militia under major Adams, was,
by a sudden una!! momjng, but all I have heard since has confirmed
after.

I
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my prejudices to highly important operations being,most popular presidents in the nation; and the cap?
performefl in the dark. Too much was required tures of the Guerriere by ffntl, of the Java b\ Jiainfrom De Watteville's regiment so situated, va<lJle-\ bridge, and of the Cyane and Levant bv Sleieart, all
prived as I am told they were of their flints. The by the Constitution frigate* are certainly precedents
attempt his proved a costly experiment, and its re- very pleasing to the people at large of the United
As you have fixed on the States.
sult will be severely felt.
How to catch a TA3TKKK. From the Yankee.
90th, orders shall be given for that regiment to
proceed to you without dob}'. Iliad intended the "Suppose two men hold him, captain then very
S'th for that service, as being men of hardier de- much bamboo he."
sat/mac; i-niii.
The British colonel H.ingn's plan to take an Amescription, but the numbers of the 90th will probably
make them equally useful to you. When this regi- rican frigate, will afford nuts for Jonathan. Set a
ment, together with the G'.h and 82J, shall have 36 in her wake, and 74 alongside of her, and "after
joined you, you will, I have no doubt, be enabled a few broadsides she must be inevitably captured"
to efface the recollection of
Alas! poor ghost of ocean's queen!
your late disaster, and
to effect the expulsion of the enemy from the proCaptain Paine.
Charleston, April 24.— Among
The information brought to me by major the passengers in the sloop Delight, arrived yestervince.
fCoore of the state of forwardness of the marine day from Savannah, is captain Thomas Paine, sailare
preparations at Kingston, is not fluttering to my ex- ing-master in the United States' service.
pectations of regaining the naval ascendancy on lake happy that this brave but unfortunate gentleman has
>:itaiio in time for ulterior
operations during this at last reached his home, but we regret most se^eusoii.
They do not even promise to be so far ad- riously the situation to which he is reduced.
yanced as to enable the squadron to afford relief to
Captain Paine commanded gunboat No. 168. On
the right division by the transport of troops, stores the 5th of August last, while convoying a fleet of
Mid provisions, before the beginning of October.
merchantmen from Savannah to St. Mary's, captain
Yacc dating communications on the subject, which I Paine was attacked by nine barges from the Lacede}iave received from sir James Yeo, are calculated monian
To such superior force he was
frigate.
to confirm
major Coore's report; it is therefore a obliged to surrender, not, however, until he had
matter of serious consideration how the right divi- made a gallant resistance, and received a most sesion is to be fed without resorting to extraordina- vere wound in the
almost
right thigh, which had
ry measures. After correctly ascertaining the ex- terminated mortally. He was carried to Nassau,
tint of your resources for that object,
you willcon- where he received every attention that a generous
oider the subject well, and propose what you think enemy could afford.
v ill produce the required relief— in affording it you
After suffering the most excruciating pains for
may rely upon the incessant exertions of every de- several months, this brave and amiable man has repartment of the army, to perform whatever is prac- turned to his native country, in whose service he

—

—

We

'

—

ticable.

Kemp to the has become maimed for life. That country will
you an able as- doubtless bear in recollection all her defenders, but
judgment and much more particularly, those who unfortunately are si-

In allotting major-general
at Kingston, I have given

pommand

sistant in an officer of excellent

On his arrival there, major-general Ste- tuated as is Cie subject of these remarks. It is
experience.
two
will join the right division —If i't is
practicable due to captain Paine to observe, that during
to send down your disabled men from York, it years' service on the southern station under comwould greatly relieve you, and they would betaken modore Campbell, he was admired and respected
befter care of in the lower province
by numerous friends and acquaintances.
I am, dear sir, very faithfully, vour obedient serNaval affairs.
London, February 11. In the
extracts which we give from the JVtitibrial Intelligenvant,
PREVOSf,
HurjASTTT. From the Boston Patriot.— Among cer, our readers will notice a report from the secreihc advantages ef the late war with the British, may tary of the American navy, which is deserving of
forever be enumerated an establishment of our na- their most serious attention.
What we have in
tional character, for bravery and for kvxxsmi to- vain attempted during the whole course of the
It is a American war to force on the notice of those to
yvarth those zye had ca/itinetl by land and sea.
Let our late enemy boast of whom it particularly appertained, they will listen
ylrttie to boast of it.
it too, and adduce their instances towards our sea- to now that it comes recommended to their notice
men and sol Hers, and we shall not hesitate to pub- by the taunts of the enemy. The American cruisers
have learnt invariably, daily enter in among our convoys, seize prizes in
lish such instances.
that the prison-ship atoVemhas afforded continued sight of those that should afford protection, and if
Instances of kind treatment towards the British pursued "put on their sea-wings," and laugh at the
Our townsman, captain Tiro- clumsy English pursuers. To what is this owinjr?
sailors confined in it.
Or
•r is Weiiii, who has had the
superintendahce of that Cannot we build ships? And will we not learn?
about two years, has been
some stupid, senseless
prison ship
uniformly are there some fees of office,
fpoken of by the English sailors and officers, as a routine regulations in virtue of which our vessels
man who has done honor to himself and to his coun- are condemned to be unequally matched against
The secretaattention to all the enemy-prisoners un- the
try, for his
enemy, either for fight or flight?
\ correspondent declares, that on the
is "not exder his oaie.
ry justly 'boasts that the American navy
return of this worthy citizen tr> his native town, he celled in any thing which constitutes efficiency,
••fiuld not resist paying this tribute to his humane
perfect equipment, and general good qualit.es."
character and kind attention to the captured British This boast is, alas, too true. But why is it true,
pcamen.
and on whom does the responsibility of this fat.u
"Cow.iP.ns are cruel, but the r.iiAVE
Great Britain was the first naval power
truth rest?
Love mercy; and delight to save."
Woe to those who have put to slake
hi the world.

ven

—

GEORGE

We

—

i

PrNNiNO. From the .Ucc/tanics' Gazelle. A wit her naval pre-eminence! "The defects in this part
observed the other day, that "live Constitution had of the British system, (continues the American sekiyen us three precedents \avy satisfactory to the cretary) have been the theme of criticism and reThe witticism is obvious: George Wash' prehension for many years past." This again is a
tiation."
and James Ifadison, chosen melancholy truth; and it is certainly well worth the
pigtail, Thomas Jefferson
the Coustitiition, have been evidently the three attention of
It must, indeed, be encoa;
parliament.
1

.

'
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to rend the logs of Ins crnisraging to Mr. MadiBbn
er's.
If they fight* they arc sure to conquer; if they
D
com
sure to escpe.
Nay, if we >' a
fly, they are
fortunate circumstances happen to cap-

cldence'of
ture one of the

fast

sailing

American

ships,

1

we

aleither refuse to take them into our navy, or we
ter them, and convert them into mere tubs.
have heard of a remarkable hue sailer that was cap-

We

but retured, and offered to government lor sale,
What was the consequence? It was bought
fused.
under license to
J>y a London merchant, sent out
America, there fitted out for war, and is at this moment a destructive privateer.
I'lu-simcM- i-i:i,iA-n:.
The
papers labor

about 50 men.

They

held

it

VIII.

14.)

for three
days,

and

then returned, on hearing the approach of the
expelit ion,
blowing up the (ort, spiking the guns, &c.

—

They behaved while they remained, with

tlu>

est moderation, p >

otherwise

for all they got,

i 1 1

ar,<l

great-

conducted themselves with the greatest subordinaI believe
they are better liked here than we
but at present the Spaniards arc very civil, is
our force on the coast is verv powerful.

tion;
art-,

ALEXANDER

SLOAJJE;

Extract of a letter from an English gentkrhan at
Havana, to las wife in London, dated February 12,
1815.

"A British man of war arrived here last night from
English
hard lo keep up the deception that the American fri- the expedition to New-Orleans. He reports that
of in- our army were within four miles of the town the day
gate President was subdued by the Endymion,
A London paper in our possession con- before he left; and that on the day left, a great canferior force.
tains the following paragraph, by which it will be nonading was heard, and he makes no doubt thev
are in full possession of the town by this time.
I
perceived th it the English editors, have not only
asserted that the Endymion conquered the Presi- wish it might be the case, pis an Englishman can
dent, but have fabricated an admission of the fact hardly hold his head up at this port, from the success
reports made here on the part of the Americans."
by commodore Decatur himself!
FItOM

"The capture

Swonn to

THE LONDON OBSERVED
of the American frigate President

another demonstration chat, except where disas-

is

trous circumstances conspire agairist us, we are not
to be beaten with any thing like an equality of force
by any enemy. The candor of the g;dlant commodore Decatur on this occasion, is most creditable to
him.
are assured, that on his capture he said to
captain Hope, "Sir, you have outsailed, out-mancsuvSuch an admission
red and fairly beaten me"
could be made only by a dignified mind, and is therefore alike honorable to the victor and the van-

We

quished."

We

cosi.

Bahney.

We

From

the Intelligencer.

—

have been favored with the following description'
of THE SWORD lately presented lo Commodore
Joshua Carney by the Corporation of this city, in testimony of the intrepidity and valor displayed by him
and the handful men under his immediate command,
in defence of the City of Washington, on tlie 24th day
of August, 1815. The Sword is elegant the device
on it is handsome. On the outer side of the blade is
It is a figure with helmet visor
a myihologic emblem
up, holding on the left arm a fasces indicative oFthe
genius of the Union; the left foot is in the prow of a
Galley, and the right is on the land; the right hand

—

are indebted for the base libel holds an inverted spear erect on a Globe, indicative
the following article on the character of our of valor and militaiy renown by sea and by land.
The rest tre the usual technical naval and military
country, by a foreign agent, to the derilection of
every honest and honorable feeling in our axon jaco- trophies and a naval crown.
The blade is a damasked, clouded, purpled, gilt and
bins who, determined to "usurp" the reins of government, would have been happy to have proven purpled, with the point and edge highly burnished.
the subserviency to France they spoke of, or any and it has a shell, containing the Eagle with the
tlnng else, no matter how disgraceful to their coun- Anchor, surrounded by eighteen stars. The hilt, an
The article eagle head, the guard a stirrup with trophies, and the
try, provided it placed them in power.
whole mounting, scabbard and hilt and guard are of
also shews the terrible designs of the legitimates.
It ie an extract from the Bourbon agent, general solid pure silver, highly gilt.
Tiie following inscription appears on the scabDauxion Lavaysse's letter to general Henry ChrisLir.ELi.ous.

ji\

—

j

—

tophe (king Henry, of Hayti) dated at Kingston, Oc- bard:
" In
tober 1, 1814, to induce him to come under the
testimony of the intrepidity and valor of
Commodore Joshua Barney, and the handful of men
sceptre of Louis:
"Bonaparte's has day passed; all the sovereigns of under his immediate command i:i defence of the city
Europe have confederated to overthrow the usurper; of Washington on 24lh of August 1814
The corporation of the city have bestowed on him
ihey remain united to erisure the tranquility of all
parts of the -world. .At this moment you see England, this sword."
"Blue light".inge>juity."— It is stated that the
although 1500 leagues from her, punishing the United
States of America for having dared to grant her sup- "religious'" people on the frontiers of J\'e~w- Hampshire
port to the enemy of the good order and repose ol and Vermont adopted the following plan with the
the world already the capital of this new empire is hope of evading the penalties of the law to restrict
inflames, and her chief in fight; it -will ; ever be, un- treasonable intercourse with the enemy:
til those United States profess the principles of the soThey would drive a parcel of hogs, for instance,
•vereigns of Europe, that England will cease to crush to the extremity of the boundaiy between the United
her under the -weight of her terrible vengeance,- thus States and the British dominions, where one of Hie
whilst there is a point of the universe where order pious subjects of king George Gueiph would be stais not established, the allied sovereigns trill not lay. tioned with a basket of corn, with which to entice
down theit arms, but -will remain in league to finish the pigs to cross the line, and afford a salVo for the
their great undertaking:'
"steady habited" New-Englishman, whose conscience
I*ti:iicei>teu lettehs found on board the prize would not allow him to violate the laws of his counbrig Susannah, captured en her passage from Ha try! How could he help it if the hogs wouldnm over?
vana to Liverpool:
Captain TiysAT. It will be recollected that maExtract of a letter from a British officer at Pcnsaco- jor-general Brown, in his report, of the battle of
relative to
lu, to his friend in Liverpool, dated December 14, Chippewa, has the following remarks

—

—

j

i

J

\

i

—

1814.

captain Treat, of the 21st regimen!:

,

"Before the arrival oT the admiral, the Americans
"Early in the morning of the 5th [July, 1814] the
entered the town under the command of general enemy commenced a petty war upon our pickets,
Jackson, and captured the place, wl$i the loss cd" and as he was indulged, his presumption increased
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VIM,

I have seen as much service of
by noon he showed himself on the left of our exteevery kind, fighting
and attacked one of our pickets as it was included, as most officers. I have, thank Gou,
escapreturning to camp. Captain Treat, who commanded ed with my health, and unwouuded, and think the
a wounded man on government under no
it, retired disgracefully, leaving
to
me.
Thev
have
obligation
the ground. Captain Biddle, of the artillery, who already provided, by pensjons, for the wounded
If
was near the scene, impelled by feelings highly ho- they provide next session for those who have
spent
norable to him as a soldier and officer, promptly their lives in the rmy, or those who have
incapaciassumed the command of this picket, led it back to tated themselves tor business, in actual sebvice it
the wounded man, and brought him off the field. I would be an act of justice. It would, in
my opinion,
ordered captain Treat, on the spot, to retire from be unnecessary and highly improper, (in this counthe army; and as I am anxious that no officer shall try,) to do more. Those who have come off with
remain under my command who can be suspected of whole bones and strength, should support themcowardice, I advise that captain Treat and lieute- selves, and not become beggars. I would scorn it.
Did we expect pensions or land on our disbandwho was also with this picket, be struck
nant
i'rom the rolls of the army."
ment, when we asked Fon commissions? Did the
Brown
issued
the
affair, general
government promise, or even hold out the idea of
Immediately after
an order suspending captain Treat from command. either? Certainly not; we had no such promises or
It
was
not
of
a
court
T.
demanded
expectations. Our commissions, our pay, and the
enquiry.
Captain
granted, but a court-martial was ordered at fort glory we have acquired, are sufficient recompences
Erie. The left division of the army marched to Sack- for our services. Did we go into the
army to fight
ett's harbor soon after, and the court was dissolved. for a few years, and become dependents, lechers and
to
Sacketl's
Treat
ever
after?
immediately proceeded
beggars
Captain
My patience and temper leave
Harbor by permission from m<jor-general Izard; and me when I think of it. I went in, from a soldier's

rior line,

!

.

,

requested another court-martial.
Major-general
Brown, on the 5th of April, 1815, after the repeated
.solicitations of captain Treat, issued an order organizing a court, consisting of
Colonel M'Feklt, President.
Lieutenant-colonel Smith, major Croker, major
Boyle, major M'llhenny, major Chane and captaiu
White, members.
Captain Seymour, supernumerary.
Lieut. Anderson, of the 13th regt. judge advocate.
The court met and proceeded on the trial the 6th
April, 1815, at Sacketfs Harbor. They closed the
investigation on the 8th May; when captain Treat

was honorably acquitted.

The following is a copy of the decision of the
court
"After mature deliberation on the testimony adduced, the court find the accused, captain Joseph
Treat, of the 21st infantry, not guilty of the charge
or specification preferred against him, and do hono-

—

rably acquit

him"

The

sentence of the court was approved by majorgeneral JBroion, and promulgated on the 28th June
at Sacketfs Harbor.
Disbanded officers. A tj
preat deal was said *pro
and con of the disbanded officers, and it was proposed, as has already been stated in the Register,
to hold meetings to petition congress for redress,
&c. 8tc. The following letter, published in the
Richmond Enqiurer)m oi July 28, is very pointed on
the subject:
Washington, July 15, 1815.
Sin—You will be pleased to publish in the Enquirer the subjoined extract of a letter from a gentleman, late of the army, dated July 10, 1815, to his
friend in this city:
"You expect, you say, to see me at the meeting of
I shall always
the disbanded officers at
be happy to see you, bat shall never see you there.
1 solicited in 1812 an appointment in the army
from the government: They honored me with a commission, and I shall never forget it. I went in service under an impression that I should receive $10
per month, 3 rations per day, and 3 months extra pay
when disbanded. The pay and rations 1 have regularly received, until within the last five or six months
of my service. That and the gratuity remains un-

—

—

m

.

motives.

—

who have the least to expect
the least services— who have during
the war, lived comfortably in the
sea-ports and cities,
who have done nothing but speculate on their soldiers are the most clamorous with the
government.
If congress grant those
persons any thing, it will be,
I

find that those

who rendered

—

from fear of their popularity, and not from motives
of justice.
The disbanded army should know that their pay
which they have received, or which they expect to
receive before the next session of
congress, they are
beholden to the generosity of the executive, but
more particularly to that amiable and feeling man
who presides at the head of the pay-department
Congress at their last session omitted (unintentionally no doubt) to appropriate even one cent for the
disbanded army
The appropriations were confined to the peace establishment, but have been diverted, generously, but properly, to pay as far at
possible, the disbanded army.
Although I have no right to complain for myself,
I think however, with
yoa, that in preference to re!

!

!

some officers who are retained, some worthy
men, who were disbanded, should have been continued. For instance, why not retain Boyd, Bisseli,
taining

Cushing, Kingsbury, Sparks, Burn, Bowyer, Freeman or others, as adjutant-general, (if we must have
one) all of whom have greater claims than the present incumbent. There are hundreds of ensigns more
capable."

DIED, and was buried with

military honors, on his

journey to visit his father in Baltimore, shortly after
Perry s battle on Erie, at Pittsburg, (Penn.) in the
24th year of his age, lieutenant Joseph E. Smith,
late of the United States' navy, eldest son of captain
Joseph Smith, of Baltimore.
Lieutenant Smith was a young man of great promise, and has died regretted, as he lived beloved, by
all who knew him.
He was the pride of his family,
the idol of his associates, and promised to be an
ornament to his country, and an able, as he had always been a zealous, defender of her rights and
liberties.

He received a liberal education, and commenced
the study of law; but desirous to give his country
his feeble but willing aid, in the maintenance of
paid, and shall remain so, although I am poor, until that independence which his respectable lather
the government iind it convenient to pay it.
had fought and bled to obtain, he entered the navy
n any man, calling himself a soldier, say I, of the United States as a midshipman, in which cawho, if his mother owed him a few dollars, wcold pacity he served until after the declaration of war
brow-beat her for it,
agtinst Great -13 ritajrij when Jhe was promoted to

D

$,

'
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he
lieutenancy, and ordered to lake Erie, where
shared with the gallant commodore Fern/ in the
and
dangers and honors of that splendid victory,
was one of those of whom that distinguished officer
spoke in terms of the greatest approbation. Having
suffered in Ids health, from the service on the lake,
he obtained a furlough for the purpose of returning
to the southward, for its restoration; but alas! he
was not permitted by an all-wise Providence, to
reach his destination; his strength failed him when
he reached Pittsburg, and whence in two weeks after
his arrival, his manly soul threw off its earthly man-

and winged its flight to a happier region. The
information to his family, that this lamented youth
was prepared for his transit, by the aid of religion,
and that he was attended on his death-bed by a disinterested stranger, with the most tender sympathy,
it is hoped will tend to alleviate their most poignant
grief, at the reflection that he died in a strange
tle,

land.
"In pride of youth, in life's most flat tertng bloom,
"Witli every generous sentiment inspired,
"He snuk, regretted to an early tomb.
"And tar from every tender tie expiri d."

Head- Quarters, Western Section of the
7th Military District,
1815.

New-Orleans,
— At a general
court martial, conApril

General orders

3,

the city of New Orleans, on the 23d day of
1815, whereof lieut. col. Arbuckle is president, was tried D. C. Williams, an assistant district
pay nrtster, upon the following charges and specifications exhibited by major general Gaines, viz.

vened

in

March

:

charge 1st.
Fraudulent practices and neglect of duty.
For that the said D. C. Williams,
Specification.

VIII.

]5J[

public money, put into his hands to pay the troops of
the United Stales.
To all of which charges and specifications the
" not
prisoner pleaded
guilty." The court martial
being cleared, and the proceedings read over by the

judge advocate, on mature deliberation, they find
the prisoner, 1). C. Williams, assistant district pay
master " guilty" of so much of the first specification
of the first charge, and the first specification of the
second charge, as relates to his purchasing at a
discount of twenty per cent, the certificates or other
evidences of pay, of sundry officers and soldiers, to
the amount of five thousand dollars; and not "
guilty"
of the balance of said specifications; and
they do
find him " guilty" of so much of the first
charge,
as relates to " fraudulent practices;" and not "
guilty"
of the remaining part of said charge; and not"
guilty"
of the second charge and they do sentence the said
Williams to pay into the hands of the commanding
general, the sum of five hundred dollars, to be
:

appropriated under his order to paying up the
deficiences of pay due such officers and soldiers, as
sold their certificates of pay at a discount, either to
the prisoner or H. M. Nathan, as brokers; and
they
do also sentence him to be dismissed the service of
the United States; and that he be confined ill the
guard-house, until he shall comply with the former
part of the sentence of the court.
The major general approves the foregoing sentence
of the general court martial, whereof lieut. col. Arbuckle is president, and orders major Davis, assistant
inspector general, to receive from the prisoner, D.
C. Williams, the five hundred dollars for the benefit;
of the injured discharged men, agreeably to the
decision of the court, after which the name of the
prisoner will be struck from the rolls of the pav
master's department, and he will be liberated.
The general court martial, whereof lieut. col.

being an assistant district pay master, an officer or
"
person subject to the rules and articles of war," did,
on or about the 18lhday of March, 1815, at the city
of New-Orleans, fraudulently and wickedly deceive, Arbuckle is president is dissolved.
E. P. GAINES.
cheat, rob, and deprive of their just dues, divers
(S'gned)
soldiers, and discharged militiamen, late in the
maj. gen. comd*j§:
True copy from the original filed at this office.
service of the United States, in the district aforesaid,
no
for
the
them
that
he
had
H.
money
by telling
paying
CHOTARD, Ass.. Adj. Ge?ieraL
amount due them and inducing them, by fraudulent
INCIDENTAL TO THE TREATY OF I'EACE.
and deceitful practices, to sell their certificates or
PnivATKEitiNo at home. The
following justly
other evidences of pay, at a discount of between pointed article is from the Providence (R.
I.) Patriot,
At
cent,
and
less
than
the
the
commencement
of
the
cent,
twenty per
thirty per
war, certain chaamount of such certificates or other evidences of racters in this town had such high notions of moral
pay; and by these fraudulent practices, he, the said justice, that they were violently opposed to the ac13. C. Williams obtained the certificates of John B. quirement of
property from the enemy, under the
Brad'ourn and James Huston, and divers other soldiers common laws and usages of war, and
by every means
and discharged militiamen, late in the service of in their power discouraged the pursuit
by others.
the United States as aforesaid.
It seems, however, that these
very honorable and
ciiAiiGE 2vn.
magnanimous gentlemen have no conscientious scruEmbezzling or misapplying public money.
pules as to privateering' against their friends and
Specification 1. For that the said D. C. Williams, neighbors. We understand, that on Monday
morningbeing an assistant district pay master, an officer or last, some of them, having received the news [of
person "subject to the rules and articles of war," did, peace] by express, were very active in making baron or about the 18th day of March, 1815, at the city gains with their ueighbors who were
ignorant of it,
of New-Orleans, fraudulently and wickedly deceive, and in several instances, made prizes to a considerable
cheat, rob and deprive of their just dues, divers amount. Some persons of real honor would call
soidiers, and discharged militiamen, lata in the this transaction by a very harsh name.
But we supservice of the United States, in the district aforesaid, pose the gentlemen think it conformable to the code
by telling them that he had no money for paying the of mercantile morality.
amount due them, and inducing them by fraudulent
Extraordinary travelling. A correspondent oband deceitfid practices, to sell their certificates or serves, that the line of expresses under the direcother evidences of pay, at a discount, of between tion of Messrs. Goodyear of New York,
Kelsey of
twenty per cent, and thirty per cent, less than the Poughkeepsie, and Baker of this city, carried the
amount of sucii certificates or other evidences of intelligence of the arrival of tiie treatv of
peace at
pay; and by these fraudulent practices, he, the said New York, from that city to Misisque-Bay, Lower
D. C. Williams obtained the certificates of John Canada, a distance of more than 340
miles, in less
Bradbum and James Huston, and divers other offi- than 38 hours. Albany paper.
and
late
the
in
Legislature
cers,
service
of New York, February 13. The
discharged militiamen,
of the United States as aforesaid, and did purchase following
message was received footn his "excellency
the said certificates or other evidences of pay with! the governo;

—

—
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Gentlemen— I have the honor to inform you that
have received official information of the ratificaStates
; ion of a treaty of peace between the United
and Great Britain.
In presenting my congratulations on this auspicious event, I am forcibly struck with the propriety
of offering up our thanks to llie beneficent lluler
of the universe, that lie has been pleased to signalize our arms by so many splendid and important
victories, and to conduct our beloved country thus
Under this
successfully through the perils of war.
impression, I shall feel it a sacred duty to unite
with the legislature in recommending to the citizens of this state, the observance of a day, to be
devoted to suitable prayer, thanksgiving and praise.
DANIEL D. TOMPKINS.
I

district of

New- York,

against the late British vessel*
trouble to make
rtut the following abstract of their inventories, which
will, doubtless, gratify the curiosity of many not conversant with the equipment of vessels of war.

pn Champlain.

1.

We have taken some

The frigate Confiance, and her armament, &c.
39 cannon
230 muskets
46 pair of pistols

47

25 ladles and worms
10 sponges

battle axes

122 cutlasses
75 boarding pikes.
37 gun locics

11,452 lbs. powder
2,797 round shot
497 cannister shot
A New York paper of February 11,
166 stand of grape shot
morning's Gazette displays a fleet of thirty five ves110 cartridge
and four dollars a
boxes,
sels, for sale, freight or charter
filled
day was given yesterday for caulkers and riggers.
10 doz. port fires
Some of the effects of the neius of peace. In yes60 empty cartridge
terday's paper we gave a rapid sketch of the effect
boxes
of war: to-day we give one of the effects of the pros12 fire buckets
before
the
ratification.
even
Our
of
peace,
pect
14 papers of lubes
markets of every kind experienced a sudden and to
4 rockets
for
a
fell
instance,
many shocking change. Sugar,
30 powder horns
t'rom 26 dollars per hundred weight, to 12 50
25 priming wires
Tea, which sold at $2 25 on Saturday, yes'erday
15 bags of musket
was purchased at $1. Specie, which got up to the
balls
enormous rate of 22 per cent premium, dropt down
hand64
gunners'
to 2. The article, in particular, of Tin, fell from
spikes
'he height of $80 the box to 25. Six p°r cents rose
4 cannister boxes
from 76 to 88; 10 per cents and Treasury notes rose

—

4 cables
2 hawsers
25 fathoms of buoy
rope
5 coils of rope
1 1-2 coil of signal
halliards

21 scrapers
9 shovels
3 green hides
1 pair
1

much less to the holder. That is, the holder of
of the former receives 6 per cent, on #100, which
Costs him but 86, while the holder of the latter receives the same interest, but the principal costs him
Bank stock rose generally from five to ten per
96.
cent.

—

J\"c~u>-l'ork

Evening Post, February

14.

At Philadelphia and
were
a

felt.

premium

at Baltimore, like changes
Specie, at the latter (gold) had been at
of 25 per cent, but in a day or two was

considerable quantities in the banks at
deposited
to 50
par. Marine Insurance stocks rose from 20
to 95
per cent; United States' 6 per cents from 82
and Bank stocks generally from 10 to 20 per cent,
The (Philadelphia) Democratic P7-essot' the 14th
February, says We have taken some pains to ascertain the change which took place in thischy on the
news of the treaty being signed. Comparative state
uf the Philadelphia market, on

magazine hammer
20 fathom of breech1

ing
part

of coil of
white rope
25 sponges
13 tube boxes
23 passing boxes
17 sheep skins
11 match tubes
9 powder measures
1

1

5

sacks of

Saturday, February 11.
J)londay, February 13.
6 per cents 93
6 per cents 75
Silver bul. 20 p. ct. pre.
Silver bul. 3 p. ct. pre.
Ex. on Boston 25 pr. ct.
Ex. en Boston 13 pr. ct.

Sup. fiour $7 1-2

p. bid.

Sup. flour #10

p. bbl.

*

The treaty signed by the president was received
at Philadelphia by express in 14 hours, and at New
York from Philadelphia in 9, performing the dis-

tance from Washington to New York (240 miles)
It was forwarded to Boston by express,
in 23 hours!
by the New York editors.
The schooner James Lawrence, 50 hours from
New-York, arrived at Norfolk, with the news of
peace, which, it is said, was not publicly known jhilit all the
ships, Jour and tobacco, -vere bought vp.

NAVAL IXVENTOHT.
In the Plattsburg papers are published at length,
the libels filed in "the United State*.' court for the

1

2-

16 cannon

I

box caulkers'

1 forge
1

of bellows

pair
— hatchets

5 iron bars
1 bunt of sails
121 hammocks
4 hhds. rum
5 bbls. flour

mate!

1 bbl. sugar
9 do. pork

1 do. suett

3 do. cocoa
6 do. peas
2 ullage bbls. vjnegar
1 medicine chest.

The brig Linnet, with-—
35 muskets,

gre-

nades

bayO'

5 pairs of pistols
15 swords
30 cavtouch boxes

55 boarding pikes
12 rammers Si spot,

&c

ges,

The

Si

nets

164 cannister do.
122 stands of grape
shot
6 boxes hand

tools

12 pieces kentledge

4,520 lbs. powder
1,467 round shot

3.

whip s«w

13 patent lights

rope

—

—

tools

messenger

2

in

of jack-screws

bower anchor

1 barrel of oil
2 half barrels of paint
1 half barrel black
varnish
1 chest carpenter*

—

is

as

follows:

—
says This

from 92 to 98 per cent. This difference between
the two kinds of stock is owing to the interest being the same on both, while the price of the former

VIII.

sloop Finch,

with—

57 stand of grape do
50 double headed dp
gun carriage
522 round shot
7 rammers Si spon74 cannister do.
ges, Sec.
4. The sloop Chub, with
1
crow bars
9 cannon, with tac
8 hand spikes
kle complete
100 wads
604 round shot
40 fathoms match34 stand of grape do
do.
117 cannister
rope
3 powder horns30 hand grenades
2.460 lbs. powder
31 muskets
12 cutlasses
1,776 musket cartridges
60 pistol cartridges
24 cartridge boxes
1 arm chest
27 boarding pikes
2 ship lanterns.
13 battle axes

11 cannon
1

large

—

1

.
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TRIBUTE OF RESPECT.

and private individuals, to

Boston, February ,23, 1815.
At a large and respectable meeting of the
Republican members of both brandies of the
of Massachusetts, artd other cililegislature
O
Zens, the following congratulatory address
was unanimously voted to be eommunicated,
by a committee, to the president, on the re -j
storation of peace between the United States

Vlll.

"coc; ee"

him

|5fj
froirf

exercising his official functions, must e\ci'
place him in that dignified attitude, which will
command the veneration of bis fellow-citizens
and the reverence of the civiiizcd world.

i

The honorable ground

oik

which peace

ie

restored, must convince every impartial citizen, that tbe wisdom of the executive, in hL

diplomatic negociqtions, aided by the judicious conduct of our commissioners, ha
given
an additional splendor to the Various transaC
the United States.
tions
of the government, and substantiated
Sir.— After aeknowleging our grateful
the glory of the
country on an imperishable
obligations to the Supreme Disposer of national events, for the restoration of an honor- basis.
able peace between the United States and
Mayyou long enjoy the blessings of peace^
Great Britain, we most cheerfully embrace! and the advantage resulting from its perniathe earliest opportunity to express our warm- Uient establishment, which, under God, you
est approbation of the measures adopted by have been so instrumental in procuring
and
the supreme executive, to repel the invasion whilst your enemies must stand confounded
of a savage foe, and maintain the honor of amidst the lustre 6i your patriotism, at the
the American ilag, against those daring ag- baseness of their conduct, the approbation or
a large and respectable
gressors, who had presumptuously assumed
majority" of citizens
the sovereignty of the ocean.
throughout thfe United States, will commemoVVc have viewed the arduous eonflict in rate your name in the American annals with

and Great Britain.
To the President of

which you have been engaged, with anxious lasting honors and applause.
This testimony of our estimation of voirr
solicitude; and though fully persuaded, that
the energies of the administration would final- public services, is offered with sincerity, as ix
ly triumph over your foreign and domestic duty Which we discharge with the most re->
1

enemies, yet the constant pressure of opposition, (by artifices the most subtle.) could not
but excite apprehensions among many considerate citizens, lest the false representations
of an aspiring party, should create a jealousy
between the respective states, which might
lead to a temporary embarrassment of the government, and involve the country in all the
dreaded consequences of civil war: especially,
when the evils were threatened by men,
whose official situation gave them an opportunity to prosecute their mischievous designs

spectful cordiality.
In behalf of the republican

members

of

both branches of the
legislature of Massachi;^
setts, and other citizens assembled, we
request)
the honor to subscribe
ourselves, your mos^
obedient and humble servants,

benjamin austin,

george blake,
john holmes,
mark l. hill,
Timothy fuller,
.

,

Committed:

with impunity.
James Madiscm, president of the
United States.
Nothing short of conscious rectitude, and
THE president's answer.
personal intrepidity, could have enabled the
supreme executive to counteract the combinJVdshingion, March 7, IS 15.
ed efforts of such formidable opponents in
I have
received, fellow citizens, the addict
their desperate pursuits to accomplish their transmitted
by you on the 23d of Februah
baneful purposes. It affords the most pleas (with the attention due to the occasion
whici
ing reflections to the republican citizens, that gave rise to it, and to the view which it tahe-^
the late war has terminated so
honorably to of past scenes and events.
the American government. Our national chaWhatever differences of opinion may hal8
racter has been highly exalted our
glory has existed, among good citizens, all will reioUincreased in almost every event of the wah
the happy result of the contest, in winch t
The splendid victories of the army and have been
engaged. If this has been aitencc J
navy have given us a pre-eminent station! with difficulties, and with sacrifices, with am.;
among the nations of Europe. Amidst these] ties and with apprehensions, wehavearesv
transcendent trophies of military heroism and in the reflection, that the rights of our counti -J
naval tactics, we cannot but notice with admi- have been
successfully maintained under t,,
ration, the magnanimity displayed by the su- cuiiar
disadvantage?, against a nation pov. c:
preme executive while assailed by the artillery ful at all times, in armaments and resourt<
^f personal detraction. His firm and delibe and
wielding them against hs under eiret.;
rate decisions on questions
agitated by his op- stances the dibst favorable to her: that tl>£ a:
duous trial has unfolded the energies of tJ »i
posers with the most inveterate malignancy
the fortitude and energy with which he with- American
people, the extent of their pub ifc
stood the imperious assaults of
pabjic bodies spirit, the stability of their political 1U- •'"•
,

—

/•

!

•

:.•

—

,si*p,

voLiVin,

V

,
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and their capacities for war, as well as which an appeal to arms was made r when for*
for the improvements and enjoyments, of a bearance was no longer possible, we recognize
and applaud that courageous devotion to the
state of honorable peace.
The firm and persevering resistance which rights and honor of the nation, which a brave
has been made, to violations of our essential people are entitled to expect from tho6e who

tions,

and the signal valor and patriotism
displayed by every variety of our arms,
both on the wa^er and on the land, whilst
they cannot fail to do justice to the American
name, will be among the best guardians of
our future peace and safety.
It remains for us to strengthen these titles
to the respect and esteem of other nations,
by an adherence to the policy which has culinterests,

are the depositaries of their power.
The struggle which followed that appeal
was necessarily commenced under fbrmidable
difficulties, growing out of our own situation
and that of the enemy; but it was marked in

progress by signal triumphs won by a naweakness of its infancy, from the
greatest maritime nation on the globe, and by
its

vy, in the

an army and militia in which discipline had
begun to lend its aid to valor, from thoee
course with all; and to provide still further who had long been formed to military habits,
for our external security, as well as our inter- and had become familiar with victory over the
tivated

peace, friendship,

and useful

inter- only

nal prosperity and happiness, by fidelity to veteran troops of France.
That struggle has revived, with added lusthe union; by reverence for the laws; by
discountenancing all local and other preju- tre, the renown which brightened the morndices; and by promoting every where, the ing of our independence: it has called forth
concord and brotherly affection becoming and organized the dormant resources of the
members of one great political family.
empire: it has tried and vindicated our repubI thank you, fellow citizens, for the kind lican constitution: it has given us that moral
have regarded the strength, which consists in the well earned repartiality with which you
of the world, and in a just respect for
discharge of my duty, throughout the period spect
which called for the best efforts of us all, in ourselves. It has raised up and consolidated
out* respective situations: and I pray you to a national character, dear to the hearts of the
as an object of honest pride and a
accept for yourselves, and for those in whose people,
behalf you have spoken, assurances of my pledge of future union, tranquility and greatIt has not, indeed, been
ness.
unaccompanied
friendly respects and my best wishes.
MADISON. by occasional reverses; yet even these have
had their value, and may still be wholesome
To Benjamin Austin, George Blake,
to us, if we receive them as the
John Hdmes, Mark Langdon Hill,
warnings of
a protecting Providence against the errors of
Timothy Fuller, esquires
a false confidence, and against intemperate exPRESIDENT.
ultation in the midst of more prosperous forBaltimore, \Oth April, 1815 tune.
Many of our citizens, too, have fallen
At a numerous and respectable meeting of in this conflict, and it becomes us to mourn
the republican citizens of the city and pre- their
loss; but they have fallen that their
cincts of Baltimore, it was resolved unanicountry might rise; they have cemented with
address
the
on
their their blood the fabric of her
be,
following
mously, that
happiness and
behalf, transmitted to the president of the glory; and. although death has snatched them
United States, by a committee, whose names from us,
they will still live in their example
are thereto subscribed.
and in the grateful remembrance of their
JOHNSON, chairman.

JAMES

ADDRESS TO THE

EDWARD

—Theodorick Bland, secretary.

Test

countrymen.

Throughout this severe probation your*
course has been steady and uniform; you have
the President of the United States.
beg leave to offer to you our sincere not been turned aside from the pursuit of
the conclusion of an peace, through a vigorous preparation for war,
congratulations upon
To

We

honorable peace between the United States
and Great Britain, and at the same time to exof the enpress our unfeigned admiration
lightened wisdom and patriotic firmness, by
which your conduct has been distinguished

by unforeseen and gigantic embarrassments,
enhanced, if not produced by an opposition
more active and persevering, than ever before was known to palsy the energies of a free
state, in the hour of her greatest peril. The
during; the extraordinary trials to which, for result of constancy, sustained and animated
some time past, our country has been exposed, by virtue, has been what it ought to be: the
result has been a peace which every Ameriby foreign injustice.
In the anxious and long-continued efforts can feels that he may enjoy, not only without
'

of our government to avoid a contest with a blush, but with a lofty consciousness that
the preEngland, we have seen and approved that it brings with it augmented honor for
love of peace, which sent, and security for the future.
spirit of moderation and
.Signed in behalf of the meeting,
ought in a peculiar manner to characterize
the decision with
Wm. Pinkney,
Timothy Gardner^
republican rulers; and in

NILES'
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Nicholson
Wilson,

FI.

Wm

y

John M- Kim, jr.
James Mutton,

Nath. Williams,

John Owen,
Nath F Williams,
Jesse Eichdberger,

For the favorable

light in

VIII.
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]

which your kind

partiality has regarded my participation in
the public counsels and measures, throughout
the arduous period now so auspiciously ter-

Levi Hollinixs7corth, William Krcbs,
minated, 1 tender my thanks, with my resEd. G. Woodyear.
Wm.
Donald,
pects and best wishes.
JAMES MADISON.
George Stiles,
April 22, 1815.
THE PRESIDENT'S ANSWER.
To the committee of a meeting of citizens
I have received, fellow-citizens, the congrain Baltimore, .Ipril 10, 1815.
tulations upon the conclusion of an honorable
have
peace with Great Britain, which you
"Magnanimity."— Extract of a letter dated Charlescommunicated on the part of a numerous and ton, July 5. — The British, agreeably to their usual
of
good faith, slill keep up a foice in Florida, and it is
'respectable meeting of republican citizens
the city and precincts of Baltimore
supposed here that all the gun-boats to the southwill be ordered to the St. Mary*s river,
s it
A candid review of the trials to which our ward
was before the war. I understand smuggling is going
country has been exposed, and of its conduoV on there at a fine rate, and no doubt will increase, as
previous and subsequent to the appeal to arms, three of the best Amelia houses intend to remain
will always do equal justice to its .love of there. St. Mary's is almost broken up; it will b.^ long
peace, and its energies in war; to the stabili- before it recovers from the pillage of Cockbuin ;.nd

M

.

worse,
possible,'
ty of its political institutions, amid threaten- Barrie,
look four blacks from my father-in-law after
ing shocks, and the public spirit which ani- They
the peace was known on Cumberland island, and
mated, and was in tmrn cherished by them; while the American
troops were receiving possesto its respect for the rights of other nations, sion of the fort. C. told him he should be
paid for
and its firmness in asserting its own
them; I suppose like all their other payments for
The- present generation, in disregarding plundered property. The intercepted letters were
the latter

it

interests, when brought into competition with essential rights and national character, the only foundations of lasting prosperity, has emulated the wisdom and the vir
tue of that, which bequeathed to it the blessings of freedom and independence; and it will

than the

first.

nor expressive of one half of their dirty acts. They
did not leave my father a second shirt to his backtook spoons, castors, glasses, Sec. and would have
robbeu his daughter, a girl of sixteen. Barrie himself took a thermometer down, put it in his pocket,
and cooly walked off from Mr. Clark's. The black
troops behaved better than the white the latter
have the happiness of handing down the pre- were stationed in the new Episcopal church;' hey
cious trust, with additional security and lus- left neither sash, glass, cushion, doors, nor even the
floor or fence
the blacks lived m the Method isl new
tre, to the generations which are to follow
church, nd left it as they found it, even clean. So
the
situation
of
of
comparison
present
much for the bulwark, and the world's last hope."
our country in its own eyes, and in the eyes
"A good hit!" The edi'or of the J\'ew- London
of the world, with the degradation inviting Gazette,
speaking of the late naval victory, says
ftiture insults, in which it would have been "It seems the Penguin, in searching for a
Young
left by an unresisted accumulation of oppres- Wasp found an old Hornet."

temporary

—

—

A

—

convey to discerning minds, and to
hearts, the value of what has been
done, and the compensation for what has been

sions, will

American
suffered.

For the success which has placed us on the

Tue Kohnet. — A

—

—

letter

from nn

officer

on board

the Hornet says "in one hour after the fight with
the Penguin, we could have taken any British bird
that floats." There is nothing, perhaps, exhibits ths
superiority of our seamen and ships better than the

promptitude with which they have always been ready
our common con- for
a nevt fight. It also shews the deficiency of the
gratulations, too much praise cannot be given British.
The slaves. We understand (says a New York
to the warriors who, on both elements, have

high ground which

calls for

—

that the United States' schooner Nonsuch,
fought so gloriously the battles of their coun- paper)
Tvarit, is shortly to proceed to Halifax and
try; nor to the great body of citizens, whose captain
Jamaica to bring home the blacks taken from the
has
borne
sacrifice
and
patriotism
every
southern states by the British naval commanders
graved every danger.
during the late war, and who are to be delivered
In the varied scenes which have put t© the back to their owners. We have seen a St. John's,
test, the constancy of the nation, Baltimore N. B. account of the arrival at that place of 375 of
ranks among the portion most distinguished the black deserters, as they call them, in a vessel
from Halifax. Policy as well as humanity dictates
for devotion to the public cause
It has the
former occa-

that it boldly and
promptly espoused the resort to arms, when
no other honorable choice remained: that it
found in the courage of its citizens a rampart
against the assaults of an enterprising force;
that it never wavered nor temporized with
the vicissitudes of the contest; and that it had
an ample share in the exertions which have
satisfaction

brought

it

to

to

reflect,

an honorable conclusion,

their restoration; as the experience of
sions (in the case of the Maroons treacherously transNova Scotia, and the negroes
ported from Jamaica to

taken by lord Bunmore from Virginia and carried
of blacks accustomed to
there) proved the inability
a warm climate to live, much less to be profitable
of British America.
subjects in the bleak regions
A great proportion of the poor creatures perished
with the cold the first winter, and the government
A-as finally obliged to 6$nd ell the survivors out of
the country again.
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oy.s.
Froni an 'frish paper. The London Cou done justice to the wounded honor of that part oS
How far he has realized those expec\)\m dverting on the style of the American his command
newspapers, says iivfv are composed of '''bastard tations, we leave our readers to judge. There are
of
men
is
rather
some
Tins sort
who, having once embraced an error, their
reproach
surpris"English."
useful lessons which the Ameri- pride will not sufier them to retract.
ma}' forra
ing', af.erthe many
in
ve- some opinion of general Jackson's
can's haVe given to "true born Englishmen''
disposition
ry well remember m my of those lectures, particu- thi* respect, from his persisting hi tne statement,
Bunker's JIM, where they taught them that the Kentucky troops engaged in the action of
larly th'atpfthen- orthography ; at Saratoga they gave a most in- the 8th on the left bank of the river, were, "from
in the Jerseys they the best means he has had of judging" les^ than 550
structive qottrse of syntax
when he had then before him general Adair's
ttftght thftti the moods and tenses s at Tor kioyop they men
and they have recently, at Orleans, official letter, in which he states that, from a loan of
$$.\\%\\i'prt$BGdi) ;
arms obtained on the 7th, he was enabled to bring on
given unexampled lessons in the drad languages.
Ot'R aiimy. Among' the many periodical publica- tne lings on the morning of the 8th, fully one thousand
tions (ob.erves t!ie Democratic Press) which have al- men.
liuta statement had gone forth to the world,
ready sprung' from even the qualified liberty of the from general Jackson's adjutant-general, estimating
press established in France, the most distinguised the Kentucky troops at 550 men, and the general
and substantial is the Censor, an extensive work, would not confess that he had been mistaken, altho*
edited wjth great boldness and ability, by two young officially informed of the fact by the adjutant-general
lawyers. The following is an extract from the con- and commander of that corps. This fact will not
cluding' articleof the third volume of this perform- be forgotten, in duly appreciating the general's reance, in which lire conduct and influence of this fusal to correct the misstatements wdiich had been
country are held up to the admiration and example circulated in relation to the Kentucky troops who
of the European potentates, of the old school, in terms were on the right bank of the river.
the most -flattering to the xVmerican character and
General Adair's letter contains statements of facts
and references from persons, from which it is not
cause.
''Wild? Europe, tiitis agitated, impatiently awaits probable he is mistaken.
If his s'atements be
the determination of that senate of
sovereigns, whose correct, which we do not doubt, we hazard nothing
exalted wisdom suspends i(« destinies, Americ
in saying that colonel Dnvis' command did not meffords it a fine example;
Alone, she is struggling rit the stigma which has been cast upon them; that
with success
as well as could have been expected
against the whole power of Engl nci. they behaved
This war, unless it be speedily terminated by a
of any raw troops placed in their situation and that
peace)
honorable to the United Sftntes, will be as fatal to the fault lay somewhere else.
the Uritish governmen; as the
Lje't it be recollected that general Adair holds himSpanish y/ar to JJ ipq-!
All the treasure's of Great
statements.
]eon.
Britain, all the spf answerable fir the correctness of those
New-Okifans, April 10th, i:s!5r
powers of her hVets and of her armies will sink under the" energy of a free people, armed to maintain
Srr.r— On yesterday, the last of our sick, 170 in
then- just rights.
Whilst writing these lines, we number, left this in the steam-boat for Natchez, acUnderstand Ihjit the English h:ive heen again defeat- companied by doctor Talbot, and the other physied in Upper Canada. The flower of the British cians. They are generally in a convalescent state, and
troops, who ware to inundate the United States 1 hope will i\o well, I send you the copy of a letter I
without meeting with any resistance, have yielded wrote to general Jackson, and his answer these pato a republican militia, and wll]
themselves. I will only observe, that it
bring pack to Eli- pers speak for
rope nothing but tarnished laurels. It has been said is not my wish to cciisure or detract from any descripinderd, ani he report seems to be confirmed, that tion of troops; but it is due to the Kentuckinns,to
the English ministers have renounced their
preten- remove from them, improper and unjust censures,
sion-, and will accept of peace on terms the most and to give them credit for the services )hey have
favorable to the United States.
Such a result -was really performed. I will take with me to Kentucky,
a certified cony of the
inevitable,"
testimony taken before the
court of enquiry, and the opinion of that court, and
T.I3 :l3V^t;;;v- w-; if tfRW-OTtLEAJirs.
deposit it in the office of state. General Jackson,
Froiti tlic
Frankfort, ICij. Palladium.
in his answer to my letter, seems still to think our
this day lay before our
readers, a letter from numbers on the east bank, in the battle, did not exgeneral Adair to general Jackson, requesting him to ceed- 550 men, and this
opinion is founded on our
correct some misstatements which had
gone abroad mom'-ng repout of the 12th, which made our numrelative to the part taken
by the Kentucky troops in bers 959. Ketween the morning of the 8th and 12th,
the affair of the 8th
January, near New-Orleans; no additional strength had been placed under my
g"".e:-d Jackson's answer thereto, and a letter from command.
Three or four companies from general
general Adair to governor Shelby touching that cor- Thomas'
camp, had been armed from the guns taken,
resr-Miriencc.
and placed on the right of our line, near the river,
Th"se papers will re read with
qeep interest, not as I understood, <o reinforce that part defended by
onlv by eyeiy Kentuckian, but
by every man impar- the regular troops; but these companies were not
tially disposed to form a correct estimate of the con- under
my command, nor included in any morning
duct of, the different corps
engaged on that memora- report from me. For the truth of my statement, as
ble day; particularly by those who wish to
trace to to' our numbers and position on the 8th, I appeal to
i's son-c?, tfe fiilnre on the
right bank of the river. captain M'Oown and Mr. Curry, of the 15th regifelt well satisfied that the harsh
language used ment, to adjutant Ramsey, of the 14'h, who receivby general Jickfori in his letter to the secretary of ed and made out the
morning reports, to colonel
Mr \v of the 9 h January, in relation to colonel
Davis' Slaughter, major Wakefield and major Reuben Harr »mm:ind, was the effect of
misinformation, and was rison, to any or every captain or subaltern belonging
1'ie natural ebullition of a
proud mind, irritated at to the command I am even well assured that we had
the failure on that side.
had hoped, when cor- in the battle on the east bank, officers and men,
r 'ct information was
officially presented to the gene- nearly J 200; for a number of men, when the order
rd, he would, with a magnanimity equal to the he- was issued on the 7th to deliver the arms from the
>ism he had displayed in
battle, have voluntarily
to the 15th, and from major Crenshaw's baUa*
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breastwork, finished and extending 200 yards out a'
right angles from the river. Colonel Davis' command of 170 men, were agreeably to the general's
order, formed, or rather stretched along a ditch
from the right of the breastwork, occupying a space
of 300 yards. In this weak, defenceless situation,
they received the attack of the enemy in front.
The Kentuckiar.s here again fired from three to s
ven rounds (all those whose guns could fire) nor
did they retreat until a part of the enemy's forehad turned or passed their right, and were firing or
the rear. Longer resistance must have subjected
them to inevitable capture and destruction.
For the truth of the facts here stated, 1 refer yoo
to the testimony of captain Holt, captain Ford ard
adjutant Stevens, taken before the court of enquiry
as likewise colonel Caldwell, of the Louisiana miwith their centre in front of the enemy's column.
Thus the whole Kentucky force were within mus- litia, who had the ground measured. On the right,
ket shot of the enemy's column, and it is but com- of the Kentucky line thus scattered along a ditch,
mon justice for me to say, tljat every officer and there was still a space of open ground, several hunman performed his part willingly and faithfully ]dred yards, undefended by any, where the enemj
although the division was generally ignorant of their might and did pass to the rear. No ajLteinpi was
duty, and left home with reluctance in our unpre- made, no order given, to support the Kentuckians
pared situation; yet, after we arrived in this coun- by a detachment from the breastwork where they
with more might have been well spared, for it is in proof
try, no corps ever performed their dtity
prompt cheerfulness than the Kentuckians. I sub- that the enemy's line approaching the breastwork
mit these statements to your better judgment, and on the levee, was repulsed by our artillery, and fell
hold myself answerable for their correctness.
back, nor did they advance again, until the right of
I am', sir, with every sentiment of esteem and our line was turned, and the breastwork abandoned.
JOHN
Thus then we find 500 men of the Louisiana militia,
respect, yours,
Governor Isaac SnET.itT.
completely defended by a breastwork in front, and
.-Vere Orleans, March 20th, 1815.
supported by several pieces of artillery, defended on
Sin—A. sense of duty to my country, and to the their right by the Kentucky detachment, who, althe
though few in number and badly armed, were left t«
corps with which I immediately served, during
late perilous campaign under your command, has in- beat the whole force of the enemy; or r?treat from
statement
To the retreat of that smal!
to
before
the
inevitable destruction.
duced me
you
following
lay
of facts, which cannot be controverted.
corps has been attributed the disgrace of that day.
Lute pn the evening of the 7th January, I received More, sir; it lias been represented by letters from
an order from the adjutant-general's office, to send tliis place, published in Tennessee and throughout
400 men from general Thomas' division, under a the union, as the shameful, cowardly flight of r.
proper officer, who was directed to march them up strong detachment of Kentuckians, without firing
the river to the city, where he would receive arms gun. This calumny, false and unfounded as it j<?,
for the men, cross the river, and place himself under has gained credit abroad, from your excellency"?
the command of general Morgan. This order was official communication of the 9th January, to the se
given to colonel Davis at 7 o'clock, who immediate- cretary at war. In that you designate the Kentucky
ly marched the number of men ordered to ihecity, troops with general Morgan as a strong detachment;
where about 200 of them were famished with indif- and again say, the)' ingloriously fled, drawing after
Yon will not, for a
ferent arms the remainder, who could not be armed them the rest of the troops.
in any way, returned to their camp.
Colonel Davis moment, believe, that. I can mean any, the slightest
crossed the river in the night, and reached general reflection on your conduct, by thus bringing into
Morgan's camp at 4 o'clock in the morning of the view your official letter. I well know that commu8th.
He was immediately ordered to march down nication, as well as every other from you, was prethe river until he met the enemy; to attack him, and dicated on the reports made from the different part?
He was to dis- of the army under your command. But you will
if compelled by numbers, to retreat.
pute every inch of ground back to the general's agree with me, that those reports were not always
breastwork. This order was exectited by colonel well founded; and that from various c .uses, it was
Davis in its fullest extent. He met the enemy at often difficult fqr you to obtain any report, during
the distance of half or three quarters of a mile the cV»v, of the transactions that took place the night
from the breastwork; and although deserted by ma- previous. In your letter of the 9th January you say
jor Arno's command, with whom he was to act, he you received but little additional strength from theform:d his men in the open field, attacked the enemy, arrivalof the Kentuckians, but few of that detachand fired from 3 to 5 rounds, and retreated under a ment being armed: and again, speaking of the
heavy fire, after receiving sin order from the general's ing of the 8th, you say, the enemy was repulsed by
aid to do so his men still returning the fire of the the troops under generals Carroll and Codec, and
enemy, who pressed him until he passed the breast- a division of the Kentucky militia. This, taken with
work. The above statement is fully proven by the other pirts of that communication, in which the
testimony of major Brown, aid to general Morgan, Kentucky troops are mentioned, has given rise to
by
>jor Tessier, of the Louisiana militia; by major an opinion in many parts of the union, that but few
Johnson and doctor Hamilton. No blame, no cen of the Kentucky men fought on the lines on the
sure could possibly be attached to the Kentuckians morning of the 8th. Your report, strictly true, so
in this affair.
Colonel Davis, on passing to the rear far as related to the arrival of the Kentucky troops,
of the breastwork was again ordered by general and to their situation on your lines on the 5th and
Morgan to form his corps (now 170 strong) on the 6th of January, not more than 550 of them being
.'•ight of the Louisiana militia, who, 500 strong, and armed until the evening of the 7th, yet lias a tensupported by the artillery, were posted behind a dency to mislead as to their numbers on the 6th,—*

but
major Harrison's, did not obey the order,
we were to be attacked, concealed their
their friends
puns, and volunteered on the lines with
—these men were not reported. I have obtained
from colonel Latour, the chief engineer, a draft
which will shew the extent of our line, and the
pouce occupied by each corps; our whole line was
Oetween IS and 1900 yards long. The regular troops,
ftnd part of the militia from Louisiana, occupied
and defended 600 vards on the right; general Carroll's division, 1200 strong, occupied 800 yard:; in
the centre; and general Coffee's, about 700 strong,
the remainder on the left. The Kentucky detachment were marched to the breastworks in two lines
jn clo^e order, occupying in the rear of the Tennessee troops, an extent of not more than 400 yards,

iion to

I

believing-

'

—

— —
—

—
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On the 7th, I received from a corps of exempts in
the city, between 4 and 500 muskets and bayonets
on a loan tor turee days; with this timely supply
of arms, we were enabled to bring on the lines on
the morning of the 8th, fully one thousand men.—
This corps was stationed igreeably to your order,
some distance in the rear of the breastwork, with
the sole view that they m.ght be led to the defence
works where their services might
any part of the
be most useful and necessary. To this wise order

VIII.

were present and commanding. Their statement^
not only did believe, but was bound to believe; but if
my confirmation had been wanted, you cannot have

how many

persons that was offered.
general address to my army has shewn
the impartiality of my mind to
every corps and description of troops composing my command.
The number of Kentucky troops, who fought on
the line on the left bank of the river, have been stated at 550
Your report of the 12th, after all the arms that had
and arrangement, was it owing, that 1000 men, in
was been taken from the enemy on the 8th, and after all
addition to the usuJ defence on tha lines,
and to tnose transferred, by my order, from
general Carbrought to meet the enemy's strong column,
from six to eight deep, his roll's command, made them amount to only 959 prioppose with ranks of
most daring and desperate attack—to this disposi- vates. I am persuaded the day of the 8th brought
tion of the troops, we may in a great degree attri- an increase of at least one hundred per cent to the
bute the unparalleled destruction that took place in arms of the Kentuckians; and those who were iin*
the column of the enemy on that day. 1 thus bring armed, certainly were not placed immediately on the
to your recollection facts and circumstances, which, line of battle on the 8th. Thus sir, although the
under your own orders, Kentucky force in the action of that day has been
although they took place
of the moment, have stated at 550, I have been induced to think from the
may, in the hurry and confusion
and the more so, as no report best means I have had of judging, that it was even
"escaped your notice;
was called for on the 8th from the officers command- less.
The court of enquiry ordered
My general order required, that daily reports
ing separate corps.
to investigate .he affair on the west si<ie of the ri- should be furnished; and this was strictly complied
colonel Davis of with until the 8th, when the early attack of the enever, have, by their report, acquitted
of my and consequent
it.
To
all blame or censure, and have said, the rslreat
forgotten by
1

hope

my

^

.

the Kentuckians may be excusable from their posiThe language in wfiicli
tion, want of arms, &c.
this opinion is couched, to which 1 refer you, is not
such as can satisfy the pr^le of a soldier, who having
done his dutv faithfully, lias been slandered by those
who have been more to blame than himself. At the
from Kentucky, who
request of my fellow soldiers
have had the honor of serving, and we trust, of haying done their duty under your

command

in this

derangement prevented
augmentation of your
command, I ascribe the circumstance of your having
made no report until the 12th. The whole force employed on the line on the morning of the 8th, excluding a detachment placed on Madame Piernop's
canal, but including artillerists and mar ines, amountted to only 3590; as composing a part of which the
Kentucky troops had been stated at 550.
this cause,

The

and

to the constant

court of enquiry, greatlj to

my

satisfaction,

most glorious campaign of the war, have acquitted colonel Davis of any conduct deservI have been induced to make this appeal to your ing censure, on the right bank of the river- on the
of their con- left, it gives me great happiness to state, that the
iustice for a more explicit approyal
to it, for such a one Kentuckians who acted immediately under your
duct, and if they are entitled
as well enable them to meet their fellow sjldiers command, sustained the honor of their state and of
Finding after the our common country.
in Kentucky without a blush.
to
I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your
retreat of the enemy, that you had much still
this obedient servant,
ANDREW JACKSON,
occupy and perplex you, I purposely delayed
have leisure to attend
JUaj. gen. com. 7th M. District.
application until you might
Adath.
General Jobs
to it.
last perilous but

I am, sir, with the highest sentiments
and esteem, your most obedient servant,

ot

Asd&ew

Jacksow.

Headquarters, 7th Military District,
5
New-Orleans, April 2d, 1814.
letter of the 20 li ultireceived
~>

g IR

I

have

:

your

have pre
mo, but a multiplicity of engagements

vented me from answering it earlier.
\s nothing would give me more pain than the
to any portion of the
belief that I had done injustice
in such an
trooos under my command, so nothing
would afford me greater satisfaction than to
event,

make

reparation.
that in writing to the secretary ot war,
the day after the action of the 8th pf January, giving
him an account of that affair, and of the arrange
that I had orments I had made for it, I did state,
detachment of the Kentucky militia
a
It is true,

dered
strong
and that they ingloto the right bank of the river,
the enemy.
riously Aid before
ot
This detachment, by my order, was to consist
intervened to occasion a di400; and if anv causes
be sensible that I was
minution of it, Vou cannot but
with that fact, until after the

—

glorious and astonishing and, perhaps^ we
ought to add, providential events in the defence
of New-Orleans against one of the best appointed
expeditions that ever left Europe, are destined to
fill such an important page in the history of our
country, and excite its population, present and fu-

The

JOHN ADAIR.

Major-general

NEW-ORLEANS.

respect

"deeds of high renown" in protecting their
and fire-sides, that we have undertaken to
collect many anecdotes, incidents and facts, that
occurred, which are not noticed, or mentioned
but slightly, in the official accounts and private
letters already inserted in the Register.

ture, to
alt vis

Extracts of Letters.

A

letter to the editor, [Ki ntucky "Union"'} Anted Fort St. John's (near New-Orleans) January 9,

after giving an account of the battle, and mentioning
that the previous rain prevented our pursuing the

enemy on his retreat from our breast-works, says—
"On the night of the 5th instant, sailing-master
Johnson played a Yankee trick on the enemy. He left
his fort in the morning in an open boat with a ft\v
men as videttes, passed round the lake, entered Sheff-

moiiteer, and passed in lake Borgne. The night being
vesvery dark and stormy, he got near the enemy's
sels and observed 700 troops debark from .. brig.
forwarded.
letter you allude to, had been
waited till they had pone some 15 minutes, and
As to my statement respecting the conduct of He
made to me by then made directly to the brig, mounted its deck
these troops, it was founded on that
the captain into his srrslTboat. The
commodore Patterson and general Morgan, who and ordered

not

made acquainted

—

/
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here !"
captain surprised, says, "what brought you
•Ho take you away," replied the youth. By this time
bis comrades were with him on the deck, and the
captain observed, "I believe you are in earnest," and
moved oft' with his crew (13 men) to the boat. Johnson took the register of the army and other papers,
and some valuables found on board several hundred
barrels rum and provisions blew up the brig.
About this time an enemy's barge approached,
mounting a six pounder our men fired on it, killed
some and wounded others, so that the barge was carried oft' at the discretion of the gale, and is probably
sunk. The alarm was given Johnson was hunted
in every direction
even the whole prarie was set on
fire
but he made good his retreat and brought in

—

—

—

—

—

who was holding on to our entrenchments* and encouraging his soldiers he killed two men with his
pistols when in this state, and was at lost killed him-

;

bis 13 prisoners.
A letter from colonel

Hynes

—

]59

straight line of one mile in length, its right resting
upon the river and its left upon a swamp, did actu>>
ally turn the above phalanx and saved a space of
country equal to the island of Great Britain.'*
Another
"There were various traits of bravery
which I cannot forbear to mention. An English colonel of the 21st, who was wounded in both knees, and

—

—

VIII.

;

by a ball, which passed through his eye, and by
the stroke of a pike. A major of the same regiment,
was taken wounded in our trenches these were his
words when surrendering his arms:—"Remember that
I am taken prisoner on your ramparts / have no more
soldiers
/ hope you -will mention this in your account of
self

;

—

—

Many officers of both regiments were
picked up wounded at the foot of our ramparts and
in our ditches.
No, my friend, the English never

to governor Blount has the battle."

the following remarks: "It is now generally estimated to be near three thousand men in killed, wounded
and prisoners* on the 8th of January. Dr. Flood of
this city returned the day before yesterday from the
British fleet (where he had gone in the cartel sent
for the exchange of prisoners) states that there are
several hospital ships all loaded with their wounded,
and that the complexion of the soldiers is much altered from that of the prisoners taken near this city,
the latter being the finest and most healthy sort of
Irish and Scotchmen, but the first appear now to be
pale and sickly and look as if they are affected by the
unwholesomeness of the climate.

"Major-general Keane was severely wounded in
the thigh and in the body, but is recovering—He lost
his sword in the action when he was first wounded;
he gave it to ensign Brown of the marines, who was
taken with fifty-one others, including captain Knight,
when reconnoiiering the left of our line, and I had the
honor of receiving those swords by order of general
Jackson, and had major-general Keane's sword in
possession for about a week at general Carroll's
quarters when I afterwards delivered it to Mr.
Duplessis, the commissary of prisoners for NewOrleans. General Keane has particularly requested
by Mr. Ogden (one of our prisoners who returned the
day before yesterday) that this sword should be returned to him; that it was a present received from a
particular friend in England that he did not want it
fbr its intrinsic value, but to be kept as a memorial of
friendship, and is willing to give a sword of almost
any valoe to the person who holds it, if he should
want to keep it as a trophy of war.
"General Jackson with his usual generosity has
said it shall be returned to general Keane, and will
avail himself of the first
opportunity of forwarding
it to the fleet."
Another letter says "Every movement of the British, since the memorable action of the 8th instant,
indicated his discomfiture, and their determination to
move off. General Jackson had several hints of it
from deserters and might have profitted by them but
he preferred the lives of the brave fathers of fami
Ties to his personal views, and
wisely thought that if
the state could be saved without exposing those
brave men any further that the object of his having
called them together had been answered. Such exploits as have been performed by the people of this
state and the neighboring territory, and state of Tennessee, has not been equalled by any other section
of the union since the commencement of the war.
The annals of history cannot produce an instance of

—

—

—

—

—

—

fought as those two regiments did we must also say,
that militia never made such a defence as ours did."
[It was believed at Havanna, from what was stated
by the British there, that they had lost Jive thousand
men at New- Orleans, from first to last, and a British
officer admitted* to captain H. that they lost 30 barges
in the attack
upon our gun-boats our men, to use
his own expression,
fought like "bull dogs" and ot*
140 men belonging to his vessel, which went into thfe
action, 30 only came out uninjured.]
"About day-break, on the morning of the 19th
instant, some of our scouting parties approached
the enemy's lines undisturbed, found Upon the top
of their works a few score of figures dressed up like
British soldiers, which you may readily conceive
were placed there for the purpose of covering their
retreat.*
Our troops soon after occupied the position, and detachments were at once sent in pursuit
of the enemy."
Speaking of the battle of the 8th, after mentioning the enemy's loss, the same writer observes "You
may judge of the effect of our fire, when I tell you
that only 1500 of our troops were
engaged, the rest

—

—

On the day prior to their aspromised them three days of indis*
criminate rapine and excesses of every kind. You can
judge what must have been the fate of our fair ohes»
had those monsters succeeded. But I assure you, not
a single man of us but would have poured out every
drop of his blood 'ere those outrageous scenes had
occured."
"Let all Europe hear, that the elite of those troops*
who boasted having carried the most redoubtable fortresses in Spain, beaten the flower of the French
troops,marshal Soult's army— achieved the dethronement of the emperor N poleon— have been defeated
in sight of the city of New-Orleans, by a heteioge»
nous description of farmers, merchants, lawyers*
boatmen, taylors, doctors, clerks, in fact* by every
kind of professional and tradesmen, formin* tha
population of a country."
"General Packenhain, brother-in-law to lord We!*
lington, comm >nder in chief of the British troops
against this place, was killed in front of our lines i
together with general Gibbs and Reorder. This great
and most brave man, for although the calf of his leg
was shot off, near our works, he mounted them, crynot being necessary.

sault, their generals

•

mi

—

*.Yote by the editor of the Democratic Press. 111
jor-general Heath's memoirs, p. 43, we fnui that
8,000 raw, undisciplined troops, having, in the cin the lrth March, 1776, the British played off the
j
space of twenty-iive days expelled an equal number same- ruse de guerre. "Th British garrison at Bunof the best trained troops of the British army It al- kerVhjil practised some deception to cover their remost looks like the marvellous, and if the circum treat. Tluy fi.vJ some images, representing men,
stance had not happened under my own eyes, I
th- places of their centinels, with muskets placed
should hare doubted myself; but it is fact, that one on their shoulders, hr..

m

—

i
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ng, "Came on my brave fellows, the day is oars," till
he was shot down by a Mr. Weathers of this city
who cooly replied, "not yet" and then shot him
through the hea i."

were many and
I was twelve days a priflattering.
soner, and then they let me go on my simple word
of honor, with my seven
men, to restore the same
number and not to serve if the peace was not ratified

J\[r. Shields' second expedition.
hardlv kno*v whether I shall be excused by Mr.
Shields for inserting the following extract of a familiar letter to me, dated New-Orleans, March 15,
1815. It was not designed for publication, and he
will he surprised to see it in print. But it is so full
of interesting incident that ( think it should be
preserved. The treatment that Mr. Shields received before and afier the discomfiture of the
enemy at N j w-Oideans may be considered as elucidating the British character. Haughty and cruel
in prosperity or power; humble and humane in
adversity or weakness. When he went down with a
flag to ascertain the fate of the officers and crews
of the gun-bo its, and to administer to the necessities of their condition, he received nothing but ill
•manners attd harsji treatment; which, indeed, excited him to harrass their retreat by way of getting
satisfaction for the insults they had heaped upon
ftim. But, perhaps, the commanders of the Charon
and Dioiriede may be of the old stock of Englishmen
that used to be celebrated for magnanimity and

exchanged, according to rank. Don't
an egotist for saying so much about self.
in the vein for
scribbling."
A letter to the editor from another
of his friends at
Xew-Orleans, dated February 3, says—"The British
officers state that the battle of the 8<h was the most
dreadful of any thing they had ever seen— that if
Packenham had lived one hour longer the whole army
would have been sacrificed— he fell, leading on 3000
men, determined to die in the ditch or drive us from
our lines. It was a happy circumstance for the
enemy

;

I

1

.

gen

[Editoh.

ility.

wrote ydu 1 have been again a prisoner.*
the 27th February 1 left the main land in the
vicinity of the British forces, both military ind naval,
«'Siiice I

On

two open boats, under charge of a sailing master,
from Mobile Point, which post they
bad succeeded in capturing on the 12th of the same
month. 1 landed on Horn Island, about 8 P. M. with
eight men, volunteers, all landsmen, but wdling, in
what we call a gig; Mr. Halert, the sailing-master, in
a launch with twelve men and a 12 pounder carronaale. We secured two prisoners on landing and made
them pilot me to the rest before midnight we traversed the whole length of the island (21 miles)
having crossed it twice in our route, and secured
(with fifteen men) a fourteen oared barge belonging
to the Royal Oik, with oO irten, besides the two
taken on landing. This, however, is only the more to
in

no); far distant

—

tny disgrace, for neglecting properly to secure my
I disdained to tii them, nor did I exact
the parole of honor of the officers— two of the crew
were still on shore, and to get them off so as not to
leave a trace by which their fate could be discovered
by the enemy, I sent five of my best men to scour the
woods, intending to beat up for our launch, which
lay ^wenty miles to windward of us. This reduced

.prisoners.

rny force to ten

men

guard thirty»two. In weighing anchor three of my men were employed, and in
a moment we were rose upon, and in almost a moment overpowered. The Charon sloop of war was
lying outside the island about three miles from us,
where" we were conducted, eight of us, by thirty-two
of the enemy; two of my men having succeeded in
to

getting ashore during the scufHe. I anticipated harsh
treatment; but the very reverse was the fact; the
best birth in the honorable captain Spencer's cabin
was at my service, and his money and clothes were
offered me freely. Be pleased to observed I wore a
check shirt and had on neither shoes nor stockings;
my feet being blistered by a long march, I had
thrown them oifand lost them in the struggle. Every
politeness and attention was shewti me; and, when
transferred to the Diomede of 50 guns, the same
treatment awaited me. The compliments 1 received
in my check shirt, for t would not change it until

until regularly

think

me

You have put me

that their generals were killed. It would have made
little odds to us.
"Our loss in the several engagements is so small
that only two families of this
city have went into

mourning.
"After the enemy was beaten here, the officers
bitterly swore that they would have satisfaction for it
at JJal/imore.
They seem to hate you most abominably."

—

Americanism. During the late operations at New
Orleans, the scene of action lay chiefly on or contiguous to the plantation of msjor
general Villeke, a
gentleman of considerable property, who commanded
a division of the Louisiana militia Under
gen. Jackson.
Agreeably to their usual mode of waging war, the
British plundered the general's
plantation; carried
off his negroes, took his cattle, horses, &c. to a
great
amount, and afterwards induced his son to accept
of the sdm of 490 dollars, as a compensation for
the losses which his father had sustained.
Upon:

being

made acquainted with

this circumstance,

the

general, indignant at the insult thus offered him
by the enemy, wrote a letter, of which the following
is a translation* to the commander in chief:

" A'ew
Orleans,
29, 1815.
" Sih—I have seen with January the
excesses*
composure
which have signalized the progress of the army
under your Command; neither have I been astonished
at the destruction of
my slaves. 1 was not ignorant
of the infamous conduct of the British
army in other
parts of the United States— and I did not expect that
this section of the union would
experience a bettet*
treatment at their hands. But I was penetrated
with grief when my son, of whose candor and
inexperience you took an improper advantage, presented me with the 490 dollars, which one of the
commissaries of your army gave him by your order,
in payment for my cattle, horses, and other articles
and I shuddered with indignation at an insult
which I never expected would be offered to a
gentleman and a soldier. Major general Jackson
is willing, at
my request, to return you this money,
in my eyes as contemptible as your conduct is
humiliating. This I am persuaded, will effect no
change in your conduct but it will at least give
you an idea of the disposition of the man whom you
have attempted to dishonor.
I have the honor to be, &c.
1

—

—

JACQUES VILLERE."
From a Quebec paper of February

—

Since our
7advices have reached us of the landing of our
troops, near New-Orleans, the distance about eight
last,

miles, and some consequent fighting, when the Americans found it necessary to retreat. The action took

place in the evening of the 23d December, in the
dark. A general action Was expected shortly to folof
from
motives
cleanliness, low. From the magnitude of the stake a severe conabsolutely compelled
flict may be expected, New-Orleans
being (he key of
•Alluding to Ids being detained when he went access to a vast extent of territory, and a numerous
down ^Yith a flag,, aftsr th; battle of the gun-boats. population} not only iri Louisiana, but oil the whole
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The Kentucky t roups call
fertile shores of the Mississippi and the western, wounded as many more.
them Kentucky boats with a long'
~.uill unquestionably
States, on and "e ir the Ohio, who
slieeringoar; for
a free trade. Ol the value of they have ;i handle about tin- size of a bnoomstick,
rejoice at an opening for
or
will
ten
twelve
our
readers
feet
u
winch
of
such
tiie possessions
country
long, by
they are throv, n
find in our columns the opinion of one at' the first wiih the hand.
An article in the Jurora, sppakmg of a
statesmen in the world* Talleyrand. If then the
very vamean* be not adequate lo the end, the conquest of luable body of information collected and arranged
this rich and very productive country, we sh.dl iiold oy die indefatigable Mr. Melliah of PhiladelpiYi?!,' enthe press in duty bound to pour forth, without re- titled the ''Traveller's Directory through the United
straint or mercy, the severest censures on the projectors States," consisting of "a geogruphicul description of
ofa conquest me completion of which we look on as the United Stales, with topographical tables of <i<counties, towns, population, &c.
nd a description of
an object of the very first magnitude.
New-Orleans should not only be taken but kept: the roads, compiled from the mos'. authentic nia'ti and on no account given up at a peace. A more valua- rials," has the following pointed and interesting rei

ble bone ol contention scarcely ever entered into a marks: "While treating on this surject [the grrat
extent of the United Stales] we cannot forbear adn-egociation. Not only for reasons already advanced,
but for the sake of the Indians, should this enterprise miring the bold, active bravery of tiie inhabit an ... i,f
the western
but
be made sure. The enemy may be numerous,
country, in tiie late defence of X. v. Or-

they can be very

little

belter than a rubble, by no leans.— In general Jackson's eloquent address he pro-

means fitted to face veteran troops particularly claims to the world "what lie has noticed with adwhen impelled by the prospect of much and valuable miration and pride their undaunted cotiragr, their
abounds. We repeat patriotism and patience, under hardships and faspoil, with which New-Orleans
that the tug of war will unquestionably be great; but tigues. Natives of different states, acting together
for the first time in a
this ought to be foreseen and provided for.
camp; differing in habits and
in language, instead of
[The above is really a "g«od thing."]
viewing in these circumstances
the
to
of
a'
letter
addressed
distrust
and division, they rtiade
The Uritish left
germ
general
them
the
Newleft
source
that
had
of
an
honorable emulation." In his
they
Jackson, informing him,

—

'

Orleans — but

that they should return again with
ford Hill and his army and capture the whole of us !!
British officers on board the fleet were throwingi
up "headi and tails" for choice of situation at New
before their disgrace.
Orleans
[Nashville Whig.
This is likely enough the speculators in the
j

!

!

—
—

general orders following, we find great pr&is'e hestowed upon '-the Tennessee mounted rl/le.ntn—i/.e
Cdua/n/ /row the Mississippi territory— the West Ten
nessee militia, and the
Kentucky militia." By looking
into these tables of
distances, we cannot help exour
astonishment
at that ardor of patriotism
pressing

British foices at Baltimore had made great purchases which could prompt men to leave their ho lives, -did
march such a distance to repel the
of shares of prize-money the booty of that city.
enemy. Making
Tiie gun-bo.it commanded by lieutenant Jones, an allowance for the distance to be travelled to til ';
when captured, was named the "DesthcctioN" by pUce of rendezvous, the rspective corps must luvh
marched as follows:
the British.
Terrible threatening.'—-It was reported by several
Americans who were with Coc/cburn, the infamous,
at die time he heard the news of the defeat of his
friends at New-Orleans, that lie fairly "boxed the
compass," as the sailors say, with oaths and denunciations of vengeance declaring that the place
should yet be taken aye, that it Jiould! But that
fellow would never have ventured within the reach of
"t'ojfee's mounted giin-men." TJie hopes of the plunder of fifty chu>ches, of the robbery of a hundred

—

Tennessee mounted riflemen
Cavalry from Mississippi territory
West Tennessee militia

It

is,

7'uO

950
Kentucky militia
These are the nearest distances bv land. The
distance is much increased
by water, al: hough tra-

—

velling

is

easier:

but

it

is

to be observed that
they

must march back by land
partly through a wilderness!
These are the men who are
worthy of freedom- Blessings be upon their heads, and
may all nations call them blessed.
Even the sons of those who
met thetiAimoun Convention shall bless the
pair,. :

cemeniaries nf the dead, or of a million of hen roosts
will never tempt that man to breast the war like

Puckenham.
from battle

850 miles
350

perhaps, his destiny lo be kept

tic spiritof the
west, while they look upon the unholy deeds of their fathers with disgust and shuim..

for another kind of death.

A company of Mexican patriots, 1O0 strong, who
Of the general Patriotism.
to Natchitoches after the misfortunes of
The general assembly of the state of Louisiana,
the internal provinces, arrived in New-Orleans about passed resolutions bearing
testimony to the zeal a!,.-.
These brave men say, that tiie patriotism that were displayed b) 'the citizens, iii
the 20ih January.
Americans have fought for them, and they are now every part of the state, during the late invasion.-willing to render them the same service. They have The planters, on the first news of danger, furnished
had the regret of arriving too lute; but, nevertheless, their slaves, in aid of the militia, to assist
by theitwe ought to praise the zeal with which they have labor, in the works and iu transporting stores.-a
arid
in
Food
and
this
incle
were
performed
painful march,
long
forage
gratuitously supplied at thmeut season to come to our assistance.
Those*
plantations where detachments
A letter of the 7th February, says All our pri- whose property had been ravaged,stoppedcheerfully tent
soners had been exchanged, except about lOOsea- their personal services, even whet* their slaves and
men, who had been sent to Jamaica the British moveables Were at tiie mercy, or iii the hands of lb.
ships were filled with wounded mid the troops enemy, and this with perfect tranqiiiMyi
Anion.;were on 2-3ds allowance, they expecting an easy prey the incidents, we notice, tiiat one cafowr/volu'hteereti
an I a copious booty in provisions at New Orleans
as a. guide; that another furnished the free men of coSome of tiie officers were distinctly heard, on ap-i Lorwith articles ofnecessilyat liiso-vn expense*; cansproaching our works, to huzza their men on; well ed arms to be repaired: and personally amended U>
don--, mv brave fellows:, mount the works! take the the equipment of another class of the sa:::e
desenj.had retired

—

—

I

—

I

|

have money and -.lomeh in plenty' iioii.
The enemy's Congreve rockets are very harmless
Tiie eld^r citizen3 formed themselves into comp.
weapons, for on the 1st instant they threw about inies for the preservation of civil order. The meyo
?t)'JJ into our camp, at; I
-only k'rlied fii'e. men and'and city council aided la rrvawitidn iWtefntd ft?-acp, *

oily!

ami you

shall

I

.-

|

*w, viMRvfir

v

•
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displayed their foresight and humanity by preventing a scarcity of provisions.
The ladies without exception, labored at their needle work, for the aid of the army. Those accustomed only to the nicest work, did not disdain sewing cloaks of the coarsest woollen. They gave lint
and linen for the aid of the sick and wounded.
The Ursuline nuns distinguished themselves in these
acts of charity, admitting within their monastry, as
many of the sick as could be accommodated. The
physicians and surgeons vied in the work of benevoFourteen thousand dollars was expended in
lence.
clothing those who were unprepared for a winter

VIII.

On the evening of the "3d he exposed him*
himself.
self, as was his custom when in battle, to danger,
and soon fell, leaving his brave soldiers to take en*
couragement from his noble example, and a grateful country to admire his valor and deplore his loss.

Colonel Lauderdale was respected in private life,
and beloved by the men whom he commanded. In
every situation in which he was placed his first object was to know and to do his duty. No dangers,
however great; no seducements, however alluring,
could divert him for an instant from this object.
With that integrity and fortitude of character^
for which he was so eminently distinguished, was
combined an enthusiasm and glow of feeling which
campaign.
The legislature conclude by resolving that the every one who knew him, both perceived and adpersons who, in the detailed report, are named, de- mired. When not employed in business, he deliserve the gratitude of their country; andthut it shall livered himself up to pleasantry to an harmonious
ba the duty of the governor to present the corps intercourse with his friends to a benevolent soliciof veterans of New-Orleans with a stand of colous tude to communicate to them a portion of that happibearing on one side the inscription, "Our sons ness which he himself so deeply felt in the society of
But when graver
his heart.
r.'ere repelling the foe,- ti-e attended to the
safety of thos3 who were dear to
their mothers and -wives;" and on the other a river, matters pressed upon him, he was vigilant and tho'twith an eagle hovering above it, and this inscrip- ful in battle. It was there that he shone with supetion on the river's bank "for common use and the rior lustre
it was in the "battle broil" that all the
benefit of all"— [an allusion to the Batture; and an energies of his mind were put forth, and all the chiimplied tribute to the sagacity and firmness of Tho- valric effusions of his temper, flamed out in full acmas Jkefeuson, who rescued it from individual mon- tion it was amidst the work of death that he was
Bait. Pat.
most daring and adventurous— it was in the defence
opoly, for the "benefit of all."]
From a Tennessee paper. Among the heroes r.nd of the rights of his country, and the liberty of the
patriots that have fallen in defence of our rights, citizens, that he was most firm and determined yet,
during the existing struggle with Great Britain, we this brave and honorable man, with the most obstihave to lament the loss of the brave colonel James nate valor in action, would have extended the most
Henderson, of this state. Colonel Henderson dis- generous sympathy to the meanest vanquished soltinguished himself in a peculiar manner at the siege dier of the enemy.
of Orleans, where he unfortunately fell
brrvely de"If it be aught toward the general goofl,
fending his country. He was in the meridian of
Set honor in one eye, and death in the other,
Reared in the
life, and a most promising officer.
And I will look on both indifferently;
land of
in a season of
he

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

liberty,

—

peace,

knew himself

scarcely

For

that he was a military man, 'till his
country was called on for volunteers, under the
gallant Jackson, to chastise the southern savages
for their unprovoked cruelties on our frontiers.
He
then offered his services as an officer, in which being
disappointed (as is believed solely for the want of
a more general acquaintance with the troops) he
entered the ranks as a private, though he was at the
same time commander of a regiment. From that
time he evinced a singular zeal in the cause of his
country, and though he did not live to see her
wrongs redressed, he fell gloriously in defence of
her rights. The hero is indeed dead; but he still
lives, and will long continue to live with his brave
compatriots, in the recollection of their grateful
country. Colonel Henderson ha9 left an affectionate
wife, eight lovely children, and a numerous connection of respectable relations to bewail his
untimely
fall.
It is consolatory,
however, in the depth of distress, to recollect that by his death he has purchased the meed of glory, in a righteous cause, the onlv
jewel worth the life of a soldier.

let the

Gods

so speed me, as

The name of honor more than

I

I

love

fear death."

With such examples as that of Lauderdale, which
will constitute:
by their splendor and their number,
for us a national character capable of the sublime
efforts of steady fortitude and masculine courage,
an hundred thousand
though the enemy were to land
men on our shores, we need not tremble— they would
but serve to illustrate the invincible rigor of outfree constitution, and the irresistible energy of our
spirit.

JYew-Orleans, February 20. Some of our prisonfrom the British fleet, report that while
was the practice in
they were detained on board, it
some of the ships every evening, to play among other
with a stutunes, our national air of Yankee Doodle,
kind o.' serenade was
diously bad execution. This
arrived of the decisive
daily repeated until news
battle of the 8th January, when the Yankee part of
the entertainment was suddenly discontinued. Our
then courteously enquired the cause of

ers returned

countrymen
NashviUe J77»/§\— Died, on the battle its recent disgrace but could obtain no satisfactory
be;
ground below New-Orleans, on the evening of the (answer. These occurrences are endeavored to
231 of December, James Lauderdale, colonel in celebrated in the following song, entitled
the corps of mounted volunteers from this slate.—
"THE CAFIIICE Or JOIIX DUEL'S TASTr.'

From

the

—

.

,

!

At

an early period after the declaration of
war, colonel Lauderdale engaged in the service of his counwas
and
try,
employed in the campaign against the
Craek Indians, until the battle of Talladega, in which
he fought with distinguished
gallantry, and was severely w ounded. So soon as apprehensions were entertained fir the safety of New Orleans and West Flo-

the- town repeat.
Brought by our prisoners from the fleet,
Shews if John Bull he soundly beat,
The drubbing mends his manners.

A n anecdote

John would, on board
Strike

orable

tommand

in

the corps to which he attached

in very

they say.

aukward way

Our merry TanUce Boodle.

L

'.uderdale having not
rida, colonel
yet recovered
from his wounds, again offered his services to his
and
country,
immediately received a high and hon-

up

his ships,

eve, each day,

On lowering flag, at

Chuckling with the wondrous

i

jctt.

to console each moody guest,
'the arch-rogue tried his very best

Thus
,

lis clieeiUil notes to

mangle:

KILES'
Rut when
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hofore
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e s hleen pillars (nine on each side) supported the
fes ons and a medallion bearing the name pf a state,
surrounded hy wre&lhs of various hues. The stales
were represented by eighteen young ladies dressed
lace veils on their heads tastefully conin white
fined by a white satin bandeau, finished on the left
by a golden star on their left arms they carried
white baskets with blue ornaments filled with artithe four states which have been con
ficial flowers

valiant host of fame,

men

(withot:t a iwhu ,
Mere honitspifii elovrns) they'd uied to tame,
Or,ob,sRd ! crouch'd in stubbttff

*F<

VIII.

—

Then, of that merry source of fun
So oft, that through his ships had run,
No scrape HgaiO was hoard— not one
Heart-stirring Doodle Dandy,

—

—

not of manners rough,
unto the change were kind enough,
Asked John Hull— if in a Im If—
He'd doiii'J his Yankee fiddle.

The "Shepherds"

To

spicuous in the late contest, were distinguished by
white silk banners, supported on blue and while
st.ifYs, and bearing appropriate mottos in large gold

like statue, Bull, erect and mum,
ill of music would not come.
most eloquently dumb,
He look'd "I'll see you d— d first."

letters

Tiio

— Louisiana, glory and safety— Missisippi terand generosity —Tennessee, Jackson and
—
— Kentucky,
bravery and patriotism,

ritory, valor
his heroes

And grown

TUE FAIR HONORING TUE BBAVX.
have been politely favored with the following
a
copy of a letter from a lady at New Orleans, to
female friend, in which will be found a more particular description than has yet been published of the
ceremonies which took place in honor of general
Jackson, after his gallant and successful defence of
that place. Trenton True Amer.
JVew- Orleans, February 3.
On the 24th, general Jackson was complimented

We

(these to the best of

—The

my

recollection,

were

(lie

mot-

who

represented the states
stood nearest the arch in front of the pillars bearing
the names of those states the others any where
that was most convenient. Poor
got hustled away to New Hampshire ; Pennsylvania was
I ever
largely represented by the noblest looking girl
saw, of the name of Mercer beneath the arch on
each side, pedestals were erected, on which were
placed little girls, whose business it was to suspend
in a way that only general Washington had before wreaths of laurels over the general's head as he
been honored in America by a triumphal entry. passed, which they performed to admiration. Li1 have been waiting from day to day, in hopes that berty and Justice were personified by small girls
some regular account of the ceremony would be behind the states the matrons were arranged (of
us
printed of which I could avail myself to supply the course 1 was there) and a short distance back of
deficiencies of my style and observation, but in vain several very handsome uniform companies were
the invasion put a sudden stop to periodical print- drawn up to prevent the people from incommoding
A full band of military music announced the
us.
ing, and it has not yet been resumed.
The ceremony sprung from female gratitude, and approach of the beloved general, followed by his
was arranged entirely by the ladies. Be it known, staff officers— the little gi.-ls managed their wreaths
Louisiana stepped forward and prethen, that in this grand emporium, there is one hand- to admiration
some square which fronts the levee; on the opposite sented an address handsomely ornamented, tiie comside there is a rang.: of handsome buildings called position of a lady of this city, which the general dethe Principal, the centre of which is a chapel In posited in his bosom, and that is all that I can tell
the middle of the square and facing the grand en- about it yet Flowers were liberally distributed in
trance into the chapel an elegant arch was erected his path, as he passed down the line, bowed on p.ach
around which was closely twined, (so as entirely to side to the states, who joined from opposite sides,
conceal the wood work) wreaths of laurel, and fes- followed by the matrons, and walked in procession
toons pf the same kind of wreaths continued from after our hero to the entrance of the chapel, where
each side of the arch to the entrance of the square, he was received by the priest, who pave him a benediction and a hough of (consecrated, I suppose) lau*It is known that from the momentary absence of rel
we then entered the chapel. Te deum was
of
our
our
of
line
defence
in
regular troops,
part
sung, after which we had some music composed for
of
was
manned
New-Orleans
front
chiefly by militia, the occasion, which was very fine, I dare say, if I
supported, indeed, by batteries skilfully fought by could have understood it; but I was seated in the veand
and
some
artillery officers,
by brave old ry place I would selected, if my choice had been ofnavy
French cannoniers. A large proportion of this mi- feredme of all the seats in the chapel one person
litia, being clad in homespun frocks and pantaloons separated me from the dear old general, who sat on
our brilliantly dressed enemy, in derision of their a chair rather apart, and I had a fine opportunity of
plain appearance, and net deigning to honor them contemplating his profile. I did not give the genewith the name of soldiers, had duboed "long-tailed ral one flower, but I could have given him a good
Shepherds," and by other contemptuous appella- many tears one of the ladies reproved me laughingtions
ly, for defrauding the general, whilst I stood unconfin allusion to the well known fact, that the Bri- sciously grasping the flowers which had been given
tish troops on their retreat on the morning of the me to strew.
8th January, were so much annoyed by our artillery
have talked of visiting the camp, but think it
that their whole army were ordered to lie down flat better to postpone it for some time; the English did
in the weeds, at the distance of only five or six hun- not half bury their dead
legs, arms and heads apdred yards from our lines, where they remained con- pear in many places above ground, and a lady of
cealed until night to our no smail surprise [not- our acquaintance, who has been down, says that the
withstanding the cloud of smoke and fog] at the effluvia is insupportable.
suddenness with which they vanished. After night Copy of a letter to his excellency governor Blount from
came on, they completed their retreat to the camp.
major-general Andre-w Jackson, commanding 7lh miPerhaps they had some apology for this new malitary district, dated head quarters,
tos)

young

ladies

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

We

—

—

when [and we ought often to repeat, lest
cease to believe the extraordinary fact just passed under our eyes that] of 6009 of their best troops
that were that day led to the assault, they lost 2600
without producing any other impression upon our
lines than killing six and wounding fottrteex men'

noeuvre,

we

Jan.

1815.

27,
—I enclose youNew-Oreeans,
a paper which contains my ad-

Sin

dress and general order to the brave army I had the
honor to command on the 8th inst. In addition I
have to state, that the prisoners taken on the retreat of the enemy, state their whole loss, including
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Midshipman Erasmus Watkins, of the 17. S. navy,
wounded, and missing, is estimated at six
hundred—zn-\ that Kean is dead of his from mistake is given as Mr. W. Martin in the ge s
wounds— wh^n the numbers are known that were in neral orders to him therefore, is mtritedly due the
nation nn our si'>, and those badly armed, it will not mention of said Martin.
be ^credited, and particularly when the loss of the
Judge Lewis who, disdaining to shield himself
enemv is compared with my loss, which in killed under his judicial cloak, volunteered his services in
since the 'ind-ntr of the enemy does not exceed 1it\y- capt. Beale's rifle company, and performed his duty
The unerring hand of Providence shielded my in a manner highly honorable to himself.
6i/x
inen from the shower of balls, bombs and rockets,
By command,
ROBERT BUTLER.
when 01 the other hand it appealed that every ball
anil bomb, from our lines was charged with the misAdj. genera?.
sun of dea'h. The spirit of the British in this
GENEn.AX HUMBERT.*
qu irter is broken; they have f tiled in every attempt
To the itcntng, enterprising and brave.
bombarded Fprt S f Philips for nine da} s,
killed,

—

thniisahtlfi-oe

]

—

—

.

rhi*y

The undersigned being authorised by the comthrowing upwards of one thousand large bombs, exclusive of snail ones, with no other effect than kill- manding general to raise a corps of volunteers, uning 'wo and wounding seven live of the latter so der the title of ''Legion des Fravce" makes th'S
public appeal to the patriotism and gallantry of those
slightly that they are reported for duty.
Mr. Shields, purser or the navy, brave and full of disposed to fight the common enemy, in defence of
en*erpns», got a f'W volunteers, and with four small this state and their own rights. They will serve unboils pursued t!\em as they were embarking, took der officers
speaking their own language, and be
transport and burnt her— -several small boats, and governed by those laws and trained under those tacone hundred and odd prisoners; for the want of force tics which have
always insured victory in Europe.—?
vis compelled to parole a number, bringing with They will be led by men grown grey in service
i'li'fh in all 70
They against that haughty and prrfidious people who have
prison?!--, including two >fricers
lia^e lost all their valuable officers, and the flower caused the misfortunes of the new and old world.
This argument will have greater
of their army
Frenchmen you will take up arms in defence ftf
weight at Ghent than any other, and I view it as the a country which afforded you aj\ asylum when the
harbinger of peace.
intrigues of those English' h*d driven you from all
When you seethe bravery of your countrymen others. You fight for a people who received you as,
must 1K1 proud that von govern such a people brethren, and admitted you to all the rights of citiy.o'-i
They are worthy to lie free— Gen. Coffee's brigade for zenship, at a time when "this privilege was enhanced
the whcrle time literally lay in a swamp, knee deep by the perfidy of your enemies. Honor, patriotism
in mud and water, atad the whole of general Car- and gratitude, then, csdl you to arms, and the unstill they maintained the r dersigned trusts this
rol's line but little better
appeal to his brave countrymen
positions without a miinner three thousand stand will not be in vain.
of arms more than I had on the 8th would in my
Spaniards
yon are invited to arm against those
opinion have placed the whole British army in my English who, when called to
otect, came but to
hands but the Lord's will be done. Yours he.
destroy against the violators and destroyers of St.
JACK.SON.
Sebasthns. You are called to oppose that perfidous
P. S. I havehtd but few minutes of ease, and for nation who, while they professed to he fighting for
the integrity of the
some dnvs bad health but am betser.
Spanish monarchy, were stirP. S. The piquet guard state they lost sight o,f ring up its colonies to revolt, and furnishing them
with arms. In a word
the last sail'of the British at half after 11 A.
you will oppose that unprinand Louisiana may again say her soil is not trodden cipled government who lone: professed to be friend?
of the cortes, but now
bv the sacrilegious footsteps of a hostile Briton
who
joins the stupid bigot
*
they were steering for Siiip. island wher destined misrules 30111- fine country, and has thrown into dunfrom thence uncertain.
geons s-ome of its most enlightened citizens. Aid,
Heud Quarters, 7th JMilltarii Districi,
hen, t'-e freemen of America, in chastising these
Adjutant-general's office, New Orleans,
mons'ers, and they will not be ungrateful or slow in
January 31, 1815.
contributing to your prosperity and independence.
The m 'jor-general injustice to
to
nrcNFUAT, omiKns.
Foreigners of all nations, you are also invited
for what
Ills own feelings, and as a tribute to merit, takes this arm in a cause as
just as it is universal
opportunity of mentioning a few offerers, omitted in nation has not been betrayed, injured, and insulted,

—

:i

—

!

!

—

;

—

!

—

—

ANDREW

M

—

—

1

—

—

the general order.
in its turn, by those insolent islanders? Unite, then,
Capts. M'Mthan and Pice, an 1 lieut. Crimford, with us, to ciiastise and humble the common eneof general Coffee's brigade, in the action of the mv. You will be received as brethren in arms
23d P'cerober, fell like freemen worthy of the name, your commander will make no distinction, but in fanobly contending with the enemy. Col. Anderson, vor of the most valiant; nor shall any riralship exof major general Carroll's division, fell in a sortie ist
among us, but in the field of honor, and race of
The army
Otl the 9 h, at the head of his command.
vere witness to and admired his bravery.
The undersigned will here mention the terms ofLieut. Leach, of the 7th U. S. infantry, was se- fered bv the commanding general, as authorized by
vr |y wounded in the side on the 23d, and refused law. Besides the usual rations and clothing, ench
1
leave the ground until compelled the next day volunteer will receive one hundred and twenty dolfrom extreme pain"; but returned in time to perforin lars bounty, 8 dollars mon'hlv, and three hundred and
his duty in all the subsequent engagements.
at the end of the war, worth in
fifty arpents of land
Captain Smith and his brave troop from Bivou- this district at least fifteen hundred dollars. No
Siirair, were believed to be part of the Mississippi corporeal or disgraceful punishment will be admitand
«!r agoons, and were included as such in the mention ted on any
pretext, in the "legion des France,"
made of that corps. The major-general tenders to its services will be confined to the seventh military
him and his tro«p an expression of entire approbaion of their conduct.
*General Humbert rendered important and very
Capt. Griffith, and that part]
of his company of mounted gun-men, with him injessential services, in planning the defences, and iu
•e action of the 23cl, did their duty
New-Orleans.

—

.

•

defending
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by doing his duty, will al- them the impressions of friendhip to the citizens of
a friend and a father. this country, which I hope may be cherished as their
HUMBERT, general of brigade. intercourse becomes more frequent and pps-petuated
as long as the Mississippi continues to flow.
New-Orleans, February 7, 1815.
1 offer the salutations of my
Louisiana i.cnisr.vTuni:.
friendly esteem.
Wk. CARROLL Maj. gen.
Resolved, by the senate iind house of representatives of the state of Louisiana, in general assembly
CovCg Division Tenn. JMilitiu
ffm, C. C. Claiborne,
convened, that the thanks of the general assembly His excellency
gov. of the state of Wiisianx.
shall be presented in the name of the state, to our
From Governor Claiborne to gen. Coffee.
brave brother soldiers from Tennessee, Kentucky
New OaiBAJfs, F»b. 25, 1815.
and the Mississippi territory, and their'gallunt leaSIR It affords me ihe greatest pleasure to enclose
ders, generals Thomas, Carroll, Coffee and Adair,
and colonel Hinds, for the brilliant share they have you a resolution of the general assembly of Louisihad in the defence of this country, and the hippy ana acknowledging the faithful and useful services
of our western brothers, and tendering their thanks
harmony they have maintained with the inhabitants
to you among other distinguished officers.
and militia of this state.
Tiic love of country which induced you to exMAGLOIRE GUICHAR1),
Signed
the calm of domestic life, for the
privation
Speaker of the house of representatives. change
l'ULWVR SKJPWITH, incident to a camp, is no lfss ardent in the brave
President of the senate. volunteers whom you lead, than the gratitude which
the people of Louisiana hear lowards
you and Mi -m;
Approved—February 2, 1815.
a heroric band, whose firmness in the field has dike
VVM. C C. CLAIBORNE,
(Signed)
contributed to avert from our settlements the horrors
Governor of Louisiana state.
of an Indian warfare, and to the entire defeat and
ijYom governor Claiborne to major-general Carroll. discomfiture of the powerful foe, who so
arrog-ntlv
'
New-Orleans, February 26, 1315.
Sir I take great pleasure m communicating to menaced the safety of this great and growing city.
Receive for yourself and be towards your comyou, a resolution of the general assembly of this
panions in arms, the organ of expressing my highest
s.tate, expressive of gratitude and thanks to you and
confidence and sincerest good will.
"for
share
the
brilliant
comrades
your gallant
they
Wm. C. C. CLAIBORNE,
(Signed)
have had in the defence of Louisiana, and the hap•Jlstrict.

ways

The

find iu

soldier,

his

commander

—

—

py harmony tltey have maintained with the inhabitants and militia of this state."
Under a leader young in years, but old in deeds
of valor, our brethren of Tennessee hastened to our
relief; they arrived in time to participate in all the
and greatly to conconflicts with the advancing foe
It must be
tribute to his final overthrow.
pleasing
to you to contemplate the present comparative security of Louisiana. It cost you and your brave associates some toilsome days and watchful nights.
But it is not to the gratitude of this state only that

—

Brig, general Coffee of the

Tenn.

Voluliteers.

ANSWER,
Camp Co fee, near JVeiu- Orleans, March 4, 1815.
SIR I have the honor to acknowledge the
receipt
of your letter of the 25th ult. and the resolution it
enclosed of the legislature of Louisiana,
presenting
the thanks of that honorable body, to their brother
soldiers from the west, for " the share
they have
taken in the defence of this country, and the harhave
maintained
with
the
inhabitants and
mony they
militia of the state."

—

To know that we have contributed, in any degree,
you have acquired a title. The whole union must
feel indebted to those whose faithful services have to the preservation of our common country, is to
immediate
been conducive to the preservation of one of its im- myself and the brave men under
command, the most pleasing reflection. To have
members.

my

portant
I tender to you,

and respect.

sir,

the assurances of my regard

WM.

(Signed)

C. C.

CLAIDORNE.

Major-general Carroll, of Tennessee troops.

The Answer,

SIR

above New-Orleans, March 2, 1815.
letter of

—Campl»adHenderson,
honor of receiving your
I

tiie

received so flattering and distinguished a testimonial
of our services, adds to the pleasure which that
consciousness alone would have afforded.
While we indulge the pleasing emotions that are
thus produced we should be guilty of great
injustice,
as well to merit, as to our own feelings, if we
withheld from the commander in chief, to whose
wisdom and exertions we are so much indebted for pur
successes, the expression of our highest admiration

the 24th ult. covering the resolution of the legislature
of the 9tate of Louisiana, expressing, in a very flatterto his firmness, his skill, his
gallantry,
ing manner their thanks to the troops of Tennessee and applause
and to me individually for the share we have taken to that confidence and unanimity among all ranks
in the defence of this country.
produced by those qualities, we must chiefly ascribe
I hope you will convey to the legislature the grate- the splendid victories in which we esteem it n hapful sentiments with which I am impressed for the piness and an honor to have borne a part.
W* enter with sensibility into the feelings of the
honor done me and the troops whom I command.
I cannot withhold the expression of gratitude due legislature, and of your excellency on occasion of
to the people of New Orleans for their benovolence the harmony which has been so happily preserved
in furnishing our suffering soldiers with warm cloth- with the inhabitants and militia of the state.
May
and at a time the same spirit of brotherhood always unite us when
ing during the inclemency of winter,
when the enemy were before our works.
contending against a common enemy in defence of
They administered, to our sick and wounded our best rights
I tender the assurances of
my own, and of my
every friendly attention and extended to them all
the rites of humanity.
companions' thanks, for the distinguished manner
which
and
the
The bright beamsof peace appear ready to burst in
you
legislature have been pleased
around us and I hope soon to offer to you and the to notice and honor our exertions.
have
to
for
1
the
honor
this
be, sir, with very great regard
people of this country my congratulation
your obedient and humble servant.
glorious event.
JOHN COFFEE,
If the report of peace be correct, the presence of
the Tennessee arms will be no longer neccessary,
Brig. gen. T. V. M. G. Men,
and o'V'" soldiers in returning home, will carry with His Excellency Gov. Claiborne.

—

—

!

!
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From the Raleigh Register.
that
frequently seen it asserted in the newspapers,
our fellow-citizens of the eastern states looked upon
those of the west, as irreligious and almost a savage
set of people. These notions, I have always believ
ed to be unfounded, and with no little
I communicate to you for publication,

satisfaction,
if

VIII

wherein she recommended me to the
glory of God. I am at a low
wbat to say to you father; all I can
say is "pray without ceasing
and in every thing give thanks"— St. Paul said "he had
fought the
good fight, &c." You have had many a sore combat with the world,
the flesh and the devil, but you know who has been
your captain
general, and I trust he will finally bring yoa off more than a
cohqurror.
I wish to remain your dutiful and affectionate
son,

you think

till

death."

Headquarters, 7th Military District,
New-Orleans, March —

son to his reveproper, an extrac* of a letter from a
rend father, of Robertson county, Tennessee, just
before the troops embarked at Clarksviile for N. wOrleans, which the father communicated o his friett
in Caswell county, X. Carolina.
"Father," says he,
"we are very desirous you would come down and
preach for us before we start, but I don't suppose
you are able to ride so far. The God of armies is
our trust, we have a number of religious soldiers
who sing, pray and preach, as the men of the living
God indeed."
A subsequent letter from the same to the same, I
beg leave to communicate entire, which, perhaps,
may add some consolation to those who put their

,

181J.

The commanding general disapproves the sentence of the court martial, of which
major-general
Gaines is president, on the several charges and
specifications exhibited against Mi Louaillier—und. is
induced by the novelty and importance of the matters suDmitted to the decision of that court to assign ihe reason of this disapproval.

:

The charges against the prisoner were mutiny,
exciting mutiny, general misconduct, for being "a
spy, illegal and improper conduct, and conduct in
violation of a general order; all winch
charges are,
oh the face of them, proper to be enquired into
by
a court martial. The defendant
pleaded to the jurisdiction of the court, and founded his
trust in God.
objections to
matters of facts, which exceptions, as to all the
JL Friend to Truth and Religion.
ch n-ges and specifications but one, the court sus"Camp Henderson, 5 miles alxrve Niiv-Orleans, Feb. 17, '815.
"DEAR FATHER— By the benevolence of God I have been tained without
enquiring into the truth of the facts,
1
preserved and protected through many snares and dangers since
saw you. I descended the deep and rude waters, which flow (which could not otherwise have appeared to them)
to
undertake
through a deversilied country, too much so for me to
upon which those exceptions were bottomed.
describe at present. We lay one day at Natchez as we came on,
The commanding general is not disposed, howWe. landed on
on our
which was the
we
lost
journey.
only day
the 20th December last, 3 or 4 miles above New-Orleans; v>e pitched our tents in a delightful field on the Mississippi, where we
were encamped until the memorable
23d December, 1814.
"
evening of the same day came or
proud foe of the sons of liberty.; in a few minutes we were in
readiness, and marched through New Orleans, and wtre put in
detachments; the horse met with, and gave the boasted pride of
the earth, a sound drubbing, taking some prisoners So.'. &e. Previous to this, the Iiritish commander sent general Jackson word he
intended taking hit Christmas dinner with him at New-Orleans—
Jackson's reply was, to "come on," saying he would cook the
dumplings and sit at the head of the table himself. Many loud
compliments were passed until New- Year's morning, when our table was spread near 1 1-2 miles long, and well served and decorated
with food suitable for the limes. True the dumplings were large
end hard, and some extremely hot, which chunked many of the
poor gluttons to death! We continued feasting them on our gross

ever, to rest his objections

upon any informality in
of proceeding adopted by the court, but
presuming that the court really beloved the truth
of the facts set forth in the exceptions, deems it his
tlie

.

SS^^SS^IStaS*:

mode

duty to meet their doubts as he supposes them to
have existed; The character of the prisoner (a citizen not enrolled in any corps, and a member of t.he
state legislature, though that legislature was not in
session) probably, in the opinion of the court, placed him without their reach upon the several charges on which they declined
acting.
(

The enemy haying invaded our country, and
threatening :m attack on Orleans, many considera
s S
<«" of this emergency and connected
with the defence of the city, rendered the adoption
of tlie most decisive measures necessary.
Martial
i
^i
»UW, as the most comprehensive and effectual, Was
therefore proclaimed by the commanding general
r
„ _
t t
mafl p it
;. tlie
t hf> rlnn- Ot
of pvptv
a
01 ttilings Wlucll made
State
evety
dUt)
inhabitant, indiscriminately, to contribute to the def ence ( ,f
11S country— a dutV, ill the opinion of the
J
...
',
„j,
commanding general, more positive and more urthan
from
common
and usual
the
gent,
any resulting
transactions of private life, or even public life. The
occasion that cal»s it forth, involves, at once, the
very existence of the government, and the liberty,
property and life of the citizen.
Martial law being established, applies, the com-

OSS SSB mfn^ofti^B^o^Me^^y^! ^" ™^
j

1

Adam. About 7 o'clock a. m. his Britannic majesty's forces
wers ordered to take possession of the town of New-Orh-ans they

the
deliberately in front of our breast-works, filled with
thoughts of repelling the Americans-We were ready for the receptionof the proud foe; when theycamein reach, the cannon beRan to play, and soon the fire of small arms hegan troni each side.
The British threw some few rockets, sounding the charge and
raising the whoop to affright the sons of liberty, hut we firmly
withstood their fire and charge; and most horrid to meditate upon!
I saw several acres of ciouna covered with their dead, dying and
vounded men weltering in their gore! Such sighs, groans and
limentations had never before entered my ears, Him whom they
hall forgotten, they now began to entreat for mercy; and the arms
which they had so disdained, they now wished to take protection
under. I trust theirdying prayers were answered in peace to their
immortal souls from the courts of Heaven! We acted tlie part of
l he Samaritan with
many of the poor dupes of John Bull. Some
of tlie nnfortuuate creatures said they were forced to fight agsinst
We have driven
vs; others were willing to support the crown.
i hem from their station on
land, and they have gone to their boastid element, (the water) after a loss of neer 4(K>0 men in killed,
wounded and prisoners. How many were killed on either side,
previous to the 8th January, lam not able to say. but on that day
v,e lost 6 killed and 7 wounded; and I don't suppose the British
loss much short of 1.^00 the same!
Why such a disproportion? I
think it was because we were fighting in a cause which the living
God approbates; we were in the defence of our land and liberty,
the land which gave us birth. I still feel a disposition to defend
the rights and liberties guaranteed unto us by our ancestors at the
cxpence of blood and fortune, God being, as he ever has been my
at
helper, amidst the roar of cannon and tlie whistling of the balls
•lirlerent times.
Time and paperfail to transmit to you wliat I
have experienced since Christmas, therefore, let the above suffice
ibr an account of the fighting, &c. kc.
I cannot now communicate my desire to see you a'.l, the limits of
:t
At times I flatter myself the
letter are too contracted for it:
time will roll round, when we shall meet in this time-world again;
and should we not. I pray that we may meet "where congregations
neer break up, and Sabbaths have no end." I must unwillingly
come to a close. Give my respects to all enquiring friends and
the more religion they can
and
relation*. Tell brothers
txke wiih them, should they be calldl upon in the army, the better:
tell them to spare no pains in the discharge of their duty to God
anil man. Tell sister I read over her letter a few days since, which
causal die tears to trickle down my cheeks, while reading the lines

marched
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believes, to all persons who remain
within the sphere of its operations; and claims exclusive jurisdiction of all offences which aim at the
disorganization and ruin of the army over which it
extends. To a certain extent, it is believed to make
every man a soldier, to defend the spot where chance
or choice has placed him; and to make him liable
for any misconduct calculated to weaken its de«

manding general

fence.
If martial law, when necessity shall have justified
a resort to it, does not operate to this extent, it is
not easy to perceive the reason or the utility of it.
If a man, who shall from choice remain within the
limits of its operation, and whose home is without
l0 se limits, and there labor bv every means in his
i.]

»,

,.'.«

.

.1

up sedition and mutiny among the
ihem with distrust towards their
commanding officers, and communicate to the enemy intelligence of the disaffection and disdon*
power

to

stir

soldiers, inspire
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the government of no country can or does toleratetent, which lie himself has created, may safely avail
i./nself of what lie is pleased to call his const ituJ The constitution of the United States secures to the
tioual rights, and continue his dangerous machina- citizen the most valuable privileges; yet the same
the commanding general be< constitution contemplates the necessity of
tions witli

impunity,
suspendcan easily conceive how a man thus influ- ing the exercise of some, in order to ensure the eonof
tinuance
all.
more
If
the
it
render
authorizes
the
thus
enced and
enemy
suspension of
acting, might
real the writ of habeas corpus in certain cases, it thereimportant service, and do to his country more
ranks
the
admits
the
of
than
lie
martial law,
by
impliedly
operation
possibly could, by entering
injury,
of the enemy and aiding him in open battle. Why when in the event of rebellion or invasion public
To whom does the declaraIs it to make the en- safety may require it.
is martial law --ver declared?
To the guardian of the
listed or the drafted soldier subject to it? He was tion of this law belong?
to him who is to conduct the
subject to it before. It is that the whole resources public safety—
operaof a country, or of that district over which it is tions against the enemy— whose vigilance is to desfor
its pre- cry danger, and whose arms are to
be
it.
He is
applied
proclaimed, may
successfully
repel
the only authority present to witness and determine
servation.
Every man, therefore, within the limits
If the emergency, which makes a resort
to which it extends, is subject to its influence.
necessary, and
nul- possessed of the means to make suitable provision
it has not this
operation, it is surely a perfect
lity.
Apply this view of the subject to the case be- for it. For the correctness of his conduct under
After the adjourn- the circumstances which influenced it, he stands
fore the court, and how is it?
ment of that legislature of which the defendant responsible to his government.
claims to be a member, he remains within the camp
JACKSON,
of the American army, and within those limits which
Major-general commanding.
are declared to be embraced by martial law. How Copy of a letter from major general William Car*
does he deport himself ? Instead of contributing to
roll, to his excellency governor Blount, dated
the defence of his country; instead of seeking to
Cuinp Henderson, March 6, 1815.
Sir—
An express arrived this day at general Jackpromote that unanimity, which a love of country
in
and the important trust which had been reposed
son's head-quarters, which brings the
pleasing inhim, might have led us to expect we behold him telligence that the president has ratified the treaty
of
peace between the United States and Great Briendeavoring to stir up discord, sedition, mutiny
laboring to disorganize and destroy an army which tain. The Tennessee troops under my command
had so lately defended his country, and might so will, therefore, soon be on their return march, and I
soon again be necessary for its defence— not only in- would be doing injustice to my own feelings and to
viting the enemy to renew his attempts, but contri- those brave men who have made so many sacrifices
buting his utmost to enable him to succeed if he to serve their country in a distant province, were
should obey the invitation. Is there no power to I not to report their good conduct to you and the
restrain the effort* or to punish the wickedness of whole world.
You were a witness to the exemplasuch a man? If he aids and comforts the enemy by ry conduct of the army before its march from Nashcommunicating to him information of that mutinous ville, and of its anxious hope to reach the lower
and seditious spirit, of that distraction and confu- country before the expected invasion. Providence
sion which he himself has created, why this is trea- patronized our efforts and we were
happy in havson, and he cannot be punished by a court martial
ing our hopes realized by reaching the place of desand
re- tination,
of
orders
if lie excites
disobedience
at
the
moment
the
precisely
mutiny,
enemy landed
Our voyage was favored by every conbellion, among the soldiery, he is not attached to on our soil.
the army, and cannot be restrained! Why is he not curring circumstance to render it expeditious and
attached to the army? Why, at such a moment, when prosperous. The unusual rise in the Cumberland
he remains within, is he not subject to its rules and river, at the time of our embarkation, the favorable
If the enemy comes, may he fold his passage on the Mississippi, not.
regulations?
having any adverse
arms and walk unconcernedly along the lines, or re- winds to retard our movements, or
any accident
main inactive in his room? Can he not be called on happening our fleet, excites my warmest
gratitude
for his exertions? May he not only refuse to render to Heaven for its protection, and which
perhaps has
any assistance himself, but, without fear or re- rendered the Tennessee army the means of saving
proach, do all in his power to render ineffectual the Louisiana, and preserving the integrity of the
exertions of others of that army which, in the union.
most threatening crisis, is fighting for the liberty
Tiie enemy made his appearance near our coast
and safety of that country, whose liberty and safety about the 10th of December, and on the 14th
caphe professes to have so much at heart? May he, at tured our gun boats on lake
Borgne, and immedisuch a moment, proclaim to the enemy that we .ire ately after began his preparations for the attack on
dissatisfied with our general, tired of the war, de- Ntw-Orleans— on the 20th he
began disembarking
termined no longer to bear the restrictions which it his troops on the margin of the lake, and on the 23d
imposes; in a word, disaffected and disunited, and penatrated the country as far as the bank of the
ready to yield to him on his first appro :ic!i. May Mississippi by the canal de Villere. On the 20th
this man, a foreigner, retaining 'he predilections ot of Dccemoer I reached the vicinitv of New-Orleans
the country which gave him birth, and boosting ot with tht sroops un ier my command disembarked
those predilections, Eaay such a nun, under tuck the next day, and formed an encampment-four miles
circumstances, excite sedition mid mutiny, division abort* the city; bin we had scarcely arranged our
and disorganization in our army; and wb<.?n he is ten's, when, on the 23d, we were advised by an or
called before the court nnri.l u> answer for hi J ier from general Jackson that the" enemy had effectcrimes, say, gentlemen, you have no right to take ed a landing on our territory, and had penetrated the
Cognisance of the offences With which 1 .m charged? state as f .r as the Mississippi* about eight miles be'
Decide with 1iie accused, no army can be safe, no low the city. The order for the march of my divigeneral can command disaffection and disobedi-lsion was received at 2 o'clock, and our troop's were,
We reached the citv
ence, anarchy ani confusion, musi take the place of put in motion immediately.
order ind subordination
lefeat and shame, of vie- before sun-down, and were hailed there
by the comLint tii
eomm ndmg general] tnanding general. It was then apprehended tiia:
tory and triumph.
is persuaded, that this is a stale of
things which the enemy was making a feint below the city, and
lieves he
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Colonel Peter Grayson, adjutant-general, has, bjUj'S
knowledge of discipline, been extremely usefuk—
The venerable Bazit Shaw, assistant adjutant-general, who was a revolutionary officer, ha3 now been
fighting for the maintenance of those liberties which
were the boon of that great event, and has, by his
knowledge, industry and zeal, been of great imporDr. Samuel Hogg, hospital surtance to this army.
geon has been very attentive to his duty, and has,
during the prevalence of disease, afforded every
comfort to the afflicted soldier by his skill and humanity. Dr. K. T. Wilkinson has been indefatigable in his exertions to give medical aid to the sick
of our army. Although I have to give the melancholy account of the death of three of our physicians, viz. doctors Owen, Harris and Brunson, and
of the illness of our medical staff, yet doctor Wilkinson has always been fit for duty.

that he might penetrate with a greater force by the
Part of my division were
pass of Chefmentair.
marched about seven miles on that road, under
the command of general Smith, and the balance remained in the city under arms until they were ordered down to the battleground. On our arrival,

however, the battle was over, and we remained under arms during the night. The next morning, the

general, Jackson, withdrew his forces
aboiu two miles nearer the city, where was commenced a breastwork, at which we remained about
one month, during which time the enemy were beOur men had to endure
fore us twenty-sev^n day*.
every difficulty and privation for the want of wood
and blankets, in the inclement season of winter
they were placed on marshy ground ihat bereaved
them of every comfort both by day and night yet
they wuhs'ood all those difficulties without a murmur; and when the enemy made his many assaults,
I cannot close this communication without men
\he\ repelled him with a bravery and fortitude, that
col. Hynes, major White
ought to immortalize every soldier engaged in the tioning my aid-de-camps,
and lieutenant Priestley to those gentlemen 1 feei
defence of New-Orleans.
much indebted for the good order we have always
I did not intend making mention of any particu- had in camp.
The most dangerous scenes were ofdone
all
have
I
when
believe
of
the
lar portion
ten courted by them
army,
they did all I wished, and
their ;luty yet the fortune of war having deprived seemed anxious that the performance of duty should
us of --ome of our bravest and noblest companions preclude the possibility of requesting attendance
in arms, it is due to their memory to record their to it.
of the
glorious aciiievments, and to mention some
The observance of a general order has prevented
living officers, their compeers in arms. Colonel
this
James Henderson, on the morning of the 28ih of my making you a public communication before
wishes. I am, respectfully,
December, led a corps of riflemen on the advance time. Accept my best
of the enemy's columns, and fell a victim to his your most obedient,
WM. CARROLL,
two armies. I acknowledge
bi-ive.y between the
Major-general Tennessee militia ...
many obligations to brigadier-general Smith, tor
his zeal and industry, in getting forward the boats
Naval anecdote. On board of Decatur's ship
while on the river, and was a witness to his anxie- was » little
boy, about nine years old. He was no*,
field when the enemy
the
in
render
service
to
ty
considered one of the regular crew; but he shared
were before our works, but the affliction, of a se- the mess of a
generous sailor, who had two years
vere illness prevented the exercise of his wishes, before taken him from his widowed mother. The
and I am sorry to announce to you the death of this
spirit of his father who had also been a seaman, had
brave general, who has fallen a victim to the diseaslong since gone aloft, and left his wife and little onet
es of the country.
on the shoals of

commanding

—
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—

—

—

poverty.

have a pleasure in mentioning colonel William
Metcalfe of the 1st regiment, for his modest deportment and attention to duty. Also, lieutenantcolonel John Simpson, who on several occasions,
enedisplayed great bravery in skirmishing with the
my. Colonel John Cocke and lieutenant-colonel liobert Jarmon, have distinguished themselves by a
constant attention to duly, and were, during the
whole seige of tiie enemy, watchful centinels at their
posts.
Major Burton and captains Weakley and
The colonels of
Ellis have also done their duty.
the 3d regiment being sick, the command devolved
on majors VVatkins and Abbott, who were faithful
I

When

the Macedonian hove in sight and all hands
were clearing ship for action, the little fellow step-

—

ped up to commodore Decatur "And it please you
captain, said he, I wish my name might be put down
on the roll." "And what for my lad?" enquired the
commodore. "So that I can draw a share of the
prize money, sir," answered he. Pleased with the
the spirit and confident courage of the little hero,
his name was ordered on the list; but the moment
was too important to say more.

After the prize was taken
boy, and called
said he, we have taken her,
prize money, if we get her

Decatur thought of the
him up. " Well Bill,
in rendering all the services in their power.
and your share of the:
safe in, may be about
On the memorable morning of tha 8th of January two hundred
dollars, what will you do with it?"
the principal part of the British army Was marcli"I'llsendone half to my mother, sir, and the other
edincolumn against the centre of my division, and half shall send me to
school." "That's noble,"
the company of captain Neel, aided by tiiose of
cried the commodore delighted with the spirit of the
of
receivhad
the
honor
and
Collins
Hainie,
captains
lad, took him under his immediate protection, and
ing and repelling the attacks of the British force
obtained for him the birth of a midshipman. F.veOur country ought to render its homage of respect
ry attention has been paid to his education, and he
little sailor

—

—

1

.

to tiiose brave men for the gallant defence of tbeiffl
of making an accomplished offiwas gives great promise
part of the line. The plain before our works
cer.
covered with the slain and the enemy will long reCampev. (S. C.) famous in the aimals of the first
member tiie valor and destructive fire of the troops
war for independence, for the gallantry of the men
of Tennessee.
of the United States, has in the.
struggle been
Major Dillahunly, captain Bradford and lieutenant distinguished for the patriotism of the ladies; /or
Alurdock of the volunieer corps, sustained the right they have subscribed liberally to the service of plate
of our line during tiie whole of the siege, with cre- that the female patriots of Charleston were prepardit to -themselves and advantage to their country.
for the hero of the south-west, gen. Jackson.

—
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A kt.ck-j.igiit. Captain Porter, in his interesting gerj and we wish hospitality always to characterise
but there is r madness about
journal, gives the following account of one of the the American people
supple misci cants, who, though belonging to our things that are British which demeans us in,- even
1 know I have
states, have been taught by their prejudices to curse the eyes of those who profit by it.
shall give it in his own words got a queer way of thinking; but
their country.
really I would raSalem. /<'<;•-.
ther honor an officer who supported the " star
nearly.
"I must here observe that the captain of the At- spangled banner," than a British officer who stolft
lantic, an American from Nantucket, where he has sheep and robbed hen roosts.]
a wife and family, on his first coming on board the AWHUMS to the detachment orQkred
against Tallinhatdiee undet gknerfil Coffee.
Essex, expressed his extreme pleasure at finding, as
at
he supposed we were, an English frjgate in those
Ten Islands, Wovi-mlicr 5, 1813.
Camp
FcIIutj soldiers—-In ihe engagement at Tallushat
seas."
After conversation, capt. Sorter proceeds:
have
realized
the expectations' of your
chee,
sail
"I asked him how he reconciled it to himself to
you
from England under the British flag, and in an arm- general; and entitled yourselves to the gratitude of
ed ship, alter hostilities had taken place between your country. You have furnished another proof to
the two countries ? He said he found no difficulty in the world, that there is no soldier so valiant as the
who takes dp arms to defend the governreconciling himself, for although he was born in volunteer,
America, he was an Englishman at heart. This man ment of his choice. You have taught the unfeeling
appeared the polished gentleman in his manners, but destroyers of fort Mimms, what an enemy they have
created by their reiterated and unprovoked cruelties
evidently possessed a corrupt heart, and, like all
Miserable wretches! they believed, because our reother renegadoes, was desirous of doing his native
sentment had long slept, it would never be aroused.
country all the injury in his power, with the hope of
You have removed the delusion,, and taught them
thereby ingratiating himself with his new friends. 1
that the cries which have so long issued from the
permitted him to remain in his error some time, but
Alat length he wa3 undeceived with respect to our be- wilderness, have not been heard by us in vaint
ing an English frigate." H^ says, "to the other ready have you more than half accomplished the
captains he made the evils, of war bear as light as object of the expedition by inspiring the enemy with
a dread of our arms, and by
teaching them the falpossible, by purchasing of them for the use of the
crew, their private adventures, but to this man I laciousness of those hopes which are bottomed cu
could not feel the same favorable disposition." Tho' the assurances of their prophets. Henceforth our task
more reserved in the presence of captain Porter, in will be easy- The recollection of Tallush .'.tehee will
the presence of some of his officers, this man used accompany them to their future battles, and unnerre
the most bitter invectives against the government of the arm which is to draw their bow-strings. Thc-v
the U. States, consoling himself that British frigates Will hasten to obtain in flight, that safety which is
would soon be sent to chastise lis for our temerity in not to be hoped for from resistance. But we will
venturing so far from home, and when restraint pursue them to the gates of Pen<;acola; and shew
was removed, with his companions he indulged the them there, either the faithlessness or impotence of
most abusive language against our government, the their allies. Your brave fellow soldiers who had not
ship and officers, with the most scurrilous epithets the good fortune to participate in your victory, are
and appellations. "But at length, Without violating ambitious to imitate your example. An opportunityeither the principles of humanity or war; this rene- shall be afforded them: and the memory of Tallusgado, who would have sacrificed the interests of his hatchee will add new energies to their courage.
country, was so humbled by a sense of his own conAccept, fellow soldiers, the thanks of your geneHe is happy to express his gratitude lor your'
duct, and of what he merited, that he, with his ral.
companion, a haughty Englishman, would haVe lick- services- while he lives they will always be dear to
ed the dust from my feet, had it been required of his recollection. Go en, fellow soldiers, in the career
them to do so." Such is the example which is giv- of glory: You will acquire a reputation to console
en abroad of the policy of the northern states, once you when that period comes, in which we can do
illustrious for patriotism, from the incessant abuse little but review our past lives
and when, at lastjj
»

1

—

We

—

—

—

j

;

such men have heard

our

here, you will bequeath, to
and other your descendants the heritage of a good name.
British officers, have been invited to
A-NDREtV JACkSON, Major, general.
Hartford, [i he
time of this incident was just after peace was pronever be twrgmtes, at least by tlie Englis!:;
[It will
where
claimed]
they have been feasted, and where that Coffee's brigade, at New-Orieans, were as wil*
in

country.
Disr.iucEi'UL fact. — Admiral Hotham,

you resign your

i

places)

|

the ladies have been foremost in their attentions,
even soliciting, as precious memorials, the crown
and anchor buttons from their garments, and having obtained, have exhibited them as trophies of the
influence of their charms over the British heroes
God! what ineffable} indelible disgrace with the
fate of ravished females at
Hampton, and the contemplated rape of Orleans, before their eyes, how
how
debased,
intolerably despicable is such' conduct.
Providence Pntrim.
We
have
heard of many like disgraceful inci[
dents in other places, of the most
mortifying character.
At Philadelphia where lirerton, Scott and
JWacomb were noticed with nothing more than common civility, on passing or repassing, certain Of the
British officers who had opposed them, were feasted
00 tiie fat of tlie land. Aye, and even in BabtikOvb
a puppy-officer that had had
charge of a party of
actual sheep-slcalcrs waa>
by a certain class, treated
*»s
though he might have been of the blood royal.—
Every sort of civility and politeness is due the stran!

!

ling and able to punish the principals in the terrible
murdeis at ion,J)limm.i, as the Hp-cn's j

I

|

IMPORTANT

DI-,f MSION.
Wilmisotox, (Del.) June

1

i

13.

Commodore ~llexavdcr Jlnrruijvu. col. Jiliai Jii'J,ane,
This interesting «,ause, which has excited the publie feelings and attracted general attention, was tried
at the late term in tlie circuit court of the United

!

!

\

j

States for this district.

It

;

occupied the court for

The cause was

ably and elaborately argued by counsel on both sides. When the argument
was closed, the following correct and judicious
charge v.- as delivered by the presiding judge, Gubriet
five days.

I

1

j

;

Ihtvull, '-squire.

j

j

The

declaration in this case

is

drawn with

great.

and exhibits a full slate of the plaintiff's case,
The first, count charges the
It contains two counts.
defendant wiih having basely,- maliciously, and withlout cause, instituted a suit against the plaintiff, dej
mandiUK heavy bail, whereby he was arrested ami
:"•':
imprison ed. The second count ihdfceg tb*t ioS
care,

I

j

;

\

'
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That on the 25th of
August one of the gun-boats
and the revenue cutter were
down the

wars instituted maliciously and without cause, and
that excessive bail to the amount of l,2u0,000 dollaas wis demanded in a case -where he had no right to

dcmhrtd

bail, in

consequence of which

lie

VIIL

proceeding

bay, the gun-boat being ahead, at 7 o'clock in the
was arrested morning, the Superior was boarded near
Reedy

Island by
and in prisoned.
Smith, an officer of the gun-boats.
Tins action, in its nature, is peculiar and delicaie. pursuant to the orders of commodore Murrav, com
m mder of the flotilla, then lying in Delaware bay, by
Formerly, it was used as a remeciy for malicious proIt was afterwards adopted as a re- whom she was ordered to New-Castle.
secutions only.
About one
medy where a civil suit had been maliciously and o'clock of the same day she was boarded by captain
i

without cause instituted against the party.
Sawyer, of the revenue-cutter, who demanded the
The court has been applied to by the counsel for ship's papers, and they were delivered to him by the
master of the vessel: She was ordered by
the defendant to instruct the jury upon the law
captain
arsi-j
Sawyer to the mouth of Christiana creek.
ing in this case.
A contest arose between the officer of the gunThe jury must have observed that the counsel
engaged in this cause, have not materially diffi red 'boat and the officer of the revenue-cutter as to the
as to the proof which the plaintiff must necessarily destination of the vessel and both remaining on board
produce in order to sustain this case: That the on- she ascended up the river to New-Castle, where the
and -without rea flotilla was stationed. Previous to her arrival off
gifted suit was instituted maliciously,
nonable or probable cause.
New-Castle, Samuel Spackman, the owner, declared
The court considers the law upon this subject as his intention to the collector to order the Superior
settled. This species of action is not involved in law. to Wilmington, and the collector advised the surIt is incumbent on the plaint iff to prove that the suit, veyor at New-Castle, and the captain of the cutter of
by the defendant was instituted in malice, expressed this circumstance. At New-Castle, orders were given,
or implied, and without probable cause. Without that she should be fastened to the pier, but this was
probable cause, malice may be implied, according to prevented by an officer of the flotilla, who aided by
the circumstances of the case; but from the most a number of his men, who were armed, forcibly carexpress malice, want of probable cause cannot be ried her up the river to Philadelphia, the officer of
implied. Hence to sustain this suit, the plaintiff must the revenue continuing on board. In this place it
prove malice, express or implied, and that there was may not be improper to remark, that the force used
a wan i of probable cause.
was in the absence of commodore Murrav. If he had
Whether malice existed or not, is a matter of fact (been present, in all probability it would not have
for the jury to decide, taking into consideration all 'taken place.
Under these circumstances the coltile circumstances of the case.
lector, consulting the district attorney, was advised
I'iie question of probable cause, is a mixed
oppo-jto takeout a writ of replevin to recover the possessition of law and fact. Whether the circumstances sion of the vessel, but as she had been carried out of
alleged to shew it probable or not probable, are true the district, the writ could not be served. The atand existed is a matter of fact; but whether suppos- torney then, in the absence of the collector, ordered
is
an action on the case, and directed the writ to be
i
«g them true, they amount to a probable cause,
endorsed per bail, to the amount of 1,200,000 dola cMiestidit of law to be decided by the court.
Whether the bail required in this case was exces- lars, double the supposed amount of the vessel and
a
measure
the
in
sive or not, depended
upon
great
cargo. The writ was served on commodore Murray,
law of 'he state of Delaware, and the practice of the and for want of bail, he was committed to jail by the
In
in
an
laws.
action
of
those
marshal. This proceeding is the ground of the precourts under
Maryland
this kind no man could beheld to bail for the trifling sent action.
an
without
affidavit.
In
Delaof
It is made by law the
sum
fifty dollars,
duty of the collectors of the
wu.e J understand the practice is proved to be differ* revenue to board, or cause to be boarded, all vessels
be
man
without
affidathat
a
en , and
may
required
arriving from foreign parts within the limits of the
vit, to give bail to any amount according to the value United States, or within four leagues of the coast, if
of the thing in contest, in the first instance. He may bound to the United States, for the purpose specified
afterwards be exonerated on application to a judge in the law; and it is the duty of the person on board
or justice, for a rule on the plaintiff to shew a cause to remain there until the vessel shall arrive at the
why lie may not be discharged on common bail; and port or place of destination.
it aUo appears that the practice is to require bail in
Define the war a collision of this sort could not
double tile amount of the value of the ship in dispute. have happened. The authority of the collector was
In the case under consideration, it does not appear complete and exclusive. How far the existence of
to 'he court that 1,200,000 dollars was more than war authorised the commander of the armed vessels
double the value of the Superior and her cargo.
of the United States to capture merchant vessel, beThe question of probable cau u e has been consider- longing to citizens, which had arrived within the
ed as involving the legality or illegality of the sei- waters and jurisdiction of the United States, for a
zure; and possession of the Superior by the plaintiff supposed violation of the non-importation act, is a
ui I by the defendant. Here it is necessary to recaquestion on which the opinion of the court is repitulate the evidence ill the case. The principal facts quired.
The only question of difficulty is, whether the
appear »o he these: On. the 24th of August, 1812,
•
wrote a letter to the collector, inform - boarding by the officer of the gun-boat, in the man|>ii Giubb
jm inm that th^ Superior was in the bay of Delaware, ner pursued, amounts to a capture as prize of war
havia.r on b.'.iial a cargo of goods of the growth, pro- -xclusive of the boarding
by the revenue officer, who
due-, and manufacture of Great Britain, and he states demanded and obtained the ship's
No aupapers.
tlnt be gave this information in order that he may t'norities having been cited on either side- -we must
receive the proportion of any penalty or forfeiture to decide the case as it is now before us
which he might be entitled by reason of his giving
There is no legal restraint on the officers of the
this information. That Thos. Little boarded the Su- navy to prevent them from boarding a merchant vesp Ti'ir near the c;tyes of Delaware, by instructions sel, belonging to a citizen, in the waters of the
fi-nm the principal owners and consignees, and ob United States. Boarding fv the purpose of examin*
tamed a copy of the manifest to be given to the ling is a legal act. Under the circumstances which
'have keen stated, th,e court is of opinion, that after
collector.
.

—

'

j

I

—
I

i
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the Superior was boarded by the commander of the
revenue cutter, who obtained possession of the ship's
the law in posses
papers, he was in construction of
sion of the vessel, and that she ought to have been
delivered up by the officer of the flotilla; and that
the carrying her out of the district by force was
under
wrongful on the part of that officer, acting
the authority, as he conceived, of commodore Mur-

has been contended on the part of the plaintiff,
produced to prove that in
time of war, all trading with the enemy is unlawful,
and that the goods of an ally, or even a citizen found
of war and
trading with an enemy, are lawful prizes
confiscable as such. There can be no doubt that the
law is so. If the Superior had been captured on the
of
high seas trading with the enemy or in violation
the laws of the United States, the vessel and cargo
without doubt would have been prize of war. Such,
I conceive was the case of the Sally, condemned by
the decision of the United States. 1 do not recollect
I have no
particularly the facts in that case, but
doubt she was captured on the high seas because
she was captured by a private armed vessel whose
The
seas.
right to capture is confined to the high
cause of the Nelly referred to in the opinion, was a
capture on the high seas. The reference in the opinion to the 4th, 6ih and 14th sections of the act of
June 26, 1812. seems to imply a capture at sea. The
words of the 6lh section are, "and in the case of all
It

and

authorities have been

VIU.

17 j

sound and manly charge of the court, the prompt decision of the jury, composed of as honest and intelligent men as ever were imrjannelled, firmly established the vital principle which pervades all our pah ic.d institutions, which declare?, that "the
military
shall in all cases, and at all times, be in strict subordination to the civil power"
The sovereignty and (he
character of our little but independent suite, have
been asserted and maintained by an upright and enlightened tribunal. The conduct of the collector and
the civil officers of the government, justified and
approved by a court and jury of their country, after
a full and impartial trial, and the mild
reign of the
laws restored and vindicated against the iron sway
of the sword and the bayonet.
give this hasty sketch to gratify public curiomight have said more, had time permitted,
sity.
but we could not well have said less.

—

captured vessels, goods and effects which shall be
brought within the jurisdiction of the United States,
the district courts of the United States shall have
exclusive original cognizance thereof, as in civil
causes of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, &c"
In the case of the Sally, it was contended by the
attorney -general on the part of the United States-rthat as soon as she had on board her cargo with intent that the same should be landed in the United

We
We

Oun ministers atGiiknt — In

an eloquent speech,
house of lords, on the 13th of April, while the
American treaty was undergoing the usual parliamentary discussion, them«rquis JVeUenlcy (intimate
friend and coadjutor of Cunning, and id course not
the best disposed towards the people of America) denounced the British cabinet for having advanced
claims in the negotiation at Ghent, which they could
not support, and were obliged to withdraw
for refusing to accept the mediation of the emperor of
Russia; for the wanton destruction of the public
buildings at Washington, which he imputed to a
vindictive feeling; and confessed, th.it "the Jhnerirican commissioners had shewn the most astom-hino
suferiokitt over the British, in the whole negocia~
tion" at Ghent.
This candid declaration, extorted
from a nobleman who has always ranked among her
bitterest enemies, is a proud triumph for our covin*
iti

tiie

;

try.

Wincino.

— Prom

Petersburg

Inte'.

London Times of Sep limber
1814. We are sorry to see a marked forwardStates, they became forfeited, and that the forfeiture 19,
ness
in
some European sovereigns to pay court to
was complete and immediately attached. But the
court was of a different opinion, and that she was the present members of the United States governThe Prince of Orange, for inst-m.-e, might
lawful prize; there was no interesting claim in that ment.
as well have delayed sending to them his ambassador.
case on ihe part of the revenue officer.
Seizures of vessels within the waters of the United Possibly a few months might have saved him the un
States for violation of the non-intercourse act, are pleasantness of having to communicate with so desconsidered as properly belonging to the revenue offi- picable a set as Mr. Madison and his followers, the
cers. This appears by the instructions of the execu- vile parasites of Bonsparte, and the shameless cative
to have been the
of the lumniators of a country which the prince sovereign
department,
opinion
government; and although the instructions were not
received in time by commodore Murray to prevent
this contest, yet this clearly shews the construction
put upon the law by the navy department.
After seizure by the collector, the vessel and cargo are considered to be at his risque, and in case of
loss by the neglect or omission of the collector, he is
responsible to the owner. Hence the court is of opinion, that admitting the facts t» be fairly stated,
there was probable cause for the suit, which was the
ground of this action. It would be rigorous in the
extreme to say that there was not probable cause for

—

has so

the

much cause to respect.
—From the Boston

Barbarity.

Patriot.

— We

have

seen a letter lately received from the eastward, which
states, that on the 12th May, two young Americans,
belonging to Lubec, in Maine, had been whipped two
hundred lashes, by the British at Eastport, after having been entrapped by a savage British colonel, of
the name of Hari'is. This barbarian directed two of
his sergeants to disguise themselves in citizens
clothes, and go about the island and endeavor to persuade some of the Americans to agree to take over
some British soldiers. The two young men became
The sergeants retired, threw off their
their victims.
citizens' dress, assumed the garbs of British solA party in ambush,
diers, and went into the boat.
for the purpose, rushed from their concealment and
seized the young men. They were sentenced to -jUO
1
.sties, 200 of which were inflicted by these monsters of cruelty on a public wharf, in the presence of
hundreds of people.
But what added to the villainy and barbarijy of
the transaction was, that the mother and sister ol one
the young men were driven to the place, at the point

the original suit when the attorney for the district,
the collector was found to consult, advised
and directed the measure. And if it be admitted that
the district attorney was mistaken, it cannot alter
the case as it respects probable cause, because if the
case was of so doubtful a nature as that eminent
counsel was mistaken, it affords a
strong presumption that there was probable cause.
The court are therefore of opinion, that there was
a probable cause of action, and to the
jury the case
is now submitted.
After such a decided charge, the
jury retired for of the bayonet, and compelled to witness the dreadabout ten minutes, when thev returned with a ver 'ul scene The savage colonel appeared to take
pleadiet in favor of the defendant, colonel M'Lyip, The sure in their
misery, and aggravated their wrench

whom

!

'
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sufferers the vilest
edncss, by bestowing on Uis poor

VIII.

hailed, asked from whence we came,
where bound, what was our
cargo, and what brig it
We learn, verbally, that these unfortunate victims was? Answer, Crown Prince, bom Surrinam for
of British perfidy and cruehyfuinted before the 200 Halifax, cargo of rum and molasses.
Observing
lashes were completed and ihat the savages continu- that we bad a eonvoy vane, asked what convoy we
ed the execiliion of the sentence while they were in this sailed under ? Answer, none. Who are you consignOr" all the nations of the world, England ed to in Halifax? Parker & Hanson.
slate !
Is that vessel
[aims to be the most humane and civilized. In re- owned in Halifax ? Aye, aye. He then requested usi
ality she is, by far, the most inhuman, barbarous and to keep a light in our rigging during the night, arid
said he was likewise bound to Halifax, would shew us
brutal
To the editors of the Washington a blue light every four hours, and generously offered,
Lii.it. Bian
Gentlemen the following statement jon the gale abating, to send his boat on board with
pity Gazette.—
was taken from the mouth of lieut. Benjamin Bird, instructions, and convoy us in for which we thank
By giving it a place in your paper ed him kindly. At 11, p. m. in a squall, we attemptp'f Pennsylvania.
and moreover, it furnishes ed to run from the brig, but on the
squall clearing
you will oblige a render;
evidence, if any were wanting, of the inhuman cruel- up, found she was in close pursuit of us, which inAmerican impressed citizens duced us to heave to again.
However, at 1, a. m.
ty practised towards
another opportunity offered, which we took the adby the officers, of the P.rttish navy.
Lieut. Bird was taken prisoner with col. Boestler, vantage of, and narrowly escaped being recaptured.
in tiie affair at Beaver Dam, was sent to Halifax, The above brig, mounted 12 guns, two of which
from thence transported to London, in company with were brass there were on board of her navy officers
the %j pr isonrrs said to be sent to England for trial and marines in full uniform.
Tiik jtamksab;e9. We have received, through the
as naturalized citizens cf the United States found
Lieut. Bird politeness of a gentleman
in arms against the mother country.
recently from Hayti, seve-

.Hag— they

and most opprobijuis epithets'.

i

I

;

.'

—

i

;

;

_

;

—

en the ral important state papers, issued lately by that gounder expecta- vernment. Among others, a note drawn up with
passage with privations i.nd hunger,
ion oil their arrival of kinder treatment.
Judge of considerable indignation, by the count Limonade, in
their disappointment; they were thrown into prison- consequence of Petion having declined a reconciliawhich they found about
with Chrjstophe, for the purposes of general deships, three in number, in
jtion
1'5GQ American seamen, who had been impressed fence, and his having
g treated with indignity the
for
of
and
who
had
ambassadors appointed to treat
but ah article exwar,
previous to the declaration
battk-s
of
a
the
work, entitled, "the co'onial system
England, tracted from
years, many of them,' fought
their'h..nds
baron
to
embrue
in
de
but who absolutely refused
unveiled, by the
Yastey," excites our parthe blood of their countrymen and for this refusal ticular interest, as we think it settles the ancestry,
the
residence
of one branch of a famiat
rate
of
or
at
had
six
dozen
the
received
lashes
most of them
any
of which was heretofore rather mystely, the origin
gangway.
Lieut. Bird, states that he had this account from rious, but lately rendered illustrious by feats of arms
manv of the- sufferers; that many of them shewed him on bur shore:;. The similarity of the two namesakes
their 'ricks, covered with scars and seams, the indeli removes'all dqub-t of the relationship subsisting beble marks of their sufferings. He states further, that tween litem, and we shall make the extract with the
on board of the ship in which he was confined there '.simple 'remark, that in i'ew families are there two
Bait. Pat.
were about 500 prisoners-, the common soldiers were such worthy characters.
confined i' 1 '"' hold, rendered loathsome, filthy and
"Among all the inhabitants of St. Domingo, few
infectious by their number* without a change of were more notorious for cruelty, than M. DE COCKlinen; diev became infested and crawling with ver- BURN, chevalier of St. Louis, and an inhabitant of
irmelade.
He Was in the habit of
min, and died daily. In this situation with a Scanty Marixaoux and
allowance of damaged provisions, the seamen be- burying his slaves upright, leaving their heads out,
came desperate, broke their confinement, got all on at -which he afnvsed himself by rblfine camw?i bolls/
deck, threw the centinels overboard, and fifty ot The avenues leading to his residence were frequentlythem jumped in^o the sea, with a view of swimming bordered with m'ahgled limb9 of his slaves, here an
to the shore, which come of them reached in safety arm, there a Ifg, and often in front of his house, a
an 1 fiei to fie country! while others being fired up body impaled on a stake. Once, While residing at the
on from bdats, were killed on the passage; the bo- Cape, he run a black through, for whistling as he
dies of 12 or 15 of whom were afterwards found on passed him in the street, and even those were not
the worst of this monster's cruelties many of them
the shoreThis, lieut. Bird stales, was the manner in which are attested to by baron Stanislaus Latortue, procuihe prisoners were confined and treated, until the reur-general to the king « man of undoubted veranews arrived in London of the capture of general city."
PXtSEnonn ni;rrTKn. An article, copied from a
Proctor's army by general Harrison, the day after
which the officers were paroled, and the men sent London paper of February 2 r is running the rounds
of the American prints, containing lie most flagrant
into the country and 'letter treated.
L'eut Bird further stales, that the twenty-three falsehoods, respecting the Capture of the English
adopted citizens 6f the United States, charged with ship Francis and Eliz •, on the 4th of 'January last.
pretended treason, were placed on the footing with by captain Champlin of the privateer Warrior. Capother prisoners, inasmuch as appeared on examina- tain Champlin assures us, that so far from releasing
tion, that none of them had deserted from the Bri- the convicts, (as there stated) he found them in a
1
arniv; so that it appears that. Great Britain has slate of mutiny and insurrection, and supplied the
with a guard to suppress it. He also put a
given up the idea of perpetual allegiance.
[captain
Managk3irnt!—Extract from toe log-book of (lie 'crew on board of her, (of British prisoners he had
of seamen super
to the
Portsmouth^ hn captured) which made her number
brig Crown Prince, a prize
Portsmouth, arrived nt Portland, March 6— January irior to that of th« convicts. No pl-mdcr, whatever,
30th, lat. 35, 3, n. Ion,". 55, 44, w. was chased and was permitted, and she was left with a bountiful
brought to by a brig of war under British colors, (supply of every thing proper for a three months*
I'ut there being a high sea and severe gale, sliecoui'i vov'i'e. with Madeira only 50 miles to leeward,
nut board us"; therefore, we displayed the. British) wb- >• any succor? could have been procured in afev/
btates that the prisoners suffered severely

1

;
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left in distress issued his proclamation to the citizens, in order to
hours, had the statement of her being
been true. But we are authorised to add, that the induce them to remain peaceable at their own houses,
lie invited all indiscriminately to visit his encamplimb and feature.
English account idfolse i:» every
JV. }' Cofumbihn.
ment, and seemed solicitous, to make known to our
and strength, parBRITISH Cn.orn.Aix rj.r.r.T.— Tlu following amount citizens the number of his troops
of property was taken from onboard the enemy's ticularly those who belonged to Plattsburgh, felling
at. the same time
they were at liberty to refleet recently captured by commodore Macdotfough, them,
turn, and inform gen. Macomb all they saw, and
on lake Ghamplairi.
of fixed ammu- knew. The governor general and his officers fre11,800 wt. of powder, exclusive
of Vlieir strength; and (Littered
nition for the ships; between 80 and 90,000 wt. of quently boasted
themselves that our defences would be immediately
Sic. 6000 muskets; 600 suits of sailors' winter
1

bails,

evacuated upon the approach of his overwhelming
The governor had been heard to say to Ids
legions,
Dxtracl of a letter from a young English pudshipnum, officers that he had seen general Macomb and hid
to his brother f copiedfrom a London paper of JYov. become acquainted with his character; that Macomb
would net risk an assault.
$5, 1814J dated General Hospital, Aux JSToix, Sept.
"Confident of success in his marauding enterprise,
21, 1814.
of his majes- tile governor seemed to speak contemptuously of the
•'Captain Downie gave me command
Wt are now
until we had completed force Whitjih might be opposed to him.
ty's cutter Icile, which I held
the ship, when J joined her, and we immediately persuaded that had success attended the enemy, he
this
Sun- would have made his head-quarters
winter at
^aildd in quest of the Vankee fleet, which, on
off PUtts- kVhite-Hall, perhaps further south; and nothing
day, the lllh of Sept. we descried lying
and all in line of would have prevented. A post which would have
burg, with springs on their cables,
At 9, a.m. (just after commanded the principal resources of eighty miles
battle ready to receive us.
at half past 9, made square,
breakfast) we beat to qnarvers';
at 40
"The precipitate retreat of the enemy was as
line of battle
signal to our fleet to form the
minutes after 9, run down alongside the Yankee dastardly as his advance was presuming; he b°hcld
commodore's ship, and came to anchor, when' the [forents walking, and trees in martial array on both
action commenced by a vigorous cannonade of all the flank and rear.
Yankee fleet on our ship, which we immediately re- 1" "However singular, it may seem, it is a well
turned: a little before 10 o'clock the action was ge'-| known fact, that those very men who have run the
until 25 risk of conveying supplies to the enemy while withrieral, and kept up with the greatest spirit
minutes after noon, when our spring and rudder be- in his own limits, were among the first that opposed
shatter- his invasion; and became formidable on his flanks.
ing shot away, all masts, yards and sails so
"You have read general Macomb's orders of deed, that one looked like so many bunches of mutches,
and the other lik a bundle of old rags. The captain fence; in those, you see the man and the general.—
was killed ten minutes after the action commenced, Every officer immediately became acquainted with
and not above five men but what were killed or his particular duty, and felt his own responsibility.
wounded, and her hull like a riddle; she was foun- Such wts the generous enthusiasm of the troops,
with that the British, had they assaulted the works at the
dering rery fast, we were necessiated, though
the greatest reluctance, to strike to the enemy. point of the bayonet, and had carried them, would
About fifty five minutes before we struck, I received have found in them hot only a victory dearly bought,
a wound from a grape shot, which, after striking but their graves; for there was an understanding
my foot, passed through the palm of my right hand among the officers, that in the event of the fortifications being carried by the enemy,
they were to have
fny fingers are very much shattered. The enemy
immediately took possession of us, and we were sent been blown up by the survivors.— With this intention
on shore to the hospital, where we lay two days, barrels of powder were opened in the several mawhen we were sent down here on our parole. The gazines. Fortunately for the enemy perhaps more
havoc on both sides is dreadful. I don't think there fortunate for our army, the expected assault was
are more than five of our men, out of three hundred, not made.
"A few days previous to the action the barracks
but what are killed or wounded. Never was a show
er of hail so thick as the shot whistling about our and hospitals without the lines of defence, as in the
were you to see my jacket, "Waistcoat and vicinity of the forts, were all burnt by order of the
ears
trowscrs, and hat, you would be astonished how I general This showed that obstinate resistance
for (he whole
clothing; and the winter clothing
the late army.
[Rutland flfcrald.

<,('

—

'

'

;

'.

:

—

;

escaped as I did, for they are literally torn all to
rags with shot and splinters the upper part of my
hat was also shot away. There is one of our marines
who was in the Trafalgar action with lord Nelson,
who says it was a mtre fea-bits in comparison with
thr."
;

The

at Plattsburgh —

would be made.
"The sick were ordered to an island about two
miles from the fort; where they were covered from
the weather

in

tents.

was from

The

island

contains about

had a full view
of the action on the Like; the right of
Macdonough's
line extended to within half a mile of the shore of
this island, now known by the name of Hospital
Inland.
Of the thunder of the contending fleets, as
soon as the action became general, no description
can be given you on paper. Nearly two hours we
were in anxious suspense. It was an hti7za that
first announced the victory of the
Saratoga over its
antagonist the Confirmee, the flags of both being concovered
from
our
a
stantly
sight by column of smoke
"The wounded of both fleets and our army, the
same evening were landed at our cantonment on th*-

fifty acres.

It

this place

I

T'.ie following is an
victories
extract of a letter from a respectable gentleman
of Massachusetts, in the camp at Plattsburgh, to
his friend in Boston, and gives some particulars of
the victories of Macomb and Macdonough, which
have not yet been published.
Plattshurgh, Oct. 8, 1814.
"At this late period you will not expect a history
of the invasion of this frontier by the British army
under the immediate command of the governor-general of O.inada, as it has been amply announced to
islandyou, through the medium of the public Gazettes.
"A few circumstances, which have not as yet been
"The enemy was not neglected; prompt assismade public, may not be made uninteresting. When tance was indiscriminately rendered. Those who
governor Pre vest van advancing, and after he had' had but one hour previoqs been deadly foes, nov.
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lodged by each other side by side, like brothers and me which I parried; before he could strike again, I
and receiving the tenderest words of had my bayonet though his body, and down he
consolation.
came- Before I got up my companions had possession
"It is as true that Macdonough is religious, as that of the cannon
and the British were flying in all
he is a brave man. He made a most appropriate directions.
I had not nluch time to see what others were
prayer over the dead, previous to their interment.
The following anecdote will interest you. At the doing I was so busy mysalfi, However I noticed
moment the British were bearing down, an officer our brave commanders, Brown ana Scott, in the
asked permission of the commodore to, issue an ex- hottest of the battle leading on and
encouraging
tra ration of grog, to the men. "No," was his reply the men.
With such commanders, if a nun never
cool
into
shall
excited
men
no
had
before
he
would
action,
go
by
—"My
courage
fight, bravely, by
stimulus, except their native valor." [J\T. E. Pal.
seeing their example. We completely drove the
BiTTLK of Chippawa. Extracts of letters from an British off the field, but we were too weak to follow
officer of general Brown's army, to a friend in up the victory.
Thus you see, dear Sam, for once
Herkimer county, dated near Buffalo, August 2nd at least, I have seen the bloody flag of Britain
and 12th.
completely humbled. Farewell.
August 2 The British army was superior to ours Battle of Bridgewater. We have conversed with an
officer who was in the late battles .of Chiupa-wa and
by a large number. They were within three miles
of our camp at Chippawa it was judged better to
Bridgewater, from whom we have obtained the
friends, giving

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

give them battle than lo wait their night attack.
Scott's brigade, the dragoons, and a part of the artillery, were ordered out to try the disposition of *J:e
enemy. The brave general Scott, heedless of danFor more than an
ger, led us directly to die enemy.
hour we maintained our position, without and from
received the fire of
the remainder of the army.
the whole British army and spiritedly returned it
all this while.
Just after dark our whole force arrived on the field The enemy were then driven
from their position, and their whole train of artillery
Our brigade first charged on
fell into our hands.
the artillery and took it the enemy rallied arc overwhelming force and retook it the second (Ripley's)
brigade then charged on the British, and we again
obtained possession of their artillery. After we
were again masters of the artillery, the enemy made
two powerful and desperate charges to retake it,
but so deadly was our fire, they were each time
broken and forced to give back. The British fought
with the greatest desperation they were much chagrined with the loss of their artillery; but sucli carof the horses that but one or
riage had been made
two of their pieces were brought off, to do this two
of our own were left. Scarce a horse in the action
but what was killed or wounded. Some of the arthe bank of the river.
The
tillery was rolled over
Americans have crowned their arms with honor. The
British must have learnt, by this time, that the Americans will fight desperately on land as well as at

We

—

—

—

—

;

following interesting particulars relative to the
last mentioned action:—
[Ed. Boston Pat.
On the afternoon of the 25th July, a body of the
enemy's troops, amounting to about 500, were seen
on the heights near Niagara falls. By order of mi'.jorgeneral Mmim, generil Scott marched with his brigade to meet them. About twenty minutes before
sun-set, a skirmishing ensued, when the enemy retreated, and general Scott pursuing, met the main
body of their forces under general Riall.

The second

brigade, under general Ripley, being
for evening parade, immediately upon hearing the firing, van iviih great rapidity to the sr pport of

formed

Scott*
Upon coming up, they gave three cheers,
which were answered by Scott'a brigade, and immediately rushed upon the enemy, who, unable to resist

—

the onset, retired to the rear of their batteries
Colonel JMiller, the hero of Brownstoivn. who commanded the gallant 21st, was at this moment ordered
to charge the enemy's batteries, consisting of nine
pieces of brass artillery, (two 24's, four 6's, and three

howitzers,) which were strongly posted about mida hill. The charge was executed with uncommon gallantry, under a tremendous fire of grape
and cannister. So rapid was the onset, that a number
of the artillerists were bayoneted at their pieces. Tlie
cannon were taken possession of, and the regiment
immediately engaged a party of the enemy's infantry,
who were stationed on the top of the hill to protect
the batteries. They must have been much more
re- numerous than the Americans, as their line was con-

way on

They no longer despise us. My wounds
ceived on the 25th ult. are in a good way.
soldier's letter on the battle of Bridge-vr.tcr.
The enemy's cannon were placed on a sm.Vil hill
which made dreadful havoc- General Brown gave
orders for the 21st and 23d regiments to take it. I belonged to the 2 1st under col. Miller. Our men calied
sea.

siderably more extensive, and was formed three deep,
while that of the Americans was but two.
After a severe contest, the enemy were driven from
the hill, which, together with the batteries, remained in our possession. The 21st regiment now received a reinforcement, consisting of the 1st and 23d
and
Doodle"
we marched, infantry. About the same time, the British reinput to 'play up "Yankee
teeth.
the
their
forcement under lieutenant-general Bntmmond came
passed
quick step, right up in
!
" Where are
you going ? into the field, when the action again commenced with
33d, who halted half way.
to
shew
cried they to us. "Only just going
you redoubled vigor. General Scott's brigade, and the
how to take the British cannon," and on we rushed, volunteers under general Porter, then came up to
amidst a storm of fire, iron, lead, and the devil the assistance of the 2d brigade, when the action befcnows what, First my cartouch box was shot away, came general, but was not of long duration, the
which deprived rne of ammunition; but ho mstter enemy retiring from the field, and leaving the Amerifor that, I had still a bayonet;— then my hat was cans in undisputed possession.
It was now about 11 o'clock at night. Two of the
still advancing— next my companion
shot oft—
Tom H.irdcaslie, on my right, had his head shot off
*We have made particular enquiries r< dative to
almost blinded me with,
by a cannon ball, which
of our brave troops, and find that the
bldo 1 and brains we were within 50 yards of the this procedure
to the field of battle,
cannons' mouths now we had it hot and heavy; a distance from the encampment
and a company of grenadiers defended was three miles,- and so great, was the ardor of Ripley's
party ofhorsie
Our
••hem. I was on. the outside on the left. Or- advancing brigade, that they ran every step of the wny.
and had hardly got on my gallant, soldiers have thus evinced, that although
fell over a dead body,
when a horseman c ime at me; he first fired a they do not run from the enemy, they run with ala-

A

We

We

—
—

:

"
•

rhicfi nv.«s*d ni?j

he 'hen macjc

c,

stroke at

crity to

-'.-?'

tbern.
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commanding generals being severely wounded, and
the army almost exhausted with fatigue, general
Ripley thought proper to retire to camp. The Amc
rican force engaged was between 25 and 2800 men;
while according to their own statements in the Montreal papers, the forces of general Uiall were 4000
men, and those of general Drummond 1500 making
a total of 5,500.
In the battle of Bridge-water, the same undaunted
and patriotic spirit predominated in the bosoms of
our gallant soldiers, as immortalized the names
of Ripley, Jllvimon and Haxen in the bay of Valparaiso.
During the action, the soldiers Would frequently exclaim, that they had fired their last round,
and were in want of ammunition to which their heroic comrades on the field, who, pierced through
and through with balls, were yielding their last

I

—

;

breath, would reply, "here, take my box, it is -well
supplied .'" Others would complain, in the bitterness
of disappointment, that their guns were no longer
fit for service
"here is mine," would be the reply
from some dying hero, "it is in excellent order,- take
The impulse which
it, and do not disgrace it."
prompted the common soldier to conduct so truly
glorious, wis of the same noble character as that
;

—

which induced the god-like Lawrence to exclaim,
undn* similar agonies, "Don't give up the ship .'" It
was ti»? effusion of pure and disinterested patriotism

— of ardent love of country

:

"And

thou, brave Cabham. to thy latest breath,
"Shall ftel thy ruling ,'ia.tsion strong in death*
"Such in the- future, as in all the past,
"
'O/i

The

.'

save

my country

,

Heaven

/'

shall

be your

last."

Bridgwater and Erie'
will have the same effect upon the British soldiery*
that those of the Constitution, United States, &c. had
battles of Ch.ppewa,

him with

his sword,

whereby a

VIII.

17£

wound was produced,

requiring surgical aid
Specification 4th.

Using abusive language to the
ofTicersofthegarris.nl viz. telling ensign Cross, of
the 42nd infantry, he would wring his nose, and afterwards spitting in his face, in the garrison of fort
Richmond, on the 30th July 1814. Being guilty of
conduct equally unbecoming a gentleman, to lieut.
Rartlett, of the corps of artillery, on the 22nd June,
1814.
Cuaroe 2d. Neglect of duty.

—

Specification 1st. While he, lieut. Saint, was acting adjutant of the 42d infantry, sending to ensign
Cross, officer of the main guard, the parole and

countersign unsealed, by the corporal of the quarter
guard, in the garrison of Fort Richmond, on the
night of the 26th of July, 1814, and declaring it was
To which charges the accused
intentionally done.

pleaded— "Not guilty.

"

The court having heard and maturely

deliberated,

on the facts in evidence, decided that the 1st, 2nd,
3d, and all that part of the 4th specification relating
to ensign Cross, are proved
that the remainder of
the said 4th specification is not proved.
The court doth accordingly, on the above specifications, pronounce lieut. Daniel Saint, guilty of conduct unbecoming an officer' and a gentleman. The
court doth next, under the specification of the 2nd
charge, find lieutenant Saint, guilty of neglect of
duty.
In proceeding to award the sentence of the law,
the court cannot withhold the expression of deep regret and humiliation, that its records should be sullied with scenes equally derogatory to humanity,,
and disgraceful to the army. After the general order so recently promulgated, the court feels a painful repugnance in
being the first to report to the

—

In future, they will never
contact with our gallant countrymen, either
commanding general, that acts of violence and outby sea or land, without extreme reluctance. They rage, unsanctioned by law, and calculated to debase
have received such specimens of American valor, zeal the
spirit of the soldier, still prevail at our posts,
and patriotism, -<s wdl cause them to view the sol- and that officers are found to
justify the violation of a
dier of freedom in a very respectful light.
Our vicpositive statute. Seeing oppression thus tolerated in
tories on land have, to say the least, been every way the
the
court
is
not surprised to behold the
ranks,
for in the latter
as brilliant as those on the ocean
officer a sharer in a species of
indignity, too vulgar
case, 'he force has generally been nearly equal
for an animadversion.
Under these impressions, the
whil": m the former, the enemy has been vastly su- court doth
ar*l
adjudge
determine, that lieut. Daniel
Every day affords additional proof of the Saint, of the' 42nd, "be dismissed the service."
perior.
correctness of the following patriotic toast; viz
The commanding general approves of the forego"Oun iVttMT.. .-who only want opportunity, to rival the
ing sentence of the court in the case of lieut. Daniel
brightest glories of the navy."
Saint, of the 42nd regiment of infantry and directs
that the sentence of the court be published.
adjotant-renep.al's office,
Third military d strict, New-York, Sept. 5, 1814.
By order,
At a general court martial, convened on Govern(Signed)
CHRYSTIE,
of
of
orders
the
Assistant adjutant-general.
in
or's-Island,
general
pursuance
"Peace
TalThe
of
which
and
lieutenant-colonel
9th August,
party."
following, selected fronTa
madge, of the 46th regiment of infantry, was presi- multitude of similar accounts, is fairly and honestly
dent, the following cases were tried viz. Daniel descriptive of the "peace party" men and "WashingSaint, lieutenant in the 42nd regiment of infantry, ton Benevolents" who resided on the frontiers of the
was arraigned upon the following charge, preferred •'nation of 2CVw-Engla:id" during the war.
Middlebury, (Vt.) Aug. \7.—The subsequent stateby ensign Cross, of the same regiment:
ment of an outrage committed at Georgia, [VerChaiire. Conduct unbecoming an officer and a
nwn 1 ] is agreeable to the evidence of a multitude of
genileman.
witnesses, who have recently been examined before
Specification 1st. Shamefully beating and abusing
a court of enquiry.
privates Burket and Fowler, when under arms in the
On Saturday evening of 23d of July a bmditti of
garrison of Fort Richmond, on the 19th day of June,

upon

;heir naval forces.

come

in

;

—

—

—

—

THOMAS

—

smugglers, who had been collecting tor several days
and abusing at Missique bay, proceeded from thence to Nason's
Specification 2d. Shamefully beating
Parks, of the 42nd infantry, with an unreason- tavern, in St. Albans, augmenting their numbers as
able club, while a prisoner in the block-house at they proceeded until they amounted to nearly eighty-

1314.

Fort Tompkins, on the 22nd June, 1814.
John Clarke, of
Specification 3d. Cruelly beating
the 42d infantry, while in the ranks as one of the
of
guard, at the garrison at Staten-lsland, the 30th
from the ranks, and
July, 1814 then sending him
afterwards beating with a broom-Mick and cutting

—

men, armed with clubs,

pistols and various offensive,
ten o'clock in the evening as Mr.
Hathaway of Swanton, was riding by, in a peaceable
manner, unconscious of danger, they rushed suddenly
upon him, forced him from his horse into the house,
hurried him into a back room,extinguished the light,

weapons.

About
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and, uttering terrible oaths and imprecations, they
commenced a violent attack upon him, and bruised
him in a shocking manner.— Such was the violence
and severity of their blows, that the floor was
besmeared with his blood— A grand juror of St.
Albans, who was one of the mob, was present artd
an actor in this scene. They then informed him
that they had set out with a determination to give
Georgia a scouring, and root out the high way
robbers as they called the custom house officers
After deliberately organizing their company and
choosing their officers, they proceeded to Georgia,
taking Mr. Hathaway with them as a prisoner They
halted a few rods north of Mr. Blodget's house.
In order to entice Mr. Blodget fiom his house, one
of the mob rode up, and rousing him from sleep, in-

—

—

VHf.

viewed such proceedings with abhorrence, were
collecting with their arms to rescue them, and the?
mob fled;— but not until they had discharged their
pistols at those who were thus advancing to the
relief of their cruelly abused fellow citizens.
To
give a detail of all the indignities and insults, which
these citizens suffered, would swell this communication to an unreasonable size.
It is proper to remark, that it appeared in evidence, before the court of enquiry, that, independent
of smugglers, the mob consisted of several men who
make pretensions to respectability of character',
among whom was a merchant, a physician, and a

JUROR.

(IRAKI)

—

—

Distressing occurence. JVeiubern t Aug. 7. We
learn from Ocracock, that on Tuesday last, United
were
that
some
him
formed
advancing States gun-boat No. 146, was unfortunately blown
smugglers
With goods, and requested his assistance hi taking
up. The commander, WoltViidon, was at the time
them. The smugglers then, commenced a sham on shore at Shell Castle. The fire is
supposed to
scuffle among themselves for the goods; Mr. BlodgH have been communicated to the
magazine by the acsome
one
conceived
and
noise
the
outcry,
Out of 27 persons
cidental discharge of a musket.
hearing
was in danger, left his house with his sons, but had on board, it is remarkable that only eight were kilwas
when
he
the
into
rOad,
instantly led and two badly Wounded.
scarcely got
Among the killed are
surrounded by a host of these men. With their Wm. C.
Redgraves, second master's mate Aquilla
Clubs they felled him to the ground, und although lie Hill,
purser's Stewart; Morris Stinger and
informed them he surrendered, and beseeched them Coleman, freemen of color. The names of the others
to spare his life, a multitude of voices vociferated, we have not been able to ascertain.
"lie is a highway robber, kill the damned rascal, kill
Colonization. Old king George was the last man
hirr.,"
They mangled him in a horrid manner, broke in
England to agree to the independence of the Unihis arm; and his head and various parts of his bodyted States. The maniac spirit of the royal father has
were so severely bruised that his recovery for some
was borne helpless descended upon the son. When the downfall of
clays was considered doubtful. He
was proclaimed in London, the prince
After breaking in Bonaparte
into the house by his family.
was holding a levee of his lords,- spiritual and
several of his windows, the mob proceeded to regent
temporal— the first exclamation he uttered was,
accomplish the work of butchery and destruction "NOW IS THE TIME TO COLONIZE AMEthus begun. They had not advanced far before they
RICA!" Thus the HERiDiTARx ideot evinced the lewere met by several persons, who, alarmed by the
of his royal descent, and the legitimacy of
were going to learn gitimacy
unusual noise at Mr.

—

;

—

—

Blodget's,

cause. The gang having ascertained that they
were obnoxious characters, assailed them with their
weapons, and bruised them excessively, altho' they
repeatedly supplicated to be spared.— They placed
Mr. Conger, one of those whom they had attacked,
in a waggon, as a prisoner, and continued their
route to the south part of Georgia, continually
went to Mr.
threatening to take his life. They
Ilubbell's housej and in his absence, told his wife
to abandon the house with her children, that they
should destroy it on their return, and also the houses
of the democrats in the vicinity, who encouraged the
its

his royal virtues.

[Whether the foregoing (from the National Advois of no consequence;
unquestionable that such were the notions
that prevailed in -England, and it was thought an
easy matter to do it. The spirit that got up the Hart«
ford convention deceived the "legitimates."

cate)
for

literally true or not,

is

it

is

CAPTAIN

REGIT.

The

public, doubtless, recollect the gallant defence of the private armed brig General Armstrong, commanded by Samuel C. Reid, esqi in the
neutral port of Fayal, against an attack made by
a squadron of British ships of war, consisting of the
high way robbeis.
This waggon proceeded some distance in advance Planlagenet 74, the Rota frigate, and Carnation sloop
of the party; Mr. Barker, a custom house officer, of war, which, after a resistance on the part of the
with three or four men, expecting they had smuggled officers and crew of the General Armstrong, not surgoods, requested them to stop, without offering the passed by any of the exploits of our jcamen during
The smugglers in the the war, compelled the enemy to retire, with the
"least violence or force.
called for those in the rear On a sudden loss of
of 130 killed and wounded. As a

—

waggon,
Dee and Mr.
they surrounded Mr. Barker, major
Robinson, and bruised and mangled them until they
were covered with blood. They tied their arms
^and also Mr. Conger's) behind them with cords,
forced them into the waggon, and even while they
were in this defenceless situation, struck them with
clubs, and threatened to take their lives, for remonThese men
strating against such barbarous usage.
were thus carried as prisoners, in this brutal and

upwards

mark of the high skill and valor of the commander,
the owners of the General Armstrong, and others,
presented captain Reid with an elegant service ot
an
plate, consisting of a large silver pitcher, with
emblematical engraving of the action, and a suitable inscription thereon
also, a silver teapot, sugarbowl, milk-ewer, slop-bowl, and two silver tumblers,
all made in the most fashionable and best manner.
[The presentation took place in Tammany Hall,
to .Mrs. Hyde's,
and
in the presence of a great number of citizens
unfeeling man about three miles
and there detained several hours. Although covered art address, suited to the occasion, was delivered by

—

;

;

with blood and agonized with pain, their situation Mr. Ferguson, mayor of New-York.]
was made a subject of mirth and ridicule by the
Capt Pouter's toast, at an entertainment given to
mob.— Even two of their neighbors, who, alarmed
Del.
for their situation, had proceeded to ascertain their com. llodgers and himself, at Wilmington,
The government of 'he United States ready to
the same
fate, were attacked and abused in
shameful
and outrageous manner. At length the morning make peace in the moment of victory, because the
who enemy had ceased to invade our rights.
approached^ those of the citizens of Georgia,

—

—
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of the neighboring militia had arrived and were s(a=
tionetl at a convenient instance to repel any
attempt
at
landing. The attacking force consisted ol the
From the journal of a traveller to his correspondent K.unilieb, of 74 ^un^i the Vactolus of 38, the brig
On my way from New-York to Boston, I took the Despatch of 22, and a bomb-ship, witli their usual
lower road from New-Haven, to enjoy the picturesqu- complement of barges for coast service.
Notwithstanding there Was no life destroyed on
view of the sea-coast, and the scene of hostilities in
that vicinity during the late war. Accordingly 1 shore at the time, excepting that of a horse, from
which th rider had just dismounted, thed.'.niage
visited New-London, and the forts and batteries
which command that harbor, which I found in a done to the buildings and fences was by no means

A DASH AT STONINGTON."
FROM THE COLUMBIAN.

—

state of defence far surpassing my expectation. Fort inconsiderable, and proves that the British were not
the worst gunners in existence. Of a fence in the
Trumbull, on the New-London side of the river, is
a handsome, compact and formidable work, calcula- rear of the battery or platform, scarcely a board was
ted equally to protect the channel and repel a land left unshattered by the shot from the squadron, and
not a house in the immediate vicinity and direction
Fort
in Groton, on the
force.
j

Griswold,
opposite
side of the river, is no less to be admired tor its
to its usual
and
and
in
addition
neatness,
Strength
jrteans of defence, is surrounded by a double row of
abbatis, formed of scrub cedars, inserted diagonally
and fastened in the earth, with their numerous
branches, sharpened and curiously interwoven (while
green arid s(ipple) so as to present a barrier of pikes
like the porcupine's back, actually impossible to surmount by horse or foot. This fort was taken by
Storm in the revolutionary war; but whatever force
should attack it in its present condition, would, in
the vulgar phrase of the "half horse and half alligator" Kentuckian, "run foul of a snug." The new and
singular construction of this abbatis, or military thorn
heuge, does credit to the ingenuity of the construe
lor, colonel Atkinson, and would be set down, in case
of an attempt on it, as another "yankee trick" or
contrivance.
[It was at this phce, in the beginning
of hostilities, on the unexpected menace of a sudden
the
zeal for preparation, that a gentleman
attack, in
contributed his stockings, and others their drawers,
and a lady her under petticoat, for the want of flan

of the

flag-staff,

remained untouched.

The miracu-

lous escape of the Sp..rtan band, who worked the
guns, reminded me of the cynic philosopher, who
placed himself before the target Of an inexpert
marksman, as the only place where he was sure of
not being struck. The carcases and shells taken
up
by the inhabitants, weigh from 180 to 216 pounds,)
en'Pty, and with rockets, round shot ana grape in
abundance, (10 or 12 tons of which have been pick-

ed up) remain the durable witness of an affair of
which Copenhagen was the protetype on a larger
scale.
Stonington was the first place cannoiiaued in
the revolutionary war, but experienced
nothing then
of tiie terrors of its recent bombardment.
Several
carcases penetrated from the roofs into the cellars of/
the houses, and were buried and smothered in tne
earth.

Some

shells burst within the
buildings,

and

'some went obliquely through and exploded in the
One sunk seven feet diagonally and five feet
{streets.
perpendicularly in the hard ground, and was dug urj

A strong battery is
to make cartridges with.]
constructed halt way down Groton Hill. The magazines are all bomb-proof, well stored with ammunition, of which I observed upwards of 3,009 heavy
Cartridges in one of them, besides fixed charges in
the laboratory and all the forts are in such a state
of preparation, that in two minutes their whole fire
could be opened on any object. I doubt whether all
the navy of the English on the coa*t could have effected a passage through these works into New-

by a by-stander. The rope-walks, stores, bains iiid
every thing visible, are "scotched" with the iron
compliments of the hostile assailants. Here a hole is
made by the bursting of a shell, and there a field
furrowed, a rock "nicked," or a tree cropt by the?
round shot from 18 to 32 pounders, or fences speckled by grape and canister. Yet not a man was
killed,
and but one wounded, who died some time afters
while the barges of the squadron were driven off
by
the two guns on shore, and the gun- brig so muchf
damaged as to cut her cable and make off. Of the
killed of the assailants, 17 were buried on Fisher's-

London harbor.

Island.

riel,

;

The

little

garrison were at

first

destitute of^

could not resist ah ammunition, and obliged to make their wads of
inclination to visit that little spot, so famed in the green corn-stalks, grass or sods. By the way, the
annals of modern warfare. Although its brave pro- moment she left her anchor, a boat started from the
tectors did not, like the defenders of Thermopylae, shore, and (without being fired upon) cut the rope'
record their heroism with their blood, yet for the and brought away the buoy, for the gratificatiorf
the people, who merrily dvaggeu. ii aoout i.ie
gallantry and fortitude with which they sustained a of
terrible and reiterated attack from an hundred fold streets as a trophy of victory, and afterwards lookup the anchor, winch, I am told, is now attached to*
superior, it would deserve, in any country, to
the steam-frigate Fulton, in New- York.
Live iu description, and
in

Being so near to Stonington,

I

grow green

down

song.

without being known
single inhabitant, viewed and reviewed, Tn silent
the
marks
of
"the pitiless pelting of the
admiration,
storm" of war the village had endured. Its defence
was two 18 pounders, manned by less than twenty volunteers, mounted on travelling carriages, and playing over a baibette parapet, scarcely knee high, part
Of the time, and sometimes upon the open field,
where one would suppose a single broadside of grapeshot would have swept every thing moveable from
ihe face of the earth. Two smaller pieces were afterwards mounted on the carriages of ox carts. The
I

rode

to the point, and,

to a

I

Some anecdotes, gathered from the good" people
of Stonington, in their vsmatular style, it may be?
amusing to remember. "The fear of death is over,"
if any had existed, after the first attack, and proceedmgs witnessed like the holiday salutes and fi;e-^
me umg
amusement on the
oi amusement,
works
orKS of
king'ss birth-day
Dirtn-aay or 4m of
whom duty, braver) or/
July. One honest bumpkin,
went into the ceiiap
curiosity had drawn to the spot,
of a deserted house, and found a barrel of cider,- fi tii
which he drew a mug and was raising it to his 1 f>s,1

that very minute (he told one of his neighb' rsX
bomb come right through the rujf of
burst in the buttery— A made the*
village company of militia exchanged their fire arms the house and
for water buckets, and acted as firemen, to extin- (kinidest clatter that he ever heard in his life— he sot
down his cider, and went up to see what the dHuc€
guish the carcases and Congreve rockets or bombs
audio the latter part of the action, which continued the racket was, and there was every milk-pan^ aii!>
from one day till sun-set the nex*, thres regiments all the dishes in t,he Bttttcrg broke into t«n tbv&fcttf
;
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"At

a tarnal great
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and five or six plaguey great holes made in
the stairs and aivay out of the side of the house. But
he wasnl't going to be cheated out of his cider that
way, neither and went down and finished his
draught." Another one "had no notion of stealing
green corn, but was so divlish hungry that he could
not help joining some of his mess that had got some
out of the fields, and was eating his luncheon with
them in one of the housen, when bang come something right down through the ruff of the house into
run down to st«
th;* Cellar— they all sprung up an
what it was, and there was an infarnal great carcase,
as tiiey called it, spouting fire out ot Uie grounu, till
the dirt choked it out." One of the company was soon
after standing at the door with an ear of corn at his
mouth, when "xvhack come a bullet and knocked off
that piece off" that there rock; but it Hew t'other
way and did'nt hit me or slop my eating."
I give these anecdotes, not only as a specimen of
the peculiar dialect of these virtuous and unsophisticated inhabitants of this hardy region, at which you
may innocently smile, but as examples of native
pieces,

—

courage, intrepidity and sangfroid, seldom equalled
under similar circumstances in any part of the civilized world. Not a man of them had ever seen a bail
fired from a cannon, or had heard what a carcass,
bomb, or rocket was, excepting a few individuals,
ofd soldiers, among whom was one or two of the
Haleys, called by the English Jlellys, for being such
dare-devils in battle.

The

—

handed us as a list of the volunteers (though presumed not entirely perfect) of those
following

is

gallant spirits, a spartan band, who so bravely stood
Uie brunt of the attack on Stonington point:
Of Stonington Capt. George Fellows, captain
Win. Potter, Dr. Win. Lord, lieut. H. G. Lewis,
ensign D. Prink, Gordon Trumbull, Alexander G.
Smith, Amos Deihson, jr. Stanton Gallup, Eb. Mor-

—

Miner.
gan, John
Of Mi/stick— Jesse Deane, Deane Gallup, Fred
Haley, Jeremiah Holmes, N. Cleft, Jedidiah Reed.
Of Orolon Alfred White, Ebenezer Morgan,

—

—

—

—
—

Frank Daniels, Giles Morgan. Of J\'e~u> London
Mijor Simeon Smith, capt. Noah Lester, (formerly
of the army) major N. Frink, Lambert Williams.
From Massachusetts Captain Leonard and Mr.
Dunham: J\ eio- London paper.

—

—

CONNECTICUT EPtG-nAM.

On major

'?

stockings

and

.Mrs.

——

's

petticoat,

turned into cartridges for fort Gristuold.
If major
, to meet the foe,
His stockings freely shar'd
's due,
What praise to Mrs.

Her

flannel petticoat spar'd?

The major bare

legg'd seeks the field,

So sterling is his pluck
But all would to the lady

When

fighting in her

eulroium. — From

—

yield,
.

Vlll.

We

know not what effect such greatness of soul wi$
produce upon the Christian foe; but it produced the/
most unbounded submission and confidence in their
savage alhes. They came pouring into Detroit by
hundreds, nay thousands, met in council, and
through their orator tendered to the American commandant, their submission, in the following unquaiified and pathetic strains:
"Father We are now unarmed: we are at your
mercy: do with us as you think proper. Our squaws
and children are perishing we ourselves are perish-

—

mg— if

—

you take us by the hand we are willing to

take up the tomahawk against any power, either
white or red, which you may direct.
They were taken by the hand, fed, clad and sent
where? To pour out upon the enemy that measure of horrid evils which he had
wickedly prepared
with infinite care to devastate our frontiers? Nobut to their hornet the
proud monuments of a policy
as honorable to human
nature, as it is charaeteristic
of the American government.

—

—

Perry's eulogium on me brave Kenproduced a voluntary acknowledgment
from one of our political opponents, whose warmth

Commodore

tuckians

of feeling could not be restrained
by the cold calculations of party, "that his
opinion of these people
was materially altered," and he "believed a few
more such affairs would make us all think alike."
Would to God that this might be the case, and that
all might be
distinguished by one name and actuated
by one impulse. The interested views of ambitious
demagogues, have deceived one half our nation as
to the views of the other half, and made our northern federalists look upon the inhabitants of the
western country as a set of the most selfish, jealous
beings under heaven; intently bent on destroying the
commerce and influence of the eastern states; when
in truth there are no
people on the globe who have
evinced more national feeling, more disinterested
or
patriotism,
displayed a more noble enthusiasm
to defend the honor and
rights of their common
country, than the people of the western states. Comparatively speaking, they are but trivially affected
by the fluctuations of the commercial world; and
even a state of war presents nothing alarming to a
state like Kentucky, wholly removed from
the
scenes of its operations, and beyond the reach of ite
evils.
Possessing the most inviting climate, and a
soil which yields ail the necessaries and many of
the luxuries of life, with little labor, the inhabitants
of Kentucky, were they actuated, as the enemies of
our welfare would insinuate, by selfish, mercenary
or vicious motives, might enjoy the tranquility of
their homes in undisturbed security,
see the billows of war break harmless at their feet, and view
the conflicting interests of the commercial world
with stoic indifference. Situated many hundred
miles from the ocean, and separated from the indian
frontiers by Ohio, Indiana, Tennessee and the Mississippi territory, the people of Kentucky could feel
no apprehension of invasion. And yet what have

—

the Albany
Deserted
Argus.
(Nov. 1813.)— Commodore Peiir*, while in the city, they done? They have done more to bring about an
spoke in the highest terms of eulogium of the Ken- honorable peace, by giving energy to the war, than
tucky volunteers who were in the expedition with all the New-England states put together. They have
Harrison; and in strains of admiration of the vene- sent 17,0U0 volunteers to protect the inhabitants of
rable Shelby. He represented them as courageous other states, and to avenge the nation'3 wrongs; and
even to imprudence, and as liberal, generous and disaster, instead of disheartening, has only tended to
humane almost to a fault. Although justice would redouble their exertions. But bear the eulogy from
have sanctioned the most dreadful retaliation upon a Boston federal merchant, who writes from Lexingthe enemy, for the cruelties inflicted upon their ton, October 17, to his friend in Boston, in the folbrethren, yet we have not heard of a single act of lowing high strains of panegyric:
retaliation, of cruelty, of pillage or insult, inflicted
"The war, so far from depressing the people of
by them upon the fallen foe. They twice conquered the western states, is making the greater proportion
and
then by their
first by their arms,
humanity. of them rich. To this you may attribute a part of
What magnanimity! What a lesson to the enemv. their patriotism, although to do them justice, they

—
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have ever seen or depend upon it, the yeomanry of our country genefteard of. When governor Shelby issued his late pro- rally, and of the western states m particular, will
clamation for volunteers, a proportion ol those who be the last to submit. Their interests are centered
marched were respectable farmers with large pos- in the soil they fill, and in the prosperity of their
sessions many entered entirely independent in pro- common country. They are not affected by that
families; and charm which too often binds the commercial man
ptrty, leaving large and respectable
some at the age of fifty years, and a great many at to the interests of the country from which he derives
or pay, finding the articles of his traffic and the means of his wealth;
forty, with no expectations of benefit
their own horses and equipments. This singular and are uncontaminated by the vice and corruption
M:»ny men which that traffic introduces in proportion as they
patriotism is glorious and astonishing.
of the first character have in former campaigns vo- are removed from the vortex of its influence. The
cultivators of the soil are
emphatically the reposilunteered, and some have lost their lives. These
madness— tories of our liberties the centinels who guard the
things to a New-England man look like
here it is considered glorious, as it really is. With citadel of our freedom and their interests, whatsuch ardor and patriotism, should it pervade all ever designing men may urge to the contrary, are
ranks of the United States, our country could war essentially the s.ime in every section o> the union.
and Whenever the republican virtues of our yeomanry
successfully against all the forces England
France could bring against us. Here are few oppo- shall become cankered by avarice, corrupted by
then
sers to the war, but no enemies to the country; we ambition, or poisoned by foreign influence
"
farewell, a long farewell, to all our
have a few that are termed federalists, but not like may we bid
in
altered
those of New-England. I am considerably
greatness."
my opinions of the effects of the war, and although
Cincijtsati.— Charleston, Sept. 26, 1814. At an
seathe
on
1 believe it will be injurious to merchants
extra meeting of the Cincinnati Stale Society, at the
board, yet it will teach our countrymen that they
Carolina coffee-house, held on the 22nd inst. Major
are more independent than was ever considered; and
the vice-president and presiding
will induce men of enterprise to engage in profitable Alexaxijkr Garden,
would not officer, delivered to the society the following adbranches of manufacturing
ing that otherwise
dress, explanatory of his reasons for calling them tohave been known for many years to come.
and of the subjects to be submitted for their
Let us examine the picture. A requisition is gether,
made upon the executive of that state, for men to consideration. Resolutions were accordingly adoptcombat a foe, whose known rule of warfare is to ed, coraformable to the spirit and objects of the addisre- dress, and the same was unanimously ordered to be
give no quarter a foe which had already
in all the newspapers of the city
garded every rule of civilized usage, and wantonly printed
ADDRESS.
murdered some of* our best citizens whom the
Gentlemen of the Cincinnati.'
fortune of war had thrown into his power. What
At a momentous crisis like the present, when an
Does he,
is the conduct of the venerable Shelby ?
our
like Strong, interpose constitutional scruples, and enterprising and exasperated enemy approaches
for contest andbei.* on destruction
chill the patriotism and devotion of his countrymen, shores, impatient
I
could
not, without injury to your patriotism, rethem
by denying the national authority, and limiting
No He gives new lustre to his fraih from calling you together— persuaded that an
association
which has so essentially contributed to
of
character, already bright upon the historic page
to America, would justly appreciate the
our revolution-he hastens to obey the national will g>ve liberty
sacred obligation of transmitting the inestimable
acts as a stimulant to his constituents and )
with undiminished lustre to posterity.
worthy of a free people,—he enrols his name at the blessing
Though age and infirmity may have diminished the
head of a volunteer list, although sixty -six years of
yet we
to a dis- physical energies of many of our brethren
age, and invites them to march with him
are strong in the vigor, activity and zeal of our
tant province, to encounter with him the hardships,
and in the energies of mind F
the privations and the dangers of a sanguinary cam- younger associates,
trust that one noble sentiment is cherished by every
how
is the invitation received ? Do the
And
paign.
bosom Ji determination to repel the enemy or die In
brave militia of that young state imitate the example
such a cause in defence of our families our rights
of some of its elder sisters ? Do they wait to be drafteven decrepitude might exclaim,
ed—or when drafted or detached, ignobly shrink —our liberties,
"I'll lean on one crutch and fight with 'tothcr,
from their duty, and pitifully seek to avoid the
"Ere stay behind this business."
nenalties of the law ? We lack words to express a
For the protection of our city, the first demand
fifteen
just admiration of their noble conduct- In
upon us is for labor where personal service can be
days four thousand voluntarily hasten to the standard bestowed, there cannot be a doubt but that your ex
of their chief, mounted and equipped at their own ample would have its proper influence, and prove esexpence— undergo a march of 6 or 700 miles 3 and sentially beneficial to your country -^where it cannot,
when they reach the boundary line that separates the substitution of your servants, as laborers, would
their own from their enemy's country, they put to be of the greatest importance this is the point to
ahame the miserable subterfuge of cowards they which I wish at present to call you attention. At a
seek the enemy in his strong holds fight and con- future period I have another proposition to make.
quer him and his province and return to their We, on a former occasion, declared, "that we conhomes laden with honor, and rich in the admiration sidered the military appointment of our respected
pf the American nation and the world.
president, as highly honprable to ourselves." Our
Such, citizens of New York, has been the genuine, anticipations with regard to his zeal and patriotic
the wonderful patriotism of a people, whom you virtue, have, to the gratification of all, been realized
have been instructed to regard with jealousy and
the successful issue of the Indian war, confided to
suspicion, and whose interests, you have been told, his management, evinces the correctness of our opiand [
are at variance with your own
nions, both of his prudence and enterprize
If ever the American republic falls a prey to fondly hope is but a prelude to still more splendid
is
elated
undermined by commercial avarice, or triumphs over our enemy, who, arrogantly
ambition,
by
sinks into despotism through the more gradual and the unlooked for changes in the wars of Europe, asboth
as
of
and
imperceptible progress of that corruption which [sumes the right
acting
party
judge.
the natural concomitant
and uniting' resentment with force, comes forward
wealth
I
are the most patriotic people

I
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With the hignest sufficient to justify a condemnation of the property
intent on havoc and destruction.
confidence in our commander, my wish is, that he if the papers when produced are perfectly fair and
shall, in the event of invasion, be solicited to direct innocent, the presumption of fraud created by the
the services of such of our members as are not at- concealment is removed by the positive evidence
tached particularly to any military corps— that these, which the face of the papers exhibits ; but if the
b) their exp.nence, may effectually aid the exar- papers themselves be of doubtful import the act of
tions of their more youthful fellow-citizens— by concealing furnishes evidence of the opinion of the
and by party as to their application and tendency, and fraud
their advice animate to deeds of heroism
that to die in defence of his is of course imputable to him.
He then shewed, in
their example teach
(country's rights is the sweetest reward, that can his usual lucid manner, wherein the papers were material to develope the real transaction and to detail
cheer the last moments of the veteran soldier.
P;nsE mqnet The following article,entitled "dis- the fraud. All the property was condemned, except
one small adventure and an appeal was taken t»
tribiyion of pr.ze-money to the officers ana crew of
H. M. ship B irnsi, captain MCuiioch, being their the supreme court.
The owners, &c. of the "HeraId,"of
New-York,^
shares arising from the sale of the American letter
vs.
V
of marque, the schooner Engineer, 3iid her cargo, The Friendchaft and cargo.
J
Tne
in this case
of
moment
much
the
on
2lst
said
only question
September, 1814,
ship
captured by
and condemned in the vice admiralty court on ui<- was, fiow far the interests of a neutral are involved
20th of October following," is so far curious as shew- with those of his belligerent partner in trade, in
of prize.
It seems that two joint houses
ing how these matters are ordered in the British questions
had been established, one at London and the other
iliavv
Currency.
at St. Michael's.
The members of the concern re£600 7 3
Commander in chief
1200
7
siding at London were belligerents, and those at St.
Captain
Michael's were neutnls. The goods were shipped
225 2 9
Officers of the 2d class, each
do.
Do.
of the 3d do.
112 11 4 1-2 at London to order of the St. Michael's house, and
3-4 on their account and risk. The chief justice held
34 6
First class of petty officers
Second do. of do.
22 17 4 1-2 that one moiety only was liable to confiscation, and
Seamen and their class
Jl 8 8 1-4 that the moieiy belonging to the neutral partners
7 12 5 12 ought to be restored. But the case was continued
Landsmen and their class
19 2 3-4 for further proof as to one of the parties.
Volunteers and boys
6 11 1-4 The »me libellants,
Fractions to boys
The "Antonio Johanna" and cargo, J
IMPORTANT DECISIONS.
Tins case turned upon the same principle as that
Raleigh, fJV C.J May 19, 1815— The circuit court
of the United States which opened on the 12th, ad- last mentioned and one moiety only being conthe libellants appealed to the supreme
journed oh the 17th inst. The latter part of the demned,
term was occupied in the investigation of several court.
The case of the Caridad, was a libel for goods
very important prize causes, brought up by appeal
from the district court, involving property to the taken as prize from on board of her No claim was
amount of half a million of dollars. The causes interposed, but the vessel appeared evidently to be
and as by the treaty between
were very ably and elaborately argued by counsel Spanish property
Spain and the United States., Spanish bottoms make
(o»' whom general Taylor of Norfolk was one) and
free goods, the libel was dismissed; and the prowre disposed of .is follows:
Thp owners, officers and crew of the private aimed veisel
perty remains in custody for the rightful owners.v
The owners, &e. of the "Roger," of Norfolk,-)
"Roger," of Norfolk,

—

—

—

:

:

—
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—

—
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The ship "Fortuna" and cargo.
Several claims were put in for this property alleging it to be Russian and therefore neutral and
rnny points were made, and a large volume of tes
but the pivot on which the cause
timoiiy adduced
turned was, the extent of suspicion attached to the
Circumstance of concealing ships papers and the
evidence they afforded when produced. It appeared
in evidence that the n^aster of the ship, prior to his
paptnre, but during the same voyage, had concealed
n number of papers, by depositing them in a tin box
which was mortised into a billet of wood, and artfully varnished to elude discovery they were found
by r he captors after coming into port.
For the libellants it was contended that the mere
concealment was a circumstance so suspicious in itself, that the worst should be interred from it,
fiRainst the party concealing and all whose interests
his fraud was capable of contaminating— and that
the paper? thus concealed d,td furnish strong presumptive evidence of fraud.
F >r the claimants it was insisted, that although
Concealment is a suspicious circumstance prima facie,
but it is susit is not like the destruction of papers
ceptible of explanation, and that, in this instance
ihe papers are found to have no relation to the present vovage, and are therefore perfectly harmless
;

;

—

vs.

?

The "Amiable Isabella" aHd cargo
J
This vessel was claimed as Spanish, and the cargQ
as being protededby the Spanish flag.
The cour? decided that the Spanish treaty protected Spanish vessels only from search and vexation,
and not such as sailed under the Spanish flag with
simulated or fraudulent papers that the treaty,
therefore, was not conclusive upon the question of
nationality of the ship, but that the fraud might be
enquired into. The passport relied upon to prove
the vessel Spanish was given by the constituted authorities at the Havanna.
This the court held to be
insufficient ; for that there should have either been
a royal passport, or a passport from the governor,
issued under the authority of a royal edict. Thf.
case was continued for further proof as to the real
national character of the vessel.

—

SOUTHERN INDIAN WAR*
Official Jlccounts.

[From

the Mississippi Republican. 3
Moun» Vernon, October 3,

— At the date of my

A

1813.

communication 1 was
preparing to meet, at their request, Pushomettaha, a
Gistinguished chief of the Choctaw nation, and a
captain of the medal chief, Myshhuelatubba, in
whom he reposes much confidence. An interview
took place at St. Stephens, where we had a lengthy
and frank conversation, during which I had suffiupon this question.
The chief justice laid down the rule thus: The cient cause to admire their friendship for, and the
5£t of concealment is Auspicious, but ct^t in itself interest they disrovered in the welfare of the Aj.r,\^;

Sin

la
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the enemies of our country
which they at once evinced in the uuiied struggles, should
fican people, and
of their ser- furnish an opportunity. One thing you may not only
tender
a
manner
prompt
by
strongest
but communicate to our fellow citizens that
vices and those of their districts, during the pre- rely on,
the operations in this quarter will in a few dajs aswar.
sent
of the business and sume a new form, and that we shall immediately
Seeing at once the importance
a system of the most active and spirited
the serious consequences to which it would inevita- commence
The full extent of the views of ouy
I immediately determin- operations.-r—
or
one
lead
another,
may
bly
are happ ly developed, and we hope not oned that the circumstance should be managed with enemies
and thai ly to anticipate and disappoint their unjust and base
all the delicacy and prudence in my power,
but ere we stop, to find, in the result of the
the arms of this people, which I soon discovered views,
be pursued, ample security for their good
must be exerted in tome vay, should be made sub- steps to
behaviour for the future.
servient to the good of my country.
The volunteers under my command are marching
On an exertion I found I had influence with them
it at to the frontiers and are in fine health and spirits.
Sufficient to bring them to this place, and from
General Flournoy and myself proceed to St. Stethe request of general Flournoy (who I am happy
after the arrival of the dragoons
to say perfectly coincided with me in his views on phens immediately
the Mississippi and of the 3d regiment, where
this subject) to the town of Mobile where the ge- from
the general commanding will make his disposineral met us.
The result of a conversation between the general tions.
A handsome body of troops are expected at St. Steand the chiefs was that they are determined to defrom Tennessee. Colonel Carclare war against the Creeks, their great allies the phens in a few days
been at the forks of
British and all others that are or may become the son, with a detachment, have
ten days, but h s nqt
enemies of the people of the United States, They Tombigbee and Alabama for
are mahave unequivocally declared their determination itw been able to meet an enemy, although there
small parties of the enemy employed in destroymediately to take up urms in behalf of our country, ny
stocks of the inhabitants one of
sind from their known character for spirit and inte ing the crops and
of zed his dragoons, on a scout, was killed, and one man
grity, we may rely upon a handsome portion
and activity on their part- I cannot help congratu- of colonel Hhines' volunteer militia, within a fewand the mills of a Mr. Pollard, on Tensaw,
lating my fellow citizens on the prospect of a secu- days,
and es- have been burnt since I last wrote you.
rity for the active friendship of this people,
1 h.>ve the honor to be, with great respect, your
pecially when we all recollect that their former life
like substantial most obedient servant,
and conduct holds out

—

—

something
F. L. CLAIBORNE,
grounds for relying upon their professions.
Brigadier-general Volunteers.
1 hope it is unnecessary to rsquest my fellow citiMr. Isler.
zens to recollect this in their intercourse -zuilh them,
and that the conduct of individuals towards the peoMottnt-Verxov, September 26, 1813.
gm Agreeably to your order of the 21st instant,
ple of the Choctaw nation may tend 10 advance and
•till more confirm these amicable and friendly senti- we
proceeded to Minis' Fort, toeollect the bones or
ments.
our countrymen that fell in the late attack on that
It affords me peculiar pleasure to have it in my
place, and to bury their remains, the last human ofpower to assure my fellow citizens that general fice that we could perform to the obsequies of our
Flournoy has been unremittingly and zealously en- fellow-citizens and brother soldiers.
We collected and consigned to the earth, two hun~
gaged ever since he acquired information of the
alarming state of things in this quarter, in making dred and forty-seven, including men, -women and ebih
audi dispositions of the forces of the country, and dren.
in forwarding the munitions of war, as was best calThe adjacent woods were strictly searched for our
culated to expel our Creek enemies and to punish
countrymen, and in that pursuit we discovered at
those who have by the exhibition of unparalleled in- least one hundred
slaughtered Indians. They wet e
gratitude to our government, and unmingled cruelty covered with rails, brush, &c. We could not be misto the citizens of our territory, forever dashed all taken as to their
being Indians, as they were interred
claims to our friendship and confidence, a9 well as with their war-dress and implements and
although
to guard our sea board against other insiduous enethey have massacred a number of our hapless women
1
mies
cannot help remarking the pleasure with and
children, it is beyond doubt, to them, a dear
which I feel it my happiness to act with him at this
bought victory. The adjacent country we had strictmoment when the peculiarly distressing state of the ly examined, and no sign of Indians could be discocommunity makes it extremely agreeable to remark, vered.
that general flournoy fully sympathises with the
The object of our command being completed, we
public feelings and consequently, that we have eve- have returned to this post.
to
for
his
our
rery thing
hope from
We have the honor to be, with great respect, your
arrangements
lief and security.
He is now at this post, and most obedient servants,
will
not
leave
this
until
the
frontier
Creeks
probably
.T. P. KENNEDY,
(Signed)
are handsomely chastised, and every interest permaCaptain and brigade major,
and
that
is
at
secured
nently
completely
present
commanding the detachment.
important to us, or that may become so to our pos- F. L. Claiborne, brigadier-general,
and
the
entire
of
the
Mis
Myself
terity.
regiment
commanding Mount Vernon, and its dependencies.

—

—

—

sissippi Territory Volunteers have implicit confidence, and highly approve of his dispositions, as

Mobile Point, September 14, 1813.
Sir I have information, from a source in which I
judicious and strongly marked with the best traits
*jf a military capacity.
place every confidence, that the British armed schoo»
I beg permission to notice, and I do it with real ner from the Bahamas arrived at Pensacola on the
the happy degree of harmony existing be- 10th instant, with a large supply of arms, ammuni
pleasure,
tween the regular troops of the United States and tion, clothing and blankets for the Creek Indians
the Mississippi volunteers, and I feel a strong con- also, that the old Seminola chief Perriman, and his
fidence that their mutual good understanding may son William, the latter lately appointed brigadier geto received »t a happy omen of th^ value of Xhcxr' neralin the Jiritish service, are at Pensacola. They,

—

—

N1LE5'
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drove into that place two hundred head of fine cattle burnings and dissention they are unworthy of you*
and sacrificed them at the heretofore unknown price and only have a tendency ultimately to disunite
of from one to eight dollars per head. Fifty cows those who, having fought and conquered York and
and calves sold for fifty dollars, so anxious they were fort George, should ever befriend and assist each
the hostile Indians.
supplies to join
acquainted with those chiefs, and know
with their people.
they have great influence
It appears the arms, Sec. were forwarded in consequence of an address sent to the governor of Jamaithe Creek Indians. The
ca, some time since, by
schooner is the property of a well-known free-booter,
a captain Johnston of the Bahamas, who has made
his fortune by preying on the commerce of France,
I recollect his breakSpain and the United States
out of the prison in New-Orleans, in the year
to

fret

I

am well

—

other.

my grateful and sincere thanks and fer r
wishes for the health and prosperity of
you all.

Accept
verit

Yours affectionately,
S. II.

MOORE,

Late captain Baltimore volunteers.
Baltimore, October 11, 1813.
To captain Stephen II Moore, of the "Fir it Baltimore
Volunteers."

I hope the arrival of these supplies will give you
a short respite, and enable you to prepare for any
force the whole confederation can possibly bring
It would astonish you to see the
against your posts.
labor, we have performed at this post. We have,
levelled mountains and filled up
literally speaking,

Sin—The testimony you have borne to the bravery
and zeal of the First Baltimore Volunteers receives
their warmest acknowledgments.
From the purest motiyes of patriotism, we offered
our services in defence of our liberties and independence. You were the object of our choice a*
commandant we were honored with your acceptance of that station, and permit us to say you filled
it with the highest satisfaction to your superiors as

yallies.

well as to us.

ing

1809.

—

However great the

fatigue, hardships

and suffering we endured, whether on the march or
in camp, these were always alleviated by your kind
JOHNBOWYER,
(Signed)
M*ieut. col. commanding.
and friendly attentions. We sympathise with you,
sir, in the loss you sustained in the field of battle,*'
Brig. gen. Claiborne.
but it is a loss sustained in a most just and honorable
FIRST BALTIMORE VOLUNTEERS.
The following correspondence does equal honor to war, and you are entitled not only to our approbaus on to
the heads and hearts of the brave captain Moore, his tion for the valor you displayed in leading
We trust that the hospitality and action, but have our good wishes for your prosperity
pfficers and men.
Baltimore will be evinced, by some and happiness. You have deserved well of your
patriotism of
and you will receive the esteem and reward
public testimonial of respect to a corps which has country,
a grateful people.
acted in a spirit that reflects the highest credit on of
1

the

am,

sir,

obedient servant,
respectfully, your

city.

To the members of the ''First Baltimore Volunteers."
Fellow soldiers The period of your voluntary
service having expired, and with it the command

—

I have been honored and entrusted with, I
cannot part with you as a military body without
of my esteem for the
affording you this testimony
motives which urged you to rally round the standard of your injured country— for your patient endurance of hardship and suffering, for the animated
zeal and courage which you manifested in the field
of battle, your willing obedience to my commands,
and for the many proofs of attachment you have
.ihewn to your officers for myself, the greatest consolation I derive for the loss I have sustained, is the
conviction of having shared with you, my comrades,
in a cause worthy of our efnqual toil and danger
me into private life, the
forts, and of carrying with
I comapprobation and geed wishes of those whom

which

—

manded.
In returning to your former civil employments, I
myselflhat you will carry with you that spirit
of prompt obedience to the legally constituted authoflatter

Feeling an honest pride in receiving an honorable
discharge, we trust we shall act with the same propriety of conduct in obeying the legally constituted
authorities of our country, as. you are pleased to
have uniformly marked it when under military command; but as it is almost impossible for the cautious
to avoid the shafts of calumny, no doubt we shall for
some time continue to receive the same abuse which
has frequently been heaped upon us; but let editorial vipers bite the file as long as. they please; they
can neither injure the reputation, nor tarnish the
hcfjiorof the First Baltimore Volunteers.
have again organised the company, which we
are glad meets with your approbation. Accept our
thanks for the friendly advice you have given us,

We

and be assured it will be deeply impressed on oue
memories. Unanimity prevails amongst us, and we
trust that jarring and discord will never pervade
our ranks.
We are, with sentiment^ of the most sincere
esteem and respect, your fellow soldiers.
By order of the members,

THOMAS WARNER,

Signed,

Sec'ry.

Baltimore, Oct. 11, 1813.
which has uniformly marked your conduct
To the Editors of the Baltimore Patriot.
while under military command. Let me entreat you
Gentlemen The following paragraph having apto convince by your example even the most incredulous and ill -judging, that republican soldiers will peared in the "Federal Republican" of the 8th inst.
I deem it proper,
ever become good citizens.
through the medium of your press,
rities

—

I have recently understood that it is in contempla- to make known to the public the circumstances
I certainly
tion to re-organize the company for the purpose of be- which led to the transaction alluded to.
of Maryland mili- should not debase myself by noticing any of the ediing attached to someone regiment
tia—this plan meets with my entire approbation, and torial remarks from that polluted print, had 1 not
to link you more experienced the disadvantages resulting from unconwill, if properly conducted, serve
and good of- tradicted falsehood:—
c'osely together in the chain of friendship
"It is said that the Baltimore Company of Volunfices. Should this design be carried into effect, let me
of the absolute necessity of harmonising teers took forcibly possession of an house in Utica.,
remind

you

and personal re- and kept it for fifteen days during which time they
laying aside all private pique
sentment; let no jarring or misunderstanding excite committed damage, according to an estimate mad^.
discord among you; for in such case you will afford
vour enemiespretexts which they will gladly seize
•Captain Moore lost a leg a^j York where I'i^
a censure and abuse you; avoid therefore all heart- was killed.

—of

;

—

$lLES'
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impartial persons,

"»y

amount of 1,200

dol-

lars," &c.

facts are simply these :—On the 3d of Februunder
ary last, -while stationed at Buff.doe, having

The

my command a detachment of New-York, Pennsyl
ania and Baltimore Volunteers— I received an-order
there to
to proceed to Utica, with my command
;

VM1.

1

The following orders, issued by general Boyd on
discharging the corps,, affords a testimony of their
soldier-like, patient

were presumption

in

and patriotic valor, to which it
us to add any
eulogy of our own 3

A IP.I IJTAN T-0 KM', II AL*8 OITICK,

Head

(juurtcru, Fort George, Sept. 7, 1813.
Orders The period having arrived when the
terms of service of the Jialtimore volunteers have ex-

—

of general Dearreport myself, and await the orders
pired, thtfy are hereby honorably discharged, and
born. On my arrival at Utica, I dispatched several
have permission to retire to their respective homes.
subaltern officers in search of temporary quarters,
The general would do injustice to his
the village)— in
feelings, were
(there being no public barracks in
he not to express to them his entire approbation of
the meantime using every possible personal exertion
their conduct while associated with him in "the tentto obtain shelter for my sick in public houses, but in
ed
and to add his testimony to their soldierVain.
The prejudices of those of the inhabitants, likefield,"
deportment, their patience in enduring the fawho were avowedly hostile to the war, were strong,
and privations incident to the camp, and the
in its support tigues
especially against such as volunteered
and ardor evinced by them in the hour of
and their inhospitality so unexampled, as not only bravery
battle.
to produce taunts and reproaches, but absolute deHe tenders his sympathy to their brave commander,
nial of admission to the sick within their doors, leavwho lost a limb while gallantly
or
streets
encountering the foe
ing them to perish by cold in the public
at York, and his thanks and best wishes for the futo look only for preservation upon some signal interture prosperity and happiness of the officers and men
position of Divine Providence.
E. BEEHE,
individually. By order,
officers
of
efforts
the
that
my
Finding ultimately
Assistant Adjutant generah
and myself to obtain quarters, were fruitless and unFROM THE SCIOTA GAZETTE.
made with offers of ample remu-

—

—

availing, although
neration-— and feeling, sensibly,

Lo-wer Sandusky, Aug. 27, 1813.
my obligation to prothe comforts and accommodation Extract of a letter from major Croghan, to his friend
at Seneca Town.
which their situation required ; I was driven, relucof
"I have with much regret seen in some of the
tantly to have resort to the unpopular measure
pubwithout lic prints, such misrepresentations
taking possession of an uninhabited house,
respecting my refusal to evacuate this post, as are calculated not onthe consent of its owner, who was then at Albany
The extent of farce required to take possession of an ly to injure me in the estimation of military men,
empty house, may readily be conjectui'ed. This but also to excite unfavorable impressions as to the
house I occupied during my stay in Utica, sorely propriety of general Harrison's conduct relative to
against the will of the disloyal and disaffected inha- this affair.
His character as a military man, is too well estabbitants, who, without the slightest connection of interest therein with the owner, or color of legal au- lished, to need my approbation or
support. But his
to dispossess me, by
public services entitle him at least to common justhority, repeatedly threatened
force. No other damage than such as was necessarily tice—this affair does not furnish causes of
reproach.
of troops, If public
opinion has been hastily misled respecting
consequent upon its occupancy, by a body
was done to the house—and I left it with a friendly- his late conduct, it will require but a moment's cooi,
understanding between the owner's agent and myself. dispassionate reflection, to convince them of its proThe forcible possession spoken of, has been justified p iety. The measures recently adopted by him, so
by my superior officers and by law the government far from deserving censure, are the clearest proofs of
have made compensation for the occupancy ; the his keen penetration, and able
It is
generalship.
the preju- true, that I did not proceed
parties interested are perfectly content
immediately to execute
which
from
towards
arose
his order to evacuate this post; but this disobedience
dices of the inhabitants
us,
the influence of misrepresentation and falsehood, was not (as some would wish to
believe) the result of
vile
of
the
and
have been dissipated
a fixed determination to maintain the
malignity
yet
post contrary
remains
unthe editors of the "Federal Republican"
to his most positive orders, as will
from the fol-

cure for

my men

—

;

;

;

appeased and awake.

Does it require much depth of understanding to
form a correct judgment of the motives and intentions of those unprincipled men ? Against whom is
their calumniating spirit exercised? Against repubwho from a just sense of what is due
lican soldiers.
to their coui^ry and themselves, have volunteered
,'

to aid in the prosecution of a war, honorably waged
And for
for national rights and national liberty.

—

appear
lowing detail, which is given to explain my conduct.
About 10 o'clock on the morning of the 30lh nil.
a letter from the adjutant-general's office,
(dated Seneca town, July 29th 1813) was handed me by Mr.
Conner, ordering me to abandon this post, bum ft,
and retreat that night to head-quarters. On the reception of the order, I called a council of officers,
in which it was determined not to abandon the
placo
(at least until the further pleasure of the general

for the treasonable purpose of weak- should be known) us it was thought an attempt to
what object
retreat in open day, in the face of a
superior force
ening the arm of government, and giving a proportionate strength and efficacy to the operations of the of the enemy, would be more hazardous than to rein
main
the
fort, under all its disadvantages.
I
enemy against us. With relation to the particular
therefore wrote a letter to the general couched in
notice, they have taken of the company under my
such
terms
as
I
thought were calculated to deceive
command, manifested by maay pitiful and unmanly
?

— their

the enemy, should it fall into his hands, which I
thought more than probable—as well as to inform the
general, should it be so fortunate as to reach him,
that I would wait to hear from him, before I should
proceed to execute his order. This letter, contrary to my expectations, was received by the general,
who (not knowing what reasons urged me to write in
a tone so decicive) concluded very
rationally, that the
Late captain of the Jialtimore Volunteers, m;mr.e:- of it was demonstrative of a most positive

assertions, alike false

and defamatory

liberali-

has been conspicuous in making them public, at
h time when we were remote from the circulation of
their paper, employed in testing our professions and
principles by an actual hazard of our lives ; and
consequently unable to arrest the slanders aimed at
our reputation and character.
S, H. MOORE,
ty
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determination to disobey his order under any circumstances. I was therefore suspended from the
command of the fort, and ordered to head-quarters;
bnl on explaining to the general my reasons for not
executing his order, and my object in using the style
I had done, lie was so perfectly satisfied with tlie
explanation, that

I

was immediately reinstated

ill

the

command.
It will be recollected, that the order above alluded to, was written on the night previous to my receiving it; had it oeen delivered to me (as Was intended) that night, 1 should have obeyed it without hesitation; its not reaching me in time, Was <he only
reason which induced me to consult my officers on
the propriety of waiting the general's further order.
It has been stated also, that "upon my represen
tations of my ability to maintain this post, the general altered his determination to abandon it." This
No such representation was ever imde.
is incorrect.
And the last order I received from the general, was
same as that first given, viz: "That if
precisely the
I discovered the approach of a large British force
would bring heavy artilby water (presuming they
to effect a retre >t, I was to do so
lery) time enough
but if I could not retreat with safety, to defend the
last extremity."
post to the
A day or two before the enemy appeared before
fort Meigs, the general had reconnoitred the surrounding ground; and being informed that the hill
on the opposite side of Sandusky completely
commanded the fort, I offered to undertake,
with the troops under my command, to remove it to
that side. The general upon reflection, thought it
best not to attempt it, as he believed that if the
enemy again appeared on this side the lake it would
be before the work could be finished.
It is useless to disguise the fact, that this fort is
commanded by the points of high ground around it;
a single stroke of the eye made this clear to me the
first time I had occasion to examine the neighborhood, with the view of discovering the relative
weakness of the place.
strength and
It would be insincere to say that I am not flattered by the many handsome things which have been
said about the defence which was made by the troops
;

At another time and under
ordinary circumstances,,
we should deem it improper and
unmilitary thus:
publicly to give any opinion respecting the moveBut public confidence in the
commanding general is essential to the success of
the campaign, and
causelessly to withdraw or to
withhold that confidence is more than individual
it
becomes a serious injury to the service.
injustice;
part of the force, of which this portion of the
American army consists, will derive its greatest
strength and efficacy from a confidence in the commanding general, and from those moral causes

ments of the army.

A

which accompany and give energy to public opinion.

A

very erroneous idea respecting the number of the
troops then at the disposal of the general, has
doubtless been the primary cause of these unfortunate and unfounded impressions.
sense of duty
forbids us from giving a detailed view of our strength
at that time.
In that, respect, we have fortunately

A

experienced a very favorable change. But we refer
the public to the
general's official report to' the
secretary of war of m*jor Croghan's successful
defence of Lower Sandusky. In that will be found a
statement of our whole disposable force and he who
believes that with such a force, under the circunv
stances which then occurred,
general Harrison ought
to have advanced
upon the enemy, must be left to
correct his opinion in the school of experience. On
a review of the course then
adopted, we are decidedly
of the opinion, that it was such as was dictated by
military wisdom and by a due regard to our own
circumstances and to the situation of the enemy.
The reasons for this opinion it is evidently improper
now to give, but we hold ourselves ready, at a
Cut are period and when other circumstances shall
have intervened, to satisfy every man of its cor'

rectness who is anxiotis to investigate and willing
to receive the truth. And with a
ready acquiescence;,
beyond the mere claims of military duty, we are
prepared to obey a general, whose measures meet
our most deliberate
approbation and merit that of
his country.

Lewis Cass, Brig. Gen. tT. S. A.
Samuel Wells, Col. 17 R. U. S. I.
Th. D. Owings, Col. 28 R. U. S. L
Geo. Paul, Col. 27 R. U. S. I.
J. C Bartlett, Col. and Q. M. G.

under my command: But I desire no plaudits which
are bestowed upon me, at the expence of gen.Harrison.
have at all times enjoyed his confidence so far as
rank in the army entitled me to it, and on proper
occasions received his marked attention. I have felt
the warmest attachment for him as a man, and my
confidence in him as an able cojiimander, remains unshaken. I feel every assurance, that he will at all
times do me amplejustice; and nothing could give
me more pain than to see his enemjes seize upon this
occasion to deal out their unfriendly feelings and
acrimonious dislike and so long as he continues (as
in my humble opinion he has done) to ma&e the wisest arrangements and most judicious disposition,
which the forces under his command will justify, 1
shall not hesitate to unite with the army in bestowing
upon him that confidence which he so richly merits,
and which has on no occasion been withheld. Your

V. Ball, Lieut. Col.
Robert Morrison, Lieut. Col.
Geo. Tod, Maj. 19 R. U S. t.
Win. Trigg, M.»j 28 R. U. S. I.
James Smiley, Maj. ^8 R. U. S. t
Rd. Graham, Maj. 17 R. U. S. I.
Ceo. Ci oghan, Maj. 17 R. U. S. I.
L. Hukill, M*j. and Ass. In. Gen.
J:is.

I

mv

—

GKORGE CROGHAN,

friend,

Vllt

L. D.

Wood, Maj. Engineers.

—

The humane rifleman. During the attack on NewOrleans, on the ever memorable 8th of January last,
a British officer having advanced at the head of his

column too near our lines, though yet at some distance, was meditating a retreat; when his attention
was arrested by the sight of a rifle presented at him,
whilst the unemployed fingers of 'he militia-man who

He hesitated—
it beckoned him to come in.
commanding presented
but only for a moment: he came in and surrendered
Lower Sandusky.
witli such

J\[ajor 17th. infantry

himself, a prisoner to the Tennessean, who
25, 1813.
facetious humanity had thus saved his life. On expressto so irreundersigned, being the general field and staff ing his mortification at having surrendered

Lower Seneca Town, Juj

Th8

officers,

was asked why he did not escape, as
was at such a considerable distance
from him ? Much mortified, he replied "I had n<r
-d Yankee
alternative; for I have been told thtte d
am
riflemen canpick aequirreVs eye out as far as they
foe, he
ids antagonist

with that portion of tiie north western army gular a

under the immediate command of general Harrison,
have observed with regret and surprise that charges,
as improper in the form, as in tiie substance, have
been made against the conduct of general Harrison
during the recent investment of Lower Sandusky.

see it."

—
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citizens who are exempt from military duty, to join
the militia in the common defence; for which
that those who are
the command of the post of Sackeli's harbor, and its purpose it is recommended',
thus disposed form themselves into volunteer corps,
dependencies.
The major-general lias observed with pleasure to act as occasion may require* Much is expectthe most valuable and efficient portion of
the good condition of the defences of this post The ed from
tiie riflemen, who undoubtedly
zeal and industry manifested by all ranks, reflects our physical strength,
and espe- will be at all times in readiness for the field. The
high praise upon the officers in general,
utmost vigilance is requested at. the present lime;
cially upon the chief of the corps of the artillery.
The officers of the army will keep constantly in it is Hot to be expecled, that if the enettiy invade
view the high responsibility under which they are us again, they will by proclamations and slow
Sad expeintrusted whatever of re- marches forewarn us of their approach.
acting. To their hands are
has
the
They have all seen rience must have taught them wisdom. Let it not
acquired.
putation
army
us
confidence. They be said that they caught
slumbering
and felt much of their

Sarkctrs Harbor, Oct. 31, 1814,

lictul Quarters,

General orders.— Major general Brown assumes with

!

country's

have reason to hope that more prosperous days are
dawning upon them. With new opportunities, they
will justify the fond anticipations of a brave and
to the fame and honor of
generous people, by adding

The major general

to

communicate

to

have

in his power4
to those patriotic citizens of Yeris

happy

it

who assisted in the defeat of our enemy in
the late invasion, the Very flattering compliment
of the legislature of the state of New York. By a
their nation.
The major-general has the satisfaction to observe, resolution of that body, which lias been enclosed
that many of the militia called into the service of him by governor Tompkins, with a request that it
the United Stales, merit the approbation of their might be promulgated, the thanks of the legislature
citizen are unanimously voted them for their good conduct.
country; and he did cherish the hope that the
.soldier, df this state, had gained for themselves a on that occasion.
Jiv order of major general Strong".
character not again to be tarnished. He has learned
C. BATES, Aid.
with deep regret, that *»me of the militia called to
NAVAL COUjlT MAHT1AL,
the defence of this frontier, have manifested much
At a general naval court martial assembled at the"
impatience in the service; and that others have been
on the 10th of
r>o lost to
February
every honorable and patriotic sentiment, navy yard, Charlestown,
as meanly to shrink from their duty, and desert 1815, and continued by adjournment from day l/>
the
18th
inst.
until
a
meat such
from their
Such
day
time,
moot,

ROBERT

,<

conduct,
post.
and wdl receive the jus* indignation <>f every
honorable mind. Every accommodation in the power of t lie major-general to afford, will be furnished
to the troops under his command, without distinction of corps: from all, he expects equal obedience
and attention to dnty. The meritorious shall not go
unrewarded, or the offender unpunished to the extent of the power of the major-general, who flatters
himself with the hope of being able to grant to the
militia under his command, ah honorable discharge,

rits

when

their services cease to be necessary.

By

order,

JOHN* K. PACE,

Ait. adj. gen.

GEXEIIAL OREE71S.
//.

Q. Verge nnes, ('Vermont')

January

The movements of the enemy in Canada

9.

invasion of our territory, renders it
highly important that the militia be prepared for
a short winter's campaign, livery one must be
aware, that lo ourselves alone we are to look for
security and defence; the regular force on our frontiers being notoriously inadequate lo withstand any
serious effort of the enemy. Preparation, therefore,

—

becomes indispensable; and it is hereby rigidly
Enjoined upon all officers and soldiers of this division,
to use their utmost exertions, that we may be
enabled to meet the enemy, should they enter our
territory, in a manner that shall not suily the high
reputation of the Vermont volunteers
The commanders of companies will see that the
!

men under

their charge be supplied wilh tiie quantity of ammunition required by law made into carAnd as the muskets in the hands of the
tridges.
militia are generally of an uniform calibre, it is
recommended that a portion, or the whole of the

—

ammunition of the several towns, be made into
cartridges, if the permission of the select men can
be obtained, and placed in suitable depots for
sudden emergencies. It is ascertained that most
of the towns are supplied with the
requisite quantity of ammunition; those which are not'will undoubtedly see the necessity of being immediately. The
exposed situation of this section of the country, is
a strong appeal to the patriotism of taose of ertir
TltrnMSSKST

'jo

vor.wK Yin.

—Captain Charles

Morris, president.

—

—

—

month of November last, did, thereupon
sentence him to be imprisoned in the navy yard at
Charlestown, until the 14th of April next; that he
be forever incapable of holding any commission oil
board of any of the public or private armed vessel. ?
of the United States; and that he forfeit to the use of
the owners of the said private armed brig the
Scourge, his shares in the captures made by that
vessel during her last cruise.
Before the court were also tried John S. Sahdbprriej
late boatswain; John Tilly, John Hilt and John
Berry, seamen of the same brig, on a charge "of
pillaging a neutral vessel stopped for examination
by the Scourge on her late cruise, and maltreating
the persons on board the said neutral/' and thev
were severally found guilly thereof; and the said
Sandboroe Was sentenced to be imprisoned at thr
navy-yard until the 14th of March nest. The said
John Hill and John Tilly, to be severalty flogged
fifty lashes, with cat-o'nine tails. And the said John
Berry to be flogged twenty-five lashes: And the"

indicating since the

a probable

'

Piesent

Master commandant John Dale Cre'ightori, iieut
John Porter, lieutenant Raymond, H. T. Perry and
lieutenant Matthew C. Perry, members.
William C. A3 Kvin, Esq. Judge Advocate.
J -remy C. Dickevsnn, late first lieutenant of the
private armed brig ti|e Scourge, was tried on charges
preferred against hirh by S«muel Emmes, late commander of said fyrig, and was found guilty of the
first
charge "negligence iii the performance of his
Of the second charge "quarrelling and.
duty."
using provoking and reproachful menaces." Of the
third charge "mutinous and seditious conduct.'*
And the court having taken into consideration that
he, the said Dickenson, had been in confinement

1

Sandborne, Tilly, Hill and Berry, to forfeit
their respective Shares in the captures made by the
Scourge during her last cruise.
Cask of the NEiunn From the J\"e-.r-Ycrh ilvcn
.said

—

—

ing P'jst Pew cases have excited more interest thart
that of theNeried, not only on account of the value'
>f the property in com rovers}', but the important
questions of national l*w v.'hich were involved in it
Xi

•]85
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The Neried was a British armed merchant ship, but
without a com mission, and was loaded with a very
valuable cargo of drv goods, belonging partly to
British subjects, and partly to Mr. Pinto, and some
Oliver persons, who were Spanish subjects.
She was
captured on her voyage from London to Buenos

VIIL

The captures recently made in and near the Sr
George's channel, and at no considerable distance
from this port, must evince the
propriety, and, indeed, the necessity, of adding a large number of
cruizers to those hitherto employed in the Irish channel for the protection of the trade of this
port.
That, however sufficient the system of convoy may
be for long voyages to remote parts of the world, it
would operate, not as a oenetit, but as a ruinous burthen and clog upon the most extensive and advantageous parts of the commerce of that city, namely
the coasting trade, and that with the ports of Ireland a species of commerce which depends entirely
upon tiie facility and quickness of communication
between both countries.
That the merchants, ship-owners and other traders
of Bristol, observing that due respect to the constituted authorities, which has ever characterised them,
determined to make their appeal through the accustomed and official channel, and rely with the most

at
/\yres, by tiie privateer Governor Tompkins, and
the tuvie of capture made resistance, She was bro't
into this port, and both vess.-l and cargo was libelled in die district court.
The property belonging
to Mr. Pinto and the o'her Spanish subjects, was
claimed by him us neutral property, and not liable
to condemnation as prize of war.
Mr. Pinto was a
passenger on board of the Neried, but took no part
in her resist .nee.
The cause was argued in June last, before the
district court in this city, by Mr. Wells, Mr. Hoffman and Mr. Emmet, for the claimant, and Mr.!
Dallas for the captors. All the property claimed by
Mr. Pinto was condemed as prize ofw.tr, on the
ground that the resistance made by the Neried, was implicit confidence, that your lordships will giv®
a forfeiture of the neutral property on board of her.! immediate attention and effect to their memorial ;
From this decree an appeal was made to the circuit and they beg leave to suggest, that they adopt this
court, where the decree of the district court was mode of address, in order to impress more forcibly
affirmed,-by consent, without argument, for the puff* upon your lordships the consideration, that the com"
pose of taking it to the supreme court of the United plaint they now lay before you, is of the most serious
States by appeal, which was accordingly done. The' importance to their interests, and requires, on the
case was argued at Washington before the supreme part of your lordships, art exertion commensurate
court, at the term which has just closed, by Mr. with the great weight which it appears to your lordHoffman and Mr. Emmet for the claimant and ap- ships' memorialists to possess.
pellant, and Mr. Dallas and Mr. Pinkney for the capCouncil house, Bristol, September 15.
tors and respondents.
The court on Saturday last
lorrs I have the honor to transmit to your
reversed the decision c-f the district court, and re
lordships the enclosed memorial from the merchants,
stored to Mr. Pinto the property re-claimed for himship-owners and traders of this port, upon the subThe cause ex- ject of the
self and the other Spanish subjects.
unprotected state of their coasting and
cited much public attention at Washington, and was Irish
trade, against American cruizers and privateers
on
sides.
It
was
a
both
with
which memorial was unanimously adopted by a geargued
great ability
contest indeed in which professional pride, indepen- neral
meeting, held in the Guildhall of this city, on
dent of every other consideration, would naturally the 13th inst.
strive fur victory; for .Mr. Hoffman, Mr. Emmet and
I take the liberty of adding to the particular comMr. Wells had given strong and decided opinions in plaint of the memorial, that I understand, both from
favor of his claim ; whilst Mr. Dallas, Mr. Pinkney,
private and public information, that many of the
and Mr. Harper had given equally strong and decid- privateers which bear the American
flag, have been
ed opinions in favor of the captors. Mr. Dallas who fitted or refitted out of the ports of I-' ranee, a pracwho
Mr.
followand
the
for
Pinkney
tice
which
to
captors,
cannot
fail
opened
prove highly prejudicial to
ed him on the same side, exhibited their whole the general commerce of the United Kingdom but
the latter gentleman in particular, distin- in the extent to which it
.strength
appears to be carried, is
guished as he always is, surpassed himself. Mr. contrary to the acknowledged law of nations' beHoffman's opening. argument, and Mr. Emmet's con- tween neutral states and belligerents, and calls for
cluding replv, are spoken of as the most splendid the most prompt andenergetic remonstrance from his
specimens of forensick learning and eloquence.
majesty's government, to that of France. With full
From the London Statesman of September 24, 1814.
confidence that the subject of the mernoral will nave
TO TUE HAGUE I1UN0II AltLE THE L01IDS COMMISSIONERS the fullest consideration and attention from your
OF TIIE ASMIItALTV.
lordships, 1 remain, my lords, with the greatest reThe memoriul of the merchants, ship-oivners and tra- spect, your lordships' most faithful and obedient;
ders, of the city of Bristol, in Guildhall assembled,
servant,

—

;

!

I

—

Mt

—

;

;

SUEWKTII

—

JAMES FOWLER,

That the depredations committed by American

JWayov of Bristol*

cruizers, in capturing, plundering and destroying The lords comm'ssi oners
vessels engaged in the trade of this poet, have of late
of the Admiralty, London.
increased to a most alarming extent.
Given at the Guildhall of the city of Bristol, this
That the usual shipments to and from this port
15th day of September, 1S14.
have been, to a considerable degree, suspended
the parties interested, either anticipating the probaAdmiralty office, September 16, 1814.
Sin I have received and laid before my lords
ble loss of their goods, if attempted to be forwarded
—or being unwilling to burthen themselves with the commissioners of the admiralty, your letter of yesmemorial from the merchants,
heavy additional charge of the present rate of insur- terday's date, with the
and ship-owners of Bristol, which accompanied it;
ance.
That this charge of insurance has gradually risen and I am commanded by their lordships to acquaint
to so high a rate as to exceed two-fold the amount you, that the several points adverted to in the meat which it was usually effected during the continen- morial, have not failed to engage their serious at;

—

but that however desirous they may be of
nal war, when the British navy, engaged in the block- tention
ade of an immense line of coast, could not, as at affording adequate protection to the trade of the mea considerable force has
present, direct its operations solely against the naval morialists, and although
bean a,nd. is now employed on the, stations to whi$h.
'o'ree of the American enemy.
;
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the memorialists particularly advert, their lordships
not only do not concur in the propositions that a
number of cruizers can afford complete protection
against the occasional attempts of privateers, but
they are satisfied on the contrary, from the experience of all former periods of war, and particularly
in the instance of the coasting trade in the English
channel, that nothing but a system of convoy will
afford the desired protection.
Their lordships have commanded me further to
state, that though they have no power by law to
compel the adoption of convoys for the trade between one part and another of the United Kingdom,
they are nevertheless desirous of making such ar1

VIII.
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There were ten seamen on hoard the schooner, two

—

whom

were only on deck these were immediate*
drove below, and the batches, he. shut down,
when to the great chagrin and disappointment of our
daring countrymen, they found that there was nothing on deck to secure the prisoners down they,
however, not undaunted, immediately cut the cable;-,
and made sail on the vessel two of them pressing
upon the hatches, to keep them down, and threatening the Englishmen with instant death, in case they
of
ly

—

;

attempted to come up.
Having got the schooner under way, they felt
themselves tolerably secure, having only the fort to
pase, the fire of which they determined to stand, rarangements for that purpose as, upon communica- ther than surrender. But a new misfortune awaited
for in going down the harbor, being unactions with the merchants of Bristol, or of any other them
port, may be deemed proper and necessary.
quainted, they ran the tender on shore; and owing
Their lordships take this opportunity of stating to the impracticability of leaving the vessel to cai
to you for the information of the memorialists, that ry out a kedge to warp her off with, (in which case
from the accounts which tlieir lordships have receiv- the enemy would have regained possession of her,
ed of the description of vessels which had formed our people being so few in number) and seeing no
the largest proportion of the captures in the Irish hope of getting off again, during the night, they
and Bristol channels, it appears, that if their mas- were reluctantly compelled to abandon the enterters had availed themselves of the convoys appoint- prize
having, therefore, got every thing ready, they
ed for their protection from foreign ports, or had left her in the same boat they came in, landed unSurnot, in other instances, deserted from the convoys molested and went on board the prison-ship.
under whose protection they had sailed before the prizing as it may seem, that although di'igent search
final conclusion of the vojage, many of the captures was m -de for the persons concerned in this affair, it
would not have been made. It is their lordships de- was nevef known who they were
Suspicions, howtermination, as far as they may be enabled, to bring ever, rested justly on the Americans as the perpethe parties to punishment who may have been guilty trators.
of such illegal nets, and which are attended with
" The hetio of Castine !" From the National
such injurious consequences to the trade of the
Advocate. It is understood that the inhabitants of

—

-

—

!

country.
the district of Maine have it in contemplation to preTo the observation made in the memorial, as to the sent
governor Strong with a sword, as a mark of
course of communication which the merchants of
their estimation of Wis patriotic and gallant defence of
lords
command
me
to
have
reBristol
adopted, my
Castine, and the prompt and efficient protection he afply, that they are always happy to pay to the repre- forded that district when invaded
by the enemy. The
sentations of so respectable a body as the merchants
sword is, it is said, to he constructed of the best
of Bristol, every attention in tlieir power.
American white pine, and to be ornamented with
With regard to the observation in jour letter, reappropriate emblems. On one side of the blade,
out
of
in
the
French
to
the
privateers
fitting
lating
the edge of which is made rounding, is to be inscribports, I am to state that this matter has been long ed " Bulwark
of Religion ,-" on the other side,
since made the subject of a communication, through
"Friends of Peace." On the hilt, the figure of a
the secretary of state for foreign affairs, to the
lion, elegantly carved, with his teeth and talons bared
French government, which has been answered by
and his p-iws extended towards an eagle, which he
that government on satisfactory principles. I ,m, sir,
seems endeavoring to devour also, the hero of CasJ. W. CHOKER.
your most humble servant,
tine, in scarier uniform, in the attitude of pinioning
J. Fowler, esq' mayor of Bristol.
the wings of the eagle, and thrusting him towards the
"New English" salute. During the W;ir, JVew
jaws of the lion. The belt which is made of the finest
of
the
five
to
Jive guns, alluding
English salutes,
American hemp, to be decorated With the word "daWe served,"
states, were fired on several public occasions.
drawn in needle-work With beautiful yellow
the
should
but
pitiful treason-like-thing,
may forgive
On the scabbard, to be made of suivorsted yarn.
it. However, there is some sort of reforma" Howard
notfirget
of
paste-hoard, the words,
When the news of peace was celebrated at perbly polished
tion.
Merit," to be inscribed in letters of the richest _§•?'/£
fired
seventeen
Whether
Boston, they
guns,
they paper. The whole to be executed in a masterly
Jeft out Bouisiana for drubbing the British, or nestile, commensurate with the merits of the distinVermont
for refusing to aid and assist them
glected
guished cfuiracter to whose patriotism it is intended
at Hartford, remains to be explained.
as an appropriate tribute.
Being for the sole use of
SpiniTED act From a Boston paper of January 27. the hero
of Castine, it will he considered merely a
On the night of the 17th of October fast, three Ameparade and (~to avoid the appearance of hostilityJ
rican prisoners of war (one of whom was capt. Bow- will be worn
only in the absence of the enemy on fast
en, arrived in town) all late officers of the privateer
thanksgiving days, and at the Hartford conventions.
Yankee Lass, having had permission to go on shore It is
thought it will never be brought into actual serfrom the prison-ship at St. George's, Bermuda, a few vice
except to divide the union. It may, however,
hours, took advantage of a grand ball which had be occasionally fourished to frighten the president to
been given, (and at which were present most of the
resign.
officers, naval and military) stole the long boat of an
Anecdotes. A few days after the news of peace
English ship lying at the wharf.and with no 01 her weaH. and some
pon than a pump-breuk, which they took from an old was obtained at Stonington, a captain
with a
sloop, pushed off from the shore, with an intent to others went off to the British brig Despatch,
seize the commodore's tender, (an unarmed schoo- few articles to sell: on getting alongside, the followner, of about 70 tQii3, lying about one mile arid a ing dialogue took place:
Lieut. Where are you from ?
half from the Goree sloop of war, stationed there
s^s a guard-ship) in which they fortunately succeeded.
Capt. If. Stoningtci

—

—

—

—

;

—

]
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Did we

Lieut.
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kill

ihe town.
A pa.hetic and verv app opriuis
discourse was delivered on the occasion by Mr. Hud the
last
honors were paid over the grave of
son; and
the young officer by a division of the garrison bat-

many of your people when we men of

attacked you ?
Cupl. If Not a person.

What

Lieut.

Capt. H.

None?
Not one person
!

and but one

killed,

talion.

—

—

Female patriotism. Dear sir I have the pleasure of forwarding to you a quantity of Socks, colCapt. If If tee all ran away, why did you and the lected by Mrs. Francis P. Lupton, from the young
ladies in Walton, Delaware county. They are inbrig run likewise ?
Lieut. The commodore made signal for us to re- tended for the soldiers who are in the service of our
tire.
country oh the frontier of this state, who may be in
Cupt. fl Did he make signal for you to be in such the greatest need of them.
To your excellency's disposal they are entrusted
haste as to cut your best cable and leave your best
that they may be distributed in the most proper mananchor, which I afterwards assisted in getting?
This last question so staggered the lieutenant that ner.
I have the honor to be, dear sir, your excellenhe morosely refused the admittance of capt. H. on
board of the Despatch, but allowed his company to cy's very humble servant,
CLARK.
His excellency I). J) Tompkins,
sell his little cargo,
T. Col.
J\
The Constellation. From the Norfolk Ledger of
Albany, Jan. 16, 1815.
March 16 On Monday hist, the United Stales' fri1815.
Albany,
wounded.
Lieut.

Good reason

—

for

it

—you

all

ran away.

AARON

.

—

January 21,
Sir I have to acknowledge the receipt of a quangate Constellation. C»pt. Gordon, sailed from H.impton Roads for New-York. It will be recollected by
tity of socks presented by the ladies at Walton, to
our readers that the Constellation, (then under the the soldiers in service on the frontiers of this state.
of
was
into
chased
command
I shall take a
captain Stewart, J
pride in communicating to the objects
Hampton Roads by the British fleet under admiral of this bounty, the interest which their gallantry
1
of
in
the
month
013, by very has inspired in their fair countrywomen. The doWarren,
February,
skilful management escaped, and came into this port, nation is characteristic of the
generous sympathy of
where she has since remained. To her gallant com- the
sex, and of their admiration of the glorious and
it
a
her
was
ohicers
and
mander,
crew,
mortifying brilliant exploits of heroes; and while it offers to our
circumstance to be blockaded by a superior force for brave defenders the most
grateful recollections, it
two years, but, to the public, and to Norfolk in par- will incite them to future deeds worthy of such ap-

—

—

To the Constella- probation.
ticular, it was highly beneficial.
tion, the citizens of Norfolk have looked with conIn behalf of the soldiers, I beg leave through you,
fidence, as a part of their defence, in case of an at- to tender to Mrs. Francis P. Luplan, and her fair aswas
not
Wiat
their
confidence
tack;
misplaced Craney- sociates, an assurance of gratitude and respectful
Island attests, for without detracting from the merits ien-ard.
D.

DANIEL

TOMPKINS.

of others, the seamen and marines under the comAaron Clark, esq.
of lieut. Meal in an eminent degree, contribuNonroLK, April 28, 1815.— From the Herald The
ted to the success of that gallant achievment.
following statement of an affair which took place in
For some time past, the Constellation has been un- this harbor on Wednesday evening last, we have
der the command of captain Gordon, whose activity prepared from the evidence given before the inin protecting the trade, which in spite of the vigiquest which was held on the bodies of the two unlance of our fate enemy, was carried on with the ri- fortunate men who were killed. We have been more
vers above, deserves the highest commendation. To minute in
stating the facts than the importance of
us it is surprising that under all circumstances, the the case should seem to demand; but we deem the
enemy made so few captures; more surprising it is, detail necessary to prevent misrepresentations which
wheu we consider his superiority, and captain Gor- might obtain credence to the prejudice of that magdon's means. With generally three or four ships, the nanimity and justice which the United States, in all
English barges generally were double in number; the their intercourse with England, have ever strictly
gun-boats were of no use against barges, who could adhered to.
retreat upon their approach; superior as the British
The crew of the Windsor Castle, brought in by
force W'.s, it never ventured into Hampton Roads, the privateer Roger, were on Wednesday last put on
without being opposed, and compelled to retire.
board a small schoone? and sent down to Craney
The urbanity of the officer, and orderly conduct of island, in charge of Mr. JVesibrook, an officer of the
the seamen and marines, were highly commendable.! Roger, with a guard of eight United States' soldiers,
Mu. Dale. j\"evj-York, March 29 By an Ameri-! Owing to a low tide, the schooner anchored some
can naval officer, who came passenger in the British! distance from the island, and the prisoners had to
gchy- President from B rmuda, we have been politely be debarked in a row-boat. Mr. If'eclbrook took thirfavored with a file of Bermuda Gazettes to the 25th teen of the Englishmen, with four of the guard to
February. In that of the last date wc find the fol-J row the boat, to the island, leaving eleven others in
lowing obituary notice.
charge of four soldiers on board the schooner.
Diek, on Thursday, at Slennett's hotel, in the prime
Before his return to the schooner, the prisoners
of youth, Mr. Dale, late a midshipman of the Pre-] on board rose upon the guard and endeavored to
sident frigate, and son of commodore Dale of the disarm and throw them overboard, in which, owing,
United States navy. This young gentleman was se- to the suddenness of the assault, they had nearly
the schoonverely wounded in the late engagement, and though succeeded. Mr. H'eslbrotk got alongside
th~
sanguine hopes were at first entertained of his re- er while the soldiers were yet struggling with
but they still
covery, he, has fallen another victim to the late war, superior numbers of their assailants,
unspeakably lamented by his brother officers, and held their arms. Desirous to quell the mutinous
deeply regretted by all here who witnessed his ex- proceedings of the Englishmen, he expostulated,
emplary behaviour and patience under his sufferings. entreated and threatened, but to no purpose, and it
His remains were interred in the burial ground of was evident from their expressions, that they were
George's church, to which they were followed determined upon taking possession of the schoo.ieia long train of his countrymen, of the officers of and making their escape in her. He then leaped on
the
garrison, of the navy and a number of gentle- beard and attempted to rescue one of
soldiers^

mand

—

j

—

—

[

I

|

'
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the current took them down the stream.
Major Skinner, however, extricated himself and swam ashore.
The residue of the party threw down their arms and
cried out "for Cod's sake spare our lives."
The

when the fellow who held him, quitting his hold,
seized the idler and aimed a blow at Mr. W. who
warded it off and ordered the released soldier to fire
at him, which he did and killed him. At the same
time, another soldier having disengaged himself shot
his opponent dead. The mutineers having the other
two soldiers confined, exclaimed "now is the time
boys! don't give 'em time to load again," and were

Aiken brought in several primajor Skinner, whom he rescued from

firing ceased; captain

soners; and
their hands.

M

jor S. was previously robbed of his horse equi*

/•ishing forward to seize Mr. li'eslbrook, when he page, and about 100 dollars in money, which he did
drew a pair of pistols, and commanded the muti- not. recover.
On the morning of the 19th September, two citineers in a firm and determined tone to go below,
of this town found a soldier of the British ardeclaring that he would shoot the first man who zens
refused. This decisive conduct had the desired my asleep in his tent, and made him prisoner, In
effect; they all immediately descended into the coming into town they were joined by another citi-

—

zen none of them had arms About a quarter of a
mile west of the village they met three British solWhen
praise- diers, armed, going on to join the army.
Worthy. His intrepidity certainly saved the lives of within a i'ew paces of each other, the citizens sprang
the soldiers, and prevented the conspirators from upon the soldiers, disarmed and brought them in
carrying off the schooner, an act which it is said prisoners.
In Uie affray, Mr. Samuel Norcross, a
they had premeditated.
respectable,
The two unhappy wretches who threw away their industrious citizen, was shot through the thigh, and
lives in this affair, are represented by the mate of expired in about two hours.
Shelden Durkee and
the Windsor Castle to have been habitually turbu- Ephraim Ran, were the two other citizens.
Same day, during the siege, Abel Chsmberlin and
lent and mutinous. Their names are Jobji Barnicot
and Thomas Dun jay. The verdict of the jury of Eli Lewis, crossed the Saranac, and made an officer
inquest ntirely acquitted the two soldiers of any prisoner. He was in a house about twe* ty rods from
a British picket
blame in taking their lives.
they took him out of the back door,
understand that com- put one of their coats upon him, and piloted him
Plattsburg, March 25.
Tnodore Macdonough has orders to dismantle the through the woods to the upper bridge, and from
fleet on this lake except one of the
brigs, and that thence to Salmon river, a distance of about 12 or
the sailors are ordered to Boston.
miles.
The Canadian Yoltigeuis, Chasseurs and Voyav
On Friday of last week, the body of a mnn was
geurs, were disbanded the24h March^-Considert- found on Cumberland-head, which appeared to have
ble numbers of these corps have arrived at this lain there some
days. A jury of inquest was summoned to examine the body on Sunday last. Ii appeared
place.
have been reminded of the propriety and jus- that he had belonged to the United States' service,
tice of miking mention, at this late period, of the and deserted from
camp, and from fatigue or intoxenterprise and bravery of several individuals of this ication, had laid down and perished. His canteen
It appeared, from a memorandum in
lay near him.
vicinity, during the invasion in September last.
On the 11th September, after the British column his pocket-book, that his name was Enos West, and
which crossed the Saranac, had broken, ad the men that he enlisted in the 45th regiment, during the
were making the best of their way b?-:k Hazen war. He was judged to be about 22 or 23 years ofhohl, and were subsequently carried to the
where they were put in close confinement.
The conduct of Mr. IVestbvook- was truly

island,

:

—

— We

H

We

i

Mnoers and Mr. Brooks and

—

pursued a party of the enemy's light troops, double their number,
for
nearly two miles, keeping up a constant fire upon
them, which they returned occasionally. At length
the British party apparently hesilated about the
course they were pursuing, and our men told them
they were lost and called upon them to surrender,
which they consented to after obtaining a pledge from
the militiamen that they should be well treated.
Scarcely had the captors made their disposition for
bringing in their prize, when two other British soldiers came back and commenced a fire on diem, re
proaching their comrades for having, five of them,
completely equipped, surrendered to three Kiilitia
riflemen.

With

five

Stafford,

prisoners in custody,

age.

Delaware.

sons of other non-submitting notions. At an entertainment at Middletown, for the return of peace,
"
the following toast was given
Jones, Porter^
M'Donovgh and Shields, the naval heroes of Dela-

ware, whose gallam
are

known from

brilliant and daring exploits,
,
lake Champlain to the Pacific ocean.

— We

were lately shewn a wooden
Wooden Legs.
leg and foot made by captain Benjamin T. Jldams,
an invalid at the Marine Hospital, Charlestown. The
symmetry appears perff ct, and the joints of the knee,
ankle and toes are rendered movable by spiral
springs, so as to make them extremely convenient in
walking and sitting. Several officers deprived of
their natural legs by the chances of war, have already adopted those made by captain Adams, and

who mi^h

attempt to retake themselves, encumbered with the
equipments of their captives, and no aid within
reach, our riflemen were eager only to get off with
the prisoners; but the two soldiers were so obstinate
in the pursuit, finding no resistance, that Mr. Stafford concealed himself and waited their near apwhen he gave one of the soldiers a deadly
proach,
shot, and the other relinquished the pursuit.
The prisoners, a corporal and four men were
brought in to general Mooers.
On the same day, a few of our militia, conducted
by captain Aiken, of Essex county, overtook a party
who had major Skinner, whom they made prisoner
-r-the party attempted to ford the river, and when
about halfway across, the men who held the major
were shot down by his side one of them held so fast
^o his sleeve as to tear off the cuff of his coat, and

—

Though this section of our country,
"done nothing at all" to support the war,
or even to defend herself, she furnished
many valiant
as a state

approve of them.

—

[Boston Pal.

Charleston, dpril 24, 1815.
Amongst the passengers in the sloop Delight, arrived yesterday from Sa-

vannah, is captain Thomas Paine, sailing-master in
the United States' service.
are happy that this
brave but unfortunate gentleman has at last readied

We

his home, but we regret
to which he is reduced.

—

'

most seriously the situation

Captain Paine commanded
Gun-boat, No. 160. On the 5th of August last, while
convoying a fleet of merchantmen from Savannah to
St. Mar)'s, captain P. was attacked by nine
barges
from the Lacedemonian frigate To such superior
% orce he was obliged to surrender, not hovv ever until
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had made a gallant resistance and received a most
wound in the right thigh, which had almost
terminated mortally. He was carried to Nassau,
where he received every attention that a generous
enemy could afford. After suffering the most excruciating pains for several months, this brave and
lie

severe

world and will be transmitted by the

VIII.

faithful histo-

rian with

to a grateful
posterity.
glory
Reviewing past events it is with exultation his
excellency reflects on the complete success which
has crowned the valor, exertions and
perseverance
of this gallant army, by terminating each successive
to
his
native
returned
in
amiable man has
country,
campaign in the defeat and discomfiture of all the
whose service he has become maimed for life.
enemy's plans, in which the utmost energies of the
The faithful slave. When captain Paine had fal- government of the United States have been exhaustlen on the deck of his vessel, by the severe wound ed in vain efforts to accomplish his avowed
object,
he received, his waiting-man who was passionately tjje conquest of these provinces.
attached to him, started up and seizing a pike, exLieutenant-general sir John C. Sherbrooke and the
claimed, "you have killed my master, and I will army under his immediate orders are entitled to the
ran
the
him"
and
British
lieuterevenge
instantly
highest praise for the 1 ravery and promptness disnant of marines through the body. He then leaped played in the occupation of a
large district of the
of
swam
a
shower
safe
and
and
amid
shot,
overboard,
enemy's* territory, and his excellency requests the
to
shore.
the
American
triumphant
lieutenant-general will accept his thanks for the corFrom Steel's list, February 1815. The admiralty dial assistance he has at all times afforded him.
have granted to the crew of the Atlas transport, a
To lieutenant-general sir Gordon Drummond, on
protection from the impress for the space of three waom the command of she Canada devolves, his
years, for their gallant conduct lately, off the coast excellency's best thanks are due for his unwearied
of Ireland, when attacked by a large American pri- exertions and support under circumstances of
peTo the general oificers, general
vateer, which they beat off; and the commissioners culiar difficulty.
of rhe transport board have recommended lieutenant staff and officers and soldiers his
excellency feels
Seward, who was on board of her, as an agent of himself highly indebted and duly appreciates their
for
to
the
The
merits.
To
transports,
promotion.
admiralty,
respective
major-general Baylies the
merchants of St. Thomas have presented to captain adjutant-general and
major sir Sidney Reckwilh the
Lennox of the ship Hibernis, and his crew, the sum qu irter-master-general, and to the officers of hi*
of 550£ for their bravery in beating off the Ameri- personal staff, his
excellency's thanks are also due
can privateer Comet, of greatly superior force; and for the
judgment, alacrity and zeal evinced in the
have also given to captain L. a vase of the value of discharge of their several duties.
100 guineas. In the action, the captain received
His excellency will have peculiar gratification in
eleven wounds; two of the bulls cannot be extracted.
representing to his royal highness ihe prince regent
From the Montreal Herald, of April 8.
the services and talents of the officers of this army,
Adjutant general's office,
to the honorable survivors of which lieutenant-geneHead-Quarters Quebec, 3d April, 1815.
ral sir George Prevost offers the heartfelt tribute of
General orders.— His excellency the commander
his warmest thanks.
of the forces announces to the army serving in BriDAYNES, Adj gen. JV. A.
tish North America, that he has received the comBoott asd beauty asp brockets. Extracts of
mands of lils royal highness the prince regent to
Utters from j\°eiu-Orleans, from the Frederick-toivn
return to England.
Gazette.
"Some of the officers were distinctly
In taking leave of an army he had the honor to
command from the commencement of hostilities heard, on approaching our works, to huzza their
men on, "well done my brave fellows, mount the
with the United States to the termination of war,
works! take the city! and you shall have money and
his excellency has great satisfaction in expressing
women in plenty."
his entire approbation and acknowledging the sense
"The enemy's Congreve rockets are very harmless
lie entertains of the zeal, courage and discipline,
for on the 1st ult. they threw about 1000
that has been so eminently displayed by this portion weapons;
into our camp, and killed only 5 men, and wounded
of his majesty's troops.
as many more. The
Kentucky troops call them KenIt has fallen to the lot cf this army to struggle
tucky boats with a long steering oar, for they have a
through an arduous and unequal contest, remote handle about the size of a broom
stick, 10 or 12 feet
from succour, and deprived of many advantages exlong, bv which they are thrown with the hand."
perienced in the more cultivated countries of EuLEONARD COVINGTON.
rope; yet his excellency has witnessed with pride
Forgive the tear which gratitude demands;
i'.nd admiration, the firmness, intrepidity and patient
It it a soldier's Tribute!
endurance of fatigue and privations, which have
The following short biography of general Comarked the character of the army of Canada under vington, is from an officer of distinction in the army.
r11 these circumstances, valor and discipline have
"General Covington was a native of Maryland; he
prevailed, and although local considerations and li- served with reputation under general Wayne in the
mited means have circumscribed the war principally indian war, until the savages were subdued; he then
to a defensive system, it has, notwithstanding, been retired to his family, and afterwards was elected a
ennobled, by numerous brilliant exploits, which will member of congress by the republicans of his district,
Jtdorn the page of future history. At Detroit, and at He was a member of the state senate of Maryland
the river Itaisin, two entire armies with their com- for many years. He was appointed a lieutenant-comanding generals were captured, and greatly supe- lonel of dragoons in 1808 a general in 1813. Whilst
rior armies were repulsed.
The several battles at bravely fighting for the honor of his country, he was
Queenstown, Stoney creek,Chateaugu»y, Chrystler's, mortally wounded at the battle of Williamsburg,,
La Cole, Lundy's lane near the falls of Niagara, and
the subsequent operations on that frontier will ever
•The commander in chief might more properly
immortalize the heroes who were on those occasions have said "of the territory of J\[as*ac>iusetts.'" The
afforded the opportunity of distinguishing them- governor of that state, as well as the British authoriselves.
The capture of Michilimackinac, Ogdens- ties, agreeing in considering themselves only as "*'/i.
burg , Oswego and Niagara by assault, are trophies cidental" enemies. This is proved hy many public acts
of the prowess of British arms. The names of the of both parties. See the British order for a partial
toe
espective oificers who led his majesty's troops to blockade of our coast, and many proceedings in
ese several achievments are airs ady known to the fcgislatnr- of .Massachusetts, fc.c.
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and twice pierced with balls before. he left his post.
generous and Immune and a man of distinguished talents."
It is true Covington was not a generalissimo, but
those who fought by his side, will ever revere his
memory. When buried at French Mills, on the pi ice

He whs

VIII.

JQl

tion of the city of Washington as the cause; but the
MILNE will probably be
honorable
for Ins piratical
promoted by the British government
and disgraceful conduct towards captain Cults.
Previous to the l.tte war, the officers of the "royal"

COMMODOUE

not only in the
navy of England were considered
con- light of brave and gallant cavaliers, but as truly
men. The illusion has now vanished. It hag
veyed the oorpse to its honorable mansion, were seen honorable
been found, that with few exceptions, their characto weep.
"When such a man flail* trrief is dumb."
ters are entirely the reverse. Candor must acknowELEGIAC.
fear and ivithout
lege, that the true "knights without
hero'a
the
shads
tomb,
Now where the cypress
the stripes and
Let the rich laurel consecrate the dome;
reproach," are those who sail under
stars of America.
Worthy the Rem, immortal may it be,
From jmrty broils or low detraction live;
Severe toast— The subject of the following toast
Whilst to his iimiwj X do the wreath entwine,
is of serious concern to the purses of the speculators
On honor's roll loop may his virtues shine.
whom it affects. It is from the Philadelphia "Hob."
tJUca, .March 30, 1815.
"VJaonanimitt." From the Boston Patriot.
"More New-England grievances a vast quantity
are informed by a respectable correspondent, that of British goods, and very little of the U. States
com- loans."
during the summer of 1814, the Bulwark 74,
manded by commodore David Milne, anchored near
Quizzing. New London, March 3. The British
Wood Island, in the district of Maine; that commo- dare not trust their men ashore, any more than before
dore Jfilne, with two lieutenants and three barges the war ended, for fear of losing them all, as they
This
full of men, went ashore in the pool at the town of run away whenever they have an opportunity.
Biddeford, a place entirely exposed, wholly destitute subject furnishes an anecdote. An officer taking a
of any protection, and incapable of making the least ride on the Hartford turnpike, overtook two deserresistance. Thomas Cutis, jr. esq. who resided with ters from the fleet trudging into the country, "holloa,
his family at that place, and who had a house, stores, boys, (says he) turn back and get aboard again
and several vessels there, met commodore Milne where the
1 are you bound to?" "No, no, sir, (was
with a white fltg, and addressed him with much ci- their reply we are going to the Hartford Convenviliy and politeness. Mr. Cutts plead his unprotect- tion" On reporting their answer in town, a citizen
ed state, declared that he had no concern with priva- remarked, "then they lied, tor the Hartford Conteers, and earnestly besought him to spare his pro- vention never deserted from his majesty's service."
The newspapers, from the 1st to the 10th of March,
perty, the destruction of which could have no effect
upon the war, and could only distress an individual. abounded with advertisements requesting information
This savage, dead to every noble and magnanimous of the "three unfortunate gentlemen" who were defeeling, and contrary to the rules of naval warfare, puted by the legislature of Massachusetts to thunwhich, we believe, inhibits the taking or destroying der the grievances of New England into the ears of
any thing" above low water mark, cut out a large and the president at Washington. It seems they came
valuable ship, and exacted $7000 ransom for her, on as far as Baltimore pretty well where the news
being more than she would then have sold for. Like of peace and a full confirmation of the glorious defeat
a midnight incendiary he then ordered his obsequi- of our enemy at Orleans, met them at once on
ous banditti to set fire to another new and valuable which, it is reported, they suddenly disappeared, and

now

called

Mount Covington,

the soldiers

—

who

—

We

—

—

d—

—

—

—

winch was wholly consumed, and to cut down
the frame of another large ship on the stocks. This
monster, not yet satisfied with the destruction he had
made in the view of a distressed family, then compelled captain Cutts to unlock and open his stores,
which he and his banditti entered, and stole and
wasted a large quantity of rum, coffee and various
other articles. Captain Cutts had a number of valuable charts, which had been collecting for years; one
of Milne's lieutenants, Simonds by name, had pilfered them. Captain C. appealed to Milne to know
if they
might not be spared to him; but this gallant
commodore in the "royal"* navy of England, so far

have never since been heard of
We have seen a laugable caricature of the gentlemen. They are represented as in a coach drawn by
four houses, who appear half scared to death, kicking, flouncing, and running, while the driver is
laying about with might and main, and a fellow on
the top of the coach with, a trumpet, is calling out

ship,

!

—

—

"Clear the road— clear the road,
Of grievances we hear a load."

Justice.' The intendant and wardens of the city
of Charleston S. C. invited the officers of the battalion of state artillery who had been on service in
that place, prior to their discharge, [on the return
of a public dinner. The invitafrom granting the request, directed Simonds to finish of peace] to partake
tion was politely declined, on the ground, "that they
the petty robbery by taking them on board!
Our readers will recollect that the captain of the could not receive from their fellow citizens any marks of
tokens of regard, in -which their brave,
American privateer Midas was reprimanded and attention, or
zealous and patriotic (volunteerJ sOLUiEits were not
deprived of his commission by the American government, in consequence of some depredations com- participants.
Dn. Mac Nevan. At the general illumination at
mitted by iiim on private property in the island of
Jamaica, although he assigned the Gothic destruc- New York, for the return of peace, Dr. Mae Neven,
(an illustrious Irishman, who nobly struggled for the
*The word "royal" is thus quoted by the Boston freedom of his country, and left the slave trodden
Patriot, because the jacobin editors of that town are soil when the hope of emancipation failed) got up
accustomed to speak of the British navy and of his an elegant transparency in which a Tennessee volunBritannic majesty as if it and that poor old crazy teer was introduced [we presume] as a negociator
man, were their navy and their king thus, they say of peace. He was represented on the glacis of a
the royal navy ins majesty,- as though there was field work, in front of the camp near New Orleans,
nothing royal or majestic but what appertained to leaning on his deadly rifle, and carrying his manly
Great Britain. With Englishmen, the practice is well and piercing Yiew over the field, as if to be assured
enough; but it is strange that an American should so all was safe. At his feet lay two soldiers in scarTet.
far forget himself as to give the pre-eminence:
uniform, supposed to have died with the parole and

—

—
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countersign "beauty and booty" upon their

lips.
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This gave great offence to the English in Newnot a little by their
York, and they amused the p.iblic
would have "Boogkimbtirigs in the papers. They
ti and Beau-tit" forgotten—-they would instantly
shake hands with plunderers and ravishers. We may
barbarisms of the foe, but frenzied
the

glaring
forgive
be the brain of the American that forgets them.—
Let them stand as eternal heacons to warn us against
the English nation, save in the reaffinity with

any

of trade and commerce; and against
ciprocal relations
as little of those as possible, lest we revive the serkilled."
pent that is "scorched not

Libel on

-

tiie

— An

Wasp.

Vilt

The employment of the Indians has been a soured
of extreme regret to the general. But finding them
called out by the government of the United States,
and expecting to attack an army who had long employed them in scenes of atrocity and outrage at
which humanity shudders, he was driven to the
only alternative left him of using the same weapon
against our enemies which they had used against
ou selves. That the British army had abandoned
their encampments and fled before the American
three, does not weaken the necessity which he was
under of employing the Indians before he knew*
that the enemy had absconded. At the same time
it is due to thcin to
say, that the Indians have
conducted themselves far better than could have
been expected, if the example of British officers
and British savages be the criterion. Not a single
individual has been scalped or tomahawked by
them; no prisoner of war has been burnt; the dead
have not been thrown into the public highways,
women and children have not been massacred nor
lias private property been
destroyed, except in cases
where t he former conduct of the owners required
(

account

is

copied into

some of the prints from a London paper of December 14, of a letter of marque, with 35 men, the
Emerald, beating off, after a long action, in which
from their quarters, severihey drove the Americans
al tnties repulsed them in manoeuvring, and returned their cannonade with two-fold efficacy, the sloop
This is a most ridiculous fabrication
of war Wasp!
Englishman, as respects the Vessel engaged,
and must be apparent to every reader. After sinkand escaping from a second
ing one sloop of war,
because a third was in sight, with no material loss
or damage, the Wasp is to be completely beaten by
This is really taxing
a merchantman with 35 men!
the Gullibility of Johnny Bull too much. The American vessel might possibly be the America, a Salem
in that case, the other
privateer, though we doubt
It was probably
circumstances of the relation.
some letter of marque. CoU
in the

—

retaliation.
The property which they
have plundered, has, in cases where it was possible,
been restored to the inhabitants at the expense of
the United States; and when the necessity for their
employment ceased to exist, the Indians were sent
to the American side of the river, beyond the reach
of temptation, to wait until circumstances justified
another call upon them. The relation of these facts
is due to the honor of our
government, to the reputation of the general, and to the merits of the Indians.
The capitol. From the Savannah Republican
F:om it also, the inhabitants of Canada may leani
Air. Rca from Pennsylvania, on the bill to appropri- what
they may expect from American forbearance
ate a sum for the repairs of the public ed<fic s, de- and clemency.
obmodern Vandals—
stroyed at Washington by the
To insure that forbearance, the inhabitants have an
served that he should vote against the appropriation
to perform
Let them be perfectly neutral
and assigned as his »easons— "That the present ruins easy duty
let them abstain from communications with the
iron balustrade— that
ought to be encircled with an
British army, and remain at home quietly pursuing
the ivy should be permitted to creep over (hem, and
their avocations. Those who conduct differently will
letters of brass affixed to the front of the cafitol,
The
! these are the incur the penalties of rigorous martial law.
containing these words— "Americans
character of our free republican government, and the
effects of' British barbarism— let us swear eternal
nature of our institutions, will justify yoiir expechatred to England." Who can read this sentiment
tation of security and protection.
All civil magiswithout emotions of great sensibility. Wc almost
trates will continue to exercise the functions of their
wish it had been adapted. No American now, or
as conservators of the peace,' as far as
herea» ;r can ever behold the caittol without utter- offices, merely
the monsters who defiled they are able, they will preserve order and quiet
ing an execration against
and every youth of our among the inhabitants. The existing laws of the proIt ought to be a Mecca
it.
as a sacred vince, so i'ar as they regaid the public peace, and not
country at the age of fourteen compelled
a pilgrimage to it, and interfering with the regulations of the army, will be
religious duty to perform
of Mr. Ria, to considered in force, until other measures are taken.
there, upon a'n altar, in the language
The magistrates are particularly required to give
"swear eternal hatred against England,"*
information at head-quarters, of all violences comAddress to the inhabitants of the upper province of mitted by American troops on citizens, unless they
The general enCanada.
are authorised by a written order.
the Niagara
joins the inhabitants to submit to their magistrates,
Brig gen. M'Clure, commanding on
frontier, finds the Upper province deserted by the and those who refuse obedience must be reported to
The brigadier-general invites all the
British army, and abandoned by its government. head-quaiteis.
In the peculiar situation of the inhabitants, it is inhabitants who are disposed to be peaceable, order-

exemplary

_

—

—

—

—

—

;

essential

to

their

security

that

some regulation

ly

and neutral, to return

to their

homes and

their

should be established for their government, white business. He cannot promise complete security, but
the American army has the power of enforcing them. lie engages, as far as his power extends, to protect
The general regrets to say, that illegal, unauthorized the innocent, the unfortunate and the distressed.
GEO. M'CLURE,
and forbidden pillage has been committed by a few,
Commavclintr j\'iagaru Frontier.
who are lost to all honor, and insensible of the
To arrest such practices—
II. Q. Fort Gsorge, Oct. 16, 1813.
obligations of a soldier.
to afford all the protection in his power— and to
Lord Batiitjrst, in the house of lords, in a disensure safety to the property and persons of the
inhabitants who are now under his control, the. cussion, April 13, on the treaty with America, said.
"A noble lord had fallen into the too common habit
general has issued this address.
of speaki g of the maritime rights of Creat Britain,
*I would rather say eternal remembrance of the .is if she possesst-'-i ny exclusively they possessed
eh ch hey we- e not ready to grant to others."
deeckef Englishmen. EBITDA re«.
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